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Appendix G: 
Public Involvement Program 

Overview 
The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) implemented a comprehensive 
public outreach and involvement program to support the development of San Diego 
Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan (2021 Regional Plan). To guide this public outreach 
program, the agency updated the Public Involvement Plan1 (PIP) (Attachment 1) for the 
2021 Regional Plan. This updated PIP established a process through which public 
communication associated with the Regional Plan development process was aligned 
with Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(F).  

Adopted by the SANDAG Board of Directors (Board) in early 2013, the PIP was created 
during the development of San Diego Forward: The 2015 Regional Plan (2015 Regional 
Plan). The PIP was informed by input from the Board, Policy Advisory Committees (PACs), 
Working Groups, tribal governments, surveys, a wide variety of communications experts, 
and our regional stakeholders and partners, including a network of Community-Based 
Organizations (CBOs).  

PIPs for individual projects draw upon the SANDAG Public Participation Plan2 (PPP), 
which serves as a guiding framework for all the agency’s PIPs. The PPP was adopted by 
the Board on December 21, 2012, and became SANDAG Board Policy No. 025,3 which was 
updated in February 2018.  

Background 
The 2021 Regional Plan combines the agency’s most important regional policy 
documents: the Regional Comprehensive Plan, Regional Transportation Plan, and 
Sustainable Communities Strategy. While the 2019 Regional Plan was being developed, 
recommendations were made to create a new data-driven approach to transform the 
way people and goods move throughout the region. In February 2019, the Board 
approved an action plan4 to extend the project timeline to develop this new Vision and 
build on the extensive public input received in early phases of plan development. From 
there, development of the 2021 Regional Plan began.  

 
1 The SANDAG Public Involvement Plan can be found at SDForward.com/PIP. 
2 The SANDAG Public Participation Plan can be found at sandag.org/PPP. 
3 SANDAG Board Policy No. 025 can be found at sandag.org/organization/about/pubs/policy_025.pdf. 
4 The February 22, 2019, staff report can be found at sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5038_25307.pdf. 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_4600_25893.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=115&fuseaction=home.subclasshome
https://sandag.org/organization/about/pubs/policy_025.pdf
https://sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5038_25307.pdf
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As work to develop the 
2021 Regional Plan was 
underway, SANDAG prepared 
a 2019 Federal Regional 
Transportation Plan 
(2019 Federal RTP) to comply 
with the federal requirements 
of regional transportation 
plans, U.S. Department of 
Transportation (U.S. DOT) air 
quality conformity approval, 
and preserve funding for the 
region’s transportation 
investments. The 2019 Federal 
RTP was adopted by the 
Board on October 25, 2019, 
and approved by the U.S. DOT on November 15, 2019. The 2019 Federal RTP was consistent 
with the Final Environmental Impact Report for the 2015 Regional Plan, the most recent 
plan approved by the Board at the time (on October 9, 2015). Key engagement techniques 
from the PIP were conducted, including open houses, public notices, web-based 
communications, an online comment tool, and visualizations. Public outreach for the 
2019 Federal RTP was documented separately from 2021 Regional Plan efforts. 

The Public Involvement Plan 
The PIP was framed by many different documents. As stated earlier in this appendix, 
SANDAG developed the PIP using the PPP as guiding framework to establish a 
comprehensive public involvement and engagement process for the Regional Plan. 
In addition, the PIP was guided by outreach requirements as identified in California 
Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) and from the 2017 RTP Guidelines for Metropolitan 
Planning Organizations (MPOs) prepared by the California Transportation Commission. 
A tribal consultation work plan was also developed in parallel with this process (see 
Appendix I: Tribal Consultation Process: Communication, Cooperation, and Coordination). 

On June 19, 2017, the SANDAG Draft PIP for the 2019 update to the Regional Plan was 
released for public review and comment. The Draft PIP was open for a 30-day public 
review period through July 20, 2017. The PIP was most recently updated in May 2021 to 
reflect conditions related to the COVID-19 pandemic. All SANDAG outreach activities 
occurring March 19, 2020, through fall 2021 were conducted virtually in accordance with 
Governor Gavin Newsom’s State of Emergency declaration regarding the COVID-19 
outbreak, Executive Order N-29-20, and the Guidance for Gatherings issued by the 
California Department of Public Health.  
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Goals and Objectives 
The PIP provides a menu of options for SANDAG to involve the public and gather 
meaningful input on the various anticipated components of the 2021 Regional Plan. 
The primary goal of the PIP for the 2021 Regional Plan is to engage a broad and diverse 
cross-section of the San Diego region in the development of the plan. Community input is 
critical to creating a plan that represents the varied values, needs, and interests of the 
San Diego region’s residents and businesses. 

The objectives of the PIP are to: 

• Raise awareness of the 2021 Regional Plan as the region’s updated blueprint that will 
guide the way as our region grows to 2050 and beyond 

• Gain meaningful input from a broad range of individuals, organizations, agencies, and 
local governments throughout the 2021 Regional Plan development and decision-
making process 

• Make proactive efforts to involve communities and members of the public that have 
traditionally been underserved or not participated in public planning efforts 

• Meet or exceed local, state, and federal guidelines and requirements for public 
involvement in the development of the 2021 Regional Plan 

• Deploy an inclusive process that leads to broad support for policies, projects, and 
programs outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan 

Implementation Techniques and Activities 
Public outreach and consultation for the 2021 Regional Plan used key sections from the 
PIP, which encompasses both federal and state elements (23 Code of Federal Regulations 
450.316, California Government Code Section 65080[b][2][F]).  

Research 
It was important for the 2021 Regional Plan to be informed by data and the latest 
information in transportation planning. The execution of the PIP was no different. 
SANDAG planned, organized, and executed research efforts that included focus groups, 
roundtable discussions, and surveys.  

Public Information 
A crucial tactic was to create and distribute clear, concise, and engaging information to 
support public involvement efforts and to provide materials with a consistent look and 
feel, reflecting the branding developed for the 2021 Regional Plan. The range of resources 
included written materials, public notices, a website, e-newsletters, and a dedicated 
phone number and email address for engaging with the public. 
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Face-to-Face Interactions 
The PIP recognized that face-to-face interaction was important and emphasized the need 
to create opportunities for SANDAG to interact directly with stakeholders in a variety of 
formats. These included presentations to the Board, PACs, and Working Groups; public 
workshops/open houses; interviews and briefings with key stakeholders; and outreach to 
partner agencies. In accordance with COVID-19 public health orders, these interactions 
were conducted virtually as well as through print distribution to reach community 
members with limited internet access.  

Community-Based Organizations 
The PIP recognized that due to their convening capacities, community collaboratives and 
CBOs would be critical to the ability of SANDAG to reach out to underrepresented and 
low-income populations and communities of color who might not otherwise become 
involved in the planning process. CBOs provided a culturally relevant structure for 
developing local protocols, crossing language barriers, and structuring meetings. 

To help ensure diverse and direct input into the 2021 Regional Plan, the PIP included a 
strategy for SANDAG to broaden its community-based partnership network with 13 CBOs 
through competitive contracts awarded by SANDAG. The primary goal was to engage and 
encourage diverse, inclusive, and active public participation from stakeholders in specific 
communities who traditionally may not have been involved in regional planning 
processes (e.g., people with low incomes, seniors, communities of color, persons with 
disabilities, and other identified populations). The 2021 Regional Plan Social Equity 
Working Group5 comprises representatives from CBOs serving underserved and 
historically marginalized communities. The Social Equity Working Group is a collaborative 
public forum for the CBO network and SANDAG, and it reports to the SANDAG Regional 
Planning Committee, which in turn reports to the Board.  

Web-Based Interactive Communications 
Given the growing role of the internet in people’s everyday lives, the PIP identified 
opportunities for basic web-based communications to provide information and solicit 
public involvement in the plan development process—as well as for more innovative 
interactive web-based opportunities. These included a dedicated 2021 Regional Plan 
website, social media, internet-based comment forms, e-newsletters, virtual public 
events, and visualizations. With the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic, web-based 
interactive communications became paramount in efforts to engage the public and 
solicit feedback. 

  

 
5 The SANDAG Social Equity Working Group charter can be found at 

sandag.org/uploads/committeeid/committeeid_108_28766.pdf. 

https://sandag.org/uploads/committeeid/committeeid_108_28766.pdf
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Media 
The PIP identified the opportunity for SANDAG to use print, broadcast, or online media to 
communicate information to a broad audience and promote opportunities for the public to 
get involved. For the 2021 Regional Plan, these opportunities included earned media, media 
partnerships, paid media, and outreach via trade publications and stakeholder newsletters. 

Coordination with Other Agencies and Governments 
In addition to the strategies and tactics listed above, the PIP also included specific actions 
to coordinate with other agencies and governments based on the region’s unique 
location and constitution. The 2021 Regional Plan Stakeholders List, which was guided by 
the PIP, is provided as Attachment 2. Attachment 3A details SANDAG public meetings, 
events, and presentations for the 2021 Regional Plan. 

 

Tribal Consultation 
Tribal nations have a voice in the decision-making process in regional planning based on 
consultation, cooperation, and collaboration. Through an existing relationship structure, 
which is outlined in the SANDAG PPP, a Tribal Consultation Plan was developed. It 
included a set of policy area listening sessions; an approach for collaborating on 
transportation issues; the development of a policy paper to serve as the basis for 
discussion at the San Diego Regional Tribal Summit, a summit between the SANDAG 
Board of Directors and the Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association (SCTCA) 
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Board of Directors to determine areas of cooperation and concern and identify strategic 
actions that can be taken on identified policy issues; and inclusion of tribal issues in 
regional planning. The Interagency Technical Working Group on Tribal Transportation 
Issues, which brings together tribal nations and public agencies, was tasked with 
providing direct input at key stages of the transportation planning process. The SCTCA is 
an advisory member of the SANDAG Transportation Committee and the SANDAG Board 
of Directors. The tribal consultation process and associated results are described in more 
detail in Appendix I: Tribal Consultation Process: Communication, Cooperation, and 
Coordination. 

Coordination with Mexico 
The San Diego region shares an international border with Baja California, Mexico. As specified 
in the PIP, SANDAG continued to coordinate with Mexico through the SANDAG Board of 
Directors, the Borders Committee, and other groups conducting binational work and groups 
and organizations based in Mexico. As identified in the PIP, some of these efforts were 
conducted in Spanish and/or simultaneous interpretation services were made available. 
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Coordination with California Metropolitan Planning Organizations, Air Quality, 
and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies 
Consistent with the PIP, SANDAG collaborated and exchanged information with the 
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), other MPOs, regional 
transportation planning agencies, and the California Air Resources Board (CARB). The PIP 
also stated that SANDAG would carry out air quality planning mandates in cooperation 
with the San Diego County Air Pollution Control District (APCD), including conducting 
interagency consultation for air quality conformity through the SANDAG San Diego 
Region Conformity Working Group. 

 

Social Equity and Environmental Justice 
SANDAG sought and considered the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing 
transportation systems. The PIP incorporated several techniques for SANDAG to reach 
people with low incomes, people of color, and others who may face challenges 
participating in the planning process (such as people with alternative language needs, 
individuals with disabilities, and seniors) to ensure that benefits and burdens are 
distributed equitably in the region. These techniques included multilingual outreach, 
public participation conducted in collaboration with CBOs, and community planning 
events that reached communities with high concentrations of underserved residents.  

The PIP is consistent with SANDAG Board Policy No. 025, Title VI of the federal Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 (42 United States Code 2000d), the Americans with Disabilities Act (as defined 
in Title 49, Part 37, of the United States Code), Executive Order 12898 on Environmental 
Justice, Executive Order 13166 on Limited English Proficiency, and other relevant laws and 
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guidance to ensure consideration of social equity, environmental justice, and accessibility 
in the planning process (see Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis for 
additional information about social equity and the 2021 Regional Plan). SANDAG is 
committed to ensuring that no person is excluded from participation in, denied the 
benefits of, or discriminated against under its projects, programs, or activities on the basis 
of race, color, creed, national origin, sex, age, income status, or disability as provided in 
state and federal law. 

 

Consistent with U.S. DOT guidance, SANDAG developed a Language Assistance Plan6 
(LAP) in order to ensure meaningful input opportunities for persons with limited English 
proficiency. The SANDAG LAP is available on the SANDAG website. Consistent with the 
SANDAG LAP, SANDAG translated vital documents such as public notices into Spanish. 
The LAP is updated periodically. 

Community-Based Outreach 
It was determined through the PIP process that 12 to 15 CBOs would form a Community-
Based Partnership Network that SANDAG staff would work with to develop involvement 
techniques in anticipation of the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG entered contracts with 
13 CBOs covering underserved and historically marginalized communities around the 
region to help conduct public outreach for the 2021 Regional Plan. Several of the 13 CBOs 
participated in the public involvement efforts for the 2015 Regional Plan and subsequent 
long-term planning efforts. Their participation in the preparation of the 2021 Regional 

 
6 The SANDAG Language Assistance Plan can be found at 

sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1659_14384.pdf. 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1659_14384.pdf
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Plan provided continuity in the planning process and helped to build knowledge about 
the regional policy-making process in local communities from the very beginning of plan 
development. Each of the CBOs conducted outreach using strategies and techniques 
they developed and believed to be most effective in reaching out to residents and 
stakeholders in the communities they serve. CBO outreach efforts are documented in 
Attachment 3B. The following is a list of the 13 CBOs that participated in the development 
of the plan.  

• Alliance for Regional Solutions 

• Bayside Community Center 

• Barrio Logan College Institute7 

• Casa Familiar 

• City Heights Community Development Corporation 

• Chula Vista Community Collaborative 

• El Cajon Collaborative 

• National Latino Research Center 

• Nile Sisters Development Initiative 

• Olivewood Gardens & Learning Center 

• Samahan Health Centers 

• Urban Collaborative Project 

• Vista Community Clinic 

 
7 Barrio Logan College Institute terminated their contract with SANDAG on November 28, 2018, due to 

institutional changes.  
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An overview of each of the CBOs and a map showing the areas of their geographic 
coverage is provided in Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis. 

SANDAG Working Groups and Policy Advisory Committees  
Obtaining meaningful public and technical input is important to all SANDAG functional 
areas and is consistent with the SANDAG PPP. The SANDAG institutional structure of 
standing Working Groups and PACs provides a forum for continuous involvement 
throughout the regional planning process. 

SANDAG Working Groups meet on a monthly or quarterly basis and consist of professionals 
and stakeholders from throughout the region with expertise and interests in the various 
issue areas. The Working Groups receive information and provide feedback on a variety of 
topics. The deliberation and recommendations of the Working Groups are reported to the 
various PACs. The PACs discuss issues within their areas of responsibility and make 
recommendations to the Board for final decisions. This ensures multiple levels of discussion 
and coordination in the decision-making process. All Working Group, PAC, and Board 
meetings are open and noticed to the public. 

The three primary PACs involved in preparation of the 2021 Regional Plan are the 
Transportation Committee, Regional Planning Committee, and Borders Committee. 
Each PAC consists of elected officials and their alternates representing each of the 
region’s six subregions (North County Coastal, North County Inland, East County, 
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South County, the City of San Diego, and the County of San Diego), as well as additional 
members, as follows:  

Transportation Committee: Metropolitan Transit System (MTS), North County Transit 
District (NCTD), San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (SDCRAA), Port of 
San Diego, Caltrans, and SCTCA.  

Regional Planning Committee: U.S. Department of Defense, MTS, NCTD, San Diego 
County Water Authority (SDCWA), Port of San Diego, Caltrans, Regional Planning 
Technical Working Group, SCTCA, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and Wildlife Conservation Board.  

Borders Committee: Imperial County, Riverside County, Orange County, 
Consulate General of Mexico, SDCWA, Caltrans, SCTCA, and SCAG.  

 

The following tables outline the Working Groups (organized by which PAC they report to) 
that were involved in the preparation of the 2021 Regional Plan, their membership, and 
associated responsibilities. 
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Table G.1: Working Groups that Report to the Transportation Committee 

Working Groups that Report to the Transportation Committee 

Working 
Group Membership Responsibilities 

Active 
Transportation 
Working Group 

One representative appointed by 
each member agency at SANDAG, 
representatives from active 
transportation advocacy groups 

Provides input on regional active 
transportation policy, planning and 
implementation activities; makes 
recommendations and fosters 
cooperation among the jurisdictions, 
agencies, and stakeholders within the 
San Diego region to plan for and 
support the development of local and 
regional improvements for active 
transportation modes (bicycling and 
walking), including Safe Routes to 
Transit, Safe Routes to School, facility 
development, operations and 
maintenance, education, 
encouragement, and evaluation 

Cities/County 
Transportation 
Advisory 
Committee 

Public works directors from local 
jurisdictions, including the 18 cities 
and County of San Diego, and staff 
from MTS, NCTD, Caltrans, APCD, and 
Port of San Diego 

Provides recommendations to the 
Transportation Committee regarding: 
(1) local street projects and programs, 
including local freeway interchanges; 
and (2) highways, transit, rail, bicycle, 
and pedestrian issues and policies that 
affect local street and road projects and 
programs 
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Working Groups that Report to the Transportation Committee 

Working 
Group Membership Responsibilities 

Freight 
Stakeholders 
Working Group 

Members include one representative 
each from the Cities/County 
Transportation Advisory Committee 
and the Regional Planning Technical 
Working Group, and members from 
Caltrans, Port of San Diego and Port 
users, Federal Highway 
Administration, California Trucking 
Association, American Trucking 
Association, SDCRAA, shippers and 
carriers using the airport, San Diego 
and Arizona Eastern Railway, 
Burlington Northern Santa Fe 
Railroad, Union Pacific Railroad, 
regional truckers, warehouse 
operators, San Diego Regional and 
Otay Mesa Chambers of Commerce, 
San Diego World Trade Center, 
ADMICARGA Baja California short line 
rail operator, Imperial County 
Transportation Commission, SCAG, 
Waste Management, Environmental 
Health Coalition, and others 
interested in efficient goods 
movement in the San Diego region 

Provides input and feedback to 
SANDAG staff and in turn to the 
Transportation Committee regarding 
the Freight Gateway Study Update, 
Analysis of Freeway Operational 
Strategies Related to the Use of 
Managed Lanes by Trucks, and Goods 
Movement Strategy portion of the 
Regional Plan 

San Diego Region 
Conformity 
Working Group 

Staff from the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, U.S. DOT, CARB, 
Caltrans, APCD, and SANDAG 

Reviews and comments on Regional 
Transportation Plan and Regional 
Transportation Improvement Program, 
transportation conformity and State 
Implementation Plan development or 
updates, and fulfills federal and state 
requirements for interagency 
consultation 

San Diego 
Regional 
Traffic Engineers 
Council 

One representative from each of the 
region’s local agencies, including the 
cities, County of San Diego, Caltrans, 
MTS, NCTD, and SANDAG 

Discusses, reviews, and/or recommends 
traffic and transportation engineering 
aspects of the planning, design, 
construction, operation, and 
maintenance of the region’s roadway 
network, including but not limited to 
pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and 
vehicular traffic 
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Working Groups that Report to the Transportation Committee 

Working 
Group Membership Responsibilities 

Social Services 
Transportation 
Advisory Council 

Representatives of transit users who 
are 60 years or older; representatives 
of transit users who are persons with 
a disability; representatives of transit 
users who are persons with limited 
means; staff from social service 
providers serving seniors, persons 
with disabilities, and persons of 
limited means; representatives from 
the Consolidated Transportation 
Services Agency; and representatives 
from MTS and NCTD 

Designated as the Local Review 
Committee for the Federal Transit 
Administration Section 5310 grant 
applications, holds required unmet 
needs hearings, and advises on regional 
issues of accessible transportation 
provided by the public and private 
sector; fulfills state requirement; fulfills 
federal requirements for Coordinated 
Plan development; and reviews and 
advises on transit capital improvement 
projects for Americans with Disabilities 
Act compliance 
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Table G.2: Working Groups that Report to the Regional Planning Committee 

Working Groups that Report to the Regional Planning 
Committee 

Working 
Group 

Membership Responsibility 

Regional Planning 
Technical 
Working Group 

Planning directors from the region’s local 
jurisdictions including the 18 cities and 
County of San Diego, and staff from other 
agencies, including Port of San Diego, 
MTS, NCTD, Caltrans, SDCWA, APCD, 
SDCRAA, U.S. Department of Defense, 
and Local Agency Formation 
Commission 

Advises on key regional planning 
and implementation activities 
including the preparation of the 
Regional Plan and the 
development/update of the 
Smart Growth Concept Map, 
Smart Growth Incentive Program, 
land use and transportation 
performance indicators and targets, 
and Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment; assists with public 
outreach activities; focuses on land 
use and environmental planning 
activities of regional significance 

Environmental 
Mitigation 
Program Working 
Group 

Representatives from the region’s six 
subregions (North County Coastal, 
North County Inland, East County, 
South County, the City of San Diego, and 
the County of San Diego); representatives 
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, Wildlife 
Conservation Board, U.S. Forest Service, 
Caltrans, The Nature Conservancy, 
San Diego Conservation Network, 
U.S. Geological Survey, Endangered 
Habitats League, Building Industry 
Association, The San Diego Foundation, 
and Alliance for Habitat Conservation 

Advises on issues related to the 
coordination and implementation 
of the TransNet Environmental 
Mitigation Program and other 
related items 

San Diego 
Regional Military 
Working Group 

Five representatives from the armed 
forces: Navy Region Southwest, 
Navy Facilities Engineering Command, 
Marine Corps Installation West, 
Marine Corps Recruitment Depot, and 
U.S. Coast Guard San Diego Sector; and 
one representative each from the 
following jurisdictions: City of Coronado, 
City of Imperial Beach, City of Oceanside, 
City of National City, City of San Diego, 
County of San Diego, Port of San Diego, 
MTS, and NCTD 

Provides a collaborative forum for 
the various branches of the military 
and SANDAG to address areas of 
mutual interest, including growth 
management, habitat, 
transportation, regional growth, 
housing, water, energy, and other 
related topics 
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Working Groups that Report to the Regional Planning 
Committee 

Working 
Group 

Membership Responsibility 

Regional Energy 
Working Group 

Elected officials from the region’s six 
subregions (North County Coastal, 
North County Inland, East County, 
South County, the City of San Diego, and 
the County of San Diego) and 
stakeholders representing business, 
energy, environment, economy, 
education, and consumer  

Advises on the implementation of 
the Regional Energy Strategy and 
tasks of the Regional Energy 
Planning Program, and serves as a 
forum for discussion of regional 
energy issues 

2021 Regional Plan 
Social Equity 
Working Group 

Representatives from CBOs or 
community collaboratives that service 
underserved/ disadvantaged 
communities selected through a 
competitive Request for Proposals 
process by SANDAG  

Serves as a forum for the public and 
various CBOs in the county; 
provides ongoing public input from 
disadvantaged or 
underrepresented communities in 
the region into key activities 
associated with the 2021 Regional 
Plan and related planning activities 
with a focus on the social equity 
perspective 
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Table G.3: Working Groups that Report to the Borders Committee 

Working Groups that Report to the Borders Committee 

Working 
Group Membership Responsibility 

Interagency 
Technical 
Working Group on 
Tribal 
Transportation 
Issues 

Representatives from each of the 
federally recognized tribal 
governments and California tribes 
in San Diego County, SCTCA, 
Caltrans, the County of San Diego, 
MTS, and NCTD 

Discusses and coordinates tribal 
transportation issues of mutual concern, 
including providing input on the 2021 
Regional Plan, with the various public 
planning agencies in the region, including 
SANDAG, Caltrans, the County of 
San Diego, and the transit operators 

Committee on 
Binational 
Regional 
Opportunities 

Representatives from cities, 
government agencies, 
businesses, academia, and other 
organizations located on both 
sides of the U.S.–Mexico border; 
the Consulate General of Mexico 
is Co-Chair of the Committee on 
Binational Regional Opportunities 

The Committee on Binational Regional 
Opportunities advises the SANDAG 
Borders Committee concerning both 
short- and long-term binational-related 
activities, issues, and actions; provides 
recommendations regarding binational 
border-related planning and development; 
and identifies ways to assist and coordinate 
with existing efforts in the binational area 
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Supported by existing working relationships, SANDAG collaborated with our 19 local 
jurisdictions and member agencies—including the U.S. military, the region’s 17 federally 
recognized tribal governments, Port of San Diego, SDCRAA, and SDCWA, as well as the 
Republic of Mexico and several state agencies, such as Caltrans and CARB—in the 
preparation of the 2021 Regional Plan. 

Dedicated Website with 
Interactive Elements 
SANDAG launched a dedicated website 
for the 2021 Regional Plan on the 
SANDAG regional planning website, 
SDForward.com. The website served as 
the information portal for project 
updates, the calendar of events, and 
reports related to the plan. It also 
included various interactive elements, 
including a videos page, online 
comment form, interactive maps and 
data viewers, and the virtual Vision Lab, 
which served as a one-stop resource for 
community members to engage in the 
plan-development process.  

Implementing the Public 
Involvement Plan 
The following section summarizes the 
main outreach activities conducted throughout development of the plan. Presentations, 
public meetings, and community events were held at different times throughout the day in 
an accessible virtual format. Attachments 3A and 3B provide comprehensive listings of public 
meetings, workshops, open houses, and presentations by SANDAG and by the SANDAG CBO 
network. SANDAG provided timely public notice of public participation activities and access 
to information about transportation issues and processes in multiple formats, including 
making technical information and meeting notices available electronically and employing 
visualization techniques to describe components of the plan. Notices for key public meetings 
and events are available in Attachment 4, and key notices shared through project e-blasts 
and SANDAG social media channels are available in Attachment 5. 

Fall to Winter 2016 – Public Scoping Meeting for Environmental Impact Report 
The initial Regional Plan update process launched November 14, 2016, with the release of the 
Notice of Preparation for the Environmental Impact Report for a 60-day comment period 
that closed on January 13, 2017. A public scoping meeting was held on December 8, 2016, at 
SANDAG. In total SANDAG received 19 written comment letters during the public comment 
period as well as verbal comments during the scoping meeting (Attachment 6). 

https://sdforward.com/
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Spring to Fall 2017 – Series of Policy Meetings on Vision, Goals, and 
Policy Objectives  
On April 28, 2017, staff shared a proposed work program and schedule describing key 
tasks and timeframes for developing the 2021 Regional Plan at the Board meeting. 
The work program identified a process to engage low-income populations and 
communities of color in underserved areas through the CBO network, as well as the roles 
and responsibilities of the Working Groups, PACs, and the Board related to development 
of the 2021 Regional Plan. 

On September 1, 2017, the SANDAG Regional Planning Committee and the SANDAG 
Transportation Committee provided feedback on public outreach options to inform or 
refine the Vision, goals, and policy objectives for the 2021 Regional Plan and on the 
emerging transportation technologies white paper. The draft white paper, along with 
white papers on other topics, was presented to the SANDAG Working Groups, PACs, and 
Board, as well as to interested stakeholders and the public, in fall and winter 2017 to help 
inform plan development.  

At the October 6, 2017, SANDAG Regional Planning Committee and SANDAG 
Transportation Committee meetings and the October 20, 2017, Transportation Committee 
meeting, the Unconstrained Transportation Network and options for developing revenue-
constrained network scenarios were discussed. At a series of meetings in December, the 
SANDAG Regional Planning Committee and the SANDAG Transportation Committee 
discussed updates to the Public Health, Economic Prosperity, and Climate Change 
white papers developed for the 2015 Regional Plan. Also in December, an overview of the 
Regional Growth Forecast for use in the development of the Regional Plan was presented 
to these committees and the Board.  

Winter 2017 to Spring 2018 – Workshop on Performance Measures 
In late 2017, staff sought input on draft performance measures from SANDAG 
Working Groups, stakeholders, and the public. On December 4, 2017, SANDAG hosted a 
workshop to gather input on the potential transportation network performance 
measures for the 2021 Regional Plan. Attendees participated in facilitated discussions in 
English and Spanish, and comments received included requests for measures of 
congestion, vehicle miles traveled (VMT), health outcome metrics, transit frequency, 
bicycle and pedestrian facility quality, and first/last-mile concerns. Following the 
workshop and through December 15, 2017, more than 300 respondents provided 
feedback on the proposed Performance Measures through an online survey. A summary 
of the feedback received at the public workshop and via the online survey is included in 
Attachment 6. 

The thoughtful and extensive input gathered at the workshop was important to help the 
PACs and the Board evaluate several scenarios for the region’s future regional 
transportation network. Major community input themes include support for a VMT 
measure, assessing health outcomes and the perception of safety, and mode- and 
subregion-specific metrics. 
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After several months of coordination and collaboration with the public, stakeholders, 
SANDAG PACs and Working Groups, as well as an industry-led Peer Review Panel 
(January 2018), staff presented the Draft Performance Measures to the Transportation and 
Regional Planning Committees on February 2, 2018. Proposed Performance Measures 
were presented to the Regional Planning Committee (March 2, 2018) and Transportation 
Committee (March 16, 2018), and final Performance Measures for the 2021 Regional Plan 
were presented to the Board on March 23, 2018. 

Spring 2018 – Series of Policy Meetings 
On February 2, 2018, SANDAG presented key findings of the Emerging Technologies 
white paper to the Regional Planning Committee and the Transportation Committee to 
help inform plan development. The white paper included several innovative mobility 
concepts for consideration and showcased the need for proactive planning and policies 
to move the region toward achieving the established Vision, goals, and policy objectives.  

In February, these committees and the Board discussed three potential funding 
scenarios. Also in February, SANDAG hosted a panel of five experts in economics, 
demography, regional planning, and real estate development to review the assumptions 
and results of the forecast used to create the Preliminary Regional Growth Forecast. 

In March, staff provided an overview of the proposed approach for the social equity 
analysis to the Transportation Committee. The revised Climate Change, Public Health, 
and Economic Prosperity white papers were presented at Regional Planning Committee 
and Transportation Committee meetings to inform plan development.  

Spring and Summer 2018 – Transportation Network Themes 
On April 6, 2018, themes to set the foundation for the 2021 Regional Plan transportation 
scenarios were discussed at Regional Planning Committee and Transportation 
Committee meetings. On April 23, 2018, two outreach events (one in midday and one in 
the evening) were held to seek input on transportation priorities and network themes, 
which were followed by five subregional open houses cohosted by CBOs from April 25 
through May 3, 2018. The open houses included an interactive tour of components 
considered in the transportation network scenario development process, including 
transit, Managed Lanes/highways, emerging technologies and services, environment/ 
climate change, public health, and the economy. Information was available in English and 
Spanish at all open houses. Concurrent with the open houses, a bilingual survey was 
posted on the project website, SDForward.com, and print copies were available through 
CBOs from April 23 to May 10, 2018. Input gathered through these outreach efforts was 
shared with the Board and PACs for consideration in developing draft transportation 
network concepts and is available in Attachment 6.  

http://www.sdforward.com/fwddoc/x-2018EmergingTechnologiesWhitePaper_kwa.pdf
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/climate-change-white-paper-march-2-2018.pdf?sfvrsn=c0d4f965_0
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/public-health-white-paper-march-2-2018.pdf?sfvrsn=f3d4f965_0
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/economic-prosperity-white-paper_march-2-2018.pdf?sfvrsn=ded4f965_0
https://sdforward.com/
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Spring and Summer 2018 – Series of Policy Workshops 
In April and May of 2018, the Preliminary Regional Growth Forecast was discussed at 
Regional Planning Committee meetings, including preliminary results, assumptions used 
to develop the forecast, and options for addressing projected housing need. In May, staff 
presented additional research to the Board, and based on that feedback, staff developed 
the regional and local housing capacity assumptions. The final assumptions were 
presented to the Board in June 2018 and used to develop the Regional Growth Forecast.  

An update on project cost estimates and potential funding scenarios was presented to 
the Board on May 25, 2018. The Board provided feedback on a preferred funding scenario 
to develop distinct transportation network scenarios. Development and evaluation of the 
network scenarios, which incorporate input from public outreach activities, occurred over 
the summer. The Social Equity Analysis Framework and Approach were presented at the 
June 1, 2018, Transportation Committee meeting and the June 22, 2018, Board meeting.  

Fall and Winter 2018 – Transportation Network Concepts 
A Board Workshop was held on October 12, 2018, wherein the Board was asked to 
consider the three transportation network concepts and provide feedback. The 
Transportation Committee also provided input at its October 19, 2018, meeting and the 
Regional Planning Committee provided input at its November 2, 2018, meeting. 
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Throughout October 2018, SANDAG heard from thousands 
of people—through the Board workshop, an open house 
and subregional community conversations, CBO outreach 
events, a survey, and social media—about projects, 
programs, and policies to include in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
Additionally, subregional ambassadors helped encourage 
engagement in their respective communities, including 
promoting the community conversations, open house, and 
survey participation, as well as coordinating outreach 
through a variety of third-party stakeholder groups 
(e.g., business and community associations, professional 
organizations and associations, and planning groups). Input 
gathered throughout October 2018 would be used to help 
inform development of transportation networks scenarios, 
and summaries of input are available in Attachment 6.  

Residents provided input through more than 
3,600 completed surveys and nearly 2,500 comments. 
Additionally, more than 1,200 people attended the open house, six subregional 
community conversations cohosted by Board members, and more than 30 workshops 
hosted by CBOs. During this time, SANDAG received more than 5,800 social media 
engagements and 6,000 unique website visits related to the 2021 Regional Plan.  

In particular, SANDAG prepared three distinct network concepts for discussion that 
generated significant and specific input from the Board and public. Each network 
concept addressed the Board’s performance measures to varying degrees; however, the 
data analysis showed that it will be policies, programs, and technologies (rather than 
specific capital project investments) that are the defining factors in terms of performance 
and achieving the goals envisioned by the 2021 Regional Plan.  

Winter 2018 – New Action Plan 
In 2018, CARB set a new and ambitious 19% greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions–reduction 
target for 2035 in the San Diego region. Using input received throughout 2017–2018, staff 
developed a multimodal transportation network that would provide key connections to 
jobs and other destinations, support housing growth and environmental preservation, 
address safety and congestion, and meet climate targets. Modeling results for this draft 
network show that, while it came close, the network did not meet the new state GHG 
targets. This challenge presented an opportunity to pause work on the 2021 Regional Plan 
and develop a bigger and bolder vision for the San Diego region.  
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A proposed action plan to develop a Regional Plan that builds on the public input 
received so far and reflects this new Vision for the future was unanimously approved by 
the Board on February 22, 2019.  

Spring to Summer 2019 – Transforming our Transportation System in 5 Big Moves 
In April 2019, as a first major step in the action plan, staff introduced the key strategies, 
known as the 5 Big Moves, at a joint meeting of the Board and all the PACs. The 5 Big 
Moves—Complete Corridors, Transit Leap, Mobility Hubs, Flexible Fleets, and 
Next Operating System (Next OS)—embraced innovations in transportation to develop a 
fully integrated transportation system for the San Diego region. Board members shared the 
framework for developing the new regional Vision at a press conference on April 26, 2019.  
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In May 2019, to support the development of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG established 
a Vision Advisory Panel to tap Southern California industry leaders’ expertise to provide 
input on technology solutions that were not previously available. The SANDAG Vision 
Advisory Panel consisted of 11 industry leaders representing key sectors from wireless 
communications, clean technology, connected vehicles, new mobility services, and data 
analytics. The panel provided insights into how technology will evolve and could make 
our transportation system more responsive to future disruptions, like the COVID-19 
pandemic. The Vision Advisory Panel also provided input about how public-private 
partnerships could play a more significant role in the future of transportation. 

Throughout June 2019, SANDAG hosted a presentation series throughout the San Diego 
region meeting groups both large and small. Groups included community planning 
groups; real estate and development agencies; and business, civic, transportation, and 
environmental organizations.  

On July 12, 2019, staff presented more detail on the 5 Big Moves at the Board meeting for 
discussion. The presentation showed the data-driven approach to analyzing employment 
and commute trips for developing new solutions to longstanding commute challenges. 
Throughout summer 2019, SANDAG held a series of webinars about the 5 Big Moves, 
which included presentations from industry experts regarding how the private and public 
sectors are embracing innovations to improve the movement of people and goods. Each 
webinar included time for public participants to ask questions. Supporting informational 
materials included info sheets and frequently asked questions about each topic and were 
available in English and Spanish. 
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The 5 Big Moves webinar series was held in English, 
and Spanish-language captions were made available 
for the recordings.  

• Complete Corridors: June 26, 2019 

• Transit Leap: July 10, 2019 

• Mobility Hubs: July 24, 2019 

• Flexible Fleets: August 7, 2019 

• Next OS: August 21, 2019 

In addition to promoting the webinar series on 
SDForward.com, SANDAG provided updates to stakeholders through email and social 
media, including Facebook live announcements. In total, the webinar series received 
more than 3,554 online views.  

On August 13, 2019, SANDAG held an open house to commemorate the opening of the 
new SANDAG Vision Lab, a collaborative space in the SANDAG office for staff, elected 
officials, Working Groups, industry leaders, and community members to discuss ideas, 
data, and tools for developing a fully integrated transportation system in the San Diego 
region. The open house launched regular and ongoing public visiting hours. Vision Lab 
resources were available in English and Spanish, and bilingual staff were available.  

Fall 2019 – Human-Centered Design Outreach  
(Resident and Employer Focus Groups and Stakeholder Workshops) 
Throughout fall 2019, SANDAG gathered stakeholder feedback through a variety of 
outreach activities including resident interviews, focus groups, public meetings, webinars, 
employer workshops, a crossborder workshop held in Tijuana, public open hours in the 
SANDAG Vision Lab, panel presentations, and a Vision Advisory Panel composed of 
leading industry and technology experts in the private sector and academia. A SANDAG 
Working Group Forum gathered members from ten Working Groups and the community 
to discuss the 5 Big Moves concepts, data-driven planning processes, and policy 
framework. Additionally, the community-based outreach network hosted Community 
Outreach Portals in their communities, sharing information and collecting public 
comments through an interactive tabletop activity.  

• Resident Focus Groups: September 4–5 and 24–25, 2019; and October 15–17, 2019 

• Interagency Mobility Workshop: September 14, 2019 

• Tribal Transportation Workshop: October 2, 2019 

• SANDAG Working Group Forum: October 3, 2019 

• Employer Focus Groups: November 11, 2019; and January 15, 2020 

• Crossborder Mobility Workshop: December 10, 2019 

https://sdforward.com/
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The 5 Big Moves webinar series continued with sessions about Critical Connections: 
Where People Live and Work, Clean Transportation, the Dynamics of the San Diego 
Regional Economy, Harnessing the Benefits of Data-Powered Governance, and an 
overview of state requirements and SANDAG modeling tools. In total, these sessions 
received more than 4,958 views.  

• Critical Connections: Where People Live and Work: September 25, 2019 

• Clean Transportation: October 23, 2019 

• Introduction to Our Local Economy: January 17, 2020 

• Big Data: Harnessing the Benefits of Data-Powered Governance: January 24, 2020 

• Overview of State Requirements and SANDAG Modeling Tools: February 14, 2020 

During this time, SANDAG 
hosted a variety of stakeholder 
groups for briefings and 
discussions, including student 
groups; special interest groups; 
elected officials; and 
representatives of local, state, 
and federal partner agencies. 
SANDAG also gave more than 
100 presentations to city 
councils, community planning 
groups, and civic and business 
organizations throughout the 

San Diego region. Stakeholder input gathered through 2019 built upon prior input and 
informed development of the visionary framework for the 2021 Regional Plan. 

On September 27, 2019, the Board took action to advance planning on the 5 Big Moves by 
allocating $593.4 million over the next five fiscal years for 12 Complete Corridors and a 
Central Mobility Hub with transit connectivity to the airport. The Board action also 
included funding to meet immediate needs for new Trolley and COASTER vehicles, work 
on the Del Mar Bluffs, and new regional programs (Regional Electric Vehicle Charger 
Incentive Program, Flexible Fleets Pilot, and Smart Center Concept of Operations).  

On October 26, 2019, SANDAG staff participated in three panel discussions at Politifest, an 
annual public affairs summit, to discuss California Housing Supply, Transit in the West, 
and 30 Years from Now: How Our Transportation Systems Are Changing. Experts weighed 
in on the transformative vision SANDAG was developing through the 2021 Regional Plan 
and the transportation needs for the region.  
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Winter 2019 to Spring 2020 – Series of 
Policy Meetings and Workshops 
Throughout the winter of 2019, staff and 
independent experts presented key information 
on development of the 2021 Regional Plan at a 
series of Board meetings:  

• Introduction to Our Local Economy: 
January 17, 2020 

• Big Data: Harnessing the Benefits of Data-
Powered Governance: January 24, 2020  

• Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Vehicle Miles 
Traveled: An Overview of State Requirements 
and SANDAG Modeling Tools: February 14, 2020 

• What We Are Learning from COVID-19 and 
How it Could Impact Transportation Planning 
in the San Diego Region: July 17, 2020 

During this time, engagement with stakeholders and the community continued, with 
public visiting hours in the Vision Lab, community presentations, project email 
newsletters, and updates on social media.  

On March 17, 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, California Governor 
Gavin Newsom issued Executive Order N-29-20 relating to the convening of public 
meetings. Due to the Executive Order to stay home, in-person participation at SANDAG 
meetings was postponed, and outreach activities transitioned to become virtual or 
accessible online. 

Summer to Fall 2020 – Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan Outreach 
Staff presented the data-driven process for developing the Vision at a joint meeting of the 
Transportation Committee, the Regional Planning Committee, and the Borders 
Committee on August 7, 2020. The Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan was presented to the 
Board on August 14, 2020. These presentations and the thoughtful discussions they 
provoked helped advance the 2021 Regional Plan development process and opportunities 
for residents and organizations to engage with the planning team. 

Despite the limitations on in-person meetings as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
SANDAG provided many ways to engage with San Diego region residents and 
organizations throughout the year. In the fall months, SANDAG conducted numerous 
virtual meetings and events, presented the Vision virtually to numerous community and 
business organizations throughout the region, and held another Working Group Forum. 
Additionally, the public visiting hours in the Vision Lab turned virtual, with interactive 
online or dial-in meetings between community members and SANDAG staff. Updates 
regarding meetings, events, and opportunities for the community to engage were shared 
on social media, through email newsletters, and on the SANDAG websites. 

https://youtu.be/FIl7Gjfpf9Q
https://youtu.be/FIl7Gjfpf9Q
https://youtu.be/m1lpOF4ykak
https://youtu.be/m1lpOF4ykak
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4
https://youtu.be/jzps_AS1Bjg
https://youtu.be/jzps_AS1Bjg
https://youtu.be/jzps_AS1Bjg
https://sandag.org/index.asp?meetingid=5302&fuseaction=meetings.detail
https://sandag.org/index.asp?meetingID=5412&fuseaction=meetings.detail
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• Interagency Technical Working Group on Tribal Transportation Issues: 
September 14, 2020 

• San Diego Regional Military Working Group: October 26, 2020 

• SANDAG Working Group Forum: October 29, 2020 

• San Diego Region Conformity Working Group: November 4, 2020 

• Crossborder Mobility Workshop: November 9, 2020 

• Interagency Mobility Workshop: November 18, 2020 

• Joint Borders Committee and Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association 
Annual Tribal Symposium: November 20, 2020 

In October 2020, SANDAG hosted a 
Community Conversation at 
Politifest 2020, a public affairs 
summit produced by the Voice of 
San Diego. SANDAG staff and a panel 
of local experts shared how the 
transformative Vision for the 
2021 Regional Plan came together 
and how it could serve the San Diego 
region for the next 30 years.  

Winter 2020 to Summer 2021 – Series of Policy Meetings 
Throughout the fall and winter, SANDAG staff conducted the analysis necessary to turn 
the Vision into the draft 2021 Regional Plan. On February 12, 2021, at the Board meeting, 
staff presented an update including key land use and planning assumptions, 
transportation modeling and initial performance results, and an overview of proposed 
improvements and programs that could be expected by the midpoint year of the 
plan (2035).  

At the Board meeting on March 12, 2021, SANDAG presented the cost-estimation 
methodology and funding assumptions for the draft 2021 Regional Plan. A panel of 
industry experts discussed national best practices that could be applied to the 
2021 Regional Plan to provide more sustainable and long-term sources of revenue. At this 
meeting, SANDAG staff shared the data and assumptions that were used in the planning 
process. These data were published and made available to the public.  

At the Board meeting on April 9, 2021, SANDAG staff and a panel of industry experts 
discussed the disruptive technologies that are changing the transportation industry and 
discussed how the 2021 Regional Plan has been developed to prepare for the 
implementation of these new innovations. At the Board meeting on April 23, 2021, 
SANDAG, along with a panel of industry experts, discussed social equity trends in the 
San Diego region and the draft social equity performance results that support 
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2021 Regional Plan goals. On April 30, 2021, SANDAG staff were joined by a panel of 
representatives from state and local governments and local research institutions to 
describe how the draft 2021 Regional Plan would support state policy and local planning 
across land use, climate, mobility, and equity.  

Summer to Fall 2021 – Draft Plan Public Comment Period 
The draft 2021 Regional Plan entered its public review and comment period on 
May 28, 2021. Chapters of the draft plan were published in English and Spanish and 
offered in alternative languages upon request. Public comments were open for 
submission through a variety of methods, including the SANDAG website, email, 
voicemail, fax, and written mail. SANDAG promoted the public comment period and 
encouraged community members to submit comments through local newspaper 
notices, emails, social media, community presentations, project open houses, and 
hearings. A report containing public noticing metrics for the comment period can be 
found in Attachment 8.  

In July, SANDAG coordinated two virtual public hearings as opportunities for community 
members to voice their comments on the draft 2021 Regional Plan. These hearings 
occurred at the SANDAG Transportation Committee meeting on July 16, 2021, and at the 
Board meeting on July 23, 2021. There was also a series of virtual open houses, one 
focused on each of the region’s six subregions, where people could learn more about the 
2021 Regional Plan and the public comment period.  

After several months of public outreach, SANDAG garnered more than 17 million 
impressions and received 1,452 comments from across the San Diego region. 
All comments received and responses to comments are included in Attachment 7. 

Evaluating Public Outreach Activities  
Public outreach activities, including meetings, presentations, community events, notices, 
and newsletters, were tracked and recorded to document the wide range of efforts that 
SANDAG employed to communicate with people throughout the region during the 
development of the Regional Plan. The attachments listed on page G-33 are included at 
the end of this appendix to capture the breadth of public outreach activities in addition 
to the efforts described above for conducting this planning effort. The tribal consultation 
process for the 2021 Regional Plan occurred in a parallel time frame, but it followed a 
government-to-government framework and is detailed in Appendix I: Tribal Consultation 
Process: Communication, Cooperation, and Coordination. 
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Table G.4: Progress on Goals for the 2021 Regional Plan 

Progress on Goals for the 2021 Regional Plan 

Metric Baseline: 2015 
Regional Plan 

Goal for 2021 
Regional Plan 

Progress to Date  
(2021) 

Workshops 19 workshops Increase number of 
workshops by 10% 

More than 125 workshops 
conducted  

Pre-document 
consultation 

8,227 individual remarks 5,000 individual remarks 10,000 individual remarks 

Email 
subscribers 

1,405 subscribers Increase subscribers 
by 15%  

5,875 subscribers (more than 
400% increase)  

Opportunities 
for 
engagement 

• Public workshops 
• Special topic/ 

targeted 
workshops 

• Presentations to 
community 
groups 

• Public meetings 
(SANDAG Board, 
PACs, Working 
Groups) 

• Draft documents 
available online 

• Online interactive 
activities to seek 
input (online 
surveys, 
comment cards, 
and videos) 

• Provide 
opportunity for 
interaction via 
social media 

• Increase variety 
of platforms for 
public 
engagement by 
15%  

• Hold at least one 
bilingual 
workshop in 
English and 
Spanish 

• Special 
topic/targeted 
workshops 

• Presentations to 
community 
groups 

• Public meetings 
(SANDAG Board, 
PACs, Working 
Groups) 

• Online interactive 
activities to seek 
input (online 
surveys, 
comment cards, 
presentations, 
and videos) 

• Provide 
opportunities for 
interaction via 
social media 
(Facebook, 
Twitter, 
Instagram, and 
YouTube 
channels) 

• Created new 
opportunities for 
engagement with an 
online data viewer 
and interactive map, 
videos, webinars, 
community 
conversations, public 
visiting hours in the 
Vision Lab and virtual 
sessions, and 
expanded social 
media presence on 
LinkedIn 

• Held 13 bilingual 
workshops  

• Hosted 115 
topic/targeted 
workshops (i.e., 
performance 
measures, 5 Big 
Moves, social equity)  

• 167 presentations to 
community groups 
(CBOs, Roadshows 
Presentations) 

• 144 public meetings 
to SANDAG Board, 
PACs, Working 
Groups 

• Hosted online 
interactive activities 
including online 
surveys, online 
comment forms, live 
and recorded 
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Progress on Goals for the 2021 Regional Plan 

Metric Baseline: 2015 
Regional Plan 

Goal for 2021 
Regional Plan 

Progress to Date  
(2021) 

• Conduct 
workshops 
streamed live via 
SDForward.com 

presentations and 
webinars, videos, 
renderings, interactive 
data viewer and maps, 
and supporting 
publications 

• Provided 
opportunities for 
interaction via social 
media (Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, 
LinkedIn, and 
YouTube) through 
posts, polls, and 
stories 

• Conducted public 
meetings and 
workshops streamed 
live via SDForward.com 
and sandag.org 

Web presence  • Created 
dedicated project 
website  

• Sent 11 email 
updates  

• 1,404 average 
monthly unique 
page views on 
SDForward.com  

• Established 
project presence 
on social media 
(SANDAG 
Facebook, 
Twitter, and 
YouTube 
channels) 

• Provided five 
opportunities for 
comment/ 
interaction on 
website 

• Continue 
dedicated project 
website at 
SDForward.com 

• Send 10 email 
updates 

• Increase average 
monthly unique 
page views on 
SDForward.com 
web page by 10%  

• Expand project 
presence on 
social media 
(SANDAG 
Facebook, 
Twitter, 
Instagram, and 
YouTube 
channels) 

• Provide 
continuous 
opportunities for 
comment/ 

• Continued dedicated 
project website at 
SDForward.com  

• Sent 69 email updates 
• About 3,600 average 

monthly unique views 
on SDForward.com 
web page  

• Expanded project 
presence on social 
media (SANDAG 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, LinkedIn, 
and YouTube 
channels) 

• Provide continuous 
opportunities for 
comment/interaction 
through an online 
comment form, 
dedicated project 
email 
SDForward@sandag.o
rg, online resources, 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sandag.org/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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Progress on Goals for the 2021 Regional Plan 

Metric Baseline: 2015 
Regional Plan 

Goal for 2021 
Regional Plan 

Progress to Date  
(2021) 

interaction on 
website 

and noticing of in-
person and virtual 
engagement 
opportunities  

Engaging low-
income and 
senior 
populations 
and 
communities 
of color 

Fourteen grants awarded 
to CBOs to conduct 
outreach within 
communities of concern 

• Ensure that the 
CBO outreach 
network has 
representation 
from each of the 
most vulnerable 
communities 
indicated by 
CalEnviroScreen 

• Increase 
resources 
provided to CBOs 
by 20% 

• 13 CBOs contracted to 
support 
environmental justice 
communities using 
CalEnviroScreen to 
identify impacted 
communities 

• Extended funding by 
more than 20% 
through development 
of the 2021 Regional 
Plan 

• Established the Social 
Equity Working Group 

• CBOs implemented 
Community Vision 
Portal 

• CBOs conducted a 
Community Mobility 
Needs Assessment in 
each community 

• CBOs conducted over 
1800 meetings/works
hops in 10 languages 

Partnerships  • Military Working 
Group 

• Economic 
Stakeholder 
Outreach 

• Public Health 
Stakeholders 
Working Group 

Continue current 
partnerships for 
2021 Regional Plan and 
engage youth and higher 
education students  

• Continued 
partnerships with 
SANDAG Working 
Groups and Economic 
Stakeholder Outreach 

• Engaged student 
groups through 
presentations, youth 
activities at 
workshops, and visits 
in the SANDAG Vision 
Lab 

Tribal 
consultation 

Prepared and 
implemented Tribal 

Prepare and implement 
Tribal Consultation Plan 

• Prepared and 
implemented Tribal 
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Progress on Goals for the 2021 Regional Plan 

Metric Baseline: 2015 
Regional Plan 

Goal for 2021 
Regional Plan 

Progress to Date  
(2021) 

Consultation Plan with 
tribal governments, 
SCTCA, and Board  

with tribal governments, 
SCTCA, and Board 

Consultation Plan 
with tribal 
governments, SCTCA, 
and Board 

• Incorporated the 
tribal-identified 
projects from the 
Intraregional Tribal 
Transportation 
Strategy in the 2021 
Regional Plan 
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Attachments 

Attachment 1: San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan Public 
Involvement Plan 

Attachment 2: 2021 Regional Plan Stakeholders List 

Attachment 3A: 2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and 
Presentations 

Attachment 3B: Community-Based Organization Outreach Meetings, Events, 
and Presentations  

Attachment 4: Public Notices  

Attachment 5: 2021 Regional Plan E-Blasts and Social Media 

Attachment 6: Public Comments and Input 

Attachment 7: San Diego Forward: Draft 2021 Regional Plan Public Comments 
and Responses 

Attachment 8: Draft 2021 Regional Plan Public Comment Period Noticing 
Summary: May 28 to August 6, 2021 
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San Diego Forward:  
The 2021 Regional Plan 
Public Involvement Plan 

1.0 Introduction 
The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) is leading a broad-based 
community effort to develop San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan (2021 Regional 
Plan). Last adopted in October 2015, the Regional Plan combines the big-picture vision for 
how our region will grow to 2050 and beyond with an implementation program to help 
make that vision a reality. 

This Public Involvement Plan (PIP) is intended to support the development of the 
2021 Regional Plan, creating a variety of opportunities for individuals, organizations, 
agencies, and other stakeholders to provide meaningful input. The PIP has been created 
based on input obtained throughout the development of the 2015 Regional Plan, 
including feedback from the SANDAG Board of Directors, Policy Advisory Committees, 
Working Groups, tribal governments, surveys, a wide variety of communications experts, 
and our regional stakeholders and partners, including a network of Community-Based 
Organizations (CBOs). 

The PIP was drafted using the guidelines provided by the agency’s overall Public 
Participation Plan (PPP), which provides the foundation for specific public outreach 
approaches developed to support individual projects and programs. In addition, the PIP 
addresses state outreach requirements as identified in California Senate Bill 375 
(Steinberg, 2008) (SB 375) and from the 2017 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 
Guidelines for Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) prepared by the California 
Transportation Commission. The PIP describes efforts that SANDAG will undertake to 
secure input on priorities for transportation projects, programs, and services; 
transportation networks; infrastructure recommendations; funding alternatives; policies 
and programs; performance measures; achievement of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
reduction targets; and other related issues. 

This PIP is intended to be a living document. Because of the fluid nature of public 
participation, this plan may be updated at major milestones and adjusted in response to 
issues and circumstances that arise throughout the planning process. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and associated public health emergency, all SANDAG 
Regional Plan PIP activities occurring after March 19, 2020, and during the public health 
emergency will be conducted virtually in accordance with Governor Gavin Newsom’s 
State of Emergency declaration regarding the COVID-19 outbreak, Executive Order  
N-29-20, and the Guidance for Gatherings issued by the California Department of 
Public Health.  
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1.1 Background 
In February 2019, the SANDAG Board approved an action plan to develop a bigger and 
bolder Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan that transforms the way people and goods move 
throughout the San Diego region, offers true alternatives to driving, protects the 
environment, creates healthy communities, and stimulates economic growth to benefit 
all San Diegans. This new Vision for the region’s future will guide development of an 
innovative transportation network for the 2021 Regional Plan, anticipated to be adopted 
by the SANDAG Board of Directors in late 2021. 

The 2021 Regional Plan combines two of the agency’s most important regional policy 
documents: The Regional Comprehensive Plan and the RTP and Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (SCS). The SCS will guide efforts to meet or exceed the region’s 
19% GHG emissions reduction targets for 2035 mandated by the California Air Resources 
Board (CARB) in 2018 through the coordination of land use and transportation, including 
by creating more compact, walkable, bike-friendly, transit-oriented communities; 
preserving important habitat and agricultural areas; and promoting a variety of 
Transportation Demand Management and system management tools and techniques to 
maximize the efficiency of the transportation network. SANDAG will work in close 
partnership with each of the member jurisdictions to create an innovative plan for our 
growing region. 

2.0 Public Involvement Plan Strategies and Implementation 
Techniques 

This PIP establishes the framework for a dynamic and interactive process to seek input on 
the 2021 Regional Plan. What follows includes a menu of strategies and techniques that 
may be used in the public outreach process for the Regional Plan. 

2.1 Stakeholder Categories 
The following is a list of stakeholder categories and interested parties as defined through 
state and federal requirements pertaining to the development of the Regional Plan. 
In addition, see Appendix B for a partial list of individuals and organizations that have 
traditionally participated in long-range planning outreach efforts. That list will be 
updated throughout the implementation of the PIP. 

• Affordable Housing Advocates 

• Broad-Based Business Organizations 

• Commercial Property Interests 

• Congestion Management Agencies 

• Environmental Advocates 

• Home Builder Representatives 

• Homeowner Associations 
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• Landowners 

• Neighborhood and Community Groups 

• Transportation Agencies 

• Transportation Service Operators 

• Transportation Advocates 

• Transportation Commissions 

• Public Ports 

• Tourism 

• Natural Disaster Risk Reduction Agencies 

• Military 

• Tribal Governments 

• Federal Land Management 

• Air Quality Agencies  

2.2 Public Involvement Plan Objectives 
The primary goal of the PIP for the 2021 Regional Plan is to engage a broad and diverse 
cross-section of the San Diego region in the development of the plan. Obtaining this 
input is critical to creating a plan that reflects the varied needs and interests of the 
San Diego region’s residents and businesses. 

The objectives of the PIP are as follows: 

• Raise awareness of the 2021 Regional Plan as the region’s updated blueprint that will 
guide the way as our region grows to 2050 and beyond 

• Gain meaningful input from a broad range of individuals, organizations, agencies, and 
local governments throughout the 2021 Regional Plan development and decision-
making process 

• Make proactive efforts to involve communities and members of the public that have 
traditionally been underserved or not participated in public planning efforts 

• Meet or exceed local, state, and federal guidelines and requirements for public 
involvement in the development of the 2021 Regional Plan 

• Deploy an inclusive process that leads to broad support for policies, projects, and 
programs outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan 
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2.3 Public Involvement Plan Strategies 
The following strategies will be implemented to achieve the objectives identified above: 

• Provide timely and accessible public information about the 2021 Regional Plan to a 
broad range of regional stakeholders, including to people with limited internet access 

• Make public information accessible in a variety of formats and languages, use easy-to- 
understand language and concepts that interested people can related to on a 
personal level, and use a variety of media including innovative visualization 
techniques 

• Provide a variety of opportunities for the public to be involved, and use technology to 
reach stakeholders who may not be inclined to participate in traditional outreach 
methods 

• Use a variety of tactics to bring the conversation to the public, ranging from in-person 
interactions prior to the COVID-19 pandemic (such as pop-up outreach in public 
places) to virtual and online engagement (such as smart phones and social media 
platforms) 

• Employ a diverse group of spokespeople to communicate with the public regarding 
the 2021 Regional Plan including Board members, staff, partner agencies, CBOs, and 
interested stakeholders 

• Widely promote opportunities for public input to reach a broad and diverse audience 

• Communicate the decision-making process to stakeholders and indicate how their 
input is used in the development of the 2021 Regional Plan 

• Document and address public comments received during the public involvement 
process 

• Disseminate information to related agencies, MPOs, and engaged sectors throughout 
the State of California and the nation 

• Assess the effectiveness of the PIP at key milestones (i.e., following workshops or 
release of draft documents) to evaluate how the strategies and tactics worked and 
what enhancements could be made for future phases 

2.4 Public Involvement Plan Techniques and Activities 
The PIP proposes six main approaches for implementing these strategies in coordination 
with key milestones in the development of the 2021 Regional Plan, which may include: 

• Research: Focus groups, roundtable discussions, public opinion surveys 

• Public information: Written materials, public notices, Board reports, presentations, 
summary documents made available in print and online  

• In-person and virtual interactions: SANDAG Board and committee meetings, 
briefings and presentations, small group meetings, community event information 
booths, public workshops 
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• Community-Based Organizations: Partnership network with regional CBOs to reach 
underserved communities, including people with low incomes and people of color  

• Digital information and communications: Website, extensive social media, email 
updates, text, virtual public workshops, visualizations, surveys, videos, renderings 

• Media: Earned media, media partnerships, paid media 

2.4.1 Research 
To gauge public knowledge and opinion about issues related to regional planning, focus 
groups, roundtable discussions, and public opinion surveys may be conducted at the 
outset of the PIP. Existing survey and election-related data may be used to understand 
profiles and seek geographic-based input on a variety of Regional Plan topics. This 
research could help identify key topics and the most effective public engagement 
strategies. Additional focus groups and surveys may be conducted as the planning 
process unfolds to determine the effectiveness of the outreach effort and identify 
opportunities for improvement. The information gained from this research could help 
SANDAG make adjustments, as needed, to optimize the outreach effort and inform future 
outreach processes.  

2.4.2 Public Information 
Create and distribute clear, concise, and engaging information to support public 
involvement efforts. These materials will have a consistent look and feel, reflecting the 
branding developed for the 2021 Regional Plan. 

Below is a menu of materials that may be used to provide information about the 
2021 Regional Plan and its components; the development process; why this process is 
relevant to the region’s residents; and information about how, when, and why 
stakeholders should get involved. All materials will be written in easy-to-understand 
terms with limited jargon and provided in Spanish or other languages/formats as needed. 
Materials will be distributed via a range of channels, including electronically (email and 
website); at in-person and virtual presentations, meetings, and events; at community 
locations (libraries, recreation centers, senior centers, and stores); and in the media (both 
social media and traditional media, including notices and advertisements). Materials will 
be updated as needed throughout the process.  

• Project fact sheet: Basic information about the 2021 Regional Plan, its components, 
purpose, timeline, and information about how to get involved (translated into Spanish, 
with translation to other languages available upon request and online) 

• Project brochure: Engaging images, a summary of opportunities for public 
involvement, key messages, and basic information about the 2021 Regional Plan and 
its timeline (translated into Spanish, with translation to other languages available 
upon request and online) 
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• Multimedia presentation: An interactive and engaging presentation for speakers 
bureau opportunities intended to explain and draw people into the planning process, 
encouraging individuals and organizations to get involved 

• QuickGuide: A brief document outlining the 2021 Regional Plan’s goals, objectives, 
planning investments, and implementation strategy; a graphics-heavy document 
providing a brief summary of the contents of the 2021 Regional Plan that is reader 
friendly and available in both English and Spanish 

• Public notices: Notices for public meetings and opportunities for public comments 
published via a variety of media outlets, advertisements, and printed materials 
targeting all segments of the region’s population 

• Frequently Asked Questions: Addressing the most common questions about the 
2021 Regional Plan and its components 

• Phone line and email address: A dedicated 2021 Regional Plan phone line and email 
account, providing easy methods for the public to make comments and ask questions 

2.4.3 In-Person and Virtual Interactions 
Public involvement efforts can be used to create opportunities for SANDAG to interact 
directly with stakeholders in a variety of formats, either in person or virtually. Translation 
services will be provided as needed for presentations, public workshops, and events. 
Public outreach opportunities include: 

• Presentations to the SANDAG Board, Policy Advisory Committees, and 
Working Groups 

Presentations to the SANDAG Board, Policy Advisory Committees, and Working 
Groups throughout the process will provide updates on plan development, share 
input received from the public, and receive policy direction. These meetings are open 
to the public and provide ongoing opportunities for discussion and input at multiple 
stages of the planning process. A wide variety of public stakeholders sit on numerous 
SANDAG Working Groups, which range in topic area from energy to disabled access, 
housing, environmental preservation, and bike- and pedestrian-related issues. 
Members of all these groups are asked to share information with their constituencies, 
encourage them to get engaged in the process, and offer SANDAG their feedback 
about the 2021 Regional Plan. Board members are also asked to help identify 
interested stakeholders and organizations as well as outreach opportunities. 

• Stakeholder Interviews/Briefings 

Conduct informal interviews/briefings with key stakeholders. These 
interviews/briefings provide an opportunity to share information about the 
2021 Regional Plan and its purpose, as well as seek input about how stakeholder 
groups would like to be involved in the process and what public involvement 
strategies are the most effective with their respective constituencies. 
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• Speakers Bureau 

Engage in a proactive effort to offer presentations about the 2021 Regional Plan to a 
variety of organizations throughout the region. These groups may include community 
planning groups, chambers of commerce, environmental organizations, 
transportation advocacy groups, community collaboratives, CBOs, ethnic 
organizations, civic organizations, trade organizations, professional organizations, and 
others. The purpose of these presentations is to educate the public about the 
planning process, receive public input, and promote opportunities for public 
involvement. 

• SANDAG Vision Lab/Virtual Vision Lab Sessions 

Create a collaborative space for stakeholders, community members, and the media to 
discuss the regional planning process with SANDAG staff and policymakers. Space 
may be multifunctional to use for workshops, presentations, and webinars and feature 
interactive tools and maps to promote idea sharing. Virtual sessions provide 
additional opportunities for community members to engage with SANDAG staff. 

• Public Workshops/Open Houses 

Conduct public workshops/open houses at important milestones during the plan 
development to solicit input. Online/interactive versions of these public workshops 
also may be made available. At least one workshop will be conducted in conjunction 
with the agency’s Baja California counterparts in coordination with the SANDAG 
Borders Committee and the Committee on Binational Regional Opportunities 
(COBRO). In addition, a Tribal Summit and tribal consultation activities will be held as 
part of the development of the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG Board and Policy Advisory 
Committee members could serve as event facilitators to help focus the conversation 
around both regional and local issues. 

• Presentations to City Councils, the County Board of Supervisors, and 
Planning Commissions 

Seek to make presentations to local city councils, the Board of Supervisors, planning 
commissions, and other planning-related organizations. Work with SANDAG Board of 
Directors members to identify other opportunities for engagement through local 
government agencies. 

• Stakeholder Discussion Sessions on Rotating Topics 

Host stakeholder discussion sessions to address various topics and sections of the 
2021 Regional Plan at key milestones during the process. The purpose of these 
discussion sessions would be to seek high-level input from those who are 
knowledgeable about the planning process and have specific interests in the Regional 
Plan. While a list of key stakeholders would be developed, these meetings would be 
open to the public and participants would not be required to attend every meeting. 
Meeting topics would be determined ahead of time and promoted to the public. 
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• Participation in Community Events 

Create a mobile project information booth for use at community events and trade 
shows. Project information would be available, as well as interactive opportunities for 
public input, such as mobile kiosks for both educational or survey purposes. For 
example, an educational project video could run on a loop to provide background 
information about the planning process, and participants could be provided an 
opportunity to share their input via an online survey or game using computers/tablets 
at the booth. Events targeting low-income and minority communities would be 
included to ensure proactive outreach to these audiences. 

• Pop-Up Booths 

Create pop-up outreach opportunities, similar to community event booths, which 
would take place at everyday public locations, such as the grocery store, outside a 
local library, café, etc., to engage community members traditionally less inclined to 
participate in the public planning process. Virtual pop-up events on social media 
outlets including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram would take place on a regular 
basis to engage online audiences traditionally less inclined to participate in the public 
planning process. This outreach technique affords an opportunity to reach a sector of 
the public that may not originally have intended to participate in a public planning 
exercise.  

• Discussions with Mayors, Supervisors, and Councilmembers 

Reach out to leadership throughout the region to seek feedback, input, and opinions 
during key milestone phases of 2021 Regional Plan development. Though 
presentations will be delivered to both the SANDAG Board of Directors and the Policy 
Advisory Committees, this extra meeting time could allow decision makers to explore 
topic areas relevant to their jurisdictions more in depth. 

• Subregional Stakeholder Groups 

Create stakeholder groups within each of our subregions. These groups would meet 
multiple times throughout the process to discuss various aspects of the 2021 Regional 
Plan and draw out specific feedback. That feedback would be documented and its 
influence tracked as the plan is developed. These sessions would also serve to educate 
individuals throughout the community about the 2021 Regional Plan, creating a 
secondary group of knowledgeable people able to disseminate information about the 
Regional Plan throughout the process, as well as encourage further public 
involvement. SANDAG Board members (or other elected officials) from each 
subregion could participate in the groups, provide leadership, and help encourage 
sustained engagement. 

• Facilitated Outreach 

Create a program to engage various organizations in facilitated discussions regarding 
the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG would make participation in the program available to 
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organizations throughout the region (such as planning groups, business 
organizations, service groups, professional organizations, advocacy groups, etc.). 
A SANDAG facilitator and staff members would attend webinars or meetings of each 
organization multiple times (at the beginning, middle, and end of the 2021 Regional 
Plan development process) to discuss various aspects of the plan and draw out 
specific feedback. That feedback would be documented and its influence tracked as 
the plan is developed. These sessions would also serve to educate individuals 
throughout the community about the 2021 Regional Plan, creating a large secondary 
group of knowledgeable people and organizations able to disseminate information 
about the 2021 Regional Plan throughout the process, as well as encourage further 
public involvement. 

• Outreach to Major Employers and Their Employees 

Develop and implement an outreach effort aimed at reaching the region’s major 
employment sectors. “Lunch & Learn” sessions and focus groups would be scheduled 
to speak directly to the region’s employees and solicit their input. These informative 
presentations would provide opportunities for the region’s businesspeople and their 
employees to learn about the 2021 Regional Plan on a lunch break and provide input 
to SANDAG. Employers from the region’s major employment sectors will be targeted 
(i.e., hospitals, manufacturing, service industry, biotech, military, etc.). 

• Outreach to Partner Agencies 

Work with partner agencies (transportation, energy/climate, ports, and environment 
sectors) to access their audiences in the cross-promotion of project 
objectives/campaigns. This tactic allows both agencies to build a broader network and 
highlight the interplay between the 2021 Regional Plan and partner agency activities.  

• Participation in K–12 School Activities  

Reach out to families through K–12 school functions, including parent-teacher 
associations, school town hall meetings, etc. 

• Outreach to/through Local Colleges, Universities, and the Region’s Youth 

Tap into local high schools and colleges/universities to involve youth, either directly or 
through already existing school classes and programs. Activities could include 
interactive planning exercises, design charrettes, educational campaigns and toolkits, 
public interest surveys geared toward youth and higher education students, 
interactive text campaigns, etc.  

2.4.4 Community-Based Organization Network 
CBOs and collaboratives act as forums for local institutions such as churches, schools, 
health clinics, ethnic groups, and others to discuss issues of common concern. Due to 
their convening capacities, community collaboratives are critical to SANDAG’s ability to 
include underrepresented populations who might not otherwise become involved in the 
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process. Collaboratives provide a culturally relevant structure for developing local 
protocols, crossing language barriers, and structuring meetings. When members of a 
collaborative begin to make connections between their local concerns and regional 
planning efforts, they can begin to understand regional planning in a way that is relevant 
and meaningful to their communities and convey their input into the regional planning 
process. To help ensure diverse and direct input into the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will 
continue to broaden its partnership network with CBOs and collaboratives in critical 
communities of concern throughout the region. Through competitive contracts awarded 
by SANDAG, CBOs will be provided with resources to engage their communities in the 
planning process and tasked with implementing outreach programs appropriate to their 
community context. The primary goal of the CBO partnership program is to engage and 
encourage diverse, inclusive, and active public participation from stakeholders in specific 
communities who traditionally may not have been involved in regional public policy 
planning processes (e.g., low income, seniors, minorities, persons with disabilities, and 
other identified populations). Approximately 12 to 15 CBOs will form the Community-
Based Partnership Network, working closely with SANDAG staff on the development of 
involvement techniques in coordination with other agency public involvement activities 
being undertaken to help prepare the 2021 Regional Plan.  

One designee from each CBO in the partnership network will serve as a representative on 
the 2021 Regional Plan Social Equity Working Group. The Working Group provides a 
collaborative open and public forum to review and provide input that will be used to 
develop and adopt the 2021 Regional Plan. The focus of the Working Group will be to 
provide a social equity perspective on planning efforts, as well as support the Title VI 
Social Equity Analysis of the 2021 Regional Plan. The Working Group reports to the 
Regional Planning Committee on specific 2021 Regional Plan elements.  

Web-Based Interactive Communications 
SANDAG will take advantage of a variety of web-based opportunities to provide 
information and solicit public involvement in the 2021 Regional Plan development 
process. Online opportunities will be translated into additional languages as needed. 
Additionally, SANDAG can take advantage of linking activities between various outreach 
platforms (simultaneous online and face-to-face survey data collection, etc.). 
The following web-based tools may be used as part of the outreach process: 

• 2021 Regional Plan Website 

The primary portal for all public information about the project. It will include project 
information, downloadable public information materials, recorded presentations, and 
electronic versions of project documents. The public will have the opportunity to 
submit comments through the website, take online surveys, and sign up for email 
updates. 2021 Regional Plan social media will also be linked to the website, as will any 
other interactive tools employed as part of the outreach process.  
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• Email Updates 

Send regular email updates to stakeholders who opt into the 2021 Regional Plan 
interest list, describing project updates and milestones, promoting opportunities for 
public involvement, providing a calendar of upcoming events, and featuring links to 
online survey and social media. 

• Social Media 

Engage through 2021 Regional Plan content on SANDAG pages on Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, LinkedIn, and YouTube to provide information to stakeholders and to 
receive general comments. Social media interactions can include:  

o Project videos, TV news coverage about the 2021 Regional Plan and public 
involvement process, and videos of public meetings (if available).  

o Public comments and ideas that SANDAG can keep track of using hashtags. 
Facebook and Instagram can be used for more content-rich posts and to promote 
events and opportunities for public involvement.  

o Boosted posts, which can help to ensure that the information is shared with a 
wider audience.  

o Micro-targeting of select groups (transit riders or corridor users, for example), 
which can help reach specific audiences to help tailor messaging and customize 
interactions.  

o Tracking stakeholder engagement to inform effective strategies and methods 
(videos, infographics, images, etc.).  

o Useful information about existing transportation services (i.e., commute times, 
construction impacts, etc.) to build social media audience. Those audiences can 
later be accessed to share information specific to the 2021 Regional Plan.  

• Interactive Text Messaging 

For those that opt in, send push-alert-style information to those with a mobile device. 
This tool also serves as a platform to host interactive micro-surveys at major 
milestones of the 2021 Regional Plan update.  

• Promote Existing Content Relevant to the 2021 Regional Plan 

Given the wide reach of the 2021 Regional Plan, maximize the opportunities to promote 
existing Working Group, Policy Advisory Committee, and Board staff reports and work 
efforts to educate the public on the implementation of the 2021 Regional Plan. 

• Visualizations 

Create visualizations to assist in the planning process, as well as to make the concepts 
explored in the plan more accessible and easier to understand. Place visualizations on 
the website. 
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• 2021 Regional Plan Videos 

A series of short (30- to 90-second) videos explaining the importance of the 
2021 Regional Plan to the region’s future, why it is relevant to the everyday lives of 
residents, and how public input will help shape the plan. Educational videos about the 
types of projects, programs, and services, as well as technologies and policies in the 
plan, may also be developed.  

• Web and Text Surveys 

Develop a series of electronic surveys that could be taken via the website and/or text 
messaging. Access to surveys will be posted on the website throughout the 
2021 Regional Plan development process. While not statistically significant, these 
surveys could provide an interactive way for the public to share opinions and give 
SANDAG a “snapshot” of what participants are interested in. Surveys may range from 
larger sample sizes (thousands) to micro-level depending on the nature and intent 
behind the survey and desired duration. Take advantage of social media and text-
based survey platforms to disseminate these surveys. The surveys could be linked to 
email updates, promoted in written materials and via the media, and used as an 
interactive experience at community events. 

• Virtual Public Workshops 

Conduct online public workshops via the 2021 Regional Plan website. These virtual 
workshops could be available for a finite time (e.g., during the public comment period 
for the environmental document), and comments submitted would become part of 
the public record. Participants would be provided with project information via video, 
online versions of handouts and graphics, and/or online presentations. A user-friendly 
online system for submitting comments would be developed to make the process as 
simple as possible for stakeholders who wish to use this feature. Custom virtual 
workshops could be development or integrated into existing platforms (Facebook Live 
or Twitter Town Hall). 

• Customer Relationship Management 

Development of a customer relationship management database to help customize 
and personalize interactions with the public through all touch points, including 
meetings, emails, social media, workshops, website experience, etc. 

• Telephone Town Hall Meetings 

Conduct telephone town hall meetings on a regional or subregional scale, bringing 
together thousands of people in conversations to discuss issues and needs related to 
the 2021 Regional Plan. Involve Board members and other elected officials in the calls 
to encourage wide participation and provide decision makers with direct feedback 
from the public. 
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2.4.6 Media 
SANDAG will seek coverage from print, broadcast, and online media to communicate 
information to a broad audience and promote opportunities for the public to get 
involved. 

• Reporter Briefings 

Host briefings for reporters covering the 2021 Regional Plan development process to 
inform them of the plan and its purpose and ensure they are made aware of the 
various efforts to engage the public in the plan’s development. 

• Distribute Regular Press Releases/Media Alerts to Local and Regional Media 

To promote awareness among the media and foster accurate news coverage, 
distribute press releases and agenda information to local and regional media outlets 
including print, broadcast, and online media. Keep reporters updated on the 
development and key milestones of the 2021 Regional Plan. (A media list is included as 
Appendix A.) 

• Press Conferences/Media Availability 

Coordinate in-person and virtual press conferences and media availability 
opportunities as needed. Convene press conferences to promote unique and 
newsworthy milestones and events. Coordinate media availability of SANDAG Board 
members and other officials after key decision-making milestones. 

• Media Kit (print and online versions) 

Key background information for the media to encourage accurate and balanced 
reporting and public education. 

• Pursue Editorial Opportunities 

Seek opportunities to submit editorial comment about the 2021 Regional Plan at 
milestones throughout the plan development process. For example, an op-ed 
authored by the chair of the SANDAG Board may be submitted at the launch of the 
public involvement process to emphasize the importance of public input in the 
development of the plan. 

• Paid Media 

When appropriate, use paid media to promote the planning process and 
opportunities for public engagement. This may include print advertising, public 
service announcements on broadcast media, and online advertising that links back to 
the 2021 Regional Plan website. 
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• Cultivate a Media Partnership 

Explore the possibility of cultivating a media partnership or partnerships with local 
news outlets. These partnerships may include exclusive content for the outlet, joint 
promotions of events and involvement opportunities, and paid media opportunities. 

• Use SANDAG Board Members as Media Ambassadors 

Work with Board members to serve as media ambassadors encouraging the public to 
engage in the planning process. Board members may be asked to discuss the 
2021 Regional Plan in media interviews, on morning TV and radio shows, and author 
editorial commentary. 

• Outreach via Trade Publications and Stakeholder Email Updates 

Work to place articles about the 2021 Regional Plan, its development, its content, etc., 
in related trade publications locally, as well as statewide and nationally. Seek to place 
notices and articles in email updates, newsletters, and other communications of 
various interested stakeholders, including civic organizations, advocacy groups, and 
business/professional organizations. 

3.0 Social Equity, Environmental Justice, and Coordination 
with Other Agencies/Governments 

On February 12, 2021, the SANDAG Board of Directors approved a Commitment to Equity 
Statement to guide the agency in acknowledging past decisions and create new policies 
for inclusive outreach. The Equity Statement is the foundation for the actions SANDAG 
will take to incorporate diversity, equity, and inclusion in all programs, projects, and 
policies. The Commitment to Equity Statement is included below: 

We hold ourselves accountable to the communities we serve. We 
acknowledge we have much to learn and much to change; and we firmly 
uphold equity and inclusion for every person in the San Diego region. 
This includes historically underserved, systemically marginalized groups 
impacted by actions and inactions at all levels of our government and 
society. 

We have an obligation to eliminate disparities and ensure that safe, 
healthy, accessible, and inclusive opportunities are available to everyone. 
In 2021, SANDAG will develop an equity action plan that will inform how we 
plan, prioritize, fund, and build projects and programs; frame how we work 
with our communities; define how we recruit and develop our employees; 
guide our efforts to conduct unbiased research and interpret data; and set 
expectations for companies and stakeholders that work with us. 

We are committed to creating a San Diego region where every person who 
visits, works, and lives can thrive. 
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3.1 Social Equity and Environmental Justice 
Roads, freeways, transit services, and other transportation infrastructure can have a 
significant effect on the quality of life for a region’s residents by shaping access to 
housing, jobs, services, and recreational opportunities. Achieving social equity and 
environmental justice in the context of creating a comprehensive plan for the region is a 
major goal of SANDAG. It requires making investments that provide all residents, 
regardless of age, race, color, national origin, income, or physical agility, with 
opportunities to work, shop, study, thrive, and play. Without proper planning and 
development, transportation systems can degrade the quality of life in communities. 
In addition, the construction of roads, freeways, and rail transit systems has sometimes 
placed health burdens on lower income and minority communities. At times, new 
transportation projects have physically divided communities or impacted access to 
community services, resulting in social and economic costs. It is important to understand 
the impacts of transportation and other infrastructure investments on our most 
vulnerable communities in order to better plan for the future. For these reasons, 
environmental justice principles and social equity goals are an important consideration in 
the 2021 Regional Plan development process. Promoting social equity and environmental 
justice in regional planning efforts requires involvement from a wide variety of 
communities and stakeholders. 

The 2021 Regional Plan PIP incorporates several approaches for SANDAG to reach low-
income and minority groups and others that may face challenges participating in the 
planning process (such as non-English and limited English speakers, individuals with 
disabilities, and the elderly) to ensure that benefits and burdens are distributed equitably 
in the region. These techniques include multilingual outreach, public participation 
conducted in collaboration with CBOs, and community planning events that will reach 
out to communities with high concentrations of low-income or minority residents. 
SANDAG will also target organizations and media outlets representing these 
communities to offer information on the 2021 Regional Plan, solicit participation and 
input, and provide a means for communicating with members of these communities. 
Lists of these organizations and media outlets are included in the media list (Appendix A) 
and stakeholders list (Appendix B). These lists will be expanded as the 2021 Regional Plan 
is under development based on requests from the public and SANDAG awareness of 
organizations that should be included. 

The PIP complies with SANDAG Board Policy No. 025, Title VI of the federal Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 (42 United States Code [U.S.C.] 2000d), the Americans with Disabilities Act (as 
defined in Title 49, Part 37, of the U.S.C.), Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice, 
Executive Order 13166 on Limited English Proficiency, and other relevant laws and 
guidance to ensure consideration of social equity, environmental justice, and accessibility. 
SANDAG is committed to ensuring that no person is excluded from participation in, 
denied the benefits of, or discriminated against under its projects, programs, or activities 
on the basis of race, color, creed, national origin, sex, age, or disability as provided in state 
and federal law. 
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Consistent with U.S. Department of Transportation guidance, SANDAG has developed a 
Language Assistance Plan (LAP) to ensure meaningful input opportunities for persons 
with limited English proficiency. The SANDAG LAP is available on the SANDAG website1 
and calls for SANDAG to translate certain vital documents, such as public notices, into 
Spanish. SANDAG may, at its discretion, translate documents into additional languages if 
the nature of the document and the character of the document’s target audience justify 
additional translation. The LAP provides further guidance for serving limited English-
speaking populations. 

3.2 Tribal Consultation 
SANDAG has a government-to-government framework in place with the tribal nations in 
the region based on consultation, cooperation, and collaboration. Tribal nations have a 
voice in the decision-making process in regional planning which is outlined in the 
SANDAG PPP. For the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will coordinate with tribal nations 
through the Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association (SCTCA), SANDAG Board of 
Directors, Borders Committee, Transportation Committee, and Interagency Technical 
Working Group on Tribal Transportation Issues. A Tribal Consultation Plan was developed 
and approved by both the SANDAG and SCTCA Boards of Directors in 2017 which will be 
enhanced through the 2021 Regional Plan process (Appendix C).  

3.3 Coordination with Mexico 
SANDAG will coordinate with Mexico through the SANDAG Board of Directors, 
Borders Committee, Transportation Committee, and COBRO, as well as other groups 
conducting binational work and groups and organizations based in Mexico. SANDAG will 
engage these groups and conduct other outreach efforts, as needed, to include joint  
U.S.-Mexico planning collaboration. Some of these efforts will be conducted in Spanish 
and/or simultaneous translation services will be made available. 

3.4 Collaboration with Military 
SANDAG will coordinate with various branches of the military throughout the 
development of the Regional Plan update via the SANDAG Board of Directors, 
Regional Planning Committee, and Regional Military Working Group. SANDAG will 
proactively engage these groups to address mutual planning interests including growth 
management, habitat, transportation, regional growth, housing, water, energy, and other 
related topics.  

3.5 Coordination with California Metropolitan Planning Organizations, 
Air Quality, and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies 

SANDAG will collaborate and exchange information with the Southern California 
Association of Governments, other MPOs, and regional transportation planning agencies, 
as well as CARB, on the GHG emissions reduction target-setting process and other SB 375 
efforts. SANDAG will carry out air quality planning mandates in cooperation with the 

 
1 Language Assistance Plan, December 2019, sandag.org/lap. 

http://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1659_14384.pdf
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San Diego County Air Pollution Control District, including conducting interagency 
consultation for air quality conformity. In addition, SANDAG will coordinate with member 
agencies and other local governments to disseminate information about the 
2021 Regional Plan development process and encourage public participation. 

4.0 Public Involvement Plan Assessment 
To assess the effectiveness of the 2021 Regional Plan PIP, SANDAG will analyze the results 
of public involvement efforts conducted at key milestones in the plan development 
process. These reviews will help SANDAG evaluate public involvement strategies and 
techniques and make adjustments as needed. These reviews will include: 

• A summary of all outreach efforts and input received 

• A qualitative assessment of how effective the efforts to obtain input were 
(i.e., audiences or stakeholders reached, the type of input provided by the 
stakeholders needed for development of the 2021 Regional Plan, etc.) 

• A quantitative assessment of the public involvement effort, including the number of 
meetings/presentations/events participated in, website hits, number of survey 
responses, approximate number of people reached, number of comments received, 
and number of media contacts/amount of media coverage 

• Monitor and track the following public outreach metrics 
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Table 1: Outreach Performance Metrics for San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan 

Outreach Performance Metrics for San Diego Forward: 
The 2021 Regional Plan 

Metric Baseline: 2015 Regional Plan Goal for 2021 Regional Plan 

Public 
workshops 19 workshops Increase number of workshops 

by 10 percent 

Pre-document 
consultation 8,227 individual remarks 5,000 individual remarks 

Email 
subscribers 1,405 subscribers Increase subscribers by 

15 percent  

Opportunities 
for engagement 

• Public workshops 
• Special topic/targeted 

workshops 
• Presentations to 

community groups 
• Public meetings 

(SANDAG Board, Policy 
Advisory Committees, 
Working Groups) 

• Draft documents available 
online 

• Online interactive activities 
to seek input (online 
surveys, comment cards, 
and videos) 

• Provide opportunity for 
interaction via social media 

• Increase variety of 
platforms for public 
engagement by 15 percent 

• Hold at least one bilingual 
workshop in English and 
Spanish 

• Special topic/targeted 
workshops  

• Presentations to 
community groups 

• Public meetings 
(SANDAG Board, Policy 
Advisory Committees, 
Working Groups) 

• Draft documents available 
online 

• Online interactive activities 
to seek input (online 
surveys, comment cards, 
presentations, and videos) 

• Provide opportunities for 
interaction via social media 
(Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and YouTube 
channels) 

• Conduct workshops 
streamed live via 
SDForward.com 

http://www.sdforward.com/
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Outreach Performance Metrics for San Diego Forward: 
The 2021 Regional Plan 

Metric Baseline: 2015 Regional Plan Goal for 2021 Regional Plan 

Web presence • Created dedicated project 
website 

• Sent 11 email updates 
• 1,404 average monthly 

unique page views on 
SDForward.com web page  

• Established project 
presence on social media 
(SANDAG Facebook, 
Twitter, and YouTube 
channels) 

• Provided five opportunities 
for comment/interaction on 
the website 

• Continue dedicated project 
website at SDForward.com 

• Send 10 email updates 
• Increase average monthly 

unique page views on 
SDForward.com web page 
by 10 percent 

• Expand project presence 
on social media (SANDAG 
Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and YouTube 
channels) 

• Provide continuous 
opportunities for 
comment/interaction on 
website 

Engaging low-
income, 
minority, and 
senior 
populations 

Fourteen grants were awarded 
to CBOs to conduct outreach 
within communities of 
concern 

• Ensure that the CBO 
Outreach Network has 
representation from each 
of the most vulnerable 
communities indicated by 
CalEnviroScreen 

• Increase resources 
provided to CBOs by 
20 percent 

Partnerships • Military Working Group 
• Economic Stakeholder 

Outreach 
• Public Health Stakeholders 

Working Group  

Continue current partnerships 
for 2021 Regional Plan and 
engage youth and higher 
education students  

Tribal 
consultation 

Prepared and implemented a 
Tribal Consultation Plan with 
tribal governments, SCTCA, 
and SANDAG Board of 
Directors 

Prepare and implement a 
Tribal Consultation Plan with 
tribal governments, SCTCA, 
and SANDAG Board of 
Directors 

  

http://www.sdforward.com/
http://www.sdforward.com/
http://www.sdforward.com/
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5.0 Connect with SANDAG 
SANDAG is committed to a public involvement plan that includes opportunities for 
interaction with the Board of Directors; other elected officials; local planning and public 
works directors; business, community, and education leaders; other key stakeholders; and 
the general public. Public workshops, meetings, and other in-person or virtual outreach 
efforts provide forums for input and feedback on SANDAG policy, program, project, and 
funding decisions. 

Contact SANDAG Regarding the Public Involvement Plan or San Diego Forward: The 2021 
Regional Plan 
For up-to-date news and materials related to the 2021 Regional Plan, visit SDForward.com 
and sign up to receive email updates at SDForward.com/subscribe. The website serves as 
the information portal for all news, community events, and reports related to the plan. Or 
call (619) 699-1950 or write to Regional Plan at 401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego, CA 92101. 

Contact Our Public Information Office 
The public information office operates on a compressed work schedule and is open to the 
public nine days every two weeks, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, with every other Monday 
designated as the office closure day. You can reach the public information officer by 
phone at (619) 699-1950, by email at pio@sandag.org. Following guidance from public 
health authorities, SANDAG offices at 401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego, CA 92101 are 
closed to the public. View a calendar of office closures.  

Get on Our Contact Lists 
SANDAG maintains email, text, and mailing lists so we can provide information to those 
who request it. Contact SANDAG at pio@sandag.org or (619) 699-1950 to be added to our 
contact lists. 

Visit sandag.org 
The comprehensive SANDAG website is your resource for regional information, project 
updates, meeting schedules and agendas, and reports and other publications. SANDAG 
periodically posts surveys and promotes opportunities for online input. 

View Our Calendar 
Visit sandag.org/calendar for a comprehensive monthly calendar of all Board of Directors 
and Policy Advisory Committee meetings, Working Group meetings, ad hoc meetings, 
public workshops, and more. These meetings are open to the public, and agendas are 
typically posted seven days in advance of the meeting. Meetings related to the 
2021 Regional Plan also may be listed on the SDForward.com site. As part of SANDAG’s 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, SANDAG is conducting meetings and other 
important outreach virtually. 

http://www.sdforward.com/
http://www.sdforward.com/subscribe
mailto:pio@sandag.org
https://www.sandag.org/organization/about/pubs/SANDAG-office-closure-schedule.pdf
mailto:pio@sandag.org
http://www.sandag.org/
http://www.sandag.org/calendar
http://www.sdforward.com/
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Listen Live to SANDAG Meetings 
Most SANDAG Board of Directors and Policy Advisory Committee meetings are broadcast 
via a live audio and video stream available on the sandag.org home page. For a complete 
list of meetings, dates, times, and agendas, visit sandag.org/meetings. 

Sign Up to Receive the SANDAG Region eNewsletter 
To subscribe to Region, the SANDAG free monthly eNewsletter, go to 
sandag.org/subscribe. Each month you will receive information to keep you updated on 
what’s happening in the San Diego region regarding transportation planning and 
construction, environmental management, housing, open space, growth, energy, criminal 
justice, binational topics, and more. To read the latest edition of Region, visit 
sandag.org/region. 

Connect with Us Through Social Media 
Stay informed and get involved in the region’s decision-making process. Find us on 
Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube @SANDAGregion, and follow us on Twitter @SANDAG. 

Visit Our Additional Websites 
SDForward.com 

sandag.org 

KeepSanDiegoMoving.com 

511sd.com 

SBXthe125.com 

iCommuteSD.com 

ShiftSanDiego.com 

GObyBIKEsd.com 

  

http://www.sandag.org/
http://www.sandag.org/meetings
http://www.sandag.org/subscribe
https://www.sandag.org/enewsletter/archives.asp
http://www.sdforward.com/
http://www.sandag.org/
http://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/
http://www.511sd.com/
http://www.sbxthe125.com/
http://www.icommutesd.com/
http://www.shiftsandiego.com/
http://www.gobybikesd.com/
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Appendix A:  
2021 Regional Plan  
Media List 

This list is intended to give a general sense of the media outlets SANDAG will disseminate 
information to regarding the 2021 Regional Plan development process and public 
involvement opportunities. It will grow and evolve over time; any additional media 
organizations identified during the process that may be interested in the plan will be added. 

San Diego County Media Outlets 
Alpine Sun 
Asia Media 
Asian Journal 
Associated Press 
Beach & Bay Press 
Biz San Diego 
Borrego Sun 
Building Industry Association 
Builder Magazine 
Business Action 
Cal Regions 
California Western News 
Carlsbad Business Journal 
Carlsbad Patch 
Carlsbad Sun 
Carmel Valley News 
Chinese News 
City Times 
Clairemont Community News 
CNS City 
Coast News Group 
Convisions 
Coronado Eagle & Journal 
Coronado Lifestyle Magazine 
CTN County Television Network 
Daily Journal 
Daily Transcript 
Del Mar–Carmel Valley Patch 
Del Mar Times 
Diamond Gateway Signature  
Diario San Diego 

 East County Californian 
East County Gazette 
East County Herald News  
East County News  
El Latino  
El Semanario Deportivo 
Examiner  
Fact Magazine 
Filipino Press 
Fox 5 News 
Gay + Lesbian Times  
Good News, Etc. 
Heartland News  
Hi Sierran  
Hispanos Unidos 
Hoy San Diego 
Imperial Beach Eagle & Times  
Indian Voices 
Informant  
Julian Journal  
Julian News 
KBNT TV Channel 17  
KBZT FM 
KCBQ AM  
KCEO AM  
KCR AM  
KECR AM 
KECY TV Channel 9  
KFMB AM 
KFMB FM  
KFMB TV 
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KFSD AM 
KGB FM 
KGFN FM 
KGTV Channel 10 
KHTS FM  
KICO AM  
KIFM FM  
KIOZ FM  
KKSM AM  
KLNV FM  
KLQV FM  
KLSD AM  
KMYI FM 
KNSD TV (NBC 7/39)  
KOGO AM 
Korea Times  
KPBS FM 
KPBS TV – SDSU 
KPRZ AM 
KQVO FM 
KROP AM/KSIQ FM  
KSCF FM 
KSDO AM – Hi Favor  
KSDS FM 
KSON FM 
KSWB/Fox 5 News  
KURS AM 
KUSI TV  
KUSS FM 
KWST AM/KMXX FM/KSEH FM  
KXO AM/FM 
KYXY FM 
La Jolla Light  
La Jolla Patch 
La Jolla Village News  
La Opinion 
La Prensa San Diego  
La Sonrisa Latina  
Lemon Grove Patch  
Mercury News 
Mesa Newsroom 
Mira Mesa/Scripps Ranch Sentinel 
Mission Times Courier 
Mission Valley News and  
Views Navy Dispatch 

 NBC 739 
North County Insider  
North County Times  
North County Voice  
North Park News  
Oceanside Magazine  
Peninsula Beacon  
Philippine Mabuhay News  
The Philippines Today 
Pomerado Newspaper Group 
Poway Patch 
Presidio Sentinel  
Prime News 
Ramona Home Journal  
Ramona Patch  
Ramona Sentinel 
Rancho Bernardo News Journal 
Rancho Bernardo Sun 
Ranch & Coast Magazine  
Rancho Santa Fe News 
Rancho Santa Fe Review  
Rental Owner 
San Diego AP 
San Diego Business Journal  
San Diego Channel 
San Diego Christian Examiner  
San Diego City Beat  
San Diego Commerce 
San Diego Community College District 
News Center  
San Diego Community Newspaper Group  
San Diego Daily Transcript 
San Diego Downtown News  
San Diego Family Magazine 
San Diego Home/Garden & Lifestyles  
San Diego Jewish Journal 
San Diego Lawyer  
San Diego Living  
San Diego Magazine 
San Diego Metro Weekly  
San Diego Metropolitan 
San Diego Metropolitan Uptown Examiner  
San Diego Monitor News 
San Diego Newsline  
San Diego Reader 
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San Diego Seniors  
San Diego Uptown News 
San Diego Union-Tribune 
San Diego Voice & Viewpoint  
San Diego’s Learning Channel  
San Marcos/Vista News 
San Marcos Sun  
Santee Patch 
San Vicente Valley News  
SDSU Newscenter 
Sentinel Magazine  
Solana Beach Sun 
Star News 
The Basement  
The Guardian 
The Triton 
The USD Vista 
Tieng Viet San Diego  
Tierra Times 
Times of San Diego 
TJSL News 
Today’s Local News  
Tribal TANF Newsletter  
Uptown-Marquee 

 USD Magazine + 
USD News Center 
Valley Roadrunner Views 
Village News  
Vista Sun 
Voice of San Diego 
Woodbury University News 
We Chinese in America 
We Chinese in America Weekend  
XDTV 13 
XEPE AM 
XEWT Televisa 
XHAS Telemundo 33 News  
XHRM FM 
XHTY Uniradio 
XHTZ FM  
XLNC FM  
XLTN FM  
XPRS AM  
XPRS FM  
XSUR  
XTRA FM  
ZETA 

Orange and Riverside Counties Media Outlets 
Los Angeles Times – zoned editions  
Orange County Business Journal  
Orange County Register 
Riverside Press Enterprise  
The Californian 

Imperial County Media Outlets 
Imperial Valley Press 

Tijuana Media Outlets 
Baja Times  
El Mexicano 
El Sol de Tijuana  
En Linea Tijuana  
Frontera 
La Prensa  
Mi Enlace 
Periodico El Latino  
Tijuana Press 
Zeta Tijuana  
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Appendix B:  
2021 Regional Plan  
Stakeholders List 

This list is intended to give a general sense of the stakeholders SANDAG will seek to 
involve in the process of developing the 2021 Regional Plan. The list includes individuals 
and organizations that expressed interest during the initial outreach process that 
SANDAG conducted to inform the writing of this PIP, as well as those involved in the 
development of the 2015 Regional Plan and other outreach efforts SANDAG has 
conducted. This list should be considered partial, and it will grow and evolve over time. 
Any additional stakeholders identified during the process that may be interested in the 
2021 Regional Plan will be added to this list. 

AARP San Diego 
Able-Disabled Advocacy  
Accessible San Diego  
Access to Independence 
Adams Avenue Business Association  
AECOM 
All Congregations Together  
Alliance for Habitat Conservation Alpha Project 
Alpine and Mountain Empire Chamber of Commerce  
Alta Planning & Design 
Alzheimer’s and Aging Research Center  
American Institute of Architects, San Diego 
American Institute of Architects, San Diego, Urban Design Committee  
American Lung Association of San Diego 
American Planning Association, San Diego Section  
American Society of Landscape Architects  
Apartment Consultants Inc. 
Asian Business Association of San Diego  
Asset Management Group 
Associated General Contractors of America  
Association of Environmental Professionals San Diego  
Automobile Club of Southern California 
Azalea Park Neighborhood Association  
Bankers Hill/Park West Community Association  
Barratt Group 
Barrio Logan College Institute 
Barrio Logan Project Area Committee  
Bayside Community Center 
Bayview Community Development Corporation 
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BIOCOM 
Black Mountain Ranch Community Planning Group  
Bonita Business and Professional Association  
Bonsall Chamber of Commerce 
Bonsall Community Sponsor Group  
Borrego Springs Chamber of Commerce 
Borrego Springs Community Sponsor Group 
BRIDGE Housing Corporation – Southern California  
Bronze Triangle CDC 
Brookfield San Diego Holdings 
Building Industry Association San Diego  
Building Owners and Managers Association  
California Air Resources Board 
California Center for Sustainable Energy  
California Coastal Coalition 
California Coastal Commission 
California Department of Housing and Community Development  
California Department of Transportation 
California Native Plant Society San Diego  
California Nevada Cement Association  
California Sustainability Alliance  
California Trucking Association 
California Public Utilities Commission  
CALPIRG 
Cal-Prop Investments & Management  
Campaign for Affordable Housing  
Capital Growth Properties Inc. 
Cardiff 101 Main Street 
Cardiff-By-The-Sea Chamber of Commerce  
Cardiff School District 
Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce 
Carlsbad Economic Development Division 
Carmel Mountain Ranch Community Committee  
Carmel Valley Community Planning Board  
Carmel Valley NOW! 
Casa Familiar 
Cassidy Turley BRE Commercial  
Catalyst Network 
CB Richard Ellis Inc. 
CDC Commercial Real Estate  
Center for Supportive Housing  
Center on Policy Initiatives  
Central San Diego Black Chamber of Commerce 
Centre City Advisory Committee  
Century 21 Horizon 
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Cherokee Point Neighborhood Association  
Chicano Federation 
Chula Vista Chamber of Commerce  
Chula Vista Community Collaborative 
Chula Vista Growth Management Oversight Committee  
Circulate San Diego 
Citizens Coordinate for Century 3 
City Heights Business Association 
City Heights Community Development Corporation  
City Heights PAC 
City of Carlsbad  
City of Chula Vista  
City of Coronado  
City of Del Mar  
City of El Cajon  
City of Encinitas  
City of Escondido 
City of Imperial Beach  
City of La Mesa 
City of Lemon Grove 
City of National City  
City of Oceanside  
City of Poway 
City of San Diego  
City of San Marcos  
City of Santee 
City of Solana Beach  
City of Vista 
City of San Diego’s Committee on Smart Growth and Land Use 
City of San Diego Disabled Services Advisory Council  
City/County Reinvestment Task Force 
CityMark Development  
Civic San Diego  
Clairemont Town Council 
Coalition of Neighborhood Councils  
College Area Community Planning Board  
Colliers International 
Commercial Facilities Inc. 
Community Associations Institute, San Diego Chapter  
Community Catalysts of California 
Community HousingWorks  
COMPACT 
ConAm 
Consulate General of Mexico  
Corky McMillin Companies 
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Cornerstone Property Management  
Coronado Chamber of Commerce  
Corporation for Supportive Housing  
County and City Libraries 
County of San Diego 
County of San Diego Department of Public Works  
County of San Diego Health and Human Services Agency Covey Commercial 
CrossBorder Business  
Cushman & Wakefield, Inc.  
CW Clark 
Deaf Community Services 
Del Mar Chamber of Commerce 
Del Mar Community Planning Board 
Del Mar Mesa Community Planning Board  
Department of Defense 
Department of Homeland Security  
Dimex Freight 
Dole Food Company 
Downtown San Diego Partnership  
DR Horton 
Eagle Aggregates 
East County Action Network 
East County Economic Development Corporation  
Eastern Area Communities Planning Committee 
ECP Commercial 
El Cajon Business Improvement Association  
El Cajon Community Collaborative 
El Cajon Community Development Corporation  
Elder Housing Complexes 
Encanto Neighborhoods Community Planning Group  
Encinitas Chamber of Commerce 
Encinitas Union School District 
Endangered Habitats League  
Environmental Health Coalition  
Equinox Center 
Escondido Chamber of Commerce  
Evanco Reality Advisors Inc. 
Fairmont Park Neighborhood Association  
Fallbrook Chamber of Commerce 
Fallbrook Community Planning Group 
Family Health Centers of San Diego  
Family Resource Center 
Federal Highway Administration 
Federal Transit Administration  
FedEx Corporation 
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Filipino-American Chamber of Commerce of San Diego  
Friends of Adult Day Health Care Centers 
Friends of Rose Canyon  
Friends of Tecolote Canyon 
Friends of the San Diego River Mouth  
Gaslamp Quarter Association  
Gateway Property Management 
Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce 
Golden Hill Community Development Corporation  
Golden Triangle Chamber of Commerce 
Greater Clairemont Chamber of Commerce  
Greater Clairemont Mesa Chamber of Commerce  
Greater Golden Hill CDC 
Greater Golden Hill Planning Committee 
Greater San Diego Business Association  
Grossmont Cuyamaca Community College District  
Grossmont Union High School District 
Hallmark Communities 
Hidden Meadows Community Sponsor Group 
HNTB Corporation 
Housing Development Partners of San Diego  
Housing You Matters 
Hughes Marino 
IBI Group 
ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability USA  
I Love A Clean San Diego 
Inland Pacific Commercial Properties 
International Energy Agency 
International Rescue Committee, San Diego 
International Union of Operating Engineers Local 12 
Imperial Beach Chamber of Commerce  
Imperial County 
Imperial Valley Economic Development Corporation 
Industrial Environmental Association of San Diego  
Inland Pacific Commercial Properties 
International Rescue Committee, San Diego  
International Union of Operating Engineers Local 12  
Investment Property Management Group Inc. 
Irving Hughes  
It’s How We Live 
J. Whalen and Associates  
Jacobs Family Foundation  
JHD Planning 
Jones Lang LaSalle 
Julian Chamber of Commerce  
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Justice Overcoming Boundaries 
Juvenile Diabetes Association of San Diego  
Kearny Mesa Planning Group 
Kensington-Talmadge Business Association  
Ken-Tal Planning Committee 
Kimball Elementary School  
Kiwanis of San Diego 
KM Realty Inc. 
Laborers International Union 
La Jolla Community Planning Association  
La Jolla Golden Triangle Rotary Club 
La Jolla Shores Association  
La Jolla Town Council 
La Jolla Traffic and Transportation Board  
La Jolla Village Community Council 
Lakeside Chamber of Commerce  
La Maestra Community Health Centers  
La Mesa Chamber of Commerce  
La Mesa Adult Enrichment Center 
La Mesa Spring Valley School District 
League of Conservation Voters, San Diego  
League of Women Voters 
Ledford Enterprises, Inc. 
Lee and Associates, Inc. 
Lemon Grove Chamber of Commerce  
Linda Vista Collaborative 
Linda Vista Community Planning Committee  
Little Italy Association 
Little Italy Residents Association  
Local Agency Formation Commission 
MAAC Project 
Meissner Jacquet Investment Management Services  
Melroy Property Management 
Metropolitan Transit System 
Mid-City Community Action Network  
Mid-City Rotary Club 
Midway Community Planning Advisory Committee (North)  
Mira Costa College 
Miramar Ranch North Planning Committee  
Mira Mesa Chamber of Commerce 
Mission Beach Town Council 
Mission Hills Town Council 
Mission Valley Unified Planning Organization 
NAACP San Diego Youth Council 
NAIOP Commercial Real Estate Development Association – San Diego  
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National Association of Hispanic Real Estate Professionals 
National City Chamber of Commerce 
National City School District 
National Latino Research Center, California State University of San Marcos 
National University System Institute for Policy Research  
Navajo Community Planners, Inc. 
Neighborhood House Association  
Nile Sisters Development Initiative 
North Bay Redevelopment PAC  
North County Eco Alliance 
North County Transit District  
North Park Community Association  
North Park Main Street 
North Park Planning Committee 
North San Diego Chamber of Commerce 
North San Diego County Association of Realtors 
North San Diego County NAACP 
Ocean Beach Community Development Corporation  
Ocean Beach Town Council 
Oceanside Chamber of Commerce  
Oceanside Planning Commission 
Oceanside Unified School District 
Old Town Community Planning Committee  
Old Town San Diego Chamber of Commerce  
Olivewood Gardens 
Operation Samahan 
Otay Mesa Chamber of Commerce 
Otay Mesa Nestor Community Planning Group  
Otay Mesa Planning Group 
Pacific Beach Community Planning Committee  
Pacific Beach Town Council 
Pacific Coast Commercial  
Pala-Pauma Community Sponsor Group 
Paradise Valley Hospital 
Parent Institute for Quality Education 
Peninsula Chamber of Commerce 
Peninsula Community Planning Board  
Penn State University 
Point Loma Association  
Port of San Diego 
Poway Chamber of Commerce  
Prescott Companies 
Professional HOA Consultants, Inc.  
Psomas Engineering 
Quality of Life Coalition 
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Radelow Gittins  
Rail America 
Rainbow Community Planning Group 
Ramona Chamber of Commerce  
Rancho Bernardo Planning Community 
Rancho San Diego – Jamul Chamber of Commerce  
Rancho Santa Fe Association 
Rapid Transfer Xpress  
RBF Consulting, Inc. 
Real Property Management, Inc. 
Regional Task Force on the Homeless  
RISE San Diego 
Rotary Club of San Diego – Youth Service 
Rotary District 5340 – Youth Exchange 
Sabre Springs Planning Group 
Samahan Community Health Center 
San Diego 350 
San Diego American Planning Association 
San Diego and Imperial Counties Labor Council, AFLCIO 
San Diego Apartment Association  
San Diego Archaeological Society  
San Diego Association of Realtors  
San Diego Audubon Society 
San Diego Bicycle Coalition 
San Diego Building and Construction Trades Council 
San Diego Business Improvement District Council  
San Diego Canyonlands 
San Diego Capital Collaborative 
San Diego City College Associated Students  
San Diego Coastal Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego Coastkeeper 
San Diego Community College District 
San Diego Community Housing Corporation  
San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau  
San Diego Convention Center Corporation  
San Diego Council of Design Professionals 
San Diego County Air Pollution Control District 
San Diego County Aging and Independence Advisory Council  
San Diego County Archaeological Society 
San Diego County Bicycle Coalition  
San Diego County Farm Bureau 
San Diego County Hispanic Chamber of Commerce  
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority 
San Diego County Taxpayers Association  
San Diego County Water Authority 
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San Diego Countywide Alliance of Tenants  
San Diego Downtown Partnership 
San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce  
San Diego Fair Housing Council 
San Diego Foundation 
San Diego Habitat for Humanity  
San Diego Housing Commission  
San Diego Housing Federation 
San Diego Interfaith Housing Foundation  
San Diego Jewish Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego Local Initiatives Support Corporation  
San Diego North Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego North Convention and Visitors Bureau  
San Diego North Economic Development Council  
San Diego Organizing Project 
San Diego Redevelopment Agency  
San Diego Regional Center 
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego Regional Economic Development Corporation  
San Diego Regional Sustainability Partnership 
San Diego River Coalition  
San Diego River Conservancy 
San Diego River Park Foundation  
San Diego Senior Games Association 
San Diego Sierra Club 
San Diego State University Associated Students 
San Diego State University Center for Regional Sustainability 
San Diego State University City Planning Department 
San Diego Tourism Authority 
San Diego Urban Economic Corporation  
San Diego Urban League 
San Diego Workforce Partnership  
San Diego World Trade Center 
San Diego Youth and Community Services  
San Diego Youth Commission 
San Dieguito Planning Group 
San Dieguito River Park 
San Dieguito River Valley Conservancy 
San Dieguito Union High School District 
San Marcos Chamber of Commerce  
Santee Chamber of Commerce 
San Ysidro Business Association  
San Ysidro Chamber of Commerce 
San Ysidro Community Planning Group  
Save Our Forest and Ranchlands 
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Scripps Health 
Scripps Miramar Ranch Planning Group   
Sempra Utilities 
Senior Community Centers  
Serra Mesa Planning Group  
Shea Homes 
Sherman Heights Community Center  
Sierra Club North County Group 
Sierra Club San Diego  
Skyline-Paradise Hills Planning Committee 
Social Services Transportation Advisory Council  
Solana Beach Chamber of Commerce 
Solana Beach Cycling Club 
Solar Turbines 
South Bay Community Services 
South County Economic Development Council  
Southeastern San Diego Planning Group 
Southern California Housing Development Corporation  
Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association  
Southwestern College 
Spectrum Management 
Spring Valley Chamber of Commerce  
Spring Valley Youth and Family Coalition  
St. Vincent de Paul 
State Farm Insurance 
Sunrise Property Management  
Surfrider Foundation 
Sustainable San Diego State University  
Swami’s Cycling Club 
Sweetwater ASB Teamsters Union 
Teralta West Neighborhood Alliance  
The Accretive Group of Companies  
The CSA Edge 
The Nature Conservancy, San Diego Office  
The Olson Co. 
Tierrasanta Community Council 
Torrey Hills Community Planning Board Property Management Inc.  
Transcore 
Transit Alliance for a Better North County 
Transportation Corridor Agency 
Trilar Management Group 
Twin Oaks Valley Community Sponsor Group 
UC San Diego Associated Students 
UC San Diego Environmental Science and Policy 
UC San Diego Green Campus Program 
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UC San Diego Student Sustainability Collective 
UC San Diego Sustainability Solutions Institute  
UC San Diego Systemwide Sustainability 
UC San Diego Transportation Services 
UC San Diego Urban Studies and Planning Department  
ULI San Diego/Tijuana Chapter Union of Pan Asian Communities 
University City Community Association 
University City Community Planning Group  
University City Planning Group 
University Heights Community Association Uptown Planners 
University of San Diego Sustainability Program 
Urban Collaborative Project 
Urban League  
U.S. Department of Defense 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency  
U.S. Green Building Council  
Valley Center Chamber of Commerce  
Valley Center Community Planning Group 
Veteran Affairs San Diego Healthcare System  
Vista Chamber of Commerce 
Vista Community Clinic 
Voit Companies 
Wakeland Housing & Development Corp. 
Watco Companies  
WildCoast 
Winzler and Kelly 
Women in Transportation Seminar  
Worldtrans 
YIMBY Democrats of San Diego County 
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Appendix C:  
2021 Regional Plan  
Tribal Consultation Plan 

1. Leadership Meetings Between SANDAG and the Southern California Tribal 
Chairmen’s Association (SCTCA) 

Engaging the tribal leaders in a smaller setting will enable the leadership to facilitate 
a meaningful dialogue, which can inform the Tribal Consultation Plan for the 
2021 Regional Plan as well as other regional issues such as transportation 
funding strategies. 

2. Policy-Level Dialogue Between SANDAG and SCTCA 

At a timely and meaningful moment in the process of developing the 2021 Regional 
Plan, two types of policy meetings may be convened: 

• San Diego Regional Tribal Summit: The Boards of Directors of SANDAG and the 
SCTCA will convene to discuss key policy issues for inclusion in the 2021 Regional 
Plan and a potential collaborative agenda 

• Joint meeting of the SANDAG Borders Committee and SCTCA: A subcommittee of 
the SANDAG Borders Committee and the SCTCA will convene to discuss policy 
issues relevant to the development of the 2021 Regional Plan 

The policy-level discussions will be informed by a policy paper developed through 
workshops held with area experts from the tribes.  

The discussion will include collaborative strategies and strategic actions that can be 
taken on identified policy issues. The strategic actions agreed upon in the 
Tribal Summit will be included in the 2021 Regional Plan, as well as issues of concern 
to tribal nations. 

3. Transportation Issues Collaboration 

The Interagency Technical Working Group on Tribal Transportation Issues 
(Working Group) will serve as the Advisory Group for the transportation elements of 
the 2021 Regional Plan and implementation of the Intraregional Tribal Transportation 
Strategy developed as a near-term action of the Regional Plan. 

At key decision-making points for the 2021 Regional Plan, the Working Group will 
serve as a forum to provide recommendations on tribal transportation issues to the 
SCTCA for consideration and relay this input to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee through their representation on that Policy Advisory Committee.  
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4. Incorporate Tribal Issues into the Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

Collaborate on drafting Tribal Consultation Chapter and other tribal elements in the 
draft 2021 Regional Plan.  

Incorporate strategic actions identified at the Tribal Summit and joint Borders 
Committee/SCTCA meetings.  

5. Collaborate on Outreach for the Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

The SCTCA will support outreach to all tribal nations to collect input/comments on the 
draft 2021 Regional Plan for their tribal communities  

Approved:  

June 20, 2017: Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association Board Meeting 

July 28, 2017: As part of the Public Involvement Plan for the Regional Plan 
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Stakeholders List 

This list from the Public Involvement Plan (PIP), is intended to give a general sense of the stakeholders 
SANDAG sought to involve in the process of developing the 2021 Regional Plan. The list includes 
individuals and organizations that expressed interest during the initial outreach process SANDAG 
conducted to inform the writing of the PIP, as well as those involved in the development of the 2021 
Regional Plan and other outreach efforts SANDAG has conducted. This list should be considered partial, 
as it was intended to grow and evolve over time and may not include all stakeholders who are 
members of SANDAG Working Groups.  

Alliance for Habitat Conservation 
Alliance for Regional Solutions 
Alpine and Mountain Empire Chamber of Commerce 
Alta Planning & Design 
American Trucking Association 
Apartment Consultants Inc. 
Asian Business Association of San Diego 
Automobile Club of Southern California 
Barona Band of Mission Indians 
Barratt Group 
Barrio Logan College Institute 
Bayside Community Center 
Bayview Community Development Corporation BIOCOM 
BIOCOM 
Bonsall Chamber of Commerce 
Border Transportation Council 
Borrego Springs Chamber of Commerce 
Bronze Triangle CDC 
Brookfield San Diego Holdings 
Building Industry Association 
Bureau of India Affairs 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Bureau of Land Management California Office 
Bureau of Land Management California Office  
Bureau of Land Management El Centro Office 
Bureau of Land Management El Centro Office 
Bureau of Land Management Palm Spring Office 
Bureau of Land Management Palm Springs Office 
Burlington North Sana Fe Railroad 
California Air Resources Board 
California Center for Sustainable Energy 
California Coastal Commission 
California Department of Conservation 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife 
California Department of Parks and Recreation 
California Department of Transportation 
California Lobster and Trap Fishermen’s Association 
California Office of Traffic Safety 
California State Parks Office of Historic Preservation Local Government Unit 
California Transportation Commission 
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California Trucking Association 
Cal-Prop Investments & Management 
Campo Band of Mission Indians 
Capital Growth Properties Inc. 
Cardiff 101 Main Street 
Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce 
Carlsbad Economic Development Division 
Casa Familiar 
CBRE Commercial 
CDC Commercial Real Estate 
Central San Diego Black Chamber of Commerce 
Centre City Advisory Committee 
Chula Vista Chamber of Commerce 
Chula Vista Community Collaborative 
City Heights Business Association 
City Heights Community Development Corporation 
City of Carlsbad 
City of Chula Vista 
City of Coronado 
City of Del Mar 
City of El Cajon 
City of Encinitas 
City of Escondido 
City of Imperial Beach 
City of La Mesa 
City of Lemon Grove 
City of National City 
City of Oceanside 
City of Poway 
City of San Diego 
City of San Marcos 
City of Santee 
City of Solana Beach 
City of Tecate 
City of Vista 
CityMark Development 
Cleantech San Diego 
Coastal Environmental Rights Foundation 
Colliers International 
Commercial Facilities Inc. 
Consejo de Desarrollo Económico de Tijuana (CDT) 
Consolidated Transportation Services Agency 
Corky McMillin Companies 
Cornerstone Property Management 
Coronado Chamber of Commerce 
County of San Diego 
CrossBorder Business 
Cushman & Wakefield, Inc. 
Del Mar Chamber of Commerce 
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Desarrollo Económico e Industrial de Tijuana (DEITAC) 
Downtown San Diego Partnership 
East County Development Corporation 
ECP Commercial 
El Cajon Business Improvement Association 
El Colegio de la Frontera Norte 
ElderHelp 
Encinitas Chamber of Commerce 
Endangered Habitats League 
Energy Policy Initiatives Center at University of San Diego School of Law 
Environmental health Coalition 
Escondido Chamber of Commerce 
Evanco Reality Advisors Inc. 
Ewiiaapaayp Band of Kumeyaay Indians 
Fallbrook Chamber of Commerce 
Federal Highway Administration 
Federal Transit Administration 
Filipino-American Chamber of Commerce of San Diego 
Fundación Internacional de la Comunidad, A. C. 
Gaslamp Quarter Association 
Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce 
Golden Triangle Chamber of Commerce 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research 
Greater Clairemont Mesa Chamber of Commerce 
Greater San Diego Business Association 
Hallmark Communities 
HNTB Corporation 
Home of Guiding Hands 
Hughes Marino 
Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel 
Imperial Beach Chamber of Commerce 
Imperial County Transportation Commission 
Imperial Valley Economic Development Corporation 
Inaja-Cosmit Band of Mission Indians 
Institute de Planeacion Municipal de Tijuana (IMPLAN) 
Institute for Regional Studies of the Californias – San Diego State University 
Investment Property Management Group Inc. 
J. Whalen and Associates 
Jamul Indian Village of California 
Jones Lang LaSalle 
Julian Chamber of Commerce 
Kensington-Talmadge Business Association 
La Jolla Band of Luiseno Indians 
La Mesa Chamber of Commerce 
La Posta Band of the Kumeyaay Nation 
Lakeside Chamber of Commerce 
Ledford Enterprises, Inc. 
Lee and Associates, Inc. 
Lemon Grove Chamber of Commerce 
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Little Italy Association 
Local Agency Formation Commission 
Los Coyotes Band of Cahuilla/Cupeno Indians 
LOSSAN 
Manzanita Band of the Kumeyaay Indians 
Marine Corps Installation West 
Marine Corps Recruitment Depot 
Mesa Grande Band of Mission Indians 
Metropolitan Transit System 
Mira Mesa Chamber of Commerce 
National City Chamber of Commerce 
National City Latino Research Center at California State University San Marcos 
National Forest Service – Cleveland National Forest 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Navy Facilities Engineering Command 
Navy Region Southwest 
Nile Sisters Development Imitative 
North County Transit District 
North Park Main Street 
Oceanside Chamber of Commerce 
Old Town San Diego Chamber of Commerce 
Olivewood gardens Urban Collaborative Project 
Orange County Transportation Authority 
Otay Mesa Chamber of Commerce 
Pacific Coast Commercial 
Pala Band of Mission Indians 
Pauma Band of Luiseno Indians 
Peninsula Chamber of Commerce 
Port of San Diego 
Poway Chamber of Commerce 
Prescott Companies 
Professional HOA Consultants, Inc. 
Psomas Engineering 
Radelow Gittins 
Rail America 
Ramona Chamber of Commerce 
Rancho San Diego – Jamul Chamber of Commerce 
Rapid Transfer Xpress 
Republic of Mexico 
Rincon Band of Luiseno Indians 
Riverside Transit Authority 
Samahan Health Centers 
San Diego Air Pollution Control District 
San Diego Air Pollution Control District 
San Diego and Arizona Eastern Railway 
San Diego Building and Construction Trades Council 
San Diego Business Improvement District Council 
San Diego Center for the Blind 
San Diego Clean Cities Coalition 
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San Diego Coastal Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego Coastal Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego Conservation Network 
San Diego County Air Pollution Control District 
San Diego County Farm Bureau 
San Diego County Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority 
San Diego County Water Authority 
San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego Economic Development 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
San Diego Jewish Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego North Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego North Economic Development Council  
San Diego North Economic Development Council 
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce 
San Diego Regional Economic Development Council 
San Diego Regional Tourism Authority 
San Diego State University 
San Diego World Trade Center 
San Diego-Tijuana Smart Border Coalition 
San Marcos Chamber of Commerce 
San Pasqual Band of Diegueno Indians 
San Ysidro Business Association 
San Ysidro Chamber of Commerce 
Santee Chamber of Commerce 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography 
Sempra Utilities 
Shea Homes 
Sierra Club  
Solana Beach Chamber of Commerce 
Solar Turbines 
South County Economic Development Council 
Southern California Housing Development Corporation 
Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association 
Spectrum Management 
Spring Valley Chamber of Commerce 
State Department of Fish and Wildlife 
State Department of Parks and Recreation 
State Farm Insurance 
State Lands Commission 
State of Baja California 
Surfrider Foundation 
Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation 
The Accretive Group of Companies 
The Arc of San Diego 
The CSA Edge 
The Nature Conservancy 
The San Diego Foundation  
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Tijuana Innovadora 
Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve 
Transcore 
Transportation Corridor Agency 
Trilar Management Group 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
U.S. Coast Guard San Diego Sector 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agency 
U.S. Department of Defense 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Forest Service 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Union Pacific Railroad 
Universidad Iberomericana Tijuana 
University of California San Diego 
URS Corporation 
USCD – Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies 
Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Indians 
Vista Chamber of Commerce 
Vista Community Clinic 
Voit 
Wakeland Housing & Development Corp 
Waste Management 
Winzler and Kelly 
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2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public 
Meetings, Events, and Presentations 

  



 

 

  



Date Event Type Event Topic Location

12/8/2016 Event
Scoping Meeting for Notice of 
Preparation (NOP) for the 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

NOP for EIR for the Regional Plan SANDAG 

4/28/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
Development of 2019 Regional Plan, 
Draft Work Program

SANDAG

9/1/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 
Development of the San Diego 
Forward: 2019 Regional Plan 

SANDAG 

9/1/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee 
Development of the San Diego 
Forward: 2019 Regional Plan 

SANDAG

10/6/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 

2019 Regional Plan Draft Unconstrained 
Transportation Network and Proposed 
Revenue Constrained Network 
Scenarios Development Process

SANDAG 

10/6/2017 Public Meeting
SANDAG Regional Planning 
Committee 

2019 Regional Plan Draft Unconstrained 
Transportation Network and Proposed 
Revenue Constrained Network 
Scenarios Development Process

SANDAG 

10/20/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 
2019 Regional Plan Proposed Revenue 
Constrained Network Scenario 
Development Process 

SANDAG 

12/1/2017 Public Meeting
SANDAG Regional Planning 
Committee 

2019 Regional Plan: Regional Growth 
Forecast Methodology

SANDAG 

12/1/2017 Public Meeting
SANDAG Regional Planning 
Committee 

2019 Regional Plan: Draft White Paper 
Outlines

SANDAG 

12/8/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 
2019 Regional Plan: Regional Growth 
Forecast Methodology

SANDAG 

12/8/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 
2019 Regional Plan: Draft White Paper 
Outlines

SANDAG 

12/15/2017 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 
Regional Growth Forecast 
Methodology: 2019 Regional Plan

SANDAG 

2/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Draft 
Performance Measures

SANDAG 

2/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan: Emerging 
Technologies White Paper

SANDAG 

2/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Draft 
Performance Measures

SANDAG 

2/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan: Emerging 
Technologies White Paper

SANDAG 

2/16/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 2019 Regional Plan Funding Scenarios SANDAG 

2/22/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
San Diego Forward Regional Plan: 
Proposed Action Plan

SANDAG 

2/23/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
2019-2050 Regional Plan- Funding 
Scenarios

SANDAG 

2/23/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
2019-2050 Regional Plan: Emerging 
Technologies White Paper

SANDAG 

3/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan: Social Equity 
Analysis Overview

SANDAG 

3/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 2019-2050 Regional Plan White Papers SANDAG 

3/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Draft 
Performance Measures

SANDAG 

3/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee 2019-2050 Regional Plan White Papers SANDAG 

3/16/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Draft 
Performance Measures

SANDAG 

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations
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http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/100617-tc-6.pdf?sfvrsn=324af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/100617-rpc-4.pdf?sfvrsn=374af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/102017-tc-5.pdf?sfvrsn=544af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/120117-rpc-8.pdf?sfvrsn=4f4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/120117-rpc-7.pdf?sfvrsn=554af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/120817-tc-10.pdf?sfvrsn=414af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/120817-tc-9.pdf?sfvrsn=4a4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/121517-bod-12.pdf?sfvrsn=424af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/020218-rpc-5.pdf?sfvrsn=7c4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/020218-tc-4.pdf?sfvrsn=724af865_2
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_4816_23317.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?meetingid=5038&fuseaction=meetings.detail
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/022318-bod-17.pdf?sfvrsn=694af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/022318-bod-8.pdf?sfvrsn=6a4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/030218-tc-7.pdf?sfvrsn=9d4bf865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/030218-tc-5.pdf?sfvrsn=9e4bf865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/030218-rpc-8.pdf?sfvrsn=644af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/030218-tc-5.pdf?sfvrsn=9e4bf865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/031618-tc-8.pdf?sfvrsn=914bf865_2


Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

3/23/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
2019-2050 Regional Plan Draft 
Performance Measures

SANDAG 

Spring 2018 Event
60 workshops hosted by 13 Community-
Based Organizations (CBOs)

2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

Various Locations

4/6/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
Regional Growth Forecast: Regional 
Growth Forecast Results

SANDAG 

4/6/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

SANDAG 

4/6/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

SANDAG 

4/23/2018 Event Open House
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

San Diego

4/25/2018 Event Open House
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

Encinitas

4/30/2018 Event Open House
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

El Cajon

5/1/2018 Event Open House
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

San Ysidro

5/2/2018 Event Open House
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

Vista

5/3/2018 Event Open House
2019-2050 Regional Plan Transportation 
Network Themes 

San Diego

5/4/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee Regional Growth Forecast Assumptions SANDAG 

5/25/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
Preliminary Regional Growth Forecast 
Assumptions 

SANDAG 

5/25/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
2019-2050 Regional Plan Project Cost 
Estimates, Funding Scenarios, and 
Transportation Network Development 

SANDAG 

6/1/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Social Equity 
Analysis Framework and Approach

SANDAG 

6/1/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Social Equity 
Analysis Framework and Approach

SANDAG 

6/8/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
2019-2050 Regional Plan Project Cost 
Estimates and Funding Scenarios

SANDAG 

10/1/2018 Event 30 Workshops Hosted by CBOs
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

Various Locations

10/12/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

SANDAG 

10/15/2018 Event Community Conversation
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

Chula Vista

10/16/2018 Event Open House
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

San Diego

10/17/2018 Event Community Conversation
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

San Diego

10/18/2018 Event Community Conversation
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

La Mesa

10/19/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

SANDAG 

10/23/2018 Event Community Conversation
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

Solana Beach

10/25/2018 Event Community Conversation
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

Escondido

10/27/2018 Event Community Conversation
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

San Diego

San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan G3A-2

http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/032318-bod-17.pdf?sfvrsn=934bf865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/040618-rpc-4.pdf?sfvrsn=8a4bf865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/040618-rpc-3.pdf?sfvrsn=8e4bf865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/040618-tc-4.pdf?sfvrsn=c14af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/050418-rpc-4.pdf?sfvrsn=ed4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/052518-bod-17.pdf?sfvrsn=ea4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/052518-bod-19.pdf?sfvrsn=e94af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/060118-tc-7.pdf?sfvrsn=1d4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/060118-rpc-5.pdf?sfvrsn=eb4af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/060818-bod-3.pdf?sfvrsn=134af865_2
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/101218-bod-2.pdf?sfvrsn=214af865_2
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/101918-tc-4.pdf?sfvrsn=224af865_2


Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

11/2/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts 

SANDAG 

11/16/2018 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors
2019-2050 Regional Plan Network 
Concepts Outreach Update

SANDAG 

1/23/2019 Presentation
Regional Employment Center 
Presentation: BIOCOM

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

2/8/2019 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors

Second Reading of Proposed 
Amendments to the Regional Transit 
Comprehensive Fair Ordinance and 
TransNet  Ordinance 

SANDAG 

4/5/2019 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee
Regional Bikeway Program Update & 
SR 78 Corridor Update 

SANDAG 

4/5/2019 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
Regional Housing Needs Assessment & 
Update on Airport Connectivity 
Subcommittee 

SANDAG 

4/6/2019 Event
UC San Diego Pepper Canyon 
Designathon

Putting Together Concepts for the 
Pepper Canyon Mobility Hub

UC San Diego

4/26/2019 Public Meeting

SANDAG Joint Meeting: Board of 
Directors, Policy Advisory Committees, 
and the Independent Taxpayer 
Oversight Committee

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG 

5/20/2019 Public Meeting Mobility Hub Meeting
Mobility Hub Concept Developed for 
the Tecolote Road Station 

San Diego

5/21/2019 Public Meeting Mobility Hub Meeting
Mobility Hub Concepts Developed for 
Balboa Ave Station

San Diego

5/21/2019 Presentation City of National City Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves National City

5/22/2019 Public Meeting Mobility Hub Meeting
Mobility Hub Concept Developed for 
the Balboa Avenue Station

San Diego

5/23/2019 Presentation
Carmel Valley Community Planning 
Group

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

5/29/2019 Presentation 
Midway-Pacific Highway Community 
Planning Group

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

6/3/2019 Presentation City of Del Mar Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Del Mar
6/4/2019 Presentation City of Lemon Grove City Council 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Lemon Grove

6/4/2019 Presentation 
Rancho Bernardo Planning Board 
Regional Issues Committee

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

6/4/2019 Presentation 
Presentation: Escondido Chamber of 
Commerce

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Escondido

6/5/2019 Public Meeting
SANDAG San Diego Region Conformity 
Working Group

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

6/5/2019 Presentation Presentation: Cleantech 2021 Regional Plan San Diego
6/5/2019 Public Meeting City of San Diego Mobility Board 2021 Regional Plan San Diego

6/6/2019 Presentation
Presentation: Southern California 
Rental Housing Association

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

6/7/2019 Public Meeting SANDAG Regional Planning Committee
Draft Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment and Regional Assessment 
of Employment Centers 

SANDAG 

6/8/2019 Presentation Presentation: Democratic Club of Vista 2021 Regional Plan Vista

6/10/2019 Presentation 
South County Economic Development 
Council (EDC) Transportation Forum

Transportation Forum: Central Mobility 
Hub, 5 Big Moves

Chula Vista

6/10/2019 Event 5 Big Moves Webinar: Transit Leap 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Online

6/11/2019 Public Meeting
University Community Planning Group 
Mobility Hub Meeting

Mobility Hub Concepts Developed for 
University Community Mid-Coast 
Trolley Station

San Diego

6/11/2019 Presentation City of El Cajon Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves El Cajon
6/11/2019 Presentation City of San Marcos Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Marcos

San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan G3A-3

http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/110218-rpc-3.pdf?sfvrsn=5a4af865_8
http://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2019-regional-plan/staff-report/111618-bod-11.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5036_25247.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_4968_25512.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5005_25510.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5044_25692.pdf
http://www.nationalcityca.gov/Home/Components/Calendar/Event/10127/43
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/carmelvalley/agendas
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/carmelvalley/agendas
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/midwaypacifichwy/agendas
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/midwaypacifichwy/agendas
https://www.delmar.ca.us/142/City-Council
https://www.lemongrove.ca.gov/city-hall/city-council/current-city-council-meeting-agenda
https://www.rbplanningboard.com/current-rbcpb-agenda.html
https://www.rbplanningboard.com/current-rbcpb-agenda.html
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/agenda-6-5-19.pdf
https://www.sandiego.gov/mobility-board
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?meetingID=5007&fuseaction=meetings.detail
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/061260_c4b3447a2e1340a78a56deeb7d43d76e.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/061260_c4b3447a2e1340a78a56deeb7d43d76e.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-9tDM45L7I&feature=youtu.be
https://www.cityofelcajon.us/your-government/elected-officials/city-council-meetings
https://www.san-marcos.net/your-government/city-council


Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

6/11/2019 Presentation
Presentation: San Diego Transportation 
Development Association

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

6/12/2019 Presentation City of Solana Beach Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Solana Beach

6/13/2019 Presentation Mid-City Networking Nights 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

6/17/2019 Presentation San Ysidro Community Planning Group 2021 Regional Plan San Ysidro

6/18/2019 Presentation
Presentation: Asian Business 
Association of San Diego

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

6/18/2019 Presentation North Park Planning Committee 2021 Regional Plan San Diego

6/19/2019 Presentation City of Imperial Beach Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Imperial Beach

6/20/2019 Presentation
Presentation: San Diego Convention 
Center Corporation

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

6/24/2019 Presentation City of Escondido Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Escondido

6/25/2019 Presentation
Presentation: San Diego Audubon 
Society

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

6/26/2019 Presentation City of Santee Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan Santee

6/26/2019 Event 
5 Big Moves Webinar: Complete 
Corridors

2021 Regional Plan: Complete Corridors Online

6/27/2019 Presentation
Presentation: San Diego Regional 
Chamber of Commerce

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

6/27/2019 Presentation
Presentation: San Diego American 
Public Works Association (APWA) – 

North County
2021 Regional Plan San Marcos

6/27/2019 Presentation
Carmel Valley Community Planning 
Group

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

6/28/2019 Public Meeting
SANDAG Joint Meeting: Borders 
Committee and Southern California 
Tribal Chairmen’s Association

2021 Regional Plan: Policy Areas of 
Collaboration and Opportunity 

SANDAG 

7/8/2019 Presentation League of Women Voters 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego
7/9/2019 Presentation Caltrans 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego
7/10/2019 Presentation City of Encinitas Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Encinitas
7/11/2019 Presentation San Diego Association of Realtors 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego
7/11/2019 Presentation California Hotel/Motel Association 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

7/11/2019 Presentation San Diego Regional Airport Authority 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

7/12/2019 Presentation Oceanside Rotary 2021 Regional Plan Oceanside
7/23/2019 Presentation City of Carlsbad Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan Carlsbad
7/24/2019 Event 5 Big Moves Webinar: Mobility Hubs 2021 Regional Plan: Mobility Hubs Online

8/3/2019 Presentation 
Encinitas and North Coast Democratic 
Club

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Encinitas

8/7/2019 Event 5 Big Moves Webinar: Flexible Fleets 2021 Regional Plan: Flexible Fleets Online
8/13/2019 Presentation City of Vista Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Vista

8/21/2019 Presentation International Right of Way Association 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

8/21/2019 Event 
5 Big Moves Webinar: Next Operating 
System (Next OS)

2021 Regional Plan: Next OS Online

9/4/2019 Presentation 
Regional Employment Center 
Presentation: Carlsbad Chamber of 
Commerce

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Carlsbad

9/10/2019 Presentation City of Chula Vista Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Chula Vista

9/12/2019 Event
5 Big Moves Community Pop-Up 
Placemaking Event

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves National City

9/12/2019 Presentation San Diego APWA 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

9/12/2019 Presentation
North County Climate Change Alliance 
Presentation

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego 

San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan G3A-4

https://www.ci.solana-beach.ca.us/?SEC=A8D26D7A-717C-471A-9D8B-AF387B5B9F39
https://www.midcitycan.org/events
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/sanysidro/agendas
http://www.northparkplanning.org/nppc/
https://www.imperialbeachca.gov/council_meetings
https://www.escondido.org/sandag-presentation-a-bold-new-vision-in-5-big-moves-2019-06-24.aspx
https://www.cityofsanteeca.gov/government/about-the-council-meetings
https://youtu.be/wWYYK2hZ4d0
https://youtu.be/wWYYK2hZ4d0
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/carmelvalley/agendas
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/profiles/carmelvalley/agendas
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5026_26019.pdf
http://encinitasca.gov/Government/Agendas-Webcasts
https://www.san.org/Airport-Authority/Meetings-Agendas/Authority-Board?EntryId=12444
https://www.carlsbadca.gov/city-hall/meetings-agendas
https://youtu.be/unc3YRpyKtI
https://encdc.org/meetings/
https://encdc.org/meetings/
https://youtu.be/PX6rwh5QeYE
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/vista-city-countil-agenda-8-13-2019.pdf
https://youtu.be/qjpsfjMxk1o
https://youtu.be/qjpsfjMxk1o
https://ncccalliance.org/
https://ncccalliance.org/


Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

9/17/2019 Presentation
Oceanside Coastal Neighborhood 
Association

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

9/18/2019 Presentation
Downtown Community Planning 
Council

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego 

9/19/2019 Presentation 
North County Transit District Board 
Meeting

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Oceanside

9/24/2019 Public Meeting
SANDAG/Caltrans Complete Corridors 
Meeting

2021 Regional Plan and Complete 
Corridors 

SANDAG 

9/25/2019 Event 
Critical Connections Webinar: Where 
People Live and Work

2021 Regional Plan: Critical Connections Online

9/26/2019 Presentation California Trucking Association 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego
9/26/2019 Presentation C3 Breakfast Dialog 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

10/2/2019 Presentation Interagency Technical Working Group 
on Tribal Transportation Issues

2021 Regional Plan, Vision, 5 Big Moves 
Tribal Transportation Workshop

Lakeside

10/3/2019 Public Meeting Social Equity Working Group
2021 Regional Plan Working Group 
Forum

SANDAG 

10/23/2019 Presentation City of Oceanside Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves Oceanside

10/23/2019 Event Clean Transportation Webinar
2021 Regional Plan: Clean 
Transportation

Online

10/24/2019 Presentation First League Lego Challenge Students 2021 Regional Plan SANDAG

11/4 to 11/5/2019 Presentation New Mobility Summit 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego
11/7/2019 Presentation Pacific Beach Democratic Club 2021 Regional Plan San Diego
11/7/2019 Presentation Escondido Democratic Club 2021 Regional Plan Escondido
11/9/2019 Presentation City of Escondido Democratic Club 2021 Regional Plan Escondido

11/19/2019 Presentation 
Regional Employment Center 
Presentation: Cleantech

2021 Regional Plan Del Mar

12/9/2019 Presentation Future Ports and Tour 2021 Regional Plan San Diego

1/5/2020 Presentation
Democrats for Environmental Action 
Presentation

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego 

1/14/2020 Presentation 
SANDAG Board of Directors Panel 
Presentation: Big Data: Harnessing the 
Benefits of Data-Powered Governance

Using Big Data to Improve Regional 
Transportation Planning 

Online

1/15/2020 Presentation 5 Big Moves Focus Group Presentation 2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

1/17/2020 Public Meeting 
SANDAG Board of Directors Panel 
Presentation: Introduction to Our Local 
Economy

Dynamics of the San Diego Region 
Economy 

Online

1/21/2020 Presentation
SANDAG Planning Bench Speed 
Networking Event Presentation

2021 Regional Plan and 5 Big Moves San Diego

1/24/2020 Public Meeting 
Big Data: Harnessing the Benefits of 
Data-Powered Governance

Panel Presentation Online

1/25/2020 Presentation
Southern California Technology 
Conference (Tech con)

Future of Mobility San Diego

1/31/2020 Presentation Otay Mesa Chamber of Commerce 2021 Regional Plan San Diego

2/10/2020 Presentation Sierra Club Presentation
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

San Diego

2/14/2020 Public Meeting 

SANDAG Board of Directors Panel 
Presentation: Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions and Vehicle Miles Traveled: 
An Overview of State Requirements 
and SANDAG Modeling Tools

State and Federal Mandates Impact on 
the Regional Plan 

Online

2/25/2020 Presentation Fallbrook Climate Action Group 2021 Regional Plan Fallbrook

2/25/2020 Presentation
CSU Campus Assessment Roundtable 
Discussion

2021 Regional Plan CSU

2/25/2020 Presentation
Downtown San Diego Partnership 
Presentation

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan G3A-5

https://lfportal.nctd.org/WebLink/Browse.aspx?startid=4
https://lfportal.nctd.org/WebLink/Browse.aspx?startid=4
https://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/gov/council/calendar.asp
https://youtu.be/bipL5yx3hfc
https://www.escondidodems.org/
https://youtu.be/m1lpOF4ykak
https://youtu.be/m1lpOF4ykak
https://youtu.be/m1lpOF4ykak
https://youtu.be/FIl7Gjfpf9Q
https://youtu.be/FIl7Gjfpf9Q
https://youtu.be/FIl7Gjfpf9Q
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4
https://youtu.be/c9Uvxd0c0x4


Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

3/5/2020 Presentation National University Presentation 2021 Regional Plan San Diego 
3/5/2020 Presentation C-Level Program Presentation 2021 Regional Plan San Diego 

3/27/2020 Presentation
EDC Economic Development 
Committee Meeting

2021 Regional Plan San Diego

4/28/2020 Presentation
North County Environmental Action 
Meeting

2021 Regional Plan Online 

4/30/2020 Presentation Del Mar Rotary Club 2021 Regional Plan Del Mar
6/8/2020 Presentation National City Chamber of Commerce 2021 Regional Plan Online

7/17/2020 Public Meeting 

Transportation Committee Panel 
Presentation: What We Are Learning 
from COVID-19 and How It Could 
Impact Transportation Planning in the 
San Diego Region

COVID-19 Impacts on Transportation 
Planning 

Online

7/22/2020 Presentation SanDiego350  Transportation Solutions Presentation 
by SANDAG CEO Hasan Ikhrata

Online

9/3/2020 Presentation
CBO Working Group Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plans/Regional 
Plan Presentation

How Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans Relate to the Regional 
Plan

Online

9/14/2020 Presentation Tribal Consultation Workshop 2021 Regional Plan Online 

9/16/2020 Presentation
Midway-Pacific Highway Community 
Planning Group

2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online

9/17/2020 Presentation CBO Working Group 2021 Regional Plan Online
9/17/2020 Presentation North County Transit District 2021 Regional Plan Oceanside
10/1/2020 Presentation North County Transit District 2021 Regional Plan Oceanside

10/2/2020 Event 
Community Conversation at Politifest 
2020: Pick Your Future Virtual Summit

Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan Online

10/14/2020 Presentation
TransNet  Independent Tax Payer 
Oversight Committee 

Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/15/2020 Presentation Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) 2021 Regional Plan Online

10/20/2020 Presentation
San Diego Regional Chamber 
Transportation & Land Development 
Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online

10/26/2020 Presentation Military Working Group 2021 Regional Plan Online

10/27/2020 Presentation
LOSSAN San Diego Regional Rail 
Working Group Presentation

2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/27/2020 Presentation North County Climate Action Network 2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/30/2020 Presentation
International Chinese Transportation 
Professionals Association

2021 Regional Plan Online 

11/4/2020 Presentation Ocean Beach Planning Board Central Mobility Hub Presentation Online 

11/4/2020 Presentation

Joint Coordination Meeting for the 
California Air Resources Board, 
California Transportation Commission, 
and California Department of Housing 
and Community Development

Sustainable Communities Strategy, 
what SANDAG needs to make state 
requirements on emissions 

Online

11/9/2020 Presentation Crossborder Mobility Webinar 2021 Regional Plan Online

11/10/2020 Presentation Uptown Planners Presentation
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

11/17/2020 Presentation
San Diego Regional Chamber of 
Commerce, Land and Transportation

2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

11/18/2020 Presentation
Circulate San Diego Policy Committee 
Presentation

2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

11/18/2020 Presentation
Downtown Community Planning 
Council

2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan G3A-6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzps_AS1Bjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzps_AS1Bjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzps_AS1Bjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzps_AS1Bjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzps_AS1Bjg
https://sandiego350.org/drupal/civicrm/event/register?reset=1&id=1077
https://lfportal.nctd.org/WebLink/Browse.aspx?startid=4
https://lfportal.nctd.org/WebLink/Browse.aspx?startid=4
https://www.voiceofsandiego.org/politifest/
https://www.voiceofsandiego.org/politifest/
https://www.sdmts.com/about-mts-meetings-and-agendas/board-meetings
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/ma110420
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/ma110420
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/ma110420
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/ma110420
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/ma110420
https://youtu.be/oiyjj0hmU0Y


Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

11/18/2020 Presentation UC Irvine/NSF Symposium
How Cities and Regions are Leveraging 
Mobility Innovations to Address 
Community Needs Panel 

Online

11/18/2020 Presentation Interregional Mobility Webinar  Interregional Mobility Online

11/20/2020 Public Meeting
Tribal Symposium Southern California 
Tribal Chairmen's Association and 
Borders Committee Meeting

2021 Regional Plan Online

12/1/2020 Presentation Mission Bay Park Committee
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

12/1/2020 Presentation
San Diego Transportation Equity 
Working Group

2021 Regional Plan Online 

12/2/2020 Presentation
WSP USA's Executive Leadership 
Presentation

2021 Regional Plan Online 

12/2/2020 Presentation Mission Valley Planning Group
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

12/8/2020 Presentation 
Paradise Hills Community Planning 
Group

2021 Regional Plan Online 

12/8/2020 Presentation
Chula Vista Community Collaborative 
(CBO) KAY

2021 Regional Plan Online 

12/9/2020 Presentation Old Town Community Planning Group
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

12/21/2020 Presentation Chollas Valley Planning Group 2021 Regional Plan Online
1/6/2021 Presentation Bike SD 2021 Regional Plan Online 
1/7/2021 Presentation Del Mar Rotary Club 2021 Regional Plan Online 
1/7/2021 Presentation San Diego County Farm Bureau 2021 Regional Plan Online

1/11/2021 Presentation Circulate San Diego Board
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

1/12/2021 Presentation
South County EDC Transportation 
Forum

2021 Regional Plan Online 

1/12/2021 Presentation San Diego Regional Chamber 2021 Regional Plan Online 
1/13/2021 Presentation East County Senior Service Providers 2021 Regional Plan Online 

1/14/2021 Presentation
Downtown Partnership Policy 
Committee

2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

1/14/2021 Presentation Ramona Planning Group 2021 Regional Plan Online 
1/15/2021 Presentation Alliance for Regional Solutions 2021 Regional Plan Online 
1/20/2021 Presentation Circulate San Diego 2021 Regional Plan Online 
1/21/2021 Presentation Casa Familiar (CBO) 2021 Regional Plan Online 

1/21/2021 Presentation
Asian American Architects Engineers 
Association

2021 Regional Plan Online 

1/22/2021 Presentation Vista Community Clinic 2021 Regional Plan Online 
1/28/2021 Presentation San Marcos Rotary Club 2021 Regional Plan Online 
2/1/2021 Presentation Military Working Group 2021 Regional Plan Online 

2/2/2021 Presentation California Energy Commission
Post COVID-19 Transportation Future 
Presentation

Online 

2/2/2021 Presentation Little Italy Association
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

2/4/2021 Presentation San Diego County Farm Bureau 2021 Regional Plan Online 

2/11/2021 Presentation
National Association of Regional 
Councils Conference 

2021 Regional Plan Online 

2/12/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors Vision to Plan Presentation Online

2/17/2021 Presentation Barrio Logan Planning Group
2021 Regional Plan and Central Mobility 
Hub

Online 

2/19/2021 Presentation
SDCTPA New and Returning Elected 
Leader Training Seminar

Transportation Presentation Online

2/24/2021 Presentation
Homie UP Youth Empowerment 
Program

2021 Regional Plan Online 

2/24/2021 Presentation San Diego County Bicycle Coalition 2021 Regional Plan Online 
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Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

2/25/2021 Presentation
WTS International and Association of 
Pedestrian & Bicycle Professionals

2021 Regional Plan Online 

3/3/2021 Presentation
Architecture & Engineering Pre-
Statements of Qualifications Meeting

2021 Regional Plan Online 

3/5/2021 Presentation
SDCTPA New and Returning Elected 
Leader Training Seminar

Transportation Presentation Online

3/9/2021 Presentation
San Diego Regional Chamber of 
Commerce Public Policy Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online 

3/10/2021 Presentation APWA Public Works Event 2021 Regional Plan Online 
3/11/2021 Presentation San Diego Military Advisory Council 2021 Regional Plan Online
3/16/2021 Presentation City Council Meeting Lemon Grove 2021 Regional Plan Online 
3/17/2021 Presentation Circulate San Diego 2021 Regional Plan Online
3/17/2021 Presentation Construction Network 2021 Regional Plan Online 
4/19/2021 Presentation Del Mar City Council 2021 Regional Plan Online 

4/23/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 
2021 Regional Plan Sustainability and 
Social Equity 

Online 

4/30/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 
2021 Regional Plan Aligning State, 
Regional, and Local Planning

Online

5/5/2021 Public Meeting
SANDAG San Diego Region Conformity 
Working Group

2021 Regional Plan Online

5/7/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 2021 Regional Plan and Social Equity Online
5/11/2021 Presentation CARB 2021 Regional Plan Online

5/12/2021 Public Meeting
SANDAG TransNet  Independent 
Taxpayer Oversight Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online

5/17/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Workshop Online
5/21/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Workshop Online
5/28/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Online

6/7/2021 Presentation
City of San Diego Community 
Orientation Workshop

2021 Regional Plan Online

6/9/2021 Presentation Regional Design Advisory Committee 2021 Regional Plan Online

6/10/2021 Presentation
Mobility-as-a-Service in the U.S. 
Conference

2021 Regional Plan Online

6/10/2021 Presentation
San Diego Section of Institute of 
Transportation Engineers

2021 Regional Plan Online

6/15/2021 Presentation National City Council Meeting 2021 Regional Plan Online
6/15/2021 Event Open House: North County Coastal 2021 Regional Plan Online

6/16/2021 Public Meeting
SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan Working 
Group Forum

2021 Regional Plan Online

6/16/2021 Event Open House: County Unincorporated 2021 Regional Plan Online
6/17/2021 Presentation MTS Board of Directors Meeting 2021 Regional Plan Online
6/18/2021 Presentation Building Industry Association 2021 Regional Plan Online
6/18/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 2021 Regional Plan Online
6/22/2021 Event Open House: South County 2021 Regional Plan Online

6/24/2021 Presentation
American Society of Civil Engineers 
Infrastructure Symposium

2021 Regional Plan Online

6/24/2021 Presentation
Marine Corps Air Station Miramar 
Electric Mobility Symposium

2021 Regional Plan Online

6/24/2021 Event Open House: East County 2021 Regional Plan Online
6/25/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Online
6/28/2021 Event Open House: North County Inland 2021 Regional Plan Online

6/29/2021 Presentation
Railway Association of Southern 
California

2021 Regional Plan Online

6/30/2021 Event Open House: Central San Diego 2021 Regional Plan Online

6/30/2021 Public Meeting
Interagency Technical Working Group 
on Tribal Transportation Issues

2021 Regional Plan Online

7/7/2021 Public Meeting
SANDAG TransNet  Independent 
Taxpayer Oversight Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online

7/7/2021 Presentation MTS Taxicab Advisory Committee 2021 Regional Plan Online
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Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

7/7/2021 Presentation The Urban Collaborative Project 2021 Regional Plan Online
7/8/2021 Presentation North San Diego Chamber of Commerce2021 Regional Plan Online

7/12/2021 Presentation
League of Women Voters Public Policy 
Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online

7/12/2021 Presentation Circulate San Diego Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Online
7/14/2021 Presentation Solana Beach City Council 2021 Regional Plan Online
7/14/2021 Presentation American Planning Association San Dieg2021 Regional Plan Online
7/16/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Transportation Committee 2021 Regional Plan Public Hearing Online
7/19/2021 Presentation SPUR Digital Forum 2021 Regional Plan Online

7/20/2021 Presentation
Association of Corporate Growth San 
Diego

2021 Regional Plan Online

7/23/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Public Hearing Online

7/27/2021 Presentation
American Society of Civil Engineers San 
Diego

2021 Regional Plan Online

7/27/2021 Presentation
American Council of Engineering 
Companies Transportation Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online

7/27/2021 Presentation Southern California Leadership Counsel 2021 Regional Plan Online

7/27/2021 Presentation
Iranian American Democrats of San 
Diego

2021 Regional Plan Online

8/5/2021 Public Meeting
SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan Social 
Equity Working Group

2021 Regional Plan Online

8/11/2021 Presentation Chula Vista Chamber of Commerce 2021 Regional Plan Online

8/20/2021 Presentation
California Foundation on the 
Environment and the Economy 
Conference

2021 Regional Plan Online

8/24/2021 Presentation
Leonard Transportation Center 
Regional Mobility Dialogue

2021 Regional Plan Online

8/25/2021 Presentation Age Well Transportation Board 2021 Regional Plan Online
9/2/2021 Presentation NAIOP San Diego 2021 Regional Plan Online

9/7/2021 Presentation
Valle de Oro Community Planning 
Group

2021 Regional Plan Online

9/8/2021 Presentation American Society of Military Engineers 2021 Regional Plan Online

9/15/2021 Presentation Downtown Rotary Club 2021 Regional Plan Online
9/15/2021 Presentation Bike Stakeholder Advisory Group 2021 Regional Plan Online
9/16/2021 Presentation San Diego North EDC 2021 Regional Plan Online

9/17/2021 Presentation 
Joint Regional Planning 
Committee/Transportation 
Committee/Borders: EIR Overview

2021 Regional Plan Online

9/21/2021 Presentation 
Assembly Bill 617 (Garcia, 2017) Portside 
Steering Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online 

9/22/2021 Presentation 
University of Southern California 
Institute of Transportation Engineers 
Student Chapter 

2021 Regional Plan Online 

9/24/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Public Hearing Online 

9/29/2021 Presentation 
Institute of Transportation Engineers 
SoCal 

2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/1/2021 Presentation Caltrans Director Toks Omishakin 2021 Regional Plan Online 
10/6/2021 Presentation City of La Mesa Mobility Commission 2021 Regional Plan Online 
10/8/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/11/2021 Event
International Bridge, Tunnel & Turnpike 
Association Conference

2021 Regional Plan In-Person

10/14/2021 Presentation 
Downtown San Diego Partnership 
Planning and Public Policy Committee

2021 Regional Plan San Diego
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Date Event Type Event Topic Location

2021 Regional Plan SANDAG Public Meetings, Events, and Presentations

10/16/2021 Presentation 
Environmental Center of San Diego 5th 
Annual Environmental Leadership 
Summit

2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/20/2021 Presentation 
City of San Diego Economic 
Development and Intergovernmental 
Relations Committee

2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/21/2021 Event Rail~Volution 2021 Virtual Conference 2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/27/2021 Public Meeting 
Society of Marketing Professional 
Services – San Diego Chapter 2021 Regional Plan Online 

10/29/2021 Public Meeting SANDAG Board of Directors 2021 Regional Plan Online 
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Appendix G Attachment 3B:  

Community-Based Organization 
Outreach Meetings, Events, and 
Presentations 

  



 

 

  



Community-Based Organization Partners

ARS = Alliance for Regional Solutions 
NLRC = National Latino Research Center, CSU 

San Marcos 

BCC = Bayside Community Center NSDI = Nile Sisters Development Initiative 

CF = Casa Familiar OWG = Olivewood Gardens Learning Center 

CVCC = Chula Vista Community Collaborative SHC = Samahan Health 

CHCDC = City Heights Community Development 

Corporation 
UCP = Urban Collaborative Project 

ECC = El Cajon Collaborative VCC = Vista Community Clinic 

Timespan: September 2017- October 2021 
Number of Events: 1811 
Number of Languages: 10 

• English, Spanish, Arabic, Vietnamese, 
Tagalog, Swahili, Somali, Haitian Creole, 
Chaldean, Farsi, Kurdish



Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 
Attendees 

Location Time Languages 

ECC 09/12/17 ECC/LHA Board Meeting 
Review SD Forward and Social 

Equity Appendix 
LHA/ECC Board 

of Directors 4 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. EC 9:00 a.m. English 

SHC 09/06/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

7655 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 
San Diego 

11am ‐ 1pm English/Tagalog 

CHCDC 10/02/17 Workshop/ Meeting 
City Heights Community Planning 

Group ‐ Central Ave Bikeway 
Community 
Residents 

17 Metro Career Station 6:30pm‐7:30pm 
Spanish, English, 

Vietnamese 

ECC 10/04/17 ECC/LHA Board Meeting 
Outreach Materials and 2015 

Revenue Resources Background 
LHA/ECC Board 

of Directors 
3 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

9:00 a.m. English 

SHC 10/06/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

2901 Highland Ave. National 
City 

5pm ‐ 7pm English/Tagalog 

SHC 10/07/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 300 

Camino Ruiz (Between 
Miramesa Blvd. and Salem 

St. 
9am ‐ 4pm English/Tagalog 

SHC 10/14/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 373 Park Way Chula Vista 10am‐5pm English/Tagalog 

BCC 10/18/17 Monthly meeting Regional Plan overview 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
22 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 
3:00p English 

CHCDC 10/19/17 Meeting 

Built Environment Team: AB 805 
and its impacts to City Heights 

and the City of San Diego. 
Updates on Howard Orange 

bikeway project. 

Community 
Residents 

15 City Heights CDC Office 5:30pm‐8:00pm 
Spanish, English, 

Vietnamese 

ECC 10/20/17 Social Media/Facebook 
MTS Orange Line Trolley 

Construction General Public 
133 

reached Social Media All month English 

SHC 10/21/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

10550 Camino Ruiz. San 
Diego 

11am ‐ 1pm English/Tagalog 

SHC 10/21/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 2425 Dusk Dr San Diego 11am ‐ 6pm English/Tagalog 

SHC 10/28/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 2400 E. 4th St National City 1pm ‐ 5pm English/Tagalog 

SHC 11/03/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

7655 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego 

11am ‐ 1pm English/Tagalog 

BCC 11/07/17 Monthly meeting Regional Plan overview 
Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(public) 

9 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

3:30p 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

ECC 11/07/17 ECC/LHA Board Meeting Coordinated Plan 
LHA/ECC Board 

of Directors 7 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. EC 9:00 a.m. English 

SHC 11/10/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

404 Euclid Avenue. National 
City 

5:30pm ‐ 10pm English/Tagalog 

BCC 11/15/17 Monthly meeting Regional Plan overview 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
21 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 
3:00p English 

ECC 11/15/17 Social Media/Facebook Preferred Measures Workshop General Public 
182 

reached Social Media All Day English 

CHCDC 11/16/17 Meeting Built Environment Team 
Community 
Residents 20 City Heights CDC Office 5:30pm‐8:00pm 

Spanish, English, 
Vietnamese 

SHC 11/18/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

10550 Camino Ruiz San 
Diego 

11am ‐ 1pm English/Tagalog 

SHC 11/18/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

Camino Ruiz (Between 
Miramesa Blvd. and Salem 

St. 
9am ‐ 4pm English/Tagalog 

SHC 11/25/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 2555 Duck Drive San Diego 4pm ‐ 10pm English/Tagalog 

CHCDC 11/30/17 Meeting Central Avenue Bikeway Project 

City Heights 
Residents, 

Stakeholders and 
SANDAG Staff 

5 SANDAG 
10:00am‐ 
12:00pm 

English 

SHC 12/01/17 
Community Engagement / 

Outreach 
Regional Plan Public 100 

7655 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 
San Diego 

11am ‐ 1pm English/Tagalog 

CHCDC 12/04/17 Public Workshop 
Transportation Network 
Performance Measures 

Community 
Residents and 
Stakeholders 

unknown SANDAG 
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 

p.m

 
English 

ECC 12/04/17 Workshop 
Performance Measures 

Workshop Partners Invited ? CalTrans San Diego 9:00 a.m. English/Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
BCC 

 
12/05/17 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Regional Plan overview 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

(public) 

 
8 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

12/05/17 

 
 

Collaorative Meeting 

 
 

Performance Measures Survey 
Stakeholders/Par 
tners/Communit 

y Members 

 
 

52 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

ECC 12/10/17 Social Media/Facebook 
Regional Plan Workshop and 

Survey General Public 
129 

reached Socia Media All month English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

12/14/17 

 
 

Email Surveys 

 
 

Performance Measures 
Stakeholders/Par 
tners/Communit 

y Members 

 
 
Emailed 325 

 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. Ecd 

 
 

All Day 

 
 

English/Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
12/20/17 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Regional Plan overview 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
23 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
01/05/18 

Board of Directors 
ECC/LHA 

Reviewed and shared 2016 Travel 
Behavior Survey results with 

Board Members 

ECC/LHA Board 
members 

 
7 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
9:00 a.m. 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

01/08/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Walkability and neighborhood 
safety 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

5 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

3:30p 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
01/09/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Regional Plan, SANDAG 101 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

(public) 

 
5 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
01/11/18 

Doughnuts and Displays 
Open House 

El Cajon Active Transportation 
Grant Project 

Invited Social 
Service Agencies 

 
4 from ECC 

 
SANDAG H St., SD 

 
9:00 a.m. 

 
English 

ECC 01/11/18 Social Media/Facebook DUI and Driving Report General Public 
155 

reached Social Media All month English 

ECC 01/15/18 
Workshop/ Email 

invitations 
SANDAG East Co. Executive 

Director Workshop Local CEOs 72 invited 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. EC All day English 

 
BCC 

 
01/17/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Regional Plan 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
18 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p 

 
English 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

01/17/18 

 
 

Presentation 

 
San Diego 

Forward: The regional Plan 

Crown Heights 
Neighborhood 

Residents 

 
 

15 

1210 
Division 

St. 
Oceanside 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

CHCDC 01/19/18 Meeting Built Environment Team 
Community 
Residents 10 City Heights CDC Office 5:30pm‐8:00pm 

Spanish, English, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

01/23/18 

 
 

Meeting 
Discussion on placemaking art 

and outdoor seating in City 
Heights with Somali community 

 
Community 
Residents 

 
 

25 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

4:00pm‐6:00pm 

 
 

unknown 

 
ECC 

 
01/23/18 

 
Workshop 

Coordinated Public Transit‐ 
Human Services Transportation 

Plan 

Invited Social 
Service Agencies 

 
7 from ECC 

 
SANDAG 

 
10:00 a.m. 

 
English/Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
01/27/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
9400 Fairgrove Ln 

 
10am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

CHCDC 01/30/18 e‐blast 
SANDAG Executive Director 

search hearing results 
Community 
Residents 600 CHCDC ‐ English 

 
SHC 

 
02/05/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
600 Vulcan Ave. 

 
4pm‐7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
BCC 

 
02/06/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Street and neighborhood safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

(public) 

 
13 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

02/06/18 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 
Transit District Plan, Safe Routes 

to School, Future of 
Tranportation 

Stakeholders/Par 
tners/Communit 

y Members 

 
 

60 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/08/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Street and neighborhood safety 
Youth Resident 

Leadership 
Academy 

 
 

10 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

ECC 02/14/18 Workshop Senior Transportation Stakeholders 125 HHSA Overland Ave. SD 1:00 p.m. English 

CHCDC 02/15/18 Meeting Built Environment Team 
Community 
Residents 15 City Heights CDC Office 5:30pm‐8:00pm 

Spanish, English, 
Vietnamese 

ECC 02/18/18 Social Media/Facebook 511 Roadside Assistance General Public 
147 

reached Social Media All month English 

 
CHCDC 

 
02/24/18 

In‐person Event/ 
Celebration 

Opening celebration and 
promoted the new Rapid 235 

transit stations on 2/24. 

Community 
Residents and 
Stakeholders 

 
600 

 
Centerline Station 

 
All Day 

 
English & Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
SHC 

 
02/24/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
7656 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
02/25/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
10551 Camino Ruiz 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
02/27/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
9855 Erma Rd. Suite #106 

 
8am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
VCC 

 
02/28/18 

 
Presentation 

San  Diego 
Forward: The Regional Plan 

Poder Popular 
Community 

Leaders 

 
9 

 
1000 Vale Terrace, Vista, CA 

 
6‐7PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
02/01/2018‐ 
02/24/2018 

 
 

In‐person and e‐blast 
Door‐to –door outreach in 

preparation for the Centerline 
opening community celebration 

 
Community 
Residents 

 
 

200 

 
 

City Heights Community 

 
 

All day 

 
 

English 

ECC 02/24/18 Social Media/Facebook Walk First Cities General Public 
169 

reached Social Media All month English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/01/18 

 
 

Presentation 

 
Active transportation, smart 

growt 

Youth Resident 
Leadership 
Academy 

 
 

11 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
03/01/18 

 
Workshop / Meeting 

SANDAG University Ave. Bikeway 
Open House 

Community 
Residents and 
Stakeholders 

15 BET 
members 
attended 

 
Joan Croc Center 

 
6pm‐7:30pm 

 
English & Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
03/03/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
7656 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

03/09/18 

 
 
 
 

Special meeting 

 
 
 
 

Street and neighborhood safety 

 
Bayside, City of 

San Diego 
Streets Division, 
Rady's Childrens' 
Hospital, Thrive 
Public Charter 

School 

 
 
 
 

4 

 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 

9:00a 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
03/10/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
10 Evergreen Ave 

 
2pm ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

03/12/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Walkability, neigbhborhood 
safety, street and traffic calming 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

3 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

03/12/18 

 
 

In‐person and e‐blast 
Engaged with transit rideer on 

Rapid 235 at the Centerline 
Station 

Community 
Residents and 
transit riders 

50 in‐ 
person, 600 
email blast 

 
Rapid 235 at the Centerline 

Station 

 
 

all day 

 
 

English & Spanish 

CHCDC 03/15/18 Meeting Built Environment Team 
Community 
Residents 10 City Heights CDC Office 5:30pm‐8:00pm English & Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
03/19/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
10552 Camino Ruiz 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

ECC 03/20/18 Social Media/Facebook Open House Invitation General Public 
164 

reached Social Media All month English 

 
ECC 

 
03/20/18 

 
Core Team Meeting 

How to engage community in 
focus groups for outreach 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
21 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
03/21/18 

Presentation, monthly 
meeting 

Linda Vista Comprehensive 
Active Transportation Strategy 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
18 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p 

 
English 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

03/21/18 

 
 

Presentation 

Update on 
Regional Plan 
and invitation 

to attend Open 
House Event 

 
Crown Heights 
Neighborhood 

Residents 

 
 

50 

 
1210 

Division St. 
Oceanside 

 
 

6‐6:20PM 

 
 

Bilingual 

ECC 03/24/18 Social Media/Facebook 
Network Themes Open Houses 

Invitation General Public 
176 

reached Social Media All month English 

 
SHC 

 
03/26/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
500 

 
3299 Tidelands Ave. 

 
11am ‐ 7pm 

English/Tagalog/Spani 
sh 

ECC 03/27/18 Social Media/Facebook 
Network Themes Open House‐ 

Sub‐regional meeting General Public 
188 

reached Social Media All month English 

 
ECC 

 
04/01/18 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Invitation to Tranportation 
Network Themes Open House 

 
General Public 

179 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
All month 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

04/01/18 

 
Invitation to Open House‐ 

Emails 

 
Regiona Plan Transportation 

Network Themes 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/Local 
Officials 

 
682 email 
invitations 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All month 

 
 

English/Arabic 

 
SHC 

 
04/14/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
7657 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
BCC 

 
04/18/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

2019 Regional Plan Network 
Theme Open House 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
22 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p 

 
English 

CHCDC 04/19/18 Meeting Built Environment Team 
Community 
Residents 12 City Heights CDC Office 5:30pm‐8:00pm English & Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
04/20/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
10 Evergreen Ave 

 
2pm ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/23/18 

 
 

Special event 

 
2019 Regional Plan Network 

Theme Open House 

2019 Regional 
Plan Network 
Theme Open 

House 

 
 

9 

 
CalTrans: 4050 Taylor Street, 

San Diego, CA 92110 

 
 

11:30a 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

ECC 04/23/18 Workshop Open House 
Agencies/Reside 

nts 6 CalTrans San Diego 11:00 a.m. English 

 
BCC 

 
04/28/18 

 
Annual event 

2019 Regional Plan Network 
Themes, Coordinated Plan 

Outreach 

Linda Vista 
Multicultural Fair 

 
250 

Linda Vista Multicultural 
Fair: 4700 Linda Vista Rd., 

San Diego, CA 92111 

 
11:00a 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
SHC 

 
04/28/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
7658 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

04/30/18 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

Open House 

Newcomers, 
Seniors, Low‐ 

Income families, 
Local Officials 

 
 

70 

 
Regional Plan Transportation 

Network Themes‐ East 
County 

 
 

5:00 p.m. 

 
 
English/Arabic/Spanis 

h 

 
SHC 

 
04/30/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
10553 Camino Ruiz 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
05/02/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
7658 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

 
10am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

05/02/18 

 
 

Presentation 

Co‐Host Open 
House with 
Universidad 

Popular 

Vista and 
Oceanside 
Residents 

 
 

150 

1234 N 
Santa Fe Dr., 

Vista, CA 
92083 

 
 

6‐7:30 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/03/18 

 
 

Special event 

 
 

2019 Regional Plan Network 
Theme Sub‐regional Open House 

2019 Regional 
Plan Network 
Theme Sub‐ 

regional Open 
House 

 
 

7 

 
Jackie Robinson YMCA: 151 
YMCA Way, San Diego, CA 

92102 

 
 

5:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CHCDC 05/03/18 In‐person Event 
Central San Diego Themes Open 

House 
Community 
Residents 55 Jackie Robinson YMCA 5:30‐7:30pm English & Spanish 

ECC 05/03/18 Social Media/Facebook 
SANDAG CBO Working Group 

Meeting Invitation General Public 
169 

Reached Social Media All month English 

 
SHC 

 
05/06/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
9400 Fairgrove Ln 

 
10am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
VCC 

 
05/08/18 

 
Presentation 

Open House 
to Talk about Reginal Plan 

Vista and 
Oceanside 
Residents 

 
40 

305 W California Ave., Vista, 
CA 02083 

 
6‐7PM 

 
Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
05/09/18 

 
In‐person Event 

Screening of “From Visions to 
Victory: City Heights and the SR‐ 

15 Freeway.” 

Community 
Residents 

 
57 

 
City Heights CDC Office 

 
6:00pm‐7:00pm 

 
English & Spanish 

ECC 05/09/18 Social Media/Facebook San Diego Forward 2019‐2050 General Public 
187 

Reached Social Media All month English 

CHCDC 05/10/18 Meeting Built Environment Team 
Community 
Residents 10 City Heights CDC Office 5:30pm‐8:00pm English & Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/14/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Walkability, neigbhborhood 
safety, street and traffic calming 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

4 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
05/15/18 

 
Meeting 

Updates on Open Houe And 
Surveys 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
14 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
9:00 a.m. 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
05/16/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
2019 Regional Plan 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
14 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p 

 
English 

 
CHCDC 

 
05/17/18 

 
In‐person Event 

 
Bike to Work Da 

SANDAG Staff 
and stakeholders 

 
104 

 
City Heights Bike Way 

 
all day 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
CHCDC 

 
05/17/18 

 
In‐person Event 

SR‐15 Bikeways Tour Flyer 
Distribution 

Community and 
stakeholders 

 
17 

 
City Heights Bike Way 

 
all day 

 
English & Spanish 

ECC 05/23/18 Social Media/Facebook Bike to Work Day 2018 General Public 
146 

Reached Social Media All month English 

 
SHC 

 
05/23/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
10 Evergreen Ave 

 
2pm ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
05/25/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
10554 Camino Ruiz 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
05/30/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
7659 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

ECC 06/01/18 Social Media/Facebook 
Bikes, the Climate Action Plan 

and Vision Zero General Public 
192 

Reached Social Media All month English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

06/01/18 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
3 Main Types of Transportation 

Projects 

 
 

General Public 

168 
Reached/13 

people 
reacted 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All month 

 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
06/01/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

West on H St. between Bay 
Blvd and Marina Pkwy 

 
10am ‐ 6pm 

English/Tagalog/Spani 
sh 

 
SHC 

 
06/02/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

Central Library’s Courtyard ‐ 
330 Park Boulevard 

 
10am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
06/02/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

Las Palmas Elementary. 
National City 

 
8am ‐ 10:30am 

 
English/Tagalog 

CF 06/04/18 Pres. Transp. Networks 
Middle aged 

females 20 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

 
SHC 

 
06/04/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
500 

Kimball Park ‐ 12th Avenue, 
National City 

 
3 p.m. ‐ 9 p.m. 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
BCC 

 
06/05/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

2019 Regional Plan, discontinued 
Route 25 bus 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

(public) 

 
9 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
06/06/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

City of San Diego public meeting 
on general park and green space 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

(public) 

 
6 

Linda Vista Rec. Center: 7064 
Levant Street, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
5:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
06/06/18 

Meeting‐ HHSA IG 
Advisory Board 

Information on 2019 Regional 
Plan Outreach 

Senior 
Residents/Stake 

holderts 

 
22 

La Mesa Adult Enrichment 
Center 

 
2:00 p.m. 

 
English 

CF 06/07/18 Pres. SANDAG 
Middle aged 

females 26 
213 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

ECC 06/08/18 ECC Board Meeting 
Updates on Open House and 

Surveys 
ECC Board 
Members 7 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 9:00 a.m. English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

06/11/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Walkability, neigbhborhood 
safety, street and traffic calming 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

3 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
06/12/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

Las Palmas Elementary ‐ 
1900 E. 18th Street. National 

CIty 

 
8 a.m.‐10:30 p.m. 

 
English/Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
06/16/18 

 
In‐person Event 

new and planned bike 
infrastructure throughout Mid‐ 

Cit 

Community and 
stakeholders 

 
30 

Mid‐City Community Bike 
Ride 

 
all day 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
06/19/18 

 
Core Team Meeting 

 
Updates on Open House 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
17 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
06/20/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

2019 Regional Plan, discontinued 
Route 25 bus 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
22 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p 

 
English 

CF 06/20/18 Pres. Q+A SANDAG 
Middle aged 

females 15 
214 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

06/22/18 

 
 

Conference 

, Maria Cortez and Esperanza 
Gonzalez (BET) were part of the 

“The Role of Advocacy in 
Transportation Justice” panel 

Community 
members and 

partners 

 
 

7 

 
San Diego Regional Bike 

Summit 

 
 

all day 

 
 

English & Spanish 

NSDI 06/28/18 Communtiy Meeting Regional Plan Arabic speakers 7 NSD HQ, El Cajon City 
5:00pm ‐ 7:00 

pm Arabic 

ARS 06/29/18 Email communication 
Outcomes of open houses, 

“heads up” for ongoing 
Entire Alliance 

contact list 
1500+ 

contacts (email outreach) 4:00 PM English/Spanish 

CF 07/02/18 Pres. SANDAG 
Middle aged 

females 33 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/03/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ SD Forward: Project Types, 

Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

(public) 

 
 

8 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:30p‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/06/18 

 
 

Email communication 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for 

and comment on late 
July/August networks scenarios 

 
 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

 
 

1500+ 
contacts 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

9:03 AM 

 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
07/08/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
300 

700 Bay marina Dr.,Chula 
Vista 

 
12 p.m. ‐ 3p.m. 

 
English/Tagalog 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/09/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Comstock & Linda Vista Rd. 
intersections, Bayside / Thrive 

Facility 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

4 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
07/10/18 

 
Class 

Environmental Justice: Green 
House Gases 

Universidad 
Popular Leaders 

 
11 

 
Centro Universidad Popular 

 
6 – 8 PM 

 
Spanish 

CF 07/11/18 Pres. Q+A SANDAG 
Middle aged 

females 28 
213 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Spanish 

 
 
 

NLRC 

 
 
 

07/11/18 

 
 
 

Community Meeting 

 
 

Community‐based 
Transportation Project 

Collaboration 

NLRC Staff, VCC 
Staff, 

Community 
Advocates, 
Universidad 

Popular leaders 

 
 
 

10 

 
 
 

Centro Universidad Popular 

 
 
 

1 – 2 PM 

 
 
 

English and Spanish 

OWG 7/11/2018 Council meeting Kimball Neighborhood Council 
Stakeholder and 

residents 30+ National City City Hall 6:30 PM English and Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/12/18 

 
 
North County Food Policy 
Council monthly meeting 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on late July/August 
networks scenarios 

 
 

NCFPC 
membership 

 
 

30 
attendees 

 
 

San Marcos Civic Center, 
Valley of Discovery room 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/12/18 

 
 

Email communication 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on late July/August 
networks scenarios 

 
 
Custom outreach 

email list 

 
 
26 contacts 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

3:30 PM 

 
 

English 

OWG 7/12/2018 Council meeting El Toyon Neighborhood Council 
Stakeholder and 

residents 30+ National City City Hall 6:30 PM English and Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
07/12/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
Youth Center. National City 

 
10 am ‐ 11:30 am 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 
 
 

NLRC 

 
 
 
 
 

07/13/18 

 
 
 
 
 

Public Forum 

 
 
 
 
 
Climate Action Plan Public Forum 

 
 

Planning 
Commission, City 

councilmemb 
ers, community 

residents, 
Universidad 

Popular leaders 

 
 
 
 
 

100 

 
 
 
 
 

Vista Civic Center 

 
 
 
 
 

1 – 8 PM 

 
 
 
 
 

English / Spanish 

OWG 7/14/2018 Public Free Event 
Awareness trough visuals and 

activities 
Stakeholder and 

residents 600+ Olivewood Gardens 10AM English and Spanish 

 
 
 

NLRC 

 
 
 

07/16/18 

 
 
 

Public Forum 

 
 
 

Climate Action Plan Public Forum 

Planning 
Commission, 
community 
residents, 

Universidad 
Popular leaders 

 
 
 

40 

 
 
 

Vista Civic Center 

 
 
 

5 ‐ 8 pm 

 
 
 

English / Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
07/17/18 

Meeting, Presentation 
Tour 

‐ Linda Vista Skate Park, 
Alternative Transportation 

Casa Familiar 
Youth RLA 
(private) 

 
18 

Linda Vista Skate Park: 6893 
Osler St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
12:45p‐2:45p 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
07/18/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ SD Forward ongoing updates, 
Plug In San Diego 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

(public) 

 
24 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English 

ECC 07/18/18 Core Team Meeting 
Showed video of projects for 

SANDAG 
Strategic 
Planning 8 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 8:30 a.m. English 

UCP 07/18/18 Mthly planning group Transportation update 
Residents of 

Encanto N/A JCNI Comm. Rm 6:30 AM English, Spanish 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

07/19/18 

 
 
 
 

Meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Comstock & Linda Vista Rd. 
intersections, Bayside / Thrive 

Facility 

‐ Institutional 
reps from 
Bayside, 

Empower 
Charter School, 

Linda Vista 
Library, and 

County HHSA 
(private) 

 
 
 
 

5 

 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92112 

 
 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

07/19/18 

 
San Diego Forward 

Regional Plan 

 
 

Built Environment Team 
Community 

Residents BET 
members 

 
 

12 
City Heights Wellness Center 
4440 Wightman St #200, San 

Diego, CA 92105. 

 
 

5:30pm‐8:00pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

NLRC 

 
 

07/19/18 

 
 

Public Forum 

 
 
Climate Action Plan Public Forum 

Planning 
Commission, 
community 
residents, 

Universidad 

 
 

15 

 
 

Vista Civic Center 

 
 

6 ‐ 7 PM 

 
 

English / Spanish 

OWG 7/19/2018 Meeting Transportation and City Access 
Stakeholder and 

residents 20+ 
Environmental Health 

Coalition 12 PM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/20/18 

 
Alliance Case Managers’ 

Network monthly meeting 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on Sept. networks 
scenarios 

Case Manager’s 
Network 

membership 

 
55 

attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
07/20/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Green space, parks 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
8 

 
Kelly Park (Linda Vista) 

 
3:30‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/20/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Green space, parks 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 

8 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Kelly Park (Linda Vista) 

 
 

3:30‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
07/22/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10 Evergreen Ave. Imperial 
Beach 

 
2pm ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

CF 07/24/18 Pres. SANDAG Questions/Comments 
Middle aged 

females 30 
214 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
07/24/18 

 
Class 

Environmental Justice: Climate 
Action Plan 

Universidad 
Popular Leaders 

 
10 

 
Centro Universidad Popular 

 
6 – 8 PM 

 
Spanish 

CF 07/25/18 Pres. SANDAG Overview 
Middle aged 

men & women 8 
215 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 11am Eng/Sp 

OWG 7/27/2018 Meeting 
SANDAG Regional Plan and focus 

group 
Kitchenistas and 

visitors 26 Olivewood Gardens 10AM Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
07/28/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10555 Camino Ruiz. San 
Diego 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
NSDI 

 
07/29/18 

 
Community Fair 

 
African Culture Fest 

Diverse 
community‐at‐ 

large 

 
19 

Officer Jeremy Henwood 
Memorial Park 

 
5‐8:00pm 

Arabic, Somali, 
English, Swahili 

 
ECC 

 
08/01/18 

HHSA IG Advisory Board 
Meeting 

Regional Plan and Upcoming 
Survey 

Senior 
Stakeholders/Re 

sidents 

 
7 

La Mesa Adult Enrichment 
Center 

 
2:00 p.m. 

 
English 

OWG 08/01/2018 Council meeting Kimball Neighborhood Council 
Stakeholder and 

residents 20 National City Hall 6:30 PM English and Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
08/02/18 

 
Community Workshop 

 
SANDAG Transporation 

Refugee/newco 
mer community 

 
15 

 
NSDI HQ 

 
5‐8 pm 

 
English 

OWG 08/02/2018 Meeting CBO Partner Meeting CBO Partners 15+ SANDAG Office 10AM English 

OWG 08/02/2018 Private Garden Tour 
Senior and Age friendly 

Commuting 
Vistors and 
Residents 15 Olivewood Gardens 10AM English and Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
08/03/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

7660 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/04/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

75 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92113 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
08/05/18 

 
Tabling at UU Church 

 
N/A 

 
Congregants 

 
3 

First Unitarian Universalist 
(UU) Church of San Diego 

9:00 am ‐ 12:00 
pm 

 
English 

 
SHC 

 
08/05/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

NTC Park at Liberty Station ‐ 
2455 Cushing Road 

 
8 a.m. ‐ noon 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/07/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward,Ongoing 

community improvement 
projects 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

10 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92114 

 
 

3:30p‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CF 08/07/18 Pres. Transp. Networks 
Middle aged 

females 26 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

 
ECC 

 
08/07/18 

 
Collaborative meeting 

Showed video "What is a 
Regional Plan" 

Stakeholders/Par 
tners/Residents 

 
60 

CVUSD Board Room 750 E. 
Main El Cajon 

 
12:30 p.m. 

 
English 

 
NLRC 

 
08/08/18 

 
Community Forum 

Transportation Needs: Bus Stop 
Shelters 

 
Oral 

 
80 

 
Centro Universidad Popular 

 
6‐8 PM 

Spanish‐ speaking 
Community Residents 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 
 

08/09/18 

 
 
 

full Alliance quarterly 
meeting 

 
 

Update on process, links to/play 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on Sept. networks 
scenarios 

 
 
 

Entire Alliance 
membership 

51+ 
attendees 

(51 sign‐ins, 
extra 

attendees 
who did not 

sign in) 

 
 
 

North County Lifeline Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 
 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/09/18 

 
 

workshop following 
Alliance quarterly meeting 

in‐depth discussion, emphasize 
Sept. networks scenarios; discuss 

opportunities for additional 
presentations/discussions 

self‐selected 
attendees of 

entire Alliance 
membership 

 
 
7 attendees 

 
North County Lifeline Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

10:15 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/09/18 

 
 

Presentation / display 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 
‐ Meet the Chief 

of SD Police 
(general public) 

 
 

50 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92115 

 
 

6:00p‐7:30p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
SHC 

 
08/10/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10 Evergreen Ave. Imperial 
Beach 

 
2pm ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/11/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

75 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92116 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/13/18 

 
 

Email communication 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on Sept. networks 
scenarios 

 
Entire Alliance 

contact list 

 
1500+ 

contacts 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

xx 

 
 

English 

 
 

UCP 

 
 

08/13/18 

 
 

Neighborhood meeting 

 
Briefly discussed 2019 RP 

updates 

Local residents, 
community 
members 

 
 

N/A 

 
2606 54th St San Diego CA 

92105 

 
 

6p‐7p 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/14/18 

 
Alliance North County 

Works meeting 

Update on process, links to/play 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on Sept. networks 
scenarios 

North County 
Works 

membership 

 
36 

attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 08/14/18 Pres. SANDAG 
Middle aged 

females 17 
213 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

NLRC 08/14/18 Community Class Renewable Energy Oral 20 Centro Universidad Popular 6‐8 PM 
Universidad Popular 

Students 
 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/15/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

16 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92117 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

08/15/18 

 
 

Presentation 

Types of 
Projects, 
Programs 

and Services 

 
Oceanside 
Residents 

 
 

54 

1210 
Division St., 
Oceanside, 
CA 92054 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
08/16/18 

 
Meeting 

Regional Plan Network Scenarios 
Review / Toastmasters 

Presentation 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
16 

 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
5:30pm‐8:00pm 

 
English & Spanish 

OWG 08/16/2018 Meeting CBO Partners Meeting CBO Partners 15+ SANDAG Offices 10AM English 
 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/17/18 

 
 

Meeting 
‐ Changes to MTS Route 25 

‐ Improving communication 
between MTS and Bayside 

‐ Private 
‐ MTS 

representative 
‐ Bayside staff 

 
 

3 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92118 

 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/18/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

75 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92119 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
08/20/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10556 Camino Ruiz. San 
Diego 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 
 
 
 

08/21/18 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Urban Hike 

 
 
 
 

Planned pedestrian safety, open 
space, and transportation 

improvements in Chollas Creek 
Area. 

 
 

BET members, 
non‐profit 

partners, City 
Mayor’s Office, 
SANDAG staff, 
County staff, 

local residents, 
Outdoor 

Outreach youth 

 
 
 
 
 
 

40 

 
 
 
 
 
 
New Roots Community Farm 

& Chollas Creek area 

 
 
 
 
 
 

9:00am‐11:00am 

 
 
 
 
 
 

English & Spanish 

ECC 08/21/18 Core Team Meeting 
Showed video of 

Programs/Technology 
Strategic 
Planning 9 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 9:00 a.m. English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

OWG 08/21/2018 Area visual assessment 
Evaluation of potential empty lot 

54th Street Residents 20+ 
CDC Urban Hike Event 

Attendance 9AM English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/23/18 

 
Live Well East Region 

Leadership Team/Aging 
Communities Work Group 

 
Upcoming Network Scenarios 

and Senior Transportation 
Programs 

Community 
Leaders, 

Residents, 
Stakeholders 

 
 

15 

 
 

ECPD Main St. EC 

 
 

11:00 a.m. 

 
 

English 

NLRC 08/23/18 Community Event 
Meet & Greet with Vista Sheriff 

Captain Oral 60 Centro Universidad Popular 5‐8 PM Community residents 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/25/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

75 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92120 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
08/27/18 

 
Facebook Post 

 
2019 Regional Plan 

Facebook 
Followers 

419 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
N/A 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/28/18 

 
Senior Alliance Action 

Group/NorCAN meeting 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 
comment on networks scenarios 

in Oct. 

Senior Alliance 
Action Group 
membership 

 
29 

attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing,131 Richmar Ave, 

San Marcos 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

NLRC 

 
 
 

08/28/18 

 
 
 

City Council Meeting 

 
 
 

Climate Action Plan Update 

 
 
 

PTT 

 
 
 

100 

 
 
 

Vista Civic Center 

 
 
 

5 – 8 PM 

 
Planning Commission, 
City council Members, 
community residents, 
Universidad Popular 

Leaders 

 
SHC 

 
08/28/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

7661 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

CF 08/29/18 Pres. Networks overview 
Middle aged 

females 23 
214 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Spanish 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

08/29/2018 

 
 

Meeting 

 
 
Live Well San Diego Data Summit 

Stakeholders, 
city planners, 
SANDAG Staff 

CBO's 

 
 

50+ 

 
County of San Diego 
Operations Center 

 
 

9AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/30/18 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 

Committee meeting 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on networks scenarios 
in Oct. 

Alliance Bridge 
to Housing 
committee 

membership 

 
49 

attendees 

North County Lifeline Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/31/18 

 
 

Email communication 

Update on process, links to 
videos, “heads up” to look for & 

comment on networks scenarios 
in Oct. 

 
Custom outreach 

email list 

 
 
26 contacts 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

3:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/04/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

19 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92121 

 
 

3:30p‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

ECC 09/04/18 Collaborative meeting 
Showed the Network Scenario 

video 
Collaborative 

Partners 59 
CVUSD Board Room 750 E. 

Main El Cajon 12:30 p.m. English 

OWG 09/04/2018 Council Meeting Kimball Neighborhood Council 
Stakeholders and 

residents 20 National City Hall 6:30 PM 
English 
Spanish 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

09/04/18 

 
 

Presentation 

Types of 
Projects, 
Programs 

and Services 

Poder Popular 
Community 

Leaders 

 
 

8 

 
1210 Division 

St., Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

09/05/18 

 
 

Presentation 

Types of 
Projects, 
Programs 

and Services 

 
Vista and 
Oceanside 
Residents 

 
 

15 

305 W 
California 

Ave., 
Vista, 

CA 02083 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
09/07/18 

 
Community Workshop 

 
Black Health Agenda 

African 
American/Black 

community 

 
10 

Valencia Park / Malcolm X 
Branch Library 

 
9am‐12pm 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/08/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

50 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92122 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English 

 
OWG 

 
09/08/2018 

 
Resource Fair 

 
Parent Engagement Training 

NDS Parents and 
staff 

 
Unknown 

Rancho de la Nacion 
National School District 

Parent Summit 

 
9:00 ‐ 12:00 PM 

 
English and Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
09/08/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10 Evergreen Ave Imperial 
Beach 

 
2pm ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
NSDI 

 
09/09/18 

 
Tabling 

 
N/A 

Haitian /African 
Immigrants 

 
4 

The Church of God of 
Prophecy 

7:00 pm‐ 8:00 
PM 

English, Haitian 
Creole 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

09/10/18 

 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Planning Group’s 
Traffic and 

Transportation 
Subcommittee 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 

4 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/11/18 

 
Alliance North County 

Works meeting 

Update on process, links to/play 
videos, solicit registration for 

Oct. 17 workshop 

North County 
Works 

membership 

 
36 

attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 09/11/18 Pres. Transp. Networks 
Middle aged 

females 13 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Spanish 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

09/11/2018 

 
 

MNTG 

 
Project update at City of National 

City 

Oscar & Juan 
from Circulation 

& Me 

 
 

3 
Circulate San Diego Juan 
Ramirez Project District 

Parent Summit 

 
 
11:00 ‐ 12:30 PM 

 
 

English 

OWG 09/12/2018 Council Meeting El Toyon Neighborhood 
Stakeholders and 

residents 20 National City Hall 6:30 PM 
English 
Spanish 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

09/12/18 

 
 

Presentation 

Types of 
Projects, 
Programs 

and Services 

Oceanside 
Residents/ 

women church 
group 

 
 

15 

305 W 
California 

Ave., Vista, 
CA 02083 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/13/18 

 
North County Food Policy 
Council monthly meeting 

Update on process, links to/play 
videos, solicit registration for 

Oct. 17 workshop 

 
NCFPC 

membership 

 
30 

attendees 

 
San Marcos Civic Center, 
Valley of Discovery room 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

09/15/18 

 
 
 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 
 
 

‐ SD Forward 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Planning Group’s 
Traffic and 

Transportation 
Subcommittee 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 

50 

 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92122 

 
 
 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CF 09/17/18 Pres. SANDAG 
Middle aged 

females 21 
213 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/18/18 

 
North County Leadership 
Council (County LiveWell) 

Intro to RTP update process, links 
to/play video, solicit registration 

for Oct. 17 workshop 

 
NCLC 

membership 

 
40 

attendees 

Vista Community Library 
Community Room, 700 

Eucalyptus Ave, Vista, CA 
92084 

 
 

1:30 PM 

 
 

English 

ECC 09/18/18 Core Team Meeting 
Network Scenario Video and 

survey 
Strategic 
Planning 7 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 8:30 a.m. English 

OWG 09/18/2018 Council Meeting 
Las Palmas Neighborhood 

Council 
Stakeholders and 

residents 20 National City Hall 6:30 PM 
English 
Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/19/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

24 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92123 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
09/19/18 

 
Forum 

Community Report on Bus 
Shelter Action 

Cultivando 
Liderazgo 
students 

 
85 

 
Universidad Popular 

 
6‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/20/18 

 
Interview for promotional 

video 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 
‐ Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

1 

 
SANDAG: 401 B St., San 

Diego, CA 92101 

 
 

9:00a‐9:30a 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/20/18 

 
 

Walk audit 

 
 

‐ Community safety, walkability, 
and transportation 

‐ Bayside’s 
Community 
Advocate / 
Vietnamese 

liaison 

 
 

20 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92123 

 
 

5:30p‐6:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
CHCDC 

 
09/20/18 

 
Meeting 

Regional Plan Network Scenarios 
Review and Outreach Plan 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
10 

 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
5:30pm‐8:00pm 

 
English & Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/21/18 

 
Alliance Case Managers’ 

Network monthly meeting 

Update on process, links to 
videos, solicit registration for 

Oct. 17 and Oct. comment 
opportunity 

Alliance Case 
Mgrs. Network 

membership 

 
40 

attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 09/21/18 Pres. Transp. Networks 
Middle aged 

females 12 
214 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/22/18 

 
 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ SD Western 
Police 

Department 
Neighborhood 
Walk Audit in 

Linda Vista 

 
 
 

50 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92124 

 
 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/25/18 

 
Senior Alliance Action 

Group/NorCAN meeting 

Update on process, links to 
videos, solicit registration for 

Oct. 17 and Oct. comment 
opportunity 

Senior Alliance 
Action Group 
membership 

 
32 

attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing, 131 Richmar Ave, 

San Marcos 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

ECC 09/25/18 HHSA Workshop 
Stengthening IG Bonds with 

Refugees 
Live Well 
Partners 8 

County Operations, HHSA 
Overland, SD 9:00 a.m. English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/27/18 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 

Committee meeting 

Update on process, links to 
videos, solicit registration for 

Oct. 17 and Oct. comment 
opportunity 

Alliance Bridge 
to Housing 
committee 

membership 

 
32 

attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

ECC 09/27/18 
Live Well East Region 

Leadership Team 
Network Scenario Video and 

survey 
Live Well 
Partners 48 ECPD Main St. EC 11:00 a.m. English 

 
OWG 

 
09/28/2018 

 
Meeting 

 
SANDAG Project 

Kitchenistas of 
Olivewood 

Gardens 

 
25 

 
Olivewood Gardens 

 
10:00 ‐ 11:00 AM 

English 
Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/29/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

50 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92125 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English 

ECC 10/02/18 Collaborative Meeting 
Survey and EC Climate Action 

Plan 
Collaborative 

Partners 46 CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 12:30 p.m. English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

10/03/2018 

 
 

Work shop 

Local Routes & connection 
Routes 

‐ “What do you like to see on a 
bus stop” 

 
Residents 

and their kids 

 
 

20 

 
 

Olivewood Gardens 

 
 

11:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
OWG 

 
10/03/2018 

 
Meeting 

 
Kimball Neighborhood Council 

Residents of Old 
Town National 

city 

 
7 

City of National City 
Chambers 

 
6:30 AM 

 
English 

ECC 10/04/18 
Resident Leaders in Action 

Workshop 
Survey and EC Climate Action 

Plan 
Residents‐ 

Newcomers 10 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. EC 5:00 p.m. English/Arabic 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/05/18 

 
 

Email communication 

Notice of alternatives release, 
synopses, and resources to 
understand; notice of 10/17 

workshop 

 
Entire Alliance 

contact list 

 
1500+ 
emails 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

11:44 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/06/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

50 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92126 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

10/08/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 
‐ Ongoing community traffic / 

transportation projects 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
 

5 

 
Electronically (meeting was 

cancelled due to low 
attendance; surveys emailed 

out instead) 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CF 10/08/18 Pres. SANDAG 
Middle aged 

women 32 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

10/09/18 

 
 
 

Special workshop 

 
 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ Linda Vista 
general public, 
but targeted to 

senior citizens of 
Bayside’s Senior 
Lunch Program 

 
 
 

15 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92124 

 
 
 

12:30p‐2:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/09/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

6 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92125 

 
 

3:30p‐4:30p 

 
 

English 

ECC 10/12/18 
Senior Transportation 

Expo Survey and Worksheet‐ SANDAG Seniors 
110+‐ 10 
surveys La Mesa Community Center 10:00 a.m. English 

 
SHC 

 
10/12/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10557 Camino Ruiz. San 
Diego 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/13/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

50 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92126 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CF 10/15/18 Pres. Metro‐quest 
Middle aged 

women 17 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

ECC 10/16/18 Core Team Meeting Survey 
Strategic 
Planning 8 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 8:30 a.m. English 

 
 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 
 

10/17/18 

 
Workshop: present 

alternatives, make online 
and paper comment tools 
available; facilitate table 

discussions and use of 
survey instruments 

 
 
 

3 concept alternatives, 
participant discussion, use of 

comment survey tools 

 
Registered from 

Alliance 
solicitations 
(email and 

meetings), open 
to public 

 
 
 

Approx. 60 
registered 

ahead 

 
 
 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 
 
 

12 noon 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/17/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 
‐ Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

22 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92127 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
VCC 

 
10/17/18 

 
Presentation 

San Diego 
Forward: 2019 Regional Plan 

Crown Heights 
neighborhood 

Residents 

 
55 

1210 Division 
St., Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
6‐7PM 

 
Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
10/18/18 

 
Meeting 

Regional Plan Network Scenarios 
Review and Outreach Plan 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
10 

 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
5:30pm‐8:00pm 

 
English & Spanish 

ECC 10/18/18 Community Workshop Network Scenarios Workshop 
Community 
Memgbers 63 

La Mesa Arts Academy 4200 
Parks Ave. LM 6:00 p.m. English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

10/19/18 

 
 
 

‐ Community forum 

 
 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ Community 
Action 

Partnership: 
Needs 

Assessment 
Community 

Forum 

 
 
 

30 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92128 

 
 
 

5:00p‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
SHC 

 
10/19/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

7662 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/20/18 

 
 

Weekly public forum 

 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ One Linda 
Vista: Gathering 
Place (general 

public) 

 
 

50 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92129 

 
 

8:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

NSDI 10/21/18 Community Workshop SANDAG Regional Plan South Sudanese 17 
Sudan American 

Presbyterian Church 
1:00 pm ‐ 3:00 

pm English, Nuer 

 
SHC 

 
10/21/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

820 Fourth Avenue. Chula 
Vista 

 
4 pm ‐7 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
ARS 

 
10/22/18 

 
Email communication 

Reminder to review/comment on 
concept alternatives 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

1500+ 
emails 

 
(email outreach) 

 
12:08 PM 

 
English 

ECC 10/22/18 
Newcomer Leadership 

Class Network Scenarios and Survey 
Newcomers 

Class 16 
Grossmont College, 8800 

Grossmont College SD 11:00 a.m. English/Arabic 

 
NLRC 

 
10/22/18 

 
Presentation 

Community Conversations: 
SANDAG Transportation Project 

Networks 

Cultivando 
Liderazgo 
students 

 
65 

House of Prayer Escondido, 
CA 

 
6‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

CF 10/23/18 Pres. Metro‐quest 
Middle aged 

women 9 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 10am Eng/Sp 

 
NLRC 

 
10/23/18 

 
Presentation 

Community Conversations: 
SANDAG Transportation Project 

Networks 

Cultivando 
Dignidad 
students 

 
10 

Pauma Valley Community 
Center Pauma, CA 

 
10AM‐ 12PM 

 
Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
10/23/18 

 
Presentation 

Community Conversations: 
SANDAG Transportation Project 

Networks 

Cultivando 
Dignidad 
students 

 
25 

Universidad Popular Vista, 
CA 

 
6‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
OWG 

 
10/23/18 

 
Workshop 

SD Foward 
Intraconnect Project, Circulate SD 

Kitchenistas and 
residents 

 
20+ 

 
Olivewood Gardens 

 
10AM 

 
English and Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
10/23/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

Balboa Park ‐ corner of Park 
Blvd. & Presidents Way 

 
11 am ‐ 5 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
ARS 

 
10/24/18 

 
Email communication 

Reminder to review/comment on 
concept alternatives 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

1500+ 
emails 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:54 PM 

 
English and Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
10/24/18 

‐ Weekly communications 
to Collaborative 

 
‐ SD Forward 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
174 

 
Online 

 
1:15p 

 
English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

10/25/18 

 
 

Major Outreach Event 

 
 
Regional Plan Network Scenarios 

Outreach and Survey Input 

High School 
Students, Transit 

Riders, City 
Heights 

Residents 

 
 

135 

 
 

Fair@44 

 
 

2:30pm‐6:00pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
10/25/18 

Live Well Aging 
Communities Work Group 

 
Network Scenarios Survey 

Live Well 
Partners 

 
16 

 
ECPD, Main St., EC 

 
11:00 a.m. 

 
English 

 
NLRC 

 
10/25/18 

 
Presentation 

Community Conversations: 
SANDAG Transportation Project 

Networks 

 
YEP parents 

 
30 

Universidad Popular Vista, 
CA 

 
6‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

10/26/18 

 
 
 

Tabling at event 

 
 
 

‐ SD Forward 

‐ General public 
(recipients of the 

free Flu Pod 
vaccines at 

Bayside through 
HHSA) 

 
 
 

150 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92129 

 
 
 

1:00p‐4:30p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
SHC 

 
10/27/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
2425 Dusk Dr.San DIego 

 
10 am ‐ 4 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

CF 10/28/18 Pres. Metro‐quest Seniors 12 
1901 Del Sur Bld. San Ysidro, 

CA 1pm Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
10/28/18 

 
Community Workshop 

 
SANDAG Regional Plan 

 
Haitian 

 
32 

 
Haitian Community Church 

2:30 pm ‐ 4:00 
pm/ 6:00 pm‐ 

9:00 pm 

 
English, Haitian Creole 

CF 10/29/18 Pres. Metro‐quest Seniors 100 
1902 Del Sur Bld. San Ysidro, 

CA 1pm Spanish 

CF 10/29/18 Pres. Metro‐quest All ages 32 
Corner of Blancheart Cypress 

St. San Ysidro, CA 4pm Eng/Sp 

OWG 10/30/18 Workshop 
Questions to a SANDAG 

Representative 
Kitchenistas and 

residents 3 Olivewood Gardens 10:30 AM English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

OWG 10/30/18 Workshop MetroQuest and Paper Survey 
Kitchenistas and 

residents 20 Olivewood Gardens 11:00AM 
English 
Spanish 

 
ARS 

10/4‐ 
19/2018 

 
Email communication 

Reminder to review/comment on 
concept alternatives 

Custom outreach 
email list 

 
26 contacts 

 
(email outreach) 

 
Various 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/03/18 

 
 
 

Special event; Youth RLA 
bi‐weekly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Built Environment Educational 
Program 

‐ Linda Vista 
youth 

‐ Linda Vista 
Youth RLA 

graduates and 
ongoing 
students 

 
 
 

9 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92130 

 
 
 

9:30a‐12:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

OWG 11/03/18 Community meeting Neighborhood Council Residents 10 
City of National City 

Chambers 6:30PM English 

 
BCC 

 
11/04/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Community Clean Up 

‐ Linda Vista 
general public 

 
11 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92131 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
11/05/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Beautiful and Vibrant 
Communities 

‐ CPTED 

‐ Linda Vista 
general public 

 
23 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92132 

 
5:00p‐7:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
11/06/18 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ SD Forward 
‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ Linda Vista 
general public 

 
11 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92133 

 
3:30p‐4:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/08/18 

 
Full Alliance quarterly 

meeting 

Update on process, October 
outreach and Oct. 17 workshop; 

heads up for further 

Alliance full 
quarterly 

membership 

 
 

Approx. 75 
North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
11/08/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

404 Euclid Avenue. National 
City 

 
10 am ‐ 4 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

ECC 11/09/18 ECC Board Meeting 
Review of process used for 

surveys ECC Board 7 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. EC 9:00 a.m. English 

 
SHC 

 
11/10/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

9645 Granite Ridge Drive 
San Diego 

 
4 pm ‐ 8 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/13/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

‐ SDMTS Mid‐Coast Trolley Open 
House 

‐ Ongoing community traffic / 
transportation projects 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

5 

Electronically (meeting 
cancelled due to low 

attendance; fliers/public 
comment emailed out) 

 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/14/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ SD Forward (update) 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
 

14 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92133 

 
 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 
 

English 

 
CHCDC 

 
11/15/18 

Built Environment Team 
Meeting 

Transit & Tacos Debrief, SANDAG 
Regional Plan next steps, self‐ 

care presentation 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
10 

 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
5:30pm‐8:00pm 

 
English & Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/16/18 

 
 
 

Meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Traffic / transportation project 
‐ Street safety 

 
‐ Private meeting 
with Linda Vista 

resident and City 
of SD Traffic 

Engineer 

 
 
 

3 

 
 

Kearny High School: 1954 
Komet Way, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

11:00a‐12:00p 

 
 
 

English 

OWG 11/16/18 Meeting 
Kitchenistas appreciation 

meeting Kitchenistas 35 Olivewood Gardens 9AM English and Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
11/19/18 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
373 Park Way. Chula Vista 

 
11am ‐ 3pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
BCC 

 
11/20/18 

 
Meeting 

‐ Traffic / transportation project 
‐ Street safety 

‐ Linda Vista 
general public 

 
17 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92133 

 
3:30p‐4:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

OWG 11/26/18 Meeting 
Intraconnect Project from 

Circulate SD 
Community 

partners 3 Olivewood Gardens 10AM English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/02/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

5 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

ARS 12/03/18 Email communication 
Results of Oct. alternatives 

review 
Entire Alliance 

contact list 
1500+ 
emails (email outreach) 3:56 PM English and Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
12/04/18 

 
Open house 

‐ SDMTS Blue Line Trolley 
Expansion 

‐ Linda Vista 
general public 

 
3 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
12:30‐2:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/04/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

7 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92133 

 
 

3:30p‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ECC 

 
12/04/18 

 
Collaborative Meeting 

Review of process for Climate 
Action Plan, Next Outreach for 

Regional Plan 

Stakeholders/ 
Partners/Residen 

ts 

 
49 

 
ECPD Main St. EC 

 
12:30 p.m. 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

12/10/18 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SDMTS Mid‐Coast Trolley Open 

House 
‐ Ongoing community traffic / 

transportation projects 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
 

5 

 
Electronically (meeting 

cancelled due to low 
attendance; fliers/public 
comment emailed out) 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
NSDI 

 
12/14/18 

 
Community Workshop 

SANDAG Regional Plan and 
Community Needs 

Various African 
Countries 

 
10 

 
NSDI HQ 

10:00 am ‐ 12:00 
pm 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/19/18 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ SD Forward (update) 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

18 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92133 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
CHCDC 

 
12/20/18 

Built Environment Team 
Meeting 

Regional Comprehensive Fare 
Ordinance and San Diego 

Forward discussion 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
11 

 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
5:30pm‐8:00pm 

 
English & Spanish 

OWG 12/21/18 Meeting 
Kitchenistas meeting ‐ SANDAG 

Regional Plan Kitchenistas 45 Olivewood Gardens 9AM ‐ 10AM English and Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/06/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

6 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/08/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:30p‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
01/10/19 

 
Bi‐monthly meeting 

‐ Community improvement 
projects: planning 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 

 
14 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92112 

 
4:30p‐5:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

ARS 01/14/19 Email communication 
Results of Oct. alternatives 

review 
Custom email 
outreach list 28 emails (email outreach) 3:00 PM English and Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/14/19 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Results of Oct. alternatives 

review 

Registrants & 
attendees of Oct. 

18 2018 
workshop 

 
 

52 emails 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

4:29 PM 

 
 

English and Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

01/14/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Street safety and advocacy 
‐ City budget requests 
‐ SANDAG input review 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

4 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
01/15/19 

 
Presentation 

Climate Change‐ Review of 
Process for Climate Action Plan 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
7 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

OWG 01/15/19 Meeting MTS informational meeting 
Community 

partners 2 
City of National City 

Chambers 10AM English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/16/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ SD Forward (update) 
‐ Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

23 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/17/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Regional Plan updates on 

network development 
‐ Scope of work 

‐ SANDAG 
Community‐ 

Based Outreach 
Team 

 
 

20 

 
 

SANDAG: 401 B St., San 
Diego, CA 92101 

 
 

10:00a‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
01/17/19 

Built Environment Team 
Meeting 

Bike Master Plan Early Action 
Projects, BET Letter to SANDAG 

 
BET members 

 
8 

 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
5:30pm‐8:00pm 

 
English & Spanish 

NSDI 01/17/19 Community Meeting 2019 SANDAG Regional Plan 
Newcomers in 
Action Group 7 

165 E. Main Street, Suite C, E 
Cajon, CA 92020 N/A Arabic 

 
BCC 

 
01/24/19 

 
Bi‐monthly meeting 

‐ Community improvement 
projects 

‐ City budget requests 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 

 
13 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
4:00p‐5:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
01/27/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
9400 Fairgrove Ln. San Diego 

 
10am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/28/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward (update) 
‐ City budget requests 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

25 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

5:30p‐8:00p 

 
 

English 

OWG 01/28/19 Meeting 
Collaboration efforts with 

Operation Samahan 
Community 

partners 2 
Samahan Health Clinic 

National City 1PM English 

 
ARS 

 
01/31/19 

Alliance Bridge to Housing 
monthly meeting 

Update RTP process, heads‐up 
for Feb‐March proposed plan 

review 

Bridge to 
Housing 

attendees 

42 
attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

6 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/07/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Regional Plan updates on 

network development 
‐ Scope of work 

‐ SANDAG 
Community‐ 

Based Outreach 
Working Group 

 
 

20 

 
 

SANDAG: 401 B St., San 
Diego, CA 92101 

 
 

10:00a‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
02/07/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
600 Vulcan Ave. San Diego 

 
4pm‐7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

02/11/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Street safety and advocacy 
‐ Morena Corridor discussion 

‐ SANDAG input review 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

3 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/12/19 

 
Alliance North County 

Works monthly meeting 

 
Update RTP process, note new 
delay and latest SANDAG alert 

 
North County 

Works attendees 

 
Approx. 40 
attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

ARS 02/13/19 Email communication 
Redistribute SANDAG’s 
2/11/2019 email alert 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

1500+ 
emails (email outreach) 2:36 PM English 

 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 

02/14/19 

 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

‐ SD Forward 
‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 
 

16 

 
 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 
 

3:30p‐4:30p 

 
 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

02/15/19 

 
Mobile 

workshop/community 
transit ride 

 
 

New regional Rapid connections 

BET members, 
elected officials, 

CBO partners, 
transit riders 

 
 

25 

 
 

El Cajon Blvd. Centerline 
Station & Otay Mesa POE 

 
 

2:00 PM – 6:00 
PM 

 
 

English & Spanish 

OWG 02/18/19 Meeting discussion about transportation 
Residents, 

stakeholders 15 
Casa de Luna community 

meeting 6 PM English and Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/20/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ SD Forward (update) 
‐ Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

20 
Bayside Community Center: 

6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92112 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/21/19 

SMUSD Adult Transition 
Open House event, 

services for students in 
transition 

 
 

Update RTP process, note new 
delay and latest SANDAG alert 

SMUSD 
transition 

students and 
family members 

Approx. 17 
families; 

spoke with 
9 

 
 

San Marcos USD Adult 
Transition Program 

 
 

5:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
CHCDC 

 
02/21/19 

 
BET Meeting 

San Diego Forward Regional Plan, 
Mid‐City/North Park Bikeways 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
10 

 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
5:30 PM‐7:30 PM 

 
English & Spanish 

OWG 02/22/19 presentation discussion about transportation 
Kitchenistas grou 

p 25 Olivewood Gardens 10AM English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/25/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward (update) 

‐ Traffic updates 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

25 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30p‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/26/19 

 
Senior Alliance Action 

Group/NorCAN meeting 

Update on revised process and 
heads‐up for forthcoming 

changed SANDAG approach 

Senior Alliance 
Action Group 
membership 

 
Approx. 29 
attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing, 131 Richmar Ave, 

San Marcos 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

02/26/19 

 
 

Community Event 

 
SANDAG Regional Transit Plan & 

Climate Action Plan 

Newcomers and 
community‐at‐ 

large 

 
 

170 

 
 

El Cajon City 

 
11:00 am ‐ 1:00 

pm 

English, Arabic, Farsi, 
Chaldean, Kurdish, 

Spanish 

 
OWG 

 
02/26/19 

 
Meeting 

 
Event collaboration planning 

Antonio Salang 
& Samahan Healt 

h interns 

 
3 

Samahan Health Clinic 
National City 

 
12 PM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/28/19 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 
monthly committee mtg. 

Update on revised process and 
heads‐up for forthcoming 

changed SANDAG approach 

Bridge to 
Housing 

committee 
membership 

 
Approx. xx 
attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/28/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Regional Plan updates on 
network development 

‐ SANDAG 
Community‐ 

Based Outreach 
Working Group 

 
 

20 

 
 

SANDAG: 401 B St., San 
Diego, CA 92101 

 
 

10:00a‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
BCC 

 
02/28/19 

 
Bi‐monthly meeting 

‐ Community improvement 
projects: planning 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 

 
12 

Bayside Community Center: 
6882 Linda Vista Rd., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
4:30p‐5:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Community 

Clean Up 

 
 

3 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

03/05/19 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 
Updates‐ SANDAG Board's 

decision to delay Regional Plan 
for 2 years 

Stakeholders/Par 
tners/ 

Community 
Members 

 
 

54 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
OWG 

 
03/08/19 

 
Workshop 

Local transportation and 
Connectivity 

Antonio Salang 
& Samahan Healt 

h interns 

 
40 

 
Olivewood Gardens 

 
11:00 ‐ 12:30PM 

English 
Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
03/10/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

3299 Tidelands Ave. National 
City 

 
11am ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

03/11/19 

 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Street safety and advocacy 
‐ Morena Corridor discussion 

‐ SANDAG input review 
‐ SDMTS Family Fare 

‐ Street safety 
and advocacy 

‐ Morena 
Corridor 
discussion 

‐ SANDAG input 
review 

‐ SDMTS Family 
Fare 

 
 
 
 

5 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/12/19 

 
Alliance North County 

Works monthly meeting 

 
Update RTP process, note new 
delay and latest SANDAG alert 

 
North County 

Works attendees 

 
Approx. 40 
attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
OWG 

 
03/13/19 

 
Workshop 

 
MTS and SANDAG engagement 

Stakeholder, 
Kitchenistas, 

Residents 

 
2 

 
Olivewood Gardens 

 
10‐11AM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
03/14/19 

Alliance North County 
Food Policy Council 

meeting 

Update RTP process, note new 
delay and latest SANDAG alert 

 
NCFPC attendees 

Approx. 40 
attendees 

 
San Marcos City Hall 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/14/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ SD Forward 
‐ Ongoing 

community 
improvement 

projects 

 
 

21 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/15/19 

 
Alliance Case Managers 

Network monthly meeting 

 
Update RTP process, note new 
delay and latest SANDAG alert 

 
North County 

Works attendees 

 
Approx. 40 
attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

03/16/19 

 
 

Special SMUSD open 
house event, 

families/students 

  
 

SMUSD families 
of special needs 

transitioning 
students 

 
Approx. 100 

attending 
families; 50 
handouts 

given 

 
 
 

San Marcos Unified School 
Dist. offices 

 
 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
03/20/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward (update) 

‐ SD Forward 
(update) 

 
8 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English 

 
VCC 

 
03/20/19 

 
Presentation 

San Diego 
Forward: 2019 

The Regional Plan 

 
Crown Heights 

 
45 

1210 Division 
St., Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
6‐7PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/21/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Regional Plan updates on 

network development 

‐ Regional Plan 
updates on 

network 
development 

 
 

20 

 
SANDAG: 401 B St., San 

Diego, CA 92101 

 
 

10:00a‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 

03/21/19 

 
 
 

Community Meeting 

 
 

RTP timeline extension and 
Bikeways Early Action Projects 

BET members, 
Community 

Action Team, 
Environmental 

Health Coalition 

 
 
 

25 

 
 
 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
 

5:30 PM – 7:30 
PM 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

03/21/19 

 
 

Meeting 

 
 

Planning Outreach Event 

Mona Rios City 
Council and 

Anita Brinkley 
City Volunteer 

and advisor 

 
 

4 

 
 

Samahan Health Clinic 
National City 

 
 
12:00 ‐ 01:00PM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
03/25/19 

 
Email communication 

More detailed information on 
SANDAG reboot, inclu. timeline 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

1500+ 
emails 

 
(email outreach) 

 
10:45 AM 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 
 

03/25/19 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Morena Corridor Specific Plan 
‐ Land use development (Skate 
World property in Linda Vista) 

‐ Repairs to 163N/Genesee East 
Exit 

‐ Morena 
Corridor Specific 

Plan 
‐ Land use 

development 
(Skate World 

property in Linda 
Vista) 

‐ Repairs to 
163N/Genesee 

East Exit 

 
 
 
 
 
 

50 

 
 
 
 

Canyon Ridge  Baptist 
Church, 6886 Linda Vista Rd., 

San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5:30p‐7:30p 

 
 
 
 
 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
03/26/19 

Senior Alliance Action 
Group/NorCAN meeting 

More detailed information on 
SANDAG reboot, inclu. timeline 

Senior Alliance 
Action Group 
membership 

Approx. 44 
attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing, 131 Richmar Ave, 

San Marcos 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/28/19 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 
monthly committee mtg. 

 
More detailed information on 

SANDAG reboot, inclu. timeline 

Bridge to 
Housing 

committee 
membership 

 
Approx. 60 
attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/28/19 

 
 

Bi‐monthly meeting 

 
‐ Community improvement 

projects 
‐ Land use development 

‐ Community 
improvement 

projects 
‐ Land use 

development 

 
 

8 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

04/02/19 

 
Rady Children's Hospital 

SRTS Advisory Board 

Safe Routes to School Projects 
for CVUSD & Regional Plan 

updates 

Stakeholders/Par 
tners/ 

Community 
Members 

 
 

6 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 

 
 

3:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

04/02/19 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 
Updates‐ Development of new 
plan with reference to SANDAG 

Board Retreat 

Stakeholders/Par 
tners/ 

Community 
Members 

 
 

50 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

04/04/19 

 
 

Presentation 

 
 

SANDAG 101 

English Learner 
Advisory 

Committee 
group. 

 
 

8 

 
400 Rancho 
Del Oro Dr. 

Oceanside, CA 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/07/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

90 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

9:30a‐12:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
04/08/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

Collaborative 
Partners 

 
20 

 
National City 

 
11Am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Spanish 

 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 

04/11/19 

 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 
 

23 

 
 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
SHC 

 
04/14/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

7658 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 
San Diego 

 
10am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

04/16/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Street safety and advocacy 
‐ Morena Corridor discussion 

‐ SANDAG input review 
‐ SDMTS Family Fare 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

5 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
04/16/19 

 
Meeting‐ Core Team 

Update to group on the 
development of Regional Plan 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
6 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

OWG 04/16/19 Meeting Planning Outreach Event Staff and Interns 6 
Samahan Health Clinic 

National City 1:00 PM English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/17/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ SD Forward (update) 

‐ Rady Children’s Safe Routes to 
School 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

18 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

NSDI 04/19/19 Communtiy Workshop SANDAG Transit Plan NSDI Participants 5 
5532 El Cajon Blvd, Ste. 4 

San Deigo, CA 92115 
12:00 pm ‐ 2:00 

pm English 

OWG 04/19/19 Workshop 
Emissions, local projects, 

pedestrian and bike safety 
Community 

members 20 
Samahan Health Clinic 

National City 3PM English and Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
04/19/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

  
25 

2813 Highland Avenue 
National City 

 
3‐pm ‐ 5pm 

 
English/Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/22/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

‐ Morena Corridor Specific Plan 
‐ SDMTS Family Fare 

‐ City Council development 
subsidies 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

30 

 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30p‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
04/22/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10552 Camino Ruiz San 
Diego 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 
 

04/23/19 

 
 
 
 

Public Workshop 

 
 
 

Orange Ave. Bikeway Project 
(organized by SANDAG and D9) 

BET members, 
Community 

Action Team, 
City Heights 

Residents, local 
elementary 

schools 

 
 
 
 

80 

 
 
 
 

Ibarra Elementary School 

 
 
 

6:00 PM – 8:00 
PM 

 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

04/25/19 

 
 
 
 

Bi‐monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Community improvement 
projects 

‐ Land use development 
‐ Housing crisis 

 
 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

‐ Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 
 
 

19 

 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
04/27/19 

 
Special Event (tabling) 

 
‐ SD Forward: Regional Plan 

 
‐ General public 

 
250 

Linda Vista Multicultural 
Fair: 4700 Linda Vista Rd., 

San Diego, CA 92111 

 
10:00a‐5:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/29/19 

 
 

Email communication 

 
 
SANDAG launch of “5 Big Moves” 

Custom email 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 

7 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

2:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/29/19 

 
 

Email communication 

 
 
SANDAG launch of “5 Big Moves” 

Custom email 
outreach list 
10/18/2018 

attendees 

 
71 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

2:15 PM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
04/30/19 

 
Email communication 

 
SANDAG launch of “5 Big Moves” 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

1500+ email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 
4/8‐28/2019 

 
Subcommittee work, 
North County Works 

 
RTP reboot, community 

comments 

North County 
Works 

subcommittee 

4 
subcommitt 

ee 
members 

 
 

n/a 

 
 

n/a 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
05/02/19 

 
Email communication 

 
SANDAG launch of “5 Big Moves” 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

1500+ email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:50 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 
 

05/03/19 

 
 
 
 

Community Bike Ride 

 
 
 

Bike Month & Improving Coastal 
Camping access for youth south 

of the 8 Freeway 

BET members, 
City Heights 
Residents, 
Outdoor 

Outeach youth, 
bike and 

recreation 
advocates 

 
 
 
 

20 

 
 
 

5275 Market St. & Silver 
Strand State Beach 

 
 
 

10:00 AM – 5:00 
PM 

 
 
 
 

English & Spanish 

 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 

05/09/19 

 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 
(general  public) 

'‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 
 

24 

 
 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

OWG 05/09/19 Council meeting MTS Elevate SD 2020 
Stakeholder and 

residents Unknown MTS Offices Imperial Ave 9AM Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/10/19 

 
 

Email communication 
SANDAG launch of “5 Big 

Moves,” community meetings & 
input opportunities 

 
Entire Alliance 

contact list 

 
1500+ email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/13/19 

 
Monthly North County 

Works meeting 

 
Adopt NC Works communication; 

RTP update 

 
North County 

Works attendees 

 
 

Approx. 44 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/14/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Street safety and advocacy 
'‐ Morena Corridor discussion 

'‐ SDMTS Family Fare 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

5 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/15/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ SD Forward (update) 

'‐ Undocumented youth / 
students 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

(general public) 

 
 

17 
Bayside Community 

Center: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
CHCDC 

 
05/16/19 

 
Pit Stop 

 
Bike to Work Day 

Bike commuters, 
pedestrians 

 
150 

 
Fair@44 

6:00 AM – 9:00 
AM 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

05/16/19 

 
 

Community Event 

 
 

America on Main Street 
Newcomers and 
community‐at‐ 

large 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

El Cajon City 

 
2:00 pm ‐ 9:00 

pm 

English, Arabic, Farsi, 
Chaldean, Kurdish, 

Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

05/18/19 

 
America on Main St. 

Community Fair 

 
Transportation, SANDAG 

Information 

 
Community 
Members 

185 at our 
booth/30,0 

00 
attendees 

 
 

El Cajon 

 
 

9:00‐5:00 

 
 

English/Arabic 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/20/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ SDMTS Family Fare 

'‐ City Council development 
subsidies 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

30 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30p‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
05/21/19 

 
Core Team Meeting 

Creating a Youth Transportation 
Coalition 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
8 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

ECC 05/22/19 Community Workshop Climate Action Plan Draft 
Community 
Members 40 

El Cajon Library Douglas Rd. 
EC 6:00 p.m. 

English/Arabic/Farsi/S 
panish, 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/23/19 

 
 

Bi‐monthly meeting 

‐ Community improvement 
projects 

'‐ Land use development 
'‐ Housing crisis 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

05/23/19 

 
 

Meeting 

 
 
Built Environment Team meeting 

BET Members, 
Community 

Action Team, 
City Heights 

residents 

 
 

15 

 
 
City Heights Wellness Center 

 
 
5:30 PM‐7:30 PM 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/24/19 

Met w/Z. Carlson, Access 
to Independence for her 

to present to her 
members 

 
 
RTP update overall; 5 Big Moves, 
community meetings and input 

 
 

Ms. Carlson 

 
 

1 (training) 

 
 

1440 S. Escondido Blvd., 
Escondido 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

OWG 05/24/19 Monthly Meeting LAP focus group recruitment 
Kitchenistas and 

guests 20 Olivewood Gardens 10AM Spanish 

OWG 05/24/19 Meeting LAP focus group Parent leaders 15 
Sweetwater High School 

Parent Leaders group 12PM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/28/19 

 
Monthly NORCAN/Sr. 

Alliance meeting 

SANDAG launch of “5 Big 
Moves,” community meetings & 

input opportunities 

 
Sr. Alliance 

Action attendees 

 
 

Approx. 28 
Foundation for Senior 

Wellbeing, 131 Richmar Ave, 
San Marcos 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
05/28/19 

Meeting to plan Language 
Assistance Focus Group 

Met with facilitator, note taker 
for Focus Group 

 
Volunteers 

 
6 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
2:00 p.m. 

 
English/Arabic 

 
NLRC 

 
05/28/19 

 
Public Meeting 

 
City Council Meeting 

Universidad 
Popular Leaders 

 
10 

 
Vista Civic Center Vista, CA 

 
5‐9 PM 

English (Spanish 
Translation) 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/30/19 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 
monthly committee mtg. 

SANDAG launch of “5 Big 
Moves,” community meetings & 

input opportunities 

Bridge to 
Housing 
attendees 

 
 

38 
North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
06/01/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
500 

 
Kimball Park ‐ 12th Avenue, 

 
3pm ‐ 9pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/02/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

9 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
NLRC 

 
06/04/19 

 
Focus Group 

Language Access Plan Focus 
Group 

Universidad 
Popular Leaders 

 
12 

 
Centro Universidad Popular 

 
5‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
06/04/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

Las Palmas Elementary ‐ 
1900 E. 18th Street 

 
8am ‐ 11am 

 
English/Tagalog 

SHC 06/04/19 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 100 
2101 Granger Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12p m ENGLISH/Span‐ ish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

06/06/19 

One‐on‐one meeting; 
allowing Ms. Carlson to 

inform/involve her 
clientele 

 
Intro to SANDAG, RTP update, 

and 5 Big Moves initiative 

 
 

Ms. Carlson 

 
 

1 
Access to Independence, 
1440 S. Escondido Blvd., 

Escondido CA 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/06/19 

 
 

Focus group 

 
 

‐ Language Assistance Plan 

‐ Linda Vista 
general public 
(Vietnamese 

clientele) 

 
 

12 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:30p‐5:00p 

 
 

Vietnamese 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

06/06/19 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
 

Updates on the 5 Big Moves 

Stakeholders/Par 
tners/ 

Community 
Members 

 
 

53 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
06/07/19 

Community Focus Group 
in Arabic 

 
SANDAG Language Assistance 

Newcomer 
Community 
Members 

 
23 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
11:30 a.m. 

 
Arabic 

 
VCC 

 
06/08/19 

 
Health Fair 

 
5 Big Moves 

Crown Heights 
Neighborhood 

Residents 

 
50 

1210 Division 
St., Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
6‐8PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

06/10/19 

 
 
 

Forum 

Transportation, update on the 
Airport Central Station, Elevate 
SD 2020, Chula Vista corridors, 
SDGE updates on zero emissions 
vehicles on school and city buses. 

 
 

Stake holders 
from South Bay 

 
 
 

100+ 

 
 

San Diego Economic 
Development Council 

 
 
 

9AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
VCC 

 
06/10/19 

 
Focus Group 

Language 
Assistance 
Program 

Oceanside 
Residents 

 
12 

1210 Division 
St., Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
6‐8PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

06/11/19 

 
Monthly North County 

Works meeting 

 
Adopt NC Works communication; 

RTP update 

 
North County 

Works attendees 

 
 

Approx. 44 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 

06/11/19 

 
 
 

Focus Group 

 
 
 

LAP Update Focus Group 

City Heights 
residents who 

speak 
Vietnamese and 

have limited 
English 

proficiency 

 
 
 

14 

 
 
 

City Heights CDC Office 

 
 
 

5:30‐7:30 PM 

 
 
 

Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
06/11/19 

 
Community Members 

 
SANDAG Presentation 

Newcomer 
Community 
Members 

 
3 

 
City Council‐ El Cajon 

 
3:00 p.m. 

 
Arabic 

 
NLRC 

 
06/11/19 

 
Public Meeting 

 
5 Big Moves Presentation 

Universidad 
Popular students 

 
15 

 
San Marcos Civic Center 

 
5‐10 PM 

English (Spanish 
Translation) 

OWG 06/11/19 Focus Groups Language Assistance Program Kitchenistas 13 Olivewood Gardens 11AM English 

 
ARS 

 
06/13/19 

Alliance NCFPC monthly 
committee mtg. 

Update status of “5 Big Moves” 
and availability of Webinars 

 
NCFPC attendees 

34 
attendees 

 
San Marcos City Hall 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 

06/13/19 

 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ Financial Literacy Workshop 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 
(General public) 

 
 
 
 
 

26 

 
 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 

06/13/19 

 
 
 
Networking Night & Panel 

 
 
 

Transportation Justice 

City Heights and 
Mid‐City 

residents, some 
SD region 
attendees 

 
 
 

50 

 
 
 

City Heights Center 

 
 
 

6:00‐8:00 PM 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

06/13/19 

 
 

Focus Group 

 
 

CBO Focus Group 
Newcomers and 
community‐at‐ 

large 

 
 

8 

 
 

El Cajon City 

 
4:40 pm ‐ 7:30 

pm 

 
 

Englsih, Arabic 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/19/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

‐ SD Forward (update) 
‐ National Conflict Resolution 

Center 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

19 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

CF 06/19/19 Presentation 2019 LAP 
Middle aged 

women 12 
212 W. Park Ave San Ysidro, 

CA 92173 12:00 AM Spanish 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

06/20/19 

 
 
 
 

Special meeting 

 
 
 
 

‐ Linda Vista bike advocacy 

 
‐ General public, 

stakeholders 
from Bike SD, 

University of San 
Diego, Bayside, 
and residents 

 
 
 
 

7 

 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 

5:30p‐7:30p 

 
 
 
 

English 

CHCDC 06/20/19 
Open House & 

Environmental Hearing Orange Ave Bikeway 
City Heights 

residents 50 Euclid Elementary School 6:00‐8:00 PM English, Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
06/21/19 

 
Email communication 

Update status of “5 Big Moves” 
and availability of Webinars 

Entire Alliance 
contact list 

1500+ email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
9:30 AM 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

NLRC 06/21/19 Coalition Meeting Farmworker care Coalition 
Coalition 
Members 20 Centro Universidad Popular 9‐11 AM English / Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
06/22/19 

World Refugee Day 
Celebration 

 
SANDAG/MTS Table 

Public‐ Primarily 
Newcomers 

 
400+ 

 
YMCA City Heights SD 

 
11:00 a.m. 

 
All 

 
ARS 

 
06/24/19 

Presentation/discussion 
by SANDAG staff 

SANDAG community “5 Big 
Moves” presentation 

Invited hosted 
by City Council 

 
Approx. 25 

City of Escondido City Hall, 
Mitchell Room, 201 North 

Broadway 

 
5:30 PM 

 
English 

 
OWG 

 
06/25/19 

 
Outreach 

Transportation Community 
Advisory Council 

Residents and 
high school 

students 

 
45 

San Diego Regional 
Education Center 

 
10AM 

 
Spanish 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

06/26/19 

 
 
 

Email communication 

 
 
 

Update status of “5 Big Moves” 
and availability of Webinars 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 
attendees & 

outreach list N. 
County 

Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

85 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

9:30 AM 

 
 
 

English 

OWG 06/26/19 Meeting Outreach Planning CBO Partners 2 
Samahan Health Clinic 

National City 1PM English 

OWG 06/26/19 meeting Healthy Cities, Healthy Residents 
Residents and 
stake holders 10 

Environmental Health 
Coalition 12PM English 

OWG 06/26/19 Webinar 5 Big Moves Complete Corridors None 200+ Olivewood Gardens 12PM English 

 
ARS 

 
06/27/19 

Alliance Bridge to Housing 
monthly committee mtg. 

Update status of “5 Big Moves” 
and availability of Webinars 

Bridge to 
Housing 

attendees 

48 
attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/27/19 

 
 

Bi‐monthly meeting 

 
‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ Financial Literacy Workshop 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

16 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

7:45a‐9:45p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/07/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

8 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
07/07/19 

Social Media and 
Facebook 

 
Promoted Webinar Series 

Stakeholders/Co 
mmunity 
Members 

 
400+ 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
All Day 

English/Arabic/Spanis 
h 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/09/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Street safety and advocacy 
‐ Linda Vista Bike Path 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

4 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

3:30p‐5:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
07/09/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

10060 Carmel Mt., Rd., San 
Diego 92129 

 
12pm ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
OWG 

 
07/10/19 

 
Field trip 

 
Street Visual Assessment 

 
Kitchenistas 

 
3 

24th, 30th 18th and Bike 
Shore Pathway National City 

and Pier 32nd 

 
10AM 

 
English 

OWG 07/10/19 meeting Transportation 
Youth and 
residents 10 

Youth Center Samahan 
Health ‐ National City 11AM English 

OWG 07/10/19 Meeting 
Transportation MTS and 

community Concerns 
Board member 

and advisor 4 
City of National City 

Chambers 1:30 PM English 

 
ARS 

 
07/11/19 

Alliance North County 
Food Policy Council 

committee mtg. 

Update status of “5 Big Moves” 
and availability of Webinars 

 
NCFPC attendees 

48 
attendees 

 
San Marcos City Hall 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 
 

07/11/19 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ Public Safety 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

23 

 
 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 
 
 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/12/19 

 
June 26 SANDAG Board 

meeting 

 
Status, community import of 5 

Big Moves 

Board members 
and public 
attendees 

 
Approx.. 

100 + 

 
 

SANDAG Offices 

  
 

English 

ECC 07/12/19 Board of Directors Board Meeting to show support Newcomers 3 SANDAG 9:00 a.m. Arabic 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

07/13/19 

 
 

workshop 

 
 

Community input opportunity 

 
 

Residents and 
comm. leaders 

 
 

8 

Kimball Park National City 
Park Life from Humankind 

Agency 

 
 

3PM 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/17/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward update 

‐ Mobility Hubs 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

20 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

07/18/19 

 
Workshop, monthly 

resident group meeting 

 
5 Big Moves, MTS ElevateSD 

2020 

City Heights 
residents, BET, 

CAT, ITCH 
members 

 
 

50 

 
City Heights Wellness 

Center/La Maestra 

 
 

5:30‐7:30 PM 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
CHCDC 

 
07/19/19 

SANDAG Transportation 
Committee meeting 

 
Orange Ave. Bikeway 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
5 

 
SANDAG Board Room 

 
9:00‐10:00 AM 

 
English & Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
07/22/19 

 
Email communication 

Notice of July 24 Mobility Hubs 
Webinar 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

1500+ 
email 

addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
10:46 AM 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/22/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista Bike Path 
‐ Linda Vista 

Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

20 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30p‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
07/23/19 

Monthly NORCAN/Sr. 
Alliance meeting 

Update “5 Big Moves” and 2020 
federal RTP, info/comment 

period 

Sr. Alliance 
Action attendees 

38 
attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing, 131 Richmar Ave, 

San Marcos 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

07/24/19 

 
 
 

Email communication 

 
 

Update “5 Big Moves” and 2020 
federal RTP, info/comment 

period 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 

attendees and 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

85 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

6:00 PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/24/19 

 
 

Special event, webinar 

 
 

‐ Mobility Hubs 
‐ Senior Lunch 

Program (general 
public) 

 
 

15 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

12:00p‐1:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
ARS 

 
07/25/19 

Monthly Alliance Bridge to 
Housing meeting 

Update “5 Big Moves” and 2020 
federal RTP, info/comment 

period 

Bridge to 
Housing 

attendees 

45 
attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

ECC 07/25/19 
Live Well East Region 

Leadership Team Promoted Webinar Series 
Live Well 
Partners 40 ECPD‐ Main St., EC 11:00 a.m. English 

 
ARS 

 
07/26/19 

 
Email communication 

Update “5 Big Moves” and 2020 
federal RTP, info/comment 

period 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

1500+ email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/04/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

10 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/06/19 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves Public Presentation 
Stakeholders/Par 
tners/Communit 

y Members 

 
 

60 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St., EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

ECC 08/06/19 
5 Big Moves Webinar 

Series Reminders for Webinar Series 
Partners/Residen 

ts 400+ Social Media All day English 

 
ECC 

 
08/07/19 

HHSA IG Advisory Board 
Meeting 

Senior Transporation Programs 
Info 

Stakeholders/ 
Community 
Members 

 
18 

La Mesa Adult Enrichment 
Center 

 
2:00 p.m. 

 
English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

08/07/19 

 
 

Placement meeting 

 
 

West Side National City Project 

 
Stakeholder and 

residents 

 
 

15 
Environmental Health 

Coalition Healthy Residents, 
Healthy Communities 

 
 

10AM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
08/08/19 

Quarterly full Alliance 
meeting 

5 Big Moves update, Vision Lab 
open house, fed. 2020 RTP 

comments solicitation 

Alliance 
membership 

49 
attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 
 

08/08/19 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

‐ Ongoing Community 
improvement projects 

‐ Green space 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

‐ Alliance of 
Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

26 

 
 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 
 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/13/19 

 
Monthly North County 

Works meeting 

5 Big Moves update, Vision Lab 
open house, fed. 2020 RTP 

comments solicitation 

 
North County 

Works attendees 

 
43 

attendees 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/13/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Street safety and advocacy 
‐ Linda Vista Bike Path 

‐ Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic & 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(public) 

 
 
 

3 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

ECC 08/13/19 
Transit Training and 

Regional Plan 
Transit Training for Seniors with 

HHSA Residents 5 San Diego 10:00 a.m. English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

08/15/19 

 
 
Meeting & Vision Lab Visit 

 
 

5 Big Moves & 2020 Federal RTP 
Built Environme 
Team core and 
new members 

 
 

13 

 
 

SANDAG (401 B St.) 
5:30:00 AM ‐ 

8:00 
PM 

 
 

English & Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
08/20/19 

Community Health Work 
Group Meeting 

Creating a Youth Focus Group for 
Transportation 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
8 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

ECC 08/20/19 
5 Big Moves Webinar 

Series Reminders for Webinar Series 
Partners/Residen 

ts 400+ Social Media All day English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

08/20/19 

LWSD updates on the 
Central and South Region 

and Census Staff 
presentation 

Presentation on County of San 
Diego Live well San Diego 

Updates hosted by Director 
Barbara Jimenez 

Central and 
South region 
Community 

Based 
organizations 

 
 

30 

 
 

HHSA Mile of Cars Way 
National City 

 
 

10AM ‐ 12PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/21/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ SD Forward update 
‐ 5 Big Moves Update 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

28 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

08/21/19 

 
 

Community Transit Ride, 
Beach Day 

 
 

Regional Rapid transit 
connections 

City Heights 
Residents, BET, 
Cesar Chavez 
Club, students 

 
 

30 

 
 

El Cajon Blvd. Transit Plaza 
and Pacific Beach 

 
1:00:00 PM – 

7:00 
PM 

 
 

English & Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/22/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Ongoing Community 
improvement projects 

‐ Green space 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

8 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
08/22/19 

HHSA Live Well East 
Region Leadership Team 

Senior Transporation Programs 
Info 

Live Well 
Partners 

 
19 

 
ECPD‐Main St., EC 

 
11:00 a.m. 

 
English 

 
OWG 

 
08/22/19 

 
Stake holder Meeting 

Placement meeting towards the 
planning of community pop up 

event, 

 
Residents 

 
16 

Environmental Health 
Coalition National City 

 
5:30PM ‐ 6:30PM 

 
Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
08/23/19 

 
Portal setup 

 
5 Big Moves Vision Portal 

Public library 
visitors 

 
n/a 

Escondido Library, 239 S 
Kalmia St, Escondido, CA 

92025 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English, Spanish 

 
OWG 

 
08/23/19 

 
Monthly Meeting 

Bold Vision and updates on the 
Regional Plan 

Kitchenistas and 
gardens visitors 

 
20 

 
Olivewood Gardens 

 
10AM ‐ 11AM 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/26/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Linda Vista Bike Path 
‐ Linda Vista 

Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

25 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30p‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
08/27/19 

Monthly NORCAN/Sr. 
Alliance meeting 

Update “5 Big Moves,” solicit 
comments to SANDAG 

Sr. Alliance 
Action attendees 

29 
attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing, 131 Richmar Ave, 

San Marcos 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/27/19 

 
 

Email communication 

Email blast notice for a) 
Escondido Library vision portal; 

b) Alliance action re: EVCP 
project 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

 
1500+ email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

3:37 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/29/19 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 
monthly committee mtg. 

Update status of “5 Big Moves,” 
added Webinar, Escondido 

Library portal, overall status 

Bridge to 
Housing 
attendees 

 
47 

attendees 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 
 
 
 

08/30/19 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Block Party, Open Mic 

 
 
 
 
 

5 Big Moves, ElevateSD 2020, 
City Sustainability Dept. 

City Heights & 
Mid‐City 

residents, high 
school students, 

elementar y 
school and 

middle school 
students, BET, 

community 
leaders, 

 
 
 
 
 
 

150+ 

 
 
 
 
 

Fair@44 (4535 El Cajon 
Blvd.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2:00pm‐6:00pm 

 
 
 
 
 
 

English & Spanish 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

08/30/19 

 
 

Informational Booth 

 
 

Tacos and Transit 

Students, 
parents, other 

community 
members 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

City Heights 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

08/31/19 

 
 
 

Email communication 

 
 

Update status of “5 Big Moves,” 
added Webinar, Escondido 

Library portal, overall status; 
request for comments 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 

attendees and 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

80 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

11:45 AM 

 
 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
SHC 

8/11/19 & 
8/12/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

Balboa Park ‐ corner of Park 
Blvd. & Presidents Way 

 
11 am ‐ 5 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

ECC 09/03/19 
Meeting‐ CVUSD 
Superintendent Updates onSD Regional Plan Stakeholders 63 CVUSD 750 E. Main St. EC 12:30 p.m. English 

OWG 09/03/19 Presentation 
Old Town National City 

Placement Project 
Residents of 
National City 50+ 

City if National City Council 
Meeting 6:30PM ‐ 7:30PM English 

 
ARS 

 
09/05/19 

Access Trans. Committee 
meeting 

Introduce/update 5 Big Moves, 
SANDAG/RTP background, solicit 

input 

Access Trans. 
Committee 
members 

 
5 attendees 

Access to Independence, 
1440 S. Escondido Blvd., 

Escondido CA 92025 

 
12:30pm 

 
English 

CVCC 09/06/19 Bi‐monthly meeting Community Outreach portal PAC 11 348 L St. Chula Vista 9‐11am Spanish 

ECC 09/06/19 Meeting Updates on SD Regional Plan 
Board of 
Directors 7 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. 9:00 a.m. English 

 
SHC 

 
09/06/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

404 Euclid Avenue National 
City 

 
10 am ‐ 4 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
BCC 

 
09/08/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
24 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
9:30a‐12:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/10/19 

 
Monthly Alliance North 

County Works mtg. 

 
 
Update 5 Big Moves, solicit input 

 
NC Works 
attendees 

 
 

35 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00am 

 
 

English 

OWG 09/11/19 
Coordination meeting for 

placement event 
Collaboration efforts with 

Operation Samahan 
Samahan Staff 

and Rocina 4 Olivewood Gardens 1:30PM English and Spanish 

ARS 09/12/19 
Monthly NC Food Policy 

Council mtg. Update 5 Big Moves, solicit input NCFPC attendees 35 San Marcos City Hall 8:30am English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/12/19 

 
 
 

Presentation 

 
 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

and Alliance of 
Youth 

Advocates 

24 
(including 3 

Bayside 
staff / 

facilitators) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/12/19 

 
 
 

Presentation 

 
 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

and Alliance of 
Youth 

Advocates 

 
 
 

24 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

4:00p‐5:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

09/12/19 

 
 

Community awareness 
Transportation, creek renovation 

updates, healthy food access, 
connectivity and air quality. 

School Students, 
parents and 
residents. 

 
 

100+ 
 

Hoover @ 18th Street 

 
 

1PM 

 
 

English and Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
09/17/19 

 
Email communication 

 
Update 5 Big Moves, solicit input 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

 
1500+ 

 
(email outreach) 

 
4:11pm 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/18/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

SD Forward, 5 Big Moves 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

24 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
09/18/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
SD Forward, 5 Big Moves 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
24 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
09/19/19 

Workshop, monthly 
resident group meeting 

 
5 Big Moves, ElevateSD 2020 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
10 

Built Environment Team 
meeting 

City Heights 
Wellness Center 

 
English & Spanish 

 
OWG 

 
09/19/19 

 
workshop 

 
Bold Vision & Big Moves 

City heights 
Residents 

 
10 

City Heights Gathering Place 
University Ave 

 
5:30PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/20/19 

 
Monthly Alliance Case 

Mgr. Network mtg. 

 
Update RTP, solicit input; note 

planned Dec. Alliance workshop 

Case Mgr. 
Network 
attendees 

 
 

27 

Vista Community Clinic, 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive, 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00am 

 
 

English 

 
NLRC 

 
09/23/19 

 
Interactive Activity 

 
Vision Lab 

Universidad 
Popular Students 

 
60 

House of Prayer Escondido, 
CA 

 
5‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
09/24/19 

 
Interactive Activity 

 
Vision Lab 

Universidad 
Popular Leaders 

 
25 

Centro Universidad Popular 
Vista, CA 

 
5‐8 PM 

English (Spanish 
Translation) 

 
NLRC 

 
09/25/19 

 
Interactive Activity 

 
Vision Lab 

Universidad 
Popular Students 

 
110 

 
Centro Universidad Popular 

 
5‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
09/26/19 

Monthly Alliance Bridge to 
Housing mtg. 

Update RTP, solicit input; note 
planned Dec. Alliance workshop 

Bridge to 
Housing 

attendees 

 
37 

North County Lifeline, Vista 
center, 200 Michigan Ave. 

Vista CA 

 
9:00am 

 
English 

 
 

NLRC 

 
 

09/26/19 

 
 

Interactive Activity 

 
 

Vision Lab 
Universidad 

Popular 
Students, elders 

 
 

45 

 
 

Centro Universidad Popular 

 
 

9‐11 AM 

 
 

Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

NLRC 

 
 

09/27/19 

 
 

Interactive Activity 

 
 

Vision Lab 
Universidad 

Popular 
Students, youth 

 
 

20 

 
 

Centro Universidad Popular 

 
 

2‐6 PM 

 
 

English 

NSDI 09/27/19 Communtiy Meeting 
Rideshare week & SANSAG 2020 

plan 
Communtiy 
Members 6 NSDI HQ N/A English, Arabic 

OWG 09/27/19 Meeting 
Big 5 Moves Bold Vision coming 

workshop Kitchenistas 15 Olivewood Gardens 9:00 AM Spanish 

VCC 09/30/19 Presentation 5 Big Moves 
Crown Heights 

Residents 27 
1210 Division 

St., Oceanside, CA 92054 6‐7PM Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
9/20‐9/27 

2019 

 
 

Vision Portal Display 

 
 

Vision Portal 

 
Little House 

Clients 

24 saw it 
but none 

left 
comments 

 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. 

 
 

All day 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/01/19 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

5 Big Moves 
Bayside Senior 
Lunch program 
(general public) 

18 
(including 3 

Bayside 
staff 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

11:30a‐12:30p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/01/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

14 
(including 3 

Bayside 
staff/facilita 

tors 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/01/19 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

5 Big Moves 
Bayside Senior 
Lunch program 
(general public) 

 
 

18 

 
Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 

St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

11:30a‐12:30p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/01/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

14 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

10/01/19 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
 

Updates on SD Regional Plan 
Stakeholders/Par 
tners/Communit 

y Members 

 
 

58 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St. EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
10/01/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

Camino Ruiz (Between 
Miramesa Blvd. and Salem 

St. 

 
10am ‐ 2pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
10/01/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
373 Park Way 

 
4pm‐7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
SHC 

 
10/01/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
2425 Dusk Dr. 

 
11am ‐ 1pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

 
 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

10 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff/facilita 

tors 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

10 

 
Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 

St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
10/06/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

16 (0 
Bayside 

staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
10/06/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
16 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/07/19 

 
 

Email communication 

Update RTP process; notice of 
2019 federal RTP comment 

period, Oct. 15 SANDAG Open 
House and Oct. 18 public hearing 

 
Full Alliance 

email contacts 
lists 

 
 

1477 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

4:04 PM 

 
 

English 

OWG 10/08/19 Focus Groups 5 Big Moves Kitchenistas 6 Olivewood Gardens 11:00 AM English 
 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

10/11/19 

 
 
 

Email communication 

Alert of 2019 federal RTP 
comment period: how to 

comment, Oct. 15 SANDAG Open 
House, Oct. 18 public hearing, 
and availability of hard copy at 

Alliance/ICS office 

 
 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

 
 
 

1477 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

10:11 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

10/11/19 

 
 
 

Email communication 

Alert of 2019 federal RTP 
comment period: how to 

comment, Oct. 15 SANDAG Open 
House, Oct. 18 public hearing, 
and availability of hard copy at 

Alliance/ICS office 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 

attendees and 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

80 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

3:00 PM 

 
 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/15/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

12 
(including 3 

Bayside 
staff/facilita 

tors) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/15/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
10/15/19 

 
Meeting 

 
Federal RTP 

Strategic 
Planning Group 

of ECC 

 
6 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/16/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

18 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
10/16/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
18 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
10/16/19 

 
Presentation 

 
2019 RTP Comment Period 

Universidad 
Popular Students 

 
110 

Centro Universidad Popular 
Vista, CA 

 
5‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
10/17/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
9645 Granite Ridge Drive 

 
4 pm ‐ 8 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/18/19 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

 
Linda Vista 

general public 

18 
(including 3 

Bayside 
staff) 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

11:30a‐12:30p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
10/18/19 

 
Workshop 

 
5 Big Moves, Federal RTP 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
18 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
11:30a‐12:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CVCC 10/18/19 Bi‐monthly meeting Federal RTP PAC 8 348 L St. Chula Vista 9‐11am Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
10/18/19 

Workshop, monthly 
resident group meeting 

5 Big Moves and 2019 Federal 
RTP 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
8 

Built Environment Team 
meeting 

City Heights 
Wellness Center 

 
English & Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
10/18/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
2400 E. 4th St. 

 
9am ‐ 2pm 

English/Tagalog/Spani 
sh 

 
NLRC 

 
10/21/19 

 
Presentation 

 
2019 RTP Comment Period 

Universidad 
Popular Students 

 
60 

House of Prayer Escondido, 
CA 

 
5‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

10/21/19 

 
Presentation/Public 

Comment Facilitation 

 
Regional 

Transportation 
Plan 

 
Crown Heights 

Residents 

 
 

22 

 
1210 Division 

St., Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
10/22/19 

 
Presentation 

 
2019 RTP Comment Period 

Universidad 
Popular Leaders 

 
25 

 
Centro Universidad 

 
5‐8 PM 

 
Spanish 

ECC 10/28/19 Training 
Senior Transit Training to Live 

Well Advance 
Community 
Members 10 San Diego All day English 

ECC 
10/1‐10/15 

2019 Vision Portal Display Vision Portal 
Little House 

Clients 
8 left 

comments 
Little House 131 Avocado 

Ave. All day English 

 
SHC 

 
11/01/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
100 

 
2555 Duck Drive 

 
11am ‐ 7pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
BCC 

 
11/03/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

7 (with no 
Bayside 

staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
11/03/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
7 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/05/19 

 
North County Econ. Devel. 

Council meeting 

SANDAG presentation, data re: 
North County economic activity 

& employment centers 

 
N. County EDC 
membership 

 
 

Approx. 35 
Carlsbad Chamber of 

Commerce, 5934 Priestly 
Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92008 

 
 

11:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/05/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

12 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff/facilita 

tors) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/05/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, public safety 

 
 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

12 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff/facilita 

tors 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/05/19 

 
 
 

Special meeting 

 
 
 

Street safety improvements 

Linda Vista 
Traffic & 

Transportation 
Subcommittee 
(general public) 

 
4 total 

(including 1 
Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

5:30‐6:30p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/05/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/05/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, public safety 

 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 

St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/05/19 

 
 
 

Special meeting 

 
 
 

Street safety improvements 

Linda Vista 
Traffic & 

Transportation 
Subcommittee 
(general public) 

 
 
 

4 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

5:30‐6:30p 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
11/05/19 

 
Meeting‐ Supervisor Jacob 

 
Updates on SD Regional Plan 

Stakeholders/ 
Partners/Residen 

ts 

 
54 

 
CVUSD 750 E. Main St. EC 

 
12:30 p.m. 

 
English 

 
SHC 

 
11/09/19 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
500 

 
655 Euclid Ave National City 

 
9am‐2pm 

English/Tagalog/Spani 
sh 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/12/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Federal RTP, street safety 
improvements 

Linda Vista 
Traffic & 

Transportation 
Subcommittee 
(general public) 

 
4 total 

(including 1 
Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/12/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Federal RTP, street safety 
improvements 

Linda Vista 
Traffic & 

Transportation 
Subcommittee 
(general public) 

 
 
 

4 

 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

2:00‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/13/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Traffic calming mechanisms 

Live Well San 
Diego North 

Central Team 
Meeting (general 

public) 

 
25 total 

(including 1 
Bayside 

staff) 

 
County of San Diego 

Operations Center: 5560 
Overland Dr., San Diego, CA 

92123 

 
 
 

12:00‐1:45p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/13/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Traffic calming mechanisms 

Live Well San 
Diego North 

Central Team 
Meeting (general 

public) 

 
 
 

25 

 
County of San Diego 

Operations Center: 5560 
Overland Dr., San Diego, CA 

92123 

 
 
 

12:00‐1:45p 

 
 
 

English 

ARS 11/14/19 
Quarterly full Alliance 

meeting Status of 5 Big Moves RTP 
Full Alliance 
membership Approx. 50 

North County Lifeline ‐ Vista 
Center 8:30 AM English 

CVCC 11/15/19 
 

Updated de community Portal 
  

546 G St. 
  

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

11/18/19 

 
Workshop, monthly 

resident group meeting 

 
5 Big Moves, MTS ElevateSD 

2020 

City Heights 
residents, BET, 

CAT, ITCH 
members 

 
 

50 

 
City Heights Wellness 

Center/La Maestra 

 
 

5:30‐7:30 PM 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
OWG 

 
11/18/19 

 
Workshop 

 
5 Big Moves 

Residents of 
manor. RLA 
participants 

 
6 

Alabama Manor Housing 
Community Housing Works 

 
10AM ‐ 11:40AM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
11/19/19 

 
Email communication 

Status of 5 Big Moves RTP, 
expected timeline 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

 
1477 

 
(email outreach) 

 
1:23 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/19/19 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Street safety improvements 

 
 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

12 total 
(including 7 

youth, 3 
Bayside 

staff, and 2 
parents) 

 
 

Senator Kamala Harris' 
Office: 600 B St., San Diego, 

CA 92101 

 
 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/19/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Street safety improvements 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
Senator Kamala Harris' 

Office: 600 B St., San Diego, 
CA 92101 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
CHCDC 

 
11/19/19 

SANDAG Transportation 
Committee meeting 

 
Orange Ave. Bikeway 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
5 

 
SANDAG Board Room 

 
9:00‐10:00 AM 

 
English & Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

11/20/19 

 
 
 

Email communication 

 
 
 

Status of 5 Big Moves RTP, 
expected timeline 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 

attendees and 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

81 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

10:46 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/20/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
SD Forward, 5 Big Moves, Federal 

Regional Plan 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

22 total 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
11/20/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

SD Forward, 5 Big Moves, Federal 
Regional Plan 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
22 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00‐4:15p 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/25/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Linda Vista bicycle path 
Linda Vista 

Planning Group 
(general public) 

25 total (0 
Bayside 

staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/25/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Linda Vista bicycle path 
Linda Vista 

Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

25 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

ECC 
11/12‐ 

11/15 2019 Vision Portal Display Vision Portal 
Community 
Members 

 
El Cajon Library All day English/Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/01/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Community Clean Up 

 
Linda Vista 

general public 

12 (with no 
Bayside 

staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
12/01/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
12 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

9 (including 
2 Bayside 

staff/facilita 
tors) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, 5 Big Moves, public safety, 
quality of life 

 
 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

6 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff/facilita 
tor) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

9 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/03/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
CIPs, 5 Big Moves, public safety, 

quality of life 

 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

6 

 
Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 

St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

12/03/19 

 
 

Collaborative meeting 

 
 

Updates on SD Regional Plan 

Stakeholders/Par 
tners/ 

Community 
Members 

 
 

49 

 
 

CVUSD 750 E. Main St. EC 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
12/06/19 

 
Board of Directors 

 
Updates on SD Regional Plan 

LH Avocado 
Board Members 

 
7 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. 

 
9:00 a.m. 

 
English 

UCP 12/09/19 Health Action Team Accident state/County 
Community 
Members N/A N/A 6p‐7p English 

CVCC 12/10/19 Workshop Outreach Community Portal EDSM class 11 Eastlake Middle School 1‐3pm Spanish 
 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

12/10/19 

 
 
 

Meeting 

Collaboration Efforts vision with 
National School District  and 
direct Outreach Techniques 

targeting United Nations Goal 11: 
Transportation # 13: Sustainable 

Cities. 

 
 
 

CBO partners 

 
 
 

2 

 
 
 

Operation Samahan Clinic 

 
 
 

1PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/11/19 

 
 

North Central Co‐Chairs 
meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

 
Leadership team 
for North Central 
Live Well Team 

6 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff/facilita 
tor) 

 
County of San Diego HHSA 

Offices: 5055 Ruffin Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92123 

 
 

1:00‐2:00p 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/11/19 

 
North Central Co‐Chairs 

meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 
Leadership team 
for North Central 
Live Well Team 

 
 

6 
County of San Diego HHSA 

Offices: 5055 Ruffin Rd., San 
Diego, CA 92123 

 
 

1:00‐2:00p 

 
 

English 

NSDI 12/14/19 Presentation 
5 Big Moves and Transit Use 

Training + Bus Ride Arabic Speakers 10 
165 E Main St suite c, El 

Cajon, CA 92020 1‐2 PM Arabic 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

12/17/19 

 
 
 
 

Special meeting 

 
 
 
 

Street safety improvements 

1:1 meeting with 
Linda Vista 

resident during 
time of cancelled 

Traffic & 
Transpo. 

Subcommittee 
meeting 

 
 
 
2 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff/facilita 
tor) 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 
 

2:00‐3:00p 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/17/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

19+ 
(including 4 

Bayside 
staff/facilita 

tors) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

12/17/19 

 
 
 
 

Special meeting 

 
 
 
 

Street safety improvements 

1:1 meeting with 
Linda Vista 

resident during 
time of cancelled 

Traffic & 
Transpo. 

Subcommittee 
meeting 

 
 
 
 

2 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 
 

2:00‐3:00p 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/17/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

19 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/18/19 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
SD Forward, 5 Big Moves, Federal 

Regional Plan 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

20 total 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff) 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
12/18/19 

 
Monthly meeting 

SD Forward, 5 Big Moves, Federal 
Regional Plan 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
20 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00‐4:15p 

 
English 

 
VCC 

 
12/18/19 

Community Event: 
La Posada 

 
5 Big Moves 

Crown Heights 
Residents 

 
100 

1210 Division 
St., Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
6‐8PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/19/19 

 
 

Special meeting 

 
 

Smart street lights 

 
 

General public 

20+ 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff/attend 

ees) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

6:00‐8:00p 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
12/19/19 

 
Special meeting 

 
Smart street lights 

 
General public 

 
20 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
6:00‐8:00p 

 
English 

 
CHCDC 

 
12/19/19 

Monthly resident group 
meeting, end of year 

celebration 

5 Big Moves, MTS ElevateSD 
2020, Centerline Marketplace 

Bike Pop Up Project 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
10 

 
Cafeina Coffee Shop 

 
5:30‐7:30 PM 

 
English & Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

12/30/19 

 
 

Email communication 

First notice for Feb. Alliance 
workshop, and heads up for 
signif. 5 Big Moves release in 

March 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

 
 

1477 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

1:50 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

12/30/19 

 
 
 

Email communication 

 
 

First notice for Feb. Alliance 
workshop, and heads up for 
signif. 5 Big Moves release in 

March 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 

attendees and 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

81 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

3:44 PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
01/05/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

9 (with no 
Bayside 

staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
01/05/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community Clean Up 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
9 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

BCC 01/06/20 Monthly meeting 
Vision Zero, advocated for 

protected bicycle lanes 
Vision Zero 

Coalition 9 Conference Call 2:30‐3:30p English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/06/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
Vision Zero, advocated for 

protected bicycle lanes 

 
Vision Zero 

Coalition 

9 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Conference Call 

 
 

2:30‐3:30p 

 
 

English 

ECC 01/06/20 Training 
Classroom and Trolley Excursion‐ 

Transit Traning 
Community 
Members 26 

Tranist Training and Trolley 
Excursion All day Spanish/Arabic 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/07/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

11 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/07/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
CIPs, 5 Big Moves, public safety, 

quality of life 

 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

 
 

8 

 
Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 

St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

01/07/20 

 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

CIPs, green space, public safety 

 
 
 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

11 
(including 6 

youth, 2 
parents, 

and 3 
Bayside 

staff/facilita 
tors) 

 
 
 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 
 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/07/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, 5 Big Moves, public safety, 
quality of life 

 
 
Leaders in Action 
(general public) 

8 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff/facilita 
tor) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

01/07/20 

 
Distribution of food & 

supplies 

 
 

5 big Moves 

 
Haitian Creole, 

Swahili, Tigrinya 

 
 

3 

 
 

5532 El Cajon Blvd Ste. 2 

 
 

9:30 AM 

 
 

Displayed trifold 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

01/08/20 

 
 
 

Meeting 

Culture of Health prize 
submission – conversation about 
National City health “wins” and 
future opportunities, including 

transportation; partnership 
strengthening 

Olivewood 
Gardens, 

Environmental 
Health Coalition, 
City of National 

City 

 
 
 

4 

 
 
 

Environmental Health 
Coalition 

 
 
 

2:30PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
01/09/20 

 
Email communication 

Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan 
SANDAG workshops 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

 
1477 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:17 PM 

 
English 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

01/10/20 

 
Distribution of food & 

supplies 

 
 

5 big Moves 
English, Haitian 
Creole, Swahili, 

Somali 

 
 

11 

 
 

5532 El Cajon Blvd Ste. 2 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

Displayed trifold 

NLRC 01/13/20 Presentation Census 101 for VUSD DELAC Parents 10 
Vista Academy of Performing 

Arts (VAPA) 7 – 7:30 PM Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/14/20 

 
Monthly Alliance North 

County Works mtg. 

Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan 
SANDAG workshops and Alliance 

Feb. RTP workshop 

 
N. County Works 

attendees 

 
 

44 

Vista  Community  Clinic 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
01/14/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

Green space, physical activity, 
Kelly Park Art in the Park Day 

Linda Vista Rec. 
Council 

 
20 

Linda Vista Rec. Center, 7064 
Levant Street, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
5:00‐6:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

01/14/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Green space, physical activity, 
Kelly Park Art in the Park Day 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Rec. 
Council 

20+ 
(including 6 

youth, 1 
parent, and 
2 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
Linda Vista Rec. Center, 7064 
Levant Street, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 

5:00‐6:00p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

 
CVCC 

 
01/14/20 

 
Monthly Meeting 

 
2021 Regional Plan: 5 Big Moves 

Agencys Partners 
Meeting 

 
95 

270 C St. Chula Vista, Ca 
91910 

 
9‐11am 

 
English 

 
NLRC 

 
01/14/20 

 
Workshop 

Census 2020 Training for Trusted 
Messengers 

Community 
Leaders / 

Pomotores 

 
40 

 
Universidad Popular 

 
4 – 8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

01/15/20 

 
 

Monthly Alliance North 
County Food Policy 

Council mtg. 

 
 

Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan 
SANDAG workshops and Alliance 

Feb. RTP workshop 

 
 
 
NCFPC attendees 

 
 
 

27 

Oceanside City Hall, Council 
Chambers 

300 N Coast Hwy, 
Oceanside, CA 92054 

 
 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
01/15/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
5 Big Moves: Flexible Fleets 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
19 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
3:00‐4:15p 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/15/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves: Flexible Fleets 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

19 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff) 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

NLRC 

 
 

01/15/20 

 
 

Meeting 

 
Census 2020 North County 

Regional Meeting 

Community orgs, 
city reps, service 

providers 

 
 

25 

 
 

Universidad Popular 

 
 

2 – 4 PM 

 
 

English / Spanish 

UCP 01/15/20 
RLA Training focusing on 

Transportation Transp. RLA particpants N/A CCC 4:30pm English 

UCP 01/15/20 MTS Exec Mtg MTS Public N/A MTS/Imperial Ave 10:00pm English 

VCC 01/15/20 Presentation 5 Big Moves 
Crown Heights 

Residents 9 
1210 Division 

St., Oceanside, CA 92054 6‐7PM Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/16/20 

 
 

Email communication 

Heads up to Access to 
Independence contacts: 2020 

Consolidated Plan SANDAG 
workshops and Alliance Feb. 

workshop 

 
 

Access to 
Independence 

 
 

2 

 
 

(email contact) 

 
 

7:52 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

01/16/20 
Monthly resident group 

meeting, Mayoral 
Candidate Forum 

5 Big Moves, MTS ElevateSD 
2020, San Diego Mayoral 

Candidates 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
 

7 

 
 

Hoover High School 

 
 

5:30‐7:30 PM 

 
 

English & Spanish 

 
 

NLRC 

 
 

01/16/20 

 
 

Workshop 

 
Census 101 for Cultvando 

Sabiduria 

Universidad 
Popular students 

(elders) 

 
 

10 

 
 

Universidad Popular 

 
10:30 – 11:30 

AM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/17/20 

 
Monthly Alliance Case 

Managers Network mtg. 

Notice of 2020 Consolidated Plan 
SANDAG workshops and Alliance 

Feb. RTP workshop 

 
N. County Works 

attendees 

 
 

37 

Vista  Community  Clinic 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 01/17/20 Quarterly meeting Coordinated Outreach Plan 2021 Promotoras 36 348 L St. Chula Vista 11:30‐1pm Spanish 

NLRC 01/18/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for North County San 

Diego Women's March 
Community 

residents 300 Oceanside City Hall 10 AM – 1:00 PM English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

01/21/20 

 
 
 

Email communication 

 
 
Notice of 2020 Consolidated Plan 
SANDAG workshops and Alliance 

Feb. workshop 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 

attendees and 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

81 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

1:54 PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
01/21/20 

 
Email communication 

Notice of 2020 Consolidated Plan 
SANDAG workshops and Alliance 

Feb. workshop 

Full Alliance 
email contacts 

lists 

1477 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:43 PM 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/21/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

13 

 
 

Bayside CC: 2202 Comstock 
St., San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/21/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

CIPs, green space 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 
(general public) 

13 
(including 3 

Bayside 
staff/facilita 

tors) 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
01/21/20 

Community Health Work 
Group Meeting 

Updates on SD Regional Plan 5 
Big Moves 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
8 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. EC 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
NLRC 

 
01/21/20 

 
Presentation 

Census 101 for Showing Up for 
Racial Justice (SURJ) Meeting 

Community 
residents 

 
30 

1036 Solana Dr, Solana 
Beach, CA 92075 

 
7:30 – 8:30 PM 

 
English 

NLRC 01/21/20 Bulletin Display CSUSM Census 2020 Display CSUSM Students 17,000 CSUSM All Day English 

 
BCC 

 
01/22/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

Protected bicycle lanes in Linda 
Vista 

City Council 
Budget 

Subcommittee 

 
20 

City Council: 202 C Street, 
San Diego, CA 92101 

 
9:00‐10:30a 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/22/20 

 
 

Quarterly meeting 

 
 

Kelly Park improvements 

 
 

RLA Council 

 
 

30 
County of SD Department of 
Education: 6401 Linda Vista 
Road, San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

1:30‐3:00p 

 
 

English 

 
 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 
 

01/22/20 

 
 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 
 

Protected bicycle lanes in Linda 
Vista 

 
 
 
 

City Council 
Budget 

Subcommittee 

20 
(including 4 

City 
Councilme 
mbers, 15 
audience 
members, 

and 1 
Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 
 

City Council: 202 C Street, 
San Diego, CA 92101 

 
 
 
 
 

9:00‐10:30a 

 
 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/22/20 

 
 

Quarterly meeting 

 
 

Kelly Park improvements 

 
 

RLA Council 

30 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

County of SD Department of 
Education: 6401 Linda Vista 
Road, San Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

1:30‐3:00p 

 
 

English 

NLRC 01/22/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for SDCOE Migrant 

Education Parents 14 San Marcos Elementary 6 – 7:30 PM Spanish 

ARS 01/23/20 SANDAG public workshop 
SANDAG Workshop: Coordinated 

Plan 
Workshop 
attendees Approx. 15 

San Marcos Civic Center 
Community Center 2:00 PM English 

 
 

NLRC 

 
 

01/23/20 

 
 

Presentation 

 
Census 101 for Cultivando 

Sabiduría 

Universidad 
Popular student 

(elders) 

 
 

15 

 
 

Universidad Popular 

 
 
9:30 – 10:30 AM 

 
 

Spanish 

NLRC 01/23/20 Presentation Census 101 for ELAC Meeting Parents 31 
Maryland Elementary in 

Vista 7 – 7:30 PM Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

NLRC 01/24/20 Presentation Census 101 for Parent Group Parents 35 
Major General Murray High 

School in Vista 9 – 10 AM Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/27/20 

 
 

Monthly Meeting 

 
Protected bicycle lanes in Linda 

Vista 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

20 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/27/20 

 
 

Monthly Meeting 

 
Protected bicycle lanes in Linda 

Vista 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 
(general public) 

20+ 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
NLRC 

 
01/27/20 

 
Presentation 

Census 101 for Vista Unified 
School District Community 

Liaison Meeting 

Community 
Liaisons 

 
42 

836 Olive Ave, Vista, CA 
92083 

 
2:30 – 3:30 PM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
01/28/20 

Monthly NORCAN/Sr. 
Alliance meeting 

Notice of 2020 Consolidated Plan 
and Alliance Feb. RTP workshop 

Sr. Alliance 
Action attendees 

33 
attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

NLRC 01/28/20 Fair Student Organization Fair CSUSM Students 47 CSUSM 12 – 2 PM English 

NLRC 01/29/20 Presentation Census 101 Parents 35 Fallbrook High School 6 – 7 PM Spanish 

 
UCP 

 
01/29/20 

Bicycle safety event. 
Kiwanis Club 

 
Consolidated Plan 

HS Students, 
senior 

stakeholders 

 
N/A 

 
JCNI/Euclid Ave, 

 
7:00am 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/30/20 

 
Monthly Alliance Bridge to 

Housing meeting 

 
Notice of 2020 Consolidated Plan 
and Alliance Feb. RTP workshop 

Bridge to 
Housing 
members 

 
50 

attendees 

North County Lifeline 
Vista Center 

200 Michigan Ave. Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

NLRC 01/31/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Border Studies 

Course CSUSM Students 40 CSUSM 9:30 – 10:30 AM English 

NLRC 01/31/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Diversity & 

Discrimination Course CSUSM Students 45 CSUSM 12:30 – 1:00 PM English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/02/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

11 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
02/03/20 

 
Weekly meeting 

 
‐ Coordinated Plan 

‐ Women’s 
Savings Group 

 
11 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
11:00a‐12:00p 

 
Spanish 

NLRC 02/03/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Coffee with 

Principal Event Parents 14 
Maryland Elementary in 

Vista 8:30 – 9:30 AM Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/04/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

‐ Ongoing Community 
improvement projects 

‐ Green space 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

9 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/04/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ Coordinated Plan 

‐ Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 

12 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

ECC 02/04/20 Collaborative Meeting Survey and Updates for SANDAG Stakeholders 56 CVUSD 750 E. Main St. EC 12:30 p.m. English 

ECC 02/04/20 District Office Display Vision Portal Display 
Stakeholders/ 
District Staff 

12 left 
comments CVUSD 750 E. Main St. EC All day English/Spanish 

NLRC 02/04/20 Presentation Census 101 for Parent Event Parents 15 Hannalei Elementary in Vista 6:30 – 7:30 PM Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
02/05/20 

 
Email communication 

Coordinated Plan heads‐up for 
Access to Independence 

membership 

Access to 
Independence 

contact 

1 email 
contact 

 
(email outreach) 

 
2:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 

02/05/20 

 
 
 

Focus Group 

 
 
 
2020 SANDAG Coordinated Plan, 

Last Mile connectivity 

Built 
Environment 

Team, City 
Heights 

Residents, San 
Diego residents 

 
 
 

7 

 
 
 

City Heights CDC Main Office 

 
 
 

6:00‐8:00 PM 

 
 
 

English & Spanish 

NLRC 02/05/20 Presentation Census 101 for ASI CSUSM students 3 CSUSM 9 – 10 AM English 

 
UCP 

 
02/05/20 

Bicycle safety event. 
Kiwanis Club 

 
Consolidated Plan 

HS Students, 
senior 

stakeholders 

 
N/A 

 
JCNI/Euclid Ave, 

 
7:00am 

 
English 

VCC 02/05/20 Focus Group 
2020 

Coordinated Plan 
Crown Heights 

residents 9 
1210 Division 

St., Oceanside, CA 92054 6‐8PM Spanish 

CVCC 02/07/20 Monthly Meeting Coordinated Outreach Plan 2021 Promotoras 11 348 L St. Chula Vista 9‐10am Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
02/07/20 

East Region Collaborative 
Network 

 
Updates on 5 Big Moves 

Collaborative 
Chairs for East 

Co. 

 
6 

 
Panera‐ El Cajon 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

NLRC 02/08/20 Presentation 
Census 2020 Update for San 

Marcos Democratic Club 
Community 

residents 120 
Double Peak School in San 

Marcos 12 – 2 PM English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/10/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan 
and Alliance Feb. RTP workshop 

Full Alliance 
membership 

email contact list 

 
1477 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

8:34 AM 

 
 

English 

NLRC 02/10/20 Training 
Census 2020 Training for VUSD 

Community Liaisons 
Community 

Liaisons 14 
836 Olive Ave, Vista, CA 

92083 1 – 3 PM English / Spanish 

NLRC 02/11/20 Bulletin Board 
Census Poster for Liv's Cafe 

Community Board 
Community 

residents 210 
1281 N Santa Fe Ave, CA 

92084 7 AM – 2 PM Spanish 

NLRC 02/11/20 Bulletin Board 
Census Poster for Frank's 

Mexican Grill 
Community 

residents 910 
122 W California Ave, Vista, 

CA 92083 8 AM – 10 PM Spanish 

NLRC 02/11/20 Presentation Public Charge & Census 101 Parents 32 Farr Elementary Escondido 6 – 8 PM Spanish 

 
NLRC 

 
02/11/20 

 
Training 

Census Training for Trusted 
Messengers 

Community 
leaders and 
promotores 

 
40 

 
Universidad Popular 

 
5 – 8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/13/20 

 
Quarterly All‐Alliance 

Meeting 

 
Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan 
and Alliance Feb. RTP workshop 

Alliance member 
representatives 

and guests 

 
42 

attendees 

North County Lifeline 
Vista Center 

200 Michigan Ave. Vista CA 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

02/13/20 

 
 
 

Email communication 

 
 
 

Notice of Coordinated Plan 

Custom email list 
10/18/2018 

attendees and 
outreach list N. 

County 
Ed/Disabled 
advocates 

 
 
 

81 email 
addresses 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

1:56 PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
02/13/20 

 
Daily program 

 
‐ Coordinated Plan 

‐ Senior Lunch 
Program 

 
25 

Bayside Community Center: 
2202 Comstock St., San 

Diego, CA 92111 

 
11:30a – 12:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

NLRC 02/13/20 Tabling Parent Night Tabling Event Parents 15 Vista High School 5:30 – 6:30 PM Spanish 

NLRC 02/14/20 Training 
Census Training for Community 

Liaisons 
Community 

Liaisons 35 
Valley Center‐ Pauma 

Unified 9 – 10 AM English / Spanish 

SHC 2/14/2020 Meeting Regional plan/B5M PRIVATE 10 All SHC clinic site 8 am 4 pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 
SHC 2/14/2020 VIRTUAL CENSUS 2020 PUBLIC 100 HITS 8660 Mira Mwsa Blvd 5pm ‐ 10 pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
ARS 

 
02/16/20 

Special public open house 
workshop 

5 Big Moves, and Coordinated 
Plan 

Open to all in the 
community 

 
15 

Escondido Community 
Library 239 S Kalmia St, 

Escondido, CA 92025 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

UCP 02/16/20 
RLA Training focusing on 

Transportation Transp. RLA particpants N/A 
CCC/Resident Leadership 

Academy 4:30pm English 

 
ARS 

 
02/17/20 

 
Email communication 

Coordinated Plan and 5 big 
Moves 

Feb. 16 
attendees 

12 (email 
addresses 
provided) 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:31 PM 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 
 

02/18/20 

 
 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Bicycle path 
‐ Coordinated plan 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

Planning Group: 
Traffic & 

Transportation 
Subcommittee 
(general public) 

 
 
 
 

5 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 
 
 

2:00p‐3:00p 

 
 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/18/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Green space 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

8 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

CF 02/18/20 SY Promotoras 
2020 regional transportation 

plan SY promotoras 18 San Ysidro Civic center 9am spanish 

 
ECC 

 
02/18/20 

Community Health Work 
Group Meeting 

 
Updates on SD Regional Plan 

Community 
Members and 

Partners 

 
6 

Little House 131 Avocado 
Ave. 

 
9:00 a.m. 

 
English 

NLRC 02/18/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Cultivando 

Liderazgo UP students 10 
140 N Brandon Rd, 

Fallbrook, CA 92028 9 – 10 AM Spanish 

NLRC 02/18/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for La Costa Paloma 

Apartments 
Community 

residents 15 
1953 Dove Ln, Carlsbad, CA 

92009 6 – 8 PM Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/19/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
 

Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan 
Full Alliance 
membership 

email contact list 

 
1477 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

3:54 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/19/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Coordinated Plan 
‐ Linda Vista 

Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

17 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

NLRC 

 
 

02/19/20 

 
 

Presentation 

 
Census 2020 North County 

Regional Meeting 

Community orgs, 
city reps, and 

service providers 

 
 

20 

 
 

Universidad Popular 

 
 

2 – 4 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

02/20/20 

 
 

Monthly BET meeting 

 
 

ElevateSD 2020, SANDAG 5 Big 
Moves, GOTV 

Built 
Environment 

Team, City 
Heights 

residents 

 
 

5 

 
 
City Heights CDC Main Office 

 
 

5:30‐7:30 PM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
02/20/20 

East County Action 
Network for Seniors 

 
Survey and Updates 

Community 
Members and 

Partners 

 
35 

El Cajon Library‐ Douglas St. 
EC 

 
1:00 p.m. 

 
English 

NLRC 02/20/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Combined ESL 

Courses 
Community 

residents 50 MiraCosta College CLC 10 – 11 AM Spanish 

NLRC 02/21/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Coffee with the 

Principal 
Community 

parents 55 
Grapevine Elementary in 

Vista 9 – 10 AM Spanish 

NSDI 02/22/20 Film Screening/ Tabling Black history Month General Public N/A 
3001 School Lane Lemon 

Grove CA 91945 2:00 PM English 

 
SHC 

 
02/22/20 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Public 

 
130 

9855 Erma Rd. Suite #105 
San Diego, Ca 

 
9am ‐ 1 pm 

 
English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

02/24/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Protected bicycle lanes in Linda 

Vista 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 
(general public) 

 
 

20 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

5:30p – 7:30p 

 
 

English 

NLRC 02/24/20 Presentation Census 101 for ESL Classes 
Community 

residents 15 MiraCosta College CLC 6:30 – 7:30 PM Spanish 

 
OWG 

 
02/24/20 

 
Meeting 

 
Collaboration 

National City 
Food coalition 

Members 

 
4 

National City Collaborative 
and Resource Center 

 
11AM ‐ 12PM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
02/25/20 

Monthly NORCAN/Sr. 
Alliance meeting 

Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan, 
solicitation of comments 

Sr. Alliance 
Action members 

37 
attendees 

Foundation for Senior 
Wellbeing 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

CF 02/25/20 Zoomba Class 
2020 regional transportation 

plan 
san Ysidro 

Community 43 San Ysidro Civic center 11am spanish/English 

NLRC 02/25/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Cultivando 

Liderazgo Class UP students 80 
16650 CA 76, Pauma Valley, 

CA 92061 
10:30 – 11:30 

AM Spanish 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

02/25/20 

 
 

Webinar 

Informational Panel with 
National City Mayor on Elevate 
San Diego 2020 on discussion 
table, Q and A on South Bay 

goals 

 
 

South Bay 
Residents 

 
 

22 

 
 

Olivewood Gardens 

 
 

5:30‐6:30 pm 

 
 

English 

SHC 2/25/2020 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 

CENSUS PUBLIC 12 9655 erma Rd 8 am ‐ 2pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
ECC 

 
02/26/20 

Age Well Transportation 
Meeting 

Updates on SD Regional Plan/ 
Transportation Guide for Seniors 

Community 
Members and 

Partners 

 
24 

 
HHSA Overland Ave. SD 

 
1:00 p.m. 

 
English 

NLRC 02/26/20 Presentation Census 101 for ESL Course 
Community 

residents 7 
Melba Bishop Recreation 

Center in Oceanside 9 – 10 AM Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

NLRC 02/26/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Medical 

Ethnography Course CSUSM Students 11 CSUSM 2:30 – 3:30 PM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/27/20 

 
Monthly Alliance Bridge to 

Housing meeting 

 
Notice of 2020 Coordinated Plan, 

solicit comments 

Bridge to 
Housing 
members 

 
50 

attendees 

North County Lifeline 
Vista Center 

200 Michigan Ave. Vista CA 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 02/27/20 Sin Limites 
2020 regional transportation 

plan 
san Ysidro 

Community 32 san Ysidro Civic center 6pm spanish/English 

CVCC 02/27/20 Wokshop Coordinated Outreach Plan 2021 Community 8 1395 Castle Park HS 9‐11am Spanish 

NLRC 02/27/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for State Politics 

Course CSUSM Students 20 CSUSM 5 – 6 PM English 

NSDI 02/27/20 Farmer’s Market Tabling General Public N/A 
2885 Lemon Grove Ave. CA 

91045 2:00 PM English 

NLRC 02/28/20 Presentation Census 2020 Announcement 
Community 

residents 40 
North Inland Live Well 

Center in Escondido 2 – 3 PM English 

NLRC 02/29/20 Tabling 
Census 101 for Annual Youth & 

Family Fair 
Community 

residents 30 NC Lifeline in Vista 10 AM – 3 PM English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/01/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Community Clean Up 

 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 

 
 

8 
Linda Vista Branch Library: 

2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 
92111 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

BCC 03/01/20 Special event ‐ Kelly Park Art in the Park Day 
‐ Linda Vista 

general public 50 
Kelly Park, Linda Vista, San 

Diego, CA 92111 12:00p‐2:00p 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

NLRC 03/02/20 Presentation Census 101 Parents 11 
Maryland Elementary in 

Vista 9 – 10 AM Spanish 

NLRC 03/02/20 Presentation Census 101 
Homie UP YEP 

youth 20 Universidad Popular 4:30 – 5:30 PM English / Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/03/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

‐ Ongoing Community 
improvement projects 

‐ Green space 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

11 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/03/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ Census 2020 

‐ Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 

7 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Vietnamese 

ECC 03/03/20 Meeting‐ Updates 
Updates on Regional Plan & 

Coordinated Plan 
Stakeholders/ 
District Staff 53 CVUSD 750 E. Main St. EC 12:30 p.m. English 

NLRC 03/03/20 Presentation 
Census 101 for Cafecito With the 

Principal Parents 25 Vista Magnet Middle School 9 – 10 AM Spanish 

NLRC 03/03/20 Presentation Census 101 for CAMP Staff CSUSM staff 10 CSUSM 3 – 4 PM English 

 
NLRC 

 
03/04/20 

 
Presentation 

Census 101 for Councilmember 
Contreras' Town Hall 

Community 
residents 

 
20 

Linda Rhoads Community 
Center in Vista 

 
6‐8 PM 

 
English / Spanish 

NLRC 03/05/20 Presentation Census 101 for Latin@ Center CSUSM Students 20 CSUSM 12 – 1 PM English 

NLRC 03/05/20 Tabling Census 101 for Peer Mixer Even CSUSM Students 30 CSUSM 5 – 8 PM English 

NLRC 03/05/20 Presentation Census 101 for ELAC Parents 25 Vista Magnet Middle School 5 – 8 PM Spanish 

NLRC 03/07/20 Presentation Census 101 for ESL Course 
Community 

residents 10 MiraCosta College CLC 8 – 9 AM Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/10/20 

 
Special working meeting 

set up by N. County 
education/youth agencies 

 
Transportation resources, plans, 

alternatives for transition‐age 
youth and disabled 

 
 

Invitees 

 
 
7 attendees 

Vista  Community  Clinic 
1000 Vale Terrace Drive 

Women's Center: Classroom 
2 and 3 

 
 

10:45 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/10/20 

 
 

Email communication 
Transportation resources, plans, 

alternatives for transition‐age 
youth and disabled 

Attendees of 
above working 

meeting 

 
7 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

5:55 PM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 03/14/20 Community Event 5 Big moves outreach   348 L St. Chula Vista 7‐2pm  

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/15/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Update re: April network plan & 

COVID‐19 changes 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
90 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

4:20 PM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 03/17/20 Coffe with Friends Outreach Community Portal   348 L St. Chula Vista 9‐11am  

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/18/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Regional Plan 2021 

‐ Public Health/COVID‐19 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

37 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

CHCDC 03/19/20 Social Media 
MTS, mobility emergency 

response 
Region‐ wide 
followers/s 1,000+ Virtual All Day English, Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/20/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Update re: April network plan & 

COVID‐19 changes 

Full Alliance 
membership 

email contact list 

 
1477 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

10:26 AM 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ECC 

 
03/20/20 

East Region Collaborative 
Network 

 
Updates on SD Regional Plan 

Collaborative 
Chairs for East 

Co. 

 
7 

 
Virtual‐ Zoom 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

03/24/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Public health / COVID‐19 

‐ Green Space 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
Bayside Community Center: 

2202 Comstock St., San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

CVCC 03/24/20 Presentation 
Urban planing transportation and 

public health CVCC staff 10 546 G St. 11:00am English 

CVCC 03/25/20 Presentation Coronaviruos Relief package 
CVCCstaff and 

CHW 20 + 546 G St. 11:00am English 

 
CHCDC 

 
03/27/20 

 
One on One Phone Calls 

 
Resident Check‐ Ins 

Community 
Residents BET 

members 

 
12 

 
Virtual 

 
All Day 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/01/20 

 
 

Home food delivery 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ General public, 
focus on senior 

citizens 

 
 

24 

 
Linda Vista, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
CVCC 

 
04/01/20 

 
FB live 

 
Day of the Census 

CVCC community 
members 

 
500 + 

 
546 G St. 

 
11:00am 

 
Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
04/01/20 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Census 2020 

Facebook 
Community 

25 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
N/A 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/02/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Update re: expected May 1 

network plan release 

Full Alliance 
membership 

email contact list 

 
1477 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

1:01 PM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
04/02/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
iCommute Telework Conference 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

26 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/03/20 

iCommute COVID‐19 
Updates 

iCommute COVID‐19 updates 
and trainings 

Community 
Members 

48 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/03/20 

 
Link to MTS 

 
MTS Rider Changes for COVID‐19 

Community 
Members 

37 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English/Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

04/07/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Ongoing community 
improvement projects 

‐ Green Space 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
and Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 
 

11 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

04/08/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Introductory meeting to learn 
about Kitchenista needs and 
expectation for this ongoing 

meeting. 

 
 

Kitchenistas 

 
 

17 

 
 

Olivewood Gardens 

 
 

9‐12 PM 

 
 

Spanish/ English 

 
ECC 

 
04/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Information on Census 2020 
Languages Available 

Community 
Members 

29 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Information on Census 2020 
Languages Available 

Community 
Members 

31 clicks/97 
views 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/13/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

MTS COVID‐19 Updates and 
Schedule Changes 

Community 
Members 

97 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English/Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
04/13/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

MTS COVID‐19 Updates and 
Schedule Changes 

Community 
Members 

34 clicks/97 
reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/14/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Update: Ongoing at SANDAG, 
revised SDForward, solicit ideas 
for outreach when network plan 

is released 

Alliance N. 
County Works 
participating 

representatives 

 
 

68 virtual 
attendees 

 
Virtual meeting – Alliance 

North County Works 
Committee 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
04/14/20 

 
Email communication 

 
RTP update and engagement 

Alliance N. 
County Works 

email list 

N. County 
Works 

email list 

 
(email outreach) 

 
2:20 PM 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/14/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
FACT Facilitating Access 

Community 
Members 

82 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/14/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Information on Census 2020 
Filing Online 

Community 
Members 

32 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
Englsih 

 
ECC 

 
04/14/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Census 2020 Jobs available 

Community 
Members 

39 clicks/97 
views 

 
Social Media 

  
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

04/15/20 

 
 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
Update: Ongoing at SANDAG, 

revised SDForward, solicit ideas 
for outreach when network plan 

is released 

 
N. County Food 
Policy Council 
participating 
representatives 

 
 

66 virtual 
attendees 

 
 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Food Policy 

Council 

 
 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/15/20 

 
 

Home food delivery 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ General public, 
focus on senior 

citizens 

 
 

24 

 
Linda Vista, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/15/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Regional Plan 2021 

‐ Public health / COVID 19 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

25 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
CVCC 

 
04/15/20 

 
FB live 

 
Census Scams and fraude 

CVCC community 
members 

 
500 + 

 
546 G St. 

 
11:00am 

 
Spanish 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

04/16/20 

 
 
 

Virtual meeting 

Update: Ongoing at SANDAG, 
solicit ideas for outreach when 

network plan is released; 
feedback re: Census 

outreach/information 
engagement 

 
 

Bridge to 
Housing 

participating 
representatives 

 
 
 

79 virtual 
attendees 

 
 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Bridge to Housing 

Committee 

 
 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 
 
 

CF 

 
 
 
 
 

04/16/20 

 
 

Completion of Census 
Mural ‐ designated to be 

on Cypress Dr ‐ in the 
heart of pedestrian 

pathway with the lowest 
self‐response rate in HTC 

track in San Ysidro. 

 
 
 
 
 

census 

 
 
 
 

san Ysidro 
Community 

 
 
 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 
 

Cypress Drive Lot 

 
 
 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 
 

english/spanish 

 
ECC 

 
04/16/20 

ECAN‐East Co. Action 
Network Meeting 

Information on Census 2020 
Presentation 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
27 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
1:00 p.m. 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
04/17/20 

 
Email communication 

 
RTP update and engagement 

Alliance Bridge 
to Housing email 

list 

Bridge to 
Housing 
email list 

 
(email outreach) 

 
10:00 AM 

 
English 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CF 

 
 
 
 
 
 

04/17/20 

 
 

‐ SY Chamber to talk 
about the essential 

impacts of COVID‐19 to 
our community & effect 

on/importance of Census. 
Lisa Cuestas, CEO of 

Casa Familiar, elected 
officials and community 

partners 

 
 
 
 
 
 

census/ covid outreach 

 
 
 
 
 
 

san Ysidro 
Community 

 
 
 
 
 
 

32 

 
 
 
 
 
 

virtual town hall 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5pm 

 
 
 
 
 
 

english/spanish 

 
ECC 

 
04/17/20 

East Region Collaborative 
Network 

 
Updates on SD Regional Plan 

Collaborative 
Chairs for East 

Co. 

 
6 

 
Virtual‐Zoom 

 
12:00 p.m. 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/19/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Census: promotion, resources, 

request feedback 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
81 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

1:05 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/20/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
Update: RTP status; Census 

outreach/information 
engagement 

Case Mgrs 
Network 

participating 
representatives 

 
 

65 virtual 
attendees 

 
Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Case Managers Network 

Committee 

 
 

2:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/21/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Census reminder, prompt to 

complete/help clients 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
99 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

4:14 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/21/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Public health / COVID‐19 

‐ Green Space 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

12 

 
 

Online 

 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

UCP 04/21/20 
RLA (Resident Leadership 

Academy seniors 
Youth in our 
community. N/A zoom afternoon English 

ARS 04/22/20 Email communication 
Census: promotion, resources, 

request feedback 
Full Alliance 

email listserve 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 10:04 AM English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/22/20 

 
 

Web site publication 
Census: home page button as 

immediate link to Census 
response page on Web 

All Web visitors 
to The Alliance 
Web home page 

 
 

n/a 

 
 
Alliance Web site home page 

 
 

Noon 

 
 

English 

 
CVCC 

 
04/22/20 

 
FB live 

 
Census queastions 

CVCC community 
members 

 
500+ 

 
546 G St. 

 
11:00am 

 
Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
04/22/20 

Age Well Transportation 
Meeting 

Updates on Regional Plan and 
AARP Funding for transit 

trainings 

Community 
Members and 

Partners 

 
12 

 
Virtual‐Zoom 

 
3:00 p.m. 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/22/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

SANDAG Some Good News 
Article 

Community 
Members 

26 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
 

UCP 

 
 

04/22/20 
April 22, 2020 (2pm) 

Participated in the Age 
Transportation webinar. 

 
 

age transp 

 
Seniors and 

NPO's. 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

zoom 

 
 

afternoon 

 
 

eng 

CF 04/23/20 food distribution census/ covid outreach 
san Ysidro 

Community 400+ sunset elementary 11am english/spanish 

 
 

CVCC 

 
 

04/23/20 

 
 

Community Meeting 

 
 

Census 
Promotoras and 

Community 
members 

 
 

31 

 
 

546 G St. 

 
 

1:00pm 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 
 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 
 
 

04/24/20 

 
 
 
 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
Mental Health, Resources page, 

Homefront To Waterfront 
Surveys, (announced to fill 

surveys online), social media 
posts, local food distribution 

information including produce 
stand at the Garden and Cooking 

Youtube Channel introduction. 

 
 
 
 
 

Kitchenistas 

 
 
 
 
 

21 

 
 
 
 
 

Olivewood Gardens 

 
 
 
 
 

10AM ‐ 12PM 

 
 
 
 
 

Spanish/ English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/25/20 

 
 

‐ Annual event 

 
‐ Bayside advocacy work, 
including census and RLA 

‐ Linda Vista 
Multicultural Fair 
(general public) 

 
 

50 

 
 

Online 

 
 

1:00p‐2:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/27/20 

 
 

Webinar 

“Mobility Justice in Time of 
Crisis” – included transportation 

link to climate change, and 
transportation access/equity 

 
 

Webinar 
participants 

 
 

n/a 

 
 

Webinar (participated in) 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English, Spanish 

CF 04/27/20 webinar census 
san Ysidro 

Community x webinar 3pm english/spanish 

 
 
 
 

UCP 

 
 
 
 

04/28/20 

North County Webinar 
discussed status of 

Transportation Plans, 
Hasan and Colleen 

outlined and reviewed 
the upcoming plans for 

the 5 Big Moves and The 
Regional Plan. 

 
 
 
 

Big 5 Moves 

 
 
 

Sierra Club and 
North County 

residents 

 
 
 
 

N/A 

 
 
 
 

zoom 

 
 
 
 

7pm 

 
 
 
 

eng 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

04/29/20 

 
 
 

‐ Quarterly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 

 
‐ Resident 
Leadership 

Academy Council 
(general public) 

 
 
 

30 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

1:30p‐3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
04/29/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

HHSA Age Well‐Ride Well to Age 
Well Transportation Guide 

Community 
Members 

38 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
04/29/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

HHSA Age Well‐Ride Well to Age 
Well Transportation Guide 

Community 
Members 

28 clicks/97 
reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

CF 04/30/20 live raffle census/ covid outreach 
san Ysidro 

Community 72 facebook live x english/spanish 

 
ECC 

 
04/30/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Census 2020‐City of El Cajon 
Response Chart 

Community 
Members 

42 
clicks/397 

reach 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
April 2020 

Link to San Diego Forward 
website/ Census 2020 

 
Census 2020 Information 

 
Stakeholders 

378 
pageviews 

elcajoncollaborative.org 
website 

 
English/Google 

Translate 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

April 2020 

 
 

Social Media/Website 
Information on Transit 

Training/SDForward link and MTS 
Schedules 

 
Community 
Members 

2,735 
pageviews/ 
1,632 users 

 
elcajonresources.org 

website 

  
English/Google 

Translate 

 
NSDI 

04/01‐04/30 
2020 

 
Phone Calls 

 
General Updates‐ Census 2020 

Community 
Residents & 

Partners 

 
21 

 
Phone 

 
N/A 

 
Englis, Swahili 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

CF 05/01/20 coalition meeting Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 10 
zoom 

Interactive ‐ spanish/English 

CVCC 05/01/20 Community Meeting All about Census 
Community 

members 25 2522 N Ave National City 10‐11am Spanish 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

05/01/20 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

Census 2020, Kitchenistas Virtual 
Zoom Meeting. Guest speaker 

was Azucena Lopez, Promotora 
Coordinator from Chula Vista 

Collaborative 

 
 

Kitchenistas 

 
 

27 

 
 

Olivewood Gardens 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
05/02/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
CENSUS 2020 Information 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

7 clicks/97 
reached 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
05/02/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
City of San Diego Census 2020 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

329 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/05/20 

 
 
 

Oral 

 
 

‐ COVID‐19 
‐ Green space 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Census 2020 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
and Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 
 

10 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

CF 05/05/20 Food Distribution Census/ covid outreach 
San Ysidro 

Community 400 
sunset 

Elementary 5pm spanish/English 

CVCC 05/05/20 
Wellness calls for 

elementaries Census 
Community 

members 600+ 546 G St. 9‐3pm Spanish/ English 

ECC 05/05/20 Collaborative Meeting Upates on SD Regional Plan Stakeholders 56 Virtual Meeting 12:30 p.m. English 

ARS 05/06/20 Email communication 
Census: NLRC, promotion, 

resources 
Full Alliance 

email listserve 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 3:55 PM English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/06/20 

 
 

Oral 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ General public, 
focus on senior 

citizens 

 
 

30 

 
Linda Vista, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
05/06/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Vehicle Miles Traveled During 
COVID‐19 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

19 
clicks/280 
reached 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
NSDI 

 
05/06/20 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Census 2020 

 
Online Followers 

32 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
2pm 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/07/20 

 
 

Oral, online, PowerPoint 
‐ Walkability 
‐ Selectivity 

‐ Connectivity 

‐ Resident 
Leadership 

Academy, Cohort 
#10 

 
 

7 

 
 

Online 

 
 

4:00p‐6:00p 

 
 

English 

 
NSDI 

 
05/07/20 

 
Social Media Post 

 
5 Big Moves 

 
Online Followers 

34 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
4:30pm 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
05/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Age Well Transportation Guide 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

21 
clicks/260 
reached 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

CF 05/11/20 Food Distribution Census5 big moves 
San Ysidro 

Community 438 
willow 

Elementary 11am spanish/English 

CVCC 05/11/20 
Mask mondays and 

census Census 
Community 
memebers 150 + 546 G St. 2‐3pm Spanish/ English 

SHC 05/11/20 Meeting Regional plan/B5M PRIVATE 10 Elite Lions Club meeting 6pm‐ 7pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 
 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/12/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

Census: NLRC, promotion, 
resources 

Alliance N. 
County Works 
participating 

representatives 

 
 

60 virtual 
attendees 

 
 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Works 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/13/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
Census: NLRC, promotion, 

resources 

NCFPC 
participating 

representatives 

 
34 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Food Policy 

Council 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
05/13/20 

ECSSP‐ East Co. Senior 
Service Providers Meeting 

 
Updates on SD Regional Plan 

Stakeholders/Co 
mmunity 
Members 

 
29 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
2:30 p.m. 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/14/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

Census: work of NLRC 

 
Alliance member 

agency 
representatives 

 
 

70 virtual 
attendees 

 
Virtual meeting – Alliance for 
Regional Solutions quarterly 

meeting 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/14/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves update 

 
Alliance member 

agency 
representatives 

 
 

57 virtual 
attendees 

 
Virtual meeting – Alliance for 
Regional Solutions quarterly 

meeting 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
NSDI 

 
05/14/20 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Online Followers 

47 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

05/14/20 

 
 

Presentation 

 
 

SANDAG 101 
and Mobility Hubs 

Oceanside, 
Escondido, 

and San 
Marcos 

residents 

 
 

21 

 
 

Virtual 
presentation 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/15/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
Census: NLRC, promotion, 

resources 

NCFPC 
participating 

representatives 

 
 

65 
Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Case Managers Network 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/15/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves update 
NCFPC 

participating 
representatives 

 
 

65 
Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Case Managers Network 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
05/15/20 

ERCN East Region 
Collaborative Network 

Meeting 

Updates on SD Regional Plan 5 
Big Moves 

Collaborative 
Chairs for East 

Co. 

 
9 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
05/15/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

SANDAG Board of Directors 
Meeting 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

21 clicks/ 
290 

reached 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
05/16/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Benefits of Transit Leap with 
Brian Lane 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

26 
clicks/290 
reached 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

CVCC 05/18/20 
Mask mondays and 

census Census 
Community 

members 100 + 546 G St. 2‐3pm Spanish/ English 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

05/18/20 

 
 
 

Public forum 

Incorporation of equity into 
private & public sector 

transportation, 3 Revolutions 
Transportation Virtual Meeting 
hosted by UC Davis Alumni, Los 

Angeles and Bay Area 
communities. 

 
 

CBO Partners, 
Stakeholders and 

general public. 

 
 
 

DATA not 
available 

 
 
 

Olivewood Gardens 

 
 
 

2PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
05/19/20 

 
Email communication 

Advertise for 5 Big Moves virtual 
workshop by Alliance on June 1 

&2 

Full Alliance 
email listserve 

1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
4:40 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/19/20 

 
 

‐ Oral 
Online 

 
 

‐ COVID‐19 
‐ Green space 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Census 2020 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
and Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 
 

10 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

CF 05/19/20 Food Distribution Census/ 5 big moves 
San Ysidro 

Community 400 
sunset 

Elementary 8am spanish/English 

SHC 05/19/20 VIRTUAL CENSUS 2020 PUBLIC 100 HITS ZOOM/FB LIVE 12pm ‐ 1pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 
 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/20/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Advertise for 5 Big Moves virtual 
workshop by Alliance on June 1,2 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
107 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

10:10 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/20/20 

 
 

‐ Oral 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ General public, 
focus on senior 

citizens 

 
 

30 

 
Linda Vista, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/20/20 
‐ Oral 

Online 
‐ Census 2020 

‐ Regional Plan 2021 
‐ Public health / COVID‐19 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

22 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
05/20/20 

ECHTF‐ East Co. Homeless 
Task Force 

Updates on SD Regional 
Plan/MTS Updates 

Stakeholders/Co 
mmunity 
Members 

 
22 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
12:00 p.m. 

 
English 

 
CHCDC 

 
05/21/20 

 
Virtual resident meeting 

Built Environment Team Monthly 
meeting 

Built 
Environment 

Team 

 
12 

 
Virtual 

 
5:30 PM 

 
English & Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
05/21/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Census 2020 Questionnaire 
Assistance 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

20 
clicks/306 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
NSDI 

 
05/21/20 

 
Social Media Post 

 
5 Big Moves 

 
Online Followers 

59 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

05/21/20 

 
 

presentation 

Complete 
Corridors, 

Transit Leap, 
Flexible Fleets 
and Next OS 

 
Oceanside 
and Vista 
residents 

 
 

20 

 
 

Virtual 
presentation 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

BCC 05/22/20 ‐ Oral ‐ Census 2020 ‐ General public 75 
Linda Vista, San Diego, CA 

92111 12:30p‐2:30p 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

CF 05/22/20 Food Distribution Census/ 5 big moves 
San Ysidro 

Community 438 
willow 

Elementary 8am spanish/English 

SHC 05/22/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 

CENSUS PUBLIC 12 
2815 Highland Avenue 

NATIONAL CITY 
830 am ‐ 1130 

am ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

BCC 05/23/20 ‐ Oral ‐ Census 2021 ‐ General public 6 
Linda Vista, San Diego, CA 

92112 12:30p‐2:30p 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ECC 

 
05/23/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

SANDAG National Public Works 
Week & New Trolley 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

34 
clicks/365 
reached 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

SHC 05/24/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 

CENSUS PUBLIC 10 
2815 Highland Avenue 

NATIONAL CITY 130 pm‐ 4pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/26/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
5 Big Moves reminder of June 1 

& 2 virtual workshops 

NorCAN 
participating 

representatives 

 
 

25 

 
Virtual meeting – NorCAN 

Seniors Action meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

SHC 05/26/20 FOOD DISTRIBUTION 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 400 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

SHC 05/26/20 FOOD DISTRIBUTION 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 400 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

 
ARS 

 
05/27/20 

 
Email communication 

Advertise for 5 Big Moves virtual 
workshop by Alliance on June 1 

&2 

Full Alliance 
email listserve 

1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
9:34 AM 

 
English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

05/27/20 

 
 

Webinar 

 
 

SD Slow Streets Coalition 
Webinar 

San Diego 
residents & 

Active 
Transportation 

advocates 

 
 

~30 

 
 

Virtual 

 
 

12:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

05/27/20 

 
 

Public Forum 

Transit Oriented Development 
Overlay hosted by The City of 

National City Planning 
Department 

 
 

National City 
Residents 

 
 

40+ 

 
 

City of National City 

 
 

6PM 

 
 

English 

SHC 
MAY 27, 

2020 CARAVAN CENSUS 2020 CARAVAN Public 25 CARS NATIONAL CITY HTC 6PM ‐ 7PM ENGLISH/SPANISH 

SHC 
MAY 27, 

2020 CARAVAN CENSUS 2020 CARAVAN Public 25 CARS NATIONAL CITY HTC 6PM ‐ 7PM ENGLISH/SPANISH 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/28/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

5 Big Moves reminder of June 1 
& 2 virtual workshops 

Bridge to 
Housing 

participating 
representatives 

 
 

43 

 
Virtual meeting – Alliance 

Bridge to Housing Network 
meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/28/20 
‐ Oral 

Online 
‐ PowerPoint 

 
‐ SD Forward 

‐ SANDAG 

‐ Resident 
Leadership 

Academy, Cohort 
#10 

 
 

8 

 
 

Online 

 
 

4:00p‐6:00p 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
05/28/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

SANDAG Spotlight on Mobility 
Hubs 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

20 
clicks/340 

views 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
ECC 

 
05/28/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
SANDAG LOSSAN Rail Corridor 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

13 
clicks/326 
reached 

 
Social Media 

  
English 

 
NSDI 

 
05/28/20 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Regional Plan 

 
Online Followers 

41 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

05/29/20 

 
 
 

Virtual Monthly meeting 

Kitchenista Virtual Monthly 
Meeting, guest speaker Mayor 

Alejandra Sotelo‐Solis, 
Engagement activities, Census 

and climate on Covid 19 

 
 
 

Kitchenistas 

 
 
 

28 

 
 
 

Olivewood Gardens 

 
 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 
 

Spanish/English 

 
ECC 

 
May 2020 

 
Social Media/Website 

Census 2020 Information and 
Numbers 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

2,173 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
May 2020 

 
Social Media/Website 

Census 2020 Information and 
Numbers 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

953 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
06/01/20 

Virtual Zoom workshop 
with PowerPoint 

 
Introduction to 5 Big Moves 

Registered/partic 
ipating persons 

21 virtual 
attendees 

 
Virtual workshop 

 
12:00 PM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
06/01/20 

Telephone & email 
communication 

Responding to referral, solicit 
participation in June 2 virtual 

workshop 

Telephone 
referral 

 
1 contact 

Telephone contact and 
follow‐up email 

 
2:20 PM 

 
English 

NSDI 06/01/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook page 

followers 
58 people 
reached Facebook 8pm English 

NSDI 06/01/20 Social media post Bold New Vision 
Facebook 
Followers 

59 people 
reached Facebook 9pm English 

 
ARS 

 
06/02/20 

Virtual Zoom workshop 
with PowerPoint 

 
Introduction to 5 Big Moves 

Registered/partic 
ipating persons 

6 virtual 
attendees 

 
Virtual workshop 

 
6:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

06/02/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Public Safety 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
and Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 
 

12 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/02/20 

 
 

Home food delivery 

 
‐ Census 2020 

‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

‐ General public, 
focus on senior 

citizens 

 
 

30 

 
Linda Vista, San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

12:00p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
06/02/20 

 
Collaborative Meeting 

 
SD Regional Plan Updates 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

 
54 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
12:30pm 

 
English 

CVCC 06/03/20 Email Dsitribution list Sandag Survey 
Community 

members 877+ 546 G St. 9‐3pm Spanish/ English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

06/03/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

COVID‐19 Safety Survey‐ MTS 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

330 
reached/ 20 

engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All Month 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

06/04/20 

 
 

Webinar 

 
City Heights 5 Big Moves 

Presentation 

Community 
members, and 

non‐profit 
partenrs 

 
 

24 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

6:00‐7:30pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 

ARS 06/06/20 Email communication 
Follow up to June 1‐2 virtual 

workshops 
Registrants for 
the workshops 

56 email 
addresses (email outreach) 6:47 PM English 

CF 06/08/20 Food Distribution Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 526 
Willow 

Elementary 9am spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/09/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ John Baca Park 
‐ Kelly Park 

‐ Linda Vista 
Community Rec. 
Group (general 

public) 

 
 

30 

 
 

Online 

 
 

5:00p 

 
 

English 

BCC 06/10/20 ‐ On‐site food distribution ‐ Census 2020 General public 127 
2202 Comstock Street, San 

Diego, CA 92111 1:30p 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 
 
 

ECC 

 
 

06/10/20 

 
ECSSP‐ East Co. Senior 

Service Providers Meeting 

 
SD Regional Plan Updates‐ 5 Big 

Moves 

Senior 
Providers/Comm 
unity Members 

 
 

29 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

2:30pm 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
06/12/20 

ECRN‐ East Region 
Collaborative Network 

SD Regional Plan Updates‐ 5 Big 
Moves 

Collaborative 
Chairs for East 

Co. 

 
9 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30am 

 
English 

OWG 06/12/20 Workshop 
Google meets training and 

support Kitchenistas 35 Olivewood Gardens 9‐12 PM English 

 
 

SHC 

 
 

06/12/20 

 
COVID19 FOOD 
RELIEF/PATIENT 
ENGAGEMENT 

 
 

REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 
2020 

 
 

Public 

 
 

15 
PATIENTS 

 
 

9855 ERMA RD.(ERMA 
CLINIC) 

 
 

9 AM ‐3PM 

ENGLISH/TAGALOG 
 

*in celebration of 
Phil. Independence 

Day 
 
 

SHC 

 
 

06/12/20 

 
COVID19 FOOD 
RELIEF/PATIENT 
ENGAGEMENT 

 
 

REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 
2020 

 
 

Public 

 
 

15 
PATIENTS 

 
 

9855 ERMA RD.(ERMA 
CLINIC) 

 
 

9 AM ‐3PM 

ENGLISH/TAGALOG 
 

*in celebration of 
Phil. Independence 

Day 

SHC 06/13/20 SANDAG VIDEO Regional plan/B5M Public 4 MEMBERS 600 E.8TH ST NATIONAL CITY 10 AM‐1130 ENGLISH 

SHC 06/13/20 SANDAG VIDEO Regional plan/B5M Public 4 MEMBERS 600 E.8TH ST NATIONAL CITY 10 AM‐1130 ENGLISH 

 
CF 

 
06/15/20 

 
walk audit 

 
5 big moves 

 
Barrio Logan RLA 

 
12 

Barrio Logan Sunset 
elementary 

 
5pm 

 
spanish 

 
ECC 

 
06/15/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

COVID‐19 Safety Information 
Sheet 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

270 
reached/36 

engaged 

 
Social Media 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
06/15/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Customer Center Job Openings 
SANDAG 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

280 
reached/19 

engaged 

 
Social Media 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

06/16/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green Space 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
and Leaders in 
Action (general 

public) 

 
 
 

16 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

4:00p‐5:15p 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 

CF 06/16/20 
Food Distribution 

Workshop Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 458 
Barrio Logan Sunset 

elementary 12pm spanish 

 
ECC 

 
06/16/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Bus Safety with COVID‐19 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

224 
reached/36 

engaged 

 
Social Media 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
06/17/20 

 
Virtual meeting 

Notice of July 22 SD350 5 Big 
Moves virtual session 

NCFPC agency 
representatives 

36 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – North 
County Food Policy Council 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
06/17/20 

 
Home food delivery 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

General public 
(focus on 
seniors) 

 
63 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 and 

throughout Linda Vista 

 
12:00p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
06/17/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Public Health / COVID‐19 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
26 

 
Online 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English, Vietnamese 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

CF 06/17/20 ed workshop Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 45 
Barrio Logan Sunset 

elementary 2pm spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/18/20 

 
‐ Weekly class (10‐week 

program) 

 
‐ Regional Planning 

‐ 5 Big Moves 

‐ Resident 
Leadership 

Academy, Cohort 
#10 

 
 

10 

 
 

Online 

 
 

4:00p‐6:00p 

 
 

English 

CF 06/18/20 Census discution Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 12 the front Casa Familiar 3pm English 

CHCDC 06/18/20 Meeting 
City Heights 5 Big Moves 

Presentation Debrief 
Community 
Members 13 Zoom Platform 5:30pm‐7:30pm Spanish 

BCC 06/19/20 ‐ On‐site food distribution ‐ Census 2020 General public 57 
2202 Comstock Street, San 

Diego, CA 92111 8:30a 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

CF 06/19/20 Food Distribution Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 372 Willow Elementary 9am spanish 

 
ECC 

 
06/20/20 

 
Social Media/Website 

Census 2020 Information & 
Language Phone Lines 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

824 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
06/20/20 

 
Social Media/Website 

Census 2020 Information & 
Language Phone Lines 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

1,432 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
All Month 

 
English 

SHC 06/22/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 3 PATIENTS 
2815 highland avenue 

national city 830am ‐10am ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 06/22/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 3 PATIENTS 
2815 highland avenue 

national city 830am ‐10am ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

CF 06/23/20 Census QNA Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 15 
zoom 

Interactive 11am spanish 

CF 06/24/20 educational workshop Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 43 
zoom 

Interactive 2pm spanish 

CF 06/24/20 RLA 5 big moves 
San Ysidro 

RLA 45 
zoom 

Interactive 5pm spanish 

 
ECC 

 
06/24/20 

HHSA Age Well 
Transportation Meeting 

SD Regional Plan Updates‐ 5 Big 
Moves/ FACT and 

Trasnsportation Guides 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

 
18 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
10:00am 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

06/25/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

Notice of July 22 SD350 5 Big 
Moves virtual session 

 
Bridge to 

Housing agency 
representatives 

 
 

64 virtual 
attendees 

 
 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Bridge to Housing meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
06/25/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Unemployment during COVID‐19 
SANDAG 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

240 
reached/10 

engaged 

 
Social Media 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
06/25/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

MTS Additional Bus Routes and 
Rapid Transit Lines 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

198 
reached/18 

engaged 

 
Social Media 

 
All Month 

 
English 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

06/25/20 

 
 
 

Forum 

 
 

National City networking 
Meeting 

 
Stakeholders, 

school principals, 
resident leaders, 

and teachers. 

 
 

More than 
40 

 
 

Zoom Meeting Community 
Forum 

 
 
 

5:00 PM 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
06/26/20 

ECHTF‐ East Co. Homeless 
Task Force 

SD Regional Plan Updates‐ 5 Big 
Moves/Unemployment during 

COVID‐19 

Stakeholders/Co 
mmunity 
Members 

 
29 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
3:00pm 

 
English 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

06/26/20 

 
 

Social media post 

 
 

Census 2020 

 
Facebook 
followers 

54 people 
reached, 8 

participated 

 
 

Facebook 

 
 

6:50 AM 

 
 

English 

NSDI 06/26/20 Social media post Complete Corridors 
Facebook 
Followers 

36 people 
reached Facebook 6:55 AM English 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

06/26/20 

 
 
 

Meeting 

Community Events, resources, 
food distributions, updates on 

engagement opportunities from 
Olivewood Gardens and future 

events 

 
 

Leader 
Kitchenistas 

 
 
 

28 

 
 

Zoom Meeting Kitchenista 
Monthly Meeting 

 
 
 

10AM ‐ 12PM 

 
 
 

English and Spanish 

CVCC 06/29/20 CVCC FB 5 Big moves outreach 
Community 

members 550+ 546 G St. 9‐3pm Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

06/29/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

Census 2020 Post 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

278 
reached/ 21 

engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All Month 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

06/29/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

Census 2020 Post 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

168 
reached/ 21 

engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All Month 

 
 

English 

NSDI 06/29/20 Social media post Morning Commute 
Facebook 
Followers 

68 people 
reached Facebook 1:26 PM English 

NSDI 06/26/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook 
followers 

53 people 
reached Facebook 6:38 AM English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ARS 

 
06/30/20 

 
Virtual teleconf. 

State CARB STEP program pre‐ 
application virtual session 

State registered 
attendees 

n/a (CARB‐ 
conducted 

session) 

Virtual Teleconference – 
Calif. State CARB STEP 

program 

 
3:00 PM 

 
English 

ARS 07/01/20 Email communication 
Notice of July 22 SD350 5 Big 

Moves virtual session 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 2:41 PM English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/01/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

100 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

07/01/20 

 
 

El Cajon Collaborative 
Preparation for SANDAG 

Presentation‐ SD Forward links 
for 5 Big Moves 

Community 
Members/ 
Stakeholders 

 
680 people 
emailed link 

 
 

Email 

 
 

All day 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

07/01/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
SANDAG Freeway Traffic Graph 

during COVID‐19 

Community 
Members/ 
Stakeholders 

210 
reached/ 22 

engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All day 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 
 

07/01/20 

 
 
 
 

Community Virtual 
Presentation 

 
 
 

ED Hassan Ikhrata and Coleen 
Clementson as guest speakers for 
the 5 Big Moves Vision impacting 

the Region 

 
Stake 

HoldersCommun 
ityEnvironmental 
advocates, CBO’s 

and several 
residents of 
National City 

 
 
 
 

68 

 
 
 
 

Environmental Health 
Coalition 

 
 
 
 

6 ‐ 8PM 

 
 
 
 

English and Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
07/02/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
5 

 
Online 

 
4:00p‐5:00p 

 
English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

07/02/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

MTS Holiday Schedule 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

198 
reached/ 

18 engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All day 

 
 

English 

 
 

SHC 

 
 

07/02/20 

 
 

FOOD DISTRIBUTION 

 
 

REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 
2020 

 
 

Public 

 
 

180 

 
 

2615 E PLAZA BLVD 
SUMMERCREST SR APTS 

 
 

9AM ‐ 130 PM 

ENGLISH/RAGALOG/S 
PANISH 

 
* to celebrate 4th of 

July 
 
 

SHC 

 
 

07/02/20 

 
 

FOOD DISTRIBUTION 

 
 

REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 
2020 

 
 

Public 

 
 

180 

 
 

2615 E PLAZA BLVD 
SUMMERCREST SR APTS 

 
 

9AM ‐ 130 PM 

ENGLISH/RAGALOG/S 
PANISH 

 
* to celebrate 4th of 

July 
CF 07/03/20 presentation Census parents 12 The Front Casa Familiar 12pm spanish/English 

 
UCP 

 
07/06/20 

 
zoom mthly mtng 

 
Trans grp 

Members of 
Trnasportation 

coalition 

 
N/A 

 
zoom 

 
2:30 PM 

 
eng 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/07/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Notice of July 22 SD350 5 Big 

Moves virtual session 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
107 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

12:05 PM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
07/07/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
12 

 
Online 

 
3:30p‐5:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 07/07/20 Food Distribution Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 346 
Sunset 

Elementary 12pm 
English/ 
Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

07/07/20 

 
 

Collaborative Partners 
SANDAG Presentation including 

Hasan Ikhrata, Coleen 
Clementson & Ray Major 

Community 
Members/ 
Stakeholders 

 
72 agencies 

attended 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/08/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

100 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
07/08/20 

ECSSP‐Senior Service 
Provider Agencies 

SD Regional Plan and Upcoming 
Outreach & Survey 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

22 people 
attended 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
2:30 PM 

 
English 

CVCC 07/10/20 Drive‐thru complete you Census 2020 
Communty 
memebers 50 450 Loma lane 12‐2pm Sp/Eng 

 
ECC 

 
07/10/20 

ERCN‐East Region 
Collaborative Network 

SD Regional Plan and Upcoming 
Outreach & Survey 

Collaborative 
Chairs for East 

Co. 

9 people 
attended 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
07/10/20 

ECHTF‐ East Co. Homeless 
Task Force Coalition 

Partners 

SD Regional Plan and Upcoming 
Outreach & Survey 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

20 people 
attended 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
3:00 PM 

 
English 

SHC 07/10/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 4 
2815 highland Avenue 

national city 1pm ‐4pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 07/10/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 4 
2815 highland Avenue 

national city 1pm ‐4pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

UCP 07/10/20 
Mobility assessment 

workshop SANDAG Survey CBO's N/A zoom 12:00PM eng 

CF 07/13/20 Food Distribution Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 328 
Willow 

Elementary 10am 
English/ 
Spanish 

NSDI 07/13/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook page 

followers 
58 people 
reached Facebook 3:50 PM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/14/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
Update of RTP status, August 

SANDAG committee and Board 
meetings 

North County 
Works 

representatives 

 
50 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Works 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/14/20 

 
 

‐ Volunteer activity 

 
 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates, 

neighborhood 
youth 

 
 

5 

 
 

Kelly Park, San Diego, CA 

 
 

11:00a‐2:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

NSDI 07/14/20 Social media post 5BM: Transit Leap 
Facebook 
Followers 

61 people 
reached Facebook 5:15pm English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/15/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
Update of RTP status, August 

SANDAG committee and Board 
meetings 

N C Food Policy 
Council 

representatives 

 
24 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Food Policy 

Council meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
07/15/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Public Health / COVID‐19 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
15 

 
Online 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/15/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

100 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CVCC 07/15/20 FB post MTS webinar 
Community 
Memebers 100+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm Sp 

 
OWG 

 
07/16/20 

 
Community Forum 

Traffic Oriented Development 
Overlay City Project 

Kitchenistas of 
Olivewood 

Gardens 

 
18 

Olivewood Gardens and 
Learning Center 

 
11AM ‐ 1PM 

 
Spanish 

SHC 07/16/20 FOOD DISTRIBUTION 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 400 
8660 MIRAMESA BLVD SAN 

DIEGO 9AM ‐ 2PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 07/16/20 FOOD DISTRIBUTION 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 400 
8660 MIRAMESA BLVD SAN 

DIEGO 9AM ‐ 2PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

UCP 07/16/20 CBO Working Group age transp CBO's N/A zoom 11:00‐12:30 eng 
 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/17/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
Update of RTP status, August 

SANDAG committee and Board 
meetings 

Case Mgr. 
Network 

representatives 

 
52 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Case Managers Network 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 07/17/20 Food Distribution Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 359 
Sunset 

Elementary 10am 
English/ 
Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
07/20/20 

 
FOOD DISTRIBUTION 

REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 
2020 

 
Public 

 
50 

630 CORTE MARIA AVENUE 
CHULA VISTA, 

THE PROMISE CHURCH 

 
1PM ‐ 4PM 

ENGLISH//SPANISH/T 
AGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
07/20/20 

 
FOOD DISTRIBUTION 

REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 
2020 

 
Public 

 
50 

630 CORTE MARIA AVENUE 
CHULA VISTA, 

THE PROMISE CHURCH 

 
1PM ‐ 4PM 

ENGLISH//SPANISH/T 
AGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
07/21/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green Space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
8 

 
Online 

 
4:00p‐5:15p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 07/21/20 Food Distribution Census 
San Ysidro 

Community 361 
Willow 

Elementary 12pm 
English/ 
Spanish 

CVCC 07/21/20 FB post Sandag Video 
Community 

members 100+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm Sp/Eng 

 
ECC 

 
07/21/20 

Community Health Work 
Group Meeting 

Effects of COVID‐19 on 
Community 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

14 people 
attended 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

07/21/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
SANDAG Spotlight on Antoinette 

Meir 

Community 
Members/ 
Stakeholders 

220 
reached/ 

19 engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

All day 

 
 

English 

 
OWG 

 
07/21/20 

 
Workshop 

 
Zero Emissions City Buses Fleet 

Residents and 
stakeholder in 

the region 

 
75+ 

 
MTS 

 
4 ‐ 6PM 

 
English and Spanish 

UCP 07/21/20 
MTS Clean bus Pilot 

Program Clean buses General public N/A zoom 4‐5:30 eng 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/22/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

100 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CF 07/22/20 
Educational 

Outreach Census 
San Ysidro 

RLA 44 
Zoom 

Interactive 5pm 
English/ 
Spanish 

NSDI 07/22/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook 
followers 

76 people 
reached Facebook 10:24am English 

NSDI 07/22/20 Social media post 5BM:Complete Corridors 
Facebook 
followers 

75 people 
reached Facebook 11:18am English 

 
CHCDC 

 
07/23/20 

 
Meeting 

Built Environment Team Monthly 
meeting‐ 5 Big Moves 

Community 
members 

 
11 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
5:30 ‐ 7:30pm 

 
English/Spanish 

NSDI 07/23/20 Social media post 5BM: Complete Corridors 
Facebook 
Followers 

95 people 
reached Facebook 12pm English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/24/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

100 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

NSDI 07/24/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook 
Followers 

80 people 
reached Facebook 8:30am English 

SHC 07/26/20 FOOD DISTRIBUTION 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 400 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

NSDI 07/27/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook 
Followers 

44 people 
reached Facebook 10:05 AM English 

SHC 07/27/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 10 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am ‐ 12pm 
ENGLISH//SPANISH/T 

AGALOG 
 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/28/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
SANDAG Aug. Network Plan 

public meetings 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
61 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
NORCAN/Seniors monthly 

meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
NSDI 

 
07/28/20 

 
Social media post 

 
5BM: Transit Leap 

Facebook 
Followers 

104 people 
reached 

 
Facebook 

 
10:09am 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/29/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ John Baca Park 
‐ Kelly Park 
‐ Housing 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

40 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

5:30p‐8:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/29/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

100 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
CHCDC 

 
07/29/20 

 
Meeting 

San Diego Transportation Equity 
Working Group – Asked about 

SANDAG 

 
Non‐Profits 

  
Zoom Platform 

 
10:00‐12pm 

 
English 

NSDI 07/29/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook 
Followers 

66 people 
reached Facebook 11:29 AM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/30/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
SANDAG Aug. Network Plan 

public meetings 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
61 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Bridge to Housing monthly 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

CF 

 
 

07/30/20 

Census Day in 
support of 

Census Week of 
Action 

 
 

Census 

 
San Ysidro 

Community 

 
 

open 
Promoted on 
all our social 

media 

 
 

‐ 

 
English/ 
Spanish 

NSDI 07/30/20 Social media post 5BM: Mobility Hubs 
Facebook 
Followers 

52 people 
reached Facebook 11:11am English 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

07/30/20 

24th street Trolley street 
connections and street 

improvement projects for 
accessing to west side 

National City 

 
 
 

TODO project 

 
 

Residents of 
national city 

 
 
 

40 

 
 
Chen Ryan Mobility and City 

Thinkers. City of National 
City outreach subcontractors 

 
 
 

6 ‐ 8PM 

 
 
 

English 

ARS 07/31/20 Email communication 
SANDAG Aug. Network Plan 

public meetings 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 8:04 AM English 

NSDI 07/31/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook 
Followers 

52 people 
reached Facebook 13:33 pm English 

 
ECC 

 
July 2020 

 
Social Media/Website 

Census 2020 Information on 
Website including phone 
numbers for languages 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

1,012 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English/ Translatable 

 
SHC 

 
08/01/20 

 
Community outreach 

Census 2020  
Public 

 
100 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

NSDI 08/03/20 Social media post 5BM: Mobility Hubs 
Facebook page 

followers 
61 people 
reached Facebook 8:17 AM English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/04/20 

 
 
 

‐ Email 

 
 

‐ 5 Big Moves 
‐ Regional Plan 2021 

‐ Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

(Linda Vista 
Planning Group) 

 
 
 

4 

 
 
 

Online via email 

 
 
 

N/A 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
08/04/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
4 

 
Online 

 
3:30p‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
08/04/20 

 
Collaborative Meeting 

CBO Mobility Assessment Survey 
and Maps 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

 
54 attended 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
12:30 PM 

 
English 

NSDI 08/04/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook 
Followers 

35 people 
reached Facebook 1:04 PM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/05/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
NCTD multimodal 

implementation plan; relat’ship 
to RTP, flexible fleets 

NCTD 
community 

stakeholders/par 
tners 

 
 

6 
participants 

Virtual meeting – NCTD 
community stakeholders, 

“Strategic Multimodal 
Transit Implementation 

Plan” 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/05/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
NCTD multimodal 

implementation plan; relat’ship 
to RTP, flexible fleets 

NCTD 
community 

stakeholders/par 
tners 

 
 

6 
participants 

Virtual meeting – NCTD 
community stakeholders, 

“Strategic Multimodal 
Transit Implementation 

Plan” 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/05/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/05/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

Get out the Count 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

220 
reached/ 22 

engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

Monthly 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/05/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

Roadways Post from SANDAG 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

220 
reached/ 

30 engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

Monthly 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/05/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

Get out the County 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

224 
reached/ 

19 engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

Monthly 

 
 

English 

SHC 08/05/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 5 
10737 CAMINO RUIZ RD. 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92126 9AM ‐ 11 AM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
08/06/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Street safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
5 

 
Online 

 
5:00p‐6:00p 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/06/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

NSDI 08/06/20 Social media post 5BM: Share feedback 
Facebook 
followers 

53 people 
reached Facebook 9:22 AM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/07/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
RTP “5 Big Moves” Network Plan 

details 

SANDAG 
Committees, 

public 
participation 

 
 

Unknown 
Virtual meeting – SANDAG 

Trans/Reg. Planning/Borders 
public meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/07/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
RTP “5 Big Moves” Network Plan 

details 

SANDAG 
Committees, 

public 
participation 

 
 

Unknown 
Virtual meeting – SANDAG 

Trans/Reg. Planning/Borders 
public meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/07/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
CHCDC 

 
08/07/20 

 
Meeting 

5 Big Moves Vision Meetings 
Discussion and reviewing Data 

Viewer 

BET Community 
members 

 
14 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
5:30 ‐ 7:30pm 

 
English & Spanish 

 
 

UCP 

 
 

08/07/20 
Meeting with community 
partners to discuss STEP 

grant application 

 
 

STEP Grant Application 

 
Community 

Partners 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

Zoom Virtual meeting 

 
 

3:30PM 

 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
08/08/20 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

Census 2020  
Public 

 
100 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2 PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 08/09/20 COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 100 
8955 MIRA MESA BLVD. 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92126 9AM ‐ 2 PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/11/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
oral update SANDAG RTP 

meetings and NCounty “flexible 
fleets” proposal 

 
N. County Works 
representatives 

 
47 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Works 

monthly meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
08/11/20 

 
Email communication 

Aug. 14 SANDAG Board mtg: 
need for public participation, 

support for 5 big Moves 

Full Alliance 
email list 

1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:07 PM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/11/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
oral update SANDAG RTP 

meetings and NCounty “flexible 
fleets” proposal 

 
N. County Works 
representatives 

 
47 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Works 

monthly meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
08/11/20 

 
Email communication 

Aug. 14 SANDAG Board mtg: 
need for public participation, 

support for 5 big Moves 

Full Alliance 
email list 

1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:07 PM 

 
English 

CVCC 08/11/20 CVCC partners meeting Census 2020 
Community 

members 50 + 546 G St. 9‐11am English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/12/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

OWG 08/12/20 Virtual Meeting Food Systems in National City OWG Staff 8 Olivewood Gardens 3 ‐ 4PM English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/13/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP CBO representative 
availability for info, presentations 

Alliance 
quarterly 
meeting 

representatives 

 
 

67 virtual 
aattendees 

 
 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Quarterly Meeting 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/13/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP CBO representative 
availability for info, presentations 

Alliance 
quarterly 
meeting 

representatives 

 
 

67 virtual 
aattendees 

 
 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Quarterly Meeting 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

SHC 08/13/20 COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
REGIONAL PLAN & B5M 

AND CENSUS 202 Public 7 
9855 ERMA RD 

SAN DEGO, CA 92131 3PM ‐ 5 PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
ARS 

 
08/14/20 

 
Virtual meeting 

RTP “5 Big Moves” Network Plan 
details 

SANDAG Board, 
public 

participation 

 
Unknown 

Virtual meeting – SANDAG 
Board public meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
08/14/20 

 
Virtual meeting 

RTP “5 Big Moves” Network Plan 
details 

SANDAG Board, 
public 

participation 

 
Unknown 

Virtual meeting – SANDAG 
Board public meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

CVCC 08/14/20 Outreach Back to school 
Community 

members 350 + 546 G St. 2‐4pm Sp/Eng 

 
 

UCP 

 
 

08/14/20 
Meeting with community 
partners to discuss STEP 

grant application 

 
 

Step Grant Application 

 
Community 

Partners 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

Zoom Virtual meeting 

 
 

3:30PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/16/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ Green space 

‐ Community beautification 
‐ 2020 Census 

 
 

‐ General public 

 
 

6 

 
 

Linda Vista (92111) 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/18/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

‐ Green space 
‐ Opiod abuse prevention 

 
‐ Alliance of 

Youth Advocates 
(general public) 

 
 

15 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:30‐5:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
08/19/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

‐ Public health COVID‐19 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
21 

 
Online 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/19/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/20/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

Census 2020 Information 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

285 
reached/ 

25 engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

Monthly 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/20/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

SANDAG Unemployment Graph 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

240 
reached/ 

22 engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

Monthly 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/20/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

Count Me 2020 Link 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

180 
reached/ 

17 engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

Monthly 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/20/20 

 
 

Social Media/Facebook 

 
 

SANDAG Unemployment Graph 
Community 

Members/ 
Stakeholders 

168 
reached/ 17 

engaged 

 
 

Social Media 

 
 

Monthly 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/21/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CVCC 08/21/20 Outreach Census awarness in the HTC zone 
Community 

members n/a Palomar trolley station 5:30‐6:30pm Spa/Eng 

SHC 08/21/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 8 
2743 HIGHLAND AVE. 

NATIONAL CITY, 91950 9AM ‐ 12 PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
08/22/20 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

Census 2020  
Public 

 
100 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2 PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
08/24/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Housing 
‐ Census 2020 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30p‐8:00p 

 
English 

 
OWG 

 
08/24/20 

 
Virtual Meeting 

National City Focused General 
Plan Update 

National City 
residents and 
stake holders 

 
60+ 

 
City of National City 

 
5 ‐ 6PM 

 
English 

SHC 08/24/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 6 
2813 HIGHLAND AVE 

NATIONAL CITY 9AM ‐ 12PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/25/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
RTP status, and preview of 

“flexible fleets” proposal for N. 
County 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
14 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
NORCAN/Seniors monthly 

meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

08/25/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
RTP status, and preview of 

“flexible fleets” proposal for N. 
County 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
14 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
NORCAN/Seniors monthly 

meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/26/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

CVCC 08/27/20 Outreach Census 2020 
community 
members 500 + Discovery Elementary School 8‐12pm Spa/Eng 

 
CHCDC 

 
08/28/20 

 
Meeting 

San Diego Transportation Equity 
Working Group – Asked about 

SANDAG 

 
Non‐ Profits 

 
10 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
11:30am‐1:30pm 

 
English 

 
 

SHC 

 
 

08/28/20 

 
 

CARAVAN 

 
 

CENSUS 2020 

 
 

Public 

 
MIRA MESA 
RESIDENCE 

 
 

MIRAMESA RESIDENTIAL 

 
 

5PM‐730PM 

 
 

ENGLISH 

 
SHC 

 
08/29/20 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

Census 2020  
Public 

 
100 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2 PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
08/30/20 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

Census 2020  
Public 

 
100 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2 PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 08/31/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 10 
10737 CAMINO RUIZ RD. 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92126 9AM ‐ 12PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
ECC 

 
August 2020 

 
Social Media/Website 

Census 2020 Information on 
Website including phone 
numbers for languages 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

872 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English/ Translatable 

 
ECC 

 
August 2020 

 
elcajonresources.org 

Census 2020 Information and 
Phone Numbers for Languages 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

1,968 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
August 2020 

 
ecassist.org 

Census 2020 Information and 
Phone Numbers for Languages 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

1,052 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
09/01/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
9 

 
Online 

 
3:30p‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

09/01/20 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
Updates on the Community 
Mobility Needs Assessment 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders/ 
CVUSD 

 
 

51 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
09/01/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Census 2020 Information and 
Assistance 

 
General Public 

218 views, 
17 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/02/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
BCC 

 
09/03/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Street safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
7 

 
Online 

 
5:00p‐6:00p 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
09/03/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Labor Day Changes 

 
General Public 

219 views, 
26 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
09/03/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

YouTube Video on San Diego 
Forward 

 
General Public 

240 views, 
20 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
SHC 

 
09/05/20 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

 
CENSUS 2020 

 
Public 

 
100 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2 PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
09/06/20 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

Census 2020  
Public 

 
50 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2 PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
UCP 

 
09/07/20 

 
CBO Working Group 

 
SANDAG RP 

CBOs and public 
joint standing 

mtg 

 
N/A 

 
Zoom 

 
10:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/08/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
oral update SANDAG RTP status, 

expected survey instrument 

 
N. County Works 
representatives 

 
33 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Works 

monthly meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

SHC 09/08/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 10 
10737 CAMINO RUIZ RD. 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92126 2PM ‐ 5PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/09/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
CHCDC 

 
09/10/20 

 
Meeting 

San Diego Transportation Equity 
Working Group – Asked about 

SANDAG 

 
Non‐ Profits 

 
8 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
11:30am‐1:30pm 

 
English 

NSDI 09/11/20 Social media post Census 2020 
Facebook page 

followers 
61 people 
reached Facebook 1:01 PM English 

NSDI 09/11/20 Social media post Lemon Grove Virtual Town Hall 
Facebook 
Followers 

35 people 
reached Facebook 1:09 PM English 

SHC 09/11/20 COMMUNITY OUTREACH CENSUS 2020 Public 100 7373 TOOMA PARK 12PM ‐ 130PM ENGLISH 

CVCC 09/14/20 
Mask mondays and 

census Census 2020 
community 
members. 10 546 G St. 2‐3pm Spa/Eng 

NSDI 09/14/20 Town Hall Resources for Lemon Grove 
Lemon Grove 

Residents 30 Zoom 3:30pm‐5pm English 

 
ARS 

 
09/15/20 

 
Email communication 

STEP application, e‐charging 
opportunity, heads up for survey 

All Alliance 
committees 

chairs 

13 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
12:25 PM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
09/15/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green Space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
16 

 
Kelly Park, online 

 
3:30‐5:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 
 

CF 

 
 
 

09/15/20 

 
 
 

Online 

Mural video released & used to 
promote "We All Count" 

messaging to counter 45's memo 
attempting to ban immigrants 

from participating in the census. 

 
 
 

Social Media 

 
 
 

3564 

 
 
 

Video 

 
 
 

Morning 

 
 
 

Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
09/15/20 

Community Health Work 
Group Meeting 

Discussion Group on General 
Plan for Safety, Housing, & 

Environmental Justice 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

 
13 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/16/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Email to chairs, STEP grant, 
possible NCFPC representative; 
SANDAG survey instrument – 

look for!! 

 
Food Policy 

Council 
attendees 

 
 

37 virtual 
attendees 

 
Virtual meeting – Alliance 
North County Food Policy 

Council meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
09/16/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Public Health / COVID‐19 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
15 

 
Online 

 
3:00p‐4:15p 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/16/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
ECC 

 
09/16/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Services Changes with COVID‐19 

 
General Public 

229 views, 
14 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

CVCC 09/17/20 Email Dsitribution list 
mobility community assesment 

survey 
community 
members 500+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm Spa/Eng 

 
CHCDC 

 
09/17/20 

 
Meeting 

Mobility Hub Community 
Drawings and Politifest 

Discussion 

BET Community 
members 

 
15 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
5:30 ‐ 7:30pm 

 
English & Spanish 

NSDI 09/17/20 Follow up email Resource Links from Town Hall 
Lemon Grove 

Residents 30 Email 3:00 PM English 

 
 

UCP 

 
 

09/17/20 

 
 

Mobility Assessment 
Partners mtg 

 
 

Mobility Needs Assessment tool 
& community infrastructure 

Data gathering 
and social work 

professionals for 
survey data 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

Zoom 

 
 

12:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/18/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Email to chairs, STEP grant, 
possible NCFPC representative; 

Upcoming SANDAG survey 
instrument 

Case Mgr. 
Network 

representatives 

 
33 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Case Managers Network 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/18/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

SHC 09/18/20 PATIENT ENGAGEMENT 
REGIONAL PLAN & B5M 

AND CENSUS 202 Public 8 
2743 HIGHLAND AVE. 

NATIONAL CITY, 91950 9AM ‐ 12 PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
09/19/20 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

Census 2020  
Public 

 
50 

1420 E. Plaza Blvd 
National City. Ca. 

91950 

 
9AM ‐ 2 PM 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/20/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ Green space 

‐ Community beautification 
‐ Census 2020 

 
 

General public 

 
 

7 

 
 

Linda Vista (92111) 

 
 

10:00a‐12:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

CVCC 09/21/20 
Mask mondays and 

census Census 2020 
community 
members 8 546 G St. 2‐3pm Spa/Eng 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/22/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Email to chairs, STEP grant, 
possible NCFPC representative; 

Upcoming SANDAG survey 
instrument 

NORCAN/Senior 
Alliance 

representatives 

 
14 virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
NORCAN/Seniors monthly 

meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

NSDI 09/22/20 Social Media post Census 2020 
Facebook Page 

Followers 
73 people 
reached Facebook 10:16 AM English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/23/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

NSDI 09/23/20 Social Media post Census 2020 
Facebook Page 

Followers 
71 people 
reached Facebook 9:00 AM English 

NSDI 09/23/20 Social Media post Census 2020 
Facebook Page 

Followers 
62 people 
reached Facebook 3:44 PM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/24/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
RTP status, heads up for 

upcoming survey instrument 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
xx virtual 
attendees 

Virtual meeting – Alliance 
Bridge to Housing monthly 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

UCP 09/24/20 
Equity and Transportation 

comm SANDAG RP 
Community 

members N/A Zoom 10:30AM English 

SHC 09/25/20 COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & CENSUS 

2020 Public 100 
8955 MIRA MESA BLVD. 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92126 9AM ‐ 2 PM ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 09/26/20 
COMMUNITY 
OOUTREACH CENSUS 2020 Public 60 

1660 BROADWAY 
CHULA VISTA 10AM ‐ 2PM ENGLISH//SPANISH 

 
BCC 

 
09/28/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Housing 
‐ Census 2020 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30p‐7:30p 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

09/29/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Notice of VisionLab virtual chat 

sessions 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
133 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

6:50 PM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 09/29/20 Food distribution Census 2020 
community 
members 250 + 450 Loma lane 2‐4pm Spa/Eng 

 
ECC 

 
09/29/20 

 
Community Workshop 

General Plan Workshop on 
Safety, Housing & Environmental 

Justice 

Community 
Members 

 
29 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
6:00 p.m. 

English, Arabic, 
Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
09/29/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Free Ride Day 

 
General Public 

220 views, 
12 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
09/29/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
EV Chargers 

 
General Public 

230 views, 
9 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
09/30/20 

Virtual chat session by 
SANDAG staff 

 
VisionLab virtual chat session 

Public 
participant 
registrants 

6 
participants 

SANDAG Virtual Vision Lab 
Community Chat 

 
3:30 PM 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/30/20 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 
 
 

CF 

 
 
 
 

09/30/20 

 
 
 

Senior Village Census 
Event 

We went door‐to‐door screened 
everyone for 

Census completion. We assisted 
15 individuals with 

the Census survey & gave away 
tote bags to everyone who had 
already completed the census 

 
 
 
 

Seniors 

 
 
 
 

40 

 
 
 
 

SY Senior Village 

 
 
 
 

Morning 

 
 
 
 

Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
09/30/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
SANDAG Voice of San Diego 

 
General Public 

218 views, 
18 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
09/30/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
InfoBits Ridership 

 
General Public 

245 views, 
13 people 
reached 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
VCC 

 
09/30/20 

 
Presentation 

 
5 Big Moves 

Poder Popular 
Community 

Leaders 

 
18 

Virtual 
presentation 

 
6‐7PM 

 
Spanish 

SHC 09/30/20 
COMMUNITY 

ENGAGEMENT 
Census 2020 

Public 80 
2813 HIGHLAND AVE 

NATIONAL CITY 5PM = 8PM 
ENGLISH//SPANISH/T 

AGALOG 

ECC 
September 

2020 Social Media/Website 
Census 2020 Information and 

Languages Phone Numbers General Public 1,450 views Website Monthly English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

ECC 
September 

2020 Social Media/Website 
Census 2020 Information and 

Languages Phone Numbers General Public 1,120 views Website Monthly English 

 
BCC 

 
10/01/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Street safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
3 

 
Online 

 
5:00p‐6:00p 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
10/02/20 

 
Virtual meeting 

Major presentation: SANDAG, 
RTP, current survey 

NCTAYC 
representatives 

26 virtual 
attendees 

Alliance North County 
Transitional Age Youth 
Collaborative (NCTAYC) 

 
10:00 AM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
10/02/20 

 
Email communication 

 
Intro. To SANDAG/RTP, survey 

NCTAYC 
representatives 

65 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
11:31 AM 

 
English 

ECC 10/02/20 Email ECC Roster 
Promoted Politifest2020 for 

SANDAG General Public 486 Email Email English 

 
BCC 

 
10/04/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Census 2020 

 
General public 

 
45 

 
Linda Vista (92111) 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

ARS 10/05/20 Email communication 
RTP: SANDAG virtual vision lab 

discussion sessions 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 12:46 PM English 

SHC 10/05/20 Patient Engagement Regional plan/B5M Public 10 
2743 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am ‐ 12Pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 10/05/20 Patient Engagement Regional plan/B5M Public 10 
2743 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am ‐ 12Pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 10/05/20 Patient Engagement Regional plan/B5M Public 10 
2743 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am ‐ 12Pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 10/05/20 Patient Engagement Regional plan/B5M Public 10 
2743 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am ‐ 12Pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

UCP 10/05/20 Online workshop Vision Zero, mobility choices 
Community 

members N/A Zoom 11:00AM English 

 
BCC 

 
10/06/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
14 

 
Kelly Park 

 
3:30p‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
10/06/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Census 2020 Information 

 
General Public 

168 views, 
15 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

UCP 10/06/20 Online mtg Creative pacemaking 
Community 

members N/A Zoom 1:00PM English 

SHC 10/07/20 Tabling CENSUS 2020 Public 100 8660 Mira Mesa Blvd 3pm ‐ 6pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

OWG 10/08/20 Virtual Meeting Elevate San Diego 
Regional 

stakeholders 45 
MTS Community Advisory 

Meeting 4 ‐ 6PM English 

UCP 10/08/20 Online mtg MTS Advisory mtg, Equity 
Community 

members N/A Zoom 10:30AM English 

 
ECC 

 
10/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
COVID‐19 Testing Sites 

 
General Public 

186 views, 
15 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
OWG 

 
10/09/20 

 
Virtual Meeting 

Data Viewer,Big 5 Moves updates 
and Needs assessment are new 

Project 

Kitchenistas of 
National City 

 
13 

Olivewood Gardens and 
learning Center 

 
10AM ‐ 12PM 

 
Spanish 

SHC 10/10/20 Tabling 
REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 

CENSUS Public 100 Seafood City National City 10 am ‐ 2pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 10/10/20 Tabling 
REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 

CENSUS Public 100 Seafood City National City 10 am ‐ 2pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 10/10/20 Tabling 
REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 

CENSUS Public 100 Seafood City National City 10 am ‐ 2pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 10/10/20 Tabling 
REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 

CENSUS Public 100 Seafood City National City 10 am ‐ 2pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/12/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Ongoing discussion: 
transportation resources for 

disabled/youth; SANDAG survey 
instrument 

Ad‐hoc 
representatives 

organized by 
Karen Thompson 

 
 

9 
participants 

 
North County ad‐hoc 
discussion group, TYA 

youth/disabled 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

ARS 10/12/20 Email communication Census timing, deadlines 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 10:21 AM English 

 
 

UCP 

 
 

10/12/20 

 
 

Online mtg 

 
 

Restoration Mtg 

Local urban 
climate 

sustainability 
Program 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

Zoom 

 
 

3:00PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/13/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
 

Follow up to 10/12 virtual 
discussion 

Ad‐hoc 
representatives 

organized by 
Karen Thompson 

 
 

9 email 
recipients 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

2:54 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/13/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
RTP status, STEP application, 

SANDAG survey 

 
N. County Works 
representatives 

41 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
Alliance North County Works 

monthly meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
10/13/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
13 

 
Kelly Park, online 

 
3:30‐5:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
CVCC 

 
10/13/20 

 
CVCC partners meeting 

Regional vision and mobility 
survey 

Agencys Partners 
Meeting 

 
55+ 

 
546 G St. 

 
9‐11am 

 
Spa/Eng 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ECC 

 
10/13/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
COVID‐19 Testing Sites 

 
General Public 

230 views, 
31 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

ARS 10/14/20 Email communication Census timing, deadlines 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 1:10 PM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/14/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
 

Census timing, deadlines 
Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
76 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

1:40 PM 

 
 

English 

CF 10/14/20 RLA Transportation Survey  45 Zoom 6pm Spanish 

CVCC 10/14/20 
Distribution of survey's in 

FRC 
mobility community assesment 

survey 
community 
members 

50 + in each 
FRC CVCC FRC 8‐4pm Spa/Eng 

 
NSDI 

 
10/14/20 

 
Meeting 

 
Lemon Grove Clergy Meeting 

Lemon Grove 
Clergy Members 

 
13 

 
Zoom 

 
8am‐9am 

 
English 

NSDI 10/14/20 
Resource Follow‐up Email 

for Distribution Community Mobility Assessment 
Lemon Grove 

Residents 13 Email 9:15am English 

 
CHCDC 

 
10/15/20 

 
Meeting 

Explaining SANDAG survey and 
importance to future planning 

BET Community 
members 

 
14 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
5:30 ‐ 7:30pm 

 
English/Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
10/15/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
Census 2020 Information 

 
General Public 

238 views, 
18 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
SHC 

 
10/15/20 

Patient Engagement/Open 
Enrollment 

REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 
CENSUS 

 
Public 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
8 am ‐ 12 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
10/15/20 

Patient Engagement/Open 
Enrollment 

REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 
CENSUS 

 
Public 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
8 am ‐ 12 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
10/15/20 

Patient Engagement/Open 
Enrollment 

REGIONAL PLAN/B5M AND 
CENSUS 

 
Public 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
8 am ‐ 12 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

CVCC 10/16/20 PAC meeting 
mobility community assesment 

survey 
Community 

members 8 348 L St. Chula Vista 9‐11am Spa/Eng 

CVCC 10/16/20 CVCC social media 
mobility community assesment 

survey 
Community 

members 500+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm Spa/Eng 

 
CHCDC 

 
10/17/20 

 
Informational and Surveys 

SANDAG Survey and Affordable 
Housing 

City Heights 
Community 

 
250 

University Avenue Plot Near 
University Transit Plaza 

 
11:00am‐4:00pm 

 
English/Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
10/17/20 

Community Health Work 
Group Meeting 

Discussion Group on Public 
Transportation during COVID‐19 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

 
16 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
10/18/20 

SRTS‐Safe Routes to 
School Meeting 

Letters of Support for 2 grants 
with Safe Routes to School Active 

Transportation 

SRTS, City of El 
Cajon and ECC 

 
5 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

10/19/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Housing 
‐ Regional Planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

8 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
10/19/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

SDG&E Wildfire Safety and 
Evacuation Routes 

 
General Public 

158 views, 
7 people 
reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

SHC 10/19/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 10 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

SHC 10/19/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 10 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

SHC 10/19/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 10 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

SHC 10/19/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN AND CENSUS 

2020 Public 10 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

 
BCC 

 
10/20/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
10 

 
Kelly Park, online 

 
3:30‐5:00p 

 
English 

CF 10/20/20 Food Distribution 
Transportation survey and 5 big 

moves Info Drive thru 600 Kmart San Ysidro Morning Spanish/English 

 
CHCDC 

 
10/20/20 

 
Meeting 

San Diego Transportation Equity 
Working Group – Asked about 

SANDAG 

 
Non‐ Profits 

 
8 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
2:0‐3:30pm 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/21/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
RTP status, STEP application, 

SANDAG survey 

 
N. County Works 
representatives 

38 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
Alliance North County Food 

Policy Council meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

BCC 10/21/20 Monthly meeting 
‐ Census 2020 

‐ Public health / COVID‐19 
Linda Vitsa 

Collaborative 20 Online 3:00p‐4:15p English 

ARS 10/23/20 Email communication 
SANDAG Alliance Comm. Mobility 

assessment survey 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 11:51 AM English 

SHC 10/23/20 Focus Group 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & Mobility 

Surveys Public 5 patients 
2101 Granger Avenue 

National City 2 pm ‐4 PM English/Tagalog 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

SHC 10/23/20 Focus Group 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & Mobility 

Surveys Public 5 patients 
2101 Granger Avenue 

National City 2 pm ‐4 PM English/Tagalog 

SHC 10/23/20 Focus Group 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & Mobility 

Surveys Public 5 patients 
2101 Granger Avenue 

National City 2 pm ‐4 PM English/Tagalog 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

10/24/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Kelly Park improvements 

‐ Green space 

Kelly Park 
Halloween Day 
(general public) 

 
 

30 

 
 

Kelly Park, online 

 
 

3:30‐5:00p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
10/26/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Housing 
‐ Mobility Needs Assessment 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30p‐7:30p 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
10/26/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

 
SD COVID‐19 Updates 

 
General Public 

218 views, 
19 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

SHC 10/26/20 Open Enrollment 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & Mobility 

Surveys Public 10 patients 
2813 Highland Avenue 

National City 9 AM ‐12 PM English/Tagalog 

SHC 10/26/20 Open Enrollment 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & Mobility 

Surveys Public 10 patients 
2813 Highland Avenue 

National City 9 AM ‐12 PM English/Tagalog 

SHC 10/26/20 Open Enrollment 
REGIONAL PLAN B5M & Mobility 

Surveys Public 10 patients 
2813 Highland Avenue 

National City 9 AM ‐12 PM English/Tagalog 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/27/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP overview, status, online 
resources, survey, Alliance 
research re: existing trans. 

Services for seniors 

 
NORCAN 

representatives 

21 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
NORCAN/Senior Alliance 

monthly meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

CF 10/27/20 
Casa Familiar annual Fall 

Festival 
Fall Festival 5 big moves 

transportation survey 
San Ysidro 
community 67 Cypress Drive Lot 4pm Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

10/28/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
General RTP status; Community 

Trans. Needs assessments; 
survey instrument 

County Age Well 
Trans. Team 
participants 

 
Xx 

participants 

County Age Well, 
Transportation Team 

meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

10/28/20 

 
Community Hearing 

Webinar 

 
Transportation Overlay 
Development Overlay 

Leader residents 
and local Stake 

holders 

 
 

20+ 

 
 

National City 

 
 

6 ‐ 8PM 

 
 

English and Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
10/29/20 

 
Virtual meeting 

 
RTP status; survey instrument 

Bridge to 
Housing reps 

55 meeting 
reps 

Alliance Bridge to Housing 
monthly meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

10/30/20 

 
 

Social Media Posts 

 
 
Community Mobility Assessment 

 
 

Lemon Grove 
Residents 

101 
Impressions 

, 12 
engagemen 

ts 

 
 

Facebook 

 
 

2:53 PM 

 
 

English 

NSDI 10/30/20 
Outreach to Safe Routes 

to School Community Mobility Assessment 
Lemon Grove 

Residents 1 Email 3:00 PM English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 

Oct. 7, 14, 
16, 21, and 

28 2020 

 
 

Home food delivery and 
on‐site food distribution 

 
 

‐ Census 2020 
‐ Regional Plan / 5 Big Moves 

 
General public, 

homebound 
seniors, low‐ 

income residents 

 
 
 

75 

 
 

2202 Comstock Street, San 
Diego, CA 92111 

 
 
 

All Day 

 
 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
Oct. 5, 12, 
19, and 26 

2020 

 
 

‐ Weekly RLA 10‐week 
class 

‐ Resident Leadership Academy 
‐ Regional Development 

‐ Transportation 
‐ Housing 

 
Resident 

Leadership 
Academy #11 

 
 

10 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Park 

 
 

10:00a‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

ECC 
October 

2020 Social Media/Website Census 2020 Information General Public 1,276 views Website Monthly English 

SHC 10/31/20 FLU SHOTS EVENT 
Mobility 
Surveys Public 80 

9855 Erma Rd. San Diego , 
Ca 92131 8 am ‐ 12 pm ENGLISH 

 
BCC 

 
11/01/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Street safety 

 
General public 

 
15 

 
Linda Vista (92111) 

 
10:00a‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/02/20 

 
 

Email communication 
Survey instrument: promote 
chairpersons to encourage 

membership to execute survey 

Alliance 
committee chairs 

and co‐chairs 

 
13 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

3:11 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/03/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
 

Survey instrument 

 
 

FACT CAM 
membership 

 
 
Xx Email list 

(email outreach) – FACT 
CAM (Council on Access & 
Mobility) email of meeting 

notice, agenda, attachments 

 
 

2:35 PM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
11/03/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

‐ Urban ag. 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
13 

Bayside Co‐op garden, 
Online 

 
3:30p‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

11/03/20 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
Updates on the Community 
Mobility Needs Assessment 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders and HHSA 

 
 

54 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

SHC 11/03/20 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan Public 7 
2815 high‐ land Av‐ enue na‐ 

tional city 9am‐ 12p m ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ARS 

 
11/04/20 

 
Web posting 

 
Survey instrument 

Visitors to 
Alliance Web site 

 
n/a 

 
Alliance Web site 

 
2:42 PM 

 
English 

 
OWG 

 
11/04/20 

 
Virtual Meeting 

Olivewood Gardens and the 
Transportation and Social Equity 

Project 

South Bay 
Working Group 
Stake holders 

 
13 

 
National City Collaborative 

 
1:30 PM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
11/05/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Street safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
5 

 
Online 

 
5:00p‐6:00p 

 
English 

CF 11/05/20 Survey 
Transportation survey and 5 big 

moves Info Staff and groups 45 Zoom 3:30pm Spanish/English 

OWG 11/05/20 
Kitchenista Monthly 

meeting 5 Big Moves chat Kitchenistas 25 Olivewood Gardens 10 /12 PM English and Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
11/06/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Testing Sites and COVID‐19 
updates 

 
General Public 

182 views, 
64 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

OWG 11/06/20 Vrtual due to Covid 19 
Live Well Advance Annual 

Conference Stake holders Unknown HHSA County Wide 8:00 AM English 

SHC 11/06/20 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan Public 5 
2815 high‐ land avenue 

national city 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

CVCC 11/07/20 Food and toys drive‐true 
mobility community assesment 

survey 
Community 

members 50 Chula vista school District 9‐12pm Spa/Eng 

 
OWG 

 
11/07/20 

 
Virtual Workshop 

2021 INTERREGIONAL 
TRANSPORTATION STRETRGIC 

PLAN 

Community 
based 

organizations 

 
unknown 

 
CALTRANS 

 
2‐4 PM 

 
English 

 
UCP 

 
11/07/20 

 
Pres., mtg. 

 
Urban Stability 

Local 
sustainability 

group 

 
N/A 

 
Zoom 

 
11:00AM 

 
English 

OWG 11/08/20 Virtual meeting End of the year monthly meeting Kitchenistas 28 Olivewood Gardens 10:00 AM Spanish 

CF 11/09/20 Food Distribution 
Transportation survey and 5 big 

moves Info Drive thru 600 Kmart lot San Ysidro Morning Spanish/English 

CVCC 11/09/20 CVCC FB 
mobility community assesment 

survey 
Communtiy 

members 30 546 G St. 8‐9pm Spa/Eng 

 
ECC 

 
11/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Testing Sites in El Cajon for 
COVID‐19 

 
General Public 

180 views, 
13 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
11/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Testing Sites in Mtn. Empire for 
COVID‐19 

 
General Public 

171 views, 
16 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/10/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP status, SANDAG survey 

 
N. County Works 
representatives 

39 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
Alliance North County Works 

monthly meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/10/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP status, SANDAG survey 

 
FACT CAM 

representatives 

28 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
FACT CAM (Council on 

Access & Mobility) meeting 

 
 

1:30 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

11/10/20 

 
 

Meeting 

 
City Heights Economic 

Development Collaborative 

Non‐ Profits and 
Community 

Leaders 

 
 

25 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

11am 

 
 

English & Spanish 

CHCDC 11/10/20 Meeting Quality of Life Group 
Community 
Members 10 Online 4pm English & Spanish 

 
CHCDC 

 
11/10/20 

 
Email Blast 

 
S.D Green New Deal Alliance ‐ 

Non‐profits and 
their 

constituents 

 
50 

 
Online 

 
10am 

 
English & Spanish 

CHCDC 11/10/20 Email Blast 
Aaron Price Fellows / Price 

Philanthropies staff Non‐profit 2 Online 10am English & Spanish 

SHC 11/10/20 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan Public 8 
2815 high‐ land avenue 

national city 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

UCP 11/10/20 Mtg. Mobility Survey 
Community 

members N/A Zoom 5:30pm English 

 
ARS 

 
11/11/20 

 
Email communication 

 
Survey instrument 

Alliance NC 
Works email list 

Xx email 
addresses 

(email outreach) – follow up 
to Alliance NC Works Nov. 

meeting 

 
1:59 PM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
11/12/20 

 
Email communication 

 
Survey instrument 

Full Alliance 
membership list 

1447 email 
addresses 

(email outreach) – meeting 
agenda, attachments 

 
7:07 AM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
11/12/20 

 
Virtual meeting 

update on RTP, promote survey; 
oral, emailed attachment 

Alliance reps and 
participants 

64 
participants 

Full Alliance Quarterly 
meeting 

 
8:30 AM 

 
English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

11/12/20 

 
 

Meeting 
San Diego Transportation Equity 
Working Group – Planning our 

meeting with SANDAG 

 
 

Non‐ Profits 

 
 

12 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

1pm ‐3pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 

CHCDC 11/12/20 Email Blast Built Environment Team 
Community 
Members 40 Online 11am English & Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ECC 

 
11/12/20 

 
Forum 

Climate Action Plan‐Forum on 
Environmental Justice with 

SD350 

Community 
Members 

8 ECC 
Members 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
6:00 p.m. 

 
English 

UCP 11/12/20 Mtg. Transportation Justice Vision Zero N/A Zoom 1:00pm English 
 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/13/20 

 
 

Email communication 

 
 

Survey instrument 

 
Whole Alliance 

general 
membership list 

 
 
1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) ‐ follow up 

to Alliance Quarterly 
meeting 

 
 

2:10 PM 

 
 

English 

CHCDC 11/13/20 Email Blast Dia de los Muertos volunteers 
Community 
Members 1 Online 12pm English & Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

11/16/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Housing 
‐ Regional Planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

11 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
11/17/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

‐ Urban ag. 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
14 

 
Bayside Co‐op Garden 

 
3:30‐5:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 11/17/20 Food Distribution 
Fall Festival 5 big moves 

transportation survey 
San Ysidro 
community 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 11:00 AM Spanish/english 

CHCDC 11/17/20 Email Blast City Heights Rotaract 
Community 
Members 30 Online 6pm English & Spanish 

SHC 11/17/20 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 6 2815 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

11/18/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

‐ Public health / COVID‐19 
‐ Affordable Housing 

‐ SD Forward / Mobility Needs 
Assessment 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

 
 

19 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

CF 11/18/20 Neighbor meeting Transportation Survey 
San Ysidro 
residents 15 Livingrooms patio 4pm Spanish 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

11/18/20 

 
 

Meeting 

 
SR‐15 TEAH Task Force Kickoff 

Meeting 

Non‐ Profits, 
Community 

Leaders, 
Agencies 

 
 

35 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

5:30pm‐7:30pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/19/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP status, SANDAG survey 
Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

55 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 

monthly meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/20/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP status, SANDAG survey 

 
CM Network 

representatives 

40 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
Alliance Case Managers 

Network monthly meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
11/20/20 

 
ECC's list serve‐ 

Information on Community 
Mobiity Needs Assessment and 

survey 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders 

 
486 people 

 
Email 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
NSDI 

 
11/20/20 

 
Meeting Request 

Meeting request to distribute 
Community Mobility Assessment 

Lemon Grove 
City Hall 

 
6 

 
Email 

 
2:00pm 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
11/23/20 

 
Email communication 

 
Survey instrument 

Alliance CM 
Network email 

list 

xx email 
addresses 

(email outreach) – follow up 
to Alliance Case Mgr. 

Network Nov. meeting 

 
12:03 PM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
11/23/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Housing 
‐ Mobility Needs Assessment 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30p‐7:30p 

 
English 

CF 11/23/20 
Promotora weekly 

meeting Transportation Survey Casa Promotoras 30 Zoom 6pm Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
11/23/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Testing Sites in El Cajon for 
COVID‐19 

 
General Public 

196 views, 
4 people 
reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

11/24/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP status, SANDAG survey 

 
NORCAN 

representatives 

14 meeting 
representati 

ves 

 
NORCAN/Senior Alliance 

monthly meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
11/25/20 

 
Email communication 

 
Survey instrument 

NORCAN email 
notification list 

Xx email 
addresses 

(email outreach) – follow up 
to NORCAN Nov. meeting 

 
4:05 PM 

 
English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

11/30/20 

 
 

Meeting 
San Diego Transportation Equity 
Working Group – Planning our 

meeting with SANDAG 

Non‐ Profits and 
Community 

Leaders 

 
 

20 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

2:20‐4:30pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 

NSDI 11/30/20 Meeting Community Mobility Assessment 
Lemon Grove 

City Hall 1 Zoom 3:00pm English 

 
 

BCC 

 
Nov. 2, 9, 16, 

23, and 30 
2020 

 
 

‐ Weekly RLA 10‐week 
class 

‐ Resident Leadership Academy 
‐ Regional Development 

‐ Transportation 
‐ Housing 

 
‐ Resident 

Leadership 
Academy #11 

 
 

10 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Park 

 
 

10:00a‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ECC 

November 
2020 

 
Social Media/Website 

Info Sharing‐SD Regional Plan 
information 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
290 views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 
 

NSDI 

 
 
11/13/2020‐ 
11/18/2020 

 
 
 
Boosted Social Media Post 

 
 
 
Community Mobility Assessment 

 
 

Lemon Grove 
Residents 

498 
Impressions 

, 25 Post 
Clicks,12 

Engagemen 
ts 

 
 
 

Facebook 

 
 
 

2:53 PM 

 
 
 

English 

ARS 12/01/20 Email communication Survey, update on deadline 
Full Alliance 

email listserve 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 11:13 AM English 

 
BCC 

 
12/01/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

‐ Urban ag. 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
12 

Bayside Co‐op garden, 
Online 

 
3:30p‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

12/01/20 

 
 

Meeting 

 
San Diego Transportation Equity 

Working Group 

Non‐ Profits, 
Community 

Leaders, 
Agencies 

 
 

25 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

5:00pm‐7:30pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
12/01/20 

Barrio Logan College 
Institute After School 

Program‐ El Cajon 

Survey Link in Spanish and Arabic 
for Community Mobility Needs 

Survey 

Community 
Members 

22 
responded 

 
Email 

 
Once 

 
Arabic/Spanish 

ECC 12/01/20 Social Media/Facebook 
Community Mobility Needs 

Assessment Survey 
Community 
Members 

Over 500 
reached Facebook Once Arabic 

 
SHC 

 
12/01/20 

 
Patient Engagement 

Regional plan/B5M 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

 
2815 highland avenue 

 
8 am 4 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

CF 12/02/20 Survey 
Programs meeting/ 

Transportation survey Staff 11 Zoom 1:00pm Spanish/English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

12/02/20 

 
 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
Survey for Community Mobility 

Needs Assessment 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders and HHSA 

 
 

54 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
12/03/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 
‐ Microenterprise support 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
4 

 
Online 

 
5:00p‐6:00p 

 
English 

NSDI 12/03/20 Meeting Community Engagement Newcomer SD 4 Zoom 3pm English 

 
UCP 

 
12/03/20 

 
Presentation, mtg. 

 
South Bay CMCP 

Local 
sustainability 

group 

 
N/A 

 
Zoom 

 
10:30am 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

12/04/20 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Update RTP; trans. needs survey; 
status of State grant; possible 

presentation by SANDAG staff in 
February 

 
NCTAYC 

representatives 

 
18 virtual 
attendees 

Alliance North County 
Transitional Age Youth 
Collaborative (NCTAYC) 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

English 

SHC Dec 5, 2020 Patient Engagement Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 70 10737 camino ruiz 8am 1pmpm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
12/06/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

 
General public 

 
20 

 
Linda Vista (92111) 

 
10:00‐12:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
12/07/20 

 
Email communication 

Kimley‐Horn TMSO survey; solicit 
Alliance chairs to perform 

All Alliance 
Committees 
chairpersons 

14 email 
contacts 

 
(Email outreach) 

 
1:28 PM 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/07/20 

 
 

‐ Weekly RLA 10‐week 
class 

‐ Resident Leadership Academy 
‐ Regional dev. Project 

‐ Transpo. 
‐ Housing 

‐ Resident 
Leadership 

Academy #11: 
Graduation 

 
 

11 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Park 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

UCP 12/07/20 Strategy mtg. Mobility Survey 
Mobility 

campaigners N/A Zoom All day English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

12/08/20 

 
 

Email communication 

a) Mob.Needs survey time 
extension; b) Virt.Vision Lab 
sessions; c) Reg. Plan UTube 

channel 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
76 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

9:05 PM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 12/08/20 CVCC partners meeting Sandag roadshow presentation 
community 
members 65 546 G St, 9‐11am English 

SHC 12/08/20 Patient Engagement Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 12 2813 highland avenue 8 am ‐ 2pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
UCP 

 
12/08/20 

 
Presentation, mtg. 

 
Community mthnly planning 

Skyline, Paradise 
Hills Planning 

Grp 

 
N/A 

 
Zoom 

 
7:30pm 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

12/09/20 

 
 

Email communication 

a) Mob.Needs survey time 
extension; b) Virt.Vision Lab 
sessions; c) Reg. Plan UTube 

channel 

 
Full Alliance 

email listserve 

 
1447 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

12/09/20 

 
 

Meeting 

 
 

SR‐15 TEAH Task Force Meeting 

Non‐ Profits, 
Community 

Leaders, 
Agencies 

 
 

30 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

5:30pm‐7:30pm 

 
 

English & Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
12/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

2021 MTS Fare Changes Public 
Information and Input Meetings 

 
General Public 

206 views, 
18 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
ECC 

 
12/09/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan 
link for upcoming discussion 

session 

 
General Public 

135 views, 
12 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

CF 12/10/20 All staff meeting Transportation Survey 
All staff and 

partners 45 Zoom 4:30 PM Spanish 

SHC 12/11/20 Patient Engagement Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 10 
2815 Highland Avenue 

NATIONAL CITY 130 pm‐ 4pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
12/14/20 

 
‐ Workshop 

‐ Tiny Gardens Project 
‐ Green space 

‐ Urban Ag 

 
General public 

 
6 

 
Online 

 
1:00p‐2:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 12/14/20 Food Distribution Transportation survey Drive thru 600 Kmart lot San Ysidro Morning Spanish/English 

 
ECC 

 
12/14/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

COVID‐19 Updates and Testing 
Sites 

 
General Public 

221 views, 
26 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

SHC 12/14/20 Patient Engagement 
REGIONAL PLAN Survey for 

mobility assessment PUBLIC 20 2743 HIGHLAND AVE 10 AM ‐ 1PM 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 

PANISH 

 
BCC 

 
12/15/20 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
11 

 
Online 

 
3:30‐5:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 12/15/20 Food Distribution transportation survey 
San Ysidro 
community 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 11:00 AM Spanish/english 

UCP 12/15/20 Vision Zero Transportation Justice Vision Zero N/A Zoom 12:00pm English 
 
 

BCC 

 
 

12/16/20 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ Public health / COVID‐19 

‐ SD Forward / Mobility Needs 
Assessment 

‐ Linda Vista 
Collaborative 
(general public) 

 
 

18 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00p‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
12/16/20 

ECSSP‐East County Senior 
Service Providers 

Survey for Community Mobility 
Needs Assessment 

 
Senior Providers 

 
10 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
3:00 p.m. 

 
English 

CHCDC 12/17/20 Email Blast Built Environment Team 
Community 
Members 25 Zoom Platform 5:30pm‐8:00pm English & Spanish 

NSDI 12/17/20 Social Media Post 2021 Regional Plan 
Facebook 
followers 51 Facebook 9:23 AM English 

SHC 12/17/20 Patient Engagement Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 15 NATIONAL CITY HTC 9 am ‐1pm ENGLISH/SPANISH 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

12/21/20 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Housing 
‐ Regional Planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

9 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
12/21/20 

 
‐ Workshop 

‐ Tiny Gardens Project 
‐ Green space 

‐ Urban Ag 

 
General public 

 
7 

 
Online 

 
1:00p‐2:00p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
12/21/20 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Community Mobility 

Facebook 
Followers 

39 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
8:00 AM 

 
English 

SHC 12/21/20 Patient Engagement Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 15 2835 highland avenue 
9 AM 
1 pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

UCP 12/21/20 Presentation, mtg. Community mthnly planning 
Chollas Valley 
Planning Grp N/A Zoom 6:00pm English 

SHC Dec 28, 2020 Text messaging Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 30 1428 highland 8 am 11 am ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
ECC 

 
12/29/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

2021 MTS Fare Changes Public 
Information and Input Meetings 

 
General Public 

142 view, 
16 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
12/29/20 

 
Social Media/Facebook 

SANDG SR 11/Otay Mesa Port of 
Entry Project 

 
General Public 

118 views, 
14 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

December 
2020 

 
Social Media/Website 

Link to San Diego Forward and 
Regional Plan Info 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
144 views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

ARS 01/02/21 Email communication 
Comm. Mobility Needs survey 

time extension 
Community 

contact 
1 contact 
member (email outreach) 1:32 PM English 

BCC 01/04/21 Monthly meeting 
‐ Bike paths 

‐ Micromobility Vision Zero 20 Online 3:00p English 

ECC 01/04/21 
Virtual Meeting with 

AECOM 
Outreach Opportunities and 

SANDAG experience 
Community 
Members 5 Virtual Meeting 3:00 p.m. English 

 
ECC 

 
01/04/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

MTS Free rides to COVID Vaccine 
appts. 

 
General Public 

259 views, 
21 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 
 

UCP 

 
 
 

01/04/21 

 
 
 

Presentation, mtg. 

 
 
 

So. Bay CMCP 

Local 
Sustainability 

Group within our 
community, 

SANDAG 

 
 
 

N/A 

 
 
 

Zoom 

 
 
 

10:30am 

 
 
 

English 

 
SHC 

 
01/04/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

Regional plan/B5M 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

 
2815 highland avenue 

 
8 am 4 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
SHC 

 
01/04/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

Regional plan/B5M 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

 
2815 highland avenue 

 
8 am 4 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/04/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

Regional plan/B5M 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

 
2815 highland avenue 

 
8 am 4 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/04/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

Regional plan/B5M 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

 
2815 highland avenue 

 
8 am 4 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/04/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

Regional plan/B5M 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

 
2815 highland avenue 

 
8 am 4 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
01/05/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
10 

 
Bayside Co‐op Garden 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
01/05/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

 
MTS & NCTD fare changes 

 
General Public 

187 views, 
11 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
01/05/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

 
Opioid Abuse Report‐ SANDAG 

 
General Public 

239 views, 
14 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

UCP 01/05/21 Mtg. Mobility Survey 
Mobility 

campaigners N/A Zoom Ongoing English 

 
SHC 

 
01/06/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
70 

 
10737 camino ruiz 

 
8am 1pmpm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/06/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
70 

 
10737 camino ruiz 

 
8am 1pmpm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/06/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
70 

 
10737 camino ruiz 

 
8am 1pmpm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/06/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
70 

 
10737 camino ruiz 

 
8am 1pmpm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/06/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
70 

 
10737 camino ruiz 

 
8am 1pmpm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
01/07/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Community garden 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
5 

 
Online 

 
5:00p 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
01/07/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

 
Board of Directors Meeting 

 
General Public 

232 views, 
16 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 

NSDI 

 
 

01/07/21 

 
 

Email 

 
 
Community Mobility Assessment 

Alcohol Tobacco 
Drug Education 

team 

 
 

25 

 
 

Email 

 
 

N/A 

 
 

English 

 
NSDI 

 
01/07/21 

 
Meeting 

Meeting request to distribute 
Community Mobility Assessment 

Lemon Grove 
Community 

 
Approx. 40 

 
Virtual Tobacco Meeting 

 
N/A 

 
English 

NSDI 01/07/21 Facebook Request 
Community Mobility 

Assessments 
Thrive Lemon 

Grove 1 Facebook N/A English 

 
NSDI 

 
01/07/21 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Community Mobility Assessment 

Facebook 
Followers 

195 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
N/A 

 
English 

UCP 01/07/21 Mtg. Transportation Justice Vision Zero N/A Zoom 11:30am English 
CF 01/11/21 Food distribution Regional Transportation Plan Drive thru 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 8:00 AM Spanish/English 

 
ECC 

 
01/11/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

CalTrans Comp. Multimodal 
Corridor Plan 

 
General Public 

222 views, 
26 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
SHC 

 
01/11/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
12 

 
2813 highland avenue 

 
8 am ‐ 2pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/11/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
12 

 
2813 highland avenue 

 
8 am ‐ 2pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/11/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
12 

 
2813 highland avenue 

 
8 am ‐ 2pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/11/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
12 

 
2813 highland avenue 

 
8 am ‐ 2pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/11/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
12 

 
2813 highland avenue 

 
8 am ‐ 2pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/12/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP process timeline update, 
heads‐up for “5 Big Moves” 

detailing/EIR, and hopes for N. 
County flexible fleets 

 
NC Works 

representatives 

 
50 

attendees 

 
Alliance North County Works 

virtual meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

01/12/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
‐ Green space 

‐ Community garden 
Linda Vista Rec. 

Community 
Group 

 
 

25 

 
 

Online 

 
 

5:00p 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
01/12/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

TransNet Oversight Committee 
opening 

 
General Public 

198 views, 
21 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
UCP 

 
01/12/21 

 
Mtg. 

 
Mobility Grant 

CARB, 
Community 
Members 

 
N/A 

 
Zoom 

 
2:00pm 

 
English 

ARS 01/13/21 Email communication Social Equity Framework Plan 
NC Works 
members 

513 
members (email outreach) 2:35 PM English 

NSDI 01/13/21 Meeting Community Mobility Assessment 
Lemon Grove 

Clergy 17 Virtual Clergy Meeting N/A English 

 
OWG 

 
01/13/21 

 
Virtual Meeting 

Community Resources 
Workgroup and Networking 

Community 
based 

organizations 

 
unknown 

National City Family 
Collaborative 

 
1:30 PM 

 
English 

 
SHC 

 
01/13/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
130 pm‐ 4pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/13/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
130 pm‐ 4pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/13/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
130 pm‐ 4pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/13/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
130 pm‐ 4pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/13/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
10 

2815 Highland Avenue 
NATIONAL CITY 

 
130 pm‐ 4pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
ECC 

 
01/14/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

AARP Schedule and Map tools for 
the bus and trolley 

 
General Public 

229 views, 
17 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English/ Arabic 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/15/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

RTP overview, status 
Case Mgr. 
Network 

representatives 

 
52 

attendees 

 
Alliance Case Managers 
Network virtual meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
01/15/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

El Cajon Active Transportation 
Plan website and survey 

 
General Public 

219 views, 
24 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English/ Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

01/18/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

‐ Housing 
‐ Regional Planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group’s 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

12 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
01/18/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

Vision Lab Community Chat 
Session 

 
General Public 

226 views, 
15 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
01/19/21 

 
Email communication 

 
“Road Show” presentation slides 

Case Mgr. 
Network 
members 

742 
members 

 
(email outreach) 

 
10:05 AM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
01/19/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
9 

 
Online 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

01/19/21 

 
Community Health Work 

Group Meeting 

 
Discussion of Opioid Report by 

SANDAG 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders and HHSA 

 
 

14 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

8:30 a.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

01/19/21 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
Discussion MTS: 2021 

Lookahead,CAC Input: MTS 
messaging options for PRONTO 
feature called “fare capping”. 
CAC Input: Share ideas about 

how to effectively outreach to 
seniors and peoplewith 

disabilities to transfer them to 
the PRONTO system5. Mid‐Coast 
Trolley/UC San Diego Blue Line 
Extension Proposed Bus Feeder 

Routes(Denis Desmond, MTS 
Director of Planning) CAC Input: 

Open Discussion/Q&A on 
Proposal6. CAC Input: What 

issues should the CAC focus on in 
2021 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stake holders, 
residents and 

public 
transportation 

users 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

70+ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Metropolitan Transit System 
Community Advisory Council 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3:00 PM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
SHC 

 
01/19/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

REGIONAL PLAN Survey for 
mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
20 

 
2743 HIGHLAND AVE 

 
10 AM ‐ 1PM 

ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 
PANISH 

 
SHC 

 
01/19/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

REGIONAL PLAN Survey for 
mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
20 

 
2743 HIGHLAND AVE 

 
10 AM ‐ 1PM 

ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 
PANISH 

 
SHC 

 
01/19/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

REGIONAL PLAN Survey for 
mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
20 

 
2743 HIGHLAND AVE 

 
10 AM ‐ 1PM 

ENGLISH/TAGALOG/S 
PANISH 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/20/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP process timeline update, 
heads‐up for “5 Big Moves” 

detailing/EIR, and hopes for N. 
County flexible fleets 

 
NCFPC 

representatives 

 
39 

attendees 

Alliance North County Food 
Policy Council virtual 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

BCC 01/20/21 Monthly meeting 
‐ Community resources 

‐ Needs assessment update 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 11 Online 3:00p English 

CHCDC 01/21/21 Email Blast Built Environment Team 
Community 
Members 8 Zoom Platform 5:30pm‐8:00pm English & Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
01/21/21 

 
webinar 

Active Transportation City of El 
Cajon‐ Outreach for the ACT Plan 

Community 
Members 

 
26 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
12:00 p.m. 

 
English/ Spanish 

 
SHC 

 
01/21/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
15 

 
NATIONAL CITY HTC 

 
9 am ‐1pm 

 
ENGLISH/SPANISH 

 
SHC 

 
01/21/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
15 

 
NATIONAL CITY HTC 

 
9 am ‐1pm 

 
ENGLISH/SPANISH 

 
SHC 

 
01/21/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
15 

 
NATIONAL CITY HTC 

 
9 am ‐1pm 

 
ENGLISH/SPANISH 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 
 
 

VCC 

 
 
 
 
 

01/22/21 

 
 
 
 
 

Presentation 

 
 
 
 

SANDAG's 
2021 Regional 

Plan Vision 

 
 
 

Farmworker 
Care Coalition 

and Poder 
Popular 

members 

 
 
 
 
 

35 

 
Staff coordinated with 

Farmworker Care Coalition 
for the Road Show team to 
present. Brian Lane, Senior 
Regional Planner and Alex 
Estrella, Principal Regional 

Planner. Conducted a Virtual 
Presentation 

 
 
 
 
 

10‐11AM 

 
 
 
 
 

Bilingual 

 
BCC 

 
01/25/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
‐ Community garden 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
35 

 
Online 

 
5:30p 

 
English 

 
SHC 

 
01/25/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
15 

2473 Highland Avenue 
National city 

9 AM 
1 pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/25/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
15 

2473 Highland Avenue 
National city 

 
9am‐1pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
SHC 

 
01/25/21 

Community Engagement / 
Outreach 

 
Survey for mobility assessment 

 
PUBLIC 

 
15 

2473 Highland Avenue 
National city 

 
9am‐1pm 

 
ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/26/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP process timeline update, 
heads‐up for “5 Big Moves” 

detailing/EIR, and hopes for N. 
County flexible fleets 

 
NORCAN 

representatives 

 
21 

attendees 

 
 

NORCAN virtual meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 01/27/21 RLA workshop 
Land od use for a RLA 

presentation 
community 
memebers 18 546 G St. 2‐3pm Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
01/27/21 

Food Access Network 
meeting‐ food pantries & 

meal distributions 

 
Food Access/ Effects of COVID 

Community 
Members 

 
16 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
2:30 p.m. 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
01/27/21 

 
ECC Facebook 

Board approves broadband 
access increase 

 
General Public 

219 views, 
17 people 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

01/27/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
Represented Olivewood Gardens 

for a Potential RLA with the 
Kitchenista group 

 
Regional Level 
Stake Holders 

 
 

45+ 
Resident Leadership 

Academy‐Community Health 
Improvement Partners 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

English 

SHC 01/27/21 Email and text messenger Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 100 1428 highland 9am ‐12 pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

SHC 01/27/21 Email and text messenger Survey for mobility assessment PUBLIC 100 1428 highland 9am ‐12 pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

01/28/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP process timeline update, 
heads‐up for “5 Big Moves” 

detailing/EIR, and hopes for N. 
County flexible fleets 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
78 

attendees 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 

virtual meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 01/28/21 Casa retreat 
Regional Plan/ equity statement/ 

outreach 
San Ysidro 
community 45 Zoom meeting morning Spanish/english 

 
CHCDC 

 
01/28/21 

 
Public meeting 

 
South Bay to Sorrento 

Community 
Members 

City Heights 
Reps 8 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
6:00‐7:30pm 

 
English & Spanish 

ECC 01/29/21 Meeting 
EJ Element‐ City of El Cajon‐ 

Outreach 
Community 
Members 8 Virtual Meeting 11:00 a.m. English 

ECC 01/29/21 Meeting 
EJ Element‐ Co of San Diego‐ 

Outreach 
Community 
Members 6 Virtual Meeting 3:00 p.m. 

English/Spanish/Arabi 
c 

ECC January 2021 Link to SD Forward Info Sharing General Public 
198 page 

views Website Monthly English 

CHCDC 02/01/21 Meeting Vision Zero Coalition 
CommunitOrgani 

zations 8 Zoom Platform 2:30pm‐4:00pm English 

NSDI 02/01/21 Mtg Equity Lemon Grove 4 Zoom 4:00pm English 

 
BCC 

 
02/02/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
11 

 
Online 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 02/02/21 Survey Regional Transportation Plan Drive thru 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 8:00 AM Spanish/English 
 
 

ECC 

 
 

02/02/21 

 
Collaborative General 

Meeting 

 
 

Info Sharing 
Community 

Members/Stakeh 
olders and HHSA 

 
 

72 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

SHC 02/04/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 20 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12p m ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

02/05/21 

 
 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP status, 2021 schedule, 
preliminary modeling results; 

demonstrate DataViewer, 
potential for employment trans. 

access improvements for TAY 

 
 

NCTAYC 
representatives 

 
 

29 
attendees 

 
 

Alliance NCTAYC virtual 
meeting 

 
 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
02/05/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Green space 
‐ Community beautification 

‐ Community garden 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
5 

 
Online 

 
5:00p 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

02/05/21 

 
 

Updates 

 
 

Regional Plan 

Assembly 
District 76 

Latino 
Leadership 

meeting 

 
 

7 

 
 

Virtual 
presentation 

 
 

9:30 
10:30AM 

 
 

English 

SHC 02/06/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 20 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
BCC 

 
02/07/21 

 
Monthly meeting, activity 

 
‐ Community cleanup 

 
General public 

 
26 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a 

 
English, Spanish 

CHCDC 02/08/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
CommunitOrgani 

zations 10 Zoom Platform 
10:00am ‐ 
12:00pm English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/09/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP update and timeline, 
possible Alliance workshop when 
draft RTP/new kit released; and 

hope for NC pilot flex. Fleets. 

 
North County 

Works 
representatives 

 
 

52 
attendees 

 
 
Alliance North County Works 

virtual meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

SHC 02/09/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 45 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/11/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
RTP update and timeline, 

possible Alliance workshop; and 
hope for NC pilot flex. Fleets. 

 
Full Alliance 
membership 

 
68 

attendees 

 
 

Alliance Quarterly meeting 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 02/12/21 Vaccination Campaign Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 40 Casa Familiar Office 2:00 PM Spanish/English 

 
BCC 

 
02/16/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Kelly Park improvements 
‐ Green space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
8 

 
Online 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

CHCDC 02/16/21 Meeting Quality of Life 
CommunitOrgani 

zations 9 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

02/16/21 

 
Community Health Work 

Group Meeting 

 
 
Updates on the Equity Statement 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders and HHSA 

 
 

13 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

8:30 a.m. 

 
 

English 

ECC 02/16/21 
Virtual Meeting with 

consulting firm Tranit‐Oriented Housing‐La Mesa Consulting Firm 2 Virtual Meeting 1:30 p.m. English 

 
BCC 

 
02/17/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Community resources 
‐ Kelly Park 

‐ Senior Mobility 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 

 
19 

 
Online 

 
3:00p 

 
English 

ECC 02/17/21 Meeting EJ Element‐ City of El Cajon 
Community 
Members 4 Virtual Meeting 11:00 a.m. English 

 
ECC 

 
02/17/21 

Access to Services‐ East 
Co. Homeless Task Force 

 
MTS Transit Fares 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
15 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
10:00 a.m. 

 
English 

SHC 02/17/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 25 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

BCC 02/18/21 
Attendee at Linda Vista 

Town Hall ‐ Senior / micro‐mobility General public 40 Online 5:30p English 

CF 02/19/21 RLA San Ysidro 
CMCP / Regional Transportation 

Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 45 Zoom 2:00 PM Spanish/english 

CVCC 02/19/21 PAC meeting Social equity 
Community 

members 11 546 G St, 9‐11am Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
02/22/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

‐ Community garden 
‐ Micromobility 

‐ Affordable Housing 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30p 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
02/22/21 

Virtual Meeting with Food 
Pantries & Meal 
Distibution Sites 

 
Community 
Members 

 
16 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
2:30 p.m. 

 
English 

ECC 02/22/21 Meeting EJ Element‐ Co of San Diego 
Community 
Members 4 Virtual Meeting 2:00 p.m. English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/23/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
RTP update and timeline, 

possible Alliance workshop; and 
hope for NC pilot flex. Fleets. 

 
NORCAN 

representatives 

 
25 

attendees 

 
NORCAN Senior Alliance 

meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

CF 02/23/21 RLA Barrio Logan 
CMCP / Regional Transportation 

Plan 
Barrio Logan 

Residents 30 Zoom 6:00 PM Spanish 

CHCDC 02/23/21 Meeting Quality of Life 
CommunitOrgani 

zations 11 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
NLRC 

 
02/24/21 

 
Community Class 

Plática sobre el Plan de 
Transporte Coordinado 

Universidad 
Popular students 

 
40 

 
Universidad Popular 

 
5 – 8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/25/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
RTP update and timeline, 

possible Alliance workshop; and 
hope for NC pilot flex. Fleets. 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
47 

attendees 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/25/21 
Email communication 
follow up to Bridge to 

NORDCAN mtg. 

Modeling projections, 2035/2050 
transit access improvements 

under 5 Big Moves 

 
NORCAN email 

list 

County’s 
NORCAN 
email list 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

3:47 PM 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

02/25/21 

 
 

Meeting 

 
 

SD Transportation Equity 
Working Group 

Council Member 
Campillo and 
Community 

Organizations 

 
 

10 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

3:45pm‐4:15pm 

 
 

English 

 
NLRC 

 
02/25/21 

 
Community Class 

Plática sobre el Plan de 
Transporte Coordinado 

Universidad 
Popular students 

 
35 

 
Universidad Popular 

 
5 – 8 PM 

 
Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

02/26/21 
Email communication 
follow up to Bridge to 

Housing mtg. 

Modeling projections, 2035/2050 
transit access improvements 

under 5 Big Moves 

Bridge to 
Housing email 

list 

Bridge to 
Housing 
email list 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

10:49 AM 

 
 

English 

 
CHCDC 

 
02/26/21 

 
Meeting 

 
SDSU Graduate Students 

Students and 
City Heights CDC 

Staff 

 
10 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
3:00pm‐3:30m 

 
English 

 
NLRC 

 
02/26/21 

 
Community Class 

Plática sobre el Plan de 
Transporte Coordinado 

Universidad 
Popular students 

 
35 

 
Universidad Popular 

 
5 – 8 PM 

 
Spanish 

ECC 
February 

2021 Link to SD Forward Info Sharing General Public 
198 page 

views Website Monthly English 

SHC 
2/24/21‐ 
2/26/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 30 

2815 Highland Avenue 
National City 

9Am ‐ 12p m 
1pm ‐ 3pm ENGLISH/TAGALOG 

UCP 03/01/21 Presentation,mtg SANDAG RP 
Community 

members N/A Zoom 10:30am English 

 
BCC 

 
03/02/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Kelly Park improvements, green 
space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
11 

 
Online 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 03/02/21 Survey Regional Transportation Plan Drive thru 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 8:00 AM Spanish/English 
 
 

ECC 

 
 

03/02/21 

 
Collaborative General 

Meeting 

 
Updates of the 2021 Regional 

Plan and Immigration Panel 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders/and HHSA 

 
 

69 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

03/02/21 

 
 

La Mesa Collaborative 

 
Updates of the Social Equity 

Statement and Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders and HHSA 

 
 

25 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

9:00 a.m. 

 
 

English 

SHC 03/02/21 
 

SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 40 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12p m ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
UCP 

 
03/02/21 

 
Workshop 

 
Transportation Justice 

Vision Zero, 
community 
members 

 
N/A 

 
Zoom 

 
11:30am 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
03/04/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Green space, community 
beautification 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
2 

 
Online 

 
5:00p 

 
English 

CF 03/05/21 Community meeting Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 40 Zoom 11:00 AM Spanish/English 

 
BCC 

 
03/07/21 

 
Monthly meeting, activity 

 
Community cleanup 

 
General public 

 
17 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a 

 
English, Spanish 

CHCDC 03/08/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 10 Zoom Platform 
10:00am ‐ 
12:00pm English 

CHCDC 03/08/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 10 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

03/09/21 

 
 
 

Virtual meeting 

5 Big Moves will be adopted this 
year; modeling on how successful 

plan will be; exhibit shows how 
transit access will increase; 

possible Alliance workshop; hope 
for NC pilot Flex. Fleets 

 
 

North County 
Works 

representatives 

 
 
 

49 
attendees 

 
 
 
Alliance North County Works 

virtual meeting 

 
 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 
 

English 

UCP 03/09/21 Discussion, mtg. Digital Divide 
Community 

members N/A Zoom 2:00pm English 

 
 
 

ARS 

 
 
 

03/10/21 

 
 

Email follow up to NC 
Works meeting 

5 Big Moves adopted this year; 
modeling success, exhibit shows 

transit access will increase; 
possible Alliance workshop; hope 

for NC pilot Flex. Fleets 

 
 

North County 
Works email list 

 
North 

County 
Works 
email list 

 
 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 
 

10:29 AM 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

03/11/21 

 
Mountain Empire 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
Updates of the 2021 Regional 

Plan 

Community 
Members/ 

Stakeholders/ 
and HHSA 

 
 

21 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

3:00 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

03/12/21 

 
 

Virtual presentation 

 
What moves you National City” 

and the % Big Moves 
transportation & social justice 

Kitchenistas and 
community 

engaged 
residents 

 
 

17 

 
 

Kitchenistas Meeting and 
presentation 

 
 

10‐12 PM 

 
Spanish with 

alternate English 
interpretation 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

03/15/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Regional planning, bike lane on 
LV Road, street safety 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

9 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
03/16/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Kelly park improvements, green 
space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
6 

 
Online 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

SHC 03/16/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 60 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/17/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP update and timeline, exhibit 
showing modeled increase in 

access, possible Alliance 
workshop; and hope for NC pilot 

flex. Fleets. 

 
 

NCFPC 
representatives 

 
 

36 
attendees 

 
 

Alliance North County Food 
Policy Council meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

BCC 03/17/21 Monthly meeting 
Community resources, SDG&E 

resources 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 22 Online 3:00p English 

CHCDC 03/18/21 Meeting 
Built Environment Team, Purple 

Line 
Community 

Leaders 12 Zoom Platform 
 

English, Spanish 

 
UCP 

 
03/18/21 

 
Discussion, mtg. 

 
Mobility Grant 

CARB, 
Community 
members 

 
N/A 

 
Zoom 

 
1:30pm 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/19/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

RTP update and timeline, exhibit 
showing modeled increase in 

access, possible Alliance 
workshop; and hope for NC pilot 

flex. Fleets 

 
Case Mgr. 
Network 

representatives 

 
 

52 
attendees 

 
 

Alliance Case Managers 
Network meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 03/19/21 PAC meeting Bike month 
Community 

members 8 546 G St, 9‐11am Spanish 

ECC 03/19/21 
El Cajon Collaborative 

Facebook Page 
Info Sharing‐ Solar Panel covered 

Bike Paths 
Community 
Members 

52 people 
reached Social Media Monthly English 

SHC 03/19/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 100 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

03/21/21 

 
Planning and Leadership 

workshop 

The Power of belief. Power and 
success. Turning values into mind 

sets. 

South California 
community 

leaders 

 
 

83+ 

 
Planning Leadership 
Academy meeting 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

 
OWG 

 
03/21/21 

 
Virtual Meeting 

Collaborative and networking 
with local CBO’s 

South Bay 
agencies and 

clinics 

 
15 

 
Olivewood Gardens 

 
1:30 PM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/22/21 

 
 

Email follow up to Case 
Mgr. Network meeting 

RTP update and timeline, exhibit 
showing modeled increase in 

access, possible Alliance 
workshop; and hope for NC pilot 

flex. Fleets 

 
 

CM Network 
email list 

 
CM 

Network 
email list 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

2:56 PM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
03/22/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Community garden, micro‐ 
mobility, affordable housing 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30p 

 
English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

03/22/21 

 
Lakeside Collaborative 

Meeting 

 
Updates of the 2021 Regional 

Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders/and HHSA 

 
 

19 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

3:00 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/23/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Quick SANDAG info. and RTP 
update; screen share of impact to 
seniors community; and follow‐ 

on email share 

 
 

NORCAN 
representatives 

 
 

18 
attendees 

 
 

NORCAN/Senior Alliance 
meeting 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

CHCDC 03/23/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 11 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/25/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Quick timeline update, screen 
share of “promise” piece, 

usefulness of an on‐demand 
flexible fleet opportunity 

 
Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
 

56 
attendees 

 
 

Alliance Bridge to Housing 
meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

03/26/21 

 
 

Email follow up to Bridge 
to Housing meeting 

RTP update and timeline, exhibit 
showing modeled increase in 

access, possible Alliance 
workshop; and hope for NC pilot 

flex. Fleets 

 
Bridge to 

Housing email 
list 

 
Bridge to 
Housing 
email list 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

11:40 AM 

 
 

English 

SHC 03/26/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 50 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

CHCDC 03/29/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 10 Zoom Platform 3:45pm‐4:15pm English 

CHCDC 03/30/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 11 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
NSDI 

 
03/30/21 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Transportation Equity 

 
Facebook 

41 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
11:58 AM 

 
English 

CF 03/31/21 RLA San Ysidro 
CMCP / Regional Transportation 

Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 45 Zoom 5:00 PM Spanish/english 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

VCC 

 
 
 

3/1‐3/31 
2021 

 
 
 

Updates 

Social Equity 
Component 
and North 

County 
Comprehensive 

Multimodal 
Corridor Plan 

 
 
 

Oceanside and 
Vista residents 

 
 
 

13 

 
 
 

Outreach over the phone 

 
 
 

10AM‐4:30PM 

 
 
 

Spanish 

ECC March 2021 Link to SD Forward Info Sharing General Public 
186 page 

views Website Monthly English 

 
BCC 

 
04/01/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Green space, community 
beautification, community 

garden 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
3 

 
Online 

 
5:00p 

 
English 

OWG 04/01/21 Virtual Meeting Emotional Intelligence 
County wide 
planners and 86 

Planning Leadership 
Academy meeting 8:30‐10:30 am English 

 
CHCDC 

 
04/03/21 

 
Event 

Pedal with your Peeps, 
encouraging the use of bikes 

around City heights 

Community 
Residents 

50 (spoke 
to) 

 
Teralta Park 

 
10:00am‐1:00pm 

 
English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
04/06/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Kelly Park improvements, green 
space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
6 

 
Online 

 
3:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

CF 04/06/21 Survey Regional Transportation Plan Drive thru 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 8:00 AM Spanish/English 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

04/06/21 

 
 

Meeting 

 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 

Community 
Organizations 
and SANDAG 

Staff 

 
 

10 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
10:00am ‐ 
11:00am 

 
 

English 

CHCDC 04/06/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 8 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

04/06/21 

 
Collaborative General 

Meeting 

 
Updates of the 2021 Regional 

Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/HHSA 

 
 

70 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

04/06/21 

 
 

La Mesa Collaborative 

 
Updates of the 2021 Regional 

Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/HHSA 

 
 

24 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

9:00 a.m. 

 
 

English 

SHC 04/06/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 75 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 4:00p m ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
NSDI 

 
04/08/21 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Census 2020 

Facebook 
Community 

29 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
N/A 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/09/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

Promise of 5 Big Moves exhibit 

 
NCTAYC 

members 

 
30 

attendees 

Alliance North County 
Transition Age Youth 

Committee virtual meeting 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

English 

CF 04/09/21 SY Community meeting Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 40 Zoom 1:30pm Spanish/English 

SHC 04/09/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 50 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
BCC 

 
04/11/21 

 
Monthly meeting, activity 

 
Community cleanup 

 
General public 

 
15 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00a 

 
English, Spanish 

CHCDC 04/12/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 8 Zoom Platform 
10:00am ‐ 
12:00pm English 

 
ARS 

 
04/13/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Quick RTP timeline; intro. to NC 
CMCP, survey (Eng/Span) and 

look for email followup 

NC Works 
representatives 

55 
attendees 

Alliance North County Works 
virtual meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

04/13/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

LV Comprehensive Active 
Transportation Plan, Regional 

Transportation Plan 2021 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
 

5 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
04/13/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Community garden, green space 

Linda Vista 
Community Rec. 

Group 

 
15 

 
Online 

 
5:00p 

 
English 

SHC 04/13/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 100 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 8:30 ‐ 4PM ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

CHCDC 04/15/21 Meeting 
Built Environment Team, Purple 

Line 
Community 

Leaders 11 Zoom Platform 5:30pm‐7:00pm English, Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
04/15/21 

 
Social Media Post 

 
Census 2020 

Facebook 
Community 

11 
impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
N/A 

 
English 

 
OWG 

 
04/15/21 

 
In‐person meeting 

 
Event location visual 

CBO Partner 
Operation 
Samahan 

 
2 

 
Paradise Creek Park 

 
1‐2 PM 

 
English 

 
CHCDC 

 
04/16/21 

Monthly Resident 
Meeting 

 
Built Environment Team 

BET, City Heights 
Residents 

 
12 

 
Zoom 

 
5:30‐7:30 PM 

 
English & Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

04/19/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

14 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

04/19/21 

 
 

Meeting 

 
 

SD Transportation Equity 
Working Group 

Community 
Organizations 
and Chair of 
Social Equity 
CBO group 

 
 

9 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

3:45pm‐4:30pm 

 
 

English 

NSDI 04/19/21 Meeting Public Comment Outreach NSDI Programs 10 Teams 9:30 AM English 

 
ARS 

 
04/20/21 

 
Email notification 

North County CMCP: April 
survey, deadline 

Full Alliance 
membership list 

1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
10:02 AM 

 
English 

CHCDC 04/20/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 11 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

04/20/21 

 
 

Meeting 

 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 

Community 
Organizations 
and SANDAG 

Staff 

 
 

10 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 
9:00am‐ 10:00am 

 
 

English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

04/20/21 

 
Community Health Work 

Group Meeting 

 
Community Mobility Needs 

Assessment Survey 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 
olders/and HHSA 

 
 

14 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

8:30 a.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/21/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Oral update: timing of draft RTP 
release, 60 day public 

review/comment period; planned 
Alliance workshop 

 
NCFPC 

representatives 

 
43 

attendees 

Alliance North County Food 
Policy Council virtual 

meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

04/21/21 

 
 

Meeting 

 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 

Community 
Organizations 
and BOD Vice 

Chair 

 
 

11 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

2:00pm‐2:30pm 

 
 

English 

BCC 04/22/21 Monthly meeting 
Community resources, Regional 

Plan 2021 updates 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 21 Online 3:00p English 

CF 04/22/21 Canvas For RLA 
CMCP / Regional Transportation 

Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 95 Community Canvasing 5:00 PM Spanish/english 

NSDI 04/22/21 Social Media Post Census 2020 
Facebook 

Community 2 reactions Facebook 8:00 AM English 

NSDI 04/22/21 Social Media Post 5 Big Moves 
Facebook 

Community 
2 clicks, 1 
reaction, Facebook N/A English 

 
ARS 

 
04/23/21 

 
Email notification 

North County CMCP: April 
survey, deadline 

Full Alliance 
membership list 

1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
8:00 AM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
04/23/21 

 
SANDAG Board Meeting 

Social equity, Regional 
Transportation Plan 2021 

SANDAG Board 
of Directors 

meeting 

 
50 

 
Online 

 
9:00a 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

04/24/21 

 
 

Annual event 

 
Regional Transportation Plan 

2021, land use 

 
Linda Vista 

Multicultural Fair 

 
 

40 
Bayside Community Center 
(2202 Comstock Street, San 

Diego, CA 92111) 

 
 

10:00a 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/25/21 

 
 

Email notification 

 
North County CMCP: April 

survey, deadline 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
115 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

8:08 AM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
04/26/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Community garden, micro‐ 
mobility, regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30p 

 
English 

 
CHCDC 

 
04/26/21 

 
Email Blast 

Transportation & Planning 
updates 

500 + regional 
transportation 

contacts 

 
547 

 
Email Blast 

 
12:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

04/27/21 

 
 

Webinar 

 
 
Mobility Justice in a Time of Crisis 

California 
transportation 
professionals, 

advocates, 
residents 

 
 

100+ 

 
 

Webinar 

 
 

1:00 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

04/27/21 

 
 

Virtual input meeting 

 
PRONTO system adoption and 

resources 

Transit users, 
stakeholders and 

local 
communities 

 
 

104 

 
 
Metropolitan Transit System 

 
 

3‐4:30 PM 

 
 

English 

CHCDC 04/28/21 Meeting 
South Bay to Sorrento 
Stakeholder Meeting SANDAG Staff 15 Zoom Platform 2:00pm‐4:00pm English 

 
 
 

CHCDC 

 
 
 

04/28/21 

 
 
 

Meeting 

 
 
 

SR‐15 TEAH Task Force 

SANDAG, City 
and MTS staff, 

Community 
Leaders and 

Community Orgs 

 
 
 

35 

 
 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 
 

5:00pm‐7:00pm 

 
 
 

English, Spanish 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

VCC 

 
 
 

04/28/21 

 
 
 

Updates 

 
Regional Plan/ 
North County 

Comprehensive 
Multimodal 

Corridor Plan 
Survey 

 
 
 

Poder Popular 
Leaders 

 
 
 

20 

 
 

Virtual 
presentation 

 
 
 

6‐7:30PM 

 
 
 

Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

04/29/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

Oral update: timing of draft RTP 
release, 60 day public 

review/comment period; planned 
Alliance workshop 

 
NORCAN 

representatives 

 
43 

attendees 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 

virtual meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

NSDI 04/29/21 Social Media Post Census 2020 
Facebook 

Community 35 Facebook 10:00 AM English 

SHC 04/30/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 100 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 8:30 am ‐ 4 Pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
 
 

SHC 

April 20, 
2021 

April 23, 
2021 

April 27, 
2021 

 
 
 

Patient En‐ gagement 

 
 
 

SANDAG B5M Regional plan 

 
 
 

PUBLIC 

 
 
 

50 

 
 

2815 Highland Avenue 
National City 

 
 

8:30 am ‐ 12 Pm 
8:30 ‐4 Pm 

8:30 ‐ 12 pm 

 
 
 

ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

ECC April 2021 Link to SD Forward Info Sharing General Public 
148 page 

views Website Monthly English 

 
BCC 

 
05/02/21 

 
Monthly activity 

 
Community Cleanup 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
6 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00‐11:30a 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/02/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

Community Cleanup 

 
Linda Vista 

general public 

6 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

SHC 05/03/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 20 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 10a m‐ 3pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
05/04/21 

 
Bi‐monthly meeting 

Kelly park improvements, 
community leadership 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
4 

 
Online 

 
3:30‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/04/21 

 
 

Bi‐monthly meeting 

 
Kelly park improvements, 

community leadership 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 

4 (including 
0 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:30‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

CF 05/04/21 Food drive SD Forward Drive thru 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 8:00 AM Spanish/English 
 
 

ECC 

 
 

05/04/21 

 
Collaborative General 

Meeting 

 
Updates of the 2021 Regional 

Plan/Social Equity 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/HHSA 

 
 

72 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

SHC 05/04/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 50 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12p m ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
OWG 

 
05/05/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Paratransit Discussion and Input 
from members 

Community 
Advisory 

Committee 

 
69 

 
MTS 

 
10‐12 PM 

English with Spanish 
Translation 

CF 05/06/21 Canvasing Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 45 San Ysidro Historic Village 2:00 PM Spanish/English 

CVCC 05/06/21 CVCC FB Bikeanywhere week 
Community 

members 500 + 546 G St, 8‐4pm English 

 
ECC 

 
05/06/21 

 
ECC Facebook Page 

 
Bike to Anywhere Week 

 
General Public 

136 
reached/19 

reacted 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

05/06/21 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

Pepper Park Extension 

National City 
Residents and 

San Diego 
stakeholders 

 
More than 

100 

 
 

Port of San Diego 

 
 

6‐8 Pm 

 
English with English 

and Tagalog 

 
OWG 

 
05/07/21 

 
Virtual Meeting 

Best practices on city planning 
with community approach 

City Planners 
from south 
California 

More than 
80 

Planners in the State if 
California 

 
8:30‐10:30 AM 

 
English 

CHCDC 05/10/21 Meeting SD Green New Deal 
Community 

Organizations 25 Zoom Platform 6:00pm‐7:30pm English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/11/21 

 
 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

SD Forward Public Comment, 
Linda Vista Road bike path 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
 

4 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

3:00‐4:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/11/21 

 
 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

SD Forward Public Comment, 
Linda Vista Road bike path 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
4 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

3:00‐4:00p 

 
 
 

English 

CHCDC 05/11/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 10 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

CHCDC 05/12/21 Meeting 
Climate Action Campaign, 

Updates 
Community 

Organizations 5 Zoom Platform 4:30pm‐5:00pm English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
OWG 

 
05/12/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Best practices and community 
resources sharing 

South Bay 
stakeholders 

 
25 

National City Family 
Resource Center and 

Collaborative 

 
1:30‐3PM 

 
English and Spanish 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/13/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 
Oral and slide screen share: draft 

RTP release, public 
review/comment schedule 

Alliance for Reg. 
Solutions 

representatives 

 
57 

attendees 

 
Full Alliance Quarterly 

Meeting 

 
 

8:30 AM 

 
 

English 

CVCC 05/13/21 CVCC partners meeting Bike any where co 70+ 546 G St, 9‐11am  

 
 

ECC 

 
 

05/13/21 

 
Mountain Empire 

Collaborative Meeting 

 
Updates on the 2021 Regional 

Plan/Community Mobility Needs 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/HHSA 

 
 

16 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

3:00 p.m. 

 
 

English 

SHC 05/14/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 75 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 4:00p m ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

SHC 05/15/21 VACCINE EVENT SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 200 
Good Shepherd Church San 

Diego 92126 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/17/21 

 
 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

8 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

05/17/21 

 
 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
8 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
05/18/21 

 
Bi‐monthly meeting 

Kelly park improvements, 
community leadership 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
8 

 
Online 

 
3:30‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/18/21 

 
 

Bi‐monthly meeting 

 
Kelly park improvements, 

community leadership 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 

8 (including 
0 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:30‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

CHCDC 05/18/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 11 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

05/18/21 

 
ECC Community Health 

Work Group 

 
Updates on the 2021 Regional 

Plan/Community Mobility Needs 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/HHSA 

 
 

15 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

8:30 a.m. 

 
 

English 

BCC 05/19/21 Monthly activity SD Forward Public Comment 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 18 Online 3:00‐4:15p English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/19/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

SD Forward Public Comment 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

18 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

05/19/21 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

SD Transportation Equity 
Working Group 

Community 
Organizations 

and Community 
Residents 

 
 

40 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

5:30pm‐7:00pm 

 
 

English and Spanish 

CF 05/20/21 RLA San Ysidro Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 45 Zoom 5:00 PM Spanish/english 

 
CHCDC 

 
05/20/21 

 
Meeting 

South Bay to Sorrento 
Stakeholder Meeting 

SANDAG Staff 
and Stakeholders 

 
30 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
5:30pm‐7:00pm 

 
English and Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
05/21/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Oral update: draft RTP release, 
public review/comment schedule 

CM Network 
representatives 

42 
attendees 

Alliance Case Manager 
Network virtual meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
05/24/21 

 
Monthly activity 

Community garden, micro‐ 
mobility, affordable housing, 

regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30‐7:30p 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/24/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 
Community garden, micro‐ 

mobility, affordable housing, 
regional planning 

 
Linda Vista 

Planning Group 

30 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
05/25/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Oral and slide screen share: draft 
RTP release, public 

review/comment schedule 

NORCAN 
representatives 

26 
attendees 

NORCAN/Senior Alliance 
virtual meeting 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

CHCDC 05/25/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 6 Zoom Platform 2:00pm‐3:00pm English 

SHC 05/25/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 100 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 8:30 ‐ 4PM ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

CHCDC 05/26/21 Workshop 
Youthwill and Sunrise Movement 

Presentation 
Community 
Residents 15 Zoom Platform 5:00pm‐7:00pm English 

CF 05/27/21 RLA San Ysidro Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 40 Zoom 5:00 PM Spanish/english 

CHCDC 05/27/21 Meeting Monarca – Bilingual Group 
Community 

Organizations 5 Zoom Platform 1:00pm‐2:00pm English 

BCC 05/28/21 Monthly activity Regional Plan 2021 
SANDAG Board 

Meeting 50 Online 9:00‐12:00p English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

05/28/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

Regional Plan 2021 

 
SANDAG Board 

Meeting 

50 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

9:00‐12:00p 

 
 

English 

NSDI 05/28/21 Email Correspondence Public Comment Outreach NSD 1 Outlook 5:00 PM English 
 
 

ARS 

 
 

05/31/21 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Draft RTP release, solicit 

comments 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
144 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

1:20 PM 

 
 
English (Spanish links) 

 
VCC 

5/01‐05/31 
2021 

 
Updates 

Regional 
Plan and Open 
House events 

Oceanside and 
Vista residents 

 
11 

Outreach 
over the 

phone 

10AM‐ 
4:30PM 

 
Spanish 

ECC May 2021 Link to SD Forward Info Sharing General Public 
109 page 

views Website Monthly English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/01/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Garden 

Linda Vista 
Grows Steering 
Group (Leaders 

in Action) 

 
 

7 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Park 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

06/01/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Community Garden 

 
Linda Vista 

Grows Steering 
Group (Leaders 

in Action) 

 
7 (including 
3 Bayside 

staff and 1 
contractor) 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Community Park 

 
 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 
 

English 

CF 06/01/21 Food drive SD Forward Drive thru 300 Kmart lot San Ysidro 8:00 AM Spanish/English 

CHCDC 06/01/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 10 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

06/01/21 

 
Collaborative General 

Meeting 

HHSA Climate Change and 
Updates on the 2021 Regional 

Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/HHSA 

 
 

56 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

ECC 06/01/21 Focus Group 
Climate Change and Updates on 

the 2021 Regional Plan 
Community 
Members 14 Virtual Meeting 2:00 p.m. English 

 
NSDI 

 
06/01/21 

 
Presentation 

 
Public Comment Outreach 

CARE 
Community 

Stakeholders 

 
12 

 
Zoom 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
CHCDC 

 
06/03/21 

 
Meeting 

SANDAG TEWG Public Comment 
Letter 

SANDAG, 
Community 

Organizations 

 
11 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
1:00pm‐2:00pm 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

06/04/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
Draft RTP, open houses, public 

hearings, public comment 

 
NCTAYC 

members 

 
26 

attendees 

Alliance North County 
Transition Age Youth 

Committee virtual meeting 

 
 

10:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
06/06/21 

 
Monthly activity 

 
Community Cleanup 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
11 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00‐11:30a 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/06/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

Community Cleanup 

 
Linda Vista 

general public 

11 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/07/21 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

SD Forward mobility hubs 
Central Mobility 

Hub (general 
public) 

 
 

1 

 
 

Online 

 
 

6:00‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/07/21 

 
 

Workshop 

 
 

SD Forward mobility hubs 
Central Mobility 

Hub (general 
public) 

 
1 staff 

attended 

 
 

Online 

 
 

6:00‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

06/08/21 

 
 

Email communication 

 
Draft RTP, open houses, public 

hearings, public comment 

SD350 
Transportation 

Comm. members 

 
18 email 

addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

7:53 PM 

 
 

English 

CF 06/08/21 Community meeting Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 45 zoom 2:30 PM Spanish/English 

CVCC 06/08/21 CVCC partners meeting 
Sandag regional plan and open 

house in south bay 
Community 

members 85+ 546 G St, 9‐11am English 

SHC 06/08/21 Patient En‐ gagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 75 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 4:00p m ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
CHCDC 

 
06/09/21 

 
Meeting 

City Heights CDC Policy and 
Advocacy Comitee 

City Heights CDC 
Board and Staff 

 
7 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
4:30pm‐5:30pm 

 
English 

 
OWG 

 
06/09/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Best practices and community 
resources sharing 

South Bay 
stakeholders 

 
25 

National City Family 
Resource Center and 

Collaborative 

 
1:30‐3PM 

 
English and Spanish 

CF 06/10/21 tenants Regional Transportation Plan 
San Ysidro 
community 20 Livingrooms 5:00 PM Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
06/10/21 

Mountain Empire 
Collaborative Meeting 

Updates on the 2021 Regional 
Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
9 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
3:00 p.m. 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
BCC 

 
06/11/21 

Presentation and hands‐ 
on activity 

 
SD Forward public comment 

Resident 
Leadership 
Academy 

 
9 

 
Kelly Park (Linda Vista) 

 
1:00‐2:00p 

 
Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/11/21 

 
Presentation and hands‐ 

on activity 

 
 

SD Forward public comment 
Resident 

Leadership 
Academy 

9 (including 
3 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Kelly Park (Linda Vista) 

 
 

1:00‐2:00p 

 
 

Spanish 

NSDI 06/12/21 Meeting Public Comment Outreach NSD 1 Phone/Email 12:30 PM English 

 
CHCDC 

 
06/14/21 

 
Meeting, Email 

SD Green New Deal: Advancing 
Intersectional Environmental 

Justice 

Community 
Organizations 

 
30 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
6:00‐7:45 

 
English 

CHCDC 06/15/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 11 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

CHCDC 06/15/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 7 Zoom Platform 
10:00am‐ 
12:00pm English 

 
ECC 

 
06/15/21 

ECC Community Health 
Work Group 

Strategize Outreach Methods‐ 
Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
18 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

 
NSDI 

 
06/15/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

39 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
11:30 AM 

 
English 

SHC 06/15/21 VACCINE EVENT SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 100 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 9am‐ 12pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
ARS 

 
06/16/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Draft RTP, open houses, public 
hearings, public comment 

 
NCFPC members 

37 
attendees 

Alliance North County Food 
Policy Council meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

BCC 06/16/21 Monthly activity SD Forward Public Comment 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 16 Online 3:00‐4:15p English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/16/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

SD Forward Public Comment 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

16 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
06/16/21 

ECC Homeless Services 
Working Group 

Updates on the 2021 Regional 
Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders 

 
16 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
10:00 a.m. 

 
English 

 
 
 

ECC 

 
 
 

06/16/21 

 
 
 

ECC Facebook Page 

 
 

Unincorporated SD Open House 
Invitation 

 
 
 

General Public 

500 
followers/9 

clicks 
English/7 

clicks 
Spanish 

 
 
 

Social Media 

 
 
 

Monthly 

 
 
 

English/Spanish 

 
NSDI 

 
06/16/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

35 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
10:00 AM 

 
English 

CHCDC 06/17/21 
Meeting, Email, Social 

Media Built Enviornment Team 
Community 
Residents 26 Zoom Platform 5:30pm‐7:00pm English and Spanish 

 
VCC 

 
06/17/21 

 
Meeting 

Updates on regional plan and 
information on SANDAG's Open 

House Events 

AD 76: Latino 
Leaders Meeting 

 
7 

 
Zoom Virtual meeting 

 
12‐1PM 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
06/18/21 

Mountain Empire 
Collaborative Page 

Regional Plan Virtual Event 
Invitation 

 
General Public 

441 
followers/1 

7 clicks 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

NSDI 06/19/21 Presentation Public Comment Outreach 
Community 
Members 8 Zoom 10:00 AM English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

06/21/21 

 
 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

6 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

06/21/21 

 
 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
6 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

CVCC 06/21/21 CVCC FB South Bay Open house 
Community 

members 500+ 546 G St 8‐4pm Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
06/22/21 

 
Email communication 

Draft RTP, open houses, public 
hearings, public comment 

Full Alliance 
listserve 

1447 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
12:48 PM 

 
English 

 
ARS 

 
06/22/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Draft RTP, open houses, public 
hearings, public comment 

NORCAN 
members 

18 
attendees 

NORCAN Senior Alliance 
meeting 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

06/22/21 

 
 

Meeting 
 

University & 41st Plot Meeting 

CHCDC Staff and 
Board, 

Community 
Members 

 
 

7 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 
12:30pm‐2:00pm 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
NSDI 

 
06/22/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

22 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
1:25 PM 

 
English 

SHC 06/22/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan 
 

60 2815 Highland Avenue 8:30pm‐4pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
ARS 

 
06/23/21 

Email followup to 
NORCAN meeting 

Draft RTP, open houses, public 
hearings, public comment 

NORCAN 
listserve 

County’s 
NORCAN 
email list 

 
(email outreach) 

 
3:14 PM 

 
English 

 
VCC 

 
06/23/21 

 
Presentation 

Presentation on the Regional 
Plan/5 Big Moves/Public 

comment 

Poder Popular 
Leaders group 

 
23 

 
Zoom Virtual meeting 

 
5:30‐6:30PM 

 
Spanish 

 
ARS 

 
06/24/21 

 
Email communication 

Draft RTP open houses, 
comments 

SD350 Public 
Policy Team 

email list 

27 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
11:48 AM 

 
English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

06/24/21 

 
 

Email communication 

 
June 28 N. County open house, 

comments 

Custom email list 
from past events 

and contacts 

 
145 email 
addresses 

 
 

(email outreach) 

 
 

4:12 PM 

 
 

English 

ARS 06/25/21 Email communication 
June 28 N. County open house, 

comments 
Full Alliance 

listserve 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 1:01 PM English 

 
OWG 

 
06/25/21 

Hybrid – in‐person and 
virtual 

Kitchenistas meeting – general 
community updates, CMCP 

 
Kitchenistas 

 
30 

 
Olivewood Gardens 

 
10:30 – 12PM 

 
Spanish 

CHCDC 06/26/21 Event, Email, Social Media Music en la Calle 
Community 
Residents 600 In‐Person 12:00pm‐6:00pm English and Spanish 

SHC 06/26/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 100 
2101 Granger Ave. Na‐ tional 

City, ca 8:00 am ‐ 2pm ENGLISH/Span‐ ish 

SHC 06/26/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement SANDAG B5M Regional plan PUBLIC 30 
8250 new Salem Av‐ enue 

San Diego 1100 am ‐ 3pm ENGLISH/TAGA‐ LOG 

 
BCC 

 
06/28/21 

 
Monthly activity 

SD Forward public comment, 
community garden, regional 

planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30‐7:30p 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

06/28/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 
SD Forward public comment, 
community garden, regional 

planning 

 
Linda Vista 

Planning Group 

30 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

CHCDC 06/29/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 6 Zoom Platform 9:00am‐11:00am English 

CHCDC 06/30/21 Meeting, Social Media SANDAG Open House 
Community 

Stakeholders 40 Zoom Platform 6:00pm‐8:00p.m English and Spanish 

NSDI 06/30/21 Presentation Public Comment Outreach 
Community 
Members 9 Zoom 4:00 PM English 

 
OWG 

6/4/2021 & 
6/25/2021 

 
Virtual Meeting 

Best practices on city planning 
with community approach 

City Planners 
from south 
California 

 
80+ 

Planners in the State if 
California 

 
8:30‐10:30 AM 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
June 2021 

 
ECC Facebook Page 

SANDAG MTS First Trolley Car 
Mid‐Coast 

 
General Public 

500 
followers/1 

9 clicks 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
June 2021 

Calendar of events and 
link to Draft Regional Plan 

SDForward 

Invitation to all Open Houses and 
Public Comment 

 
General Public 

104 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English/Translatable 

CHCDC 07/03/21 Meeting Flexible Fleets BIRD 1 In‐Person 1:30pm‐2:30pm English 

SHC 07/03/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 75 
8575 New Salem SD Ca. 

92126 11am‐3pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
ECC 

 
07/06/21 

Collaborative General 
Meeting 

Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
Presentation and Public 

Comment 

Community 
Members and 
Stakeholders 

 
58 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
12:30 p.m. 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
07/06/21 

 
La Mesa Collaborative 

 
Draft 2021 Regional Plan Updates 

Community 
Members and 
Stakeholders 

 
10 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
9:00 a.m. 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
07/06/21 

 
ECC Facebook Page 

SANDAG Provide Feedback Post 
on Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

 
General Public 

482 
followers/2 

7 links 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

SHC 07/06/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 20 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 8am‐12pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

CHCDC 07/08/21 Meeting Monarca Group 
Community 

Organizations 4 Zoom Platform 1:00pm‐2:00pm English 

 
BCC 

 
07/09/21 

 
Presentation 

South Bay 2 Sorrento 
Comprehensive Multicorridor 

Plan 

Senior Lunch 
Program 

 
11 

 
Bayside CC 

 
11:30a‐12:30p 

English, Spanish, 
Vietnamese 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/09/21 

 
 

Presentation 
South Bay 2 Sorrento 

Comprehensive Multicorridor 
Plan 

 
Senior Lunch 

Program 

11 
(including 3 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center 

 
 

11:30a‐12:30p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

CVCC 07/09/21 FB post Public comment 
community 
members 500+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
07/09/21 

East Region Collaborative 
Network 

 
Draft 2021 Regional Plan Updates 

Collaborative 
Chairs and 

Stakeholders 

 
8 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

SHC 07/09/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 20 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 8am‐12pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
BCC 

 
07/11/21 

 
Monthly activity 

 
Community Cleanup 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
33 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00‐11:30a 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/11/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

Community Cleanup 

 
Linda Vista 

general public 

33 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
07/11/21 

 
ECC Facebook Page 

SANDAG Provide Feedback Post 
on Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

 
General Public 

476 
followers/2 

0 clicks 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

SHC 07/11/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 120 240 F St CV 91910 2pm‐pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/12/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Garden 

Linda Vista 
Grows Steering 
Group (Leaders 

in Action) 

 
 

7 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Park 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/12/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Community Garden 

 
Linda Vista 

Grows Steering 
Group (Leaders 

in Action) 

 
7 (including 
2 Bayside 

staff and 1 
contractor) 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Community Park 

 
 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 
 

English 

CHCDC 07/12/21 Meeting, Email SDGND Alliance 
Community 

Organizations 100 Zoom Platform 6:00pm‐7:45pm English 

 
ARS 

 
07/13/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

RTP update: draft, effect, 
comment period 

NC Works 
representatives 

50 
attendees 

Alliance North County Works 
virtual meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/13/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

SD Forward Public Comment 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
 

3 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

2:00 ‐ 3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/13/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

SD Forward Public Comment 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
3 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

2:00 ‐ 3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

CHCDC 07/13/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 10 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

SHC 07/13/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC `25 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 8am‐12pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

07/14/21 

 
East county Senior Service 

Providers 

Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
Presentation and Public 

Comment 

Community 
Members and 
Stakeholders 

(Seniors) 

 
 

22 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

2:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

07/14/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
South Bay Working sub 

committee 

National City 
Community 
Group of 

stakeholders 

 
 

18 

 
National City Family 

Resource Center 

 
 

1:30 PM 

 
 

English 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

07/15/21 

 
 

Meeting, Email, Social 
Media 

 
 

Built Environment Team 

 
 

Community 
Residents 

 
6 residents 
188 people 

reached 

 
 

Zoom Platform 

 
 

5:30pm‐7:00pm 

 
 

English and Spanish 

VCC 07/15/21 Presentaion 
Reinoal Plan/ 
5 Big Moves 7 

 
Virtual 

6:30‐ 
7:30PM Spanish 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

07/16/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
 

Public Hearing on RTP 2021 

San Diego 
Residents, 

stakeholders, 
and regional 

leaders 

 
 

Unknown 

 
 

San Diego Board of 
Supervisors 

 
 

9‐11 am 

 
 

English 

SHC 07/16/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 26 
2815 Highland Avenue 

National City 8am‐12pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
07/19/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Green space, parks 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
9 

 
Bayside CC 

 
10:00 ‐ 11:00a 

 
Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/19/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

6 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/19/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Green space, parks 

 
Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 

9 (including 
2 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center 

 
 

10:00 ‐ 11:00a 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

07/19/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
6 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
07/19/21 

 
ECC Facebook Page 

NCC Project Team with 
MTS/SANDAG post share 

 
General Public 

445 
followers/1 

8 clicks 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

CHCDC 07/20/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 11 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

 
ECC 

 
07/20/21 

ECC Community Health 
Working Group 

Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
Presentation and Public 

Comment 

Community 
Members and 
Stakeholders 

 
18 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
8:30 a.m. 

 
English 

ARS 07/21/21 Email communication 
Comment opportunity on draft 

RTP 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 8:47am English 

 
ARS 

 
07/21/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

RTP update: draft, effect, 
comment period 

NCFPC 
representatives 

21 
attendees 

Alliance North County Food 
Policy Council virtual 

meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

BCC 07/21/21 Monthly meeting SD Forward Public Comment 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 13 Online 3:00‐4:15p English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/21/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

SD Forward Public Comment 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

13 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
07/21/21 

 
ECC Facebook Page 

Balboa Transit Stop SANDAG post 
share 

 
General Public 

445 
followers/2 

7 clicks 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

ARS 07/22/21 
Email followup to NCFPC 

meeting 
Comment opportunity on draft 

RTP NCFPC email list 
449 email 
addresses (email outreach) 12:17 PM English 

 
 
 

VCC 

 
 
 

07/22/21 

 
 
 

Meeting 

 
 

Updates on Regional Plan/5 Big 
Moves 

Community 
residents, City of 
Oceanside staff 

and Human 
Rights staff 

 
 
 

9 

 
 
 

1210 Division St. Oceanside 

 
 

6:10‐ 
6:30PM 

 
 
 

Spanish 

NSDI 07/24/21 Presentation 
Virtual Open House/ Public 

Comment Outreach 
Community 
Members 20 Zoom 12:00PM Arabic 

 
NSDI 

 
07/24/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

45 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
1:15 PM 

 
English 

SHC 07/24/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 35 Crownpoint Dr Sd 92109 10am‐1pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
NSDI 

 
07/25/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

32 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
11:30 AM 

 
English 

SHC 07/25/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 30 7710 Balboa Ave SD 92111 1pm‐5pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
BCC 

 
07/26/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Walkability, Senior Walking 
Group 

Linda Vista 
Seniors in Action 

 
9 

 
Bayside CC 

 
10:00‐11:00a 

 
English, Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
07/26/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

SD Forward public comment, 
community garden, regional 

planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
30 

 
Online 

 
5:30‐7:30p 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/26/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
Walkability, Senior Walking 

Group 

 
Linda Vista 

Seniors in Action 

9 (including 
2 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center 

 
 

10:00‐11:00a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/26/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 
SD Forward public comment, 
community garden, regional 

planning 

 
Linda Vista 

Planning Group 

30 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

CVCC 07/26/21 Mailchimp post Plan Regional 2021 
Community 

members 500+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm English 

 
ARS 

 
07/27/21 

 
Virtual meeting 

Comment opportunity on draft 
RTP 

NORCAN 
representatives 

18 
attendees 

Alliance Seniors/NORCAN 
virtual meeting 

 
1:00 PM 

 
English 

BCC 07/27/21 Presentation SD Forward Public Comment 
Senior Lunch 

Program 23 Bayside CC 11:30a‐12:30p 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 
 
 

BCC 

 
 

07/27/21 

 
 

Presentation 

 
 

SD Forward Public Comment 

 
Senior Lunch 

Program 

23 
(including 2 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center 

 
 

11:30a‐12:30p 

 
English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese 

CHCDC 07/27/21 Meeting CARB Agency Kick‐Off Agencies 10 Zoom Platform 2:00‐3:30pm English 

 
NSDI 

 
07/27/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

27 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
10:00 AM 

 
English 

CHCDC 07/28/21 Meeting Urban Collaborative and CHCDC 
Community 

Organizations 3 Zoom Platform 4:30pm‐5;30pm English 

ARS 07/29/21 
Email followup to 
NORCAN meeting 

Comment opportunity on draft 
RTP NORAN email list 

2397 email 
addresses (email outreach) 9:21 AM English 

 
 

ARS 

 
 

07/29/21 

 
 

Virtual meeting 

 
RTP update: draft, effect, 

comment period 

Bridge to 
Housing 

representatives 

 
42 

attendees 

 
Alliance Bridge to Housing 

virtual meeting 

 
 

9:00 AM 

 
 

English 

 
ARS 

 
07/29/21 

Email followup to Bridge 
to Housing mtg. 

Comment opportunity on draft 
RTP 

Bridge to 
Housing email 

list 

560 email 
addresses 

 
(email outreach) 

 
2:54 PM 

 
English 

CHCDC 07/29/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 7 Zoom Platform 1:00pm‐2:00pm English 

 
NSDI 

 
07/29/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

21 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
10:00 AM 

 
English 

 
 

VCC 

 
 

07/29/21 

 
 

Presentation 

 
 

Regional Plan/5 Big Moves 

Community 
residents from 

Oceanside, 
Escondido and 

San Marcos 

 
 

4 

 
 

Virtual 

 
 

6‐7PM 

 
 

Spanish 

ARS 07/30/21 Email communication 
Comment opportunity on draft 

RTP 
Full Alliance 

email list 
1447 email 
addresses (email outreach) 10:00 AM English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
CHCDC 

 
07/30/21 

 
Event 

 
30th St. Bike Lanes 

 
Community 

50 people, 
200 

attended 

 
In‐person 

 
10:00am‐1:00pm 

 
English 

OWG 07/30/21 Monthly Meeting RTP 21’ Survey collection Kitchenistas 25 Olivewood Gardens 10:00 AM Spanish & English 

 
NSDI 

 
07/31/21 

 
Social Media Post 

Virtual Open House/ Public 
Comment Outreach 

Social Media 
Followers 

28 
Impressions 

 
Facebook 

 
1:25 PM 

 
English 

SHC 07/31/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 50 1250 Otay Ranch CV 91913 8am‐1230pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

SHC 07/31/21 
Outreach/Community 

Engagement Regional Plan PUBLIC 100 1000 n Harbor Rd SD 92132 1pm‐4pm ENGLISH/ TAGALOG 

 
ECC 

 
July 2021 

 
General Website Info 

Invitation to SDForward website 
and Public Comment‐ Link 

Community 
Members and 
Stakeholders 

89 page 
views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
08/01/21 

 
Monthly activity 

 
Community Cleanup 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
13 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00‐11:30a 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/01/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

Community Cleanup 

 
Linda Vista 

general public 

13 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

CHCDC 

 
 

08/01/21 

 
 

Event 
 

30th St. Bike Lanes 

 
 

Community 
Spoke to 50 
people, 200 

attended 

 
 

In‐person 

 
 
10:00am‐1:00pm 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
08/02/21 

Barrio Logan College 
Institute partnership 

Focus Group to provide feedback 
on the Draft Regional Plan 

Community 
Members 

20 
attendees 

 
Virtual Focus Group 

 
5:00 p.m. 

 
Arabic 

CHCDC 08/03/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 8 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

CHCDC 08/03/21 
Meeting, Email, Social 

Media 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 7 Zoom Platform 
10:00am‐ 
11:00am English and Spanish 

 
 

ECC 

 
 

08/03/21 

 
Collaborative General 

Meeting 

 
Updates on the Public Comment 

of the Draft Regional Plan 

Community 
Members/Stakeh 

olders/HHSA 

 
63 

attendees 

 
 

Virtual Meeting 

 
 

12:30 p.m. 

 
 

English 

 
ECC 

 
08/04/21 

Barrio Logan College 
Institute partnership 

Focus Group to provide feedback 
on the Draft Regional Plan 

Community 
Members 

 
8 attendees 

 
Virtual Focus Group 

 
5:00 p.m. 

 
Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
08/06/21 

 
ECC Facebook Page 

Last Day to post public comment 
link to SANDAG 

 
General Public 

480 
followers/2 

3 clicks 

 
Social Media 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/09/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Linda Vista Community Garden 

Linda Vista 
Grows Steering 
Group (Leaders 

in Action) 

 
 

6 

 
 

Bayside CC 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/09/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Linda Vista Community Garden 

 
Linda Vista 

Grows Steering 
Group (Leaders 

in Action) 

 
6 (including 
2 Bayside 

staff and 1 
contractor) 

 
 
 

Bayside Community Center 

 
 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 
 

English 

NSDI 08/09/21 Presentaiton Virtual OpenHouse 
Social Media 

Followers 5K Views Facebook N/A Arabic 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/10/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

SD Forward, Linda Vista Road 
bike path 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
 

2 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

2:00 ‐ 3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/10/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

SD Forward, Linda Vista Road 
bike path 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Traffic and 
Transportation 
Subcommittee 

 
 
2 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

2:00 ‐ 3:00p 

 
 
 

English 

CVCC 08/12/21 CVCC FB Pronto Card outreach 
Community 

members 500+ 546 G st. 8‐4pm English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/16/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

7 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

08/16/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
7 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

CHCDC 08/17/21 Meeting Quality of Life, Transportation 
Community 

Organizations 5 Zoom Platform 4:00pm‐5:00pm English 

BCC 08/18/21 Monthly meeting SD Forward, public health 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 13 Online 3:00‐4:15p English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/18/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

SD Forward, public health 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

13 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 

CVCC 08/18/21 CVCC FB Mid‐Coast trolley 
Community 

members 500+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm English 

 
CHCDC 

 
08/18/21 

 
Meeting 

 
SR‐15 TEAH Task Force Meeting 

Agencies, 
Community 

Leaders 

 
26 

 
Zoom Platform 

 
5:00pm‐7:00pm 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
08/23/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Green space, parks, street safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
5 

 
Bayside CC 

 
10:00 ‐ 11:00a 

 
Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
08/23/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Regional planning, bike lane on 
LV Road, street safety 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
20 

 
Online 

 
5:30‐7:30p 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/23/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Green space, parks, street safety 

 
Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 

5 (including 
2 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center 

 
 

10:00 ‐ 11:00a 

 
 

Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/23/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
Regional planning, bike lane on 

LV Road, street safety 

 
Linda Vista 

Planning Group 

20 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

CVCC 08/23/21 CVCC Mailchimp post Mid‐Coast trolley 
Community 

members 500+ 546 G St. 8‐4pm English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/25/21 

 
 

Quarterly meeting 

 
Street safety, walkability, green 

space 

Resident 
Leadership 

Academy Council 

 
 

25 

 
 

Online 

 
 

1:30‐3:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

08/25/21 

 
 

Quarterly meeting 

 
Street safety, walkability, green 

space 

Resident 
Leadership 

Academy Council 

25 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

1:30‐3:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
08/25/21 

 
Partnership with Age Well 

Arranged for SANDAG staff to 
speak at AIS Age Well 

Transportation Meeting 

Community 
Members, 
Agencies 

18 
attendees 

 
Virtual Meeting 

 
2:00 p.m. 

 
English 

OWG 08/27/21 
Hybrid – in‐person and 

virtual 
Kitchenista Engagement 

honoring and recognition. 
Kitchenista 

leaders 25 Olivewood Gardens 10:00 AM English and Spanish 

CHCDC 08/31/21 Meeting 
SD Transportation Equity 

Working Group 
Community 

Organizations 7 Zoom Platform 1:00pm‐2:00pm English 

 
CHCDC 

08/24‐ 
08/25/21 

 
In‐Person 

 
Urban Planing, Bike Way 

Youth, and 
Community 

Organizations 

 
16 

 
Bayshore Bike way, 

 
Overnight 

 
English 

 
 

VCC 

 
8/18 ‐8/31 

2021 

 
Over the phone 

outreach 

 
Pronto Card 
Information 

Community 
residents of 
Oceanside 
and Vista 

 
 

15 

 
Over the phone 

 
Between 

8A‐5P 

 
 

Spanish 

 
ECC 

 
August 2021 

 
ElCajonCollaborative.org 

Link for Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
Public Comments and then EIR 

Link in mid‐August 

Community 
Members, 
Partners 

 
78 Views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 
ECC 

 
August 2021 

Little House Family 
Resources 

Distribution site for PRONTO 
cards and information 

Community 
Members, 
Partners 

80 cards in 
August 

 
Onsite In‐person 

 
Monthly 

English, Arabic, 
Spanish 

 
BCC 

 
09/07/21 

 
Monthly activity 

Community development, green 
space 

Alliance of Youth 
Advocates 

 
4 

 
Online 

 
3:30‐4:30p 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/07/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
Community development, green 

space 

 
Alliance of Youth 

Advocates 

4 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:30‐4:30p 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
OWG 

 
09/09/21 

 
Meeting 

National City Collaborative 
Working Group 

Stakeholders of 
South Bay 

Region 

 
14 

 
National City Collaborative 

 
1:30 AM 

 
English 

 
BCC 

 
09/12/21 

 
Monthly activity 

 
Community Cleanup 

Linda Vista 
general public 

 
17 

Linda Vista Branch Library: 
2160 Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
10:00‐11:30a 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/12/21 

 
 

Monthly activity 

 
 

Community Cleanup 

 
Linda Vista 

general public 

17 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

Linda Vista Library, 2330 
Ulric St., San Diego, CA 

92111 

 
 

10:00‐11:30a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

CVCC 09/14/21 CVCC partners meeting Pronto Card outreach 
Community 

members 85 546 G St. 9‐11am English 

BCC 09/15/21 Monthly meeting 
SD Forward EIR, education, 
community development 

Linda Vista 
Collaborative 23 Online 3:00‐4:15p English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/15/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
SD Forward EIR, education, 
community development 

 
Linda Vista 

Collaborative 

23 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

3:00‐4:15p 

 
 

English 



 
Hosted By Date Event Topic Group # of 

Attendees 
Location Time Languages 

 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/17/21 

 
 

Special meeting, 
presentation 

 
 
 

Green space, parks 

Bayside CC, City 
of San Diego 

Parks and Rec, 
Schmidt Design 

Group 

 
 
 

8 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

1:00‐2:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/17/21 

 
 

Special meeting, 
presentation 

 
 
 

Green space, parks 

Bayside CC, City 
of San Diego 

Parks and Rec, 
Schmidt Design 

Group 

8 (including 
3 Bayside 

staff / 
contracted 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

1:00‐2:00p 

 
 
 

English 

CVCC 09/17/21 Promotoras meeting Pronto mcard outreach 
Community 

members 12 348 L St. Chula Vista 9‐11am Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/20/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
 

4 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
BCC 

 
09/20/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

 
Green space, parks, street safety 

Linda Vista 
Leaders in Action 

 
20 

 
Bayside Community Center 

 
9:30a‐11:00a 

 
English, Spanish 

 
 
 

BCC 

 
 
 

09/20/21 

 
 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 
 

Regional planning 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group: 

Affordable 
Housing Task 

Force 

 
 
4 (including 
1 Bayside 

staff) 

 
 
 

Online 

 
 
 

6:00‐7:00p 

 
 
 

English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/20/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
 

Green space, parks, street safety 

 
Linda Vista 

Leaders in Action 

20 
(including 4 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Bayside Community Center 

 
 

9:30a‐11:00a 

 
 

English, Spanish 

 
OWG 

 
09/21/21 

 
Workshop 

 
Equity Journey 

Stakeholders on 
the San Diego 

REgion 

 
10 

 
Zoom Meeting 

 
9:00 AM 

 
English 

OWG 09/24/21 Virtual 
Kitchenistas meeting – general 

community updates 
Kitchenista 

leaders 15 Olivewood Gardens 10:00 AM Spanish and English 

 
BCC 

 
09/27/21 

 
Monthly meeting 

Regional planning, bike lane on 
LV Road, street safety 

Linda Vista 
Planning Group 

 
20 

 
Online 

 
5:30‐7:30p 

 
English 

 
 

BCC 

 
 

09/27/21 

 
 

Monthly meeting 

 
Regional planning, bike lane on 

LV Road, street safety 

 
Linda Vista 

Planning Group 

20 
(including 1 

Bayside 
staff) 

 
 

Online 

 
 

5:30‐7:30p 

 
 

English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

09/28/21 

 
 

Virtual 
Input on strategic planning, 

leadership, and policy related to 
food, health, and equity 

Diverse 
stakeholders in 
the San Diego 

Region 

 
 

53 

 
 

Childhood Obesity Initiative 

 
 

4:30PM 
English with Spanish, 

Somali, and 
Vietnamese 

 
 
 

OWG 

 
 
 

09/28/21 

 
 
 

Virtual 

 
(SALTA) Salud Ambiental, Lideres 

Tomando Acción leadership 
program in collaboration of 

Environmental Health Coalition 

 
Kitchenistas, EHC 

Promotoras, 
community 

leaders 

 
 
 

35 

 
 

Environmental Health 
Coalition 

 
 
 

5:15PM 

 
 
 

Spanish, English 

 
 

OWG 

 
 

09/30/21 

 
 

Virtual 

Bathroom facilities evalution, D6 
and routes, PRONTO pass 

update, San Ysidro Transit Center 
update 

Community 
Advisory 

Committee 
members 

 
 

50+ 

 
Metropolitan Transit System 

CAC 

 
 

3:00PM 

 
 

Spanish, English 

ECC 
October 

2021 Social Media/Website Census 2020 Information General Public 986 views Website Monthly English 

 
ECC 

October 
2021 

 
Social Media/Website 

 
SD Forward‐ Regional Plan 2021 

General 
Public/Stakehold 

ers 

 
362 views 

 
Website 

 
Monthly 

 
English 

 



 
 

ARS displayed the Vision Portal as a stand-alone 
ongoing display at the lobby entrance of the 
Escondido Public Library. The display was up from 
late-August to late-September. 

Those who stopped by the display board were 
excited about a more environmentally friendly 
approach to transportation. People want this 
vision to be implemented as soon as possible as 
they believe mass transit is an urgent need. 

The vision portal is a great tool for disseminating 
information about new and upcoming projects 
and plans to the public. Future visuals should be 
more detailed-orientated and a space for 
providing comments should be provided. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We received 5 comments from those who 
stopped by the display to look at the board who 
were very excited about the new vision for the 
region. Participants are very excited about the 
prospect of new technology in transportation 
infrastructure that is more sustainable. 

 
Comment Highlights: 
- Supports public transportation 
- This is eco-friendly 
- Making it better and safer for bicycle 

transportation, whole family 
- Undergrounding public transit makes better 

above-ground environment 
- Urgent need for better mass transit 

 

Concerned Input Summary 

We received 4 comments from those who 
stopped by the display expressing their concerns 
about feasibility of the vision and the urgent 
need for improvements. 

 
Comment Highlights: 
- Bikes and scooters are an eyesore, remove 

them 
- Existing public transit doesn’t work except 

for downtown 
- Real people need frequent adequate public 

transit 
- We can’t wait for the 2035/2050-time frame 

for improvements 
 

Other Comments: 
- build more parks as this project goes 

through 
- existing bus service too infrequent, not 

available enough weekends, too long a 
walk to access, and too many routes have 
been eliminated 

Excited Input Summary 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Alliance for Regional Solutions 
October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Alliance for Regional Solutions 
October 2019 

 



 
Bayside Community Center used the Community 
Outreach Portal in two distinct manners. First, it is 
regularly on display in Bayside’s front office at 2202 
Comstock Street, San Diego, CA 92111, making it 
accessible to any client who enters. A space to leave 
public comments was available, along with info 
sheets and the hard copy of the RTP. Staff 
approached interested clients to answer questions 
and engage in conversation if they expressed 
interest. Second, it was used at meetings and events. 
Raffle items were made available to entice public 
comment. Events included: 

• Leadership Academy: Aug. 8, 
Aug. 22, Sept. 12, Oct. 1, Oct. 3, 
Oct. 15 

• Linda Vista Collaborative – Aug.21, 
Sept. 18, Oct. 16 

• Senior Lunch workshops – Oct. 

1, Oct. 18 It was very helpful in engaging 

the audience! 

Suggestion: Don’t distinguish the comments between 
what excited and concerned them because oftentimes 
the comments included both, so it was difficult to 
categorize the comments on the back end. 

 
 

Excited Input Summary Concerned Input Summary 

Bayside received 38 public comments on the 
Community Outreach Portal. It is important to 
note that only 10 comments are categorized 
as “Excited,” another 8 as “Concerned,” and 
the remaining 20 as “General Comment.” The 
majority of comments were just general 
reflections, so it was hard to deem them as 
one or the other. Still, of the Excited 
comments, respondents were generally 
excited about the idea of flexible fleets, 
smaller buses/shuttles, Park & Ride lots, micro- 
mobility, mobility hubs, and concern for the 
environment, 

Bayside received 38 public comments on the 
Community Outreach Portal. It is important 
to note that only 10 comments are 
categorized as “Excited,” another 8 as 
“Concerned,” and the remaining 20 as 
“General Comment.” The majority of 
comments were just general reflections, so it 
was hard to deem them as one or the other. 
Still, of the Concerned comments, 
respondents were generally concerned about 
the rise in technology outpacing under- 
served and LMI clients’ capacity and ability to 
keep up; ADA compliance and inaccessibility 
of mobility hubs and smaller fleets/mobility 
to senior citizens; not enough bus shade and 
comfort for transit users as mobility hubs, bus 
stops, etc.; and not enough security at bus 
stops and trolley rides. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 

Bayside Community Center 

October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Bayside Community Center 
October 2019 

 



 
Casa Familiar displayed the Vision Board on 
August 29th, 2019 at a community meeting. This 
board was also accompanied by a presentation on 
the 5 Big Moves. The display board was set in the 
back of the room and participants were given the 
opportunity to walk to the back, examine the 
board, ask questions, and engage in conversation. 
The display and map were really helpful. The 
trifold and table setup were well thought out. In 
the future, it would be beneficial to have a larger 
map. 

Along with the display board and map, an 
interactive component was added. Participants 
detailed and answered the questions: “Where do 
you live? Where do you work?” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Excited Input Summary Concerned Input Summary 

Casa Familiar received 16 public comments 
that displaced excited input on the 
Community Outreach Portal. 

Comment Highlights: 
- excited about improved public transport 
- excited about funding for accessibility 
- excited about all the options 

Casa Familiar received 16 public comments 
that displaced concerned input on the 
Community Outreach Portal. 

Comment Highlights: 
- worries about traffic 
- worries about accessibility 
- worries about jobs 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 

Casa Familiar 

October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Casa Familiar 
October 2019 

 



 
 

City Heights CDC utilized the community outreach 
portal at three events from 8/30/19 to 10/27/19: 

o The displays were set up at the Fair@44 
community activation space in City Heights 

o We set up the display at the Transit & Tacos 
Summer Block Party on 8/30/19, and the 
September Built Environment Team monthly 
resident meeting on 9/19/19. 

o We set up the portal at events with varying 
levels of engagement and received positive 
feedback and a proportionate amount of 
responses at each of the events. For instance, 
Transit & Tacos drew over 150 people, and we 
gathered over 50 comments on the portal. Our 
monthly resident meeting drew around 10 
residents and we collected a few comments per 
resident, but were able to maintain longer 
conversations with portal participants. 

o It would be helpful to make more clear what 
participants may have concerns with (ex. Is it 
asking if they are concerned with the 5 Big 
Moves, or the current transportation system?) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Excited Input Summary Concerned Input Summary 
 

We gathered 24 excited comments. Most of 
these comments focused on enthusiasm for 
better transit speeds, safer streets for 
pedestrians and cyclists, reduced pollution, 
and a more accessible transportation system 
for younger people. 

We gathered 8 concerned comments. Many 
of the concerns about the 5 Big Moves were 
centered around the ability of senior citizens 
and people with disabilities to access a high- 
tech transportation system. Some concerned 
comments focused on the current state of our 
transportation system, including concerns 
about the safety and cleanliness of trolleys, 
and a lack of safe last/first mile connections 
to transit stops. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 

City Heights Community Development Corporation 

October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
City Heights CDC 
October 2019 

 



 
 

The Chula Vista Community Collaborative 
displayed the Vision Portal display during an All 
Staff Webinar about the 5 Big Moves. The display 
was also shown during a presentation with the 
Promotoras Active Community meeting. 

During both meetings, participants got the 
opportunity to express their input on the 
community visual. This portal made collecting 
input helpful. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We receiveEdxsceivteerdal IcnompumtenStus maftmerabroyth 
presentations that were looking forward to the 
new vision being adopted in the region. 

 
Comment Highlights: 
- “Not having to get to many different 

locations in order to get where you want” 
- “accessibility of transportation daily 

errands” 
- Convenience 
- Automatic driving cars 
- Less traffic 
- Transportation is not as expensive 
- Not having to drive 
- Excited about the future 
- Transportation options in both Otay Ranch 

and the Milennia 
- Saving time in traffic 
- Excitement about passenger drove 
- Equitable and accessible technology 
- Enjoy the comfort of not drive 

Concerned Input Summary 

We received several comments expressing their 
concerns about the accessibility, affordability, 
and feasibility of the vision. 

 
Comment Highlights: 
-  “How will people with no cellphones or 

internet access the system?” 
- “What will happen during power outages 

or off signals?” 
- Cost and affordability 
- Accessibility for low-income families 
- Security 
- Making the technology user friendly for 

those who do not use technology (ie; 
seniors) 

- Concerns about rent increases 
- Disagreements with bus fare increases for 

seniors 
- Traffic and pollution 
- Sad to think about a world with robots with 

no emotions 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Chula Vista Community Collaborative 
October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Chula Vista Community 
Collaborative 
October 2019 

 



 
 

NLRC displayed the Vision Portal during 
Universidad Popular classes. 42 Universidad 
Popular students, including youth, parents, and 
elders, provided their comments about the new 
vision. Universidad Popular students are 
community members who live in North San Diego 
County, are bilingual and bicultural and attend 
classes every week. NLRC displayed the vision 
portal during Cultivando Liderazgo classes in 
Escondido and Vista, Cultivando Dignidad in Vista, 
and Homie UP Youth Empowerment Program in 
Vista. 

UP students were very committed and excited to 
learn about transportation, the regional plan, and 
the new regional vision. The vision portal was very 
helpful to begin discussions about the role of 
residents in informing local government about the 
needs in local communities. 

The vision portal is a great tool for disseminating 
information about new and upcoming projects 
and plans. More maps of North County, more 
visuals, and interactive tools are recommendations 

 
 
 

Excited Input Summary Concerned Input Summary 
 

We received 12 comments from Universidad 
Popular who were very excited about the 
new vision for the region. Participants are 
very excited about the prospect of new 
technology in transportation infrastructure. 
They feel it is a necessary change in the right 
direction. The new vision will make 
transportation easier to use; and save time 
and money. 

 
Comment Highlights: 
- I like knowing there will be improvement 

to transportation in my community. 
- I am very excited to have new technology 

because it will make transportation much 
easier to use. 

- I am excited about mobility hubs! 

We received 30 comments from Universidad 
Popular students expressing their concerns 
about the environment, increase in transit 
fares for buses and trains, safety in stations, 
growing traffic congestions on roads and 
freeways, the lack of frequency of bus and 
train routes, lack of access to transit 
information in languages other than English, 
and the presence of immigration 
enforcement in public transit. 

 
Comment Highlights: 
- I am concerned that immigration 

enforcement continues to patrol bus 
stations. 

- We need more days in which public 
transit is free, at least for youth and 
elders. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
NATIONAL LATINO RESEARCH CENTER 
OCTOBER 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
National Latino Research Center 
October 2019 

 



 
 

The display board was set-up in front of the table booth 
and was the first thing people saw when approaching the 
display area. In addition, a map of El Cajon’s Employee 
Place of Residence was placed on top of the table to 
provide a model of how traffic impacts transportation. 

The display was used during the Transit and Tacos, a 
community engagement event that seeks to popularize 
the regional transportation planning process. 

The display board was helpful in getting information to 
the community. The descriptions are concise, making it 
easier for the public to understand the proposed 
implementations. Furthermore, the board was extremely 
useful in gathering information from the public because 
the questions on the board incentivized the public to 
provide their opinions. 

A suggestion for improving the display board is to add a 
section for comments regarding the current 
transportation system.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Excited Input Summary Concerned Input Summary 

 
Twenty-five comments under the “excited” category 
were collected. Most of the comment’s express 
hopes that the implementation of mobile apps will 
make transportation easier and faster. Many are 
also excited that the new transportation plan will 
expand the transportation routes to make it 
accessible to different areas. Further, students 
expect it to help them navigate spaces with much 
more ease without having to rely on adults. There is 
a common excitement that the new plan will redirect 
the mode of transportation from cars to public 
transportation. 

Twenty-four comments from the “concerned” 
category were collected. The biggest concern 
expressed is the new implementation strategies may 
not be equally provided. There is concern the new 
benefits will not reach all communities, especially 
low-income populations where public transportation 
is needed. Furthermore, most expressed concerns 
about transportation pass increases due to the 
changes and highlighted the need free student 
passes. Some employees also expressed concerns 
about the transportation plan affecting their work 
schedules and having to accommodate the 
transportation changes. 

 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Nile Sisters Development Initiative 
October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Nile Sisters Development Initiative 
October 2019 

 



Olivewoo
 

 
 

Olivewood Gardens hosted a focus group and discussion 
on October 8, 2019 in the house dining room with 
informational videos and a brief explanation of the 
purpose of meeting and table discussion over SANDAG’s 
5 Big Moves: 

o The board was set up in front of the table with 
stick notes and pens over a tripod display 
holder. 

o After viewing informational videos, the display 
board was explained to visualize the idea of 
the activity. 

o The participants were very interested in all the 
future view of the cities and the connectivity 
that will increase in the next regional plan. 

o They commented that the board should include 
series of images (shaded at least on the blank 
part) giving an idea of the suggested projects 
that are being considered. 

o The comment cards should not include contact 
information; some of them did not fill that 
part. 

o Food incentives work wonders for 
participation. 

 
 
 
 
 

Excited Input Summary Concerned Input Summary 
 

We received 5 comments from those who 
stopped by the display who were very 
excited about the 5 Big Moves. Participants 
were excited about the future of cities and 
new transportation technology. 

Comment Highlights: 
- Walking as family in downtown SD 
- Will move without a car 
- The new technology uses 
- Family bonding time increase 
- Infrastructure pleasant to use, view and 

stay 
- No more cars needed to commute! 

We received 6 comments from those who 
stopped by the display expressing their 
concerns about the vision accommodating for 
and engaging all residents. 

 

Comment Highlights: 
-Signaling, apps, language understanding for 
resident and visitors. 
-That our local government does not 
implement the positive changes and or 
engage residents. 
-Fare affordability on trolley, local bus, rapid 
transit and trains. 
-Senior citizen and disabled technology usage 
and access. 

 
COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Olivewood Gardens and Learning Center 
October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Olivewood Gardens 
October 2019 

 



 
Excited Input Summary 

 

Presentation on the RTP, 5 Big Moves, and La Posada Event 

o The board was displayed during the RTP and 5 Big Moves 
community presentation at the Crown Heights Resource 
Center in Crown Heights Neighborhood in Oceanside on 
October 22nd, 2019. The board was placed at the entrance 
of the room in order to make it accessible for participants 
to see and have an opportunity to learn about the 5 Big 
Moves. Minutes before the presentation, the board was 
moved to the front of the classroom, so that attendees 
could see the board during the presentation. 

o The display was also used during La Posada Event at the 
Crown Heights Resource Center on December 18th 2019. 
Over 100 residents stopped at the SANDAG booth over a 
lapse of 3 hours. Staff talked to over 20 residents about 
the 5 Big moves and handed out the San Diego Forward 
the Regional Plan sheet and 5 Big Moves Sheet to over 100 
residents. 

o The board has been a helpful tool to explain the new 
vision for San Diego. Usually, after residents examine the 
visuals they start asking questions. 

 

 

Excited Input Summary 

• Residents are enthusiastic about SANDAG’s new 
vision. Some elderly residents never learned how 
to drive, so the new plan gives them hope of 
being able to get around more easily in the 
future. 

• Mobility Hubs will make life easier for many 
residents. The idea of having many resources in 
one central area will save time and energy and 
attract more people to Oceanside which will 
subsequently create more job opportunities. 

• The new concept looks promising and provides 
hope for many residents, but still needs to be 
put into action. 

Concerned Input Summary 

• Some of the concerns are related to the length of time it will 
take to accomplish the project; thirty-years is a very long time. 
Projects are needed sooner. SANDAG needs to focus more on 
the needs of those who rely on public transportation. Funds 
are often used to continue to improve freeways; money needs 
to be distributed equally to cover everyone’s needs and include 
those who do not own/use cars. 

• Technology is also a concern; technology will benefit the 
younger community but may be a hindrance to the senior 
community. Many middle-aged people still struggle to use 
smartphones, so the implementation of technology in public 
transportation settings might negatively impact those less 
technologically savvy. 

• Parking is also a big concern that largely impacts underserved 
communities. Since public transportation is not efficient, many 
are left with no choice but to buy a car. There are many 
parking regulations in apartment complexes where more 
underserved communities live. This is less of a concern for 
individuals who own homes and can park their cars in their 
garages or driveways. 

• Parking in downtown San Diego is too expensive. Since there is 
not reliable transportation, affordable parking is needed. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 

Vista Community Clinic 

October 2019 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
Olivewood Gardens 
October 2019 

 



 
 

The Urban Collaborative Project displayed the 
Vision Portal as a stand-alone ongoing display at 
the lobby area of the Malcolm X library in the City 
of San Diego. The display was up from October 
21st – 22nd in the mid-afternoon as that is where 
the most traffic flow occurs. 

The Boards were very helpful in collecting and 
displaying comments and concepts 
of Transportation material in a highly interactive 
matter. The Boards can also be effective in 
larger venues, but we may need to have a couple 
of more to accommodate the volume of people. 

Future visuals should be consider asking residents 
how to follow up with them and get more 
information using a variety of communication 
methods such as text, email, telephone, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

We received 20 comments from those who 
stopped by the display to look at the board who 
were very excited about the new vision for the 
region. Commentators were enthusiastic about 
an inclusive approach to transportation 
planning and the work being done in the 
County. 

 
Comment Highlights: 
- Loved the idea of local spending vs 

highways 
- Good impression of the new CEO 
- Relieved there are opportunities to involve 

Southeast San Diego 

Concerned Input Summary 

Concerned commentators recommended 
reductions in traffic and fair prices for those 
that are the most vulnerable. 

 
 
 
 
 

Comment Highlights: 
- Reduced fair for Mass Transit 
- More Frequent and discounted prices for 

students 
- Too much traffic in general 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
The Urban Collaborative Project 
OCTOBER 2019 

Excited Input Summary 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PORTAL REPORT 
The Urban Collaborative Project 
October 2019 
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November 14, 2016 File Number 3102000 

TO: Interested Agencies, Organizations, and Individuals 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

SANDAG Staff 

Notice of Preparation of a Program Environmental Impact 
Report for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan 

Notice of Preparation 

The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), as Lead Agency, will 
prepare a Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for San Diego Forward: 
The Regional Plan (Regional Plan). Responsible and trustee agencies, and other 
interested agencies, organizations, and individuals are invited to provide 
written comments on the scope and content of the EIR. An overview of the 
Regional Plan, its probable environmental effects, and related information is 
attached. An initial study was not prepared. 

Scoping Meeting 

A public scoping meeting will be held on Thursday, December 8, 2016, at 12 noon 
(immediately preceding the Regional Planning Technical Working Group 
meeting). The meeting will be held at SANDAG, 401 B Street, Suite 800, 
San Diego, CA 92101. Attendees will have the opportunity to provide verbal and 
written comments to SAN DAG at the scoping meeting. 

Submitting Comments 

Comments also can be provided in writing to SAN DAG. State law requires that 
responsible and trustee agencies provide comments no later than 30 days after 
receipt of this notice. For all other parties, SANDAG is providing a 60-day 
comment period. As such, comments from all other parties must be received by 
January 13, 2017. Please include a name and contact information, if 
appropriate. 

Contact Information 

Please send written comments via mail or email to: 

Andrew Martin, Senior Regional Planner 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
andrew.martin@sandag.org 





















About San Diego Forward: The 2019 Regional Plan

San Diego Forward: The 2019 Regional Plan will build upon the 2015 
Regional Plan, which merged local planning efforts, emerging issues, and 
innovative concepts into an overall vision for the region’s future, including 
specific actions to turn that vision into reality.   

SANDAG kicked off the new Regional Plan effort in April 2017 and is in the 
process of gathering public input on key future decision areas. For more 
information, visit SDForward.com.

Help Shape Our Region’s Future 

4339  11/17

Join Us! 
for the Transportation 
Network Performance 
Measures Workshop
(Free Event with Complimentary Lunch) 

What measurements are most important 
to take into account as we evaluate the 
possible transportation networks of the 
future? As we look at what infrastructure 
we will build in the coming decades, 
should we put emphasis on the 
economy? The environment? Public 
health? Social equity? The San Diego 
Association of Governments (SANDAG) 
wants your input on factors to evaluate 
the performance of transportation 
networks in San Diego Forward:  
The 2019 Regional Plan.

RSVP Victoria Ortiz, SANDAG Regional Planning, at victoria.ortiz@sandag.org, 
(619) 699-7338, or via the SANDAGregion Facebook page by attending the  
“Performance Measures Workshop.”

2019 Regional Plan Transportation Network Performance Measures Workshop

Spanish-speaking staff members 
will be available at the workshop. 
The surrounding area and Old Town 
Transit Center are accessible via 
Amtrak, COASTER, the Green Line 
Trolley, and several bus routes. Call 
511 or visit 511sd.com/transit for 
route information. 

Limited parking also available.

Monday, December 4, 2017
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Caltrans District 11 
Garcia Auditorium  
4050 Taylor Street 
San Diego, CA 92110

For more information, visit SDForward.com

In compliance with the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA), this 
document is available in alternate 
formats by contacting the SANDAG 
ADA Coordinator, the Director of 
Administration, at (619) 699-1900 or 
(619) 699-1904 (TTY).

SANDAGregion@SANDAGSANDAGregion SANDAGregion

http://sdforward.com/
http://www.sandag.org/
http://sdforward.com/
mailto:victoria.ortiz%40sandag.org?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/SANDAGregion
http://sdforward.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SANDAGREGION
https://twitter.com/SANDAG
https://www.facebook.com/SANDAGregion
https://www.instagram.com/sandagregion/


Acerca de San Diego Forward: The 2019 Regional Plan 
(San Diego Forward: El Plan Regional 2019)  
San Diego Forward: El Plan Regional 2019 se desarrollará con base en el Plan 

Regional 2015, el cual incorporó las iniciativas de planificación locales, nuevos temas 

y conceptos innovadores en una visión de conjunto para el futuro de la región, 

incluyendo acciones específicas con el propósito de convertir esa visión en realidad.

SANDAG comenzó las iniciativas del nuevo plan regional en abril de 2017 y 

actualmente está en proceso de obtener la opinión del público respecto a futuras 

áreas de decisión clave. Para mayor información, visite SDForward.com.

Ayude a determinar el futuro de nuestra región  

Acompáñenos 
en el taller de Medidas 
de Rendimiento de la Red 
de Transporte 
(Entrada libre e incluye 
almuerzo gratuito)

¿Cuáles son las medidas más importantes 
que debemos considerar al evaluar las 
posibles redes de transporte en el futuro? 
Si nos fijamos en la infraestructura que 
se construirá en las próximas décadas, 
¿deberíamos poner énfasis en la economía? 
¿El medio ambiente? ¿La salud pública? 
¿Equidad social? La Asociación de 
Gobiernos de San Diego (SANDAG, por 
sus siglas en inglés) quiere sus opiniones 
sobre los factores a tomarse en cuenta en 
la evaluación del rendimiento de redes de 
transporte en San Diego Forward: El Plan 
Regional 2019.

 

Confirme su asistencia con Victoria Ortiz, Planificación Regional de SANDAG, en
victoria.ortiz@sandag.org, o (619) 699-7338 o a través de la página de Facebook
SANDAGregion al participar en el evento "Taller de Medidas de Rendimiento”  
(Performance Measures Workshop) bajo eventos.

Personal de habla hispana estará 
disponible durante el taller. Acceso 
a los alrededores y al Centro de 
Transporte Público puede obtenerse 
a través de Amtrak, COASTER, Línea 
Verde del Trolley y varias rutas de 
autobús. Llame al 511 o visite  
511sd.com/transit para obtener 
información de rutas. 

Estacionamiento limitado disponible.

En cumplimiento de la Ley de 
Estadounidenses con Discapacidades (ADA), 
para obtener este documento en formatos 
alternos comuníquese con el Coordinador 
de ADA de SANDAG, el Director 
Administrativo, llamando al (619) 699-1900 
o (619) 699-1904 (TTY).

Lunes, 4 de diciembre de 2017
11:30 a.m. a 1 p.m.

Caltrans District 11  
Garcia Auditorium  
4050 Taylor Street 
San Diego, CA 92110

Para mayor información, visite SDForward.com

Taller sobre Medidas de Rendimiento de la Red de Transporte del Plan Regional 2019

4339  11/17

@SANDAGSANDAGregion SANDAGregion SANDAGregion

http://sdforward.com/
http://www.sandag.org/
mailto:victoria.ortiz%40sandag.org?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/SANDAGregion
https://www.facebook.com/SANDAGregion
http://sdforward.com/
https://twitter.com/SANDAG
https://www.facebook.com/SANDAGregion
http://sdforward.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SANDAGREGION
https://www.instagram.com/sandagregion/
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Transforming Transportation in
the San Diego Region

#SDForward #5BigMoves

SDForward.com

The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) is developing
San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan, a long-range plan for a
faster, fairer, and cleaner transportation system in the San Diego region.
Join SANDAG this Friday, February 12, at 9 a.m. for an update on the
development of the 2021 Regional Plan at the SANDAG Board of Directors
meeting. Consistent with California Senate Bill 375, the presentation will
include key land use and planning assumptions being used to develop
the Plan.

The 2021 Regional Plan seeks to meet regulatory requirements, address
traffic congestion, and create equal access to jobs, education, healthcare,
and other community resources. Using a data-driven approach that
analyzed where people live and work, how they get around, what
transportation infrastructure exists, what is needed to support future
growth, SANDAG is planning for the future.

Join themeeting from your computer, tablet, or phone to learnmore and

find out ways to get involved! Simultaneous interpretation in Spanish
will be provided. SANDAG agenda materials can be made available in
alternative languages. To make a request, call (619) 699-1900 at least 72

hours in advance of the meeting.

Participants can provide live verbal comment during the meeting or email
comments to the Clerk at clerk@sandag.org.

SANDAG is the region’s primary public planning, transportation, and
research agency, providing the public a forum for regional policy
decisions about growth, transportation planning and construction,
environmental management, housing, open space, energy, public safety,
and binational topics.

Online via zoomwebinar: https://zoom.us/j/96315774535

Phone: Dial a number based on your current location.

US: +1 669 900 6833 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 253 215 8782
or +1 929 205 6099 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799

International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/
aXYtML8Nd

Webinar ID: 963 1577 4535

MAAC Requests Proposals for:
“EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOOD SERVICES”

MAAC is seeking proposals from highly qualified contractors with
expertise in providing “Early Childhood Education Food Services”
through a competitive bid process.

The RFP will be available for download on February 08, 2021.

If you are interested in submitting a proposal in response to this RFP,
you must register on www.maacproject.org in the Procurement Sec-
tion of MAAC’s website. You are responsible for your registration and
for downloading the RFP from the website.

Proposals MUST be received by 2:00pm (PST) on March 15, 2021.

REQUEST FOR QUOTES
Pacific Hydrotech Corporation is requesting quotes from certified DBE
businesses for BorregoWater District, Wastewater Treatment Plant Re-
habilitation Project, Due 3/2/21 @ 2 PM. We are seeking subs/suppli-
ers of Electrical, Coating/Painting, Concrete Repair, Rebar, Concrete/
Ready Mix, Aggregate/Rock, PVC Pipe. Payment & performance bonds
may be required. Subs are encouraged to contact Adryan Gutierrez
estimating@pachydro.com / 951.943.8803 for info/assist with insur-
ance reqs, bonding, lines of credit, equipment or instructions to obtain
plans/specs at no cost.

Legal Notices
Metro San Diego | 866-411-4140
North San Diego | 619-293-2007

The Californian, SWRiverside | 951-251-0329

email: legals@sduniontribune.com | email: legalsnorth@sduniontribune.com | email: legalswr@sduniontribune.com
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NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
SARAH JOSEPHINEMOMSEN

CASE NO. 37202000041693PRLACTL
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent creditors, and
persons who may otherwise be interested in the will or estate, or
both, of: SARAH JOSEPHINE MOMSEN
A Petition for Probate has been filed by PETER W. MOMSEN
& SARAH J. JONES in the Superior Court of California, County of
SAN DIEGO.
The Petition for Probate requests that PETER W. MOMSEN &
SARAH J. JONES be appointed as personal representative to
administer the estate of the decedent.
The petition requests authority to administer the estate under
the IndependentAdministrationof EstatesAct. (This authoritywill
allow the personal representative to take many actions without
obtaining court approval. Before taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal representative will be required to
give notice to interested persons unless they have waived notice
or consented to the proposed action.) The independent adminis-
tration authority will be granted unless an interested person files
an objection to the petition and shows good cause why the court
should not grant the authority.
A hearing on the petition will be held in this court as follows:
Date: APRIL 20, 2021 Time: 11:00 AM Dept.: 504
Address of court: 1100 Union Street, San Diego, California
92101
Branch Name: Probate. OTHER: Appearances must be made
by video conferencing. Additional instructions can be found
at www.sdcourt.ca.gov/ProbateVirtualHearings
If you object to the granting of the petition, you should appear
at the hearing and state your objections or file written objections
with the court before the hearing. Your appearance may be in
person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent creditor of the decedent,
you must file your claim with the court and mail a copy to the
personal representative appointed by the court within the later
of either (1) fourmonths from the date of first issuance of letters
to a general personal representative, as defined in section 58(b)
of the California Probate Code, or (2) 60 days from the date of
mailing or personal delivery to you of a notice under section 9052
of the California Probate Code. Other California statutes and
legal authority may affect your rights as a creditor. You may
want to consultwith an attorney knowledgeable in California
law.
Youmayexamine thefile keptby the court. If you are a person
interested in the estate, you may file with the court a Request for
Special Notice (form DE-154) of the filing of an inventory and ap-
praisal of estate assets or of any petition or account as provided
in Probate Code section 1250. A Request for Special Notice form
is available from the court clerk.
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER: MARGARET K. HERRING
1001 B AVENUE, SUITE 215, CORONADO, CA, 92118,
619 4379175
2/4, 2/11, 2/18/2021 7750505

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE NOTICE
FINAL ENGINEERING FLEXIBILITY

February 11, 2021

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the County of San Diego intends to
amend the County Zoning Ordinance, County Subdivision Ordinance,
and County Grading Ordinance to allow project changes required to
comply with changes in State or Federal regulatory requirements,
without requiring a modification or revised map if specific findings
are made. The proposed ordinance amendments can be reviewed at
https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/sdc/pds/Public_Review_
Non-CEQA.html. Under this process, public review is not required;
however, any comments receivedwill be accepted and taken into con-
sideration. Comments on the proposed ordinance amendments must
be sent to the Planning & Development Services (PDS) address listed
above and should reference the project number and name, as shown
below.

FINAL ENGINEERING FLEXIBILITY: PDS2020-MISC-20-029

The County intends to amend the County Zoning Ordinance, Coun-
ty Subdivision Ordinance, and County Grading Ordinance to allow
project changes required to comply with changes in State or Federal
regulatory requirements, without requiring a modification or revised
map if specific findings aremade. These project changes would not be
counted toward the cumulative change if all of the following are met:
1) project change(s) do not result in a new or substantially increased
significant impact in accordance with CEQA; 2) project change(s) do
not result in a situation that would be detrimental to the health, safety,
or welfare of the public; and 3) project change(s) do not result in the
elimination of project features required to meet the County code re-
quirements. Examples of project features required tomeet the County
code requirements that cannot be eliminated include, but are not lim-
ited to, the following: 1) elimination of a trail that provides a connec-
tion through the project that is needed for regional connectivity; 2)
reduction in overall amount of parkland approved with the original
project; 3) elimination of roads that are needed for emergency access,
travel time, or to handle the traffic generated by the project; and 4) re-
duction of area needed for required water supply well or onsite waste-
water treatment systems and reserve area.

Comments on the proposed ordinance amendmentsmust be received
no later thanMarch 15, 2021 at 4:00 p.m. for a 30-day public disclosure
period. For additional information, please contact Ashley Smith at
ashley.smith2@sdcounty.ca.gov or (619) 857-8012.

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Southwestern Community College
District of San Diego County, California, acting by and through its Gov-
erning Board, hereinafter referred to as the “DISTRICT”will receive up
to, but no later than 4:00 PMonMarch 8, 2021 (Electronic-Only) sub-
mittal of RFQNo. 2021-3010Z, for Statements of Qualifications for:
Commissioning, Cost Estimating, DSA Inspection, Geotechnical,
Hazardous Material Assessment & Monitoring, Materials Testing
& Inspection Services. Proposals shall be submitted electronically
through the SWC Bond Plan Room (www.swcbondplanroom.com),
and must be received electronically by the date and at the time listed
above.

Firms interested in obtaining the RFQ document can do so at no cost
by visiting http://www.swcbondplanroom.com. Documents may be
viewed and/or downloaded. Please note that you will need to login
under your company’s name and password in order to download the
RFQ. If you do not have a company login and/or password, please reg-
ister with the site first. If you have questions about registering, please
contact Isaac Ruiz at iruiz@swccd.edu or at 619-216-6826. Proposers
are also responsible for checking the website noted above for any ad-
denda that may be posted.

Please email any questions to bbaldwin@swccd.edu. Proposers shall
reference RFQ No. 2021-3010Z and your firm’s professional disci-
pline in the email subject line. The final day for questions shall be Fri-
day, February 24, 2021 no later than 12PM

Dated this:
February 11, 2021

Secretary to Governing Board
Kindred Murillo, Ed.D.

Southwestern Community College District
Chula Vista, California
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State regulators sus-
pended all reimbursements
toBorregoHealth inNovem-
ber, about three weeks after
FBI and the California De-
partment of Justice investi-
gators executed simulta-
neous raids in Borrego
Springs, El Cajon and San
Diego.

Scores of agents seized
computers, boxes of records
and other materials at Bor-
rego Health offices and at
the business office of Pre-
mier Healthcare Manage-
ment, theEl Cajon company
in charge of billing for the
nonprofit provider.

The criminal investiga-
tion involves potentially
fraudulent billings that Bor-
rego Health may have sub-
mitted to theDepartment of
Health Care Services, the
state agency responsible for
Medi-Cal reimbursements.

A Borrego Health
spokesman said in a state-
ment the foundation is
pleased to have reached an
agreement with DHCS that
modifies the payment sus-
pension so its facilities can
again receive Medi-Cal pay-
ments formedical services.

“This is very positive
news, andweare grateful for
the opportunity to continue
to serve our community,”
saidBorregoHealth spokes-
manDanKramer.

The deal also allows Bor-
regoHealth to continue pro-
viding dental services at
some of its facilities and to
bill for it. However, the foun-
dation will have to wait for a
finding of no wrongdoing to
be paid for dental services,
Kramer said.

State regulators and
BorregoHealth reached the
agreement late last month.
According to a five-page
term sheet signed Jan. 27 by
BorregoHealthandstateof-
ficials, the foundation will
comply with all state and
federal laws, includingMedi-
Calbillingpractices, andwill
cooperate with all investiga-
tions andaudits.

Borrego Health also
agreed to preserve all pa-
tient records and to hire an
independent monitor cho-
sen by the state. The moni-
tor will be paid by Borrego
and have “complete and full
access to all books and re-
cords in Borrego’s pos-
session.”

Further, themonitor will
be entitled toattendall open
and closed-door meetings,
including those of the board
of directors. Conversations
between Borrego Health
and its attorneysmay be ex-
cluded from the monitor’s
oversight, although the or-
ganizationagreedtoprovide
a logof all suchmeetings.

Borrego Health also will
institute “a robustcorporate
integrity and compliance
program” to make sure all
state and federal rules are

followed, the agreement
states, andwill promptly im-
plement any corrective ac-
tions identified by the inde-
pendentmonitor.

“Borrego is fully pre-
pared and looks forward to
working collaborativelywith
the compliance monitor,”
Kramer said.

The monitor will report
back to state regulators as
needed and stay on the job
indefinitely.

While BorregoHealth re-
mains licensed to provide
dental services, it will not be
permitted to collect Medi-
Cal reimbursements di-
rectly or indirectly. That
means patientsmay have to
find alternate providers,
state officials said.

“Dental clients that were
being served by Borrego
Health clinics may receive
dental services from any
available enrolled Medi-Cal
provider in the area,” Cava
said.

The Department of
Health Care Services said a
majority of BorregoHealth’s
contracted dental providers
are qualified as billing and
service providers for other
clinics. Cava said patients
can call (800) 322-6384 or log
on to www.smilecalifor-
nia.org to findanewdentist.

Kramer said Borrego
Health continues to offer
dentalservicesatsixof its lo-
cations, and in areas where
it can’t provide in-house
dentistry it can provide
transportation “where feasi-

ble” to its clinics that do. He
also said it can make refer-
rals to providers who accept
Denti-cal.

While BorregoHealth of-
ficials say the foundation
work has continued
throughout the two-plus
months during whichMedi-
Cal reimbursements were
suspended, employees say
their jobs have grown more
difficult.

Numerous clinics suf-
fered from staff shortages
due to COVID-19 infections.
Other sites are short on
scribes — the people who
write notes on each patient
visit—meaning that work is
falling to physicians, who do
nothaveasmuch time to see
patients, employees say.

At one clinic inCathedral
City, there are not enough
workers to call patients the
day before their appoint-
ments, boosting the no-
show rate, said an employee
who requested anonymity
because he or she is not au-
thorized to speak to report-
ers.

“The clinics continue to
be very short-staffed,” the
employee said.

Kramer said all Borrego
Health clinics are open and
continue to provide high
quality patient care.

BorregoHealth began as
a single communitymedical
clinic in Borrego Springs
back in the 1980s. It has sub-
sequently grown into one of
the largest rural health care
providers in the country.

Its dozens of clinics gen-
erate some $340 million in
annual revenue and see
more than 1million patients
a year.

Dental services — and
the state reimbursements
that come with them — ac-
count for more than 800,000
of the foundation’s esti-
mated1.1millionpatientvis-
its in thepast year.

The San Diego Union-
Tribunereported inOctober
that twoclinics, one inElCa-
jon and the other in Desert
Hot Springs, were expected
to record more than 600,000
patient visits ina single year.

“Borrego is working dili-
gentlyattheclinic level toes-
tablish a sustained revenue
portfolio that does not rely
on contract dental revenue,”
Kramer said. “We are de-
creasing costs,mostly at the
administrative level, by con-
solidating administrative
spaces and decreasing ad-
ministrative salaries.”

The nonprofit is a feder-
ally qualified health center,
or FQHC, a U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human
Servicesdesignationthatal-
lows it to collecthigher reim-
bursements for medical,
dental and behavioral
health services than other
providers. The FQHC pro-
gram was developed to pro-
mote health care opportuni-
ties in rural communities
that may not otherwise be
able to attract providers.

jeff.mcdonald@sduniontribune.com
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   Transformando el transporte en 
   la región de San Diego 

#SDForward #5BigMoves

SDForward.com

La Asociación de Gobiernos de San Diego (SANDAG, por sus siglas en inglés) 
está desarrollando San Diego Forward: El Plan Regional 2021, un plan a largo 
plazo para crear un sistema de transporte más rápido, más justo y más limpio 
en la región de San Diego. Acompañe a SANDAG este viernes, 12 de febrero, a 
las 9 a.m. para conocer las noticias más recientes sobre el desarrollo del Plan 
Regional 2021 durante la reunión de la Mesa Directiva de SANDAG. Cumpliendo 
con las disposiciones del Proyecto de Ley 375 del Senado de California, la 
presentación incluirá las premisas más importantes sobre uso de suelo y 
planificación que están siendo usadas para desarrollar el Plan.  

El Plan Regional 2021 tiene como objetivos cumplir con los requisitos 
reglamentarios, hacer frente al congestionamiento vial y crear un acceso 
equitativo a empleos, educación, servicios de salud y otros recursos 
comunitarios. A través del uso de un enfoque impulsado por datos que analizó 
dónde viven y trabajan las personas, cómo se movilizan, la infraestructura 
existente y lo que se necesita para apoyar el futuro crecimiento, SANDAG está 
planificando el futuro. 

¡Participe en la reunión desde su computadora, tablet o teléfono para obtener 
más información y conocer formas de involucrarse! Tendremos disponible 
interpretación simultánea en español. Los materiales para la agenda de 
SANDAG se pueden hacer disponibles en varios idiomas. Para hacer un pedido, 
llame al (619) 699-1900 con al menos 72 horas de anticipación a la reunión.

En línea a través del seminario web de Zoom: 
https://zoom us/j/96315774535

Por teléfono: Marque un numero según su ubicación actual. 

Teléfono: EE. UU.: +1 669 900 6833 o +1 346 248 7799 o +1 253 215 8782 
o +1 929 205 6099 o +1 301 715 8592 o +1 312 626 6799

Teléfonos internacionales disponibles: https://zoom.us/u/aXYtML8Nd

Número de identificación (ID) del seminario web: 963 1577 4535

Los participantes pueden presentar un comentario verbal en vivo durante la 
reunión o pueden enviar sus comentarios por correo electrónico a la Secretaria 
al clerk@sandag.org.

SANDAG es la principal agencia pública de planificación, transporte e 
investigación de la región y brinda al público un foro para tomar decisiones 
políticas regionales sobre transporte, planificación y construcción, gestión 
ambiental, vivienda, espacios abiertos, energía, seguridad pública y asuntos 
binacionales.



Notice is hereby given that the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) 
is circulating the draft San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan (2021 Regional 
Plan) for public comment which began May 28, 2021 with a closing date for 
public comments on the draft 2021 Regional Plan of July 30, 2021.

The 2021 Regional Plan prioritizes quality of life, social equity, and environmental 
preservation. By using the most advanced data modeling ever used in a 
Regional Plan, SANDAG is proposing a transformative transportation system 
for the San Diego region that can improve the lives of all San Diegans. The draft 
2021 Regional Plan incorporates the region’s Regional Transportation Plan, 
Sustainable Communities Strategy, and Regional Comprehensive Plan, and also 
includes the draft Air Quality Conformity Determination demonstrating the 2021 
Regional Plan’s conformity with the State Implementation Plans for air quality, in 
accordance with the Transportation Conformity Requirements in 40 C.F.R. 51 and 
93, as required by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments.               

Spanish interpretation will be available. If you require assistance in a language 
other than Spanish or special accommodations in order to participate, please 
contact SANDAG at 619.699.1900 at least 72 hours in advance of the virtual open 
houses and public hearings. TTY 619.699.1904.

During the virtual open houses and virtual public hearings, participants will be 
afforded a variety of means to submit comments on the draft 2021 Regional Plan, 
including fi lling out online comment cards. Comments also may be submitted 
via sandag.org/RegionalPlanComments, directly through email at 
SDForward@sandag.org; via telephone at 619.699.1934, toll free 877.277.5736 
and TTY 619.699.1904, via fax at 619.699.1995; through the mail to Attention: 2021 
Regional Plan, 401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego CA, 92101; and in person by 
dropping off written comments at SANDAG offi ces at the last written address 
once the SANDAG offi ces are reopened to the public.

SANDAG anticipates circulating the draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) in 
late summer 2021, for public comments.

PUBLIC NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF THE DRAFT 
SAN DIEGO FORWARD: THE 2021 REGIONAL PLAN, 
THE DRAFT AIR QUALITY CONFORMITY ANALYSIS, 
AND NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS 

SANDAG is holding informational open houses (virtually) to provide information 
about policy choices and issues considered in the draft 2021 Regional Plan. The 
subregional open houses are scheduled for:

• North County Coastal: Tuesday, June 15, 2021, 6-8 p.m.
• County Unincorporated: Wednesday, June 16, 2021, 6-8 p.m.
• South County: Tuesday, June 22, 2021, 6-8 p.m.
• East County: Thursday, June 24, 2021, 6-8 p.m.
• North County Inland: Monday, June 28, 2021, 6-8 p.m.
• Central San Diego: Wednesday, June 30, 2021, 6-8 p.m.

To join the virtual open houses via Zoom webinar, use this link:
zoom.us/j/98792658224

To join via telephone, dial +1.669.900.6833 or international numbers
available: zoom.us/u/abSVhX79ZC

Webinar ID: 987 9265 8224 

In addition to the virtual open houses, two virtual public hearings
to accept public comments are scheduled for:

• SANDAG Transportation Committee: Friday, July 16, 2021, 9 a.m. 
• SANDAG Board of Directors: Friday, July 23, 2021, 9 a.m. 

Additional virtual event information is available at: SDForward.com

#SDForward #5BigMoves

SDForward.com



#SDForward #5BigMoves

SDForward.com

NOTIFICACIÓN PÚBLICA DE LA DISPONIBILIDAD DEL 
BORRADOR DE SAN DIEGO FORWARD: EL PLAN REGIONAL 
2021, EL BORRADOR DEL ANÁLISIS DE CONFORMIDAD DE LA 
CALIDAD DEL AIRE Y NOTIFICACIÓN DE REUNIONES PÚBLICAS

Por medio de la presente se notifi ca que la Asociación de Gobiernos de San Diego (SANDAG, 
por sus siglas en inglés) está circulando el borrador de San Diego Forward: El Plan Regional 2021 
(Plan Regional 2021) para comentarios públicos que comenzó el 28 de mayo de 2021 con una fecha 
de cierre para comentarios públicos sobre el borrador del Plan Regional 2021 del 30 de julio de 2021.

El Plan Regional 2021 prioriza la calidad de vida, la equidad social y la preservación del medio 
ambiente. A través de la modelación de datos más avanzada que haya sido usada en un Plan 
Regional, SANDAG propone un sistema de transporte transformador para la región de San Diego 
que pueda mejorar la vida de todos los sandieguinos. El borrador del Plan Regional 2021 incorpora 
al Plan Regional de Transporte, la Estrategia Comunidades Sustentables y el Plan Integral Regional 
y también incluye el borrador de la Determinación de Conformidad de la Calidad del Aire que 
demuestra la conformidad del Plan Regional 2021 con los Planes de Implementación del estado para 
la calidad de aire, cumpliendo con los Requisitos de Conformidad del Transporte que aparecen en 
40 C.F.R. 51 y 93  y como requieren las Enmiendas de la Ley de Aire Limpio de 1990.

SANDAG estará realizando reuniones públicas virtuales para proporcionar información sobre las 
decisiones políticas y los asuntos que fueron tomados en cuenta en el borrador del Plan Regional 
2021. Las reuniones públicas serán:

• Costa del Condado Norte: martes, 15 de junio de 2021, 6-8 p.m.

• Áreas no incorporadas del Condado: miércoles, 16 de junio de 2021, 6 - 8 p.m.

• Condado Sur: martes, 22 de junio de 2021, 6-8 p.m.

• Condado Este: jueves, 24 de junio de 2021, 6-8 p.m.

• Interior del Condado Norte: lunes, 29 de junio de 2021, 6-8 p.m.

• San Diego Central: miércoles, 30 de junio de 2021, 6-8 p.m.

Use este enlace para participar en las reuniones públicas virtuales a través de un seminario web 
de Zoom: zoom.us/j/98792658224

Para participar por teléfono marque +1.669.900.6833 o los números de teléfono internacionales 
disponibles en: zoom.us/u/abSVhX79ZC

ID del seminario web: 987 9265 8224

Además de las reuniones públicas informativas, también se llevarán a cabo dos 
audiencias públicas: 

• Comité de Transporte de SANDAG: viernes, 16 de julio de 2021, 9 a.m.

• Mesa Directiva de SANDAG: Martes, 23 de julio de 2021

Tendremos disponible interpretación en español. Si necesita asistencia en un idioma que no sea 
español o necesita adaptaciones especiales para participar, por favor llame a a SANDAG al 619.699.1900 
por lo menos 72 horas antes de las reuniones públicas y las audiencias públicas virtuales. TTY: 
619.699.1904.

Durante las reuniones públicas virtuales y las audiencias públicas virtuales, los participantes 
tendrán a su disposición varias formas de aportar sus comentarios sobre el borrador del Plan 
Regional 2021, incluyendo llenar nuestras tarjetas de comentarios en línea. También puede aportar 
sus comentarios en sandag.org/RegionalPlanComments, directamente a la dirección electrónica 
SDForward@sandag.org; por teléfono llamando al 619.699.1934, a la línea gratuita 877. 277.5736 y TTY 
619.699.1904; por fax al 619.699.1995; por correo postal Atención: 2021 Regional Plan, 401 B Street, Suite 
800, San Diego CA, 92101 y entregando sus comentarios escritos en persona en las ofi cinas de SANDAG 
ubicadas en la dirección que aparece arriba cuando las ofi cinas de SANDAG vuelvan a abrir al público.

SANDAG tiene prevista la circulacion del borrador del Informe de Impacto Ambiental (EIR, por sus siglas 
en inglés) para comentarios públicos a fi nes del verano de 2021.



#SDForward #5BigMoves

SDForward.com

We appreciate your feedback and participation in this process. 

Notice is hereby given that the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) 
is circulating the draft San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan (2021 Regional 
Plan) for public comment which began May 28, 2021 with a closing date for public 
comments of August 6, 2021.

The 2021 Regional Plan prioritizes quality of life, social equity, and environmental 
preservation. By using the most advanced data modeling ever used in a 
Regional Plan, SANDAG is proposing a transformative transportation system 
for the San Diego region that can improve the lives of all San Diegans. The draft 
2021 Regional Plan incorporates the region’s Regional Transportation Plan, 
Sustainable Communities Strategy, and Regional Comprehensive Plan, and also 
includes the draft Air Quality Conformity Determination demonstrating the 2021 
Regional Plan’s conformity with the State Implementation Plans for air quality, in 
accordance with the Transportation Conformity Requirements in 40 C.F.R. 51 and 
93, as required by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments.

Spanish interpretation will be available. If you require assistance in a language 
other than Spanish or special accommodations in order to participate, please 
contact SANDAG at 619.699.1900 at least 72 hours in advance of the public 
hearings. TTY 619.699.1904.

In addition to the virtual public hearings, comments on the draft 2021 Regional 
Plan may be submitted via sandag.org/RegionalPlanComments, directly 
through email at SDForward@sandag.org; via telephone at 619.699.1934, toll free 
877.277.5736 and TTY 619.699.1904, via fax at 619.699.1995; through the mail to 
Attention: 2021 Regional Plan, 401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego CA, 92101; and in 
person by dropping off written comments at SANDAG offices at the last written 
address once the SANDAG offices are reopened to the public.

SANDAG anticipates circulating the draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) in 
late summer 2021, for public comments.

PUBLIC NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF 
THE DRAFT SAN DIEGO FORWARD: 
THE 2021 REGIONAL PLAN, THE DRAFT 
AIR QUALITY CONFORMITY ANALYSIS, 
AND NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

Participate in a Virtual Public Hearing! 

SANDAG is holding two virtual public hearings to accept public 
comments on the draft 2021 Regional Plan. The public hearings are 
scheduled for: 

SANDAG Transportation Committee meeting: Friday, July 16, 2021, 9 a.m

SANDAG Board of Directors meeting: Friday, July 23, 2021, 9 a.m.

The virtual hearings are hosted on a Zoom webinar and registration is 
not required. Additional information is available at:
sandag. org/2021RegionalPlan 



#SDForward #5BigMoves

SDForward.com

Agradecemos sus comentarios y su participación en este proceso.

Por medio de la presente se notifica que la Asociación de Gobiernos de San Diego 
(SANDAG, por sus siglas en inglés) está haciendo circular el borrador de San Diego 
Forward: El Plan Regional 2021 (Plan Regional 2021) para comentarios públicos 
desde el 28 de mayo de 2021 y hasta el 6 de agosto de 2021, último día para 
aportar comentarios públicos.

El Plan Regional 2021 prioriza la calidad de vida, la equidad social y la preservación 
del medio ambiente. A través de la modelación de datos más avanzada usada 
en un Plan Regional, SANDAG propone un nuevo sistema de transporte 
transformador para la región de San Diego que puede mejorar la vida de todos 
los sandieguinos. El borrador del Plan Regional 2021 incorpora el Plan Regional 
de Transporte, la Estrategia de Comunidades Sustentables y el Plan Integral 
Regional e incluye el borrador de la Determinación de Conformidad de la Calidad 
del Aire que demuestra la conformidad del Plan Regional 2021 con los Planes de 
Implementación Estatales para la calidad de aire cumpliendo con los Requisitos 
de Conformidad del Transporte descritos en 40 C.F.R. 51 y 93 tal como requieren 
las Enmiendas de la Ley de Aire Limpio de 1990.

Habrá interpretación en español disponible. Si necesita asistencia en un idioma 
que no sea español o necesita adaptaciones especiales para participar, por favor 
contacte a SANDAG al 619.699.1900 por lo menos 72 horas antes de las audiencias 
públicas. TTY 619.699.1904.

Además de las audiencias públicas virtuales, puede enviar comentarios sobre 
el borrador del Plan Regional 2021 en sandag.org/RegionalPlanComments; 
directamente a la dirección electrónica SDForward@sandag.org; por teléfono 
llamando al 619. 699.1934, a la línea gratuita 877. 277.5736 o al TTY 619. 699.1904; 
por fax al 619.699.1900; por correo postal Atención: 2021 Regional Plan, 401 B 
Street, Suite 800, San Diego CA, 92101 y entregando sus comentarios escritos en 
persona en las oficinas de SANDAG ubicadas en la dirección que aparece arriba 
cuando las oficinas de SANDAG vuelvan a abrir al público.

SANDAG tiene prevista la publicación del borrador del Informe de Impacto 
Ambiental (EIR, por sus siglas en inglés) para comentarios públicos a fines del 
verano de 2021.

¡Participe en una audiencia pública virtual!
SANDAG estará realizando dos audiencias públicas virtuales para 
aceptar comentarios públicos sobre el borrador del Plan Regional 
2021. Las fechas de las audiencias públicas son: 
• Reunión del Comité de Transporte de SANDAG: viernes, 16 de

julio de 2021 a las 9 a.m.
• Reunión de la Mesa Directiva de SANDAG: viernes, 23 de julio

de 2021 a las 9 a.m.
Las audiencias virtuales se realizan en Zoom y no es 
necesario registrarse. Más información disponible en sandag.
org/2021RegionalPlan. 

ANUNCIO PÚBLICO DE DISPONIBILIDAD 
DEL BORRADOR DE SAN DIEGO 
FORWARD: EL PLAN REGIONAL 2021 
Y DEL BORRADOR DEL ANÁLISIS DE 
CONFORMIDAD DE LA CALIDAD DEL AIRE 
Y NOTIFICACIÓN DE REUNIONES PÚBLICAS
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Regional Plan E-Blasts 2017–2021 
SANDAG stakeholder email lists provide a direct way of communicating with people on 
the projects and priorities conducted by SANDAG. In addition to information shared 
through general SANDAG stakeholder email lists, the 2021 Regional Plan email list offers 
updates on the development of the 2021 Regional Plan and opportunities to get involved. 
As of September 2021, the 2021 Regional Plan stakeholder email list includes 5,875 unique 
subscribers. 

Monday June 19, 2017, 4:58 p.m. 
Regional Plan Update Public Involvement Plan Notice – June 2017 

 

Wednesday November 15, 2017, 4 p.m. 
Regional Plan Performance Measures Survey Results 

 

 

https://mailchi.mp/70d24cd4fa37/comment-on-the-draft-public-involvement-plan-for-the-2019-regional-plan-update
https://mailchi.mp/881a86e5c101/youre-invited-2019-regional-plan-performance-measures-workshop
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Friday December 1, 2017, 11:46 a.m. 
Reminder: 2019 Regional Plan Performance Measures Workshop on Monday, December 4 

 

Tuesday December 5, 2017, 10:41 a.m. 
Next Steps After Yesterday’s 2019 Regional Plan Performance Measures Workshop 

 

https://mailchi.mp/5bd0ba9c86aa/reminder-2019-regional-plan-performance-measures-workshop-693265
https://mailchi.mp/13be4a5b6cfa/youre-invited-2019-regional-plan-performance-measures-workshop-693293
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Thursday December 7, 2017, 4 p.m. 
Notes from 2019 Regional Plan Performance Measures Workshop 

 

Tuesday January 16, 2018, 2:49 p.m. 
Results from Performance Measures Online Survey 

 

https://mailchi.mp/0204daa1aa8f/youre-invited-2019-regional-plan-performance-measures-workshop-693321
https://mailchi.mp/f66d23fe401f/youre-invited-2019-regional-plan-performance-measures-workshop-693497
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Wednesday January 31, 2018, 9:14 a.m. 
Draft Performance Measures & Emerging Technologies White Paper Available 

 

Tuesday February 27, 2018, 2 p.m. 
2019 Regional Plan White Papers Available: Public Health, Climate Change, and Economic 
Prosperity 

 

https://mailchi.mp/ccdb6355bd9c/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-693626
https://mailchi.mp/ccdb6355bd9c/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-693626
https://mailchi.mp/be3bd61b34af/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-693785
https://mailchi.mp/be3bd61b34af/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-693785
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Wednesday March 28, 2018, 1:22 p.m. 
You’re Invited: 2019 Regional Plan Transportation Network Themes Open Houses 

 

Wednesday April 18, 2018, 3 p.m. 
Reminder: 2019 Regional Plan Transportation Network Themes Open Houses Start Monday 

 

https://mailchi.mp/523592a64a87/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694001
https://mailchi.mp/523592a64a87/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694001
https://mailchi.mp/0acbe9e5a6c5/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694121
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Tuesday April 24, 2018, 4:57 p.m. 
Transportation Network Themes Survey Now Available 

 

Thursday May 31, 2018, 12:27 p.m. 
Summary of Input – 2019 Regional Plan Transportation Network Themes 

 

https://mailchi.mp/b72c8ad04e1c/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694193
https://mailchi.mp/99be7b7fd482/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694433
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Tuesday July 10, 2018, 2:30 p.m. 
Regional Mobility Hub Strategy 

 

Wednesday August 15, 2018, 3:50 p.m. 
New Videos: Learn About Transportation Network Scenarios 

 

https://mailchi.mp/5ddcf5a96e59/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694777
https://mailchi.mp/25bc037a3857/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694933
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Wednesday September 19, 2018, 3:30 p.m. 
Regional Plan Update: Modeling, Forecasting, and Performance Measures 

 

Tuesday October 2, 2018, 8:29 a.m. 
Network Concepts Available Now (It’s Time to Help Shape Our Region’s Future) 

 

https://mailchi.mp/d958d62c4d4a/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-695229
https://mailchi.mp/b9ff5c222ab7/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-695065
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Thursday October 11, 2018, 5:15 p.m. 
Events Start Next Week: 2019 Regional Plan Open House and Community Conversations 

 

Wednesday January 31, 2018, 9:14 a.m. 
Regional Plan Draft Performance Measures & Emerging Technologies White Paper 

 

https://mailchi.mp/914b37123736/events-start-next-week-2019-regional-plan-open-house-and-community-conversations
https://mailchi.mp/ccdb6355bd9c/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-693626
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Wednesday March 28, 2018, 1:22 p.m. 
2019 Regional Plan Transportation Network Themes Open Houses 

 

Wednesday October 24, 2018, 10:45 a.m. 
Remaining Opportunities to Provide Input by October 31 

 

https://mailchi.mp/523592a64a87/2019-regional-plan-performance-measureswhitepaper-694001
https://mailchi.mp/3f2b64b27158/events-start-next-week-2019-regional-plan-open-house-and-community-conversations-695573
https://mailchi.mp/3f2b64b27158/events-start-next-week-2019-regional-plan-open-house-and-community-conversations-695573
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Monday October 29, 2018, 4:45 p.m. 
Thank You for Completing our Network Concepts Survey 

 

Thursday November 8, 2018, 4:15 p.m. 
Thanks for Your Input on Regional Plan Network Concepts 

 

https://mailchi.mp/27aa632cfc9b/events-start-next-week-2019-regional-plan-open-house-and-community-conversations-695697
https://mailchi.mp/f86fdf43d3d8/events-start-next-week-2019-regional-plan-open-house-and-community-conversations-695813
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Tuesday December 18, 2018, 6:30 p.m. 
Improving Access to Military Bases in the San Diego Region 

 

Monday February 11, 2019, 4:24 p.m. 
2019 Regional Plan Update: Creating a Transformative Vision for Our Region 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/improving-access-to-military-bases-in-the-san-diego-region
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/2019-regional-plan-update-creating-a-transformative-vision-for-our-region
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Tuesday February 26, 2019, 4:32 p.m.  
Transforming Transportation Through the Regional Plan 

 

Thursday April 25, 2019, 5:45 p.m. 
Tune In Tomorrow: Joint SANDAG Board/Policy Meeting 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/transforming-transportation-through-the-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/tune-in-tomorrow
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Friday April 26, 2019, 3:15 p.m. 
Introducing the 5 Big Moves: Strategies to Transform Our Region’s Transportation System 

 

Thursday May 16, 2019, 4:30 p.m. 
Invitation to Serve on the SANDAG Vision Advisory Panel 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/introducing-the-5-big-moves-strategies-to-transform-our-regions-transportation-system
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/invitation-to-serve-on-the-sandag-vision-advisory-panel
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Tuesday June 18, 2019, 9:30 a.m. 
Register today! SANDAG introduces 5 Big Moves webinar series 

 

Monday June 24, 2019, 5:30 p.m. 
Register today: Complete Corridors webinar this Wednesday, June 26 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/register-today-sandag-introduces-5-big-moves-webinar-series
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/register-today-complete-corridors-webinar-this-wednesday-june-26
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Monday July 1, 2019, 2:30 p.m. 
Join us next week for a webinar about the Transit Leap 

 

Monday July 8, 2019, 4:22 p.m. 
Register today: Transit Leap webinar this Wednesday, July 10 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-us-next-week-for-a-webinar-about-the-transit-leap
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/register-today-transit-leap-webinar-this-wednesday-july-10-9vs7apk9ow
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Monday July 15, 2019, 2:30 p.m. 
Join our next #5BigMoves webinar about Mobility Hubs 

 

Monday July 22, 2019, 7:15 p.m. 
Register today: Mobility Hubs webinar this Wednesday, July 24 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-our-next-5bigmoves-webinar-about-mobility-hubs
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/register-today-mobility-hubs-webinar-this-wednesday-july-24
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Tuesday July 30, 2019, 5:15 p.m. 
Vision Lab Open House and Flexible Fleets Webinar 

 

Monday August 5, 2019, 5:15 p.m. 
Join us this Wednesday for our Flexible Fleets Webinar 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/vision-lab-open-house-and-flexible-fleets-webinar
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-us-this-wednesday-for-our-flexible-fleets-webinar
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Monday August 12, 2019, 10:15 a.m. 
Next OS webinar on August 21, Vision Lab open house tomorrow 

 

Monday August 19, 2019, 4:15 p.m. 
Join us this Wednesday for our Next OS Webinar 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/next-os-webinar-on-august-21-vision-lab-open-house-tomorrow
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-us-this-wednesday-for-our-next-os-webinar
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Monday September 16, 2019, 5 p.m. 
Webinar: Critical Connections Between Where You Live and Work 

 

Monday September 23, 2019, 10 a.m. 
This Wednesday: Critical Connections Webinar 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/webinar-critical-connections-698293
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/this-wednesday-critical-connections-webinar
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Monday October 7, 2019, 10:15 a.m. 
Join our Clean Transportation Webinar on October 23 

 

Tuesday October 15, 2019, 8 a.m. 
Explore Our New Story Map and Join Our Next Webinar 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-our-clean-transportation-webinar-on-october-23
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/explore-our-new-story-mapand-join-our-next-webinar
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Monday October 21, 2019, 3 p.m. 
This Wednesday: Clean Transportation Webinar 

 

Wednesday January 15, 2020, 5 p.m. 
Upcoming Presentations about Developing our Regional Vision 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/this-wednesday-clean-transportation-webinar
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/upcoming-presentations-about-developing-our-regional-vision
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Tuesday February 11, 2020, 6 p.m. 
2/14 Panel: Air Quality Mandates and the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

Thursday July 23, 2020, 5 p.m. 
Progress on the 2021 Regional Plan Continues 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/air-quality-mandates-and-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/progress-on-the-2021-regional-plan-continues
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Monday August 3, 2020, 6 p.m. 
Sharing the Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

Friday August 7, 2020, 2 p.m. 
Imagine a Faster, Fairer, Cleaner, Transportation System 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/sharing-the-vision-for-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/imagine-a-faster-fairer-cleaner-transportation-system
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Thursday August 13, 2020, 1 p.m. 
Tune In Tomorrow at 9 a.m. to Explore the Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

Tuesday September 29, 2020, 5 p.m. 
Join our team for an upcoming virtual chat session 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/tune-in-tomorrow-at-9-am-to-explore-the-vision-for-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-our-team-for-an-upcoming-virtual-chat-session
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Friday November 13, 2020, 1:45 p.m. 
Politifest Virtual Summer Recap 

 

Friday December 4, 2020, 1 p.m. 
Working together to develop the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/politifest-virtual-summit-recap
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/working-together-to-develop-the-2021-regional-plan
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Tuesday December 22, 2020, 4 p.m. 
Year in Review: 2021 Regional Plan 

 

Thursday February 11, 2021, 2:15 p.m. 
Tune in tomorrow for an update on the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/year-in-review-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/tune-in-tomorrow-for-an-update-on-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/tune-in-tomorrow-for-an-update-on-the-2021-regional-plan
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Thursday March 11, 2021, 4:15 p.m. 
Tomorrow: Take a deep dive into data and funding strategies for the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

Thursday March 25, 2021, 5 p.m. 
ICYMI: A closer look at the data and funding strategies  

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/tomorrow-take-a-deep-dive-into-data-and-funding-strategies-for-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/icymi-a-closer-look-at-the-data-and-funding-strategies
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Thursday April 8, 2021, 1 p.m. 
Friday: Emerging Technologies, Smart Cities, Connected Vehicles & More! 

 

Tuesday April 13, 2021, 1 p.m. 
ICYMI: Technology Trends and the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/friday-emerging-technologies-smart-cities-connected-vehicles-more
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/icymi-technology-trends-and-the-2021-regional-plan
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Wednesday April 21, 2021, 4 p.m. 
Social Equity in Regional Planning 

 

Thursday April 29, 2021, 4:45 p.m. 
Working together to align state, regional, and local planning in the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/social-equity-in-regional-planning
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/working-together-to-align-state-regional-and-local-planning-in-the-2021-regional-plan-ugej3kkzoz
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/working-together-to-align-state-regional-and-local-planning-in-the-2021-regional-plan-ugej3kkzoz
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Friday May 20,2021, 9:30 a.m. 
Friday: 2021 Regional Plan Board of Directors Workshops 

 

Friday May 21, 2021, 7:15 p.m. 
Join us on May 28 for an overview of key milestones that led to the development of the 
draft 2021 Regional Plan 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/friday-2021-regional-plan-board-of-directors-workshop
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-us-on-may-28-for-an-overview-of-key-milestones-that-led-to-the-development-of-the-draft-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-us-on-may-28-for-an-overview-of-key-milestones-that-led-to-the-development-of-the-draft-2021-regional-plan
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Friday May 28, 2021, 7 p.m. 
The draft 2021 Regional Plan is here! 

 

Wednesday June 9, 2021, 4 p.m. 
You’re invited! Draft 2021 Regional Plan informational open houses this summer 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/the-draft-2021-regional-plan-is-here
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/youre-invited-draft-2021-regional-plan-informational-open-houses-this-summer
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Monday June 14, 2021, 4 p.m. 
Reminder: Virtual Open Houses 

 

Tuesday June 22, 2021, 10:30 a.m. 
Are you a resident of South or East County? Join us! 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/reminder-virtual-open-houses
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/reminder-virtual-open-houses-703490
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Friday June 25, 2021, 4 p.m. 
Do you live in North County Inland or Central San Diego? 

 

Friday July 9, 2021, 5 p.m. 
👉👉 What's next for the 2021 Regional Plan? 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/reminder-virtual-open-houses-703530
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/virtual-public-hearings
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/virtual-public-hearings
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Wednesday July 14, 2021, 9 a.m. 
Friday: Join our first public hearing this Friday 🙋🙋 

 

Wednesday July 21, 2021, 11 a.m. 
📆📆 Friday: Join us for our final public hearing 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/virtual-public-hearings-reminder
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/virtual-public-hearings-reminder
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/virtual-public-hearing-072321
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/virtual-public-hearing-072321
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Wednesday August 4, 2021, 6 p.m. 
Join us for a discussion about social equity and the 2021 Regional Plan 

 

Saturday August 28, 2021, 9 a.m. 
🍃🍃 Provide your input on the draft Environmental Impact Report for the 
2021 Regional Plan 

 

https://mailchi.mp/sandag/join-us-for-a-discussion-about-social-equity-and-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/provide-your-input-on-the-draft-environmental-impact-report-for-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/provide-your-input-on-the-draft-environmental-impact-report-for-the-2021-regional-plan
https://mailchi.mp/sandag/provide-your-input-on-the-draft-environmental-impact-report-for-the-2021-regional-plan
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SANDAG Social Media 
SANDAG social media channels (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube) 
serve to educate and inform the San Diego region on the projects and priorities 
conducted by SANDAG. Through the information presented on social media channels, 
people in the region can feel connected and represented by SANDAG projects by 
interacting, leaving comments, or sharing the posts. More importantly, the social media 
channels aid in promoting 2021 Regional Plan efforts and updates in many forms, such as 
Virtual Vision Lab Community Chat session promotion, webinars, public meetings, 
and more. 

Regional Plan Social Media Metrics 

2021 January–September Summary 

Facebook 
Impressions 1,351,395 
Posts 122 

Twitter  
Impressions 253,472 
Engagements 2,227 
Tweets 219 

YouTube 
Video Views 13,091 
Likes 54 
Videos 45 

Instagram 
Video Views 1,989 
Likes 1,716 
Posts 64 

LinkedIn 
Likes 1,158 
Posts  59 
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2020 Summary 

Facebook 
Impressions 353,450 
Reach 211,963 
Posts 89 

Twitter  
Impressions 183,903 
Engagements 3,577 
Tweets 148 

YouTube 
Video Views 17,210 
Likes 168 
Videos 42 

Instagram 
Video Views 3,085 
Likes 411 
Posts 15 

LinkedIn 
Likes 1,173 
Posts  24 

 

2019 Summary 

Facebook 
Impressions 231,340 
Reach 168,790 
Posts 130 

Twitter 
Impressions 309,846 
Engagements 5,910 
Tweets 195 

YouTube 
Video Views 9,989 
Likes 97 
Videos 20 

Instagram 
Video Views 624 
Likes 186 
Posts 6 
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Regional Plan Post Examples from the SANDAG Facebook Page 
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Regional Plan Post Examples from the SANDAG Twitter Page  
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Bill Tippets                                                                                                                                                                 
5850 Soledad Mtn Rd                                                                                                                                                   
La Jolla, CA 92037                                                                                                                      

December 16, 2016                                               
 
SANDAG     (Submitted via email) 
401 B Street, Suite 800  
San Diego, CA 92101  
Attention:  Andrew Martin, Senior Regional Planner (andrew.martin@sandag.org) 
 
Re:  SANDAG NOP for Preparation of a Program EIR for San Diego Forward:  The Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy  
 
Dear Mr. Martin: 
 
I am submitting this letter to comment on the NOP issued by SANDAG on November 14, 2016.  The 
project is described as an update to the current 2050 RTP/SCS, a plan that is primarily intended to 
implement the requirements of SB 375.  However, the current RTP/SCS was also prepared to update and 
incorporate the Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP).   The NOP should have described – and SANDAG 
must declare - whether this project also includes an update of the RCP component.   
 
As noted in the NOP, SB 375, and thus the RTP, has three primary goals: 

1.  Using the regional transportation planning process to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
from passenger vehicles; 

2. Offering incentives under CEQA to encourage projects that are consistent with a SCS that 
achieves the GHG emission reductions; and  

3. Coordinating the Regional Housing Need Allocation process with the Regional Transportation 
Planning process while maintaining local authority over land use decisions. 

 
Preparing an RTP/SCS that achieves these goals is critical to the San Diego Region’s continued quality of 
life and would contribute significantly to larger state, national and global GHG emission objectives.  
However, to do so the RTP must acknowledge and successfully overcome several misconceptions and 
fundamental flaws in the previous RTP/SCS (source information is provided at the end of this letter): 
 

1. SANDAG does not seem to acknowledge that building more general purpose freeway lanes is 
responsible for induced travel (particularly single-passenger vehicle) demand.  One of the key 
reasons that many criticize SANDAG’s current approach to transportation system network 
planning is its retention of general purpose lanes.   Induced travel demand is not an "academic 
fallacy" as some have improperly asserted:  building more roads just causes more drivers to use 
them.  This knowledge is addressed in numerous studies and real-world assessments, including a 
widely cited 2015 UC Davis study that Caltrans has agreed was valid:  more freeways do not 
solve traffic congestion and they lead to an increase in air pollution.  Also, the next RTP/SCS 
needs to effectively integrate HOV lanes and “automated vehicles” (particularly freight trucks, 
which are expected to be implemented fairly soon and will need transfer stations to local 



delivery) into the peripheral (e.g., the cities’) transportation networks/smart growth-TOD land 
uses.  Failure to do so will translate into more traffic delays and air pollution.  What we don’t 
need is for SANDAG to continue to promote more freeways that haven’t, and won’t, solve our 
transportation problems.  

2. The next RTP/SCS could greatly improve the region’s transit networks, while addressing needed 
local road/infrastructure repairs and improvements.  San Diego's transit systems’ (rail, bus, bike, 
walking) performance has substantial room for improvement. Increased funding for regional and 
local bikeways, safe (walking) routes are essential, but rail and rapid bus services can be greatly 
increased and improved.  Recent studies have demonstrated that the San Diego metropolitan 
area's transit ridership is ranked 33rd of the top 75 largest metropolitan areas and our transit 
stations have among the worst rating in the state.  Why is transit lagging?  In large part, it seems 
that SANDAG has not given sufficient consideration – and funding - to leading-edge transit 
system improvements (one example is the Quickway approach that has been presented to 
SANDAG).  Also, SANDAG could work more effectively with the local jurisdictions to coordinate 
the housing-jobs-transit mix. Transit works well in other US metropolitan areas; we need the 
next RTP/SCS to provide real leadership and utilization of new opportunities, and not to 
essentially rely on the historical approach to “improving” transit.  

3. The next RTP/SCS must better understand and plan for our population growth and 
demographics.  For example, millennials, who are expected to dominate housing demand, are 
not as fixated on single family homes and vehicles as previous generations.  A 2015 study by 
Freddie Mac found that millennials tend to favor rentals and denser housing.  A study in the 
Journal of the American Planning Association (2015) found that millennials are driving less and 
tending to live in urban areas, lowering their need for cars.  Southern California demographics 
show a trend favoring multi-family housing and higher-density housing that is close to transit 
and generally more affordable than single family homes.  And, San Diego is projected to locate 
about 80% of new residential growth within the existing developed urban areas, which is where 
transit works best. 
 
Regarding housing – and commercial/industrial – development, the RTP/SCS should identify 
policies, initiatives and incentives that will promote smart growth and seamless integrated 
transportation networks.  The RTP/SCS should encourage/incentivize new developments that 
achieve net zero GHG emissions.  For example, the recently announced FivePoint Net Zero 
Newhall (Ranch) plan outlines how this 21,500-unit development will meet net zero emissions.  
The RTP/SCS approach should prioritize San Diego and California-based GHG reduction options 
(rather than outside CA options) where onsite measures are not fully-sufficient. 
   

SANDAG’s update of its current RTP must recognize and address several significant changes in policies, 
plans and environmental conditions since that version was prepared.  Among the most significant 
changes: 

1. The State of California passed and enacted SB 32, which establishes a requirement that the 
statewide GHG reduction be 40% below the 1990 baseline by 2030 (codifying Executive Order B-
30-15).  The RTP should demonstrate how the projects that SANDAG is specifically responsible 
for implementing will meet – or preferably exceed - that reduction level. 

2. The City of San Diego has a new, certified Climate Action Plan (CAP) that adopts the same GHG 
reduction target for 2030 as the State, and establishes a goal of an 80% reduction from the 1990 
baseline by 2050.  Other cities’ CAPs and the County of San Diego’s CAP also have or call for 
similar GHG reduction targets/timelines.  A key means to meet these targets will be for the 



region to adopt Community Choice Energy (CCE) and to prioritize local, distributed photovoltaic 
(PV) supply opportunities, not to promote and rely on mega PV facilities (e.g., desert solar). 

3. The City of San Diego is preparing its Community Planning Updates that will specify land uses 
and densities that must be addressed in the RTP (and EIR).  Other cities will, through their CAPs 
and General Plan Updates, specify land uses/densities that must be addressed in the RTP.  
Similarly, the County’s CAP, which is currently in preparation and will be completed before the 
RTP, may identify opportunities and needs to changes to the RTP to allow the County to achieve 
its GHG reductions.     

4. The State of California’s climate policies and legislation establish clear guidance for regional 
planning agencies, counties and local governments that would complement the intent of 
international treaties and national policies to reduce GHG emissions.  The RTP must, at the very 
least, fully contribute its “fair share” toward meeting those GHG emission targets/requirements. 
To that end, SANDAG must have a clear accounting of current GHG emissions – from each 
sector/major emission component – and be able to monitor/account for any claimed reductions 
by the project and its mitigation measures. 

 
The RTP/SCS must clearly specify and identify how it will ensure:   

1. Timelines/milestones for the project elements and mitigation measures and how these will 
become binding and legally enforceable.  

2. Because the RTP/SCS involves or assumes many actions that are outside of SANDAG’s authority 
(e.g., local land use decisions, economic development, etc.), it must clearly delineate how 
SANDAG and the local entities will ensure that the RTP/SCS goals, objectives, projects, and 
mitigation will be implemented.   

3. A number of news articles have documented that SANDAGs TransNet program has not 
generated the (sales tax) revenues that it projected – and are needed to fund RTP projects.  
SANDAG must provide a more realistic assessment of its proposed revenues and project costs.  
This is particularly important when identifying the priorities for RTP projects and mitigation.  

4. SANDAG has resources/programs, including its Dashboard, for providing summaries of its 
projects/results.  The RTP/SCS must establish monitoring methods for tracking each of its 
project actions as well as their GHG emission reductions.  It must work with the cities and 
county to integrate GHG emission monitoring so that meaningful, consistent implementation 
and enforcement mechanisms are established.  The public should be able to access data and 
results of the RTP/SCS and not have to rely on annual or more infrequent formal reporting on 
the RTP/SCS by SANDAG. 

 
Resource Topics, Alternatives and Cumulative/Growth-Inducing Issues.  The NOP does not state what 
will comprise the “range of reasonable alternatives” to the project nor what the “update” to the current 
RTP/SCS will encompass, and it is not possible to provide specific comments on potential alternatives 
and project impacts.  The NOP presents a reasonable list of resource topics that will be analyzed in the 
EIR; many of these had significant, unavoidable impacts in the previous RTP/SCS (Aesthetics/Visual; 
Agriculture and Forestry; Air Quality; Biological Resources; Cultural and Paleontological Resources; 
Energy; Mineral Resources; GHGs (consistency with state goals); Hydrology and Water Quality; Land 
Use; Noise and Vibration; Population and Housing; Public Services and Utilities; Transportation; and 
Water Supply).  Based on the previous RTP/SCS process and EIR, the updated RTP/SCS could result in 
many of the same significant, unavoidable (and not fully mitigated) impacts.  
 
Given that many cities and the County will have adopted rigorous CAPs (e.g., committing to state 
targets), the updated RTP/SCS will have to develop new alternatives that are consistent with those plans 



and presumed changed land uses, transportation and housing needs.  For example, the previous RTP 
projected very little increase (about 3.5%) in total transit from 2012-2050, but as cities and the county 
become more dependent on density and transit to achieve GHG reductions, SANDAG must develop 
alternatives to its approaches and project list to better serve and provide incentives to local 
governments that will improve the jobs-housing-transportation balance.  SANDAG must also 
substantially improve its assessment of and plan for utilization of reasonable technological 
improvements/innovations in transportation and transit.  The likely introduction of self-driving freight 
trucks and cars, computer-assisted routing, and related advances must be part of the RTP. 

San Diego cannot effectively employ, house and transport an additional projected 1.3 million residents 
by 2050 unless our thinking, planning and funding are based on the "real" facts and best available 
forecasts of our housing and driving trends.  We need a new approach that prioritizes and funds our 
regional and local transit systems, not one that continues the past failed approach that relies on more 
freeways.         

Please include these comments into the administrative record for the RTP/SCS project and keep me 
informed of the process to update the RTP/SCS and prepare the EIR. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Bill Tippets         
 
 
------------- 
Sources: 
  
Induced travel demand - the real studies documenting it is real: 
 
http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B_Technical-
Documents/GIZ_SUTP_TD1_Demystifying-Induced-Travel-Demand_EN.pdf 

UCDavis Study:  http://www.dot.ca.gov/newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-
NCST_Brief_InducedTravel_CS6_v3.pdf 

CityLab summary of CA DOT/UCD study:  http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-
admits-that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/ 

Young Americans driving less: http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07/the-clearest-explanation-yet-
for-why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/ 

 

Poor performance of San Diego's transit: 

 
Poor transit ridership rate: http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-your-citys-public-transit-stacks-up/ 
 
Poor transit stop performance (Caltrans rating): http://next10.org/transitscorecard 

http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B_Technical-Documents/GIZ_SUTP_TD1_Demystifying-Induced-Travel-Demand_EN.pdf
http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B_Technical-Documents/GIZ_SUTP_TD1_Demystifying-Induced-Travel-Demand_EN.pdf
http://www.dot.ca.gov/newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-NCST_Brief_InducedTravel_CS6_v3.pdf
http://www.dot.ca.gov/newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-NCST_Brief_InducedTravel_CS6_v3.pdf
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-admits-that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-admits-that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07/the-clearest-explanation-yet-for-why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07/the-clearest-explanation-yet-for-why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/
http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-your-citys-public-transit-stacks-up/
http://next10.org/transitscorecard


 
Housing trends: 
 
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/2013/may/01/demographics-california-san-housing/ 

Freddie Mac 2015 US overview with millennials favoring rentals and multifamily housing strong 
demands:  http://www.freddiemac.com/multifamily/pdf/2015_outlook.pdf 
 
Net Zero Housing:  http://www.netzeronewhall.com/the-latest/ 

 

Automated Vehicles 

Google driverless vehicle tests: https://waymo.com/ 

University of Michigan Mobility Transformation Center campus pilot program: 
http://www.mtc.umich.edu/test-facility 

Future of Automated Freight Trucking: https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-
truck-hits-road/ 

China Testing Automated Vehicles: https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-
trucks-are-revving-their-engines/?set=602902 

 
TransNet Tax Revenue Shortfall: 
 
http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is-billions-short-and-measure-a-
could-be-too/ 
 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/2013/may/01/demographics-california-san-housing/
http://www.freddiemac.com/multifamily/pdf/2015_outlook.pdf
http://www.netzeronewhall.com/the-latest/
https://waymo.com/
http://www.mtc.umich.edu/test-facility
https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-truck-hits-road/
https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-truck-hits-road/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-trucks-are-revving-their-engines/?set=602902
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-trucks-are-revving-their-engines/?set=602902
http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is-billions-short-and-measure-a-could-be-too/
http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is-billions-short-and-measure-a-could-be-too/


From: Bill Tippets
To: Martin, Andrew; Gallegos, Gary; Stoll, Muggs; Rundle, Rob
Cc: Nicole Capretz; Micah Mitrosky; Kayla Race; Colin Parent; Masada Disenhouse; Mike Bullock; Dave Grubb; Mike

McCoy; Jim Peugh; Samantha; Alan Hoffman; Jack Shu; WILLIAM TIPPETS; Diane Nygaard; Kathleen Ferrier;
Mary Lydon; Michael YOUNG; Mike Stepner; Cary Lowe; Betsy Morris; Vicki Estrada; Brooke Peterson

Subject: Re: Comments on SANDAG"s NOP for an EIR for the 2019 RTP/SCS
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 3:36:42 PM

Mr. Martin/SANDAG,

Please include the following comments, which augment my previous comment letter, into the
record for the NOP for the upcoming EIR for the next iteration/update of San Diego Forward
(the RTP/SCS).  

As SANDAG prepares the next iteration/update to its RTP/SCS, it will have to address the
plan's conformance with revelant, new regulations and standards, including SB 32, which
increases the amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction that the state of CA - as
implemented through regional/local projects - must attain.  The new GHG standard, 40%
below GHG emissions compared to1990 level by 2030, should be the CEQA threshold of
significance for SANDAG's RTP/SCS relative to GHGs.   

Based on the existing RTP/SCS approach, there does not appear to be any feasible way to
"adjust" the existing RTP to attain this additional GHG reduction:  it will require SANDAG
and its member cities/county to adopt substantially different and more aggressive approaches
and measures to reduce those emissions, particularly from the transportation sector, which is
the largest GHG emission sector in our region.  The cities and county, most of which have or
are in the process of adopting climate action plans (CAPs) that would comply with the state's
SB 32 targets/standards, will need assistance, via the RTP/SCS, to help them meet those
commitments.  

An example of the kind of new thinking that SANDAG should adopt is already occurring
elsewhere.  For example, Seattle's regional transportation leadership has determined that a
significant reduction in vehicle use and concomitant increase in transit is required (see: 
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2017/01/a-growing-seattle-goes-all-in-on-transit/512321/).
Like Seattle, San Diego is not an appropriate place to rely on more cars and freeway/highway
lanes to solve its transportation (and in part its GHG emission) problems.

A revamped and substantially improved transportation system network that does not rely on
additional vehicles and lanes, and is linked to functioning/effective development/housing
(particularly affordable housing), should be the overarching focus and outcome of the next
RTP/SCS.

Thank you,

Bill Tippets 

On Fri, Dec 16, 2016 at 11:52 AM, Bill Tippets <billtippets@gmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Martin/SANDAG,

Attached is a letter that comments on the above-referenced NOP.  Please include this letter
into the project's public record and any publicly-accessible electronic and hard files

mailto:Andrew.Martin@sandag.org
mailto:/O=SANDAG/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=gga
mailto:Muggs.Stoll@sandag.org
mailto:rru@sandag.org
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associated with the project record.  At the end of this letter I have included a number of
references and information sources that relate directly to critical elements of the RTP/SCS
and opportunities to substantially improve upon the current RTPSCS.

The next RTP/SCS faces and must effectively integrate many new legislative, technical,
planning, environmental and physical challenges and opportunities. 

Sincerely,

Bill Tippets



STATE OF CALIFORNIA - NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY                                                                                  EDMUND G. BROWN JR, Governor 
 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
San Diego District Office 
7575 Metropolitan Drive, Suite 103 
San Diego, CA 92108-4421 
(619) 767-2370 
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December 19, 2016 
 
Andrew Martin 
Associate Regional Planner 
SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
 
RE:  Update to San Diego Forward, Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Community 

Strategy, Comments on Notice of Preparation of Environmental Impact Report  
(SCH # 2010041061) 

 
 
Dear Mr. Martin: 
 
The above referenced Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for a four year 
update to San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (2015), including the Regional Transportation Plan 
and Sustainable Communities Strategy, was received by Coastal Commission staff on November 18, 
2016. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the environmental review process for the Regional 
Plan update. One of the primary tenets of the Coastal Act is to protect and enhance public access to the 
coast, which requires a well-planned and interconnected public transportation system. Several of the 
policy objective categories of the Regional Plan, including Habitat and Open Space Preservation, 
Environmental Stewardship, Mobility Choices, and Healthy and Complete Communities, create an 
opportunity to enhance San Diego’s transportation system and protect coastal resources in a manner that 
is supportive of the Coastal Act. This update provides an opportunity to enhance those sections of the 
Regional Plan, considering current infrastructure, planned future infrastructure, and environmental 
conditions including sea level rise.  Given the California Coastal Commission’s mandate to protect 
coastal resources through planning and regulation of the use of land and water within the Coastal Zone, 
we are providing the following comments and topics that should be considered, analyzed, and addressed 
in the EIR. 
 
1) California Coastal Act and North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan and Transportation and 
Resource Enhancement Program (NCC PWP/TREP). The transportation corridors located within the 
San Diego region bisect or are located directly adjacent to sensitive marine resources including coastal 
lagoon systems and the Pacific Ocean. Impacts to these resources are restricted by Coastal Act policies. 
Except for certain specific instances, fill of a wetland or other coastal waters is prohibited (Section 
30233), and the marine resources (Section 30230), water quality (Section 30231), and environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas (Section 3024) often associated with the coastal environment are also protected. 
Many of these coastal systems have already significantly deteriorated due to historical transportation 
infrastructure development. Future transportation improvements planned for the Coastal Zone should 
seek to ameliorate and improve these constraints to the greatest extent feasible. Many of these 
improvements, and policies that will guide project planning and implementation, are identified in the 
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North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan/Transportation and Resource Enhancement Program (NCC 
PWP/TREP), adopted in June 2014, and subsequently amended in March 2016 and December 2016. 
Please review that plan for guidance on current and future planned projects in the Coastal Zone – and 
please analyze the Regional Plan update for consistency with that plan and for minimization of adverse 
environmental impacts to coastal resources.   
 
2) Sea Level Rise. Coastal Act Section 30253 requires that new development minimize risks to life and 
property from hazards and to assure stability and structural integrity without the use of a shoreline 
protective device. Thus, understanding the potential impacts of climate change and sea level rise is of 
critical importance when beginning long-range planning efforts so as to ensure that land use decisions 
and development projects are not designed in a way that will put investments at risk from coastal 
hazards. Given the proximity of significant portions of the County’s key regional infrastructure to the 
coast, it is imperative that transportation and land use plans carefully anticipate the effects of sea level 
rise and associated hazards. Ensuring that new coastal infrastructure is designed to adapt to the effects of 
sea level rise throughout the expected life of the infrastructure is a principal concern of the Coastal 
Commission, as clarified through the Commission’s Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance (2015) and through 
recent Commission actions on key infrastructure projects throughout California. The 2015 Regional Plan 
included reference to best available science on climate change and sea level rise (e.g. the 2012 National 
Research Council Report, Sea Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington), but the 
2015 Regional Plan did not make clear that sea level rise conditions must be modeled for the entirety of 
the expected life of new infrastructure projects, which in the case of rail and highway bridges is 
considered to be 100 years. Projects should be modeled to include both tidal and fluvial hydraulics 
across the range of projected increases in global mean sea level as applied to the local area (e.g. San 
Diego County open coast) and in the context of storm surge, wave run-up, erosion, and other variables.  
 
If the Regional Plan includes infrastructure improvements that are likely to be temporarily flooded or 
perpetually inundated by water in the next 75 to 100 years, then the EIR for the Regional Plan update 
should analyze potential adaptation measures that minimize adverse impacts to coastal resources and 
enhance public access to the coast. The EIR should analyze whether planned infrastructure would need 
to be protected from coastal hazards, such as flooding and erosion, with shoreline armoring devices 
including seawalls and revetments, which adversely affect public access because they block access to the 
beach and result in the loss of public recreational areas. Additionally, the EIR should analyze alternative 
infrastructure projects that minimize the need for shoreline armoring and include options for relocation 
of infrastructure segments away from hazardous conditions.  
 
In a comment letter dated July 15, 2015 on the EIR for the 2015 Regional Plan, Coastal Commission 
staff expressed similar concerns regarding consideration of sea level rise impacts for the entire expected 
life of new projects. The SANDAG response to comments on that EIR indicated that “Regional Plan 
Sections 4.1 to 4.16 incorporates the climate change effects that may exacerbate the proposed Plan’s 
impacts, including sea level rise. Because the proposed Plan horizon year is 2050, the Draft EIR impact 
analysis appropriately identifies impacts of the proposed Plan out to the year 2050.” In fact, the lack of 
analysis beyond the year 2050 was not appropriate. While the Regional Plan only includes projects 
anticipated to be constructed prior to 2050, the effects of those projects will be experienced for 
generations beyond 2050. If the Regional Plan encourages infrastructure improvements to be installed in 
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areas prone to flooding (or in areas subject to other coastal hazards), the flooding and other impacts will 
not stop in 2050. Therefore, the EIR for this Regional Plan update is an ideal time to correct that error of 
omission and analyze the potential environmental impacts of planned projects over their expected life. 
 
An example of a future project that must consider the effects of sea level rise and minimize the need for 
shoreline armoring is the relocation of the rail corridor along the Del Mar bluffs. Replacement of the rail 
corridor in its current location with protection of the corridor provided with a series of seawalls and 
revetments is not the environmentally preferable alternative because doing so will fix the back of the 
beach, resulting in erosion of sandy beach area and loss of public access and recreational opportunities. 
The Regional Plan should analyze the expected life of the rail corridor along the Del Mar bluffs and 
other existing infrastructure with consideration given to sea level rise and other environmental impacts. 
Once the expected life of vulnerable infrastructure is identified, the Regional Plan should identify a plan 
for removing and relocating that infrastructure. In the case of the rail corridor along the Del Mar bluffs, 
the plan should include relocation to an inland location (via tunneling) so that is not exposed to coastal 
hazards. The environmental planning for relocation of the rail tracks will be a lengthy process, and thus 
the Regional Plan should identify and prioritize the commencement of environmental review for this 
adaptive management strategy to protect vulnerable infrastructure.  Given the anticipated threats to the 
bluffs in this location in the short term, it is necessary to start these planning and permitting efforts now. 
The City of Del Mar’s Draft Adaptation Plan Section 5.3.1.3 includes a railroad adaptation strategy, 
which should be analyzed for environmental concerns in the EIR for the Regional Plan update. 
 
3) Public Access and Recreation. A fundamental pillar of the Coastal Act is the protection and 
provision of public access to, and along, the coast. Coastal Act sections 30210 and 30212 require that 
maximum opportunities for public access and recreation be provided in new development projects, 
consistent with public safety, private property rights, and natural resource protection. Additionally, 
Section 30252 dictates that new development should maintain and enhance public access through such 
actions as facilitating transit service, providing non-automobile options, and providing adequate parking. 
 
Accordingly, the EIR should evaluate the Regional Plan update for consistency with the above-
mentioned policies. In particular, there should be an analysis of how the plan would maximize access to 
the coast, including options for non-motorized, bicycle, and pedestrian routes and related amenities 
throughout the region. This analysis should incorporate evaluation of ways to facilitate access to beaches 
and coastal areas from the inland portions of the region, as well as options for enhancing connections to 
public transit, the Coastal Trail, the Coastal Rail Trail, and other visitor-serving recreational 
opportunities. 
 
Importantly, the EIR should also analyze the potential negative impacts to public access that could arise 
from the various land use, housing, and transportation scenarios identified by the Regional Plan update. 
Scenarios that would lead to increased development in coastal communities, or development that would 
result in additional traffic along critical coastal highway connectors should be analyzed for their 
potential impacts to traffic congestion. At a minimum, a traffic study at peak recreational periods, as 
well as peak commuter periods, should be completed for the various scenarios to help understand 
potential impacts more fully. 
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4) Concentration of Development. Section 30250 of the Coastal Act generally requires that new 
development within the Coastal Zone be located within, contiguous with, or in close proximity to 
existing developed areas, and Section 30253 requires new development to be sited in a manner that will 
minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles travelled. In this way, the Coastal Act encourages smart 
growth patterns that recognize a strong urban-rural boundary to ensure protection of coastal resources. 
Accordingly, the EIR should analyze the extent to which various alternatives, as well as the broader 
goals of the Sustainable Communities Strategy would be consistent with and mutually supported by such 
concentration of development. 
 
Finally, the 2015 Regional Plan’s greenhouse gas emissions targets for 2035 and 2050 were not 
consistent with the Executive Order B-30-15 goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent 
below 1990 levels by 2030 and the Executive Order S-3-05 goal of reducing California’s GHG 
emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. While the 2015 Regional Plan included more 
investment in transit and active transportation than any previous RTP, it failed to prioritize the 
implementation of public transit and active transportation projects to minimize vehicle miles traveled 
consistent with Coastal Act Section 30253. The EIR for the 2015 Regional Plan indicated that several of 
the proposed alternatives with increased focus on transit priorities would reduce impacts to coastal 
resources while still achieving all of the plan objectives. The Notice of Preparation for the Regional Plan 
update indicates that the California Air Resource Board is expected to adopt new greenhouse gas 
reduction targets. Given that those targets are likely to require implementation of new projects and 
strategies to reduce single-occupant driving, the EIR for the Regional Plan update should include 
additional analysis of transportation alternatives which are most protective of sensitive coastal and 
environmental resources while at the same time achieving the plan objectives. While there may be 
existing constraints that make the environmentally superior alternative infeasible today, the Regional 
Plan is a long-range planning document and there will likely be changes in policy and funding for transit 
within its planning horizon – especially if SANDAG advocates for such changes. As such, SANDAG 
should place a greater emphasis on the prioritization of public transit and active transportation projects 
and include analysis of such projects in the EIR. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the environmental review for the Regional Plan update. 
We look forward to future collaboration on improvements to the transportation system within the San 
Diego region, and appreciate the commitments presented within the current (2015) Regional Plan to 
preserve and enhance coastal resources. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to 
contact us at the Coastal Commission’s San Diego, San Francisco, and Long Beach District offices. 
 
  
Sincerely, 

 
Kanani Brown, Shannon Fiala, and Zach Rehm 
Coastal Program Analysts 
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January 13, 2017 
 
San Diego Association of Governments 
Board of Directors, Chair Ron Roberts 
401 B St. Ste. 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
RE: Circulate San Diego Comments for SANDAG NOP of Program EIR for the 2019 Regional Plan 
 
Honorable Ron Roberts and SANDAG Board and Committee members: 
 
On behalf of Circulate San Diego, whose mission is to create excellent mobility choices and vibrant, 
healthy neighborhoods, I am writing to submit comments in response to the Notice of Preparation for 
the Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 2019 Regional Plan (Regional Plan), issued by 
SANDAG on November 14, 2016.    
 
Circulate San Diego is a non-profit organization devoted to transit, active transportation, and sustainable 
growth.  As such, we support SANDAG’s efforts to integrate land uses, transportation systems, 
infrastructure needs, and public investment strategies within a regional smart growth framework. We 
submit this letter with the aim of providing SANDAG with useful comments to ensure preparation of an 
EIR that reflects SANDAG’s goal to plan for a smart growth transportation network and that it fully 
complies with CEQA. Thank you for this opportunity to provide valuable feedback on this essential 
component of the 2019 Regional Plan. 
 

1. The EIR must contain one or more transit-friendly reasonable alternatives that are financially 
constrained and do not require an amendment of the 2004 TransNet Ordinance. 
 

SANDAG’s EIR for the 2019 Regional Plan must contain one or more transit-friendly reasonable 
alternative that will mitigate the environmental impacts of the preferred scenario. For the purpose of 
this letter, any such alternative will be referred to as a “TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative.” Such 
an alternative should advance as much transit and active transportation as possible, subject to the 
following constraints: 
 

Constraint 1: It must cost approximately the same as SANDAG’s preferred alternative, 
paying for the acceleration of transit through the delay or removal of highway expenditures; 
and  
 
Constraint 2: It must not delay or remove so much highway expenditures as to violate the 
text of the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  
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a. Both the courts in California and SANDAG agree that SANDAG must analyze a transit-friendly 
reasonable alternative to its preferred scenario. 

 
The courts in California have found that SANDAG is obligated to consider reasonable alternatives that 
mitigate the environmental impacts of its preferred scenario by advancing public transit.1  SANDAG 
recognized this obligation in its 2015 EIR and analyzed a variety of alternatives that substantially 
advanced transit to mitigate the greenhouse gas impacts of its preferred scenario.2  
 

b. None of the transit-friendly scenarios considered by SANDAG in 2015 were financially or 
politically viable, and were therefore not reasonable alternatives.  
 

Circulate San Diego wrote a letter to SANDAG in 2015 commenting on the failure to perform a 
reasonable alternatives analysis for the agency’s Draft 2015 Regional Plan.3 All of SANDAG’s transit-
friendly alternatives in 2015 were so aggressive with their transit acceleration that they would require 
either an amendment to the 2004 TransNet Ordinance, or unreasonable expectations about the 
availability of local, state, or federal funding. While such contingencies may not be legally impossible, 
they are very unlikely to occur. As such, SANDAG’s alternatives were not sufficient to meet SANDAG’s 
obligation to analyze reasonable alternatives for the SANDAG Board and the public to consider.  
 

c.  Including one or more TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative does not preclude SANDAG 
from analyzing even more ambitious alternatives in its EIR.  

 
Circulate San Diego certainly supports SANDAG if it chooses to analyze alternative Regional Plan 
scenarios that assume ambitious federal funding, or optimistic views about the willingness of the 
SANDAG Board to amend TransNet to prioritize transit. Those scenarios could be useful to examine the 
potential outcomes if the SANDAG board changes or evolves.  
 
However, alternative scenarios that would rely on contingences that are very unlikely to occur are not 
sufficient to meet SANDAG’s obligation to provide a transit-friendly reasonable alternative for mitigating 
environmental impacts of the preferred scenario.  “Unrealistic mitigation measures, similar to unrealistic 
project alternatives, do not contribute to a useful CEQA analysis.”4 Such alternatives are permissible to 
analyze, but not sufficient.  
 

                                                           

1
 Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Association of Governments, 231 Cal.App.4th 1056 (2014) (The 

California Supreme Court did not grant certiorari on this issue). 

2
 San Diego Association of Governments, Final EIR for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, Chapter 6, 

Alternatives Analysis (October 9, 2015), available at 

http://www.sdforward.com/pdfs/EIR_final/Chapter%206.0%20Alternatives%20Analysis.pdf.  

3
 Circulate San Diego, Policy Letter: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report for SANDAG's 2015 Draft 

Regional Plan, (July 14, 2015), available at 

http://www.circulatesd.org/comments_sandag_2015_regional_plan_eir.  

4
 Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Association of Governments, 231 Cal.App.4th 1056 (2014) ( 

citing Watsonville Pilots Assn. v. City of Watsonville, 183 Cal.App.4th 1059, 1089 (2010)). 

http://www.sdforward.com/pdfs/EIR_final/Chapter%206.0%20Alternatives%20Analysis.pdf
http://www.circulatesd.org/comments_sandag_2015_regional_plan_eir
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d. Any TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should advance only as much transit as is 
financially viable through the delay or removal of highway projects.  

 
SANDAG can avoid replicating the same deficiencies in its 2015 EIR by providing in the 2019 EIR one or 
more TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternatives that that are both financially and politically viable.  
Any TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should cost roughly the same as SANDAG’s preferred 
scenario. This will allow the SANDAG Board and the public to make a more apples-to-apples comparison 
between maintenance of SANDAG’s current status quo plans, and the alternative of changing those 
plans to prioritize transit.  
 
Delaying highway spending will free up near-term resources that SANDAG can dedicate to front-load 
transit projects. A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should only accelerate as much transit as 
can be accomplished by freeing up funding through the delay or removal of highway expenditures.  
 
As we stated in 2015, a viable transit-friendly alternative likely could not accelerate all of SANDAG’s 
transit projects into the first ten years of the plan. Accelerating all such transit projects would likely 
make any Regional Plan financially infeasible. Instead, SANDAG should prepare at least one TransNet-
Constrained Transit Alternative that accelerates as much transit as can be financially feasible, given the 
flexibility the agency has to delay or remove highway projects, as described below.  
 

a. A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should be consistent with the requirements of 
the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  

 
When determining how much of SANDAG’s highway projects to delay or remove to free up resources to 
accelerate transit in a TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, SANDAG should limit changes to 
highway plans to be consistent with the text of the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  
 
In 2015, Circulate San Diego and TransForm California published TransNet Today,6 which explains the 
substantial flexibility SANDAG has over how to implement the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  
  
While TransNet does require SANDAG to build certain highway projects, it allows substantial flexibility as 
to when those projects must be built. SANDAG has itself chosen the order and phasing of TransNet 
projects, an ordering they can elect to rebalance at their discretion. Such a rebalancing would require 
only a majority vote by the SANDAG Board, and would be consistent with both the text and the intent of 
the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance approved by the voters.  
 
As explained by TransNet Today, if SANDAG were to delay or remove highway projects from its Regional 
Plan, it could free up other near-term resources planned to be spent on highways, like the State 
Transportation Improvement Program funds, and instead repurpose them to transit.  
 
Any TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should only delay highway projects required by TransNet 
in a manner that would still allow SANDAG to complete them within the 40-year time horizon required 
by the text of the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance. For highway projects that are not required by the 
2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance, they could be delayed or removed entirely as needed  in a 
TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, to free up resources to accelerate transit.  
                                                           

6
 Circulate San Diego, TransNet Today (2015), available at http://www.circulatesd.org/transnettoday.  

http://www.circulatesd.org/transnettoday
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While the TransNet Extension Ordinance is legally capable of amendment with a two thirds vote of the 
SANDAG Board, that would be politically very difficult, bordering on the impossible. Assuming such an 
amendment is unreasonable for the purpose of SANDAG’s obligation to analyze reasonable alternatives 
in its EIR. One or more TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should be presented to the SANDAG 
Board that simultaneously advances transit, and preserves the text of TransNet, so that the SANDAG 
Board can make a real choice within the bounds of the politically possible.  
 

b. A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should present a reasonable alternative for the 
SANDAG Board to consider, even if it does not solve all of the region’s transit challenges in 
one stroke. 

 
A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative that is required to be financially and politically viable may 
not allow SANDAG to accelerate all of its planned transit projects into early periods. Such a plan may be 
deemed insufficient to many advocates for transit and active transportation.  
 
However, for the SANDAG Board to reasonably consider a change of direction from the status quo, they 
must be presented with an option that meets Boardmembers’ legal, financial, and political obligations to 
their constituencies.  
 
If the SANDAG Board were to adopt a TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, even with the 
constraints outlined in this letter, it could present meaningful improvements to the region’s transit 
future. The SANDG Board can only implement such a change if an option is presented to them in the 
form of a TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, consistent with the text of the 2004 TransNet 
Extension Ordinance.  
 
Transit advocates, including Circulate San Diego, would likely desire even greater progress on transit 
that this limited transit-alternative could achieve. If SANDAG did adopt such an alternative in 2019, that 
would not preclude transit supporters from seeking still further improvements to transit through a 
future ballot measure, or changes to state or federal law.  
 

2. The EIR should analyze the extent to which the Regional Plan does or does not meet the 
mode-share goals for local jurisdictions with Climate Action Plans. 

 
The City of San Diego and other jurisdictions in the region have Climate Action Plans (CAPs) that adopt 
greenhouse gas reduction targets, as well as mode-share goals for transit, walking, and bicycling.  
 
In 2015, Circulate San Diego and the Climate Action Campaign published a report titled New Climate for 
Transportation.7 That report detailed how SANDAG’s own data predicted that the 2015 Regional Plan 
would not result in the mode-share outcomes called for by the City of San Diego’s CAP.  
 
The EIR for the 2019 Regional Plan should include information and analysis showing to what extent 
SANDAG data projects mode-share goals in the geographic areas for which cities have mode-share goals 

                                                           

7
 Circulate San Diego and Climate Action Plan, New Climate for Transportation (2015), available at 

http://www.circulatesd.org/new_climate_for_transportation.  

http://www.circulatesd.org/new_climate_for_transportation
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in their CAPs. This will help inform SANDAG Boardmembers and the public about whether SANDAG’s 
efforts are sufficient to help cities meet their own climate goals. 
 
Cities with CAPs and advocates like Circulate San Diego will likely be seeking this data in any event. So 
SANDAG can help a variety of stakeholders in the region by preemptively sharing this information in 
their Regional Plan EIR.  
 

3. Conclusion. 
 
Circulate San Diego looks forward to working with the SANDAG staff and Board as they develop the 2019 
Regional Plan, so that San Diego can enjoy the robust transportation network it deserves. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jim Stone 
Executive Director 
Circulate San Diego 
 

Cc: Andrew Martin, Associate Regional Planner, San Diego Association of Governments, via email to 
andrew.martin@sandag.org.  
 

mailto:andrew.martin@sandag.org










 

Bill Tippets                                                                                                                                                                 
5850 Soledad Mtn Rd                                                                                                                                                   
La Jolla, CA 92037                                                                                                                      

December 16, 2016                                               
 
SANDAG     (Submitted via email) 
401 B Street, Suite 800  
San Diego, CA 92101  
Attention:  Andrew Martin, Senior Regional Planner (andrew.martin@sandag.org) 
 
Re:  SANDAG NOP for Preparation of a Program EIR for San Diego Forward:  The Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy  
 
Dear Mr. Martin: 
 
I am submitting this letter to comment on the NOP issued by SANDAG on November 14, 2016.  The 
project is described as an update to the current 2050 RTP/SCS, a plan that is primarily intended to 
implement the requirements of SB 375.  However, the current RTP/SCS was also prepared to update and 
incorporate the Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP).   The NOP should have described – and SANDAG 
must declare - whether this project also includes an update of the RCP component.   
 
As noted in the NOP, SB 375, and thus the RTP, has three primary goals: 

1.  Using the regional transportation planning process to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
from passenger vehicles; 

2. Offering incentives under CEQA to encourage projects that are consistent with a SCS that 
achieves the GHG emission reductions; and  

3. Coordinating the Regional Housing Need Allocation process with the Regional Transportation 
Planning process while maintaining local authority over land use decisions. 

 
Preparing an RTP/SCS that achieves these goals is critical to the San Diego Region’s continued quality of 
life and would contribute significantly to larger state, national and global GHG emission objectives.  
However, to do so the RTP must acknowledge and successfully overcome several misconceptions and 
fundamental flaws in the previous RTP/SCS (source information is provided at the end of this letter): 
 

1. SANDAG does not seem to acknowledge that building more general purpose freeway lanes is 
responsible for induced travel (particularly single-passenger vehicle) demand.  One of the key 
reasons that many criticize SANDAG’s current approach to transportation system network 
planning is its retention of general purpose lanes.   Induced travel demand is not an "academic 
fallacy" as some have improperly asserted:  building more roads just causes more drivers to use 
them.  This knowledge is addressed in numerous studies and real-world assessments, including a 
widely cited 2015 UC Davis study that Caltrans has agreed was valid:  more freeways do not 
solve traffic congestion and they lead to an increase in air pollution.  Also, the next RTP/SCS 
needs to effectively integrate HOV lanes and “automated vehicles” (particularly freight trucks, 
which are expected to be implemented fairly soon and will need transfer stations to local 



delivery) into the peripheral (e.g., the cities’) transportation networks/smart growth-TOD land 
uses.  Failure to do so will translate into more traffic delays and air pollution.  What we don’t 
need is for SANDAG to continue to promote more freeways that haven’t, and won’t, solve our 
transportation problems.  

2. The next RTP/SCS could greatly improve the region’s transit networks, while addressing needed 
local road/infrastructure repairs and improvements.  San Diego's transit systems’ (rail, bus, bike, 
walking) performance has substantial room for improvement. Increased funding for regional and 
local bikeways, safe (walking) routes are essential, but rail and rapid bus services can be greatly 
increased and improved.  Recent studies have demonstrated that the San Diego metropolitan 
area's transit ridership is ranked 33rd of the top 75 largest metropolitan areas and our transit 
stations have among the worst rating in the state.  Why is transit lagging?  In large part, it seems 
that SANDAG has not given sufficient consideration – and funding - to leading-edge transit 
system improvements (one example is the Quickway approach that has been presented to 
SANDAG).  Also, SANDAG could work more effectively with the local jurisdictions to coordinate 
the housing-jobs-transit mix. Transit works well in other US metropolitan areas; we need the 
next RTP/SCS to provide real leadership and utilization of new opportunities, and not to 
essentially rely on the historical approach to “improving” transit.  

3. The next RTP/SCS must better understand and plan for our population growth and 
demographics.  For example, millennials, who are expected to dominate housing demand, are 
not as fixated on single family homes and vehicles as previous generations.  A 2015 study by 
Freddie Mac found that millennials tend to favor rentals and denser housing.  A study in the 
Journal of the American Planning Association (2015) found that millennials are driving less and 
tending to live in urban areas, lowering their need for cars.  Southern California demographics 
show a trend favoring multi-family housing and higher-density housing that is close to transit 
and generally more affordable than single family homes.  And, San Diego is projected to locate 
about 80% of new residential growth within the existing developed urban areas, which is where 
transit works best. 
 
Regarding housing – and commercial/industrial – development, the RTP/SCS should identify 
policies, initiatives and incentives that will promote smart growth and seamless integrated 
transportation networks.  The RTP/SCS should encourage/incentivize new developments that 
achieve net zero GHG emissions.  For example, the recently announced FivePoint Net Zero 
Newhall (Ranch) plan outlines how this 21,500-unit development will meet net zero emissions.  
The RTP/SCS approach should prioritize San Diego and California-based GHG reduction options 
(rather than outside CA options) where onsite measures are not fully-sufficient. 
   

SANDAG’s update of its current RTP must recognize and address several significant changes in policies, 
plans and environmental conditions since that version was prepared.  Among the most significant 
changes: 

1. The State of California passed and enacted SB 32, which establishes a requirement that the 
statewide GHG reduction be 40% below the 1990 baseline by 2030 (codifying Executive Order B-
30-15).  The RTP should demonstrate how the projects that SANDAG is specifically responsible 
for implementing will meet – or preferably exceed - that reduction level. 

2. The City of San Diego has a new, certified Climate Action Plan (CAP) that adopts the same GHG 
reduction target for 2030 as the State, and establishes a goal of an 80% reduction from the 1990 
baseline by 2050.  Other cities’ CAPs and the County of San Diego’s CAP also have or call for 
similar GHG reduction targets/timelines.  A key means to meet these targets will be for the 



region to adopt Community Choice Energy (CCE) and to prioritize local, distributed photovoltaic 
(PV) supply opportunities, not to promote and rely on mega PV facilities (e.g., desert solar). 

3. The City of San Diego is preparing its Community Planning Updates that will specify land uses 
and densities that must be addressed in the RTP (and EIR).  Other cities will, through their CAPs 
and General Plan Updates, specify land uses/densities that must be addressed in the RTP.  
Similarly, the County’s CAP, which is currently in preparation and will be completed before the 
RTP, may identify opportunities and needs to changes to the RTP to allow the County to achieve 
its GHG reductions.     

4. The State of California’s climate policies and legislation establish clear guidance for regional 
planning agencies, counties and local governments that would complement the intent of 
international treaties and national policies to reduce GHG emissions.  The RTP must, at the very 
least, fully contribute its “fair share” toward meeting those GHG emission targets/requirements. 
To that end, SANDAG must have a clear accounting of current GHG emissions – from each 
sector/major emission component – and be able to monitor/account for any claimed reductions 
by the project and its mitigation measures. 

 
The RTP/SCS must clearly specify and identify how it will ensure:   

1. Timelines/milestones for the project elements and mitigation measures and how these will 
become binding and legally enforceable.  

2. Because the RTP/SCS involves or assumes many actions that are outside of SANDAG’s authority 
(e.g., local land use decisions, economic development, etc.), it must clearly delineate how 
SANDAG and the local entities will ensure that the RTP/SCS goals, objectives, projects, and 
mitigation will be implemented.   

3. A number of news articles have documented that SANDAGs TransNet program has not 
generated the (sales tax) revenues that it projected – and are needed to fund RTP projects.  
SANDAG must provide a more realistic assessment of its proposed revenues and project costs.  
This is particularly important when identifying the priorities for RTP projects and mitigation.  

4. SANDAG has resources/programs, including its Dashboard, for providing summaries of its 
projects/results.  The RTP/SCS must establish monitoring methods for tracking each of its 
project actions as well as their GHG emission reductions.  It must work with the cities and 
county to integrate GHG emission monitoring so that meaningful, consistent implementation 
and enforcement mechanisms are established.  The public should be able to access data and 
results of the RTP/SCS and not have to rely on annual or more infrequent formal reporting on 
the RTP/SCS by SANDAG. 

 
Resource Topics, Alternatives and Cumulative/Growth-Inducing Issues.  The NOP does not state what 
will comprise the “range of reasonable alternatives” to the project nor what the “update” to the current 
RTP/SCS will encompass, and it is not possible to provide specific comments on potential alternatives 
and project impacts.  The NOP presents a reasonable list of resource topics that will be analyzed in the 
EIR; many of these had significant, unavoidable impacts in the previous RTP/SCS (Aesthetics/Visual; 
Agriculture and Forestry; Air Quality; Biological Resources; Cultural and Paleontological Resources; 
Energy; Mineral Resources; GHGs (consistency with state goals); Hydrology and Water Quality; Land 
Use; Noise and Vibration; Population and Housing; Public Services and Utilities; Transportation; and 
Water Supply).  Based on the previous RTP/SCS process and EIR, the updated RTP/SCS could result in 
many of the same significant, unavoidable (and not fully mitigated) impacts.  
 
Given that many cities and the County will have adopted rigorous CAPs (e.g., committing to state 
targets), the updated RTP/SCS will have to develop new alternatives that are consistent with those plans 



and presumed changed land uses, transportation and housing needs.  For example, the previous RTP 
projected very little increase (about 3.5%) in total transit from 2012-2050, but as cities and the county 
become more dependent on density and transit to achieve GHG reductions, SANDAG must develop 
alternatives to its approaches and project list to better serve and provide incentives to local 
governments that will improve the jobs-housing-transportation balance.  SANDAG must also 
substantially improve its assessment of and plan for utilization of reasonable technological 
improvements/innovations in transportation and transit.  The likely introduction of self-driving freight 
trucks and cars, computer-assisted routing, and related advances must be part of the RTP. 

San Diego cannot effectively employ, house and transport an additional projected 1.3 million residents 
by 2050 unless our thinking, planning and funding are based on the "real" facts and best available 
forecasts of our housing and driving trends.  We need a new approach that prioritizes and funds our 
regional and local transit systems, not one that continues the past failed approach that relies on more 
freeways.         

Please include these comments into the administrative record for the RTP/SCS project and keep me 
informed of the process to update the RTP/SCS and prepare the EIR. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Bill Tippets         
 
 
------------- 
Sources: 
  
Induced travel demand - the real studies documenting it is real: 
 
http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B_Technical-
Documents/GIZ_SUTP_TD1_Demystifying-Induced-Travel-Demand_EN.pdf 

UCDavis Study:  http://www.dot.ca.gov/newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-
NCST_Brief_InducedTravel_CS6_v3.pdf 

CityLab summary of CA DOT/UCD study:  http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-
admits-that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/ 

Young Americans driving less: http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07/the-clearest-explanation-yet-
for-why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/ 

 

Poor performance of San Diego's transit: 

 
Poor transit ridership rate: http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-your-citys-public-transit-stacks-up/ 
 
Poor transit stop performance (Caltrans rating): http://next10.org/transitscorecard 

http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B_Technical-Documents/GIZ_SUTP_TD1_Demystifying-Induced-Travel-Demand_EN.pdf
http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B_Technical-Documents/GIZ_SUTP_TD1_Demystifying-Induced-Travel-Demand_EN.pdf
http://www.dot.ca.gov/newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-NCST_Brief_InducedTravel_CS6_v3.pdf
http://www.dot.ca.gov/newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-NCST_Brief_InducedTravel_CS6_v3.pdf
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-admits-that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-admits-that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07/the-clearest-explanation-yet-for-why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07/the-clearest-explanation-yet-for-why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/
http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-your-citys-public-transit-stacks-up/
http://next10.org/transitscorecard


 
Housing trends: 
 
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/2013/may/01/demographics-california-san-housing/ 

Freddie Mac 2015 US overview with millennials favoring rentals and multifamily housing strong 
demands:  http://www.freddiemac.com/multifamily/pdf/2015_outlook.pdf 
 
Net Zero Housing:  http://www.netzeronewhall.com/the-latest/ 

 

Automated Vehicles 

Google driverless vehicle tests: https://waymo.com/ 

University of Michigan Mobility Transformation Center campus pilot program: 
http://www.mtc.umich.edu/test-facility 

Future of Automated Freight Trucking: https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-
truck-hits-road/ 

China Testing Automated Vehicles: https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-
trucks-are-revving-their-engines/?set=602902 

 
TransNet Tax Revenue Shortfall: 
 
http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is-billions-short-and-measure-a-
could-be-too/ 
 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/2013/may/01/demographics-california-san-housing/
http://www.freddiemac.com/multifamily/pdf/2015_outlook.pdf
http://www.netzeronewhall.com/the-latest/
https://waymo.com/
http://www.mtc.umich.edu/test-facility
https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-truck-hits-road/
https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-truck-hits-road/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-trucks-are-revving-their-engines/?set=602902
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-trucks-are-revving-their-engines/?set=602902
http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is-billions-short-and-measure-a-could-be-too/
http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is-billions-short-and-measure-a-could-be-too/


From: Bill Tippets
To: Martin, Andrew; Gallegos, Gary; Stoll, Muggs; Rundle, Rob
Cc: Nicole Capretz; Micah Mitrosky; Kayla Race; Colin Parent; Masada Disenhouse; Mike Bullock; Dave Grubb; Mike

McCoy; Jim Peugh; Samantha; Alan Hoffman; Jack Shu; WILLIAM TIPPETS; Diane Nygaard; Kathleen Ferrier;
Mary Lydon; Michael YOUNG; Mike Stepner; Cary Lowe; Betsy Morris; Vicki Estrada; Brooke Peterson

Subject: Re: Comments on SANDAG"s NOP for an EIR for the 2019 RTP/SCS
Date: Sunday, January 08, 2017 3:36:42 PM

Mr. Martin/SANDAG,

Please include the following comments, which augment my previous comment letter, into the
record for the NOP for the upcoming EIR for the next iteration/update of San Diego Forward
(the RTP/SCS).  

As SANDAG prepares the next iteration/update to its RTP/SCS, it will have to address the
plan's conformance with revelant, new regulations and standards, including SB 32, which
increases the amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction that the state of CA - as
implemented through regional/local projects - must attain.  The new GHG standard, 40%
below GHG emissions compared to1990 level by 2030, should be the CEQA threshold of
significance for SANDAG's RTP/SCS relative to GHGs.   

Based on the existing RTP/SCS approach, there does not appear to be any feasible way to
"adjust" the existing RTP to attain this additional GHG reduction:  it will require SANDAG
and its member cities/county to adopt substantially different and more aggressive approaches
and measures to reduce those emissions, particularly from the transportation sector, which is
the largest GHG emission sector in our region.  The cities and county, most of which have or
are in the process of adopting climate action plans (CAPs) that would comply with the state's
SB 32 targets/standards, will need assistance, via the RTP/SCS, to help them meet those
commitments.  

An example of the kind of new thinking that SANDAG should adopt is already occurring
elsewhere.  For example, Seattle's regional transportation leadership has determined that a
significant reduction in vehicle use and concomitant increase in transit is required (see: 
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2017/01/a-growing-seattle-goes-all-in-on-transit/512321/).
Like Seattle, San Diego is not an appropriate place to rely on more cars and freeway/highway
lanes to solve its transportation (and in part its GHG emission) problems.

A revamped and substantially improved transportation system network that does not rely on
additional vehicles and lanes, and is linked to functioning/effective development/housing
(particularly affordable housing), should be the overarching focus and outcome of the next
RTP/SCS.

Thank you,

Bill Tippets 

On Fri, Dec 16, 2016 at 11:52 AM, Bill Tippets <billtippets@gmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Martin/SANDAG,

Attached is a letter that comments on the above-referenced NOP.  Please include this letter
into the project's public record and any publicly-accessible electronic and hard files

mailto:Andrew.Martin@sandag.org
mailto:/O=SANDAG/OU=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=gga
mailto:Muggs.Stoll@sandag.org
mailto:rru@sandag.org
mailto:Nicole@climateactioncampaign.org
mailto:mmitrosky@ibew569.org
mailto:kayla@climateactioncampaign.org
mailto:cparent@circulatesd.org
mailto:masada.disenhouse@gmail.com
mailto:mike_bullock@earthlink.net
mailto:DavidGrubb@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Mccoy4ib@aol.com
mailto:Mccoy4ib@aol.com
mailto:peugh@cox.net
mailto:sam@bikesd.org
mailto:alan@missionconsult.com
mailto:jkshu@cox.net
mailto:billtippets@gmail.com
mailto:dnygaard3@gmail.com
mailto:kferrier@circulatesd.org
mailto:mary.lydon@cox.net
mailto:plandiego@msn.com
mailto:Stepner1@gmail.com
mailto:carylowe@cox.net
mailto:emadvisors@cox.net
mailto:vestrada@estradalandplan.com
mailto:bpeterson@placeworks.com
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2017/01/a-growing-seattle-goes-all-in-on-transit/512321/
mailto:billtippets@gmail.com


associated with the project record.  At the end of this letter I have included a number of
references and information sources that relate directly to critical elements of the RTP/SCS
and opportunities to substantially improve upon the current RTPSCS.

The next RTP/SCS faces and must effectively integrate many new legislative, technical,
planning, environmental and physical challenges and opportunities. 

Sincerely,

Bill Tippets



STATE OF CALIFORNIA - NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY                                                                                  EDMUND G. BROWN JR, Governor 
 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
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December 19, 2016 
 
Andrew Martin 
Associate Regional Planner 
SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
 
RE:  Update to San Diego Forward, Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Community 

Strategy, Comments on Notice of Preparation of Environmental Impact Report  
(SCH # 2010041061) 

 
 
Dear Mr. Martin: 
 
The above referenced Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for a four year 
update to San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (2015), including the Regional Transportation Plan 
and Sustainable Communities Strategy, was received by Coastal Commission staff on November 18, 
2016. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the environmental review process for the Regional 
Plan update. One of the primary tenets of the Coastal Act is to protect and enhance public access to the 
coast, which requires a well-planned and interconnected public transportation system. Several of the 
policy objective categories of the Regional Plan, including Habitat and Open Space Preservation, 
Environmental Stewardship, Mobility Choices, and Healthy and Complete Communities, create an 
opportunity to enhance San Diego’s transportation system and protect coastal resources in a manner that 
is supportive of the Coastal Act. This update provides an opportunity to enhance those sections of the 
Regional Plan, considering current infrastructure, planned future infrastructure, and environmental 
conditions including sea level rise.  Given the California Coastal Commission’s mandate to protect 
coastal resources through planning and regulation of the use of land and water within the Coastal Zone, 
we are providing the following comments and topics that should be considered, analyzed, and addressed 
in the EIR. 
 
1) California Coastal Act and North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan and Transportation and 
Resource Enhancement Program (NCC PWP/TREP). The transportation corridors located within the 
San Diego region bisect or are located directly adjacent to sensitive marine resources including coastal 
lagoon systems and the Pacific Ocean. Impacts to these resources are restricted by Coastal Act policies. 
Except for certain specific instances, fill of a wetland or other coastal waters is prohibited (Section 
30233), and the marine resources (Section 30230), water quality (Section 30231), and environmentally 
sensitive habitat areas (Section 3024) often associated with the coastal environment are also protected. 
Many of these coastal systems have already significantly deteriorated due to historical transportation 
infrastructure development. Future transportation improvements planned for the Coastal Zone should 
seek to ameliorate and improve these constraints to the greatest extent feasible. Many of these 
improvements, and policies that will guide project planning and implementation, are identified in the 
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North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan/Transportation and Resource Enhancement Program (NCC 
PWP/TREP), adopted in June 2014, and subsequently amended in March 2016 and December 2016. 
Please review that plan for guidance on current and future planned projects in the Coastal Zone – and 
please analyze the Regional Plan update for consistency with that plan and for minimization of adverse 
environmental impacts to coastal resources.   
 
2) Sea Level Rise. Coastal Act Section 30253 requires that new development minimize risks to life and 
property from hazards and to assure stability and structural integrity without the use of a shoreline 
protective device. Thus, understanding the potential impacts of climate change and sea level rise is of 
critical importance when beginning long-range planning efforts so as to ensure that land use decisions 
and development projects are not designed in a way that will put investments at risk from coastal 
hazards. Given the proximity of significant portions of the County’s key regional infrastructure to the 
coast, it is imperative that transportation and land use plans carefully anticipate the effects of sea level 
rise and associated hazards. Ensuring that new coastal infrastructure is designed to adapt to the effects of 
sea level rise throughout the expected life of the infrastructure is a principal concern of the Coastal 
Commission, as clarified through the Commission’s Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance (2015) and through 
recent Commission actions on key infrastructure projects throughout California. The 2015 Regional Plan 
included reference to best available science on climate change and sea level rise (e.g. the 2012 National 
Research Council Report, Sea Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington), but the 
2015 Regional Plan did not make clear that sea level rise conditions must be modeled for the entirety of 
the expected life of new infrastructure projects, which in the case of rail and highway bridges is 
considered to be 100 years. Projects should be modeled to include both tidal and fluvial hydraulics 
across the range of projected increases in global mean sea level as applied to the local area (e.g. San 
Diego County open coast) and in the context of storm surge, wave run-up, erosion, and other variables.  
 
If the Regional Plan includes infrastructure improvements that are likely to be temporarily flooded or 
perpetually inundated by water in the next 75 to 100 years, then the EIR for the Regional Plan update 
should analyze potential adaptation measures that minimize adverse impacts to coastal resources and 
enhance public access to the coast. The EIR should analyze whether planned infrastructure would need 
to be protected from coastal hazards, such as flooding and erosion, with shoreline armoring devices 
including seawalls and revetments, which adversely affect public access because they block access to the 
beach and result in the loss of public recreational areas. Additionally, the EIR should analyze alternative 
infrastructure projects that minimize the need for shoreline armoring and include options for relocation 
of infrastructure segments away from hazardous conditions.  
 
In a comment letter dated July 15, 2015 on the EIR for the 2015 Regional Plan, Coastal Commission 
staff expressed similar concerns regarding consideration of sea level rise impacts for the entire expected 
life of new projects. The SANDAG response to comments on that EIR indicated that “Regional Plan 
Sections 4.1 to 4.16 incorporates the climate change effects that may exacerbate the proposed Plan’s 
impacts, including sea level rise. Because the proposed Plan horizon year is 2050, the Draft EIR impact 
analysis appropriately identifies impacts of the proposed Plan out to the year 2050.” In fact, the lack of 
analysis beyond the year 2050 was not appropriate. While the Regional Plan only includes projects 
anticipated to be constructed prior to 2050, the effects of those projects will be experienced for 
generations beyond 2050. If the Regional Plan encourages infrastructure improvements to be installed in 
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areas prone to flooding (or in areas subject to other coastal hazards), the flooding and other impacts will 
not stop in 2050. Therefore, the EIR for this Regional Plan update is an ideal time to correct that error of 
omission and analyze the potential environmental impacts of planned projects over their expected life. 
 
An example of a future project that must consider the effects of sea level rise and minimize the need for 
shoreline armoring is the relocation of the rail corridor along the Del Mar bluffs. Replacement of the rail 
corridor in its current location with protection of the corridor provided with a series of seawalls and 
revetments is not the environmentally preferable alternative because doing so will fix the back of the 
beach, resulting in erosion of sandy beach area and loss of public access and recreational opportunities. 
The Regional Plan should analyze the expected life of the rail corridor along the Del Mar bluffs and 
other existing infrastructure with consideration given to sea level rise and other environmental impacts. 
Once the expected life of vulnerable infrastructure is identified, the Regional Plan should identify a plan 
for removing and relocating that infrastructure. In the case of the rail corridor along the Del Mar bluffs, 
the plan should include relocation to an inland location (via tunneling) so that is not exposed to coastal 
hazards. The environmental planning for relocation of the rail tracks will be a lengthy process, and thus 
the Regional Plan should identify and prioritize the commencement of environmental review for this 
adaptive management strategy to protect vulnerable infrastructure.  Given the anticipated threats to the 
bluffs in this location in the short term, it is necessary to start these planning and permitting efforts now. 
The City of Del Mar’s Draft Adaptation Plan Section 5.3.1.3 includes a railroad adaptation strategy, 
which should be analyzed for environmental concerns in the EIR for the Regional Plan update. 
 
3) Public Access and Recreation. A fundamental pillar of the Coastal Act is the protection and 
provision of public access to, and along, the coast. Coastal Act sections 30210 and 30212 require that 
maximum opportunities for public access and recreation be provided in new development projects, 
consistent with public safety, private property rights, and natural resource protection. Additionally, 
Section 30252 dictates that new development should maintain and enhance public access through such 
actions as facilitating transit service, providing non-automobile options, and providing adequate parking. 
 
Accordingly, the EIR should evaluate the Regional Plan update for consistency with the above-
mentioned policies. In particular, there should be an analysis of how the plan would maximize access to 
the coast, including options for non-motorized, bicycle, and pedestrian routes and related amenities 
throughout the region. This analysis should incorporate evaluation of ways to facilitate access to beaches 
and coastal areas from the inland portions of the region, as well as options for enhancing connections to 
public transit, the Coastal Trail, the Coastal Rail Trail, and other visitor-serving recreational 
opportunities. 
 
Importantly, the EIR should also analyze the potential negative impacts to public access that could arise 
from the various land use, housing, and transportation scenarios identified by the Regional Plan update. 
Scenarios that would lead to increased development in coastal communities, or development that would 
result in additional traffic along critical coastal highway connectors should be analyzed for their 
potential impacts to traffic congestion. At a minimum, a traffic study at peak recreational periods, as 
well as peak commuter periods, should be completed for the various scenarios to help understand 
potential impacts more fully. 
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4) Concentration of Development. Section 30250 of the Coastal Act generally requires that new 
development within the Coastal Zone be located within, contiguous with, or in close proximity to 
existing developed areas, and Section 30253 requires new development to be sited in a manner that will 
minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles travelled. In this way, the Coastal Act encourages smart 
growth patterns that recognize a strong urban-rural boundary to ensure protection of coastal resources. 
Accordingly, the EIR should analyze the extent to which various alternatives, as well as the broader 
goals of the Sustainable Communities Strategy would be consistent with and mutually supported by such 
concentration of development. 
 
Finally, the 2015 Regional Plan’s greenhouse gas emissions targets for 2035 and 2050 were not 
consistent with the Executive Order B-30-15 goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent 
below 1990 levels by 2030 and the Executive Order S-3-05 goal of reducing California’s GHG 
emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. While the 2015 Regional Plan included more 
investment in transit and active transportation than any previous RTP, it failed to prioritize the 
implementation of public transit and active transportation projects to minimize vehicle miles traveled 
consistent with Coastal Act Section 30253. The EIR for the 2015 Regional Plan indicated that several of 
the proposed alternatives with increased focus on transit priorities would reduce impacts to coastal 
resources while still achieving all of the plan objectives. The Notice of Preparation for the Regional Plan 
update indicates that the California Air Resource Board is expected to adopt new greenhouse gas 
reduction targets. Given that those targets are likely to require implementation of new projects and 
strategies to reduce single-occupant driving, the EIR for the Regional Plan update should include 
additional analysis of transportation alternatives which are most protective of sensitive coastal and 
environmental resources while at the same time achieving the plan objectives. While there may be 
existing constraints that make the environmentally superior alternative infeasible today, the Regional 
Plan is a long-range planning document and there will likely be changes in policy and funding for transit 
within its planning horizon – especially if SANDAG advocates for such changes. As such, SANDAG 
should place a greater emphasis on the prioritization of public transit and active transportation projects 
and include analysis of such projects in the EIR. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the environmental review for the Regional Plan update. 
We look forward to future collaboration on improvements to the transportation system within the San 
Diego region, and appreciate the commitments presented within the current (2015) Regional Plan to 
preserve and enhance coastal resources. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to 
contact us at the Coastal Commission’s San Diego, San Francisco, and Long Beach District offices. 
 
  
Sincerely, 

 
Kanani Brown, Shannon Fiala, and Zach Rehm 
Coastal Program Analysts 
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January 13, 2017 
 
San Diego Association of Governments 
Board of Directors, Chair Ron Roberts 
401 B St. Ste. 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
RE: Circulate San Diego Comments for SANDAG NOP of Program EIR for the 2019 Regional Plan 
 
Honorable Ron Roberts and SANDAG Board and Committee members: 
 
On behalf of Circulate San Diego, whose mission is to create excellent mobility choices and vibrant, 
healthy neighborhoods, I am writing to submit comments in response to the Notice of Preparation for 
the Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 2019 Regional Plan (Regional Plan), issued by 
SANDAG on November 14, 2016.    
 
Circulate San Diego is a non-profit organization devoted to transit, active transportation, and sustainable 
growth.  As such, we support SANDAG’s efforts to integrate land uses, transportation systems, 
infrastructure needs, and public investment strategies within a regional smart growth framework. We 
submit this letter with the aim of providing SANDAG with useful comments to ensure preparation of an 
EIR that reflects SANDAG’s goal to plan for a smart growth transportation network and that it fully 
complies with CEQA. Thank you for this opportunity to provide valuable feedback on this essential 
component of the 2019 Regional Plan. 
 

1. The EIR must contain one or more transit-friendly reasonable alternatives that are financially 
constrained and do not require an amendment of the 2004 TransNet Ordinance. 
 

SANDAG’s EIR for the 2019 Regional Plan must contain one or more transit-friendly reasonable 
alternative that will mitigate the environmental impacts of the preferred scenario. For the purpose of 
this letter, any such alternative will be referred to as a “TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative.” Such 
an alternative should advance as much transit and active transportation as possible, subject to the 
following constraints: 
 

Constraint 1: It must cost approximately the same as SANDAG’s preferred alternative, 
paying for the acceleration of transit through the delay or removal of highway expenditures; 
and  
 
Constraint 2: It must not delay or remove so much highway expenditures as to violate the 
text of the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  
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a. Both the courts in California and SANDAG agree that SANDAG must analyze a transit-friendly 
reasonable alternative to its preferred scenario. 

 
The courts in California have found that SANDAG is obligated to consider reasonable alternatives that 
mitigate the environmental impacts of its preferred scenario by advancing public transit.1  SANDAG 
recognized this obligation in its 2015 EIR and analyzed a variety of alternatives that substantially 
advanced transit to mitigate the greenhouse gas impacts of its preferred scenario.2  
 

b. None of the transit-friendly scenarios considered by SANDAG in 2015 were financially or 
politically viable, and were therefore not reasonable alternatives.  
 

Circulate San Diego wrote a letter to SANDAG in 2015 commenting on the failure to perform a 
reasonable alternatives analysis for the agency’s Draft 2015 Regional Plan.3 All of SANDAG’s transit-
friendly alternatives in 2015 were so aggressive with their transit acceleration that they would require 
either an amendment to the 2004 TransNet Ordinance, or unreasonable expectations about the 
availability of local, state, or federal funding. While such contingencies may not be legally impossible, 
they are very unlikely to occur. As such, SANDAG’s alternatives were not sufficient to meet SANDAG’s 
obligation to analyze reasonable alternatives for the SANDAG Board and the public to consider.  
 

c.  Including one or more TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative does not preclude SANDAG 
from analyzing even more ambitious alternatives in its EIR.  

 
Circulate San Diego certainly supports SANDAG if it chooses to analyze alternative Regional Plan 
scenarios that assume ambitious federal funding, or optimistic views about the willingness of the 
SANDAG Board to amend TransNet to prioritize transit. Those scenarios could be useful to examine the 
potential outcomes if the SANDAG board changes or evolves.  
 
However, alternative scenarios that would rely on contingences that are very unlikely to occur are not 
sufficient to meet SANDAG’s obligation to provide a transit-friendly reasonable alternative for mitigating 
environmental impacts of the preferred scenario.  “Unrealistic mitigation measures, similar to unrealistic 
project alternatives, do not contribute to a useful CEQA analysis.”4 Such alternatives are permissible to 
analyze, but not sufficient.  
 

                                                           

1
 Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Association of Governments, 231 Cal.App.4th 1056 (2014) (The 

California Supreme Court did not grant certiorari on this issue). 

2
 San Diego Association of Governments, Final EIR for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, Chapter 6, 

Alternatives Analysis (October 9, 2015), available at 

http://www.sdforward.com/pdfs/EIR_final/Chapter%206.0%20Alternatives%20Analysis.pdf.  

3
 Circulate San Diego, Policy Letter: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report for SANDAG's 2015 Draft 

Regional Plan, (July 14, 2015), available at 

http://www.circulatesd.org/comments_sandag_2015_regional_plan_eir.  

4
 Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Association of Governments, 231 Cal.App.4th 1056 (2014) ( 

citing Watsonville Pilots Assn. v. City of Watsonville, 183 Cal.App.4th 1059, 1089 (2010)). 

http://www.sdforward.com/pdfs/EIR_final/Chapter%206.0%20Alternatives%20Analysis.pdf
http://www.circulatesd.org/comments_sandag_2015_regional_plan_eir
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d. Any TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should advance only as much transit as is 
financially viable through the delay or removal of highway projects.  

 
SANDAG can avoid replicating the same deficiencies in its 2015 EIR by providing in the 2019 EIR one or 
more TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternatives that that are both financially and politically viable.  
Any TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should cost roughly the same as SANDAG’s preferred 
scenario. This will allow the SANDAG Board and the public to make a more apples-to-apples comparison 
between maintenance of SANDAG’s current status quo plans, and the alternative of changing those 
plans to prioritize transit.  
 
Delaying highway spending will free up near-term resources that SANDAG can dedicate to front-load 
transit projects. A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should only accelerate as much transit as 
can be accomplished by freeing up funding through the delay or removal of highway expenditures.  
 
As we stated in 2015, a viable transit-friendly alternative likely could not accelerate all of SANDAG’s 
transit projects into the first ten years of the plan. Accelerating all such transit projects would likely 
make any Regional Plan financially infeasible. Instead, SANDAG should prepare at least one TransNet-
Constrained Transit Alternative that accelerates as much transit as can be financially feasible, given the 
flexibility the agency has to delay or remove highway projects, as described below.  
 

a. A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should be consistent with the requirements of 
the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  

 
When determining how much of SANDAG’s highway projects to delay or remove to free up resources to 
accelerate transit in a TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, SANDAG should limit changes to 
highway plans to be consistent with the text of the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  
 
In 2015, Circulate San Diego and TransForm California published TransNet Today,6 which explains the 
substantial flexibility SANDAG has over how to implement the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance.  
  
While TransNet does require SANDAG to build certain highway projects, it allows substantial flexibility as 
to when those projects must be built. SANDAG has itself chosen the order and phasing of TransNet 
projects, an ordering they can elect to rebalance at their discretion. Such a rebalancing would require 
only a majority vote by the SANDAG Board, and would be consistent with both the text and the intent of 
the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance approved by the voters.  
 
As explained by TransNet Today, if SANDAG were to delay or remove highway projects from its Regional 
Plan, it could free up other near-term resources planned to be spent on highways, like the State 
Transportation Improvement Program funds, and instead repurpose them to transit.  
 
Any TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should only delay highway projects required by TransNet 
in a manner that would still allow SANDAG to complete them within the 40-year time horizon required 
by the text of the 2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance. For highway projects that are not required by the 
2004 TransNet Extension Ordinance, they could be delayed or removed entirely as needed  in a 
TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, to free up resources to accelerate transit.  
                                                           

6
 Circulate San Diego, TransNet Today (2015), available at http://www.circulatesd.org/transnettoday.  

http://www.circulatesd.org/transnettoday
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While the TransNet Extension Ordinance is legally capable of amendment with a two thirds vote of the 
SANDAG Board, that would be politically very difficult, bordering on the impossible. Assuming such an 
amendment is unreasonable for the purpose of SANDAG’s obligation to analyze reasonable alternatives 
in its EIR. One or more TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should be presented to the SANDAG 
Board that simultaneously advances transit, and preserves the text of TransNet, so that the SANDAG 
Board can make a real choice within the bounds of the politically possible.  
 

b. A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative should present a reasonable alternative for the 
SANDAG Board to consider, even if it does not solve all of the region’s transit challenges in 
one stroke. 

 
A TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative that is required to be financially and politically viable may 
not allow SANDAG to accelerate all of its planned transit projects into early periods. Such a plan may be 
deemed insufficient to many advocates for transit and active transportation.  
 
However, for the SANDAG Board to reasonably consider a change of direction from the status quo, they 
must be presented with an option that meets Boardmembers’ legal, financial, and political obligations to 
their constituencies.  
 
If the SANDAG Board were to adopt a TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, even with the 
constraints outlined in this letter, it could present meaningful improvements to the region’s transit 
future. The SANDG Board can only implement such a change if an option is presented to them in the 
form of a TransNet-Constrained Transit Alternative, consistent with the text of the 2004 TransNet 
Extension Ordinance.  
 
Transit advocates, including Circulate San Diego, would likely desire even greater progress on transit 
that this limited transit-alternative could achieve. If SANDAG did adopt such an alternative in 2019, that 
would not preclude transit supporters from seeking still further improvements to transit through a 
future ballot measure, or changes to state or federal law.  
 

2. The EIR should analyze the extent to which the Regional Plan does or does not meet the 
mode-share goals for local jurisdictions with Climate Action Plans. 

 
The City of San Diego and other jurisdictions in the region have Climate Action Plans (CAPs) that adopt 
greenhouse gas reduction targets, as well as mode-share goals for transit, walking, and bicycling.  
 
In 2015, Circulate San Diego and the Climate Action Campaign published a report titled New Climate for 
Transportation.7 That report detailed how SANDAG’s own data predicted that the 2015 Regional Plan 
would not result in the mode-share outcomes called for by the City of San Diego’s CAP.  
 
The EIR for the 2019 Regional Plan should include information and analysis showing to what extent 
SANDAG data projects mode-share goals in the geographic areas for which cities have mode-share goals 

                                                           

7
 Circulate San Diego and Climate Action Plan, New Climate for Transportation (2015), available at 

http://www.circulatesd.org/new_climate_for_transportation.  

http://www.circulatesd.org/new_climate_for_transportation
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in their CAPs. This will help inform SANDAG Boardmembers and the public about whether SANDAG’s 
efforts are sufficient to help cities meet their own climate goals. 
 
Cities with CAPs and advocates like Circulate San Diego will likely be seeking this data in any event. So 
SANDAG can help a variety of stakeholders in the region by preemptively sharing this information in 
their Regional Plan EIR.  
 

3. Conclusion. 
 
Circulate San Diego looks forward to working with the SANDAG staff and Board as they develop the 2019 
Regional Plan, so that San Diego can enjoy the robust transportation network it deserves. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jim Stone 
Executive Director 
Circulate San Diego 
 

Cc: Andrew Martin, Associate Regional Planner, San Diego Association of Governments, via email to 
andrew.martin@sandag.org.  
 

mailto:andrew.martin@sandag.org
























From: Dan Silver
To: Martin, Andrew
Subject: Notice of Preparation of a Program Environmental Impact Report for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Date: Friday, December 02, 2016 9:43:53 AM

December 2, 2016

Andrew Martin, Senior Regional Planner
San Diego Association of Governments
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101

Dear Mr Martin:

Endangered Habitats League (EHL) appreciates the opportunity to submit comments.

The RTP/SCS DEIR should:

1) at a minimum meet and if feasible exceed the new GHG reduction targets in SB 32;

2) direct transit investments to locations in which mode split can be most cost-effectively 
shifted to transit, specifically urban locations rather than the more remote unincorporated area; 
and

3) as a land use baseline for the unincorporated area, continue to use the 2011 County General 
Plan rather than any unadopted proposed amendments.

Please please EHL on all notification and distribution lists for this project.  It would also be 
appreciated if you could acknowledge recent of these comments.

Yours truly,

Dan Silver

 

Dan Silver, Executive Director
Endangered Habitats League
8424 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite A 592
Los Angeles, CA  90069-4267

213-804-2750
dsilverla@me.com
www.ehleague.org

mailto:Andrew.Martin@sandag.org
mailto:dsilverla@me.com


                                                                               

 

January 12, 2017                                                                                                                                                       

SANDAG                                                                                                                                                                       
401 B Street, Suite 800                                                                                                                                                      
San Diego, CA 92101-4231 

VIA Electronic Mail: andrew.martin@sandag.org 

RE: Notice of Preparation of a Program Environmental Impact Report for San Diego Forward: The 
Regional Plan 

Dear Association members: 

The Environmental Center of San Diego appreciates the opportunity to make comments on the above 
referenced Plan. The Environmental Center, a nonprofit organization, is dedicated to the protection and 
enhancement of the natural environment throughout San Diego. 

First you need to work on your regional plan. It is not a rational document for these times when 
greenhouse gas emissions need to drive the project, not the other way around. 

The opportunity for San Diego to be successful in transportation refiguring is at its greatest, with plenty 
of examples to the north. But first you must engage, authentically, in extensive outreach. Not just lip 
service to the community but a genuine dialogue that champions new ideas and suggestions. 

This requires a shift in direction for SANDAG.  
• Start with a plan that does not negatively impact our most vulnerable communities. 
• Build on that with projects that DO NOT worsen pollution and traffic congestion. 
• Next, create a plan that links funding with projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 

meet state targets. 
Then, and only then, can we start to create a strategy with goals that effectively support substantial 
mass transit construction, operations and maintenance.  
 
This is not rocket science. You just need to follow the traffic and add the appropriate modalities that 
lessen the pollution and give good solid alternative transportation choices to the citizens of San Diego. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Pamela Heatherington                                                                                                                                           
Board of Directors                                                                                                                      
contactecosd@gmail.com 
 

mailto:andrew.martin@sandag.org
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January 13, 2017 
 
Andrew Martin, Senior Regional Planner 
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
Via E-mail at andrew.martin@sandag.org 
Subject: Comments Regarding Notice of Preparation – of a Program 
Environmental Impact Report for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, dated 
November 14th, 2016 and its Attachment 1, Plan Information and Scope of 
Environmental Analysis  

Dear Mr. Martin, 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important subject. 

Attachment 1’s Section Entitled “Background and Plan Overview” 

The second paragraph states (with emphasis added): 

A new EIR will be prepared for the Regional Plan to evaluate its significant 
effects on the environment, identify alternatives to the Regional Plan, and 
indicate the manner in which significant effects can be mitigated or 
avoided. 

We note that the “environment” is composed of various important features of the 
physical world, including our own species. Impacts on these features may or may not 
be reasonably well predicted by how the Regional Plan (“Plan”) is predicted to 
perform, compared to California climate mandates, such as AB 32, SB 32, SB 375, 
and Executive orders S-3-05 and B-30-15. The EIR must show compliance or non-
compliance with the state’s climate mandates. However, the EIR must also show 
compliance or non-compliance with achieving “climate-stabilizing” targets, where 
“climate stabilizing” targets means targets that will, considering cumulative impacts 
and assuming all other entities in the industrial world will also do their part, prevent 
“climate destabilization”. “Climate destabilization” is shorthand for having the world go 
through a so-called climate tipping point. Going through a tipping point herein means 
that the warming feedbacks become dominant and our planet’s climate changes into 
one which will no longer support most of its current life forms, including our own 
species.  

San Diego Chapter 
8304 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Ste 101 

San Diego, CA 92111 
http://www.sandiego.sierraclub.org 

858-569-6005 
 

mailto:andrew.martin@sandag.org
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The June, 2008 issue of Scientific American1 wrote of a “devastating collapse of the 
human population”, due to anthropogenic global warming if there is insufficient 
reductions in our greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. To avoid this, anthropogenic 
emissions must first be reduced enough to stop the level of atmospheric CO2_e from 
continuing to increase. This needs to happen as soon as possible. If it happens too 
late, we could still suffer a “devastating collapse of the human population”, regardless 
of our actions after the warming feedbacks become dominant. 

Your second-paragraph statement, that is shown above, with emphasis added, 
mentions “significant effects”. However, to comply with CEQA, the EIR must identify 
the most significant effects. The extinction of humanity, which would come about if we 
fail to achieve climate-stabilizing targets, is perhaps the most significant effect. 
Identifying such effects as more fires, more heat, and some amount of sea-level rise, 
while useful, is insufficient.  

Humanity must, as Governor Brown said to the Pope, “reverse course or face 
extinction.” Covering up this stark reality violates CEQA law, which calls for a 
reasonable disclosure of likely harm, for the case of insufficient mitigation. 

How will you decide which suggested mitigations (ways to reduce GHG emissions) will 
be ignored and which ones will be implemented? CARB’s updated scoping plan says 
that all mitigations should be implemented if they are “technologically feasible and cost 
effective”. Any weaker criterion will violate CEQA law. The NOP should have been 
clear on that point. 

In order to “evaluate” (your word, as shown above, in the second-paragraph 
statements, with emphasis added) the Plan’s impacts, you will have to make 
assumptions about what California will do regarding fleet efficiency and what 
California will do regarding adopting an improved method for having Californians 
pay for the use of our roads. You would be reasonable if you were to assume 
that the state will adopt policies to reduce vehicle-miles travelled (VMT) by cars 
and light-duty trucks, or “Light-duty vehicles” (LDVs), but only if you make it clear 
to the state exactly how much help you will need. Recognizing that LDVs and 
their VMT is primarily your responsibility, it becomes obvious to any thoughtful 
person that you must identify or write a plan showing how LDVs can achieve 
climate-stabilizing targets. On-road transportation causes 47% of the GHG 
emissions in San Diego; cars and light-duty trucks cause 41%2. You have no 
choice but to partner with the state. The state must take the lead on fleet 
efficiency and the “road use charge” (“RUC”, as shown in the work to implement 
SB 1077). You must take the lead on achieving the needed per-capita driving, 
assuming the state’s RUC, which should help to reduce VMT. Your primary 
controls on VMT include land use, complete streets, active-transportation 
facilities, transit systems, car-parking policies, and teaching adults how to safely 
ride a bicycle in traffic.  

                                                 
1 Scientific American, The Ethics of Climate Change, Professor John Broome, June 2008, Page 

100 
2 San Diego Greenhouse Inventory, Energy Policy Initiatives Center, 
http://www.sandiego.edu/epic/ghginventory/ 
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The political party that is the majority political party in both California and San Diego 
County takes the position that many of the above statements are true. For example, 
the California Democratic Party (CDP) platform (Reference 1) advocates for the 
following: 

.  .  .  a state plan showing how cars and light-duty trucks can hit climate-
stabilizing targets, by defining enforceable measures to achieve the needed 
fleet efficiency and per-capita driving 

Reference 2 is such a state plan. SANDAG, CARB or some other entity could write 
such a plan, which could then be used as a reference document in an EIR. This would 
show how LDVs could achieve climate-stabilizing targets. It has often been said that 
having no plan to succeed is having a plan to fail. Given that our survival hangs in the 
balance, a plan is mandatory. There also is no other way to comply with CEQA, since 
decision makers must be shown how the worst environmental outcome could be 
avoided. 

Since not stabilizing the climate is an unacceptably bad outcome, it is imperative that 
the Plan’s EIR show how cars and light-duty trucks could achieve climate-stabilizing 
targets.  

Again, the dominant political party in our state is aware of this fairly-obvious reality. 
Again, from Reference 1: 

Demand Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) driving-reduction targets, shown 
by science to support climate stabilization 

No climate-literate, empathetic person would want anything less.  

Therefore a Requirements Document, such as Reference 2, is a necessary part of the 
scope of the EIR. 

Attachment 1’s Section Entitled “Senate Bill 375” 

We appreciate this section. The first sentence says that SB 375 will help meet AB 32. 
AB 32’s explicit target is for year 2020 and to achieve the 1990 emission level in that 
target year. The importance of that target is less than the targets after 2020, which are 
as follows: 

• 40% below the 1990 level by 2030, from SB 32; and from Executive Order B-
30-15  

• 80% below the 1990 level by 2050, from Executive Order S-3-05;  

• a reasonable climate-stabilizing target, which is 80% below the 1990 level by 
2030, as shown in Reference 2. 

If CARB gives a 2035 target that is not climate-stabilizing, that fact would not relieve 
you of your responsibility to figure out how cars and light-duty trucks can achieve a 
reasonable climate-stabilizing target, for the reasons provided in the above section of 
this letter. 

Attachment 1’s Section Entitled “Resource Topics Addressed in the EIR” 
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We appreciate this section. We note its commitment that the EIR will analyze the 
Regional Plan's significant environmental effects for GHG emissions. This 
must mean that you are going to analyze what environmental effects will result 
from the level of GHG emissions that you are predicting, with a reasonable set 
of mitigation measures. That set must at least include all of the feasible 
mitigation measures that have been identified.  

As stated in the above sections of this letter, “significant environmental effects” must 
include a determination as to whether or not the Plan will achieve climate-stabilizing 
targets, for the sector that is the primary responsibility of SANDAG, LDVs. Again, a 
plan similar to Reference 2 is required. Reference 2 shows a set of fleet-efficiency 
requirements that will achieve the most reasonable case derived. The per-capita 
driving reductions needed that go with that case are shown from near the bottom of 
Page 16 to near the bottom of Page 18 of Reference 2. They are repeated in the 
following section.  

 

Enforceable and Feasible Mitigation Measures to Achieve Driving Reductions 

Reallocate SANDAG Funds Earmarked for Highway Expansion to Transit and 
Consider Transit-Design Upgrades 

It is well-known that the induced traffic demand resulting from adding highway lanes 
will cause traffic congestion to remain constant. This is true, even if the new lanes are 
HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) lanes; HOT (High Occupancy Toll) lanes; or Managed 
Lanes, which give priority to moving transit vehicles. Any project that temporarily 
creates space on a freeway will induce enough traffic to fill that space, returning 
congestion to the level it was before the project. Therefore, additional lanes will not 
reduce congestion one iota. The money spent to add lanes is not just a waste of 
money. With more lanes and the same level of congestion as before, the result is 
always more frustrated drivers, more air pollution, and more GHG emissions.  

The sales tax measure called “Trans-Net”, allocates approximately one-third for 
highway expansion, one-third for transit, and one-third for road maintenance. It has a 
provision that allows for a reallocation of funds, if supported by at least two-thirds of 
SANDAG Board members, including a so-called weighted vote, where governments 
are given a portion of 100 votes, proportional to their population. This feasible 
mitigation measure is to reallocate the Trans-Net amount, earmarked for all highway 
expansions, to transit. It is noted that perceived political risk for decision makers does 
not constitute infeasibility, for a suggested mitigation measure. SANDAG needs to 
help educate the public about the futility of adding lanes because of induced traffic 
demand, as well as our responsibility to have a plan showing how cars and light-duty 
trucks can achieve climate-stabilizing targets. This will reduce political risk. 

This money could be used to fund additional transit systems; improve transit 
operations; and/or redesign and implement the redesign of an existing transit system. 
A redesign could be the electrification and automation, or even a wholesale 
technology upgrading of the Coaster/AMTRAK and Sprinter rail lines.  These systems 
need to be frequent and operate 24/7. 
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The money could also be used to implement a fixed-guideway connection between the 
San Diego Airport and both the Santa Fe Train Station and the Old Town Transit 
Center. A trade-off study is needed to find out if this should be done with a trolley 
extension or an automated system, perhaps using the technology that connects the 
Oakland Airport to the Coliseum BART station.  

 

A Comprehensive Road-Use Charge (RUC), Pricing-and-Payout System to 
Improve the Way We Pay for the Use of Roads 

Comprehensive means that, for example, pricing, overall, is sufficient to cover all 
costs, including road maintenance and externalities such as harm to the 
environment and health; privacy is defined and achieved;  the economic interests of 
low-income drivers doing necessary driving would be protected; that the incentive to 
drive fuel-efficient cars would be at least as large as it is under the current fuels-
excise tax; and, as good technology becomes available, congestion pricing is used, 
if needed, to protect critical driving from congestion. 

The word “payout” means that some of the money collected would go to people that 
are losing money under the current system.  

Currently, user fees (gas taxes and tolls) are not enough to cover road costs. Even 
though general-fund money is being used to operate and maintain roads, California 
is not doing maintenance with enough frequency to minimize cost. It is well 
understood that deferred maintenance will cost more than timely maintenance. 
Besides this, the improved mileage of the Internal Combustion Engine vehicles 
(ICEs) and the large number of Zero-Emission Vehicles (ZEVs), both of which are 
needed to have the fleet efficiency needed to achieve climate mandates, mean that 
gas-tax revenues will drop precipitously over the coming years. In view of these 
facts, California has passed and is implementing SB 1077, which creates a pilot 
project road user charge (RUC). The Road User Charge Technical Advisory 
Committee (RUC TAC) has twice visited San Diego. The first time they met in the 
SANDAG Board Room. The second time they met at the CALTRANS District 4 
office. SANDAG Board Members and SANDAG staff were conspicuously absent 
from these meetings. SANDAG staff did not inform its Board of these meetings. This 
is unfortunate because a RUC is the future of road funding. Unfortunately, the 
SANDAG Board Majority seems to think that a new sales tax can be used to expand 
roads. The recent defeat of Measure A suggests that this is not true.  

SANDAG needs to support California in its efforts to create an effective RUC pricing-
and- payout system. As the pilot project finishes, legislation is needed to get the 
design and implementation moving. SANDAG should lobby for a good system and 
then, in their EIRs, they should assume a good system. Such a system will play a 
useful role in reducing per-capita driving. 

 

 

Improving the Way We Pay for the Use of Car-Parking Facilities 
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Bundled-cost parking increases the cost of everything, from rent to food; bundled-
benefit parking reduces wages. These unsustainable practices are economically 
unfair to those that drive less or might like to drive less, if they could receive the fair, 
market-priced compensation for their effort, considering the high cost of providing 
parking. Surface parking only provides spaces at a rate of 120 cars per acre of land. 
Parking garage construction costs are over $20,000 per space. Underground 
parking costs from $60,000 to $100,000 per space. The fourth bullet of the 
Transportation Sub-plank of the 2016 California Democratic Party Platform 
(Reference 1) calls for “shared, convenient and value-priced parking, operated with 
a system that provides earnings to those paying higher costs or getting a reduced 
wage, due to the cost of providing the parking.” 

This feasible mitigation was ignored by the County in their legally-deficient Climate 
Action Plan (CAP) which they subsequently rescinded under court order. This is the 
mitigation measure that was described during oral arguments in Appellate Court, 
when a Justice asked the Club to describe a feasible mitigation measure that was 
ignored by the County.  

After hearing the description, the Justice commented, “that sounds like feasible 
mitigation to me.” 

Here is a brief description of this feasible mitigation measure, which, in this 
description, happens to be for municipal government employee parking: 

Demonstration Project to Eliminate the Harm of Bundled-Benefit Parking 
 

The municipality would develop a Demonstration Project to, in effect, 
Unbundle the Benefit of Parking (“Demonstration Project”) at a city 
employee location (“Proposed Location”).  
 
BACKGROUND: Currently, municipal employees do not have the ability to 
choose between earnings and driving – employees effectively pay for 
parking out of their salary, whether or not they use the parking.  The 
Demonstration Project will provide the opportunity for the employees to 
choose between earnings and driving. This implements the California Air 
Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) measure of unbundling 
the cost of parking. 
   
PROJECT: Parking would be charged at a given rate (for example 
$0.02/min – roughly $9.60/day).  Funds generated from these parking 
charges would be distributed as earnings to all employees working at the 
proposed location in proportion to each employee’s time spent at work, at 
the proposed location.  Those who decide not to drive will not be charged 
for parking but will still make earnings based on time spent at work at the 
location.  Implemented correctly, this free market approach will 
substantially reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions, by reducing the drive-alone mode. 
 
For employees whose parking charges are greater than parking lot 
earnings, an “add-in” may be included so that no employee loses money, 
compared to “free parking”. With such “add-in” payments, there could be 
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an “Opt in or Opt out” choice, meaning that those that “Opt out” will see no 
changes on their pay check, relative to “free parking”. 
 
This project may be helped by receiving a grant to pay the development 
and installation cost, as well as the “add in” payments, for some specified 
number of years. The municipality would need to apply for such a grant.  

This feasible mitigation measure is actually a demonstration project of a full system 
implementation, as described in Reference 3. A more detailed description of this 
demonstration project can be read in Reference 4.  

Based on Table 1 of Reference 3, the driving reduction could be 25%, at places of 
employment. Table 1 shows driving reductions resulting from introducing a price for 
parking, for 10 cases. Its average reduction in driving is 25% and its smallest, single-
case reduction is 15%. Again, these systems can be set up so that no driver loses 
money. Grant possibilities include the California Air Resources Board’s Low Carbon 
Transportation program and the Strategic Growth Council’s (SGC’s) Transformative 
Climate Community program. Reference 5 has more detail on the SGC grant 
program. 

 
Good Bicycle Projects and Bicycle Traffic Skills Education 

The best criterion for spending money for bicycle transportation is the estimated 
reduction in driving per the amount spent. It is hoped that the following strategies will 
come close to maximizing this important parameter. 

Projects to Improve Bicycle Access 
All of the smart-growth neighborhoods, central business districts, and other high trip 
destinations or origins, both existing and planned, should be checked to see if bicycle 
access could be substantially improved with either a traffic calming project, a “complete 
streets” project, more shoulder width, or a project to overcome some natural or made-
made obstacle. One example is to build a Vista Way bicycle bridge over I-5 in 
Oceanside, to allow those walking or biking to travel between the South Oceanside 
coastal neighborhood and the regional shopping center, which contains such large 
stores as Wal-Mart and Stator Brothers grocery store. Currently, those walking or biking 
from the Vista Way area West of I-5 must travel much further and travel over a steep 
hill. There are no large grocery stores in the Coastal region of Oceanside, west of I-5. 
Vista Way was connected for bike riders and pedestrians before the construction of I-5. 
Given that the highway has caused this problem, funding should come from highway 
funds, for this project. 

 League of American Bicyclist Certified Instruction of “Traffic Skills 101” 
Most serious injuries to bike riders occur in accidents that do not involve a motor 
vehicle. Most car-bike accidents are caused by wrong-way riding and errors in 
intersections; the clear-cut-hit-from-behind accident is rare. 

After attending Traffic Skills 101, students that pass a rigorous written test and 
demonstrate proficiency in riding in traffic and other challenging conditions could be 
paid for their time and effort. 
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As an example of what could be done in San Diego County, if the average class 
size was 3 riders per instructor and each rider passes both tests and earns $100 
and if the instructor, with overhead, costs $500 dollars, for a total of $800 for 
each 3 students, that would mean that $160M could teach $160M/$800 = 
200,000 classes of 3 students, for a total of 600,000 students. This is 
approximately 20% of the population of San Diego County. If a significant 
percentage of the graduates become every-day, utilitarian riders, this will be 
money well spent. 
 

Eliminate or Greatly Increase the Maximum Height and Density Limits 
Close to Transit Stops that Meet Appropriate Service Standards  

As sprawl is reduced, more compact, transit-oriented development (TOD) will need 
to be built. This strategy will incentivize a consideration of what level of transit 
service will be needed, how it can be achieved, and what levels of maximum height 
and density are appropriate. Having no limits at all is reasonable if models show that 
the development can function without harming the existing adjacent neighborhoods, 
given the level of transit service and other supporting transportation policies. One 
such supporting transportation policy would be the use of car-parking systems 
described in Reference 3, which support the full sharing of parking, less driving, and 
less car ownership. 

Include Plots and Explanation of the Plots, in the EIR, That Leave No Doubt 
About the Validity of Anthropogenic Climate Change 

Figure 1 shows the rise of the world’s atmospheric CO2 over the last 50 years. Figure 
2 shows both atmospheric temperature (averaged over a year and averaged over all 
of the earth, derived from an isotope analysis) and atmospheric CO2, over 800,000 
years. It could be noted that our species is only around 200,000 years old. Figure 2 
shows that when climate deniers say that climate is always changing and so therefore 
climate change is normal, they are correct, except for one important consideration. 
There is nothing normal about the outrageous run up of atmospheric CO2, to over 400 
PPM, in such a short time that it appears to be an instantaneous spike, on Figure 2. 
There is no doubt that the spike is the result of our combustion of fossil fuels. Figure 3 
covers all of the time of the development of our civilization. Everything was normal 
until about 150 years ago, which is the start of our industrial revolution, when we 
started to burn fossil fuels. By doing extensive calculations we know how much CO2 
we have produced from the combustion of fossil fuels. Then, by directly measuring the 
atmospheric CO2 and the acidity of the oceans, we know where all of that CO2 
currently resides. We also know that atmospheric CO2 traps heat. There is no doubt 
that we have an Anthropogenic Global Warming catastrophe in the making. Achieving 
climate-stabilizing targets is our only hope. 
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Figure 1 Atmospheric CO2, Increasing Over Recent Decades 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature, from 
800,000 Years Ago, with Current CO2 PPM Shown 
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Figure 3  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature, 
Over the Last 1,000 Years 

 

 

In Closing 

Thank you for your leadership in performing your critical work. Thank you for 
reading this material and for providing the comments and response as required, 
in the DEIR. Please let us know if you would like to meet to discuss this letter or 
related topics.  

Respectfully submitted, 

  
Mike Bullock mike_bullock@earthlink.net George Courser 
Chair, Transportation Subcommittee Chair, Conservation Committee 
Sierra Club San Diego Sierra Club San Diego 
 

 

 

 

Current level > 400 PPM 

S-3-05’s Goal is to cap 
C02 at 450 PPM 
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and Imperial Valley area through education, activism, and advocacy.  The Chapter has 
over 11,000 members.  The National Sierra Club has over 700,000 members in 65 
Chapters in all 50 states, and Puerto Rico. 
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From : http://www.cadem.org/our-california/platform/2016-platform-energy-and-environment 

From the 2016 California Democratic Party (CDP) Platform 

Transportation 

• Support vehicle regulations to provide healthier air for all Californians, support strong 
and workable low-emission and zero-emission vehicle standards that will continue to be a 
model for the country, support Clean Vehicle Incentive programs to include the 
installation of charging infrastructure, and provide assistance to small businesses to meet 
the low-emission standards; 

• Demand Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) driving-reduction targets, shown by science 
to support climate stabilization; 

• Work for equitable and environmentally-sound road and parking operations; Support 
strategies to reduce driving, such as smart growth, “complete streets”; teaching bicycling 
traffic skills; and improving transit, from local systems to high speed rail 

• Work for shared, convenient and value-priced parking, operated with a system that 
provides earnings to those paying higher costs or getting a reduced wage, due to the cost 
of providing the parking; and, 

• Demand a state plan showing how cars and light-duty trucks can hit climate-stabilizing 
targets, by defining enforceable measures to achieve the needed fleet efficiency and per-
capita driving; 

• Support policies, including tax policies and the use of Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund 
(GGRF) grants, that empower business owners, especially small business owners, to 
make investments in transportation infrastructure to ensure that freight moves by lower-
emission local, short-line freight railroads, instead of adding to highway congestion and 
pollution. 

http://www.cadem.org/our-california/platform/2016-platform-energy-and-environment
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ABSTRACT 
An Introduction is provided, including the importance of light-duty vehicles (LDVs: cars and light 
duty trucks) and a definition of the top-level LDV requirements to limit their carbon dioxide (“CO2”) 
emissions. 

Anthropogenic climate change fundamentals are presented, including its cause, its potential for harm, 
California mandates, and a greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction road map to avoid disaster. 

A 2030 climate-stabilizing GHG reduction target value is calculated, using statements by climate 
experts. The formula for GHG emissions, as a function of per-capita driving, population, fleet CO2 
emissions per mile, and the applicable low-carbon fuel standard (LCFS) is given. The ratio of the 2015 
value of car-emission-per-mile to the 2005 value of car-emission-per-mile is obtained. 

Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) mileage values from 2000 to 2030 are identified, as either mandates 
or new requirements. A table is presented that estimates 2015 LDV fleet mileage. 

Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) parameters are given. A table is shown that uses 2030 ZEV and ICE 
(ICE LDVs) requirements, named the “Heroic Measures” case, to compute the LDV fleet-equivalent 
mileage. That equivalent fleet mileage is used, with population and the required emission reduction, to 
compute a required per-capita driving reduction, with respect to 2005. Measures to achieve this per-
capita driving reduction are described, with reductions allocated to each measure. The energy used per 
year for the Heroic Measures case is estimated 

The “Heroic Measures” set of fractions of ZEV’s purchased, as a function of year, is compared to the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) goals. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Within the context of working the anthropogenic-climate-change problem and from a systems 
engineering perspective, the top-level requirement is to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
enough to support stabilizing our climate at a livable level. This top-level requirement must flow 
down to the subsystem of LDVs, especially due to the magnitude of their emissions. (As an 
example, LDVs emit 41% of the GHG in San Diego County1.) 

More specifically, LDV requirements will be identified that, taken together, will result in GHG 
emission reductions sufficient to “support climate stabilization”. “Support climate stabilization” 
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means that the LDV emission level will be equal to a climate-stabilizing target. Such a target is 
expressed as an emission level in some target year. The target is based on climate science. 

From a systems engineering perspective, at the top level, the needed LDV requirements are  

• LDV fleet efficiency, meaning the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per mile driven, 
applicable to the entire fleet, on the road in the year of interest and 

• an upper bound on per-capita driving, given the derived fleet efficiency and the predicted 
population growth.  

The fleet efficiency requirement will be developed as a function of lower-level requirements, 
such as Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency (CAFÉ) requirements, requirements on how fast 
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) must be added into the fleet each year, and requirements to get 
low-efficiency vehicles off the roads. The second top-level requirement, the upper bound on per-
capita driving, will spawn transportation-system requirements designed to result in less driving, 
such as better mass transit. This paper will derive a formulae to compute the required per-capita 
driving levels, based on fleet efficiency, predicted population growth, and the latest, science-
based, climate-stabilizing GHG emission target.  

In this work,  three categories of LDV emission-reduction strategies will be considered: cleaner 
cars, cleaner fuels, and less driving. 

 
BACKGROUND: OUR ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE 
PROBLEM 
Purpose of This Section 
Before going to work to solve a systems-engineering problem, it is important to understand the 
nature of the problem. How complex is the problem? How much is at stake if the problem is not 
solved? Is it reasonable to take a chance and only solve the problem with a reasonably high 
probability or is there too much at stake to gamble? This section is an attempt to answer these 
questions. 

Basic Cause 
Anthropogenic climate change is driven by these two processes2: First, our combustion of fossil 
fuels is adding “great quantities” of CO2 into our atmosphere. Second, that additional 
atmospheric CO2 is trapping additional heat. 

 
California’s First Three Climate Mandates  
California’s Governor’s Executive Order S-3-053 is similar to the Kyoto Agreement and is based 
on the greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions that were recommended by climate scientists for 
industrialized nations back in 2005. In 2005, many climate scientists believed that the reduction-
targets of S-3-05 would be sufficient to support stabilizing Earth’s climate at a livable level, with 
a reasonably high level of certainty. More specifically, this executive order aims for an average, 
over-the-year, atmospheric temperature rise of “only” 2 degree Celsius, above the preindustrial 
temperature. It attempts to do this by limiting our earth’s level of atmospheric CO2_e to 450 
PPM by 2050 and then reducing emissions further, so that atmospheric levels would come down 
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to more tolerable levels in subsequent years. The S-3-05 emission targets are 2000 emission 
levels by 2010, 1990 levels by 2020, and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. 

It was thought that if the world achieved S-3-05, there might be a 50% chance that the maximum 
temperature rise will be less than 2 degrees Celsius, thus leaving a 50% chance that it would be 
larger than 2 degrees Celsius. A 2 degree increase would put over a billion people on the planet 
into a condition described as “water stress” and it would mean a loss of 97% of the earth’s coral 
reefs.  

There would also be a 30% chance that the temperature increase would be greater than 3 degrees 
Celsius. A temperature change of 3 degree Celsius is described in Reference 3 as being 
“exponentially worse” than a 2 degree Celsius increase. 

The second California climate mandate is AB 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006. It 
includes provisions for a cap and trade program, to ensure meeting S-3-05’s 2020 target of the 
1990 level of emissions. It continues after 2020. AB 32 requires CARB to always implement 
measures that achieve the maximum technologically feasible and cost-effective (words taken 
from AB 32) greenhouse-gas-emission reductions. 

In 2015 Governor Brown signed Executive Order B-30-15. This Executive Order established a 
mandate to achieve an emission level of 40% below 2020 emissions by 2030, as can be seen by a 
Google search. If Executive Order S-3-05 is interpreted as a straight line between its 2020 target 
and its 2050 target, then the B-30-15 target of 2030 is the same as S-3-05’s implied target of 
2035, because 2035 is halfway between 2020 and 2050 and 40% down is halfway to 80% down. 

California is on track to achieve its S-3-05 second (2020) target. However, the world emission 
levels have, for most years, been increasing, contrary to the S-3-05 trajectory. In part because the 
world has been consistently failing to follow S-3-05’s 2010-to-2020 trajectory, if California is 
still interested in leading the way to stabilizing the climate at a livable level, it must do far better 
than S-3-05, going forward, as will be shown. 

 
Failing to Achieve these Climate Mandates 
What could happen if we fail to achieve S-3-05, AB 32, and B-30-15 or if we achieve them but 
they turn out to be too little too late and other states and countries follow our example? 

It has been written4 that, “A recent string of reports from impeccable mainstream institutions-the 
International Energy Agency, the World Bank, the accounting firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers-
have warned that the Earth is on a trajectory to warm by at least 4 Degrees Celsius and that this 
would be incompatible with continued human survival.” 

It has also been written5 that, “Lags in the replacement of fossil-fuel use by clean energy use 
have put the world on a pace for 6 degree Celsius by the end of this century. Such a large 
temperature rise occurred 250 million years ago and extinguished 90 percent of the life on Earth. 
The current rise is of the same magnitude but is occurring faster.” 

 
Pictures That Are Worth a Thousand Words 
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Figure 1 shows (1) atmospheric CO2 (in blue) and (2) averaged-over-a-year-then-averaged-over-the 
surface-of-the-earth world atmospheric temperature (in red). This temperature is with respect to a 
recent preindustrial value. The data starts 800,000 years ago. It shows that the current value of 
atmospheric CO2, which is now over 400 PPM, far exceeds the values of the last 800,000 years. It 
also shows that we should expect the corresponding temperature to eventually be about 12 or 13 
degrees above preindustrial temperatures. This would bring about a human disaster3,4,5. 

Figure 2 shows the average yearly temperature with respect to the 1960-to-1990 baseline 
temperature (in blue). It also shows atmospheric levels of CO2 (in red). The S-3-05 goal of 450 PPM 
is literally “off the chart”, in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that, as expected, temperatures are starting to 
rise along with the increasing levels of CO2. The large variations in temperature are primarily due to 
the random nature of the amount of solar energy being received by the earth. 

 
FURTHER BACKGROUND: CALIFORNIA’S SB 375 AND AN 
IMPORTANT DATA SET 
As shown in the Introduction, LDVs emit significant amounts of CO2. The question arises: will 
driving need to be reduced or can cleaner cars and cleaner fuels arrive in time to avoid such 
behavioral change? Steve Winkelman, of the Center for Clean Air Policy (CCAP), worked on 
this problem. 

 
SB 375, the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008  
Under SB 375, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) has given each Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) in California driving-reduction targets, for the years 2020 and 
2035. “Driving” means yearly, per capita, vehicle miles travelled (VMT), by LDVs, with respect 
to 2005. The CARB-provided values are shown at this Wikipedia link, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375. It is important to note that although this link and many 
other sources show the targets to be “GHG” and not “VMT”, SB 375 clearly states that the 
reductions are to be the result of the MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), or, more 
specifically, the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) portion of the RTP. Nothing in the 
SCS will improve average mileage. That will be done by the state and federal government by 
their Corporate Average Fleet Efficiency (CAFÉ) standards.  The SCS can only reduce GHG by 
reducing VMT. The only way an SCS can reduce GHG by 12%, for example, is to reduce VMT 
by 12%. 

Under SB 375, every Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) must include a section called a 
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS). The SCS must include driving reduction predictions 
corresponding to the CARB targets. Each SCS must include only feasible transportation, land use, 
and transportation-related policy data. If the SCS driving-reduction predictions fail to meet the 
CARB-provided targets, the MPO must prepare an Alternative Planning Strategy (APS). An APS 
uses infeasible transportation, land use, and transportation-related policy assumptions. The total 
reductions, resulting from both the SCS and the APS, must at least meet the CARB-provided targets. 

 
Critical Data: Useful Factors from Steve Winkelman’s Data 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375
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Figure 36.shows 6 variables as a percent of its 2005 value. The year 2005 is the baseline year of SB 375. 
The red line is the Caltrans prediction of VMT. The purple line is California’s current mandate for a Low 
Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS). As shown, by 2020, fuel in California must emit 10% less per gallon than in 
2005. The turquoise line is the 1990 GHG emission in California. As shown, it is 12% below the 2005 
level. This is important because S-3-05 specifies that in 2020, state GHG emission levels must be at the 
1990 level. The green line is the C02 emitted per mile, as specified by AB 1493, also known as “Pavley 1 
and 2” named after Senator Fran Pavley. The values shown do not account for the LCFS. The yellow (or 
gold) line is the S-3-05 mandate, referenced to 2005 emission levels. The blue line is the product of the red, 
the purple, and the green line and is the percentage of GHG emissions compared to 2005. Since VMT is 
not being adequately controlled, the blue line is not achieving the S-3-05 line. Figure 3 shows that driving 
must be reduced. For this reason, Steve Winkelman can be thought of as the true father of SB 375. 

 

Figure 1. Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature from 800,000 Years Ago 
 

 
 

CO2 currently over 400 
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Figure 2. Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,    Over the Last 1,000 Years 

 
 

This table provides inspiration for a road map to climate success for LDVs. Climate stabilization targets 
must be identified and achieved by a set of requirements to define fleet efficiency and per-capita driving. 

 

 

Current level > 400 PPM 

S-3-05’s Goal is to cap 
C02 at 450 PPM 

Figure 3 The S-3-05 Trajectory (the Gold Line) AND the CO2 Emitted from 
Personal Driving (the Blue Line), where that CO2 is a Function (the  

Product) of the California-Fleet-Average CO2 per Mile (the Green Line),  
 The Predicted Driving (VMT, the Red Line), and the  

Low-Carbon Fuel Standard (the Purple Line) 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CALIFORNIA’S TOP-LEVEL LDV 
REQUIREMENTS TO SUPPORT CLIMATE STABILIZATION 
It is also clear that cleaner cars will be needed and can probably be achieved. As will be seen, much 
cleaner cars will be needed if driving reductions are going to remain within what many people would 
consider achievable. Mileage and equivalent mileage will need to be specified. A significant fleet-
fraction of Zero-Emission Vehicles (ZEVs, either Battery-Electric LDVs or Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
LDVs) will be needed. Since mileage and equivalent mileage is more heuristic than emissions per 
mile, they will be used instead of CO2 per mile driven. 

Since the SB-375 work used 2005 as the reference year, it will remain the reference year here. 

 
GHG Target to Support Climate Stabilization 
The primary problem with S-3-05 is that California’s resolve and actions have been largely ignored 
by other states, our federal government, and many countries. Therefore, rather than  achieving 2000 
levels by 2010 and being on a track to achieve 1990 levels by 2020, world emission have been 
increasing. Reference 7 states on Page 14 that the required rate of reduction, if commenced in 2020, 
would be 15%. That rate means that the factor of 0.85 must be achieved, year after year. If this were 
done for 10 years, the factor would be (0.85)10 = 0.2. We don’t know where world emissions will be 
in 2020. However, it is fairly safe to assume that California will be emitting at its 1990 level in 2020, 
in accordance with S-3-05. This situation shows that the correct target for California is to achieve 
emissions that are reduced to 80% below California’s 1990 value by 2030. Note that if the 
reductions start sooner, the rate of reduction of emissions can be less than 15% and the 2030 target 
could be relaxed somewhat.  However, it is doubtful that the world will get the reduction rate 
anywhere near the needed 15% by 2020. Therefore, the target, of 80% below 1990 levels by 2030 is 
considered to be correct for California. Reference 7 also calls into question the advisability of aiming 
for a 2 degree Celsius increase, given the possibilities of positive feedbacks that would increase 
warming. This concern for positive feedbacks is another reason that this paper will work towards 
identifying LDV requirement sets that will support achieving 80% below 1990 values by 2030. 

Notes on Methods 
The base year is 2005. An intermediate year of 2015 is used. The car efficiency factor of 2015 with 
respect to 2005 is taken directly from Figure 3. The car efficiency factor of 2030 with respect to 
2015 is derived herein, resulting in a set of car-efficiency requirements. It is assumed that cars last 
15 years. 

Primary Variable Used 
Table 1 defines the primary variables that are used. 

 
Table 1  Variable Definitions 

Variable Definitions 
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𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌 LDV Emitted C02, in Year “k” 

𝑳𝑳𝒌𝒌 Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor that reduces the 
Per-Gallon CO2 emissions, in Year “k” 

𝑪𝑪𝒌𝒌 LDV CO2 emitted per mile driven, average, in Year “k”, not 
accounting for the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor 

𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌 LDV CO2 emitted per mile driven, average, in Year “k”, accounting 
for the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor 

𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌 Population, in Year “k” 

𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌 Per-capita LDV driving, in Year “k” 

𝑫𝑫𝒌𝒌 LDV Driving, in Year “k” 

𝑴𝑴𝒌𝒌 LDV Mileage, miles per gallon, in Year “k” 

𝒎𝒎𝒌𝒌 LDV Equivalent Mileage, miles per gallon, in Year “k” accounting for t  
Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor, so this is Mk/Lk 

N Number of pounds of CO2 per gallon of fuel but not accounting for 
the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor 

 
 
Fundamental Equations 
The emissions are equal to the CO2 per mile multiplied by the per-capita driving multiplied by the 
population, since per-capita driving multiplied by the population is total driving. This is true for any 
year.  

 Future Year k: 𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌 = 𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌 ∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌 ∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌 (Eq. 1) 

 Base Year i: 𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊 = 𝒄𝒄𝒊𝒊 ∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊 ∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊 (Eq. 2) 

Dividing both sides of Equation 1 by equal values results in an equality. The terms on the right side 
of the equation can be associated as shown here: 

 
𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌
𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊

= 𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌
𝒄𝒄𝒊𝒊
∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌
𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊
∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌
𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊

 (Eq. 3) 

Since carbon dioxide emitted per gallon is just a constant (about 20 pounds per gallon), the constant 
cancels out of the ratio of emissions per mile, leaving the following relationship.  

 To work with mileage: 
𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊
𝒎𝒎𝒌𝒌

= 𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌
𝒄𝒄𝒊𝒊

 (Eq. 4) 

Putting Equation 4 into Equation 3 results in the following equation: 

 
𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌
𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊

= 𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊
𝒎𝒎𝒌𝒌

∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌
𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊
∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌
𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊

 (Eq. 5) 
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Showing the base year of 2005, the future year of 2030, introducing the intermediate year of 2015 
and the year of 1990 (since emissions in 2030 are with respect to the 1990 value) results in Equation 
6. 

 

 
𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

∗  𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐
𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

 (Eq. 6) 

 

The ratio on the far left is the climate-stabilizing target, which is the factor of the 2030 emission 
to the 1990 emission. It is shown to be 0.20 or 80% less. The next ratio is the emission of 1990 
compared to 2005. It is the turquoise line of Figure 3, which is 0.87. The first ratio on the right 
side of the equation is the fleet emission per mile in 2030 compared to the value in 2015. This 
ratio will be derived in this report and it will result in a set of car efficiency requirements. 
Moving to the right, the next ratio is the car efficiency in 2015 compared to 2005. It can obtained 
by multiplying the purple line 2015 value times the green line 2015 value, which is 0.90 * 
0.93.The next term is the independent variable. It is the driving reduction required, compared to 
the 2005 level of driving. The final term on the far right is the ratio of the population in 2030 to 
the population in 2005. Reference 8 shows that California’s population in 2005 was 35,985,582. 
Reference 9 shows that California’s population in 2030 is predicted to be 44,279,354. Therefore,  

 𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐�   =  𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒 ÷ 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 (Eq. 7) 

Putting in the known values results in Equation 8: 

 𝟐𝟐.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 ∗  𝟐𝟐.𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 = 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐 ∗ 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐 ∗ 𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 (Eq. 8) 

Combining the values, solving for the independent variable (the per-capita driving ratio), and 
changing from emission-per-mile to equivalent-miles-per-gallon results in the following: 

 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟏𝟏 ∗ 𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

 (Eq. 9) 

 

With the coefficient being so small, it is doubtful that we can get the equivalent mileage in 2030 to 
be high enough to keep the driving ratio from falling below one. The mileage of the 2005 fleet will 
be based on the best data we can get and by assuming cars last 15 years. The equivalent mileage in 
2030 will need to be as high as possible to keep the driving-reduction factor from going too far 
below 1, because it is difficult to reduce driving too much. The equivalent mileage will be dependent 
on the fleet-efficiency requirements in the near future and going out to 2030. Those requirements are 
among the primary results of this report.  

 

Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) Mileage, from Year 2000 to Year 2030 
The years from 2000 to 2011 are taken from a plot produced by the PEW Environment Group,  

http://www.pewenvironment.org/uploadedFiles/PEG/Publications/Fact_Sheet/History%20of%20
Fuel%20Economy%20Clean%20Energy%20Factsheet.pdf 

http://www.pewenvironment.org/uploadedFiles/PEG/Publications/Fact_Sheet/History%20of%20Fuel%20Economy%20Clean%20Energy%20Factsheet.pdf
http://www.pewenvironment.org/uploadedFiles/PEG/Publications/Fact_Sheet/History%20of%20Fuel%20Economy%20Clean%20Energy%20Factsheet.pdf
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The plot is shown here as Figure 4. The “Both” values are used. 

The values from 2012 to 2025 are taken from the US Energy Information Agency (EIA) as 
shown on their website, http://www.c2es.org/federal/executive/vehicle-
standards#ldv_2012_to_2025. They are the LDV Corporate Average Fleet Efficiency (CAFÉ) 
values enacted into law in the first term of President Obama. From 2025 to 2030, it is assumed 
that the yearly ICE improvement in CAFÉ will be 2.5 MPG. 

 
Mileage of California’s LDV Fleet in 2015 
Table 2 uses these values of the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) LDV mileage to compute the 
mileage of the LDV fleet in 2015. It assumes that the fraction of ZEVs being used over these years is 
small enough to be ignored. The 100 miles driven, nominally, by each set of cars, is an arbitrary 
value and inconsequential in the final calculation, because it will divide out. It is never-the-less used, 
so that it is possible to compare the gallons of fuel used for the different years. The “f” factor could 
be used to account for a set of cars being driven less. It was decided to not use this option by setting 
all of the values to 1. The Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) values are taken from Figure 3. The 
gallons of fuel are computed as shown in Equation 10, using the definition for Lk that is shown in 
Table 1. 

 
Table 2 Calculation of the Fleet MPG for 2015 

 
 

LDV 
Set 

 
 

Years 
Old 

 
 

Model 
Year 

 
 

CAFE 
MPG 

 
LCFS 
Factor 
LYear 

 
Factor 
Driven 

f 

Gallons 
Used Per 

f*100 
Miles 

1 14-15 2001 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 
2 13-14 2002 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 

Figure 4 Mileage Values From the PEW Environment Group 
 

http://www.c2es.org/federal/executive/vehicle-standards#ldv_2012_to_2025
http://www.c2es.org/federal/executive/vehicle-standards#ldv_2012_to_2025
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 𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮 𝑼𝑼𝑮𝑮𝒆𝒆𝒅𝒅 𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑 𝒇𝒇 ∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊𝑮𝑮𝒆𝒆𝑮𝑮  = 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
( 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑮𝑮)/𝑳𝑳𝒌𝒌

 (Eq. 10) 

 
 
How ICE Mileage Values Will Be Used with ZEV Equivalent Mileage Values 
As will be seen, after 2015, the net (computed using both ICEs and ZEVs) mileage values for 
each year are assumed to greatly improve by having a significant fraction of ZEVs. The ICE 
CAFÉ standards are used in this report as just the ICE contribution to fleet MPG. The ICE MPG 
values are inadequate by themselves and will therefore need to become less important because 
ZEVs will need to quickly take over the highways. 

Federal requirements will need to change dramatically. Currently, federally-mandated corporate 
average fuel efficiency (CAFÉ) standards have been implemented, from 2000 to 2025. These 
standards require that each corporation produce and sell their fleet of cars and light-duty trucks in the 
needed proportions, so that the combined mileage of the cars they sell, at least meet the specified 
mileage.  

The car companies want to maximize their profits while achieving the required CAFÉ standard. In 
California, the car companies will already be required to sell a specified number of electric vehicles, 
which have a particularly-high, equivalent-value of miles-per-gallon. If the laws are not changed, 
this will allow these companies to sell more low-mileage, high profit cars and light-duty trucks, and 
still achieve the federal CAFÉ standard. 

It will be better to apply the CAFÉ standards to only the ICEs and then require that the fleet of LDVs 
sold achieve some mandated fraction of ZEVs. The ZEVs will get better and better equivalent 

3 12-13 2003 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 
4 11-12 2004 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 
5 10-11 2005 25.0 1.0 1.0 4.00 
6 9-10 2006 25.7 .9933 1.0 3.87 
7 8-9 2007 26.3 .9867 1.0 3.75 
8 7-8 2008 27.0 .9800 1.0 3.63 
9 6-7 2009 28.0 .9733 1.0 3.48 

10 5-6 2010 28.0 .9667 1.0 3.45 
11 4-5 2011 29.1 .9600 1.0 3.30 
12 3-4 2012 29.8 .9533 1.0 3.20 
13 2-3 2013 30.6 .9467 1.0 3.09 
14 1-2 2014 31.4 .9400 1.0 2.99 
15 0-1 2015 32.6 .9333 1.0 2.86 

Sum of Gallons: 54.29 
Miles = 100*Sum(f’s): 1500 

MPG = Miles/(Sum of Gallons):  27.63 
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mileage, as our electrical grid is powered by more renewable sources of energy. Therefore, their 
equivalent mileage is not fixed, but will improve over the years. Requirements developed here are 
for 2030. Therefore a high percentage of all the electricity generated in the state, including both the 
“in front of the meter” (known as the “Renewable Portfolio Standard” or “RPS”) portion and the 
“behind the meter” portion is assumed to come from sources that do not emit CO2. More 
specifically, he value of 80% is assumed. This therefore becomes a fleet-efficiency requirement. 

ZEV Equivalent Mileage Values  
To calculate the mileage of the 2030 fleet of LDVs, it is necessary to derive a formula to compute 
the equivalent mileage of ZEVs, as a function of the percent of electricity generated without emitting 
CO2, the equivalent ZEV mileage if the electricity is from 100% fossil fuel, and the equivalent ZEV 
mileage if the electricity is from 100% non-C02 sources. The variables defined in Table 3 are used. 

The derivation of the equation for equivalent ZEV mileage is based on the notion that the ZEV can 
be imagined to travel “r” fraction of the time on electricity generated from renewables and “(1-r)” 
fraction of the time on fossil fuel. If the vehicle travels “D” miles, then, using the definitions shown 
in Table 3, the following equation can be written. 

 𝑮𝑮 = 𝒑𝒑×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑

+ (𝟏𝟏−𝒑𝒑)×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇

 (Eq. 11) 

 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 = 𝑫𝑫/𝑮𝑮 = 𝑫𝑫/(𝒑𝒑×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑

+ (𝟏𝟏−𝒑𝒑)×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇

) (Eq. 12) 

Dividing the numerator and the denominator by D and multiplying them both by the product of the 
two equivalent mileage values results in Equations 13. 

 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 = 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇/�𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 + (𝟏𝟏 − 𝒑𝒑)×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑� (Eq. 13) 

Again, using the definitions in Table 3 results in the following. 

 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 = 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝒎𝒎/(𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆𝑮𝑮 ) (Eq. 14) 

 
Table 3  Variables Used in the Calculation of ZEV Equivalent Mileage 
Variable Definition 

𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 ZEV Equivalent mileage  
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑 ZEV Equivalent mileage if the electricity is from renewables 
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 ZEV Equivalent mileage if the electricity is from fossil fuels 
𝒑𝒑  fraction of electricity generated from sources not emitting CO2 
G Gallons of equivalent fuel used 

D Arbitrary distance travelled 

Num 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 

Den 𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 + (𝟏𝟏 − 𝒑𝒑)×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑 
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Table 4 shows an assignment of assumed values and the result of a calculation, using Equations 13, 
14, and the definitions in Table 3, to produce a ZEV equivalent mileage. 

Table 4 Variable Assignment and the Resulting ZEV Mileage 

 
Computing an LDV Fleet Mileage Assuming Heroic Measures (HM)  
Table 5 shows the additional definitions that will be used in this calculation. Table 6 computes the 
2030 LDV mileage, assuming “Heroic Measures” to reduce the miles driven in poor-mileage ICE’s, 
in building and selling a significant fraction of ZEVs, and in getting the Low Carbon Fuel Standards 
to continue to improve beyond the Figure 3 minimum of 0.90.  

Table 5  Additional Variables Used in the Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage 

 

As shown by the values for “f”, government policies must be adopted, in 2030, to reduce the miles 
driven by the ICE’s, from model years 2016 to 2023. The 2016 model ICE’s are driven only 30% as 
much as the nominal amount. The 2017 year ICE’s can be driving 10% more. This rate of change 
continues up to 2023, when the ICE’s are doing less damage, due to the large fraction of ZEVs on 
the road. 

 

Table 6 Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage Assuming Heroic Measures 

 
Year  

ICE Parameters and Calculations ZEVs Yearly Totals 

CAFÉ 
MPG  

 
LCFS  

Eq. 
MPG  

 
f  𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊

  
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊

   
z  𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛

  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛

  Total 
Miles  

Total 
Gallon

s  
2030 
MPG  

2016 34.3 .9267 37.01 .3 30.0 .8105 .04 4 .012 32.8 .7901 41.51 
2017 35.1 .9200 38.15 .4 40.0 1.0484 .07 7 .021 44.2 .9962 44.37 
2018 36.1 .9133 39.53 .5 47.5 1.2018 .12 12 .036 56.0 1.1494 48.72 
2019 37.1 .9000 40.92 .6 54.0 1.3197 .18 18 .054 67.2 1.2567 53.47 
2020 38.3 .8500 42.56 .7 52.5 1.2337 .24 24 .072 77.2 1.3225 58.37 
2021 40.3 .8000 47.41 .8 48.0 1.0124 .34 34 .103 86.8 1.2162 71.37 
2022 42.3 .8000 52.88 .9 40.5 .7660 .48 48 .145 94.8 1.0299 92.05 

𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 r 1-r Num Den 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 
5000 70 0.8 0.2 350000.00 1056.00 331.44 

Variable Definition 
𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊 Distance travelled by ICE vehicles  
𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛 Distance travelled by ZEVs 
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊 Gallons of Equivalent fuel used by ICE vehicles  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛 Gallons of Equivalent fuel used by ZEVs 
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2023 44.3 .8000 55.38 1.0 30.0 .5418 .62 62 .187 100.0 .8733 114.51 
2024 46.5 .8000 58.13 1.0 15.0 .2581 .76 76 .229 100.0 .6422 155.71 
2025 48.7 .8000 60.88 1.0  5.0 .0821 .90 90 .272 100.0 .4358 229.46 
2026 51.2 .8000 64.00 1.0  5.0 .0781 .95 95 .287 100.0 .3648 274.16 
2027 53.7 .8000 67.13 1.0  5.0 .0745 .98 98 .296 100.0 .3255 307.24 
2028 56.2 .8000 70.25 1.0  5.0 .0712 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3129 319.56 
2029 58.7 .8000 73.38 1.0  5.0 .0681 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3123 320.18 
2030 61.2 .8000 76.50 1.0  5.0 .0654 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3118 320.75 

Sum of Miles and then Gallons of Equivalent Fuel:     1259.00 11.34 
Equivalent MPG of LDV Fleet in 2030:       111.03 

Sum of ZEV Miles = 865.  Fraction of Miles Driven by ZEVs = 68.7% 
 

As shown, the ZEV fraction of the fleet assumes the value of 12%, just 2 years from now (shown in 
the green field.) It then proceeds upward, to 18% in 2019; 24% in 2020; 34% in 2021; and so on, 
until it reaches 99% by 2028. 

Achieving these fractions of ZEVs might be compared to what was done during World War II, when 
automobile productions lines were rapidly converted to produce tanks. This reduced the new cars that 
could be purchased. Besides this, rationing gasoline made it difficult to drive at times and, due to 
shortages of leather, which was being used to produce boots for soldiers, some citizens found it hard 
to even buy shoes. These rapid and inconvenient changes were tolerated, because most people agreed 
that the war needed to be won. The heroic measures assumed here may not be possible unless citizens 
and the political leaders they elect understand the dire consequences of climate destabilization and 
therefore accept, and even demand, the measures that are needed to support climate stabilization. 

The equivalent miles per gallon of the LDV fleet in 2030, specifically 111.03 miles per gallon, will 
be considered as a potential 2030 LDV requirement. 

 
 
Computing the Heroic-Measures (HM) Case Per-Capita and Net Driving 
Factor Requirements, Based on the Result Shown in Table 6 
Plugging the  

• equivalent MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2030, taken from the bottom of Table 6, which is 
111.03 MPG (m2030), and  

• the MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2015, taken from the bottom of Table 2, which is 27.63 
MPG (m2015),  

into Equation 9, gives the following result: 

 

 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑 (Eq. 14) 
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This means that the per-capita driving in 2030 will need to be about 32% less than in year 2005. The 
net driving can be computed by multiplying the per-capita driving, 0.68, by the population factor of 
1.2305, computed in Equation 7, resulting in 0.84 (since 0.68 x 1.2305 = 0.84.) This means that, 
even with the 23% increase in California’s population, the net driving will have to drop by 16%. If 
this LDV requirement set is selected, all of California’s transportation money can be used to improve 
transit, improve active transportation (mainly walking and biking), and maintain, but not expand, 
roads. The good news is that there can be little or no congestion because highway capacity now is 
larger than it was in 2005. Policies will be needed to achieve the required reduction in driving. 

 
Case 2: Computing LDV Requirements that Support Climate Stabilization 
but Still Allow 2005 Per-Capita Driving 
The first step is to use Equation 9 and the value of the mileage in 2015 to compute the needed LDV 
equivalent fleet mileage for 2030 if the left side of the equation is equal to 1.0. 

 m2030 = 1.0 x m2015 / 0.1689 = 27.63 / 0.1689 = 163.59 MPG Eq. 15) 

Table 7 is constructed, with the fraction of ZEVs selected to achieve the needed equivalent fleet 
mileage of about 163.59 MPG. Since its ZEV fractions are larger and sooner than in the “Heroic 
Measures” table, Table 7 is showing what has been called the “Extra-Heroic Measures” (EHM) case. 
The ICE “f” values are unchanged; as are the LCFS values. The EHM ZEV differences from the HM 
case are the highlighted “z” values. 

This means that with the 23% increase in California’s population, computed in Equation 7, the net 
driving would also increase by 23%. If this LDV requirement set were to be implemented, a lot of 
California’s transportation money would be needed to expand the highway system, leaving less to 
improve transit, improve active transportation (mainly walking and biking), and maintain roads. 

 

 

 

 

Table 7  Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage Assuming Extra-Heroic Measures 

 
Year  

ICE Parameters and Calculations ZEVs Yearly Totals 

CAFÉ 
MPG  

 
LCFS  

Eq. 
MPG  

 
f  𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊

  
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊

   
z  𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛

  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛

  Total 
Miles  

Total 
Gallon

s  
2030 
MPG  

2016 34.3 .9267 37.01 .3 30.0 .8105 .04 0 .012 32.8 .7901 41.51 
2017 35.1 .9200 38.15 .4 36.0 .9436 .10 10 .030 46.0 .9738 47.24 
2018 36.1 .9133 39.53 .5 35.0 .8855 .25 25 .075 62.5 1.024 61.02 
2019 37.1 .9000 40.92 .6 30.0 .7332 .40 40 .121 76.0 1.000 75.96 
2020 38.3 .8500 42.56 .7 21.0 .4935 .65 65 .196 89.5 .7718 115.96 
2021 40.3 .8000 47.41 .8  8.0 .1687 .90 90 .272 98.0 .4403 222.59 
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2022 42.3 .8000 52.88 .9  4.5 .0851 .95 95 .287 99.5 .3717 267.66 
2023 44.3 .8000 55.38 1.0  5.0 .0903 .95 95 .287 100.0 .3769 265.31 
2024 46.5 .8000 58.13 1.0  5.0 .0860 .98 98 .296 100.0 .3301 302.95 
2025 48.7 .8000 60.88 1.0  5.0 .0821 .98 98 .296 100.0 .3285 304.38 
2026 51.2 .8000 64.00 1.0  5.0 .0781 .999 99 .299 100.0 .3143 318.14 
2027 53.7 .8000 67.13 1.0  5.0 .0745 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3136 318.88 
2028 56.2 .8000 70.25 1.0  5.0 .0712 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3129 319.56 
2029 58.7 .8000 73.38 1.0  5.0 .0681 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3123 320.18 
2030 61.2 .8000 76.50 1.0  5.0 .0654 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3118 320.75 

Sum of Miles and then Gallons of Equivalent Fuel:     1304.30 7.97 
Equivalent MPG of LDV Fleet in 2030:       163.59 

 
Comparing the ZEV Fraction Values of the “Heroic-Measures” (HM) Case to 
the “Extra-Heroic Measures” (EHM) Case 
Table 8 shows the direct comparison of the ZEV fractions that are ZEV requirements for the HM 
Case and the EHM Case. The largest differences are highlighted. The EHM case does not appear to 
be achievable. 

 

Table 8  HM Case and the EHM Case Which Supports 2005 Per-Capita Driving 

 Cases 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 20292 2030 

HM .04 .07 .12 .18 .24 .34 .48 .62 .76 .90 .95 .98 .99 .99 .99 

EHM .04 .10 .25 .40 .65 .90 .95 .95 .98 .98 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 

 
ACHIEVING THE REQUIRED DRIVING REDUCTION OF THE 
HEROIC-MEASURES (HM) CASE  
As shown in Equation 14, in 2030, the per-capita driving will need to at least 32% below the 
2005 value. As shown in this link, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375, California’s 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) are adopting Region Transportation Plans (RTPs) 
that will achieve reductions in year 2020 and 2035. As also shown there, the targets, for year 
2035, range from 0% for Shasta to 16% for Sacramento Area Council of Governments. Since 
this is for 2030 instead of 2035, and to be reasonably conservative, it is assumed here that the 
state will achieve a 10% reduction in per-capita driving, in 2030, compared to 2005. This leaves 
22% to be achieved by new programs. 

The title of each of the following subsections contains the estimated per-capita driving reduction 
each strategy will achieve, by 2030. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375
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Reallocate Funds Earmarked for Highway Expansion to Transit and Consider 
Transit-Design Upgrades (3%) 
San Diego County has a sales tax measure called “TransNet”, which allocates one-third for highway 
expansion, one-third for transit, and one-third for road maintenance. It has a provision that allows for a 
reallocation of funds, if supported by at least two-thirds of SANDAG Board members, including a so-
called weighted vote, where governments are given a portion of 100 votes, proportional to their 
population. It is hereby proposed to reallocate the TransNet amount, earmarked for highway 
expansion, to transit and to do similar reallocations throughout California. 

This money could be used to fund additional transit systems; improve transit operations; and/or the 
redesign and implementation of the redesign of existing transit systems. The redesign could include 
electrification and automation or even upgrading to a different technology. 

 
A Comprehensive Road-Use Fee Pricing and Payout System to Unbundle the 
Cost of Operating Roads (7.5%) 
Comprehensive means that pricing would be set to cover all costs (including road maintenance and 
externalities such as harm to the environment and health); that privacy and the interests of low-
income drivers doing necessary driving would be protected; that the incentive to drive fuel-efficient 
cars would be at least as large as it is under the current fuels excise tax; and, as good technology 
becomes available, that congestion pricing is used to protect critical driving from congestion. 

The words payout and unbundle mean that some of the money collected would go to people that are 
losing money under the current system.  

User fees (gas taxes and tolls) are not enough to cover road costs10 and California is not properly 
maintaining its roads. Reference 10 shows that in California user fees amount to only 24.1% of what 
is spent on roads. Besides this, the improved mileage of the ICEs and the large number of ZEVs 
needed mean that gas tax revenues will drop precipitously. 

This system could be used to help reduce the ICE LDV miles driven in 2016 to 2022, as shown in 
the “f” column of Tables 6 and 7. This system could probably be implemented in less than 5 years. 

 
Unbundling the Cost of Car Parking (7.5%) 
Unbundling the cost of car parking11 throughout California is conservatively estimated to decrease 
driving by 7.5%, based on Table 1 of Reference 11. That table shows driving reductions resulting 
from introducing a price for parking, for 10 cases. Its average reduction in driving is 25% and its 
smallest reduction is 15%. 

 
Good Bicycle Projects and Bicycle Traffic Skills Education (3%) 
The best criterion for spending money for bicycle transportation is the estimated reduction in driving per 
the amount spent. The following strategies may come close to maximizing this parameter. 
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Projects to Improve Bicycle Access 
All of the smart-growth neighborhoods, central business districts, and other high trip destinations or 
origins, both existing and planned, should be checked to see if bicycle access could be substantially 
improved with either a traffic calming project, a “complete streets” project, more shoulder width, or a 
project to overcome some natural or made-made obstacle. 

 League of American Bicyclist Certified Instruction of “Traffic Skills 101” 

Most serious injuries to bike riders occur in accidents that do not involve a motor vehicle12. Most car-
bike accidents are caused by wrong-way riding and errors in intersections; the clear-cut-hit-from-behind 
accident is rare12. 

After attending Traffic Skills 101, students that pass a rigorous written test and demonstrate proficiency 
in riding in traffic and other challenging conditions could be paid for their time and effort. 

As an example of what could be done in San Diego County, if the average class size was 3 riders 
per instructor and each rider passes both tests and earns $100 and if the instructor, with overhead, 
costs $500 dollars, for a total of $800 for each 3 students, that would mean that $160M could 
teach $160M/$800 = 200,000 classes of 3 students, for a total of 600,000 students. The 
population of San Diego County is around 3 million. 

 
Eliminate or Greatly Increase the Maximum Height and Density Limits Close to 
Transit Stops that Meet Appropriate Service Standards (2%) 
As sprawl is reduced, more compact, transit-oriented development (TOD) will need to be built. This 
strategy will incentivize a consideration of what level of transit service will be needed, how it can be 
achieved, and what levels of maximum height and density are appropriate. Having no limits at all is 
reasonable if models show that the development can function without harming the existing adjacent 
neighborhoods, given the level of transit service and other supporting transportation policies (such as 
car parking that unbundles the cost and supports the full sharing of parking11) that can be assumed. 

 
Net Driving Reduction from All Identified Strategies 
By 2030, the sum of these strategies should be realized. They total 23%, resulting in a 1% margin over 
the needed 22% (which is added to the existing 10% to get the needed 32%.) 

 
ADDITIONAL ELECTRICITY REQUIRED 
The URL http://www.energy.ca.gov/2013_energypolicy/documents/2013-06-
26_workshop/presentations/09_VMT-Bob_RAS_21Jun2013.pdf shows that Californians drove 
about 325 Billion miles per year, from 2002 to 2011. This value can be multiplied by the 0.84 
factor reduction of driving, computed right after the calculation shown in Equation 14, and the 
fraction of miles driven by ZEVs, shown at the bottom of Table 6, of 0.687 (from 68.7%), to 
give the 2030 miles driven by ZEVs =  325 Billion x 0.84 x 0.687 = 188 Billion miles per year. 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/2013_energypolicy/documents/2013-06-26_workshop/presentations/09_VMT-Bob_RAS_21Jun2013.pdf
http://www.energy.ca.gov/2013_energypolicy/documents/2013-06-26_workshop/presentations/09_VMT-Bob_RAS_21Jun2013.pdf
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Using the Tesla information here http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Roadster, it is assumed that 
21.7 kW-h is used per 100 miles, or 0.217 kW-h per mile. The total energy used per year is 
therefore 188 Billion miles x 0.217 kW-h = 40,699 GW-h.  

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cfaqs/howhighiscaliforniaselectricitydemandandwheredoesthepowe
rcomefrom.htm, shows that California is using about 265,000 GW-h per year. Therefore the 
electricity needed to power California’s HM ZEV LDF fleet in 2030 is 100% x 40,648/265,000 = 
15.34% of the amount of electricity California is currently using. Table 4 shows that 80% (r = 
0.80, with “r” defined in Table 3) of electricity must generated without producing CO2. This 
estimated 15.34% increase in demand should help the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC) and the California Energy Commission (CEC) with their planning. 

 
COMPARISON WITH CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD (CARB) 
PLANNING  
The following quote13 allows us to compare the CARB plan for LDVs with what would be 
required to stabilize the climate at a livable level, in the form of the Heroic Measures case: 

Regulations on the books in California, set in 2012, require that 2.7 percent of new 
cars sold in the state this year be, in the regulatory jargon, ZEVs. These are defined 
as battery-only or fuel-cell cars, and plug-in hybrids. The quota rises every year 
starting in 2018 and reaches 22 percent in 2025. Nichols wants 100 percent of the 
new vehicles sold to be zero- or almost-zero-emissions by 2030 

Table 9 shows the values implied by this statement and compares them to the HM values. Table 
10, which is similar to Tables 6 and 7, computes the overall mileage of the 2030 fleet, using the 
CARB values. 

Computing the Heroic-Measures (HM) Case Per-Capita and Net Driving 
Factor Requirements, Based on the Result Shown in Table 10 
Plugging the  

• equivalent MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2030, taken from the bottom of Table 10, which is 
74.25 MPG, and  

• the MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2015, taken from the bottom of Table 2, which is 27.63 
MPG,  

into Equation 8, gives the following result: 

 

 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐 (Eq. 16) 

Table 9  Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) % of Fleet, for Two Cases 

 
Year 

 
CARB 

Heroic 
Measures 

 
Year 

 
CARB 

Heroic 
Measures 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Roadster
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cfaqs/howhighiscaliforniaselectricitydemandandwheredoesthepowercomefrom.htm
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cfaqs/howhighiscaliforniaselectricitydemandandwheredoesthepowercomefrom.htm
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2016 2.7% 4.0% 2024 19.6% 76.0% 

2017 2.7% 7.0% 2025 22.0% 90.0% 

2018 5.1% 12.0% 2026 37.6% 95.0% 

2019 7.5% 18.0% 2027 53.2% 98.0% 

2020 9.9% 24.0% 2028 68.8% 99.0% 

2021 12.4% 34.0% 2029 84.4% 99.0% 

2022 14.8% 48.0% 2030 100.0% 99.0% 

2023 17.2% 62.0% 

 
This means that the per-capita driving will need to be about 55% less in 2030 than in year 2005. The 
net driving can be computed by multiplying the per-capita driving, 0.45, by the population factor of 
1.2305, computed in Equation 7, resulting in 0.55. This means that, even with the 23% increase in 
California’s population, the net driving will have to drop by 45%. If CARB wants the LDV sector to 
achieve a reasonable climate-stabilizing target, it will need to require ZEV adoption profile closer to 
the Heroic Measures Case. The adoption profile they have now will required a reduction in driving 
that will probably be very difficult to achieve.  

 
CONCLUSION 
A requirement set named “Heroic Measures” (HM) is quantified. Table 8 shows that the HM LDV 
efficiency requirements are much easier to achieve than those needed to allow per-capita driving to 
remain close to its 2005 level, which has been quantified as the “Extra Heroic Measures Case”. 
Strategies to achieve the required HM driving reductions are also allocated and described. They are 
perhaps about as difficult as achieving the HM LDV fleet efficiency. It is computed that the 2030 fleet 
of LDV HM ZEVs would require an amount of electricity which is equal to about 15% of what 
California is using today. The current CARB plan for ZEV adoption is shown to require a very large 
reduction in driving if LDVs are to achieve a climate-stabilizing target.  

 

 
Table 10 Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage Assuming the CARB Values 

 ICE Parameters and Calculations ZEVs Yearly Totals 
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Year  CAFÉ 
MPG  

 
LCFS  

Eq. 
MPG  

 
f  𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊

  
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊

   
z  𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛

  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛

  Total 
Miles  

Total 
Gallon

s  
2030 
MPG  

2016 34.3 .9267 37.01 .3 30.0 .8105 .03 3 .008 31.9 .79681 40.02 
2017 35.1 .9200 38.15 .4 40.0 1.0484 .03 3 .008 41.6 1.0283 40.48 
2018 36.1 .9133 39.53 .5 47.5 1.2018 .05 5 .015 52.6 1.2158 43.23 
2019 37.1 .9000 40.92 .6 54.0 1.3197 .08 8 .023 63.0 1.3787 45.70 
2020 38.3 .8500 42.56 .7 52.5 1.2337 .10 10 .030 73.0 1.5114 48.29 
2021 40.3 .8000 47.41 .8 48.0 1.0124 .12 12 .037 82.5 1.5162 54.39 
2022 42.3 .8000 52.88 .9 40.5 .7660 .15 15 .045 91.5 1.4954 61.17 
2023 44.3 .8000 55.38 1.0 30.0 .5418 .17 17 .052 100.0 1.5475 64.62 
2024 46.5 .8000 58.13 1.0 15.0 .2581 .20 20 .059 100.0 1.4425 69.32 
2025 48.7 .8000 60.88 1.0  5.0 .0821 .22 22 .066 100.0 1.3477 74.20 
2026 51.2 .8000 64.00 1.0  5.0 .0781 .38 38 .113 100.0 1.0884 91.87 
2027 53.7 .8000 67.13 1.0  5.0 .0745 .53 53 .161 100.0 .8577 116.59 
2028 56.2 .8000 70.25 1.0  5.0 .0712 .69 69 .208 100.0 .6517 153.44 
2029 58.7 .8000 73.38 1.0  5.0 .0681 .84 84 .255 100.0 .4673 214.02 
2030 61.2 .8000 76.50 1.0  5.0 .0654 1.0 100 .302 100.0 .3017 331.44 

Sum of Miles and then Gallons of Equivalent Fuel:     1236.00 16.65 
Equivalent MPG of LDV Fleet in 2030:       74.25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ABREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
AB 1493 California’s Assembly Bill 1493 HM “Heroic Measures” LDV Case 
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AB 32 California’s Assembly Bill 32 ICE Internal Combustion Engine LDV 
APS Alternative Planning Strategy kW-h Kilo Watt-hour 
CAFE Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency LCFS Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
CARB California Air Resources Board LDV Light-Duty Vehicle 
CBD Center for Biological Diversity MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization 
CEC California Energy Commission Pavley Senator Pavley’s AB 1493 
CEQA California Environmental Quality Act PPM Parts per Million 
CPUC California Public Utilities Commission RPS Renewable Portfolio Standard 
CCAP Center for Clean Air Policy RTP Regional Transportation Plan 
CNFF Cleveland National Forest Foundation S-3-05 Governor’s Executive Order S-3-05 
SB 375 California’s Senate Bill 375 SANDAG San Diego Association of 
CO2 Carbon Dioxide  Governments 
CO2_e Carbon Dioxide Equivalent GHG SCS Sustainable Community Strategy 
EHM “Extra Heroic Measures” LDV Case TransNet San Diego County sales tax 
GEO Governor’s Executive Order URL Universal Resource Locator 
GHG Greenhouse gas VMT Vehicle Miles Travelled 
GW-h Giga Watt-Hours ZEV Zero Emission Vehicle LDV 
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ABSTRACT 
The Introduction shows documented driving reductions due to the pricing of parking. It notes 
that although the benefits of priced and shared parking are known, such parking has not been 
widely implemented, due to various concerns. It states that a solution, called “Intelligent 
Parking,” will overcome some of these concerns, because it is easy to use and naturally 
transparent. It asserts that this description will support a “Request for Proposal” (RFP) process. 
Eight background information items are provided, including how priced parking would help 
California achieve greenhouse gas reduction targets. A story demonstrates some of the key 
features of Intelligent Parking. Arguments for less parking, shared parking, and priced parking 
are made. Barriers to progress are identified. The fair pricing of parking is described.  New ways 
to characterize transportation demand management are presented. Seven goals of Intelligent 
Parking are listed. Eleven definitions and concepts, that together define Intelligent Parking, are 
described. This includes a method to compute a baseline price of parking and how to adjust that 
price instantaneously to keep the vacancy above 15% (“Congestion Pricing”). An 
implementation strategy is described.  

INTRODUCTION: 
It has been well established that appropriately priced parking will significantly reduce driving1. 
Most case studies presented in Table 1 are evaluations of the most general type of “car-parking 
cash-out”: a program that pays employees extra money each time they get to work without 
driving. They show that a price differential between using parking and not using parking will 
significantly reduce driving, even when transit is described as poor. Since driving must be 
reduced2, the pricing of parking is desirable.  

Shared parking is also recognized as desirable because it can sometimes result in less parking 
being needed. 

Although the advantages of pricing and sharing parking have been recognized for many years, 
these practices are still rare. This paper identifies some of the reasons for this lack of progress. 
The pricing and sharing method of this paper has a natural transparency and ease of use that 
would reduce many of the concerns. This paper also suggests that those governments that have 
the necessary resources can take the lead role in developing and implementing the described 
systems. These governments will recover their investments, over time. 

This paper describes how parking facilities could be tied together and operated in an optimum 
system, named Intelligent Parking. The description of Intelligent Parking is sufficient to support 
a “Request for Proposal” process, leading to full implementation.  
There are two distinct parts to Intelligent Parking. The first is how to set the price. The second is 
how to distribute the earnings. Briefly, the earnings go to the individuals in the group for whom 
the parking is built. 
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Table 1 Eleven Cases of Pricing Impact on Parking Demand 

Location Number of Workers 
@ Number of Firms 

1995 $’s 
Per Mo. 

Parking Use 
Decrease 

Group A:  Areas with poor public transportation 
West Los Angeles 3500 @ 100+ $81 15% 

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 9000 Faculty & Staff $34 26% 

San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles 850 @ 1 $37 30% 

Costa Mesa, CA Not Shown $37 22% 

Average for Group  $47 23% 
Group B:  Areas with fair public transportation 

Los Angeles Civic Center 10,000+ @ “Several” $125 36% 

Mid-Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles 1 “Mid-Size” Firm $89 38% 

Washington DC Suburbs 5,500 @ 3 $68 26% 

Downtown Los Angeles 5,000 @ 118 $126 25% 

Average for Group $102 31% 

Group C:  Areas with good public transportation 
U. of Washington, Seattle, WA 50,000 employees, students $18 24% 

Downtown Ottawa, Canada 3,500 government staff $72 18% 

Bellevue, WA 430 @ 1 $54 39%* 

Average for Group, except Bellevue, WA Case*    $45 21% 

Overall Average, Excluding Bellevue, WA Case* 25% 
* Bellevue, WA case was not used in the averages because its walk/bike facilities also 
improved and those improvements could have caused part of the decrease in driving. 

 
PERTINENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
• Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are a major cause of global warming and pollution2, 3. 

• California’s Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) will need to adopt strategies that 
reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT), in order to meet SB375 GHG reduction targets, to be 
issued by the California Air Resources Board in late 2010, for years 2020 and 20352. 

• The appropriate pricing of parking is one of the least costly documented tools to reduce 
VMT. 

• New technologies, such as sensors feeding computer-generated billing, offer the potential to 
efficiently bill drivers for parking and alert law enforcement of trespassers. 

• Reformed parking policies can increase fairness, so that, for example, people who use transit 
or walk do not have to pay higher prices or suffer reduced wages, due to parking. 
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• Methods to unbundle parking cost are inefficient unless they support the spontaneous sharing 
of parking spaces. Shared parking with unbundled cost would ultimately allow cities to 
require significantly less parking. 

• Typical systems of timed parking and metered parking are far from ideal. Parking has no 
automated record keeping, so it is difficult to know where there is too much or too little.  

• Good policies will eventually let cities turn parking minimums into parking maximums. 

A GLIMPSE INTO A POSSIBLE FUTURE 
Jason is driving to work for the first time in several years. He has decided to save money by 
carrying home a new 3-D, big-screen computer, which he plans to purchase at a store near his 
office after work. He wanted to avoid paying delivery charges.  

Things have been changing around his office development since they unbundled the cost of 
parking at the near-by train station. Many people who caught the early trains and lived close to 
the station stopped driving and parking in the best parking spaces; demand for housing close to 
the station went up; and wealthy riders, who insisted on driving, did so, confidant that they could 
always find parking as close to the platform as their schedules required, due to congestion 
pricing. Who would have guessed how much those people were willing to pay? It was shocking. 
Parking-lot earnings, paid to round-trip train riders, meant that the net cost to ride the train went 
significantly down. Ridership and neighborhood vitality both went significantly up. All Jason 
knew was that the price to park at his office had been going up yearly because of increased land 
values. His parking-lot earnings from his office had been increasing almost every month, due to 
the ripple effect of train riders parking off-site at cheaper parking. Some of them were using his 
office parking. 

As he pulls out of his driveway, he tells his GPS navigation unit his work hours (it already knew 
his office location), the location of the store where he plans to buy the computer, and his 
estimated arrival and departure times at the store. He tells the GPS unit he wants to park once, 
park no more than 1 block from the store, walk no more than 1 mile total, and pay no more than 
an average of $2 per hour to park. He is not surprised to hear the GPS tell him that his request is 
impossible. He tells the GPS he will pay an average of $3 per hour and learns that the GPS has 
located parking.  

It guides him into a church parking lot. He hopes the church will use his money wisely. The GPS 
tells him the location of a bus stop he could use to get to work and the bus’s next arrival time at 
the stop.  With automatic passenger identification and billing, the bus has become easy to use, 
except that it is often crowded. Jason gets out of the car and walks to work, with no action 
required regarding the parking.  

Three weeks later, when Jason gets his monthly statement for his charges and income for 
automotive road use, transit use, parking charges, and parking earnings, he finds that the day’s 
parking did indeed cost about $30 for the 10 total hours that he parked. He notes that the 
parking-lot earnings for his office parking averaged about $10 per day that month. He then 
notices the parking lot earnings from the store, where he spent about $1000 dollars. He sees that 
the parking-lot earnings percent for the store that month was 1.7%, giving him about $17. So for 
the day, Jason only spent a net of about $3 on parking. Then he realized that he should have had 
the computer delivered after all. If he would have bicycled that day, as he usually did, he would 
have still gotten the $27 earnings from the two parking facilities and he would have paid nothing 
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for parking. So the choice to drive cost him $30. He remembers that the delivery would have 
only been $25 dollars. Oh well. He enjoyed his before-work and after-work walks. 
THE CASE FOR LESS PARKING 
Less parking will support more compact development.1 This makes walking and biking more 
enjoyable and less time consuming. There would certainly be less “dead space”, which is how 
parking lots feel to people, whether they arrive by car or not, after they become pedestrians. 

Since parking can be expensive, less parking can reduce overhead costs significantly, such as 
leasing expense and parking-lot maintenance cost. Less overhead means more profit and less 
expense for everyone. A need for less parking can create redevelopment opportunities at existing 
developments and reduce project cost at new developments.  

At new developments, car-parking costs could prevent a project from getting built.2 

THE CASE FOR SHARED PARKING 
Shared parking for mixed uses means that less parking is needed. For example, shared parking 
could be used mostly by employees during the day and mostly by residents at night. 

Fully shared parking means that very little parking would be off limits to anyone. In a central 
business district with shared parking, drivers would be more likely to park one time per visit, 
even when going to several locations. Pedestrian activity adds vitality to any area. 

THE CASE FOR APPROPRIATELY-PRICED PARKING 
To Reduce Driving Relative to Zero Pricing 
Traditional Charging or Paying Cash-out Payments 
As shown in the Introduction, this relationship (pricing parking reduces driving) is not new.3  

Using results like Table 1, at least one study4 has used an assumption of widespread pricing to 
show how driving reductions could help meet greenhouse gas (GHG) target reductions. Dr. Silva 
Send of EPIC http://www.sandiego.edu/epic/ghgpolicy/ assumes that all work locations with 100 
employees or more in San Diego County will implement cash-out, to result in 12% less driving 
to work. Currently, almost all employees in San Diego County “park for free”, unless they 
happen to work in a downtown core area. 

                                                 
1 This is especially true of surface parking, which only accommodates 120 cars per acre. 
2 On September 23, 2008, a panel of developers reviewed the Oceanside, Ca. “Coast Highway Vision” 
http://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/pdf/chv_finalvisionstrategicplan.pdf. Parts of this plan were described as smart 
growth.  

At the review, developer Tom Wiegel said, “Parking is the number 1 reason to do nothing,” where “do nothing” 
meant “build no project.” The other developers at the meeting agreed. 
3 For many years the Victoria Transport Policy Institute (VTPI) has been recognized as a source of reliable 
information on “Transportation Demand Management”, or TDM. 

From http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm72.htm#_Price_Parking: 

Even a relatively small parking fee can cause significant travel impacts and provide significant TDM benefits. 

“TDM Benefits” refers to the many public and private benefits of having fewer people choosing to drive. 

 

http://www.sandiego.edu/epic/ghgpolicy/
http://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/pdf/chv_finalvisionstrategicplan.pdf
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm72.htm#_Price_Parking
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Current, Best-Practice “Unbundling” 
The “best-practice” use of the phrase, “unbundled parking cost”, is to describe the case where 
either the cost of parking, for the case of a condominium, or the rent for parking, for the case of 
an apartment, is separated from either the purchase price and common fees or the rent of the 
dwelling unit. 

This gives the resident families the choice of selecting the number of parking spaces they would 
like to rent or buy, including the choice of zero. This would tend to reduce the average number of 
cars owned per dwelling unit and, in this way, would also tend to reduce driving. Its major 
drawback is that this method does not encourage sharing. 

To Increase Fairness and Protect the US Economy 
It is stated above that almost all employees in San Diego County “park for free”. Of course there 
is really no such thing as “parking for free”. So-called “free parking” always reduces wages or 
increases costs. At a work site, it reduces everyone’s wage, even those employees that never 
drive. At an apartment complex, so-called “free parking” increases the rent. Therefore, “free 
parking” at work or at apartments violates the fundamental rule of the free market, which is that 
people should pay for what they use and not be forced to pay for what they do not use. Parking 
should at least be priced to achieve fairness to non-drivers. 

The US economy would also benefit. Reductions in driving would lead to reductions in oil 
imports, which would reduce the US trade deficit.4 

BARRIERS TO PROGRESS 
Given all this, it might seem that the widespread pricing of parking should have happened by 
now. However there are barriers. In 2007, a majority of the City Council of Cupertino, Ca. 
indicated that they wanted their City Manger to negotiate reduced parking requirements with any 
company that would agree to pay sufficient cash-out payments. To this date, no company, 
including Apple Inc., has expressed an interest. Most companies probably perceive cash-out as 
expensive. Even if they realize they could get a reduced parking requirement in exchange for 
paying sufficient cash-out amounts and even if the economics worked in support of this action 
(quite possible where land is expensive), they want to stay focused on their core business, instead 
of getting involved in new approaches to parking, real estate, and redevelopment.  

On the other hand, simply charging for parking and then giving all the employees a pay raise is 
probably going to run into opposition from the employees, who will feel that they would be 
losing a useful benefit.  

In addition, neighbors fear the intrusion of parked cars on their streets. Permit parking, which 
could offer protection, is not always embraced. City Council members know that a sizable 
fraction of voting citizens believe that there can actually never be too much “free parking”, 

                                                 

4 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balance_of_trade#Warren_Buffett_on_trade_deficits, Warren Buffet wrote in 
2006, 

“The U.S. trade deficit is a bigger threat to the domestic economy than either the federal budget deficit or 
consumer debt and could lead to political turmoil. Right now, the rest of the world owns $3 trillion more of 
us than we own of them.” 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balance_of_trade#Warren_Buffett_on_trade_deficits
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Professor Shoup’s famous book5 notwithstanding. Some Council members probably feel that 
way themselves. 

It doesn’t help that current methods of charging for downtown parking are often very 
inefficient.5 For example, downtown Oceanside, California has parking meters that will only 
accept coins. Besides this, all their on-street, downtown parking is timed, with maximums from 
10 minutes to 4 hours. These time limits are enforced by a city employee, who applies chalk 
from a tire to the street and then records the time. However, by watching the time and moving 
their car soon enough, drivers can avoid getting a ticket. Of course, they could instead drive to 
the mall and not have to worry about having coins or elapsed time since parking. It is not 
surprising that downtown merchants often object to charging for parking. 

In summary, those that resist charging for parking, based on their perceptions, include  

• Companies, who fear the complexity and expense of paying cash-out payments; 

• Employees, who fear of losing a current benefit;  

• City leaders, who fear the political repercussions;  

• Downtown patrons, who dislike the inconvenience and worry; 

• Downtown business owners, who fear that it will drive away customers. 

THE COST, VALUE, AND FAIR PRICE OF PARKING 

Estimated and Actual Capital Cost 
Surface Parking 
One acre of surface parking will accommodate 120 cars. Land zoned for mixed use is sometimes 
expensive. At $1.2 million per acre, the land for a single parking space costs $10,000. 
Construction cost should be added to this to get the actual, as-built cost of each parking space. 
Estimated cost can be determined by using appraised land value and construction estimates. For 
new developments, after the parking is constructed, it is important to note the actual, as-built 
cost.  

Parking-Garage Parking  
One acre of parking-garage will accommodate considerably more than 120 cars. The 
construction cost of the garage and the value of its land can be added together to get the total 
cost. Dividing that total cost by the number of parking spaces yields the total, as-built cost of 
each parking space. Adding levels to a parking garage may seem like a way to cut the cost of 
each parking space, for the case of expensive land. However, there is a limit to the usefulness of 
this strategy because the taller the parking garage, the more massive the supporting structural 
members must be on the lower levels, which increases total cost. Parking-garage parking spaces 
are often said to cost between $20,000 and $40,000. The actual costs should be noted.  

Underground Parking 
In order to compute an estimate for the cost of a parking space that is under a building, it is 
necessary to get an estimate of the building cost with and without the underground parking. The 
difference, divided by the number of parking spaces, yields the cost of each parking space. The 

                                                 
5 According to Bern Grush, Chief Scientist of Skymeter Corporation http://www.skymetercorp.com/cms/index.php, 
often two-thirds of the money collected from parking meters is used for collection and enforcement costs. 

http://www.skymetercorp.com/cms/index.php
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cost or value of land plays no role in the cost of this parking. However, it does not follow that 
this parking is cheap. Underground parking spaces are often said to cost between $60,000 and 
$90,000 dollars each. Although there will be an “as built” cost of the building with the parking, 
there will never be an “as built” cost of the building without the parking. However, after the 
construction is done, the estimate for the cost of the underground parking should be reconsidered 
and re-estimated if that is needed. The final, best-estimate cost should be noted. 

Value 

Initially, value and cost are the same. For surface parking and parking-garage parking, the value 
would initially be the same as the as-built cost. For underground parking, the value would 
initially be the same as the best-estimate cost. However, over time, the value must be updated. 
Both construction costs and land-value costs will change. The value assigned to a parking place 
should always be based on the current conditions. 

Fair Pricing 
Parking space “values”, as described above, must first be converted to a yearly price by using a 
reasonable conversion factor. This conversion factor could be based on either the “cost of 
money” or the “earnings potential of money”. It is expected that this conversion factor would be 
2% to 5% during times of low interest rates and slow growth; but could be over 10% during 
times of high-interest and high growth. For example, if the surface parking value is $12,000 and 
it is agreed upon to use 5% as the conversion factor, then each parking spot should generate $600 
per year, just to cover capital costs.  The amount needed for operations, collection, maintenance, 
depreciation, and any special applicable tax is then added to the amount that covers capital cost. 
This sum is the amount that needs to be generated in a year, by the parking space. 

The yearly amount of money to cover capital cost needs to be re-calculated every year or so, 
since both the value and the conversion factor will, in general, change each year. The cost of 
operations, collection, maintenance, depreciation, and any special applicable tax will also need to 
be reconsidered. 

Once the amount generated per year is known, the base price, per unit year, can be computed by 
dividing it (the amount generated per year) by the estimated fraction of time that the space will 
be occupied, over a year. For example, if a parking space needs to generate $900 per year but it 
will only be occupied 50% of the time, the time rate charge is $1800 per year. This charge rate 
per year can then be converted to an hourly or even a per-minute rate. The estimated fraction of 
time that the parking is occupied over a year will need to be reconsidered at least yearly. 

NEW DEFINITIONS TO PROMOTE AN OBJECTIVE VIEW OF PRICING 
• The “fair price” means the price that accounts for all costs. 
• The “baseline amount of driving” means the driving that results from the application of 

the fair price. 
• “Zero transportation demand management” (“zero TDM”) is the amount of demand 

management that results when the fair price is used. It will result in the baseline amount 
of driving. 

• “Negative TDM” refers to the case where the price is set below the fair price. This will 
cause driving to exceed the baseline amount. Since TDM is commonly thought to be an 
action that reduces driving, it follows that negative TDM would have the opposite effect.  

• “Positive TDM” refers to the case where the price is set above the fair price. This would 
cause the amount of driving to fall below the baseline amount. 
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Clearly, so-called “free parking” is an extreme case of negative TDM. The only way to further 
encourage driving would be to have a system that pays a driver for the time their car is parked. 

THE GOALS OF INTELLIGENT PARKING 
• There is only one agency operating all parking. (“All parking” does not include 

driveways and garages in single-family homes.) Intelligent Parking is designed and 
installed by regional or state government, using low-bid contractors, with design and 
start-up costs covered by the overhead portion of collection fees.  

• Nearly all parking is shared. Almost always, anyone can park anywhere. Those who want 
exclusive rights to parking will pay “24/7” (all day, every day). 

• Parking is operated so that the potential users of parking will escape the expense of 
parking by choosing to not use the parking. This characteristic is named “unbundled” 
because the cost of parking is effectively unbundled from other costs. 

• Parking is priced and marketed to eliminate the need to drive around looking for parking. 

• Parking at any desired price is made as easy as possible to find and use. 

• Records of the use of each parking space are kept, to facilitate decisions to either add or 
subtract parking spaces. 

• The special needs of disabled drivers, the privacy of all drivers, and, if desired, the 
economic interests of low-income drivers are protected. 

DEFINITIONS & CONCEPTS OF INTELLIGENT PARKING 
Parking Beneficiary Groups 
There are at least 7 types of beneficiary groups. Note that in all cases, members of beneficiary 
groups must be old enough to drive. 

1.) People who have already paid for the capital cost of parking. An example of this type of 
beneficiary group would be the owners of condominiums, where parking has been built and 
the cost is included in the price of the condominium. Note that although they have 
technically already paid for the parking, if they borrowed money to pay for some portion of 
the price, the cost is built into their monthly payment. This illustrates why the value of 
parking and the cost of borrowing money (rate of return on money) are key input variables 
to use to compute the appropriate base, hourly charge for parking. 

2.) People who are incurring on-going costs of parking. An example of this type of beneficiary 
group is a set of office workers, where the cost of ‘their” parking is contained in either the 
building lease or the cost of the building. Either way, the parking costs are reducing the 
wages that can be paid to these employees.6  

3.) People who are purchasing or renting something where the cost of the parking is included in 
the price. Examples of this beneficiary group are people that rent hotel rooms, rent an 
apartment, buy items, or dine in establishments that have parking. 

                                                 

6 Such parking is often said to be “for the benefit of the employees”. Defining this beneficiary group will tend 
to make this statement true, as opposed to the common situation where the employees benefit only in 
proportion to their use of the parking. 
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4.) People who own off-street parking as a business. They could be the individual investors or 
could be a government or government-formed entity. 

5.) People who are said to benefit from parking, even though the money for the parking has 
been supplied by a source that may have very little relationship to those that are said to 
benefit. An example of this group would be train riders that make round trips from a station 
which has parking that is said to be “for riders”. Students at a school with parking would be 
another example. 

6.) People who are considered by many to be the logical beneficiaries of on-street parking. 
Owners of single-family homes are the beneficiaries of the parking that is along the 
boundaries of their property. The same status is given to residents of multi-family housing. 

7.) Governments. Since they build and maintain the streets, they should get a significant benefit 
from on-street parking. 

Unbundled Cost and Spontaneous Sharing 

“Unbundled cost” means those who use the parking can see exactly what it costs and those who 
don’t use the parking will either avoid its cost entirely or will get earnings to make up for the 
hidden parking cost they had to pay. This conforms to the usual rule of the free market where a 
person only pays for what they choose to use. Unbundled cost is fair. 

“Spontaneous sharing” means that anyone can park anywhere at any time and for any length of 
time. Proper pricing makes this feasible. 

How to Unbundle 
The method of unbundling can be simply stated, using the concept of “beneficiary group” as 
discussed above. First, the fair price for the parking is charged. The resulting earnings7 amount is 
given to the members of the beneficiary group in a manner that is fair to each member. Methods 
are described below.  

Why this Supports Sharing 
Members of a beneficiary group benefit financially when “their” parking is used. They will 
appreciate users increasing their earnings. They are also not obligated to park in “their” parking. 
If there is less-expensive parking within a reasonable distance, they might park there, to save 
money. This is fine, because all parking is included in the Intelligent Parking system.  

Computing the Earnings for Individuals 
Intelligent Parking must be rigorous in paying out earnings7. For a mixed use, the total number 
of parking spaces must first be allocated to the various beneficiary groups. For example in an 
office/housing complex, 63.5% of the parking might have been sold with the office. If so, the 
housing portion must be paying for the other 36.5%. For this case, it would follow that the first 
step is to allocate 63.5% of the earnings to the workers and 36.5% to the residents. 

                                                 
7 The earnings amount is the revenue collected minus the collection cost and any other costs that will have to be paid 
due to the implementation of Intelligent Parking.  The costs associated with the parking, paid before the 
implementation of Intelligent Parking, should not be subtracted from the revenue because they will continue to be 
paid as they were before the implementation of Intelligent Parking. Therefore, these costs will continue to reduce 
wages and increase the prices of goods and services. 
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How the monthly earnings are divided up among the members of the beneficiary group depends 
on the beneficiary group type. For each member, the group’s total monthly earnings amount is 
always multiplied by a quantity and divided by the sum (the sum is the denominator) of that 
quantity, for all members.  

For example, for each employee, the multiplier is the number of hours that the employee worked 
over the month while the denominator is the total number of hours worked by all employees over 
the month. At a school, for each student, the numerator is the total time spent at the school, over 
the month, while the denominator is the sum of the same quantity, for all the students.  

For a train station with parking being supplied for passengers that ride on round trips of one day 
or less, the numerator is the passenger’s monthly hours spent on such round trips, over the 
month; while the denominator is the total number of hours spent by all passengers on such round 
trips, over the month. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) units on passengers could support 
an automated calculation of monthly charges for fares, as well as monthly hours on round trips. 

At a shopping center, the numerator is the sum of the money spent by the shopper, over the 
month, while the denominator is the total amount of money spent by all shoppers over the month.  

At a condominium, the numerator is the number of parking places that were paid for (directly or 
indirectly) by the resident family and the denominator is the total number of parking places at the 
condominium project; similarly, for apartment complexes. 

Where Earnings Are Low 

The goal is that if someone doesn’t park, they don’t pay, either directly or indirectly, because the 
earnings that they get will balance out their losses (like reduced wages, for example). However, 
charging for parking that few want to use will not sufficiently compensate the people that have 
been forced, or are being forced, to pay for such parking.  The only remedy in this case is to 
redevelop the parking or lease the parking in some other way, for storage, for example. The 
earnings from the new use should go to those that are in the beneficiary group that was 
associated with the low-performing parking. 

Why This Method of Unbundling Will Feel Familiar to Leaders 
Developers will still be required to provide parking and will still pass this cost on, as has been 
discussed. There will be no need to force an owner of an exiting office with parking to break his 
single business into two separate businesses (office and parking). 

Parking beneficiaries are identified that conform to traditional ideas about who should benefit 
from parking.8  

Unbundling the Cost of On-Street Parking 

The revenue from on-street parking in front of businesses will be split evenly between the city 
and the business’s parking beneficiaries. All of the earnings from on-street parking in front of 
apartments or single-family homes will be given to the resident families.9  

                                                 

8 Showing exactly where parking earnings go will reduce the political difficulties of adopting pay parking in a 
democracy where the high cost of parking is often hidden and rarely discussed.  
 
9 Although governments own the streets, often, back in history, developers paid for them and this cost became 
embedded in property values. Admittedly, how to allocate on-street parking earnings is somewhat arbitrary. With 
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Special Considerations for Condominiums 
Unbundling for a condominium owner means that, although their allocated amount of parking 
has added to their initial cost, their allocated amount of parking also earns money for them. 
Unbundling for a condominium could also mean that an owner can choose to have control over a 
single or several parking places. Such parking spaces could be equipped with a red light and a 
green light. If the red light is lit, this will mean that the space is not available for parking, except 
for the person who is controlling the spot. If the green light is lit, it will mean that the space is 
available to anyone. A space that is being reserved with a red light is charged at the full price to 
the condominium owner that has control over the space. The owner that controls these spaces can 
change the state of the parking space (available or not available) by either a phone call, on line, 
or at any pay station system that might be in use for the system. After condominium owners 
experience the cost of reserving a space for themselves, they might give up on the idea of having 
their own, personal, unshared parking space; especially since Intelligent Parking will give most 
owners and their guests all the flexibility they need in terms of parking their cars.  

Some people think that condominium parking should be gated, for security reasons. However, 
parking within parking garages needs to be patrolled at the same frequency level as on-street 
parking, which is enough to ensure that crime around either type of parking is very rare. Cameras 
can help make parking garages that are open to the public safe from criminal activity. 

Special Considerations for Renters 
Unbundling for renters means that, although their allocated amount of parking increases their 
rent, their allocated amount of parking also earns money for them. Therefore, their traditional 
rent (includes parking) is effectively reduced by the money earned by those parking spaces 
allocated to them. Renters will be motivated to either not own a car or to park in a cheaper 
location. Parking in a cheaper location is not a problem because all parking is part of the 
Intelligent Parking system. Renters will welcome anyone to park in “their” parking, because it 
will increase their earnings. 

Special Considerations for Employers 
At first, companies may want the option of offering “free parking” to their employees so as to be 
able to compete with traditional job sites. This means giving employees that drive every single 
day an “add-in” amount of pay so that the sum of the add-in and their parking-lot earnings equals 
their charge, for any given monthly statement. The operator of the parking, which sends out 
statements, can pay out the “add in” amount, in accordance with the company’s instruction. The 
company will then be billed for these amounts. There could be no requirement for the company 
to provide any such “add-in” amount to the employees that don’t drive every day. This would 
allow the company to treat its every-day drivers better than other employees and so this would be 
a negative TDM. However, this economic discrimination would be substantially less than the 
current, status-quo, economic discrimination, where drivers get “free” parking and non-drivers 
get nothing. 

Clusters of Parking 

Clusters are a contiguous set of parking spaces that are nearly equal in desirability and thus can 
be assigned the same price. They should probably consist of from 20 to 40 spaces. For off-street 

                                                                                                                                                             
congestion pricing and efficient methods, governments may earn significantly more than they are under current 
practices. 
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parking, they could be on either side of the access lane to the parking spaces, so that an observer 
could see the 20 to 40 cars, and get a feel for the vacancy rate. At a train station, clusters will 
normally be organized so that their parking spaces are approximately an equal distance from the 
boarding area. On-street clusters would normally conform to our current understanding of what a 
block is, which is to say from one cross street to the next cross street. The width of the street and 
the length of the block should be taken into account in defining on-street clusters of parking and 
in deciding if the parking on either side of the street should or should not be in the same cluster 
of parking spaces. 

Examples of Good and Bad Technology 
Parking Meters or Pay Stations 
Parking meters are a relic of an earlier period, before computers. Pay stations do not add enough 
usefulness to merit their inclusion in Intelligent Parking, except as a bridge technology. Once 
good systems are set up, pay stations should cost additional money to use because of their 
expense. It would be best to devise an implementation strategy that will minimize their use when 
the system is first put into effect and will take them out of service as soon as possible. 

Radio Frequency Identification Backed Up by Video-Based “Car Present” and License 
Recognition 
Government will eventually enter into an RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) age. Organizers 
of large athletic events already have. Organizers that put on large open-water swims, foot races, 
and bike rides have routinely used RFID for many years.10 An RFID vendor in San Diego11 
states that passive RFID units cost less than $5, are reliable, are durable, and they could be used 
to identify cars as well as people. He also sees no problem in implementing most of the features 
of Intelligent Parking.12 

Automatic Data Collection and Sending Out Statements 
Note that the “back end database” of Dr. Carta’s written statement12 refers to the ability to send 
statements of earnings and billing to students.13  

                                                 
10 For example, over 20,000 people ran the 2008 Bay-to-Breakers foot race in San Francisco. Each runner had a 
“chip” in their shoe lace. Each runner’s start time and finish time were recorded and all results were available as 
soon as the last runner crossed the finish line. 
 
11David R. Carta, PhD, CEO Telaeris Inc., 858-449-3454  
12 Concerning a Final Environmental Impact Report-approved and funded new high school in Carlsbad, California, 
where the School Board has signed a Settlement Agreement to consider “unbundled parking”, “cash-out”, and 
“pricing”, Dr. Carta wrote, in a January 13th, 2010 written statement to the Board, 

I wanted to send a quick note discussing the technical feasibility of tracking cars into a lot without impacting 
students or requiring the need for gates. Mike Bullock and I have discussed this project; it can be accomplished 
straightforwardly by utilizing Radio Frequency Identification and/or Video Cameras integrated with automated 
license recognition systems. The cars would need to register with the system at the start, but it would be fairly 
painless for the users after the initial installation. The back end database system can also be implemented both 
straightforwardly and at a reasonable price. 

This is not necessarily a recommendation of the proposal for unbundled parking. Rather it is strictly an unbiased 
view of the technical feasibility of the proposal to easily and unobtrusively track cars, both registered and 
unregistered, into a fixed lot. 

13 In an earlier email on this subject, Dr. Carta wrote,  
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Putting it Together 
Certainly, government, and in particular transit agencies and parking agencies, could use RFID-
based technology. For example, when a person with an RFID unit which is tied to a billable 
address or a credit card with an open account gets on a bus or a train, they should not have to pay 
at that time, visit a pay station, or “swipe a card” that has a positive balance. Utility customers 
that pay their bills are not required to pre-pay. The same courtesy should be extended to transit 
riders, people that drive on roads, people that get parking-lot earnings, and people that park cars. 
There should be one monthly bill or statement, for all four activities. 

Global Positioning Systems GPS 
An alternative model is to have GPS systems in cars that would detect the car’s parking location, 
that location’s current charge rate, and would perform all of the charging functions in the car. 
The only information the parking-lot-enforcement system would need is whether or not a car 
being parked is owned by a bill-paying owner. The car owner’s responsibility would be to pay 
the bills indicated by the box in the car. The box would need to process a signal that a bill had 
been paid. It would also need to process pricing signals. 

Not Picking Winners 
The purpose of this report is to describe what an ideal system would do, not how it is done. How 
a proposed system works is left to the systems, software, and hardware engineers that work 
together to submit a proposal based on this description of what an ideal system does. 

Privacy 
Privacy means that no one can see where someone has parked, without a search warrant. Also, 
the level of the detail of information that appears on a bill is selected by the customer.14 

Ease of Use for Drivers 
For credit-worthy drivers that have followed the rules of the system, pay parking will not require 
any actions other than parking. Paying for all parking fees over a month is then done in response 
to a monthly billing statement. Parking will feel to the consumer like a service provided by a 
municipality, such as water, energy, or garbage. One important difference is that users belonging 
to a “beneficiary group” will get an earnings amount in their monthly statement. Those that earn 
more than what they are charged will receive a check for the difference. This ease of use will 
make all parking less stressful. 

Base Price 
Off-Street 

                                                                                                                                                             
This is not too tough - we probably would integrate with a service that already sends physical mail from an 
electronic submission instead of re-inventing this wheel. 

 
14 License plates that have no RFID tags fail to use the best technology to accomplish the primary purpose of license 
plates, which is to identify and help intercept cars used in a crime. Identifying cars is a legitimate government goal. 
Protecting privacy is also a legitimate goal. Both goals can be realized with good laws, good enforcement, and good 
systems engineering. 
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Off-street parking is priced so that even if demand does not threaten to fill the parking beyond 
85%, the money generated will at least equate to an agreed-upon return on the parking value and 
pay all yearly costs. Equation 1 shows the calculation of the hourly rate. 

  (Eq. 1) 

 where: 

  = the computed baseline hourly rate to park 

  = yearly return on investment, such as .06 

  = value of a parking space, such as (parking garage) $40,000 

  = yearly operations15 plus depreciation, per space, such as $100 

  = number of hours per year, 24 x 365 = 8760 Hours per Year 

  = fraction of time occupied, such as 0.55. 

For the example values given, the base hourly rate of parking, to cover the cost of the 
investment, operations15, and depreciation is $0.519 per hour. This could be rounded up to $0.52 
per hour. This price could also be increased to result in positive TDM, to reduce driving more 
than the fair-price, zero-TDM amount. 

On-Street 
If on-street parking is located within walking distance (one-quarter mile) of off-street parking, its 
base price is set equal to the closest off-street parking’s base price. Otherwise, it is set to some 
agreed-upon value, like fifty cents per hour. However, on-street parking has a special meaning 
for downtown merchants and for neighborhoods, two powerful political forces in any city. 
Merchants that have few cars parking on their street, even though it is permitted, are probably 
failing in their businesses. They would like free parking to help draw visitors to their store front. 
Neighborhoods that are not impacted by parking would probably prefer no pricing. For these 
reasons, for any on-street parking cluster, no price is charged until the cluster occupancy reaches 
50%. (Time of day is irrelevant.) 

Congestion Pricing 
The time-rate price of parking is dynamically set on each cluster of parking, to prevent the 
occupancy rate from exceeding 85% (to reduce the need to drive around looking for parking). An 
85% occupancy rate (15% vacancy) results in just over one vacant parking space per city block5. 
If the vacancy rate is above 30%, the price is left at the baseline hourly rate. If vacancies fall 
below 30%, the price can be calculated in a stair-step method, such as shown in Table 2. 

Equation 2 is an alternative method. 

In either case, the total charge is time parked, multiplied by the time-averaged, time-rate price. 
The base multiplier would be adjusted to be just large enough to keep the vacancy rate from 
falling below a desired level, such as 15%, so it is always easy to find parking. 

                                                 
15 This includes money for policing, cleaning, maintenance, any applicable parking tax, and all collection costs. 
Collection costs will need to include an amount to recover the development and installation costs of Intelligent 
Parking.  
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Table 2 Hourly Rates for 2 Base Multipliers and a Baseline Hourly Rate of $0.52 

Vacancy 
Rate 

Base Multiplier = 2 Base Multiplier = 2.5 
Multiplication 

 
Hourly 

Rate 
Multiplication 

 
Hourly 

Rate Formula Value Formula 
 

Value 
Above 30% 

 
1 $0.52 

 
1 $0.52 

25% to 30% 
 

2 $1.04 
 

2.5 $1.30 
20% to 25% 

 
4 $2.08 

 
6.25 $3.25 

15% to 20% 
 

8 $4.16 
 

15.625 $8.13 
10% to 15% 

 
16 $8.32 

 
39.0625 $20.31 

5% to 10% 
 

32 $16.64 
 

97.6563 $50.78 
Below 5% 

 
64 $33.28 

 
244.1406 $126.95 

 

  (Eq. 2) 

 where: 

  = the congestion-priced hourly rate to park 

  = the baseline hourly rate to park, such as $0.52 per hour (taken from 
from Eq. 1.  

  = the base of the multiplier being computed, such as 2.50 

  = the vacancy rate percent, such as 17.5, for 7 vacancies in a cluster of 
40 spaces, 100*(7/40) = 17.5 

For the example values given, the hourly rate of parking would be $9.88 per hour. 

Pricing Predictions and Notifications 
Drivers will develop strategies for their routine trips. The computer system that keeps records of 
parking use will also provide help for users.  The Intelligent Parking website will direct a user to 
an appropriate cluster of parking if the user provides the destination location or locations, the 
time and date, and the hourly rate they wish to pay. If the walk is going to be long, the website 
could suggest using transit to get from the cheaply-priced parking to the destination. In such 
cases, the website may also suggest using transit for the entire trip. 

Another user option is to specify the time, location, and the distance the user is willing to walk. 
In this case, the computer would give the cheapest cluster of parking available at the specified 
walk distance. The price prediction would be provided. 

All price predictions would also have a probability of correctness associated with them. If a user 
can show that a computer has predicted a much lower price than what actually occurred, with a 
sufficiently high probability, it would be reasonable to charge the user the predicted price rather 
than the actual price. 

Websites could routinely inform viewers when occupancy rates are expected to be unusually 
high, due to a special event (for example, a sporting event). The parking system website will 
always give current and predicted hourly rates for all locations. The hourly rates of parking will 
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also be available at a phone number and possibly at pay stations. The base-price hourly rate, for 
any parking cluster, would be stable and could therefore be shown on signs. Parking garage 
entrances could have large video screens showing both predicted and existing price. Users will 
also learn to look at parking and judge whether congestion pricing applies, or could apply, while 
their car is parked. It would not be long before these capabilities are added into GPS navigation 
systems. 

Prepaid RFID 
To be inclusive, pay stations or convenience stores will offer a pre-paid RFID that can be set on 
the dashboard of a car. This will support drivers with poor credit or drivers who have not 
obtained the necessary equipment to support the normal, trouble-free methods. This will also 
work for drivers that do not trust the system to protect their privacy for a certain trip (by 
removing or disabling the permanent RFID) or for all trips. No billing would occur. 

Enforcement 
The system would notify the appropriate law enforcement agency if an unauthorized car was 
parked. Authorized cars would need either a pre-paid RFID or equipment indicating that their 
owners had Intelligent Parking accounts and were sufficiently paid up on their bills. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
This description of Intelligent Parking will help to implement efficient parking systems. Parking 
at train stations, schools, and government buildings could introduce many of these concepts. This 
description of Intelligent Parking is sufficient to support a “Request for Proposal” process, which 
could lead to full implementation. Widespread installation should be done by a government 
agency, to minimize actions required on the part of the private sector. Laws would simply 
require the cooperation of all private-sector and government entities. 

SUMMARY 
A parking plan, Intelligent Parking has been described. 

1. Technology will make it easy to use for most drivers. 

2. Its parking is almost always shared, to support mixed uses. 

3. It unbundles cost by charging and having earnings go to the parking beneficiaries. 

4. Traditional groups, such as single-family home owners, employees, tenants, train riders, 
and students benefit from parking. The benefit is equal for drivers and non-drivers. 

5. Baseline prices are computed primarily from the value of the parking and an agreed-upon 
rate of return. On-street parking is free until it is half full, at which time its base price 
often matches that of the closest off-street parking. 

6. For all parking, price is dynamically increased to guarantee availability. Earnings are 
therefore only limited by what people are willing to pay. 

7. Technology helps drivers find parking and decide if they want to drive or use transit.  

8. Prepaid RFIDs provide service to those who have poor credit or don’t want to be billed. 

9. Disabled and perhaps low-income drivers will have accounts that allow them to park at 
reduced prices and perhaps avoid congestion pricing. Specially designated spots might 
also be required for disabled drivers. 
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10. The system will provide reports showing where additional parking would be a good 
investment and where it would be wise to convert existing parking to some other use.  

11. Privacy will be protected. Law enforcement officials would need a search warrant to see 
where someone’s car has been parked. The level of detail on billing would be selected by 
the car’s owner. 

12. Implementations could begin in carefully selected locations and expand. 

Global warming, air pollution, trade deficits, and fairness are some of the significant reasons that 
governments have a responsibility to implement Intelligent Parking.  
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Equitable and Environmentally-Sound  

Car-Parking Policy at a Work Site 
By Mike Bullock mike_bullock@earthlink.net 

 Aug. 30, 2015 

Introduction 

This paper describes a parking policy that distributes the benefit of parking to all employees, 

regardless of how often they choose to drive. It does this by  

• Charging a fair price for the parking, per unit of time parked, and by  

• Giving the total earnings (total parking-lot earnings) to the employees, such that each 

employee’s share of the total parking-lot earnings is proportion to the time they spend 

at the work site served by the parking. 

The following, additional, optional action would guarantee that no driver loses money under 

the policy: 

• Adding a must-drive bonus to each driver’s share of the parking-lot earnings, if it 

happened that their share of the parking-lot earnings is less than their parking-lot 

charge. This means that the employee’s must-drive bonus would be equal to 

their parking-lot charge minus their share of the parking-lot earnings. 

If an employer decided to pay a must-drive bonus to its employees, it would be possible to 

allow employees to effectively “opt out” of the program so they would not need to be mailed 

the car-parking statements. The system would feel like “free parking” to them. 

Reference 1 describes a more comprehensive policy that will efficiently and conveniently 

unbundle the cost (or the benefit) of parking in all circumstances. It is available at the 

following URL: http://sierraclub.typepad.com/files/mike-bullock-parking-paper.pdf.  

The system described herein is less complex because it does not include congestion pricing, 

price predictions, or policies that are unique to on-street parking.  These features can be 

eliminated, because it is assumed that there will be an adequate supply of parking, so no 

congestion pricing is needed; that the price can be relatively stable, so no price predictions 

are needed; and finally, that employees can be successfully required to park only in their 

employee parking, so there is no need for new, on-street parking policies, designed to protect 

adjoining neighborhoods from the intrusion of additional parked cars. If the adjoining 

neighborhoods had permit parking with a 2-hour limit for cars with no permit, very few 

employees would ever park in those neighborhoods, in any case. 

  

mailto:mike_bullock@earthlink.net
http://sierraclub.typepad.com/files/mike-bullock-parking-paper.pdf
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Rationale 

This system of “unbundled parking cost” will allow all stakeholders to see the actual value of 

the parking. It will reduce single-occupancy driving to work. Less driving will reduce traffic 

congestion, air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.  

Parking is expensive to provide. Therefore, if no parking had been provided, the saved 

money could have been invested to increase employee salaries. The method described in 

this paper allows employees to gain some of that lost salary back, by driving less.  

Providing free or underpriced parking only benefits employees that would drive every day, 

even if they had a method to recover some of their lost salary. 

 

Methods 

The parking is operated on the behalf of the employees, as if it were their own business. 

Those that drive to work are therefore their own customers. 

Charge for parking is proportional to time parked and is charged to the employee associated 

with the car. (A charge rate that is acceptable to all must be established.) For example, if 

sixty cents per hour is selected, the charging software could round off the parking duration 

time to the nearest minute and apply a one-cent-per-minute charge. The data-collection 

method could be implemented with RFID’s on cars being detected at parking-lot entrances 

and exits. Unauthorized cars coming into the employee parking facilitiy would be identified 

with license-plate detection and, if a car belonging to a felon is driven into the parking lot, a 

warning notice could be sent to authorities, if this is desired by the company leaders. 

Earnings (net revenue, minus the cost of collection and distribution) are given to the 

employees; in proportion to the time they spend at the work site. This could be based on an 

employee’s schedule or, for more accuracy, could be based on “time-at-the-work-site” data, 

collected using personal radio frequency identification units (RFIDs) and detectors that are 

tied to a central, implementing computer. The variables used to compute the amount of 

money to be paid to an employee are shown in Table 1. The corresponding formula is shown 

in Figure 1. 

Parking statements are automatically sent out monthly, showing the individual’s charges and 

earnings. If desired, the statements could include a must-drive bonus, so that no driver 

losses money under the system. The must drive bonus would probably need to come from 

funds available for employee compensation. 
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Implementation 

Since this is a new system, it would be prudent for the company leaders to have the vendor 

take the full responsibility for operating the system, for the first 10 years. This arrangement 

would ensure that the vendor would debug the system and continue to look for operational 

efficiencies, over the 10 year period. A sliding scale of vendor-compensation could be 

specified in the contract, as follows: The vendor could operate the system for 10% of the 

revenue, for the first 5 years; 5% of the revenue, for the next 3 years; and 2% of the revenue, 

for the final 2 years. For example, if it is assumed that, on average, 600 cars are parked for 8 

hours, for 200 days per year, at a rate of 50 cents per hour, then the yearly revenue would be 

$480,000 per year. The vendor would therefore collect $240,000 over the first 5 years, 

$72,000 over the next 3 years, and $28,800 over the last two years. Figure 2 shows contact 

information and excerpts of received emails, from a San Diego vendor. This vendor has 

stated that the design and installation of a fully-automated system would be easy to perform.  

Table 1 Variables Used to Compute an Employee’s Monthly Earnings 

Definitions to Compute an Employee's Monthly Earnings

TEmployee The Employee's Monthly Time at the Work Site

TAllEmployees Total Monthly Time at the Work Site, All Employees

EAllEmployees Total Monthly Earnings from the Employee Parking
 

 

Figure 1 Formula Used to Compute an Employee’s Monthly Earnings 

EEmployee = TEmployee * ( EAllEmployees  / TAllEmployees ) 
 

 

Introducing a New Price Differential, for Driving, Compared to Not Driving 

Table 2 shows that introducing a price differential into the choice of how often to drive will 

decrease the amount of driving.  

Other Benefits  

Depending on the work site’s location and the size of its access roads, there could be a 

substantial decrease in local congestion, improving the health of all employees and those 

living near the congestion. This parking policy will show neighbors that the company is 

working to be a good citizen. This program will encourage active transportation, meaning 
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modes that provide exercise for the employees. It will also teach the employees the value of 

parking. It is recommended that the method of determining the selected rate of charge be 

shared with both the employees and the community at large. This program can be thought of 

as a demonstration project of a new approach to parking.  

Figure 2 One Set of Identified-Vendor Information 

David R. Carta, Ph.D., CEO
TELAERIS Inc.
Innovative Solutions and Rapid 
Development
9123 Chesapeake Dr., San Diego, 
CA 92123
+1.858.627.9708 : Office
+1.858.627.9702 : Fax
+1.858.449.3454 : Mobile
e-
mail: David.Carta@Telaeris.com
skype: davidcarta

I reviewed your Intelligent Parking proposal and 
presentation in their entirety. The identification of vehicles 
which you suggest for student parking using commercially 
available RFID technologies is a fairly straightforward 
process. There are numerous, inexpensive passive (no battery 
required) RFID tags which have been specifically designed 
for use on cars and trucks. These tags are installed directly on 
license plates or windshields, can be read from up to 30 
meters away, and can be read as cars drive up to 60 
mph. Additionally, automatic license recognition systems, 
used in conjunction with RFID, can provide a high level of 
enforcement making it difficult to cheat the system, similar to 
the Fast Track system which allows tolls to be automatically 
collected.

This is not too tough - we probably would integrate with a 
service that already sends physical mail from a electronic 
submission instead of re-inventing this wheel.

 

Green House Gas Impacts 

S-3-05 is a California Governor’s Executive Order to drop the state’s Year 2020 levels of 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to the state’s level of 1990 emissions and to drop the 

state’s Year 2050 level of GHG emissions to 80% below the state’s 1990 levels. If the world 

were to achieve similar reductions, the earth’s level of atmospheric C02 would be capped at 

450 parts per million (PPM). Figures 3, 4, and 5 show how large 450 PPM is, compared to 

values over the last 800 thousand years. Reference 2 shows that the goal of S-3-05 is to limit 

atmospheric C02 to 450 PPM and it also shows that even if this cap is achieved, the risk of a 

human catastrophe caused by global warming is significant. Reference 3’s Figure 1 shows 

that a significant reduction in driving is critically needed. 

 

Conclusion 

Adopting this program would benefit the employer, the employees, and the community, in 

many ways. They will all gain an added understanding of economics, technology, and the 

power of the free-market principle that sometimes it is better to have people pay for what 

they use and not force people to lose money for something they don’t use. All the members 
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of the work-place community could take pride in being part of this pioneering effort to reduce 

driving and greenhouse gas emissions. It would be a demonstration of the fundamental 

features of Reference 1. It would set an example for other employers. 

Table 2  Eleven Cases of Pricing Impact on the Amount of Driving 

Impact of Financial Incentives on Parking Demand 

Location Scope
1995 dollars                       

per mo.

Parking Use 

Decrease1

Group A: Areas with little or no public transportation
CenturyCityDistrict, West Los Angeles 3500 employees at 100+ firms $81 15%

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 9000 faculty & staff $34 26%

San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles 1 employer, 850 employees $37 30%

Costa Mesa, CA $37 22%

Average for Group $47 23%

Group B: Areas with fair public transportation
Los Angeles Civic Center 10000+ employees, several firms $125 36%

Mid-Wilshire Blvd., Los Angleles 1 mid-size firm $89 38%

Washington DC Suburbs 5500 employees at 3 worksites $68 26%

Downtown Los Angeles 5000 employees, 118 firms $126 25%

Average for Group $102 31%

Group C: Areas with good public transportation
University of Washington, Seattle Wa. 50,000 faculty, staff & students $18 24%

Downtown Ottowa, Canada 3500+ government staff $72 18%

Bellevue, WA 1 firm with 430 employees $54 39%
2

$45 21%

Over All Average, Excluding Bellevue Washington 25%

1
Parking vacancy would be higher! 2

Not used, since transit & walk/bike facilities also improved. 

Average for Group, but not Bellevue Washington

 

Figure 3  Atmospheric CO2, Increasing Over Recent Decades 
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Figure 4  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,  

800,000 Years Ago, with 450 PPM C02 Shown 

 

 

Figure 5  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature, 

Over the Last 1,000 Years 
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Draft Scoping Guidelines: Transformative Climate Communities Program 
 
 
 
 

 
These Draft Scoping Guidelines for the Transformative Climate Communities Program 
are being made available for public comment.  This scoping document does not 
represent the full Draft Guidelines for the program, but is intended to provide an 
initial framework.  The Strategic Growth Council (SGC) recognizes that many areas 
presented in the document require additional work and discussion, and we look 
forward to public input to help inform development of the Draft Guidelines.      
 

Comments are due to SGC by 5:00pm on January 9, 2016. 
 

Please submit comments to: 
 

tccpubliccomments@sgc.ca.gov 
 

or: 
 

Strategic Growth Council 
ATTN: Mackenzie Wieser 

1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

 
SGC plans to release the Draft Guidelines for the Program in late January or early 
February of 2017.  Release of the Draft Guidelines will be accompanied by multiple 
public workshops throughout the state as well as additional public comment periods 
to inform development of the Program.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A. BACKGROUND 
Assembly Bill 2722 established the Transformative Climate Communities Program, administered by the 
SGC, to “…fund the development and implementation of neighborhood-level transformative climate 
community plans that include multiple, coordinated greenhouse gas emissions reduction projects that 
provide local economic, environmental, and health benefits to disadvantaged communities as described 
in Section 39711 of the Health and Safety Code.”  (Pub. Resources Code § 75240.)  
 
The Transformative Climate Communities Program (Program) will accelerate greenhouse gas reduction 
and advance local climate action in disadvantaged communities through an integrated, community-
based approach.  The Program is an opportunity to realize the State’s vision of Vibrant Communities and 
Landscapes, demonstrating how community engagement coupled with strategic investments in 
transportation, housing, energy, natural resources, and waste can reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
other pollution, while also addressing growing equity issues and enhancing economic opportunity and 
community resilience. 
 
Strong local engagement and cross-sector partnerships are critical to realizing this vision.  In addition to 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the Program will serve as a model for catalyzing local, multi-sector 
partnerships that leverage private and public funds to sustain community revitalization and equitable 
development, while meeting the State’s climate goals.  
 

B. WHAT IS A TRANSFORMATIVE CLIMATE COMMUNITY? 
Transformative climate communities integrate building and infrastructure projects with community-
driven, multi-sector partnerships that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase climate resiliency, 
expand economic opportunities, and reduce health, environmental and social inequities to create 
beautiful places with equitable access. 
 
The SGC anticipates making substantial, concentrated investments in communities, but recognizes this is 
but one piece of a truly transformative effort.  In partnership with the SGC, awarded applicants will use 
the state investment in concert with multiple related efforts driven by community engagement, which 
may include additional financing, philanthropic funding, parallel and connected capital investments, 
business and workforce development projects, public health programs, K-12 and higher education 
programs, career and technical training, entrepreneurship support, volunteer programs, civil society 
projects, and other efforts associated with community-wide transformation.  
 
Applicants must develop an integrated plan with measurable goals, and demonstrate the community 
leadership, human and social capital, and internal and external accountability needed to monitor a set 
of criteria that become core and ongoing components of transformation. 
 

B. PROGRAM SUMMARY 
The Program will award competitive funding totaling approximately $140 million in Implementation 
Grants for the implementation of transformative, neighborhood-level plans in three communities.  
Through a complimentary program, the SGC will also award approximately $1.5 million in Planning 

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/meetings/091316/vibrant%20communities.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/meetings/091316/vibrant%20communities.pdf
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Grants in up to ten communities, intended to facilitate community readiness for future implementation 
funding through State and/or other sources.1    
 
On September 23, 2016, the SGC released a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to allocate a minimum of 
half of the Implementation Grant funds in the City of Fresno, a minimum of one-fourth in the City of Los 
Angeles, and the remaining Implementation Grant funds in a third location to be determined. 
 
The SGC may award grants over multiple years and prioritize investment in the State’s most 
disadvantaged communities.   
 
The SGC intends to seek long term funding for the program.  With this initial appropriation, the SGC 
hopes to provide diverse models of neighborhood-level transformation that can be studied, replicated 
and adapted based on measured outcomes that include not only deep greenhouse gas reduction, but 
also the maximization of climate, public health, environmental, workforce and economic benefits.   
 

II. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
 
The Program seeks well-organized communities that demonstrate multi-sector partnerships capable of 
governing and implementing a transformative vision for a designated area, including integrated projects 
that will achieve all of the Primary Objectives and Performance Criteria listed below.   

 
A. ELIGIBILITY 

1. Eligible applicants may include but are not limited to: nonprofit organizations, community-based 
organizations, faith-based organizations, coalitions or associations of nonprofit organizations, 
community development finance institutions, community development corporations, local 
governments, joint powers authorities, and/or tribal governments. 

2. Joint applications including multiple entities are strongly encouraged, and must include the 
identification of a lead applicant and co-applicants. 

3. Applicants must demonstrate capacity and readiness to implement coordinated projects, 
including: 

i. Ability to govern and implement large infrastructure projects, including evidence of past 
performance, letters of support from local and/or regional governments, and the ability 
to work with multiple levels of government as needed for project implementation. 

ii. Evidence of diverse community support, such as from elected officials, key stakeholders, 
community foundations, state, regional and local government agencies, local health 
departments, community groups, and private partners. 

iii. Partnerships that provide the ability to attract and leverage additional public, private, 
and philanthropic funding. 

iv. Partnerships that ensure the ability to collect data and analyze outcomes over time; 
support from universities and community colleges for data collection and analysis are 
encouraged. 

4. Applicants must demonstrate alignment with one or more up-to-date, adopted community or 
neighborhood plan for the targeted area of investment that reflect best practices in sustainable 
development and community revitalization, and reflect comprehensive and documented 

                                                           
1 Planning grants will be funded through SGC’s Sustainable Communities Planning Grants and Incentives Program. 
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community engagement. Priority will be given to proposals that prioritize focused 
implementation of: 

a. Specific plans for multi-modal hubs that prioritize district-scale and regional transit and 
active transportation connectivity to employment and service centers.  

b. Well-integrated plans that coordinate housing, multi-modal transportation connectivity, 
renewable energy generation, water efficiency, storm water management and other 
urban greening improvements; 

c. Physical and programmatic connectivity to low-income and disadvantaged residents to 
improve access to jobs; workforce development and economic opportunity for low-
income and disadvantaged residents; and integration of affordability and equitable 
access to infrastructure and supportive services for low-income and disadvantaged 
residents. 

5. Applicants from cities within the High Speed Rail Initial Operating Segment must demonstrate 
that their proposals support implementation of an integrated Station Area Plan. 
 

B. PRIMARY OBJECTIVES 
1. Maximize greenhouse gas emissions reduction.  Develop and deploy integrated projects that 

accelerate greenhouse gas emissions reduction. 
2. Build, strengthen and sustain local leadership and grassroots engagement in civic and 

community development. Forge enduring, multi-sector commitment to local partnerships and 
community engagement while implementing adopted community, specific, or other local plans.  

3. Implement Sustainable Communities Strategies.  Implement projects that are prioritized in 
adopted regional Sustainable Communities Strategies, focus on infill development and yield the 
highest reductions in greenhouse gases. 

4. Improve environmental, social and health equity.  Promote equitable distribution of the 
benefits and burdens of investment and development, and improve the public health and well-
being of residents.   

5. Expand economic opportunity. Provide access to quality local job opportunities and workforce 
training through projects, and direct community benefit through economic development and 
investment opportunities.  

6. Increase resilience. Invest in projects that increase the resilience of communities, economies, 
and infrastructure in the face of a changing climate and other pressures. 

7. Leverage funding.  Secure a minimum of 100% match of awarded grant amount through other 
funding sources. 

8. Quantify and evaluate impacts. Commitment to monitor performance criteria tied to specific 
goals, and share data with the State and across community partners.   

 

C. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
The Performance Criteria support the Primary Objectives, and applicants must implement projects that 
meet all criteria.  For each criterion, applicants must identify a specific goal as well as metrics that can 
measure performance and ongoing progress toward the goal.  Example metrics are included with some 
of the criteria. 

1. Greenhouse Gas Reduction.  Meet or exceed a path toward long-term emissions reduction that 
aligns with State goals, including implementation of SB 375.  Potential metrics: Baseline and 
ongoing greenhouse gas emissions inventories consistent with the State’s inventory, GGRF 
quantification methodologies, or other ARB-developed approaches.  
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2. Equitable Development.  Promote equity and opportunity, and ensure equitable distribution of 
the benefits and burdens of investment and development, including strategies that result in 
mixed-income neighborhoods where families choose to live and businesses choose to invest.  
Potential metrics: Percentage of mixed-income housing in the community relative to current 
poverty rates and concentration of existing subsidized housing; community income diversity; 
number of jobs that can be accessed by disadvantaged community residents; measured 
engagement in the community from past and current planning processes. 

3. Community Engagement and Leadership Development.  Demonstrate engagement of 
community organizations and local stakeholders throughout development and implementation 
of projects, and provide opportunities for community leadership and input throughout activities 
and decision-making.  Potential metrics: Number and location of community meetings held 
regarding projects; diversity of perspectives from engaged partners and local residents; 
contracted partnerships with community-based organizations; establishment of community 
benefits agreement; other metrics associated with comprehensive, community-driven planning 
processes that result in environmental clearance and formal adoption of community or specific 
plans.    

4. Educational and Economic Opportunities.  Develop local “green” jobs for low-income residents, 
support expansion of local businesses, encourage businesses to locate in the community, attract 
private investment, promote use of local goods and services, increase availability of and 
participation in high-performing educational and job training opportunities.  Potential metrics: 
number of jobs created, hours performed by disadvantaged community residents, number of 
contracts with local businesses, participation in education, apprenticeship and workforce 
training programs, high school graduation rates, economic output. 

5. Access and Mobility.  Prioritize active transportation facilities and public transit.  Accelerate 
compact development, zero and near-zero emission transportation, as well as non-auto 
oriented transportation options through first/last mile, safe and accessible biking and walking 
routes, and safe and reliable transit options.  Potential metrics: percentage change of walking, 
biking and other non-motorized trips, reduction in vehicle miles traveled, implementation of 
transit-oriented development, pedestrian and cyclist injuries/fatalities. 

6. Anti-Displacement Strategies.  Avoid physical and economic displacement of low-income 
disadvantaged community residents and businesses.  Potential metrics: displacement, metrics 
associated with implementing pre-emptive policies and commitments by local governments to 
protect existing residents and businesses.   

7. Criteria Air Pollutant Reduction.  Reduce criteria air pollutants, particularly pollutants that do not 
comply with current standards or that pose a particular pollution burden to the community, as 
defined by the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment.  Potential metrics: Localized 
air quality monitoring at the beginning, throughout and after project implementation. 

8. Land Preservation and Restoration.  Promote land conservation that protects habitats, connects 
migration corridors, provides ecosystem services, and protects agricultural lands, especially 
those at risk for near-term urban development.  Potential metrics: percentage of land 
preserved, number of species/habitats protected, economic assessment of ecosystem services, 
percentage of development in greenfield versus urbanized area. 

9. Decarbonized Energy and Energy Efficiency.  Accelerate the State’s zero net energy objectives; 
minimize the need for new energy infrastructure costs such as transmission and distribution 
upgrades; implement significant deployment of building retrofits; deploy smart-grid 
technologies, and support grid reliability and resiliency by incorporating energy storage.  
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Potential metrics: change in energy use for low-income and disadvantaged communities; 
emissions of energy sector. 

10. Urban Greening and Green Infrastructure.  Enhancement and expansion of neighborhood parks 
and community space; greening of public lands and structures, including incorporation of 
riparian habitat for water capture and provision of other public and wildlife benefits; green 
streets and alleyways; non-motorized urban trails that provide safe routes for travel between 
residences, workplaces, commercial centers, and schools; and urban heat island mitigation.  
Potential metrics: number of trees planted, green infrastructure elements incorporated into 
project. 

11. Efficient Water Usage.  Implement greywater and recycling systems; drought-resistant 
landscaping and permeable surfaces; limit urban growth boundaries based on water availability.  
Potential metrics: Measured reduction in water use, amount of water-efficient fixtures and 
appliances. 

12. Materials Management.  Implement projects that reduce waste, including food waste recycling 
and composting, reduced single-use products, waste-to-energy projects.  Potential metrics: 
Materials recycled, measured reduction in landfill tonnage. 

13. Health and Well-Being. Improve human health and community well-being; increase access to 
primary care; provide access to parks, trails, and natural areas as well as access to healthy, local 
and affordable food, and other opportunities to support socially and economically diverse 
populations. Potential metrics: birth weight, life expectancy, access to healthy food, other 
physical and mental health outcomes for low-income and disadvantaged communities. 

14. Climate Resiliency.  Develop projects while considering climate change scenarios and impacts, 
including more extreme heat days, sea level rise, and more variable water systems.  Potential 
metrics: infrastructure preparedness for climate change impacts, including buildings designed 
for extreme heat days, tree canopy, impervious surfaces; as well as human vulnerability and 
resilience to climate change, including share of population in high risk locations, social cohesion, 
asthma emergency department visits, violent crime rate, and heat-related illnesses. 
 

III. APPLICATION PROCESS 
 

A. IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS 
Implementation Grants will be awarded through a two-phase competitive process.  

1. Concept Proposal 
i. Applicants must provide a concept proposal describing a vision and plan for district-

scale transformation that contains specific goals and metrics, and meets all Primary 
Objectives and Performance Criteria.   

ii. Applications must present coordinated and collaborative proposals that encompass 
multiple, mutually-reinforcing projects and initiatives concentrated within a discrete and 
focused geographical area. 

iii. Applicants must identify goals and metrics tied to specific Project Components within a 
single Project Area. 

a. Goals: goals must be identified for each Performance Criterion, and should be 
accompanied by a description of how each goal supports the Primary Objectives 
of the Program. 

b. Metrics: at least one metric must be identified for each Performance Criterion 
for the purpose of measuring progress toward each criterion and goal.  Metrics 
must be tied to all Project Components. 
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c. Project Components: Project Components must be identified that result in 
quantifiable greenhouse gas reductions that provide local economic, 
environmental and health benefits.  Projects should be implementing adopted 
local land use plans with CEQA clearance to ensure implementation in a timely 
period. Project Components that are quantifiable through existing GGRF 
programs are eligible for funding (e.g., an affordable housing and transportation 
Project Component funded through the Affordable Housing and Sustainable 
Communities Program).  Those that do not have a quantification methodology 
must be part of a project with a quantifiable component or identify non-GGRF 
funding.  

d. Project Area: a Project Area must be defined by the applicant and should be a 
focused, concentrated geography ideally encompassing no more than two 
square miles.  A Project Area must include only census tracts that are within the 
top 5% of disadvantaged communities, per CalEnviroScreen 2.0, or the Project 
Area’s boundaries must align with an existing jurisdictionally recognized 
neighborhood boundary in which at least 51% of the census tracts are within 
the top 5%.  Priority will be given to project areas that encompass significant 
public infrastructure investment commitments, including major passenger and 
freight transportation infrastructure hubs.  For cities served by the High Speed 
Rail Initial Operating Segment, priority will be given to projects that concentrate 
investment within a one-mile radius of the station.  

iv. Applicants must demonstrate proof of a community engagement process, form the 
necessary partnerships for integrated projects, identify opportunities for collaboration, 
and ensure that the proposal implements up-to-date, adopted specific plans for the 
Project Area that have been developed through a documented collaborative, 
community visioning process with participation by a local government. Examples include 
specific plans, community plans, station area plans, and neighborhood plans.    

v. Recently adopted community and/or specific plans may serve as the basis for Concept 
Proposals. 

vi. Budget: applicants must provide a proposed budget containing estimated total project 
costs, including a breakdown of costs and proposed sources of funding (in addition to 
Program funding) for each Project Component. 

a. Project Components funded through GGRF must meet all GGRF criteria.  
Funding Guidelines for GGRF programs are available at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/fundingguidelines.ht
m.  Additional guidance may be developed by ARB. 

b. Applicants must demonstrate the extent to which non-GGRF funding sources 
are leveraged to meet proposed project costs. 

vii. Application scoring and selection:  
a. Concept Proposals and required supporting documents will be reviewed to 

assess eligibility and readiness to determine whether an applicant will be invited 
to submit to the next phase (Full Application). The Concept Proposal is part of 
the competitive process and as such, all information should be well thought-out 
and edited for accuracy.  

b. Applicants will be notified whether or not they are invited to participate in the 
Full Application Phase.  An invitation to apply does not guarantee the project 
will compete successfully for funding.  

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/fundingguidelines.htm
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/fundingguidelines.htm
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2. Full Application 

i. Those invited to submit Full Applications will further develop their Concept Proposals, 
including but not limited to:  

a. Creation of detailed infrastructure and development budgets, and an 
implementation strategy for all plan components. 

b. Additional analysis and project development that may be needed to secure 
project financing. 

c. Additional detail on how the proposed Project Components address Program 
Performance Criteria and meet Primary Objectives. 

ii. Invited applicants will work with SGC staff to determine additional establishment, 
alignment and/or coordination of project governance structures, including local, State 
and Federal partnerships.  

iii. Project Components funded in whole or part by GGRF funds must demonstrate 
greenhouse gas emission reductions and other co-benefits.  Applicants must submit 
estimated greenhouse gas emission reductions for all GGRF-funded project components, 
using ARB-approved quantification methodologies. 

iv. Full Applications are subject to further review and approval by the SGC. An invitation to 
apply does not guarantee the applicant will compete successfully for funding. 

v. Final Implementation Grant awards shall be determined on a competitive basis based on 
readiness and a fully developed application. 

vi. Granting of funds is contingent upon the implementation of projects that reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions.     
 

3. Award Implementation 
i. Applicants must begin project-level implementation within one year of having received 

an Implementation Grant, and funds may be disbursed over multiple years.  
ii. GGRF funding must be expended within five years of award notification. 

 
4. Outcomes 

i. Primary Objectives and Performance Criteria.  For each Performance Criterion, 
applicants must identify goals and metrics to assess those goals towards the 
achievement of Primary Objectives.  Each metric must include a timeline for monitoring 
and reporting throughout the project for a minimum of 5 years, in addition to any other 
reporting requirements (e.g., as required by the GGRF Funding Guidelines). 

ii. Reporting.  Applicants are responsible for fulfilling reporting requirements, which 
include financial, disadvantaged community benefits, and greenhouse gas reduction 
reporting annually.  Reporting includes estimates at project application and 
development and measured outcomes as project components are implemented.    

 

B. PLANNING GRANTS 
1. Planning Grants are intended to provide funding for those communities needing assistance in 

developing local plans, policies, partnerships or other efforts aligned with the Program. 
2. Eligible applicants include Cities, Counties, Metropolitan Planning Organizations, Joint Powers 

Authorities, Regional Transportation Planning Agencies, Councils of Governments, or 
combinations thereof. 
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3. The SGC welcomes proposals focused on undertaking a local planning effort aligned with the 
Primary Objectives and/or Performance Criteria of the Program, as well as the following: 

i. Be consistent with the State’s Planning Priorities, in summary below, and identified in 
Section 65041.1 of the Government Code.  These priorities are intended to promote 
equity, strengthen the economy, protect the environment, and promote public health 
and safety in the state, including urban, suburban, and rural communities.  

a. Promote infill development and equity by rehabilitating, maintaining and 
improving existing infrastructure. 

b. Protect, preserve and enhance environmental and agricultural lands and natural 
and recreational resources. 

c. Encourage location- and resource-efficient new development.  
ii. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, on as permanent a basis as is feasible, consistent 

with The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Division 25.5, section 38500 
et. seq. of the Health and Safety Code) and any applicable Regional Plan.  

iii. Connect state policies or programs, regional planning efforts, and local plans through 
coordination and collaboration.  

iv. Promote environmental, social and health equity. 
v. Apply State of California best practices for climate change vulnerability assessment, 

resilience planning, and adaptation to the effects of climate change on the proposed 
project.  

4. Applicants must submit a proposed budget and timeline. 
5. The SGC may prioritize proposals located within the most disadvantaged communities, as 

described in Section 39711 of the Health and Safety Code. 
6. The SGC may prioritize proposals from designees of Federal place-based initiatives, including the 

Promise Zone Initiative and the Strong Cities Strong Communities Initiative.  
7. The highest scoring applicants will be awarded Planning Grants. 
8. Planning Grant recipients may be prioritized for future Program funding, should funding be 

available, including funding from other GGRF programs. 
 

IV. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE & SUPPORT 
 
The SGC recognizes that the State’s most disadvantaged communities often lack the capacity and 
institutional resources to seek competitive grants, and may not be prepared to apply to the Program or 
to develop and implement transformative plans.   
 
We are committed to supporting applicants by offering ongoing outreach, support and technical 
assistance throughout all phases of the application process to achieve Program outcomes, including 
before and after the granting of funds. 
 
In addition to statewide outreach conducted by the SGC and partner organizations, grant recipients will 
be eligible for: 

 Technical Assistance:  The SGC and the California Environmental Protection Agency will partner 
with third party entities to offer assistance in assessing and integrating planning and 
implementation efforts, strengthening organizational capacity and developing project priorities. 

 Streamlined Application: SGC will provide a streamlined set of requirements to facilitate project 
integration and implementation. 
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 Financing:  The SGC will partner with other State agencies to coordinate access to financing 
vehicle(s) (e.g., loan loss reserve, infrastructure financing mechanisms) to attract and leverage 
additional capital to the extent possible. 

 











From: Sue Prelozni
To: Martin, Andrew
Cc: Sue Prelozni
Subject: Information for Sustainable Communities Strategy
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 3:17:03 PM

Hello Andrew,
I received information and a request for feedback to SANDAG regarding the planning for
Sustainable Communities Strategy.  I apologize to be a day late.
I am not sure the proper protocol but would like to submit that the work of our organization,
Sustainable Surplus Exchange, Inc., be included in the planning.  We are a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
that takes corporate excess and turns it into community assets.
We have repurposed more than $2.5 million of still usable assets from 300 corporations, and
we have redistributed it to more than 400 local schools, nonprofits and start-up companies.  As
a result, we have diverted about 500,000 pounds of solid waste from the landfill.

Please let me know what information you need to help further this excellent opportunity for
San Diego communities.  Thank you!

Celebrate a New Year!!
Sue

Sue A Prelozni, MA

Founder, CEO
888.780.4416 - ext 4

                 
Turning Corporate Excess into Community Assets

www.SustainableSurplus.org  l   Watch our video

mailto:Andrew.Martin@sandag.org
mailto:Sue@sustainablesurplus.org
http://donatetosustainablesurplus.greenrope.com/Fundraising
http://www.sustainablesurplus.org/
http://www.nbcsandiego.com/video/#!/on-air/as-seen-on/Sustainable-Organization-Awarded-NBC-Grant/244418291


January 9, 2017 

SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800 · 
San Diego, CA 92101 

6\VIA 

Attention : Andrew Martin, Senior Regi,onal Planner (andrew.martin@sandag.org) 

Re: SANDAG NOP for Preparation of a Program EIR for San Diego Forward : The Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Dear Mr. Martin: 

The Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association (SWIA) is a non-profit organization dedicated to the education 
in and acquisition, preservation and restoration of wetlands throughout southern California and particularly in 
the Tijuana River watershed. SWIA was founded in 1979 and worked to establish the Tijuana Slough National 
Wildlife Refuge in 1980, the Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve in 1982, the San Diego Bay 
National Wildlife Refuge in 1999, designation of, the Tijuana Estuary as a Wetland of International Importance 
under the Ramsar Convention in 2005 and a State Marine Conservation Area under the State Marine Life 
Protection Act in 2010. Historical losses of wetlands (particularly vegetated and shallow-subtidal types) have 
occurred from development, but climate change and sea level rise represent a significant additional threat. The 
SWIA staff does research on and supports planning that will substantially reduce climate change forces 
(especially GHG emissions) and land uses that allow for wetlands to be maintained or expanded. 

We provide the following comments on the NOP issued by SANDAG on November 14, 2016. The project is 
described as an update to the current 2050 RT.P/SCS, a plan that is primarily intended to implement the 
requirements of SB 375 whereby regional planning agencies identify implementable measures to reduce 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions - primarily through reducing passenger vehicle miles traveled and improving 
land uses. Because the current RTP/SCS was also prepared to update and incorporate the Regional 
Comprehensive Plan (RCP), the NOP should have described - and SANDAG must declare - whether this project 
also includes an update of the RCP component. 

This RTP is a required update to the previous (2015) RTP/SCS. SWIA and many other commenters considered 
that to be an inadequate plan to improve the region's transportation system network or to 
help guide land use changes that would significantly reduce the region's GHG emissions. Our comments are 
based on our participation in SANDAGs previous SB 375 efforts, state-level and other regional -level SB 375 
planning, and local climate action planning (CAP) efforts over the past decade. 

Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association • P.O. Box 575 • Imperial Beach. CA 9 1933 
tel. (619) 575-0550 • fax (619) 424-6420 • www.swia4earth.org 

Printed on recycled paper. 0 30% post-consumer waste. Printed with soy-based Ink. 
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As noted in the NOP, SB 375, and thus the RTP, has three primary goals: 
1. Using the regional transportation planning process to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 

passenger vehicles; 
2. Offering incentives under CEQA to encourage projects that are consistent with a SCS that achieves the 

GHG emission reductions; and 
3. Coordinating the Regional Housing Need Allocation process with the Regional Transportation Planning 

process while maintaining local authority over land use decisions. 

Preparing an RTP/SCS that achieves these goals is critical to the San Diego Region's continued quality of life and 
would contribute significantly to larger state, national and global GHG emission objectives. However, to do so 
the RTP must acknowledge and successfully overcome several misconceptions and fundamental flaws in the 
previous RTP/SCS (source information is provided at the end of this letter): 

1. SANDAG does not seem to acknowledge that building more general purpose freeway lanes is 
responsible for induced travel (particularly single-passenger vehicle) demand. One of the key reasons 
that many criticize SANDAG's current approach to transportation system network planning is its 
retention of general purpose lanes. Induced travel demand is not an "academic fallacy" as some have 
improperly asserted: building more roads just causes more drivers to use them. This knowledge is 
addressed in numerous studies and real-world assessments, including a widely cited 2015 UC Davis 
study that Caltrans has agreed was valid: more freeways do not solve traffic congestion and they lead to 
an increase in air pollution. Also, the next RTP/SCS needs to effectively integrate HOV lanes and 
"automated vehicles" (particularly freight trucks, which are expected to be implemented fairly soon and 
will need transfer stations to local delivery) into the peripheral (e.g., the cities') transportation 
networks/smart growth-TOO land uses. Failure to do so will translate into more traffic delays and air 
pollution. What we don't need is for SANDAG to continue to promote more freeways that haven't, and 
won't, solve our transportation problems. 

2. The next RTP/SCS could greatly improve the region's transit networks, while addressing needed local 
road/infrastructure repairs and improvements. San Diego's transit systems' (rail, bus, bike, walking) 
performance has substantial room for improvement. Increased funding for regional and local bikeways, 
safe (walking) routes are essential, but rail and rapid bus services can be greatly 
increased and improved. Recent studies have demonstrated that the San Diego metropolitan area's 
transit ridership is ranked 33rd of the top 75 largest metropolitan areas and our transit stations have 
among the worst rating in the state. Why is transit lagging? In large part, it seems that SANDAG has not 
given sufficient consideration- and funding - to leading-edge transit system improvements (one 
example is the Quickway approach that has been presented to SANDAG). Also, SANDAG could work 
more effectively with the local jurisdictions to coordinate the housing-jobs-transit mix. Transit works 
well in other US metropolitan areas; we need the next RTP/SCS to provide real leadership and utilization 
of new opportunities, and not to essentially rely on the historical approach to "improving" transit. 

3. The next RTP/SCS must better understand and plan for our population growth and demographics. For 
example, millennia Is, who are expected to dominate housing demand, are not as fixated on single family 
homes and vehicles as previous generations. A 2015 study by Freddie Mac found that millennia Is tend 
to favor rentals and denser housing. A study in the Journal of the American Planning Association (2015) 
found that millennia Is are driving less and tending to live in urban areas, lowering their need for 
cars. Southern California demographics show a trend favoring multi-family housing and higher-density 
housing that is close to transit and generally more affordable than single family homes. And, San Diego 
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is projected to locate about 80% of new residential growth within the existing developed urban areas, 
which is where transit works best. 

Regarding housing - and commercial/industrial- d~velopment, the RTP/SCS should identify policies, 
initiatives and incentives that will promote smart growth and seamless integrated transportation 
networks. The RTP/SCS should encourage/incentivize new developments that achieve net zero GHG 
emissions. For example, the recently announced Five Point Net Zero Newhall (Ranch) plan outlines how 
this 21,500-unit development will meet net zero emissions. The RTP/SCS approach should prioritize San 
Diego and California-based GHG reduction options (rather than outside CA options) where onsite 
measures are not fully-sufficient. 

SANDAG's update of its current RTP must recognize and address several significant changes in policies, plans and 
environmental conditions since that version was prepared. Among the most significant changes: 

1. The State of California passed and enacted SB 32, which establishes a requirement that the statewide 
GHG reduction be 40% below the 1990 baseline by 2030 (codifying Executive Order B-30-15). The RTP 
should demonstrate how the projects that SANDAG is specifically responsible for implementing will 
meet - or preferably exceed - that reduction level. 

2. The City of San Diego has a new, certified Climate Action Plan (CAP) that adopts the same GHG reduction 
target for 2030 as the State, ?nd establishes a goal of an 80% reduction from the 1990 baseline by 2050. 
Other cities' CAPs and the County of San Diego's CAP also have or call for similar GHG reduction 
targets/timelines. A key means to meet these targets will be for the region to adopt Community Choice 
Energy (CCE) and to prioritize local, distributed photovoltaic (PV) supply opportunities, not to promote 
and rely on mega PV facilities (e.g., desert solar). 

3. The City of San Diego is preparing its Community Planning Updates that will specify land uses and 
densities that must be addressed in the RTP (and EIR) . Other cities will, through their CAPs and General 
Plan Updates, specify land uses/densities that must be addressed in the RTP. Similarly, the County's 
CAP, which is currently in preparation and will be completed before the RTP, may identify opportunities 
and needs to changes to the RTP to allow the County to achieve its GHG reductions. 

4. The State of California 's climate policies and legislation establish clear guidance for regional planning 
agencies, counties and local governments that would complement the intent of international treaties 
and national policies to reduce GHG emissions. The RTP must, at the very least, fully contribute its "fair 
share" toward meeting those GHG emissio~ targets/requirements.To that end, SANDAG must have a 
clear accounting of current GHG emissions - from each sector/major emission component- and be able 
to monitor/account for any claimed reductions by the project and its mitigation measures. 

The RTP/SCS must clearly specify and identify how it will ensure: 
1. Timelines/milestones for the project elements and mitigation measures and how these will become 

binding and legally enforceable. 
2. Because the RTP/SCS involves or assumes many actions that are outside of SANDAG's authority (e.g., 

local land use decisions, economic development, etc.), it must clearly delineate how SANDAG and the 
local entities will ensure that the RTP/SCS goals, objectives, projects, and mitigation will be 
implemented. 

3. A number of news articles have documented that SANDAGs TransNet program has not generated the 
(sales tax) revenues that it projected - and are needed to fund RTP projects. SANDAG must provide a 
more realistic assessment of its proposed revenues and project costs. This is particularly important 
when identifying the priorities for RTP projects and mitigation. 
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4. SANDAG has resources/programs, including its Dashboard, for providing summaries of its 
projects/results. The RTP/SCS must establish monitoring methods for tracking each of its project actions 
as well as their GHG emission reductions. It must work with the cities and county to integrate GHG 
emission monitoring so that meaningful, consistentimplementation and enforcement mechanisms are 
established. The public should be able to access data and results of the RTP/SCS and not have to rely on 
annual or more infrequent formal reporting on the RTP/SCS by SANDAG. 

Resource Topics, Alternatives and Cumulative/Growth-Inducing Issues. The NOP does not state what will 
comprise the "range of reasonable alternatives" to the project nor what the "update" to the current RTP/SCS 
will encompass, and it is not possible to provide specific comments on potential alternatives and project 
impacts. The NOP presents a reasonable list of resource topics that will be analyzed in the EIR; many of these 
had significant, unavoidable impacts in the previous RTP/SCS (Aesthetics/Visual; Agriculture and Forestry; Air 
Quality; Biological Resources; Cultural and Paleontological Resources; Energy; Mineral Resources; GHGs 
(consistency with state goals); Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use; Noise and Vibration; Population and 
Housing; Public Services and Utilities; Transportation; and Water Supply). Based on the previous RTP/SCS 
process and EIR, the updated RTP/SCS could result tn many of the same significant, unavoidable (and not fully 
mitigated) impacts. 

Given that many cities and the County will have adopted rigorous CAPs (e.g., committing to state targets), the 
updated RTP/SCS will have to develop new alternatives that are consistent with those plans and presumed 
changed land uses, transportation and housing needs. For example, the previous RTP projected very little 
increase (about 3.5%) in total transit from 2012-2050, but as cities and the county become more dependent on 
density and transit to achieve GHG reductions, SANDAG must develop alternatives to its approaches and project 
list to better serve and provide incentives to local governments that will improve the jobs-housing
transportation balance. SANDAG must also substantially improve its assessment of and plan for utilization of 
reasonable technological improvements/innovations in transportation and transit . The likely introduction of 
self-driving freight trucks and cars, computer-assisted routing, and related advances must be part of the RTP. 

San Diego cannot effectively employ, house and transport an additional projected 1.3 million residents by 2050 
unless our thinking, planning and funding are based on the "real" facts and best available forecasts of our 
housing and driving trends. We need a new approach that prioritizes and funds our regional and local transit 
systems, not one that continues the past failed approach that relies on more freeways. 

Please include these comments into the administrative record for the RTP/SCS project and keep me informed of 
the process to update the RTP/SCS and prepare the EIR. . . 

Sincerely, 

Michael A. McCoy Bill Tippets 

President, SWIA Board Member, SWIA 
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Sources: 

Induced travel demand: 
http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B Technicai
Documents/GIZ SUTP TD1 Demystifying-lnduced-travei-Demand EN.pdf 

UC Davis Study: http://www .dot.ca .gov /newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-
NCST Brief lnducedTravel CS6 v3.pdf 

CityLab summary of CA DOT/UCD study: http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-admits
that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/ 

Young Americans driving less : http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07 /the-clearest-explanation-yet-for
why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/ 

Poor performance of San Diego's transit: 

Poor transit ridership rate: http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-your-citys-public-transit-stacks-up/ 
Poor transit stop performance (Co/trans rating) : http://nextlO.org/transitscorecard 

Housing trends: 
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/2013/may/01/demographics-california-san-housing/ 

Freddie Mac 2015 US overview with millennials favoring rentals and multifamily housing strong 
demands: http://www.freddiemac.com/multifamily/pdf/2015 outlook.pdf 

Net Zero Housing: http://www.netzeronewhall.com/the-latest/ 

Automated Vehicles 

Google driverless vehicle tests : https://waymo.com/ 

University of Michigan Mobility Transformation Center campus pilot program: http://www.mtc.umich.edu/test
facility 

Future of Automated Freight Trucking : https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-truck
hits-road/ 

China Testing Automated Vehicles : https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-trucks-are
revving-their-engines/?set=602902 

TransNet Tax Revenue Shortfall: http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is
billions-short-and-measure-a-could-be-too/ 























From: Dan Silver
To: Martin, Andrew
Subject: Notice of Preparation of a Program Environmental Impact Report for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Date: Friday, December 02, 2016 9:43:53 AM

December 2, 2016

Andrew Martin, Senior Regional Planner
San Diego Association of Governments
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101

Dear Mr Martin:

Endangered Habitats League (EHL) appreciates the opportunity to submit comments.

The RTP/SCS DEIR should:

1) at a minimum meet and if feasible exceed the new GHG reduction targets in SB 32;

2) direct transit investments to locations in which mode split can be most cost-effectively 
shifted to transit, specifically urban locations rather than the more remote unincorporated area; 
and

3) as a land use baseline for the unincorporated area, continue to use the 2011 County General 
Plan rather than any unadopted proposed amendments.

Please please EHL on all notification and distribution lists for this project.  It would also be 
appreciated if you could acknowledge recent of these comments.

Yours truly,

Dan Silver

 

Dan Silver, Executive Director
Endangered Habitats League
8424 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite A 592
Los Angeles, CA  90069-4267

213-804-2750
dsilverla@me.com
www.ehleague.org

mailto:Andrew.Martin@sandag.org
mailto:dsilverla@me.com


                                                                               

 

January 12, 2017                                                                                                                                                       

SANDAG                                                                                                                                                                       
401 B Street, Suite 800                                                                                                                                                      
San Diego, CA 92101-4231 

VIA Electronic Mail: andrew.martin@sandag.org 

RE: Notice of Preparation of a Program Environmental Impact Report for San Diego Forward: The 
Regional Plan 

Dear Association members: 

The Environmental Center of San Diego appreciates the opportunity to make comments on the above 
referenced Plan. The Environmental Center, a nonprofit organization, is dedicated to the protection and 
enhancement of the natural environment throughout San Diego. 

First you need to work on your regional plan. It is not a rational document for these times when 
greenhouse gas emissions need to drive the project, not the other way around. 

The opportunity for San Diego to be successful in transportation refiguring is at its greatest, with plenty 
of examples to the north. But first you must engage, authentically, in extensive outreach. Not just lip 
service to the community but a genuine dialogue that champions new ideas and suggestions. 

This requires a shift in direction for SANDAG.  
• Start with a plan that does not negatively impact our most vulnerable communities. 
• Build on that with projects that DO NOT worsen pollution and traffic congestion. 
• Next, create a plan that links funding with projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 

meet state targets. 
Then, and only then, can we start to create a strategy with goals that effectively support substantial 
mass transit construction, operations and maintenance.  
 
This is not rocket science. You just need to follow the traffic and add the appropriate modalities that 
lessen the pollution and give good solid alternative transportation choices to the citizens of San Diego. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Pamela Heatherington                                                                                                                                           
Board of Directors                                                                                                                      
contactecosd@gmail.com 
 

mailto:andrew.martin@sandag.org


12-8-16
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January 13, 2017 
 
Andrew Martin, Senior Regional Planner 
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
Via E-mail at andrew.martin@sandag.org 
Subject: Comments Regarding Notice of Preparation – of a Program 
Environmental Impact Report for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, dated 
November 14th, 2016 and its Attachment 1, Plan Information and Scope of 
Environmental Analysis  

Dear Mr. Martin, 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important subject. 

Attachment 1’s Section Entitled “Background and Plan Overview” 

The second paragraph states (with emphasis added): 

A new EIR will be prepared for the Regional Plan to evaluate its significant 
effects on the environment, identify alternatives to the Regional Plan, and 
indicate the manner in which significant effects can be mitigated or 
avoided. 

We note that the “environment” is composed of various important features of the 
physical world, including our own species. Impacts on these features may or may not 
be reasonably well predicted by how the Regional Plan (“Plan”) is predicted to 
perform, compared to California climate mandates, such as AB 32, SB 32, SB 375, 
and Executive orders S-3-05 and B-30-15. The EIR must show compliance or non-
compliance with the state’s climate mandates. However, the EIR must also show 
compliance or non-compliance with achieving “climate-stabilizing” targets, where 
“climate stabilizing” targets means targets that will, considering cumulative impacts 
and assuming all other entities in the industrial world will also do their part, prevent 
“climate destabilization”. “Climate destabilization” is shorthand for having the world go 
through a so-called climate tipping point. Going through a tipping point herein means 
that the warming feedbacks become dominant and our planet’s climate changes into 
one which will no longer support most of its current life forms, including our own 
species.  

San Diego Chapter 
8304 Clairemont Mesa Blvd, Ste 101 

San Diego, CA 92111 
http://www.sandiego.sierraclub.org 

858-569-6005 
 

mailto:andrew.martin@sandag.org
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The June, 2008 issue of Scientific American1 wrote of a “devastating collapse of the 
human population”, due to anthropogenic global warming if there is insufficient 
reductions in our greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. To avoid this, anthropogenic 
emissions must first be reduced enough to stop the level of atmospheric CO2_e from 
continuing to increase. This needs to happen as soon as possible. If it happens too 
late, we could still suffer a “devastating collapse of the human population”, regardless 
of our actions after the warming feedbacks become dominant. 

Your second-paragraph statement, that is shown above, with emphasis added, 
mentions “significant effects”. However, to comply with CEQA, the EIR must identify 
the most significant effects. The extinction of humanity, which would come about if we 
fail to achieve climate-stabilizing targets, is perhaps the most significant effect. 
Identifying such effects as more fires, more heat, and some amount of sea-level rise, 
while useful, is insufficient.  

Humanity must, as Governor Brown said to the Pope, “reverse course or face 
extinction.” Covering up this stark reality violates CEQA law, which calls for a 
reasonable disclosure of likely harm, for the case of insufficient mitigation. 

How will you decide which suggested mitigations (ways to reduce GHG emissions) will 
be ignored and which ones will be implemented? CARB’s updated scoping plan says 
that all mitigations should be implemented if they are “technologically feasible and cost 
effective”. Any weaker criterion will violate CEQA law. The NOP should have been 
clear on that point. 

In order to “evaluate” (your word, as shown above, in the second-paragraph 
statements, with emphasis added) the Plan’s impacts, you will have to make 
assumptions about what California will do regarding fleet efficiency and what 
California will do regarding adopting an improved method for having Californians 
pay for the use of our roads. You would be reasonable if you were to assume 
that the state will adopt policies to reduce vehicle-miles travelled (VMT) by cars 
and light-duty trucks, or “Light-duty vehicles” (LDVs), but only if you make it clear 
to the state exactly how much help you will need. Recognizing that LDVs and 
their VMT is primarily your responsibility, it becomes obvious to any thoughtful 
person that you must identify or write a plan showing how LDVs can achieve 
climate-stabilizing targets. On-road transportation causes 47% of the GHG 
emissions in San Diego; cars and light-duty trucks cause 41%2. You have no 
choice but to partner with the state. The state must take the lead on fleet 
efficiency and the “road use charge” (“RUC”, as shown in the work to implement 
SB 1077). You must take the lead on achieving the needed per-capita driving, 
assuming the state’s RUC, which should help to reduce VMT. Your primary 
controls on VMT include land use, complete streets, active-transportation 
facilities, transit systems, car-parking policies, and teaching adults how to safely 
ride a bicycle in traffic.  

                                                 
1 Scientific American, The Ethics of Climate Change, Professor John Broome, June 2008, Page 

100 
2 San Diego Greenhouse Inventory, Energy Policy Initiatives Center, 
http://www.sandiego.edu/epic/ghginventory/ 
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The political party that is the majority political party in both California and San Diego 
County takes the position that many of the above statements are true. For example, 
the California Democratic Party (CDP) platform (Reference 1) advocates for the 
following: 

.  .  .  a state plan showing how cars and light-duty trucks can hit climate-
stabilizing targets, by defining enforceable measures to achieve the needed 
fleet efficiency and per-capita driving 

Reference 2 is such a state plan. SANDAG, CARB or some other entity could write 
such a plan, which could then be used as a reference document in an EIR. This would 
show how LDVs could achieve climate-stabilizing targets. It has often been said that 
having no plan to succeed is having a plan to fail. Given that our survival hangs in the 
balance, a plan is mandatory. There also is no other way to comply with CEQA, since 
decision makers must be shown how the worst environmental outcome could be 
avoided. 

Since not stabilizing the climate is an unacceptably bad outcome, it is imperative that 
the Plan’s EIR show how cars and light-duty trucks could achieve climate-stabilizing 
targets.  

Again, the dominant political party in our state is aware of this fairly-obvious reality. 
Again, from Reference 1: 

Demand Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) driving-reduction targets, shown 
by science to support climate stabilization 

No climate-literate, empathetic person would want anything less.  

Therefore a Requirements Document, such as Reference 2, is a necessary part of the 
scope of the EIR. 

Attachment 1’s Section Entitled “Senate Bill 375” 

We appreciate this section. The first sentence says that SB 375 will help meet AB 32. 
AB 32’s explicit target is for year 2020 and to achieve the 1990 emission level in that 
target year. The importance of that target is less than the targets after 2020, which are 
as follows: 

• 40% below the 1990 level by 2030, from SB 32; and from Executive Order B-
30-15  

• 80% below the 1990 level by 2050, from Executive Order S-3-05;  

• a reasonable climate-stabilizing target, which is 80% below the 1990 level by 
2030, as shown in Reference 2. 

If CARB gives a 2035 target that is not climate-stabilizing, that fact would not relieve 
you of your responsibility to figure out how cars and light-duty trucks can achieve a 
reasonable climate-stabilizing target, for the reasons provided in the above section of 
this letter. 

Attachment 1’s Section Entitled “Resource Topics Addressed in the EIR” 
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We appreciate this section. We note its commitment that the EIR will analyze the 
Regional Plan's significant environmental effects for GHG emissions. This 
must mean that you are going to analyze what environmental effects will result 
from the level of GHG emissions that you are predicting, with a reasonable set 
of mitigation measures. That set must at least include all of the feasible 
mitigation measures that have been identified.  

As stated in the above sections of this letter, “significant environmental effects” must 
include a determination as to whether or not the Plan will achieve climate-stabilizing 
targets, for the sector that is the primary responsibility of SANDAG, LDVs. Again, a 
plan similar to Reference 2 is required. Reference 2 shows a set of fleet-efficiency 
requirements that will achieve the most reasonable case derived. The per-capita 
driving reductions needed that go with that case are shown from near the bottom of 
Page 16 to near the bottom of Page 18 of Reference 2. They are repeated in the 
following section.  

 

Enforceable and Feasible Mitigation Measures to Achieve Driving Reductions 

Reallocate SANDAG Funds Earmarked for Highway Expansion to Transit and 
Consider Transit-Design Upgrades 

It is well-known that the induced traffic demand resulting from adding highway lanes 
will cause traffic congestion to remain constant. This is true, even if the new lanes are 
HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) lanes; HOT (High Occupancy Toll) lanes; or Managed 
Lanes, which give priority to moving transit vehicles. Any project that temporarily 
creates space on a freeway will induce enough traffic to fill that space, returning 
congestion to the level it was before the project. Therefore, additional lanes will not 
reduce congestion one iota. The money spent to add lanes is not just a waste of 
money. With more lanes and the same level of congestion as before, the result is 
always more frustrated drivers, more air pollution, and more GHG emissions.  

The sales tax measure called “Trans-Net”, allocates approximately one-third for 
highway expansion, one-third for transit, and one-third for road maintenance. It has a 
provision that allows for a reallocation of funds, if supported by at least two-thirds of 
SANDAG Board members, including a so-called weighted vote, where governments 
are given a portion of 100 votes, proportional to their population. This feasible 
mitigation measure is to reallocate the Trans-Net amount, earmarked for all highway 
expansions, to transit. It is noted that perceived political risk for decision makers does 
not constitute infeasibility, for a suggested mitigation measure. SANDAG needs to 
help educate the public about the futility of adding lanes because of induced traffic 
demand, as well as our responsibility to have a plan showing how cars and light-duty 
trucks can achieve climate-stabilizing targets. This will reduce political risk. 

This money could be used to fund additional transit systems; improve transit 
operations; and/or redesign and implement the redesign of an existing transit system. 
A redesign could be the electrification and automation, or even a wholesale 
technology upgrading of the Coaster/AMTRAK and Sprinter rail lines.  These systems 
need to be frequent and operate 24/7. 
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The money could also be used to implement a fixed-guideway connection between the 
San Diego Airport and both the Santa Fe Train Station and the Old Town Transit 
Center. A trade-off study is needed to find out if this should be done with a trolley 
extension or an automated system, perhaps using the technology that connects the 
Oakland Airport to the Coliseum BART station.  

 

A Comprehensive Road-Use Charge (RUC), Pricing-and-Payout System to 
Improve the Way We Pay for the Use of Roads 

Comprehensive means that, for example, pricing, overall, is sufficient to cover all 
costs, including road maintenance and externalities such as harm to the 
environment and health; privacy is defined and achieved;  the economic interests of 
low-income drivers doing necessary driving would be protected; that the incentive to 
drive fuel-efficient cars would be at least as large as it is under the current fuels-
excise tax; and, as good technology becomes available, congestion pricing is used, 
if needed, to protect critical driving from congestion. 

The word “payout” means that some of the money collected would go to people that 
are losing money under the current system.  

Currently, user fees (gas taxes and tolls) are not enough to cover road costs. Even 
though general-fund money is being used to operate and maintain roads, California 
is not doing maintenance with enough frequency to minimize cost. It is well 
understood that deferred maintenance will cost more than timely maintenance. 
Besides this, the improved mileage of the Internal Combustion Engine vehicles 
(ICEs) and the large number of Zero-Emission Vehicles (ZEVs), both of which are 
needed to have the fleet efficiency needed to achieve climate mandates, mean that 
gas-tax revenues will drop precipitously over the coming years. In view of these 
facts, California has passed and is implementing SB 1077, which creates a pilot 
project road user charge (RUC). The Road User Charge Technical Advisory 
Committee (RUC TAC) has twice visited San Diego. The first time they met in the 
SANDAG Board Room. The second time they met at the CALTRANS District 4 
office. SANDAG Board Members and SANDAG staff were conspicuously absent 
from these meetings. SANDAG staff did not inform its Board of these meetings. This 
is unfortunate because a RUC is the future of road funding. Unfortunately, the 
SANDAG Board Majority seems to think that a new sales tax can be used to expand 
roads. The recent defeat of Measure A suggests that this is not true.  

SANDAG needs to support California in its efforts to create an effective RUC pricing-
and- payout system. As the pilot project finishes, legislation is needed to get the 
design and implementation moving. SANDAG should lobby for a good system and 
then, in their EIRs, they should assume a good system. Such a system will play a 
useful role in reducing per-capita driving. 

 

 

Improving the Way We Pay for the Use of Car-Parking Facilities 
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Bundled-cost parking increases the cost of everything, from rent to food; bundled-
benefit parking reduces wages. These unsustainable practices are economically 
unfair to those that drive less or might like to drive less, if they could receive the fair, 
market-priced compensation for their effort, considering the high cost of providing 
parking. Surface parking only provides spaces at a rate of 120 cars per acre of land. 
Parking garage construction costs are over $20,000 per space. Underground 
parking costs from $60,000 to $100,000 per space. The fourth bullet of the 
Transportation Sub-plank of the 2016 California Democratic Party Platform 
(Reference 1) calls for “shared, convenient and value-priced parking, operated with 
a system that provides earnings to those paying higher costs or getting a reduced 
wage, due to the cost of providing the parking.” 

This feasible mitigation was ignored by the County in their legally-deficient Climate 
Action Plan (CAP) which they subsequently rescinded under court order. This is the 
mitigation measure that was described during oral arguments in Appellate Court, 
when a Justice asked the Club to describe a feasible mitigation measure that was 
ignored by the County.  

After hearing the description, the Justice commented, “that sounds like feasible 
mitigation to me.” 

Here is a brief description of this feasible mitigation measure, which, in this 
description, happens to be for municipal government employee parking: 

Demonstration Project to Eliminate the Harm of Bundled-Benefit Parking 
 

The municipality would develop a Demonstration Project to, in effect, 
Unbundle the Benefit of Parking (“Demonstration Project”) at a city 
employee location (“Proposed Location”).  
 
BACKGROUND: Currently, municipal employees do not have the ability to 
choose between earnings and driving – employees effectively pay for 
parking out of their salary, whether or not they use the parking.  The 
Demonstration Project will provide the opportunity for the employees to 
choose between earnings and driving. This implements the California Air 
Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) measure of unbundling 
the cost of parking. 
   
PROJECT: Parking would be charged at a given rate (for example 
$0.02/min – roughly $9.60/day).  Funds generated from these parking 
charges would be distributed as earnings to all employees working at the 
proposed location in proportion to each employee’s time spent at work, at 
the proposed location.  Those who decide not to drive will not be charged 
for parking but will still make earnings based on time spent at work at the 
location.  Implemented correctly, this free market approach will 
substantially reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions, by reducing the drive-alone mode. 
 
For employees whose parking charges are greater than parking lot 
earnings, an “add-in” may be included so that no employee loses money, 
compared to “free parking”. With such “add-in” payments, there could be 
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an “Opt in or Opt out” choice, meaning that those that “Opt out” will see no 
changes on their pay check, relative to “free parking”. 
 
This project may be helped by receiving a grant to pay the development 
and installation cost, as well as the “add in” payments, for some specified 
number of years. The municipality would need to apply for such a grant.  

This feasible mitigation measure is actually a demonstration project of a full system 
implementation, as described in Reference 3. A more detailed description of this 
demonstration project can be read in Reference 4.  

Based on Table 1 of Reference 3, the driving reduction could be 25%, at places of 
employment. Table 1 shows driving reductions resulting from introducing a price for 
parking, for 10 cases. Its average reduction in driving is 25% and its smallest, single-
case reduction is 15%. Again, these systems can be set up so that no driver loses 
money. Grant possibilities include the California Air Resources Board’s Low Carbon 
Transportation program and the Strategic Growth Council’s (SGC’s) Transformative 
Climate Community program. Reference 5 has more detail on the SGC grant 
program. 

 
Good Bicycle Projects and Bicycle Traffic Skills Education 

The best criterion for spending money for bicycle transportation is the estimated 
reduction in driving per the amount spent. It is hoped that the following strategies will 
come close to maximizing this important parameter. 

Projects to Improve Bicycle Access 
All of the smart-growth neighborhoods, central business districts, and other high trip 
destinations or origins, both existing and planned, should be checked to see if bicycle 
access could be substantially improved with either a traffic calming project, a “complete 
streets” project, more shoulder width, or a project to overcome some natural or made-
made obstacle. One example is to build a Vista Way bicycle bridge over I-5 in 
Oceanside, to allow those walking or biking to travel between the South Oceanside 
coastal neighborhood and the regional shopping center, which contains such large 
stores as Wal-Mart and Stator Brothers grocery store. Currently, those walking or biking 
from the Vista Way area West of I-5 must travel much further and travel over a steep 
hill. There are no large grocery stores in the Coastal region of Oceanside, west of I-5. 
Vista Way was connected for bike riders and pedestrians before the construction of I-5. 
Given that the highway has caused this problem, funding should come from highway 
funds, for this project. 

 League of American Bicyclist Certified Instruction of “Traffic Skills 101” 
Most serious injuries to bike riders occur in accidents that do not involve a motor 
vehicle. Most car-bike accidents are caused by wrong-way riding and errors in 
intersections; the clear-cut-hit-from-behind accident is rare. 

After attending Traffic Skills 101, students that pass a rigorous written test and 
demonstrate proficiency in riding in traffic and other challenging conditions could be 
paid for their time and effort. 
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As an example of what could be done in San Diego County, if the average class 
size was 3 riders per instructor and each rider passes both tests and earns $100 
and if the instructor, with overhead, costs $500 dollars, for a total of $800 for 
each 3 students, that would mean that $160M could teach $160M/$800 = 
200,000 classes of 3 students, for a total of 600,000 students. This is 
approximately 20% of the population of San Diego County. If a significant 
percentage of the graduates become every-day, utilitarian riders, this will be 
money well spent. 
 

Eliminate or Greatly Increase the Maximum Height and Density Limits 
Close to Transit Stops that Meet Appropriate Service Standards  

As sprawl is reduced, more compact, transit-oriented development (TOD) will need 
to be built. This strategy will incentivize a consideration of what level of transit 
service will be needed, how it can be achieved, and what levels of maximum height 
and density are appropriate. Having no limits at all is reasonable if models show that 
the development can function without harming the existing adjacent neighborhoods, 
given the level of transit service and other supporting transportation policies. One 
such supporting transportation policy would be the use of car-parking systems 
described in Reference 3, which support the full sharing of parking, less driving, and 
less car ownership. 

Include Plots and Explanation of the Plots, in the EIR, That Leave No Doubt 
About the Validity of Anthropogenic Climate Change 

Figure 1 shows the rise of the world’s atmospheric CO2 over the last 50 years. Figure 
2 shows both atmospheric temperature (averaged over a year and averaged over all 
of the earth, derived from an isotope analysis) and atmospheric CO2, over 800,000 
years. It could be noted that our species is only around 200,000 years old. Figure 2 
shows that when climate deniers say that climate is always changing and so therefore 
climate change is normal, they are correct, except for one important consideration. 
There is nothing normal about the outrageous run up of atmospheric CO2, to over 400 
PPM, in such a short time that it appears to be an instantaneous spike, on Figure 2. 
There is no doubt that the spike is the result of our combustion of fossil fuels. Figure 3 
covers all of the time of the development of our civilization. Everything was normal 
until about 150 years ago, which is the start of our industrial revolution, when we 
started to burn fossil fuels. By doing extensive calculations we know how much CO2 
we have produced from the combustion of fossil fuels. Then, by directly measuring the 
atmospheric CO2 and the acidity of the oceans, we know where all of that CO2 
currently resides. We also know that atmospheric CO2 traps heat. There is no doubt 
that we have an Anthropogenic Global Warming catastrophe in the making. Achieving 
climate-stabilizing targets is our only hope. 
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Figure 1 Atmospheric CO2, Increasing Over Recent Decades 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature, from 
800,000 Years Ago, with Current CO2 PPM Shown 
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Figure 3  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature, 
Over the Last 1,000 Years 

 

 

In Closing 

Thank you for your leadership in performing your critical work. Thank you for 
reading this material and for providing the comments and response as required, 
in the DEIR. Please let us know if you would like to meet to discuss this letter or 
related topics.  

Respectfully submitted, 

  
Mike Bullock mike_bullock@earthlink.net George Courser 
Chair, Transportation Subcommittee Chair, Conservation Committee 
Sierra Club San Diego Sierra Club San Diego 
 

 

 

 

Current level > 400 PPM 

S-3-05’s Goal is to cap 
C02 at 450 PPM 
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From : http://www.cadem.org/our-california/platform/2016-platform-energy-and-environment 

From the 2016 California Democratic Party (CDP) Platform 

Transportation 

• Support vehicle regulations to provide healthier air for all Californians, support strong 
and workable low-emission and zero-emission vehicle standards that will continue to be a 
model for the country, support Clean Vehicle Incentive programs to include the 
installation of charging infrastructure, and provide assistance to small businesses to meet 
the low-emission standards; 

• Demand Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) driving-reduction targets, shown by science 
to support climate stabilization; 

• Work for equitable and environmentally-sound road and parking operations; Support 
strategies to reduce driving, such as smart growth, “complete streets”; teaching bicycling 
traffic skills; and improving transit, from local systems to high speed rail 

• Work for shared, convenient and value-priced parking, operated with a system that 
provides earnings to those paying higher costs or getting a reduced wage, due to the cost 
of providing the parking; and, 

• Demand a state plan showing how cars and light-duty trucks can hit climate-stabilizing 
targets, by defining enforceable measures to achieve the needed fleet efficiency and per-
capita driving; 

• Support policies, including tax policies and the use of Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund 
(GGRF) grants, that empower business owners, especially small business owners, to 
make investments in transportation infrastructure to ensure that freight moves by lower-
emission local, short-line freight railroads, instead of adding to highway congestion and 
pollution. 

http://www.cadem.org/our-california/platform/2016-platform-energy-and-environment
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Climate-Stabilizing, California Light-Duty Vehicle 
Requirements, Versus Air Resource Board Goals 
 
Paper 881 
 
Mike R. Bullock 
Retired Satellite Systems Engineer, 1800 Bayberry Drive, Oceanside, CA 92054 
 
ABSTRACT 
An Introduction is provided, including the importance of light-duty vehicles (LDVs: cars and light 
duty trucks) and a definition of the top-level LDV requirements to limit their carbon dioxide (“CO2”) 
emissions. 

Anthropogenic climate change fundamentals are presented, including its cause, its potential for harm, 
California mandates, and a greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction road map to avoid disaster. 

A 2030 climate-stabilizing GHG reduction target value is calculated, using statements by climate 
experts. The formula for GHG emissions, as a function of per-capita driving, population, fleet CO2 
emissions per mile, and the applicable low-carbon fuel standard (LCFS) is given. The ratio of the 2015 
value of car-emission-per-mile to the 2005 value of car-emission-per-mile is obtained. 

Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) mileage values from 2000 to 2030 are identified, as either mandates 
or new requirements. A table is presented that estimates 2015 LDV fleet mileage. 

Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) parameters are given. A table is shown that uses 2030 ZEV and ICE 
(ICE LDVs) requirements, named the “Heroic Measures” case, to compute the LDV fleet-equivalent 
mileage. That equivalent fleet mileage is used, with population and the required emission reduction, to 
compute a required per-capita driving reduction, with respect to 2005. Measures to achieve this per-
capita driving reduction are described, with reductions allocated to each measure. The energy used per 
year for the Heroic Measures case is estimated 

The “Heroic Measures” set of fractions of ZEV’s purchased, as a function of year, is compared to the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) goals. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Within the context of working the anthropogenic-climate-change problem and from a systems 
engineering perspective, the top-level requirement is to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
enough to support stabilizing our climate at a livable level. This top-level requirement must flow 
down to the subsystem of LDVs, especially due to the magnitude of their emissions. (As an 
example, LDVs emit 41% of the GHG in San Diego County1.) 

More specifically, LDV requirements will be identified that, taken together, will result in GHG 
emission reductions sufficient to “support climate stabilization”. “Support climate stabilization” 
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means that the LDV emission level will be equal to a climate-stabilizing target. Such a target is 
expressed as an emission level in some target year. The target is based on climate science. 

From a systems engineering perspective, at the top level, the needed LDV requirements are  

• LDV fleet efficiency, meaning the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per mile driven, 
applicable to the entire fleet, on the road in the year of interest and 

• an upper bound on per-capita driving, given the derived fleet efficiency and the predicted 
population growth.  

The fleet efficiency requirement will be developed as a function of lower-level requirements, 
such as Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency (CAFÉ) requirements, requirements on how fast 
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) must be added into the fleet each year, and requirements to get 
low-efficiency vehicles off the roads. The second top-level requirement, the upper bound on per-
capita driving, will spawn transportation-system requirements designed to result in less driving, 
such as better mass transit. This paper will derive a formulae to compute the required per-capita 
driving levels, based on fleet efficiency, predicted population growth, and the latest, science-
based, climate-stabilizing GHG emission target.  

In this work,  three categories of LDV emission-reduction strategies will be considered: cleaner 
cars, cleaner fuels, and less driving. 

 
BACKGROUND: OUR ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE 
PROBLEM 
Purpose of This Section 
Before going to work to solve a systems-engineering problem, it is important to understand the 
nature of the problem. How complex is the problem? How much is at stake if the problem is not 
solved? Is it reasonable to take a chance and only solve the problem with a reasonably high 
probability or is there too much at stake to gamble? This section is an attempt to answer these 
questions. 

Basic Cause 
Anthropogenic climate change is driven by these two processes2: First, our combustion of fossil 
fuels is adding “great quantities” of CO2 into our atmosphere. Second, that additional 
atmospheric CO2 is trapping additional heat. 

 
California’s First Three Climate Mandates  
California’s Governor’s Executive Order S-3-053 is similar to the Kyoto Agreement and is based 
on the greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions that were recommended by climate scientists for 
industrialized nations back in 2005. In 2005, many climate scientists believed that the reduction-
targets of S-3-05 would be sufficient to support stabilizing Earth’s climate at a livable level, with 
a reasonably high level of certainty. More specifically, this executive order aims for an average, 
over-the-year, atmospheric temperature rise of “only” 2 degree Celsius, above the preindustrial 
temperature. It attempts to do this by limiting our earth’s level of atmospheric CO2_e to 450 
PPM by 2050 and then reducing emissions further, so that atmospheric levels would come down 
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to more tolerable levels in subsequent years. The S-3-05 emission targets are 2000 emission 
levels by 2010, 1990 levels by 2020, and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. 

It was thought that if the world achieved S-3-05, there might be a 50% chance that the maximum 
temperature rise will be less than 2 degrees Celsius, thus leaving a 50% chance that it would be 
larger than 2 degrees Celsius. A 2 degree increase would put over a billion people on the planet 
into a condition described as “water stress” and it would mean a loss of 97% of the earth’s coral 
reefs.  

There would also be a 30% chance that the temperature increase would be greater than 3 degrees 
Celsius. A temperature change of 3 degree Celsius is described in Reference 3 as being 
“exponentially worse” than a 2 degree Celsius increase. 

The second California climate mandate is AB 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006. It 
includes provisions for a cap and trade program, to ensure meeting S-3-05’s 2020 target of the 
1990 level of emissions. It continues after 2020. AB 32 requires CARB to always implement 
measures that achieve the maximum technologically feasible and cost-effective (words taken 
from AB 32) greenhouse-gas-emission reductions. 

In 2015 Governor Brown signed Executive Order B-30-15. This Executive Order established a 
mandate to achieve an emission level of 40% below 2020 emissions by 2030, as can be seen by a 
Google search. If Executive Order S-3-05 is interpreted as a straight line between its 2020 target 
and its 2050 target, then the B-30-15 target of 2030 is the same as S-3-05’s implied target of 
2035, because 2035 is halfway between 2020 and 2050 and 40% down is halfway to 80% down. 

California is on track to achieve its S-3-05 second (2020) target. However, the world emission 
levels have, for most years, been increasing, contrary to the S-3-05 trajectory. In part because the 
world has been consistently failing to follow S-3-05’s 2010-to-2020 trajectory, if California is 
still interested in leading the way to stabilizing the climate at a livable level, it must do far better 
than S-3-05, going forward, as will be shown. 

 
Failing to Achieve these Climate Mandates 
What could happen if we fail to achieve S-3-05, AB 32, and B-30-15 or if we achieve them but 
they turn out to be too little too late and other states and countries follow our example? 

It has been written4 that, “A recent string of reports from impeccable mainstream institutions-the 
International Energy Agency, the World Bank, the accounting firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers-
have warned that the Earth is on a trajectory to warm by at least 4 Degrees Celsius and that this 
would be incompatible with continued human survival.” 

It has also been written5 that, “Lags in the replacement of fossil-fuel use by clean energy use 
have put the world on a pace for 6 degree Celsius by the end of this century. Such a large 
temperature rise occurred 250 million years ago and extinguished 90 percent of the life on Earth. 
The current rise is of the same magnitude but is occurring faster.” 

 
Pictures That Are Worth a Thousand Words 
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Figure 1 shows (1) atmospheric CO2 (in blue) and (2) averaged-over-a-year-then-averaged-over-the 
surface-of-the-earth world atmospheric temperature (in red). This temperature is with respect to a 
recent preindustrial value. The data starts 800,000 years ago. It shows that the current value of 
atmospheric CO2, which is now over 400 PPM, far exceeds the values of the last 800,000 years. It 
also shows that we should expect the corresponding temperature to eventually be about 12 or 13 
degrees above preindustrial temperatures. This would bring about a human disaster3,4,5. 

Figure 2 shows the average yearly temperature with respect to the 1960-to-1990 baseline 
temperature (in blue). It also shows atmospheric levels of CO2 (in red). The S-3-05 goal of 450 PPM 
is literally “off the chart”, in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that, as expected, temperatures are starting to 
rise along with the increasing levels of CO2. The large variations in temperature are primarily due to 
the random nature of the amount of solar energy being received by the earth. 

 
FURTHER BACKGROUND: CALIFORNIA’S SB 375 AND AN 
IMPORTANT DATA SET 
As shown in the Introduction, LDVs emit significant amounts of CO2. The question arises: will 
driving need to be reduced or can cleaner cars and cleaner fuels arrive in time to avoid such 
behavioral change? Steve Winkelman, of the Center for Clean Air Policy (CCAP), worked on 
this problem. 

 
SB 375, the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008  
Under SB 375, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) has given each Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO) in California driving-reduction targets, for the years 2020 and 
2035. “Driving” means yearly, per capita, vehicle miles travelled (VMT), by LDVs, with respect 
to 2005. The CARB-provided values are shown at this Wikipedia link, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375. It is important to note that although this link and many 
other sources show the targets to be “GHG” and not “VMT”, SB 375 clearly states that the 
reductions are to be the result of the MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), or, more 
specifically, the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) portion of the RTP. Nothing in the 
SCS will improve average mileage. That will be done by the state and federal government by 
their Corporate Average Fleet Efficiency (CAFÉ) standards.  The SCS can only reduce GHG by 
reducing VMT. The only way an SCS can reduce GHG by 12%, for example, is to reduce VMT 
by 12%. 

Under SB 375, every Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) must include a section called a 
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS). The SCS must include driving reduction predictions 
corresponding to the CARB targets. Each SCS must include only feasible transportation, land use, 
and transportation-related policy data. If the SCS driving-reduction predictions fail to meet the 
CARB-provided targets, the MPO must prepare an Alternative Planning Strategy (APS). An APS 
uses infeasible transportation, land use, and transportation-related policy assumptions. The total 
reductions, resulting from both the SCS and the APS, must at least meet the CARB-provided targets. 

 
Critical Data: Useful Factors from Steve Winkelman’s Data 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375
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Figure 36.shows 6 variables as a percent of its 2005 value. The year 2005 is the baseline year of SB 375. 
The red line is the Caltrans prediction of VMT. The purple line is California’s current mandate for a Low 
Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS). As shown, by 2020, fuel in California must emit 10% less per gallon than in 
2005. The turquoise line is the 1990 GHG emission in California. As shown, it is 12% below the 2005 
level. This is important because S-3-05 specifies that in 2020, state GHG emission levels must be at the 
1990 level. The green line is the C02 emitted per mile, as specified by AB 1493, also known as “Pavley 1 
and 2” named after Senator Fran Pavley. The values shown do not account for the LCFS. The yellow (or 
gold) line is the S-3-05 mandate, referenced to 2005 emission levels. The blue line is the product of the red, 
the purple, and the green line and is the percentage of GHG emissions compared to 2005. Since VMT is 
not being adequately controlled, the blue line is not achieving the S-3-05 line. Figure 3 shows that driving 
must be reduced. For this reason, Steve Winkelman can be thought of as the true father of SB 375. 

 

Figure 1. Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature from 800,000 Years Ago 
 

 
 

CO2 currently over 400 
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Figure 2. Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,    Over the Last 1,000 Years 

 
 

This table provides inspiration for a road map to climate success for LDVs. Climate stabilization targets 
must be identified and achieved by a set of requirements to define fleet efficiency and per-capita driving. 

 

 

Current level > 400 PPM 

S-3-05’s Goal is to cap 
C02 at 450 PPM 

Figure 3 The S-3-05 Trajectory (the Gold Line) AND the CO2 Emitted from 
Personal Driving (the Blue Line), where that CO2 is a Function (the  

Product) of the California-Fleet-Average CO2 per Mile (the Green Line),  
 The Predicted Driving (VMT, the Red Line), and the  

Low-Carbon Fuel Standard (the Purple Line) 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CALIFORNIA’S TOP-LEVEL LDV 
REQUIREMENTS TO SUPPORT CLIMATE STABILIZATION 
It is also clear that cleaner cars will be needed and can probably be achieved. As will be seen, much 
cleaner cars will be needed if driving reductions are going to remain within what many people would 
consider achievable. Mileage and equivalent mileage will need to be specified. A significant fleet-
fraction of Zero-Emission Vehicles (ZEVs, either Battery-Electric LDVs or Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
LDVs) will be needed. Since mileage and equivalent mileage is more heuristic than emissions per 
mile, they will be used instead of CO2 per mile driven. 

Since the SB-375 work used 2005 as the reference year, it will remain the reference year here. 

 
GHG Target to Support Climate Stabilization 
The primary problem with S-3-05 is that California’s resolve and actions have been largely ignored 
by other states, our federal government, and many countries. Therefore, rather than  achieving 2000 
levels by 2010 and being on a track to achieve 1990 levels by 2020, world emission have been 
increasing. Reference 7 states on Page 14 that the required rate of reduction, if commenced in 2020, 
would be 15%. That rate means that the factor of 0.85 must be achieved, year after year. If this were 
done for 10 years, the factor would be (0.85)10 = 0.2. We don’t know where world emissions will be 
in 2020. However, it is fairly safe to assume that California will be emitting at its 1990 level in 2020, 
in accordance with S-3-05. This situation shows that the correct target for California is to achieve 
emissions that are reduced to 80% below California’s 1990 value by 2030. Note that if the 
reductions start sooner, the rate of reduction of emissions can be less than 15% and the 2030 target 
could be relaxed somewhat.  However, it is doubtful that the world will get the reduction rate 
anywhere near the needed 15% by 2020. Therefore, the target, of 80% below 1990 levels by 2030 is 
considered to be correct for California. Reference 7 also calls into question the advisability of aiming 
for a 2 degree Celsius increase, given the possibilities of positive feedbacks that would increase 
warming. This concern for positive feedbacks is another reason that this paper will work towards 
identifying LDV requirement sets that will support achieving 80% below 1990 values by 2030. 

Notes on Methods 
The base year is 2005. An intermediate year of 2015 is used. The car efficiency factor of 2015 with 
respect to 2005 is taken directly from Figure 3. The car efficiency factor of 2030 with respect to 
2015 is derived herein, resulting in a set of car-efficiency requirements. It is assumed that cars last 
15 years. 

Primary Variable Used 
Table 1 defines the primary variables that are used. 

 
Table 1  Variable Definitions 

Variable Definitions 
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𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌 LDV Emitted C02, in Year “k” 

𝑳𝑳𝒌𝒌 Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor that reduces the 
Per-Gallon CO2 emissions, in Year “k” 

𝑪𝑪𝒌𝒌 LDV CO2 emitted per mile driven, average, in Year “k”, not 
accounting for the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor 

𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌 LDV CO2 emitted per mile driven, average, in Year “k”, accounting 
for the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor 

𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌 Population, in Year “k” 

𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌 Per-capita LDV driving, in Year “k” 

𝑫𝑫𝒌𝒌 LDV Driving, in Year “k” 

𝑴𝑴𝒌𝒌 LDV Mileage, miles per gallon, in Year “k” 

𝒎𝒎𝒌𝒌 LDV Equivalent Mileage, miles per gallon, in Year “k” accounting for t  
Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor, so this is Mk/Lk 

N Number of pounds of CO2 per gallon of fuel but not accounting for 
the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) Factor 

 
 
Fundamental Equations 
The emissions are equal to the CO2 per mile multiplied by the per-capita driving multiplied by the 
population, since per-capita driving multiplied by the population is total driving. This is true for any 
year.  

 Future Year k: 𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌 = 𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌 ∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌 ∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌 (Eq. 1) 

 Base Year i: 𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊 = 𝒄𝒄𝒊𝒊 ∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊 ∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊 (Eq. 2) 

Dividing both sides of Equation 1 by equal values results in an equality. The terms on the right side 
of the equation can be associated as shown here: 

 
𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌
𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊

= 𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌
𝒄𝒄𝒊𝒊
∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌
𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊
∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌
𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊

 (Eq. 3) 

Since carbon dioxide emitted per gallon is just a constant (about 20 pounds per gallon), the constant 
cancels out of the ratio of emissions per mile, leaving the following relationship.  

 To work with mileage: 
𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊
𝒎𝒎𝒌𝒌

= 𝒄𝒄𝒌𝒌
𝒄𝒄𝒊𝒊

 (Eq. 4) 

Putting Equation 4 into Equation 3 results in the following equation: 

 
𝒆𝒆𝒌𝒌
𝒆𝒆𝒊𝒊

= 𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊
𝒎𝒎𝒌𝒌

∗ 𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌
𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊
∗ 𝒑𝒑𝒌𝒌
𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊

 (Eq. 5) 
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Showing the base year of 2005, the future year of 2030, introducing the intermediate year of 2015 
and the year of 1990 (since emissions in 2030 are with respect to the 1990 value) results in Equation 
6. 

 

 
𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

∗  𝒆𝒆𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐
𝒆𝒆𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

 (Eq. 6) 

 

The ratio on the far left is the climate-stabilizing target, which is the factor of the 2030 emission 
to the 1990 emission. It is shown to be 0.20 or 80% less. The next ratio is the emission of 1990 
compared to 2005. It is the turquoise line of Figure 3, which is 0.87. The first ratio on the right 
side of the equation is the fleet emission per mile in 2030 compared to the value in 2015. This 
ratio will be derived in this report and it will result in a set of car efficiency requirements. 
Moving to the right, the next ratio is the car efficiency in 2015 compared to 2005. It can obtained 
by multiplying the purple line 2015 value times the green line 2015 value, which is 0.90 * 
0.93.The next term is the independent variable. It is the driving reduction required, compared to 
the 2005 level of driving. The final term on the far right is the ratio of the population in 2030 to 
the population in 2005. Reference 8 shows that California’s population in 2005 was 35,985,582. 
Reference 9 shows that California’s population in 2030 is predicted to be 44,279,354. Therefore,  

 𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒑𝒑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐�   =  𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒 ÷ 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 (Eq. 7) 

Putting in the known values results in Equation 8: 

 𝟐𝟐.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 ∗  𝟐𝟐.𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 = 𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐 ∗ 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐 ∗ 𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

∗ 𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 (Eq. 8) 

Combining the values, solving for the independent variable (the per-capita driving ratio), and 
changing from emission-per-mile to equivalent-miles-per-gallon results in the following: 

 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟏𝟏 ∗ 𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

 (Eq. 9) 

 

With the coefficient being so small, it is doubtful that we can get the equivalent mileage in 2030 to 
be high enough to keep the driving ratio from falling below one. The mileage of the 2005 fleet will 
be based on the best data we can get and by assuming cars last 15 years. The equivalent mileage in 
2030 will need to be as high as possible to keep the driving-reduction factor from going too far 
below 1, because it is difficult to reduce driving too much. The equivalent mileage will be dependent 
on the fleet-efficiency requirements in the near future and going out to 2030. Those requirements are 
among the primary results of this report.  

 

Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) Mileage, from Year 2000 to Year 2030 
The years from 2000 to 2011 are taken from a plot produced by the PEW Environment Group,  

http://www.pewenvironment.org/uploadedFiles/PEG/Publications/Fact_Sheet/History%20of%20
Fuel%20Economy%20Clean%20Energy%20Factsheet.pdf 

http://www.pewenvironment.org/uploadedFiles/PEG/Publications/Fact_Sheet/History%20of%20Fuel%20Economy%20Clean%20Energy%20Factsheet.pdf
http://www.pewenvironment.org/uploadedFiles/PEG/Publications/Fact_Sheet/History%20of%20Fuel%20Economy%20Clean%20Energy%20Factsheet.pdf
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The plot is shown here as Figure 4. The “Both” values are used. 

The values from 2012 to 2025 are taken from the US Energy Information Agency (EIA) as 
shown on their website, http://www.c2es.org/federal/executive/vehicle-
standards#ldv_2012_to_2025. They are the LDV Corporate Average Fleet Efficiency (CAFÉ) 
values enacted into law in the first term of President Obama. From 2025 to 2030, it is assumed 
that the yearly ICE improvement in CAFÉ will be 2.5 MPG. 

 
Mileage of California’s LDV Fleet in 2015 
Table 2 uses these values of the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) LDV mileage to compute the 
mileage of the LDV fleet in 2015. It assumes that the fraction of ZEVs being used over these years is 
small enough to be ignored. The 100 miles driven, nominally, by each set of cars, is an arbitrary 
value and inconsequential in the final calculation, because it will divide out. It is never-the-less used, 
so that it is possible to compare the gallons of fuel used for the different years. The “f” factor could 
be used to account for a set of cars being driven less. It was decided to not use this option by setting 
all of the values to 1. The Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) values are taken from Figure 3. The 
gallons of fuel are computed as shown in Equation 10, using the definition for Lk that is shown in 
Table 1. 

 
Table 2 Calculation of the Fleet MPG for 2015 

 
 

LDV 
Set 

 
 

Years 
Old 

 
 

Model 
Year 

 
 

CAFE 
MPG 

 
LCFS 
Factor 
LYear 

 
Factor 
Driven 

f 

Gallons 
Used Per 

f*100 
Miles 

1 14-15 2001 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 
2 13-14 2002 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 

Figure 4 Mileage Values From the PEW Environment Group 
 

http://www.c2es.org/federal/executive/vehicle-standards#ldv_2012_to_2025
http://www.c2es.org/federal/executive/vehicle-standards#ldv_2012_to_2025
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 𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮 𝑼𝑼𝑮𝑮𝒆𝒆𝒅𝒅 𝒑𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒑𝒑 𝒇𝒇 ∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒊𝒊𝑮𝑮𝒆𝒆𝑮𝑮  = 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
( 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑮𝑮)/𝑳𝑳𝒌𝒌

 (Eq. 10) 

 
 
How ICE Mileage Values Will Be Used with ZEV Equivalent Mileage Values 
As will be seen, after 2015, the net (computed using both ICEs and ZEVs) mileage values for 
each year are assumed to greatly improve by having a significant fraction of ZEVs. The ICE 
CAFÉ standards are used in this report as just the ICE contribution to fleet MPG. The ICE MPG 
values are inadequate by themselves and will therefore need to become less important because 
ZEVs will need to quickly take over the highways. 

Federal requirements will need to change dramatically. Currently, federally-mandated corporate 
average fuel efficiency (CAFÉ) standards have been implemented, from 2000 to 2025. These 
standards require that each corporation produce and sell their fleet of cars and light-duty trucks in the 
needed proportions, so that the combined mileage of the cars they sell, at least meet the specified 
mileage.  

The car companies want to maximize their profits while achieving the required CAFÉ standard. In 
California, the car companies will already be required to sell a specified number of electric vehicles, 
which have a particularly-high, equivalent-value of miles-per-gallon. If the laws are not changed, 
this will allow these companies to sell more low-mileage, high profit cars and light-duty trucks, and 
still achieve the federal CAFÉ standard. 

It will be better to apply the CAFÉ standards to only the ICEs and then require that the fleet of LDVs 
sold achieve some mandated fraction of ZEVs. The ZEVs will get better and better equivalent 

3 12-13 2003 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 
4 11-12 2004 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.17 
5 10-11 2005 25.0 1.0 1.0 4.00 
6 9-10 2006 25.7 .9933 1.0 3.87 
7 8-9 2007 26.3 .9867 1.0 3.75 
8 7-8 2008 27.0 .9800 1.0 3.63 
9 6-7 2009 28.0 .9733 1.0 3.48 

10 5-6 2010 28.0 .9667 1.0 3.45 
11 4-5 2011 29.1 .9600 1.0 3.30 
12 3-4 2012 29.8 .9533 1.0 3.20 
13 2-3 2013 30.6 .9467 1.0 3.09 
14 1-2 2014 31.4 .9400 1.0 2.99 
15 0-1 2015 32.6 .9333 1.0 2.86 

Sum of Gallons: 54.29 
Miles = 100*Sum(f’s): 1500 

MPG = Miles/(Sum of Gallons):  27.63 
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mileage, as our electrical grid is powered by more renewable sources of energy. Therefore, their 
equivalent mileage is not fixed, but will improve over the years. Requirements developed here are 
for 2030. Therefore a high percentage of all the electricity generated in the state, including both the 
“in front of the meter” (known as the “Renewable Portfolio Standard” or “RPS”) portion and the 
“behind the meter” portion is assumed to come from sources that do not emit CO2. More 
specifically, he value of 80% is assumed. This therefore becomes a fleet-efficiency requirement. 

ZEV Equivalent Mileage Values  
To calculate the mileage of the 2030 fleet of LDVs, it is necessary to derive a formula to compute 
the equivalent mileage of ZEVs, as a function of the percent of electricity generated without emitting 
CO2, the equivalent ZEV mileage if the electricity is from 100% fossil fuel, and the equivalent ZEV 
mileage if the electricity is from 100% non-C02 sources. The variables defined in Table 3 are used. 

The derivation of the equation for equivalent ZEV mileage is based on the notion that the ZEV can 
be imagined to travel “r” fraction of the time on electricity generated from renewables and “(1-r)” 
fraction of the time on fossil fuel. If the vehicle travels “D” miles, then, using the definitions shown 
in Table 3, the following equation can be written. 

 𝑮𝑮 = 𝒑𝒑×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑

+ (𝟏𝟏−𝒑𝒑)×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇

 (Eq. 11) 

 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 = 𝑫𝑫/𝑮𝑮 = 𝑫𝑫/(𝒑𝒑×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑

+ (𝟏𝟏−𝒑𝒑)×𝑫𝑫
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇

) (Eq. 12) 

Dividing the numerator and the denominator by D and multiplying them both by the product of the 
two equivalent mileage values results in Equations 13. 

 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 = 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇/�𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 + (𝟏𝟏 − 𝒑𝒑)×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑� (Eq. 13) 

Again, using the definitions in Table 3 results in the following. 

 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 = 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝒎𝒎/(𝑫𝑫𝒆𝒆𝑮𝑮 ) (Eq. 14) 

 
Table 3  Variables Used in the Calculation of ZEV Equivalent Mileage 
Variable Definition 

𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 ZEV Equivalent mileage  
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑 ZEV Equivalent mileage if the electricity is from renewables 
𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 ZEV Equivalent mileage if the electricity is from fossil fuels 
𝒑𝒑  fraction of electricity generated from sources not emitting CO2 
G Gallons of equivalent fuel used 

D Arbitrary distance travelled 

Num 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 

Den 𝒑𝒑×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 + (𝟏𝟏 − 𝒑𝒑)×𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑 
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Table 4 shows an assignment of assumed values and the result of a calculation, using Equations 13, 
14, and the definitions in Table 3, to produce a ZEV equivalent mileage. 

Table 4 Variable Assignment and the Resulting ZEV Mileage 

 
Computing an LDV Fleet Mileage Assuming Heroic Measures (HM)  
Table 5 shows the additional definitions that will be used in this calculation. Table 6 computes the 
2030 LDV mileage, assuming “Heroic Measures” to reduce the miles driven in poor-mileage ICE’s, 
in building and selling a significant fraction of ZEVs, and in getting the Low Carbon Fuel Standards 
to continue to improve beyond the Figure 3 minimum of 0.90.  

Table 5  Additional Variables Used in the Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage 

 

As shown by the values for “f”, government policies must be adopted, in 2030, to reduce the miles 
driven by the ICE’s, from model years 2016 to 2023. The 2016 model ICE’s are driven only 30% as 
much as the nominal amount. The 2017 year ICE’s can be driving 10% more. This rate of change 
continues up to 2023, when the ICE’s are doing less damage, due to the large fraction of ZEVs on 
the road. 

 

Table 6 Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage Assuming Heroic Measures 

 
Year  

ICE Parameters and Calculations ZEVs Yearly Totals 

CAFÉ 
MPG  

 
LCFS  

Eq. 
MPG  

 
f  𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊

  
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊

   
z  𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛

  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛

  Total 
Miles  

Total 
Gallon

s  
2030 
MPG  

2016 34.3 .9267 37.01 .3 30.0 .8105 .04 4 .012 32.8 .7901 41.51 
2017 35.1 .9200 38.15 .4 40.0 1.0484 .07 7 .021 44.2 .9962 44.37 
2018 36.1 .9133 39.53 .5 47.5 1.2018 .12 12 .036 56.0 1.1494 48.72 
2019 37.1 .9000 40.92 .6 54.0 1.3197 .18 18 .054 67.2 1.2567 53.47 
2020 38.3 .8500 42.56 .7 52.5 1.2337 .24 24 .072 77.2 1.3225 58.37 
2021 40.3 .8000 47.41 .8 48.0 1.0124 .34 34 .103 86.8 1.2162 71.37 
2022 42.3 .8000 52.88 .9 40.5 .7660 .48 48 .145 94.8 1.0299 92.05 

𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒑𝒑 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛𝒇𝒇 r 1-r Num Den 𝒎𝒎𝒛𝒛 
5000 70 0.8 0.2 350000.00 1056.00 331.44 

Variable Definition 
𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊 Distance travelled by ICE vehicles  
𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛 Distance travelled by ZEVs 
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊 Gallons of Equivalent fuel used by ICE vehicles  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛 Gallons of Equivalent fuel used by ZEVs 
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2023 44.3 .8000 55.38 1.0 30.0 .5418 .62 62 .187 100.0 .8733 114.51 
2024 46.5 .8000 58.13 1.0 15.0 .2581 .76 76 .229 100.0 .6422 155.71 
2025 48.7 .8000 60.88 1.0  5.0 .0821 .90 90 .272 100.0 .4358 229.46 
2026 51.2 .8000 64.00 1.0  5.0 .0781 .95 95 .287 100.0 .3648 274.16 
2027 53.7 .8000 67.13 1.0  5.0 .0745 .98 98 .296 100.0 .3255 307.24 
2028 56.2 .8000 70.25 1.0  5.0 .0712 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3129 319.56 
2029 58.7 .8000 73.38 1.0  5.0 .0681 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3123 320.18 
2030 61.2 .8000 76.50 1.0  5.0 .0654 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3118 320.75 

Sum of Miles and then Gallons of Equivalent Fuel:     1259.00 11.34 
Equivalent MPG of LDV Fleet in 2030:       111.03 

Sum of ZEV Miles = 865.  Fraction of Miles Driven by ZEVs = 68.7% 
 

As shown, the ZEV fraction of the fleet assumes the value of 12%, just 2 years from now (shown in 
the green field.) It then proceeds upward, to 18% in 2019; 24% in 2020; 34% in 2021; and so on, 
until it reaches 99% by 2028. 

Achieving these fractions of ZEVs might be compared to what was done during World War II, when 
automobile productions lines were rapidly converted to produce tanks. This reduced the new cars that 
could be purchased. Besides this, rationing gasoline made it difficult to drive at times and, due to 
shortages of leather, which was being used to produce boots for soldiers, some citizens found it hard 
to even buy shoes. These rapid and inconvenient changes were tolerated, because most people agreed 
that the war needed to be won. The heroic measures assumed here may not be possible unless citizens 
and the political leaders they elect understand the dire consequences of climate destabilization and 
therefore accept, and even demand, the measures that are needed to support climate stabilization. 

The equivalent miles per gallon of the LDV fleet in 2030, specifically 111.03 miles per gallon, will 
be considered as a potential 2030 LDV requirement. 

 
 
Computing the Heroic-Measures (HM) Case Per-Capita and Net Driving 
Factor Requirements, Based on the Result Shown in Table 6 
Plugging the  

• equivalent MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2030, taken from the bottom of Table 6, which is 
111.03 MPG (m2030), and  

• the MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2015, taken from the bottom of Table 2, which is 27.63 
MPG (m2015),  

into Equation 9, gives the following result: 

 

 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑 (Eq. 14) 
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This means that the per-capita driving in 2030 will need to be about 32% less than in year 2005. The 
net driving can be computed by multiplying the per-capita driving, 0.68, by the population factor of 
1.2305, computed in Equation 7, resulting in 0.84 (since 0.68 x 1.2305 = 0.84.) This means that, 
even with the 23% increase in California’s population, the net driving will have to drop by 16%. If 
this LDV requirement set is selected, all of California’s transportation money can be used to improve 
transit, improve active transportation (mainly walking and biking), and maintain, but not expand, 
roads. The good news is that there can be little or no congestion because highway capacity now is 
larger than it was in 2005. Policies will be needed to achieve the required reduction in driving. 

 
Case 2: Computing LDV Requirements that Support Climate Stabilization 
but Still Allow 2005 Per-Capita Driving 
The first step is to use Equation 9 and the value of the mileage in 2015 to compute the needed LDV 
equivalent fleet mileage for 2030 if the left side of the equation is equal to 1.0. 

 m2030 = 1.0 x m2015 / 0.1689 = 27.63 / 0.1689 = 163.59 MPG Eq. 15) 

Table 7 is constructed, with the fraction of ZEVs selected to achieve the needed equivalent fleet 
mileage of about 163.59 MPG. Since its ZEV fractions are larger and sooner than in the “Heroic 
Measures” table, Table 7 is showing what has been called the “Extra-Heroic Measures” (EHM) case. 
The ICE “f” values are unchanged; as are the LCFS values. The EHM ZEV differences from the HM 
case are the highlighted “z” values. 

This means that with the 23% increase in California’s population, computed in Equation 7, the net 
driving would also increase by 23%. If this LDV requirement set were to be implemented, a lot of 
California’s transportation money would be needed to expand the highway system, leaving less to 
improve transit, improve active transportation (mainly walking and biking), and maintain roads. 

 

 

 

 

Table 7  Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage Assuming Extra-Heroic Measures 

 
Year  

ICE Parameters and Calculations ZEVs Yearly Totals 

CAFÉ 
MPG  

 
LCFS  

Eq. 
MPG  

 
f  𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊

  
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊

   
z  𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛

  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛

  Total 
Miles  

Total 
Gallon

s  
2030 
MPG  

2016 34.3 .9267 37.01 .3 30.0 .8105 .04 0 .012 32.8 .7901 41.51 
2017 35.1 .9200 38.15 .4 36.0 .9436 .10 10 .030 46.0 .9738 47.24 
2018 36.1 .9133 39.53 .5 35.0 .8855 .25 25 .075 62.5 1.024 61.02 
2019 37.1 .9000 40.92 .6 30.0 .7332 .40 40 .121 76.0 1.000 75.96 
2020 38.3 .8500 42.56 .7 21.0 .4935 .65 65 .196 89.5 .7718 115.96 
2021 40.3 .8000 47.41 .8  8.0 .1687 .90 90 .272 98.0 .4403 222.59 
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2022 42.3 .8000 52.88 .9  4.5 .0851 .95 95 .287 99.5 .3717 267.66 
2023 44.3 .8000 55.38 1.0  5.0 .0903 .95 95 .287 100.0 .3769 265.31 
2024 46.5 .8000 58.13 1.0  5.0 .0860 .98 98 .296 100.0 .3301 302.95 
2025 48.7 .8000 60.88 1.0  5.0 .0821 .98 98 .296 100.0 .3285 304.38 
2026 51.2 .8000 64.00 1.0  5.0 .0781 .999 99 .299 100.0 .3143 318.14 
2027 53.7 .8000 67.13 1.0  5.0 .0745 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3136 318.88 
2028 56.2 .8000 70.25 1.0  5.0 .0712 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3129 319.56 
2029 58.7 .8000 73.38 1.0  5.0 .0681 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3123 320.18 
2030 61.2 .8000 76.50 1.0  5.0 .0654 .99 99 .299 100.0 .3118 320.75 

Sum of Miles and then Gallons of Equivalent Fuel:     1304.30 7.97 
Equivalent MPG of LDV Fleet in 2030:       163.59 

 
Comparing the ZEV Fraction Values of the “Heroic-Measures” (HM) Case to 
the “Extra-Heroic Measures” (EHM) Case 
Table 8 shows the direct comparison of the ZEV fractions that are ZEV requirements for the HM 
Case and the EHM Case. The largest differences are highlighted. The EHM case does not appear to 
be achievable. 

 

Table 8  HM Case and the EHM Case Which Supports 2005 Per-Capita Driving 

 Cases 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 20292 2030 

HM .04 .07 .12 .18 .24 .34 .48 .62 .76 .90 .95 .98 .99 .99 .99 

EHM .04 .10 .25 .40 .65 .90 .95 .95 .98 .98 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 

 
ACHIEVING THE REQUIRED DRIVING REDUCTION OF THE 
HEROIC-MEASURES (HM) CASE  
As shown in Equation 14, in 2030, the per-capita driving will need to at least 32% below the 
2005 value. As shown in this link, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375, California’s 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) are adopting Region Transportation Plans (RTPs) 
that will achieve reductions in year 2020 and 2035. As also shown there, the targets, for year 
2035, range from 0% for Shasta to 16% for Sacramento Area Council of Governments. Since 
this is for 2030 instead of 2035, and to be reasonably conservative, it is assumed here that the 
state will achieve a 10% reduction in per-capita driving, in 2030, compared to 2005. This leaves 
22% to be achieved by new programs. 

The title of each of the following subsections contains the estimated per-capita driving reduction 
each strategy will achieve, by 2030. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SB_375
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Reallocate Funds Earmarked for Highway Expansion to Transit and Consider 
Transit-Design Upgrades (3%) 
San Diego County has a sales tax measure called “TransNet”, which allocates one-third for highway 
expansion, one-third for transit, and one-third for road maintenance. It has a provision that allows for a 
reallocation of funds, if supported by at least two-thirds of SANDAG Board members, including a so-
called weighted vote, where governments are given a portion of 100 votes, proportional to their 
population. It is hereby proposed to reallocate the TransNet amount, earmarked for highway 
expansion, to transit and to do similar reallocations throughout California. 

This money could be used to fund additional transit systems; improve transit operations; and/or the 
redesign and implementation of the redesign of existing transit systems. The redesign could include 
electrification and automation or even upgrading to a different technology. 

 
A Comprehensive Road-Use Fee Pricing and Payout System to Unbundle the 
Cost of Operating Roads (7.5%) 
Comprehensive means that pricing would be set to cover all costs (including road maintenance and 
externalities such as harm to the environment and health); that privacy and the interests of low-
income drivers doing necessary driving would be protected; that the incentive to drive fuel-efficient 
cars would be at least as large as it is under the current fuels excise tax; and, as good technology 
becomes available, that congestion pricing is used to protect critical driving from congestion. 

The words payout and unbundle mean that some of the money collected would go to people that are 
losing money under the current system.  

User fees (gas taxes and tolls) are not enough to cover road costs10 and California is not properly 
maintaining its roads. Reference 10 shows that in California user fees amount to only 24.1% of what 
is spent on roads. Besides this, the improved mileage of the ICEs and the large number of ZEVs 
needed mean that gas tax revenues will drop precipitously. 

This system could be used to help reduce the ICE LDV miles driven in 2016 to 2022, as shown in 
the “f” column of Tables 6 and 7. This system could probably be implemented in less than 5 years. 

 
Unbundling the Cost of Car Parking (7.5%) 
Unbundling the cost of car parking11 throughout California is conservatively estimated to decrease 
driving by 7.5%, based on Table 1 of Reference 11. That table shows driving reductions resulting 
from introducing a price for parking, for 10 cases. Its average reduction in driving is 25% and its 
smallest reduction is 15%. 

 
Good Bicycle Projects and Bicycle Traffic Skills Education (3%) 
The best criterion for spending money for bicycle transportation is the estimated reduction in driving per 
the amount spent. The following strategies may come close to maximizing this parameter. 
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Projects to Improve Bicycle Access 
All of the smart-growth neighborhoods, central business districts, and other high trip destinations or 
origins, both existing and planned, should be checked to see if bicycle access could be substantially 
improved with either a traffic calming project, a “complete streets” project, more shoulder width, or a 
project to overcome some natural or made-made obstacle. 

 League of American Bicyclist Certified Instruction of “Traffic Skills 101” 

Most serious injuries to bike riders occur in accidents that do not involve a motor vehicle12. Most car-
bike accidents are caused by wrong-way riding and errors in intersections; the clear-cut-hit-from-behind 
accident is rare12. 

After attending Traffic Skills 101, students that pass a rigorous written test and demonstrate proficiency 
in riding in traffic and other challenging conditions could be paid for their time and effort. 

As an example of what could be done in San Diego County, if the average class size was 3 riders 
per instructor and each rider passes both tests and earns $100 and if the instructor, with overhead, 
costs $500 dollars, for a total of $800 for each 3 students, that would mean that $160M could 
teach $160M/$800 = 200,000 classes of 3 students, for a total of 600,000 students. The 
population of San Diego County is around 3 million. 

 
Eliminate or Greatly Increase the Maximum Height and Density Limits Close to 
Transit Stops that Meet Appropriate Service Standards (2%) 
As sprawl is reduced, more compact, transit-oriented development (TOD) will need to be built. This 
strategy will incentivize a consideration of what level of transit service will be needed, how it can be 
achieved, and what levels of maximum height and density are appropriate. Having no limits at all is 
reasonable if models show that the development can function without harming the existing adjacent 
neighborhoods, given the level of transit service and other supporting transportation policies (such as 
car parking that unbundles the cost and supports the full sharing of parking11) that can be assumed. 

 
Net Driving Reduction from All Identified Strategies 
By 2030, the sum of these strategies should be realized. They total 23%, resulting in a 1% margin over 
the needed 22% (which is added to the existing 10% to get the needed 32%.) 

 
ADDITIONAL ELECTRICITY REQUIRED 
The URL http://www.energy.ca.gov/2013_energypolicy/documents/2013-06-
26_workshop/presentations/09_VMT-Bob_RAS_21Jun2013.pdf shows that Californians drove 
about 325 Billion miles per year, from 2002 to 2011. This value can be multiplied by the 0.84 
factor reduction of driving, computed right after the calculation shown in Equation 14, and the 
fraction of miles driven by ZEVs, shown at the bottom of Table 6, of 0.687 (from 68.7%), to 
give the 2030 miles driven by ZEVs =  325 Billion x 0.84 x 0.687 = 188 Billion miles per year. 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/2013_energypolicy/documents/2013-06-26_workshop/presentations/09_VMT-Bob_RAS_21Jun2013.pdf
http://www.energy.ca.gov/2013_energypolicy/documents/2013-06-26_workshop/presentations/09_VMT-Bob_RAS_21Jun2013.pdf
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Using the Tesla information here http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Roadster, it is assumed that 
21.7 kW-h is used per 100 miles, or 0.217 kW-h per mile. The total energy used per year is 
therefore 188 Billion miles x 0.217 kW-h = 40,699 GW-h.  

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cfaqs/howhighiscaliforniaselectricitydemandandwheredoesthepowe
rcomefrom.htm, shows that California is using about 265,000 GW-h per year. Therefore the 
electricity needed to power California’s HM ZEV LDF fleet in 2030 is 100% x 40,648/265,000 = 
15.34% of the amount of electricity California is currently using. Table 4 shows that 80% (r = 
0.80, with “r” defined in Table 3) of electricity must generated without producing CO2. This 
estimated 15.34% increase in demand should help the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC) and the California Energy Commission (CEC) with their planning. 

 
COMPARISON WITH CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD (CARB) 
PLANNING  
The following quote13 allows us to compare the CARB plan for LDVs with what would be 
required to stabilize the climate at a livable level, in the form of the Heroic Measures case: 

Regulations on the books in California, set in 2012, require that 2.7 percent of new 
cars sold in the state this year be, in the regulatory jargon, ZEVs. These are defined 
as battery-only or fuel-cell cars, and plug-in hybrids. The quota rises every year 
starting in 2018 and reaches 22 percent in 2025. Nichols wants 100 percent of the 
new vehicles sold to be zero- or almost-zero-emissions by 2030 

Table 9 shows the values implied by this statement and compares them to the HM values. Table 
10, which is similar to Tables 6 and 7, computes the overall mileage of the 2030 fleet, using the 
CARB values. 

Computing the Heroic-Measures (HM) Case Per-Capita and Net Driving 
Factor Requirements, Based on the Result Shown in Table 10 
Plugging the  

• equivalent MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2030, taken from the bottom of Table 10, which is 
74.25 MPG, and  

• the MPG of the LDV fleet in Year 2015, taken from the bottom of Table 2, which is 27.63 
MPG,  

into Equation 8, gives the following result: 

 

 
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐

= 𝟐𝟐.𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐 (Eq. 16) 

Table 9  Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) % of Fleet, for Two Cases 

 
Year 

 
CARB 

Heroic 
Measures 

 
Year 

 
CARB 

Heroic 
Measures 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_Roadster
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cfaqs/howhighiscaliforniaselectricitydemandandwheredoesthepowercomefrom.htm
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/cfaqs/howhighiscaliforniaselectricitydemandandwheredoesthepowercomefrom.htm
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2016 2.7% 4.0% 2024 19.6% 76.0% 

2017 2.7% 7.0% 2025 22.0% 90.0% 

2018 5.1% 12.0% 2026 37.6% 95.0% 

2019 7.5% 18.0% 2027 53.2% 98.0% 

2020 9.9% 24.0% 2028 68.8% 99.0% 

2021 12.4% 34.0% 2029 84.4% 99.0% 

2022 14.8% 48.0% 2030 100.0% 99.0% 

2023 17.2% 62.0% 

 
This means that the per-capita driving will need to be about 55% less in 2030 than in year 2005. The 
net driving can be computed by multiplying the per-capita driving, 0.45, by the population factor of 
1.2305, computed in Equation 7, resulting in 0.55. This means that, even with the 23% increase in 
California’s population, the net driving will have to drop by 45%. If CARB wants the LDV sector to 
achieve a reasonable climate-stabilizing target, it will need to require ZEV adoption profile closer to 
the Heroic Measures Case. The adoption profile they have now will required a reduction in driving 
that will probably be very difficult to achieve.  

 
CONCLUSION 
A requirement set named “Heroic Measures” (HM) is quantified. Table 8 shows that the HM LDV 
efficiency requirements are much easier to achieve than those needed to allow per-capita driving to 
remain close to its 2005 level, which has been quantified as the “Extra Heroic Measures Case”. 
Strategies to achieve the required HM driving reductions are also allocated and described. They are 
perhaps about as difficult as achieving the HM LDV fleet efficiency. It is computed that the 2030 fleet 
of LDV HM ZEVs would require an amount of electricity which is equal to about 15% of what 
California is using today. The current CARB plan for ZEV adoption is shown to require a very large 
reduction in driving if LDVs are to achieve a climate-stabilizing target.  

 

 
Table 10 Calculation of 2030 LDV Mileage Assuming the CARB Values 

 ICE Parameters and Calculations ZEVs Yearly Totals 
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Year  CAFÉ 
MPG  

 
LCFS  

Eq. 
MPG  

 
f  𝑫𝑫𝒊𝒊

  
𝑮𝑮𝒊𝒊

   
z  𝑫𝑫𝒛𝒛

  
𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛

  Total 
Miles  

Total 
Gallon

s  
2030 
MPG  

2016 34.3 .9267 37.01 .3 30.0 .8105 .03 3 .008 31.9 .79681 40.02 
2017 35.1 .9200 38.15 .4 40.0 1.0484 .03 3 .008 41.6 1.0283 40.48 
2018 36.1 .9133 39.53 .5 47.5 1.2018 .05 5 .015 52.6 1.2158 43.23 
2019 37.1 .9000 40.92 .6 54.0 1.3197 .08 8 .023 63.0 1.3787 45.70 
2020 38.3 .8500 42.56 .7 52.5 1.2337 .10 10 .030 73.0 1.5114 48.29 
2021 40.3 .8000 47.41 .8 48.0 1.0124 .12 12 .037 82.5 1.5162 54.39 
2022 42.3 .8000 52.88 .9 40.5 .7660 .15 15 .045 91.5 1.4954 61.17 
2023 44.3 .8000 55.38 1.0 30.0 .5418 .17 17 .052 100.0 1.5475 64.62 
2024 46.5 .8000 58.13 1.0 15.0 .2581 .20 20 .059 100.0 1.4425 69.32 
2025 48.7 .8000 60.88 1.0  5.0 .0821 .22 22 .066 100.0 1.3477 74.20 
2026 51.2 .8000 64.00 1.0  5.0 .0781 .38 38 .113 100.0 1.0884 91.87 
2027 53.7 .8000 67.13 1.0  5.0 .0745 .53 53 .161 100.0 .8577 116.59 
2028 56.2 .8000 70.25 1.0  5.0 .0712 .69 69 .208 100.0 .6517 153.44 
2029 58.7 .8000 73.38 1.0  5.0 .0681 .84 84 .255 100.0 .4673 214.02 
2030 61.2 .8000 76.50 1.0  5.0 .0654 1.0 100 .302 100.0 .3017 331.44 

Sum of Miles and then Gallons of Equivalent Fuel:     1236.00 16.65 
Equivalent MPG of LDV Fleet in 2030:       74.25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ABREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
AB 1493 California’s Assembly Bill 1493 HM “Heroic Measures” LDV Case 
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AB 32 California’s Assembly Bill 32 ICE Internal Combustion Engine LDV 
APS Alternative Planning Strategy kW-h Kilo Watt-hour 
CAFE Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency LCFS Low Carbon Fuel Standard 
CARB California Air Resources Board LDV Light-Duty Vehicle 
CBD Center for Biological Diversity MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization 
CEC California Energy Commission Pavley Senator Pavley’s AB 1493 
CEQA California Environmental Quality Act PPM Parts per Million 
CPUC California Public Utilities Commission RPS Renewable Portfolio Standard 
CCAP Center for Clean Air Policy RTP Regional Transportation Plan 
CNFF Cleveland National Forest Foundation S-3-05 Governor’s Executive Order S-3-05 
SB 375 California’s Senate Bill 375 SANDAG San Diego Association of 
CO2 Carbon Dioxide  Governments 
CO2_e Carbon Dioxide Equivalent GHG SCS Sustainable Community Strategy 
EHM “Extra Heroic Measures” LDV Case TransNet San Diego County sales tax 
GEO Governor’s Executive Order URL Universal Resource Locator 
GHG Greenhouse gas VMT Vehicle Miles Travelled 
GW-h Giga Watt-Hours ZEV Zero Emission Vehicle LDV 
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A Plan to Efficiently and Conveniently Unbundle Car 
Parking Costs 
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Jim R. Stewart, PhD 
University of the West, 1409 N. Walnut Grove Avenue, Rosemead, CA 91770 

ABSTRACT 
The Introduction shows documented driving reductions due to the pricing of parking. It notes 
that although the benefits of priced and shared parking are known, such parking has not been 
widely implemented, due to various concerns. It states that a solution, called “Intelligent 
Parking,” will overcome some of these concerns, because it is easy to use and naturally 
transparent. It asserts that this description will support a “Request for Proposal” (RFP) process. 
Eight background information items are provided, including how priced parking would help 
California achieve greenhouse gas reduction targets. A story demonstrates some of the key 
features of Intelligent Parking. Arguments for less parking, shared parking, and priced parking 
are made. Barriers to progress are identified. The fair pricing of parking is described.  New ways 
to characterize transportation demand management are presented. Seven goals of Intelligent 
Parking are listed. Eleven definitions and concepts, that together define Intelligent Parking, are 
described. This includes a method to compute a baseline price of parking and how to adjust that 
price instantaneously to keep the vacancy above 15% (“Congestion Pricing”). An 
implementation strategy is described.  

INTRODUCTION: 
It has been well established that appropriately priced parking will significantly reduce driving1. 
Most case studies presented in Table 1 are evaluations of the most general type of “car-parking 
cash-out”: a program that pays employees extra money each time they get to work without 
driving. They show that a price differential between using parking and not using parking will 
significantly reduce driving, even when transit is described as poor. Since driving must be 
reduced2, the pricing of parking is desirable.  

Shared parking is also recognized as desirable because it can sometimes result in less parking 
being needed. 

Although the advantages of pricing and sharing parking have been recognized for many years, 
these practices are still rare. This paper identifies some of the reasons for this lack of progress. 
The pricing and sharing method of this paper has a natural transparency and ease of use that 
would reduce many of the concerns. This paper also suggests that those governments that have 
the necessary resources can take the lead role in developing and implementing the described 
systems. These governments will recover their investments, over time. 

This paper describes how parking facilities could be tied together and operated in an optimum 
system, named Intelligent Parking. The description of Intelligent Parking is sufficient to support 
a “Request for Proposal” process, leading to full implementation.  
There are two distinct parts to Intelligent Parking. The first is how to set the price. The second is 
how to distribute the earnings. Briefly, the earnings go to the individuals in the group for whom 
the parking is built. 
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Table 1 Eleven Cases of Pricing Impact on Parking Demand 

Location Number of Workers 
@ Number of Firms 

1995 $’s 
Per Mo. 

Parking Use 
Decrease 

Group A:  Areas with poor public transportation 
West Los Angeles 3500 @ 100+ $81 15% 

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 9000 Faculty & Staff $34 26% 

San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles 850 @ 1 $37 30% 

Costa Mesa, CA Not Shown $37 22% 

Average for Group  $47 23% 
Group B:  Areas with fair public transportation 

Los Angeles Civic Center 10,000+ @ “Several” $125 36% 

Mid-Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles 1 “Mid-Size” Firm $89 38% 

Washington DC Suburbs 5,500 @ 3 $68 26% 

Downtown Los Angeles 5,000 @ 118 $126 25% 

Average for Group $102 31% 

Group C:  Areas with good public transportation 
U. of Washington, Seattle, WA 50,000 employees, students $18 24% 

Downtown Ottawa, Canada 3,500 government staff $72 18% 

Bellevue, WA 430 @ 1 $54 39%* 

Average for Group, except Bellevue, WA Case*    $45 21% 

Overall Average, Excluding Bellevue, WA Case* 25% 
* Bellevue, WA case was not used in the averages because its walk/bike facilities also 
improved and those improvements could have caused part of the decrease in driving. 

 
PERTINENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
• Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) are a major cause of global warming and pollution2, 3. 

• California’s Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) will need to adopt strategies that 
reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT), in order to meet SB375 GHG reduction targets, to be 
issued by the California Air Resources Board in late 2010, for years 2020 and 20352. 

• The appropriate pricing of parking is one of the least costly documented tools to reduce 
VMT. 

• New technologies, such as sensors feeding computer-generated billing, offer the potential to 
efficiently bill drivers for parking and alert law enforcement of trespassers. 

• Reformed parking policies can increase fairness, so that, for example, people who use transit 
or walk do not have to pay higher prices or suffer reduced wages, due to parking. 
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• Methods to unbundle parking cost are inefficient unless they support the spontaneous sharing 
of parking spaces. Shared parking with unbundled cost would ultimately allow cities to 
require significantly less parking. 

• Typical systems of timed parking and metered parking are far from ideal. Parking has no 
automated record keeping, so it is difficult to know where there is too much or too little.  

• Good policies will eventually let cities turn parking minimums into parking maximums. 

A GLIMPSE INTO A POSSIBLE FUTURE 
Jason is driving to work for the first time in several years. He has decided to save money by 
carrying home a new 3-D, big-screen computer, which he plans to purchase at a store near his 
office after work. He wanted to avoid paying delivery charges.  

Things have been changing around his office development since they unbundled the cost of 
parking at the near-by train station. Many people who caught the early trains and lived close to 
the station stopped driving and parking in the best parking spaces; demand for housing close to 
the station went up; and wealthy riders, who insisted on driving, did so, confidant that they could 
always find parking as close to the platform as their schedules required, due to congestion 
pricing. Who would have guessed how much those people were willing to pay? It was shocking. 
Parking-lot earnings, paid to round-trip train riders, meant that the net cost to ride the train went 
significantly down. Ridership and neighborhood vitality both went significantly up. All Jason 
knew was that the price to park at his office had been going up yearly because of increased land 
values. His parking-lot earnings from his office had been increasing almost every month, due to 
the ripple effect of train riders parking off-site at cheaper parking. Some of them were using his 
office parking. 

As he pulls out of his driveway, he tells his GPS navigation unit his work hours (it already knew 
his office location), the location of the store where he plans to buy the computer, and his 
estimated arrival and departure times at the store. He tells the GPS unit he wants to park once, 
park no more than 1 block from the store, walk no more than 1 mile total, and pay no more than 
an average of $2 per hour to park. He is not surprised to hear the GPS tell him that his request is 
impossible. He tells the GPS he will pay an average of $3 per hour and learns that the GPS has 
located parking.  

It guides him into a church parking lot. He hopes the church will use his money wisely. The GPS 
tells him the location of a bus stop he could use to get to work and the bus’s next arrival time at 
the stop.  With automatic passenger identification and billing, the bus has become easy to use, 
except that it is often crowded. Jason gets out of the car and walks to work, with no action 
required regarding the parking.  

Three weeks later, when Jason gets his monthly statement for his charges and income for 
automotive road use, transit use, parking charges, and parking earnings, he finds that the day’s 
parking did indeed cost about $30 for the 10 total hours that he parked. He notes that the 
parking-lot earnings for his office parking averaged about $10 per day that month. He then 
notices the parking lot earnings from the store, where he spent about $1000 dollars. He sees that 
the parking-lot earnings percent for the store that month was 1.7%, giving him about $17. So for 
the day, Jason only spent a net of about $3 on parking. Then he realized that he should have had 
the computer delivered after all. If he would have bicycled that day, as he usually did, he would 
have still gotten the $27 earnings from the two parking facilities and he would have paid nothing 
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for parking. So the choice to drive cost him $30. He remembers that the delivery would have 
only been $25 dollars. Oh well. He enjoyed his before-work and after-work walks. 
THE CASE FOR LESS PARKING 
Less parking will support more compact development.1 This makes walking and biking more 
enjoyable and less time consuming. There would certainly be less “dead space”, which is how 
parking lots feel to people, whether they arrive by car or not, after they become pedestrians. 

Since parking can be expensive, less parking can reduce overhead costs significantly, such as 
leasing expense and parking-lot maintenance cost. Less overhead means more profit and less 
expense for everyone. A need for less parking can create redevelopment opportunities at existing 
developments and reduce project cost at new developments.  

At new developments, car-parking costs could prevent a project from getting built.2 

THE CASE FOR SHARED PARKING 
Shared parking for mixed uses means that less parking is needed. For example, shared parking 
could be used mostly by employees during the day and mostly by residents at night. 

Fully shared parking means that very little parking would be off limits to anyone. In a central 
business district with shared parking, drivers would be more likely to park one time per visit, 
even when going to several locations. Pedestrian activity adds vitality to any area. 

THE CASE FOR APPROPRIATELY-PRICED PARKING 
To Reduce Driving Relative to Zero Pricing 
Traditional Charging or Paying Cash-out Payments 
As shown in the Introduction, this relationship (pricing parking reduces driving) is not new.3  

Using results like Table 1, at least one study4 has used an assumption of widespread pricing to 
show how driving reductions could help meet greenhouse gas (GHG) target reductions. Dr. Silva 
Send of EPIC http://www.sandiego.edu/epic/ghgpolicy/ assumes that all work locations with 100 
employees or more in San Diego County will implement cash-out, to result in 12% less driving 
to work. Currently, almost all employees in San Diego County “park for free”, unless they 
happen to work in a downtown core area. 

                                                 
1 This is especially true of surface parking, which only accommodates 120 cars per acre. 
2 On September 23, 2008, a panel of developers reviewed the Oceanside, Ca. “Coast Highway Vision” 
http://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/pdf/chv_finalvisionstrategicplan.pdf. Parts of this plan were described as smart 
growth.  

At the review, developer Tom Wiegel said, “Parking is the number 1 reason to do nothing,” where “do nothing” 
meant “build no project.” The other developers at the meeting agreed. 
3 For many years the Victoria Transport Policy Institute (VTPI) has been recognized as a source of reliable 
information on “Transportation Demand Management”, or TDM. 

From http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm72.htm#_Price_Parking: 

Even a relatively small parking fee can cause significant travel impacts and provide significant TDM benefits. 

“TDM Benefits” refers to the many public and private benefits of having fewer people choosing to drive. 

 

http://www.sandiego.edu/epic/ghgpolicy/
http://www.ci.oceanside.ca.us/pdf/chv_finalvisionstrategicplan.pdf
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm72.htm#_Price_Parking
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Current, Best-Practice “Unbundling” 
The “best-practice” use of the phrase, “unbundled parking cost”, is to describe the case where 
either the cost of parking, for the case of a condominium, or the rent for parking, for the case of 
an apartment, is separated from either the purchase price and common fees or the rent of the 
dwelling unit. 

This gives the resident families the choice of selecting the number of parking spaces they would 
like to rent or buy, including the choice of zero. This would tend to reduce the average number of 
cars owned per dwelling unit and, in this way, would also tend to reduce driving. Its major 
drawback is that this method does not encourage sharing. 

To Increase Fairness and Protect the US Economy 
It is stated above that almost all employees in San Diego County “park for free”. Of course there 
is really no such thing as “parking for free”. So-called “free parking” always reduces wages or 
increases costs. At a work site, it reduces everyone’s wage, even those employees that never 
drive. At an apartment complex, so-called “free parking” increases the rent. Therefore, “free 
parking” at work or at apartments violates the fundamental rule of the free market, which is that 
people should pay for what they use and not be forced to pay for what they do not use. Parking 
should at least be priced to achieve fairness to non-drivers. 

The US economy would also benefit. Reductions in driving would lead to reductions in oil 
imports, which would reduce the US trade deficit.4 

BARRIERS TO PROGRESS 
Given all this, it might seem that the widespread pricing of parking should have happened by 
now. However there are barriers. In 2007, a majority of the City Council of Cupertino, Ca. 
indicated that they wanted their City Manger to negotiate reduced parking requirements with any 
company that would agree to pay sufficient cash-out payments. To this date, no company, 
including Apple Inc., has expressed an interest. Most companies probably perceive cash-out as 
expensive. Even if they realize they could get a reduced parking requirement in exchange for 
paying sufficient cash-out amounts and even if the economics worked in support of this action 
(quite possible where land is expensive), they want to stay focused on their core business, instead 
of getting involved in new approaches to parking, real estate, and redevelopment.  

On the other hand, simply charging for parking and then giving all the employees a pay raise is 
probably going to run into opposition from the employees, who will feel that they would be 
losing a useful benefit.  

In addition, neighbors fear the intrusion of parked cars on their streets. Permit parking, which 
could offer protection, is not always embraced. City Council members know that a sizable 
fraction of voting citizens believe that there can actually never be too much “free parking”, 

                                                 

4 From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balance_of_trade#Warren_Buffett_on_trade_deficits, Warren Buffet wrote in 
2006, 

“The U.S. trade deficit is a bigger threat to the domestic economy than either the federal budget deficit or 
consumer debt and could lead to political turmoil. Right now, the rest of the world owns $3 trillion more of 
us than we own of them.” 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balance_of_trade#Warren_Buffett_on_trade_deficits
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Professor Shoup’s famous book5 notwithstanding. Some Council members probably feel that 
way themselves. 

It doesn’t help that current methods of charging for downtown parking are often very 
inefficient.5 For example, downtown Oceanside, California has parking meters that will only 
accept coins. Besides this, all their on-street, downtown parking is timed, with maximums from 
10 minutes to 4 hours. These time limits are enforced by a city employee, who applies chalk 
from a tire to the street and then records the time. However, by watching the time and moving 
their car soon enough, drivers can avoid getting a ticket. Of course, they could instead drive to 
the mall and not have to worry about having coins or elapsed time since parking. It is not 
surprising that downtown merchants often object to charging for parking. 

In summary, those that resist charging for parking, based on their perceptions, include  

• Companies, who fear the complexity and expense of paying cash-out payments; 

• Employees, who fear of losing a current benefit;  

• City leaders, who fear the political repercussions;  

• Downtown patrons, who dislike the inconvenience and worry; 

• Downtown business owners, who fear that it will drive away customers. 

THE COST, VALUE, AND FAIR PRICE OF PARKING 

Estimated and Actual Capital Cost 
Surface Parking 
One acre of surface parking will accommodate 120 cars. Land zoned for mixed use is sometimes 
expensive. At $1.2 million per acre, the land for a single parking space costs $10,000. 
Construction cost should be added to this to get the actual, as-built cost of each parking space. 
Estimated cost can be determined by using appraised land value and construction estimates. For 
new developments, after the parking is constructed, it is important to note the actual, as-built 
cost.  

Parking-Garage Parking  
One acre of parking-garage will accommodate considerably more than 120 cars. The 
construction cost of the garage and the value of its land can be added together to get the total 
cost. Dividing that total cost by the number of parking spaces yields the total, as-built cost of 
each parking space. Adding levels to a parking garage may seem like a way to cut the cost of 
each parking space, for the case of expensive land. However, there is a limit to the usefulness of 
this strategy because the taller the parking garage, the more massive the supporting structural 
members must be on the lower levels, which increases total cost. Parking-garage parking spaces 
are often said to cost between $20,000 and $40,000. The actual costs should be noted.  

Underground Parking 
In order to compute an estimate for the cost of a parking space that is under a building, it is 
necessary to get an estimate of the building cost with and without the underground parking. The 
difference, divided by the number of parking spaces, yields the cost of each parking space. The 

                                                 
5 According to Bern Grush, Chief Scientist of Skymeter Corporation http://www.skymetercorp.com/cms/index.php, 
often two-thirds of the money collected from parking meters is used for collection and enforcement costs. 

http://www.skymetercorp.com/cms/index.php
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cost or value of land plays no role in the cost of this parking. However, it does not follow that 
this parking is cheap. Underground parking spaces are often said to cost between $60,000 and 
$90,000 dollars each. Although there will be an “as built” cost of the building with the parking, 
there will never be an “as built” cost of the building without the parking. However, after the 
construction is done, the estimate for the cost of the underground parking should be reconsidered 
and re-estimated if that is needed. The final, best-estimate cost should be noted. 

Value 

Initially, value and cost are the same. For surface parking and parking-garage parking, the value 
would initially be the same as the as-built cost. For underground parking, the value would 
initially be the same as the best-estimate cost. However, over time, the value must be updated. 
Both construction costs and land-value costs will change. The value assigned to a parking place 
should always be based on the current conditions. 

Fair Pricing 
Parking space “values”, as described above, must first be converted to a yearly price by using a 
reasonable conversion factor. This conversion factor could be based on either the “cost of 
money” or the “earnings potential of money”. It is expected that this conversion factor would be 
2% to 5% during times of low interest rates and slow growth; but could be over 10% during 
times of high-interest and high growth. For example, if the surface parking value is $12,000 and 
it is agreed upon to use 5% as the conversion factor, then each parking spot should generate $600 
per year, just to cover capital costs.  The amount needed for operations, collection, maintenance, 
depreciation, and any special applicable tax is then added to the amount that covers capital cost. 
This sum is the amount that needs to be generated in a year, by the parking space. 

The yearly amount of money to cover capital cost needs to be re-calculated every year or so, 
since both the value and the conversion factor will, in general, change each year. The cost of 
operations, collection, maintenance, depreciation, and any special applicable tax will also need to 
be reconsidered. 

Once the amount generated per year is known, the base price, per unit year, can be computed by 
dividing it (the amount generated per year) by the estimated fraction of time that the space will 
be occupied, over a year. For example, if a parking space needs to generate $900 per year but it 
will only be occupied 50% of the time, the time rate charge is $1800 per year. This charge rate 
per year can then be converted to an hourly or even a per-minute rate. The estimated fraction of 
time that the parking is occupied over a year will need to be reconsidered at least yearly. 

NEW DEFINITIONS TO PROMOTE AN OBJECTIVE VIEW OF PRICING 
• The “fair price” means the price that accounts for all costs. 
• The “baseline amount of driving” means the driving that results from the application of 

the fair price. 
• “Zero transportation demand management” (“zero TDM”) is the amount of demand 

management that results when the fair price is used. It will result in the baseline amount 
of driving. 

• “Negative TDM” refers to the case where the price is set below the fair price. This will 
cause driving to exceed the baseline amount. Since TDM is commonly thought to be an 
action that reduces driving, it follows that negative TDM would have the opposite effect.  

• “Positive TDM” refers to the case where the price is set above the fair price. This would 
cause the amount of driving to fall below the baseline amount. 
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Clearly, so-called “free parking” is an extreme case of negative TDM. The only way to further 
encourage driving would be to have a system that pays a driver for the time their car is parked. 

THE GOALS OF INTELLIGENT PARKING 
• There is only one agency operating all parking. (“All parking” does not include 

driveways and garages in single-family homes.) Intelligent Parking is designed and 
installed by regional or state government, using low-bid contractors, with design and 
start-up costs covered by the overhead portion of collection fees.  

• Nearly all parking is shared. Almost always, anyone can park anywhere. Those who want 
exclusive rights to parking will pay “24/7” (all day, every day). 

• Parking is operated so that the potential users of parking will escape the expense of 
parking by choosing to not use the parking. This characteristic is named “unbundled” 
because the cost of parking is effectively unbundled from other costs. 

• Parking is priced and marketed to eliminate the need to drive around looking for parking. 

• Parking at any desired price is made as easy as possible to find and use. 

• Records of the use of each parking space are kept, to facilitate decisions to either add or 
subtract parking spaces. 

• The special needs of disabled drivers, the privacy of all drivers, and, if desired, the 
economic interests of low-income drivers are protected. 

DEFINITIONS & CONCEPTS OF INTELLIGENT PARKING 
Parking Beneficiary Groups 
There are at least 7 types of beneficiary groups. Note that in all cases, members of beneficiary 
groups must be old enough to drive. 

1.) People who have already paid for the capital cost of parking. An example of this type of 
beneficiary group would be the owners of condominiums, where parking has been built and 
the cost is included in the price of the condominium. Note that although they have 
technically already paid for the parking, if they borrowed money to pay for some portion of 
the price, the cost is built into their monthly payment. This illustrates why the value of 
parking and the cost of borrowing money (rate of return on money) are key input variables 
to use to compute the appropriate base, hourly charge for parking. 

2.) People who are incurring on-going costs of parking. An example of this type of beneficiary 
group is a set of office workers, where the cost of ‘their” parking is contained in either the 
building lease or the cost of the building. Either way, the parking costs are reducing the 
wages that can be paid to these employees.6  

3.) People who are purchasing or renting something where the cost of the parking is included in 
the price. Examples of this beneficiary group are people that rent hotel rooms, rent an 
apartment, buy items, or dine in establishments that have parking. 

                                                 

6 Such parking is often said to be “for the benefit of the employees”. Defining this beneficiary group will tend 
to make this statement true, as opposed to the common situation where the employees benefit only in 
proportion to their use of the parking. 
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4.) People who own off-street parking as a business. They could be the individual investors or 
could be a government or government-formed entity. 

5.) People who are said to benefit from parking, even though the money for the parking has 
been supplied by a source that may have very little relationship to those that are said to 
benefit. An example of this group would be train riders that make round trips from a station 
which has parking that is said to be “for riders”. Students at a school with parking would be 
another example. 

6.) People who are considered by many to be the logical beneficiaries of on-street parking. 
Owners of single-family homes are the beneficiaries of the parking that is along the 
boundaries of their property. The same status is given to residents of multi-family housing. 

7.) Governments. Since they build and maintain the streets, they should get a significant benefit 
from on-street parking. 

Unbundled Cost and Spontaneous Sharing 

“Unbundled cost” means those who use the parking can see exactly what it costs and those who 
don’t use the parking will either avoid its cost entirely or will get earnings to make up for the 
hidden parking cost they had to pay. This conforms to the usual rule of the free market where a 
person only pays for what they choose to use. Unbundled cost is fair. 

“Spontaneous sharing” means that anyone can park anywhere at any time and for any length of 
time. Proper pricing makes this feasible. 

How to Unbundle 
The method of unbundling can be simply stated, using the concept of “beneficiary group” as 
discussed above. First, the fair price for the parking is charged. The resulting earnings7 amount is 
given to the members of the beneficiary group in a manner that is fair to each member. Methods 
are described below.  

Why this Supports Sharing 
Members of a beneficiary group benefit financially when “their” parking is used. They will 
appreciate users increasing their earnings. They are also not obligated to park in “their” parking. 
If there is less-expensive parking within a reasonable distance, they might park there, to save 
money. This is fine, because all parking is included in the Intelligent Parking system.  

Computing the Earnings for Individuals 
Intelligent Parking must be rigorous in paying out earnings7. For a mixed use, the total number 
of parking spaces must first be allocated to the various beneficiary groups. For example in an 
office/housing complex, 63.5% of the parking might have been sold with the office. If so, the 
housing portion must be paying for the other 36.5%. For this case, it would follow that the first 
step is to allocate 63.5% of the earnings to the workers and 36.5% to the residents. 

                                                 
7 The earnings amount is the revenue collected minus the collection cost and any other costs that will have to be paid 
due to the implementation of Intelligent Parking.  The costs associated with the parking, paid before the 
implementation of Intelligent Parking, should not be subtracted from the revenue because they will continue to be 
paid as they were before the implementation of Intelligent Parking. Therefore, these costs will continue to reduce 
wages and increase the prices of goods and services. 
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How the monthly earnings are divided up among the members of the beneficiary group depends 
on the beneficiary group type. For each member, the group’s total monthly earnings amount is 
always multiplied by a quantity and divided by the sum (the sum is the denominator) of that 
quantity, for all members.  

For example, for each employee, the multiplier is the number of hours that the employee worked 
over the month while the denominator is the total number of hours worked by all employees over 
the month. At a school, for each student, the numerator is the total time spent at the school, over 
the month, while the denominator is the sum of the same quantity, for all the students.  

For a train station with parking being supplied for passengers that ride on round trips of one day 
or less, the numerator is the passenger’s monthly hours spent on such round trips, over the 
month; while the denominator is the total number of hours spent by all passengers on such round 
trips, over the month. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) units on passengers could support 
an automated calculation of monthly charges for fares, as well as monthly hours on round trips. 

At a shopping center, the numerator is the sum of the money spent by the shopper, over the 
month, while the denominator is the total amount of money spent by all shoppers over the month.  

At a condominium, the numerator is the number of parking places that were paid for (directly or 
indirectly) by the resident family and the denominator is the total number of parking places at the 
condominium project; similarly, for apartment complexes. 

Where Earnings Are Low 

The goal is that if someone doesn’t park, they don’t pay, either directly or indirectly, because the 
earnings that they get will balance out their losses (like reduced wages, for example). However, 
charging for parking that few want to use will not sufficiently compensate the people that have 
been forced, or are being forced, to pay for such parking.  The only remedy in this case is to 
redevelop the parking or lease the parking in some other way, for storage, for example. The 
earnings from the new use should go to those that are in the beneficiary group that was 
associated with the low-performing parking. 

Why This Method of Unbundling Will Feel Familiar to Leaders 
Developers will still be required to provide parking and will still pass this cost on, as has been 
discussed. There will be no need to force an owner of an exiting office with parking to break his 
single business into two separate businesses (office and parking). 

Parking beneficiaries are identified that conform to traditional ideas about who should benefit 
from parking.8  

Unbundling the Cost of On-Street Parking 

The revenue from on-street parking in front of businesses will be split evenly between the city 
and the business’s parking beneficiaries. All of the earnings from on-street parking in front of 
apartments or single-family homes will be given to the resident families.9  

                                                 

8 Showing exactly where parking earnings go will reduce the political difficulties of adopting pay parking in a 
democracy where the high cost of parking is often hidden and rarely discussed.  
 
9 Although governments own the streets, often, back in history, developers paid for them and this cost became 
embedded in property values. Admittedly, how to allocate on-street parking earnings is somewhat arbitrary. With 
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Special Considerations for Condominiums 
Unbundling for a condominium owner means that, although their allocated amount of parking 
has added to their initial cost, their allocated amount of parking also earns money for them. 
Unbundling for a condominium could also mean that an owner can choose to have control over a 
single or several parking places. Such parking spaces could be equipped with a red light and a 
green light. If the red light is lit, this will mean that the space is not available for parking, except 
for the person who is controlling the spot. If the green light is lit, it will mean that the space is 
available to anyone. A space that is being reserved with a red light is charged at the full price to 
the condominium owner that has control over the space. The owner that controls these spaces can 
change the state of the parking space (available or not available) by either a phone call, on line, 
or at any pay station system that might be in use for the system. After condominium owners 
experience the cost of reserving a space for themselves, they might give up on the idea of having 
their own, personal, unshared parking space; especially since Intelligent Parking will give most 
owners and their guests all the flexibility they need in terms of parking their cars.  

Some people think that condominium parking should be gated, for security reasons. However, 
parking within parking garages needs to be patrolled at the same frequency level as on-street 
parking, which is enough to ensure that crime around either type of parking is very rare. Cameras 
can help make parking garages that are open to the public safe from criminal activity. 

Special Considerations for Renters 
Unbundling for renters means that, although their allocated amount of parking increases their 
rent, their allocated amount of parking also earns money for them. Therefore, their traditional 
rent (includes parking) is effectively reduced by the money earned by those parking spaces 
allocated to them. Renters will be motivated to either not own a car or to park in a cheaper 
location. Parking in a cheaper location is not a problem because all parking is part of the 
Intelligent Parking system. Renters will welcome anyone to park in “their” parking, because it 
will increase their earnings. 

Special Considerations for Employers 
At first, companies may want the option of offering “free parking” to their employees so as to be 
able to compete with traditional job sites. This means giving employees that drive every single 
day an “add-in” amount of pay so that the sum of the add-in and their parking-lot earnings equals 
their charge, for any given monthly statement. The operator of the parking, which sends out 
statements, can pay out the “add in” amount, in accordance with the company’s instruction. The 
company will then be billed for these amounts. There could be no requirement for the company 
to provide any such “add-in” amount to the employees that don’t drive every day. This would 
allow the company to treat its every-day drivers better than other employees and so this would be 
a negative TDM. However, this economic discrimination would be substantially less than the 
current, status-quo, economic discrimination, where drivers get “free” parking and non-drivers 
get nothing. 

Clusters of Parking 

Clusters are a contiguous set of parking spaces that are nearly equal in desirability and thus can 
be assigned the same price. They should probably consist of from 20 to 40 spaces. For off-street 

                                                                                                                                                             
congestion pricing and efficient methods, governments may earn significantly more than they are under current 
practices. 
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parking, they could be on either side of the access lane to the parking spaces, so that an observer 
could see the 20 to 40 cars, and get a feel for the vacancy rate. At a train station, clusters will 
normally be organized so that their parking spaces are approximately an equal distance from the 
boarding area. On-street clusters would normally conform to our current understanding of what a 
block is, which is to say from one cross street to the next cross street. The width of the street and 
the length of the block should be taken into account in defining on-street clusters of parking and 
in deciding if the parking on either side of the street should or should not be in the same cluster 
of parking spaces. 

Examples of Good and Bad Technology 
Parking Meters or Pay Stations 
Parking meters are a relic of an earlier period, before computers. Pay stations do not add enough 
usefulness to merit their inclusion in Intelligent Parking, except as a bridge technology. Once 
good systems are set up, pay stations should cost additional money to use because of their 
expense. It would be best to devise an implementation strategy that will minimize their use when 
the system is first put into effect and will take them out of service as soon as possible. 

Radio Frequency Identification Backed Up by Video-Based “Car Present” and License 
Recognition 
Government will eventually enter into an RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) age. Organizers 
of large athletic events already have. Organizers that put on large open-water swims, foot races, 
and bike rides have routinely used RFID for many years.10 An RFID vendor in San Diego11 
states that passive RFID units cost less than $5, are reliable, are durable, and they could be used 
to identify cars as well as people. He also sees no problem in implementing most of the features 
of Intelligent Parking.12 

Automatic Data Collection and Sending Out Statements 
Note that the “back end database” of Dr. Carta’s written statement12 refers to the ability to send 
statements of earnings and billing to students.13  

                                                 
10 For example, over 20,000 people ran the 2008 Bay-to-Breakers foot race in San Francisco. Each runner had a 
“chip” in their shoe lace. Each runner’s start time and finish time were recorded and all results were available as 
soon as the last runner crossed the finish line. 
 
11David R. Carta, PhD, CEO Telaeris Inc., 858-449-3454  
12 Concerning a Final Environmental Impact Report-approved and funded new high school in Carlsbad, California, 
where the School Board has signed a Settlement Agreement to consider “unbundled parking”, “cash-out”, and 
“pricing”, Dr. Carta wrote, in a January 13th, 2010 written statement to the Board, 

I wanted to send a quick note discussing the technical feasibility of tracking cars into a lot without impacting 
students or requiring the need for gates. Mike Bullock and I have discussed this project; it can be accomplished 
straightforwardly by utilizing Radio Frequency Identification and/or Video Cameras integrated with automated 
license recognition systems. The cars would need to register with the system at the start, but it would be fairly 
painless for the users after the initial installation. The back end database system can also be implemented both 
straightforwardly and at a reasonable price. 

This is not necessarily a recommendation of the proposal for unbundled parking. Rather it is strictly an unbiased 
view of the technical feasibility of the proposal to easily and unobtrusively track cars, both registered and 
unregistered, into a fixed lot. 

13 In an earlier email on this subject, Dr. Carta wrote,  
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Putting it Together 
Certainly, government, and in particular transit agencies and parking agencies, could use RFID-
based technology. For example, when a person with an RFID unit which is tied to a billable 
address or a credit card with an open account gets on a bus or a train, they should not have to pay 
at that time, visit a pay station, or “swipe a card” that has a positive balance. Utility customers 
that pay their bills are not required to pre-pay. The same courtesy should be extended to transit 
riders, people that drive on roads, people that get parking-lot earnings, and people that park cars. 
There should be one monthly bill or statement, for all four activities. 

Global Positioning Systems GPS 
An alternative model is to have GPS systems in cars that would detect the car’s parking location, 
that location’s current charge rate, and would perform all of the charging functions in the car. 
The only information the parking-lot-enforcement system would need is whether or not a car 
being parked is owned by a bill-paying owner. The car owner’s responsibility would be to pay 
the bills indicated by the box in the car. The box would need to process a signal that a bill had 
been paid. It would also need to process pricing signals. 

Not Picking Winners 
The purpose of this report is to describe what an ideal system would do, not how it is done. How 
a proposed system works is left to the systems, software, and hardware engineers that work 
together to submit a proposal based on this description of what an ideal system does. 

Privacy 
Privacy means that no one can see where someone has parked, without a search warrant. Also, 
the level of the detail of information that appears on a bill is selected by the customer.14 

Ease of Use for Drivers 
For credit-worthy drivers that have followed the rules of the system, pay parking will not require 
any actions other than parking. Paying for all parking fees over a month is then done in response 
to a monthly billing statement. Parking will feel to the consumer like a service provided by a 
municipality, such as water, energy, or garbage. One important difference is that users belonging 
to a “beneficiary group” will get an earnings amount in their monthly statement. Those that earn 
more than what they are charged will receive a check for the difference. This ease of use will 
make all parking less stressful. 

Base Price 
Off-Street 

                                                                                                                                                             
This is not too tough - we probably would integrate with a service that already sends physical mail from an 
electronic submission instead of re-inventing this wheel. 

 
14 License plates that have no RFID tags fail to use the best technology to accomplish the primary purpose of license 
plates, which is to identify and help intercept cars used in a crime. Identifying cars is a legitimate government goal. 
Protecting privacy is also a legitimate goal. Both goals can be realized with good laws, good enforcement, and good 
systems engineering. 
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Off-street parking is priced so that even if demand does not threaten to fill the parking beyond 
85%, the money generated will at least equate to an agreed-upon return on the parking value and 
pay all yearly costs. Equation 1 shows the calculation of the hourly rate. 

  (Eq. 1) 

 where: 

  = the computed baseline hourly rate to park 

  = yearly return on investment, such as .06 

  = value of a parking space, such as (parking garage) $40,000 

  = yearly operations15 plus depreciation, per space, such as $100 

  = number of hours per year, 24 x 365 = 8760 Hours per Year 

  = fraction of time occupied, such as 0.55. 

For the example values given, the base hourly rate of parking, to cover the cost of the 
investment, operations15, and depreciation is $0.519 per hour. This could be rounded up to $0.52 
per hour. This price could also be increased to result in positive TDM, to reduce driving more 
than the fair-price, zero-TDM amount. 

On-Street 
If on-street parking is located within walking distance (one-quarter mile) of off-street parking, its 
base price is set equal to the closest off-street parking’s base price. Otherwise, it is set to some 
agreed-upon value, like fifty cents per hour. However, on-street parking has a special meaning 
for downtown merchants and for neighborhoods, two powerful political forces in any city. 
Merchants that have few cars parking on their street, even though it is permitted, are probably 
failing in their businesses. They would like free parking to help draw visitors to their store front. 
Neighborhoods that are not impacted by parking would probably prefer no pricing. For these 
reasons, for any on-street parking cluster, no price is charged until the cluster occupancy reaches 
50%. (Time of day is irrelevant.) 

Congestion Pricing 
The time-rate price of parking is dynamically set on each cluster of parking, to prevent the 
occupancy rate from exceeding 85% (to reduce the need to drive around looking for parking). An 
85% occupancy rate (15% vacancy) results in just over one vacant parking space per city block5. 
If the vacancy rate is above 30%, the price is left at the baseline hourly rate. If vacancies fall 
below 30%, the price can be calculated in a stair-step method, such as shown in Table 2. 

Equation 2 is an alternative method. 

In either case, the total charge is time parked, multiplied by the time-averaged, time-rate price. 
The base multiplier would be adjusted to be just large enough to keep the vacancy rate from 
falling below a desired level, such as 15%, so it is always easy to find parking. 

                                                 
15 This includes money for policing, cleaning, maintenance, any applicable parking tax, and all collection costs. 
Collection costs will need to include an amount to recover the development and installation costs of Intelligent 
Parking.  
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Table 2 Hourly Rates for 2 Base Multipliers and a Baseline Hourly Rate of $0.52 

Vacancy 
Rate 

Base Multiplier = 2 Base Multiplier = 2.5 
Multiplication 

 
Hourly 

Rate 
Multiplication 

 
Hourly 

Rate Formula Value Formula 
 

Value 
Above 30% 

 
1 $0.52 

 
1 $0.52 

25% to 30% 
 

2 $1.04 
 

2.5 $1.30 
20% to 25% 

 
4 $2.08 

 
6.25 $3.25 

15% to 20% 
 

8 $4.16 
 

15.625 $8.13 
10% to 15% 

 
16 $8.32 

 
39.0625 $20.31 

5% to 10% 
 

32 $16.64 
 

97.6563 $50.78 
Below 5% 

 
64 $33.28 

 
244.1406 $126.95 

 

  (Eq. 2) 

 where: 

  = the congestion-priced hourly rate to park 

  = the baseline hourly rate to park, such as $0.52 per hour (taken from 
from Eq. 1.  

  = the base of the multiplier being computed, such as 2.50 

  = the vacancy rate percent, such as 17.5, for 7 vacancies in a cluster of 
40 spaces, 100*(7/40) = 17.5 

For the example values given, the hourly rate of parking would be $9.88 per hour. 

Pricing Predictions and Notifications 
Drivers will develop strategies for their routine trips. The computer system that keeps records of 
parking use will also provide help for users.  The Intelligent Parking website will direct a user to 
an appropriate cluster of parking if the user provides the destination location or locations, the 
time and date, and the hourly rate they wish to pay. If the walk is going to be long, the website 
could suggest using transit to get from the cheaply-priced parking to the destination. In such 
cases, the website may also suggest using transit for the entire trip. 

Another user option is to specify the time, location, and the distance the user is willing to walk. 
In this case, the computer would give the cheapest cluster of parking available at the specified 
walk distance. The price prediction would be provided. 

All price predictions would also have a probability of correctness associated with them. If a user 
can show that a computer has predicted a much lower price than what actually occurred, with a 
sufficiently high probability, it would be reasonable to charge the user the predicted price rather 
than the actual price. 

Websites could routinely inform viewers when occupancy rates are expected to be unusually 
high, due to a special event (for example, a sporting event). The parking system website will 
always give current and predicted hourly rates for all locations. The hourly rates of parking will 
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also be available at a phone number and possibly at pay stations. The base-price hourly rate, for 
any parking cluster, would be stable and could therefore be shown on signs. Parking garage 
entrances could have large video screens showing both predicted and existing price. Users will 
also learn to look at parking and judge whether congestion pricing applies, or could apply, while 
their car is parked. It would not be long before these capabilities are added into GPS navigation 
systems. 

Prepaid RFID 
To be inclusive, pay stations or convenience stores will offer a pre-paid RFID that can be set on 
the dashboard of a car. This will support drivers with poor credit or drivers who have not 
obtained the necessary equipment to support the normal, trouble-free methods. This will also 
work for drivers that do not trust the system to protect their privacy for a certain trip (by 
removing or disabling the permanent RFID) or for all trips. No billing would occur. 

Enforcement 
The system would notify the appropriate law enforcement agency if an unauthorized car was 
parked. Authorized cars would need either a pre-paid RFID or equipment indicating that their 
owners had Intelligent Parking accounts and were sufficiently paid up on their bills. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
This description of Intelligent Parking will help to implement efficient parking systems. Parking 
at train stations, schools, and government buildings could introduce many of these concepts. This 
description of Intelligent Parking is sufficient to support a “Request for Proposal” process, which 
could lead to full implementation. Widespread installation should be done by a government 
agency, to minimize actions required on the part of the private sector. Laws would simply 
require the cooperation of all private-sector and government entities. 

SUMMARY 
A parking plan, Intelligent Parking has been described. 

1. Technology will make it easy to use for most drivers. 

2. Its parking is almost always shared, to support mixed uses. 

3. It unbundles cost by charging and having earnings go to the parking beneficiaries. 

4. Traditional groups, such as single-family home owners, employees, tenants, train riders, 
and students benefit from parking. The benefit is equal for drivers and non-drivers. 

5. Baseline prices are computed primarily from the value of the parking and an agreed-upon 
rate of return. On-street parking is free until it is half full, at which time its base price 
often matches that of the closest off-street parking. 

6. For all parking, price is dynamically increased to guarantee availability. Earnings are 
therefore only limited by what people are willing to pay. 

7. Technology helps drivers find parking and decide if they want to drive or use transit.  

8. Prepaid RFIDs provide service to those who have poor credit or don’t want to be billed. 

9. Disabled and perhaps low-income drivers will have accounts that allow them to park at 
reduced prices and perhaps avoid congestion pricing. Specially designated spots might 
also be required for disabled drivers. 
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10. The system will provide reports showing where additional parking would be a good 
investment and where it would be wise to convert existing parking to some other use.  

11. Privacy will be protected. Law enforcement officials would need a search warrant to see 
where someone’s car has been parked. The level of detail on billing would be selected by 
the car’s owner. 

12. Implementations could begin in carefully selected locations and expand. 

Global warming, air pollution, trade deficits, and fairness are some of the significant reasons that 
governments have a responsibility to implement Intelligent Parking.  
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Equitable and Environmentally-Sound  

Car-Parking Policy at a Work Site 
By Mike Bullock mike_bullock@earthlink.net 

 Aug. 30, 2015 

Introduction 

This paper describes a parking policy that distributes the benefit of parking to all employees, 

regardless of how often they choose to drive. It does this by  

• Charging a fair price for the parking, per unit of time parked, and by  

• Giving the total earnings (total parking-lot earnings) to the employees, such that each 

employee’s share of the total parking-lot earnings is proportion to the time they spend 

at the work site served by the parking. 

The following, additional, optional action would guarantee that no driver loses money under 

the policy: 

• Adding a must-drive bonus to each driver’s share of the parking-lot earnings, if it 

happened that their share of the parking-lot earnings is less than their parking-lot 

charge. This means that the employee’s must-drive bonus would be equal to 

their parking-lot charge minus their share of the parking-lot earnings. 

If an employer decided to pay a must-drive bonus to its employees, it would be possible to 

allow employees to effectively “opt out” of the program so they would not need to be mailed 

the car-parking statements. The system would feel like “free parking” to them. 

Reference 1 describes a more comprehensive policy that will efficiently and conveniently 

unbundle the cost (or the benefit) of parking in all circumstances. It is available at the 

following URL: http://sierraclub.typepad.com/files/mike-bullock-parking-paper.pdf.  

The system described herein is less complex because it does not include congestion pricing, 

price predictions, or policies that are unique to on-street parking.  These features can be 

eliminated, because it is assumed that there will be an adequate supply of parking, so no 

congestion pricing is needed; that the price can be relatively stable, so no price predictions 

are needed; and finally, that employees can be successfully required to park only in their 

employee parking, so there is no need for new, on-street parking policies, designed to protect 

adjoining neighborhoods from the intrusion of additional parked cars. If the adjoining 

neighborhoods had permit parking with a 2-hour limit for cars with no permit, very few 

employees would ever park in those neighborhoods, in any case. 

  

mailto:mike_bullock@earthlink.net
http://sierraclub.typepad.com/files/mike-bullock-parking-paper.pdf
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Rationale 

This system of “unbundled parking cost” will allow all stakeholders to see the actual value of 

the parking. It will reduce single-occupancy driving to work. Less driving will reduce traffic 

congestion, air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.  

Parking is expensive to provide. Therefore, if no parking had been provided, the saved 

money could have been invested to increase employee salaries. The method described in 

this paper allows employees to gain some of that lost salary back, by driving less.  

Providing free or underpriced parking only benefits employees that would drive every day, 

even if they had a method to recover some of their lost salary. 

 

Methods 

The parking is operated on the behalf of the employees, as if it were their own business. 

Those that drive to work are therefore their own customers. 

Charge for parking is proportional to time parked and is charged to the employee associated 

with the car. (A charge rate that is acceptable to all must be established.) For example, if 

sixty cents per hour is selected, the charging software could round off the parking duration 

time to the nearest minute and apply a one-cent-per-minute charge. The data-collection 

method could be implemented with RFID’s on cars being detected at parking-lot entrances 

and exits. Unauthorized cars coming into the employee parking facilitiy would be identified 

with license-plate detection and, if a car belonging to a felon is driven into the parking lot, a 

warning notice could be sent to authorities, if this is desired by the company leaders. 

Earnings (net revenue, minus the cost of collection and distribution) are given to the 

employees; in proportion to the time they spend at the work site. This could be based on an 

employee’s schedule or, for more accuracy, could be based on “time-at-the-work-site” data, 

collected using personal radio frequency identification units (RFIDs) and detectors that are 

tied to a central, implementing computer. The variables used to compute the amount of 

money to be paid to an employee are shown in Table 1. The corresponding formula is shown 

in Figure 1. 

Parking statements are automatically sent out monthly, showing the individual’s charges and 

earnings. If desired, the statements could include a must-drive bonus, so that no driver 

losses money under the system. The must drive bonus would probably need to come from 

funds available for employee compensation. 
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Implementation 

Since this is a new system, it would be prudent for the company leaders to have the vendor 

take the full responsibility for operating the system, for the first 10 years. This arrangement 

would ensure that the vendor would debug the system and continue to look for operational 

efficiencies, over the 10 year period. A sliding scale of vendor-compensation could be 

specified in the contract, as follows: The vendor could operate the system for 10% of the 

revenue, for the first 5 years; 5% of the revenue, for the next 3 years; and 2% of the revenue, 

for the final 2 years. For example, if it is assumed that, on average, 600 cars are parked for 8 

hours, for 200 days per year, at a rate of 50 cents per hour, then the yearly revenue would be 

$480,000 per year. The vendor would therefore collect $240,000 over the first 5 years, 

$72,000 over the next 3 years, and $28,800 over the last two years. Figure 2 shows contact 

information and excerpts of received emails, from a San Diego vendor. This vendor has 

stated that the design and installation of a fully-automated system would be easy to perform.  

Table 1 Variables Used to Compute an Employee’s Monthly Earnings 

Definitions to Compute an Employee's Monthly Earnings

TEmployee The Employee's Monthly Time at the Work Site

TAllEmployees Total Monthly Time at the Work Site, All Employees

EAllEmployees Total Monthly Earnings from the Employee Parking
 

 

Figure 1 Formula Used to Compute an Employee’s Monthly Earnings 

EEmployee = TEmployee * ( EAllEmployees  / TAllEmployees ) 
 

 

Introducing a New Price Differential, for Driving, Compared to Not Driving 

Table 2 shows that introducing a price differential into the choice of how often to drive will 

decrease the amount of driving.  

Other Benefits  

Depending on the work site’s location and the size of its access roads, there could be a 

substantial decrease in local congestion, improving the health of all employees and those 

living near the congestion. This parking policy will show neighbors that the company is 

working to be a good citizen. This program will encourage active transportation, meaning 
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modes that provide exercise for the employees. It will also teach the employees the value of 

parking. It is recommended that the method of determining the selected rate of charge be 

shared with both the employees and the community at large. This program can be thought of 

as a demonstration project of a new approach to parking.  

Figure 2 One Set of Identified-Vendor Information 

David R. Carta, Ph.D., CEO
TELAERIS Inc.
Innovative Solutions and Rapid 
Development
9123 Chesapeake Dr., San Diego, 
CA 92123
+1.858.627.9708 : Office
+1.858.627.9702 : Fax
+1.858.449.3454 : Mobile
e-
mail: David.Carta@Telaeris.com
skype: davidcarta

I reviewed your Intelligent Parking proposal and 
presentation in their entirety. The identification of vehicles 
which you suggest for student parking using commercially 
available RFID technologies is a fairly straightforward 
process. There are numerous, inexpensive passive (no battery 
required) RFID tags which have been specifically designed 
for use on cars and trucks. These tags are installed directly on 
license plates or windshields, can be read from up to 30 
meters away, and can be read as cars drive up to 60 
mph. Additionally, automatic license recognition systems, 
used in conjunction with RFID, can provide a high level of 
enforcement making it difficult to cheat the system, similar to 
the Fast Track system which allows tolls to be automatically 
collected.

This is not too tough - we probably would integrate with a 
service that already sends physical mail from a electronic 
submission instead of re-inventing this wheel.

 

Green House Gas Impacts 

S-3-05 is a California Governor’s Executive Order to drop the state’s Year 2020 levels of 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to the state’s level of 1990 emissions and to drop the 

state’s Year 2050 level of GHG emissions to 80% below the state’s 1990 levels. If the world 

were to achieve similar reductions, the earth’s level of atmospheric C02 would be capped at 

450 parts per million (PPM). Figures 3, 4, and 5 show how large 450 PPM is, compared to 

values over the last 800 thousand years. Reference 2 shows that the goal of S-3-05 is to limit 

atmospheric C02 to 450 PPM and it also shows that even if this cap is achieved, the risk of a 

human catastrophe caused by global warming is significant. Reference 3’s Figure 1 shows 

that a significant reduction in driving is critically needed. 

 

Conclusion 

Adopting this program would benefit the employer, the employees, and the community, in 

many ways. They will all gain an added understanding of economics, technology, and the 

power of the free-market principle that sometimes it is better to have people pay for what 

they use and not force people to lose money for something they don’t use. All the members 
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of the work-place community could take pride in being part of this pioneering effort to reduce 

driving and greenhouse gas emissions. It would be a demonstration of the fundamental 

features of Reference 1. It would set an example for other employers. 

Table 2  Eleven Cases of Pricing Impact on the Amount of Driving 

Impact of Financial Incentives on Parking Demand 

Location Scope
1995 dollars                       

per mo.

Parking Use 

Decrease1

Group A: Areas with little or no public transportation
CenturyCityDistrict, West Los Angeles 3500 employees at 100+ firms $81 15%

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 9000 faculty & staff $34 26%

San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles 1 employer, 850 employees $37 30%

Costa Mesa, CA $37 22%

Average for Group $47 23%

Group B: Areas with fair public transportation
Los Angeles Civic Center 10000+ employees, several firms $125 36%

Mid-Wilshire Blvd., Los Angleles 1 mid-size firm $89 38%

Washington DC Suburbs 5500 employees at 3 worksites $68 26%

Downtown Los Angeles 5000 employees, 118 firms $126 25%

Average for Group $102 31%

Group C: Areas with good public transportation
University of Washington, Seattle Wa. 50,000 faculty, staff & students $18 24%

Downtown Ottowa, Canada 3500+ government staff $72 18%

Bellevue, WA 1 firm with 430 employees $54 39%
2

$45 21%

Over All Average, Excluding Bellevue Washington 25%

1
Parking vacancy would be higher! 2

Not used, since transit & walk/bike facilities also improved. 

Average for Group, but not Bellevue Washington

 

Figure 3  Atmospheric CO2, Increasing Over Recent Decades 
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Figure 4  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature,  

800,000 Years Ago, with 450 PPM C02 Shown 

 

 

Figure 5  Atmospheric CO2 and Mean Temperature, 

Over the Last 1,000 Years 
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Draft Scoping Guidelines: Transformative Climate Communities Program 
 
 
 
 

 
These Draft Scoping Guidelines for the Transformative Climate Communities Program 
are being made available for public comment.  This scoping document does not 
represent the full Draft Guidelines for the program, but is intended to provide an 
initial framework.  The Strategic Growth Council (SGC) recognizes that many areas 
presented in the document require additional work and discussion, and we look 
forward to public input to help inform development of the Draft Guidelines.      
 

Comments are due to SGC by 5:00pm on January 9, 2016. 
 

Please submit comments to: 
 

tccpubliccomments@sgc.ca.gov 
 

or: 
 

Strategic Growth Council 
ATTN: Mackenzie Wieser 

1400 Tenth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

 
SGC plans to release the Draft Guidelines for the Program in late January or early 
February of 2017.  Release of the Draft Guidelines will be accompanied by multiple 
public workshops throughout the state as well as additional public comment periods 
to inform development of the Program.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A. BACKGROUND 
Assembly Bill 2722 established the Transformative Climate Communities Program, administered by the 
SGC, to “…fund the development and implementation of neighborhood-level transformative climate 
community plans that include multiple, coordinated greenhouse gas emissions reduction projects that 
provide local economic, environmental, and health benefits to disadvantaged communities as described 
in Section 39711 of the Health and Safety Code.”  (Pub. Resources Code § 75240.)  
 
The Transformative Climate Communities Program (Program) will accelerate greenhouse gas reduction 
and advance local climate action in disadvantaged communities through an integrated, community-
based approach.  The Program is an opportunity to realize the State’s vision of Vibrant Communities and 
Landscapes, demonstrating how community engagement coupled with strategic investments in 
transportation, housing, energy, natural resources, and waste can reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
other pollution, while also addressing growing equity issues and enhancing economic opportunity and 
community resilience. 
 
Strong local engagement and cross-sector partnerships are critical to realizing this vision.  In addition to 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the Program will serve as a model for catalyzing local, multi-sector 
partnerships that leverage private and public funds to sustain community revitalization and equitable 
development, while meeting the State’s climate goals.  
 

B. WHAT IS A TRANSFORMATIVE CLIMATE COMMUNITY? 
Transformative climate communities integrate building and infrastructure projects with community-
driven, multi-sector partnerships that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase climate resiliency, 
expand economic opportunities, and reduce health, environmental and social inequities to create 
beautiful places with equitable access. 
 
The SGC anticipates making substantial, concentrated investments in communities, but recognizes this is 
but one piece of a truly transformative effort.  In partnership with the SGC, awarded applicants will use 
the state investment in concert with multiple related efforts driven by community engagement, which 
may include additional financing, philanthropic funding, parallel and connected capital investments, 
business and workforce development projects, public health programs, K-12 and higher education 
programs, career and technical training, entrepreneurship support, volunteer programs, civil society 
projects, and other efforts associated with community-wide transformation.  
 
Applicants must develop an integrated plan with measurable goals, and demonstrate the community 
leadership, human and social capital, and internal and external accountability needed to monitor a set 
of criteria that become core and ongoing components of transformation. 
 

B. PROGRAM SUMMARY 
The Program will award competitive funding totaling approximately $140 million in Implementation 
Grants for the implementation of transformative, neighborhood-level plans in three communities.  
Through a complimentary program, the SGC will also award approximately $1.5 million in Planning 

https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/meetings/091316/vibrant%20communities.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/meetings/091316/vibrant%20communities.pdf
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Grants in up to ten communities, intended to facilitate community readiness for future implementation 
funding through State and/or other sources.1    
 
On September 23, 2016, the SGC released a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to allocate a minimum of 
half of the Implementation Grant funds in the City of Fresno, a minimum of one-fourth in the City of Los 
Angeles, and the remaining Implementation Grant funds in a third location to be determined. 
 
The SGC may award grants over multiple years and prioritize investment in the State’s most 
disadvantaged communities.   
 
The SGC intends to seek long term funding for the program.  With this initial appropriation, the SGC 
hopes to provide diverse models of neighborhood-level transformation that can be studied, replicated 
and adapted based on measured outcomes that include not only deep greenhouse gas reduction, but 
also the maximization of climate, public health, environmental, workforce and economic benefits.   
 

II. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
 
The Program seeks well-organized communities that demonstrate multi-sector partnerships capable of 
governing and implementing a transformative vision for a designated area, including integrated projects 
that will achieve all of the Primary Objectives and Performance Criteria listed below.   

 
A. ELIGIBILITY 

1. Eligible applicants may include but are not limited to: nonprofit organizations, community-based 
organizations, faith-based organizations, coalitions or associations of nonprofit organizations, 
community development finance institutions, community development corporations, local 
governments, joint powers authorities, and/or tribal governments. 

2. Joint applications including multiple entities are strongly encouraged, and must include the 
identification of a lead applicant and co-applicants. 

3. Applicants must demonstrate capacity and readiness to implement coordinated projects, 
including: 

i. Ability to govern and implement large infrastructure projects, including evidence of past 
performance, letters of support from local and/or regional governments, and the ability 
to work with multiple levels of government as needed for project implementation. 

ii. Evidence of diverse community support, such as from elected officials, key stakeholders, 
community foundations, state, regional and local government agencies, local health 
departments, community groups, and private partners. 

iii. Partnerships that provide the ability to attract and leverage additional public, private, 
and philanthropic funding. 

iv. Partnerships that ensure the ability to collect data and analyze outcomes over time; 
support from universities and community colleges for data collection and analysis are 
encouraged. 

4. Applicants must demonstrate alignment with one or more up-to-date, adopted community or 
neighborhood plan for the targeted area of investment that reflect best practices in sustainable 
development and community revitalization, and reflect comprehensive and documented 

                                                           
1 Planning grants will be funded through SGC’s Sustainable Communities Planning Grants and Incentives Program. 
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community engagement. Priority will be given to proposals that prioritize focused 
implementation of: 

a. Specific plans for multi-modal hubs that prioritize district-scale and regional transit and 
active transportation connectivity to employment and service centers.  

b. Well-integrated plans that coordinate housing, multi-modal transportation connectivity, 
renewable energy generation, water efficiency, storm water management and other 
urban greening improvements; 

c. Physical and programmatic connectivity to low-income and disadvantaged residents to 
improve access to jobs; workforce development and economic opportunity for low-
income and disadvantaged residents; and integration of affordability and equitable 
access to infrastructure and supportive services for low-income and disadvantaged 
residents. 

5. Applicants from cities within the High Speed Rail Initial Operating Segment must demonstrate 
that their proposals support implementation of an integrated Station Area Plan. 
 

B. PRIMARY OBJECTIVES 
1. Maximize greenhouse gas emissions reduction.  Develop and deploy integrated projects that 

accelerate greenhouse gas emissions reduction. 
2. Build, strengthen and sustain local leadership and grassroots engagement in civic and 

community development. Forge enduring, multi-sector commitment to local partnerships and 
community engagement while implementing adopted community, specific, or other local plans.  

3. Implement Sustainable Communities Strategies.  Implement projects that are prioritized in 
adopted regional Sustainable Communities Strategies, focus on infill development and yield the 
highest reductions in greenhouse gases. 

4. Improve environmental, social and health equity.  Promote equitable distribution of the 
benefits and burdens of investment and development, and improve the public health and well-
being of residents.   

5. Expand economic opportunity. Provide access to quality local job opportunities and workforce 
training through projects, and direct community benefit through economic development and 
investment opportunities.  

6. Increase resilience. Invest in projects that increase the resilience of communities, economies, 
and infrastructure in the face of a changing climate and other pressures. 

7. Leverage funding.  Secure a minimum of 100% match of awarded grant amount through other 
funding sources. 

8. Quantify and evaluate impacts. Commitment to monitor performance criteria tied to specific 
goals, and share data with the State and across community partners.   

 

C. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
The Performance Criteria support the Primary Objectives, and applicants must implement projects that 
meet all criteria.  For each criterion, applicants must identify a specific goal as well as metrics that can 
measure performance and ongoing progress toward the goal.  Example metrics are included with some 
of the criteria. 

1. Greenhouse Gas Reduction.  Meet or exceed a path toward long-term emissions reduction that 
aligns with State goals, including implementation of SB 375.  Potential metrics: Baseline and 
ongoing greenhouse gas emissions inventories consistent with the State’s inventory, GGRF 
quantification methodologies, or other ARB-developed approaches.  
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2. Equitable Development.  Promote equity and opportunity, and ensure equitable distribution of 
the benefits and burdens of investment and development, including strategies that result in 
mixed-income neighborhoods where families choose to live and businesses choose to invest.  
Potential metrics: Percentage of mixed-income housing in the community relative to current 
poverty rates and concentration of existing subsidized housing; community income diversity; 
number of jobs that can be accessed by disadvantaged community residents; measured 
engagement in the community from past and current planning processes. 

3. Community Engagement and Leadership Development.  Demonstrate engagement of 
community organizations and local stakeholders throughout development and implementation 
of projects, and provide opportunities for community leadership and input throughout activities 
and decision-making.  Potential metrics: Number and location of community meetings held 
regarding projects; diversity of perspectives from engaged partners and local residents; 
contracted partnerships with community-based organizations; establishment of community 
benefits agreement; other metrics associated with comprehensive, community-driven planning 
processes that result in environmental clearance and formal adoption of community or specific 
plans.    

4. Educational and Economic Opportunities.  Develop local “green” jobs for low-income residents, 
support expansion of local businesses, encourage businesses to locate in the community, attract 
private investment, promote use of local goods and services, increase availability of and 
participation in high-performing educational and job training opportunities.  Potential metrics: 
number of jobs created, hours performed by disadvantaged community residents, number of 
contracts with local businesses, participation in education, apprenticeship and workforce 
training programs, high school graduation rates, economic output. 

5. Access and Mobility.  Prioritize active transportation facilities and public transit.  Accelerate 
compact development, zero and near-zero emission transportation, as well as non-auto 
oriented transportation options through first/last mile, safe and accessible biking and walking 
routes, and safe and reliable transit options.  Potential metrics: percentage change of walking, 
biking and other non-motorized trips, reduction in vehicle miles traveled, implementation of 
transit-oriented development, pedestrian and cyclist injuries/fatalities. 

6. Anti-Displacement Strategies.  Avoid physical and economic displacement of low-income 
disadvantaged community residents and businesses.  Potential metrics: displacement, metrics 
associated with implementing pre-emptive policies and commitments by local governments to 
protect existing residents and businesses.   

7. Criteria Air Pollutant Reduction.  Reduce criteria air pollutants, particularly pollutants that do not 
comply with current standards or that pose a particular pollution burden to the community, as 
defined by the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment.  Potential metrics: Localized 
air quality monitoring at the beginning, throughout and after project implementation. 

8. Land Preservation and Restoration.  Promote land conservation that protects habitats, connects 
migration corridors, provides ecosystem services, and protects agricultural lands, especially 
those at risk for near-term urban development.  Potential metrics: percentage of land 
preserved, number of species/habitats protected, economic assessment of ecosystem services, 
percentage of development in greenfield versus urbanized area. 

9. Decarbonized Energy and Energy Efficiency.  Accelerate the State’s zero net energy objectives; 
minimize the need for new energy infrastructure costs such as transmission and distribution 
upgrades; implement significant deployment of building retrofits; deploy smart-grid 
technologies, and support grid reliability and resiliency by incorporating energy storage.  
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Potential metrics: change in energy use for low-income and disadvantaged communities; 
emissions of energy sector. 

10. Urban Greening and Green Infrastructure.  Enhancement and expansion of neighborhood parks 
and community space; greening of public lands and structures, including incorporation of 
riparian habitat for water capture and provision of other public and wildlife benefits; green 
streets and alleyways; non-motorized urban trails that provide safe routes for travel between 
residences, workplaces, commercial centers, and schools; and urban heat island mitigation.  
Potential metrics: number of trees planted, green infrastructure elements incorporated into 
project. 

11. Efficient Water Usage.  Implement greywater and recycling systems; drought-resistant 
landscaping and permeable surfaces; limit urban growth boundaries based on water availability.  
Potential metrics: Measured reduction in water use, amount of water-efficient fixtures and 
appliances. 

12. Materials Management.  Implement projects that reduce waste, including food waste recycling 
and composting, reduced single-use products, waste-to-energy projects.  Potential metrics: 
Materials recycled, measured reduction in landfill tonnage. 

13. Health and Well-Being. Improve human health and community well-being; increase access to 
primary care; provide access to parks, trails, and natural areas as well as access to healthy, local 
and affordable food, and other opportunities to support socially and economically diverse 
populations. Potential metrics: birth weight, life expectancy, access to healthy food, other 
physical and mental health outcomes for low-income and disadvantaged communities. 

14. Climate Resiliency.  Develop projects while considering climate change scenarios and impacts, 
including more extreme heat days, sea level rise, and more variable water systems.  Potential 
metrics: infrastructure preparedness for climate change impacts, including buildings designed 
for extreme heat days, tree canopy, impervious surfaces; as well as human vulnerability and 
resilience to climate change, including share of population in high risk locations, social cohesion, 
asthma emergency department visits, violent crime rate, and heat-related illnesses. 
 

III. APPLICATION PROCESS 
 

A. IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS 
Implementation Grants will be awarded through a two-phase competitive process.  

1. Concept Proposal 
i. Applicants must provide a concept proposal describing a vision and plan for district-

scale transformation that contains specific goals and metrics, and meets all Primary 
Objectives and Performance Criteria.   

ii. Applications must present coordinated and collaborative proposals that encompass 
multiple, mutually-reinforcing projects and initiatives concentrated within a discrete and 
focused geographical area. 

iii. Applicants must identify goals and metrics tied to specific Project Components within a 
single Project Area. 

a. Goals: goals must be identified for each Performance Criterion, and should be 
accompanied by a description of how each goal supports the Primary Objectives 
of the Program. 

b. Metrics: at least one metric must be identified for each Performance Criterion 
for the purpose of measuring progress toward each criterion and goal.  Metrics 
must be tied to all Project Components. 
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c. Project Components: Project Components must be identified that result in 
quantifiable greenhouse gas reductions that provide local economic, 
environmental and health benefits.  Projects should be implementing adopted 
local land use plans with CEQA clearance to ensure implementation in a timely 
period. Project Components that are quantifiable through existing GGRF 
programs are eligible for funding (e.g., an affordable housing and transportation 
Project Component funded through the Affordable Housing and Sustainable 
Communities Program).  Those that do not have a quantification methodology 
must be part of a project with a quantifiable component or identify non-GGRF 
funding.  

d. Project Area: a Project Area must be defined by the applicant and should be a 
focused, concentrated geography ideally encompassing no more than two 
square miles.  A Project Area must include only census tracts that are within the 
top 5% of disadvantaged communities, per CalEnviroScreen 2.0, or the Project 
Area’s boundaries must align with an existing jurisdictionally recognized 
neighborhood boundary in which at least 51% of the census tracts are within 
the top 5%.  Priority will be given to project areas that encompass significant 
public infrastructure investment commitments, including major passenger and 
freight transportation infrastructure hubs.  For cities served by the High Speed 
Rail Initial Operating Segment, priority will be given to projects that concentrate 
investment within a one-mile radius of the station.  

iv. Applicants must demonstrate proof of a community engagement process, form the 
necessary partnerships for integrated projects, identify opportunities for collaboration, 
and ensure that the proposal implements up-to-date, adopted specific plans for the 
Project Area that have been developed through a documented collaborative, 
community visioning process with participation by a local government. Examples include 
specific plans, community plans, station area plans, and neighborhood plans.    

v. Recently adopted community and/or specific plans may serve as the basis for Concept 
Proposals. 

vi. Budget: applicants must provide a proposed budget containing estimated total project 
costs, including a breakdown of costs and proposed sources of funding (in addition to 
Program funding) for each Project Component. 

a. Project Components funded through GGRF must meet all GGRF criteria.  
Funding Guidelines for GGRF programs are available at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/fundingguidelines.ht
m.  Additional guidance may be developed by ARB. 

b. Applicants must demonstrate the extent to which non-GGRF funding sources 
are leveraged to meet proposed project costs. 

vii. Application scoring and selection:  
a. Concept Proposals and required supporting documents will be reviewed to 

assess eligibility and readiness to determine whether an applicant will be invited 
to submit to the next phase (Full Application). The Concept Proposal is part of 
the competitive process and as such, all information should be well thought-out 
and edited for accuracy.  

b. Applicants will be notified whether or not they are invited to participate in the 
Full Application Phase.  An invitation to apply does not guarantee the project 
will compete successfully for funding.  

http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/fundingguidelines.htm
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/fundingguidelines.htm
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2. Full Application 

i. Those invited to submit Full Applications will further develop their Concept Proposals, 
including but not limited to:  

a. Creation of detailed infrastructure and development budgets, and an 
implementation strategy for all plan components. 

b. Additional analysis and project development that may be needed to secure 
project financing. 

c. Additional detail on how the proposed Project Components address Program 
Performance Criteria and meet Primary Objectives. 

ii. Invited applicants will work with SGC staff to determine additional establishment, 
alignment and/or coordination of project governance structures, including local, State 
and Federal partnerships.  

iii. Project Components funded in whole or part by GGRF funds must demonstrate 
greenhouse gas emission reductions and other co-benefits.  Applicants must submit 
estimated greenhouse gas emission reductions for all GGRF-funded project components, 
using ARB-approved quantification methodologies. 

iv. Full Applications are subject to further review and approval by the SGC. An invitation to 
apply does not guarantee the applicant will compete successfully for funding. 

v. Final Implementation Grant awards shall be determined on a competitive basis based on 
readiness and a fully developed application. 

vi. Granting of funds is contingent upon the implementation of projects that reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions.     
 

3. Award Implementation 
i. Applicants must begin project-level implementation within one year of having received 

an Implementation Grant, and funds may be disbursed over multiple years.  
ii. GGRF funding must be expended within five years of award notification. 

 
4. Outcomes 

i. Primary Objectives and Performance Criteria.  For each Performance Criterion, 
applicants must identify goals and metrics to assess those goals towards the 
achievement of Primary Objectives.  Each metric must include a timeline for monitoring 
and reporting throughout the project for a minimum of 5 years, in addition to any other 
reporting requirements (e.g., as required by the GGRF Funding Guidelines). 

ii. Reporting.  Applicants are responsible for fulfilling reporting requirements, which 
include financial, disadvantaged community benefits, and greenhouse gas reduction 
reporting annually.  Reporting includes estimates at project application and 
development and measured outcomes as project components are implemented.    

 

B. PLANNING GRANTS 
1. Planning Grants are intended to provide funding for those communities needing assistance in 

developing local plans, policies, partnerships or other efforts aligned with the Program. 
2. Eligible applicants include Cities, Counties, Metropolitan Planning Organizations, Joint Powers 

Authorities, Regional Transportation Planning Agencies, Councils of Governments, or 
combinations thereof. 
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3. The SGC welcomes proposals focused on undertaking a local planning effort aligned with the 
Primary Objectives and/or Performance Criteria of the Program, as well as the following: 

i. Be consistent with the State’s Planning Priorities, in summary below, and identified in 
Section 65041.1 of the Government Code.  These priorities are intended to promote 
equity, strengthen the economy, protect the environment, and promote public health 
and safety in the state, including urban, suburban, and rural communities.  

a. Promote infill development and equity by rehabilitating, maintaining and 
improving existing infrastructure. 

b. Protect, preserve and enhance environmental and agricultural lands and natural 
and recreational resources. 

c. Encourage location- and resource-efficient new development.  
ii. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, on as permanent a basis as is feasible, consistent 

with The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Division 25.5, section 38500 
et. seq. of the Health and Safety Code) and any applicable Regional Plan.  

iii. Connect state policies or programs, regional planning efforts, and local plans through 
coordination and collaboration.  

iv. Promote environmental, social and health equity. 
v. Apply State of California best practices for climate change vulnerability assessment, 

resilience planning, and adaptation to the effects of climate change on the proposed 
project.  

4. Applicants must submit a proposed budget and timeline. 
5. The SGC may prioritize proposals located within the most disadvantaged communities, as 

described in Section 39711 of the Health and Safety Code. 
6. The SGC may prioritize proposals from designees of Federal place-based initiatives, including the 

Promise Zone Initiative and the Strong Cities Strong Communities Initiative.  
7. The highest scoring applicants will be awarded Planning Grants. 
8. Planning Grant recipients may be prioritized for future Program funding, should funding be 

available, including funding from other GGRF programs. 
 

IV. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE & SUPPORT 
 
The SGC recognizes that the State’s most disadvantaged communities often lack the capacity and 
institutional resources to seek competitive grants, and may not be prepared to apply to the Program or 
to develop and implement transformative plans.   
 
We are committed to supporting applicants by offering ongoing outreach, support and technical 
assistance throughout all phases of the application process to achieve Program outcomes, including 
before and after the granting of funds. 
 
In addition to statewide outreach conducted by the SGC and partner organizations, grant recipients will 
be eligible for: 

 Technical Assistance:  The SGC and the California Environmental Protection Agency will partner 
with third party entities to offer assistance in assessing and integrating planning and 
implementation efforts, strengthening organizational capacity and developing project priorities. 

 Streamlined Application: SGC will provide a streamlined set of requirements to facilitate project 
integration and implementation. 
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 Financing:  The SGC will partner with other State agencies to coordinate access to financing 
vehicle(s) (e.g., loan loss reserve, infrastructure financing mechanisms) to attract and leverage 
additional capital to the extent possible. 

 











From: Sue Prelozni
To: Martin, Andrew
Cc: Sue Prelozni
Subject: Information for Sustainable Communities Strategy
Date: Monday, January 16, 2017 3:17:03 PM

Hello Andrew,
I received information and a request for feedback to SANDAG regarding the planning for
Sustainable Communities Strategy.  I apologize to be a day late.
I am not sure the proper protocol but would like to submit that the work of our organization,
Sustainable Surplus Exchange, Inc., be included in the planning.  We are a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
that takes corporate excess and turns it into community assets.
We have repurposed more than $2.5 million of still usable assets from 300 corporations, and
we have redistributed it to more than 400 local schools, nonprofits and start-up companies.  As
a result, we have diverted about 500,000 pounds of solid waste from the landfill.

Please let me know what information you need to help further this excellent opportunity for
San Diego communities.  Thank you!

Celebrate a New Year!!
Sue

Sue A Prelozni, MA

Founder, CEO
888.780.4416 - ext 4

                 
Turning Corporate Excess into Community Assets

www.SustainableSurplus.org  l   Watch our video

mailto:Andrew.Martin@sandag.org
mailto:Sue@sustainablesurplus.org
http://donatetosustainablesurplus.greenrope.com/Fundraising
http://www.sustainablesurplus.org/
http://www.nbcsandiego.com/video/#!/on-air/as-seen-on/Sustainable-Organization-Awarded-NBC-Grant/244418291


January 9, 2017 

SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800 · 
San Diego, CA 92101 

6\VIA 

Attention : Andrew Martin, Senior Regi,onal Planner (andrew.martin@sandag.org) 

Re: SANDAG NOP for Preparation of a Program EIR for San Diego Forward : The Regional Transportation 
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Dear Mr. Martin: 

The Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association (SWIA) is a non-profit organization dedicated to the education 
in and acquisition, preservation and restoration of wetlands throughout southern California and particularly in 
the Tijuana River watershed. SWIA was founded in 1979 and worked to establish the Tijuana Slough National 
Wildlife Refuge in 1980, the Tijuana River National Estuarine Research Reserve in 1982, the San Diego Bay 
National Wildlife Refuge in 1999, designation of, the Tijuana Estuary as a Wetland of International Importance 
under the Ramsar Convention in 2005 and a State Marine Conservation Area under the State Marine Life 
Protection Act in 2010. Historical losses of wetlands (particularly vegetated and shallow-subtidal types) have 
occurred from development, but climate change and sea level rise represent a significant additional threat. The 
SWIA staff does research on and supports planning that will substantially reduce climate change forces 
(especially GHG emissions) and land uses that allow for wetlands to be maintained or expanded. 

We provide the following comments on the NOP issued by SANDAG on November 14, 2016. The project is 
described as an update to the current 2050 RT.P/SCS, a plan that is primarily intended to implement the 
requirements of SB 375 whereby regional planning agencies identify implementable measures to reduce 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions - primarily through reducing passenger vehicle miles traveled and improving 
land uses. Because the current RTP/SCS was also prepared to update and incorporate the Regional 
Comprehensive Plan (RCP), the NOP should have described - and SANDAG must declare - whether this project 
also includes an update of the RCP component. 

This RTP is a required update to the previous (2015) RTP/SCS. SWIA and many other commenters considered 
that to be an inadequate plan to improve the region's transportation system network or to 
help guide land use changes that would significantly reduce the region's GHG emissions. Our comments are 
based on our participation in SANDAGs previous SB 375 efforts, state-level and other regional -level SB 375 
planning, and local climate action planning (CAP) efforts over the past decade. 

Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association • P.O. Box 575 • Imperial Beach. CA 9 1933 
tel. (619) 575-0550 • fax (619) 424-6420 • www.swia4earth.org 

Printed on recycled paper. 0 30% post-consumer waste. Printed with soy-based Ink. 
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As noted in the NOP, SB 375, and thus the RTP, has three primary goals: 
1. Using the regional transportation planning process to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 

passenger vehicles; 
2. Offering incentives under CEQA to encourage projects that are consistent with a SCS that achieves the 

GHG emission reductions; and 
3. Coordinating the Regional Housing Need Allocation process with the Regional Transportation Planning 

process while maintaining local authority over land use decisions. 

Preparing an RTP/SCS that achieves these goals is critical to the San Diego Region's continued quality of life and 
would contribute significantly to larger state, national and global GHG emission objectives. However, to do so 
the RTP must acknowledge and successfully overcome several misconceptions and fundamental flaws in the 
previous RTP/SCS (source information is provided at the end of this letter): 

1. SANDAG does not seem to acknowledge that building more general purpose freeway lanes is 
responsible for induced travel (particularly single-passenger vehicle) demand. One of the key reasons 
that many criticize SANDAG's current approach to transportation system network planning is its 
retention of general purpose lanes. Induced travel demand is not an "academic fallacy" as some have 
improperly asserted: building more roads just causes more drivers to use them. This knowledge is 
addressed in numerous studies and real-world assessments, including a widely cited 2015 UC Davis 
study that Caltrans has agreed was valid: more freeways do not solve traffic congestion and they lead to 
an increase in air pollution. Also, the next RTP/SCS needs to effectively integrate HOV lanes and 
"automated vehicles" (particularly freight trucks, which are expected to be implemented fairly soon and 
will need transfer stations to local delivery) into the peripheral (e.g., the cities') transportation 
networks/smart growth-TOO land uses. Failure to do so will translate into more traffic delays and air 
pollution. What we don't need is for SANDAG to continue to promote more freeways that haven't, and 
won't, solve our transportation problems. 

2. The next RTP/SCS could greatly improve the region's transit networks, while addressing needed local 
road/infrastructure repairs and improvements. San Diego's transit systems' (rail, bus, bike, walking) 
performance has substantial room for improvement. Increased funding for regional and local bikeways, 
safe (walking) routes are essential, but rail and rapid bus services can be greatly 
increased and improved. Recent studies have demonstrated that the San Diego metropolitan area's 
transit ridership is ranked 33rd of the top 75 largest metropolitan areas and our transit stations have 
among the worst rating in the state. Why is transit lagging? In large part, it seems that SANDAG has not 
given sufficient consideration- and funding - to leading-edge transit system improvements (one 
example is the Quickway approach that has been presented to SANDAG). Also, SANDAG could work 
more effectively with the local jurisdictions to coordinate the housing-jobs-transit mix. Transit works 
well in other US metropolitan areas; we need the next RTP/SCS to provide real leadership and utilization 
of new opportunities, and not to essentially rely on the historical approach to "improving" transit. 

3. The next RTP/SCS must better understand and plan for our population growth and demographics. For 
example, millennia Is, who are expected to dominate housing demand, are not as fixated on single family 
homes and vehicles as previous generations. A 2015 study by Freddie Mac found that millennia Is tend 
to favor rentals and denser housing. A study in the Journal of the American Planning Association (2015) 
found that millennia Is are driving less and tending to live in urban areas, lowering their need for 
cars. Southern California demographics show a trend favoring multi-family housing and higher-density 
housing that is close to transit and generally more affordable than single family homes. And, San Diego 
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is projected to locate about 80% of new residential growth within the existing developed urban areas, 
which is where transit works best. 

Regarding housing - and commercial/industrial- d~velopment, the RTP/SCS should identify policies, 
initiatives and incentives that will promote smart growth and seamless integrated transportation 
networks. The RTP/SCS should encourage/incentivize new developments that achieve net zero GHG 
emissions. For example, the recently announced Five Point Net Zero Newhall (Ranch) plan outlines how 
this 21,500-unit development will meet net zero emissions. The RTP/SCS approach should prioritize San 
Diego and California-based GHG reduction options (rather than outside CA options) where onsite 
measures are not fully-sufficient. 

SANDAG's update of its current RTP must recognize and address several significant changes in policies, plans and 
environmental conditions since that version was prepared. Among the most significant changes: 

1. The State of California passed and enacted SB 32, which establishes a requirement that the statewide 
GHG reduction be 40% below the 1990 baseline by 2030 (codifying Executive Order B-30-15). The RTP 
should demonstrate how the projects that SANDAG is specifically responsible for implementing will 
meet - or preferably exceed - that reduction level. 

2. The City of San Diego has a new, certified Climate Action Plan (CAP) that adopts the same GHG reduction 
target for 2030 as the State, ?nd establishes a goal of an 80% reduction from the 1990 baseline by 2050. 
Other cities' CAPs and the County of San Diego's CAP also have or call for similar GHG reduction 
targets/timelines. A key means to meet these targets will be for the region to adopt Community Choice 
Energy (CCE) and to prioritize local, distributed photovoltaic (PV) supply opportunities, not to promote 
and rely on mega PV facilities (e.g., desert solar). 

3. The City of San Diego is preparing its Community Planning Updates that will specify land uses and 
densities that must be addressed in the RTP (and EIR) . Other cities will, through their CAPs and General 
Plan Updates, specify land uses/densities that must be addressed in the RTP. Similarly, the County's 
CAP, which is currently in preparation and will be completed before the RTP, may identify opportunities 
and needs to changes to the RTP to allow the County to achieve its GHG reductions. 

4. The State of California 's climate policies and legislation establish clear guidance for regional planning 
agencies, counties and local governments that would complement the intent of international treaties 
and national policies to reduce GHG emissions. The RTP must, at the very least, fully contribute its "fair 
share" toward meeting those GHG emissio~ targets/requirements.To that end, SANDAG must have a 
clear accounting of current GHG emissions - from each sector/major emission component- and be able 
to monitor/account for any claimed reductions by the project and its mitigation measures. 

The RTP/SCS must clearly specify and identify how it will ensure: 
1. Timelines/milestones for the project elements and mitigation measures and how these will become 

binding and legally enforceable. 
2. Because the RTP/SCS involves or assumes many actions that are outside of SANDAG's authority (e.g., 

local land use decisions, economic development, etc.), it must clearly delineate how SANDAG and the 
local entities will ensure that the RTP/SCS goals, objectives, projects, and mitigation will be 
implemented. 

3. A number of news articles have documented that SANDAGs TransNet program has not generated the 
(sales tax) revenues that it projected - and are needed to fund RTP projects. SANDAG must provide a 
more realistic assessment of its proposed revenues and project costs. This is particularly important 
when identifying the priorities for RTP projects and mitigation. 
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4. SANDAG has resources/programs, including its Dashboard, for providing summaries of its 
projects/results. The RTP/SCS must establish monitoring methods for tracking each of its project actions 
as well as their GHG emission reductions. It must work with the cities and county to integrate GHG 
emission monitoring so that meaningful, consistentimplementation and enforcement mechanisms are 
established. The public should be able to access data and results of the RTP/SCS and not have to rely on 
annual or more infrequent formal reporting on the RTP/SCS by SANDAG. 

Resource Topics, Alternatives and Cumulative/Growth-Inducing Issues. The NOP does not state what will 
comprise the "range of reasonable alternatives" to the project nor what the "update" to the current RTP/SCS 
will encompass, and it is not possible to provide specific comments on potential alternatives and project 
impacts. The NOP presents a reasonable list of resource topics that will be analyzed in the EIR; many of these 
had significant, unavoidable impacts in the previous RTP/SCS (Aesthetics/Visual; Agriculture and Forestry; Air 
Quality; Biological Resources; Cultural and Paleontological Resources; Energy; Mineral Resources; GHGs 
(consistency with state goals); Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use; Noise and Vibration; Population and 
Housing; Public Services and Utilities; Transportation; and Water Supply). Based on the previous RTP/SCS 
process and EIR, the updated RTP/SCS could result tn many of the same significant, unavoidable (and not fully 
mitigated) impacts. 

Given that many cities and the County will have adopted rigorous CAPs (e.g., committing to state targets), the 
updated RTP/SCS will have to develop new alternatives that are consistent with those plans and presumed 
changed land uses, transportation and housing needs. For example, the previous RTP projected very little 
increase (about 3.5%) in total transit from 2012-2050, but as cities and the county become more dependent on 
density and transit to achieve GHG reductions, SANDAG must develop alternatives to its approaches and project 
list to better serve and provide incentives to local governments that will improve the jobs-housing
transportation balance. SANDAG must also substantially improve its assessment of and plan for utilization of 
reasonable technological improvements/innovations in transportation and transit . The likely introduction of 
self-driving freight trucks and cars, computer-assisted routing, and related advances must be part of the RTP. 

San Diego cannot effectively employ, house and transport an additional projected 1.3 million residents by 2050 
unless our thinking, planning and funding are based on the "real" facts and best available forecasts of our 
housing and driving trends. We need a new approach that prioritizes and funds our regional and local transit 
systems, not one that continues the past failed approach that relies on more freeways. 

Please include these comments into the administrative record for the RTP/SCS project and keep me informed of 
the process to update the RTP/SCS and prepare the EIR. . . 

Sincerely, 

Michael A. McCoy Bill Tippets 

President, SWIA Board Member, SWIA 
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Sources: 

Induced travel demand: 
http://www.sutp.org/files/contents/documents/resources/B Technicai
Documents/GIZ SUTP TD1 Demystifying-lnduced-travei-Demand EN.pdf 

UC Davis Study: http://www .dot.ca .gov /newtech/researchreports/reports/2015/10-12-2015-
NCST Brief lnducedTravel CS6 v3.pdf 

CityLab summary of CA DOT/UCD study: http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/11/californias-dot-admits
that-more-roads-mean-more-traffic/415245/ 

Young Americans driving less : http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/07 /the-clearest-explanation-yet-for
why-millennials-are-driving-less/398366/ 

Poor performance of San Diego's transit: 

Poor transit ridership rate: http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/how-your-citys-public-transit-stacks-up/ 
Poor transit stop performance (Co/trans rating) : http://nextlO.org/transitscorecard 

Housing trends: 
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/2013/may/01/demographics-california-san-housing/ 

Freddie Mac 2015 US overview with millennials favoring rentals and multifamily housing strong 
demands: http://www.freddiemac.com/multifamily/pdf/2015 outlook.pdf 

Net Zero Housing: http://www.netzeronewhall.com/the-latest/ 

Automated Vehicles 

Google driverless vehicle tests : https://waymo.com/ 

University of Michigan Mobility Transformation Center campus pilot program: http://www.mtc.umich.edu/test
facility 

Future of Automated Freight Trucking : https://www.wired.com/2015/05/worlds-first-self-driving-semi-truck
hits-road/ 

China Testing Automated Vehicles : https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602854/chinas-driverless-trucks-are
revving-their-engines/?set=602902 

TransNet Tax Revenue Shortfall: http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/politics/sandags-last-tax-hike-is
billions-short-and-measure-a-could-be-too/ 









Summary of Input Received at
December 4, 2017 Public Workshop 
on Potential Performance Measures

The following is a summary of the comments heard at the workshop hosted by SANDAG. Participants 
provided feedback on the potential transportation network performance measures for San Diego Forward: 
The 2019 Regional Plan. Input gathered at the workshop is important to develop effective performance 
measures to evaluate San Diego’s future regional transportation network. 

Comments are organized by the three Regional Plan goal areas. Input from the Spanish discussion table
has been summarized and translated into English, and complete notes from the facilitated Spanish 
discussion are on the last page. 

Healthy Environment & Communities

Include a health outcome metric to measure obesity, asthma, etc.
Consider looking at the unmet travel needs through the US Department of Transportation website.
Separate the average travel time metric by mode — do not combine all modes for the travel time metric.
Measure Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) within jurisdictions like how the jurisdictional Climate Action Plans
(CAP) measure VMT, e.g., for transit priority areas.
In relation to Key Question 9 (Is the region’s air quality improving?), consider how this measure affects the
public: how many people are impacted by asthma? By cancer? Similarly, how many people benefit from
improved air quality?
Regarding Key Question 9, can we proceed further than state legislation (Senate Bill 375) and measure health
outcomes/effects?
Support for a VMT Performance Measure.
Include a measure that addresses environmental justice and social equity.
Include more background information in the Regional Plan about how certain performance metrics are defined.
Key Question 7 (Does the transportation network support smart growth?) should measure distance by route
access, as opposed to an as-the-crow-flies view to recognize topography and other boundaries to access.
As we electrify, air quality should improve but public health is not necessarily being improved. Modify the key
questions so that they are broader than air quality and address more health outcome measures/effects
(asthma, obesity, cancer, etc.).
Support for continuing to evaluate the disproportionate impact of an investment on disadvantaged communities.
Data Collection: include self-tracking metrics. There is a lot of technology that allows the public to participate.
Use apps to continue to enhance the walkability assessments and incorporating that data into the process.
Set goals as standards for the metrics.
Work with other regional partners (Caltrans, County of San Diego Health and Human Services, for example) to
measure and monitor the plan.
Focus on the under-served communities that are more at risk.
Needs a new subsection called “Transportation Justice”.



Create a metric that looks at job creation, both in terms of direct jobs for infrastructure improvements and
indirect jobs resulting from infrastructure that enhances the economic vitality of a community, as opposed to job
access.
Include a metric that looks at accessibility of services and facilities for all.
Key Question 9 (Is the region’s air quality improving?): consider measuring at a regional level versus per capita.
Key Question 9 (Is the region’s air quality improving?): continue to monitor at a per capita level.
Commute mode share is a good metric to show actual use of facilities.
Add a question – Are we supporting a connected transportation network that preserves natural lands to support
the Multiple Species Conservation Program by means of the jurisdictions’ climate action plan?
Support for a smart growth metric that measures our regional jobs-housing balance.
Key Question 8 (Is access to jobs and key destinations improving for all communities?): Access implies met
needs, but what about the availability of transit?
Key Question 8 (Is access to jobs and key destinations improving for all communities?): Mileage, as opposed to
measuring travel times by minutes, is the better metric. Align Key Questions 7 (Does the transportation network
support smart growth?) and 8.
Measuring by minutes (travel time) and frequency are more quantifiable strategies. You shouldn’t have to check
the bus schedule.
Include a measure to assess the economic impact of transit centers.
General support for pollutant reduction measures and for the inclusion of VMTs as a performance measure.
Congestion is irrelevant, measure VMT reduction and GHG impacts instead.
Can people access their destinations by bike within five miles?
No matter the mode, would like to be able to get a quart of ice cream and back before it melts.
Measure senior access to healthcare. How long it would take for a patient to get to doctor’s appointment?
What percentage of people are carpooling?
How many people are not driving alone?
Measure the Jobs/Housing fit
Jobs and where people live is not static, suggesting that the measurements ought to reflect future employment
and housing areas.

o Another participant responded, saying how a bus system is adaptable to changing job centers and
housing needs since it is not on a fixed route.

o Building public transit for future development is unwise because there may not be sufficient incentives
to use public transit to warrant increased expenditure.

The draft performance measures do not consider the needs of different populations, particularly seniors and/or
retired. People have different travel patterns in different stages of life; retired people are not commuting, which
has an impact on the needs assessment of the transportation network. They have a choice to not travel at peak
periods.
Measurement that the transportation network meets housing and low-wage jobs; too time-consuming for low-
income individuals; difficult to getting to work.
Churches or other places of worship are difficult to access with the current public transit system, especially for
seniors. One participant gave an example illustrating how difficult it is to travel from North County to National
City to attend church using public transit.
Helpful to break into three groups (seniors, minority, low income) and by mode.
The facilitator clarified that the “parks and beaches” measure is not limited to Balboa Park or other destination
parks or beaches; it also can refer to neighborhood parks.
How is ridesharing (Uber/Lyft) being measured?
Land-use is changing; how is that being captured in the measures?



Suggestion that public transit should be more available for public schools.
Transit agencies and planners cannot design public transit around the needs of individual schools.
By learning from school district bus employees, MTS can create a more efficient bus system.
The Regional Plan should discard smart-growth as a measurement and instead opt for VMT reductions per
dollars spent as a useable metric.
Expand the category of education to include K-12 for Key Question 8.
Performance measures should relate to how well public transit is accessible to all geographies or places.
The performance measures should take into account safe routes to school.
Using the number of bus or transit stops as a metric for accessibility is insufficient; recommend that the
performance measures include bus miles traveled. The availability of bus stops is a viable metric only so long
as there is enough frequency to service the bus stops.
Include two separate sets of performance measures: one for urban areas and another for rural areas.  This is
necessary to capture drastically different mobility needs, standards, and goals in urban and rural areas.
Include sub-regional differentiation for performance measures, do a sub-regional analysis of air quality and
equity pertaining to air quality.
For Key Questions 9 and 10 (Is the region’s air quality improving? Are the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
reduced?), it was suggested to include a measurement of absolute emissions as opposed to emissions per
capita.
Want to see connectivity mentioned in the draft performance measures.
Include a metric for personal comfort for public transit.
Include a metric “How many people are within a half-mile of public transit with a bathroom available?”
Consider the number of assaults as a measure of safety.

Additional Comments

Address public health (specifically the Hepatitis A outbreak) at the transit stop/station level by addressing
cleanliness and the perception of safety.
There is no public transit in Carmel Valley, Rancho Bernardo, and many nearby communities west of Interstate
15 and north of the Interstate 8.
Support for emphasis on active transportation.
Building more bus routes and public transit for future development will cause increased ridership in the future
developed areas. People will not use public transit if they are not sufficiently incentivized to do so.
Hepatitis A outbreak and insufficient bathroom facilities are both barriers to transit. The participant was under
the impression that there were no plans for public restrooms for the Mid-Coast Trolley extension.
Clarification is needed on why 20 minutes was selected for the performance measure “percent of population
engaging more than 20 minutes of transportation-related physical activity” in Key Question 7 (Does the
transportation network support smart growth?).
Survey areas in which people are not taking public transit

o Where do they go? Which days? What times?
o Which bus could they take to commence their trip(s)?

Public transit should be more accessible to disabled persons and recommended that there be audio as well as
visual signs or indicators on public transit
Recommendation that Caltrans’ Right of Way (ROW) be used for tiny houses or other shelters for the
homeless.
For the definition of employment centers, Horton Plaza was once a vibrant center, but now is not as vibrant due
to Amazon. What effect will the decline in retail have on future land-use decisions and employment centers?



It’s interesting that the employment centers that are referenced in smart growth are those that exist today, but
not a plan for the future employment. City Heights does not have much access to jobs.
Cars traveling at 60 or 70 mph (fast speeds) are not conducive or hospitable to biking.
Consider incentives for businesses to incentivize transit use. The university model that includes a transit pass
within school tuition is a useful structure to address this item.
Consider partnerships to provide youth bus passes. Provide clean amenities at transit stations.
Homeless issue: Address safe bike connections between transit stations.
Consider facilities for homeless people.

Innovative Mobility & Planning

The question “Are transit times reduced?” doesn’t address whether there is adequate transit within a community
to connect them to the more transit saturated places.
There is interest in improving community connections to the transit systems. For example, Rancho Bernardo
has a new community college opening and community members have expressed concern over not having
transit support for the influx of people. This goes beyond looking at the question “how long does it take to get
there?”
The travel times metric is important, and we do need to take it into account.
Consider comparative travel times (transit vs. car).
Something that may also be valuable is distance. Are people making shorter trips via transit? Longer trips?
There is often a greater distance to serve in San Diego in terms of origins and destinations. The physical
locations of destinations are very dispersed. Public transportation requires lots of intermediate stops, which
contributes to making it slower than automobiles. Dispersed origins and destinations also make it hard to
synthesize the system. Once we see distances reduced (e.g., distance from work to home) the system can
become stronger. This could be a side metric related to trip times.
For public transit to work, it must be convenient, quick, and cheap. A North County resident who uses the
COASTER has found the COASTER doesn’t’ meet any of those three criteria. Light rail might help if it went
past UCSD up to Oceanside.
Funding and costs of doing projects is an issue that was not in the performance measures.
“Are travel times reduced?” is not a good question, because it could be looking at a reduction as small as a
minute or two. This member would rather know if times across the board of biking/driving/transit have been
made similar enough to help people make decisions across modes. This measure should be about ensuring all
modes take the same amount of time to get from one place to another – and then it is just up to the user to
weigh the decision of paying the gas/parking/transit fare. “Reduced” travel times doesn’t seem like a tangible
goal to this member. So, for example – a question here could be “Are travel times the same across all modes?”
or “Can travel times be reduced significantly (e.g., by 20 minutes, 30 minutes)?”
The Community-Based Organizations partnering with SANDAG have had discussions of wanting to expand the
safety performance measures to include public safety on transit. Don’t just measure vehicle crashes/fatalities
types of safety, include public safety at transit stops, rates of crime/violence/ etc. at transportation hubs.
In response to “Are more people walking/biking/sharing rides?”, a group member noted that carpooling had not
come up in the conversation, and suggested that this was an indicator that the group was more interested in
walking and biking than ridesharing.
Walking, biking, and transit are usually the modes that are connected to each other. Performance measures
should address reducing single-occupancy vehicles, but prioritize walking/biking/transit first, and then measure
carpooling separately, as a different measure of reducing single-occupancy vehicle use.



How the measures were weighted – reducing VMT and increasing bike/walk transit important, so it is important
to know that these are weighted appropriately and weigh into decision making process. SANDAG staff
responded that the measures are not currently weighted.
Safety should be measured beyond just crashes – periodic surveys of users would help with input into the
feeling of safety since it isn’t as tangible of a measure.
In terms of the “Is the current transportation system being maintained?” measure – all the questions seem to be
focused in the moment and less on the future. Would like to see “Are new communities being served?/Are we
expanding adequately?/Are we studying population density and connecting growing populations to existing
lines?” as examples of forward looking measures.
Measure expansion, not just maintenance. The Mid-City Centerline took 35 years – at some point it had to be
identified that City Heights was a big enough community to need a transit line. The Regional Plan should be
looking at how the communities have changed and their future needs. For example, Pacific Beach has a very
driving-based culture currently, but will they want to take more transit in the future?
Do routes adequately connect people from where they live to where they work?
Concern about the park and rides – whether it be for bikes, cars, etc. there is a need for more park and rides.
This will reduce traffic. Should be well lit with surveillance cameras; bathrooms would be nice. The theme of
safety and unsafe pickup areas was reiterated in relation to park and rides.
Mobility choices should also include complete streets – such as measuring how many new streets being
developed are utilizing complete streets ideas. SANDAG staff suggested this being phrased as a measure
accounting for how miles of complete streets are being built, and the member agreed.
Land uses have changed over time, and people are moving outwards because of affordability. People are
leaving the urban core. People are further from their destinations right now, so it’s a struggle to reduce travel
time, but getting people from outlying areas that aren’t used to transit onto transit should be looked at in
performance measures. There has to be a look at what connections are available in the outer lying areas.
Land use planning and housing should be done by SANDAG. A performance measure should look at mode
share and use – if something’s too dangerous, it won’t be used. Does the safety change behavior? Does it
encourage a community that biking/walking is safe enough to do? Simply saying a street is designed to be safe
may not change the community’s perception or actions.
Safety is a perception issue – if transit is busy, it will be safer.
The new requirement from AB 805 – that there be a strategy for increasing mode shift to transit - was not
imposed on any prior Regional Plan. This should be recognized explicitly in the performance measures as it is
imposed by law. This should be separate from the other performance measures.
Telecommuting should have its own performance measure outside of the travel time measure.
Separate travel time reduction into more questions. There should be a question like “Is time on transit
reduced?” It could be easy for car data to dominate the travel times data; separate out by mode.
Regarding “Is the current transportation system being maintained?”, participant didn’t like using percent of
investments as a measure. Putting money into something doesn’t mean it’s being successfully maintained.
In looking at Key Questions 2 and 3 (Are more people walking, biking, using transit, and sharing rides? Is the
transportation system safer?), an important step is to build out the Regional Bike Network committed to through
the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program. “Miles of facilities built” could be a measure.
Take measures from bike plans of the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, etc., and ask if the Regional
Plan is supporting the approved bicycle goals and plans from other jurisdictions. “Accounting of progress
towards local bike plans” could be a measure.
The City of San Diego’s Climate Action Plan has a mode share commitment, so it would be good to measure if
this is reflected by the Regional Plan.
It was noted the measures had no specifics about seniors or their transportation needs. SANDAG might want to
consider a specific question/measure around this.



Interest in looking at needs of those with disabilities, children, and caregivers of any of these groups.
Clarification on “Is the current transportation system being maintained?” was asked for – is this maintaining the
system the way it is now, or is it considering ways that the system may be changed, which might entail not
investing in maintaining certain aspects of the system? What is needed is a more itemized look at where money
is going, such as how many roads are continuing to be maintained.
A lot of transit is not accessible as it requires having to walk a long way and cross streets, etc. Would like to
have a metric which takes the major destinations of the region, and measures how many are accessible by
transit within a quarter mile.
Comment building off access for elders – look at access for children. Many parents take their kids to school
during the days which increases traffic. Look at trends of current society – e.g., removing school busses – as
areas to address.
In looking at shared systems and how to encourage biking, it was suggested that transit be moved off the
ground by skyways/gondolas and other new transportation methods. These are quiet, low pollution emitters.
Measures should not just look at fatalities but at what kinds of incentives would get people out of cars. For
example, someone could survey school children to see what would get them excited about using transit. There
should be a focus not just on those already using the system but also those interested but not using it yet.
An interest in looking at shifts in health data was expressed - shifts in health indicators might help show that
more people are using active transportation over time.
The word “independence” was suggested for use in a question addressing serving seniors/disabled
passengers/youth - using transit independently underlies the needs of all of these groups - “Independent
mobility for all populations”.
How many employers are offering transit perks that are equivalent to the more common free parking perks?
Some employers are incentivizing transit use in this way. This would entail a survey of major employers to find
out how many would be willing to make the switch to incentivizing transit. Free parking spaces are an incentive
to drive currently. Want a metric that that tracks transit incentives and participation.
Key Question 3 (“Is the transportation system safer?”): there should be a measure concerning safety on transit
and at stops, how safe people feel using transit as well as monitoring incidents around transit stops.
Break car and non-car related modes out in Key Question 2: Are more people walking, biking, using transit, and
sharing rides?
Suggested new measure: “Is the existing system/future system accommodating to bicycles?” Asking if more
people are biking doesn’t necessarily answer if the system is accommodating to biking. Look at miles of
bikeway being built.
The existing travel times measure doesn’t measure “transit frequencies” Every route should be measured for
frequency under different scenarios and the frequencies could be averaged by network as a performance
measure to determine which scenario provides the highest levels of transit service.
Reduce VMT to reduce congestion and greenhouse gas emissions – VMT is the most significant measurement
of all proposed measures.
Do not lose sight of “level of service” metric (wait times/delay).
Last mile - what’s a good metric?

o 1 mile walk doesn’t consider topography of the walk.
o Incorporate metrics such as percent of investments used on complete streets, especially walking

improvements such as cross-walks near transit stations to facilitate access from transit stations to
nearby destinations.

Existing draft of performance measure references half mile, but quarter mile is a better measure for seniors,
disabled, and business people.
Support stabilizing climate at livable level.



How are these projects being equitably distributed? Historically certain communities have been continuously
negatively impacted by projects. How can we measure that equity of distribution of positive/negative impacts?
(Potentially broaden Key Question 4 (Is the current transportation system being maintained? to include
disadvantaged communities and distribution of transportation investments) – e.g., percent of overall investment
bringing new or improved transit services to disadvantaged communities?
Prioritize safety with your metrics, including perceived safety.
SANDAG needs further demographic study on transit usage (Mid-Coast Trolley) - transit serves different
demographics (workforce, business, students, seniors). How will various modes be used by different
demographics (who rides transit and for what purpose)? Incorporate a greater demographic breakdown into the
transit usage performance measures.
Look at VMT over time and cumulatively.

o Road use cost - don’t make it a regressive tax (tax on the poor).
Include a metric on the distribution of average daily trips among all travel modes
Are there measurements for people with disabilities? (Is the model capable of that level of detail?)
Change Key Question 1 “Are travel times reduced?” to “How are travel times impacted?” (more open-ended
questions, less yes/no questions)
Ensure that Transit Oriented Development (TOD) efforts include lower-income, not just focused on high income
business class. How can we measure if equity is built into these measures?

o Where are people going regularly (by demographic?) - and is the network serving them well, is it
prioritizing certain trips? (similar to Key Question 8. Not just how close to destinations, but how well are
those destinations/areas served - measure not just by car. Multimodal measurements (e.g., average
travel time for disadvantaged communities versus non-disadvantaged communities)

Is the transit system safe? Measure perception of safety (sexual assault); Add metric related to percent of
investments that go toward safety (e.g., amenities that provide safety such as lighting, sidewalks, access to the
transit station from nearby streets)
Measure access - if transit exists and serves an area, is it accessible (e.g., Oceanside platform very long, hard
for seniors and disable to walk to) - number of seniors and disabled in the service catchment area and how
many actually use it as a measure?
How is the model incorporating disruptive and future technologies (automated vehicles, connected vehicles,
electric vehicles)? Are the performance measures capturing these investments?
Peak travel time doesn’t capture commuters in the off-peak. How are they affected (often low-income)? Equity
issue.
Modal measures are broken down by demographics (is this a choice or a necessity?)
Disaggregate SANDAG travel maps that show percent of population that can access certain locations within
certain timeframes - don’t include public transit with cars on the maps, otherwise, the timeframes are too
optimistic. Separate out the modes of transportation.
Interest in expanding transit accessibility measures where transit does not already exist, such as North County.
Separate metrics measuring travels by specific modes, i.e., public transit, private vehicle, active transport etc.

Additional Comments

Traffic circles reduce congestion, climate impact. Incorporate more traffic circles into the plan.
Travel time - better coordination of schedules; size of buses (articulated buses)
Concern that SANDAG doesn’t listen to feedback
The transit system is too focused on commuters (work), but not enough to serve everyone (connecting to other
community uses e.g., discretionary trips)



Those who would voluntarily use public transit are discouraged to do so because it takes so long. Transit often
takes more than twice as long as it would to drive. This makes it hard to encourage someone to get out of their
car and start taking transit.
The last mile is often a barrier. For example, it is helpful to get on Rapid services to get to major destinations
more quickly, but there is need for innovation around the last mile and to incorporate more individualized type
methods for the last mile (e.g., an Uber waiting station at a major transit stop). This would require parking at
those areas, etc., depending on solutions being employed.
Transit would be a more attractive option if it were more readily available. The Mid-City Centerline project took
35 years – the length of time it takes to get a project developed can be a concern in how quickly something that
is planned becomes available to the community.
Don’t have a Rapid stop at a transit center in the center of a freeway with no connections – why not continue to
have buses/trolleys/etc. connect to this location to help people navigate the last mile?
How are organizations and cities using strategies to lower car use? The Mid-City push to get free bus passes
for high schoolers was cited as an example to consider. Ideas like this can switch the norm to get kids excited
about getting a free bus pass at a certain age instead of a car. Strategies to change these mentalities are
needed.
The Rapid routes were praised as an example of reducing travel times into downtown significantly
Having more biking/walking facilities alongside transit was suggested. This would help community health and
environment as well.
Provide shuttles or routes like the SuperLoop to pick up riders alongside transit to help solve last mile issues.
SANDAG was sued for a RTP 10 years ago, at which time a group from the outside came to San Diego to try to
analyze the transit system. That’s the last time outside folks came in. The urban area transportation strategy
that came up then has not been implemented by SANDAG.
The City of San Diego Climate Action Plan calls for 50 percent mode share. How do we get there in the next 10
-15 years? Currently, use is under 10 percent for modes other than driving. A concept that experts came up
with is that the urban core be an area which corridors feed into efficiently/effectively/affordably. Within the urban
core you shouldn’t need a car – that’s doable within 10 years in the budget that exists if it’s a priority. Likes the
idea of getting away from the idea of congestion relief, and suggested the goal should be to reduce VMT. Train
travel is 17 times safer than car travel. Bus travel is safer, as well. Safety has to do with getting people out of
cars.
The Transit Optimization Plan from MTS will take away transit access for lots of people.
Outside of youth, adults who are habituated to driving also need to learn to think of using transit differently.
Looking at this might include asking: What are companies doing to incentivize employees to use transit? Are
there innovative ideas that can be used? Are they letting people work at home?
Outside agencies should participate in modeling, as well as SANDAG, staff to allow for diverse perspective
when it comes to modeling.
Many children in communities of color are undercounted in census data. Staff could emphasize the importance
of the census while outreach is happening around the Regional Plan.
MTS optimization plan - travel times measured by bus stop A to B; MTS eliminated stops near health centers
(like Walgreens). Reducing the number of stops along a route means additional time needed for transfers and
walking - incorporate that into ‘travel time’ metric calculation. Also incorporate “waiting time” for transfers and
headways.
What investment have we made in the Regional Plan? Can we be flexible with projects as technology evolves?
Work to improve frequency of COASTER (double track and electrify the entire corridor).

o Move money from widening I-5 to improving frequencies and speeds on the COASTER.
Are we looking at private parking lots for transit usage, not just formal Park & Ride lots? How do we know
where everyone is coming from?



Have a transparent process for improving modeling - what are performance measures, how will they be
measured, and how does the model work? How do we know that the modeling issues were fixed?
Implement congestion pricing to reduce VMT, similar to other countries, and improve the way we pay for
parking and use roads.
Central to idea of innovative planning - where do SANDAG’s unconstrained projects come from? Are other
projects being frozen out? This process locks out new, innovative projects (like new network designs).
Gondola/skyway system to help with beach traffic in the summer time (across the San Diego river to Pacific
Beach, etc.) - innovative ways to address congestion to and from coastal areas
How does the regional planning effort interact with other planning efforts (like Vision Zero)?
Regional Plan outreach workshop is not engaging across all communities (not accessible to low income,
minorities) - public participation process.
Using transit officers as outreach opportunity to homeless people.
Create better pedestrian access to stations (look at Seattle and Portland - creating pedestrian and bike bridges
not used by cars. Creating safe spaces for non-motorized traffic).

Vibrant Economy

SANDAG should analyze the percentage of transit trips to the airport.
The Regional Plan should measure access to jobs, delivery, and freight and determine if transportation
investments provide access.
SANDAG should work with businesses to determine how many employees use transit for the commute and the
workforce’s ability to get to work.
Truck travel times will become more important as more goods are delivered directly to homes rather than retail.
Partnerships should be formed with businesses to provide transit passes for employees. A metric for
consideration could be the number of partnerships formed.
Access to jobs within a community should be measured, and the current questions do not address this. Smart
growth housing is being built, but where will new residents work? Investments are made in these communities,
but there is no incentive for jobs to locate near housing.  Vibrant communities are places where people can live,
work, and play.
SANDAG should study where people live and where they work. Apps can determine where people are commuting
by bike and point out “hot spots” which show riders where the safest route occurs.  This could be expanded to
cars as well.
Quantifying an individual’s transportation on transit can be difficult. Coordination between agencies is needed.
Companies like FedEx and UPS can track packages very well and school districts can reroute buses when
needed. Delivery companies are always finding ways to ship cheaper and faster, so a conversation with them
would be helpful.
Transportation investments improve the economy, but what metric is being used, who’s benefits are assessed,
and what does “reliable” transit mean? Suggest looking at overall effectiveness. Measuring congestion should be
replaced by reducing vehicle miles traveled.
Add metrics based on generational use of transit.
The “first mile/last mile” relating to origins and destinations not served by transit often are not measured, but
should be.
Track the economic development around transit hubs.
Support for percent of income metric
Metric on different levels of jobs such as minimum salary.
Goal metric or target to different level of employment types or rather higher salaries.



Number of employers that incentivize mass transit.
Would be interesting to see the trend lines relating to these metrics.
Would like to see travel times to and from Mexico.
In general, would agree with Key Question 5: Do the transportation investments help to improve the regional
economy?
Reliability is a key metric, especially as it relates to transit.
Why are we measuring “percent of VMT” and not simply “VMT”?
Support for these metrics being quantified by goal targets.
For truck travel time reliability, include other freight modes (i.e., rail, air, water etc.).
Suggestion to define the Performance Metric better.
Driverless car, bullet train other technologies that people have to navigate and cross to get to their destination.
One idea is to bury them underground. People know not to cross freeways, but not the same for rail/mass
transit.
Consider how to evaluate job creation
Could look at the federal grant program, New Starts. Would be interesting to compare how many people who
move or move businesses to San Diego versus those that move out of the region.
Single Occupancy Vehicle versus Transit Autonomous Vehicle Use.
Include jobs in the Vibrant Economy goal area, in addition to Healthy Environment and Communities goal area.
The Jobs metric in the Healthy Environment and Communities goal area, still do not have number of jobs, types
of jobs, income level, etc.
Key Question 5 (Do the transportation investments help to improve the regional economy?) seems like a yes/no
question. Not very telling as written. Would like to know how the planned projects have impacted the local
economy. Rancho Bernardo Transit, George Cook Parkway. It would be good to go there and see if that transit
improvement helped the community.
Questions the Travel Time Reliability Performance Measure regarding new legislation. Presumes freight by
truck is most important, but that may not be the case in our region, should include other freight modes.
Take into consideration negative health impacts as costs to different vehicle use, freight trucks etc.
Look at amount of each dollar spent that stays in the region versus portion that leaves the region.
Cost of transportation as a percentage of family income.
Cost of housing as percentage of family income. Especially now that SANDAG has to work with housing.
Many of the requests fall into the Cost-Benefit ratio. Perhaps breaking that apart to see the relative impact on
different planning aspects (air quality, housing, jobs, etc.)
Question on how much importance will be given to the federal Performance Measures?
How do we define a transportation investment? Versus a transportation improvement?

o Investment is a bigger picture
o Improvement is slight bettering

Suggest updating Key Question 6 “Are the relative costs of transportation changing similarly for all
communities?” to ”Are the relative costs of transportation changing equitably for all communities?”
General confusion as to how a regional economy would be measured.
Interest in breaking down costs of transportation on a smaller scale, such as by type of transit, rather than as
one general classification.
Not enough electrified transit options.



Additional Comments

Studies find that the speed by which a company manufactures goods and gets them to consumers is more
important than cost. Companies are going to vendors for speed, rather than cost, so we need to help communities
get industry into their areas by providing a transportation system that can move goods out.
Car ownership and transportation has a cost. Communities without cars need to be served by public transit. Fares
can have an impact on disadvantaged residents for those who rely on transit.
SANDAG should consider the global implications of the Regional Plan. On the Mexican border, we can only
control one side, and with improvements to San Ysidro and Otay Mesa entry points and the Port of San Diego,
products will continue coming over the border. Goods movement is limited by inefficient transportation systems,
so integration is needed. Political components also play a role in places like Barrio Logan. The maritime industry
provides higher paying jobs, so the without shipyards, the alternative may be lower-paying jobs.
San Diego Bay has been classified for mineral resources.  To promote the economic development, mining the
Bay and tidelands reclamation would maximize a resource in San Diego. Could also provide new underground
spaces for transit to the Airport.  SANDAG and the Airport should discuss using money from the Airport on off-
site transportation improvements.
Underserved communities and immigrant communities should receive transit subsidies while attending school
and bettering their lives.  Access to jobs can sometimes mean going to places like Sorrento Valley, where Coaster
passes are even more expensive.  Refugees should receive subsidized transit fare for five years to help with
school or work.
Communities overburdened by transportation costs should not see a similar increase in transportation costs as
other areas.
Safe Routes to School programs should be expanded to adults.  Costs of Rapid buses or transportation to
Sorrento Valley can be expensive for minimum wage workers.
SANDAG should determine where transit bottlenecks occur, causing riders to be late.  The lack of reliability in
the transit system causes a time penalty for those who use it to commute. Excessive transfers also are an issue.
The transit system does not run 24/7 making it unreliable for employees who do not work traditional hours.
The SPRINTER and COASTER need to be double-tracked, electrified, and have more frequent service. Inviting
more people to use transit will make it work. Shuttle systems from transit to employment areas have been
successful in other areas.
Residents without smartphones may not have information about transit. Bus stops do not identify where the bus
is going and it can be difficult to know the exact stop near a destination.  Map consolidation and new apps can
help.
The green initiatives are not discussed. Idea that economies grow when people think green, green
jobs/employment and affect transportation/transit.
Link transit hubs to what is there now so the rider knows where they are arriving.
Job and housing balance, example of people commuting from south bay to Sorrento valley

o What can cities do to get jobs that people are commuting to out of the jurisdiction?
Millennial generation does not want to drive. Health and quality of life improve when not driving. An improved
transit system can attract talented Millennials. Improvements to transit in New York, San Francisco, and Portland
including safety for bike riders and sustainable transit is working.
What goods are being transported via rail, shipping, and other freight modes? How much comes from out of
state versus from within the region?
Externalities (air quality) and operating expenses are less with Electric Vehicles (EV). Supporting EVs helps
reduce transportation costs, environmental costs, costs of living.
Some facilities don’t allow for pedestrian crossing-- lack of sidewalks, unsafe therefore people are forced to use
vehicle or transit.



Resumen de los comentarios obtenidos el 4 de diciembre de 2017
Taller Público sobre Medidas de Rendimiento Potenciales

A continuación se encuentra un resumen de los comentarios que escuchamos en el taller que SANDAG 
organizó. Los participantes comentaron sobre las posibles medidas de rendimiento de la red de transporte 
para San Diego Forward: El Plan Regional 2019. La información que se obtuvo en el taller es importante 
para el desarrollo de medidas de rendimiento efectivas para evaluar las futuras redes de transporte 
regional de San Diego. 

Medio ambiente y comunidades saludables

¿Apoya la red de transporte al crecimiento inteligente?
o Sugieren una métrica que incluya a los niños que caminan a la escuela
o También sugieren separar a los de mayor edad que tienen que viajar (al doctor etc.), que

necesitan esperar a los autobuses
o Ejemplo de City Heights: es muy difícil para que los estudiantes lleguen a la escuela

Métricas específicas sobre los jóvenes que usan autobús para llegar a la escuela
Medida enfocada en gente que usa transporte público pero que no es parte de la fuerza
laboral

Dieron un ejemplo de estudiantes de National City que viajan a City College en
vez de Southwestern porque no hay modos de transporte seguros en dirección a
Southwestern

Métrica enfocada en acceso al transporte para gente con discapacidades
Se sugirió separar la distancia recorrida en promedio por tipo de transporte
Pregunta sobre cómo se usarán las métricas para comparar impactos regionalmente. El
norte del condado no tiene iguales tipos de transporte público. Si el uso de transporte
público es menos en el norte, ¿cómo se van a poder aplicar las métricas en los dos?

¿Está mejorando el acceso a empleos y destinos principales para todas las comunidades?
o Sugieren que se diferencie entre cada tipo o modo de transporte (porcentaje de la población a 30

minutos del trabajo y centros de educación superior)
Sugieren separar el transporte no motorizado, sin incluir viajes compartidos en auto

¿Está mejorando el acceso a empleos y destinos principales para todas las comunidades?
o Creen que esta métrica es importante
o Hay demoras para cruzar la frontera de norte a sur. El tráfico causado por la fuerza laboral de

Tijuana que trabaja en San Diego dificulta que el público general tenga acceso a viajes con tiempo
razonable en dirección a Tijuana

o Sugieren que las métricas midan más como las bicicletas agregan o ayudan al transporte no
motorizado (tiempo, rutas etc.)

¿Está mejorando la calidad del aire en la región?
o Todos creen que es importante porque hay más enfermedades causadas por la calidad del aire
o Si esto va a ser considerado, quieren que el enfoque sea no solo en medir la calidad del aire en

general, pero también en comunidades con menos apoyo



o ¿Cómo se puede medir la calidad del aire en comunidades que tienen peor aire? Si lo combinan
todo o lo miden en área general, no representará bien a las áreas con más problemas de salud.

o CalEnviroScreen ayuda a identificar comunidades más afectadas por la calidad del aire
Sugieren una métrica que separe las rutas de carga de los otros transportes y monitorear
los camiones de carga que no se trasladan en rutas designadas para camiones

¿Están disminuyendo las emisiones de gas de efecto invernadero?
o Sugieren medir emisiones a lo bruto, no per cápita
o Preguntan si se analiza cómo la frontera y la espera en la frontera afecta a la gente por el smog
o ¿Cómo se va a medir la salud pública de la gente que vive junto a una autopista?

Movilidad innovadora y planificación

¿Disminuyen los tiempos de viaje?
Ejemplo: National City está localizado centralmente y tiene mucho acceso a transporte público y
autopistas. La información sobre los tiempos de viaje lo tienen en línea, y el tiempo está estabilizado.
¿Cómo van a comparar de aquí al 2050 (modelar etc.)?
Opinan que esta pregunta depende de los proyectos. Creen que esta pregunta es redundante.
Sugieren: ¿Cómo quieren ver la ciudad en el futuro?
El tiempo viajado depende de las otras preguntas
Es importante diferenciar entre los diferentes medios de transporte. Es más importante enfocarnos en los
medios de transportación pública
No hay rutas donde viven las personas que no tienen bicicleta, no todos tienen modos de transporte
Sugieren que se incluya si las rutas van a dar servicio donde no hay. ¿Cómo se agregarán servicios?
Agregar algo relacionado con: competencia cultural
La primera pregunta es importante
En hora pico es más difícil disminuir el tiempo. Saben de las propuestas de nuevos caminos con cuota
¿Hay más personas trasladándose a pie, en bicicleta, usando el transporte público y compartiendo el
viaje?
Se debe separar los viajes compartidos de los transportes no motorizados. Es mejor para el medio
ambiente el transporte no motorizado, y viajes compartidos no lo son. Si se combina, esto no es
representante de lo positivo que hace un modo de transportación y el daño que causa el otro
¿Es más seguro el sistema de transporte?
Tenían gran interés en accesibilidad para personas que no tienen acceso, en específico gente con
discapacidades. Quieren que la métrica incluya la seguridad de esta gente
Sugieren ver lo que hacen las ciudades que tienen infraestructura para ayudar con acceso
Las estaciones de transporte público no son seguras, ¿cómo van a medir si no están cambiando o
midiendo los factores que afectan la seguridad y la equidad de transporte?
¿Recibe el sistema de transporte actual el mantenimiento adecuado?
Quieren diferenciar entre cada tipo o medio de transporte porque tienen diferente peso
¿Cómo vamos a reflejar la tecnología inteligente, automóviles independientes, etc.?
Las medidas están bien, pero quieren ver más sobre equidad.



Los choferes no quieren hablar con los que no hablan bien el inglés, o los hacen sentir avergonzados por
su falta de lenguaje. Esto causa que los que necesitan usar el medio de transporte no lo hagan
Quieren más educación de los choferes en diversidad cultural
Los Trolleys no son seguros, hay peleas, o hay situaciones que cambian la imagen de uso
Entre más gente usa el transporte público, más seguro se hace
Hay vías alternas de emergencia señalizadas en áreas como en La Jolla, pero no hay ese tipo de
información en otras áreas de San Diego. Eso es importante para la seguridad.

Economía vibrante

¿Ayudan las inversiones en transporte a mejorar la economía de la región?
La métrica sobre el porcentaje de ingresos gastado en transporte es muy importante porque ayuda a las
personas de bajo recursos
Pedido de clarificación ¿Cómo se mide costo-beneficio en transporte?
¿Se va a medir el impacto de construcción o el impacto en el medioambiente? Ejemplo: hay muchos
arroyos en National City. Están construyendo cerca de los arroyos. ¿Dónde se va a medir el impacto?
¿Cómo se va a medir el costo al ambiente y en la tierra con todo el desarrollo?
Hay muchas preguntas sobre cómo se va a modelar, pero no hay mucha información sobre el modelo.
¿Cuál es el peso o la ponderación que se va a dar a cada variable o parte de la métrica de costo-
beneficio?
¿Cuál es la “economía” de la región?
¿Están cambiando de forma similar los gastos relativos de transporte para todas las comunidades?
Sugieren que se incluya una métrica sobre el impacto ambiental (¿incluir en el EIR?)
Sugieren una métrica sobre el impacto económico
¿Cómo se distribuirán los fondos con equidad? ¿Cómo reciben fondos las comunidades diferentes? ¿Con
cuál métrica se decide?
Si no está claramente dicho, ¿cómo van a poder ver o mantener en seguimiento
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Promover intercambio de trabajos iguales o similares dependiendo del area donde vivimos para reducir el millaje de los vehiculos y la polucion.  Promote equal or similar job 
sharing opportunities based upon the area where we live to reduce vehicle mileage and pollution.
El precio del autobus esta muy alto, demasiado alto para City Heights, una comunidad de bajos recursos. Bajen los precios por favor. The bus fares are very high, too high for City 
Heights, a low-income community. Please lower bus fares. 
It was a wonderful workshop.  I don't speak Spanish but I am trying to make sense out of the questionnaire. 





















































































Circulate San Diego
1111 6th Avenue, Suite 402

San Diego, CA 92101
Tel: 619-544-9255
Fax: 619-531-9255

        www.circulatesd.org

Creating excellent mobility choices and vibrant, healthy communities. 
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San Diego Forward: The 2019-2050 Regional Plan – Network Concepts 
October 12, 2018, Input from SANDAG Board of Directors Workshop 

As part of the San Diego Forward The 2019-2050 Regional Plan (2019 Regional Plan) development process, 
the Board of Directors directed staff to develop distinct transportation networks that focus on congestion 
relief, reduced delay, and sustainability goals—specifically, California Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) 
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) reduction targets. To start the conversation, staff developed three distinct 
network concepts and evaluated how these different combinations of projects, programs, and policies would 
perform. These network concepts were developed to generate discussion and are not intended as network 
scenarios to be selected for the 2019 Regional Plan. On October 12, 2018, the Board of Directors participated 
in a workshop and provided input on projects included in the concepts and on policies, programs, and 
technologies that could be emphasized in the draft transportation networks that will be developed  
this winter. 

Board members were seated at three tables (blue, green, and yellow) and provided feedback about three 
discussion questions:  

1. What components of the network concepts are most important for inclusion in the draft network
scenarios to be developed for review this winter?

2. What program and technology investments should be considered in the 2019 Regional Plan?

3. What potential policies should be considered in the 2019 Regional Plan?

A number of themes were heard at the Board workshop discussion tables: 

• The need for improved mobility throughout the region and to job centers and key destinations.

• Managing the transportation system better to improve efficiency and best use our existing and future
infrastructure, through technology options such as smart signals, infrastructure to support connected and
automated vehicles, and active transportation management.

• Transit: input was received about the need for infrastructure investments to improve and expand transit
options in the region including additional COASTER, Rapid, and Trolley routes and service. Some
participants noted support for the Purple Line as a Trolley, while others noted the flexibility that Rapid
services can provide in adjusting to future population growth and changing technologies. Some stated
concerns that a large amount of funding is spent on transit to move a small percent of people.

• Highways: many comments noted the need to improve travel on several highway corridors including the
northern and southern portions of Interstates 5 (I-5) and 15 and State Routes (SR) 52, 67, 78, and 94.

Detailed notes from the Board workshop discussion tables are included in subsequent pages of 
this document. 
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Policy, Program, and Technology Dot Exercise 

Board members were asked to provide input on policies, programs, and technologies to emphasize in draft 
network scenarios developed later this winter. Board members received 12 green dots to indicate areas that 
should be emphasized and 2 yellow dots to indicate areas where they had the most caution regarding a 
strategy (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Dot Exercise Results 
MOBILITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS Green Dots Yellow Dots 
Vanpool and carpool programs 3 13 
Shared Mobility and Mobility Hubs 19 0 
Enhanced Electric Vehicle (EV) charging program 21 0 
FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES 

Connected Infrastructure 22 1 
Active Transportation Management 31 0 
Smart City initiatives (Smart Signals) 41 0 
POTENTIAL POLICIES 

Apply Congestion Pricing on all Managed Lanes 17 0 
Tolling on all Managed Lanes 15 6 
Mileage-based user fees 17 19 
Parking fees (on-street and at job centers) 12 2 
Lower transit fares (for all riders and/or more specific 
applications such as youth opportunity passes) 32 1 
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Question 1: Network Components  

What do you like about the network concepts? What would you change?  

Blue Table 
Facilitator: Jim Linthicum  

• 2035 timing concern - need to coordinate with 2028 housing needs 

• Need to match performance with projects 

• Lack of light rail is a concern: Purple Line and airport 

• Orange Line Trolley frequency enhancements plus grade separations  

• Addressing efficiency needs throughout the system 

• Addressing congestion is a priority 

• Earlier Blue Line Trolley grade separations  

• Rapid and light rail connectivity  

• Express Trolley (third track) 

• SR 78 and I-15 improvements 

• A third of total funding should go to North County 

• SR 78 Managed Lanes, I-5 to I-15 Managed Lanes by 2028 

• Align grade separations with development (existing and future) 

• Address interregional congestion: I-15 North, I-5 north of Oceanside 

• SR 67 safety and congestion  

• SR 78 “ends” and connectors  

Green Table 
Facilitator: Muggs Stoll 

• Think about moving people in different ways 

• South Bay – more Rapid bus, Trolley services and quicker services 

• More freeway lanes may not solve congestion problems 

• I-5 North County Corridor 

• Los Angeles to San Diego Rail Corridor Agency 

• East-west traffic in North County 

• Impacts on local streets  

• Heavy truck operating hours and no trucks in fast lanes during peak times  

• Cars from Temecula and Murrieta use SR 78  

• Spending a lot of revenue on transit and moving small percentage of people 

• Want SR 67 project in scenarios – safety concerns 
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• Planning for long term but things could change (disruptions – example of parking garage at airport and 
then rideshare services came in) 

• Rapid bus provides more agility to change as needed in future 

• Purple Line as Rapid can serve same need at lower cost and sooner 

• People moving to South Riverside for less expensive houses impacts local roads in North County Inland  

• Look at job centers and providing access 

• Transit harder to use in rural/suburban areas 

• Need more housing 

• Different solutions may be needed in different parts of region  

• Purple Line needed as light rail  

• SR 94 congestion has increased 

• Jobs/housing balance 

• Manage infrastructure better 

• Look how school hour shifts could influence congestion  

Yellow Table 
Facilitator: Ray Traynor  

• Need to evaluate the SANDAG mission and if what we are proposing meets that 

• What we’ve done in the past hasn’t worked. Redefine transit- no longer fixed, include microtransit as a 
point to point mode – not feeder. Transit travel time an issue - not competitive  

• Add cost per commuter for each concept (Mid-Coast as an example), both capital and operating cost 

• Need to focus on the future impacts of technology - Uber/Lyft, etc., zero emission  
vehicle charging infrastructure 

• Transit doesn’t work in North County. Need another lane on SR-78, both connectors and middle.  
SPRINTER doesn’t go where people want to go 

• I-5 very important 

• Add Purple Line light rail. College students/younger people want transit and light rail 

• Autonomous vehicles can be traffic inducing. Need to have shared autonomous  

• Need shared lanes on South I-5 

• Highway 75 expansion  

• Make transit more accessible, increase security, increase safety 

• Transit feels safe for those that use it 

• Add complementary facilities (restrooms) for Trolley 

• Prioritize flyover connection from I-5 to I-8 near Sea World Drive. Increased housing in Midway area 
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• Comparison of ridership between Trolley and Rapid services. Need to consider all costs – right-of-way,
environment domain, capital, labor, environmental process. Focus of differences between Purple Line rail
vs. Rapid

• Missing highway connectors SR 94 to SR 125 not in any concepts

• No more light rail. No Purple Line. Too expensive

• Purple Line very important

• Limited amount of funding to achieve big results

• Rapid is good. Expand services/frequencies on existing light rail lines

• Express Trolley during peaks

• Highway tolling is a good way to reduce demand

• Reservations on light rail investments because of shift in technology

Question 2: Mobility Management and Technology  

Which strategies do you think are worth considering? Are there any strategies that you are reluctant to use? 

Blue Table 
Facilitator: Jim Linthicum 

• Scaling of transit with land use

• Smart signals to address congestion

• Electric vehicle (EV) incentives

• Address social equity and evaluate GHG emissions

• Reduce congestion

• Integrate land use

Green Table 
Facilitator: Muggs Stoll 

• Smart signals – can be applied quickly, move traffic/people more efficiently, can talk to each other
across cities

• Integration of different system signals needed – local roads, Caltrans (highway), transit (rail)

• Future opportunity to use EVs for vanpools

• Encourage EV adoption to compensate for increased GHG that could come from smart signals or other
things that reduce congestion and increase driving

• Smart signals help improve reliability

• Possible to sell transponders that would reduce delay at intersections, ramp meters, or High Occupancy
Vehicle connectors

• Need smart signal at I-805/Imperial Ave.
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Yellow Table 
Facilitator: Ray Traynor 

• Smart signals need to be implemented. Reduces travel time

• Subsidize rideshare/ microtransit as feeders to transit

• Neighborhood vanpools should be considered (“schoolpools”)

• Consider doing a pilot over five years to illustrate impacts of programs

• Spend money on proven systems

• Spend money on EV chargers. Quick chargers. Concerns about electric grid – can it
accommodate demand

• EV infrastructure for buses

• Different pricing may be appropriate in different jurisdictions

• Microtransit integrated “seamless integration of services”

• Focus on network that serves the most people across the region

• Transit Signal Priority/Signal improvements have huge benefits

• How do we accommodate where innovation is taking us? Pilot with existing transportation network
companies (TNC)s. Subsidize/incentivize TNCs

• TNCs allow freedom of travel

• Rideshare will be cheaper in the long run

• Tap into the data

• Current vanpools are not that effective, transfer resources to another system

• Can’t compete with private sector

• MTS ridership down and rideshare up. Study the relationship between them and trends/opportunities

Question 3: Potential Policies 

Which strategies do you think are worth considering? Are there any strategies that you are reluctant to use? 

Blue Table 
Facilitator: Jim Linthicum 

• Reduce transit fares but concern with how we afford those subsidies

• Parking fee locations are important

• Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) fee may need to be considered; support and opposition voiced

• Use policies to enhance travel choice

• Concern with continuation of status quo

• Addressing distance traveled due to lack of affordable housing
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Green Table 
Facilitator: Muggs Stoll 

• Like smart signals – helps reduce delay, can be implemented now and would help with autonomous
vehicles in the future

• Mileage based user fee is difficult to implement, hard to imagine doing this in our region

• For people who travel a lot or work outside of county, mileage-based fee would have a big
negative impact

• Encourage job growth to areas south of I-8 and east of I-805, partner with chambers of commerce
to coordinate

• Mileage fees do exist (gas tax) and should be used to help address social equity issues. Could fund
transit, and help build affordable housing near jobs

• Parking fees biggest bank for buck for reducing GHG – VMT

• Parking fees change behavior – more transit use (South Bay example)

• Behavior is governed by how much things cost

• North County Transit District – lack of parking at transit stops is a challenge

• Rapid buses serving new areas are needed

• Lower transit fares at peak times

• Free transit not always enough to get people to use it (Federal employee example)

Yellow Table 
Facilitator: Ray Traynor 

• Lower fares to increase transit ridership

• Compare impacts of increased transit ridership versus freeway expansion

• Behaviors changed through incentives not sticks

• Reimagine how to use revenues. Incentivize TNCs instead of transit to move more people

• Rethink parking

• Connect policies to SANDAG goals and mission

• Reducing VMT not necessarily efficient

• Congestions pricing is valuable

• Parking fees don’t affect VMT, behavior is “supply and demand”

• Each option impacts low-income and frustrates high-income people. Not fair, everyone pays the same

• Encourage technology innovations and not government regulation

• Reduce transit fares

• Raise revenues and reduce transit cost



For more information about the 2019 Regional Plan, visit SDForward.com

#SDForwardSANDAGSANDAGregion

2019 Regional Plan Transportation Network Concepts

The Regional Plan | 2019–2050

We Heard You!
We appreciate the vital input and ideas received throughout October 2018. Residents across the San Diego region provided input 
on three network concepts for the 2019 Regional Plan at our open house, community conversations, through an interactive 
survey, emails, letters, voice mails, and at SANDAG Board and policy committee meetings. The network concepts were a starting 
point for SANDAG to hear from residents and communities across the San Diego region. This input will be used to develop the 
transportation network scenarios, which will be available for review and input in early 2019.

More than 6,000 
unique SDForward.com 

visitors

More than 3,600
surveys completed

Nearly 2,500 
comments 
received

More than 5,800  
social media 

engagements

More than 1,200 people
attended our open house, 
six subregional community 

conversations, and more than 30 
workshops hosted by Community 

Based Organizations  

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC INPUT
Diverse input was received from individuals across the region about their travel needs and concerns. Transportation 
needs and desired solutions varied between subregions. Frequently heard comments included:

• Improved and efficient access to jobs and other destinations via all modes of transportation, reduced congestion, and more transit
and active transportation options

• Support for a variety of transportation projects as well as the desire for projects to be completed sooner, including:

» More Rapid transit, the Purple Line as a Trolley, and rail corridor enhancements, such as stabilization of the Del Mar bluffs

» Improvements on State Routes 52, 67, 78, and I-5 North Coast Corridor

» Airport and border transportation

• Safe opportunities for biking and walking

• Technology and policies to support the transportation network: regionwide deployment of smart signals, lower transit fares, and
investments in infrastructure to support electric vehicle charging and connected and automated vehicles

• Importance of meeting SB 375 greenhouse gas targets

• Provision of an efficient and equitable transportation system

• Need for affordable housing in the region; make infrastructure investments in areas with future housing growth

• Support for projects that facilitate goods movement and job creation

Attachment 2
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What kind of strategies appeal most to you? 

What technology, program, or policy would you like to see in the draft scenarios? 

POLICIES

26%
• Congestion pricing
• Tolling
• Mileage-based user fee
• Parking fees
• Lower transit fares

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT

31%
• Vanpool and carpool programs
• Shared mobility and mobility hubs
• Electric Vehicle program

TECHNOLOGIES

43%
• Connected infrastructure
• Active transportation management
• Smart signals

Shared mobility and mobility hubs 

Connected infrastructure

Smart signals

Lower transit fares

Active transportation management

Electric vehicle program

Congestion pricing

Vanpool and carpool programs

Mileage based user fee

Parking fees

Tolling

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18%

Across the six community conversations, 
attendees identified the following priorities for 
our future transportation system as well as the 
top three technologies, programs, and policies 
they would like to see in the draft scenarios: 

Community conversation attendees were invited to participate in an interactive survey. People across San Diego County,  
from Oceanside to San Ysidro and Ramona to San Diego, identified where they live and where they travel most often.  
Comments were also collected about what respondents found appealing about each of the three network concepts. 

Values are rounded to the nearest percent

Selections based on multiple responses

Providing  
congestion relief  

24%

Climate change/ 
the environment 

25% 

Using emerging  
technologies  

13%

Having  
healthy  

communities  
19%

Supporting  
housing/jobs/economy 

19%

What are your priorities for our region's 
future transportation system?

Input from Community Conversations
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Transportation priorities were identified 
through public input in spring 2018. To see 
how the network concepts perform, survey 
respondents were asked to rank their top 
five transportation priorities. The following 
chart displays the number of times survey 
respondents ranked these  priorities in their 
top five:

PRIORITIES

Using priorities identified in spring 2018, three network concepts were developed to show distinction between projects, programs, 
technologies, and policies. Survey respondents were asked to rate each concept on a scale of one to five stars. 

Note: Updates were made in December 2018 to correct a labeling error on one of the graphics originally published in November 2018.

NETWORK CONCEPT RATINGS

Concept B: Connected Corridors 9%12%24%24%32%

Concept C: Policy Possibilities 5%9%21%28%37%

Concept A: Shared Mobility 6%6%20%24%43%

Network Concepts Survey Results
Residents across the San Diego region provided input on transportation priorities, network concepts, and tradeoffs through an 
interactive survey. 

Transportation improvements can 
address our travel needs in different 
ways. Our needs and preferences are 
shaped by individual circumstances 
(i.e., age, income, location, etc.) and 
respondents across the San Diego 
region indicated varied preferences 
for the following tradeoffs: 

TRADEOFFS

Fixed routes to major destinations Neutral Flexible transit services
22% 17% 19% 19% 22%

Transit Types

More space for cars Neutral More space for bikes, people, and transit

Road Priorities
16% 12% 13% 19% 40%

14% 11% 16% 22% 36%
Transit Service

More service on 
existing routes

Neutral New routes to more areas

15% 14% 22% 23% 25%
Peak Pricing

No cost, less reliable commute Neutral Tolled use, more reliable commute

17% 16% 17% 23% 26%
Maintenance 

Maintaining existing system Neutral Invest in new infrastructure

More Use of Technology

Improved Safety

Clean Air & Public Health

Shared Mobility/Walk/Bike

Better Transit Access

Climate Change

Less Roadway Congestion

5000 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500
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Agenda Item 11 — Attachment 3: 

2019 Regional Plan Network Concepts: 
Written Comments

The full document in electronic format can be downloaded at 
sandag.org/index.asp?meetingid=4797&fuseaction=meetings.detail. 

A reference copy will be available at the meeting. For a printed copy, please contact the Public Information 
Office at (619) 699-1950 or pio@sandag.org. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?meetingid=4797&fuseaction=meetings.detail
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CalCIMA Regional Office:
1029 J Street, Suite 420 3890 Orange Street, #167 
Sacramento, CA 95814 Riverside, CA 92501-9998 
Phone: 916 554-1000 Phone: 951 941-7981 
Fax: 916 554-1042 
www.calcima.org  
www.distancematters.org  

June 8, 2018 

Jessica Gonzalez 
Associate Public Communications Officer 
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Subject: Request to meet to discuss ‘San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan’ 

Dear Ms. Gonzalez, 

California Construction & Industrial Materials Association (CalCIMA) appreciates that ‘San Diego 
Forward: The Regional Plan’ provides a single vision for the San Diego region and an 
implementation program to make the vision a reality.  Accordingly, CalCIMA and our members that 
operate in the San Diego region, kindly request to meet with you during the second half of July 2018 
to discuss current and future extraction of the diverse mineral resources present within the SANDAG 
region, and its’ importance to the region’s economy and the success of regional transportation 
projects.  

CalCIMA is a statewide trade association representing construction and industrial materials producers 
in California. Our members supply the minerals that build our state’s infrastructure, including public 
roads, rail, and water projects; help build our homes, schools and hospitals; assist in growing crops 
and feeding livestock; and play a key role in manufacturing wall board, roofing shingles, paint, low 
energy light bulbs, and battery technology for electric cars and windmills.  

Our association would look forward to working with SANDAG to achieve collective goals that 
encourage land use and growth patterns that complement our transportation investment. I look 
forward to receiving your feedback. Please contact me at (951) 941-7981 or at 
sseivright@calcima.org with any questions or comments.  

Sincerely,  

Suzanne Seivright 
Director of Local Government Affairs 
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October 11, 2018 
 
To: Chairperson Terry Sinnott, SANDAG Board of Directors 
 
CC: SANDAG Board of Directors; Regional Planning Committee Members; Transportation 

Committee Members, Kim Kawada, Interim Executive Director; Phil Trom, Senior Regional 
Planner; Rachel Kennedy, Senior Transportation Planner 

 
From:  Circulate San Diego 
 
Subject: 2019 Regional Plan Network Concepts 
 
Dear Chairperson Sinnott, 
 
On behalf of Circulate San Diego, whose mission is to create excellent mobility choices and vibrant, 
healthy neighborhoods, I am writing with preliminary comments on the release of the 2019 Regional 
Plan Network Concepts.   
 
These Network Concepts represent an important first step toward ensuring that the elected officials on 
the SANDAG board are able to determine the priorities for our region’s transportation future.  
 
Circulate San Diego requested in 20171 and 20182 that SANDAG prepare different transportation 
scenarios, and the SANDAG board directed staff to do so. These Network Concepts are the result of that 
board direction.  
 
Moreover, the staff report explains that the Network Concepts use flexible funds available to SANDAG to 
finance different priorities. SANDAG has previously resisted conceding the level of flexibility available to 
it, as Circulate San Diego detailed in our 2015 report “TransNet Today.”3  These Network Concepts 
represent a welcome change in approach and candor by SANDAG.   
 

                                                 
1
 Circulate San Diego, Policy Letter: Development of Revenue Constrained Network Scenarios and Network Performance 

Measures (October 25, 2017), available at 
http://www.circulatesd.org/letter_development_of_revenue_constrained_network_scenarios_and_network_performance_me
asures.  
2
 Circulate San Diego, Policy Letter: Development of Efficient People-Moving Transportation Scenarios for the 2019 Regional 

Plan (April 12, 2018), available at 
http://www.circulatesd.org/letter_development_of_efficient_people_moving_transportation_scenarios_for_the_2019_region
al_plan.  
3
 Circulate San Diego and Transform California, Transnet Today (July 15, 2015), available at 

http://www.circulatesd.org/transnettoday.  
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Circulate thanks staff for ensuring that the Board has the option of supporting a scenario that advances 
and prioritizes transit projects. We also appreciate that staff recognized the likely need to amend 
TransNet in response to changing transportation needs and technology.  
 
Upon review of the network concepts, Circulate San Diego recommends that the Board consider 
requesting that transit projects be advanced beyond what is proposed in the Shared Mobility concept 
and that planning for the Purple Line be incorporated into the future transportation network scenario.  

 
1. Transportation network scenarios must further advance transit more than the adopted 

project timelines in the 2015 Regional Plan. 
 
The SANDAG Board should consider recommending staff prepare a Shared Mobility scenario that 
advances more transit projects beyond their current project timelines in the 2015 Regional Plan. The 
proposed Shared Mobility concept does advance transit in comparison to the Connected Corridors 
concept, and it does advance 12 projects from their current timeline in the 2015 Regional Plan. 
However, seven transit projects are delayed, resulting in only a net of five transit projects advanced. The 
Connected Corridors option pushes transit projects even farther back in time than the adopted Regional 
Plan, which is clearly a step backwards. 
 
We agree with the decision to prioritize Rapid transit over more expensive new rail projects, which will 
allow more transit projects to be implemented quicker and at a lower cost. Also, new and expensive rail 
projects likely need a new ballot measure to actually build, so they can be re-incorporated into the 
Regional Plan, and advanced, as a part of a future MTS ballot measure.  
 
However, the Board should consider requesting more and faster implementation of lower cost transit 
projects  in the Shared Mobility concept.  
 

2. SANDAG must plan for the future Purple Line in the Regional Plan, not eliminate it entirely. 
 
In order to maintain a pipeline of future transit infrastructure projects, SANDAG must plan for large 
transit projects such as the Purple Line, even if it does not foresee having the funding opportunity to 
construct the project in the immediate future.  If SANDAG does not begin the planning and early design 
stages of the Purple Line, the project will never be shovel-ready and eligible for major federal and state 
grants that could bring in billions of dollars to the local economy. The Board should consider 
recommending that planning for the Purple Line be included in all scenarios. Making the Purple Line 
eligible for grants may also require formally including it in the Regional Plan, even if it is programmed for 
the later periods of the plan. As suggested above, the Purple Line could be accelerated through an MTS 
ballot measure.  
 

3. Performance measures show that the future Shared Mobility scenario should be improved to 
move the needle on improving transit travel time. 

 
The performance measure results from the three proposed network concepts demonstrate that the 
Shared Mobility concept, as proposed, is only providing marginal improvements to San Diegans. The 
metrics show that there is minimal difference between the Shared Mobility concept and the Connected 
Corridors concept: driving alone and carpooling to work take virtually the same amount of time between 
the two scenarios on average, while transit is two minutes faster in the Shared Mobility concept than in 
the Connected Corridors concept.  
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The average peak-period travel time to work performance measure demonstrates that the Shared 
Mobility concept is superior overall in terms of average peak-period travel time to work, however it still 
shows that transit takes over double the amount of time than driving to work. At that travel time, few 
San Diegans will choose to take transit over driving if they have the ability to drive. Meanwhile, those 
unable to drive because of disability or lack of access to a car will spend over double the time 
commuting to work than those who have the choice. The Shared Mobility concept can improve transit 
times by further advancing transit projects.  
 

4. The Policy Possibilities concept should not distract from more substantive efforts SANDAG has 
the direct authority to implement.  

 
The Policy Possibilities concept is being described as the only concept that can reach SB 375 targets. This 
concept includes a variety of policy tools that may rebalance travelers’ decisions on using a car, transit, 
or other modes. It is true that SANDAG cannot be expected to solve the entirety of the region’s 
greenhouse gas targets through project phasing alone, and many such policies are appropriate to build 
into the Regional Plan.  
 
However, the bulk of the proposed policies are speculative, or must be implemented by other agencies. 
SANDAG cannot use these policies as a fig leaf to put off more substantive efforts that SANDAG can 
directly affect, like the phasing of transit projects. SANDAG should adopt more aggressive transit project 
phasing that maximizes greenhouse gas savings, and to minimize its reliance on speculative policies.  
 
Moreover, the Policy Possibilities concept will result in an astounding 16.7 percent increase in income 
consumed by transportation costs for low-income San Diegans, compared to only a 5.8 percent increase 
for non low-income San Diegans. This is an unacceptable trade-off and the policy tools should be 
reexamined to avoid this inequitable result.  
 

5. Conclusion. 
 
SANDAG’s Network Concepts should do more to advance transit phasing. SANDAG should not depend so 
greatly on other jurisdictions’ actions, nor should programs negatively impact low-income San Diegans, 
as is the case in the Policy Possibilities concept.  
 
In order to truly move San Diego forward and provide mobility choices for all San Diegans, we 
recommend that the SANDAG Board of Directors direct staff to further advance transit projects in the 
Shared Mobility concept and include planning for the Purple Line when developing the transportation 
network scenarios. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 

 
Maya Rosas 
Director of Policy 
Circulate San Diego  
 
Attachment A: Letter: Development of Efficient People-Moving Transportation Scenarios for the 2019 
Regional Plan – April 12, 2018 
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127 East Lexington Avenue 

El Cajon, CA 92020 

P. (619) 258-3670 

www.eastcountyedc.org 
 
 
 

October 29, 2018 

 

Board of Directors 

San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) 

401 B Street, Suite 800 

San Diego, California 92101 

 

Regarding San Diego Forward: 2019-2050 Regional Plan – Projects and Transportation 

Network Concepts 

 

Dear SANDAG Board of Directors: 

 

Given the goals of three Network Concepts put forth in the 2019 Update to the CA Forward 

Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) -- Shared Mobility, Connected Corridors, and Policy 

Possibilities – East County EDC is writing you to request consideration for transportation 

projects that will support the movement of goods and services and improve the quality of life for 

residents who commute through and to the East County subregion. 

 

San Diego East County has a population of 480,462 people in the urban core areas.  Its residents 

contribute to regional transportation tax revenues that SANDAG manages.  The East sub-region 

includes the cities of La Mesa, Lemon Grove, El Cajon, and Santee and the unincorporated 

communities of Lakeside, Alpine, Crest, Rancho San Diego, Spring Valley and Jamul.  

Additionally, many citizens who live further east-- in rural communities like Campo, Boulevard, 

and Ramona -- require transportation routes to commute daily and escape seasonal fires. 

 

East County has its share of transit and active transportation vectors.  The Green Line links 

Santee to downtown San Diego. The Orange Line connects El Cajon, La Mesa, and Lemon 

Grove to San Diego’s downtown as well. There are MTS Bus Services for the East County 

Region and a Bus Transit Center located in the City of El Cajon. (There are, however, existing 

challenges for the first/last mile at all of these transit hubs.) East County boasts many existing 

bike lanes and trails that crisscross the region.  What the East County lacks: effective, efficient, 

connections by freeway and highway that improve truck and car travel times. 

 

The East County subregion desperately needs improvements to the freeway and highway system, 

especially at key choke points that make commute times substantially longer and result in 

reduced productivity.  The East County Region is home to some significant employment centers 

including the first tri-jurisdiction Special Use Center, around the Gillespie Field Airport, ever to 

be designated on the SANDAG Smart Growth Concept Map. This industrial area, that includes 

the Cities of El Cajon and Santee and County unincorporated land -- along with other 

employment centers in Lakeside, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley and La Mesa -- require access for 

workers as well to support the movement of goods and services.  
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127 East Lexington Avenue 

El Cajon, CA 92020 

P. (619) 258-3670 

www.eastcountyedc.org 
 
 
 

In May 2016, at East County EDC’s request, SANDAG conducted a study entitled, East County: 

Where We Live, Where We Work. That study showed that fully 73 percent of East County’s 

working residents leave the East County subregion, each Monday to Friday, to travel elsewhere 

to work. That jobs-housing imbalance is the worst in San Diego County. East County EDC, 

under separate cover, intends to request that SANDAG support an effort to understand what 

types of transportation and other infrastructure investment could spur the growth of employment 

centers where people already live, thereby reducing Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMTs), increasing 

economic productivity and goods movement, and vastly improve quality of life. 

 

The San Diego East County Economic Development Council, along with the San Diego East 

County Chamber of Commerce and our local community Chambers, strongly recommend 

completing most of the projects currently under consideration in the San Diego Forward Plan for 

the San Diego East County Region.  We are especially concerned about improving the 

movement of commercial goods and services on our highways and in helping commuters 

through transit and highways to reach their work locations. East County EDC supports, and 

recommends, the following projects be completed, in order of priority: 

 

1. SR 54 from I-5 to SR 125 -- Add lanes 

2. SR125 – SR94 Connector for South to East interchange 

3. SR125 improvement SR54 to I-8 -- Add lanes 

4. SR67 Lane expansion from Mapleview Street to Dye Road 

5. I-8 add 2 lanes between 2
nd

 Street and Los Coches Road 

6. SR94 to Avocado add two lanes 

We request that SANDAG seriously consider including all these projects in the San Diego 

Forward Plan. Please consider this request on behalf of the more than 6,000 businesses and 

480,462 residents that East County EDC as well as East County’s Regional and local Chambers, 

local government officials, and regional SANDAG Board Members. 

 

If you have any questions or need additional information about our support of this project, 

please call me at (619) 258-3670 or email jo-marie.diamond@eastcountyedc.org. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Jo Marie Diamond 

President and CEO 
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April 12, 2018 
 
To: Chairperson Terry Sinnott 
 
CC: Regional Planning Committee Members; Transportation Committee Members, Kim Kawada, 

Interim Executive Director; Keith Greer, Principal Regional Planner; Rachel Kennedy, Senior 
Transportation Planner 

 
From:  Circulate San Diego 
 
Subject: Development of Efficient People-Moving Transportation Scenarios for the 2019 Regional 

Plan 
 
Dear Chairperson Sinnott, 
 
On behalf of Circulate San Diego, whose mission is to create excellent mobility choices and vibrant, 
healthy neighborhoods, I am writing to request that the SANDAG board direct staff to prepare Efficient 
People-Moving Transportation Network Scenarios that advance transit more effectively than the existing 
2015 Regional Plan.  
 
At the February 2nd Transportation Committee meeting, SANDAG staff told Committee members that 
the SANDAG Board of Directors can direct staff to develop certain Transportation Network Scenarios. 
Specifically, staff stated that “the discussion on the network scenarios will be coming back to you later 
this spring, at that time that will be up for all of you to decide as well as the board of directors what 
different combinations of projects or emphases you want to have in your network scenarios.” Staff 
would not say if they planned to develop an Efficient People-Moving Transportation Scenario, or any 
other specific scenario. 

 
1. SANDAG board members must ensure that they maintain authority to determine which 

transportation scenario is adopted.  
 
For the SANDAG board to make a real choice between different transportation scenarios, any Efficient 
People-Moving Scenario must be fiscally constrained and cost similar to other scenarios. SANDAG staff 
should prepare Efficient People-Moving Scenarios that advance transit projects that can be 
implemented relatively quickly and with current best-estimates of available revenues. This process will 
allow the SANDAG board to make an apples-to-apples comparison of the scenarios presented by staff.  
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Any Efficient People-Moving Scenario must also be analyzed as an alternative in the EIR, so that the 
board will have an option to select it, after seeing the environmental analyses of the various 
alternatives. 
 

2. SANDAG must prepare at least two Efficient People-Moving Scenarios, one that amends 
TransNet, and one that does not. 

 
(a) No-Amendment Scenario: The SANDAG board may not be willing to amend TransNet, so 
at least one People-Moving Scenario should be created that does not require two-thirds 
vote of the SANDAG board. An Efficient People-Moving Scenario that does not amend 
TransNet should only advance as much transit as can be accomplished by delaying highways 
in a manner that is not inconsistent with the text of TransNet.  

 
(b) Amendment Scenario: While amending TransNet may be difficult, it is not impossible. 
The text of TransNet itself requires that SANDAG periodically examine and potentially alter 
its list of required projects. As SANDAG prepares network scenarios for the 2019 Regional 
Plan, it should also develop at least one scenario that advances priority transit through 
amendments to TransNet to remove or delay projects.  

 
Given the makeup of the SANDAG board, a two-thirds vote to amend TransNet is not likely 
unless a broad consensus can be found. Therefore, any Efficient People-Moving Scenario 
that amends TransNet should maintain rough percentages of funding allocated between 
modes, but may allow amending TransNet to fund different projects within those mode 
allocations. 

 
3. Preparation of Efficient People-Moving Scenarios should update SANDAG models and 

assumptions. 
 
SANDAG should develop its Efficient People-Moving Scenarios with the following assumptions, among 
others:  
 

(a) Land use models that project more intense uses near transit  
 
(b) Aggressive adoption of autonomous vehicles that will enhance highway capacity without 
significant infrastructure costs 
 
(c) Assumption of a half-cent sales tax passed within the Metropolitan Transit System 
through that agency’s new authority under AB 805 

 
4. Any Efficient People-Moving Scenario should prioritize certain high performing projects. 

 
The SANDAG board should direct staff to prioritize advancing certain high-performing transit projects as 
a part of any Efficient People-Moving Scenario.   
 
Attachment A contains potential priority projects that SANDAG staff should consider for advancement. 
From among these projects, SANDAG staff may also want to prioritize advancing transit projects that are 
a part of TransNet, because of the obligation to voters to complete them, and the availability of 
dedicated local funding. Circulate San Diego’s proposed priority projects include: 
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(a) Increasing frequency and service enhancements for all three Trolley lines 
 
(b) Planning phase for the Purple Trolley line 
 
(c) Upgrading existing successful bus lines into high quality Rapid lines 

 
These and the remaining potential priority projects advance transit in a meaningful way that is feasible 
with current revenue constraints. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Maya Rosas 
Director of Policy 
Circulate San Diego  
 
Attachment A: Potential Priority Projects for 2019 RTP 
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Attachment A 
Potential Priority Projects for 2019 RTP 
 

Existing 
Line? 

In 
TransNe
t? 
(Y/N) 

Service Line Description Regional 
Plan 
Phasing 

Capital 
Cost 
(millions) 

Service 
Subsidy/ 
Year 
(millions) 

Source Jurisdictions Served 

Y Blue 
Line 
only. 

Trolley  All 3 
Lines 

Increased Frequencies 
and Capacity, and Service 
Enhancements 
 
 

Blue:  
2035 
 
Orange:  
2035 
 
Green:  
2050 

NA $5.9 for 
Blue Line 
 
$3.7 for 
Orange Line 
 
$3.3 for 
Green Line 

Measure A El Cajon, La Mesa, 
Lemon Grove, National 
City, Chula Vista, 
Imperial Beach, San 
Diego  

Y Y Trolley 510 Blue Line rail grade 
separation at Palomar St. 

2035 $50 NA Chula Vista 
Staff 

Imperial Beach, Chula 
Vista, National City, San 
Diego 

Y Y Trolley 510 All Blue Line rail grade 
separations. Including at 
28th St, 32nd St, E St, H 
St, Palomar St, and 
Blue/Orange Track 
Connection at 
12th/Imperial 

2035 $205 NA 2015 
Regional 
Plan 

Imperial Beach, Chula 
Vista, National City, San 
Diego 

Y Y Coaster 398 COASTER frequency 
enhancements and 
Double Tracking 

2035  $445 $2.6  2015 
Regional 
Plan 

Oceanside, Carlsbad, 
Encinitas, Solana Beach, 
San Diego 

N Y Rapid 680 San Ysidro to Sorrento 
Valley 

2035 $70 $1.5-$5 
(estimated)  

TransNet San Diego, Chula Vista, 
National City 

N N Trolley 562 Planning For Purple Line 2035 $132 NA SANDAG 
Staff 

San Diego, Chula Vista, 
National City 

N N Transit - 

Multimodal 

NA San Ysidro ITC Phase I – 
2035 
 
Phase II - 
2050 

$120 NA Measure A Entire Region 

N N Transit - 

Multimodal 

NA Airport ITC 2035 $343 NA Measure A Entire Region 

Y N Rapid 2 North Park to Downtown 2035 $20  $0.7 Measure A San Diego 
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Existing 
Line? 

In 
TransNe
t? 
(Y/N) 

Service Line Description Regional 
Plan 
Phasing 

Capital 
Cost 
(millions) 

Service 
Subsidy/ 
Year 
(millions) 

Source Jurisdictions Served 

Y N Rapid 10 La Mesa to Ocean Beach 2035 $89 $4.5 Measure A La Mesa, San Diego  

Y N Rapid 11 Spring Valley to SDSU via 
Downtown 

2035 $66 $3.6 Measure A San Diego (County), San 
Diego (City) 

Y N Rapid 28 Pt Loma to Kearny Mesa 
via Old Town 

2035 $12 $1.3 Measure A San Diego 

Y N Rapid 30 Old Town to Sorrento 
Mesa via Beaches 

2035 $54 $3.6 Measure A San Diego 

Y N Rapid 41 Fashion Valley to UTC via 
Linda Vista 

2035 $56 $3.3 Measure A San Diego 

Y N Rapid 120 Downtown to Kearny 
Mesa 

2035 $80 $5.1 Measure A San Diego  

N N Rapid 550 SDSU to National City 2035 $60 $3.4 Measure A San Diego, National City 

     Totals: $1,802 $42.5-$46   
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DISTRICT OFFICE
350 W.sTH AVENUE, SUITE 110

ESCONDTDO, CA 92025
(760) 480-7570

FAX (760) 480-751 6

E-MAIL
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COMMITTEES
VICE CHAIR: LOCAL GOVERNMENT
VICE CHAIR: ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT,

SPORTS, TOURISM, AND INTERNET MEDIA
G OVE R N I\¡ ENTAL O RGAN IZATI O N

HEALTH
RULES

MARIE WALDRON
REPUBLICAN FLOOR LEADER

Assemblymember.Waldron @ assembly.ca.gov ASSEMBLYMEMBER, SEVENTY-FIFTH DISTRICT

October tz,2ol8

Hon. Terry Sinnott, Chair
San Diego Association of Governments
4or B Street, Suite Boo
San Diego, CA gzror

Re: Constituent input regarding I-r5 congestion in North San Diego County

Dear Chairman Sinnott:

I am writing this letter on behalf of my constituents, thousands of whom drive the I-r5 freeway
between Escondido and the Riverside County line. I am enclosing with this letter a petition,
signed by tZS residents of the rural Rainbow community, which has been heavily impacted by
traffic overflow from I-r5. I am also enclosing dozens of emails and letters I have received from
other constituents asking that major steps be implemented to ease I-r5 congestion in North San
Diego County.

Much work is underway on highway improvements in southwest Riverside County, and those
projects will have a major impact on I-r5 traffic in San Diego County. However, thousands of new
homes are under construction or planned in the Fallbrook and Bonsall areas. The County of San
Diego has just approved a new development of over 2,ooo homes north of Escondido. Very soon,
the Sarr Diego County section of I-t5 will be heavily impacted by this ongoing growth, adding to
existing congestion.

It is my hope that the enclosed comments from hundreds of my constituents who are impacted by
I-1S traffic on a daily basis will be considered as SANDAG begins the process of updating its
Regional Plan in zor9. Our economic well-being and our quality of life depend upon the free flow
of traffic on our region's only major north/south transportation corridor.

Your consideration ofour concerns is respectfully requested. Ifyou have any questions about this
letter, please feel free to contact me at76o-48o-757o.

Sincerely,

r1o,*M
Marie Waldron
Assemblymember, TSth District

Cc: Michele Sheehan, Association for the Rainbow Community

Printed on Recycled Paper
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:
Attachments:

Michele Sheehan <michelesheehanL@gmail.com>
Monday, July L6, 20L8 6:57 PM
Assemblymember Waldron
Traffic Issues in Rainbow and along the I-L5 Corridor
TPLstSet.zip

Please see attached petition and signatures. Due to the nature of our rural community, collecting these
signatures has been very time consuming. I will continue to collect them and submit them to your office in
hopes you and your team will take on our safety and community concerns. W'e are seeking a solution to the
daily impact on our residents here in Rainbow.

Thank you in advance for your time.

Please see attached

Michele Sheehan
Secretary of ARC (Association for the Rainbow Community)
2nd Grade Teacher
Mom and Grandma
Rainbow Resident of l7 years
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"To: Supervisor Bill Horn and all other San Diego County Supervisors
Assemblywoman Marie Waldron
Senator Joel Anderson
San Diego/lmperial CalTrans Director, Laurie Berman

RE¡ Petition to seek solutions to the l-15 traffic in North San Díego County

We, the undersigned residents of the community of Rainboq do hereby petition our San Diego County and
State of California representatives to seek solutions to the traffic problems that are adversely affecting our
comrnunity.

The problems:
- The commuter-jammed l-15 freeway has caused the Rainbow community and once-quiet streets to

overflow with hostíle and frustrated drivers,
- Our limited egress is being blocked by commuters, which would make an emergency evacuation

ímpossible.
- Safety issues abound, especially for our children, many of whom attend Vallecitos Elementary School.

There has been an increase in traffic coflisions due to speeding, impatient drivers passing illegally and
poor intersection visibility.

- Our quality of life is being affected by poor aír quality and increased noise levels (loud engines, squealing
tires, horns, extremely loud music, etc.)

What we have done:
- Our community group, ARC (Associatíon for the Rainbow Community) has been focused on this issue foi

the last two years. We have contacted various people from TAC at the SD County Offices to CALTRANS
and SANDAG. Several of us have personally wrítten repeatedly to Bill Horn's office requesting action be
taken, to no avail.

- We have solicited news reports, including the report by Abby Alford with Channel 8 News last summer at a
residence near Vallecitos Elementary School.

The time has come for drastic and immediate action. We need to expedite a carpool/Fastrak lane on the
l-15 and put measures into place for small communities who are suffering the effects.

What we propose:
- SANDAG/Transnet l-15 plans be amended to ad-d a caro-ggl/FA$Jrak lane in each direction from the 78-15

interchange north to the Riverside County line.
- All our representatives write to encouragg WRCQG_Lo.jo..n_tinU.ç th.ese lanes th.rough Temecula/Murrieta
- Create residÇnt-qnly ru$i-Jrour traffic lawg on a State and Local levef that can be enacted and enforced by

CHP (with GPS tracking, this ís a problem in many other communities) in the community of Rainbow.
- Our elected officials take this problem seriously and come up with solutions.

Signed:

Name Address

3sD7 4r
9So7 S-I( sth)

6zo1 =s 4r.
(iè
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To: Supervisor.Bill Hom and ¿llother San Dlego County Supervisors
Assembl¡rwoman Marie Waldron
Senator Joel Anderson
San Diego/lmperial CalTrans Director, Laurie Berman

RE: Pelition to seek solutions to the l-f 5 üafüc in North san Diego county.

W", t9 undersigned resldents of the oommunity of Rainbow, do hereby petition our San Diegro County ard
State of Califomia representatives to seêk sohtions to the haffc problems that are adversely-dfecüngour
commun¡ty.

The problems:
- The cornmuter-jammed l-15 freeway has caused the Rainbow community and once-quiet sfeets to

overflow with hostile and fruetrated drivers.
- Our lirnited egress is being blocked by commuters, which would make an emergency evacuationimpossiHe. '
- 9afety issues abound, especially fur ourchildren, many of whom attend Vallecitos Elementary School.

There has been an increase in traffic collisions due to speeding, impatient drivers passing illegally and
poor intersection visihilig.

- Our quality of lib is being affected by poor air quality and increased noise levels (loud engines, squealing
tir6É, homs, Ðdrernely loud musiq etc.)

Vfhatwe have done:
- Ourcommunitygroup, ARC (Assodation forthe Rainbow Community) has been focused on this issuefur

the last two yeaæ. We have contacted va¡ious people from TAC åt t'h'e SD County Otrces to CALTRANS
and SANDAG. I have peæonally written repeatedlyio Bill Hom's ofice request¡ng action be taksn, to no
avail.

- We have solldted nêws reporb, including ûre report by Abby Alford with Channel I News tast summer at a
residence near Valecitoa Elementary Scfiool.

The time hes come for drastic and immediate ac{ion. We need to expedite a carpool/Fastrak lane on the l-
15 and put measures into place for small communities who are suffering the effeds.

Whatwe propose:
- SANDAG/Transnet l-15 plans be amended to add. a careqgl/FastTnk þne iLeaci diraction ftom..the 7&15

- Add a traffic light at the lntensectlon of old 395 and Rainbow Gten Blvd,- ¡úl our fieprosentatives write to encourac¡e WRCOG tq oontinue thesa lanes hr,ouqh T, emeqrla/Mudeta- 9ryt9 Es4grlþnlVfush:t,rourtratrc taUrs on a by
CHP (wih GPS backing, this is a problemin many other communiües)- our elected offcials ùake his Drgble|ll seriously an{ æme uo tryilñ qglutions.

Sþned:

(.àxa* r¡tonættt) Add;.¡tc

4/17 ôat trs/,ø/ry,ñtßrdok (4
race,/fuan7san)

//

#
/l

ß-z)
6(
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

beachLL@cox.net
Friday, July L3, 20LB lL:42 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
I-L5 upgrade

Good Morning,
ln response to your ínterest in upgrading the l-15 due to traffic.

I live off Gopher Canyon and myself and most of the residents in this area would really appreciate your help in fighting
the proposed high density developments slated for Bonsall, Strawberry Hill, Dear Springs etc. in lieu of dealing with the
freeway. Traffic is so bad now - especially the dangers of driving Gopher Canyon, Twin Oakes etc. that trying to alleviate

freeway traffic now will be fruitless if they put ¡n all the developments.

We live in this area to enjoy the ruralatmosphere. lf we wanted congestion we'd relocate to Temecula . Adding more

concrete (housesandfreeways)anddestroyingalltheopenlandwillresultinanotherTemecula,LAorPhoenix. lt
impacts negatively on the environment and there really isn't an upside. Concrete retains heat and that translates into

hotter temperatures for longer hours each day, Again, look at the temperatures in Temecula and Phoenix. Taking the

open land ís very finite, once gone there isn't any turning back.

Also of great importance is the state's current drought situation . The water companies continue to enforce restrictions

and there is only so much water available. How can the addition of all those proposed households help the water
shortage?

California was once known to the entire country as a state that was truly concerned with the environment. They had

foresight and actually implemented what they preached. Sadly now it appears that the politicíans greed is taking
precedence over common sense as well as the concerns of the people they are suppose to represent.

On a final note, I am not opposed to adding new construction,but it needs to be done responsibly. As one example, the

Deer Springs development is zoned for 99 houses, that's feasible, changing it to 2000! is just pure greed and insanity.

Thínk of the devastation and lose of life when the next fire hits this area...

Well, thanks for listening and have a pleasant one.
G Shier
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Doud <gadoud8O@gmail.com>

Monday, July 09, 2018 10:14 AM
Assemblymember Wa ldron
North County Traffic

First off, I applaud you taking up cause to try to help alleviate our woeful traffrc conditions here in the north

county. I háve had numerous phone call and email exchanges with SANDAG regarding North County General

plan, and the only response is wait ti12050. If you read their studies, it suggests traffic by then will double from

what it is today, and peak rush our times with as well double making commute times unfathomable. Are they

really that insensitive to what's going on?

SANDAG at one time had regular meetings with Riverside County to try to mitigate the traffrc issues, but those

stopped long ago. Seems SANDAG has selective interest in resolving this issue.

I had several suggestions to them from toll booths, to payroll taxes, to slotted commute times or lane restrictions

for big rigs, all õf which would either help bring in new revenue, or help ease some of the issues facing the

stretch of highway between our north county border and Escondido'

I understand toll booths maybe not ideal, but instituting a payroll tax to help pay for widened lanes, is a

reasonable option. If you work in SD County, you pay the road tax. That means folks commuting from

Riverside county cannot come here work, and take their payroll back to spend tax dollars in Riverside county

alone. They usé the roads, and thus, should help pay for them. SD County residents maybe could get a

deduction on county property tax for this payroll road tax'

Semis have dramatically increased over the years along this stretch of highway as SD increased in size' Given

the topology of this stretch of highway, truciers tend to hinder traffic flow because they go way slower than

,ror-ål rpãéO climbing hills, and also tend to not be concerned on taking over 2 or even 3 lanes of traffic

passing óther slower tiucks. If some slotted window of usage, or even lane restrictions to single lane were

implemented, more usable lanes by normal speed commuters would be possible. I think the speeds of these

trucks also are cause of many of the major accidents along this stretch of highway.

My community of Rainbow, having alternate routes into Temecula, is being significantly impacted by all the

inðreased traffrc coming south for work. I cannot tell you how horrendous it is that we oannot even leave our

area, aîy given day becãuse of all the traffic that feels compelled to leave the freeway to find a shortcut thru our

community to points north. 'We 
are taxpayers to SD county just like every other resident in the county, and we

need some repiesentation and assistance from our county offrcials to find away to save our community. It is

being devastated by this traffic and appears only to be getting worse'

Any assistance you can provide in helping mitigate this issue and ease the impact on our overly burdened

freåways is highly appreciated and would be not forgotten. This stretch of highway used to be a beautiful

stretch and reminder you lived in SD county as you returned home from up north, but today, it has become a

commuter highway, and is beginning to look at feel like our neighbor counties in traffic, noise and pollution'

sincerely

Greg Doud
99l2Mt Olympus Valley Rd
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Elaine Welty <elainewelty@gmail,com >

Friday, July 06, 2018 L0:41 4M
Assemblymember Wa ldron
The I-15 Nightmare

Dear Assemblymember Waldron,

I am reaching out to you today to express my concerns regarding traffic on the I-15
north from Escondido to Temecula. As you are aware the addition of lanes to the I-15
north/south has made travel from Escondido to San Díego much more efficient with
more lanes fortravel. It seems logical that the same upgrade to the,I-15 north to
Temecula is becoming a necessity!

My aging Mother lives in Temecula and I live in NW Escondido, what should be about a

20 minute drive from my house to hers, takes me over an hour if I leave anytime after
2pm M-F!! It is sad that traffic determines my visits to my Mother. Please share my
request with the appropriate government agencies and thank you for supporting our
community!l

Warm regards,
Elaine Welty

1
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Tom

From:
Sent:
To:

Connie Harris < conlovesbooks@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 30,20L8 6:53 AM
Assemblymember Waldron

Hi Marie!

I read your article about the traffic problems in your District.
I've lived in South Temecula for 24 years. Our home sits on a hill, so I what daily commuters.endure as they
travel the 1-15 to and from work.

I know you are aware that families who work in San Diego can't live there due to the high cost of housing.
They live in Temecula and cities north.

I hope that the solutions to this problem do not not include toll lanes!

Connie Harris
Temecula
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:

Stephanie Lamm <baabaateacher@hotmail.com>

Friday, June 29,2018 9:26 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
SANDAG and I-15Subject:

Dear Assemblymember Waldron,

I am writing in response to your letter in the Fallbrook Villoge News asking for opinions and input about

the traffic snarls on l-15. I hope I'm not too late.

I am a Fallbrook resident of L3 years. I am also a speech pathologist employed by the Fallbrook Union

Elementary School District. I am lucky to have a 5 minute commute from my home to my job. However,

quite a few teachers at my school live in Temecula and Murrieta (one in Lake Elsinore). To ask them to stay

after school for an lndividualized Education Plan (lEP) meeting or to be on a committee that meets after

school is difficult. Most of them try to leave school by 3:00 or else they will be stuck in traffic for an hour.

On a Friday, it can take them nearly two hours to get home. And that's when nothing extraordinary

happens.

lf there is an accident on the 15, Fallbrook and Rainbow are impacted significantly due to people trying to
find an alternative route. Fallbrook roads are two lanes, hilly, and winding. Many try to cut through De Luz

which is an extremely narrow and dangerous road, especially in the dark. Rainbow will be backed up

needlessly as people try Highway 395. I once sat waiting for 20 minutes to go one quarter of a mile at the

stop sign at Rainbow Valley.

I know it complicates matters when r¡ou have a freeway that crosses county lines. Whose problem is it? San

Diego? Riverside? Riverside County keeps approving permits to bu¡ld more housing along the 215 corridor,

but don't realize the majority of those people work in San Diego county.

Thank you for whatever you can do to alleviate this mess.

Best regards,
Stephanie Lamm
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anne Sanchez <anneosanchez@gmail.com>

Friday, June 29,20L8 7:36 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
Re:l-15

Dear Marie Waldron,
I write you concerning the congestion on the l-15; especially between Temecula and Escondido. lt is sad to see how

long it takes for people to get to work or to get home after a long days work. I am retired, but, I cannot schedule any

activities that require me to use that road during peak commuter hours. A thirty minute drive has become one hour.

With continued growth in Riverside County and thousands of new homes approved or under construction in

Fallbrook, Bonsall, l-15 is not adequate for current projected traffic.

Please encourage lane expansion on the l-15 North San Diego/SW especially between Temecula and Escondido.'

Thank you for bíll, AB X14. lt is so important that monies collected for road improvements are used as promised

Anne Sanchez

Escondido, Ca.92026
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thomas Termini <tsterm@gmail.com >

Wednesday, June 27,2018 3:30 PM

Assemblymember Waldron
r-15

When I read the paragraph below I ask a question; why every four years to review plans, why wait anotheryear, why

put on back burner for another day, and why has this stretch of highway been ignored for over 15+ years. Did

someone just think people were going to stop coming to and through Temecula. I heard Temecula council members

blame the congestion on the growth in Lake Elsinore and one membertried to convince me money was tight' Really'

I have driven thousands of miles throughout California and money did not seem tight. There was construction

everywhere. Voices of the state and local elected have not been heard. Now they want to have a multi city

discussion to find a solution. Another study. lt is clear to me that Temecula is in danger of being a place to live' lf one

can't get to and from their places of employment safely and in a timely fashion, then Temecula has failed to plan'

When I point out safety I am referring to the amount of vehicles traveling at high rates of speed and in close

proximity. There are far too many accidents because of the road conditions and volume.

The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) updates its regional plan every

four years, with the next update scheduled for 2org. Under curre_nt plans, lane
expansions to I-r5, are on ihe backburner. Since those plans can be changed ngtt year
-- ro* is the timgto make our voices heard and make this a priority in our regional
planning.

Sent from Mailfor Windows 10
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lopez, Pam < Pam.Lopez@viasat.com>

Tuesday, June 26, 2018 4:I2 PM

Assemblymember Waldron

Traffic on the I-15 N/S

Dear Ms. Waldron:

l,m writing to you to express my frustration about lnterstate 15 North & South. I have lived in Temecula for 22 years

and have worked in Carlsbad for 9 years. I have a commute of about 39 miles each way, Monday through

Friday. When I first started working in Carlsbad, my commute used to take about 40-50 minutes each way' The

commute time increased over the years but in the last two or three, the commute has become exceedingly

heavier. I leave Temecula at about 6:00 am and arrive to work at about 7:t5'7:30 am; once in a while lget lucky and

will get in by 7:OO am. The drive home is awful. I leave the office at 4:30 pm and arrive home anywhere from 5:50 to

6:30 pm; most evenings, it's around 6:20 pm. What is really frustrating is that when I am approximately 10 miles

outside of Temecula, the traffic comes to a crawl despite there being no accidents. There's a dreadful bottleneck

that occurs after the 76 near Rainbow, When there is an accident, it's even worse'

The commute has become so bad that l've been considering buying a home closer to work to eliminate the freeway

commute altogether. I love Temecula and despite the traffic in town, I prefer not to leave Temecula as it has been

my home for the past 2zyears. However, I see the commute as getting worse. I see lots of homes, a junior college,

and perhaps more shopping centers going up on the l-15 corridor, which worries me because to me, every home

represents at least 2 more vehicles on the highway.

I have a carpool buddy that I commute with almost every day and that helps with the driving, wear and tear on

my/his vehicle, but it does not help in terms of carpool lanes since there are no carpool lanes at allon this portion of

the l-15 corridor. I hope that you can levy some carpool lanes/expansion to help relieve traffic'

Thank you kindly

Sincerely,

?ø'vne,ln Lopry
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michelle Jones <dazeeblue@yahoo.com>

Saturday, June 23,20L8 7:32 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
I-L5 Traffic

Dear Assemblywoman Waldron,
My husband just retired after serving 25 years in the US Navy. We bought our first home in Menifee just over 4 years

ago. Once he retired, he was excited to not spend hours on the road each day driving to Camp Pendleton' Unfortunately,

his new job is even further away.....all the way down the l-15 to San Diego. He has to get up at 3 am to make it to work

before the traffic gets out of control and luckily leaves around 1:30 from work......but still hits traffic once in Temecula'

Something needs to be done to help the flow of traffic in Fallbrook and Temecula !

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Jones
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MacDou all, KrisW

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Philip Brodak < philipbrodak@gmail.com>

Friday, lune22,20l-8 11:35 PM

Assemblymember Waldron
I-15 relief

Hello Assemblywoman Waldron,
As someone who commutes the l-15 corridor between Fallbrook and Temecula, I heartily support construction of more

lanes from Deer Springs to the t;-zts split. The recent closure of northbound 15 by a traffic accident really drives home

the need for more lanes, preferably carpool lanes the can be increased or decreased on demand, as are the lanes further

south on the 15. please let my voice be heard to your colleagues when the next SANDAG planning meeting is held.

Sincerely,
Philip P Brodak

Sent from my iPhone
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MacDouga ll, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Denise Gibson < mdenisegibson@gmail.com>
Saturday, )une 23,2018 L1:51 AM

Assemblymember Wald ron

I-1-5 Nightmare

I j ust read your op-ed about traffic on the I- 1 5 . I live in Pauma Valley, am retired now and try to avoid the 1 5

during commuting hours. However, the traffic problems on the 15 bleed over onto other roads and make traffic
difficult especially when there are accidents or heavy backups, Friday afternoon/evenings being the worst. I
travel quite often on the 76 and on the Pala-Temecula road. Pala road in particular gets heavy traffic through the

small community of Pala with Temecula commuters getting off the 15 at the 76 in order to avoid the back up on

the 15 and clogging up the roads in Pala. This creates great diffrculty for local residents to get around the area'

For instance, this past Thursday there was an accident north of Temecula that closed the northbound lanes of the

15 for several hours. By the afternoon traffic was backed up on the 76 going east almost to the 15 freeway and

traffic coming through Escondido created a back up on the 76 going west from Pala almost to Reservation Road

in Pauma Valley, That was at 5:15, it could have become much worse after that. My son was in class at Mira

Costa so I had to contact him to come home a different way, which he wasn't familiar with, still took him over

an hour. This situation is becoming intolerable, especially for the small community of Pala, I recommend you

contact the Tribal Government for their input on this matter. Being retired we can usually schedule

appointments around traffic issues, but not always. Thanks for your attention to the possible widening, adding

còmmuter lanes, etc to the 15 freeway, please continue to share and fight for the widening of this freeway. The

problem will remain since housing costs are so much cheaper in Riverside County than in San Diego. When I

was working (in Escondido at the Post Office) so many of my co-workers lived in Temecula or Murrieta, this is

unlikely to change.

Marityn Gibson
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MacDo al

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daniel Hofshi <dhofshi@gmail.com>

Saturday, June23,2018 10:28 PM

Assemblymember Waldron

I-15 and Other Regional Traffic

Dear Assemblymember Waldron,

please consider alternative means of transportation to alleviate traffic. Expansion of freeways is a short term fix and will

not help in the long term with the increased population densities. We need options like reliable rail and carpool lanes to

transport allof the people that commute to the san Diego Region. we need less cars on the road and we have no other

means of transportation. please support upgrading to reliable, consistent mass transit instead of widening roads when

addressing SANDAGs updated Plan.

Sincerely,

Daniel Hofshi
(760)468-0e49
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Jean White < blondyjean@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 24,201-8 8:26 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
I-15

I live near the l-15 Fwy. With houses being built we need more lanes......it takes a good hour to go thru Temecula, on the

l-15, ¡f we have a fire and there is an accident on the l-15, we will not be able to escape it in Fallbrook' We need an

expansion on the fwy.
Please help,
Jean White
Fallbrook, CA.

Sent from Jean's lPad
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melissa Barnes <melissarbarnesL@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 23, 2018 8:02 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
I L5 expansion

I saw a write-up on Facebook of the growing concern of the traffic on the I 15. V/e recently moved to California
(specifically Murrieta) from the suburbs of Chicago. I can tell you that after dealing with snow, rain and fog
into the city of Chicago, the traffic is much better there than the traffic on the I 1 5, I can almost guarantee that I
see at least one accident on my commute to SD everyday. The road rage is out out of control, big trucks are

moving into the left hand lanes trying to pass, and my commute usually runs the most from Fallbrook to
Temecula. Once I hit Fallbrook heading North, it takes about 45 minutes. For some reason at border
patrol/weigh station is where it slows down and then takês the most time to get off at the exit at Winchester -

usually 45 minutes.

My family is looking to head to San Diego to live because of the commute. My husband is concerned I could be

killed due to this stretch and the accidents and overflow of traffic. I'm a nurse and have decided to cany a first-
aid kit. With the traffic, I'm concerned about my safety if I try to help someone. On another safety measure, if
we ever have to evacuate. When we had a fire in Murrieta, lve were evacuated. There was a fire off of the 15

going south, traffic was stopped and fires in LA. For emergency pwposes we need to consider how to evacuate

and allow emergency personnel to make it to locations.

Lastly, I would be willing (I'm sure there are others too) to pay for toll roads all the way to the 91.

Please consider changes to the 15 !

Kindest Regards,
Melissa Barnes
33r-457-3936
MelissaRBarnes I @smail.com

Melissa
rneli ssarbarnes 1 @ gmail. com
636-368-r528
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

debra-ed i n gfield @ netzero. net

Sunday, June 24,2018 1:09 PM

Assemblymember Wa ldron

I L5 Corridor traffic

I am pleased you are finally dealing with this issue. I have been very upset about San Diego Supervisors

ignoring the infrastucture lack in this area while mindlessly approving massive housing projects' The freeway

is so baã now, I can't bear to think of the hot mess we will have with all this housing approved. I live in Gopher

Canyon and already have to plan my life around the congestion on that road and the I-15'

The last fire disaste r rcally biought this home. I can't fathom what is in the minds of supervisors who approve

these developments for tax r.u..u. and IGNORE the obvious problems. The roads are woefully inadequate as

are the schools to handle this. Burdening the already maxed out roads is really bordering on stupidity'

I support your working to make SANDAG recognize what a mess they are contributing to. The freeway

i-ptåu"-ents need to be FIRST before any developments begin. I support your bill, AB Xl 14. Common

,..rr" should be the rule of law here as well as the Traffic Relief and Road Improvement Act'

Thank you for your attention to this matter and please push hard on this. The quality of life in this part of the

county depends on it.

Debra Edingfield
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy Sears <sears-ka@pacbell.net>
Sunday, June 24,2018 8:55 AM
Assemblymember Wa ld ron
r15

Dear Ms. Waldron,
I have lived in Fallbrook for over 30 years. I have watched the growth of the Fallbrook, Bonsall, Pala, Ternecula and

Murrieta areas with amazementl The roads, including I L5, have not kept up with the growth. The current situation with
the I 15 corridor, as we recentlywítnessed, has put us in a very dangerous situationl l'm not so sure that widening the
freeway will resolve the problem either. l'm wondering why there has not been discussion about a tra¡n system that
would go right down the middle of I 15 from Riverside County down to Mission Valley? The Sprinter in Escondido would
connect it to the Coaster in Oceansíde. This system woúld make it possible for more college students to have a way to
attend, less the traffic headaches that they deal with. This is just one group of people that would benefit from a train
system, We could also discuss pollution problems, accídents, etc,
Please discuss this idea with others, I would love to hear your thoughts and what others have to say.

Thank you for addressing the problem,
Kathy Sears

Sent from my iPhone
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MacDouqall, Kristv

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Patricia Borchmann < patriciaborchmann@gmail.com >

Saturday, June23,2018 1-0:34 PM

Assemblymember Waldron
Christine Nava; Patricia Borchmann
Request for actual AB X1 L4 in entirety - Your legislative bill mandate

In "The Paper", and "The Vista Press", I observed your Weekly Column (06 21 18), "The I-15 Nightmare",

I agree with portions of your column that "The I-15 Nightmare" is a chronic commuter problem, constant
gridlock is a daily 'new normal' of misery, which is how I'd describe it.

While you blame "....continued growth in Riverside Countyu, and with thousands of new homes approved or
under construction inFallbrook, Bonsall, etc., I-15 is simply not adequate for curent or projected traffic".

What I disagree with and found disturbing (but not surprising), was your refusal (as former Escondido City
Council member, SANDAG Member City), or current State Assemblymember, to accept responsibility for
excessive growth, uncontrolled development during your term in Escondido when rampant growth was
popular. Failure to form or apply growth management by Escondido City Council following adoption of
Proposition S, was a collective decision by Council majority, which has cost City taxpayers and public
stakeholders dearly, in loss of leisure time, reductions in air quality, increased commute time, and reduced

Quality of Life.

The pattern of incremental project approvals for density bonus entitlements, development agreements, fee
waivets, and relaxed policy for selective projects was irresponsible, yet here you are in2018 writing Weekly
Columns as Assemblymember Marie Waldron, complaining about uncontrolled growth, unmitigated traffic
impacts.

During 2017-18, SANDAG undertook Public Outreach through Surveys to collect feedback for the  -year
update of SD Regional Transportation Plan. I was one of many SD public stakeholders who gladly participated
by taking that Survey
I hope you have an opportunity to view my personal comments, or ask your Aide to provide you with a copy
since you won't have time yourself.

I've posted on Facebook Page, and Group Pages of Volunteer organizations seeking Volunteers to jorn
SANDAG's Committee formed to undertake Regional Transportation Plan , and really listening to comments
from survey responders.

Thank you for thoughtful consideration.
Please email me if you have questions, or concerns before you formally prepare response
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michele Sheehan <michelesheehanl@gmail.com>

Saturday, )une 23,2018 6:LL AM
Assemblymember Waldron
Rainbow traffic issues

I have been a res¡dent of Rainbow, California for 17 years. I purchased a home here so I could enjoy being
near a city but still have that country feeling. I am a schoolteacher who commutes to Escondido on a daily
basis.

ln these 17 years things have drastically changed. The number of vehicles commuting north and south on the
l-15 has reached monstrous levels. Not only is the freeway jammed with commuters, but the peripheral
communities and streets are suffer¡ng the overflow effects of hostile and frustrated drivers.

I happen to reside on one of the streets used by commuters, and my quality of life inside and outside my home
has completely deteriorated. Every day, I cannot leave or access my home without sitting in traffic. Whenever
there is an emergency (wild fires, evacuations) we cannot escape and fear for our lives. I also cannot play with
my granddaughter in my front yard for fear of traffic speeding and people driving recklessly past my house. Not

to mention the noise levelfrom said traffic; squealing tires, horns honking, loud music, etc,

Our community group, ARC (Association for the Rainbow Community) has been focused on this issue for the
last two years. We have been contacting various people from TAC at the SD County Offices to CALTRANS
and SANDAG. I have personally written repeatedly to Bill Horn's office requesting action be taken, to no avail.

This issue has been recognized by the mayor of Temecula, and we have had news stations report on it as well.

Abby Alford with Channel I News was here last summer reporting from my front yard.

The time has come for drastic and immediate action. We need to expedite a carpooliFastrak lane on the l-15

and put measures into place for small communities who are suffering the effects.

I propose:

1 . l-15 plans be amended to add a carpool/Fastak lane in each direction from the 78-15 interchange north to
Riverside County.

2. Resident only laws, enforcement, and fines during rush hours as determined necessary for peripheral roads
and communities along the l-15 corridor previously mentioned.

Thank you for your consideration.

Michele Sheehan

(Working with Donna Thompson on our Rainbow traffic petition, hoping to submit June/July)
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gil Rod riguez <gil67 okok@gmail.com >

Saturday, June 23, 2018 1L:34 PM

Assemblymember Waldron
Traffic relief

As a concerned citizen living in Temecula I have personally seen the traffic explosion over the last 10 years.
I do believe we need to add lanes to the 15 North and South and also believe we need to add lanes on the 15

North connector to the 215,
I also work in public transportation and do see a need for public transit systems such as the Sprinter, Trolley,
and the Gold, Purple, Blue and a multitude of additional colored train lines in the Los Angeles area.

I would recommend pursuing a transit line connecting the Temescal Valley from Corona (which already has
Metrolink service) to Escondido which currently has the Sprinter.
I know that the Sprinter services a number of Universities and may help alleviate trafftc congestion. With the
new campus opening soon in Fallbrook traffic will only get worse.

These options may open up addition funding sources through States and Federal agencies which may help bring
an end to what has truly become a daily nightmare of a drive.

Regards

Gilberto Rodriguez
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MacDouga ll, Kristy

From:
Sent:
lo:
Subject:

Diane Olson <jojo9302005@aol.com >

Saturday, June23,2018 10:35 PM
Assemblymember Waldron
Traffic on I15

I live in Fallbrook and work in Escondido. I leave at 7 am to go to work it takes me 1-1 L5 minutes!ll lget off at center
city to get to valley parkway. I am back on freeway by L-1:30 it takes me 45 minutes-l hour to get home. l've been doing
this commute for 7 years and it drains the life out of me. Don't even get me started about Fallbrook to Temecula that is

a mess!l!l
Sent from my iPad
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
¡o:
Subject:

Pegsterz < pegsterz@aol.com >

Saturday, June 23, 2018 8:28 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
Traffic

l-15 traffíc is horrendous! Living in Fallbrook, we feel trapped from commuting to Temecula because of all the traffic

which seems to start earlier every week! From 2:00 pm on it's a mess! We are very concerned with all the homes going

in off the L5 as well. Considering each home has at least 2 cars, that will mean thousands more cars on our already

clogged roads.

l'm sure you are well aware of these facts. Something needs to be done NOW before the masses get the heck out of CA

and the housing market collapses once again.

Peggy Hanne

Fallbrook resident
(760l'468-4437
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MacDouqal t, Kristv

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

blhuss < hussbl@gmail.com>
Friday, June 22,2018 11:50 AM
Assemblymember Wald ron
I-15 traffic

Hello Assembly Woman Waldron,

On behalf of our family, I would like to ask that you support our plea for action to alleviate the traffic situation on the l-
15 from

Temecula and further south. As residents of Rainbow, we are severely impacted by the traffic flow. Commuters from
Temecula

are using our valley as a corridor to Old Hwy 395/Rainbow Canyon to escape the freeway. Our streets are crumbling, our
children's

safety while traveling to-from school is impacted, speeders endanger us when we try to exit or enter our driveways, they
roam the

backstreets and private driveways attempting to circumvent stop and go traffic. We cannot safely receive emergency
care if an

accident or sudden illness befalls us. Last night after the semi wreak on the l-15 in Temecula, our fire station got a call

and it took them

5 minutes to go 1/4 mile due to the traffic congestion

Please help us regain our quality of life that we sought when we moved to this quiet valley 26 years ago.

The Huss Family

William, Beverly, Jeff, Lacenda, and Konnor,

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG

https://www.avg.com
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Welty < maryweltyT@gmail.com >

Friday, June 22,2018 7:31 AM
Assemblymember Wald ron
Need for Improving I-15

I agree that something has to be done about improving l-15 between Escondido and Temecula
IMMEDIATELY!!!

Thank you for your commitment to seeing that it gets donel

Mary Welty
45187 Putting Green Ct.

Temecula, CA

lTi t#= Virus-free. vwwv. avast. çom
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elaine Barlow <ebchick@sbcalobal.net>
Friday, June 22,2018 8:18 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
I-15 traffic

I got caught on SATURDAY, June 16th, not a normal commute day. I left Fallbrook around 4:15 PM, planning to get to
Costco in Temecula to pick up prescription medicine at the pharmacy. lt was after 6:00 PM, when I got there, having
to sit in traffic due to an accident. By the time I got there the accident was cleared to the center median near the
Santiago over crossing, just south of Rancho California Rd. Thankfully, I did not attempt to go to Temecula and
Murrieta on Thursday, which is my usual day to go there for appointments with most of my doctors and my bank,
which closed their Fallbrook branch. I am retired and on a limited income and go to Temecula/Murrieta probably
once a week. lt would be wonderful if they improved the l-15. I remember when it was built in the 1970's. I have
lived in Fallbrook and Escondido since 1951! Lots of changes. The Old 395 was the only Highway if you consider the
two-way road a highwayl! Bloody Gap in Rainbow was notorious for accidents. I fully support ANY legislation to
improve l-15 and use Highway taxes for the improvements instead of everything else. Thank you, Elaine
Ba rlow....eblala @att.net.

Sent from my iPhone
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

S. Tague < saramgilman@gmail.com >

Thursday, June 2t,20L8 2:21PM
Assemblymember Waldron
Re:l-L5 Congestion

Dear Rep. Waldron,
I recently read an op-ed piece that you wrote regarding your bill, X I 14. IVhile I agree with you on the

necessity and urgency of finding solutions to the ubiquitous congestion that is I-15, I think longer-term

solutions are necessary. Specifically, I believe mass-transit options are more sustainable and viable,

particularly with the exponential growth the region is seeing. Other West Coast metropolises, such as

Þortland, the Bay Area, and Seattle, have seen great success with mass transit, and Southern California is

long-overdue for such relief. Such a forward-thinking, dynamic region that is frequently on the global stage

rrquir6 similarly forward-thinking solutions. It is time for our region to emerge from the transportation dark

ages and into modernity.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sara Gilman Tague
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ed Gallo < egallo@escondido.org >

Thursday, lune 21,2018 10:18 AM
Stinson, Tom

Re: In Case You Missed It

this corridor has been a growing problem since, what I call the transfer of wealth that hit the nation in the
mid 1990's. Remember the RTC? Housing prices were roughly 25+% lower than Escondido (probably
higher % in other areas of SD County) and prompted a huge migration of home ownership to Southern
Riverside County. I remember representing a Buyer for a 110 lot approved foreclosed subdivision in

Hemet at S3000/lot26 of which permits could be pulled the next day. The rest was rough graded. You can

see why housing prices were so different than in SDC. The problem was that the jobs were still in SDC

creatingthe need to pave 12lanes of concrete in l-L5 from Escondido south to downtown SD/Sorrento
Valley, etc. and from Esco north no change. The County had an opportunity back then to approve a

proposal to build a business park similar to the one in RB but was turned down. HP was on board to build

another facility there. This would have at least had a good % of the commuter traffic exit in the
Bonsall/FallbrookareaatHwyT6/l-t5. 1n2001 lwasappointedtothel-15 lnterregional Partnership, later

Co-Chair, where we takled the housing and work imbalance. SANDAG has the report on some shelf at their

HQ. Flying cars may be the .nr*"r. S
Ed Gallo

From: Stinson, Tom <Tom.Stinson@asm.ca.gov>

Sent: Thursday, June 2I,2OI8 9:23:07 AM
To: Stinson, Tom
Subject: ln Case You Missed lt

The I-r5 Nightmare

Traveling I-r5 in North San Diego/SW Riverside can be a nightmare. The distance between Temecula and
Escondido is only a little over 3õ miles, bùt during rush houi the trip can take well over an hour.
http://valle]¡centerhappenings.com/r7¡8¡/3r8sr7/a/the-i-rs-nightmare

Tom Stinson
D i strict Com m u n i cati ons Di re cto r
Minority Floor Leader Assemblymember Morie Woldron, AD 75

350 W Sth Avenue #110
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Phone: 760-480-7570
Fax:760-480-75L6
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wapner, Robyn < Robyn.Wapner@sandag.org >

Wednesday, June 20, 2018 t2:20 PM

Stinson, Tom

Assemblymember Waldron - the I-15 Nightmare

Hi Tom,

Saw this article and wanted to thank you for flagging the Regional Plan!

Assemblymember Waldron - the l-15 Niqhtmare

Also wanted to share these links with you - http://www.sdforward.com/vision-eoals/communitv-inÞut and

SDForward.com/subscribe - these are both great resources for folks to know when and how to engage on the

Regional Plan.

Robyn Wapner
Senior Government Relations Analyst

SANDAG
(6r-9) 699-1994
401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego, CA 92101

@WS.;:'
Facebook I Twitter I YouTube
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MacDougal l, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Terri Daniel <terri-danielL@yahoo.com>

Wednesday, June 20, 2018 7:43 AM
Assemblymember Wa ldron
The I'15 Temecula

'We moved to Temecula 15 years ago. Due to health reasons, I have to commute to San Diego for numerous

doctor visits. I love to go to Carlsbad to the beach, unfortunately the freeway has become so congested that if
you do not leave the beach by I :00 pm you will be in a traffic jam forever. I have to make all my doctor

appointments around the trafhc in San Diego. We've had numerous accidents near the exit Rancho California

Road due to the horrible backup. It has become a nightmare.

Please make the I-15 a top priority in California!!!!!

God Bless.

Terri Daniel
California Native

Sent fì'orn Yahoo Mail on Android
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Anne Palmer <maryanne5755@icloud.com>

Wednesday, June 20,2018 9:04 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
Upgrade L-L5

Please upgrade 1-1511!l Temecula and surrounding cities need it!
Paul & Mary Anne Palmer

Sent from my iPhone
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MacDougal l, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Baize <tbaize@gmail,com>

Tuesday, June 19, 20L8 4:L7 PM

Assemblymember Waldron

I-L5 Traffic

Hello,

Traffic on l-15 between Temecula and Escondido has become a nightmare. Please helpl

Thanks,

Tim Baize
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Mac ll, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helen Alexander < hlvpal@gmail.com>
Monday, June 18, 2018 8:58 AM

Assemblymember Waldron

I L5 traffic

Hi - it is my opinion that some of the problems northbound on I 15 is the I 215 exit. There are 3 northbound lands on

2IS aTMurrieta Hot Springs but that is not soon enough. The I 15 northbound right lane ends before Murrieta Hot

Spríngs and could also be an entrance to the 215. That would be 3 lanes for the off ramp to join the 3 lanes on the 215

Also maybe they could put up K rails from Rainbow to Clinton Keith on the fast lane to make it a through lane only -

people get in that lane and want off at Winchest er or 2!5, so they stop traffic looking for an opening to get over.

All I know is once you get half way between Winchester & the 215 exit - the traffic seems to thin out a lot.

ln Europe and elsewhere - they designate lanes for exits, Maybe they need a Winchester only exit with 2 lanes - and K

rails to stop people from other lanes trying to cut over.

For some reason no-one wants to wait in a line - but they prefer to race up a faster lane and then cut everyone off

trying to get over. lf you isolate the exit la nes - they could not do thät.

Thanks

Helen Alexander
28080 Orangegrove Ave

Menifee CA 92584

hlvpal@email,com
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MacDou all, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Megan < mnowicki68@hotmail.com>
Monday, June 18,2018 11:23 AM

Assemblymember Wald ron

Funds for I-15 road widening

Ms. Waldron,

Thank you for being an amazing north county representative. I have supported your views and voted for you in the past'

ln response foryour request for public opinion, I couldn't agree with you more on funds being used as allocated and not

beingredirected. Theproblemoftrafficcongestiononl-l5northwillonlygetworsewithnewhomesgoinginalongthe
corridor. You have my full support on this issue.

Thank you,

Megan Nowicki

Valley Center resident

Sent from my iPad
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James R Parke <james.r.parke@aero.org>

Tuesday, June 19, 2018 2:33 PM

Assemblymember Waldron
I-15

Marie...l have read your OP-ED about l-15 congestion. I was very happy to learn that a seemingly near-term solution

to relieve congestion is possible. Hopefully SANDAG will do a better job than the ever disappoínting Hwy 76 update.

James R. Parke

4075 Helena Street
Fallbrook, CA 92028-3831

6]-,28409986
JamesparkeL9 58rôsmail.com
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lena Good <lenamariegood@gmail.com>

Tuesday, June 19, 2018 9:15 AM

Assemblymember Waldron

Expand the 15 fwy

Please expand the 15 fwy, I work in Orange County and what used to be a 65 minute drive is now 2 hours

each way. If the counties are going to keep building and selling new homes then it's your job responsibility

to make sure we have the roads to travel on, so we can all get to work.
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brenda Kemball <bkemball99@gmail.com>

Tuesday, June l-9, 20L8 7:42 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
Traffic on the I-1-5 through north San Diegofiemecula

Additional lanes are a must through the San Diego /Riverside corridor. This short 30 miles stretch takes over a hour

most days anytime of day. Then further down the l-15 miles before the 91 freeway is another hour to two hour

delay.

Additional housing should be halted throughout San Diego/Riverside until this freeway infrastructure can handle the

current traffic issues. This is a very dangerous situation. lf we have a major crisis such as an earthquake there are

very few alternate routes to escape this area. Visualize everyone trying to escape on roads that cannot safety handle

day-to-day traffic. Safety and desire to live in these areas is no longer a draw, You can't leave these areas without

planning for 2-3 hour drive through this corridor heading north.

Something needs to happen immediately as well as, stop the new housing developments until this is crisis is

resolved.

Sent from my iPhone
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Stinson, Tom

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Jensen < DJensen@truemfg.com >

Tuesday, September 18, 20L8 7:24 PM

Assemblymember Waldron
IL5 traffic

Hello and thank you for taking on this cause. l've lived throughout the | 15 corridor in both San Diego and Riverside

counties for the last 33 yrs. The traffic has certainly gotten worse over time but the last 5 years has really gotten my

attention. The portion of the interstate between Temecula and Escondido has become horribÍe as well as the portion

between south Lake Elsinore and Corona. Again, I appreciate your efforts but CA state governments choice to not
build enough infrastructure through the years has forced many of us hard working tax payers, to consider residency

in other states. l'm one of them !

Thank you,

David Jensen

True Residential-Western region
3 14-307-8033
True-residential.com

When you buy this logo 'True', you've bought o cooler thqt will perform to your expectot¡ons

ond last essentially as long os you wqnt to use it." - Robert J, Truloske Sr. (7978-2004)

This e-mail, including any f,rles attached to it, may contain confidential and/or proprietary information of
True Manufacturing. If you have received this transmission and you are not the intended recipient, please

promptly delete this message and any copies and notify the sender of the delivery error by return email or
telephone at (636) 240-2400. True Manufacturing disclaims liability for any unintended disclosure, viruses
or other malicious software contained in this e-mail or any attachments to it. True Manufacturing 2001 East

Terra Lane O'Fallon, MO 633 66 www.trucrnfs. com
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MacDougall, KrisW

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

adnan muklashy <amuklashy@gmail.com>
Friday, July 20,2018 LL:56 AM
Assemblymember Wald ron
Traffic comjustion

To me,the best solution is light railfrom San Diego through Escondido-Temecula-Murrieta-Corona include cities in

between.
Sent from my iPhone
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MacDougall, Kristy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Halsted <rhalsted@palacasino.com>
Saturday, June 30, 20L8 9:L7 AM
Assemblymember Waldron
I-L5

We defínitely need more lanes from the 75/275 split, the side streets are being used as ways around the traffic and of
course is a safety concern. I drive it daily from Pala to Murrieta and the situation is ridiculous. How can I help more? ls

there a website that focuses on this issue?
Thank you, Bob Halsted

1- 17 -//
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October 17 th, 2018 

Regarding San Diego Forward: 2019-2050 Regional Plan – Projects and Transportation Network Concepts 

To the SANDAG Board of Directors: 

With the goals of Shared Mobility and Connected Corridors in mind, the San Diego East County Region requests 
consideration for all transportation projects that will improve the movement of commerce and quality of life for 
residents who commute through and to the San Diego East County Region. 

San Diego East County has a population of 480,462 people in the urban core areas.  These are people who contribute 
to the regional transportation tax revenues benefitting SANDAG.  The Region includes the cities of Lemon Grove, La 
Mesa, El Cajon, Santee and the unincorporated communities of Lakeside, Alpine, Crest, Rancho San Diego, Spring 
Valley and Jamul.  Additionally, there are many citizens who live further east in the rural communities located in the 
county who need access for their daily commute and to escape seasonal fires. 

The Trolley connects our cities, MTS Bus Services are in the East County Region and a major Bus Transit Center is in 
the City of El Cajon.  There are many existing bike lanes and trails in the region.  What the East County lacks is 
effective connections through our freeways, highways and roadways that improves commuter travel times and the 
movement of goods and services. 

As a region we must have improvements to the freeway and highway system especially at key choke points that 
make commute times substantially longer and results in reduced productivity.  The East County Region also includes 
major work centers that are increasing in employment and businesses particularly around Gillespie Air Field in the 
Cities of El Cajon and Santee and industrial centers in Lakeside, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley and La Mesa and the 
growing communities of Rancho San Diego, Alpine, Lakeside, and Ramona. 

The San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce, the San Diego East County Economic Development Council, and 
our local Community Chambers strongly recommend completing the projects recommended in the San Diego 
Forward Plan for the San Diego East County Region.  We are especially concerned about improving the movement of 
commercial goods and services on our highways and in helping residents effectively commute to their places of 
work.  The projects we strongly recommend being included in the new San Diego Forward Plan are: 

1. SR 52 from I-5 to SR 125 add lanes and all SR52 Improvements referenced in SD Forward Plan 
2. SR125 – SR94 Connector for South to East interchange and improvements recommended in plan 
3. SR67 Lane expansion from Mapleview St. to Dye Road and all improvements recommended in plan 
4. I-8 add 2 lanes between 2nd St. & Los Coches Rd.  and all recommended in plan 
5. SR94 All Improvements recommended in plan 
6. SR78 Add lanes & Connectors and improvements recommended in plan 

On behalf of the more than 8,000 businesses and 480,462 residents in the East County Region, and from our local 
Chambers of Commerce, the ECEDC, local government officials and regional SANDAG Board Members we strongly 
urge SANDAG include all the projects in the San Diego Forward Regional Plan relating to vehicle travel on roads, 
highways and freeways for the San Diego East County Region. 

Sincerely, 

John Mendoza 
President, CEO 

Home Wealth Financial & Insurance Services 
270 E. Douglas Ave, El Cajon, CA  92020 – 619.434-0011 – www.homewealthfinancial.com  
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october !7th,zoLs 1D-'¿'3-18P03:04 RCVD KELLERWILLIAMS'
Regarding San Diego Forward: 2019-2050 Regional Plan - Proiects and Transportation Network Concepts

To the SANDAG Board of Directors:

With the goals of Shared Mobility and Connected Corridors in mind, the San Diego East County Region requests

consideration for all transportation projects that will improve the movement of commerce and quality of life for

residents who commute through and to the san Diego East county Region.

San Diego East County has a population of 480,462 people in the urban core areas. These are people who contribute to

the regional transportation tax revenues benefitting SANDAG. The Region includes the cities of Lemon Grove, La Mesa,

El Cajon, Santee and the unincorporated communities of Lakeside, Alpine, Crest, Rancho San Diego, Spring Valley and

Jamul. Additionally, there are many citizens who live further east in the rural communities located in the county who

need access for their daily commute and to escape seasonal fires.

The Trolley connects our cities, MTS Bus Services are in the East County Region and a major Bus Transit Center is in the

City of El Cajon. There are many existing bike lanes and trails in the region. What the East County lacks is effective

connections through our freeways, highways and roadways that ¡mproves commuter travel times and the movement of

goods and services.

As a region we must have improvements to the freeway and highway system especially at key choke points that make

commute times substantially longer and results in reduced productivity. The East County Region also includes major

work centers that are increasing in employment and businesses particularly around Gillespie Air Field in the Cities of El

Cajon and Santee and industrial centers in Lakeside, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley and La Mesa and the growing

communities of Rancho San Diego, Alpine, Lakeside, and Ramona.

The San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce, the San Diego East County Economic Development Council, and our

local Community Chambers strongly recommend completing the projects recommended in the San Diego Forward Plan

for the San Diego East County Region. We are especially concerned about improving the movement of commercial

goods and services on our highways and in helping residents effectively commute to their places of work' The projects

we strongly recommend being included in the new San Diego Forward Plan are:

t. 5R 52 from l-5 to SR 125 add lanes and all SR52 lmprovements referenced in SD Forward Plan

2. SR125 - SR94 Connector for South to East interchange and improvements recommended in plan

3. SR67 Lane expansion from Mapleview St. to Dye Road and all improvements recommended in plan

4. l-8 add 2 lanes between znd St. & Los Coches Rd. and all recommended in plan

5. SR94 All lmprovements recommended in plan

6. 5R78 Add lanes & Connectors and improvements recommended in plan

On behalf of the more than 8,000 businesses and 480,462 residents in the East County Region, and from our local

Chambers of Commerce, the ECEDC, local government officials and regional SANDAG Board Members we strongly urge

SANDAG include all the projects in the San Diego Forward Regional Plan relating to vehicle travel on roads, highways and

freeways for the San Diego East County Region'

Sincerelv. ./.':"t"1rur'ø'
Keller Williams Realty

Broker of Record/Operating Principle

619-873-2700

t (619)873-2700
't (619)873-2728
kw,com1:_ìrìii ¡ìifi'.i. rì lIilr.l:iì¡ì¡lliiil'' í\',t:ìil,tì!jai i.lil(ìf::il!t.l

KellerWìlliams Realty
1030 Fletcher Parkway
El Cajon, CA 92020
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October !7th,2o!8

Regarding San Diego Forward: 2019-2050 Regional Plan - Projects and Transportat¡on Network Concepts

To the SANDAG Board of Directors:

With the goals of Shared Mobility and Connected Corridors in mind, the San Diego East County Region requests

consideration for all transportation projects that will improve the movement of commerce and quality of life for
residents who commute through and to the San Diego East County Region.

San Diego East County has a population of 480,462 people in the urban core areas. These are people who
contribute to the regional transportation tax revenues benefitting SANDAG. The Region includes the cities of Lemon

Grove, La Mesa, El Cajon, Santee and the unincorporated communities of Lakeside, Alpine, Crest, Rancho San Diego,

Spring Valley and Jamul. Additionally, there are many citizens who live further east in the rural communities located
in the county who need access for their daily commute and to escape seasonal fires.

The Trolley connects our cities, MTS Bus Services are in the East County Region and a major Bus Transit Center is in

the City of El Cajon. There are many existing bike lanes and trails in the region. What the East County lacks is

effective connections through our freeways, highways and roadways that improves commuter travel times and the
movement of goods and services.

As a region we must have improvements to the freeway and highway system especially at key choke points that
make commute times substantially longer and results in reduced productivity. The East County Region also includes
major work centers that are increasing in employment and businesses particularly around Gillespie Air Field in the
Cities of El Cajon and Santee and industrial centers in Lakeside, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley and La Mesa and the
growing communities of Rancho San Diego, Alpine, Lakeside, and Ramona.

The San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce, the San Diego East County Economic Development Council, and

our local Community Chambers strongly recommend completing the projects recommended in the San Diego

Forward Plan for the San Diego East County Region. We are especially concerned about improving the movement of
commercial goods and services on our highways and in helping residents effectively commute to their places of
work. The projects we strongly recommend being included in the new San Diego Forward Plan are:

7. SR 52 from l-5 to SR 125 add irn", .nd all SR52 lmprovements referenced in SD Forward Plan

2. SR125 - SR94 Connector for South to East interchange and improvements recommended in plan

3. SR67 Lane expansion from Mapleview St. to Dye Road and all improvements recommended in plan

4. l-8 add 2 lanes between 2"d St. & Los Coches Rd. and all recommended in plan

5. SR94 All lmprovements recommended in plan

6. SR78 Add lanes & Connectors and improvements recommended in plan

On behalf of the more than 8,000 businesses and 480,462 residents in the East County Region, and from our local

Chambers of Commerce, the ECEDC, local government officials and regional SANDAG Board Members we strongly
urge SANDAG include all the projects in the San Diego Forward Regional Plan relating to vehicle travel on roads,

highways and freeways for the San Diego East County Region.

Sincerely,

Eric J. Lund

President, CEO

San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce
201 S. Magnolia Ave., El Cajon, CA 92020 - 619.440.6161 - www.eastcou hamber.ors
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Roddy Jerome

Ronald Tieken
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BTOCII & BNICil
Service, Setection, Savings Since 1947

Mail to: P.O. Box 579
Lemon Grove, CA 91946-0579

October 18, 201-8

Re: San Diego Forward: 2019-2050 Regional Plan - Projects and Transportation Network Concepts

To the SANDAG Board of Directors:

With the goals of Shared Mobility and Connected Corridors ín mind, the San Diego East County Region

requests consideration for all transportation projects that will improve the movement of commerce and

quality of life for residents who commute through and to the San Diego East County Region.

San Diego East County has a population of 480,462 people in the urban core areas. These are people

who contribute to the regional transportation tax revenues benefitting SANDAG. The Region includes

the cities of Lemon Grove, La Mesa, El Cajon, Santee and the unincorporated communities of Lakeside,

Alpine, Crest, Rancho San Diego, Spring Valley and Jamul. Additionally, there are many citizens who live

further east in the rural communities located in the county who need access for their daily commute

and to escape seasonal fires.

The Trolley connects our cities, MTS Bus Services are in the East County Region and a major Bus Transit

Center is in the City of El Cajon. There are many existirrg bike lanes and trails in the region. What the

East County lacks is effective connections through our freeways, highways and roadways that improves

commuter travel times and the movement of goods and services

As a region we must have improvements to the freeway and highway system especially at key choke

points that make commute times substantially longer and results in reduced productivity. The East

County Region also includes major work centers that are increasing in employment and businesses

particularly around Gillespie Air Field in the Cities of El Cajon and Santee and industrial centers in

Lakeside, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley and La Mesa and the growing communities of Rancho San Diego,

Alpine, Lakeside, and Ramona.

The San Diego Eait County Chamber of Commerce, the San Diego East County Economic Development

Council, and our local Community Chambers strongly recommend completing the projects

recommended in the San Diego Forward Plan for the San Diego East County Region. We are especially

concerned about improving the movement of commercial goods and services on our highways and ín

helping residents effectively commute to their places of work. The projects we strongly recommend

being included in fhe new San Diego Forward Plan are: 
)

L. SR 52 from l-5 to SR L25 add lanes and all SR52 lmprovements referenced in SD Forward Plan

2. SR125 - SR94 Connector for South to East interchange and improvements recommended in plan

Gorporate Office &¡Sales Yard
8240 Broadway LemonGrove, CA 91945 (619)460-9101 Fax (619) 460-3926 E-mail @rcpblock.com

Ghula Vista
75 N. Fourth Ave.
Chula Vista, CA91910
(619) 474-1516

$antee Sales
8755 Magnolia Ave
Santee, CA92071
(619) 448-2240

Escondido
1070 W. Mission Ave.
Escondido, CA92O25
(760) 480-9696

Murrieta
25725 Jefferson Ave.
Murrieta; CA 92562
(e51 ) 677-1489

Encinitas
577 N. Vulcan Ave.
Encinitas, CA92024
(760) 753-1164
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3. SR67 Lane expansion from Mapleview St. to Dye Road and all improvements recommended in

plan

4. l-8 add 2 lanes between 2nd St. & Los Coches Rd. and all recommended in plan

5. SR94 All lmprovements recommended in plan

6. SR78 Add lanes & Connectors and improvements recommended in plan

On behalf of the more than 8,000 businesses and 480,462 residents in the East County Region, and from

our local Chambers of Commerce, the ECEDC, local government officials and regional SANDAG Board

Members we strongly urge SANDAG include allthe projects in the San Diego Forward Regional Plan

relating to vehicle travel on roads, highways and freeways for the San Diego East County Region.

Respectfully,

{r,*u.r-,-OL-
Kathleen Olsen

Chief Financial Officer
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OctoberL9,zOLS 1()-./.,1-t ijp't:û:: ricvD

Regarding San Diego Forward: 2019-2050 Regional Plan - Projects and Transportation Network Concepts

To the SANDAG Board of Directors:

With the goals of Shared Mobility and Connected Corridors in mind, the San Diego East County Region requests

consideration for all transportation projects that will improve the movement of commerce and quality of life for

residents who commute through and to the San Diego East County Region.

San Diego East County has a population of 480,462 people in the urban core areas. These are people who

contribute to the regional transportation tax revenues benefitting SANDAG. The Region includes the cities of Lemon

Grove, La Mesa, El Cajon, Santee and the unincorporated communities of Lakeside, Alpine, Crest, Rancho San Diego,

Spring Valley and Jamul. Additionally, there are many citizens who live further east in the rural communities located

in the county who need access for their daily commute and to escape seasonal fires.

The Trolley connects our cities, MTS Bus Services are in the East County Region and a major Bus Transit Center is in

the City of El Cajon. There are many existing bike lanes and trails in the region. What the East County lacks is

effective connections through our freeways, highways ancJ roadways that improves commuter travel times and the

movement of goods and services.

As a region we must have improvements to the freeway and highway system especially at key choke points that

make commute times substantially longer and results in reduced productivity. The East County Region also includes

major work centers that are increasing in employment and businesses particularly around Gillespie Air Field in the

Cities of El Cajon and Santee and industrial centers in Lakeside, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley and La Mesa and the

growing communities of Rancho San Diego, Alpine, Lakeside, and Ramona.

The San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce, the San Diego East County Economic Development Council, and

our local Community Chambers strongly recommend completing the projects recommended in the San Diego

Forward Plan for the San Diego East County Region. We are especially concerned about improving the movement of

commercial goods and services on our highways and in helping residents effectively commute to their places of

work. The projects we strongly recommend being included in the new San Diego Forward Plan are:

1. SR 52 from l-5 to SR 125 add lanes and all SR52 lmprovements referenced in SD Forward Plan

2. SR125 - SR94 Connector for South to East interchange and improvements recommended in plan

3. SR67 Lane expansion from Mapleview St. to Dye Road and all improvements recommended in plan

4. l-8 add 2 lanes between 2nd St. & Los Coches Rd. and all recommended in plan

5. SR94 All lmprovements recommended in plan

6. SR78 Add lanes & Connectors and improvements recommended in plan

On behalf of the more than 8,000 businesses and 480,462 residents in the East County Region, and from our local

Chambers of Commerce, the ECEDC, local government officials and regional SANDAG Board Members we strongly

urge SANDAG include allthe projects in the San Diego Forward Regional Plan relating to vehicle travelon roads,

highways and freeways for the San Diego East County Region.

Sincerely,

Mike & Stacy Atkinson
East county residents since L98L

5239 Alzeda Dr
La Mesa CA 9194L
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401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 921 01 - 4231

(619) 69e-1900

Fax (619) 699-1905

sandag.org

MEMBER AGENCIES

Cities of

Carlsbad

Chula Vista

Coronado

Del Mar

El Cajon

Encinitas

Escondido

lmperial Beach

La Mesa

Lemon Grove

National City

Oceanside

Poway

San Diego

San Marcos

5anfee

Solana Beach

V¡sta

and

County of San Diego

ADVISORY MEMBERS

lmperial County

California Department
of Transportation

Metropolitan
Transit System

North County
Trans¡t D¡str¡ct

United Sta¿es

Department of Defense

San Diego
Unified Port District

San Diego County
Water Authorìty

Southern California
Tri b a I Cha i r m e n's Assoc¡ ati on

Mexico

October 31, 2018

To: SANDAG Board of Directors

From: Chair Terry Sinnott

Subject: Del Mar Bluffs

we are in the process of updating the Regional plan. Discuss¡ons on the
transportation projects needed through the year 2050 have been
valuable. we've discussed the need for improved transit operat¡ons, the
Purple Line, airport transit connections, ¡mprovements to relieve
congestion on state Routes 52,67 and 78, traffic signal coordinat¡on,
and a new border gateway.

But one area of need has been overlooked. The two-mile single-track
segment of the North county Transit District (NcrD) owned rail line on
the Del Mar bluffs is going to be a barrier to improving north-south rail
passenger ridership in the future.

Background

our current plans call for double-tracking nearly all of the NCTD coastal
rail line in san Diego county by 2035 in order to increase capacity and
reliability. The only remaining single-track segment will be ihe two-
mile stretch along the Del Mar bluffs. currenily, 44 passenger tra¡ns
travel this segment per day. That number is expected to double by
2035. current freight traffic is 6 trains per day; this will increase to 1,1

trains per day by 2035.

The current Regional Plan has SANDAG moving the rail line off the
bluffs and into a tunnel under Del Mar or Der Mar Heights by 2050 at
an est¡mated cost of $3.5 billion (in 2018 dollars). A project of this
magnitude requires eight to ten years to plan, design, permit, and
fund. €urrently, there is no funding programmed tó begin developing
a double-track alternative to the single-track segment aìong the del -
Mar bluffs.

sea-level rise is expected to make the Del Mar bluffs more unstable.
This is happening more rapidly than expected. we already have seen
four cliff/bluff landslides in 2018. These events require *rãt rucro
temporarily suspend train traffic and perform safety inspections of the
tracks and right-of-way.
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SANDAG and NCTD are us¡ng federal, state, and local TransNet funds to shore-up the
bluffs. So far, SANDAG has spent about $20 mill¡on for emergency repairs and temporary
fixes to stabilize the bluffs during the past two decades.

This rail corridor provides a significant benefit to our regional economy. lf we do not take
action, the Del Mar bluffs single-track segment will become our weakest rail link and
hamper future transit and freight service along the coastal rail corridor.

Recommendation

I am asking the Board to include in the Regional Plan update a Phase 1 Del Mar Track Re-
alignment Project to conduct the planning and conceptual engineering for a double-track
alternative to the existing single-track Del Mar Bluffs segment. We cannot postpone the
preparation of this project if we want to solve the north-south commuter congestion
along lnterstate 5.

Phase 1 of this project would include planning, alternatives analysis, and public outreach
at an estimated cost of $gO to $110 million. Phase 2, which would include preliminary
engineering, environmental clearance, and public outreach, is estimated to cost between
$95 and $120 million. A final Phase 3, which would complete the design and construction
of the project, is estimated to cost between $2.2 and $3.2 billion.

My recommendation is that we include funding for Phase 1 in the Regional Plan update.

Respectfully,k OTT
Chaír, SANDAG Board of Directors

cc: NCTD Board of Directors
Matt Tucker, Executive Director, NCTD
Del Mar City Council
Kim Kawada, Chief Deputy Executive Director, SANDAG
Hasan lkhrata
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~ COOL 

PROTECT OUR GRANDKJOS FROM GLOBAL WARMING 

October 31, 2018 

Kim Kawada 

Chief Deputy Executive Director 

San Diego Association of Governments 

401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: Comments on 2019 Regional Plan - Network Concepts 

Dear Ms. Kawada, 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to the San Diego Association of Governments (SAI'lDAG) 
on the 2019 Regional Plan Network Concepts, which were discussed by the SANDAG Board of Directors on 
October 12, 2018 and have been presented at a series of community meetings during the past month. 

STAY COOL/or Grandkids is a non-profit organization of volunteer grandparents, elders and other citizens in 
the San Diego region dedicated to preserving a livable climate in the name of those too young to have a voice: 
our future generations. Along with other organizations in our region, we advocate for meaningful action on 
climate change and support policies that will have a lasting effect by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and 
protecting our quality of life. We also educate our youth and our peers on climate science, public policies, and 
practical actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

STAY COOL believes it is unconscionable for us to leave the burden of mitigating and adapting to dangerous 
climate change on the shoulders of future generations. By continuing to delay significant reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions, we increase the likelihood of severe health impacts, food and water scarcity, 
irreversible damage to the natural environment, and untold degradation of the quality of life. According to the 
recent IPPC Study, we're now at a fork in the road: either we cut out fossil fuels completely, or we pass on a 
dying planet to our children. 

In August 2018, the State of California released California's Fourth Climate Change Assessment, which 

includes: 

• 	 A Statewide Assessment, which includes in-depth analysis of short-term and long-term risks to 
California that will result from climate change www.climateassessment.ca.gov/state/index.html 

• 	 The San Diego Region Report, which provides a first-of-its kind detailed assessment ofthe risks that 
threaten our own region. www.climateassessment.ca.gov/regions/docs/20180928-SanDiego.pdf 
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While ror.r'\r1rc 

put forward 
governmental 
the same time 

Association of Governments 
Network - October 31, 2018 

paint a grim future for our state and the authors have also 
actions that can be taken by all the private sectorl and non-

to address these impacts through adaptation and strategies, while at 
to reduce GHG emissions to the extent 

STAY COOL believes it is essential that SANDAG adopt a 2019 Regional Plan that meets or 
2035 Greenhouse Gas Emission (GHG) Reduction 

and economic prosperity. 

pursuant to SB 375, while at the same 
goals related to including social equity, a 

STAY COOL'S ONGOING EFFORTS TO SUPPORT A "CLIMATE-SMART" REGIONAL PLAN 

years, STAY COOL has been a strong advocate for planning at both the 
We believe that it is critical for the San Diego to have a strong Regional Plan 

program that is synchronized with local General Plans and Climate Action 
Plans. In March STAY COOL representatives testified Air Resources Boardl 

that CARB adopt ambitious 2035 GHG reduction for the San Region (see 
Attachment A). In July and August 2018, STAY COOL representatives met with you and other SANDAG senior 
staff to discuss the 2019 Regional Plan Update. During our second on August we laid out an 
updated and refined list of recommended GHG reduction measures been presented to CARB in 
March, and we discussed ways in which each of them could be into the 2019 Regional 
Plan. 

SANDAG'S REGIONAL PLAN NETWORK CONCEPTS 

As you know, earlier this month SANDAG staff presented a report to its Board Directors that sets forth three 
distinct 
Workshop 
House and six 

Network Concepts," and solicited input 

survey to 
stakeholder groups to 

12. In addition, SANDAG staff held a series 
Conversations" to solicit 

input on the agencies, 
STAY COOL has actively 

in this process. 

SAI\JDAG staff has summarized three Plan Network Concepts asIn its Board 

''''''''''',,1" A: Shared Mobility emphasizes more transit connections earlier project delivery, 
increased frequency, and additional services and routes. 

Concept B: Connected Corridors emphasizes major corridor improvements for highway and transit 
services within the region's existing regional freeway and highway system and concentrates on 
com a connected system of Managed Lanes. 

I SANDAG Board of Directors October 12, 2018, Item 2, page 1. 
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San Diego Association Governments 
2019 Network Concepts October 31, 2018 

c: Policy Possibilities emphasizes actively managing the n<>lr\A",nr through new 

and programs. Flexible funding is focused on transit with reduced and 
programs and incentives. 

an analysis of the expected outcomes" for each of the 
to meeting the required 2035 GHG the 

2035 SB 375 greenhouse gas 19 per 
A and B would achieve a reduction of 14.7 

Another outcome is the impact of each of the Network on 
indicates that "Concept A and B would increases in 

expenditures for low-income persons modest decreases for minorities and seniors. C would 
include increases populations, most notably for low-income persons, with an additional 16.7 percent 
increase in income consumed by transportation costs as compared to 5.8 percent increase in income 
consumed by costs for the non-low-income population." 

ANALYSIS 

STAY COOL believes the work done by SANDAG staff in preparing and the 2019 Regional Plan 
Network has been useful in helping decision-makers, stakeholder groups, and community-at
large to: 

.. Gain a understanding of the various difficult trade-offs that must in developing 
the Plan, and 

on these concepts and the associated 

Based on our Concept C provides the best overall framework developing refined 
planning process. Specifically, we agree with approach that was 

in formulating C, which as we understand it is: 

.. 	 To start with a that allows improvements 
in transit service and multi-modal access, but which appears to be more than Concept A 
due to Rapid Bus and other lower-cost fixed route corridor improvements; and 

.. 	 To will further 
enhance the overall performance of the region's transportation ",,,,,..,,Tl 

GHG reduction target for 2035. 

key points remain: the reports and participating in the public However, 

2 SANDAG Board of Directors October 12, 2018, Item 2, pp. 39-40. 
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San Diego Association of Governments 
2019 Regional Plan Network Concepts - October 31,2018 

• 	 We are very concerned that only one of the three Network Concepts meets the 2035 GHG reduction 
target that was set by CARB in March; 

• 	 We are disappointed to see that many of STAY COOL's recommendations were not included or 

addressed in any of the Network Concepts; 


• 	 We are very concerned that Concept C performs worse than the other two Concepts regarding its 
impacts on disadvantaged communities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STAY COOL strongly recommends that SANDAG give further consideration to the ideas that we presented to 
CARB during the target-setting process and that we have also discussed with SANDAG staff over the past 
several months. 

1. 	 SANDAG staff should further explore the use of "multiple-benefit" plans, projects and programs to 
obtain GHG reductions in the 2019 Regional Plan. 

There are a variety of possible projects and programs that could provide mUltiple benefits from an 
environmental, economic and social equity perspective, and would potentially be creditable toward 
meeting GHG reduction targets for SANDAG. In addition, it should be emphasized that multiple-benefit 
projects and programs can often qualify for funding from sources other than the traditional transportation
related sources. 

A good example of a potential multiple-benefit approach in transportation is the combined use of 
"Complete Streets" and "Green Streets" design concepts for roadway replacements and extensions. The 
use of "Complete Streets" that improve multi-modal access and safety is a well-accepted GHG reduction 
strategy that is being implemented in local communities throughout San Diego region pursuant the 
Regional Complete Streets Policy that was adopted by SAI\lDAG in 2014. "Green Streets" can include the 
same travel way design as Complete Streets but are also designed to meet specific stormwater pollution 
reduction requirements and have been approved by the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board. 
Green Streets can also provide significant water conservation benefits, along with other co-benefits. The 

San Diego County Public Works Department has now incorporated "Green Streets Guidelines" into its 
adopted BMP Design Manual4, and other local governments in the San Diego region are following the 
County's lead. The use of an integrated "Complete Street / Green Street" concept is thus a cost-effective 
way for new development and redevelopment projects to help meet their transportation improvement 
requirements and their stormwater pollution reduction requirements. At the same time, by taking this 
multiple-benefit approach such projects could qualify for use of transportation funds as well as other State 
grant programs for water conservation projects, including set-aside funds for disadvantaged communities. 

We believe there are many other opportunities to incorporate "climate-smart" strategies and deSign 
features into plans, projects and programs. Some examples are: 

3 http://www.sandag.org!uploads!oublicationid!publicationid 1909 18S70.pdf . 
4 https ://www.sandi~gocounty.gov/contentlsdc/dpw/watersheds/DevelopmenlandConstrucrion/BMPDesignManual.html ; 
see Append ix K-2, Green Street Guidelines 
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San Diego Association of Governments 
2019 Regional Plan Network Concepts - October 31,2018 

,. Habitat conservation plans and strategies; 
,. Watershed management plans and strategies; 

,. Water resource plans and strategies; 

,. Affordable housing strategies; and 

,. Coastal access and visitor transport strategies. 

In developing this approach, SANDAG and CARB staff should encourage participation by regional and local 
government agencies, along with key stakeholder groups. In addition, CARB staff should solicit input from 
affected State agencies such as California Department of Fish and Wildlife, Department of Water 
Resources, San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board, Department of Housing and Community 
Development, California Coastal Commission, Caltrans, and the Governor's Office of Planning and 
Research. 

2. 	 SANDAG should work with CARB and other responsible State agencies to provide clear guidance 
regarding how GHG reductions from "multi-jurisdictional" plans and projects should be allocated, and 
the Regional Plan should include an analysis and recommendations regarding regionally significant 
plans, projects and programs that are being implemented by other regional and local public agencies. 

Such plans and projects would include not only major highway and public transit infrastructure such as 
"managed lanes" (which can often be financially supported by several different public agencies), but also 
transportation projects and programs that directly serve major public facilities, such as education facilities, 
airports, and port transportation projects. Most of the local governments (cities and County) in the San 
Diego region have either adopted or are in the process of completing and adopting Climate Action Plans. 
In addition, many public agencies other than local governments have developed and adopted Climate 
Action Plans. A notable recent example is the San Diego Unified School District Climate Mitigation and 
Adaptation Plan adopted in October 2017. This plan includes a commitment to 100% renewable energy, 
along with actions related to climate-smart transportation options for students, faculty and staff. 

It should be noted here that existing state laws, including the California Environmental Quality Act, allow a 
public agency to establish a mitigation program to help pay for projects and programs necessitated by new 
development and redevelopment within its jurisdiction. This principle applies not only to local 
governments but also to development projects approved by any state, regional or local public agency, such 
as: educational institutions (e.g., public universities, community colleges, school districts, etc.); public 
airport facilities, public port facilities, and other public uses that place significant demands on the regional 
and local transportation systems. 

SANDAG should work with CARB to clarify how the strategies contained in locally adopted Climate Action 
Plans should be credited toward helping SANDAG meet the regional GHG reduction targets related to 
transportation and built environment, and how multi-jurisdictional projects should be handled. 

3. 	 SANDAG should work with state, regional and local government agencies to expedite the 
implementation of SB 743 within the San Diego region. 
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In its report to the CARB Board prior to its March hearing on the SB 375 Targets 5, CARB staff discussed the 
importance of Senate Bill 743, which was enacted in 2013, toward meeting SB 375 Goals. The report states 
that SB 743 "creates a process to change the way transportation impacts are analyzed under the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Specifically, SB 743 requires the Governor's Office of Planning and 
Research to develop updates to the CEQA Guidelines to guide the analysis of project-level transportation 
impacts. Once the updated Guidelines go into effect, lead agencies will evaluate vehicle travel associated 
with new development as part of the project's environmental review, and, if the impact is significant, 
mitigate those impacts through vehicle travel-reducing measures, which will support achievement of SB 
375 goals." 

We agree that implementation of this law is a critical link in helping the state and the regions meet their 
GHG reduction targets, and we believe that regional transportation planning agencies like SANDAG will 
playa crucial role in its implementation. However, there have been serious delays in completing the steps 
necessary to properly implement SB 743 in the San Diego Region . SANDAG should take a leadership role 
on this issue, working with CARB, Governor's Office of Planning and Research (OPR) and Caltrans, along 
with affected regional and local government agencies and stakeholders, to expedite the implementation of 
this important law in the San Diego region. SANDAG should make a firm commitment to lead a "SB 743 
Implementation Initiative," including development and adoption of regional guidelines for SB 743 
implementation, and modifications to its transportation models as needed to allow SANDAG and other 
"lead agencies" to comply with the technical aspects of the guidelines in a consistent manner. SANDAG 
should also identify "pilot projects" where SANDAG and a local or regional "lead agency" would test the 
use of these guidelines and modified transportation models on regionally significant plans and 
development projects. At the same time, SAI\lDAG should identify this "SB 743 Implementation Initiative" 
as one of the key policies, programs, and technological improvements to be included in the 2019 Regional 
Plan and should work with CARB to determine how this initiative can help SANDAG to meet its 2035 GHG 
Reduction Target. 

4. 	 In the next phase of the 2019 Regional Plan development process (Draft Network Scenarios) SANDAG 
should also address the following specific concerns that were expressed earlier in this letter, including: 

a. 	 Each of the "Draft Network Scenarios" should be designed to meet the 2035 GHG Reduction 
Target, or there should be a detailed explanation of why this is not feasible. 

b. 	 Each of the "Draft Network Scenarios" should also be designed to meet acceptable performance 
standards regarding their impacts on disadvantaged communities. 

5. 	 In the next phase of the 2019 Regional Plan development process (Draft Network Scenarios) SANDAG 
staff should include a discussion about how certain issues that will influence the overall outcomes of the 
final Plan will be addressed, including: 

http ://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375! b375 target update final taff report feb20 18.pdf? ga=2.260916494.2062294739.154 
1023685-1 783935510. 1541023685 (See Page 12 for discussion of SB 743). 
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a. SANDAG should an explanation of how the of the recently 
General Plan including those of the County of San Diego and 

the land use, population and housing growth used by 
its various planning 

b. 	 Similarly, SANDAG include a discussion of how and Master Plans being 
prepared by other public agencies, including but not limited to the San County Regional 
Airport Authority, San Diego Unified Port District, UC San Diego, and San State University, 
will be incorporated into the Regional Plan. 

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this very important planning process and hope that SANDAG 
will carefully consider our comments and recommendations. The stakes are especially for 

generations. 

Please feel free to contact STAY COOL Advisory Council members Bob Leiter at L!.§.~Gti!:!!.92.li:J!J..!ll or Linda Pratt 
at if you specific questions the comments 

Robert A. leiter, FAICP 
STAY COOL for Grandkids - AIl'IIISI[)rv Council Chair 

cc: Muggs Stolt Director of Planning, SANDAG 

Attachment: 

A - Letter to CARB SB 375 GHG Reduction dated March 19,2018 
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March 19, 2018 
 
Chair Mary Nichols and Board Members 
California Air Resources Board 
1001 I Street 
Sacramento CA 95814  
 
RE:  Proposed Update to the SB 375 Greenhouse Gas Emission Targets 
 
Dear Chair Nichols, Air Resources Board Members and staff: 
  
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to the California Air Resources Board (CARB) on 
the Proposed Update to the SB 375 Greenhouse Gas Emission Targets, which you are considering at 
your meeting on March 22, 2018.  This letter is also sent on behalf of San Diego Audubon Society. 
 
STAY COOL for Grandkids (SC4G) is a non-profit organization of volunteer grandparents, elders and 
other citizens in the San Diego region dedicated to preserving a livable climate in the name of those 
too young to have a voice: our future generations.  Along with other organizations in our region, we 
advocate for meaningful action on climate change and support policies that will have a lasting effect 
by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and protecting our quality of life.  We also educate our youth 
and our peers on climate science, public policies, and practical actions to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.  San Diego Audubon Society works to advance the protection of birds, other wildlife, and 
their habitats through education, habitat conservation and restoration, and advocacy.  Implementing 
clear, ambitious, and enforceable GHG targets will have immense benefits for birds and other wildlife.  
 
Why It’s Important to Adopt Ambitious SB 375 Targets 
 
We believe that it is unconscionable for any of us to leave the burden of mitigating and adapting to 
dangerous climate change on the shoulders of young people.  By continuing to delay significant 
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, we increase the likelihood of severe health impacts, food 
and water scarcity, irreversible damage to the natural environment, and untold degradation of the 
quality of life for future generations.  Additionally, we risk handing young people alive today a bill of 
up to US$535 trillion.  This would be the cost of the “negative emissions” technologies required to 
remove atmospheric CO₂ to avoid dangerous climate change. 1  

Intergenerational equity is at the heart of the lawsuit Juliana v. United States. The 21 plaintiffs, 
ranging in age from 10 to 20 years old, state that the federal government’s refusal to take serious 

                                                 
1James Hansen, et al, Young people's burden: requirement of negative CO2 emissions; Journal of Earth System 
Dynamics, 18 July 2017. 
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action against climate change unlawfully puts the well-being of current generations ahead of future 
generations.  So far, the courts agree.  Despite attempts by the Trump Administration to have the 
case dismissed, in March 2018 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals allowed the suit to go to trial.  This 
followed an earlier decision in November 2017, when U.S. District Court Judge Ann Aiken set a judicial 
precedent ruling that climate change may pose an unconstitutional burden on younger generations.   

STAY COOL believes continuing the present rate of GHG emissions poses serious dangers to the well-
being of our grandkids and all future generations.  Our belief is founded on years of expert analysis 
done by thousands of atmospheric and ocean scientists around the world.  Our concerns were further 
raised last fall by highly respected UC San Diego – Scripps Institution of Oceanography professor, Dr. 
V. Ramanathan.  He reported that the odds of catastrophic global warming by 2050, if GHG emissions 
are not drastically reduced, are approximately 1 in 20 (PNAS 114 (39): 10315, September 2017).  
Clearly, none of us would get on an airplane if we knew the risks of crashing were 1 in 20, and we 
should not be willing to put our children and grandkids at that future climate risk either. 

We believe that the California Air Resources Board (CARB) has the opportunity and the obligation to 
adopt ambitious Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Targets pursuant to SB 375, and to provide 
guidance to state, regional, and local governments on how to effectively implement plans and 
strategies that will lead to meeting and exceeding these targets by 2035 and beyond.  There are over 
nine million children under the age of 18 currently living in California depending on us.  There is no 
time to delay.   
 
Analysis 
 
For the reasons discussed above, STAY COOL believes it is essential for CARB to adopt ambitious 2035 
GHG reduction targets, and to guide other public agencies and stakeholders as to how these targets 
can be met.  The analysis conducted by MPO staffs and reviewed by CARB staff, provides a good 
baseline for considering more ambitious targets.  At the same time, several stakeholder organizations 
have also carefully considered these issues and have put forward specific recommendations that are 
well founded.  Based on our review of these documents, and discussions with the staffs of many of 
these public agencies and stakeholder organizations, we submit the following recommendations. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
1. CARB should adopt a 2035 GHG emission reduction target for the San Diego Region that is no 

less than 21% and preferably up to 25%. 
 

We understand that primarily because of technical issues, CARB and SANDAG staff believe that it 
would be difficult to replicate the 21% GHG reduction in 2035 that was reflected in SANDAG’s 
most recently adopted RTP/SCS.  However, at the same time we believe that by working together, 
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CARB and SANDAG staffs will be able to identify opportunities for the San Diego Region to receive 
GHG reduction credit for “multiple-benefit” projects and programs that include quantifiable 
regional GHG reduction benefits, as well as for “multi-jurisdictional” projects and programs.  
 
In addition, we are recommending that CARB staff work with SANDAG staff and the other affected 
state, regional and local public agencies to expedite the implementation of SB 743 in the San 
Diego region, and to quantify the regional GHG reduction benefits that will result from 
implementation of SB 743 by public agencies in the San Diego region in the coming years.  We 
believe that by working together, CARB and SANDAG staffs can identify feasible strategies that 
would allow SANDAG to meet an SB 375 GHG reduction target of at least 21% in 2035, and 
perhaps as high as 25%.  We also feel that the work that would be done by CARB and SANDAG in 
this effort would be transferable in many cases to other MPO regions for which SB 375 targets are 
being set.  Additional details on each of these recommendations is set forth below. 

 
2. CARB should direct its staff to work with SANDAG to provide guidance regarding the use of 

“multiple-benefit” plans, projects and programs to obtain GHG reduction credits in the SB 375 
planning process.   

 
There are a variety of possible projects and programs that could provide multiple benefits from an 
environmental, economic and social equity perspective, and would potentially be creditable 
toward meeting GHG reduction targets for SANDAG and other MPOs.  In addition, it should be 
emphasized that multiple-benefit projects and programs can often qualify for funding from 
sources other than the traditional transportation-related sources.  

  
A good example of a potential multiple-benefit approach in transportation is the combined use of 
“Complete Streets” and “Green Streets” design concepts for roadway replacements and 
extensions.  The use of “Complete Streets” that improve multi-modal access and safety is a well-
accepted GHG reduction strategy that is being implemented in local communities throughout San 
Diego region pursuant the Regional Complete Streets Policy2 that was adopted by SANDAG in 
2014.  “Green Streets” can include the same travel way design as Complete Streets but are also 
designed to meet specific stormwater pollution reduction requirements and have been approved 
by the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board.  Green Streets can also provide significant 
water conservation benefits, along with other co-benefits.  The San Diego County Public Works 
Department has now incorporated “Green Streets Guidelines” into its adopted BMP Design 
Manual3, and other local governments in the San Diego region are following the County’s lead.  
The use of a combined “Complete Street / Green Street” concept is thus a cost-effective way for 
new development and redevelopment projects to help meet their transportation improvement 
requirements and their stormwater pollution reduction requirements.   At the same time, by 

                                                 
2 http://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1909_18570.pdf . 
3 https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/sdc/dpw/watersheds/DevelopmentandConstruction/BMP_Design_Manual.html ; 
see Appendix K-2, Green Street Guidelines 
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taking this multiple-benefit approach such projects could qualify for use of SB 1 transportation 
funds as well as other State grant programs for water conservation projects, including set-aside 
funds for disadvantaged communities.   

 
We believe there are many other opportunities to incorporate “climate-smart” strategies and 
design features into plans, projects and programs.  Some examples are: 

 
 Habitat conservation plans and strategies;  
 Watershed management plans and strategies;  
 Water resource plans and strategies; 
 Affordable housing strategies; and 
 Coastal access and visitor transport strategies. 

 
In developing this guidance, SANDAG and CARB staff should encourage participation by regional 
and local government agencies, along with key stakeholder groups.  In addition, CARB staff should 
solicit input from affected State agencies such as California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 
Department of Water Resources, San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board, Department of 
Housing and Community Development, California Coastal Commission, Caltrans, and the 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research. 

 
3. CARB should direct its staff to work with SANDAG to provide clear guidance regarding how 

credits for GHG reductions from “multi-jurisdictional” plans, projects and program should be 
allocated.   

 
This would include not only major highway and public transit infrastructure such as “managed 
lanes” (which can often be financially supported by several different public agencies), but also 
transportation projects and programs that directly serve major public facilities, such as education 
facilities, airports, and port transportation projects.  Most of the local governments (cities and 
County) in the San Diego region have either adopted or are in the process of completing and 
adopting Climate Action Plans.  In addition, many public agencies other than local governments 
have developed and adopted Climate Action Plans. A notable recent example is the San Diego 
Unified School District Climate Mitigation and Adaptation Plan adopted in October 2017.  This 
plan includes a commitment to 100% renewable energy, along with actions related to climate-
smart transportation options for students, faculty and staff.   

 
It should be noted here that existing state laws, including the California Environmental Quality 
Act, allow a public agency to establish a mitigation program to help pay for projects and programs 
necessitated by new development and redevelopment within its jurisdiction.  This principle 
applies not only to local governments but also to development projects approved by any state, 
regional or local public agency, such as: educational institutions (e.g., public universities, 
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community colleges, school districts, etc.); public airport facilities, public port facilities, and other 
public uses that place significant demands on the regional and local transportation systems.   

 
CARB should work with SANDAG to clarify how the strategies contained in locally adopted Climate 
Action Plans should be credited toward helping SANDAG meet the regional GHG reduction targets 
related to transportation and built environment, and how multi-jurisdictional projects should be 
handled. 

 
4. CARB should direct its staff to assist SANDAG in expediting the implementation of SB 743 within 

the San Diego region. 
 

As discussed in the CARB staff report, SB 743, which was enacted in 2013, “creates a process to 
change the way transportation impacts are analyzed under the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA). Specifically, SB 743 requires the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research to 
develop updates to the CEQA Guidelines to guide the analysis of project-level transportation 
impacts.  Once the updated Guidelines go into effect, lead agencies will evaluate vehicle travel 
associated with new development as part of the project’s environmental review, and, if the 
impact is significant, mitigate those impacts through vehicle travel-reducing measures, which will 
support achievement of SB 375 goals.” (p. 12) 

 
We agree that implementation of this law is a critical link in helping the state and the regions 
meet their GHG reduction targets, and we believe that the MPOs will play a crucial role in its 
implementation.  However, there have been serious delays in completing the steps necessary to 
properly implement SB 743.  CARB staff should work with the Governor’s Office of Planning and 
Research and SANDAG to expedite the implementation of this important law in the San Diego 
region. 

 
Conclusions 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide input to the CARB Board and staff for your consideration in 
your SB 375 target-setting process.  We also wish to note that we support the recommendations 
contained in the letter from ClimatePlan, dated March 12, 2018, and the letter from SWIA, dated 
March 15, 2018.  We strongly believe that by setting ambitious SB 375 targets, while at the same time 
helping SANDAG and the other MPOs to incorporate innovative projects and programs in their next 
round of RTP/SCSs, CARB will continue to lead the way on these vital endeavors.  We would also like 
to express our willingness to help in whatever way we can in this process. 
 
Please feel free to contact STAY COOL Advisory Council members Bob Leiter at rleiter9@cox.net or 
Linda Pratt at lgpratt@sbcglobal.net if you have specific questions regarding the comments contained 
in this letter.   
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Best regards, 
 
 
 
Robert A. Leiter, FAICP 
STAY COOL for Grandkids - Advisory Council Chair 
 
cc:  Jim Peugh, Conservation Committee Chair, San Diego Audubon Society 
 Chris Redfern, Executive Director, San Diego Audubon Society 
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November 5, 2018 

Dear San Diego Association of Governments Board and Staff: 

Transportation continues to be the largest source of emissions (GHG) in the County of San Diego. In 

cities with a significant concentration of environmental justice communities, the percentage is shocking: 

55% of GHG emissions in the City of San Diego1 and 65%2 in National City are from transportation 

sources.  We strongly recommend to SANDAG that efficient and equitable Draft Scenarios for the 2019 

RTP Update must prioritize mass transit and severely de-prioritize freeway expansions in 

environmental justice communities. 

In the following letter, Environmental Health Coalition details recommendations for the 2019 RTP 

Draft Scenarios. Environmental Health Coalition is a 38-year-old environmental justice organization 

based in National City, CA. EHC leads community-based efforts to reduce toxic pollution and improve 

environmental and public health in the San Diego/Tijuana region.  

Environmental Justice (EJ) Communities in the San Diego region experience greater vulnerability to 

the impacts of GHG emissions. The CalEnviroScreen3.0 (CES) tool demonstrates this injustice clearly by 

considering the layered impacts of environmental, health, and socioeconomic factors. The CES tool 

shows that most environmental justice communities in San Diego surround freeways. In fact, Barrio 

Logan and Old Town National City rank in the top 10% of impacted census tracts in the entire state in 

part because of their proximity to freeways.  

Further, in San Diego, EJ communities are highly dependent on public transit. According to the 2016 

American Community Survey3, 15,505 (3.7%) households in EJ communities in the City of San Diego do 

not have a car, compared to 4,092 (1.7%) households outside of EJ communities. This means, EJ 

communities in San Diego have more than triple the number of transit-dependent households 

compared to the City overall, and thousands more families that must rely on walking, biking, or transit 

for all their travel needs. This fact places SANDAG at a critical point in the fight against climate change 

and for transportation justice. So far, SANDAG has not done enough to ensure these families have 

access to an affordable and practical public mass transit.   

An equitable RTP recognizes that a larger proportion of resources need to be invested in low-income 

communities of color in order to effectively remedy the need for regional mass public transit. This 

letter details how SANDAG should prioritize EJ communities in its planning process.  

1 City of San Diego Climate Action Plan; Chapter 2, p. 19, 2015. Can be found at: 
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/final_july_2016_cap.pdf  
2 National City Climate Action Plan, Chapter 2, p.5, 2011. Can be found at: http://www.ca-ilg.org/sites/main/files/file-
attachments/climate_action_plan.pdf  
3 Source: American Community Survey, Table B08141, 2016 5-year data.  
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EHC recommends the following preliminary list of Environmental Justice Priority Programs and Projects 

be included in the development of the Draft Scenarios to ensure successful outcomes. 

 Trolley: Purple Line 562 San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa 

 Trolley 510: Blue Line/Mid-Coast Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations at 28th St, 

32nd St, E St, H St, Palomar St, at Taylor St and Ash St, and Blue/Orange Track Connection at 

12th/Imperial 

 Trolley 520: Orange Line Frequency Enhancements and four rail grade separations at Euclid Ave, 

Broadway/Lemon Grove Ave, Allison Ave/University Ave, Severin Dr. 

 Rapid 625: SDSU to Palomar Station via East San Diego, Southeast San Diego, National City  

 Eliminate I-5: Add two managed lanes between SR 54 and SR 15 

 Eliminate I-805: Add two managed lanes, plus connectors, between SR 94 and SR 15 

 Eliminate I-805: Add two managed lanes (restripe viaduct) between SR 15 and SR 163 

 Simultaneously implement greater bus frequencies and zero-emission transit bus technology in 

environmental justice communities as defined by the top 30% of CalEnviroScreen.  

 Extend SR 15 and SR 94 Transit Only Lanes into Downtown 

 Ensure transit affordability through reduced transit fares for students, youth, seniors and 

disabled riders.  

 

This list reflects examples of the types of projects that environmental justice communities have 

prioritized: new and improved light rail infrastructure, conversion of managed lanes to Bus Only 

Lanes, Zero Emission Transit Buses and incentivizing transit through reduced transit fares. We 

recommend prioritization of projects and policies that move San Diego towards mass transit instead of 

focusing primarily on ZEV technology for single occupancy vehicles and carpool technologies.  These 

strategies are inaccessible and ineffective in the most impacted communities. 

This short list of projects alone will not resolve all of the transportation justice issues in the region. 

However, it illustrates what it means to prioritize environmental justice communities in 

transportation planning for the San Diego Region.  
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It is not enough to prioritize projects in EJ communities. SANDAG must also demonstrate the overall 

benefits of the network to environmental justice communities as mandated by Assembly Bill 8054.  Each 

Draft Scenario must include an analysis on the specific ramifications for that scenario on the top 30% 

of CalEnviroScreen most impacted communities. In this way, SANDAG Board members and San Diego 

residents can clearly understand how these scenarios will affect GHG emissions and mobility choices in 

their communities.  

Through effective prioritization of environmental justice communities, we know SANDAG can not only 

meet their mandated 19% statewide GHG emission reduction target5, but also exceed it. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2019 Regional Transportation Plan Update. We 

appreciate the extended public comment period as it presents an opportunity to hear from the voices of 

those most impacted by the results of the 2019 RTP Update.   

We look forward to working with you to create the best transportation system for environmental justice 

communities in the region.  

Thank you, 

 

Ana Castro Reynoso 

Transportation Justice Policy Advocate 

Environmental Health Coalition 

 

4Assembly Bill 805, SEC 17.C; Can be found: 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB805  
5 SB375 Regional Plan Climate Targets; Can be found: https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/sustainable-
communities-program/regional-plan-targets  
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From: Shelley Baftick
Sent: Tuesday, October 2,20t8 L0:44:L4 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada)

Subject: I Use MTS Access

October 2, Z0lB

ls a your plan to do away with MTS Access? l'm hearing that there are
several changes in the works for transportation. Most of the people that
make changes in the transportation have no idea what it's like to be
disabled or elderly. I have severe Cerebral Palsy and l'm confined to a
electric wheelch air. I am considered a senior citizen since I am 57.1 hope
that you will make changes in transportation that are beneficial to the
elderly disabled and the elderly as well as young disabled people.

S Lv,{a"d)y, M L&'ellaz ts a.rfi'ck
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From: Alex Ortega
Sent: Monday, October B, 2018 10:15:05 AM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada)

Subject: 2019 Regional Plan Transportation Network Concepts

Good Morning,

I am a member with the Alliance for Regionalsolutions that has been informed of the transportation
plan for San Diego County. More importantly though, I am a resident of North County San Diego and

have been for the past 29 years, ln that time, I have seen San Diego grow substantially from the
highway, meaning that I could remember a time that driving from Carlsbad to Downtown San Diego only

took 25 minutes where now it takes 45 minutes. Since I am not able to attend the open meeting I did

want to provide feedback for the proposed plans as well as my overall feedback on what needs to be

adjusted. While I understand that downtown has the most congestion and population, I do feel that
North County does not receive the same consideration given the population just in the North County

region. All feedback is based primarily on the North County area.

To begin, if I had to select a proposed plan then I would go with Concept "C." All concepts have good

suggestions but some that do not quite fully hit the nail on the head completely.

Concept A
Pro: Public transit is a great idea that can give many an opportunity to save money by investing in

monthly passes for bus routes, sprinter or coaster routes. The price of gas is consistently rising which

can begin to cut into a substantial portion of ones monthly income. Having the option to choose to go to
and from work on a smaller budget is very attractive, especially to Millennial's who are burdened with
high student loan debt and cannot afford the financial burden of car insurance, gas and car payments.

Having additional routes to target business parks and other business clusters would be beneficial for
allowing individuals to not have to wake up at 4am to connect through multiple bus routes to get to
work.

Con: The biggest issue is the fact that there is still not enough transportation to cover the main areas of
employment for most, For example, the cities of Carlsbad, Rancho Bernardo, Encinitas and Poway do not

have much public transportation. These can be considered high end cities, but individuals still work in

those cities and need to commute to work. Not to mention, the concept of owning ones own vehicle

still doesn't persuade many to use public transportation to go to work. There is the materialistic aspect

of having a car that can help in needing to run errands before, during or after work that the bus cannot

do without having to wait t5/20 minutes to get on the next one.

Concept B

Pro: This has been something that North County has needed in the last ten years. The 78 freeway is

highly utilized and is constantly backed up with traffic well before 5pm and from about 7am-9:30am.

The main culprits that I have identified are the junctions from the 78 to both the 5 and 15 highways. The

78 will take a 4 lane highway and shrink it to a two lane junction with on-ramps within very close

proximity to the junctions. This creates havoc during rush hour and due to the congestion, backs up

traffic that runs from the 5 to the 15 essentially. Expanding highways and creating improvements to the

current highway system is highly needed and if new designs are needed to help with traffic flow then I
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From: Randolph Van Vleck

Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 11:08 PM

Subject: Questions about Network Concepts

lmportance: High

Phil and Coleen,

Since the release of the SANDAG Network Concepts last week, City Heights CDC staff have been
analyzing the three concepts. We have questions:

7. Why was the Purple Line removed? Wasn't it ranked the # 1 performing new transit line in the
2015 RP?

2. Why are two of three concepts - Concepts A and B - on the table if they're not consistent with
CA GHG reduction goals?

3. Are the three concepts consistent with the City of San Diego CAP goals? lf "yes," how does
SANDAG know?

4. Why was the l-805 HOV expansion in City Heights advanced to 2025?

5. Why was the Route 550 (now Route 625) delayed from 2025 in RP 2015 to 2035 in these
Network Concepts? Wasn't it ranked the # 2 performing transit line in the 2015 RP?

6. Did SANDAG consider extending the SR-15 Transit Only Lanes south from the Mid-City
Centerline Stations to the SR-94 with a Transit Only Lane Connector?

7. Why do the concepts call for 3 freeway-to-freeway HOV connectors in City Heights?

8, Why does SANDAG anticipate a decline in Particulate Matter exposure in communities of color
and non-communities of color in both no-build and build concepts?

g. Why does beach access reduce across the board for all modes and mostly all groups?

1"0. Page 5L includes a table that shows all the projects in Transnet that may be removed. How
were these projects selected? Did SANDAG consider removing the unpopular SR-94 HOV Express
Lanes project?

11. The SR-94 Centerline BRT station we secured in 20L5 changed from 'near 27th Street' in 2015 RP

to '28th St' in these concepts. What kind of analysis was conducted that lead to this station re-
location?

Thanks,

Randy

Randolph Torres - Von Vleck

Senior Program Manager, Transportation & Planning

City Heights Community Development Corp.

4001 El Cajon Blvd., Suite 205

City Heights, San Diego, CA 92105

Direct: 619.961.1066
Mainline: 619.584.1535
Fax: 619.584.7992
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From: Palomino, David
Date: Mon, Oct 15, 2018 at 3:07 PM

Subject: Re: Reminder - Lunch & Prizes - Transportation Workshop, this Wednesday!

Hi Craig and Marylynn,

I just took the survey. Here are some of my ideas...

More separated-dedicated bike lanes where cyclists don't have to worry about drivers
veering into bike lanes (due to driver-texting, etc.).
Sidewalks that are separated from streets by street-lined trees or other barriers.
More pedestrian bridges over busy streets, so that pedestrians don't have cross big

intersections or dodge cars running red lights at intersections (due to driver-texting,
etc.l.
Pipe Dream Wish List: All roads for motorized vehicles be underground, and all roads

that are above ground be solely for pedestrians and cyclists.

Not sure if you can share these ideas or not.

All the best on a good meetingl

Thank you,

David

a

a
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From: Lucile Lynch
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 t:20:2L PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada)
Subject: Improving Ridership for those with Disabilities

lmproving Ridership and Accessibility

North County, San Diego

From: Lucile Lynch ( 10/17 l, 7 60-635-3501, lhlvnch @aol.com

Per recent research conducted by the Adult Education Consortium led by MiraCosta Community College,

there are approximately 12,000 persons with disabilities on North County. Through personal

experiences with family members and others, there are some areas that could be revised to become

more user friendly to persons with disabilities and I am submitting suggestions for your consideration.

At the recent Vista workshop, I sat at a table with a rider who uses a wheelchair and heard countless

stories about how LIFT had forgotten to pick her up from work (at 11:30 pm at night), how she has

troubles getting transportation because of her wheelchair, and other issues so I know I am not alone in

this,

1. System maps: Many disabled riders have reported that they have troubles using the maps available

online.

A, Do not "populate" as you zoom in to help riders find streets and actual bus stops.

For example:

(1) System Map: http://www.eonctd.com/wp-
content/uploads/Schedules/NCTDSvstemMap.pdf - This could be a great resource if people

could zoom in and see the stops and streets through a map that "populates" as you zoom in.

(2) Route 304: http://www.eonctd.com/wp-content/uploads/Schedules/304.pdf

Possible change: Use maps similar to what school districts and other agencies use that enable

maps to populate with street names either by having .pdfs that provide street names or another
interactive feature.

B. Some maps are sideways making viewing difficult {and similarly make it difficult to find
streets where stops are actually located)

For example

Map for Route 445: http://www.gonctd.com/wp-content/uploads/Schedules/445.pdf

C. Some maps do not reflect the streets of stops. Some persons with disabilities and/or who are

low income have limited price plans that can impact their access to online supports. Some have

to print out hardcopies to use as they travel. But, some of the .pdf maps available through the
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From: Melissa Allen
Sent:Thursday, October 1.8, 2018 5:19 PM

Subject: SD Regional Plan and Road lmprovements

Optimum Condition
Corrective Exercise & Performance Center

October 18th,201.8

Regarding San Diego Forward: 2019-2050 Regional Plan - Projects and Transportation Network Concepts

To the SANDAG Board of Directors:

With the goals of Shared Mobility and Connected Corridors in mind, the San Diego East County Region

requests consideration for all transportation projects that will improve the movement of commerce and

quality of life for residents who commute through and to the San Diego East County Region.

San Diego East County has a population of 480,462 people in the urban core areas. These are people

who contribute to the regional transportation tax revenues benefitting SANDAG.

The Region includes the cities of Lemon Grove, La Mesa, El Cajon, Santee and the unincorporated

communities of Lakeside, Alpine, Crest, Rancho San Diego, Spring Valley and Jamul, Additionally, there

are many citizens who live further east in the rural communities located in the county who need access

for their daily commute and to escape seasonal fires.

The Trolley connects our cities, MTS Bus Services are in the East County Region and a major Bus Transit

Center is in the City of El Cajon. There are many existing bike lanes and trails in the region. What the

East County lacks is effective connections through our freeways, highways and roadways that improves

commuter travel times and the movement of goods and services'

As a region we must have improvements to the freeway and highway system especially at key choke

points that make commute times substantially longer and results in reduced productivity. The East

County Region also includes major work centers that are increasing in employment and businesses

particularly around Gillespie Air Field in the Cities of El Cajon and Santee and industrial centers in

Lakeside, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley and La Mesa and the growing communities of Rancho San Diego,

Alpine, Lakeside, and Ramona.

The San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce, the San Diego East County Economic Development

Council, and our local Community Chambers strongly recommend completing the projects

recommended in the San Diego Forward Plan for the San Diego East County Region. We are especially

concerned about improving the movement of commercial goods and services on our highways and in

helping residents effectively commute to their places of work.

The projects we strongly recommend being included in the new San Diego Forward Plan are:

1.SR 52 from l-5 to SR 125 add lanes and all SR52 lmprovements referenced in SD Forward Plan

2.SR125 - SR94 Connector for South to East interchange and improvements recommended in plan
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From: Byron Blaha

Sent: October-1.8-18 8:10 AM

Subject: Plan for the Next 30 years

Thank you for listening to our input. I was born in Encinitas in L964 and went to San Dieguito High

School since then everyone wants to move here as it is a beautiful area and everyone wants to live here.

I love the area and live in Carlsbad Now as Encinitas is not affordable for me. I am still grateful to be

able to live in Carlsbad but my rent went up from 875, A month last year to 1150 for a small Studio Appt.

I make about 4O,0OO a year Between my Fairgrounds job and Del Mar Race Track job, After taxes over

50 percent of my pay goes to rent. I can't qualify for affordable housing as I make to much but 40,000 in

this area is poverty I have to work extra odd jobs to have a little extra money. The need in this area is

more afforadable housing for people that do not qualify for cheap housing. Thank You !!!!!llll Sincerely

Byron Blaha
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From: B Mascari
Sent: Friday, October 19,2018 5:00 PM

Subject: San Diego Forward Plan

TO: SANDAG Board of Directors

As a business that has been in East County since 1960, with guests and team members who
tive in East Countyi we support the San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce, the San

Diego East County Economic Devetopment Councit, and our tocal Community Chambers strong
recommendation to comptete the projects in the San Diego Forward Plan for the San Diego

East County Region. We are especiatty concerned about improving the movement of
commercial goods and services on our highways and in hetping residents effectivety commute
to their ptaces of work. The projects we strongty recommend being included in the new San

Diego Forward Ptan are:

1, SR 52 from l-5 to SR 125 add lanes and att SR52 lmprovements referenced in SD

Forward Ptan

2. SR125 - SR94 Connector for South to East interchange and improvements
recommended in plan

3. SR67 Lane expansion from Mapleview St. to Dye Road and a[[ improvements
recommended in ptan

4. l-8 add 2 tanes between znd St. & Los Coches Rd. and atl recommended in ptan

5. SR94 Att lmprovements recommended in ptan

6. SR78 Add lanes & Connectors and improvements recommended in ptan

We strongty urge SANDAG inctude att the projects in the San Diego Forward Regionat Plan

retating to vehicte travel on roads, highways and freeways for the San Diego East County
Region.

Sincerely,

Craig L. Ghio, President/CEO
Beverly Mascari, Secretary/Treasurer
Co-owners
Anthony's Seafood Group, lnc.
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From: Chloe Woodward
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,20t8 2:16:44 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada)
Subject: SD Forward Options

Good afternoon,

After examining the 3 options that were provided regarding SD Forward, I am unable to choose

one due to the fact that not one option addresses, in depth, the needs of people with
disabilities. Society takes transportation, in general, for granted. We complain that there is too
much traffic or not enough bike paths. However, people with disabilities rely on public

transportation to get to places that provide meaning in their lives. Lack of bus stops and the
unacceptable reputation of LIFT and MTS Access make it difficult for people to even go

shopping on their own, I work for the Arc of San Diego which is an organization that serves

people with disabilities and I want to make sure their voices are heard. Please be on the look-

out for physical letters that have been mailed to you from some of the people who receive

services from the Arc. I urge you to re-examine the options that were provided to the public

through SD Forward and include more for people with disabilities. They deserve access to the
community just as any other person does. Thank you for your time,

Chloe Woodword, M.Ed,
Choice & lntegration Specialist

The Arc of San Diego
Arc North County
L336 Rancheros Drive Suite L00

Sqn Marcos, CA 92069

(760) 740-6800, ext.303 Phone
(858) 449-4892 Cell Phone
(760) 740-6839 Fax

cwoodward@qrc-sd.com

www.arc-sd.com

View our 2017 Annual Report Here

We're on Facebook!
Follow Us on Twitter
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From: RobertG z
Sent: Saturday, October 27,20t9 6:13:49 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada)
Subject: Suggestions regarding SD increasing transit congestion

Three suggestions to deal with the increasing transportation congestion in SD:

(ln order of importance)
1. Add toll fee for single drivers (Very unpopular, but very necessary.)

2. Triple number of busses on freeways (To make efficient use of existing infrastructure)
(Also necessary, in my opinion)

3. Spend limited set amount of money each year on underground subway construction (low-

priority)
4. Add more freeways, only where really necessary, on a very low priority basis)

I'm really glad that the city seems to care what we think. And maybe some of us might have

some useful suggestions or opinions, Good luck!
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L0/27120t8

What mobility criteria?
10x ?
BETTER

FASTER

CHEAPER

CLEANER

SAFER

Why learn from the world?

World Population 6.8 Billion

China 20%

lndia L9%

USA 5%

L
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Lo/27120t8

La rge Cities

USA

. New York

.LA

. Chicago

. Houston

. Philadelphia

. Phoenix

. San Antonio

. San Diego

- 8.2 million

- 3.8 million

- 2,7 million

- 2.1 million

- 1.53 million

- L.44 million

- L.32 million

- L.31 million

China

' Quangzhou
. Shanghai
. Chongqing
. Beijing
. Hangzhou

. Wuhan

. Changdu

. Tianijin

- 44 million

- 36 million

- 25 million

- 23 million

- 21 million

- 20 million

- 18 million

- L6 million

Quality of Life by region

. Good
Russia, China, most of South America, Africa

o Better
Mexico, Argentina, Greece, Turkey, lndonesia, lndia

. Best ???
No America, Europe, Australia, NZ, Japan

2
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rol27l20t8

Usually City Scape - LARGE China CITIES

use of all mobility modalities

Shorter Routes lots of TU N N E LS -
reduce green house gases

3
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Lo/27120L8

NewCities-Hangzhou
LESS THAN 15 YEARS OLD!!

Street Design included
comingling bike & scooter

4
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t0/27120t8

Rush HOUR TRAFFIC

BAD EVERYWH ERE

Narrow Lanes
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t0/27/20t8

Safe Scooter & Bike Traffic
separated signal option

Only Green scooters - electric only
fence parking?
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to/27 /20L8

3 Lane Roundabout
future disaster

Rou nda bout w /traffic signa I
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L0/27 /20L8

Actions items Now

. Add SCOOTERS to BIKE LANES -
Called SB LANES

. RESTRIP ROADS ADDING SB LANES

(NEW DTAMOND TYPE SYMBOL)
. Modify traffic signals favoring SB traffic
. Creates a NEW REVENUE SOURCE- SS S SS
r TICKETING misuse of SB LANES
r JREBLE FINE if used by a MOTORCYCLE

a Revised L0-27-2018

China September 2OL8

. Contact Larry Glavinic 760-815-4899 cell

. Former Valley Center Planning Group ,

. Member 25 years

. Chair 5 years

. MORE PICTURES AND INSIGHT Available

. - Presentation at NO CHARGE
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To: SDForward@sandag.org
Oct, 28, 2018
Thank for the opportunity to provide input. Here are my responses to the Network Concepts:

A - Does not help traffic congestion, does not improve safety and could be a hindrance in case of almost

any kind of disaster such as fire or earthquake or flood - all of which are forecasted for our region -
particularly fire and earthquake.
B - Same comments as A

It is frustrating to see some high priority projects for the East County - particularly the connecting ones,

not included in funded projections, especially highway 52 and 941t25. But I feelthese concepts are

missing two important areas:
I The opportunity to invest in infrastructure to increase job center expansion; support job center

creation; and support emerging job centers --- density such as is proposed for housing.

Software development can be in multi-story buildings, SANDAG needs to study the impact of

job center expansion on cost avoidance. To take people from where they live to job centers

elsewhere - support job centers now, This would be a new element of SANDAG research and

evaluation, but without it, the only options are limited, especially in case of a disaster.

I As part of the review of this concept, a relook at the report from the CalTrans Aviation division's

report a few years ago on airports and smart growth'

r Disaster considerations - especially military movement and large scale evacuations

These suggestions fall into the category of policy research.

Submitted by Dana Quittner, board member, San Diego Regional Fire and Emergency Foundation and

board members, East County Economic Development Council, resident and work, zip code 921'19.
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From: Stefania Aulicino   
Date: October 30, 2018 at 2:54:26 PM PDT 
Subject: follow up to our conversation about public transit issues and ecobici mexican solution 

Hi Mugg 
Stefania here. I really appreciated the opportunity to speak with you at the SanDag public meeting at 
the Jacobs center.  
 
Thank you for offering me your personal contact information so that I might share my ideas in a bit more 
detail.  
 
I recognize there is a distinction between the SanDag backbone/policy focus versus the Mts bus and 
trolley management.  
 
However there is also much overlap.  
 
Below I am sharing a call to action,  
Which I have sent to both my fellow transit use friends and The Midway community Planning board 
chairman 
 
I’m enthusiastically available to discuss this in more detail with you and anyone you think appropriate.  
 
 
“”quote  
Re: as a public transit user-may i ask your help? Before fares go up 
 
As you know the Mts authority has announced its intention to raise fairs on bus and trolley service.  
 
Right now we are in the public comment period which ends November 9 
 
I am reaching out to you as a very concerned Citizen, neighbor and public transit activist.  
 
May we team up? 
 
My underlying position is no fare increase unless there is a substantial service increase.  
 
Our neighborhood today—and particularly the neighborhoods we are planning- depend on high quality 
public transit.  
 
We need to take coordinated action- now.  
 
We must make our voices heard.  
 
Below are critical public transit issues, from my user perspective as a car-less daily public transit user 
needing to reach all areas of San Diego and the border.  
Please 
—consider any of the following that is important to you when you email/speak to MTS:: 
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Goal 
Public transit deserves to be a first class experience, like in New York where investment bankers who 
use it and in London, Paris where everyone uses it! 
 
Car alternative 
Frequency, consistent during the day, the evening and weekend.  
Who would give up a car if they can’t get home after a party? Who would give up a car if they can’t do 
their shopping with multiple stops on the weekends because the frequency is dropped dramatically 
 
$ 
This is not a farebox balanced budget analysis.  
Every public transit user offsets the dramatic cliemate inmpact of car users. 
Why would Mts think about penalizing the people who are contributing to the solution in so many ways 
including congestion, and climate impact: car users should subsidize public transot users. Mts has no 
right to ask public transit user to pay the entire price for use of public transit when car users are not 
paying the full price for car usage.  
 
Mts must start  
by increasing frequency seven day a week plus early and late night hours on existing transit line 
 
Next  
Mts must Institute more direct transit lines so that a 10 minute car drive it’s not equivalent to a one 
hour MTS transit trip (each way) -because it required three connections. Plus the risk of missing any one 
connection could double ones arrival time.  
 
Next  
Mts must Expand more fingers into communities for people to be able to get get from where they live to 
where they want to work or play. Mts should not focused exclusively on home to work but home to 
play: after all this is San Diego and if you want transit users to use the services without a car you need to 
get them where they really want to go 
 
Importantly 
Mts is responsible for Solving the last half-mile. This is critical.  
This issue has been highly successfully and cost-effectively accomplished in Mexico City. It’s called 
ecobicci 
What is ecobicci? 
Here’s the link 
https://www.ecobici.cdmx.gob.mx/en/service-information/what%20is%20ecobici 
 
MexicoCity has integrated a docked biking systems into their public transit system with a single app and 
a free 30 minute utilization so that people can get from where they live in the community to the closest 
transit stop. 
Mexico City implemented this with a corporate partnership which dramatically decrease the cost 
resulting in minimal upfront investment.  
And each  
Docked bicycle stations were installed to serve concentric 30 minute intervals circles so that 
publicAdoption was immediate and cost effective well also encouraging people to use public transit  
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Health/Sanitation 
Every transit station must have and maintain clean restrooms open 24 hours available for all riders and 
visitors. These restrooms should be served/maintained by the city -not relegated to franchise stores -
and should be maintained with high security. Yes homeless people may use them and actually it’s a 
health benefit that they do. Homeless people are also looking for jobs that are relevant for them. 
Homeless who want to use the bathroom might be ideal candidate for those can be paid a wage to 
maintain them and encourage proper standards for the use of them by other homeless people and all.  
As a community we need to acknowledge that human beings need to go to the bathroom.  
It’s inhuman to rely on buying a Starbucks coffee or a McDonald’s hamburger to get access to a 
bathroom 
FYI for me living between OB and old town, the majority of my trips require three legs typically a bus a 
trolley and of us. Where do I get to go to the bathroom??? 
 
Accountability 
Any public official responsible for/or making decisions about public transit must be required to use 
public transit a minimum of three days a week and at least one day during the weekend as a 
contingency for them maintaining their job. They must be reapproved on a monthly basis based on 
actual utilization of public transit.  
 
Representation/feedback 
Finally 
Any public transit authority or decision making body must Include representatives of the public who are 
exclusive public transit users.  
It is not adequate to have just political presentation. These bodies must rely on input from real users— 
not just during a public comment period of a few weeks in the space of the year but an ongoing constant 
and respected feedback loop for any policy decisions, and construction that’s being undertaken on our 
taxpayer dollars.  
 
Resource 
We represent an active group of public transit users who Offer outselves as resources.  
We want to make san diego public transit a first class experience.  
 
One of many: 
Stefania Aulicino 
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From: Stefania Aulicino   
Sent: Thursday, November 1, 2018 2:41 PM 
Subject: Solution for the last 1/4 mile public transit  
 
Hi Muggs  
  
Stefania here again-I wanted to Ed this update to my prior emails to you 
 
I bet you can make a case for a business trip to Mexico City to further investigate the cost affective 
economic solution to the last quarter-mile. 
Ecobici docked bikes 
I previously sent you the website 
https://www.ecobici.cdmx.gob.mx/en/service-information/what%20is%20ecobici 
 
The points I’d like to bring to your careful attention are 
1-The bikes can be accessed via the same card as the bus and subways 
2-Ecobici bikes run an application for mobile phones where are user can identify the location of the 
nearest docked bike station, the number of bikes available and map positions relative to the users 
starting point and Destiination location 
3-The charge for use of the bike is $$$$ free$$$$ for the first 45 minutes. The objective is to encourage 
people to use bikes for short cops and shopping and getting to Transit 
4-The installation of this network was accomplished by starting in Given zones each with 30 minute 
concentric circles so that utilization was immediate when it was rolled out in a given zone as coverage 
was an incentive 
5-The Ecobici project was a partnership with a private entity and was extremely cost-effective for the 
municipality of Mexico City 
6-The Ecobici team are responsible for constantly moving bikes around using the app to see where 
docking stations are empty so that users can always rely on the predictability of this quarter-mile 
solutions 
In summary 
This Ecobici docked biking stations makes Mexico City’s existing bus and subway transit lines affectively 
a home to work  
and  
A home to play direct 
System 
At an affordable price that gets  
Optimum rider utilization and dramatically improves climate and congestion issues 
 
 
My husband and I both have  
Ecobici cards and would be enthusiastic guides to take you on a transportation tour of Mexico City. 
 
We actually lived in Mexico City over three consecutive winters and experience firsthand the elegance of 
the concentric circle installation of the docked biking stations. We saw how quickly the population 
enthusiastically became users 
 
Please consider us a resource in anyway we can be of service.  
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Goal 
PS people move to San Diego because they want to enjoy the fabulous weather. The San Diego deserves 
to be a walkable city which encourages bike and walking.  
 
We actually have a head start that people really want to have claimant friendly transit and do not wish 
to be in parking lot highways for most of their transit day.  

Sent from my iPhone San Diego 

Stefania Aulicino  
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Metroquest Survey Comments through October 31, 2018 

Priorities 

Item Feedback 

Less roadway 
congestion 

Used to be a freeway was a FREE WAY. Now it is a parking lot. Several of my Court Reporting friends have left what used to be a 
paradise for good. PLEASE DO NOT MORE PEOPLE INTO AN ALREADY AWFUL PROBLEM. I LIVE OFF OF BIRMINGHAM. GONE IS 
THE QUAINT  CARDIFF.  
We will never solve the problem of traffic congestion with our current “add more lanes” mentality. Public transportation needs to 
be made more realistic for the masses. 

I think we need to focus on mixed transit modalities  prior to addressing the roadway. I believe that the more people use other 
means of getting to places, the less cars on the road. Then we address the situation at that point. 

Do this not by adding more roads but by dis-incentivizing vehicle use. San Diego needs NO MORE freeways! It needs mode choice 
freedom. Other modes of travel, particularly bus and light rail, need to be viable & reasonable options. That means transit service 
day AND night at high frequencies. 

Aren't these all kind of connected? Better transit can lead to less roadway congestion. 

Encourage the development and use of driver-less vehicles  on major highways. Make the number one lane (fast lane) the only 
choice for driver-less vehicles to create efficient freeways. 

With our population growing larger, we need to make sure ALL of our freeways are up to date. Let's not become the next LA, and 
also don't forget about your neighbors in lower income neighborhoods, they need better streets too 

To me, this means more rail throughout ALL OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY. Lines which go everywhere north and south and east and 
west.  
North County is seeing an enormous amount of traffic due to growth and businesses wanting to start in the area. While economic 
growth is great, along with economic growth comes home growth which is expanding at a rapid rate with no expansion or 
assistance to transportation. The highways are constantly saturated especially at the junction from the 78 to the 5 or 15. Having 4 
lanes shrink to two during peak hours creates massive gridlock starting at 2pm before most are off work.  

You should work on simply converting lanes or doing congestion pricing, not expanding highways 

So Cal is car territory.  We do not live in NYC or SF.  I'm not arguing that our car culture is good but you are trying to change a 
culture that can't be changed.  Lets reduce the cars as we can but most people are never going to give up their car 

Definitely encouraging and increasing transit use will help reduce congestion, period. More HOV lanes and pricing or tolls are not 
going to help in the long term. 

The number of residents has increased dramatically. This is a top priority. 

It's tilting at windmills. Induced demand will always render freeway expansions moot. 
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  It would be nice to see SANDAG/Caltrans redesign some of the poorly designed freeways and merges. Some overburdened 
freeways, like the 163S south of the 8, have been gridlocked for decades, and it seems like NO attempt has been made to fix the 
poor engineering from when these roads were built. 

  Everyone wants less congestion but how much will it cost vs the benefit for using tech.  Not sure there is enough benefit.  

  better transit access, less roadway congestion and shared mobility/walk/bike lead to our combat at climate change and clean air & 
public health. They re the same issue, should not be ranked separate. 

  The use of LYFT rideshare will help cut congestion tremendously. Start a trial run for LYFT rides into and out of the Silver Strand, 
Coronado Cays and Coronado.  

  years and years of poor planning should not be repeated 

  Prioritize the $$ spending to the areas of most use by the public. 

  Fewer stoplights/better flow on 76.  Too much planned development without improved traffic relief. 

  The rest of the priorities are of no interest to me, and I will not vote to support any of them. 

  Stop building.  It only adds to the over-congested freeways. 

  SANDAG board members refuse to accept concept of induced demand 

  Make better bike lanes along most major roads! Many “lanes” are merely afterthoughts! A white line painted next to the gutter! 

  Although  an inevitable consequence of commuting, congestion can be minimalized by working with a land use & development 
committee or body of said agencies, etc. The key is a massive focus on mixed use density around Downtown, Balboa, the ports and 
national city/ Logan heights and multiple looping rail lines, similar to Chicago. 

  The congestion on the 78 in the morning and  evening is impossible.  The amount to time wasted and the contribution to  air 
quality is very high.  An HOV lane(s) on the 78 is critical. 

  This survey seems heavily skewed to bike and transit, San Diego's hilly terrain and suburban nature is nit currently conducive 
toward this. 

  Road congestion has to include the fact that there is so little parking that vehicles have to circle many times to find a spot near 
their destination. You also have many visitors who don’t know where they are going and signs on freeways are not always clear. If 
Google maps tells me to take exit 13C it needs to be on the overhead sign as well as on lower signs. A driver here needs to look in 
50 directions at the same time because of the slow drivers, fast drivers, motorcycles in between cars, cars cutting in and out of 
traffic without signals and cars missing their exits. 
Please DO NOT put any traffic circles in to slow down traffic it was a mess in AZ when they put them in.  
Longer entrance or exit ramps would also help. Many are so short that exiting traffic and entering traffic are right on top of each 
other! Exiting cars slow down too much and entering cars are either too fast or not fast enough to merge! 

  Build more lanes. Complete the 125 South interchange at I 8/Hwy 94. A carpool lane, a football field in length? Come on. Think! 
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  We've built a million different interstate lanes everywhere.  Let's give biking/walking and transit a chance with some meaningful 
investments. 

  Need NYC/SF train systems. 

  How about less roadway congestion by: extend 56 east to cross 67 near Mount Woodson, continuing east and south to join 8 
between Flynn Springs and Alpine; extend 52 to 8; extend 125 north to 67 near Poway Rd; constructing a spur from 8 to 67 west 
of Flynn Springs; constructing a route from 76 at Pala north into the east side of Temecula which would continue north crossing 79 
near Anza Rd, then continuing north along the east side of the Temecula valley; construct a spur between 78 at Vista Village to 76 
at East Vista Way. If SANDAG envisions constructing a rail corridor parallel with 15, then construct it down the east side of Poway 
to have train commuters driving the opposite direction of highway commuters.  

  The commute is getting longer and longer, Thursdays and Fridays commute time can double, We are building faster than the 
infrastructure can keep up. It won't be long at this rate before San Diego turns into LA and that's not going to be pleasurable.    

  Encourage carpool or provide incentives for the carpool  

  Adding and maintaining dedicated bicycle paths is number 1 priority. It would be great to have dedicated bicycle parkways without 
cars that cross through major parts of the city. This would reduce the number of bikes and cars on shared roadways and make it 
safer to commute on a bicycle. 

  HOV lane’s should be able to drive in and out at any time. Arizona does it with success I don’t see why Calif. can’t. 

  We've learned that more lanes inevitably leads to more cars filling them quite quickly. Despite the temptation to do what seems 
like the common sense thing to and simply add lanes, we need to use the data out there to make educated decisions to wisely 
manage the cities growing mobility needs.  

  I don't believe the HOV lanes are the best way of traffic management. Quite often those lanes are unoccupied while the main 
traffic lanes remain congested. Rather than limiting the HOV lane to multi passengers have those lanes available to all traffic. 
Perhaps a nominal annual fee charged to all users, 

  Having drivers pay for usage has been around for decades in other parts of the country.  Transportation should be subsidized by 
those who use it. 

  The only way to reduce congestion is to offer people alternate methods to getting to work and telecommuting... every study has 
shown that building more highway lanes does NOT ease congestion 

  Agree 

  Stop trying to reduce congestion by widening and adding capacity.. that creates induced demand. Need to have more funding in 
programs like iCommute that work to change behaviors and provide incentives.  

  Just add lanes. Quit with the transit stuff few use, and as for the bicycles, if room is available, sure create dedicated bike lanes, but 
first is adequate motor vehicle traffic lanes. 
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  People respond to price. Charge tolls that vary with demand. Incent people to travel at off-peak times. 
Make it simpler and safer for people to commute with their bike. I like that light rail is extending to UTC. Bring it further north! 

  We need to increase access to transit so that people have an alternative to driving.  This is the only way to reduce roadway 
congestion. 

  Make car pool lane timed where all traffic can use them off peak. 

  NO!  building more car-centric roads will only bring more cars to use them. 

  Also by more trolley lines 

  Cars should be charged for the full burden of the air pollution and their damage to the population. Car users should support those 
who take public transit. Public transit should be a ubiquitous option so cars are not required 

  Add more freeway lanes - this is the top priority 

  As the Navy and the Working Waterfront Grow they both Grow the local Economy and funding for local infrastructure repairs and 
improvements must keep pace and support the growth.  The Working Waterfront Area is in dire need of technological 
enhancement at key rail and traffic intersections along both Harbor and Main Streets.  Major/minor infrastructure improvements 
will reduce congestion and its unintended consequences (>GHGs) in support of the City and County’s Sustainability Goals.     

  Provide more affordable and accessible public transit. 

  How much do YOU love being stuck in traffic?  San Diego is getting just like L.A. and all we do is widen freeways!  Insane. 

  The only way to reduce congestion is to offer people alternate methods to getting to work and telecommuting... every study has 
shown that building more highway lanes does NOT ease congestion 

  Change HOV to be two or more adults.   

  Change HOV to be two or more adults.  I agree with all the ideas except tolls. They are regressive.  

  Increase public transit and make it cheaper to use.  

  bypass roads and monitored entrance and exits are helpful. More public transit seems to be a waste of money. The majority of San 
Diegans don't travel that way and never will 

  The san Diego region is too spread out to force residents to take other means of travel other then automobiles. 

  you are not thinking outside the box.  We need planning today for non-terrestrial mobility, i.e., passenger drones.  These could be 
1 or 2 passengers drones to bus drones..  by 2020 they will start to appearing.  The FAA needs to address this ASAP  Also we need 
to  acquire via legislation the concurrent shared use of existing ROWs, i.e., water, telephone, sewer, ocean.  Lastly, we need to 
think about convergence points with transfer to terrestrial transit centers.  

  I hate rush hour. And just think of the air pollution. Japan and Europe have much better mass transit, I loved their trains. 
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  Actually connect east 8 to north 5 and south 5 to west 8 with transition ramps before the redevelopment of Midway/Sports Arena 
area.  Utilizing Sea world drive to enter and leave OB and PL is counter intuitive. 

  One lane roads to service 45,000+ people with a 20-year wait list, or longer, is crazy. We need two lanes in Ramona. 

  The more people who do not have to rely on individual automobiles for basic commuting, the better. 

  None of these will provide a mode shift away from a car centered mentality.  Yes there is congestion, but Sandag is still going 
about it wrong. 

  Wider North County freeways! 
Fix major bottleneck intersections like Hwy 78& El Camino Real & Hwy 78& College! 
Widen and eliminate traffic lights on Hwy 76!!! 

  Making the public transportation more reasonable to use, more frequent and better connectivity will encourage more auto drivers 
to use public transportation. 

  Why not follow suit with other cities in how they manage traffic congestion?  More above ground rapid transit, a bigger push for 
motorized scooters... 

  in order to this the lifestyles of people has to change 

  It's not only the city that fights traffic congestion. Backcountry areas face even more problems, because everyone is so focused on 
the city's problems. Ramona's traffic is a nightmare! 

  From my own experience with the "improved" I-15 in Penasquitos, congestion has actually worsened. 

  Place signs that semi trucks cannot fit on Highland Valley Rd. going to and from Ramona. 

  We need to focus less on trying to get people out of their cars when it is blatantly obvious that isn't working and that transit isn't 
desirable. 

  Manage demand. Deprioritize cars. 

  Widen highway 67 from Ramona to Poway Rd 

  Ramona is suppressed by limited access on roads leading in and out of town.    Once arriving in town the roads are unsafely and 
frustratingly congested.   We need tourism to grow but the traffic is so discouraging that you don't want to stop them fight your 
way back into traffic.  
 
Can't say that the yellow stick road had improved safety or aesthetics.   

  Is time to make an elevated lanes on fwy 5 with limited exits and charge like toll road this would alleviate rush hour traffic  

  Reduce number of automobile trips by raising gas taxes and providing better public transit options. 

  Freeways are never going to get better, only bigger.  We are still using post WWII technology.  
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  Fix potholes 

  if used 

  All of your answers are designed to give you the SAME result. 
I'm surprised how dumb people are to not figure this out 

  We need more public transit so it becomes more convenient to use. 

  What us the plan for future technology and how it will impact privacy?  

  We need better public transportation options.  Right now, we can't even go down to San Diego in the evenings because there is 
no train to take us back. 
 
Additionally, the Amtrak trains aren't stopping at the Encinitas station anymore, which makes it less likely that people in and 
around Encinitas/La Costa will use the trains to visit counties to the north of us.   
 
We need more trains, and they need to run 24/7 if we hope to get more people to use public transportation.  The trains must also 
have security on them so that passengers feel safe while riding. 

  Stop with the HOV lanes and license bicycles since we are spending so much on bike lanes.  

  Drivers need to pay attention to what they're doing. Ban cell phone usage while driving. I'd rather see rules enforced that more 
lanes added to roads. 

  I am not qualified to. Comment on a comprehensive transportation plan. Given. this survey NOR ARE YOU. Abolish SANDAG and 
create a competent department. 

  Not sure what "Better transit access" means.  Number 1 on my list is more mass transit and better planning of supporting 
transit...for example more light rail and better bus routs connecting the rail to communities. 

  Increase use of transit most likely in the side street and freeway. 

  Congestion is bad, but we should not spend any more money on expanding auto capacity. Make sure buses are never effected by 
road congestion with bus lanes! 

  These are all truly interrelated.  It is not simply a forced ranking of 1 through 5.  For instance, Better Transit Access will impact 
roadway congestion, clean air, climate change, etc. 

  The only way to have less roadway congestion is by adding more lanes. If we are going to keep building, that is the only solution. 
We are San Diego, CA. We live outside. People need their vehicles to take a kayak, boat, wave runner, to the beach, the mountain 
bike to the mountains, camping gear to camp, off road vehicles to the desert....  
You need to stop trying to control human nature and start trying to provide real life solutions. 
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  I am aware that no amount of money / additional roads will do this. Plan smart, not LA style more roads.  

  No, self driving cars are not a good idea and unsafe. It just gets more privatized electric cars on the road. Does not solve the traffic 
problem. This sounds like our privatized data will be tracked and sold. No big brother is watching. It is not safe and especially for 
our most vulnerable community. Too much corruption/breaches of privacy can happen with our data. We don't need to be tracked 
since it's against our privacy rights. Look at all the lawsuits Facebook is dealing with. This is why police need warrants/probable 
cause for any of your private/personal information/phone. If Police will not be under surveillance 24/7 why should the public. No 
automated vehicles since by the sound of this survey that is what you are trying to sell us on. They are not safe. We do not need 
more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will just continue to 
get worse if we add more privatized electric small cars. We need to protect our open space for our health and safety. Who knows 
how much cancer this technology will emit in the long run. 

  125 south to 94 east needs completion 

  All 7 are important! 

  The I-805 is terrible. The new HOV lanes are useless. They need to be expanded. 

  don't look for more funding until existing funds are efficiently used.  Bring costs more in line with other states. 

  We use cars because they are the most convenient and fastest way to get to our job, or destination.  Accept that as a given.  

  More HOv and fast trac lanes are needed. Fast trac is great if you are willing to pay a little you can reduce congestion. 

  ANYTHING that creates "space on the road" (AKA less congestion) will induce enough traffic to fill in that space. This is induced 
traffic demand.  

  Demasiado tráfico y de laicados carros 
 
Too much traffic and [illegible] cars 

  Traffic causes a lot of stress 
 
El tráfico causa mucho estres 

  Organization en grupos. De trabajo 
 
Organization in working groups 

  Pienso que habría que hacer algo que aumente la demanda de la comunidad a que los motive más a usar el transporte público  
 
I think that you should do something to increase demand in the community and motivate them to use public transportation 
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  Se nesesitamos llegar pronto al trabajo alas citas al doctor y con tanto trafico no se puede y los q tenemos hijos llegar a berlos 
 
We need to arrive on time to work, doctor appointments and with this traffic it is very difficult. Also, for those who have kids, to 
get to [see] them 

  Si hacer que compartan los vehículos de donde trabajan y dar I sentidos  
 
We need ridesharing for workplaces and give gasoline [incentives] 

  Si hacer  que compartan los vehículos de donde trabajan y dar Insentivos gasolina ⛽. Algo  
 
We need ridesharing for workplaces and give gasoline incentives. Something 

Better  
transit access 

Routes that are more accessible in the Poway area would be very helpful 

  Better transit options needs to work alongside denser housing nearby transit hubs. 

  This should be the only focus of SANDAG as it positively affects all other options. Access needs to be increased in terms of public 
knowledge of routes, better interconnectivity between major hubs, and route times that sync with user demand.  

  Buses don't go where we need them to and take too long.  Consider a hub and spoke system for the last mile problem.   
Dedicated buses and routes can be up and running in a fraction of the time and cost as light rail.  For example the Temecula - San 
Diego corridor. 

  transit must be convenient to users 

  I'd ride to work (15 miles) if I could go most of the way without traffic. Why is there not safe bike paths all the way from east 
county to the beach? Too many streets with too many cars! 

  We do not need more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will 
just continue to get worse if we add more privatized small electric self driving cars. Preserve our open space so add public transit in 
the middle of freeway. We need more bus/trains/sprinters/Trollies traveling East to West and more frequently. 

  We need to stop calling any bus that has a frequency of more than 10 minutes "bus rapid transit."  
 
We need more robust transit routes with greater frequency.  

  We do not need more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will 
just continue to get worse if we add more privatized small cars. 
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  We do not need more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will 
just continue to get worse if we add more privatized small cars. Preserve our open space so add public transit in the middle of 
freeway. 

  We need an increase in frequency of public transit during peak hours and extended service late at night and on the weekends in 
order to increase ridership as well as more bus routes along main corridors throughout the region. 

  We need an increase in frequency of public transit during peak hours and extended service late at night and on the weekends in 
order to increase ridership as well as more bus routes along main corridors throughout the region. We also need to give youth 
access to public transportation at no cost. 

  My wife, who's English, planned to get the Coaster up to Oceanside for work, then found out it runs less than once an hour. She 
couldn't believe it. She's driving, because if she takes the Coaster she'll be home too late for our kids' bedtime. 

  More frequency! More hours of service! Without them, we are forced to keep cars. 

  It's the Climate 
It's ocean pH and it's all the phytoplankton living in the Pacific which supplies Earth with Half the Oxygen we breathe. 
It all flows downhill 

  Please consider adding a stop for trains in Miramar. The tracks pass right by a busy industrial/commercial area but the nearest stop 
is in Sorrento Valley.  I would gladly ride transit if they had a stop near the turn back west in Miramar as would many of my work 
colleagues. 

  More buses, less car on the road 

  This goal and the other top 4 listed would decrease roadway congestion and improved climate change. 

  Public transit is EVERYTHING. ANY CITY WITH EMPLOYMENT CLUSTERS UNREACHABLE IS A TOTAL FAILURE!!!!!!!! 

  A more comprehensive plan for sub regional coastal transit 

  I would love to take public transport to work but there are little to no options from Little Italy to Torrey Pines.  

  they are all important!  It's very hard to prioritize. 

  Frequency needs to be increased, including evenings and weekends, so that people can go to non-work events such as concerts. 

  Public transit doesn't provide enough flexibility.   Improve transit to/from train stations to major centers.   

  What us the plan for future technology and how it will impact privacy?  
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  Please see examples of good public transportation User Interface from other cities such as Seattle and Dublin.  
 
There should be a much easier way to pay for fares, day/week passes, or a refillable card. Demanding that riders must pay an 
additional fee for a Compass card, even if for a day pass is harmful. Also, if there is a way to have cards be refilled at places other 
than actual transit stations or a select few supermarkets would be better.  
 
Please have whoever is on the committee for public transit to go through the step-by-step process for different demographics to 
go to different destinations. How hard is it for the elderly to go from El Cajon to the beach? How difficult is it for a young 
professional (~20's) to go from North Park to Liberty Station? Considering these use cases will highlight the faults in the system. 
More than any other technology or concept, making it easier to go from point A on B on public transit will make San Diego run 
smoother.  

  Would be great if "caps" were supported so the riders would never pay more per day than the cost of the one-day fare. 
Demand transportation, detect waiting riders and when enough are present, the route can send more buses that way.  

  The transit in San Diego is not good. Buses do not run frequent, and when                    stuck in traffic, it doesn't matter if you are 
in a car or on a bus, you are still stuck in traffic. I currently ride the bus 5 days a week.  

  A light rail system should be considered and transit routes for trolleys and possibly a new rail light system should be studied. San 
Diego already has a robust system of highways and routes for cars that can’t handle the congestion already. Traffic will always be a 
problem but if San Diego plans for more accessible and faster service public transportation, it could alleviate car congestion.  

  Please follow South Korea's and Japan's model for public transit. They come frequently, are on-time, are quick, and can help you 
reach any place without a personal vehicle.  

  Transit needs to be offered everywhere. When you live 10 miles from work it should not take 1.5 -2.5 hours to get there. I would 
need to go about 7 miles in the opposite direction to get to work. I would love to take public transit to work or any where. But 
buses stop running early and buses that only run once an hour are useless. 

  Trolley should run 24hr, there’s a lot of people, including MTS employees who get out of work when there’s no trolley service. Run 
just one car between 1-4 am every 30min to save on costs 

  We want the Ramona roads fixed. The 78 and the 67 meet in Ramona and many drivers past through here. Please include us in the 
plan. 

  More frequent bus line, and more of them, to support local travel in suburban towns. 

  Smaller buses that access neighborhood Timely. 

  Build more rail and connect the dense and pedestrian friendly neighborhoods first before connecting the suburbs. It’s common 
sense. 
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  How about synchronizing arrival times between buses and trolley at the stations...bus drivers don’t like to wait, most leave as soon 
as trolley arrives!!  

  Route 83 should be promoted and should run on weekday more frequent and weekend trips should be added. 

  Route 83 should be promoted and should run on weekday more frequent and weekend trips should be added. Should have a 
downtown circulator from 16th street to harbor drive to report village to 16th a St to city college tourist this? Route should be at 
least in the summertime for tourist and locals there no buses that stop on Broadway all downtown buses either start in the middle 
of Broadway or finish in the middle of Broadway  back in the 80s bus 7 would end at seaport village.   There are bus Stops in front 
of  the ball park for routes 12, 901, 929 but they are useless it is ridiculous to have bus Stops there and have the buses re-routed 
on baseball games and special events at the ball park they should have a special lane for buses during the baseball games by 
putting signs that indicate buses only. Promote  Rapid 235 on tv and on social media many people complain that buses are running 
empty buy many people don't know anything about route 235  

  Gondolas to get up hills, to beach, for scenic views, etc. ,See San Diego Zoo for example.  

  Absolutely the key priority.  If you don't get this, you really don't have a viable plan. 

  Transit and Mobility are also the same issues.  AND if we work to solve these issues, we will also be making progress to curb 
Climate Change and Air quality 

  More trolley lines please! The new one going into UCSD is great to see. We should also be working toward making the Coaster 
electric and making all of our buses green. 

  The North County Transit District must collaborate with the Riverside Transit Agency [RTA] so as to establish an RTA bus no. 217 
stop at the Park and Ride location (where the RTA bus no. 202 currently stops) at I-15 & Hwy 76.  

  More rail service please. New Coaster has only 4 trains a day on the weekends, and Amtrak no longer makes coaster stops. Rail 
service should be getting better, not worse 

  yes I agree completely  there are only specific groups of people that can use public transportation.  There are lifestyle changes 
involved.  People have to get over the fear of using public transportation  The buses in the East County don't meet the needs of 
the people.  A lot of people work late in the evening and there are no buses running frequently to get them home 

  yes I agree completely  there are only specific groups of people that can use public transportation.  There are lifestyle changes 
involved.  People have to get over the fear of using public transportation 

  Need new routes to cover more areas presently inaccessible. 

  transit fares are not the issue.  Need more access and more frequency and better location planning. 

  Double track all rail corridors! 
Schedule more frequent Sprinter & Coaster trains and make more available late at night.  
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  It's ridiculous in San Diego that the School Districts and Sandag can't get together to find better ways to move kids to school.  
There are tens of thousand of cars on the road every day dropping kids off in the exact same place.  We need to work together to 
fix this problem. 

  In order achieve better transit access, we need the public to be educated on way to travel safely and easily.  

  This is southern California you are not going get people out of their cars. 

  What about an other category? 

  Ridership is yet to be proven on the 2 billion plus UCSD trolley line. 
 
Priorities should be: 
● Trolley connection to San Diego international airport. 
● Trolley connection to Midway/Sports arena redevelopment.  Claim the land, route and build before the area is redeveloped.  It's 
okay to actually be ahead of the future curve. 
● Connect a route to Pacific Beach along Grand Avenue to the beach. 
● Connect a route along Park Avenue to El Cajon Boulevard eastward to connect in La Mesa.  This will fit with the future urban 
infill that is and will be occurring. 

  I would love more mass transit options like the San Diego Trolley, but it doesn't go everywhere I need to go. If there was more 
mass transit options, I would choose it over driving! 

  exits are always congested 

  if you prioritize these items the by by-product will be improved clean air/public health and possibly meting CAP goals.  
Why doesn't SANDAG provide cost benefit analysis with each of these items? 

  The bike lobby has taken over.  In Encinitas, much of our traffic is cut-through from commuters living in other communities.  More 
bike lanes are going to make things worse, not better, for us. 

  While bike lanes are nice to have, they should not squeeze out lanes of traffic. I am very much against taking lanes away from 
Pershing Avenue in favor of bike lanes, which will be underutilized because of the steep hill! 

  you need to have a shared scooter & bike lane on all mobility element streets 

  you need to have a shared scooter & bike lane on all mobility element streets 
 
1900 century solutions , i.e., trains, buses, need to be phased out and replaced by non-terrestrial modalities. the subsidies are 
stupid. 
All new modalities need to be BETTER, CHEAPER, CLEANER, & FASTER 
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  It is very efficient to a community to have good & very usable transit options. There are 5 people in our family home and five cars. 
Older people like myself would love to have good transit options instead of having to drive everywhere for every little thing. i.e.. in 
London; very nice bus and "Tube" options 

  I like how the new Compass Cloud app lets me buy day passes in advance --glad we ditched the month-to-month passes. Let's 
continue to improve the system and the routes! 

  Weekends are tough. 

  We need to offer convenient, affordable, and safe transit options 
I want to take transit to get to my job - but it would take me 2 hours each way to commute by trolley and bus right now. That 
doesn’t work.  
San Diego has a terrible transit system - we can do way better 

  People would be happy to get out of their cars if we could offer alternatives.  I hate being stuck in traffic -- I would rather ride than 
drive any time. 

  Need convenient, affordable, and safe transit options. 

  What about Monorail. 

  I would also like to see many more wildlife corridors in our county. 

  Increased trolley lines instead of more fast track lanes on the freeways 

  YES to all these suggestions 

  Electric buses would be a great start. 

  I just returned from New York City where I traveled all about the city on public transit from Coney Island to Staten Island to the 
Cloisters Museum on northern Manhattan Island. While we cannot match the compactness of NYC, we need to continue to build 
an effective  transit system infrastructure that matches our geography. 

   More frequent service, more routes, closely spaced stops for local-collection routes, and lower not higher fares must be initiated to 
increase ridership and utilization for everyone’s benefit, including those who still need an individual automobile trip. 

  More free parking at every transit pickup. 

  San Diego's transit system is awful. I would love to ride the train to work but it just takes to long. Please work to improve this! 

  climate change is really important but I thought the clean air and public health and more use of technology should cover that one 
as well  

  lots more high speed and commuter rail 
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  I'm pleased with the expansion of the trolley, but there can be improvements made to move people around the county and not 
just in the main parts of the city. 

  Access is essential for use of buses, trains, and trolleys.    

  We need a transit line (like the Coaster) from Temecula to S. San Diego, with stations to transfer to Sprinter, and trolley 

  This is number 2 for me 

  More stops would be great and possibly cut down on RR suicides since Leucadia Blvd seem to be the preferred weapon of choice. 
I'm for going subterranean at Leucadia Blvd and having another Coaster Stop. 

  you can not go downtown at 6pm and get back north county after 10pm. what a joke. thurs, fri and sat we need trains going 
north especially on Halloween and other holidays. 

  It's common sense to design transit to be #1 accessible, and #2  affordable to ALL 

  Need old town to airport trolley or dedicated direct shuttles that come every 10 minutes.   

  public transit needs to be more/extended times & weekends for bedroom communities 

  We can definitely do better on that. Allocating the resources to develop better transit will positively impact climate change, clean 
air and public health, roadway congestion. 

  Due to the size of San Diego, and the distances between living and working centers, transit will never become a viable option 
despite whatever marketing push is undertaken.  

  Buses or trolleys don't leave before the schedule time. Some leave 10 or 5 minutes before they're are supposed to. 

  More transit investments like light rail projects, improvements at stations (like bathrooms), arrival times, free transfers and day 
passes, free youth bus passes.  

  Why were free bus and trolley transfers eliminated? It is cheaper to ride Lyft for me than to ride 3 buses one way. Why can’t there 
be one main transit station downtown. The City College station comes close but it is very confusing to find my route. The signs are 
difficult to read and a lot of walking around the SD Housing Commission Building when I have arthritis. I would ride MTS Access 
more but it costs $9.00 round trip!! The highest paratransit fare I have encountered in the several cities I lived in. Please lower this 
fare. I am stuck at home isolated because I cannot afford $9.00 each trip.  

  We need to offer convenient, affordable, and safe transit options 
I want to take transit to get to my job - but it would take me 2 hours each way to commute by trolley and bus right now. That 
doesn’t work. 

  Transit needs to be more user friendly.  I can get where I need to be but it takes a long time. 
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  Retrofitting a region dependent on historic sprawl is hard, the Quickway Proposal is elegant and do-able. But first we need political 
courage to make clear we can't continue sprawling and resources need to be diverted from freeways to transit. 

  Until transit functions close to or better than one's own automobile people will continue to drive predominantly. 
Stop trying to decrease traffic and instead improve transit. 

  We need monorails above clogged highways. We need alternate transportation such as bicycle lanes. High density housing near 
transit  stops and a plan now 

  Yes! Better transit access can move people out of their cars quickly if done right. 

  As I enter my 80's, public transit will become a high priority.  I believe more frequent bus and trolley schedules will be of great help 
to seniors. 

  Fixing the roads was not listed here... but would be #1 for me. 

  We must consider building bridges and tunnels (see LA's "The Boring Company") if we are going to realistically be able to expand 
service. For example, I live by the transit station on Euclid and Market. More trollies sounds like a logical improvement, but what 
happens when the current trollies pass by? Euclid shuts down, traffic stops, and gridlock ensues. Adding more trolleys, which 
means more frequent interruptions on Euclid is not an option. If the technology to bore underground is not quite there yet, we 
should make changes in anticipation of that breakthrough, so that when it comes, we are prepared and ready to make use of it. 
We should be careful to not commit too many resources to one method of improving infrastructure if it will force us to commit to 
an inferior plan long term. We have to think long term and look at what is working in other cities with similar layouts to San 
Diego's, like LA.  

  You should not have to make using the bus or Coaster an event that you have to plan your day around. 

  More busses/trains going to job centers, like Sorrento Valley 

  There are too few stops. For people with disabilities, walking a long ways to get to a stop can be physically problematic. Also, there 
are no enough stops. There should be stops at local public educational campuses to enable low income and riders with disabilities 
to access postsecondary education (Community colleges get funding that could be used to support the stops through Adult Ed 
Funding), the LIFT bus is often late or can’t go to places in the community because there is no bus stop 3/4 of a mile away, LIFT 
should be divided into zones so that there is a higher turnover of riders within the zones, how about getting discount channels so 
that our community members can use LYFT and Uber or HopSKipRide? 

  Give priority to transit with more bus queue- jumping at red lights. Make transit a better alternative than cars. 

  I think we also need more options for pricing. e.g.dicounted process for students 

  Pricing assistance for disabled 

  More access to the transit and more routes  
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  I tried commuting by bus from old town to my kids school in Claremont, and I had to walk 30 mins from the bus stop to the school 
through a mountainous road that was unsafe for pedestrians.   

  Policy making  

  My personal experiences with transit drove me to use other options. Reliability is an issue as I was not able to assure on-time arrival 
to work or home using transit options. 

  Many people who use public transport complain about the excessive wait times and travel times that make their trips to work take 
up so much time.  

  Land use and development is a key factor to transit access. SANDAG needs and partner agencies need to coordinate with 
committees to increase high density building around Balboa park and install a rail line that loops around.  Similar to Chicago.  

  For me, transit is more expensive than using my car, so I'm not incentivized to use transit. 

  Your survey is corrupt. You are defining what better transit access and the other items. You should be defining the problem and 
not the solution. 

  Coaster stop in Del Mar!!! all year, not just during large events.  

  Continue existing fares rather than increase. 

  Live in North County and it's a pain trying to get to the airport via Coaster.  Coaster does not run at convenient times, especially in 
the evenings when my flight gets in at 7pm and I want to take the Coaster home.  Also, to get to the airport via Coaster, after 
arriving at the Santa Fe Depot by Coaster, I have to walk with all my luggage to a bus stop, wait for the bus,  pay the bus fare 
(which used to be free with a paid Coaster ticket), then arrive at the airport.  There should be an easier shuttle to get to the airport 
and it should be free with a paid Coaster ticket. 

  Too much money is spent on the mass transit that people don't use.  It's too hard to get to the stations and isn't seen as "very 
cool." 

  Make sure service runs late enough to attend events that go past midnight. 

  Please consider, as our population ages and may have to forego driving that their needs for access to healthcare, shopping and 
"living" outside their homes are important considerations for access to convenient, affordable transportation. 

  work with Lime and Bird to use scooters as effective first and last mile transportation to major transit stops.  

  Access is one of the keys to success. 

  Access is one of the keys to success. 
I do not have 5 priorities. 

  More frequent day time and weekend Coaster trains. 
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  In 2000 I could take the green line from Old Town to city hall and East. 
The current route system does not  consider seniors and handicapped having to now get off at civic center and depending on 
where the trolley stops having almost a block to get on the blue line to go East. Our population is getting older and the transit 
system is getting drummer. 

  A private toll road along Silver Strand to better serve the increased traffic for the Navy and residents.  

  better transit access, less roadway congestion and shared mobility/walk/bike lead to our combat at climate change and clean air & 
public health. They re the same issue, should not be ranked separate. 

  Carmel Valley/North City West has grown to a community of over 51,000 people and does not have a transit system in place 

  Better transit is the long-term solution for roadway congestion, clean air and reduced greenhouse gases.  By improving transit and 
changing a car culture to more transit friendly, many of these priorities will improve as well. 

  More/better connections between modes would be nice. 

  Yes 

  Currently there is no public transportation to  and from Mira Costa College San Elijo campus.  I think students will benefit from a 
bus route. 

  Make it faster to get to your destination 

  Rail,lightrail 

  For lower income families, transit access is crucial to increase employment opportunities as well as enrichment activities for families. 

  Bus only land would be amazing. Make riding public transportation more appealing than riding a car.  

  Bus only lanes would be amazing. Make riding public transportation more appealing than riding a car.  

  Fixed line transit will be a stranded asset.  Do not spend any more money on this.   

  For increasing bus on time reliability, many bus stops could be consolidated so that there isn’t one every 2 blocks. Specifically for 
the 901 towards Iris Transit Center. There is a string of bus stops within walking distance. When crossing Orange Ave, there’s one 
on each side. This seems a bit superfluous. Eliminating some stops would make buses more reliable. A study should be performed 
across all routes to optimize reliability with access. 

  we need more light rail 

  Create a transit trolley or train between Santee and Mira mesa 

  An option to consider: Invite a group of subscribers to get direct, nonstop service from a central point in their neighborhood to a 
predetermined destination, by paying extra. In other words, express, door-to-door service for a defined group. 
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  I feel as North County is being passed off when it comes to new routes for public transportation. While north county is not the 
same size, area wise, as downtown San Diego, north county has a large population that can benefit from additional public 
transportation routes that cover more areas for business parks and high traffic work areas. The sprinter does a great job but does 
not venture far from the 78 and multiple work opportunities are not near the 78. Carlsbad, Encinitas, Rancho Bernardo, Poway, 
South Escondido all do not have access to many routes and those cities have companies that employ thousands of individuals.  

  There are TWO transit options from the UTC area/major university to North County; either the bus, which could take hours and is 
unrealistic unless you are only going a few stops, and the Coaster, which is well outside the price range that is reasonable for 
students. Please improve transit in North County!! 

  The Number One top priority should be to expand rail. Make all Rapid Bus Lines into Trolley lines. Make it possible to go east and 
west, north and south to all points in San Diego County by trolley. This includes putting in trolley lines which go to the beaches.  

  Keep train depots free for parking to encourage use of rail services. Parking fees make the rail option too expensive for commuters. 

  The 83 Bus is indispensable to my mobility as a senior citizen.  

  We need better MTS website development. So seniors can use their discounts more. 

  greater frequency of transit systems 

  Need transportation options from south to Kearny Mesa area. 

  Better bus routes in San Diego city communities North of I-8. 

  All other options on this list, from clean air to road congestion, will be solved through better transit access. That means more 
buses, higher frequency, consistent bus performance, and also better light rail service at all hours of the day - AND night! 

  stop wasting our tax dollars on FREEWAYS and roads!  This only PROMOTES congestion 
(https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2018/09/citylab-university-induced-demand/569455/?utm_source=citylab-
daily&silverid=NDM3MTIzNjcxNTk3S0%3Futm_source%3Dfbb)... Instead improving our rail system is our most important priority.  
A plan to get rid of the Mira Mar grade on the SD - Oceanside rail line with a tunnel - would be the BEST idea for transit.  A tunnel 
could also be used to share with Ca high speed rail project.   

  Transit needs to be more frequent and safer. More mainstream riders will dilute the “carnival of humanity” that currently scares off 
general potential ridership. Sorry to sound harsh. 

  Any transportation network needs to be safe, efficient, cost-effective, sustainable, and where possible, equitable.  

  Mass ave in lg need transit to Eli I ate congestion and pollution getting kids to helix 

  I would use public transit to attend theatre downtown SD from Escondido if I weren't worried about being able to ride home late.  
Last time I checked there were no options for late night return to Escondido. 

  Important to improve transit to the airport from rail lines & to tie into statewide rail/transit systems. 
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  El gobierno no debería preguntar si esto es una opción, es algo que debe ser, si es que queremos reducir congestionamiento, si 
queremos contaminar menos, si queremos cuidar el medio ambiente, etc. Hubiera sido preferible si preguntaran cómo quisiera que 
fuera la movilidad? la respuesta sería: Eficinete, frecuente, con covertura amplia, a precio razonable, LIMPIO y seguro.   
 
Government should not question or give an option, this is something that needs to happen if we want to reduce traffic congestion, 
less pollution, preserve the environment, etc. I would prefer if the question was "what are your mobility preferences?" The answer 
is: efficient, frequent, broad coverage, reasonable price, CLEAN and safe. 

  Mas vigilancia  
 
More surveillance 

  Más información educativa de trasporte y de agilidad de poder usar más fácil el trasporte 
 
More informative education on transportation and how to use it effectively  

  Pones transporte express para mesa college  
 
Implement express transport for Mesa College 

  Si incrementar y animar a los ciudadanos ha usarlo y dar a los de bajo recurso un pase accesible al mes. 
 
Yes, increase and encourage citizens to use transportation and provide disadvantaged users a more accessible price for the pass. 

  Que los fines de semana el transporte no esté tan tardo.  
Que sea el mismo tiempo acepcible como entre semanas. Gracias 😊😊 
 
More transportation schedules on weekends. Maybe something similar to weekdays. Thank you 

  Algunas personas nonpuedene ni pagar la tarifa q esta impuesta por el momento 
 
Some people are not even able to pay the imposed fares at the moment 

  Poder tener mejores bases con mejor espacio entre asientos y al rededor y una haría solo para personas con sillas de ruedas  
 
Better seats and space between them, also a designated area for wheelchairs 
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Climate 
change 

Driverless cars are imminent. San Diego should have a sub-committee exploring ways to usher in this new technology which has 
the potential to solve many of these issues (Congestion being the biggest). 

  WE MUST RECEIVE THE INFORMATIION FROM THE SCIENTISTS, OUR ENVIRONMENT CAN NOT TAK E MORE PEOPLE. 

  The largest existential crisis to affect us in this modern time. 

  If you don't do everything you can to mitigate climate change, you are a complete failure. 

  Shared mobility/walk/bike encompasses many of the other options here. Reduced carbon emissions and other air pollutants, less 
roadway congestion, good for public health, and easier to access (low barrier of entry compared to a car). Technology has its place, 
but not for the sake of technology alone. The others are priorities, technology is a tool that can be effective in some scenarios. 

  Also, I've read that the deserts of Arizona are going to spread to So. Calif. so we're going to need very good A/C. 

  Make San Diego as solar panel friendly as possible. Have a goal to make all trolley service to be powered by solar panels. Then help 
people and businesses install solar panels on all buildings with major tax breaks for people who install solar panels. Possibly pay for 
the cost of solar panels through government assistance.  

  The RTP/SCS (transportation system and shifts in associated residential  development) is the only legitimate process/program to 
ensure integration of local efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  Transportation is the greatest GHG emissions sector in our 
region.  The RTP/SCS must seriously reduce VMT, but not primarily by encouraging Electric Vehicle replacement for single-
occupancy drivers.  The RTP/SCS must shift transportation substantially to transit (primarily electrified rail and electric rapid/regular 
busses). 

  I am disabled and must use a car.  I have an all electric vehicle.  Any state or local incentives, refunds etc. would make a huge diff. 
Let's get everyone in electric asap.  BTW: ride solutions like uber, lift, autonomous vehicles do NOT reduce emissions - they add b/c 
they are driving all the time to make money.  self driving and ride share add cars to the road not reduce! 

  In order to help with climate change, more space is the main concept. In many areas around the major highways, there is land not 
being utilized that can expand freeways or create additional exits and on-ramps to help ease traffic. San Diego is quickly becoming 
like L.A. in terms of size but the highways are not growing with the growth of population.  

  We only have one planet to live 

  All five listed go together.  To address climate change we need to focus on clean air with shared mobility, better mass transit 
options via coaster routes and connections to the airport and downtown more often and from more corners of the county, we also 
need more of a bike and walk/resident/work proximity lifestyle, culture and design, with technology and a commitment to doing 
things better we can change our behavior and save our planet! 

  better transit access, less roadway congestion and shared mobility/walk/bike lead to our combat at climate change and clean air & 
public health. They re the same issue, should not be ranked separate. 
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  And Clean, small, efficient and Continuous Shuttles accommodating the broadest population possible...bikes, surfboard, 
skateboard, any Mobility Aid a human require 
In this #Watershed  
Half the Oxygen on planet Earth comes from the phytoplankton in the Pacific. No mobility plan is complete without Watershed 
considerations... which, ironically, have traffic calming benefits, too. 
Win-Win-Win  
Good for people, business and the planet 

  Use electric vehicles 

  Use more electric vehicles 

  Cars idling in parking lot freeways is far worse. 

  The recent release of the UN Climate Change Committee's report highlights the importance of addressing climate change. The City 
of San Diego has a climate change plan that we must implement and expand. 

  Building transit first will get people out of their cars and greatly reduced green house gas emissions.  Transit that actually goes later 
hours and more frequently and to places people want and need to go.  Beaches are highly underserved and getting to the airport 
is ridiculous.  Build a trolley line to the airport not more parking lots!  Stop making bike lanes that only go for two or three blocks 
and don't connect with any other bike lanes.  Its ridiculous.   

  We should focus on clean air, not climate change.   

  It's not that climate change shouldn't be at the very top of the list, however, I believe by improving public transit and providing a 
way for people to drive less will in return improve the climate 

  Incentives for electric cars 

  I consider any realistic options that get people to work quickly, but take cars of the road to be the highest priority.  Bikes are not a 
viable option in such an expansive city where the neighborhoods are so far from the workplaces. We must fund a dramatically 
expanded trolley/high speed bus network if we ever hope to start taking cars off the road. 

  Clean plastic from ocean 

  This will be addressed with proper use of other methods mentioned here.  

  Yes.  The United Nations report stresses that we are running out of time to make the major changes needed to reduce the use of 
fossil fuels. 

  It is upon us and we must make drastic and timely change in our daily lives starting now. Reducing carbon and vehicle emissions is 
critical. 

  Vehicle transportation accounts for half of greenhouse gas emissions in San Diego. We have to reduce emissions by 80% by 2050 
to meet state goals, that means transitioning to mass transit, biking, and walking.  
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  Critical issue that impacts younger generations. According to UN Report we only have 12 years to make substantial reductions to 
GHG before climate change impacts are irreversible so we must take bold steps to reduce GHG emissions including rapid bus (with 
dedicated lanes), more light rail projects, streetcar, Class I bike lanes, and increasing Smart Growth Incentive grants.  

  Keep public transit cheap. 

  "reducing the number of miles driven alone, and using more zero emission and electric vehicles" should be indicated under Clean-
Air and Public Health.  To categorize this as addressing "Climate Change" is misleading. A reasonably educated person should be 
well aware that there is no reliable scientific backing of "climate change" resulting from a man-made increase in the CO2 in our 
environment. Climate Change is religion -- not science. The goals are honorable but the correlation appears to be contrived. I 
realize you have your mandates. 

  THE #1 threat that makes all others moot. 10-15 years to act aggressively, or the rest doesn't matter. 

  We are in a race against time. We need to do everything we can to reduce emissions. Right down to signs telling motorists to turn 
off their engine when idling. 

  This is number 5 for me 

  Having so many cars drastically increases greenhouse gas emissions. We need to reduce these emissions to meet our state goal! 

  Please read recent U.N. Report on climate change  

  I believe that electrified mass transit options are the best way to meet all the goals including GHG reduction, clean air, safety, and 
shared mobility. 

  I'd like to see a shift towards more mass transit/biking/walking because vehicle transportation accounts for so much greenhouse 
gas emissions in San Diego. 

  Many go hand.  More transit means less cars, less gas emissions, and less global warming. 

  The price of carbon dioxide producing fuel, should include its more correct cost, including its life-cycle impact on the environment; 
it should include the cost of a ‘deposit’. Such funds  could be used to remove the carbon from the atmosphere. 
We need to commit to incentives that join other advanced economies to kick our carbon addiction. 

  By reducing the amount of meat eaten, less methane would be produced. 

  public transit MUST be in place for people to use it.  when it is built, people WILL use it. 

  Truly understand the science and press for global solutions. Make sure we are not moving our pollution to other countries. Help 
other nations with their issues.  

  this is the most important issue and we must encourage everything we can to in our regional plan to issue. Support for electric 
vehicles, better transit access and support for alternative energy sources are part of out mission 

  Need to transition to mass transit, biking, and walking. 

  This is CRITICAL.  We must reduce emissions -- putting more cars on the road is intolerable 
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  Vehicle transportation accounts for half of greenhouse gas emissions in San Diego. We have to reduce emissions by 80% by 2050 
to meet state goals, that means transitioning to mass transit, biking, and walking.  

  This change needs to happen now, because I’m concerned that by 2040, there will be no point in making this plans because it’s 
going to be too late.  

  The Climate Deniers  need to be better educated by sources they would trust. 

  by 2030 all electric 

  State goals require that we reduce emissions by 80% by 2050. To meet this goal we must transition to walking, biking, and mass 
transit access. 

  Climate Change/Clean Air and Health are really all the same issue. 

  Make this an immediate priority and actually DO SOMETHING fast. Otherwise nobody will be around in 2050. 

  need light rail and move away from cars. 

  Since vehicles are the biggest polluters we all could make it better.  Again its taking responsibility for what each individual is doing  
so we can all have fresher air to breathe 

  SANDAG gives itself kudos for huge improvements in this area, yet hasn't met state standards.  Let's really get the job done, stop 
rhetoric. 

  This is my # 1 concern, above all others, not just those oaths survey. 

  Laudable and necessary, but a goal rather than a strategy.  how does this really help create a better system? 

  Instigate the use of building materials that sequester carbon. Read "The New Carbon Architecture" by Bruce King (structural 
engineer). 

  Plant trees for shade and urban cooling.  
 
Walkability benefits climate and air quality. 

  road congestion is such a huge waster of human capital and time. thru tech and public transit we can better put that capital to use 
and improved quality of life while preserving our wonderful North County environment, as the area's population continues to 
grow.  

  I oppose the Streetscape plan for N101 through Leucadia.  Our City's EIR found that it would cause significant, unavoidable 
negative environmental impacts to our circulation element, which cannot be mitigated.  City Council is forcing this on us, against 
the will of the majority of residents and local users of Historic State Highway 101.  It will NOT be better for bicyclists, as they will be 
forced through 5 narrow one-lane roundabouts, with all northbound and southbound motor vehicle traffic also reduced to one 
lane in each direction.  Sidewalks along the RR right of way, east of the highway are unneeded, because ALL of the businesses, 
shops and restaurants, are on the west side of the highway ONLY.  The east side sidewalk would eliminate more parking in the RR 
right of way than the streetscape project would provide. 
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  What us the plan for future technology and how it will impact privacy?  

  We need to focus on increasing alternative modes of transportation between city centers and work/education hubs in order to 
improve ridership and lower the number of cars on the road.  Widening freeways and building HOV lanes will not do enough to 
meet the Climate Action Plan goals.  

  If the UN says we only have ten years to cut our carbon emissions in order for civilization to survive, I believe them. If I could have, I 
would have made all 5 of these priorities "climate change" 

  Agree  

  We do not need more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will 
just continue to get worse if we add more privatized small cars. 

  We do not need more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will 
just continue to get worse if we add more privatized small electric self driving cars. We need less cars on the roads and preserve 
our open space.  

  Stop charging for 125 and more People will use it and drive less 

  Reducing carbon emissions needs to be a top priority.  

  Los autos que no pasan smog check deberían ser checados minusiosamente y dar un incentivo a los dueños para mejorarlos o 
convertirlos a eléctricos. 
 
Vehicles that do not pass the smog check test should be thoroughly reviewed, give an incentive to owners for  improving or 
converting them to electric vehicles 

  Si esta es verdaderamente una prioridad, las restantes van incluidas. 
 
This is a real priority, the other concerns are included 

  Protejer nuestro planeta 
 
Protect our planet 

Clean air  
public health 

This goes hand in hand with reducing carbon emissions, and would make a big difference for our local citizens and their health.  

  more places provided/available to be able to walk exercise  

  climate change goes along with clean air and public health; if there is cleaner air it will improve overall climate change 

  Preserve our local open space for dirt walking/hiking/public health. Do not add concrete or make it a tourist trap. 
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  Climate Action Plan goals are not being met.  The only way forward is focusing on alternative systems of transportation outside of 
vehicles, even electric ones that use batteries that are not environmentally friendly. 

  You are trying to force people to ride bikes without rules being enforced...dangerous plan 

  You are talking out of both sides of your mouth. You want to have more biking and hiking trails, but no vehicles to get your bike, 
your dog, etc. to directly to the trails. 

  Thinking everyone is going to being riding a bike is crazy and a waste of our limited resources. 

  What us the plan for future technology and how it will impact privacy?  

  Addressing barriers that prevent entire neighborhoods from walking/biking to nearby amenities.  Example:  Birmingham Drive 
overpass area -  The pedestrian crossing from east of the freeway to access beaches/ECP Park, the downtown Cardiff Town Center 
is absolutely terrifying.   Excuses for not addressing this particular barrier - inter agency- coordination (Caltrans.)  Please set up a 
joint-agency task force and get these things fixed.  Everyone deserves access to safe mobility.  Not just those west of the I-5.  

  This is attainable and tied to creating safer alternatives to driving. Build safer bike infrastructure, not just sharrows and painted bike 
lanes. We have had enough of that, without seeing significant changes in ridership. 2/3 of the population are interested but 
concerned bike riders: San Diego has an opportunity and responsibility to make the changes to improve conditions that support 
walking and biking.  

  Absurd that the trains do not have a yard to rest the night ; they idle in front of my apartment all night at The Santa Fe Depot and 
spew gases into the air ; sometimes 4 or more trains at a time ALL NIGHT 

  Placing this last because of the positive impact of the priorities listed before if addressed 

  Very important 

  stop taking parking spaces for bike lanes.  you are killing small businesses. 

  More Mass Transit Please! 

  Get gross polluters off the roads 

  Trees, vertical gardens, and greening the rooftops.  

  Again, a laudable goal.  But what are the best ways to get there? 

  In order to achieve that people have to see why public transportation would work better  The benefits are more relax time which 
reduces less stress for everyone and produces healthier employees.  All companies should have mandatory car pooling certain days 
a week 

  More safe bike networks between communities. Complete streets! 

  One way can also be using providing transportation to communities on weekends and late evening hours. 

  I have asthma, so clean air is very important to me. We need to stop prioritizing highways and turn toward clean transportation in 
the future. 
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  Better transit access (and improved service)  is key to achieving all the other listed priorities. 

  California’s culture has and always will be mobility by motor vehicle. Plan build highways ala Chicago that is light rail in center 
medians of major transit routes. Alternative build light rail on elevated rail lines 

  I-5 expansion adds air and severe pollution!!! Must adopt rubber road treatments or minimum quiet grind! 

  San Diego has pretty poor air quality on average, and terrible air quality in specific, low income communities. We need to improve 
air quality for everyone, focusing on lower income communities. That means fewer highways. 

  We have the opportunity now to implement positive community strategies to encourage and emphasize clean air and public health 
for ourselves and for generations to come.  

  more electric mobility 

  Need to improve air quality for everyone. 

   We need to integrate Dr. bike sickles into a full network of public transit so that you close the loop to the last quarter-mile. Where 
a bus drops you off you need to be able to get to your home your shop or the hiking trail. In Mexico City “Ecobici “is integrated 
into a Compass card to style application. The use of these bikes is free for the first 30 minutes. It is intended to encourage people 
to take frequent short trips without their car 

  Electric cars are a big part of this giving clean air. 

  Send your people to Central Europe to learn how to do it the right way. 

  This is number 4 for me 

  Less focus on highways and vehicle transportation will have a better impact on air quality, particularly in lower income 
neighborhoods. 

  Yep, this is often overlooked by the public, because it's just common sense. 

  No disagreement there. 

  Our air is rated worse than most of US. 
Car dependency is out of control. 

  Climate change is the challenge of our generation. Cleaner, better public transit helps in all categories--GHG, less congestion, 
safety, etc. 

  Our air is rated worse than most of US. 
Car dependency is out of control. 
We are building too many new houses with decreased access to leave during fires. Building too many houses which bring more 
cars. 

  No to natural gas busses. 

  San Diego has pretty poor air quality on average, and terrible air quality in specific, low income communities. We need to improve 
air quality for everyone, focusing on lower income communities. That means fewer highways.  
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  We have to reduce green house gas emissions as quickly as possible.  The health consequences are negative. 

  The open space lands could be a better, safer biking, running alternative to sharing auto driving lanes on roads meant for 
commuting.   

  You can reduce pollution by synchronizing the traffic lights to avoid cars to wait at red lights.  

  Including reduction of noise and air pollution caused by aircraft and helicopters now rampantly allowed everywhere in our city. 

  We need clean air 

  Clean air, public health and climate change are tied together. 

  Getting people out of their cars and onto their bikes and transit will alleviate congestion.  Making transit better and roads safer for 
bikes will get them out of their cars.  You must build it first.  Stop catering to cars!  Getting people out of their cars is better for 
their health and the environment 

  All of these should work together; these are not alternatives or exclusive to each other, all should apply, irrespective of "priority". I 
don't see reason for priority among these.   

  Again, more parking would eliminate the constant circling around for a space which adds extra exhaust to the air!   
Plant more trees to absorb and remove pollutants.  
More charging stations for electric cars and parking enforcement if a non electric car parks in those spots.  
Public health can be enhanced by dealing with the homeless problem as their debris litters streets and many cross the street 
without warning.  Also dog owners who leave droppings all over curbside. 

  Getting people out of their cars and onto their bikes and transit will alleviate congestion.  Making transit better and roads safer for 
bikes will get them out of their cars.  You must build it first.  Stop catering to cars! 

  Please do a health study on air quality at the San Ysidro Border crossing and the Navy Ream Auxiliary Helicopter Field in Imperial 
Beach.  

  better transit access, less roadway congestion and shared mobility/walk/bike lead to our combat at climate change and clean air & 
public health. They re the same issue, should not be ranked separate. 

  I live off Morena Blvd. I bike back and forth to destinations east and west of I-5. The current configuration of bicycle/pedestrian 
paths is a deathtrap. There needs to be safe and accessible access for pedestrians and bicyclists. Busy streets like Morena need 
dedicated bike paths. 

  Escondido is in need of a bus stop near Rady Children's hospital on 625 W Citricado parkway for the low income patients that do 
not have their own transportation. 

  There are multiple trails and walkways along the coastal cities (Carlsbad, Oceanside, Encinitas, etc.) but very few that go inland 
towards Vista, San Marcos and Escondido. The issue here is that there are many routes and resources along the coast for profit 
reasons but inland sees very little help.  

  Decreasing trips made by car should be a priority 
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  new roadways should not go from 2 lanes to 1 and cause more traffic and frustrated drivers near bikers and walkers. 

  A markedly improved transportation system - as described in my two previous comments for shared mobility and climate change - 
would greatly improve air quality and public health, particularly when combined with locating better transit near to affordable 
housing and smart growth areas. 

  By using an extensive rail system through ALL OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY and by adding solar panels to every building in San Diego, 
this would be the catalyst to get the air very clean in San Diego.  

  MORE RAIL TRANSPORTATION - Rail offers the CLEANEST in transportation.......the steel wheel against the steel rail - very little 
friction and the least amount of energy to operate.....More Passenger train service is what the focus should be on!  stop wasting 
our tax dollars on more smog clogged freeways and roads.... 

  Seems like a no-brainer, but we continue to ignore the implications of our fossil fuel burning culture. 

  Safety, roadways, transit won't matter when much of San Diego become inaccessible due to sea level rise. When I-8, I-5, SAN 
Airport, PB, OB, and Mission Beach are under water there won't be congestion, either. Makes ZERO sense for SANDAG to have any 
other priority than climate change. You need to be BOLDER, FASTER, STRONGER on that priority... and stop trying to balance it 
against other priorities. Why? Because sooner than any planner can imagine, climate change will make all other priorities moot. 

  Los airé más limpios y con más fresco aromas por que hay aveces demasiados olores orribles 
 
Clean and fresh air, sometimes there is a horrible smell. 

More use of 
technology 

Transit serves a role in meeting climate actions plans. But tech improvements for roads should not be ignored. San Diegans will 
continue to use vehicles to get to work and home for some time. 

  I think this is an inherent push already and doesn't necessarily need more emphasis. 

  I would like to see EV charging technology implemented into Freeways and other roadway projects to charge EV's while in transit.  

  Being able to take my bicycle with me during transit, to use at the end of transit is important to me, 

  All of the draft maps for the three "scenarios" that SANDAG has proposed are essentially the same system with the only major 
difference being timing of implementation of transit-based infrastructure.  That is not sufficient.  The system must have more major 
nodes/stations to allow for more and faster connections among routes served by major rail/light rail/rapid bus/streetcar/etc.  Also, 
there is no indication how much of those transit services will have unimpeded routes (not constrained by local traffic) - especially 
bus rapid transit within urban areas. 

  This is not a good question. 1st it was difficult to use the "move item above line" 2nd these item are not different priorities in that 
one or two can effect the other or combined. 

  need free wi-fi in all public transportation!  I would take the bus/train if I could get work done while riding.  Free wi-fi in the whole 
city would make san Diego a bit more like Europe 
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  With technology being highly advanced, there needs to be technology that understands the peak hours of traffic and does not use 
the sensors for stopped traffic but a algorithm that calculates the main roads and that by having multiple lights green at the same 
time can help in moving traffic.  

  This area is being grossly neglected.  2 years ago people thought driverless technology was 30+ years in the future.  This year 
companies are already rolling out driverless taxis in some markets!  Do not underestimate how much this will change the way 
people will travel and diminish use of buses and trolleys.   

  Synchronized stop lights! 

  Your cover page shows the train on the Del Mar Bluffs; move them inland, under ground, double track, get rail companies to 
contribute  

  The LYFT application is the  
most popular to use because of its ease of use and payment system. Everything is easier on our Smart phones.  

  many cities don't have the type of system that can synchronize their traffic signals in "real time" to manage congestion or prevent 
it 

  If people would get out of their cars and get on their bikes or transit there would be less congestion.  If its safer to ride and walk 
and easier to get on transit more people will take it.  Connect bike ways and transit stops to make it easier.   

  Phoenix has overhead notice boards on the freeways to let drivers know of conditions, lane closures, times to next freeways and 
Amber/Senior Alerts. I’m sure there are other technologies that could help drives be more aware of conditions 

  Sure.  Yes useful if you have an updated phone but lots of people don't have access to the latest technology.  Transit should still be 
accessible to all! 

  Better transit access, less roadway congestion, more use of technology should in theory lead to cleaner air and better public health. 

  Existing technology that would allow the synchronization of signals for cyclists would improve the flow for cyclists. Currently, it is 
quite common to have to stop at every signalized intersection making cycling less efficient. 

  The NCTD website is not very user friendly. The .pdf maps do not populate when you zoom in to allow users to see the street 
names, some of the .PDF maps are sideways (e.g. 445 I think), and the site should be updated to reflect where construction is 
underway because sidewalks and streets may not be accessible for people with disabilities. 

  Increase fee for parking so people will get encourage to take transit  

  having more security for the park and lock lots.. 

  Technology could be better used for traffic management & Bike/Walk in the higher use community areas. Auto are paying high gas 
& auto taxes for the proper auto roadways. If raised/bridged bike/walkways were provided those users could be charged a nominal 
annual fee for usage to help pay for the cost. Those raised bridges would be used more if they could also accommodate electric 
scooters which is seemingly a more efficient/less expensive method of transportation.  
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  Some technology that is being pushed hasn't even been perfected (i.e. carbon extraction).   

  I hope automated vehicles become a reality. Too many different ages, skills, and attentions spans on the freeways today. 

  Educate all SD County on ALL transit design alternatives.  This should be apolitical. The serious consideration of roundabouts has 
become a serious issue  due to poor education of the public. 

  Mass Transit, Mass Transit, Affordable mass transit, no private cars on the road, EV buses and trucks. 

  Bus transit is important to many people in San Diego.  However, the bus routes have been restricted from many neighborhoods 
including Bay Park and Mission Hills.  An example - if Mission Hills bus route went to Old Town, it would be better used. 
In Bay Park, the route down Burgener Blvd and then down Milton was eliminated.  that means that if we need help as we age or if 
we need to use transit, the bus is no longer available.  You are forcing us to use cars!!! 

  "Better transit access" is a bit limited - we need MORE transit and no more money spent on expanding freeways.  

  Most important is to stop using fossil fuels to power   

  The sooner the better. 

  eventually, autonomous vehicles will completely change how we get around.  until then, we must make big steps to clean up our 
county. 

  As the Navy and the Working Waterfront Grow they both Grow the local Economy and funding for local infrastructure repairs and 
improvements must keep pace and support the growth.  The Working Waterfront Area is in dire need of technological 
enhancement at key rail and traffic intersections along both Harbor and Main Streets.  Major/minor infrastructure improvements 
will reduce congestion and its unintended consequences (>GHGs) in support of the City and County’s Sustainability Goals.     

  we need to address the use of celestial drones, i.e., below 1250 feet.  It is more than excluding use of restricted air space.  This will 
need to be automated. 
Lastly, in event of mechanical failure there needs to be a road systems reasonably close to retrieved downed passenger drones and 
for emergency support. 

  Technology could be used nicely to upgrade our transit system. Again, our experience in London...One can easily find on their 
phone minute to minute when their next bus is arriving..... 

  we need to address the use of celestial drones, i.e., below 1250 feet.  It is more than excluding restricted air space.  This will need 
to be automated. 
Lastly, in event of mechanical failure there needs to be a road systems reasonable close to retrieved downed passenger drones and 
for emergency support. 

  Variable speed limits should be introduced. The Berkley study done on the 78 was likely too short or misunderstood 

  We need more access around the county and state. Locally we need more busses and/or shuttles for kids, seniors, and short trips.  

  Very vague! What does this mean? 
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  The more frequent connections can be the better.  Frequency is still a concern. 

  While I appreciate the concept, is the will and the funding really there for this?  I wonder... 

  Technology is less important than practical and effective solutions that can be implemented incrementally and at low cost. 

  Look at other transit oriented cities around the world for smart growth 

  The traffic lights are a mess.  They do not consider actual traffic and instead "take turns" leaving many of us to sit at long red 
lights when no one is going through the greens for long periods of time.  Creates pollution and loss of patience leading to worse 
driving.  

  Technology is not a priority vis-a-vis technology. When it helps, use it. No more additional cars please. 

  balance between freeway improvements (HOV and interchanges) and more LRT and BRT routes 

  Smart intersections 

  Electric vehicles 

  I am handicapped and use a scooter to get around. It is not easy to get it positioned correctly on the bus. It would be nice if it was 
made easier to access the bus. Also, we need more routes where l live in Clairmont.  

  Could technology also include more efficient public transportation, trains, light railways, etc.  Limiting use of technology to cars is 
limiting. 

  Can you be more specific about the technology and what are you doing to inform the public about this new technology and how 
it may affect privacy? 

  Technology is not a simple panacea to our woes. With the fast pace of the development of technology in the private sector, but 
the vast logistical issues with infrastructure and government inertia, the focus should be on identifying the universal and persistent 
problems of transit in the region. With the right questions about the current problems, we can consider current solutions and then 
how technology can make them faster, easier, etc.  
 
We can't put the cart before the horse.  

  There was supposed to be more transportation (since 1974!) but the money kept being used for other projects. We were supposed 
to have a trolley up H Street, and Olympic in South Bay, the 125 should be free since we've paid for it and we need more 
transportation in these areas specifically east Chula Vista because that's where the housing is and where a lot of traffic comes 
from. One bus line is not going to solve it. I am concerned that money that is supposed to come to the East part of South Bay will 
be taken to ease congestion on the 5 in North County. Their money should come in part from the Federal Gov't because of the 
base not from us.  

  I hope the city focuses on technology that improves public transportation, such as C.B.T.C., rather than car-focused technology. 
The market will take care of a lot of car-focused technology. It's public transportation that demands big public investment.  
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  No, self driving cars are not a good idea and unsafe. It just gets more privatized electric cars on the road. Does not solve the traffic 
problem. This sounds like our privatized data will be tracked and sold. No big brother is watching. It is not safe and especially for 
our most vulnerable community. Too much corruption/breaches of privacy can happen with our data. We don't need to be tracked 
since it's against our privacy rights. Look at all the lawsuits Facebook is dealing with. This is why police need warrants/probable 
cause for any of your private/personal information/phone. If Police will not be under surveillance 24/7 why should the public. No 
automated vehicles since by the sound of this survey that is what you are trying to sell us on. They are not safe. We do not need 
more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will just continue to 
get worse if we add more privatized electric small cars. We need to protect our open space for our health and safety. Who knows 
how much cancer this technology will emit in the long run. 

  It's an embarrassment that Cubic Transportation Systems provides their tech to the world's best transportation systems...and our 
system is considering not to 

  Next to better access, technology is the most critical factor for shifting San Diego's transportation landscape to a shared system. 
Better technology will create more efficient, interconnected systems, which will attract a larger percentage of the public. 

  Commuting by bike is very important to me. Please make the roads safer for cyclists. Regular maintenance of bike lanes is 
important. Thanks 

  Tener más fácil información a cerca del trasporte público alertas de transportes  
 
More information about public transportation. Transportation alerts 

  Estoy de acuerdo en el uso de tegnologia pare q pasa con las personas de la tercera edad 
 
I am in favor of technology but what happens with elderly citizens 

Shared 
mobility 
walk bike 

Don't eliminate traffic lanes for bicycles.  Go to Germany and note how many biking lanes are separate from traffic lanes. 

  Good idea. 

  Safe lanes and not shared with any vehicle. We need more public Bike/bus/train/trolley options east to west. Traffic will just 
continue to get worse if we add more privatized small cars. 

  Before San Diego, I lived in London, and didn't own a car. It was wonderful. 

  We need to focus on improving infrastructure for active modes of transportation (bicycle, pedestrian) and not on widening 
freeways.  That will just increase the number of cars on the road and not resolve the problem of congestion over the long term. 

  The fact that less than 2% use bike, walking, etc. as their mode of transportation should be enough reason that shared mobility 
shouldn't even be a thought. What happened to the greater good. 98% use person vehicles!  
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  I believe the development of rail connections is vital for both climate health and reducing congestion. 

  52 bottleneck needs to be resolved #1 priority  

  What us the plan for future technology and how it will impact privacy?  

  Explore programs that incentivize businesses to hire employees residing within their immediate communities, improving quality of 
life for employees and reducing the stress on roadways.  

  it looks dangerous and unnerving 

  We need automated public uhauls so people don't have to buy trucks they hardly ever use. Also my generation if facing a post 
peak world where things do not get better for the majority of the population. In San Diego's lovely climate we can all bike 
everywhere even if the minimum wage worker cannot afford to buy a car outright and is likely to be in debt in their thirties. I stress 
this not as a hippy ideal but as a necessity of a country that consumes massive quantities of resources now actually having to 
compete with a developed Asia. Also roads are expensive and you [expletive] better have learned something from the I15 freeway. 
Automated vehicles are clearly an answer but it only takes a keyboard and the right knowledge to be a terrorist. Stick to the plan in 
spite of Laurie's zone height objections. This rent a scooter stuff works but not for commuters. Try forming guidelines for a 
commuter orientated electronic assisted bikes/ scooters. 

  We need more Class 1(multi-use pathways) and Class 4 (cycle tracks) to provide the levels of protection that is already afforded to 
vehicles. Otherwise a sharrow or bike lane is just discrimination to those who cannot afford a vehicle, and to those who choose an 
alternative form of transportation. 

  Bikes should not be allowed to share one way lanes with cars- slows traffic and dangerous for cyclists and cars 

  Please, this is so important, you can't start a walk/bike culture without it. 

  I see very little inclusion for disabled/senior assistance--no longer bike riders 

  I am concerned about the lack of bike lanes around transit stations, including the new ones being built along Morena Blvd. 

  I think people would walk/bike/choose alternate forms of transportation more often if they were safer! 

  Please remove as a possibility Las Posas extension to Buena Creek  in San Marcos . That area is way too sensitive for 14K more cars. 

  Stop catering to drivers and build for the people.  

  Combine bus  or a similar multi passenger vehicle capable of carrying more than 2 bicycles (SD MTS has space for max of 2 
bikes)presently  Set aside areas that are only for walking biking such as what Portland has even if it's just for a Sat. or Sunday.  Plan 
future development that has a shared mobility since this is easier than making a change in a already inhabited concrete poured 
site, development. Perhaps a pathway could be built above or a type of tram utilized.   

  I think we should consider completely separated bikeways for safety. Create more physical separation for bikers and pedestrians. 
Close off some roads (Pacific highway near SeaWorld Drive, East Mission Bay Drive) so to encourage more biking etc. Innovate land 
use (tiny house boardwalks) along these routes.  
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  Make a lane on freeways for motorcycles only. Doesn't have to be car lane width. 

  IMHO, increasing safe bike paths should be our single most important goal. This is because only increased utility cycling can reduce 
greenhouse, gases, cut traffic, and also cut obesity levels. One important detail of this is to make the distinction between utility 
cycling and sport cycling infrastructure. The former is by far the more important!!! It's utility cycling, not sport cycling, that will 
achieve the goals I mention above. For this reason, bike paths and lanes must be planned with the utility cyclist, not the sport 
cyclist, in mind as the primary goal.  

  Love the new I-5 and Genesse bike path. More like this please. 

  Bicycles should NOT be allowed on hwy 78 between Escondido and Julian. 

  Simply taking lanes away from auto traffic for bikes creates as many problems as it solves! 

  Do not want managed lanes or highway/road based infrastructure.  need to move away from cars  

  I want to live in a place where bikes rule the roads and cars are secondary. 

  If there were safe biking options, and safe walking choices (some areas don't even have sidewalks), I might not be driving as much. 
And it would be great exercise as well! 

  Transit buses, trolleys running north and south in the freeway medians with areas to park a vehicle. 

  Options to be able to move around our community without a car increase the quality of life. Many love to ride bikes but are 
hesitant because of the safety issues. People like me love to walk in order to complete daily tasks but are limited by lack of transit 
in between. Vancouver, Canada has a very nice system where bike paths and walking sidewalks are next door but separate from 
each other. 

  We need separate lane for bikes & scooters only no pedestrian.  Pedestrians need their own lane  

  More bike lanes, paved and NOT on roads are essential - especially in our climate.  No-Brainer! 

  San Diego has the best weather in the country to allow year-round biking for commuting, errands, and recreation. If we create 
safer (aka protected) lanes for walking and biking, people will use them.  

  During new construction, make sure to connect bike paths to schools (Hwy 56 bike path is not connected to Canyon Crest 
Academy) 

  I've been cycling in SD since '79 and it's much better now. But newer cyclists are skittish about riding in the traffic. I'm glad that 
new bike lanes and markings have made many streets safer and easier to cycle on.  

  Public transit needs to be a first class experience. In New York Wall Street bankers take public transit. In London executives take 
public transit in San Diego this should not be relegated to “people who don’t have their own money for cars 

  Need to create safe protected lanes for walking and biking. 
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  The Base is bisected by Harbor Drive and two of its three pedestrian bridges spanning the roadway are being removed to make 
way for the Bayshore Bikeway.  Recommend allocating dollars to improve the sole remaining pedestrian bridge over Harbor Drive 
to improve bike access and increase mobility (reduce traffic congestion) between the wet and dry side of the base.  Continue to 
look for other options within the working waterfront to reduce congestion and increase mobility.   

  This option should not include "managed lanes for carpool".  That is a totally different priority than walk/bike/transit infrastructure 
because carpool still relies on vehicles. 

  This must come first and then roadways will become less congested. 

  More bike lanes 

   Every destination, to which a car drives, people on bike and foot want to reach also (except maybe auto repair); they must be 
accommodated always in funding, planning, design, construction and maintenance. 

  Do not share with motor vehicles 

  We have excellent weather all year that allows people to walk/bike everywhere.  Shared/protected paths would be used and 
promote less vehicle usage. 

  This survey is horrible - tells you to select your top 5 concerns and place above the line .  Then the screen shudders, shakes and 
blinks back to the original screen.  Please work on your survey technology. 

  I love riding my bike but often feel scared for my life. We need wide, designated bike lakes across the county! PLEASE. This is so 
important for safety and the environment 

  This is number 1 for me 

  In our Ramona Highway 67 Neighborhood we are unable to walk to neighbors homes, ride a bike from our property and adjust 
community club meeting locations to avoid having residents use Highway 67. Impacts our ability to be a community. 

  Berkeley is far denser than San Diego but has far better bike lanes.  No bikes and electric scooters on sidewalks so walkers can be 
safe.   

  I'm 84 years old and understand that other sources of transit than personal care must be considered as reasonable alternatives .  

  To much is spent on BIKES.  We need consistent sidewalks. They are zig zag or none! 

  I live in an area without public transport and it is awful because our disabled family member cannot access LIFT or the bus system 

  frequency is key.  Need more shuttles from trolley stops to key places.  Easy beach access is not happening through our transit.   

  Improve our roadways, help us to move commerce and people where they want to go! 

  More bikes, walk, and bus streets only(or lane). 

  Walking and biking in heavily congested areas creates a hazard for both drivers and pedestrians. 

  Great ideas 
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  All of these options should be encouraged. 

  Yes the better safer way is to provide alternate shared Bike/Walkways. Instead of more shared traffic roadways or raised railways 
better to have raised Bike/walkways where appropriate for highly congested unsafe Shared roadways with Bike/Walkways. 

  San Diego has the best weather in the country to allow year-round biking for commuting, errands, and recreation. If we create 
safer (aka protected) lanes for walking and biking, people will use them.  

  Please get the scooters and bikes off of the sidewalks! I am scared to walk downtown. Have almost been hit. I have a disability and 
they are lying all over the sidewalks and curbs.  

  Connectivity throughout the region is a must. I commute using public transportation when it's available. But the lack of 
connectivity doesn't make it convenient or efficient.  

  And trains... 

  More access to public transportation  

  I would also like to see improvements on how to determine routes, such as a simplified map. I have avoided public transit because 
mapping the route was to confusing.   

  Mobility hubs will create an expanse of walk ride options. 

  With all of the scooters and ebikes around many more people would ride in something other than a car if they felt safe doing so! 

  The very premise of this question is wrong in that the proposed solution is more infrastructure that is dedicated to bikes and 
pedestrians. The real problem for bicyclists is that existing paving is in poor shape and signalization is not synchronized to promote 
more safety and efficiency for the bike rider. Further, walking and riding should not be lumped together. There is very little that 
bicyclists and pedestrians share. Pedestrians need sidewalks. Bicyclists need sufficient room to ride on existing lower speed 
roadways that are well paved. Look at the section of University Avenue through Hillcrest that was recently milled and paved 
dramatically improving the pavement through that corridor. Further the addition of painted bike lanes have made a clear option for 
bicyclists that provides the necessary separation between cyclists and motorists. Even without the added bike lane markings these 
improvements would have greatly improved the conditions for cyclists. The addition of the painted bike lanes reduces the potential 
for conflict between cyclists and motorists as it provides a clearly marked out right of way for cyclists as many motorists don't fully 
understand the rights a cyclist has to use the roadway. 

  Make trails, paths, bikeways and transit actually connect to each other.  Incomplete paths that leads to nowhere are useless  

  More separated-dedicated bike lanes where cyclists don't have to worry about drivers veering into bike lanes (due to texting, etc.). 
Also, start putting roads underground. 

  More dedicated bike lanes where cyclists don't have to worry about drivers veering into bike lanes (due to texting, etc.). 

  More bike lanes  
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  SANDAG Bike EAP is far behind schedule.  Delays will continue for future walk/bike plans if SANDAG continues to seek impossible 
"consensus" from self-interested motorists. 

  Provide passenger ferry service from Chula Vista Marina for Silver Strand and Coronado. Fares can be paid by the Navy and 
employers. Use rideshare services on Coronado, Imperial Beach more often during the rush hour traffic. Pickup and drop off points 
can be the parking lots at Chula Vista Marina, Mar Vista High School, Coronado Cays Fire Department. Less traffic means better 
efficiency.  

  better transit access, less roadway congestion and shared mobility/walk/bike lead to our combat at climate change and clean air & 
public health. They re the same issue, should not be ranked separate. 

  There is too much emphasis on biking. Some bikers are worse than the worse drivers. Look at China in 1950 and look at it 
today...the bikes have been replaced by cars. 

  Bike paths that are separated from roads by bollards or other means. 

  This will help with alleviate transit congestion and  

  It would  help with everting else mention above  

  Improved pedestrian and cycling access is paramount. With such ideal weather year round ,it should be a no brainer investment. 
There are many locations I would bike to if safe, separated bike facilities existed. Instead, I drive.  

  Need to install bicycle racks to accommodate 3 bikes.  Many other transit systems around CA and the country have them.    Please 
look into how other transit systems are using them.  I've proposed this before however was told the wheels block the headlights.  
Bicycle wheels are thin enough that they only block a very small amount of light.  Like I said before check out how other transit 
systems are using them! 

  While bike ways and trails are nice, I have seen that many are, for lack of a better way of saying it, "lazy" and will not bike to work 
and will still drive. In North County, buildings and companies are spread out too far to bike from Oceanside to San Marcos.  

  Note the synergy between my priorities. Investment in transit, bike infrastructure, green house gas reduction, and clean air and 
public health can easily contribute to each other. Safety also comes as a byproduct with the increased use of bikes, reduction of car 
use, etc. This is the most sensible and strategic way forward to achieve our goals with a limited budget. No further dollars should 
be spent on road expansions, which run counter to all of these other objectives. 

  Denmark has separate bike and pedestrian roads/sidewalks.  The raised bike lanes with guard rails are much safer for everyone 
than shared roads.  We want more pedestrian only areas.  the corner of grape and fern in golden hill would be a great start.  Also 
more traffic circles instead of stop signs.  This reduces carbon enormously by ending start stop every few minutes. 

  Require education for drivers in California.... no one who I have talked to (even a few police officers) know what "sharrows" are, 
or what the symbol represents. We can build more infrastructure (which you should do and it excellent), but if people don't know 
how to use it/what it means, it won't improve! 
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  I think the goal would be to have all roads bicycle friendly. I would also make protected bike lanes which follow all trolley routes. 
Then make protected bicycle lanes along all freeways.  

  #1 priority is bike infrastructure 

  I walk and bike to the Airport from Liberty Station, because I travel with a small backpack on short trips. I've been doing it 2 years 
but have never seen anyone else walk or bike to the Airport.  It's  been a bad experience trying to find my way on bike or on foot 
through all the construction. It's especially trying to ride a bike to the Airport. The minute you get to the terminals the PA system 
alerts you that bicycles are not allowed and you are are stopped by Airport security personnel, yet there are no bike lanes and no 
one can tell  you what is a safe, allowable way to ride to the terminals.  

  This is a critical part of any new/improved transportation system network.  It must be fully integrated with better access to transit 
(and safe/robust bike and walking routes).  All of which must be tied to effective transit nodes that serve areas of high/er 
residential density and mixed use. 

  This is how San Diego will reach zero waste by 2035! 

  These choices are not different priorities given that many can be combined to achieve the same goal. Not a good question. 

  Biking on shared roadways is still unsafe. Need to work on more dedicated pedestrian and bike paths). 

  Whatever network concepts SANDAG entertains, they must reduce VMTs and carbon emissions in compliance with state laws. 

  The scooters and bikes are such a nuisance! Who’s bright idea? I’m supposed to be concerned about straws when there are bike’s 
and scooters littering sidewalks, crosswalks, thrown in private property & over the cliffs.  

  Use of dockless bikes/scooters is NOT viable unless there is enforcement of laws intended to make such use safe. 

Improved 
safety 

I ride my bike a lot, it is imperative to me that I not be concerned that a car is going to hit me. 

  Our highways get goods and products to market, a free flowing highway produces less pollution, this needs to be fixed NOW, not 
30 years from now 

  Bike commuting in San Diego does not feel safe, except on very few select routes. This is the #1 complaint I hear when I talk to 
people about bike commuting. 

  Some of the bike share roads are insane!  these people need their own elevated lane or something b/c their riding on the road is 
endangering us all. 

  My opinion is that the trails are there, the safety isn't. There are multiple trails that do not have proper lighting or too many "dark 
spots" that can have trouble waiting. While I understand that more light poles means more electricity and more money, lighting 
can make a difference between a robbery and safety. This would help in creating more jobs for law enforcement personnel that 
are specifically tasked with patrolling biking, walking and hiking paths.  

  What matters to me isn't here. 
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  eDUCATE DRIVERS ABOUT PEDEESTRIAN RIGHTS And applicable laws and make ticketing a priority. 

  I will no longer ride my bike unless I have a protected path.  Too many distracted drivers 

  Better stoplight timing, or synchronized stoplights. 

  Too many people are using service streets to avoid traffic and driving WAY too fast! 

  Please stop prioritizing fast vehicle travel over safety for all public space users 

  More dedicated bike lanes where cyclists don't have to worry about drivers veering into bike lanes (due to texting, etc.). Also, 
sidewalks that are separated from streets by street-lined trees. More pedestrian bridges over busy streets, so that pedestrians don't 
have to dodge cars running red lights at intersections. 

  More separated-dedicated bike lanes where cyclists don't have to worry about drivers veering into bike lanes (due to texting, etc.). 
Also, sidewalks that are separated from streets by street-lined trees. More pedestrian bridges over busy streets, so that pedestrians 
don't have to dodge cars running red lights at intersections. 

  More separated-dedicated bike lanes where cyclists don't have to worry about drivers veering into bike lanes (due to texting, etc.). 
Also, sidewalks that are separated from streets by street-lined trees. More pedestrian bridges over busy streets, so that pedestrians 
don't have to dodge cars running red lights at intersections. Also, start putting roads underground. 

  Short bike lanes that drop you out in the middle of a street with no protection or warning and often only a sharrow is not safe.  
Sharrows are not safe.  Painted stripes are ok but they're not protected bike lanes.  Fix the intersections that are the most 
dangerous that you've been taking about for years. Stop talking and just fix them.  The money is there.  Stop wasting time.   

  Without safety, there is a smaller window for people (especially women) to use public transportation, which can result in people 
not using it at all 

  Safety is important  
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  1.  Urge large employers to utilize staggered work hours. 
2. More informative signage. 
3. Better designed access to freeways and from freeways - most important issue would be to eliminate traffic going off of the 
freeway having to cross the paths of vehicles going on to the freeways. 
4. Public health?  First, fix the homeless problem!!!  In my opinion, no entity is doing enough.  It will take a multi-faceted approach 
to solve this problem.  A.  Do not allow churches to just feed them and leave.  B. Arrest the homeless and place them in out of the 
urban centers. C.  If anyone is found to be urinating anywhere other than in a toilet facility, arrest them.  
5. Facilitate organizations that when working with the homeless use a multi-faceted attack.  A. Feed them.  Clothe them. Shelter 
them.  Train and educate them to some functional level.  Provide health services.  Provide mental health services. 
Any person that cannot be helped, should not be helped.  Any person that does not want to be helped, should not be helped.  
Make San Diego County as inhospitable as possible. 

  How about improved safety of female riders. There are so many junkies and homeless people riding it's a disgrace. 

  Make bicycling as a alternative to cars by improving biking infrastructure, e.g., protected bike lanes 

  Take the scooters and bikes off the sidewalks please! 

  San Diego has the best weather in the country to allow year-round biking for commuting, errands, and recreation. If we create 
safer (aka protected) lanes for walking and biking, people will use them.  

  I support Vision Zero 

  Agree with comments. 

  Agree with comments. But we also need a force of traffic enforcers on the road citing reckless drivers and enforcing speed limits. 

  Still necessary! 

  climate change-not your job. transit costs can't be to high. current transit slow and inconvenient 

  Roads are meant for autos 95% users. Bikers 5% should be provided with alternate safer routes. 
Sidewalks could be shared with bikes instead of auto lanes. 

  I was surprised to see with all the construction on I5 by Cardiff they are not adding one new regular lane of traffic.  With more 
electric vehicles coming online with more population they should have added at least one regular lane not just carpool, bike lanes, 
buses and trains 

  Transit stop are very dirty 

  SR 67 from Ramona to Lakeside is known as a dangerous highway - Caltrans has made this identification and drivers experience 
the danger on a daily basis. 

  Turn the City Hall property to the Whistle Stop a Promenade and let the RR go subterranean. Possibly in the nest 50 years. LOL! 
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  The flashing lights to help walkers safely cross streets are a big help.   Need more bike lanes.   Also need to teach people how to 
use electric scooters safely.   

  This is number 3 for me 

  Separate bike and walking trails without reducing motorist lanes. 

  Please consider that including bikes does not always have to be on same road with cars that are much heavier, traveling much 
faster. Separating bike lanes physically from car lanes is possible in many cases, but must be a policy priority to not be dismissed 
early in the process. 
Please study Vancouver, Canada for use of quiet side streets parallel to busy commercial roads. 

  SD deserves to be a walkable city supported by robust public transit that connects all parts of the city with first class experience for 
bus trolley bike and scooter use 

  I take transit whenever I can, mostly commuter bus 280.  I think if more people knew about it and realized how quick and easy it is 
they might at least try it. 

  I am sick of the bikers.  They take up space, don't follow rules and bike for fun not to get to work 

  Please look at placing a "Barnes Dance" or "Scramble" intersection at 28th and Harbor and/or 32nd and Harbor to improve 
pedestrian safety and also increase intersection ALOS.  This can be accomplished during the final phase of the Bayshore Bikeway 
and may reduce cost. 

  Bike & scooter lane needs body armor 

  Create and enforce traffic laws to make electric scooters bicycles and cars Less obstructing of one another 

  This is an excellent priority as we live in a beautiful "outdoor" climate where most people enjoy being out and we want to 
encourage it! 

  Prioritize walking and biking over more lanes for cars 

  I drove on 15 to rancho cucamongo on the 18th at 1to 3:30 PM North and never saw a Highway Patrolman. I drove South on 15 
on Friday at 11:30 to 1:30PM and never saw the HP. There is no rule enforcement on the roads. Drivers do what the want.  We 
need some enforcement. 

  Motorcycles are very dangerously drivers lately 

  We do not have the needed infrastructure to safely evacuate our town on one lane. Very dangerous and this is old news. We need 
two lanes. End of survey. 

  Your survey style does not allow for innovation.  Such survey styles are always backwards looking because they do not survey for 
what innovations are possible. This is a classic survey flaw. 

  Bicycles should NOT be allowed on Hwy 78 between Escondido and Julian. There should be a barrier installed an the 78 going up 
hill to Ramona on northside/cliff side. 
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  The key is to have transportation that is efficient and takes less time. 

  Roadways that are better equipped to handle the commuter traffic that uses them.  The roads in the county of San Diego are still 
one lane roads that are trying to support several thousand drivers on a daily basis and they were not built to support this type of  
traffic.  The accident rate on these roads is increasing.   

  GHG reduction and VMT reduction MUST be the priority.  We only have 10 years to fix this or climate change will overwhelm us. 

  Safety is #1 especially riding the trolley at in the evening.  People aren't willing to ride the trolley without security at night 

  Having safe and clean transit vehicles is important. 

  More paved/or designated sidewalks. 

  Like "Climate change" and "Clean air & public health" a byproduct more than a strategy. 

  Protect us better from the car. Egregious intersections: Midway and Rosecrans, Taylor and Pacific Highway.  

  Technology is less important than practical and effective solutions that can be implemented incrementally and at low cost. 

  Live in Ramona. Need better Roads in out on 67 and 78. 

  Fix potholes 

  I want there to be community input and transparency throughout the process. 

  Air, health, water and climate should be the driver of change. Overlay cost + and - of each strategy along with + and - for climate, 
health, air and water. 

  We need more pedestrian safe crossings to Mission Bay.  The Mission Bay/Clairemont Dr bridge is terrifying to walk or bike over.  If 
you only stay in your car, it may seem wide and high sidewalks, but just do it on foot sometime and you will see.  With the transit 
station going in there, we desperately need safe crossings to Mission Bay. 

  I don't believe in more technology in cars. It will be more dangerous before it gets better if we rely on technology to answer our 
problems.  
Education of being civil, empathy and stop being selfish is what will make intersections, driving, walking, biking safer. Parents and 
educators have to stop the "me first" attitude.  

  Being a pedestrian in San Diego is scary at times, with the number of hit and runs on the rise! Improved signals at crosswalks and 
protected bike lanes is so important! 

  An express trolley route from San Ysidro to Downtown is EXTREMELY needed  

  The intersection on Chesterfield backs up and has insufficient train warnings! Gates should come down on both sides of road on 
each side when train is present and the traffic on San Elijo turning right onto 101 Hwy is always backed up and dangerous with 
just one track- now with 2 and no additional right hand turn lane which is desperately needed will be a bigger nightmare for locals 
and tourists 

  Short of an economic depression, "Less roadway congestion" is never attainable 
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  Yes, cities engineering departments need to be on the same page, and change their codes and ideology on how to implement 
funding from SANDAG  . Sharrows and painted bike lanes is not sufficient to create a significant change in how we opt for the 
safer mode of transportation. And no more expansion of the ROW to add more car lanes with new development! This should be 
instead replaced with more cycle tracks, and increased public transit to the area.  

  Yes, cities engineering departments need to be on the same page, and change their codes and ideology on how to implement 
funding from SANDAG, to not focus on cars anymore. Sharrows and painted bike lanes is not sufficient to create a significant 
change in how we opt for the safer mode of transportation. And no more expansion of the ROW to add more car lanes with new 
development! This should be instead replaced with more cycle tracks, and increased public transit to the area.  

  Need SDTE on buses, too many drivers are threatened or put in harms way by unruly passengers!  

  Sounds good 

  What us the plan for future technology and how it will impact privacy?  

  Survey doesn’t work well on mobile devices! 

  People will use alternative forms of transportation if the infrastructure is in place to safely commute via bicycle, bus, trolley, etc.  
There needs to be consideration and thought into these systems so people feel a sense of dignity when using these modes of 
transportation. 

  Riding my bike down 4th avenue in Banker's Hill, I got shouted out for not riding in the bike lane. I didn't realize their was one, but 
I found it - in the far left lane. Then I discovered that the bike lane ended just before it turned into a left turn lane for getting onto 
the 5. I'm still amazed that such a dangerous set-up was allowed to go forward.  

  No automated vehicles since by the sound of this survey that is what you are trying to sell us on. They are not safe. How about 
putting barriers/curb on the lines between Vehicles and Bikes/walkers. We do not need more small vehicles Electric or gas(for 2-5 
passengers) on the roads unless it is a public bus/train/trolley. Traffic will just continue to get worse if we add more privatized small 
cars. We need to protect our open space for our health safety.  

  If I could ride safely to work I would. I don't want to be hit by a car. I wish I had a dedicated, protected bike path from SDSU to 
PB/Beaches. I would also love a FREE shuttle to be put in place from the Balboa transit hub to the beaches and run 6:30am-9pm 
Monday-Thursday and 9am-3am, Friday-Sun AM. that would get folks in and out of PB to the beaches safely, to the bars, 
businesses and restaurants and to schools on the weekdays.  

  Improved safety for pedestrians (e.g., bulbous, slow down traffic in communities, more spaces built for neighbors and customers to 
interact in safe spaces).  

  Cada trasporte tener tan siquiera una persona en cubierta en los autobuses para poder tener más seguros los viajes de trasporte 
 
Every transportation should have an undercover security officer to provide safer transportation 
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Metroquest Survey Comments through October 31, 2018 

Network Concepts 

Item Feedback 

A. Shared 
Mobility 

Prioritize the build out of the regional bike network Early Action Projects.  

  Improving transit should be given priority in order to reduce GHG emissions and improve public health through active 
transportation.  

  I'm extremely concerned with any effort that is intentionally designed to force San Diegans out of their vehicles.  I do 
support efforts however to create a more desirable mobility network that encourages use alternatives to the car. 

  As long as it’s safe and realistic as a commute option. Currently I could never utilize public transport because it would take 
too long and I feel threatened on our trolleys and busses. 

  As long as no one anywhere at SANDAG could STOP THE TOP--all the service reductions with the MTS 2018 so called 
Transit Optimization Plan why are you asking this. On all four MTS routes near my Hillcrest Senior Towers, I've experienced 
truncations, bus stop eliminations near needed services like LabCorp and Walgreens, reroutes away from medical services. 
The every 12 minutes 7 bus to the Kroc Center was truncated to College Avenue making the trip there 20 minutes longer 
to wait for the half hour 852, as one example. Everyone we talked to at SANDAG including the senior concerned group 
said they could do nada about this. So why this question? 

  This is a terrible name. I am sure folks will get this confused with sharing economy services like Lyft and Uber.  
 
Regardless, anything that increases transit service (higher frequency) gets my vote. 

  Better mobility combined with transit oriented development can lead to all the other things like safety and reduced 
pollution. 

  With regards to this entire "Network Concepts" section - these concepts are so watered down and generalized that it's 
hard to get any useful sense of the differences between them or actual projects that would be prioritized. The public is 
smart enough to actually read descriptions and determine how they meet their priorities rather than being presented with 
cluttered info-graphics and "better than/worse than" arrows.  
This entire survey barely scratches the surface on providing any meaningful context or options. Determining what average 
star rating the public gives a one sentence network concept is an insulting idea of a "public participation process".  

  No more transit!   Fix and widen highways!  

  Its great that this is simplified but I really don't think there is enough info here for me to rate this. 
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  Agree with advancing/more quickly implementing transit opportunities and infrastructure.  But the basic transit map is no 
different from what today's plans would eventually produce. 

  I really don't understand what you want me to do in Section 3. My main suggestion for SANDAG (which to me is common 
sense) is to increase the rail system dramatically. Add lots and lots of more trolley lines so that locals and tourists can take 
trolleys to any community, college, shopping center, parks, beaches and business areas. This will provide fast 
transportation, cleaner air (if using solar power), and will massively reduce road congestion.  

  Increased transit is ok, better than road/highway improvements, but not as good as active transportation infrastructure 
(bike + walk). 

  More rapid transits to highly employed areas like Kearny Mesa area. 

  I think many people in SD do not use public transit because it is not convenient. It often takes many times longer than 
driving. Expanding infrastructure will increase usage - many people do not actually enjoy driving but there is a lack of 
alternatives. 

  Would like to see improved intermodal transportation and more bicycle/pedestrian access. 

  the mobility concept should perform better, as it is so much more costly to implement and reaches more citizens than 
freeway or vehicular infrastructure.  

  Increasing frequency and efficiency of connections is key to attracting greater use of transit. A key opportunity for 
improvement is the trolley through Mission Valley, which stops far too often to be effective. I can bike that stretch in the 
same amount of time as the trolley takes. The connections to bus routes also need to be better, including access to buses 
and trolley in old town that doesn't require spending multiple minutes crowding down stairs into dark, unsafe 
underground passages. No woman in her right mind will use those passages at night.  

  More service on existing routes would be nice, but new routes are also welcome. For example, I am disappointed that a 
city of 3 million has not managed to connect either its major university (UCSD) or airport by light rail. Almost every other 
city I visit has accomplished this. 

  Direct access to airport!  we need a train to go directly into the airport.  Think Atlanta, or London.  Why do we have to be 
backwards and why can't we be in the forefront instead of considered small town backward. 

  Unless these are driverless pods, it's a waste of resources.  Do not spend more money trying to figure out how to make 
buses effective in SD.  They will never be effective.  

  Unless these are driverless pods, it's a waste of resources.  Do not spend more money trying to figure out how to make 
buses effective in SD.  They will never be effective.  Make lanes for driverless cars only.  
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  I very often see empty buses.... it's also important to listen to *why* people aren't using public transit. For me, it's the cost 
of the Coaster and long time frame of the bus for transit to North County. 

  I don't want to ride the bus. I'd prefer other methods of public transportation.  

  More buses won't help the environment unless they're electric. If you invest in electric buses, I'd give it a 5. 

  If you're monetizing/penalizing on the basis of # of riders in a car  
 
..then Please 
 
Give credit to Bike Multimodal/Mobility Aid users.  
Monetize that and return half to the Rider. 
Their actions have value.$$$$ 
Give half back and they have incentive 
 
The Millennials will love it ...and, us senior citizens, etc. can have our Reasonable Accommodations met. 
 
Win-Win-Win 
Business-People-Planet 

  This must include better nighttime and Sun. service! 

  I don't understand how this concept is not as good in the "Shared mobility/walk/bike" priority as "Policy Possibilities" is. 

  Transit is not the only answer.  Implementing Complete Bike Network should be a priority for SANDAG to meet its goals 
for Healthy Residents, Innovative Mobility, and Vibrant Economy. 

  Plan ahead with our share consisting of seniors with ideas. Is: long waits might need attention first.  

  Need express trolleys to east county 

  An explanation on how this concept creates more congestion would be beneficial.  My assumption was that more transit 
and shared mobility means less cars on the roads and improved roadway congestion. 

  Are you saying that solo driving will become more costly and difficult? 

  Am in RB, having to go downtown on the 20 SUCKED, the 290 and 235 buses are great and I <3 them 
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  Is this support of carpools and train systems, If so, this is also good. 

  Live in North County and it's a pain trying to get to the airport via Coaster.  Coaster does not run at convenient times, 
especially in the evenings when my flight gets in at 7pm and I want to take the Coaster home.  Also, to get to the airport 
via Coaster, after arriving at the Santa Fe Depot by Coaster, I have to walk with all my luggage to a bus stop, wait for the 
bus,  pay the bus fare (which used to be free with a paid Coaster ticket), then arrive at the airport.  There should be an 
easier shuttle to get to the airport and it should be free with a paid Coaster ticket. 

  More bike lanes. When gas gets to $15/gallon, bikes and scooters, both electric and gas driven will be the new rage. 

  A better web network yes.  Rapid routes is just stupid, nobody is going to ride buses that take the same roads, but with 
worse pickup/dropoff points than their own car.  Dedicated infrastructure is also stupid, just put the cars on them. 

  Trips need to take less time. Express trains & busses? 

  It's better but could be expanded on. 

  Congestion does not keep pace with population change 

  If by Rapid, you mean like the Rapid bus on Park Blvd then don’t waste the money. If you mean a fully implemented BRT, 
then by all means do it.  

  Didn't I rate these items in the first question? 

  This page is visual confusing in what the star-rating represents. 

  Reduce auto traffic wherever possible in favor of frequent reliable transit. 

  Marginally better than "no project"; not enough to reach climate change goals; no reason why a transit-forward system 
would produce more auto roadway congestion with its pollution and climate change emissions. 

  Please run the trolley up park blvd into North Park... this has been desperately needed for ages, and most of the city's 
densest construction is being built along this route. 

  Wondering how an increase in roadway congestion can also result in climate change benefits and better air quality (?) 

  Better transit system and more access  

  Transit is a losing proposition. 
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  Not important to me. This plan is already in effect and is not providing significant reduction of traffic or making this safer.  

  Not exactly sure I fully understand your description 

  This would work very well alongside the "Connected Corridors" concept. Faster, more direct transit options should come 
alongside an improved corridor system. 

  This does not make sense. Are we commenting/giving stars about the future or the current situation? 

  The main reasons I don't use public transit are: lack of flexibility in timing (i.e. if I miss the bus, the next one doesn't come 
for 30 mins to an hour), and inconvenient locations (not close to home or work). This plan would help address those 
challenges.  

  Why are the northbound I-15 carpool lanes only 2-lanes wide during rush hour? They should be 3. More revenue for MTS I 
would think that would pay for the overtime of the workers due to more Fastrak payers (solo drivers) when 3 lanes are 
open. Especially on Thursdays and Fridays. 

  24 hour trolley service would be amazing especially downtown  

  Being rural and a major hub more transit is not that helpful. 

  What our ranking means for this section is not clear. More concise explanation would be helpful ie what does my ranking 
tell you? What I think is best? What I prefer? or Whether I agree with the better or worse than at the bottom of the page? 

  You are showing a bus. If the bus has to go on the freeway, it will not go fast because of traffic. I would prefer a trolley or 
light rail. 

  Please provide shelter for elderly and disabled a bathroom here and there would be great too! 

  I am the type of person that won’t share rides with other people but my family. Your shared mobility word is a farce.  

  I don’t understand how this questionnaire works. Its very unclear and the mobile  version is nuts. 

  Seems 100% costs of Shared Mobility is paid by Auto users. The benefits to all users should be paid for by all users. This 
advantageous separate safe use by non auto users should be considered a benefit to also be cost shared by the users. 
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  I strongly support this concept.  Also, by implementing this concept, results would come more quickly to reduce 
congestion and reduce green house gas emissions.  Especially if the services provided were in the form of electric buses 
which are available now, as opposed to waiting for freeways or rail lines to be built. 

  I strongly support this concept.  Also, by implementing this concept, I believe that results would come more quickly to 
reduce congestion and reduce green house gas emissions.  Especially if the services provided were in the form of electric 
buses which are available now, as opposed to waiting for freeways or rail lines to be built. 

  How is it possible that NONE of the network concepts results in better transit access? Clearly, more concept options are 
needed. And the answer is clear - we need to implement transit options RIGHT NOW.  

  People with money do not ride busses or trains. 
Working people don't have the time to waste for public transportation.  

  Busing systems will never be efficient or provide adequate access to all due to traffic conditions and urban sprawl 

  We need an express way/trolley to get to southwestern College.  There needs to be a line from the border to pass through 
Otay Ranch and SWC and then to connect with spring valley and to end connecting to SDSU.  Students in the SouthBay 
need to have access to higher ed.  Many need to take 3 buses to get to school.  If SANDAG promotes the development of 
community access through transportation, then they need to understand that education is the freeways to a stronger 
economy in our South Bay.   

  If we have better, more efficient public transit we will need safer walkways for pedestrians 

  The Network Concepts section is confusing 

  SD County freeways are becoming more congested every year. This needs to be addressed seriously. More traffic and 
higher commute times to work. 

  Smaller buses! On those routes that have less ridership.    it is very disheartening to see long, big buses with low ridership 

  San Diego's urban sprawl makes an transit-oriented development an impossibility. Public transit one-way between my own 
residence and workplace will never go below 3 times the length of my current solo commute.  
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  Getting more people on transit and out of their cars is key to a successful future. Transit needs to be clean, safe, quick, 
reliable and with short headways. 

  Of course, a good place to start in building a culture of public use of transit in the core and main corridors.  

  need more public transportation that can get you more places that are inexpensive 

   Two-person carpools should never be charged. that is why carpool lanes were developed 

  The bees often look empty - I made this a top priority in regards to more train connections like to the airport and  
balboa Park - places where people like to go.  I do not think more bus service is needed 

  Need more light rail projects. Orange Line Express, Blue Line Express, PB Trolley, Mission Beach to La Jolla Streetcar, Trolley 
station at SD Airport (ITC).  

  This might work if you could make taking the bus sexy: free wifi, espresso, nice seats, phone updates on bus arrival. (NYC 
offers free ebooks!) Otherwise people won’t humble themselves to take public transportation. Still likely cheaper and 
faster than building more roads and prepping for climate change. 

  This might work if you could make taking the bus sexy: free wifi, espresso, nice seats, phone updates on bus arrival. (NYC 
offers free ebooks!) Otherwise people won’t humble themselves to take public transportation. Still likely cheaper and 
faster than building more roads and prepping for climate change. Another advantage about improving transit is a quick 
win for seniors (bourgeoning boomers) who are mobile enough to take transit, but less able to drive. One last question: 
why aren’t there bus stops at the park n rides along the 5 in north county SD? 

  This might work if you could make taking the bus sexy: free wifi, espresso, nice seats, phone updates on bus arrival. (NYC 
offers free ebooks!) Otherwise people won’t humble themselves to take public transportation. Still likely cheaper and 
faster than building more roads and prepping for climate change. Another advantage about improving transit is a quick 
win for seniors (bourgeoning boomers) who are mobile enough to take transit, but less able to drive. 

  What is most important about this concept right now is that people won't use public transit because it does not run 
frequently, on time, or quickly. Also there is talk of "the last mile". How does one get from a Rapid stop to their final 
destination? 
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  This is the direction we need to go in: more transit routes, greater frequency, lower or free fares for seniors and students, 
and options such as shuttles for last/first miles.  

  I take the 150 from UCSD, and it constantly late. And VERY late, based on onebusaway, up to 45 minutes late somedays, 
and buses arrive one after another. I imagine this is due to traffic, but having trips originate closer to campus will help 
alleviate traffic. I have sat with other commuters who question whether it is worth the wait. 

  I take the 150 from UCSD, and it constantly late. And VERY late, based on onebusaway, up to 45 minutes late somedays, 
and buses arrive one after another. I imagine this is due to traffic, but having trips originate closer to campus will help 
alleviate traffic. I have sat with other commuters who question whether it is worth the wait. Having dedicated 
carpool/transit lanes around UCSD (Gilman Drive, La Jolla Village) will make a huge difference 

  And better bicycle infrastructure! 

  It is been my experience that there are not enough perpendicular routes to mass transit. 

  Transit system in SD is a joke, totally slow and inefficient.  

  This section is poorly described.  Am I rating how important this is to me or how I think SANDAG is doing on this.  I am 
rating it based on SANDAGS performance... 

  This really needs to have an "increase access to transit" option and this is something we need to start on now. 

  As long as it includes full use of all lane off peak for all cars. 

  This diagram seems to indicate that I don't support less traffic congestion, which is absurd. Better transit access and shared 
mobility would increase the probability of less roadway congestion. It would also decrease our reliance on fossil fuels by 
reducing the use of combustion engines. 

  Primary attention is public transit that is frequent, runs 7 days on same schedule, reached all parts of the city so people can 
go from home to work or play and home again with predictability 

  This is a great idea and we should approach a final solution leveraging all available tools and assets at our disposal to 
improve access, reduce congestion, support mission readiness, and reduce GHGs. 

  really- shared mobility gets defined as more bikes- not ok 

  I like more trains, more light rail (trolley), express buses. Don't like paying for faster lanes. Every citizen deserves the same 
access.  The poor and especially working poor already struggle mightily, don't make it worse.  
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  Also make public transit less expensive, provide more connections, and make it abundant in working class neighborhoods. 

  Commuters do not want buses or rigid transit schedules 

  How is it possible that NONE of the network concepts results in better transit access? Clearly, more concept options are 
needed. And the answer is clear - we need to implement transit options RIGHT NOW. 

  we have more traffic then ever before; something has to be done 

  For as long as the bus takes 30 minutes to take us to a destination that would otherwise take 10 minutes driving, people 
will opt out on public transportation. This would improve mobility and push people to use these services more 

  Good for all! Students, older folks, visitors to SD, good for daily use; bus stops everywhere! 

  I appreciate the opening of the Rapid 225 but I think more is needed for the Southbay. 

  How and Where? 

  Better transit connections, greater frequency of service and reliability of service are all key to attracting more transit users. 

  I can't rate this.   

   Also need employers to arrange carpools for their employees  and for nearby companies. We need better mass transit – 
quicker, In more areas and better weekend service. 

  Rails/trolleys would be better than buses 

  More transit options and better access would make mass transit a viable choice. 

  Your survey style does not allow for innovation.  Such survey styles are always backwards looking because they do not 
survey for what innovations are possible. This is a classic survey flaw. 

  Invest in offroad transportation! Traffic is our biggest issue. 

  Please continue to improve, with C reduction being the guideline for success.  UT says seniors/poor will be hurt by recent 
changes.  Please, be sure that doesn't happen.   

  Shared Mobility is always needed, yet but an improvement in our roads would only make shared mobility more expedient.  

  Cars & vehicles are needed too 
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  How about removing barriers such as walls, fences, dead-ends that block Right of Ways for bike and pedestrian use?  
More off-grade pedestrian crossings.  In the city, I shouldn't need a car, bus, or train to make a short trip to get groceries.  
Pick the low hanging fruit! 

  Transit is not available to farther away communities like Ramona.  

  Buses are not the answer - transportation cannot be affected by traffic. 

  You keep upgrading the city with buses and mass transit but that does not help drivers in the back country of San Diego.  
We need road that will the growing population moving to the back country.  We need current roads widened to 
accommodate the current and future driving population.  Communities like Ramona and Julian are driving on roads that 
were built over 60 years ago but population has grown and these roads are not equipped to handle the traffic that forced 
to use them.    

  There need to be designated and protected bike lanes on ALL major freeways.  Electric bikes, for tackling San Diego's 
many hills, should be utilized more, but safe areas to use them for longer commutes are needed. 

  Need for connectedness between modes of transportation - train, trolley, bus, bike - to get to desired destinations. 

  We need more traffic Lanes on hwy 67 to Ramona. 

  Make waiting areas more comfortable/shaded. 

  with a focus on building transit oriented communities and village density design communities in which walking is built into 
land use planning   

  Fine if it doesn’t include a flyover bridge for the 5/78 interchange  

  Need to make sure that first mile/last mile connections are available, especially by foot, bike, and scooter 

  More rail and less investment with freeway improvements, they don’t work in the long run. Learn from the past. We can’t 
keep expanding freeways, it encourages more driving which just causes more traffic and the expansion is useless, 
especially with an increasing population. 

  Finding a way for more express routes is ideal, more frequency for trolleys or peak hours with increased prices, if necessary 
(particularly express routes.) Utilizing the center of freeways is also innovative with rail or bus service, as well as pedestrian 
friendly (automated) walkways in downtown/centre areas to boost walking traffic.  
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  This is ESPECIALLY needed in North County. More coaster stops please! One in Cardiff would be amazing and would get 
me off the freeway every day. 

  Allow more money in the budgets so that more people can use public transportation in San Diego. More Sprinter type 
trains in high commute areas. 

  It should not take 1.5-2 hours to wait for, and take the bus from Imperial Beach to downtown. The distance is only 14 
miles. This gives no incentive to forgo driving for public transit, even in traffic, because the of the time efficiency.   

  Rapid routes are great but people have to be able to get to them. When your bus runs only once or twice an hour it's not 
a decent alternative to driving. More routes in neighborhoods  are needed. 

  The time it takes to reach point b from a is ludicrous sometimes.  It shouldn't take 4 hours to get from  San Diego to 
Kearny Mesa or Miramar. 

  Must be practical. Sprawl makes PT ineffective and inefficient with few centralized destinations  

  Where is the emphasis on shared mobility? I only see public transit benefitting from this option. What about protected 
bikeways, improved connections for bikeways, improved pedestrian connections near freeway on/off ramps, and road-
diets.  

  Interconnected trains or tramway to  and  from San Diego down town to key drop off/pick up places in San Diego county  

  Please stop using those monstrous Grunnman Flexible buses , use smaller and more frequent with free connections in a 
grid without making so many turns . I don't understand why I have to explain this to you ! 

  I feel like this is the root of many other issues we are addressing. If we have more walk/bike we help the climate, better air 
and public health. It all helps businesses more b/c when people walk and bike they see more and support more local 
businesses. They also feel safer to send their kids on their bikes out to the store to run an errand, or go get lunch w/out 
mom having to get in the car and drive them. It helps parking issues.  
It generates more sales tax for cities, money we can use for other things. 

  I think frequency and speed of transportation is the most important. We don't have any faster-moving transit backbones 
such as subways that feed smaller, local routes. 

  the 101 route along the coast needs improved headways. 
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  Bike to work and then to the grocery store. You will understand. Also suburbia is wholey unbikeable. If a trip takes longer 
then 10 minutes by bike then it is likely to be then converted to a car. Also we have hills, carry groceries and go surfing, so 
we need electronic assist.  Lastly bikes are incompatible with stopsigns as a design principal figure out how to make bike 
paths that don't have stopsigns/lights in the way all the time.  
 
The things people need to be able to do on a bike are. Get to work(bike+20hr train/trolley/express bus to go onto the 
mesas and longer distances) get groceries(do time-distance mapping and figure out where you need to zone more grocery 
stores and other hotspots such as schools and libraries.) Lastly I need to get my watersports equipment to mission bay at 
5am for the shoulder high glassy storm swell. 

  I'm a little confused about this concept.  With the N101 Streetscape, buses will get caught up in the increased traffic 
congestion caused by deleting two of our lanes.  What we need is a separated bicycle lane in the RR right of way, through 
Leucadia, NOT elimination of two lanes for motor vehicles.  In general, I do support more people using public 
transportation, when we can. 

  Still subsidized because critical mass of users is not achieved. San Diego County will never (within the next generation [20+ 
years]l reach the point of sustaining by itself.  

  Invest in uber and Lyft and not buses and pensions.  

  Handicap and fixed busses, better deliver, be on time,  

  People in southwest San Diego have extremely poor public transit options. It is limited and infrequent. 

  with progressive mileage fees 

  New northbound coaster between the current departures of6:15 and 7:39 and 9:18.  

  We MUST move away from single-driver SUV's & traditional autos. 

  This concept is unclear...sounds good as a policy but what does it mean? 

  We do not have a practical public transit system. If I can’t get a train, or can drive to my destination cheaper and faster, I 
have no other option. We need better mass transit. 

  I'm not sure I understand what the arrows mean.  Does green arrow mean I want it to be better than today?  Does the red 
arrow mean I want it to be worse than today? 
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  The stops need to be in the neighborhoods,  not just major roads/intersections.  
With more routes with less stops. So that it doesn't take 3x's as long to get to your destination.  

  Have no idea what you want here with rating.. Rate what?  How it is now or the concept... not a good survey 

  Increased routes & transit options is great, but doesn't quite make sense for the casual user. There should be options for 
transfers like in other cities. (i.e. Pay one fee, and take as many transfers as needed, within a short window, for no 
additional charge.) 

  More frequent service, more hours of the day, leads more people to stop using cars. 

  More buses is not the answer. 

  fast track BRT lanes within local streets than can be converted to LRT in the future. 

  And serves as a choice 

  The key is how do you get us out of our cars and into transit, convenient, fast, affordable, easy to use and goes to where I 
want to go. 

  the worst concept 

  I feel like shared mobility and better transit access go hand in hand because if you don't have good transit access then no 
one will use transit and it won't matter because it won't be a viable transportation option for those who don't have good 
access to transit stops. 

  I would like to see the HOV lanes on the 805 be opened up for solo drivers willing to pay.  Those new lanes are barely 
used.  I have to drive extra miles and sit in traffic with a less fuel efficient car while the HOV's are empty (except for the 
many people who illegally drive them). 

  the rapid transit connections are a great idea. But you took away the neighborhood stops. How are people supposed to 
get to the major connections? Walk 1-5 miles? What about the seniors, the disabled?  
This is ludicrous. 

  Your presentations are not friendly!!’ 

  I wish more information was provided on what is included in this concept. It is hard to rate with so little information.  
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  Dockless Scooters are an abuse of public space and a safety hazard.  The City allowing these companies to stage their for 
profit ventures in the public domain is completely irresponsible.  No real oversight, let alone public discussion.  It's very 
disconcerting when City officials trade off General Plan quality of life for it's citizens for a weak misplaced solution. 

  this seems to make the most sense, but it needs to include lower costs for public transportation and making the MTS 
system more robust and user friendly for middle class folks.   

  Only if they are Shared public buses/trolleys/trains for more than 10 + people. We do not need more small electric vehicles 
that only hold 2-6 people. We already have Lyft and Uber that cause more traffic. 

  Only if they are Shared public mobility like buses/trolleys/trains for more than 10 + people. We do not need more small 
electric vehicles that only hold 2-6 people. We already have Lyft and Uber that cause more traffic. We also need them 
running until 2pm for downtown areas. 

  Encourage carpooling by opening more Park and Ride sites. 

  Don’t want to encourage additional transit routes where demand is minimal ( no empty busses) 

  shuttle from Balboa transit station to the beaches. 

  Buses don't go where we need them to and are not flexible. Say I want to run an errand after work, now what?  My 
house is a mile from the bus stop, how do a schlep 4 grocery bags to my house? 

  Why is this called Shared Mobility? When I think of "shared mobility", I think of the sharing economy: ridesharing, 
bikesharing, scootersharing, etc. These services are useful for completing the first and last mile of a trip. These services also 
are operated by private companies. As a public agency, how do we provide the trunk services, improve infrastructure, and 
form partnerships that tie into first/last mile solutions provided by the sharing economy? Is this what the “Shared Mobility” 
concept is about? The description only mentions transit. What about biking and walking? What about mobility hubs? The 
description doesn’t tell me much about the concept. 
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  Why is this called Shared Mobility? When I think of "shared mobility", I think of the sharing economy: ridesharing, 
bikesharing, scootersharing, etc. These services are useful for completing the first and last mile of a trip. These services also 
are operated by private companies. As a public agency, how do we provide the trunk services, improve infrastructure, and 
form partnerships that tie into first/last mile solutions provided by the sharing economy? The description focuses only on 
transit – which is great and is the trunk services we need. But what about biking and walking? What about mobility hubs? 
This concept needs to be renamed. This is not “shared mobility” and it doesn’t seem like it is 100% transit either. The 
“flexible funding” in the description sounds like a sneaky way to slip in highway improvements into the concept, which 
does support transit, but also perpetuates car culture and certainly does not support “shared mobility.”  

  The median and extra lanes on El Cajon west of the 805 are not ok. True brt and Mobility lanes are needed. Remove 
parking on El Cajon. 

  The median and extra lanes and the parking  west of the 805 on El Cajon are nonsense and need to be transformed into 
real brt and a bike path! 

  Pricing of road use and parking use is much more important than transit. We  MUST reduce driving. More transit will 
create space on the roads which will induce enough traffic to fill that space. So Transit will not reduce driving. We must 
have good systems to price driving and parking and we must REDUCE the number of lanes. This will only increase 
congestion until people have adjusted. This is induced traffic demand in reverse.  

  Focus on making transit competitive with driving. Focus on building transit where existing communities already exist.  

  mas rutas en chula vista 
 
More routes in Chula Vista 

  Trasporte accesible 1seguridad 2  y menos congestión  vial 3  movilidad alterna 4 tecnología 5 
 
Accessible transportation 1. Security 2 Less traffic congestion 3 Alternate Mobility 4 Technology 5 
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  Porqué no incluyen más líneas de Trolley, solamente Rapid? Al que pide poco, le dan poco.  Este concepto no le hace 
justicia a las necesidades de mayores opciones de transporte masivo.  Los  BRT en San Diego no corren en rutas exclusivas, 
se atoran y atoran el tráfico vehicular. Las grandes ciudades tienen subterráneos, túneles, teleféricos, y esta opción parece 
que se agota en solo ofrecer más autobuses.   
 
Why don't you include more Trolley lines, only Rapid? If you ask for less, you get less. This concept does not do justice to 
the needs for greater mass transportation options. The BRT in San Diego doesn't run exclusive routes, they get stuck in 
traffic and cause vehicle congestion. Bigger cities have tunnels, bridges, aerial tramways, etc. This option seems to be 
limited to more buses only. 

B. Connected 
Corridors 

Being a solo driver does not mean that person can afford to be charged additional money. It may be necessary to be solo 
for many reasons including poorly planned transit connections. 

  We do not need to encourage more driving and expanding of lanes. This will extinct us all from burning up due to the 
heat of emissions increasing the overall heat of the earth. Let's be smart and push for a change of habits, less driving more 
and more each year.  

  Stop building highways and build more trolley lines. 

  [Expletive] about highway connectivity. Connectivity for transit and active transportation corridors I do care about. But 
[expletive] motorways. 

  I see highway improvements as a band-aid for systemic traffic congestion. Yes, freeway connections improve traffic flow, 
but what we need is less cars on the road. Highway improvements perpetuate car culture and does little to promote 
regional goals for smart growth, transit-oriented development, and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. We need to 
encourage more people to choose mobility options other than driving alone.  

  Hoping express lanes does not include tolled lanes. Let’s just increase roadway capacity  

  The poor cannot access Express Lanes if you must pay to use them. 

  This question is very confusing. I don't know if you're going to get meaningful results from the way it was asked.  
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  This concept appears to have a bias toward freeways. Freeways lead to sprawl, and more freeways lead to more sprawl. 
Improving freeways for sprawl that has already occurred inherently disincentivizes other modes of transportation, because 
people will drive SOVs as long as it is easy. SANDAG resources should go toward improving transit, not highways.  

  There are so many electric vehicles at this point carpool should only be for 2 or more, buses/trolleys/future possible 
sprinter. We need more public transit not wider freeways. 

  There are so many electric vehicles at this point carpool should only be for 10 or more, Public buses/trolleys/future possible 
sprinter. We need more public transit not wider freeways. 

  We don't need highway improvement.  we need to deter people from using their cars by themselves. 

  I'm really not interested in building more highways.  

  I wish more information was provided on what is included in this concept. It is hard to rate with so little information.  

  Express lanes are being abused...need more law enforcement  

  It is unclear whether this would be most beneficial for auto drivers or if transit projects include public and shared transit. 
Would love to see more express lanes for buses or trolleys, but I don't want to see more large automobile infrastructure.  

  Sounds like more roads. how can transit take advantage if transit comes from neighborhoods? 

  Focus on major interchanges and new HOV lanes on the I-805 

  Too auto oriented. We need to focus on building a transportation network that doesn't rely on cars. 

  There is a good argument in some cases to build out freeways for these types of situations, but largely, what we see is 
massive freeways, with barely used carpool lanes, and as the freeway widens, more and more cars just keep filling in.  

  Connected Corridors should be considered for mass transit, bicycling and pedestrians as well.  We have sidewalks in 
92024 that lead to nowhere or a dangerous freeway underpass with no protection from cars= dangerous.  I believe 
Caltrans is fixing this issue with the I-5 Widening Project.  We need to make connections for pedestrians and bikes too.... 

  Connect the trolley to the airport!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

  We need to invest more into transit options, not just expanding freeways.  
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  I couldn’t determine how to do anything on this page. Too complicated. 

  The region needs to plan for a comprehensive transit project like that being built in Los Angeles and elsewhere. 

  More bikes and public transportation. Less funds for cars. Trolley up the 805! 

  auto/drone technology may outpace the need for this type of heavy infrastructure.  Freeways should not be the mode of 
transit for our future.      

  Auto/drone technology may outpace the need for this type of heavy infrastructure.  Freeways should not be the mode of 
transit for our future.     

  Auto/drone technology may outpace the need for this type of heavy infrastructure.   Trolley lines and intersecting transit 
with major areas of interest are what we need.   Freeways should not be the mode of transit for our future.     

  "Handling heavy traffic by building more highways is like controlling obesity by buying a bigger belt" 

  I don't like the concept of buying your way out of congestion. Poorer people as the ones most in need of transit flexibility. 

  The people voting for this option are the ones who will be dead (from old age) before they see it developed. The people 
who do not vote for this option, are the ones who will have to deal with terrible decision making for the next 3-5 decades 
of their lives! 

  No new lanes. 

  We do not need any more lanes, we need mass transit that works. 

  The amount of rebuilding of on- and off-ramps, the cost of such work, and the amount of disruption it would cause 
makes this seem like a pretty difficult to attain solution. Also, the marginal traffic gains don't seem like they would be 
worth the expenditure. 

  we need it for sure, b/c we don't have walk, bike and public transportation.  
seems silly to keep investing on a broken system. so many times we want to take the train, but it's not running, or it's 
more expensive than uber. or we want to bike, but it's unsafe.  
I was born and raised here, the freeways are a disaster and need help, but we need to fix the ROOT of the problem.  

  Solo drivers should not be allowed in "managed Lanes" that are apparently replacing HOV lanes with fees for use, 
something else I disagree with as these are publicly funded lanes 

  What pain will we endure while these construction projects go on for years  
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  Express lanes are great but am concerned about continually inviting more cars onto the freeways versus improving public 
transit.  

  I think improving mass transit and getting more cars (especially fossil fuel powered ones) off the roads is a must, even if 
we have to force it down the throats of some people who resist change. I am thinking of my grand children and their 
children’s future! 

  Express lanes only make things worse for those of us who have nobody to carpool with. Better public transport is the real 
answer. 

  No to highway improvements, yes to transit and more rail. 

  I only like this concept applied to transit; I believe highways should be deprioritized and maintained rather than expanded 

  Superwide lane requirements have become ridiculous.  
 Pushing the superwide lane width requirements/vision (county level?) contributes to unsafe high speeds when traffic loads 
are low, and increased congestion when traffic loads are high.  Please lower roadway lane widths to get more traffic 
through the existing roads, lower speeds (slightly) and reduce congestion (significantly). 

  This is where we need to focus our attention.   

  No flyover for the 78/5 interchange 

  We do NOT need any more freeways or freeway lanes unless they will be exclusively for buses or HOV.  

  We need to radically reconsider the freeways as self-driving cars become more available. These are also potential future 
foundations for other infrastructure, if freeway verges were reconsidered from a land use perspective. Such perspective 
would allow such land to be utilized for affordable housing and other beneficial uses.  

  Should have mass transit options (light rail) along along all expressways and separate bikeways along all expressways. 

  That is a great idea but it does not help getting all the drivers to those concepts.  More people are moving to the outskirts 
of San Diego and that has caused BAD problems with all the small road that lead to the bigger roadways.  Mass transit 
and HOV lanes do those commuter no good if the can't get to them safely. 

  Instead of adding lanes, use a lane to create high speed trains to get people places more efficiently. 
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  Ramona desperately needs a better way to get to jobs/services in other communities. 

  This just keeps people driving alone and polluting the air.  This should be the last option 

  East count is a mess at many off these corridors.  One of the most congested areas is the 125 S to 94 East.    It is a daily 
issue.  To get on and off a freeway is not a logical engineering construction.  The congestion at the 52 over the crest in 
both lanes.  Sorrento Valley on the 805.  There are many areas where there is need of improvement... yet East county has 
many fixes that have not been addressed. 

  Open your eyes.  building out freeways and trying to squeeze more cars on roadways will be worthless before your start. 

  I do not want additional lanes added. There should first be more trolley lines and better bus routes with quicker and more 
frequent service. Then we should move towards fewer lanes for single passenger cars. Do not build new freeways! 

  Your survey style does not allow for innovation.  Such survey styles are always backwards looking because they do not 
survey for what innovations are possible. This is a classic survey flaw. 

  We need to change our direction for future transportation from more highway construction to supporting mass transit, 
biking, and walking. 

  I am listing this as 4 stars since there are infrastructure improvements which could be completed to drastically reduce 
congestion in and around the base.  These improvements would support GHG redux, and also help stimulate the 
economy, and improve environmental health in local communities. 

  Again cost benefit...given the geographic constraints throughout the region coupled with fewer dollars where is SD going 
to get the highest ROI? it is not through public transit, i.e. buses and reduced fairs. 

  Light rail down the freeway corridors would follow high speed right-of-ways already existing. Smaller scale transportation 
spike off of major light rail routes 

  Highway and transit projects should be separated. Dedicated transit right-of-way projects and highway projects should be 
their own concepts. 

  The express lanes are a waste of money. Having the HOV lanes as part of the actual freeway allow better use of our 
money. 

  Less cars, more trolley in all of Dan Diego county 
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  This concept doesn’t de-incentivize driving 

  Obviously a positive idea but very costly.....would like to focus on options for less car use 

  I gave this 1 star to support the transit projects. We can’t reduce GHG emissions without more transit options immediately.  

  Assuming this applies to public transit, not just private motor vehicles? 

  LESS freeways.  MORE transit.  We could pave over San Diego, kill our quality of life, and still freeways would be 
overcrowded.  We NEED public transit 

  As long a it allows full use all vehicles no cost off peak hours. 

  This only gets 1 star because the answer to reducing highway congestion and greenhouse gases is to improve mass transit. 

  DO NOT prioritize new or expanded roads, prioritize dedicated bus lanes and alternative transportation infrastructure. 

  As in my previous comment, I live by the Oceanside transit Center. I cannot get to the Vista courthouse or other important 
places because there are no connections. 

  Continued investment in more road capacity doesn't get rid of the problems of individual polluting.   A focus on share 
transport would help more. 

  Building more highways, express lanes etc is a 1950's solution to today's problems. Don't do it. 

  Lumping highway and transit projects is a false decision built into the question.  

  Like transit projects, not more express lanes 

  Climate Change is a serious issue, and people will not give up driving solo without some impetus. Dedicated express lanes 
make a huge difference 

  We need to reduce the emphasis on single commuter transport modes.  

  This is too easily turned into more car lanes than decreasing car use.  

  We need incentives to not drive and to reduce use burning of fossil fuels 

  I'd rather this be solely concentrated on improving transit 

  This option seems to be about infrastructure rather than transit routes and fares. I support double tracking the Blue Line 
and building the Purple Line, as well as finishing the Blue Line extension. I'm not sure what other infrastructure projects I 
would support, other than charging stations for electric buses.  

  56 connectors should have alternating express lane for am/pm commutes 
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  Expanding lanes often does not decrease congestion. Important to give people more options NOT to drive.   

  If improvements to traffic congestion are not considered as well, then HOV and Express Lanes are congested as well which 
defeats their purpose. 

  I like reducing congestion, but there will be lots of CO2 emissions from the concrete itself as well as from the additional 
traffic it will facilitate. 

  I like reducing congestion, but there will be lots of CO2 emissions from the concrete itself as well as from the additional 
traffic it will facilitate. Curious how this is expected to reduce emissions. What I understand about HOV lanes is that they 
really don’t change behavior. (It’s mom and kids or two employees in company truck.) 

  Stop spending money encouraging more cars & drivers--instead make public transportation that is efficient and affordable. 

  We need rapid lanes beginning from the border to mission valley.  Many residents in the South Bay work in north county, 
so in order for housing to be an option for these families, you need to have access to drive to work every morning without 
the traffic congestion.  Tragic access equals increase home sales which means a stronger South Bay.   

  We can do both. 

  this is not clear what I am to do here.   

  I support the corridor improvements for transit projects but highway is included in this so I read that to mean more auto-
centric improvements as well which I am not supportive of. 

  This is a good idea if you plan to spend all your funds addressing driving vehicles long distances.  These major corridors 
should be improved with tracks, ort else parking hubs for train or express bus stops. 

  Vast concrete highways are neither the future nor the solution to any of these problems & I'm very confused as to how 
this would help climate change if its promoting cars/commuting? 

  I don't understand how this will have a positive affect on climate change. Building more roads will lead to more auto 
traffic.  
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  I could see a monorail system up the center of I5 from the border to Oceanside.  
Why does the current Trolley not go directly to the airport? Silly. 
Why does Amtrak stop downtown? For five years I could have and would have been a daily rider. But because I would 
have needed to drive about half way to my destination in Sorrento Valley, I drove my own car. Plus downtown parking is a 
scam. 

  To address climate change we need more transit - which amazingly is not one of the options you are suggesting - and 
LESS HIGHWAYS. I only gave this 2 stars to support the transit projects. Not new highways or more lanes of any type.  

  What our ranking means for this section is not clear. More concise explanation would be helpful i.e. what does my ranking 
tell you? What I think is best? What I prefer? or Whether I agree with the better or worse than at the bottom of the page? 

  Confusing for seniors, but the explanation sounds good. 

  I support maintaining our roads, but not expanding them.  Building more roads will only encourage people to drive their 
cars instead of taking public transportation. 

  Build more roads. We pay enough taxes. Stop raising the pay of your executive people.  

  Route 52 and 78 are the worst to drive on. Highway 78 more so as it's ALL day long, even Saturdays there's congestion 
like if it was rush hour. 

  Would be extremely disruptive while under construction,  and may be outdated within 20 years.  

  No matter how much we improve on roads or we develop new ones, congestion won't go away since our culture 
demands that we utilize our cars to transport from point A to B 

  Improved express lanes people with cars and the money to afford them.  I prefer solutions that focus exclusively on 
strengthening public transportation.  

  Doesn't address more public transit needs 

  Quit widening highways and building new bridges...we can't maintain the existing ones. We have the worst street 
maintenance in the country. 

  We don't need more express lanes, we need more public transit. 

  San Diego is unique in that it has broad transit corridors.  We should be taking advantage of these to connect our far-
flung neighborhoods to our concentrated workplaces.  The I5, I15, and I805 corridors are prime for this. Putting commuter 
rail lines or exclusive high-speed bus lanes on these corridors would incentivize commuters to leave the car at home. 
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  This will not change much either. Carpool lanes don't solve the problem. Additional travel methods like dedicated bike 
lanes, or through city parks would be more helpful and worthy of spending this budget.  

  I'm generally opposed to building bigger and better freeways to resolve fundamental transit issues. It's sort of like welfare 
for motorists and the auto industry - i.e. no real incentive to change deep rooted transportation paradigms.  

  Funding that is siphoned to roadways is funding that is taken away from shared transit/clean transport options 

  Even worse than A; failure to address climate change and traffic congestion. This is not a reasonable "alternative" to 
consider.  I rated no stars.  

  Seal off trolley stops and stop making them hangouts for the homeless and hepatitis 

  Express lanes that provide for flow of traffic for longer distances without exits, such as 805/5 merge to Carlsbad/Oceanside 
would be a huge benefit. 

  You just won’t solve this with even more lanes and even more concrete 

  given the percentage of people who can or will car pool or who will use managed lanes, and the advent of autonomous 
vehicles, our regional emphasis should be on the expansion and addition of general purpose lanes 

  Highway projects increase Green House Gases and encourage or induce demand for more highway use 

  NO TOLL ROADS!  We already pay enough in taxes. 

  I support as long as there are NO TOLL ROADS!  We already pay enough in taxes. 

  Connect the airport to the train. Sheesh  

  Corridors should be focused on Transit.  If they just push cars around they won't fix everything 

  There should not be tolls for express lanes. 

  Anything still prioritizing cars is admitting you don't care at all about the future health & well-being of others  

  I would like to know what "transit projects" this refers to, as it seems to mostly be about car lanes. 

  Highway Projects will not help meet SANDAGs goals, nor Climate Action Plan Goals, nor Vision Zero Goals. 

  this is the problem not the solution!! 
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  No more money for CarCentric Infrastructure 
#DitchTheCar go #MultiModal  
 
Offer safe, reliable, continuous (in  places) shuttles that Accommodate ADA and the rest #RollOn,. Walk on, etc. 
 
Conversely, More cars = More Pollution 
 
Oil, etc. contaminants pollute no matter how much more you charge for Solo/2 passengers. 
 
The contaminants change the pH of the Pacific 
The Pacific produces More Oxygen than all of Terra Firma 
 
Phytoplankton in the Pacific. 
 
man-business-Planet  

  More lanes = more cars. Don't make it easier for people to drive. Incentivize public transit, EVs, and urban centers. 

  Absolutely needed. 

  I don't know that just creating express lanes is the issue. People who can pay for express lanes will, and maybe their transit 
will slightly improve, but really there should just be multiple routes. For example, there are really 2-3 main highways that 
are used exclusively. Due to issues merging (when there is a switch from 3 lanes to 5, or from exit ramps) traffic slows. For 
example, the huge amount of traffic traveling north on the 5 could be ameliorated by starting the traffic lights on the 5N 
on ramp EARLIER from Del Mar Heights. You have 2 lanes of traffic on the on ramp trying to merge and then all of them 
trying to get out of the exit only lane.... 

  Not a bad idea, but I still think the push would be on driverless cars.  

  San Diego has overinvested in huge, expensive highway projects. Car travel should not be encouraged through public 
subsidies to the degree it has in the past. San Diego's bike infrastructure is pathetic relative to road/highways and deserves 
prioritization now. 

  Actually, lets spend less on highway projects and more on shared mobility. 

  We need to rapidly transition away from fossil fuels and automobiles as a mode of transportation. turn those express lanes 
into trains or public transit lanes instead.  
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  San Diego has prioritized road/highway infrastructure for too long. Investments should be made in active transport 
(bike/walk) infrastructure to rectify this imbalance and encourage more San Diegans to get out of their cars. 

  The corridors for the 15 and 5 to the 78 need great improvement. It is consistently backed up during peak hours and 
begins to back up well before 5pm due to the design of the junctions. While the design may have been good 20 years 
ago, rapid growth has made these designs obsolete where 4 lane highways are now turning into a 2 lane junction with an 
on-ramp right next to the junction. There is quite a bit of land around these junctions that can be used to create 
expressways to help alleviate the congestion.  

  These corridors need to focus solely on providing efficient transit, rather than becoming yet another means of allowing 
moneyed classes to buy their way into faster commutes.  

  widening freeways does not result in clean air. It promotes more vehicular travel. More lanes should not be added to 
freeways - lanes should be designated for transit use only so as to deter people from driving and to not widen pavement 
in open space.  

  It is already mindboggling that, UCSD, a self-claimed leader in sustainable and world class university is just being 
connected to the trolley. Even more puzzling is that UCSD is still not properly connected to the train. Why not have a 
shared trolley/train station near Gilman/I5 intersection, is easy shuttle distance to UCSD? 

  Although I see the value in increased connectivity, much of San Diego is already covered in freeways. I don't see small 
improvements of an already extensive system as real progress. 

  Make carpool lanes access more efficient. Allow for more entries and exits 

  Rating low due to transit access score. Cars are expensive! 

  While I think corridor improvements are a great idea, I don't believe in using express lanes or charging people to use them. 
A carpool lane makes more sense and isn't elitist.  

  This option makes no sense because it merely adds to an existing, dysfunctional transportation system network.  It lacks a 
recognition that the region needs to advance its transit/active transportation mode shares and does not appear to 
encourage new technologies and approaches to transit.  

  Connected corridors for automobiles only.  No capital expenditures on transit please.  
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  NO MORE FREEWAYS!  this is A FAILED 20th century concept for the auto/oil industries....every major study on highway 
road expansion have shown that adding lanes and adding more roads/highways ONLY INCREASES CONGESTION - it is A 
WASTE OF OUR TAX DOLLARS!  STOP THE FREEWAY BOONDOGGLE.....INSTEAD - lets use our tax dollars for better RAIL 
PASSENGER SERVICE!  A tunnel underneath La Jolla to get rid of the Mira Mar Grade would be a worthy project!  Double 
tracking this part of the rail route would be good too!  But adding freeway lanes at Million dollars a YARD is A WASTE OF 
TAX DOLLARS! 

  With regards to this entire "Network Concepts" section - these concepts are so watered down and generalized that it's 
hard to get any useful sense of the differences between them or actual projects that would be prioritized. The public is 
smart enough to actually read descriptions and determine how they meet their priorities rather than being presented with 
cluttered info-graphics and "better than/worse than" arrows.  
This entire survey barely scratches the surface on providing any meaningful context or options. Determining what average 
star rating the public gives a one sentence network concept is an insulting idea of a "public participation process".  

  I do not like this because it ties highway development with transit. What century is this?! The two are orthogonal. Stop 
building freeways San Diego - are you insane! It hasn't worked; it won't work; and it only stands to generate more and 
more liabilities. Build more light rail, add more buses on existing routes, and better connect the city. 

  Current freeways aren't the issue. Even if we are to build more lanes, more cars would be on the road. Any transportation 
study ever would tell you that. We need to focus on getting people out of there cars, being mobile, and utilizing mass 
transit. 

  We need GENERAL PURPOSE lanes. Commerce relies on highways, fix the interchanges like 78/5 and 56/5 

  I have ridden public transport in Europe and it is very connected, hop off one bus and the next leg of your journey begins 
easily and close by.  I miss that here. 

  Please no more freeway widening 

  More lanes is not the answer. Stop adding more lanes and shift focus to better public transportation infrastructure. 
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  As we complete or improve our highway systems, incorporation of express lanes for bus and multi passenger vehicles 
should be required... but not at the expense of losing any existing vehicle lanes. 

  We should move away from freeway expansion and stop subsidizing and prioritizing single drivers.  
 

Esta opción de lo que habla es en más freeways.  Está bien, pero que los paguen los usuarios.  Es como el transporte 
público, se paga, pero no se le cobra al que usa la carretera, excepto a los que vivimos en Chula Vista (SR 125). Yo diría 
que todas las expansiones de freeways deberían de ser de cuota. y sí a SB-1! 
 
This option is talking about more freeways. That is fine, but users should pay. This should be similar to public 
transportation, paid for, but use of highways is not charged, only us that live in Chula Vista (SR-125). I say that all 
expansions should be charged, YES on SB-1. 

 
Excelente más corredores y con los insentivos para llegar rápido al trabajo si alguien se levanta más temprano y recoge a 
sus compañero by ser rotativo un mes uno otro mes el otro. 
 
Excellent, more corridors and incentives for those who arrive early to work by ridesharing 

C. Policy 
Possibilities 

We should improve the implementation of current policies and programs like the Climate Action Plan.  

  Although tech is not a panacea, it offers now and in the future some real solutions to mobility. SANDAG should look to 
tech for the inducements that will make non-vehicular more desirable and useful. 

  Congestion pricing would be great for the UCSD and mira mesa areas 

  Technologies yes.  Policies and Programs sounds like something I do not want. 

  Seems to me that this alternative should be able to provide better transit access.  Why not have include small autonomous 
vehicles to resolve the "last mile" problem as part of this alternative to improve access to transit? 

  IF all 5 priorities would be improved under Policy Possibilities, this or Shared Mobility would be the way to go. 

  Electric vehicles, etc. 
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  NO MORE TRANSIT! We waste tremendous amount of money on a system that is hardly used because it is slow, 
inconvenient and inefficient because our county is so big. double track LOSSAN - build a terminal so truck freight trailers 
can be loaded on trains and off the highways. 

  If this option addresses other means of transportation besides catering to the car, then I am ALL for it. 

  Sure, maybe some improved transit services would help. But, again, transit success is not rocket science. Low frequencies 
lead to poor user experience. Just add more [expletive] buses on the existing routes and given them lane and signal 
priority. De-prioritize cars and stop building roads and highways. It's cheaper, to boot! 

  I like this because it is flexible. but it may also be hard to sell to the public - it's harder to walk back the built infrastructure. 
Are there equity concerns with a pricing heavy policy scenario? 

  With regards to this entire "Network Concepts" section - these concepts are so watered down and generalized that it's 
hard to get any useful sense of the differences between them or actual projects that would be prioritized. The public is 
smart enough to actually read descriptions and determine how they meet their priorities rather than being presented with 
cluttered info-graphics and "better than/worse than" arrows.  
This entire survey barely scratches the surface on providing any meaningful context or options. Determining what average 
star rating the public gives a one sentence network concept is an insulting idea of a "public participation process".  

  This is not plain English. You should consider framing these questions with greater precision that can be reasonably 
understood clearly. 

  Invest in technologies to improve traffic on freeways  

  This looks ok but access to transit should be a key priority of the region due to major income disparity issues. 

  Use better smart signals for more efficient flow. Freeway off ramps and o ramps should sync better with local jurisdictions 
signalization 
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  This option should also implement the "advancement" of transit like the Shared Mobility concept.  However, as with 
Shared Mobility, it only produces the same system that current planning would yield.   
 
The Policy Possibilities is a fairly vague concept once one get beyond the presented infrastructure for transit (and 
roadways).   
 
How does this option substantially improve the integration of transit with smart growth/housing?  The future transit 
system needs more coverage, more unimpeded (dedicated) route infrastructure, more efficient (multimodal) transit nodes 
and more micro-area planning and services to ensure that the "last mile/quarter mile" resistance to transit is finally 
overcome. 

  This description is extremely broad so it is hard to make a judgement. Smarter intersections seems like a good investment 
given how often I see people waiting at intersections for long periods of time when no one is moving.  

  This is a word salad 

  Why waste money on more vehicular technology? We need more walking and biking options 

  Again, this concept is far too vague and car-focused to give it a favorable rating. Subsidizing transit for low-income 
residents is an important step, and smart intersections that are designed *with pedestrians and bikes* in mind to make 
their crossings more efficient and safe are also a key need in San Diego. But policy restrictions on companies like Lyft and 
Uber are essential to preventing vehicles from clogging our roads and displacing effective transit options.  

  Main roads are the veins that run through multiple cities and in North County, even though the congestion is not as bad 
as downtown, the flocking of new residents has made driving through back roads a gridlock. Having technology and 
programs in place that understand the concept of peak hours for traffic that is not set based on the number of stopped 
cars but the flow of how main roads can ease the pressure of traffic would be beneficial.  

  It's very unclear what this means in practice. I think there are tons of existing models of transportation systems that work 
better than ours, and would suggest getting the basics (functioning public transit, safe bike lanes) right, before focusing 
on expensive new technology. that said incentives and disincentives could certainly be an important part of this.  
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  Yes.  Let's be proactive instead of reactive to these technologies.  

  Signal priority should be given to transit, especially along trolley and Rapid routes. 

  Signal priority should be given to transit, especially along trolley and Rapid routes. Also, SANDAG should reduce or 
eliminate at-grade crossings, especially on the popular Blue Line. 

  I think this is a great idea. FINE/TICKET PEOPLE WHO CAUSE ACCIDENTS. They not only put people's lives at risk (probably 
due to being on their phones), but also they are causing MASSIVE traffic congestion and wasting millions of gallons of 
gas. This would not only incentivize proper driving/not using phones while you drive, but would show people San Diego is 
putting a priority on the environment and reducing the carbon footprint. 

  This relies heavily on emerging technology, which may or may not be fully available or reliable. I doubt the city's ability to 
pull something off of this level of sophistication. 

  Excellent use of technology 
Just don't put down any more concrete, etc. to implement it 
WiFi ...  
 
Phase in the Small Shuttles earlier, now. 
They're Mobile...make them Agile and Effective, too 
My friends and I use the public transit ...as possible, here. 
But, in other cities we're Avid riders. 
Connect San Diego 
 
 
Win-Win-Win  
People-business-Planet  

  interesting definition that I'm not sure I understand the specifics of but looks like it's headed in the right direction.  

  More charging stations for the advancement of electric vehicles. More parking at coaster stations 

  Technology is a great resource but is not the only answer. It is important to build out the complete bike network in next 
10 years to meet existing SANDAG goals for Healthy Residents and Vibrant Economy.  Innovative Mobility, i.e. Bird 
Scooters will also become valuable stakeholders. 
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  Technology won't save anyone if you still use internal combustion engines to pollute in street designs that don't 
accommodate for people who make mistakes all the time & kill needlessly  

  Most of us will never ride a bike to work! a lot of BS. too hilly 

  I am always skeptical of new policy because it tends to push more costs onto the lower and middle class worker.  Public 
transportation is good for some but will not work for many and this sounds like a punishment for those who cannot or do 
not use it.  

  Are there going to be electric cars in the future 

  That's a lot of stuff to dump into one category and I have zero idea what smart intersections are. Is that roundabouts? 
That sounds like a word for roundabouts. Roundabouts are kind of stressful but if there were a lot of them I guess I'd get 
used to it. 

  NO TOLL ROADS! 

  It's a cop out for SANDAG to rely on policies that are not within its authority to reduce GHGs and shift commutes away 
from SOVs. Focus should be on capital projects. Like the Purple Line! 

  Too vague 

  Embrace AI  

  The only policy that reduces congestion and is flexible to new technology 

  Fiscal incentives/disincentives are what it will take to get people's transportation habits changed. Along with a strong shift 
in providing public transport options that are quick and efficient. 

  Cars, cars, cars. Everything is about getting more cars from A to B. Can we work on getting people out of their [expletive] 
cars? Please? 

  Stop being greedy and become environmentally  aware 

  So long as pricing is affordable for all.  

  Policy number 1. Build more lanes! 

  Still only marginally better than "no project." No reason why these added "policies" can't be part of every alternative, if 
these policies are really supposed to be so effective. Not enough really creative thinking for a truly different approach in 
terms of transit system infrastructure and system operation. No truly BRT, for example.  

  Really important  
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  Everyone already knows where the traffic is. Most major businesses offer electric vehicle charging stations. Employing new 
technologies is already being done. 

  Unless one of the technologies is flying go-karts, this is almost as ineffective as transit.  

  I don't see any way that this will take cars of the road because it does not address the problems San Diego has with 
getting from home to work in a timely fashion.  

  The only part of this that worries me is the 'technology'...many of the driverless vehicle ideas, as well as the 'driver assist' 
technologies still have issues.  The 'assisted braking' in our VW resulted in the brakes locking on the freeway--we had to 
get rid of the car! 

  Very vague 

  People definitely change their behavior with the right incentives.  

  Likely to have the most impact with the least change in road infrastructure.  

  CA drivers pay enough DMV fees to support the transit infrastructure. Stop raising the fees for any programs. Electric, 
hybrid, and non-gas using vehicles need to pay more. Gas users pay enough fees at the pump. CA government has more 
than enough money, stop taking the cream off the top and use it where you promised to invest it. 

  What our ranking means for this section is not clear. More concise explanation would be helpful i.e. what does my ranking 
tell you? What I think is best? What I prefer? or Whether I agree with the better or worse than at the bottom of the page? 

  This could potentially be so many things it's hard to rate overall. 

  Tolling had better me a system that uses a transponder that is compatible with LA freeways and current toll roads in SD.  

  The best option 

  This all sounds good, but relying on technology that doesn't even exist yet is a reckless idea. 

  This is so vague as to be meaningless. There are definitely policies I’d support but you don’t give me the option to choose 
any. Some I’d support are building out significant transit options now. Safe infrastructure for bikes and walking. Safe 
infrastructure and guidance for electric scooters. Free transit passes for students and seniors.  

  I don't have faith in this not costing a billion dollars. 
How about provide useful travel information on the freeway signs.  
Atlanta has a better approach - they tell you speeds and time to destination.   

  Please lower the MTS Access fares.  

  Please lower the MTS Access fares. Make it easier to ride the bus. Free transfers please.  

  Policy suggestion: end free parking everywhere, including at office parks.  
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  Transportation should be free to all students. Then, coat should be based on income and miles driven to work each day.  
Those who drive over 20 miles to work, would get a break on public transportation to encourage carpool or trolley use. 
Also, a partnership with community colleges students that when they transfer to a local university, their public 
transportation will be free just as long as they are 1st in their family to go to college, carry a full load and maintain their 
grades up. This would show how SANDAG is invested in our future residents and community members of the South Bay.  
Along with investing in our future economy.  

  One day a month when you can't use your car. Or pay a fine/tax to use it. 

  We have to build the transit infrastructure- managing technology associated with new transit infrastructure is just a given. 
El Cajon BRT is case in point. The BRT was added but the signal technology has now been in testing for over a year and a 
half because the engineers keep finding flaws in the signal system. How do we consider technology improvements in a 
timely manner to benefit the public rather than keep having the engineers testing a system that keeps failing? 

  An example would e helpful here. 

  Need more charging stations and more fast access for long distances (bullet train) 

  Also, any multi-faceted plan to reduce greenhouse gasses, improve habitability as we increase population and try to limit 
sprawl, includes these measures and incentives. 

  All this crap is way to vague - your survey needs a lot of work 

  These are important, but many of these policies proposals do not fall under SANDAG's purview for approval.  

  This plan must be constantly sold to they public.  This sounds very wonky and the average commuter won’t understand 
that SANDAG is doing anything. 

  Most aspects listed are appealing, though the tolled carpool and increased parking pricing aspects are not appealing. 

  Emphasize zero emissions and electric cars. Helps with climate change and clean air! 

  This option is supposed to achieve all of my five priorities, but I don’t see how that would happen. How would policies 
build bike lanes? I hope it’s not just sharrows everywhere.  

  I am in favor of electric car charging stations powered by renewable energy. 

  This is a false trade-off.  We should be focusing policy on new technology while building more shared mobility corridors 
now. Tech will make the latter more efficient as it rolls out.  

  I support flexible funding options.  

  This is super vague, so it depends on what the policy possibilities are, but I think there are opportunities, particularly for 
bikes and transit, through policy 
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  Technology will help, especially since drivers are terrible killing 40K people a year, injuring another 100+K 
But first just wire up the buses to our smart phones. 

  Until other forms of transit become safer and more available, people will use the car as a convenience.   Cars need to be 
the last choice for getting around.   And policies could cause that change. 

  Technology is available to synchronize traffic lights, etc. 

  Dis-incentivize SOV trips, but have functional alternatives in place. 

  Of all the potential initiatives under the "more" button, none of them addresses the need for improved mass transit.  This 
should be our priority for connecting the city and reducing emissions. 

  Again, as long as off peak is free use of all highway resources. 

  Unfortunately the Arrows did not register, maybe it was my pop-up blocker? 

  Unfortunately the "Stars" did not display/register in the concept rating area.  Maybe it was my pop-up blocker.  Q:  Is 
anyone else having this problem? 

  Give us public transit -- get people out of cars.  I love riding the train and trolley -- much prefer it to driving IF it went 
anywhere 

  It is disrespectful you do not talk about adding standard vehicle lanes to the highways in any of your concepts.  I believe it 
is the reason your proposed tax was recently shot down. Your approach is very slanted to the solution you pushed 
previously. You really are not willing  to spend your money to fix our problem. Build more standard lanes.  Car pool lanes 
really don't help congestion. If you insist that people are going to magically riding two to a car or taking mass transit in a 
community  design for cars your are spending our money foolishly.    

  Would this include free transit passes for students &seniors? Improving public transit? Improved routes/shared roads with 
bikes? Safe alternatives for pedestrians? Rules for electric scooters? 

  This is so vague as to be meaningless. There are definitely policies I’d support but you don’t give me the option to choose 
any. Some I’d support are building out significant transit now. Safe infrastructure for bikes and walking. Safe infrastructure 
and guidance for electric scooters. Free transit passes for students and seniors. 

  Our community could do more with "fast train" options instead of the continued focus on cars for getting around. 

  These policies need to make transit as affordable as possible without targeting low income drivers to pay for it. Maybe tax 
new car and boat sales in the city to help cover it?  

  You don't get it.  You need to move from the 19th century to the 21st century.  Celestial mobility is the future.    
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  Not a fan of tolled carlanes. This puts more cost on the middle class who already move out to the suburbs just to be able 
to own a house. 

  We need rail driven transit, not buses. Portland Oregon tried more buses and recognized the failure.  We are, and will 
continue to be, living in the past century. 

  There is no mention of rail. We will continue to live in the past. Sad. 

  If this includes getting us off the ridiculous, inefficient, climate-change driving freeway system, I'm for it. My top priority is 
decent, clean, fast, and widely accessible public transit.  

  Important that new technologies be thoroughly tested before introduction, so as not to cause public rejection in event of 
failures/accidents. 

  Difficult to rate, very vague description 

  Like what? 

  Your survey style does not allow for innovation.  Such survey styles are always backwards looking because they do not 
survey for what innovations are possible. This is a classic survey flaw. 

  Two lanes in both directions, remove the ugly plastic yellow faux barriers down the center, and make turn lanes on 
Highway 67. Period. We need two lanes for 45,000 people to drive on. 

  If one takes bold steps and makes significant policy changes and mode shifting programs this concept is the only one that 
could potentially work. 

  As technology evolves, the added benefits to be used.  I think it is a no brainer to make traffic/congestion more efficient by 
using technology to improve traffic flow. 

  This many more strategies other than these. For example, prohibitions on new sprawl development that does not include 
transit service, requirements for transit subsidies, facilitate infill development where transit is already located and putting in 
transit infrastructure before communities are asked to take more density. 

  These seem nice, but we really need to improve the physical infrastructure that has been ignored for too long already. 

  Narrower lanes, more of them.  Dividers to keep it safe. 

  A 

  Again need to work on the outside before you can manage the inside.  Get the people from the outskirts into the cities 
first and then you can implement the programs.  Until that happens the people who don't live in the city of San Diego are 
screwed!!  We pay gasoline taxes just like everyone else but we are ignored when it comes to how that money is spent. 
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  Technology is only as good as how it is managed and its usability by the public. Example: automated fare machines out of 
order are useless. Apps must be easily accessed and easy to use with secure payment. 

  Just proper timing of streetlights would be a major improvement.  

  I don; y understand why, in the graphic here, "my priorities" has only a small green arrow by Shared Mobility. I have 
indicated that as my highest priority after the umbrella issue of climate change.  

  Anything will be acceptable without the 5/78 flyover interchange 

  Great, but deprioritize cars 

  When you make it less attractive to drive and more attractive to take transit(more lines, shorter commutes, better access, 
etc.) people will drive less, which is better for our environment. 

  The future is here, it is time to get creative in ways to do something different! We need to spend some $$$$ on research 
and development! 

  This is all about cars and focus should be on PUBLIC TRANSIT if it were useful more people would get out of their cars 

  For god sakes find a way to better sync traffic signals. If the solution to every intersection is another light, Make Them 
Smart.  So much wasted time. And you’d have fewer red light runners 

  I completely disagree with fees/tolls being charged for lanes that are constructed using public funds and additional fees for 
parking.  This will not reduce congestion, it will increase it as drivers will avoid fee areas and paying for parking, 
particularly when the net cost to them is less and convenience is more for them to drive.  Technically managed 
intersections is good, but a system must be developed for power outages - presently these create chaos. 

  New policy is not needed it’s strict implementation is needed. Besides an interconnected train system like Japan is what we 
need 

  technology is great, especially if it helps us manage epic train service. Look at how technology improved how we used taxi 
cabs.  

  Unless we can force every vehicle in San Diego to install a synced computer system capable of driving with zero interaction 
from the driver, this just seems like a play-pretend option. 

  This rent a scooter stuff works but not for commuters. Try forming guidelines for a commuter oriented leased electronic 
assisted bikes/ scooters. 

  Better rideshare websites  

  Good band aid solution, though would like to see traffic reduced by incentivizing businesses to hire local employees that 
can walk/bike to work.  
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  Honestly, this seems like a loaded and leading comparison.  
 
Of course the best option has a plethora of solutions, rather than a single aspect such as more Rapid Lines or more 
Highway Lanes.  
 
Overall, I find this network concepts comparison disingenuous.  

  Again, sounds good, but it needs to be demonstrated in a project proposal 

  I don't understand what this is. The description is not helping. 

  Better, along with Shared Mobility. Less focus though on automated cars, and more focus on improving non auto oriented 
travel. 

  A very long range approach, but more concert actions needed now. 

  Privacy needs must be respected if technology and the "great eye in the sky" is seeing and managing these different 
modes 

  I'm waiting to learn about biking and walking infrastructure. 

  You need to stop height limitations, increase density to afford these concepts. Time to become a BIG Metro Area- All 
Cities along the corridors. Think BIG  

  I wish more information was provided on what is included in this concept. It is hard to rate with so little information.  

  We need to focus on active transportation systems and inhibit the use of cars by not rewarding drivers with HOV lanes, 
etc.  There needs to be a focus on increasing ridership of the public transportation system. 

  We need to focus on active transportation systems and inhibit the use of cars by not rewarding drivers with HOV lanes, 
etc.  There needs to be a focus on increasing ridership of the public transportation system by decreasing rates, increasing 
frequency and improving the bus routes. 

  I don't really understand this one - it seems like it could involve just about anything except infrastructure investment, 
which makes me nervous because it seems like it could lead to a whole lot of nothing, and a lot of money paid to 
consultants.  

  I choose Zero but it does not let me change the star. No this is a privacy issue as well. We do not need our data being sold 
and tracked. Plus how much radiation/cancer will this technology cause to our public health. 

  And adjust bus schedules to match demand 
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  Based on the current state of the art, this is not ready.  Talk to me again in 5 years.  Be ready to discuss network security. 

  The Policy Possibilities concept does more to incentivize commuters to switch from driving alone to other, more sustainable 
mobility options. This concept is comprehensive. It offers multiple solutions that support multiple modes and work 
together to have a greater impact on influencing a change in travel behavior. Love it. 

  The Policy Possibilities concept does more to incentivize commuters to switch from driving alone to other, more sustainable 
mobility options. This concept is comprehensive. It offers multiple solutions that support multiple modes and work 
together to have a greater impact on influencing a change in travel behavior. Love it. 
 
"Improved safety" is my top priority and this concept is showing a  neutral effect on that priority. However, the "smart 
intersections" included in the description will greatly improve safety - especially for those biking and walking! 

  Technology is only a means to an end. I will not be happier with infrastructure just because it's "smart" or "connected" 
unless it clearly serves an actual goal. 

  Tolls and fees for all should be progressive and capped for those who are low income to only be a certain percentage of 
their income. Those who make more money will pay more to use the roads with cars.  

  No need to reduce fares while you increase driving costs.  If driving is more expensive than transit, drivers will make the 
switch. 

 
Si esta bien pero hay muchas personas y desabilitados que no creo que puedan sabe esto y se requeriría de personal para 
hacerlo,por ellos mismos. 
 
This is fine but there are many users and disabled people that may not know this, it would require staff to do it for them 

 
Se podría utilizar la tecnología TDM para que paguen los que deben pagar, y se beneficien los que se deben beneficiar.   
 
TDM technology could be used for those who pay and benefit from this payment 
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Metroquest Survey Comments through October 31, 2018 

Tradeoffs 

Item Feedback 

Comment on Road 
Priorities 

Mixing cars and bikes on our roadways is unsafe. They are too congested with traffic, speeders and impaired drivers. 
Enhance separate bike pathways. 

  More space is a great idea!  

  We have less road space, and bikes are not insured. Creating a very dangerous situation. Painting a bike on the 
pavement every 10 feet looks like graffiti. I’ve seen about 3 people riding bikes, taking up the entire road, where cars 
are congested. 

  More space for bikes, people, and transit is definitely the dream in our oasis. I believe it is also our deliverance from the 
ill-effects of extraction and burning of fossil fuels on our planet. 

  Most of our cities are oriented around cars. San Diego doesn't need more car infrastructure, it needs less. Remove 
parking minimums and create parking districts.  

  Fix the roads first.  

  I would love to see more of San Diego's roads look like the picture at right. 

  Driving is stressful, bad for the environment, and sedentary. Biking and walking are not (given proper infrastructure). 
There are many bike lanes that abruptly end and are called a "bike route", which really just means you're biking in 
traffic with cars that don't want you there. Some places do not have any sidewalks. Look at the success of Lime, Spin, 
etc. People want these options. In conversation, people often say "I would like to bike but I am too nervous." With 
reasonable incentives and separation of bikes/peds and cars, I think many people recognize the benefits and would 
consider using alternative options. 

  I think that a lot of our roads have space for alt space, while also adding a few additional for autos as well. What I see 
today is more aggressive towards alt space, while being aggressively neg for auto spaces, which is creating a whole new 
issue. I also believe that right now in SD, this money could be spent on more serious life changing issues NOW, rather 
than the roads. I grew up in SD, moved to Los Angeles 2002, VA, NC, and came back 2016 and it is very diff than what 
I remember growing up, and from living elsewhere, 150flights/year, etc. I see some changes that After 1yr back I can 
now see where most have evolved from. I had not been back to SD in 5yrs and that time away was eye opening for me 
and I would like to help my hometown! 

  Let's make more space for bikes, people and transit. I would love to walk down a path like this in San Diego. It makes it 
more friendly to those not in cars 
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  I support this fully, BUT, you also have to educate people/parents so kids/teens are electing not to drive and LEARNING 
how to be more green. It requires the infrastructure, but also education! People think they can't live without their cars. 

  Yes! This increases walkable communities and more viable neighborhoods  

  We should not continue to prioritize cars at the expense of our environment, our air quality, and the safety of our 
pedestrians. 

  Trick QuestionYou can't make More spaceBut, we can Reallocate the space we haveBased on Use 
PurposesPopulationsDynamic surge changes hourly and seasonally, etc.Prioritize pedestrian safety on the Sidewalk and 
make it Safe for Multimodal on the StreetEven if it's a Flexible Solution (think Zipper on Coronado Bay Bridge)  Street 
clean the alleys of glass, nails, etc. and MultiModals can use themThink Watershed and incorporate Traffic Calming and 
Water Diverting engineering controls processes...from the Tops of the Hills... (Think Roman)Forward thinking now might 
look strange and scary, but the alternative IS scary.With love and kindness 

  I think that if we're building towards a future of automated vehicles, less road space will be needed. 

  For work commuters we are not going to ride bikes, and it is still too inconvenient and inaccessible (not enough 
parking, not frequent service times) 

  Would like to see dedicated PROTECTED bike lanes - not just a white line along the side of the road.  

  Roads should be safer for biking and walking to encourage these healthier alternatives. I cant even walk or bike to the 
store near me out of safety concerns! Oh  

  I don't mind giving road space to bikes, but please, NO ROAD DIETS. They have been a failure in LA. 

  No more lane diets. We need a balance of transportation planning. That includes improving roads and adding lanes 
when needed to reduce congestion. 

  Why do these need to be the same corridor.  why would I want to ride a bike on University Ave when I can ride on a 
residential street one block over. 

  More space for walking and biking. Need traffic calming.  

  Providing dedicated bike lanes does not work in all areas where motor vehicle traffic is high, and in transit areas where 
there are trains and trolleys, bikers may be at greater risk, as well as create risks. 

  We NEED safe, and separated bikeways and sidewalks for pedestrians and cyclists.  
 
We’re the 8th largest city in the nation and it’s pathetic that we don’t have connections for multi-modal transit.  

  This will vary depending on roads, for some it may go in the opposite direction 

  San Diego is a car slum right now.  My mother drives for 30 minutes to go somewhere nice for a walk 

  Drastically expand the light rail network, including a light rail line to east Chula Vista 
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  Bikes are a waste 

  Depends on the location... in high traffic areas I would say more space for cars.  But in downtown/metro areas, more 
space for bikes/people, etc. 

  Automated vehicles will improve use of limited space for cars.  

  If cities are going to approve building permits for more businesses or homes to be developed, then they MUST widen 
roads and add more lanes. 

  I'm not sure how you could make more space for cars at this point, there's already so much 

  More space for biked 

  More space for public transit.  

  This really depends on the location.   

  Stop spreading disease, monitor the trash being dragged onto our nasty [expletive] trolleys and buses,  

  The pictures in this section seem intended to generate some bias toward one option. 

  More road equity.  Cars should not be primary importance  

  Adding width to support bike lanes is OK. I'm a cyclist but don't need isolated bike lanes. I 

  Can you have both? I am a bicyclist and usually take a different route than I would in a car. Make the main roads bigger 
and make alternative bike ways on a parallel route.  

  Driver’s education is needed. There would be fewer issues if people were better drivers, and there were fewer illegal 
immigrants  

  Think creatively: more space for transit and bicycles can be provided without a significant penalty for cars/parking.  

  Seems to be a false exclusivity: Think creatively: more space for transit and bicycles can be provided without a significant 
penalty for cars/parking.  

  This totally depends on the location and needs of the people/community.  Could be either extreme depending on the 
situation. 

  Eliminate bottle neck areas in san Diego example(52/125 both directions)  

  More choices=less cars 

  I believe there should be more space for transit, but no additional space for bikes.  Replacing car lanes with bike lanes 
worsens traffic significantly, especially on side streets. Transit, however, can make use of dedicated lanes more 
efficiently. 

  More bridges/tunnels for pedestrians in places with boulevards or busy intersections. Higher frequency of trains and 
buses. People avoid public transit because of the lack of flexibility. International cities prosper when there are several 
reliable options. 

  I would like to see more bikes here but I'm worried about how safe it will be to use bikes without getting hit by cars.  
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  More space for bikes, people, and transit isn't useful unless the system is thorough enough to use regularly. 

  The catch-22 of switching from car to bike is that the bike has to offer more convenience and functionality. People will 
have to get frustrated with their experience in a car in order to be motivated to switch. Make commutes and parking 
more challenging and people will eventually change their behavior.  

  This survey is so confusing are you doing it on purpose just so that you can’t really find out what a horrible job you’re 
doing with our city 

  Again, despite the temptation to add lanes, we can't make the same mistakes as LA. As someone who drives every day, 
and loves driving, even I admit that we need to DISINCENTIVIZE driving. We need to get people so frustrated with 
driving that they give shared transit a chance. Most San Diegans don't know how great a good transit system can be. 
But we need people to use it to justify spending money on it... And we need people using it to work out the kinks and 
perfect it.  

  More space for transit, bikes, walk 

  Pedestrians need safe sidewalks free of bikes scooters and other motorized fast moving dangers!!! 

  We NEED a safe, connected, system of bike ways that an 8 year or  80 year old would feel comfortable riding on to 
drive any significant change in people choosing a bike ride over a car ride. A single, dangerous intersection or stretch of 
road along a route will significantly reduce the use of bike infrastructure. Please think about bike paths and lanes in the 
same manner you consider designing a freeway - a CONNECTED path from A to B. 

  We need more road for cars. Talk to the people riding your buses. Nobody is happy riding a bus with strangers.  

  In neighborhoods where there are higher levels of use of other methods of transportation, this wouldn't apply  

  Necessarily the road including space for bikes is not always pertinent 

  Transit, biking and walking all take up way less room than roads 

  Natural species are critical for the development of the brain and communities.  Nevertheless, because our society lives 
on the road to get to work, school and recreational areas, we must use some of our natural spaces to make these 
connections happen. Be creative! Get the right people to think outside of what has already been thought of:  don’t 
replicate what we already have.  Think of a way both roads and nature can coexist to bring communities together and 
dismantle barriers to accessible educational spaces.  If you can’t make jobs and educational institutions accessible to 
those communities who need them the most, then, you must question your mission in the San Diego county. 

  Real transition needs to be clear, consistent, but not jarring for an area dependent on cars. 

  Although I really like to walk, SD County roads need to be improved, congestion needs to be eased. I have 2 jobs and 
taking public transit to them is not possible, otherwise I do not really enjoy driving, but I have no choice in the matter. 

  Rural communities need improved roadways. Urban communities need more space for bikes and people. 
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  How can you have a blank trade off. city vs urban vs county 

  How can you have a blank trade off. city vs urban vs county. If you have less cars in the city provide free/safe parking to 
leave cars behind and transfer to public transportation 

  More transit meaning train service, not more buses - these are very underused 

  In many spots in north county, there is no third lane or shoulder to share with bikes, peds and buses. Make those roads 
one way?? 

  Diversity of transportation options make SD more appealing 

  We need real bike lanes, separated from the cars. And pedestrian pathways everywhere not just 1/3 of the cities roads. 

  More consistent side walks.   

  I think we could benefit from more transit, walking and biking space to encourage increased use of those options. 

  We need to maintain roads for safety of driving AND we need to find ways to safely add mass transit, bike lanes, and 
pedestrian walkways. 

  We should accommodate many different modes of transportation so people don't have to rely on their cars so much. 
This would reduce emissions and help to create community 

  Where possible, widening streets for better turn lanes. Population is a lot of baby boomers who don't ride bikes! I see a 
lot of bicyclists breaking laws.  

  Studies have shown that adding more lanes does not reduce traffic, so more space for cars just makes communities 
significantly less walkable/bikeable (super wide lanes) and does nothing to help traffic. This is pretty obvious 

  Both can exist with the right improvements: signalized pedestrian crossings, loading/unloading carve out for delivery 
trucks, traffic calming measures, use of separate from the roadway bike paths 

  We need less space for transit, biking, and walking than we do for more roads. 

  $1 million per mile was just spent on the coastal rail trail in Oceanside. Now they are considering reducing the traffic 
lanes on Coast Highway. I do not understand. 

  Adding more space for cars has not worked in the past and will not work in the future.  The only solution is to reduce 
the number of cars on the road. 

  More space for walking, public transit bikes 

  We've prioritized cars for TOO long. People first. 

  Dedicated SAFE bike lanes would be wonderful 

  Bikes, pedestrians, and public transit take up less space 
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  We want livable and complete streets! 

  Limit electric scooters and enforce laws to keep them off streets at night and into bike lanes. 

  Yessssssss 

  you don't get it. 
only short term fixes exist in the old .terrestrial mobility.  Move to celestial mobility where you can implement long term 
fixes 

  In the long run, greater use of active transportation modes will free up more space for motor vehicles. 

  We don't need more cars. Stop making space for more on the roads/highways. 

  Cars create half of greenhouse gases. We must concentrate on mass transit. 

  At some point we will need to shift work areas into residential areas. The morning south-to-north and east-to-west 
commutes are rough, likewise in reverse during evenings. We need jobs where people live. 

  When there is only one thoroughfare, such as the Highway 67 photo used as an example, and the only place to pass 
other cars is in a 30 mph are of town with street lights, we need several bypass roads, not fewer lanes. Unless of course, 
the new technology is going to pick me up in the backcountry and fly me to where I need to go. The photo on the right 
would be blocked for half a block with one empty bus. Not the best use of space. 

  More space bikes, people, and transit 

  Rosecrans is at the maximum size so adding more housing to the area is not the answer. I haven't seen rapid bus lanes 
work? I haven't seen any numbers. 

  We retired here to Leucadia to live a quiet life of walking and bicycling.  

  No more space for bikes until cyclists obey the rules of the road!!!! 

  I believe that more car lanes just encourages single driver car trips 

  BUT--don't make driving less safe in the process, as has occurred in areas. 

  More space for everyone by reducing lane widths. Reduce vehicle stoppages through driveway condemnation, left turn 
reduction, non-grade bike/pedestrian crossing, one-way conversions when indicated.  Measure trip times to see where 
the city fails, where it succeeds. 
 
The city is like a microprocessor.  It needs rational design. 

  Bicycles should not be allowed where there are no bike lanes like Hwy 78 between Escondido and Julian for vehicles to 
safely stay in the already small lanes. 

  Narrow streets, institute placemaking, read David Engwicht's work. 
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  As an ADA person, I have to say this town gets worse by the day as far as safety. Our sidewalks are cluttered with bikes 
& scooters & our crosswalks & crossing buttons are often blocked too. Bikes & scooters must have docking. The new 
bike lanes & bikes painted in the road are a mistake. This shows the city is okay with bikers taking the road, where cars 
were meant to be. Bikers don’t have insurance, but want to dominate our roads. I don’t mind sharing, but they aren’t 
paying toward the road repairs & maintenance & as I mentioned before, don’t have insurance. Why is it law that a 
driver must have insurance but a biker doesn’t need it while riding in the same space? Point Loma is hilly and full of 
elder people. We drive cars. Walking is out now because of all the rental BS blocking sidewalks.  

  Parking spaces are often too small. We need more angled parking spaces because they're much easier to get in and out 
of. More space is needed for cars due to congestion. But we also need more space for bikes, people and especially 
transit. 

  There isn't enough roads for the number of people commuting. Bike lanes are not going to address the problem. More 
roadways for cars are needed. 

  Encourage small energy efficient vehicles for shorter trips on local streets. 

  We need to look to other countries and see how they make mass transit work. I always liked the idea of parking my car 
on a monorail type belt and moving me to the exit that I want to get off at.  

  There is already to much space for cars 

  The picture demonstrates to completely different scenarios.  Once for commercial business and the other is a residential 
community.  Not a good depiction or example to use.  Neighborhood traffic is good and yes we could use better 
pedestrian space.  We need solutions for the major avenues of transit.  A center lane dedicated for bus service that way 
we don't have the bus stopping traffic to merge in/out of right sided stops.  Take a look at how S. Korea manages it's 
traffic in Seoul.  Koreans seem to have integrated mass transit into their canvas. 

  My heart wants the latter but my reality check needs the former 

  More space for cars and people 

  We need more space for bikes and a safe hike commuter infrastructure as well as public transport that accepts bikes. 
Buses with only two spaces for bikes on the front are unreliable because you can get stranded if there are already bikes 
on the bus  

  Constricting city/neighborhood motor vehicle traffic lanes to provide additional bicycle lanes is a poor approach as it re-
directs traffic to other areas, away from local businesses.  Space for pedestrians should be accommodated in the plans 
for businesses and shopping areas with the ability to move between one area to another efficiently and not having to 
use road space. 

  This is the root! 
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  Reduce the number of lanes for cars and make more lanes for bikes and pedestrians. 

  I believe we need to maintain and improve the spaces we have.  I would support more space for bikes, etc., if it did not 
mean deleting lanes for motor vehicles. 

  Oh, I had already written, think I erased it.  I don't want to take away lanes for motor vehicles, which will make 
congestion much worse.  I believe we can have more bicycle lanes and better sidewalks, but NOT deleting lanes for 
motorists, which comprise the majority of highway users. 

  We should not invest in building more roads - just induces demand. Need more transit.  

  Far too wide roads in golden hill and downtown. Need to convert to bike and walk lanes 

  I live in Chula Vista and watch in horror as you ripped out our side walks and replaced them with narrower side walks 
that are closer to the flow of traffic so that there are TWO dedicated center lanes for the RAPID bus. I want space in for 
bikes and people. 

  I have no clue how this interaction works and I studied interaction design at California Collage of the arts. (UI,ux,etc) do 
some usability so that you are collecting information in a way not wholly biased by the survey. ANSWER: Less space for 
cars more space for bikes, transit oriented development and walkable community's 

  I prefer the idea of "parking hubs." Some city centers would be better off if we allow hubs where drivers could park or 
trolley lines could stop at and then commuters could utilize buses or shared scooters to navigate within the few blocks 
to their final destination. The important thing is dedicated biking lanes are better than parking spaces. Concentrate 
parking so they don't take up street real estate.  

  Love the trains but we need a quiet zone to complete this project 

  Wish we could eliminate cars, but we can’t, because we have no other option in the region. 

  Cars are not efficient enough. Mass transit. Connect to the airport via Trolley. Trains.  

  Until mats can figure out how to be as efficient as a personal car, roads shouldn't be shared with less than 3% of the 
population using bikes, walking, public transportation. Cutting lanes for vehicles makes it more dangerous for bikes, 
walkers.  Drivers patience is very low when sitting in gridlocked traffic.  

  Road congestion should be top priority, NOT public transit. 

  I don’t understand which alternative I am up-voting or down-voting. One is above the arrows and the other is below the 
arrows. 

  Making more space for cars is not the answer.  Look to Europe for high density solutions.  Autonomous vehicles will 
also significantly impact infrastructure needs by reducing the variability in traffic flows due to human behavior decisions. 

  Protected bike lanes in Pacific Beach would be extremely beneficial to residents. 
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  I cannot look In all directions at one time to avoid cars, pedestrians, bicycles and scooters...set some enforceable laws 
for the R/W 

  I've been reading Happy City by Charles Montgomery, and I am fully convinced that we have done ourselves a huge 
disservice by designing our cities around cars. 

  Depends on the road.  There  are few places where more space for cars can make a positive difference alone.  

  Until you have better public transit buses/Trollies/sprinter then we can talk about space for People/bikes. Otherwise 
traffic will be worse. 

  Bikes priority 

  It depends on the road.  Main arteries should be mostly for cars, mixing bikes and scooters on a main road is a BAD 
idea. 
Secondary and residential roads can have a mix, with a greater mix as the number of houses versus business increases. 

  Start transition road into shared mobility streets now. 

Comment on 
Maintenance 

Stop maintaining the roads unless cities want to raise taxes. Just build trolley lines. 

  If we can't maintain the new stuff, there's no point in building it. Already, many bicycle lanes are functionally useless 
because they are constructed as afterthoughts and maintenance doesn't keep trees and shrubs from growing into the 
bike lane. Building me a new bike lane that's going to be neglected the same way is worse than useless, because when 
they exist motorists expect me to use them, even if they are unusable. 

  Road maintenance is a survival issue.  Failure to maintain the roads gets people voted out of office. 

  Yes yes yes 

  I believe that unfortunately many undeserved areas tend to be the areas not maintained and new infrastructure tends to 
benefit more wealthier communities and that I do not agree with.  

  If the investment is in new mass transit infrastructure, I'm all for it. If it is investing in more roads, then no. 

  If it's safe bike paths 

  Invest in new infrastructure like public Sprinter/Train/buses/trolley in the middle of freeways and connecting East to 
West. 

  Until the transit system is complete, it cannot compete adequately with the vehicle. Finish it and then the roads are 
freed for goods and services instead of commuters. Of course maintenance is important! I'm a civil engineer.  

  Invest in new transit infrastructure - maintain the existing system of freeways without expansion.  

  I'm tilting towards investing in new infrastructure simply because there's so little public transit infrastructure to maintain 
right now.  
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  The new infrastructure being for alternative modes of transportation, not widening highways or adding HOV lanes. 

  This shouldn't be an either or. Both are equally important. 

  I think both are crucial but it really depends on if investing in new infrastructure is focused on highway infrastructure or 
public transport 

  Both are extremely important. Maintain existing system and invest in new infrastructure. 

  This should not be an either or situation.  Both are equally important.  

  New infrastructure. New trolley routes. Connect to Airport. 15 corridor.  

  We need to repair the roads that are potential risk for drivers but also invest more in new infrastructure.  

  For bikes specifically  

  I don't want new in detriment of maintaining the system.  I just want to do some of both. 

  You must do both 

  Wasting monies on little used infrastructure is a waste of the main items are not taken care of. 

  Should expand zero new roads. Maintain what we have. All new projects should be active and transit 

  We should maintain and invest in transit infrastructure. To meet climate and public health targets, SANDAG needs to 
move away from funding increased vehicle usage and instead get more people onto buses, transit, rail, and using 
shared use mobility.  

  We have a huge backlog of unfunded road maintenance, and now our city is trying to get grants to fund a N101 
Streetscape project which would delete lanes and force five narrow, one-lane roundabouts on unwilling Historic State 
Highway 101 users.  We do NOT want SANDAG to give grants for this supposed "beautification" project.  We do need 
to put more money into repairing our deteriorating roadway infrastructure. 

  It very much depends on the infrastructure, but at the same time, I have a hard time believing it costs as much to fill 
potholes as it does to construct new infrastructure. 

  Why are these two choices at opposites?  Why do I have to choose between the two? 

  Change is necessary. My 20 something children are very mad that their parents generation is not doing enough to help 
earth continue to support future generations. Let’s put some $$ into solutions, not continuing to do things the same 
old way. 

  Smooth traffic flow on well-maintained streets at reduced speeds. 

  Maintenance geared toward fewer vehicles using the infrastructure.  

  Is it possible to build roads on top of roads in congested areas diverting more traffic to different areas? I wonder that 
domet8mes when in traffic as another way to increase lanes and more room for cars or bikes etc. 
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  The roads in the Ramona and Julian area have been left to rot. Money and manpower needs to be used in the back 
country. 

  Look at innovate maintenance strategies, such as the addition of recycled rubber to asphalt for increased longevity and 
quietness of the road surface. 

  I believe we should NOT build any new road infrastructure. I believe we should ABSOLUTELY build more rail, bike, and 
transit infrastructure. 

  Need to build roads with more lanes. Quicker access to different parts of the rural parts of San Diego County like 
Ramona. 

  Realistically, don't you really have to do both?  And find the money? 

  Fix the existing roads. I'd pick invest in new infrastructure if you could build a double decker freeway system 

  New infrastructure does not mean sprawl or managed lanes for people who can pay. 

  We need both 

  Invest in new infrastructure 

  These are not mutually exclusive of one or the other.  BOTH are equally important! 

  It depends on what "new infrastructure" we're building. New freeways? No! New trolley lines? Definitely. 

  Your survey style does not allow for innovation.  Such survey styles are always backwards looking because they do not 
survey for what innovations are possible. This is a classic survey flaw. 

  We don’t have much time to do something about climate change. 

  I am hoping that the downward facing arrows on the right represent what I do not agree with or want. That is what I 
am selecting and with that intention, and for the previous question as well. Please take this into account regardless of 
survey setup. Thank you. 

  Make the express lanes less congested. Build the trolley system from North County to connect with the city. 

  Better maintenance of existing infrastructure is far more important -- poorly maintained roads are the bane of San 
Diego drivers. 

  You are already spending 50% of revenues to maintain old stuff.  Use the remaining 50% for celestial infrastructure. 

  Invest in new infrastructure to prepare for the future. 

  If maintaining the existing system means continuing to throw band aids and patches, you are wasting my money. 

  We need to do both, in a cost effective manner! 

  Maintain existing, but invest in new public transit, cycling infrastructure 

  We should both maintain our roads and existing transit infrastructure, AND invest heavily in new transit, as well as safe 
walking, biking and scooter infrastructure 
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  Public transit is the only common sense solution 

  We need both 

  Both are necessary.  Creating more public transit is the only common sense solution 

  Consider converting lanes of old highway is into bike ways  and adding treats  Consider putting Roads on diet with bike 
lanes  

  More frequent repairs of our city streets 

  This is a false dichotomy.  We should be able to maintain our existing system while investing in new infrastructure, 
particularly for mass transit and safe infrastructure for biking, walking and e-scooters.  

  Again, both are necessary:  maintain roadways (including pothole and sidewalk repair) and invest in new infrastructure 

  The existing system is focused on the past- it's also cheaper and more politically viable. But new infrastructure is the 
only way to make a legitimate change for the whole region 

  This is a false tradeoff.  

  This should not be a trade-off. no sense in building new if the old is deteriorating 

  This is a dishonestly loaded choice. We can and should do both. 

  This is a false dichotomy 

  Fix the darned pot holes! They're hard on my back & hard on my car! 

  It is not possible to choose more or less new infrastructure without knowing what it is. I support double tracking the 
Blue Line and building the Purple Line. I do not support freeway expansion.  

  We should repair and maintain existing infrastructure, but also, transform lanes to become more bike/ pedestrian 
friendly. Give more setbacks to pedestrians, safer bike lanes, etc. even at the expense of less roadways 

  Make public transportation accessible  

  These two options should NOT be in competition. We should both maintain our roads and invest in new infrastructure.  
Invest heavily in new transit, as well as safe walking, biking and scooter infrastructure.  Achieve good and green 
objectives in this way. 

  Good policy includes long term thinking  

  Both are priorities 

  Neither of these is right, as we should be rethinking how we do infrastructure in the first place - permeable surfaces, 
not impermeable; neighborhood and human body scale, not vehicle scale, etc. 

  What kind on new infrastructure? 

  We can do both. 
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  It depends on the type of new infrastructure (transit or more cars). You have to do both, Maintaining existing 
infrastructure is important, but new abilities need to focus on transit.  

  For everything you build, you must factor Maintenance.  This is a critical component when making decisions of what 
you will build, but when those decisions are made, they should be based on the best interest of the community and not 
on how many min. Wage job the maintenance portion will create.  This is an important factor, but it shouldn’t 
determine the priorities of the needs of the community.  If you focus on helping people move towards educating 
themselves, and develop job skills, then the job creation will take care of itself.  

  We should maintain our roads and existing transit infrastructure, and invest heavily in new transit, as well as safe 
walking, biking and scooter infrastructure 

  This is not a tradeoff. We should both maintain our roads and existing transit infrastructure, AND invest heavily in new 
transit, as well as safe walking, biking and scooter infrastructure 

  For far too long, the cry of lower taxes has resulted in badly maintained roads, bridges and other infrastructure. This is 
backwards thinking. I happily pay more taxes to have a truly modern infrastructure benefitting all of out health and 
economy. Low tax mantra is a false choice - we are paying heavily in health and other costs exacerbated by backwards 
thinking. 

  Build new freeways! 
Stop your nonsense about corridors. Most people love driving a car. Nobody likes to ride a bus.  
People don’t like to be forced into mass transit. It’s awful! 

  Do both for Pete’s sake take care of the old and add new!!! 

  Maintain existing  

  I have to say neutral because if new infrastructure means new roads, I'd say just maintain... But if it means tunneling, 
bridges, or rail for new trolley and train lines...  Or dedicated bus lanes... Or even things like "Hyperloop," I'd say let's 
do it!  

  This one shouldn't be an either/or option. We can maintain what we have and grow our new systems simultaneously. 

  I do NOT mean invest in new roads - but new rail and bus 

  This depends greatly on the new infrastructure. Futuristic solutions with embedded LEDs to define lanes, or smart lanes 
would be ideal. Building more freeways is a stop-gap solution that is never enough to relieve congestion. 

  The 21st century is here, and successful cities are ditching cars. We need to do the same.  Rail networks, while an 
expensive upfront investment, dramatically improve quality of life for commuters. We already have a quality, albeit 
limited trolley network.  We should focus on building up the network to connect our neighborhoods with our white 
collar job centers and universities. We are moving in the right direction with the UCSD expansion, and we need more of 
the same. 

  Another trade off that completely depends on the situation. 
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  Both maintaining the existing and constructing new routes are required. 

  No new investment into roads 
Lots of new investment into Trolleys and Trains! 

  Only if new Infrastructure is in Rail train systems with high density planning 

  solid, isolated repairs sometimes could be preferred over a long haul of new infrastructure. 

  ? Another false exclusivity? Of course the existing system should be maintained, while also investing in new 
infrastructure for public transit.  

  This shows a pothole for maintaining the existing system, but my interpretation is that maintaining the existing system 
would include repairs and updates. 

  Why can’t both be accomplished?  Otherwise new technology will utilize all the funds and less desirable/ affordable 
areas will be stuck with horrible roads for a long time!  

  Maintenance and Operations costs need to be factored into all long term planning and prioritization. while I support 
infrastructure expansion, new technologies should be employed to the maximum extent to our existing system to 
reduce the need for infrastructure expansions 

  I think it's best to improve what we already invested in and so we don't waste extra money, because we'd probably 
have to maintain the system anyways. 

  Maintain existing roadways, stop freeway expansions, invest in new transit-first infrastructure 

  Fix up existing roads 

  More light rail! 

  Invest in new infrastructure that replaces existing infrastructure. 

  How about maintaining and improving existing systems, and including some new infrastructure??? 

  Need more infrastructure spending for transportation methods that do not actively damage what poor infrastructure we 
currently have 

  We need to add the deleted freeways back into the circulation element   

  We need to adequately maintain our existing infrastructure, but we need to invest in new roads and mass transit 
options. NO ROAD DIETS! 

  We need to maintain the roads we have at an acceptable condition. But that's not to say we shouldn't be investing in 
mass transit. 

  Depends on type of new infrastructure.  If its for highways and road expansions than I would be opposed.  Keeping our 
streets well maintained is valuable to all types of travel. 
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  Fix the current infrastructure and improve trash and weed removal on city streets and FREEWAYS! 

  Maintain with New Materials 
 
Find WHITE options (mimic polar ice) 
 
Incorporate local businesses and residents in what, where, etc. via the App ... GetItDoneSanDiego  
 
Utilize public buildings, library s, etc. as public LogOn spots 
 
Maintenance must include feces removal 
 
Gutter cleaning 
 
Frequent Recycling and Trash receptacles, which are maintained ... Advocate And Educate for Active Materials 
Management 
 
Make it easy and people will do it 

  We need to expand our transit network in order to make it a viable alternative for most people.  

  You got to keep our existing infrastructure repaired and up to date. As we develop more robust systems there is an 
expectation that the existing infrastructure will still be there 

  Both are required. 

  let's invest in new infrastructure that helps with shared mobility and spend less on road maintenance for single-
passenger vehicles 

  Doing repairs correctly, along with proper infrastructure where needed could be achieved. Too much waste is spent on 
knowingly using a band-aid. 

  Investment in new infrastructure is clearly needed to bring SD transit into the 21st century, but it can't be at the cost of 
failing to maintain existing bike routes to eliminate and prevent unsafe road conditions for cyclists 

  New infrastructure is the future. However, having large potholes in a downhill bike lane is unsafe. Such fixes seem 
relatively simple compared to large projects and so should also not be ignored. 

  My two bad bike accidents have been due to poor road condition (large cracks in surface). Prioritizing road maintenance 
on bike routes would be good. 
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  My two bad bike accidents have been due to poor road condition (large cracks in surface). Prioritizing road maintenance 
on bike routes would be good. 
 
I am against new car-related infrastructure because it has been prioritized at the cost of our health. Investing in new 
active transport infrastructure is needed. 

  The roads are in horrible conditions.  Stop wasting money on transit  

  invest in train, bus and protected bike infrastructure. Not just cars. 

  If we invest in better infrastructure it might get cars off the road and put less stress on the network. obviously I don't 
think we should neglect necessary repairs though 

  I support new infrastructure to increase mobility.  however I am not confident our gas tax funds won't be siphoned off 
for something else. 

 
Do both. 

  No sé si está ligada al enlace anterior.  Más infraestructura de lo mismo o nueva infraestructura de lo mismo?  Si es 
nueva infraestructura, de trata de modalidades adicionales a las existentes?  Responderé ciegamente... 
 
I don’t know if this is linked to the last one. More infrastructure on the same or new? If the infrastructure is new, is this 
related to additional modes to the existing ones? I will respond blindly 

Comment on  
Peak Pricing 

People should not be allowed to pay to used the HOV lanes. These lanes were intended for multi-passenger commutes 
and should be reserved for those vehicles. 

  California is still not culturally able to adjust to toll roads in my opinion. I literally will drive miles out of my way to avoid 
toll roads. Whereas in some parts of the East Coast, this is normal. 

  Whatever SANDAG chooses, it must measurably reduce VMTs and carbon emissions in compliance with state laws, or 
the courts will take transportation planning management away from SANDAG.  

  Congestion charge for downtown? 

  There should be no toll to travel. He cost of owning a car are already high and we cannot always live close to work.  

  those who choose to pay for managed lanes use free up space in the normal lanes.  However we need to end allowing 
electric/hybrid free use of carpool/managed lanes.  they wear out the lanes as much as any other vehicle.  

  We pay enough already, controlling congestion by purse is wrong. I-15 wastes so much horizontal space for managed 
lanes, so much, you could have built 4 additional general purpose lanes in addition to the 2 new ones.  

  how do you address equity concerns with this 

  Toll pricing in Northern Virginia is a great experiment 
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  I like the idea of tolls for the simple reason that as a bike rider, I pay the same amount in taxes to transportation that a 
person driving a car does. With way less affect. 

  Definitely explore congestion pricing 

  I've already paid to build the infrastructure.  Charging me to use what I paid for is criminal  

  I've found car commuting to be unbearable (even from Santee to UTC) and prefer to bike as it is more reliable, no 
traffic. 

  It is important that people who do not have the means to pay for tolls can still get to work. However, increasing the 
cost is a great way to encourage alternative modes of transportation and decrease traffic for those who drive. 

  Selling our public roadways to corporate bidders is regressive, does not help the  greatest percentage of the population 
per dollar spent, and removes future options from the table due to contracts with external entities. We need to keep 
our ability to manage our infrastructure flexible and free of corporate influence. 

  Unfortunately, this selectively improves traffic. FOR THE WEALTHY PEOPLE. This puts emphasis on the fact that people 
who can afford it should drive, and "being green" falls on the shoulders of the regular class working professional. 

  Free freeways does not mean less reliable!!! that's a matter of priorities and commitment on your part!!!!!! 

  This is a little confusing. It seems like you’re asking if people would pay more for access to car pool lanes separate 
drivers on roads by willingness to pay. Not sure if I would want to pay for such systems. I’m not too interested in 
spending more for roadways improvements unless it is needed for safety  

  Transportation needs to be prioritized. The public should not have to chose between a reliable commute or having to 
pay for system enhancements. The public is already taxed and should receive adequate transportation infrastructure. 
With more people moving into the South Bay, there is no reason why the revenue cannot be used to pay for system 
enhancements. Budget priorities need to be revisited. Better transportation can boost the local economy. 

  You're penalizing folks for taking a car when you're not willing to give them A Transit Schedule which works. 
Shame on you for this one. 

  It's good in theory, but now that would mean people who cannot afford tolls every day lose more of their lives to 
traffic, further expanding the gap between rich and poor. 

  Express lanes should be used for long stretches. Example would be where there current I-5 HOV ends at UTC. You could 
create a new express lane which would have DARs at major intersections like I-8 and the airport. 

  How do we guarantee that the money spent on tolls will ONLY be used to maintain and operate the toll roads? 

  Stop development!  We have too many people and little space and scarcity of water.  If you are going to build do it 
smartly and make sure homes and workplaces are built in the same community, jobs that can pay for the mortgages in 
those communities should be offered as well. 
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  No Cost. Less Cars. More Transit And Light Rail. The Purple Line. 

  Tolls have the effect of discouraging participation by economically challenged people. They are the ones who may be 
forced to commute longer distances due to housing prices. 

  How about using all our roadway improvement taxes, that we pay and have been paying, to go toward these things???  
It’s my understanding that much of this tax revenue is redirected. 

  Don't forget to study the metrics of who beneficiaries and losers in tolled usage world- losers are generally the middles 
and poor who are forced into driving personal vehicles due to lack of adequate fast, flexible transit choices due to 
chaotic schedules caused by an extremely ill planned and unfair economic system!  

  Tolled commutes contribute to economic inequity 

  Drivers should pay their fair share 

  I believe judicious use of both free and tolled lanes is preferable to a reliance on one or the other.  

  Californians already pay the highest taxes in the nation.  Seriously?  NO TOLLS.  It's mismanagement 
of tax dollars that is the problem. 

  Good idea but also concerned about inequitable effect of peak pricing.  

  If the tolls were for rail. NOT for roads 

  With all the $$$ we pay to the state for roads why are there seemingly more toll road options? 

  Along with express lanes 

  Please expand the carpool on the i15south from clairemont to qualcomm.  

  Yet another false exclusivity. No need for penalties, e.g. tolls, to achieve less congested commute.  

  I don't see the advantage of tolled lanes being more reliable. 805 north bound out of the South Bay is clogged every 
morning. No advantage especially if the lanes just ends in another lane. Makes no sense. 

  More reliable without tolls  

  Weight based tariffs for heavy private vehicles.  Mileage based fees are unfair in that they impact users who drive light 
fuel efficient vehicles the same as heavy inefficient vehicles.  

  Use of managed lanes, if at a small cost, could be beneficial.   

  I don't care about roads 

  "No cost" is a misrepresentation.  SB1 funds are a significant cost to the motoring public.  

  Prices must be reasonable. Enough to deter congestion, but not enough to disable a once-usable lane. 

  No one wants to pay additional money to get to destinations that LIFE requires. NO ON ADDITIONAL CHARGES TO THE 
PUBLIC.  Use our tax dollars wisely and take advantage of funding opportunities that will help create a optimal 
infrastructure 
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  CA DMV and taxes are misused, so no more money from drivers or CA citizens. Manage your budget. Like most citizens 
have to do. 

  You people got a hold of the transportation department and are running it to the ground. Stop high salaries and apply 
the budget to build more roads!!! 

  There shouldn't be a trade off.  

  Low toll cost will increase use instead medium or high priced 

  I like to use the toll roads but I can afford to. It is hugely unfair however to those who cannot afford to pay. I believe we 
can have good roads, good public transport without making a 2tier society. 

  We should charge more for cars which create GHG emissions and air pollution and require road maintenance and invest 
more in transit. We should create ways to ensure that lower income people are not paying a disproportionate amount 
(make this as little regressive a fee as possible) 

  Nothing exist for free, but I’m sure those companies and government agencies who promote a better environment for 
the state, can be a partner to assist with offering free transportation to students, long commuters, and low income 
families.  This would promote the use of public transit to save the environment. Everyone loves their cars and it has 
become an extension of our identity, but, if you make public transportation a cool choice where you want to be seen, 
like going to Starbucks, the youth will be the first ones to be want to save the planet while they ride and make a 
statement. 

  Don't buy your premise here 

  Tolls on roads hurt lower income individuals.  

  HUGE justice issues in this option!!  

  We don't need tolls we need correct use of the funds 

  We can do both. 

  Until more affordable housing is built closer to San Diego job centers, rush hour tolls are nothing more than a tax on 
people commuting a long distance so they can afford a home. 

  Please consider charging more for cars which create harmful/polluting emissions and on vehicles that increase the need 
for road maintenance.  Invest more in transit. Create solutions to ensure that lower income people are not paying a 
disproportionate amount (make theirs as little of a regressive a fee as possible). 

  High earners shouldn't be able to buy benefits in the public utility space (roads) - that is exclusivist and un-American! 

  Roads should be public and paid for through taxes. They shouldn't be a privilege for those who can afford them  

  I do not support tolled lanes, as I think it creates a two-tiered system where wealthier people can pay to avoid 
congestion.  
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  I'm a senior on SS, I do a lot of solo driving & can't afford to pay the tolls.  

  Incomplete. Prefer free transit and tolled road use. 

  This is also a false tradeoff and if we increased transit and multi-modal mobility, you can also have a reliable commute.  

  Tolled roads just increase our social stratification and more importantly, gives no impetus for community good. Tolled 
roads still suck up infrastructure budget and disproportionately impact the most vulnerable. We could easily have a 
system where rich people pay for less traffic on tolled roads while the middle class sits in traffic, and the rich vote down 
transit improvements since they are paying for tolled roads 

  We should charge more for vehicles that create emissions and channel our energies into mass transit solutions.  This 
should be as little regressive a fee as possible as not to impact lower income residents disproportionately. 

  this is a deceptive choice because there are much better choices that either of these. Yes, it would require addition 
public investment, but that is a must! 

  Consider converting lanes of old highway is into bike ways  and adding treats  Consider putting Roads on diet with bike 
lanes  

  How about using all freeway lanes during off-peak times. They use this approach in the Northern California. Why not in 
San Diego? 

  As long as off peak usage   is all lane all vehicle free no cost. 

  For every color which is a pollutant they should pay for the public transit user. Period cars must be fully charged for the 
bird and they represent. Public transit people should benefit from the fact that they are contributing to climate and 
reduced road course 

  Lower income people should not have to bear the burden -- taxes should pay for transit 

  Pictures are misleading. You can have tolled use and have the same amount of traffic.  

  We should charge more for cars which create GHG emissions and air pollution and require road maintenance and invest 
more in transit. We should create ways to ensure that lower income people are not paying a disproportionate amount 
(make this as little regressive a fee as possible) 

  consider charging more for cars that generate more harmful emissions? 

  This is unfair to the poor workers giving preference to the wealthy. 

  Adding tolls does not equal a more reliable commute!! I used to live in DC and tolls did not help Northern Virginia! 

  when are you going to exist the high maintenance old stuff.  Celestial mobility is cleaner, better, faster, & cheaper 

  Other places that have instituted peak pricing have had excellent results in reducing traffic in congested areas. 

  So only people who have discretionary income should be able to use the less traveled lanes? NO! 
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  Peak pricing on top of the taxes we already pay... 
How about a policy to make Caltrans more efficient, less waste before resorting to the default position to raise taxes. It 
is not our fault our roadways are not well maintained it is due to the lack of fiscal management by the agencies to 
invest the capital into infrastructure. 
Why not outsource some of these services to private industry...they will execute better, lower price and be accountable. 

  This is a false choice. 

  I am not in favor of building a road system that the rich can easily use while the poor ride the bus. I hate toll roads. 

  Pros and Cons:  Although a 'toll' may help control road congestion, over time - it all becomes the same. Tolls hurt those 
who 'must' drive for work, often the more vulnerable.  This is more of an infrastructure cost of living issue - that needs 
to be solved. 

  No, hurts the poor 

  This is not a "no cost" choice. We pay for our roadways through taxes and fees. 

  Use toll revenues to fund public transit. 

  False choice; how about no cost, more reliable commute 

  This is a no win concept.  If you make it a toll drivers will just use others roads/streets to get around it.  No cost is what 
we have now and it DOES NOT WORK!!!   

  Misguided.  Work habits have changed to adjust to this kind of thing. 

  We pay enough in taxes. No more fees! 

  We should have reliable commute without toll use 

  Maybe stop infilling communities with multi unit dwellings in areas that are tapped out. Our roads can’t handle it, we 
are tapped out on electricity, water, police. We need open space for parks so people have a place to unwind & be 
happy. We are creating a nightmare by adding more condos and apartment buildings where single family homes were. 

  No tolls 

  I do not like either of these options. If paying tolls went to research and development it might be okay. But trust is a 
huge issue these days. 

  I'm not sure if the image and the description means public transit or paid/toll lanes, but clearly the free option isn't 
cutting it. Adding a cost to transportation could allow employees to demand compensation from employers since there 
isn't enough nearby housing. 

  I don't want more toll roads. 
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  In general, it needs to be more expensive to drive and internalize the costs of driving on society. Peak pricing 
(congestion pricing, cordon tolls, etc.) will be necessary strategy.  

  Worth doing on existing highway infrastructure to fund transit . Do not use tolled revenue to build new roads 

  We already paid for the roads. We still pay fuel taxes to maintain and build these roads. Proper use of fuels taxes can 
and does take care of the needed expense. Continued raiding of fuel funds have caused the problem. The failure of 
elected officials to have proper use of funds continues the problem. 

  Vague 

  Why not have both? less cost, more reliable. 

  Add more reliable public transportation before implementing tolled use.  

  Tolls do not reduce traffic. We need more mass transit, not more toll roads. 

  Bad idea to benefit the wealthy. Short term use peak pricing to gain $ to build mass transit.  Cars aren’t efficient. Move 
away from roads and bring trains/trolleys to everyday commuters 

  More tolls if it reduces GHGs. 

  How will employers and their employees work thru this? incentives, housing proximity to work? 

  I'm for tolling if it is structured in such a way that it lowers the number of single riders in their vehicles in order to 
reduce the number of cars on the road. 

  I'm for tolling if it is structured in such a way that it lowers the number of single riders in their vehicles in order to 
reduce the number of cars on the road while at the same time providing a robust alternative transportation that people 
can rely on instead. 

  We pay taxes for these roads so it costs us plenty, let us get reliable public transit that cost less than actually driving and 
the taxes we already pay into to keep maintenance. San Francisco has good public transit. 

  Tolled use has outsized impacts on the poor and middle class. Whereas for the wealthy the impact is negligible. 

  The way this question is set up pushes the user towards the toll answer. Instead of tolls, why can't we use more high 
occupancy lanes or other methods to regulate traffic? 

  This doesn’t have to be a choice. Use my taxes to build more vehicle lanes 

  Taxpayers must 

  A false dichotomy.  Raising tolls just pushes traffic to other, non-toll roads.  It does not magically make traffic disappear.   

  I prefer enough transit and active transport options that I don't have to think about traffic for my commute. Also, I work 
from home most days, so I really don't have to care anyway. 

  Reliable commute, no cost toll use 
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  Make tolls progressive; those with more income pay more, cap low income to not impose higher costs on those that 
can barely afford to drive.  

  Make people pay to drive 

  Reducer el costo del cuota 
 
Reduce fare costs 

  Claro que quiero menos trafico pero no quiero que me cobren para poder transportarme en mi ciudad.  Las personas 
con menos recursos son las que mas manejan y somos las que mas pagariamos este costo.  
 
Of course I want less traffic but I don't want to have to pay to move around in my city. Disadvantaged people are the 
ones who drive more and we are the ones who would pay the price 

Comment on Transit 
Service 

This is too confusing to answer. Build new transit routes! 

  Again consider dedicated bus routes and lanes over light rail.  This has worked in Europe for decades.  This gets an 
almost immediate improvement, shows people you are doing something.  Then plan for light rail, preferably electrified.   

  The trolley is very expensive. We should supplement with buses to reach ‘the last mile’. 

  Great question - I personally think that SD needs to get to a point where citizens feel like they can get anywhere using 
transit, and then we can improve service. 

  You really need both but if you can really improve in one area it will drive better usage and that could drive better 
funding. 

  Public Transit must be MORE convenient than cars to get us out of cars. Therefore: We need both More service on 
existing routes AND New routes to more areas. INSTEAD of more lanes/freeways. 

  New routes will create more demand for more route services and less cars on the roads.  

  To beaches, balboa park 

  This question really depresses me.  
 
Most of the cities in the world have both more frequent trains and buses, and serve more areas, than San Diego. It's like 
saying "would you rather be vaccinated for measles or mumps?" It's the 21st century - we should be able to have both.  

  In a town of 3M people that doesn't even have a direct transit route to the DOWNTOWN airport, this should not be an 
"either or scenario." We clearly need more routes (specifically to the airport and coastal amenities), and we need 
frequent services so that people will actually ride them.  
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  More and larger seats, and greater frequency during peak commute. 

  There needs to be more trolley routes that extend to areas without a trolley nearby such as the PURPLE LINE along the 
15. 

  This should not be an either or. Both are equally needed.. 

  Trolley service to Otay Ranch/Eastlake is desperately needed. 

  I don’t see why we can’t have both, like most major cities 

  Expansion to underserved areas and from those areas to where those folks work. 

  Can’t we borrow best practices from other cities, along with our own data to help determine optimal frequency, etc.? 

  The presented options are poor!! using both options together is 100% necessary.  

  Get with the program! You are 20 years behind the power curve. 

  Frankly, if you want people to actually USE public transit, you need to do BOTH. And you need an efficient solution to 
the "last mile" problem, given how spread out the city is. For instance, hybrid or electric minivans on hyperlocal 
neighborhood on-demand "routes", to bring riders to nearest bus/trolley stops or transit centers.  

  There is no bus route to Mira Costa College, Belmont Sr living, Greek Temple, Jewish Temple on El Camino 
Real/Manchester in Cardiff! 

  This can be both.. not either or 

  It would be wonderful to have both....eventually. :) 

  This answer is contingent upon the following one. 

  Bad tradeoff choice here. If forced, improve services on existing routes until reasonably covered, then focus on 
expanding. Both are necessary. 

  We need both! If I miss my train, there often are no other trains for hours or none at all. We have millions of people 
commuting down the I15 but there is no mass transit options except busses that sit in the same traffic I do. Our mobility 
in the region is a serious concern. Catch up to the times. Invest in some actual transit options. 

  WE NEED BOTH APPARENTLY... BUS SERVICE TO MIRAMAR AND POWAY IS CLOSE TO ZERO, AND IT TAKES 1 1/2 HR 
JUST TO GO FROM UTC TO DOWNTOWN ON SUNDAY WITHOUT TRAFFIC !? 

  We need both. We need more frequent service for existing routes and create new routes that will be accessible to other 
areas of the county.  

  All the trolley does is allow people and homeless to travel free. The trolley has destroyed inland  communities with free 
transportation for homeless and drug dealers to the suburbs.   

  both 
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  This section of the survey is confusing.  

  This section of the survey is confusing. I want more routes. Not sure if my answer is reflecting that. 

  Only when justified by paid for users. 

  I'd like more of the "last mile" services and perhaps a trolley system in north county that would join the 78/5 and the 
15 

  The region and corridors need to be organized around new routes AND more services on existing routes.  

  We still haven't reached a critical point where money is better spent on more services. We still need more lines. 

  I think we need both of the two extremes listed here. 

  Prioritize where we see population growth coming  

  There should be more service on existing routes, where those routes make sense. New bus routes and more frequent 
(and convenient) trolley service will be important too.  

  We need many more transit routes and more frequent, earlier and later transit services. 

  Both needed badly. This state is a joke in terms of public transit.  

  If each of the major neighborhood hubs could be linked on a single system, that'd be ideal, but more realistic is simply 
making the existing public transit more convenient. Switching to a pay-per-distance system would probably help too. 

  We need both, hands down  

  Mass transit is not a good investment, take the money for public transit and invest in more roadways 

  Transit from Encinitas to Airport 

  I hardly believe that capacity is maxed out on existing routes  
Expand the trolley to SW college instead of the stupid bus 

  We really need both. It’s the most important issue, more transit, more often.  

  What kind of service are you suggesting for existing routes. For bus/sprinter routes can there be more pick up/drop off 
locations? I think if one person needs to be picked up at a certain location everyday at a certain time, they should be 
able to make that happen. Would it be possible to create an App for public transportation that is like the Uber app, so 
bus drivers can see what their route is going to be based on what riders have input? I know this won’t work for many 
transit riders, but the disabled ones do have helpers who can help them arrange their trips just like they do on LIFT and 
FLEX. The public transportation system needs to be a customer service ran program, NOT a profit and loss. I think that is 
on our government agencies providing additional funding, etc... 
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  More routes, more often to more places and in more neighborhoods 

  Both are needed. A trolley to Kearny and 24hr service on certain runs including blue line trolley 

  Transit needs to support more people bringing their bikes with them.  

  NCTD does not provide enough routes and does not run frequently enough. 

  Connect dense, pedestrian heavy neighborhoods first instead of connecting to suburbs where people are less likely to 
take transit and more likely to drive. San Francisco should be a model of great transit. 

  The entire SoCal region is in need of more service on its existing routes. But we are also in need of more connections to 
more places. I believe the approach here should be balanced. 

  Existing routes w/ increased frequency with better 1st mile, last mile solutions 

  Again, transit shouldn't be the primary focus. 

  Provide European level of service.  

  Original plans had Light Rail on the I-15 corridor, sadly was replaced with HOV lanes on freeway providing lack of transit 
choices. In addition, Light Rail to Airport is needed.    

  Specifically, better airport access 

  If you really want more people to take public transit! 

  I'm talking back country routes not more routes within the city where they already have a ton of services that are under 
utilized.    

  You must allow me to chose both 

  I don't see this as a mutually exclusive trade-off. New routes require extensive new infrastructure. Providing additional 
services on existing lines is a matter of scheduling and staffing. 

  Strengthen the core network with additional frequency and span. 

  San Diego is far too widespread with diverse traffic patterns. More routes are not the answer in the backcountry areas. 

  Again, both sides of this question are important.  We need to have good service, but we also MUST expand the service 
areas.  There should be a direct trolley line to the air port, for example! 

  I think we need more people feeling like they can get to more places. 

  Your survey style does not allow for innovation.  Such survey styles are always backwards looking because they do not 
survey for what innovations are possible. This is a classic survey flaw. 

  For public transit to work you need more routes and faster existing routes 
but the funds nor the entitlements are available to do both. Maybe SANDAG should provide a cost benefit analysis? 
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  I rated this highly IF this is in regards to public transit. If it's in relation to cars, then no. I am perpetually frustrated by 
the horrible public transit we have here; It takes 3 hrs. to get somewhere via public transit to a place that takes 20mins 
by car. How are we supposed to combat climate change if our leaders refuse to make the infrastructural changes 
required for it?? 

  We need to reinstate Saturday and Sunday routes that were discontinued which cause people to lose their jobs. 

  Both of these are important. We need a more comprehensive transit system with frequent service if we expect people to 
use it. 

  what a mistake the 19 th century solutions.  SANDAG needs to see the future not the past 

  BOTH 

  Both again! 

  We should both increase service to existing transit routes AND invest heavily in transit service to new areas. And not 
invest in any new highways.  

  I want both. New routes should be chosen based where people need it to get to work. Those people need it to be 
cheaper. 

  We need both of these 

  This shouldn't be a trade-off. Should have both. 

  The trolley/streetcar needs to service inner-city communities. (A trolley along El Cajon Blvd. would help the large 
population living in City Heights, North Park, Hillcrest etc. 

  extend transit lines to ALL parts of the county.  Close freeway lanes if necessary to accomplish this 

  I think both need to be expanded.  More service (coaster for more than just commuting) and more services.  Instead of 
more lanes on the 5, how about a light rail down the middle?  

  It’s critical to Have more frequent service on existing routes - all hours of day/week,  at lower prices to increase 
utilization of public transit for the benefit of reducing everyone’s transit congestion and climate health  

  Service to new areas only if they are dense enough to support transit. 

  Both are important as long as addition free parking is supplied at all pickup locations. 

  Public transportation in my area Is not available when I need to use it. 

  This is another false dichotomy.  We should be able to do both and not invest in new highways. 

  Without high-density development around transit stations, mass transit is wasted investment 

  I would say its most important to improve efficiency and reliability on all routes. New routes are great as long as they 
serve high density areas. I could also see better service on high usage existing routes. 

  This is absolutely a FALSE tradeoff - focus on both increasing service and expanding network for transit to work for all.   
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  Another false dichotomy, we need both, paid for by not expanding freeways 

  This does not need to be a tradeoff. Yet another false dichotomy 

  Transit does not go where we need to be. Trolley is garbage. Needs to go to the beach, airport, north county inland 
needs rail service 

  I'm not sure these are the only options, or that they are in conflict with each other.  

  Again, make public transportation accessible 

  Both! 

  Bring trolley to Encinitas  

  We need both more service and more areas that are served by public transit. 

  Dedicated paths, speed and reliability. They will come. 

  We need an east-west transit connection in north county between the 56 and the 78, and we need transit in Carmel 
Valley 

  Why is new routes a trade off with more service on existing routes?  Why not both? 

  More service on existing routes will make transit a viable choice in those areas. This is better than spreading a poor level 
of service around thinly.  

  This shouldn't be a tradeoff.  We need both. This would make transit more competitive and more attractive. A faster, 
cheaper, safe, and clean system will be more appealing to people than driving their cars. 

  We need new routes not more services for those who already have services in north county. If you want to keep a 
certain community happy, since they are affluent, then they probably think they need more services.  But, if you look at 
the entire county as a whole, then you would see that services are not equal.  Not all communities are equal and 
affluent people want to live in communities where they have all services if they chose to use them.  Many times, it’s not 
a necessity. Cater to them, and you have money in the city and a stable upper middle class/ wealthy community.  I’m 
sure this is logical for SANDAG.  It is only the ethical beliefs and integrity of those who make these decisions to see 
beyond this logic. Once you see the real needs, you begin to see what equity really means.  Be careful, it is scary to see 
how the neediest members of our community live and even when they don’t have much, they find a way to live.  
Perhaps, you don’t want to make it comfortable for those who live without services.  Maybe, they’ll leave.  When you 
decide who needs services, you are not just deciding where services are needed.  You are deciding on who you want to 
assist in making their community a better place to live.  You have a lot of power.  I hope you use it with your heart and 
unselfishly.  

  This is not a tradeoffs. We should both increase service to existing transit routes AND invest heavily in transit service to 
new areas. And not invest in any new highways.  
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  This shouldn't be a tradeoff.  We need both, but the main priority should be to make transit competitive and more 
attractive (faster, cheaper, safe, and clean) to people than driving their cars. 

  The coaster train runs too infrequently to be a  reliable choice for commuting. Hour long waits between trains, no mid-
day service. The cost of an inflexible day that the current system creates is the main reason I choose not to ride the train. 

  I don’t use mass transit.  
I love driving my car alone! 

  New routes 

  Hurry up I’m getting old !! Build it so that I may go ! 

  There needs to be a balance of increase of existing transportation AND New routes that go to more areas. One cannot 
get to North County easily via public transit if their are jobs that require travel there. Traffic and lack of public access to 
farther areas LIMITS job choices for the public in general. 

  Very difficult to choose. We need both, but most importantly, in a way that will result in people arriving to their 
destinations in a reasonable amount of time. My commute to work is 10.minutes by car and 40 minutes by public 
transportation. And that's with me living a half block from a bus that drops of two blocks from my office! Imagine if I 
had to transfer along the way. It could very well turn into an hour for something that can be done in 10-15 minutes in a 
car. It's just too big of a gap to deal with it in its current state. I tried for a month, and couldn't last any longer.  

  Too much emphasis on public transportation when they run a 7 to 3 budget deficit. Fix our roads and plan for new 
highways 

  If I can utilize public transportation commuting to and from work, I definitely would! 

  The reason I currently don't use the MTS is because of how limited it is. I live Downtown, but it still takes hours to get a 
few miles. 

  Service from UTC, Kearny Mesa, Sorrento Valley, and Mira Mesa would greatly enhance commuters' routes.  

  A reason why I don't take MTS more often is that it takes way longer to get to where I want to go with it, like 20 
minutes to UCSD by car versus over an hour by bus!  

  More practical transit commutes to Sorrento valley 

  San Diego's transit weakness is that it doesn't service the key regions.  There is no inland service that runs along I-15 or 
I-805, despite thousands of jobs being located along this corridor.  The same goes for the SR-52 and SR-56 corridor. In 
addition, service needs to start central to neighborhoods, rather than along the edge, or to increase bus service to get 
to those corridor hubs. 

  More service on existing routs now and more routs  later but that needs to be the ultimate goal. 

  I do not use public transportation because it is so inconvenient between my work and home.   
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  smallest least important form of transportation. just service what we have now. 

  More frequent Coaster train service would enhance options. The trolley is a joke.  

  Completely depends on ridership studies. 

  Both ! More investment into trolleys and trains - both along existing and new corridors! 

  Would like to see new routes added, but at the cost of building new infrastructure may not necessarily be the best 
answer.  Existing routes could include an extended location so most drivers could benefit. 

  Depends on type of service.   Elevated light rail is dumb.  Light rail on grade is cheaper and faster to implement     

  Both are absolutely crucial. 

  ANOTHER false exclusivity. Should be more service/frequency on existing, AND new routes/options.  

  Should not have to trade off in this category - we need both 

  Cancel the bullet train. 

  more lines need to be established moving NE, E, SE, and S. A loop around balboa park for the booming urbanization 
and density in the area. Plan for the future. 

  Expand trolley and other transit -- it's even working in Los Angeles! 

  Here is my comment on the "priorities" section: 
Live in North County and it's a pain trying to get to the airport via Coaster.  Coaster does not run at convenient times, 
especially in the evenings when my flight gets in at 7pm and I want to take the Coaster home.  Also, to get to the 
airport via Coaster, after arriving at the Santa Fe Depot by Coaster, I have to walk with all my luggage to a bus stop, 
wait for the bus,  pay the bus fare (which used to be free with a paid Coaster ticket), then arrive at the airport.  There 
should be an easier shuttle to get to the airport and it should be free with a paid Coaster ticket. 

  While I support investment in transit to new areas, these need to be carefully selected to ensure that transit usage is 
optimized and toll fare recovery meets reasonable metrics.  

  More of both 

  Care must be taken to provide balance regarding transit opportunities/choices based on individual needs! The single 
destination employment commuter has different needs than those who have constantly changing life/employment  
schedules. 

  More light rail, including a route to east Chula Vista 

  It needs to be both.  But more routes are always best done now, rather than waiting 

  There is still no reasonable means of commuting between San Diego and Riverside counties. Considering the number of 
people settling in Riverside county because they are priced out of San Diego county housing, this problem needs 
attention. 
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  New Routes to south of the 8 and through out San Diego and San Diego County. Also you need to add the Purple Line.  

  Our transit stops need to be expanded. Think like Europe.  

  I'd certainly love more service but it's difficult to form a strong opinion without knowing what new routes would be 
considered 

  Mag lift trains and high tech high speed transportation, not more freeway lanes and slow trolleys 

  We need both. Existing routes need more frequency (especially coaster) and major infrastructure (airport, UCSD) need to 
be on light rail  

  Add express trolleys during rush hour 

  If you provide more transit options, such as expanding the Trolley around the county. You will provide people an 
alternate way to get to their destination. These projects should be balanced and not include road diets. 
 
See my proposed Trolley Expansion: 
 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Zk04s7diQ7eSaF6jtHGey8ihFpU4TehHTwtKDWqwPwg/edit#slide=id.p 
 
See proposed route (KML): 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GpMO2l9DIY4UkfqIZiSBONzWFU24eMI1/view?usp=sharing   

  Both are equally valuable to increase and maintain ridership and both are much needed in San Diego. 

  Transit service for my work commute isn't an option for me unless I want to DOUBLE my commute time. 

  Put more public transportation (not buses) in areas where traffic is typically high. For example, extending the Trolley to 
UTC is a good start. However, don't put to many stops on the trolley, otherwise you make riding it useless - e.g., 
nobody commutes on the trolley from Chula Vista to Downtown, it takes forever and stops way too often.  

  More public transport.  Much more. !!!  

  This is a vital component to our progress and we need both more routes to more areas and more service on existing 
routes, they both play a hugely important part in the progress we can make to function like a more cosmopolitan city 
like NY, SF, DC etc. we can do it San Diego! Think more options less parking spaces and we will break the pattern of 
more cars, it's that simple! 
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  Five minutes my [expletive] 
 
Lol 
 
Effective transit in the areas needed, as the demand dictates, supported with technology to Maximize Ridership 
between key hubs AND providing Safe Connections between communities 
 
AND 
Offering Safe, easy to use Connections to Multimodal pathways  
 
Wayfinding 
 
ECharging stations (ebikes, eMultiModals, eScooters, etc.) Solar panels with battery packs 
 
With regular maintenance costs factored in... You'll be saving money on gas... Reallocate the funds to Go Green and 
Clean 

  On this tradeoff, I vote for whatever provides better service. 

  Both are equally important. It would be great if the Green Line had shorter headways but new routes to more areas 
would be amazing too. 

  Yes we need to continue to try to get people out of their cars by providing a better transit experience  

  your two choices are ridiculous.  common sense says some routes are used a lot and some routes ignored or non 
existent.  Let's think anew.  This all or nothing thinking and just throwing $ at the problem is NOT creating a well 
coordinated useful transit system 

  BOTH!!! For example, in North County, the Coaster is the only fast option, but is extremely expensive! Why not create a 
light rail for North County?  

  This is a false tradeoff. We need investments in both of these to bring our transit into the 21st century and truly make it 
effective. A careful analysis to restructure transit to be more efficient would go a long way toward allowing both of 
these objectives to be realized at the same time. Spending more dollars on transit rather than private-public toll road 
type boondoggles is key.  
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  More service on existing routes would be great so we didn't have to wait so long for transit, but new routes are also 
welcome. We want light rail transit to the airport and universities 

  BOTH!!!!!! 
But to get better adoption, you need more frequent buses on existing routes. That’s better than bad service over wide 
coverage. 

  Both options need more effort. Lots of talk and little action or slow action. 

  Although more frequent service is also very important, I think the priority should be the ability to get from point A to 
point B. Just because there is an option to get from La Jolla to downtown, does not mean it is possible to get from a 
specific house in La Jolla to a specific restaurant in North Park in a reasonable time. The whole trip should not take more 
than twice as long as driving or people will not use it (or even can't use it if they cannot walk for long distances). 

  Both would be nice. I do find it shocking that a city of 3 million does not have light rail connections to either its main 
university (UCSD) or airport. Almost every other city I visit has accomplished this. 

  This is a waste of public funds  

  Both. I would love to take public transport, but it takes 3-4x as long to get where I'm going. I would also love to take 
the trolley more places, but it just doesn't have enough stops in cities that aren't as walkable as downtown.  

  upgrade the train tracks so they are resilient to climate change, and improve transit access by adding transit only lanes. 

  This shouldn't be a tradeoff. How about more transit and less cars?  

  Neutral because I want more service frequency but are there areas where we can have new nontraditional routes? (not 
full buses but something in between a shuttle and a bus? there are still major destination areas in the city that aren't 
connected by transit.  

  Look around at the buses, mostly empty, most of the time. No more buses, people work where they can and live where 
they can afford. No one wants to waste hours a day on a bus, our county is big and unique 

  I would use transit if more convenient.  I live in San Marcos and the closest bus stop to me is over two miles away, too 
far to walk.  If I want to take transit to San Diego I have two choices: 1) Bus or Sprinter to Coaster or 2) Bus/Sprinter to 
a "Rapid" Bus to San Diego.  Point is both options take more than twice the time compared to driving.  Not worth it! 

  I think both are really important 

  Money should be spent on Driverless infrastructure rather than train infrastructure. We can use existing roads, and 
intelligent cars can virtually chain up (like a train). 
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  Mas servicios fijos, agregando mas paradas e infraestructura a comunidades que no la tienen para evitar tanto uso de 
coche.   
 
More fixed services, add more stops and infrastructure to communities that need to reduce vehicle use 

  Necesita más servicios a East County desde Otay Ranch y Eastlake, me toma más que 2 horas para viajar en servicio 
público cuando hay solo menos que 15 km entre los dos lugares  
 
More services to East County from Otay Ranch and Eastlake, it takes me more than 2 hours traveling in public 
transportation while there are less than 8 miles between the two. 

  Para ciudad de esxcondido es necesario tener transporte escolar porque se gasta mucho dinero en transporte a nuestros 
hijos 
 
We need school transportation in Escondido, we spend too much money getting our kids to school 

  Obviamente, mi respuesta se influye por la fotografía del Trolley, que me inclina a Rutas Fijas... (Ojo, el Trolley va lleno, 
no se necesitan estudios para saber que se necesita más, en el mismo lugar, y en nuevas rutas.  Por favor, pensar en 
grande. 
 
Obviously, my answer is influenced by the Trolley picture, that is why I am inclined to fixed routes…(Watch out, the 
Trolley is full, you don’t need studies to know that more are required, in the same place and new routes. Please think 
bigger) 

Comment on Transit 
Types 

Driverless! 

  Flexible services produce drivers who think they own the van and can be prejudiced or unwelcoming to people they 
don't like. Same is true on all the mini-bus routes--14, 83, 84, 88. 

  I like scooters and bikes as first/last mile options  

  This is a tough one.  I prefer an option that addresses both fixed and flexible.  That "last mile" will be a problem for 
fixed services without the benefit of flexible ones. 

  We will never have a functional transportation system if we continue to have sprawl development in our region.  Wise 
land use planning is a must.   

  I think that whatever is decided, San Diego has to get really serious about higher density and mixed-use development. 
There is too much sprawl to make some means of transportation effective. 

  Flex transit options is a great idea! 

  I don't want any 

  There should not be a compromise here, both are essential in any strategy 
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  With some mix of flexible services in the more suburb areas? 

  Need it all, do not only need one or the other. 

  Fixed routes to major destinations AND the ability to keep moving from there.  

  Free transit for seniors. and students.  Take the money allotted to help people use transit instead of creating expensive 
transit that no one uses 

  Trolley to the Airport...like a real “big boy” city 

  Totally agree, we need to make it more flexible so it is affordable and can be adjusted according to each situation  

  Both are needed 
And with technology, surges can be accommodated 
 
And with a flexible fleet Every person can be accommodated 

  Again we need both especially in SD because we are a bit more spread out than some communities but if we do this 
our neighborhoods and businesses can thrive! Much like social media has expanded the reach for communication, mass 
transit and connecting options will help mobilize our citizens like never before, we can do this SD! The beginning will be 
costly but we have no choice but to advance away from CO2 producing automobiles and toward clean transportation 
ASAP like now! Thank you for the chance to add to your work, be bold, be strong, be brave, we need to join the 
responsible urban movement NOW and the citizens of this area who call this home and those  around the globe are 
counting on you!!!  

  They are both important and can actually support each other. 

  They are both important and can actually support each other. Would be nice to have flexible transport from old town 
station to local areas and downtown station to balboa park, zoo, airport 

  Fixed routes to major destinations and job centers should be a priority. An example of a new Trolley / light rail expansion 
that could be built would be through Mira Mesa and Miramar. This would start at the new UTC transit hub where the 
blue line ends. More people would use this line since it is near major job centers and it would help alleviate congestion 
in Mira Mesa, since people would have a new transit option. The new trolley stations should act as a multi-modal hub 
and bus service should web out from those locations. This will provide more reliable mass transit service. If the service is 
reliable and hits major destinations, more people will use it. 
 
See KML of my proposed trolley expansion plan: 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GpMO2l9DIY4UkfqIZiSBONzWFU24eMI1/view 
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  Again, high speed trains like the ones used in Japan. 

  Flexible service such as FRED support our aging population.  

  Another tough decision! 

  Our city should be as agile as possible.  

  Restore the green line route from old town to City Hall in include a stop at the new court house....or extend the current 
blue line West with a stop at the new courthouse and civic center then North to Old Town and the University. 

  Currently in the San Diego region it would appear that we now have adequate fixed routes to major destinations; now 
we need more frequent "last mile" services in many locations.  

  Trolley is great for big events. too expensive. not enough coverage for population.  

  I strongly support flexible transit services as a general concept, particularly with the coming of autonomous vehicle 
systems; however not all transit can be provided in a flexible format (such as rail corridors) so a combination of these 
approaches is necessary 

  I consider a coaster station at the airport to be a litmus test for whether govt is serious about mass transit, or not.  
When there is a coaster station at the airport, maybe I will begin to take you seriously. 

  More of both 

  Again, live in North County and if San Diego Airport is to remain downtown, then north county residents need better 
transit transportation to make it more convenient to get to the airport. 

  This left-right function will bias people against whatever is on the left. "Flexible transit services" will increase VMT and 
serve fewer passengers. 

  I'm just learning that flex transit may be better than the trolley, etc. Love subways, trolleys and other rail, but if self-
driving vans and buses can perform better, go for it! 

  YOU NEED BOTH!!!  if the Coaster drops you off in Sorrento Valley you need transit from there to get ANYWHERE.  
how about transit working together- like the trolley meeting the Coaster in SV?? 

  Your bus/trolley drivers are [expletive] lazy 

  The light rail seems too focused on corridors that do not promote tourism or trade. There needs to be a connection to 
the airport and beaches. these locations will generate more ridership and increase revenue to make it sustainable. The 
current UCSD connection is way over budget based on potential return. 

  More flexible options.  Been here for 50 years.  Transit services rarely go where I want them to go.  I'm not going to 
walk more that 6 blocks in dress clothes. 

  Good question, they're both critical 
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  Need to define what you mean by "flexible transit services".  A true system will incorporate both "fixed routes" AND 
flexible services. Basic backbone should be TRUE BRT, as opposed to the so-called rapid bus service being built now (not 
so rapid!).  

  Flexible transit services are what Uber and Lyft are for. Leave that to the private sector. 

  More "major" destinations. 

  Both services benefit the moving public.  Fixed routes are necessary, but flexible options are quick and convenient. 

  More train stops in urban area where parking is already bad like Normal Heights, North Park, City Heights, Etc. Connect 
these to work hub and school hub 

  Another one that completely depends on the situation.  Could be either one. 

  Privatize transit - Uber, Lyft, etc. 

  These two are not necessarily a trade-off.  Think of the major routes as main arteries, and the flexible services as surface 
streets.  If the main routes go to neighborhood transit centers, the flex vehicles can take it for the 'last mile'. 

  Fixed routes with park and ride options 

  Fees need to accommodate the necessity of ride-share vehicles like Lyft or Uber, or Bird if SANDAG only takes 
commuters from hub to hub. 

  Now we need a Train or Trolley from UCSD to Sorrento Valley!! Why go back to Downtown, San Diego? 

  I do not support the bullet train. I think it’s a ridiculous absurd idea and probably just a way for you to spend money 
that we can’t track 

  This is unrelated to this page, but this is the most convoluted survey I've ever taken. Sure, I got through it. I'm very tech 
savvy and patient. But this... Why!? I can't even imagine trying to do this on mobile.  

  We have enough public transit options. Quit throwing our tax dollars at a non-viable solution. 

  Probably a hybrid. High-volume transit to fixed destinations, then flexible low-volume transit that branches out to 
specific neighborhoods.  

  Lite rail to the airport 

  This is another where it's going to take a mix. Hard to direct one way or the other. 

  Both!!! 

  There needs to be more options for airport transportation from north county on I-5. I-8, 52, and I-15. 

  I don’t like buses. Maybe I would use the trolley transit.  

  I think both types should be available.  Fixed routes for the obvious high traffic corridors and flexible service elsewhere 
to adapt to increases/decreases in growth patterns. 
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  I think both types should be available.  Fixed routes for the obvious high traffic corridors and flexible service elsewhere 
to adapt to increases/decreases in growth patterns and changes in demand. 

  We should research how transit has successfully been implemented in similar cities and regions, and use the type of 
transit that will best meet our goals of reducing GHG emissions, reducing air pollution, and providing convenient, 
affordable, safe transit.  

  Who decides what a major destination is?  Can our institutions of higher ed. be a major destination?  

  Why not both rather than one or the other? 

  I favor both--would give them each  the highest recommendation if that option were allowed 

  A combination of both is the obvious choice. Higher volume hubs need the fixed reliability, for the diffused areas, 
flexible reliability makes good sense. 

  We need both.  
Not discussed in these options is appropriate scale. 

  No to uber and lyft. No to electric scooters. 

  Why doesn't the Coaster go to Petco Park, Convention Center and Airport 

  fixed and flexible complement each other. 

  I don't have any examples of public flexible transit service except for citizens with special needs... existing examples 
rather than a picture would have been nice. 

  Obviously we need both to have an effective system. I don't think we can have just one or the other. 

  Both are important. We should use an all of the above strategy 

  I think flexible services are needed to get people to the first/last mile, in addition to the fixed routes.  

  I had to drive when I worked in SD because otherwise when I got off Amtrak I would have had no way to get to my 
office except expensive taxi 

  Other last mile solutions are better. better fixed routes will help 

  Another false dichotomy, we need a complete transit system, using a mix of fixed and flexible services. Fixed routes (rail) 
is by far the most cost-effective way to move people, and flexible "last mile" solutions make rail attractive to more 
people. 

  Again a false tradeoff.  

  SD area is so large, that flexible seems appealing, but serve density first and then branch out to new ways of working in 
transit. 

  Please, please provide new transit services 

  both for sure!  WE need some sort of connecting service between the two to reach origination and destination points 
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  We should look at similar regions/cities that have had success with both transit options and use the type of transit that 
will help us meet our goals to reduce emissions and expand safe, reliable, affordable transit. 

  Makes economic sense to have a flexible systems that adjusts to need. 

  I think fixed routes are much more cost-effective. 

  No more trolleys. Takes too long, costs too much, and you're stuck with it. Buses or other vehicles that are flexible can 
be reorganized to meet demand. Get me where I need to go.  

   Public transit relies on predictability. Specific bus and trolley route and docked bike stations are critical. Users must be 
able to plan the route and know their arrival time 

  Research ‘ecobici’, Mexico City’s truly integrated high-tech, docked bike system. Please! 

  Both are necessary 

  Both are important together with greater frequency and lower cost to the rider. 

  We should research how transit has successfully been implemented in similar cities and regions, and use the type of 
transit that will best meet our goals of reducing GHG emissions, reducing air pollution, and providing convenient, 
affordable, safe transit.  

  Need both 

  Who made up these trade-offs? 

  BOTH. Let's learn from what other cities with similar issues have done.  

  Are you kidding?   
Please move to the future even some of your website show you know there are other options.   
PLEASE LOOK AT PASSENGER DRONES.  you can run them over the ocean or over utility right of way (ROW) initially! 

  Both are needed including a rail transit to the airport! 

  Fixed routes are great for service along high-volume routes that are unlikely to change, but we need bus and other 
flexible services in many other places to accommodate changing conditions and smaller ridership. 

  This question is too general.  By the way, you need to run the trolley to the airport. 

  More info please 

  More help to carpool.  Electric scooters for the final mile. 

  Again for public transit to work you need both but SANDAG, City and County have failed to lead and have a bold vision 
to bring SD into the 21st century. 

  Your survey style does not allow for innovation.  Such survey styles are always backwards looking because they do not 
survey for what innovations are possible. This is a classic survey flaw. 
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  Do you see a photo of the backcountry of San Diego County in these sample photos. Of course not, because it isn't 
possible. 

  Linear fixed-route transit in dedicated right of way integrated with "microtransit" which could be provided by private 
companies, purchased with a single app (mobility as a service). 

  How about neither? Has anyone ever done a cost/benefit ratio over our inefficient trolley? 

  Transit service and types aren't either/or.  Let's invest in improving both aspects of service and types.  Cars/fossil fuel 
answers don't work, lets get people working on healthier solutions. 

  You need both. 

  I think both are necessary as part of a sophisticated transit "ecosystem".  

  Flexible routes are nice, but fixed routes guarantee a route. It’s more appealing to know and see where you’re going 
versus not knowing if your ride will get detoured. That’s why streetcars, cable cars, etc. are more attractive to ride than 
buses. 

  These services are both necessary. 

  San Diego needs to start using automated electric shuttles on short routes. Balboa Park could be a showcase for the 
technology.  

  I'd like to see a better system from Temecula to Escondido in the short term, and a rail system in the long term, with 
routes on the 56 as well. 

  Need more & frequent fixed route AND need flexible support transit to get you to final destination.  

  My comments on the last transit question reflects my answer to this one also. 

  Again we need more of both. But in Encinitas we have no flex transit so I rate that slightly higher.  

  This is what we need  

  We need both 

  de-invest in mass transit and invest in more roadways 

  We need both 
but we for sure need a high speed train to major areas that is economical and runs all hours so we use it for work and 
personal  

  Again: both. The idea that this is a zero-sum trade-off is dangerously short-sighted.  

  I would like more fixed routes to major destinations, but also want flexible transit services from the major destinations. 

  Should have higher frequent and more reliable fixed route transit. Safe pedestrian and bicycling access around 
neighborhoods for last mile commuting can help.  
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  We need more connections between major origins and destinations which will require both flexible and fixed 
improvements 

  When parking is available to serve people will use. But if you can't get where you want to go it is useless. 

  When parking is available to serve people will use. But if you can't get where you want to go it is useless. Talk about a 
totally slanted survey. How do you expect to get truthful answers. This whole poll is one directional. Even these answers 
will be misconstrued 
 A true disservice to the citizens and residents of san Diego county. 

  Both of these should exist in tandem. I feel very strongly that both fixed routes and flexible transit services should exist 
(and be improved) simultaneously to be most successful.  

  I think that this is highly dependent on context. But I do believe that both transit types have a role in our future.  

  Trolleys and trains are fun to ride.  It's an adventure.  The bus is not fun and has a stigma of being gross.  

  I want flexible transit service. 

  We need both. More flexible transit services will allow people to travel to minor destinations. We also need more fixed 
routes to get us to major destinations faster.  

  Flexibility can be introduced via on-demand private arrangements (Uber, etc.) 

  More frequent service on fixed routes for more hours. Expand flexible services where density is too low for fixed. 

  I get How to answer the questions now, but it is not very well designed, as down arrows generally indicate a negative 
opinion. 

  Again, both options would be wonderful. 

  This also can be both.. whatever the market will support.  Driverless cars will change the dynamic.    

  You need both of these, except that the "flex transit service" should emphasize taking people the last mile to/from 
mass transit stops. 

  Again both are 100% necessary. Housing affordability also comes into play here.  

  Neutral as both are needed 

  If there is enough infrastructure for bicycle riders, etc., getting between main hubs using public transportation should 
meet most peoples' needs 

  Riders prefer and will choose a train-like ride over other options.  Consider servicing the consumer. 

  Effective, efficient public transportation follows fixed routes. Disabled people and elderly people should have flexible 
transportation options, but the rest of us can get a Lyft if we need it - and if the city subsidized a competitor to Lyft, 
that would really be crazy 

  To beaches 
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  More fixed Public Transit routes and Public transit electric trollies like in San Francisco that can take you to main points 
of interests. Less electric cars on the roads. People can actually stay healthy by biking/walking as well. Trollies for uphill 
areas. 

  Both, to get us OUT of our cars and make public transit MORE convent than our cars. 

  Really need both. Coaster is too infrequent outside of rush hour but there are not enough low cost flexible connections 
or last mile access. 

  In a city like San Diego, both are required. We need major transit to major neighborhoods, and then allow flexible 
transit to fill the gap in between. 

  Access to the San Diego Airport via a trolley line up Harbor Dive from the downtown train station. More than the SAN 
proposed onsite airport people mover, a direct link to both new terminals from the Santa Fe Station is needed to reduce 
traffic through local neighborhoods, reduce congestion on freeways to the airport, reduce pollution, reduce tax burden 
on local residents for building and maintain infrastructure that benefits airport users. 
 
Coordinate with MTS, Amtrak, Coaster, and especially Metro on schedules and fares so combined modes can more 
efficiently and effectively be used. This would include consistent bike access to different modes of transit, (get rid of 
Amtrak bike reservation say), and prepare to allow more bikes on trolley and buses. Multi-mode transit/bike will become 
more and more utilitarian for first/last mile commute and travel. 

  Use a hub and spoke system.  Major transportation to a designated hub, then flexible light transportation for the last 
mile. 

  Free Ride is exceptional 

  Rail.  Get those buses off the highways. 

  Remove roads increase developable land increase transit  
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San Diego Forward: The 2019-2050 Regional Plan  
Network Concept Open House and Community Conversation Comment Cards 

No. Network Concept A 
Shared Mobility 

1 Se me hace fabuloso ya que el flujo de transporte va hacer veas viable, y sería menos 
flujo de transporte. 

I think it's great because the flow of transportation will be more viable, and there will 
be less travel flow. 

2 As the county and cities build new communities they must focus on grid like 
road/street systems if they really want a focus on "public bus" systems like, moveable 
developers install on a grid (as Chula Vista, National City [[?]] early San Diego once 
did). How will electric scooters fit in this mobility concept.  

3 FRED is a great idea. We should have more of it 
4 Stop imagining that people will stop driving cars and start riding bikes. It's a crazy 

notion that has not one stitch of [[?]] to support it.  
5 Shared mobility: use eminent domain to create bicycle-only R.O.W's through private 

commercial and Apt. parking lots.  
6 Doesn't do enough for climate. 
7 In 1988 when I served as President of Citizens Coordinate for Century 3, AKA C3, I 

signed the ballot argument in favor of proposition C, which designated CPO (later 
renamed SANDAG) as the regions growth management agency. Over the years I've 
been disappointed in the organization it's become. 

8 My main concerns are an urgent need to address climate change now, (since we are 
already experiencing the severe consequences of continuing to use fossil fuels all over 
the planet. Our country has faced severe hurricanes, floods, sea level rise, drought 
and huge wild fires and environmental and social and economic justice. All these 
issues are connected. We cannot mitigate the worst effects of climate change unless 
we work for decent jobs with livable salaries, housing that workers can afford 
(including for those who work downtown). We need to fight racism and all forms of 
discrimination. We need to illuminate the overconsumption that corporate 
brainwashing has foisted on our people. The kind of "growth" we need is a cultural 
shift which will put concern for people and communities above the economic growth 
that is usually meant when the term "growth" is used. What will not help:  
1. expansion of freeways
2. downtown gentrification, which already exists in San Diego - the need is for low-
rent housing for those who work in hotels, offices, restaurants, etc. downtown.
3. NIMBY attitudes which refuse to help solve the problem of people without
housing..
4. Anti-immigrant actions by the feds
5. Profiling by local public and violence against black and brown folks
Please forgive poor writing - it was hard to concentrate while the program was going
on
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9 I understand the purpose of planning is to help shape the future. However, drivers 
outweight transit users- that needs to be kept in mind. Also, MTS' perspective of 
dumping "poor people" onto trolley system is flawed- we need high end housing 
near transit stations, not low income housing. In LG (?), Celcius tenants (market rate) 
use trolley more than [[?]] (L/M). 

10 I like the more frequent buses, however right now it would take 2 1/2 hours to get 
from Oceanside to SDSU. How much improvement in this time can I expect in the 
future through this plan.  

11 Need more options here. Increase frequency and more routes. 
12 Rural Neighborhoods-  67 and 78  - Slow for Ramona - Thanks - The Maxson Family  
13 This is old school 19th century you don't have enough money to have an impact. 

Move to 21st century.  
14 No 
15 Develop rapid transit along the I-15 connector! (stadium to North County) - Access 

from suburban communities - i.e. those along Pomorado Rd. to get people to 
transportation Hubs 

  Network Concept B 
Connected Corridors 

16 Sería más rápido el destino y le ahorraría tiempo.  
 
It would be faster to the destination and save you time. 

17 There is, and has been a need for a third major freeway midway between the 5 and 
the 15 from the Fallbrook Bevelry to Miramar Road. 

18 Not enough. Won't change much. 

19 Turn highways into bike lane and fast speed bus lanes. Reduce car lanes - cars -  only 
electric cars.  

20 We should stop strangling motor vehicle traffic, including public transit and vehicles, 
by stealing traffic lanes and converting them to bike lanes. Stealing lanes congests the 
streets with no balancing benefit.  

21 Time crossing transit lines so the N-5 vehicles cross the E-W lanes halfway between 
the N-S vehicles and vice versa.  

22 "Backbones" are a core. A community is a body that must also have and use both 
hands, and learn to stand on two feet. We need a connectivity out in the 
neighborhoods, to benefit from strong backbones. 

23 Doesn't do enough for climate.  
24 We already have the backbone - let's augment, use technology to enhance.  
25 Weakest of the concepts. Builds upon status quo, we need real change. 
26 Less $ for highways. Focus on transit.  
27 You need to plan for celestial mobility below 1250 feet.  
28 No 
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  Network Concept C  
Policy Possibilities 

29 OPL 
30 Nos haría más flexibles para ahorrar tiempo en compartir la ruta. 

 
It would make us more flexible to save time on sharing the route. 

31 Noted that rail service in the county is often intermittent and not available north and 
south on many weekends, pan[[?]] out the value of our roadway system which 
overtime could use expansion and more interconnection. Our U.S. constitution calls 
for roads, horses, carriages, wagons were left out (i.e. therefore their modern 
equivalents buses, trolleys, cars)  

32 Less focus on A.V.s and new smart technologies. They're super expensive most of the 
time and too far away to be super concerned with. I'm for experimenting. We should 
experiment with congestion charges, new bus routes, increased parking prices, etc.  

33 Speed limited pedestrian zones that limit vehicle speeds via automobile computer 
control system.  
-Subsidize bike commuters 
-CAIR vehicle rebates for Ebikes (car) 
-Better local bicycle infrastructure 

34 Please plan and implement microtransit in the Carmel Valley, Del Mar Heights and 
Terrace, Torrey Hills and Pacific Highlands Ranch communities 

35 This is the right vision. Use technology apply it to public not carpool! Make public 
transit lanes faster than car -  private lanes. Stop free car parking everywhere. 
Reintroduce bikes/dock stations as part of public transit.  

36 To design intelligent transit, determine where new housing and jobs will be built. 
Then estimate how many new transit riders will be there. With those data, figure out 
where and how to make transit.  

37 This has the most room for creative use of existing technologies (suggest basic review 
of literature on proven solutions in other cities which are way ahead of "America's 
Finest City"). Also, this has hope for emerging technologies and creative thinking, 
small scale trial ideas.  

38 Best concept. But still includes too many freeway expansions in EJ communities. 
Advance transit in EJ communities and restore purple.  

39 Active partnership with a ride share company (lyft) to support ridesharing 
subscriptions. They announced it will go nationwide today. 10/18/18 Lyft/Uber free 
on toll roads. 

40 Ditch buses and give Uber vouchers. Invest in shifting job centers to population 
centers. Use market - price point  

41 Upgrade to smart signals!! Please! Too many false red lights with "ghost cars" 
mileage based user fee. How can we make these plans fair? 

42 Has some good ideas.  
43 You need to plan for shared bike and scooter lanes 
44 Better of 3 
45 Have fare-free zone circulating around downtown 
46 Other 
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47 Do your plans reflect/expect driverless cars shared vehicles - like Uber minus the 
driver?  

48 Me parece fabulosos todos los proyectos para este plan de transporte en el futuro 
para nuestros hijos. 
 
I think  all the projects for this transportation plan are great for the future for our 
children.  

49  
An aside - County policy concerned about climate change should prohibit further 
construction in communities at sea level. And should [[?]] their [[?]] to open natural 
space- that is if they are really concerned.  
 
Bus fares should reflect the true cost of providing the service - which I believe is near 
five dollars a [[?]] $2.25.  
 
The first step in "active" transportation is the requirement for sidewalks five foot 
wide wherever dwelling density is above four dwelling units per acre, children should 
not be walking to school in the middle of the street, wheelchair users shouldn't be in 
the street either. The basic building block city circulation is it's sidewalks one 
shouldn't walk down the middle of the street to get to a bus stop. 
 
An aside - All gas/fuel pumps should have the tax per gallon posted on each pump 
(federal, state, county, city) to remind us what we are paying. Then too - these tax 
monies should only be used for Roadways, bridges tunnels for not nebulous 
"transportation projects" (which apparently includes bus fares and rail). 

50 SANDAG should include more motorcycle/scooter parking to encourage this mode of 
transportation as an alternative to driving an automobile. Also need safer bike lanes 
to encourage bicycling as another alternative. I would ride my bike more if I feel safer 
on the streets. Bike projects are taking too long to plan and implement. We need 
them now - not later.  

51 C seems best but I'd like the focus to be on cheap/trial actions. E.g. protected bike 
lanes, bus only lanes downtown, new trial rapid buses, guaranteed ride home 
additions to bus passes, etc.  

52 Weight based fees (DMV Reg?) for revenue. Heavy inefficient cars pay more than light 
fuel efficient cars.  

53 Include "open trolley carts" to accommodate bike/transit riders so that people can 
combine multiple modes of transportation and replace their car trips for groceries, 
shopping, etc... Urge MTS to accommodate more bicycle access. Expand caged bike 
parking outside of SANDAG jurisdiction in commercial areas, recreational/open space 
area (ex: Balboa Park) and in popular tourist/Friday night date night areas such as 
Little Italy/Gaslamp. Work with San Diego County Bicycle Coalition to advocate for 
more caged bike parking everywhere in San Diego County. Do not let caged bike 
parking be free; charge .15 cents to .50 cents per hour!  Thank You 

54 Scheduling 90 minutes for public comment and only using 5-10 minutes for actual 
comment is disingenuous  
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55 Measurement: public transit = drive. Aim for parity. Cars are not fully priced - private 
car should be charged to pay for public use. 

56 Identify residential areas more than two blocks from a transit line. Survey those areas 
with four questions: 1. where would you like a transit trip to start; 2. where should it 
take you; 3. which days of the week should it be available; 4. what time of day. 
Analyze and design the 2050 transit plan.  

57 Asking for one top priority does not seem to work, because most of audience (10-17-
18 Jacobs Center), rebelled: They get it, that it is complicated, has to have multiple 
parts. Suggest: Ask top three priorities, and can ask "which ones is most important to 
you?" or rank your top three as #1, #2, #3.  

58 This whole presentation was badly done - Audience complaints were fully justified. 
You'll get bad data and unsatisfied participants 

59 Any progressive making decisions about purple transit must be required to use public 
transit 4x week- all times of day and weekend - they lose their jobs if they do not 
comply - you can't understand transit if you don't use it.  

60 Reinstating Transit in Northern Coastal Communities- City of San Diego. Interconnect 
Fairbanks Ranch, Rancho Santa Fe, Carmel Valley, Torrey Highlands, Del Mar, Del Mar 
Heights, Torrey Hills, and Rancho Penasquitos. The total population in these villages is 
136,254 and growing... The population is diverse in ethnicity, age, marital status, and 
occupation.  Where do they work? Del Mar High Bluff Business Center, Sorrento 
Valley, UCSD, UTC, Torrey Pines, Rancho Bernardo, and Downtown San Diego. 
Amongst these cities are where the population shop and eat; as well as play 
extracurricular activities. How do they get there? Only by car! The result is stress, 
smog, traffic, accidents, health issues, and isolation. Transit today, there is nothing on 
the 56 or between the 56 to the 78. Proposed similar routes to 103 Rapid and 440 
Rapid. Proposed route (North to South) to start at El Camino at Via Della Valle, South 
on El Camino Through Carmel Valley, Continue South on El Camino past Route 56 
towards Torrey Hills, west on to Carmel Mountain Road  to Sorrento Valley Rd, South 
on Sorrento Valley Rd to Sorrento Valley Transit Station, and possible connection up 
to Genessee to reach Blue Trolley Line station via I-5. We have waited long enough... 
we want to get started now! What are your next steps? 

61 We want the purple line trolley, not the bus. We were promised this in the mid-
nineties. It's time to put the trolley in.  
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62 All three concepts are limited, and skewed to extending and expanding local 
freeways. The Key beneficiaries of this approach are sprawl developers, who were 
subsidized with new access when SR 125 was built. Otay Mesa developers should 
have been skewed to cough up funding for SR125, but thanks to CALTRANS and 
SANDAG, they got a free ride.  
 
SANDAG should focus on the elements in each concept that support the 
development of a regionwide Rapid Bus transit network, with dedicated lanes for the 
buses, outside local roads and freeways, without sharing the road with cars and 
trucks, which would kill any [[?]] of a Rapid Bus System, as we've seen with SANDAG 
's failed El Cajon BRT effort. RBT buses should be focused with compressed natural 
gas, with a goal of moving to electric buses as they become available. 
 
The RBT network should be designed so that as future funding becomes available, 
they could be converted to support an expanded light right transit system, one 
without overhead electric wires.  

63 1. Express Trolleys to Downtown  
2. Grade separate SR 67 and Mapleview  
3. Add SR 125 North to SR 56  

64 Caltrans/SANDAG needs to say no bio-gas in Lakeside. I live on Hwy 67 - Widening 
the Hwy will destroy my quality of life. The main corridors need to be better so these 
non East County residents don't cut through.  

65 Concerned with SANDAG's plans for Hwy 67, sand mining impact, proposed traffic 
on Moreno from Food Waste Plant 

66 Rural Neighborhoods - 67 & 78 Slow for Ramona- Thanks - The Maxson Family  
Hwy 67 is the main way in and out of Ramona, and it is broken! The highway is 
unsafe. There are too many cars crammed into too few lanes with insufficient 
shoulders and narrow road width. One short curve around Mt. Woodson alone is the 
source of over 60 collisions and 12 fatalities. The flow of traffic is impaired. Long lines 
of commuter traffic coming and going into Ramona. With more housing projects 
already approved, this problem will only get worse. San Diego needs better access to 
San Diego County's premier wine region, historic Julian, the backcountry, and desert 
beyond. Evacuation is impossible. Two major disasters have created paralyzing 
bottlenecks for fleeing citizens. Hwy 67 caused the community evacuation plan to 
fail. In times of emergency citizens need to be able to get out, and emergency 
vehicles need to be able to get in. There is a plan to fix it! Starting in 1988, Caltrans 
has had a plan to widen 67 to four lanes. This plan has been delayed time and time 
again, most recently moving this project to 2050. We cannot wait any longer. The 
need has never been greter,and the time is now.  Make Hwy 67 an Immediate Priority 
on the San Diego Forward Regional Plan! Join the many local officials and 
organizations who see the need, and are committed to solving this serious 
transportation problem without delay: Congressman Duncan Hunter, Senator Joel 
Anderson, Assemblyman Brian Jones, Assemblyman Randy Voepel, County Supervisor 
Diane Jacob, Poway Mayor Steve Vaus, Ramona Community Planning Group... and 
more!  

67 Good job lads. Glad to see all three plans. Keep bicycles and open space! 
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68 Wouldn't trust the spontaneous menti.com comments as we didn't get clear 
instructions for some questions. Strange to have three networks when final plan 
won't be just one network. What's the point of presenting ideas this way?  

69 I want better local public transportation in Encinitas.  
70 Improve SR 67 in Ramona and into Poway. We are unable to be a normal 

neighborhood - walking, riding bikes, having guests as the highway is too dangerous 
to navigate. Thank you. 

71 Please update and remodel the Escondido transit center!  
72 Vocabulary is completely inaccessible - most people don't understand these concepts. 

Provide list of definitions. The ranking list clearly indicates your proclivity against 
public transit. The fact that I couldn't find 3 options is shameful.  

73 Don't like the idea that MTS is raising the age for seniors 
74 Green line trolley stops in River Walk - critical for planned addition of 4300 new 

residential units sooner than 2035 - bump up to 2025! Retrofitting older community 
associations for EV charging 

75 Have you thinking/consider in Early Education Outreach? Sad to say that I'm in my 
30s and I do not know/never have take a public bus before, and so are my sister, my 
parents and all the friends I hangout with. Not sure because I am Asian who only 
taught to use a personal car or because other factors. You can suggest I look up 
online which I did but sadly fear got in the way. I was thinking how many people who 
are like me out there who not willing to admit I do not know, therefore never take 
public transportation. If we could train children since little help them feel comfortable 
to use public transportation maybe there will be less people like me. Study does show 
that customers who used your services 2 times are 9 times likely to re-use your 
services again.  

76 Main suggestions: Make all rapid bus lanes into trolley lines; Add trolley service to 
Oceanside and Escondido; Rail is easier to use and cleaner form of transportation 
than buses; Remember, the California High-Speed Railway is coming to San Diego in 
the 2030s. We need many trolley routes to make it easier for locals and tourists to 
use the high-speed rail system; Bring the trolley to the San Diego International 
Airport; Bring the trolley from Downtown back to Hillcrest, North Park, etc. as it used 
to be; Bring the trolley to all major malls, major tourist attractions, colleges, and 
universities, the beaches, business areas and residential areas. Once this is done, you'll 
have trolley services throughout San Diego County; Add protected bike lanes to all 
Rapid Bus Lines; Add protected bike lanes on all freeways; Either we are going to be 
serious about making mass transit a priority for the future of San Diego or not. If we 
are being honest with ourselves, we need to add rail services throughout San Diego 
County; Trolley service is permanent and serious business; The trolley does not jerk 
and move as much as the buses; Buses are prone to accidents and difficult to 
understand. 
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76 
cont. 

Rail vs Bus Test 
Ride the trolley from downtown to East County, now take a bus. Which is the faster 
ride? Take a bus from Hillcrest to Escondido. How long will it take? Most likely 4 
hours or more. Now take a trolley. You cant there isn't one but if there was a trolley, 
it would be a fast trip. 
 
Rail has Always been a better form of transportation than buses 
Trolley service means the city is dedicated to excellent mass transit because rail lines 
have to be planned and are permanent. So planning for rail is serious business. Is San 
Diego serious about excellent mass transit for San Diegan's and tourists? Trolley 
service has an extremely smooth ride. The trolley does not jerk forward when 
stopping and it does not jerk back when starting to go forward, and during the ride 
for the passengers. Trolley service is alot safer than the bus since the trolley lines are 
usually in traffic lanes. And when the trolley tracks are in traffic lanes, most car and 
truck drivers are extremely careful around trolleys because drivers know, that in case 
of an accident, the trolley will always win. It is also very easy for the riders to 
understand trolley routes. 
 
Bus service is the worst form of Mass Transit 
The bus jerks forward when stopping, the bus jerks backwards when starting out, the 
bus jerks from side to side when travelnig down the road. Due being thrown about 
when sitting or standing on a bus, this make bus transit the most uncomfortable form 
of moderm transit service to known to humankind. Buses are difficult to stand in 
since they are always jerking back and forth and left and right. Buses are more prone 
to accidents since they are in traffic with the rest of the cars and trucks on the road. 
Bus routes are difficult to understand.  
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Transit & Tacos: Bringing Transportation Planning to the 
Streets of City Heights  
 
Summary 
 On October 25, 2018, the City Heights Community Development Corporation (City 
Heights CDC) Transportation & Planning Program held the first Transit & Tacos event at 
Fair@44 in City Heights from 2:30 to 6:30 PM. The goal of this event was to make regional 
transportation planning efforts accessible to all residents of City Heights and Mid-City; and 
to conduct community engagement for the San Diego Forward Regional Plan update 
process. This “Transit & Tacos” is the first in a series of ongoing events as part of a project 
aimed at popularizing the planning process and bringing various key transportation 
planning decisions to the attention of all City Heights residents.  
  

Methodology 
 The location of this Transit & Tacos event proved to be crucial to its success. All 
stations and materials related to the event were located in the southwest corner of the 
Fair@44 space (4350 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego, CA 92105). This area is directly adjacent to 
El Cajon Blvd., a major commercial corridor at the heart of City Heights, and a major public 
transit corridor with five popular transit stops within short walking distance from 
Fair@44. This portion of El Cajon Blvd. is also a major pedestrian corridor. The Fairmount 
and El Cajon Blvd. intersection is popular with motorists as well; with 50,000 average daily 
vehicular traffic (ADT). City Heights CDC selected this location due to its visibility to 
pedestrians, transit riders, and motorists on one of City Heights’ busiest streets. The multi-
modal nature of El Cajon Blvd. provided an appropriate balance of potential event 
participants.  

This Transit & Tacos was composed of two main input-gathering stations, one 
informational station, one informational display, and an incentive distribution station. City 
Heights CDC staff and volunteers directed participants from the entrance at the southwest 
corner of Fair@44 to the first input-gathering station, composed of SANDAG’s Network 
Concepts survey (available through 10/31/2018). SANDAG provided print copies of the 
survey in English and Spanish, as well as cards with information on how to take the survey 
online. SANDAG and City Heights CDC staff were available to answer questions as 
participants completed the survey.  

After completing the survey, participants were directed to the second input-
gathering station, where City Heights CDC staff and volunteers asked participants to 
provide input through the Mid-City Project List Dot Survey. The Dot Survey (attached) 
listed all 2035-phased projects geographically related to City Heights and the Mid-City area 
in the current SANDAG draft Network Concepts project list (As of 10/25/2018). This 
survey was created by City Heights CDC using the SANDAG Draft Network Concepts Project 
List as source material. Participants were given five stickers, and were asked to allocate 
these based on their transportation priorities. Participants could place one sticker on each 
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of the top five most important projects to them, or allocate several stickers to one or 
several projects. The Dot Survey listed the project title, a short description, and an 
illustrative image related to the project.  

MTS and SANDAG staff were invited to attend and provide information on regional 
transportation planning and specific multi-modal projects throughout the event. SANDAG 
provided numerous displays with information on the San Diego Forward Regional Plan 
update process and draft Network Concepts. MTS staff provided information on transit 
service operations, upcoming regional transit fare changes, and their own survey on 
proposed fare changes.  

City Heights CDC contracted a Spanish interpreter to facilitate activities for Spanish-
speaking participants. 

Participants were given two taco vouchers after completing both the SANDAG 
survey and Dot Survey. City Heights CDC contracted a local vendor to provide tacos as 
compensation immediately after participants provided their input .  

 
Input 

City Heights CDC staff recorded 650 total responses to the Dot/Sticker Survey and 
135 completed SANDAG surveys in both English and Spanish. City Heights CDC requests 
that these results be considered in the development of the Network Concepts for the San 
Diego Forward Regional Plan update. The Dot/Sticker Survey response distribution is as 
follows: 

 
Table 1.1. Dot Survey Results 

Project Title Description Responses/Votes 
Purple Line Trolley Trolley from Chula Vista to 

Kearny Mesa, via Mid-City 
98 

Rapid 625 SDSU to Palomar Station via 
East San Diego, Southeast 
San Diego, National City 

27 

Rapid 10 on University Ave. La Mesa to Ocean Beach via 
Mid-City, Hillcrest, Old 
Town 

59 

I-805 High Occupancy 
Vehicle Lanes (SR 94 to SR 
15) 

Expand freeway with 2 high 
occupancy vehicle lanes, 
plus connecting lanes, 
between SR 94 and SR 15 

26 

I-805 Occupancy Vehicle 
Lanes (SR 15 to SR 163) 

Expand freeway with 2 high 
occupancy vehicle lanes, 
plus connecting lanes, 
between SR 15 and SR 163 

37 

High Occupancy Vehicle 
Connecting Lanes between 

N/A 33 
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I-805 and SR 15 
Bikeways Connecting Southeast, Mid-

City, and Mission Valley via 
Fairmount Ave.  

97 

Tolls for all High Occupancy 
Vehicle Lanes 

N/A 9 

Rapid 215 Infrastructure 
Enhancements 

N/A 22 

Peak Period Buses 653: Mid-City to Oceanside 
Transit Center via transit 
guideway from I-15 to 
Qualcomm (peak hours 
only) 
690: Mid-City to Sorrento 
Mesa via I-805 Corridor 
(peak hours only) 

33 

Reduced Transit Fares N/A 130 
Increase select local bus 
frequencies to 10 minutes 

N/A 79 

 Total 650 
 
 
Since each participant was given five stickers, it can be assumed that 130 people 
participated in the Dot Survey.  

 
Insights 
 
 City Heights CDC observed two main insights from the first Transit & Tacos event 
and considers it an overall success.  
 First, City Heights CDC recognizes the value of the incentive model used at this 
event. Providing two free tacos to participants proved to attract many people to the event 
and produced record-breaking input. Staff received constant positive feedback from 
participants regarding the incentive model. We conclude that participants are more likely 
to provide higher levels of input and attention (such as the SANDAG Network Concepts 
survey and the City Heights CDC Dot Survey) when there is an attractive incentive involved.  
 Second, City Heights CDC concluded that the top three most important projects to 
this sample of Mid-City and City Heights residents are Reduced Transit Fares, the Purple 
Line Trolley, and Bikeways connecting Southeast, Mid-City, and Mission Valley through 
Fairmount Ave (respectively). 

 
Application to Research 
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 The success of the first Transit & Tacos event has proved its viability as an engaging 
and effective input-gathering and informational campaign. City Heights CDC plans to apply 
a similar methodology and incentive model to future events aimed at popularizing the 
planning process in City Heights and Mid-City.  

 
Images 
 

 
Sticker Survey (Board 1) 
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Sticker Survey (Board 2)  
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City Heights residents participating in sticker survey after completing SANDAG survey.
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SANDAG staff assisting City Heights CDC staff in administering SANDAG survey. 
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Comments Collected via Mentimeter at Six Community Conversations, October 15-27, 2018 

In two or three words, what appeals 
to you most about Concept A? 

In two or three words, what appeals 
to you most about Concept B? 

In two or three words, what appeals 
to you most about Concept C? 

October 15: South County Community Conversation 
More transit Managed lanes New Technology 

Increased transportation options Better for environment Pay as used 

More transit connections Indifferent. Less traffic for those on bus Positive for continued cost improvement 

Why is it either or To abstract 

More efficient transportation GHG reduction Climate change 

More Transit Emerging tech 

Mass transit rapid Highway focused Best performing concept. 

More efficient traveling Cost effective Nimble, creative approach 

Less push to mass transit Less push to mass transport 
Less appealing than concept A. Do like use of 
technology. 

Buses instead of costly trolleys More flexibility Best outcome 

Must move faster Implement faster 

Access to bus More accessible More direct user cost burden 

Slight improvement Managed lanes Creative 

Lots of connections for transit Good freeway connections 

Reduces effects of climate change Fights climate change Encourages behavioral change 

Connectivity Service needs to run later 

Connection 

Less expensive faster implementation 
New technologies may increase efficiency of 
existing infu 

Realmente tiene que cubrir trasporte colectivo 
y personas desabilitadad y de bajo recurso 
porque sabemos que es muy amplio  esta 
comunidad y debemos de ver el buen comun 

Quick and cheaper Paid by users 

Need congestion management 

Mass transit rapid Con Congestion relief 
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October 17: Central San Diego Community Conversation 

Uses funds wisely Nothing. 
Efficiency and constructive solution of 
discouraging driving.  
Must have a robust transit system tho 

GHG reduction 
Not appealing. Managed lanes for Rapid is 
good. 

Best group of ideas, changes the culture. 
Concerned re impact on low income residents. 

Transit to jobs Using smart tech More nimble, appeals to wider users 
Sounds good to me- May bring in more riders 
to MTS and trolley systems 

Quicker in corridor 
Good power parking spots incentivizes electric 
autos 

Rapid networks Bus lanes 

Better use of tech and budgeting more funds 
for bike riders and pedestrians 

Not appealing if u encourage single drivers to 
buy lanes.  Need better ideas 

Improved tech definitely needed. Invisible cars 
in turn lanes is waste of time and gas/electric 
vehicles. Cameras in interest tips 

No more freeway lanes 
Active planning management —of course. 
What has SANDAG been doing all these 
years?? 

Good for environment Makes overall system a little better Lower transit fares — charge more for driving 
Change policy to move businesses closer to 
communities 

The smoother increase of flow that more HOV 
lanes create � 

More transit is good. 👍👍 
Everyone drives because there are no other 
viable options. Invest in transit. 

choice. 

Modernizing public trans Incentivizing carpooling/zero emissions Supporting green tech 

Shared mobility is confusing 
Don’t want car pool 
Want predictable cheap public transit 
With tras 
Doc lanes for speed faster than personal cars 

Encouraging cars is horrible plan 
Need to charge cars driver for pollution and 
climate 

Use This future oriented approach for smart 
public transit 

Lower price for public 
Charge for cars 

Improved access to where we want to go, 
quicker. 

Better use of exist facilities 
Forced incentives. 
Won't get it passed. 

Transit investments Nothing 
Reduced transit fares. What about access and 
affordability of electric vehicles? 

Nothing No more freeways Clean air 

Improve the streets for driving and transit. Bus lanes To create better ways to commute. 
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Improve our existing transportation modalities. 
Climate control as a priority 

More focus on neighborhoods 
New ideas outside the box. Incentives, 
infrastructure 

More options Increases capacity More personal choice 

Nada No mas Freeways Tarifas reducidas 

Nada Carries para autubuces Tariffs reducido 
Quicker roll-out, lower capital cost than fixed 
rail 

Necessary evil to upgrade legacy investment Best ROI of the 3 concepts 

Not very appealing: pour more money into 
same highway corridors, have more transit in 
same place. Not enough focus on the larger 
network that MUST TIE INTO these high 
volume corridors. 

Seems so car oriented, how can it help. This 
can only be a part, not a network to really 
connect origin to destination. Every ‘body’ 
needs a backbone, but must have circulation 
and connections to use both hands and stand 
on two feet. 

Most open ended, most room to try 
integration of methods and technology. 

Invests in transit. But more needed. Reduces 
GHG but not enough to meet the State's 
goals. 

We have enough freeways. Stop polluting 
already polluted communities. 

This is the best of the 3. Let's make transit 
more affordable. But needs to include Purple 
Line and Route 550 advancement. 
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October 18: East County Community Conversation 

Nothing Better system of managed lines 
Use technology- use drones, not trucks, to 
deliver goods 

Transit connectivity Carpool lanes Lots of technology improvements 

Increased frequency Helps transit Smart signals 

Shop La Mesa     

Nothing, safety should be priority Nothing. Needs more safety Nothing, why is safety being sacrificed 

Nothing We are a car culture 
Cal trans designs roads that go from five lanes 
to three - problem 

Technology!! We put man on the moon!! 

Additional services and routes to Alpine, 
shared quick mobility 

Faster access should not cost more, improve 
and expand infrastructure and electric lanes 

No to all those policies, yes to EV charging 
conversion stations for all cars and love smart 
signals 

Little benefit More capacity, better safety spend $ on pavement NOT programs 

Trolley, trains, climate HOV lanes? Probably the most realistic long term 
Nothing Less traffic on surface streets Electric vehicle incentives 

Access to buses Improved air quality Embracing new technology 

Nothing.  Build more roads! MORE HIGHWAYS. YEAH! 
Technology yes!  Smart signals. Yes!  No 
additional fees. Yes on 6 

Nothing. Not sustainable Did not see benefit 
Concept D. Partner with private sector and 
incentivize ridesharing subscriptions. 

Less stress during commute More capacity Smart traffic sensors 

Nothing. Fast trak Trolley 
Nothing Maybe less traffic Smart signals 

Express trolleys Rapid on 52 to 15 to downtown   

Air quality Use of technology Moves future along 

Frequent. We need more hov lanes Smart signals 

Yes to less roadway congestion! Improve current roads! Horrible idea! Hireduce Road Congestion 

Nothing Reduced traffic congestion 
Tolls and paid parking penalize employees 
who have to travel to employment centers 

Climate change Encouraging people to carpool Smart signals.  Toll roads 

Frequent Buses Carpool lanes Not everyone is tech savvy 

Nothing Shared carpool lane Encourage employer altered schedules 
rapid bus major corridor improvement seems unrealistic 
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Rapid bus     
Rapid bus Encourages carpooling Innovative technology 

get to work in a reasonable amount of time Unappealing. Messy and confusing Make people think about options 

increased population, preserved environment technology support consumer level EV 

Nothing More capacity and uses current infrastructure 
Why are there not incentives to business to 
hire local residents versus more penalties 

Rapid Bus Reverse lanes Smart technology 

Doesn't work in  the rural Lakeside area The connectivity Smart signals 

Not forward thinking Existing infrastructure Replace buses with Uber vouchers 

Transit Connectivity More capacity, better use of existing highways Smart signals 

Not much Less congestion on surface streets safety on 67 Too many fees 

More technology  
Little More bike and walk access than we have 
today. 

Nothing changed from today really. 

Best of the three. 
Expensive 
Gives incentives to take public transportation 
as long as it goes where I need it to go 

  
Connected corridors with technology to 
influence mobility decisions 

Vmt charges dislike. 

I don't see it helping me in my future at all!   Smart single 

  Safety on 67!!!! More safety!! 

Not applicable to SR67 Helpful to electric cars 
Need smart lights at Mapleview corridor on 
SR67 

none Smarter managed lanes smarter lane controls & Technologies 
Better connections for last mile service. Better use of what we have already. Electric vehicle support 
Rapid buses and more frequency. Should get 
people out of cars 

Encourages carpooling Paying for driving 

Less expensive. Less cars Lower Transit fares 

More routes 
Possibility of electric car lane 
Shop La Mesa 

Golf carts only in La Mesa 

Better use of resources and services for all. Not much 
Can promote economic just systems to fund 
transportation. 

Walk - bike lanes  - beach trolley Bike transit access Shared mobility 
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October 23: North County Coastal Community Conversation 

Better mass transit Faster freeway times 
Going to have to change behaviors - tough in 
our region 

  Infrastructure solely for self driving cars   

Improve bus service 
Make existing lane into rapid bus. NO EXTRA 
LANES! 

The cost/concept is not equitable. 

Improving public transportation is key 

Not a good idea for the environment, carbon 
footprint, and greenhouses gas emission. Plus 
it penalizes the most financially insecure 
commuters 

Any policy to encourage the use of public 
transportation makes sense in these days and 
age BUT the public transit needs to be 
improved at the same time to meet the real 
needs of San deigns. How about penalizing 
car idling? 

Interesting concept Need the trolley to come 
to the North County coastal area; up I-5, use 
existing infrastructure areas 

Better transportation options. I like the car 
pool lanes. Focus on mass transit that people 
will use. 

I like the cost / incentive program. Raise the 
price of gas to increase the mass transit 
ridership.  Put mare transit hubs in 
employment centers. Connect mass transit to 
the main airport. 

Rapid buses Don’t want the managed lanes More transit possibilities    No tolls 

More connections Not much new here.   

More rapid buses and connections     

Emphasize the “rapid” in Rapid Buses 
Won’t traffic just eventually match the new 
freeway capacity? Doesn’t de-incentivize 
driving 

Love mobility hubs, makes transport more 
streamlined. But don’t penalize people who 
have to travel far to work 

More frequent busses. 
Managed lanes sounds like a good idea, but 
won't this take a long time to build? Weakest 
of the concepts. 

Upgrade to smart signals! Mileage user fee in 
replacement of a gas tax is a positive to me. 

Efficient& Environmental Carpool $$ goes to transit Limits highway expansion 

More north/south rail No more freeways, no Lexus lanes. Smart lights and roads for future 

No new transit proposed? Mass transit to the 
airport? 

Didn’t seem to add much to the status quo. 
Concerned about equity issues. Must reduce 
transit cost and expand transit options for that 
to work. 

Like shared mobility and its plan to expand. Manage existing lanes. Upgrade signal lights. 

Why not light rail? Too car-oriented... don't like LUV technologies and ADD transit 
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More bus routes Carpool lanes 
Incentivize shared transportation use, but 
don’t increase prices thru tolls, etc. 

Rapid Bus transportation to connect key areas   Upgrading smart signals 

Transit emphasis with early buildout.  
However, bus rapid transit utilizes freeways 
and sprawl.  Need more transit in low income 
areas. 

Does not promote a mode shift to transit.  
Facilitates those who can pay.  Not those who 
need. 

C has most flexibility but maybe slowest to 
implement 

Efficient movement of people and goods No new lanes but manage existing ones Stop subsidizing driving 

Improved commute time 
Faster, better service for people who opt to 
take transit. 

Sounds flexible/adaptable. 

Rapid bus services  
Frequency of train 
Lane on freeway for buses only 

Money given to transit services   

    Smart signals good 

Electric not diesel buses Not much. We have enough fwy lanes. Improve bike/ped infrastructure! 

Less roadway congestion Climate change as a priority Lower congestion and air pollution 

  Too many cars Increase gas tax to reduce number of cars 
Improve schedules Incentivizes carpooling X 

Improving public transportation and public 
health 

Focuses on climate change but too car 
oriented 

Most forward thinking concept. Attention 
must be paid to creating social equity. 
Revenue should flow toward last mile to 
encourage use of public transit 

More Rapid buses sooner Road tolls help support transit Liked tolling existing lanes 
Dedicated lanes for buses. Dedicated lanes for buses.   

    Like that it could discourage driving SOVs 
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October 25: North County Inland Community Conversation 
Flexible Rapid service. Not fixed rail. Policies make all the difference Policies make all the difference 

Better for climate change More connections Less congestion 

Increased transit, last mile connection 
Managed lanes for Rapid buses only. No more 
freeway widening. 

Performance results tell the story. Flexibility. 
Need to change culture. 

Not much 
Better emergency evacuation. Congestion 
relief. 

doesn't help the backcountry. More pavement 
not programs. 

Better routes and schedules Costly and does not reduce congestion 
Behavior changes important. 
Great when coupled with A. 
Electric vehicle support 

Transit options 
Bike  
Helps climate change 
Transit 

Nothing. 
This approach will make everything worse. 
Please don’t go this direction 

Lower transit fares 
Funding focus on transit 
Need a better list of policies 

More rapid lines Realistic Intriguing but too much uncertainty 

Improved climate Nothing Like congestion pricing 

Not car-oriented for once They should use only highway funds Start to better price driving 

Better transit and improved climate Faster mass transit Less impact on climate 

Less carbon emissions Should be geared toward autonomous Fees could create more mass transit usage 

  
Managed lanes create a 2 class society—not 
good 

  

Connecting systems. First and last mile   
Congestion relief is most important. Cars are 
freedom to come and go as you please 

Sharing and more options Transit is a priority   
Clean air is good, but not much here that 
improves roads.  Need 67 on here. 

Nothing.  Road congestion worse, safety not 
improved. 

This concept hurts rural areas, especially 
mileage fee.  Don't do it. 

Improved climate Smart technology Best all around 

  mass commuting via HOV lanes, via rapid bus. Don’t do it, already a lot of road taxes 
Better use of existing mobility infrastructure 
there more transit mobility portions 

You are losing the battle you need much more 
You need more incentives. More mobility 
choices 

Connection is good but we need more 
Coaster, Trolley and Skytram breakthrough to 
and from airport, downtown beyond etc. 

Less freeway more Coaster and Trolley 
expansion please 

Most promising thank you!! Less parking lots 
more housing and transit will help our 
community and planet. 

Nothing Realistic Pie in the sky 
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October 27: Central San Diego Community Conversation 

  Better highway connections 
Embrace technology to improve transportation 
across all modes 

Better connections Connections are great   

    Reduce congestion 

Increased frequency 
With managed lanes, is the freeway going to 
get smaller 

Less confusing concepts/ideas 

More transit stops Shared mobility walk bike 
More use of technology. May not be 
affordable. 

Better access to major transit 
Shared mobility 
 More choice, flexibility 
Direct access to major sites 

Access 
Clean air 

Coordinate with goals from social programs 
I.e. live well 

Quick to market 
Larger volume of ridership 

First and last mile don’t get addressed 
Didn’t address non-freeway corridors 

How will the long term infrastructure be paid 
for as the penalties for individual ridership 
drive loss of gas tax revenues? 

Increased frequency and routes De-emphasized solo drivers Unrealistic amounts of goals and aspects 

More transit Like multimodal network 
Likes that it reduces VMT, GHG and traffic 
congestion 

Better transit access and frequency Dislike emphasis on roads, penalizing drivers 
Active mgmt. thru tech seems good. Hate all 
the fees ideas 

Increased shared mobility Nothing 
C should be a “no brained” for SANDAG to 
incorporate in A 

Increased mass transit. Less general purpose lanes. 

Using policies is important for the best 
outcomes. There are creative critical methods 
we can use to lower impact on low income 
people of color. 

More routes Most appealing is that everyone dislikes it   

I like the expansion of transit access and more 
frequent trips. Price as always could be a 
prohibition for some riders. 

Too limited in scope 
Policies might be the best way to get people 
out of cars. 

  

I do not see how this changes my being able 
to get to from trolley or bus early in the 
morning, later in the evening, and weekends 
from my house in Paradise Hills. 

I think this will lead to many unintended 
negative consequences for low income 
families. 
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Yes, this concept can be implemented sooner.   More potential to change transp behavior. 
More access to shared transportation Too much $$ in one transportation bucket Has the most benefit for San Diego 

Rapid Busses  
Micro Mobility - shuttles  
Make more Mobility Hubs 

Really stress more use of technology. 
(Schedules, locations) 
Switch busses from fuel to electricity 

  

Cheaper is better Too expensive. Not enough value per buck. Adding tolls to single drivers sounds great. 

I like concept A, it seemed to be climate 
change favorable. 

I don't like Concept B. With San Diego's 
horrible freeway infrastructure that was built 
before the population growth, will never catch 
up with itself. We don't need any freeway 
enhancements at all. 

The better of the 3. Appeared to be greener 
than the others. Still lacking any equity among 
different communities. Very vague directional 
goals. 

Flexible shared usage Predictable 
Need to balance high usage and impact on 
income tiers 

Fast implementation. 
Don’t see that much more or different offered 
than A. 

This concept seems kind of invasive. Like the 
technology. 

More routes   Best of the three 
More rail like trolley. If you do BRT you must 
have dedicated lanes for the system. 

Don’t expand fwy but do dedicate a lane for 
buses. 

Support lower transit fare and nothing else. 

Often times having systems closer to people's 
houses can mean more stops, this causing 
routes to run slower. Can this hurt our effort 
to bring choice riders to the bus? 

    

Incentives and Customer Service. Requires 
behavioral shift, and intense public education 
campaign. Set aside incentives dollars, to 
facilitate increased use. 

All about the highways, and that's not the 
direction we should take . More percentage of 
dollars and public transit. 

Regressive policies impacting low income 
communities, but this can be addressed with 
incentives. I like that it is based on dynamic 
economics. 

I like better access to transit and more service Not enough changes to public transit 

Worried about tolls reducing congestion. Have 
experienced opposite in NYC area. Need 
better access in order for people to chose not 
to drive even if there is an additional fee 

  

The freeways have already been completed. 
We don’t need more. What we need is to 
make and complete the best mass transit 
system available known to humankind. That is 
RAIL. We need to expand the trolley system 
throughout all of San Diego County. 

To me, it boils down to this. What is the 
greenest, fast, most comfortable, safest and 
permanent form of mass transit? RAIL. We 
need to expand trolley service throughout all 
of San Diego. 
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Agency Interviews and Surveys
Technology and Data Assessment 

58% Data collection and analysis is manual

95% Data sharing is ad-hoc and manual

58% Technology solutions are not integrated

63%
Performance measures are evaluated

based on historical data

69% Policies do not respond to real-time conditions

19
Surveys

7
Interviews

16

• Industry interviews 

• Vision Advisory Panel provides expert input 
on emerging technology solutions

Panelists represent:

– Wireless communications

– Connected vehicles

– Zero emission vehicles

– Emerging mobility services

– Data analytics

Industry Engagement
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• 135+ presentations regionwide

– Member agencies, professional 

associations, community groups, etc.

• 5 Big Moves webinar series

• Coordination meetings with partner 

transportation agencies

• Ongoing Community Based 

Organization (CBO) outreach

• Social media posts and emails

• Vision Lab Open Hours and 

Open Houses

Education and Outreach

18

• October 2019
– SANDAG Working Group Forum

– Tribal Transportation Workshop

• November 2019 and January 
2020
– Employer Focus Groups

• December 2019
– Crossborder Mobility Workshop

Stakeholder Workshops
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Human Centered Design

Resident 

Interview 

Groups

Resident Intercept Interviews 

Intercept 

Interviews

Key:

Residents in Focus Groups

20

Resident Insights
Transit doesn’t work for many people today

safety and security

“I wouldn’t let my 

kids take public 

transit here because 

of safety and security 

concerns.”

“Safety is a huge 

factor in riding public 

transit for me and as 

a woman I don’t feel 

safe riding alone.”

“I wish I could take public 

transit, but it takes a long 

time and there is a lack 

of frequency options, 

and a last mile issue.”

“The bus is not reliable 

and takes planning. 

Before I had a car, I 

would take the bus – I 

had to leave super early 

and really plan ahead.”

reliability and speed

inadequate service

for transit dependent

“I don’t have a car, so I take 

the bus and COASTER to get 

to Encinitas for work. I leave 

Chula Vista at 6 a.m. for my 

10 a.m. shift.”

“I have to walk 

home from work at 

11p.m. because 

it’s too late for the 

buses.”

“I’m surprised 

there’s no transit 

to the airport… 

We need airport 

connectivity.”

incomplete transit 

network
“The network is too linear. 

If you go to any major city, 

public transit is just as 

easy and just as fast 

as driving.”
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Resident Insights

lack of school bus service
“We used to have buses in 

middle school, but not 

anymore. People getting 

to school creates most 

of the traffic.”

“Trying to get across 

Mira Mesa Blvd. after 

picking up my daughter 

from school can take up 

to 20 minutes.”

“It would be great if you could 

fix the traffic lights because 

the ones near the school get 

backed up for miles.”

unsafe biking conditions
“Biking outside of the 

neighborhood is 

unsafe. People text 

and drive and go into 

the bike lanes a lot.”

“I like riding my bike 

at the beach, but I 

don’t feel safe on 

the roads.”

micromobility infrastructure 

and regulations needed

“Scooters should have 

their own lanes and be 

regulated, or they 

should go altogether.”

“I like the scooters and bikes, 

especially around colleges and 

schools. If I had some dedicated 

lanes to take a scooter to 

school, I wouldn’t be driving.”

people plan their lives 

around traffic

“The traffic in Sorrento Valley 

is so bad, I would never take 

a job there.”

“I plan my day 

around traffic 

patterns.”

“Sorrento Valley traffic is a nightmare.

I plan my commute around when the 

red lines on Google Maps disappear.”

22

• Regional Plan Board presentation 
topics (January – March 2020):

– Our Local Economy

– Big Data – Harnessing the Benefits of Data-
Powered Governance

– Overview of Air Quality, Vehicle Miles Traveled, 
and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Requirements

– Primer on Modeling

– Environmental Impact Reports

– Spring 2020: Presentation of the Vision for the 
2021 Regional Plan

Next Steps
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Appendix G Attachment 7 
San Diego Forward: 
Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
Public Comments  
and Responses 

San Diego Forward: The Draft 2021 Regional Plan (2021 Regional Plan) was released 
for public review and comment on May 28, 2021. The public comment period 
concluded on August 6, 2021. Comments were submitted via the SDForward.com 
website, email, voicemail, public meetings hosted by SANDAG, and letters (via email 
and mail). 

SANDAG promoted the public comment period via community presentations, 
websites, social media, radio, email updates, and newspaper notices. Public notices 
were published in English and Spanish, and in additional languages by request. 
During the public comment period, SANDAG held a series of public meetings as 
opportunities for community members to learn more and voice their comments on 
the draft 2021 Regional Plan. In June, SANDAG coordinated six virtual open houses 
which each focused on one of the region’s subregions. Two virtual public hearings 
were held in July. After several months of public outreach, SANDAG garnered more 
than 17 million impressions and received 1,431 public comments on the draft 
2021 Regional Plan. The following attachments include all public comments 
received during the public comment period1 and the corresponding responses 
from SANDAG. Comments are separated into tables by source. 

1. Attachment 7A: Website-Sourced Public Comments and Responses

2. Attachment 7B: Email-Sourced Public Comments and Responses

3. Attachment 7C: Voicemail-Sourced Public Comments and Responses

4. Attachment 7D: Public-Meeting-Sourced Public Comments and Responses

5. Attachment 7E: Letter-Sourced Public Comments and Responses

1 Comments received after the close of the public comment period on August 6, 2021, were still recorded and will 
be responded to. These responses will be included as an item attachment in the SANDAG Board of Directors 
December 10, 2021, meeting agenda. 

http://www.sdforward.com/
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Appendix G Attachment 7A:  
Website-Sourced Public Comments and Responses 
The table below contains all comments received through the online form that was available on SDForward.com during the public comment period for the draft 2021 Regional Plan.  
Comments and corresponding responses are sorted by commentor name, if provided, in alphabetical order. 

Table G7A: Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Website Sourced 

Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Website Sourced 

ID Commentor 
Name Agency Comment Response 

W1 Abdulla Gagy El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

We want to be sure that this will not compete with Uber, Lyft and taxis. Many of our refugees are 
drivers to support their families and use it as extra income since they don’t make very much 
money. This is a wonderful way for people to get where they need to go with someone who 
speaks their language that they are comfortable with. Thank you for keeping the ride sharing 
programs and increasing them.  

SANDAG intends to design and launch Flexible Fleet services that provide greater 
mobility choices and improve quality of life in the San Diego region. 

W2 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I participated in the NLRC Youth Empowerment info session. I think we can include our public 
transportation system by including Roundabouts-Improves traffic flow, supports community. I 
like the idea of the big 5 moves, however, I am concerned on how this swill be accomplish. 
Sounds to go to be true.  

The 2021 Regional Plan includes funding for complete streets improvements in Mobility 
Hub areas, which could support the design and implementation of roundabouts. 
Appendix B describes the near-term and continuing actions to implement the Regional 
Plan. 

W3 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I participated in a community youth talk with the NLRC to learn about the regional plan. One of 
my concerns is safety, in this plan it should include more safety figures. For example, there 
should be like a guard walking around to make buses safe, two people. I think that we should 
have implemented this plan earlier (why are we so late to do so?) because we youth rely on 
public transportation and it needs improvements.  

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements.  

W4 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I learned about this plan in our summer program with the YEP team at the NLRC. I use public 
transportation such as the bus. The bus is down the street from my house, and it takes me 5-10 
minutes to get to school-middle school. I really like this plan, however, I have a concern on 
navigating this new system and the technology-I feel that I might get lost.  

SANDAG understands your concern. Our primary goal is for technology to make 
transportation easier and better for people. When new technologies are planned and 
designed, we will seek extensive input from the public to ensure that these solutions are 
user friendly and make it easier for all people to access and use transportation 
information and services.  

W5 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I was able to learn about the plan in our YEP class with NLRC. My biggest concern with this plan 
is safety. I feel like young girls sometimes feel unsafe, especially if they’re alone. How is safety 
being implemented? We need safety for youth as we rely on transportation to get to school or 
other places. 

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements. SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and 
representatives to ensure that this plan gets implemented. 

W6 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I was able to learn about the plan in our Thursday youth class with the NLRC. I think the plan is a 
good starting point. Many options for us to travel to places. I think the plan is good for the 
environment (it will reduce pollution). Also, I think we can improve system and make sure we are 
accountable to keep them clean/ cleaner. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W7 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I was able to learn about the regional plan in our Friday summer class with YEP. I like the 2021 
Regional Plan, it is very interesting but it feels unrealistic, it will need so much time to get there. 

Thank you for your comment and support for the 2021 Regional Plan. Implementation of 
the plan will take place over 30 years. Appendix B describes the near-term and 
continuing actions to implement the plan. 

W8 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I like the Mobility Hub interesting idea. We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W9 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I used to take public transportation when I went to CSUSM. I have a car now which at the 
moment is more reliable then our public transportation. I believes there is a need for a drastic 
change in our current system. At the moment we have a big issue with public transportation is 
travel time. From experience I know that if the bus is 1- or 5-minutes late people lose that other 
form of transportation, the other connecting bus because they would leave, and this causes 
people to wait for the next one making them late (for work/ school/ etc.). Not reliable. 

The Regional Plan includes new services which will operate at higher speeds then 
traditional transit. Commuter rail routes have been designed to be grade separated 
which will allow them to circumvent street crossings and reduce conflict with cars. 
Additionally, existing transit would be upgrade with grade separations at major crossings 
and more service throughout the day. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Website Sourced 

ID Commentor 
Name Agency Comment Response 

W10 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

From the plan I support that we include a bike lane, and safer, and more space for pedestrians. I 
still think we need more improvement for our youth, who use skateboards. 

Hello Abraham, thank you for your comments. The bike network shown in the plan is the 
Adopted Regional Bike Network, which was adopted in 2010. As an early action out of the 
Regional Plan, SANDAG will develop a new Active Transportation Plan. Although the 
original plan considered topography, we will take a fresh look in the new one. With the 
ever increasing popularity of e-bikes, scooters, skateboards, and other micromobility 
modes we do feel it is important to build bike network that works for all users and 
provide as many network connections as possible. 

W11 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

At times our youth are criminalize, and put in situations that are not safe for them. How is this 
plan going to make sure this won’t be an issues any longer? 

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements. SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and 
representatives to ensure that this plan gets implemented. 

W12 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

I personally feel that this is a great plan, however, I have a concerned about gentrification how is 
this plan and SANDAG going to be accountable for housing to be affordable to our communities? 
For our communities to not have to move out to different county because they can’t afford? 
Notes, we have seen this happening in San Marcos and other cities in San Diego County, it is not 
fair! 

In this round of the Regional Plan, social equity was at the forefront of the Regional Plan. 
One of the plan’s near-term priority implementation actions includes a Regionwide 
Displacement Study (Appendix B) in order to ensure our housing efforts do not lead to 
the displacement of current low-income residents in communities where housing 
growth occurs. Additionally, SANDAG is in the development of a regional housing 
incentive grant program which could be include the ability to fund local plan updates in 
Mobility Hubs, two of which are the Oceanside and Vista Transit Centers.  

W13 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

Furthermore, I have a concern about the technology part of the plan. This plan assumes that we 
all are in the same knowledge and understanding for technology-which is not. 

SANDAG understands your concern. Our primary goal is for technology to make 
transportation easier and better for people. When new technologies are planned and 
designed, we will seek extensive input from the public to ensure that these solutions are 
user friendly and make it easier for all people to access and use transportation 
information and services.  

W14 Abraham 
Navarrete 

National Latino 
Research Center 

Lastly, I do not recall hearing anything in regards safety-ICE agents coming to our community 
public centers. How is this issues addressed in the plan? We have seen this multiple times in our 
transportation centers, on the Sprinter and this is a huge concern for our community. 

Transit station security and operations are a function of MTS and NCTD. MTS’s website 
states that they have been making changes to its security policies and practices, to 
ensure their operations are in line with best in practice policies. Recent measures include 
increased training for internal and contract security staff, updated use of force policy, 
conducting an outside audit, using more visible and customer friendly uniforms, and 
more. Details can be found at https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/mts-
makes-significant-changes-use-force-policy and https://www.sdmts.com/inside-
mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-
safety. 
 
NCTD’s website states that they contract with the San Diego Sheriff’s Office and local law 
enforcement agencies to patrol and provide law enforcement and security services at 
our transit centers. Your comment was shared with Dennis Desmond 
(denis.desmond@sdmts.com) and Robert Calix (rcalix@nctd.org) from MTS and NCTD 
respectively.  
 
SANDAG’s Public Safety Committee provides a forum for which regional public safety 
issues and concerns can be addressed. NCTD and MTS serve on the Public Safety 
Committee as advisory members. Information regarding the Public Safety Committee 
can be found at: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?committeeid=66&fuseaction=committees.detail 

W15 Adam Deutsch  I appreciate that Complete Corridors is a priority, with an emphasis on DEDICATED space, which 
means protected bike lanes. The entire plan, beyond that, is resting on major investments in 
Transit and mobility technology, but encouraging people to use bikes is much more cost 
effective and is generally easier to do. I think that should be a higher priority than tech we don’t 
have.  

Successful implementation of the 2021 Regional Plan relies on a combination of safe 
travel infrastructure, frequent and convenient mobility services, and technology to 
enhance transportation services and operations. Dedicating space for those travel 
options that help reduce automobile dependence combined with supportive policies 
and incentives for multimodal use are a key focus of plan implementation – everything 
from active transportation to ADA-accessible ridesharing options. 

W16 Adam Deutsch  Ridehailing is dubious. Though it might seem like an ecofriendly option on the surface, it’s really 
just more cars on the road. The goal should be to have a transit system that makes using ANY car 

Fast and frequent transit is a key component of the 2021 Regional Plan. Commuter rail 
services along our urban corridors provide a sustainable alternative for longer regional 
trips; Light Rail will operate on higher frequencies and expanded service times; and 

https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/mts-makes-significant-changes-use-force-policy
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/mts-makes-significant-changes-use-force-policy
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-safety
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-safety
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-safety
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?committeeid=66&fuseaction=committees.detail
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seem unnecessary or even inconvenient. One should be able to get where they’re going by 
walking, bus, trolley, or bike in a time that’s less than double going by car.  

NextGen Rapid will provide a more reliable Rapid bus service. Flexible Fleets, which 
include on-demand mobility options like ridehailing, complete the transit network by 
providing connections to transit or serving areas where traditional transit services may 
not be suitable. Flexible Fleet services provide greater mobility choices in the San Diego 
region that ultimately helps to reduce the reliance on private vehicles. 

W17 Adam Titone Bicycle shop 
manager 

Bicycles have become more popular recently. Our electric bicycle shop has grown significantly, 
we have local customers asking us where and how to park bicycles safely, where the safest place 
to ride is and how to deal with conflicting vehicle traffic. We have noticed the lack of quality 
bicycle parking and infrastructure. Our customers use a number of modes of personal 
transportation via bike lanes and those lanes are in need of improvements. We hope the city can 
connect with local businesses that gets local folks moving for insight. I have requested a bike 
rack on our block for general use and have not received any response on if that will take place.  

We have noticed the uptick in bicycle activity as well, as you can see in our InfoBit on 
biking during the Pandemic: 
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_4704_27994.pdf  
We also appreciate your concerns regarding the quality of bicycle parking and 
infrastructure. SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Plan includes an Active Transportation vision 
focused on creating a regional network of bicycle facilities that are safe and comfortable 
for users of all ages and abilities. You can explore the network in our web-based data 
viewer : 
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c
33e48bc15347  
As noted in Appendix L, while SANDAG has been working since 2011 to implement this 
network, including the $200 million Bike Early Action Program. The 2021 Regional Plan 
takes these efforts further by redefining the project types as On-Street Facilities or Off-
Street Facilities, which encompass a variety of flexible and context sensitive designs like 
protected bikeways, traffic-calmed bike boulevards, and off-street paths. 
 
Regarding bike parking, we work to include visible and convenient bike parking in every 
one of our active transportation projects. That said, our plan is a plan for the whole 
region, and our efforts are regional. For local discussions with individual cities, we 
recommend working with city staff. We are happy to help connect you to the right 
people if we can, although we do not have control over the process of local jurisdictions. 

W18 Alex Ortega Jr San Diego Miramar 
College 

First off, I would like to say that I am for the Big 5 project and would plead that it is 
recommended as soon as possible. North County desperately needs improved public 
transportation to help ease the traffic congestion that occurs at the 5 and 15 junctions with the 
78 freeway.  
 
As a North County San Diego Native, my question for SANDAG is why has there not been a 
proposal for the use of an above ground rail system? I understand that due to the frequency of 
earthquakes it is difficult to plan anything underground for a subway system, but looking at what 
has been done in the Bay Area with the BART system, would it not make sense for San Diego to 
implement something similar? Of course finances are always an issue but looking at the Bay 
Area, San Diego will undoubtedly grow to the same population size. Instead of looking at a 
temporary solution, incorporating a rail system that would run all over San Diego County would 
be getting ahead of the curve.  

The 2021 Regional Plan is the first of its kind in San Diego County to include such a vast, 
interconnected rail system that is separated from vehicle traffic. Future studies will need 
to be conducted to determine if these services will be above or below ground but the 
high speed connection these services will provide is included in the Plan. 

W19 Alex Vit  20 year old here. Will be a user of these new transportation projects. 
 
As can be seen from Figure 2.4 on page 24 of the plan, there are very few bus services (and no 
high-quality Rapid bus services) in the Del Mar - Solana Beach - Encinitas area. As these are 
suburbs and transit connections suck, it’s useless to try to get from my house in Encinitas to 
somewhere like UTC via public transportation. Hell, you can’t even get from my house to the 
Encinitas Coaster Station on a bus because it would take 6 times as long as it would driving (1 
hour versus 10 minutes), despite the journey being 4 miles. Would be cool to have some high-
capacity/good East-West connections in the Encinitas area (or other townships) to get people 
from their homes to the Coaster Station and/or Solana Beach Amtrak Station. Bonus points if the 
busses are electric. 
 
I highly support the effort to grade separate the commuter rail network. Better for pedestrians, 
bikers, and congestion. It would really be worthwhile to COMPLETELY grade separate and 
electrify the entire proposed high-speed commuter rail network. In fact, electrifying, double 
tracking, and grade separating the existing LOSSAN corridor should be prioritized as a project. 
Currently, my friends and I like to travel to Los Angeles, but we feel limited in our ability to do so. 

A major focus of the North Coast Corridor investments are the upgrades and services 
along the Coaster corridor with some connecting Rapid services. Please see the online 
data viewer at SDForward.com/envision to view the projects. The details on the 
frequency and service spans also will be added to the Final Plan for this corridor and 
others. The California High Speed Rail project has been added to Appendix A and 
SANDAG will track its project as it is developed by the state. Also, the transit agencies 
continue to electrify their fleet per state mandates and SANDAG continues to make 
progress on the Central Mobility Hub to provide greater access to the airport. Those 
projects are listed in Appendix A under the “Central Mobility Hub” table. 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_4704_27994.pdf
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
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We hate sitting in traffic but we and we would like to take the Amtrak more often, but given the 
prices of the tickets, we always figure it’s just not worth it to take the train; the price of gas split 
between two people is equal to the price of a ticket, and the time it takes to get to our location is 
usually lower with an automobile. I am willing to pay quite a bit more in taxes/government debt 
for services to be upgraded (even more than they already are) on this railway line. 
 
Also (again referring to Figure 2.4 here), why are there no commuter rail lines on the California 
High-Speed Rail route from downtown SD to Escondido? Or even Temecula? Seems like a 
wasted opportunity, it’s not like those intercity trains are going to be running 24/7. A lot of people 
would stand to benefit from that, I would think that SANDAG would just have to construct 
stations along the line and use quickly-accelerating high-speed trains as well. With a Sprinter 
extension to the CA High-Speed Rail line, couldn’t the city create a market for tourists to take 
public transport to the Wild Animal Park as well? 
 
The sooner MTS stops buying diesel busses and Coaster/Amtrak stop buying fully diesel trains 
the better. There are so many alternatives out there nowadays; so many companies produce 
electric busses and many companies also produce (high-speed!) dual-mode locomotives that are 
future-proof. Plus they’re so much more comfortable - I go to school in a city where they have 
electric busses, they’re a much more dignified experience than noisy diesel busses that throw 
everyone back in forth in their seat when they change gears. 
 
I’m also willing to pay a lot in taxes for a direct tram from the airport to the proposed multimodal 
hub. It would be cool to not have to drive all the way to the airport from Encinitas and all the way 
back just to drop someone off (or be dropped off myself). Lots of unnecessary GHG emissions and 
time wasted. 

W20 Alexa Kaplan N/A There are plans for way too many new homes in Mira Mesa. I am concerned about lack of 
infrastructure and mass transit prior to the building of new homes. Please make sure there will 
be enough transit for the 50,000 new people expected to move into Mira Mesa. The planning 
groups plan for walkability and transit options other than cars, so I would like to ensure that 
these transit options exist by the time these huge numbers of new people arrive. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes new RAPID transit lines proposed on Mira Mesa Blvd and 
Carroll Canyon Rd in addition to existing Rapid on I-15. The two new RAPID lines would 
connect with the commuter rail service in Sorrento Valley. Bike and Flexible Fleet 
services are also accommodated within the Mira Mesa area and within the proposed Mira 
Mesa Mobility Hub. 

W21 Alexander Han Sunrise Movement 
SD 

For the final plan, I urge this Board to (1) maximize emissions reductions, (2) prioritize 
investments in the communities on the frontlines of environmental injustice and the climate 
crisis, and  
 
-Improve the Bus System 
-Create a Blue Line Express 
-Provide 24 Hour Service by 2025 
-Have a Purple Line Serve Central City Heights 
-Create Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP): Provide No-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old 
and under in order to ensure generations of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant 
mode shift. -Connect youth to school, work, internships, and other early-career opportunities.  
-Electrify Bus Fleet by 2030 
-Identify Anti-Displacement strategies 
-Improve the transit Bathroom network 
-Create an Emergency Ready Transit System 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A 
includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue 
Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation 
Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and clarify next steps 
for express connectivity along the Blue Line.    
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.  
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently 
studying alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail 
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Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built 
by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.   
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing 
incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, 
consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 
 
MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County 
to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix 
Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control 
guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 

W22 Alexander Wenzel  As a data scientist, software developer, and resident of San Diego who commutes 100% by public 
transit, I strongly encourage SANDAG to consider an open source model for the proposed Next 
OS system. As motivation for this proposal, consider the One Bus Away (OBA) app which MTS and 
NCTD use in order to provide scheduling and real-time arrival information to passengers. OBA is 
an open source project that originated in academia and which in turn relies on the open source 
Google Transit File System (GTFS) format for describing a transit system and computing vehicle 
arrival times and delays. Due to the existence of this robust open source project and data 
schema, MTS and NCTD need not worry about developing (and maintaining) their own app from 
scratch in-house. While infrastructure as critical as the Next OS ecosystem will need some form 
of institutional control by local governing bodies such as SANDAG, an open source model would 

Thank you for the comment. We concur and envision the Next OS to be an open source 
solution.  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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allow members of the community, including local academic institutions and volunteers with the 
necessary skillset and motivation to make their community a better place, to contribute to the 
process of feature development and bug fixing that is needed for a robust system such as that 
proposed for Next OS. For example, although my career is in bioinformatics and genomics, I am 
passionate about improving public transit in our region and would happily spend my Saturdays 
fixing Next OS bugs for free, if given the chance. Additionally, as Next OS aims to control a vast 
segment of the regional transportation ecosystem, its security is of paramount importance. 
History has shown that open source projects tend to be more secure, so creating an open source 
environment for Next OS would go a long way towards protecting our region from threats as we 
seek to build a greater digital integration of our transportation system. Finally, making Next OS 
open source would lower the barrier to entry for other regions in the country to mold similar 
systems for their own needs based on Next OS. The causes of our climate problems are not 
contained within county lines, so our success is inextricably tied to the efforts at mitigation and 
adoption throughout the rest of the country. Making Next OS an open source standard around 
which other cities, counties, and regions can build their own smart transit systems is itself a 
major investment in reaching our own climate goals. In closing, I urge SANDAG to build Next OS 
as an open source project to leverage the ample talent in our region, engage with the 
community transparently throughout the development process, and ensure the robustness and 
overall success of the future system. 

W23 Alison Aragon Pro Kids, First Tee - 
San Diego 

I urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are allocated. 
Let’s help the leaders of tomorrow, today!  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  

W24 Aliya Cunningham The San Diego 
LGBT Community 
Center 

I am a supporter of The San Diego LGBT Community Center and I am writing to urge the Board 
to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth 
ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. I believe that every 
San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially 
young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 
pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will provide a foundation for our 
region’s equitable economic recovery. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W25 Alla Valdespino  I agree with SANDAG’s approach to try and make a fast, fair and clean transportation system for 
San Diegans. However, I believe that SANDAG and NCTD need to really look at the reasons why 
people don’t use public transportation today. People need to rely on cars because public transit 
doesn’t reach where people that need it are, and there aren’t accessible bus connections to 
important destinations such as the DMV, healthcare, or to work places like in factories and major 
retail. I live in North County San Diego, it is an issue here. Over the years, ridership has decreased, 
because bus lines get taken away, modified, or times aren’t convenient for people. The 335 bus 
route was removed, leaving only the one way 334 route. The 306 and 318 routes don’t run as 
frequently as people need, and the timing with the 318 bus is inconvenient for a lot of people. 
There aren’t any convenient bus connections to many major retailers where people work, as well 
as in industry parks or resort hotels (like in Carlsbad). In addition, SANDAG and NCTD should have 
a voice when advocating for affordable housing near public transit, because the fact of the 
matter is that people that live in luxury apartment housing will never use public transport for 
everyday trips and errands because they can afford a car. Therefore, low-income individuals and 
underrepresented minorities should be given the priority when it comes to planning housing 
near major transit hubs. I also believe that SANDAG and particularly NCTD need to work on their 
outreach efforts to try and increase ridership, because their current efforts are honestly pathetic. 
They need to market their routes by promoting popular destinations that transit connects to, and 
make it accessible for people to be able to reach said destinations. SANDAG also needs to be 
particularly attentive to the needs of pedestrians and bikers’ safety. Major transportation hubs 
should be safe for pedestrians and bikers, where cars are forced to slow down, and watch where 
people are going. Take a look at the Vista Transit center. The intersections that surround the 

The 2021 Regional Plan used comprehensive data analytics to establish where people 
live, where they work, and what activity centers they were traveling to. Based on this 
analysis, new routes and modes of transportation were developed. Trunk line transit is 
connected to Mobility Hubs and Flexible Fleets that provide the first and last mile access 
that has previously been missing.  
 
Your comment was forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD). 
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transit are very busy and people are almost always getting run over by cars that that making 
right turns. Thank you. 

W26 Ana Ardon  I’m in full support of the new vision but I have several concerns about its implementation of 
social equity framework. The report does not directly address the unique experiences of Latinos 
and immigrant communities. For example, immigration enforcement has had detrimental 
effects in our quality of life and the use of transportation options. Local elected representatives in 
North County have vocalized their lack of support for the plan which may lead to fragmented 
efforts (some cities benefiting more than others from these advances), leaving communities of 
color at a disadvantage. Gentrification is another concern. In the city of Vista there has been a 
boom in housing development that has increased housing cost exponentially. Apartment units 
near the transit center cost around $3,000 a month. I hope these issues are considered as the 
plan becomes a reality.  

One of the Plan’s Near-Term Priority implementation actions includes a Regionwide 
Displacement Study (Appendix B, pg B-3). One objective is to understand the dynamics 
of housing growth without causing displacement. Additionally, SANDAG is currently 
developing a housing incentive program. This program will fund local plan updates and 
increasing affordable housing in transit-rich areas with infrastructure, services, and jobs. 
Please see Appendix B: Implementation Actions for more details.  

W27 Andi MacLeod  I urge you strongly to prioritize no-cost travel passes for 24-and-under riders on public transit. 
With school and jobs to get to, and the economic hardships experienced by many in the 
pandemic, young people need the extra boost they will get from no-cost travel passes. Approve 
them on the 6th and make San Diego a place where young people can Live Well too! 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W28 Andrea Dee  I write in support of the completion of the inland rail trail. We are committed to complete this project and invite you to check out the project 
webpage at Keep San Diego Moving, sign up for updates if you have not already, 
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx 

W29 Andrea Mendoza 
Vasconez 

 I’m writing to urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-
cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are 
allocated. Youth is a time for habit formation. It is essential to instill the habit of using public 
transportation among our youth because of all the associated environmental, economic and 
health benefits. I urge you to follow the lead of many other counties that have successfully 
prioritized youth for transit subsidies. Thank you! 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W30 Andrew Frank  I understand why the growth of electric vehicles has an impact on revenues from gasoline taxes, 
and I understand that to some extent electric vehicles get a “free ride”. However, your use tax 
under consideration is not the way to resolve it -- have you checked with SDGE for a way to add a 
fee on electricity for eVehicle charging? 
 
Why should I pay San Diego ANYTHING if I choose to go on a cross-country trip in my car? Would 
only local miles count? How would you do that? 
 
Why should commuters from OC and Temecula get a free ride ... do you have a way to charge 
them? How about tourists, truckers, moving companies, etc., and all of the other vehicles that are 
not registered here? 
 
I do not like the idea of yet another tax -- it is a tax, no matter what you call it -- but I abhor one 
that is inherently inequitable and not well thought out. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers.  

W31 Andrew 
Simmerman 

KIPP SoCal Public 
Schools 

I would like to start with sharing gratitude to SANDAG staff and the Board of Directors for the 
considerable efforts, research, and intentionality in engaging with so many community members 
and partners - particularly in the most transit impacted communities - throughout the entire 
Regional Plan process. 
 
I represent a school organization (KIPP SoCal Public Schools and KIPP Adelante Preparatory 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx
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Academy at 426 Euclid Ave.) that serves students in Barrio Logan and Southeast San Diego, with 
90% of our students qualifying for free or reduced price lunch. Access to equitable, quality and 
affordable public transportation is critical for the students and families that we serve and there 
are numerous aspects of the Regional Plan that make us excited for the future opportunities it 
will present for our families and our communities that have been systemically under resourced. 
 
As you obtain feedback regarding the Regional Plan, KIPP SoCal Public Schools is advocating for: 
 
- Funding for free youth passes given to youth to age 24. 
- A Mobility Hub in southeast San Diego, preferably at the Euclid Trolley Station that will offer our 
students and residents more reliable transportation choices  
- Grade separations for the Orange Line, especially at Euclid to increase trolley speeds and 
headways (it’s a big area of support from the community) 
- Fiber optics underground to ensure we are ready for the state of the art Transportation System 
that is in the design stage, (IOS systems) and to more appropriately address the digital divide in 
our “Redlined communities”. 
- Covering on our MTS bus stops (structures). 
- Considering 24 hr. service on the lines that are taking our families to work. 
- Focusing on transitioning to an all electric buses in the first 2-3 years of implementation 
- Improving the frequency and reliability of our bus routes 
- Ensure all of our streets are designed with the “Complete Streets” designs 
 
Thank you in advance for your consideration of the above implementations. 

and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 
Southeast San Diego is part of the South Bay to Sorrento Mobility Hub. For more 
information regarding Mobility Hubs please see:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=83&fuseaction=home.subclasshome  
 
The City of San Diego coordinated with SANDAG to adopt a Euclid Avenue Master Plan. 
The Master Plan includes an existing conditions report, and mobility report. The Master 
Plan describes the implementation of complete streets, mixed use development, and 
more. The Euclid Avenue Master Plan details the City’s intent to improve pedestrian and 
cyclist safety; as well as improve connectivity to the Trolley and Euclid Transit Center. For 
more information regarding the Euclid Avenue Transit Center, please visit:  
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/cpu/encanto/egmp 
 
The Regional Plan includes a variety of new commuter rail services that will provide 
higher speed transit with reduced travel times. Additionally, existing transit is envisioned 
to be upgraded with grade separations that allow for faster travel times and more 
frequency throughout the day. 
 
The transportation system envisioned in the 2021 Regional Plan relies on a vast network 
of digital infrastructure to connect and manage the transportation system. For Complete 
Corridors, NextOS, Flexible Fleets, Transit Leap, and Mobility Hubs to succeed, a robust 
broadband and telecommunications network is essential. The Plan includes an 
investment in the backbone fiber infrastructure needed to support the transportation 
network however SANDAG is also developing a Regional Digital Equity Strategy & Action 
Plan to support the expansion of broadband county-wide. The Strategy & Action Plan will 
define strategies for expanding broadband and internet connectivity in the San Diego 
region to support quality of life, transportation, and equity. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley 
and bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into 
more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans  

W32 Andrew Sturm Casa Familiar The first major feedback that I have is in regards to short term solutions for public / shared 
transportation in the South Bay - specifically San Ysidro - to better connect us with the rest of 
San Diego and specifically to employment and entertainment centers, via public transportation. 
The future plans that are outlined in the plan, are solid but they will take a very long time to 
implement and we need better public transportation access now. It has actually been a critical 
need for many years. What plans are you pursuing that get us from now until the more long term 

The 2021 Regional Plan envisions several projects and programs to better connect 
communities throughout the region, including communities in the South Bay. Several 
areas throughout the South Bay are identified within the network of Mobility Hubs 
outlined in the plan. These facilities will expand multimodal transportation options and 
connect the adjacent community to the regional system. A near-term action of the 
Regional Plan is the planning and conceptual design work for the future San Ysidro 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=83&fuseaction=home.subclasshome
https://www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/cpu/encanto/egmp
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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solutions are in place? What about dedicated lanes for Bus Rapid Transit on existing freeways at 
peak times, for example?  
The second major feedback is regarding the traffic congestion at the border and how the 
resulting air pollution from that is creating very poor health outcomes in San Ysidro and Tijuana. 
What solutions do you have for mitigating this in the short term. How can SANDAG as a regional 
entity help to apply pressure on the federal government to address the poor air quality their 
policies and processes are creating and how can you be a part of the solution with more and 
better public transit options that are available at the border? Not just in 10 years or 20 years - but 
this year or next year. 

Mobility Hub. This effort will also prime a suite of near-term improvements that includes 
trolley capacity enhancements and pedestrian safety and connectivity measures for early 
action. Better connecting bus Rapid services to San Ysidro will be a focus of that 
planning work as well. 
 
Regarding the second question, SANDAG is aware of the environmental concerns and 
disadvantages border communities like San Ysidro and Tijuana face, as it relates to air 
pollution stemming from vehicle delay at the Port of Entry. With the implementation of 
the 2021 Regional Plan SANDAG anticipates higher levels of non-motorized mode-share 
to occur for crossborder trips as cleaner and more efficient transportation options come 
online. Also, SANDAG maintains working relationships with government entities at all 
levels in both the U.S. and Mexico, and pursues partnerships to address concerns and 
collaborate on joint efforts. SANDAG will continue to coordinate on a binational level to 
raise awareness and expedite transportation projects that serve the border. Please 
continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W33 Angelica Reyes National Latino 
Research Center 

Me gustaría que el trasporte público que pase mas de 25 mins, mas frequente como este plan.  
*** 
I would like public transportation to pass more frequently than every 25 minutes, like this plan. 

El Plan Regional incluye mejoras significativas a la frecuencia del transporte. Se está 
planificando que todos los medios de transporte del transporte público operen cada 10 
minutos. 
*** 
The Regional Plan includes substantial frequency improvements. Transit is planned to 
operate every 10 minutes on all modes. 

W34 Angeline Kaufman The San Diego 
LGBT Community 
Center 

I am writing to urge the board to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional plan to declare that no-
cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when transit fare subsides are 
allocated. 
 
I believe that every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic 
mobility, especially going people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately impacted 
by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will provide a 
foundation for our regions equitable economic recovery.  
 
When young people have access to no-cost transit passes, they are better able to access work, 
school, medical care, and resources otherwise not accessible. I know that my family and I cannot 
get help because of transportation (work and medically) both of my parents have no car and 
currently no job because of transportation. Having free public transportation would help my 
family as well as others with finding jobs.  
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the plan to include youth opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W35 Anita Bandrowski UCSD Really looking forward to upgraded bike lanes and micro-mobility improvements in 92122.  We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to 
explore Regional Plan projects in your area.  

W36 Anjali Vaidya  I support no-cost transit passes for young people 24 and under.  One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W37 Ann Miller  The proposed mileage tax on vehicle’s to replace the gas tax needs to be assessed to all drivers 
including tourist, visitors, traffic from South of the border etc. it can be done by a chip on your 
windshield attached to your credit card. If you don’t have one a booth at the entrance of 
significant roadways can provide one via ‘credit card’. This should be assessed on ALL users not 
just San Diego residence. And should motorcycles and bicycles be included because they use the 
roadways as well? 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction.SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road 
usage charge, including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the 
fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a 
carefully constructed program that will ensure that no particular group are paying more 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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than their fair share. The initial thinking is to fairly charge users of San Diego roadways 
regardless of where they reside.  

W38 Anna Harley-
Trochimczyk 

 I want to express strong support for the commuter rail plans, especially connecting dense 
residential areas like Hillcrest and North Park to job centers in UTC and Sorrento Valley. Sorrento 
Valley is one of the most impacted areas of the region in terms of commute traffic and the 
existing trolley lines and Coaster lines are not really accessible at all to the Uptown communities. 
Additionally, the plan for a trolley line that encircles Balboa Park would be huge! It would be 
useful for tourism as well as residents to easily get around without a car. Bus service connecting 
downtown and North Park right now is so slow. Managed lanes along the various highways are 
another important piece of the puzzle, but the vision towards new transit options like a 
commuter rail and new trolley lines is where the biggest shifts in habit will happen. These are 
what are necessary for residents to be truly car-free, as opposed to managed lanes which would 
hopefully encourage carpooling but that still keeps people in their cars. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. 
 
The Mid-City Trolley Line (Purple Line) is included as the first major new rail project in the 
Plan and will serve the north-south travel needs in Sorrento Mesa, National City, Kearny 
Mesa, and University Heights. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plan is completing a more detailed ridership analysis of this route. The analysis 
is studying an alignment that would include stations in City Heights and at San Diego 
State University (west campus). Also, transit subsidies are a component of the proposed 
Final Plan and implementation of those subsidies would include a consideration of low-
income and youth populations.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan envisions a system of complete corridors with managed lanes 
that support Rapid bus service and Flexible Fleets to improve options to driving a car. 

W39 Anne Barron Peace Resource 
Center of San 
Diego 

Pls include environmental justice everywhere in the county’s RTP & prioritize impacted (EJ) 
communities and list the projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate 
benefits via projects that will be implemented by 2025. I ask that an equity specific project list be 
included in Appendix A. 

SANDAG will include the projects that benefit EJ communities in Appendix A in the 
proposed Final 2021 Regional Plan. This information was published in Appendix H 
Attachment 3 of the Draft but will be moved to Appendix A and updated. 

W40 Anne Barron Peace Resource 
Center of San 
Diego 

Time for 24-hour service on popular transit routes to connect late night and early morning 
workers to their job. Clarify the language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 to specify 24 hr. 
service on popular transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.   

W41 Anush Badii UCSD Air Quality and Congestion Relief both go hand in hand, it is a well-known fact that there is a 100-
gram reduction in generation of Green House Gas per mile when an average vehicle travels at 50 
MPH versus 30 MPH. Multiply that by the number of miles driven in San Diego at 30 MPH yearly 
which is about 4 Billion miles yearly in San Diego County and you get 400,000 Tons of GHG that 
was generated due to congestion. Congestion relief is possible through the implementation of 
correct ramp metering procedures. The current ramp metering method deployed by Caltrans 
was invented almost 50 years ago and is deficient in addressing the nonlinear nature of traffic 
flow. Here at UCSD, we have developed a new ramp metering paradigm “Particle Filter- Model 
Predictive Control” that will increase the traffic flow rate and speed, and decrease the travel time. 
As such it will also reduce or eliminate the 400,000 Tons/year of unnecessary generation GHG 
from San Diego’s environment. 
I recommend that you contact Dr. Ramesh Rao the director of Qualcomm Institute at UCSD for a 
detailed presentation on this matter. 

These are the types of system efficiency enhancements that are envisioned for the region 
as part of the Complete Corridors proposed strategies complimented with the Next OS 
that will serve as the brain to help managed such strategies in an integrated and multi-
modal approach. In addition to corridor-wide and adaptive ramp metering other 
strategies include Dynamic Lane Management, Smart Intersection Systems and Active 
Travel Demand Management Systems. As technology components of the Regional Plan 
advance toward implementation SANDAG will actively engage with technology leaders 
to implement best practices.  
Your comment was forwarded to Caltrans.  

W42 Araceli Hernandez El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Spanish 

Communication is sometimes hard when I try to find out about buses and the schedule. Can they 
make a phone app in Spanish we can use when we need to catch a bus? (We talked about 
technology and apps in the future including Pronto) Thank you so much for the new Pronto. I 
look forward to all the Plan coming true. 

The Next Operating System includes comprehensive improvements that are focused on 
making schedule identification and fare payment easier. As new apps are rolled out they 
will be available in Spanish. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

W43 Arden Santos Self Just remember; many people were forced out of San Diego proper to North County where we are 
already paying Fastrack fees and expensive gas prices. Many of us commute into the city so as 
you “decide” on all our bicycle lanes and scooter lanes there are those of us who travel over an 
hour a day to our jobs down the 15. Charging us MORE money is out of the question. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources.  
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The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system.  
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

W44 ariana federico Mid-City CAN Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A 
of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under 
receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit 
riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other 
early-career opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W45 Arnold Durbin Resident, Borrego 
Springs 

Back in the 1980’s, we were promised that the trolley system would provide a rapid, convenient 
transit system that would be highly-utilized and result in urban villages popping up around the 
stations. Forty years later, we’re being told that the previous system is slow and underutilized 
because density around the stations hasn’t been as robust as planners imagined and the system 
isn’t as rapid in design. SD Forward isn’t so much as a bold vision as it is a repackaging of the 
same arguments taxpayers and residents were told in previous generations. If one train system 
didn’t pan out as visioned, what’s so different and unique about this one? I’m not totally against 
exploring alternatives to increasing lane miles, but I’m also pragmatic and a realist and the SD 
Forward plan needs a better argument for constituents like me. I want to know the costs: How 
long will it be before the system as envisioned is paid off? How long we will be taxed, fee’d, tolled 
or fined? The Coronado Bridge eventually paid for itself, but it doesn’t seem clear to me that this 
project ever will. The bridge began construction the year I was born and it was paid off sometime 
when I hit my 40’s. I want to know if my grandchildren and their grandchildren will be paying for 
this new system, or will they be told that the system doesn’t work as it was envisioned, much like 
the trolley system is now. 
Another glaring omission from this plan is its neglect of the backcountry rural areas. Hwy 67 
needs to be upgraded into a regional byway - it has clear commuter patterns that make it 
unsafe, unpleasant and inefficient. Ramona needs to be better connected to Poway and Lakeside 
- and I’m not advocating for Ramona’s needs as much as I am for a broad swath of the 
backcountry. Borrego Springs, Santa Ysabel, Julian - we all use Ramona as a hub to get further 
into the urban areas of the county. By not safely connecting Ramona to the urban highway 
network, this plan jeopardizes the safety and well being of a lot backcountry rural communities. 
We need a safer and less stressful means to access medical and professional services and goods 
in San Diego’s urban markets! As a homeowner in Borrego Springs, I often choose to spend my 
tax and spending power in Temecula because the highway 79 is perceived as being safer than 
Hwy 78 or Hwy 67. I’d prefer to keep my tax dollars in SD County, but it looks like this plan won’t 

The transit system envisioned in this Plan responds to updated growth projections and 
focuses on high-speed services that will connect jobs and offer service with similar travel 
times as autos. Previous plans focused on access but not necessarily speed of travel and 
equivalency with other options, thereby making these planned services much more 
desirable to the traveling public.  
In terms of the costs, the Plan includes revenue assumptions from a variety of sources 
that are anticipated during the life of this Plan. In other words, the revenues match the 
costs for all projects and programs in the Plan through 2050. The Plan includes 
improvements on State Route 67 and other rural routes that were derived from the 
Intraregional Tribal Transportation Study, 2018. sandag.org/itts 

https://sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_4480_23377.pdf
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likely result in that. 
One final note: As an enrolled member of one of San Diego’s sovereign Native American nations, I 
take offense at this plan using our people as an example of our ecological insight and 
geographical knowledge in the introduction, then completely ignores these communities in this 
plan. SD’s native communities are now major employers that contribute to the economic 
powerhouse that is San Diego County’s economy. Those workers will need safer and better 
alternatives and this plan doesn’t even mention the county’s tribes except acknowledging that 
we were here first. This plan does nothing to improve connections between San Diego’s 
sovereign Indian lands and the County. Where’s the equity in this plan for rural and backcountry 
residents? I assume some part of our tax dollars will pay for this plan and you need to provide 
more concrete ways that we will benefit. We need more than just “additional shoulder space and 
straightened curves” on our rural highways. We need actual bike lanes - not just improved 
shoulders! Bike lanes will benefit urban residents more as they are the ones that come up here 
and ride in the open country. There’s not many rural residents that trust our drivers enough that 
they’d ride a bike on Hwy 78 or 79. 

W46 Autumn Ortiz Community 
Interface Services 

Transportation access and flexibility is vital for individuals in San Diego. Particularly in North 
County. I support the proposed “5 Big Moves” RTP and want to see more flexible options 
implemented in North County as quickly as possible!  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W47 Barbara Green  Transportation needs to be easily accessible, which means affordable, so I think this is definitely a 
step in the right direction.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W48 Becky Thimm So. Bay Eco Justice It would have been nice if info about this meeting had been put out a few days BEFORE the day 
of the meeting! I did not get this until AFTER the meeting was over. Being at the North or Central 
San Diego County doesn’t really meet the needs of the South County area. 

All recording of our public work shops and meetings can be found at: 
https://sdforward.com/about-san-diego-forward/calendar 

W49 Beth N  I am strongly opposed to a mileage tax or other fees to fund this. First of all, I don’t know how it 
would be implemented ( I don’t want anyone tracking my mileage- that is an invasion of privacy), 
and second of all, we have seen how the gas tax that we paid for years has not been used to build 
more highway infrastructure as promised. Until you use the money to build the roads as 
promised before, I would oppose any additional fees or taxes for the transportation projects. No 
bait and switch. You do not deserve any more tax dollars.  

Thank you for your comment. 

W50 Blair Overstreet Center on Policy 
Initiatives 

As a long-time resident of San Diego, and a former member of City Heights Area Planning 
Committee, I’d like to see greater investment in sustainable transit solutions and access for those 
that most need it. For that reason, I’m asking you to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan 
to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive TOP PRIORITY when 
Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. Youth will have access to education and opportunities that 
increase in our investment in the economic and long-term health of our community.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W51 Bob Nelson Oceanside 
Resident / 
Architect 

As a 34 year resident of Oceanside and having commuted by car, bicycle and train to 
employment in San Diego and Orange County Cities and by Train and bicycle via the Coaster, 
Sprinter, AMTRAK, METROLINK and the MTS Trolley System I have experience with the issues in 
transportation and have worked with many EIR’s. 
A major general concern with this Regional Plan is that it seems to be San Diego and Tijuana 
Border centric and does not deal with the million plus residents of Southwest Riverside County 
and the three million residents of Orange County as well as the rest of the LA Region that 
impacts transportation and mobility in San Diego County. While most of the Vision Deals with 
transportation improvements for commuting within Southwest San Diego County the Plan 
ignores the fact that Tourism and Commuting also occurs from and to Riverside and Orange 
Counties. The I-5 corridor is most heavily impacted Thursday through Sunday between south 
Orange County and Del Mar. The I-15 is also becoming more congested due to the congested I-5 
on weekends. It also ignores the commuters from SW Riverside and North San Diego County on 
the 76 Expressway that travel to south Orange County. The 76 is the primary route to the 
Beaches from SW Riverside County, and a primary route to the Casinos on the 76 east of the I-15. 
It is listed as a ‘Rural Route’ in the plan but is actually a much more impacted route between the 
I-5 and I-15. The congestion is already impacting parallel and some north / south roads.  
The commuter Trains have very limited schedules on the weekends and midday and are shut 
down several weekends every year for maintenance on weekends making them an unreliable 

Appendix J of the draft 2021 Regional Plan includes information on SANDAG’s approach 
to planning within the context of the megaregion and the importance of strategies that 
leverage partnerships with all neighboring jurisdictions to advance regional goals related 
to the environment, economy, and quality of life. Implementation of the 2021 Regional 
Plan will involve close coordination with partners in Orange, Riverside, and Imperial 
County to align priorities and projects to facilitate and improve mobility for these 
interregional flows. The SR 76 is an important facility for regional travel. Appendix A 
highlights several straightening, intersection, shoulder widening, and other facility 
improvements to address corridor safety and efficiency. The LOSSAN Rail Corridor 
improvements include full completion of double tracking to the Orange County Line that 
benefits Amtrak Pacific Surfliner, NCTD COASTER, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains. 
These capacity improvements allow for more trains to operate north of Oceanside to 
Orange and Los Angeles Counties and beyond. Although outside of the SANDAG region, 
siding tracks are planned in South Orange County by OCTA and Metrolink. New cleaner 
EPA Tier 4 diesel locomotives have entered service on Amtrak, COASTER, and Metrolink 
trains operating in San Diego County. There are many emerging technologies in the rail 
industry for zero-emission trains that should become commercially viable within the 
horizon of the regional plan. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/about-san-diego-forward/calendar
https://sdforward.com/
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option. Double tracking will help but the San Clemente to Laguna Niguel area is mostly single 
track with limited options to double track. This bottleneck should be addressed in the plans as it 
might affect the adequacy of the SANDAG Vision. The trains are also a fairly significant health 
hazard that is not discussed. while the Diesel Locomotives on the commuter trains are slowly 
being replaced with cleaner air versions they are still toxic to passengers at Stations from fumes, 
heavy metals from braking into stations and very loud engines and brakes, damaging regular 
customers hearing. Trains also run as fast as 70 MPH through some stations with passengers on 
platforms a few feet away, 3’+. The APCD should be consulted to explore the real impacts of these 
vehicles on the Health of the Communities they serve.  
Additional comments will be sent on another form. 

W52 Bob Nelson Oceanside 
Resident / 
Architect 

These are additional comments to my previous: AT-030 has a name referring to Alta Loma 
Bridge. It is actually Loma Alta Bridge at Buccaneer Park in Oceanside. I would recommend 
routing the Bike Trail under the train bridge and then south along Broadway to Cassidy street 
rather than the existing trail crossing at grade at Cassidy, a safer connection.  
For AT-068 Camp Pendleton Trail between Oceanside and Las Pulgas Road the routing should be 
a separated trail versus having to go along the two lane Stuart Mesa Road as this route is not 
allowed by the Marines at night and also requires an ID check. This has many long distance riders 
and bicycle travelers having to use the shoulders of I-5, which is very dangerous. When freeway 
drivers see cyclists on the road edge they often panic brake, especially at night with those 
cyclists using flashing tail lights.  
Another recommendation on the Bicycle Plans; A connection Trail route should be included from 
the Melrose Avenue Sprinter Station / Inland Rail Trail to the Guajome Regional Park and the San 
Luis Rey River Trail. This is a shorter and much safer connection than the Vista Way Connection 
indicated, although the bike lanes on Vista Way should be completed within the City of Vista.  
A Goal of the entire Bicycling plans should be to eliminate bottlenecks and preferential 
treatment of motorized vehicles over cycling facilities. Particularly at chokepoints at freeway 
crossings and conformance with bike share lanes and bike lane widths with CALTRANS 
standards, EG: bike lanes should be wider than minimum 5’ width when speed limits exceed 35 
MPH and 5’ widths of paving outside of gutters, and Bike share lanes should have a 30 MPH 
Maximum Speed Limit I believe. Many areas also have bicycle lanes deleted in favor of vehicle 
right turn lanes. These issues make bicycling too dangerous for most people. 

As an early action our of the Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Active 
Transportation Plan. The plan will take a fresh look at the network and the options to 
make it safe and comfortable to use active transportation. SANDAG prioritizes 
community engagement and will develop these connections in partnership with the 
community so that we can make sure the routes take people where they want to go.  
 
Even sooner, I’d encourage your organization to be involved with the efforts of the North 
County CMCP if you are not already 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=
projects.detail 
 
SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create 
safe facilities for users of all ages and abilities. Multiple studies show that most people 
feel safer in protected bikeways, and when well designed, they are safer than any other 
type of bike facility. The focus of our efforts is on people who may be “interested but 
concerned” in riding a bike alone or with family. For those who do not feel comfortable 
riding in protected bikeways, the California Vehicle Code allows people to bike in the 
roadway with traffic. While protected bikeways are a great solution in many cases, we 
know they are not always the best solution. Every project goes through a detailed and 
context sensitive design process which results in decisions regarding the best facility, 
which may include protected bikeways, buffered bikeways, shared use paths, or shared 
streets with significant traffic calming elements. The Regional Plan also includes funding 
for upgrading existing bikeways that may not meet current best practices in 
maintenance or bikeway design. 
Your comment was forwarded to agencies that oversee these facilities. 

W53 Brett Fisher Interfaith 
Community 
Services 

Transportation access for clients is a vital necessity. I/we support the proposed “5 Big Moves” RTP 
and want to see “flexible fleets” implemented in North County as quickly as possible! 
My your comment is via The Alliance. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to 
explore draft plan projects in your area. 

W54 Brian Nixon  Need additional miles of Protected Bikeway(off street) and those proposed should be completed 
decades prior to 2050. All freeway projects and new major roads should also include protected 
bikeways being built. Protected bikeways should also be considered from residential areas to 
employment centers along existing non freeway corridors.  

The projects from the active transportation network were laid out and prioritized based 
on the analysis performed in Riding to 2050, SANDAG’s Adopted Regional Bike Plan. 
While the deadline year for build out is 2050, this just means it would be proposed to be 
completed by that time. Many projects will likely be completed earlier. This is especially 
true as new funding sources come available. Additionally, as an early action out of the 
Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Regional Active Transportation 
Network in which projects will be reassessed and reprioritized based on data and 
community engagement. There are also opportunities for the development of protected 
bike network vis “Complete Streets in Mobility Hubs” funding, which is intended to fund 
retrofits to facilitate short trips of less than 3 miles in a safe and comfortable way to make 
it easier and more attractive to choose active transportation. Finally, the intention of the 
network proposed in this plan is a regional framework which facilitates strips associated 
with regional purposes (trips to school and work, trips within Mobility Hubs, trips to 
major destinations, and others). The regional network compliments the much more 
extensive networks which local jurisdictions plan and construct on their own streets. 

W55 Bruce Higgins Retired Wrong plan for this region, it is out of touch with existing transportation needs, and seeks to 
force people to adapt to the plan by fees, taxes and assessments, rather than adapting the plan 

Thank you for your comments. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://sdforward.com/
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to the needs of the people. 
 
The plan to pay for this is DOA. We have paid for our roads once through taxes and bonds, we are 
not going to pay a per mile tax to pay for this pipe dream. The plan envisions very expensive 
equipment that will never be used to its potential (High Speed Rail) and then asks us to shoulder 
a 30 yr. tax burden to pay for this white elephant. 
 
My other objection is without the social engineering this plan envisions, the plan does not work. 
If the voters reject major portions of the plan, the whole house of cards collapses of its own 
weight, and there doesn’t seem to be a plan B. 
 
I would start of one now, because I don’t think this will fly. You might consider how to implement 
things in sections as SANDAG gains credibility, right now you have none. You lied to the voters 
the last time, why should we trust you again? 

W56 Carlos Ramon  I believe youth passes should be a high priority. The ability to access transit for school would be a 
major win for families.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W57 Carol Lewis El Cajon 
Collaborative 

I have been involved in outreach for the Regional Plan for several years. This is the first time I 
have seen social equity written into every aspect of the Plan. Thank you for the process of 
developing a Social Equity Statement and I look forward to seeing how SANDAG continues to 
develop strategies to maintain community involvement and equity into every project that is 
currently being developed and those into the future. Thank you for making outreach so much 
more enjoyable this time around since it is so inclusive of our underserved communities.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W58 Carol Lewis El Cajon 
Collaborative 

Having a train and a transit center in El Cajon has been the biggest surprise to everyone. Thank 
you for including El Cajon and East Region into so much of the plan and we hope that SANDAG 
will be equitable to bringing these projects to this community first since we have been so 
underserved in the past.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W59 Carolyn Chase  You refer to “high speed” and “fast” transit services in several places. What are the definitions for 
“high speed” and “fast”? Light Rail cannot be consider “fast” or “high speed” - busses in regular 
transit lanes cannot be considered “fast” or “high speed.” The definition for “High Speed Rail” is 
even not very high speed. What portion of the transit network would be high speed - and what 
would those speeds be? Also the section on COVID-19 is poor. It does not acknowledge that 
significant ridership is down and fewer people will be willing to change to transit. Finally, where 
are the stats about how many drivers would have to change to transit to reduce their climate 
impacts and considering the increasing change to electric cars that will transform the emissions 
of the fleets within the next decade significantly. 

Vehicle type, detailed ridership, and more detailed station-by-station routing would be 
explored through advanced planning of regional rail lines. This regional scale approach 
presents the vision for a more connected and high speed network that better addresses 
future population, housing and employment growth. 
 
The planned network includes vast, interconnected rail system that is separated from 
vehicle traffic. Future studies will need to be conducted to determine if these services 
will be above or below ground. 
The Regional Plan’s Commuter Rail system is planned for speeds up to 110 MPH using 
vehicles that are zero-emission. 
 
The Regional Plan supports investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses 
and their supporting infrastructure (e.g., EV charging stations and hydrogen fueling 
stations). These electric vehicle investments are one of the ways SANDAG is working to 
reduce climate impacts and improve local air quality. Appendices A (Table A.17) and B 
show SANDAG’s proposed EV commitments. Innovation and advanced technologies will 
be critical to meeting regional GHG reduction goals in 2035 and 2050.  

W60 Carolyn Woodbury  Please prioritize school age youth and low income riders on public transportation. Free or very 
low cost (like 25 cents) rides. This will help get cars off the roads and make it possible for students 
to stay after school, go to libraries and to see their friends , regardless of their parent’s income. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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W61 Catherine Eng Sd Lgbt center Hey @everyone SANDAG is discussing their 2021 plan and this is an opportunity to pass an 
important measure that affects youth’s access to free public transportation. Below are all the 
details you will need to submit an e-comment. The deadline to comment is TODAY, Friday 
August 6th at 5PM. Please share this! 
 
1. Go to the e-comment website: https://regionalplancomment.sandag.org/ 
2. Enter your information 
3. Organization: The San Diego LGBT Community Center 
4. Chapter: General Comment 
5. Appendix Type: Appendix A Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing 
6. You can create your own comment or use the sample comment below  
 
I am a supporter of The San Diego LGBT Community Center and I am writing to urge the Board 
to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth 
ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. 
 
I believe that every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic 
mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will 
provide a foundation for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
When young people have access to no-cost transit passes, they are better able to access school, 
work, medical care, and resources otherwise not accessible.  
[PLEASE SHARE A STORY OF HOW NO-COST TRANSIT PASSES WOULD CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOR 
THE BETTER.] 
 
I urge the Board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W62 Cathryn Rathsam Peace Resource 
Center and SD 350 

Thank you for this important plan! It’s vital to the health and wellbeing of our communities and 
our planet.  
There must be an independent oversite committee from the community, not instituted from 
Sandag.  
We need the serve the economically disadvantaged areas first.  
There needs to be oversight of the security guards and police as well, to insure everyone feels 
safe while traveling, without sexual harassment.  
There should be a simple, orderly, non-invasive way to insure that people have a pass or card, as 
in Europe, eliminating the need to have guards and police checking. 
It should be very economical for families and those with limited incomes.  
Clean bathrooms should be easily accessible. 
I wish you all the best in the implementation of these plans. 

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements.  
 
Oversight of public agencies is important and SANDAG welcomes public review of its 
work and processes. Federal and state agencies regularly review SANDAG and there are 
two ongoing local oversight processes with the Office of the Independent Performance 
Auditor and the Transnet Independent Taxpayers Oversight Committee.  
MTS has unveiled the Pronto card to make transit payments much easier. Transit 
subsidies are included in the Plan to assist everyone but with programs specifically for 
low-income populations first. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations.  

W63 Cecilia Villareal El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Spanish 

I try to help out in the community. We need to be asked more often to help. We would like to get 
involved in planning projects in El Cajon and be sure we are not forgotten. This is a good plan 
that looks at so many areas of transportation. I am happy they are going to be more equitable 
with projects and bring more projects to East County. I really like the El Cajon transit center. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W64 Celina Maria Parra Bayside 
Community Center 

Hola, es un gran proyecto. Me gustaria que consideraran el costo por boleto ya que somos una 
familia con varios integrantes talves paquetes de boletos familiares, los colores de las lineas delos 
bagones del tren mas claras para poder distingir mejor las rutas 
*** 
Hi. This is a great project. I would like you to consider the price of the tickets. We are a family of 
several members, and you might consider offering family ticket packs. The colors of each Line on 
the train cars need to be clearer so it is easier to differentiate the routes. 

Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio permitirá que las partes interesadas 
publicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las opciones. Se espera que 
el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios para 
las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y los 
jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 

https://sdforward.com/
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jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
*** 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W65 Celine Khoury UC San Diego I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 
morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the 
language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr. service on popular 
transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 

SANDAG is currently undertaking a social equity pilot analysis that will evaluate which 
routes could operate 24 hour service and how to create a network of routes that would 
provide a complete trip. 

W66 Celine Khoury  I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for 
the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency 
enhancements. The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the 
double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide 
express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. 

The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes 
specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line 
Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation 
Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will 
focus the project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the 
Blue Line. 

W67 Césaire Carroll-
Domínguez 

SDSCPA SD youth 
Antifa group 

Hey @everyone SANDAG is discussing their 2021 plan and this is an opportunity to pass an 
important measure that affects youth’s access to public transportation. Below are all the details 
you will need to submit an e-comment. The deadline to comment is TODAY, Friday August 6th at 
5PM. Please share this! 
 
1. Go to the e-comment website: https://regionalplancomment.sandag.org/ 
2. Enter your information 
3. Organization: The San Diego LGBT Community Center 
4. Chapter: General Comment  
5. Appendix Type: Appendix A Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing  
6. You can create your own comment or use the sample comment below  
 
I am a supporter of The San Diego LGBT Community Center and I am writing to urge the Board 
to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth 
ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
I believe that every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic 
mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will 
provide a foundation for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
When young people have access to no-cost transit passes, they are better able to access school, 
work, medical care, and resources otherwise not accessible.  
 
I urge the Board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W68 Christina Abbott Private citizen No, no, and no. We are taxed beyond the max. Current taxes are grossly misspent. The rail system 
is a joke. Administration personnel are overpaid, and too many politicians are crooks. 

Thank you for your comments. 

W69 Christine 
Turrentine 

N/A With your interest in North County Transportation:  
 
First, you have not honored your commitment to us in regard to taxes you have levied, collected 
and then sat on to fix, repair, or widen roads in the North County and now you want us all to use 
public transportation, or be taxed again for the miles we travel. My husband and I have been 
looking at buses as we go about our daily responsibilities and find that there are only one or two 
people riding a bus. A trip by Coaster from Escondido to Oceanside takes almost an hour. The 

A regional plan is a long-term blueprint for how the San Diego region will grow and how 
we will get around. It’s a broad-based community effort that addresses many important 
issues, including using land more wisely, building a more efficient and accessible 
transportation system, protecting the environment, improving public health, promoting 
a strong regional economy, better managing our access to energy, incorporating equity 
into the planning process, addressing pressing needs on tribal lands, and supporting a 
vibrant international border. 
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problem is that our cities are not like older cities that have a centralized area for banking, grocery 
shopping, and other commodities that are needed to live, we are all spread out. Our centers are 
spread out, our grocery stores may be three or four miles away, and if I were to travel by bus to 
do my grocery shopping, it would take me more than half a day to buy a loaf of bread.  
 
Construction the magnitude of your desires would cause a major disruption to the lives of many 
people in many cities, and you still wouldn’t have done what you promised years ago and 
collected taxes for.  
 
Come up with a better proposal- or actually do what you have already promised! 

W70 Christoph Weber  I strongly urge you to not route the Coastal Rail Trail along Rose Canyon and instead follow 
Gilman Drive and then route through UCSD. This was originally intended, makes sense in a lot of 
levels (population density along the route, points of interest along the route, demographics. 
among others), and it is unclear to me why anyone would see Rose Canyon as the better option. 
As a longtime resident nearby and avid cyclist I have always wished for a better and safer way to 
cycle along the originally planned route, but never for the current option.  

The City of San Diego’s project S00951 follows the Gilman Drive alignment and is on the 
Adopted Regional Bike Network included in this Regional Transportation Plan, it is on 
the City’s CIP list to begin construction in 2022, please see webpage here for more details 
https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951.  
 
It is going to be a vital connector to SANDAG’s recently upgraded Rose Canyon Bike Path 
and SANDAG’s newly constructed Rose Creek Bikeways to the south. Extending north, 
however, there remains a desperate need for safe, direct, all ages and abilities active 
transportation alternatives extending into currently underserved residential (University) 
and employment centers (UTC, Sorrento Valley) to improve alternatives in this major 
transportation corridor. In order for SANDAG to stimulate the shift from personal motor 
vehicle use to people choosing to bike, a network of well-designed routes is essential. 
The City of San Diego’s project on Gilman Drive is greater than 2 miles away from the 
Coastal Rail Trail Rose - UTC - and Roselle segments. Together these segments represent 
6.2 miles of contiguous regional bikeways connecting to the existing Sorrento Valley 
Coaster Station, as well as future Transit Leap services.  
 
These projects and this alignment were first identified in the 2000 Coastal Rail Trail 
Project Study Report https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-
doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx These projects were 
approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors In 2010 with the development of a 
comprehensive regional bike network - Riding to 2050: The San Diego Regional Bike Plan 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail and again 
these Coastal Rail Trail segments were identified as a priority project in 2013 via the Bike 
Early Action Program (EAP) 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=
projects.detail 

W71 Christopher 
Guerreri 

U.S. Navy Please do no tax drivers per mile. I commute to Camp Pendleton from Eastlake Chula Vista, 
approx. 120 miles a day. I already survive off 1 military paycheck for a family of 3 and the gas alone 
is $350 a month. Adding a tax on miles driven would absolutely bankrupt my family and I.  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those commuting long distances, are paying more than 
their fair share, leveraging different mechanisms such as caps and rebates to ensure a 
fair system.  

https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
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W72 Cindy C  Bad plan and expensive. Toss it out and start all over again. Tax payers will never approve it. Thank you for your comment. 

W73 Cindy Page Crawford High 
School 

I am a teacher at Crawford High School and a supporter of Mid-City CAN. Every San Diegan 
deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially young people 
ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when 
Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other 
early-career opportunities. 
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W74 Citlalli Mendoza The San Diego 
LGBT Community 
Center 

I am a supporter of The San Diego LGBT Community Center, and I am writing to urge the Board 
to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth 
ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
I believe that every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic 
mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will 
provide a foundation for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
When young people have access to no-cost transit passes, they are better able to access school, 
work, medical care, and resources otherwise not accessible. From my experience, I know several 
youth who depend on public transportation to get to work and to their medical appointments. 
Especially during COVID, youth are depending on mostly themselves for mental health support 
and isolation, along with lack of parental support and little access to economic opportunities, 
makes that really difficult to stay connected and well.  
 
I urge the Board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W75 Clara Zapata Bayside 
community center 

He notado en las calles principales de mi comunidad que es Linda Vista necesitan senalamientos 
de limite de velocidad. Tambien he notado que los camiones publicos no respetan mucho los 
carros personales que manejan a su al rededor se meten sin fijarse que venga carro detras. 
*** 
I have noticed that the main roads of my community of Linda Vista need speed limits signs. I 
have also noticed that public buses have no respect for the personal vehicles driving around 
them, they merge without even looking if there is a car behind them. 

Instalar letreros con los límites de velocidad y letreros de seguridad en las calles locales 
es responsabilidad de los departamentos de ingeniería de las agencias locales o de 
Caltrans en el caso de las autopistas. En Linda Vista, la agencia responsable es la Ciudad 
de San Diego o Caltrans en el caso de instalaciones del estado. Sus divisiones de 
transporte o de tráfico pueden ayudar. La seguridad es una prioridad para los operadores 
del transporte público de la región. Si se da cuenta de que existen condiciones de 
manejo inseguras, por favor contacte al operador del transporte público.  
 
Su comentario ha side compartido con la ciudad de San Diego.  
*** 
Setting traffic speeds and traffic safety signs on local roads are done by local agency 
engineering departments or by Caltrans for freeways. In Linda Vista this will be the City 
of San Diego, or Caltrans for state facilities. Their transportation or traffic divisions can 
assist.  
 
Safety is a priority for the region’s transit operators. If you witness unsafe driving please 
contact the transit operator.  
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

W76 Colin McDonnell N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in 
this Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the 
urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
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We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

W77 Colleen dietzel  Please make efficient, reliable and affordable public transportation, preferably electrified buses, 
your top priority. I support Environmental Health Coalition’s and other respected groups 
demands which are: 1. Prioritize environmental justice communities who need public transit 
most 2. Improve the bus system now 3. Fund the Blue Line Express 4. Provide 24-hour service 5. 
Fund the Purple Line 6. Provide Youth Opportunity Passes for 24 and under 7. Electrify the bus 
fleet by 2030 8. Fund anti-displacement efforts 9. Provide bathrooms 10. Ensure an emergency 
ready transit system 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout 
Plans are on the CARB website here: https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-
work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

W78 Colleen FitzSimons  Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors. I urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of 
the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under and 
seniors will receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 - No-cost transit passes will connect youth and seniors to school, work, medical care, internships, 
and other early-career opportunities.  
- Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and 
most recently Sacramento and Los Angeles. 
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 
Thank you. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19. 

W79 craig a nelson Nelson Financial 
Consulting Group 

Iky should be fired and sent back to LA.  
Waste of taxpayer $$.  
Nobody rides the train or the bus ....all EMPTY!! and you will never change it.  
Fill the potholes and widen the freeway.  
Y’all are dumber than a bag o rocks.  

Thank you for your comments. 

W80 Craig Benedetto NAIOP and BOMA 
San Diego 

NAIOP San Diego, the Commercial Real Estate Development Association and the San Diego 
Building Owners and Managers Association (AKA BOMA San Diego) appreciate the opportunity 
to review the draft regional plan. Both organizations will receive presentations in September, but 
wanted to offer some general comments in advance of those discussions. First, infrastructure 
improvements in our region are critical. Both organizations were supportive of the extension of 
the Transnet Sales Tax as a means to that end. As organizations providing jobs space to our 
region’s employers, we believe it is critical that goods, services and people are able to move freely 
to and from work spaces and encourage plans that achieve that end. Both organizations believe 
strongly in multi-mobility, but not necessarily to the detriment of transportation of cars and 
other vehicles. It is important, as our members have embraced electric vehicles, that these 
vehicles have the same ability to move around efficiently in our county as transit. A balanced mix 
of projects is critical to that end, particularly if any funding source requires public approval. 
Voters will demand projects that meet their needs, which was how the Transnet Extension was 
passed with over 2/3rds vote. Lastly, funding for these projects is certainly on the minds of our 
members. Impediments to economic growth in our region from overly punitive funding 
measures, particularly those that tax miles traveled could seriously hurt the movement of goods 
and services throughout the region, and ultimately lead to the increase in price for those very 

The 2021 Regional Plan contains investments in many forms of mobility to enhance 
quality of life for all in our region. Our vision for an improved transportation network 
considers the needs of all travel modes in order to meet state and federal mandates on 
GHG emissions and air pollution, reduce congestion, and improve social equity. Please 
continue to follow along at SDForward.com. 

https://sdforward.com/
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goods and services. Additionally, these types of taxes could also impact workers, particularly 
those who can least afford it. Not everyone or every job can be accessed through transit. Autos 
provide critical flexibility to many, particularly when viewed against current transit availability 
and the long lead times to create a more functional system. We encourage careful consideration 
of funding that doesn’t inordinately impact jobs creators, the employment spaces or the 
employees. The cost of living as well as operating a business in this region is already high, we 
should be careful not to make it significantly worse. We understand this is a delicate balancing 
act, and the need for investment in our roads and transit systems is strong. We look forward to 
further discussions about the plan and how to fund it when our organizations meet with 
SANDAG staff in the future. 

W81 Craig Hanson  I am a resident of Mission Hills in San Diego. I support the creation of a central Mobility Hub in 
either downtown San Diego or Old Town. We need to improve transportation to the airport, to 
San Diego neighborhoods and to the surrounding metropolitan area. The focus should be on 
forms of transportation that will minimize any negative impact on the environment, particularly 
climate change. The region also needs to expand it use of mass transit centers to provide for 
criterial transportation needs of current and future San Diego residents and visitors. 

The central Mobility Hub will provide direct connections to the airport and support all 
existing and planned transit modes. 

W82 Craig Hanson  The San Diego region also has a serious need to substantially expand its supply of mixed income 
affordable housing, including both low and high density housing scattered throughout urban 
areas. Developers of multi-family housing should be required to set aside 20% to 30% of 
residential units for low-income households. The county also needs to avoid further development 
of residential and commercial buildings in high-risk wildfire areas. 

SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program that will support 
the development and adoption of policies and process improvements to accelerate 
housing production for very low-income-, low-income-, and moderate-income housing 
while taking several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets the goals of 
the Regional Plan. 
 
California has experienced unprecedented wildfire damage in the last several years as 
climate change has increased temperatures and dried out land and vegetation. At the 
same time, the state is experiencing a massive housing shortage, which is driving up the 
cost of housing and forcing people to move farther away from job centers in search of 
more affordable housing. The connection between housing policy and climate change is 
clear. To mitigate wildfire risks, SANDAG will support the development of new homes 
through its Inter-Governmental Review (IGR) process to ensure that growth is consistent 
with the Regional Plan and is in safe in-fill locations such as existing urbanized areas 
and/or in Mobility Hubs that align with public resources to support the construction of 
affordable housing or in areas that are less impacted by wildfire risk and are not located 
in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI)—the transition zone between uninhabited land 
and human development. 

W83 Craig Jones Alliance for 
Regional Solutions 

We support approval of the draft RTP, and stress that a) Full and rapid implementation of flexible 
fleets access will be a key to achieving transportation equity for disadvantaged communities; 
please fund and advance flexible fleets projects in partnership with community agencies/CBOs 
to optimize equity and achieve social justice. b) Implementation of all components of the RTP 
should be geographically prioritized in disadvantaged communities to advance social equity. c) 
Climate change is real, and impacts disadvantaged communities first and worst. Aggressive 
measures to reduce GHGs are absolutely necessary, above and beyond the 20% measure 
expected via this regional plan. Land use sprawl must be ended and affordable housing 
promoted to also advance equity.  

Improving social equity and reducing greenhouse gas emissions are primary goals for 
the Regional Plan. We also want to do more than achieving the greenhouse gas 
reduction mandates. Chapter 3 and Appendix B describe implementation actions. The 
first priority implementation action is to Apply the Social Equity Planning Framework to 
ensure that equity is considered throughout 2021 Regional Plan implementation. Other 
implementation actions focus on partnering with communities to implement Flexible 
Fleet services, climate action planning, affordable housing, and land use planning in 
support of these goals. 

W84 Craig Jones Alliance for 
Regional Solutions 

My comments are specific to North County. In North County, for there to be a meaningful 
alternative to the private auto, there must be public transportation which is as fast or faster than 
using a car, and which is frequent enough. The draft RTP plans for North County will not 
accomplish this. There must be NextGen Rapid Bus which not only is fast north/south, but also 
east-west; the draft RTP Rapid Bus routes currently planned are circuitous, not connected from 
Oceanside to Escondido, and it will take about an hour to use bus service between these two 
cities, then add on (hopeful) flexible fleet time at both ends. It takes about 20 minutes to drive 
between Oceanside and Escondido points, door to door. I am informed that NCTD has asked that 
Rapid Bus not “compete” with the Sprinter, but even with improvements the Sprinter will take 
about an hour to connect between Oceanside and Escondido. There MUST be better Rapid Bus 
service which will compete in time with the private auto. Please amend the RTP plan to 
accomplish this. 

The North County Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) work is digging into 
the finer details of what is proposed in the Regional Plan, and may propose additional 
Rapid Routes. 
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W85 Dan Gallagher  I did not see anything in the Regional Plan on Public Health and the Built Environment. Given we 
are in an ongoing pandemic it is important to discuss how CDC protocol may affect mobility 
access. 

Appendix T: Network Development and Performance includes modeled performance 
analysis. Public health measures in this analysis include particulate matter exposure and 
transportation related physical activity.  
 
SANDAG relies on partner agencies for tracking public health benchmarks, including the 
San Diego County Air Pollution Control District, San Diego Food Systems Alliance, and 
Health and Human Services Agency. 

W86 Dan Gallagher  In order for EV’s to gain widespread adoption charging stations must be available in the 
parkways of all public sidewalks esp. in dense urban neighborhoods where most park on the 
street and don’t have access to a garage. Charging stations integrated into street lights may 
work. 

The Regional Plan supports investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses 
and their supporting infrastructure. Appendices A (Table A.17) and B address SANDAG’s 
proposed EV commitments. For light duty vehicles, SANDAG plans to invest $45 million 
by 2025 and a total of $270 million by 2050 for EV charging station incentives. On-street 
charging is currently eligible for the EV charger rebate program, CALeVIP San Diego 
County Incentive Project. SANDAG will review future program phases to enable inclusion 
of on-street charging is an option, including chargers integrated with streetlights. 

W87 Daria Flores SanDiego350 I would like you to write into the plan specific, measurable language that would guarantee that 
fares will be affordable for low income residents. Student, senior, and young adult discounts are a 
good start, but this is not enough. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W88 dave nicolai  We sure have a lot of “Karens” around here whining about the inconvenience of sharing the road 
with other means of transportation (FB page) Those are the ones that need to get off their fat 
a**** and move a different way. I’m not a complete fan of your plan, especially with the class IV 
bikeways going in on 30th, 4th and 5th. As a seasoned commuter (i use my bike for a good 
amount of errands, & also own a car), I feel less safe using those lanes, and will choose to use 
other streets that have not been modified. If you look at Cardiff, and in Honolulu (King St.), there 
are plenty of pitfalls by putting up this type of layout. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W89 David Breidenthal  I generally like the regional plan and appreciate the emphasis on transit options. In an ideal 
world we could finally begin to approach even a hint of the San Diego electric railway of the 
1920’s and 30’s. I think we should focus less on self driving cars as that doesn’t really fix the 
parking and congestion issues we see on the roads. Average occupancy for a car is 1.6 people 
regardless of whether or not it drives itself. We need to avoid becoming a city of Parking lots and 
instead encourage people to take various other transit options as our network becomes better 
Integrated. I look forward to the Regional Plan coming to fruition, keep up the good work despite 
they naysayers who want nothing more than highway lanes and unlimited land to park on. A 
better, cleaner, more integrated and walkable city is possible  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W90 David Williams II Personal NCTD needs a lot of help, very unreliable. Must have one hell of a Union for what I’ve seen in the 
last 6 years. I would really like to speak to someone about it 

Thank you for your comment. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD). 

W91 dawn saad self It concerns me about how the $0.02/mile will be assessed. The mileage specifically has to be 
within the country, the state and county. This means specific GPS tracking and record logging. 
This seems to be a direct violation of privacy. Will every car be equipped with the SW and 
connection necessary to obtain the exact mileage and the exact measurements of 
county/state/country lines? how will the mileage be obtained? 
There is concerns about the people who don’t live in CA or SD county, how will they be assessed? 
Have you considered that there are many people who volunteer and required their vehicle to do 
so? I ask because there are many who drive people to/from appointments and grocery stores, 
because the folks don’t have a car, cannot drive, and/or mobility issues. Many of these people 
cannot afford other means of transportation) There will be a reduction of desire to drive around 
and help others. This is yet another way to neuter the volunteer forces from being able to serve 
when more of the donated money will have to go to the government (the $0.02 mile) just to keep 
the activities running. The government will also have to spend more $ on getting these elderly 
and infirmed people to their appointments. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 

https://sdforward.com/
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that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

W92 Deborah McDaniel-
Lindsey 

La Mesa First 
United Methodist 
Church 

Environmental justice must be embedded in our mobility in San Diego. Therefore, I ask that the 
10 Big Moves to Transportation Justice be included in the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. I 
listened to regular riders of the City Heights Community and they clearly explained how they felt 
their transportation needs have been slighted. I call for the funding of the planning, 
environmental review, engineering, and capital for the Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ 
communities in Central City Heights and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG 
staff, the alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP with a 2035 implementation. However, 
it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that project phasing prioritizes central City 
Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion. 

The Mid-City Trolley Line (Purple Line) is included as the first major new rail project in the 
Plan and will serve the north-south travel needs in Sorrento Mesa, National City, Kearny 
Mesa, and University Heights. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plan is completing a more detailed ridership analysis of this route. The analysis 
is studying an alignment that would include stations in City Heights and at San Diego 
State University (west campus). Also, transit subsidies are a component of the proposed 
Final Plan and implementation of those subsidies would include a consideration of low-
income and youth populations. 
 
Additionally, Rapid services are planned that can use dedicated roadway space to 
increase speeds and avoid congestion. The vast majority of these Rapids also are planned 
in near-term phases of the Plan. 

W93 Delia Contreras Voluntaria 
Independiente de 
la Comunidad De 
City Heights and 
Voluntaria de 
Hoover High 
School 

Autorizacion par pases no costo para jovenes y niños en edad escolar ( estudiantes ). 
*** 
Authorize free passes for school aged youth and children. 

Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio permitirá que las partes interesadas 
públicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. Se espera 
que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios 
para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y 
los jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 
jóvenes menores de 19 años.  
*** 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W94 Denise Mc 
Andrews 

Poway Unified 
School District 

Please keep in mind that we need public transportation to connect adults to schools and 
community-based organizations that provide career education and language classes as well as 
supports. In San Diego County, there are several adult schools that are part of the overall 
education system. Poway Adult School, for example, is located on Twin Peaks Road. But, there is 
not currently a public transportation option to (or close to) the Adult School. 

We would like to refer you to our Data Viewer on the SDForward website 
(https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c
33e48bc15347). There, you will find through the Regional Plan, Twin Peaks Road, which 
connects to the Poway Adult School, is part of our Complete Corridor Regional Arterials. 
Complete Corridors are designed to provide priority access for transit and Flexible Fleet 
shared ride services on our regional arterials and provide safe and comfortable 
transportation options to get people to their destinations safely and efficiently. 
 
For more details on Complete Corridors, please see Chapter 2: Sustainable Communities 
Strategy of the 2021 Regional Plan. 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS). 

W95 Deron Bear Marian Bear 
Natural Park 
Advisory Group 

The Marian Bear Natural Park Community Advisory Group has the following comments regarding 
the Regional Transportation Plan (Draft, 2021): 
 Project ID 
CC004 
CC085 
CC086 
CC003 
CC004 
CC028 
CC039 
  
All these projects involve additional freeway lanes or connectors between lanes bordering Marian 
Bear Memorial Park. 
 In addition, portions of Project AT119 involve constructing a bike way along SR-52 adjacent to the 

Many of the complete corridor projects in the draft plan utilize existing right-of-way, and 
in many cases existing roadway shoulders without encroaching into any additional land. 
This will greatly reduce environmental impacts, speed project delivery, and reduce costs. 
Where this is not an option additional project specific outreach and engagement will be 
conducted with affected residents and stakeholders. This process aims to develop 
projects with minimal impacts. For clarification a few of the projects listed arenot 
adjacent to Marian Bear Natural Park. CC004 and CC003 are along Interstate 5, CC039 is 
along SR 163, CC085 and CC086 are managed lane connectors between Interstate 805 
and SR 52.  

https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
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Park. 
 1. We oppose any encroachment on Park property that violates the terms of the Multiple Species 
Conservation Act applicable to Marian Bear Natural Park. This includes widening of existing lanes 
and “spot” widening associated with lane connectors. 
 2. Mitigation of environmental impacts of construction needs to consider off-site impacts on 
wildlife from noise, light, and habitat disruption in Marian Bear Memorial Park. 
 3. Habitat adjacent to park boundaries affected by construction must be replaced using 
appropriate materials conforming to the Marian Bear Memorial Park Natural Resources 
Management Plan. This includes freeway embankments bordering the Park.  

W96 Desdemona Aviña  I am a supporter of The San Diego LGBT Community Center and I am writing to urge the Board 
to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth 
ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
I believe that every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic 
mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will 
provide a foundation for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
When young people have access to no-cost transit passes, they are better able to access school, 
work, medical care, and resources otherwise not accessible. As a low income student, 
transportation is one of the largest obstacles that I face. A free youth pass would advantage me 
and my peers who would be able to serve our community due to the opportunity of 
transportation. As an environmentalist, public transportation is a service that I respect and love. I 
know that many youth are dissuaded to use this amazing service because of the cost. A free 
youth pass would encourage more use from public transportation.  
 
I urge the Board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W97 Dheman Suldan Nile sisters 
development 
initiative 

Amazing projects specially the affordable housing. We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W98 Diego Olivera  This is unfair to those with low income and can’t afford an expensive apartment or house in San 
Diego that’s close to work. They’re forced to live in lower income areas far from San Diego and 
have long commutes.  

SANDAG recognizes the need for more affordable housing for people of middle- to 
low-income households that are near employment centers and a variety of 
transportation options. SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program that will consider climate change, climate resilience, and consistency with the 
transportation improvements and land use goals included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

W99 Diego Soto Lopez Gompers 
Preparatory 
Academy 

Barry mentioned during the zoom meeting that we need to spread the word and idea of 
sustainable transportation for students. I believe the best way to achieve this is through a school 
announcement during school hours for all of the people at Gompers to hear. This announcement 
can take place in the morning before students go to their classes and whilst all the students are 
lined up waiting to enter campus. We can also pass out flyers or cards with this info at the school 
entrance. Maybe we can even set up a presentation at our school assembly presenting all of this 
information. 

Sustainable transportation is a key component of the 2021 Regional Plan and public 
engagement is critical to a successful plan. Appendix G of the 2021 Regional Plan 
includes the Public Involvement Plan and details the strategies used to consult with the 
public. Additional engagement will be conducted as elements of the plan move forward 
to its implementation phases.  

W100 Dionne Nguyen The Urban 
Collaborative 
Project 

I am an intern working at The Urban Collaborative Project. Last Wednesday at the transportation 
meeting with SANDAG, community members voiced their concerns about transportation issues 
within their neighborhoods. Some of the topics that were brought up in our discussion include 
but are not limited to bus frequency, traffic and bus routes, the digital divide with smart 
infrastructure, broader sidewalks, traffic congestion, accessibility accommodations. Community 
members are seeing transportation changes in their neighborhoods and are offering their 
thoughts on what is changing. This is just a sliver of the concerns that they would like to be 
addressed going forward. 

The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity 
Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. Also, the Plan includes Complete Streets 
improvements to address sidewalks and accessibility accommodations.  

W101 Dionne Nguyen The Urban 
Collaborative 
Project 

On behalf of the District 4, Southeast San Diego community that UCP represents, we ask for the 
following to be a part of your 2021 Regional Plan: better bus frequency, bus routes in more 
neighborhoods, broader and more accessible sidewalks, a roundabout on Euclid and Imperial St 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
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(and other busy intersections), request for a Mobility Hub in our community located at our 
current Orange line trolley station, MTS youth passes for youth up to 24 years, fiber optics 
underground to ensure that our communities are ready for the state of the art transportation 
system that is currently being designed, coverings on our MTS bus stops (structures), consider 
24-hour service on the lines that are taking residents to work, focus on transitioning to all-electric 
buses in the 2-3 years of implementation, improve the frequency and reliability of our bus routes, 
ensure all out our streets are designed with the “complete streets” design.  

approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley 
and bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into 
more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation. 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 

W102 Doaa Polus El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

I like the idea of car sharing, especially Smart cars or Zip cars. Since many refugees do not have 
more than one car, it would be wonderful to have a car to use to grocery shop, run errands and 
visit friends. I also like the idea of a shuttle. I approve. Thank you. 

Flexible Fleet services like carshare, on-demand ridehailing, and micromobility provide 
greater options for different trips and needs. The Plan will expand the availability of these 
services in the Region, helping to reduce the reliance on owning a car to move around 
the region. 

W103 Don Wood San Diego 
Waterfront 
Coalition 

The updated RTP needs to be far clearer on how SANDAG proposes to pay for implementing it, 
with explicit discussion of potential funding sources, funding strategies and plans to work with 
each of the funding sources to procure long term funding for all the new transportation 
elements of the new plan.  

The Cost Estimation Methodology and Funding Strategies for the RTP were presented to 
the SANDAG Board of Directors on March 12, 2021, Item No. 8B. This report and 
presentation described the various funding assumptions developed for the draft 2021 
Regional Plan. The entire Board meeting can be found at www.sandag.org.  

W104 Donna Stabe  Your transportation plan is flawed on every aspect of the proposal. San Diego is way to spread 
out to have a successful mass transit hub. We are not willing to spend hours and hours and 
transfers to get to our final destination. Expand our freeways. We do not have any carpool lanes 
in the east county. How dare this entity propose to charge us to drive our cars on roads and have 
several sales tax increases to dump additional millions of dollars into the ridiculous plan. How 
about this challenge. Starting in July 2021, ALL of you sell your cars and start using public 
transportation to get around. Let’s start with your transportation Czar and Nathan Fletcher, his 
wife and any Board of Supervisor who is supporting this plan. Then all City Council members do 
the same thing. Be the example. Also, use public transportation late at night. Let’s see how safe 
you feel. Be sure to bring your loved ones too. Get their feedback in using this ridiculous 
transportation mode.  

Thank you for your comments. 

W105 Eddie Meyerholz Landscape 
Architecture Grad 
Student 

From the map on page 23 there seems to be a lack of “Off-Street Bikeways”, especially in 
disadvantaged communities south of I-8, that connects to existing & planned Off-Street Bikeway 
infrastructure. It would also be great to see more Class 1 biking corridors that connect to existing 
and planned Commuter and Light-Rail transit systems. 

As an early action out of the Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Active 
Transportation Plan. The plan will take a fresh look at the network and the options to 
make it safe and comfortable to use active transportation. SANDAG prioritizes 
community engagement and will develop these connections in partnership with the 
community so that we can make sure the routes take people where they want to go.  
 
As each of these transportation projects moves forward there will be a great deal of 
planning, engineering, and design work ahead of the project’s construction. In the future 
there are opportunities for bike, pedestrian, and neighborhood safety projects like these 
you mentioned in conjunction with the RTP’s transportation projects. The 
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Current Community Planning Projects are a good example and I strongly encourage you 
to be involved in the South Bay to Sorrento project see more info here: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=83&fuseaction=home.subclasshome. 

W106 Edna Diaz  You have lost your minds to propose a tax for each miles driven. You have done nothing to even 
take care of our local streets and now you want to add taxes to “add public transportation”. If this 
passes, you will have an exodus from San Diego. Ridiculous!!!! 

The road usage charge included in the 2021 Regional Plan is consistent with the 
statewide transportation plan developed by Caltrans. The Regional Plan is a long-range 
planning document that requires regular updates. A minimum of two more Regional 
Plans will be completed with updated information prior to the planned implementation 
of the road usage charge in 2030. Currently funding based on fossil fuel use is not 
sustainable as the state transitions to new fuel technologies. Maintenance, repair, and 
operations needs for the safety and efficient movement of people and goods remain 
despite changes in fuel technologies.  

W107 Elaine May  The idea of a road usage tax is ridiculous. And the way Todd Gloria “cloaked” the issue, saying 
Tesla and other cars will pay their fair share is stupid. Put this to the people of San Diego to vote 
on and just see how far this gets. Tax paying residents are tired of the dumb ideas, ESPECIALLY 
from money-wasting SANDAG. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W108 Elizabeth O’Shea-
West 

Vista Adult School Support Flexible fleets and quicker routes for our students to get to school and to work. The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity 
Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. These services will help people better access 
school and work.  

W109 Ellen McCann  I am urging SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost 
transit passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are 
allocated. I am 58 and have been riding buses my whole life and don’t own a car. Let’s step up 
our bus game. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19. 

W110 Elyse Dilloway  The proposal for taxing mileage driven by San Diegans each fiscal year seems unfair to those who 
have to travel for work because they live in more affordable areas, or people such as delivery 
drivers or rideshare drivers. Undoubtedly this proposal will meet public distaste, especially if the 
aforementioned affected groups of people don’t get a proper chance to make their voices heard. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those with long commutes, are paying more than their 
fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. 

W111 Emerito Barrientos n/a Very satisfactory. We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to 
explore draft plan projects in your area.  

W112 Emilia Castillo Platicando Con Mi 
Gente 

Who will be held accountable to get the services we need in the South East San  
 Diego transit lines?  

The Regional Plan includes frequency increases on most of the 14 routes in the South 
East San Diego area. A new table has been added to Appendix A showing the increases 
for each route. 

W113 Emiliano Benitez  Reliable and free transportation for all the youth of San Diego is crucial to the well-being and 
overall improvement of families across the city. Young people shouldn’t have to pay to get to 
school or work or anywhere in the city on public transportation. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
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staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19. 

W114 Emily Barnes N/A Could some areas become hourly based for carpool lanes? Like they have on the 14 fwy in LA? 
During the hours of 10am-1pm nobody uses the carpool lane and the other lanes congest quickly.  

The Managed Lanes concept envisioned in the Plan, provides the opportunity to 
dynamically manage the lanes based on real time conditions, time of day, and vehicle 
occupancy, to make all lanes more efficient and provide benefits to the system as a 
whole. 

W115 Emmet Farrell Creation Care 
Ministry, Catholic 
Diocese of S. D. 

I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030.Fundthe implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask 
that the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the support 
of recently approved state and federal funding sources 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  

W116 Emmet Farrell Creation Care 
Ministry, Catholic 
Diocese of S. D. 

I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will 
prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing 
projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that 
will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement. Therefore, in the RTP, I 
ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A:Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing document. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix 
H.  As suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees 
that this change will make it easier for the public to understand.  

W117 Emmet Farrell Creation Care 
Ministry, Catholic 
Diocese of S. D. 

I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

W118 Emy Bernardo  I strongly oppose this 163 billion dollar plan. We do not need to “reimagine transportation” and 
this should NOT be paid for by a user fee or mileage tax. You are going to make San Diego even 
less affordable and hurt the people you supposedly trying to help with this plan. Face the reality 
that everyday San Diegans that have jobs and families do not want to use public transit, nor is it 
practical. How is that we have the highest gas taxes in the country and the roads are horrible? 

Thank you for your comment. 

W119 Eric Berry  Appendix does not list making Laurel Street an airport priority roadway and building new ramps 
to I-5. Is this no longer part of the concept or is it included in something else?  

Appendix A includes a grouped collection of priority airport roadways. These 
improvements include: Convert Laurel Street to Primary Airport Entrance/Exit Roadway, 
Modify Laurel Street between Pac Highway and I-5, and Install new I-5 Freeway Ramps at 
Laurel and Redwood St. 

W120 Eric Berry  There really needs to be new interchange improvements on the 67 south to 8 east connector and 
8 west to 67 north connector. On both of these connections, traffic regularly backs up for a mile 
due to merging from Mollison Ave on the 8 west side and due to merging from Magnolia Ave and 
Mollison Ave on the 67 south side. This merging, slowing, and backup frequently causes 
accidents. 

No reconstruction of existing interchanges is currently planned at SR 67 and I-8. 
However, at the project development stage (which follows the Plan), alternatives and 
access will be reviewed for the Managed Lane improvements that are included in the 
Plan and connect to at and through these interchanges. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to Caltrans.  

W121 Erika Brooks SoCal Pre 
Apprenticeship 
Program 

Eager to learn about the progress of transportation for the future and open to understanding 
how I can play a role in project’s progress.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W122 Esther Brasmer La Mesa First UMC I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 
morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the 
language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr service on popular 
transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley 
and bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into 
more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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W123 Esther Brasmer La Mesa First UMC I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear 
and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. It is unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations budgets. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations.  

W124 Etelvina Tinoco Elac Es importante que ayuden a los jovenes y adultos mayores con el costo reducido del transporte , 
con un veneficio hasta los 25 años . 
*** 
It is important to help young adults and seniors by reducing the cost of transportation and 
provide this benefit until they are 25 years old. 

Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio asegurará que las partes interesadas 
públicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. Se espera 
que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios 
para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y 
los jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 
jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
*** 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W125 Eve Simmons TheGreenFlash.org Please be proactive and mindful of our shared environment and the implications of all of your 
decisions. Please do all you can to foster the availability of clean, local, solar/wind/renewable 
energy. Please lessen plastic pollution, and other toxins in our air, earth, and water. Your actions 
matter. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), as required 
by California Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) (SB 375), for the San Diego region. This SCS 
describes coordinated transportation and land use planning, and identifies Priorities for 
Adaptation Planning, which include serving as a resource for local agencies’ Climate 
Action Planning efforts and the general public on the impacts of climate change. When 
combined with the transportation network, the SCS exceeds the state’s target for 
reducing per capita GHG emissions set by the California Air Resources Board. 

W126 Fabiola Torres National Latino 
Research Center 

Mis ninos usan el train, quier mas suiguridad. Espero que este plan realmente suceda. Hemos 
tenido tantas reuniones con escuelas y otras organizaciones, para brindar comentarios y 
sugerencias para nuestras comunidades, pero nunca completaron su promesa. No hemos visto 
ningún cambio aquí. 
*** 
My children use the train, we want more security. I really hope this plan succeeds. We have has 
so many meetings with the schools and other organizations, to present ideas and suggestions for 
our communities, but they never fulfilled their promise. We haven’t seen even one change here. 

SANDAG, MTS y NCTD creen que se puede hacer más para mejorar la seguridad en y 
cerca del transporte público y están trabajando para implementar estas mejoras ahora y 
en el futuro. Por ejemplo, MTS está reasignando parte de los fondos asignados a la 
seguridad que usualmente se usan para monitorear el pago de las tarifas a mejoras de 
seguridad. SANDAG trabajará arduamente con la ayuda de todos nuestros pasajeros y 
representantes para asegurar que este plan sea implementado. 
*** 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements. SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and 
representatives to ensure that this plan gets implemented. 

W127 Fatima DaSilva Nile Sisters 
development 
initiative 

I think this would benefit my community tremendously especially with housing needs for people 
around the community.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W128 Fatin Amjad El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- The plan is so beautiful and El Cajon will be so much better if it is 
successful. I wish to see signs and information about the buses and trolley in Arabic. We would 
like a free train (shuttle) or car (Zip cars) for low-income families to use.  

SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning framework throughout the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. Through this process, SANDAG will be working 
with our Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language 
translations (such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are 
available to all San Diegans. In addition language accessibility will be considered as a key 
factor when planning and designing the Next OS in order to improve access and travel 
options to all San Diegans.  
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley. This study will ensure public 
stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be 
completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low 
incomes, students, and youth. You can find more information on the Regional Fare 
Impact Study also in Appendix B. In addition, the 2021 Regional Plan envisions subsidized 
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microtransit services to ensure all residents can benefit for new services like these.  
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

W129 Fatin Amjad El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- We had a great time listening to the presentation of the Regional Plan that 
the society really needs. We wish you can put all instructions on buses and trains (trolley) in 
Arabic so we can use them more. We wish there was a free bus (shuttle) in El Cajon similar to 
what they have in San Diego. 

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley and bus shuttles. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, students, and youth. You can find more information on the 
Regional Fare Impact Study also in Appendix B. 

W130 Fatin Amjad El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- In fact, this workshop was so good and useful for all El Cajon residents. By 
implementing this Plan we wish we could have information in Arabic and classes on how to use 
transportation. We also wish some free transportation for usage for Smart cars.  

SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning framework throughout the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. Through this process, SANDAG will be working 
with our Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language 
translations (such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources for transportation 
services are available to all San Diegans. In addition language accessibility will be 
considered as a key factor when planning and designing the Next OS in order to improve 
access and travel options to all San Diegans.  
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley. This study will ensure public 
stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be 
completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low 
incomes, students, and youth. You can find more information on the Regional Fare 
Impact Study also in Appendix B. In addition, the 2021 Regional Plan envisions subsidized 
microtransit services that include shared vehicle services to ensure all residents can 
benefit for new services like these.  

W131 Fatin Amjad El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- Hi all. The subject we talked about on buses and trains (trolley) is very 
beautiful plan that was suggested. It will help us go further places and know our city more. I wish 
there were some classes on how to use transit in Arabic so we can know how to use the 
transportation and purchase tickets.  

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as purchasing tickets in Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are 
available to all San Diegans as we advance with our next OS system and build upon 
improving our existing transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer 
you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan. 

W132 Fatin Amjad El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- Hi all. We want this beautiful train project (El Cajon) we talked about and 
the buses to be the easiest way to travel in the future. We wish there were some classes to help 
us use transportation is Arabic and then we can have more information on how to use them. 
Thank you very much for that what you are doing for us. 

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 
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W133 Fatin Amjad El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- New apartments are very important in El Cajon. We wish that times and 
places of buses and trains (trolley) in Arabic and then we can use them. We wish to keep roads 
safe for everybody and we wish we had free transportation for the elderly and poor.  

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
and educational resources on transit as we advance with our next OS system and build 
upon improving our existing transportation systems. For more information, I would like 
to refer you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital 
Equity Strategy and Action Plan and Regional Fare Impact Study. 
 
The plan will also implement safe streets at the local level through Mobility Hubs, which 
will provide safer and comfortable spaces for people of all ages and abilities get to their 
destinations. Mobility Hubs will be centers of activity where transportation investments 
of the Regional Plan will come together along with strategic decisions about land use, 
including providing housing near transit with programs such as the Regional Housing 
Needs Assessment Plan (or RHNA Plan). To learn more about the plan’s Mobility Hubs 
and the RHNA Plan, please see Chapter 2 on Sustainable Communities Strategy. 
 
Lastly, the plan will implement a near-term Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, youth, and students. 

W134 Fatin Amjad El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- 1) The plan is beautiful. 2) We need more information and schedule for train 
(trolley) in Arabic. 3) I support idea of free bus transportation for low-income. 4) We need classes 
on how to use bus and train (trolley) and how to use roads (freeways). 5) I love the idea of putting 
buses (rapid) in special lanes in the freeway. 6) I hope you remove bumps (potholes) from the 
roads because it is an obstacle. 7) Lexington St. in El Cajon needs maintenance for potholes and 
bumps. 

SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning framework throughout the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. Through this framework, one of the Regional Plan’s 
near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will 
address regional accessibility gaps in communications infrastructure, technology, and 
digital literacy. We have been working with our Community-Based Organization partners 
(or CBOs) to ensure that language translations and educational resources on transit are 
available to all San Diegans as we advance with our next OS system and build upon 
improving our existing transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer 
you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan and Regional Fare Impact Study. 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study to This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh 
in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, students, and youth. 
 
In Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology, Table U.2 captures the transit fare 
subsidies to riders throughout FY2026-FY2050. For more information on the Value 
Pricing and User Fee Implementation and the Regional Fare Impact Study, please see 
Appendices B and U. 
 
Lastly, SANDAG will create a framework, called the Fix it First Strategy, which aims to 
repair our region’s existing roads and develop long-term maintenance of our 
transportation network. More detail can also be found in Appendix B. 

W135 Francine Maxwell Naacp San Diego 
branch 

Hi I need every bus stop to have shelter on it a full shelter or designed. We need bus passes for 
low income youth and seniors free to very discounted. Traffic calming in Southeastern San Diego. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. Bus shelters are provided 
wherever there is sufficient right of way to locate them.  

W136 Francisco Guitron  I’m against the plan of charging drivers for using our roads. As somebody that struggles 
financially I can’t afford for more charges that doesn’t benefit everyone equally. I’m a student, 
hard worker, an independent person that does not have any type of financial support. The 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
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struggle paying for school, rent, food, health and basic needs is great. The stress that it creates 
trying to survive under the system that is clearly unequal for San Diegans is huge. And as me I 
know there are thousands of individuals and families with the same struggle as me.  
I totally oppose to this action to be taken. Our community should make use of democracy and 
vote for or against this action.  
NO! To this unfair plan. 

calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with 
long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, 
such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair system.  

W137 Frank Norton  I oppose the proposed high-speed rail system as described in San Diego Forward: The 2021 
Regional Plan for the following reasons: 
1) Too expensive--even assuming that the system can be completed at its current estimated cost. 
Plus, these types of projects are always more expensive that anticipated, e.g., California high-
speed rail. 
2) Mandating high-density neighborhoods. That the envisioned high-speed rail requires 
imposing high-density zoning is proof that the plan has not been tailored to the needs of San 
Diego county. It is like requiring everyone to buy carts because you have horses to rent. I am not 
against high-density neighborhoods per say. Rather, SANDAG should not impose zoning and 
density rules on local communities. Local communities know what is best for them.  
3) Reduction in greenhouse gases (GHG) may be less than projected. Chapter 1 (page 7) states, 
“41% of GHG emissions come from passenger cars and trucks.” However, electric vehicles are 
coming. By 2040, most passenger vehicles will likely be electric, drawing into question the Plan’s 
estimate for high-speed rail’s reduction in GHG. Just today President Biden signed an executive 
order to encourage the increase of electric-vehicle production to 50% by 2030.  
4) Fully-autonomous vehicles are coming. Instead of a high-speed rail system that requires high-
density neighborhoods to ensure sufficient ridership, fully-autonomous vehicles could form the 
basis for a distributed transportation network that would go to where residents want to live, not 
where they need to live to make the high-speed rail viable. 
5) Obsolete before it is made. Widespread adoption of telecommuting and fully-autonomous 
vehicles plus other, currently unimagined, innovations may make the planned high-speed rail 
system obsolete before it is completed.  
In the end, the envisioned high-speed rail system is an update of the Shinkansen, Japan’s bullet 
train that first went into service in the 1960’s. SANDAG should look for 21st-centrary solutions, not 
attempt to update solutions from the last century. 

The 2021 Regional Plan’s Commuter Rail system is planned to be different than 
California’s High Speed Rail, proposing speeds up to 110 MPH using vehicles that are 
zero-emission. Land use and zoning authority is reserved to local jurisdictions, however, 
SANDAG encourages cities to densify where transit is planned. State law does not allow 
regional plans to take credit for the GHG emission reductions resulting from the 
changeover of gas-powered vehicles to electric, therefore the 2021 Regional Plan outlines 
additional ways for the San Diego region to meet state mandated GHG reduction targets 
(increasing transit and other modes capacities to encourage mode shifts from solo 
driving to these alternative modes).  

W138 Fred Brown  Those of us who were here in North County 40 years ago remember how wonderful it was before 
all the traffic congestion, the noise and pollution, the crime and high taxes. Population growth 
has been ruinous to North County. Growth is not progress; it’s not progress when you make 
things worse, and things are worse. The developers have paid off the City Council members and 
the Board of Supervisors. It is called campaign contributions, in other words, legalized graft. The 
politicians benefited and the developers benefited and the residents suffered. We do not have 
enough water for the population we now have and the politicians are still thinking in terms of 
growth. We have enormous waste disposal problems, what do we do when the land fills are full ? 
The wild life has been destroyed, most of it is gone. Growth is not progress. 

The County Water Authority is the agency responsible for projecting water needs in the 
region and their projections use the SANDAG Regional Growth Forecast as an input to 
their modeling effort.  

W139 Frederick Simson  I see a greater need for more public education outlining responsibilities of individual motorists, 
bicyclists, and pedestrians in regards to their interactions with each other within the shared 
network. These 3 components do not “play well together” as each claims superiority over the 
others. ALL are breaking rules assumed to be followed by the planning hierarchy. New constructs 
such as North Park’s round-about traffic circles are foreign to local users who cannot grasp the 
concept of “Yield”. I would triple the size of the Yield signs and reduce the size of the circular 
arrows. Motorists are confused by the absence of stop signs. 

SANDAG is actively working on developing an outreach program for all roadway users 
focused on the projects being constructed in the Regional Bike Early Action Program. 
We have received a competitive State Active Transportation grant to develop and 
implement and education and outreach program that is beginning soon. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  
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W140 G King Local Citizen 
Taxpayers 

SANDAG has not followed the law or provided representative government. You ignored & failed 
your obligation made by promises from funded ballot measures to provide additional freeway 
lanes for commuters in single occupant vehicles & work trucks.  
 
You intentionally depleted the funding by using it solely for mass transportation, HOV & toll 
lanes, your outrageous salaries & pensions, and self promotion.  
 
SANDAG ignores the new situation that was forced upon us by the Covid-19 Pandemic, which 
makes mass transit unusable due to respiratory-disease transmission.  
 
Mass transit has also become dangerous due to the skyrocketing crime rate. Trolley stations are 
hot spots for crimes like assault, robbery & murder.  
 
People need & want the freedom to own their own vehicle and move about freely. We can’t 
spend 2 1/2 hours to get somewhere that only requires a half hour drive. We can’t walk miles to & 
from bus stops to work or carry enough bags of groceries on a train, trolley or bus. 
 
We refuse your oppressive gas taxes, tolls, and per mile charges! We already pay the highest gas 
taxes in the country, but it’s never enough to satisfy you. Your social engineering repulses us. You 
spend & waste billions of our tax dollars without being accountable or following the law. 
 
Seniors can’t afford to live here if you get your way, but you would force grandma into danger & 
poverty. You are truly heartless. 

Transit Leap greatly increases transit speeds, frequency, and span of service providing a 
compelling alternative to driving. Flexible Fleets help address access to transit facilities 
and travelers’ final destinations. Complete Corridors with continue to provide mobility 
and access to all modes throughout the region.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers.  
 
Oversight of public agencies is important and SANDAG welcomes public review of its 
work and processes. Federal and state agencies regularly review SANDAG and there are 
two ongoing local oversight processes with the Office of the Independent Performance 
Auditor and the Transnet Independent Taxpayers Oversight Committee.  
 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements.  

W141 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County: Traffic on 125 and 152 not to mention hwy 67. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG: Continue with the current plan. Do not pull 
already approved east county projects. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: Hwy. 52 and 125. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a managed lanes network proposed for SR52 and SR125 
and supporting managed lane connectors, included in Appendix A. The Plan includes 
three phase years, 2025, 2035 and 2050. SR52 between I-805 and Mast Blvd and SR125 
between Jamacha Rd and Amaya Dr. are proposed for 2035. Additional managed lanes 
segments on both State Routes are proposed for 2050. 

W142 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County: HWY 67. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG: IMPROVE HWY 52 & 8 & 67. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: 52 & 8 & 67. 

State Route 67 is slated for roadways improvements: shoulder widening and 
straightening improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the 2021 Regional Plan’s 
phase year 2035. 
 
For more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail  

W143 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County: 67 and 52 freeway fix promises need to be met. Public 
transportation is not safe. 
 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes managed lanes network for SR52 and supporting 
managed lane connectors, included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs 
and Phasing. The Plan includes three phase years, 2025, 2035 and 2050. SR52 between I-

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
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I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG: Drone transportation. Explore replacing a 
substantial part of the transportation energy (electric and fossil fuel) by investing in nuclear 
energy transportation solutions. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: Overdue freeway fixes. Transportation that focuses 
on public safety. 
 
Additional questions and public comments: Fund safe and clean transportation before building 
new infrastructure for low ridership. 

805 and Mast Blvd is proposed for 2035. SR67 includes safety and operational 
improvements such as shoulder widening, curve realignments, and technology 
improvements. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plans that includes both corridors which aims to create a 
comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, and equitable transportation solutions that are 
tailored to the needs of the corridor. 
 
The Plan also includes near-term and continuing actions to expand regional programs 
on low-carbon transportation options, roadway safety and maintenance, and nature-
based climate solutions. 

W144 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County: Highway 67.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG: Focus on creating economic hubs in the East 
County Region to lessen traffic on the freeways. Focus on other goals than trolleys, buses and 
bike lanes. These goals do not meet the needs of East County. You goals should be to meet the 
needs of each region, not just along the hwy 5 corridor.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: Highway 67. Develop alternative solutions that will 
reflect our needs. Realize the needs in each region are different, but as equal to all project on the 
west side of hwy 5. Re-prioritize Hwy 67 to meet immediate needs, do not postpone until 2035, 
which will be too little, too late. 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently 
preparing a Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a 
comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, and equitable transportation solutions that are 
tailored to the needs of the corridor. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes Mobility Hubs for East County which can facilitate 
creating additional economic opportunities within that hub. Mobility Hubs are 
communities with a high concentration of people, destinations, and travel choices. They 
offer on-demand travel options and supporting infrastructure to enhance connections to 
high-quality Transit Leap services while helping people make short trips around the 
community on Flexible Fleets. Mobility Hubs vary in their size, needs, and services being 
unique to each community. 

W145 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County: The 67/Mapleview intersection continues to be dangerous - 
likewise the proposed removal of lanes on Woodside Ave to convert them to bike lanes aren’t 
needed and will only contest the area worse than it already is.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG: According to SANDAG’s own 2019 report, the use 
of marijuana amongst juveniles has increased - so SANDAG needs to have a backbone and deny 
the city forcing easy county to accept marijuana shops and grow areas because the city is 
supported by Lobbyists and not listening to the citizens of east county. As presented , the 
Lakeside Community planning group brought this issue to the community and the room was 
filled with lakeside citizens who didn’t want this project. Why are you keeping silent?  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: For East County- the 67 corridor upgrade- the 
expansion of 52.  
 
Additional questions and public comments: Sandbag criminal justice research division 
conducted a report in 2018 that showed a 66% increase of juveniles vaping THC. Forcing east 
county to take marijuana stores and grow areas are going to be inequitable to the lower 
socioeconomic citizens that outnumber the medium income earners. Forcing lakeside to accept 
weed stores when they’ve told you they don’t want it should be criminal- your own reports show 
how this would disproportionately affect lakeside and increase theft, health and increase the use 
of other harder drugs. Keep the marijuana market out of Lakeside! 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently 
preparing a Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a 
comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, and equitable transportation solutions that are 
tailored to the needs of the corridor. 
 
Land use authority and decisions related to the types of commercial uses are reserved to 
local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities and the county are best 
positioned to effectively, understand the unique needs of their communities and 
geographies. SANDAG does make it a priority to share public safety information and data 
through publications and SANDAG’s Public Safety Committee.  

W146 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County: Highway 67 and other routes that need updating and made 
much, much safer. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG: The East County and other non-urban, non-
downtown, non-coastal areas have different needs that need to be addressed. Bike routes, trolley 
stops, “fast” buses are not the answer. Better highways, shorter travel times (less time idling in 
traffic jams) are required and were promised when taxes were raise. 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvementsfrom Mapleview to Dye Road. SANDAG and 
Caltrans are currently preparing a Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims 
to create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, and equitable transportation solutions 
that are tailored to the needs of the corridor. For more information regarding the San 
Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 
 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
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Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: Routes 67 and 78 and other areas that need to be 
safer and often more lanes added.  
 
Additional questions and public comments: Don’t just think about the urban areas. NOBODY is 
going to take a bus or ride a bike from Ramona or Campo, Lakeside or Jamul, Escondido or Vista 
to job centers in cities or along the coast. Many people in these areas work construction, so they 
need trucks, vans, and other private vehicles not only to get to jobs, but to work from as part of 
their routine. Don’t forget about us. Did I miss the community meeting in Lakeside, BTW? 

Additionally, the 2021 Regional Plan includes a system of managed lanes including on 
State Route 78. SR78 includes four managed lanes proposed for 2035 and supporting 
managed lane connectors. 

W147 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Homelessness increase. 52 Freeway needs more lanes, should be a priority. Trolly should connect 
Santee to North County.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
52 freeway size increase within 5 years. Trolly to connect Santee to North County in 5 years or less.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
52 freeway increase in lanes. Trolly to connect Santee to North County.  

The 2021 Regional Plan re-envisions the transportation network which includes a system 
of managed lanes supported by technology improvements. Managed lanes operate very 
similar to the I-15 Express Lanes which prioritize use of transit, carpools, vanpools, and 
rideshare. The Plan includes three managed lanes on SR52. 
 
SANDAG and Caltrans are developing a Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan 
(CMCP) for the Coast, Canyons, and Trails corridor which includes SR52. The Coast, 
Canyons, and Trails CMCP aims to guide the development of an innovative 
transportation network, transforming the way people and goods move east and west 
through the central San Diego region. This CMCP evaluates all travel modes and 
transportation facilities in the Coast, Canyons, and Trails study area and tailors solutions 
for the travel needs of the corridor. Major transportation network improvements by 2050 
include additional Managed Lanes and ramp improvements along portions SR 52. By 
2050, active transportation projects include buildout of SR 52 Bikeway and several 
enhanced bike lanes through Santee, El Cajon, La Mesa, and unincorporated San Diego 
County. 
 
For more information regarding the Coast, Canyons, and Trails corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=610&fuseaction=p
rojects.detail. 

W148 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Highway 67 improvements have been put off for over 20 year already. People continue to die in 
accidents on this highway. Now we’re seeing another 15 years added to the timeline???? This is 
unacceptable. Bike lanes should not come before Highway improvements that can SAVE LIVES!!! 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG: Improve Highway 67 ASAP. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: San Vicente - Highway 67 Improvements. 
 
Additional questions and public comments: What is your reasoning when you put Bike Lanes as 
a priority over SAVING LIVES? 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the plan 
phase year 2035. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing a Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, 
and equitable transportation solutions that are tailored to the needs of the corridor. For 
more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 

W149 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Short on-off ramps. Highway 67...scary speeds, narrowing of lanes allows stupid people to still 
pass on the right. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Same/similar as past years...make highway 67 slower/better. Remedy those short on-off ramps to 
determine which ramps cause the most accidents. Clearly the one at 67 N just past the bridge 
and before Riverford! Horrible on-ramp. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
See above. 
 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the plan 
phase year 2035. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing a Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, 
and equitable transportation solutions that are tailored to the needs of the corridor. For 
more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail  
 
Flexible Fleets will offer people a variety of on-demand shared vehicles. Flexible Fleet 
services may complement fixed-route services, even in more suburban communities 
such as Lakeside. They offer additional convenience, as the on-demand nature of Flexible 
Fleet services allows people to book a ride almost anywhere and anytime.  
 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=610&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=610&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
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Additional questions and public comments:  
Public transportation for our Lakeside, utilizing smaller vehicles to allow them to have better cost 
effective results. 

For more information regarding Flexible Fleets please visit: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/flexible-fleets. 

W150 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Hwy 67 from Vigilante Rd. up north to Ramona.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Roads in east county and Hwy 67 now. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Hwy 67. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
Please do not support any additional road tax not the mileage tax we seniors struggle now just to 
pay the registration fees. 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the plan 
phase year 2035. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing a Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, 
and equitable transportation solutions that are tailored to the needs of the corridor. For 
more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

W151 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
67 needs to be widened for safer travel. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG: street repair. 

State Route 67 is slated for roadways improvements: shoulder widening and 
straightening improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the 2021 Regional Plan’s 
phase year 2035. 
 
For more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 

W152 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Highway 67 south and highway 8 connection is dangerous and to backed up plus highway 8 
west getting onto 67 very backed up. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Highway 67. 

State Route 67 is slated for roadways improvements: shoulder widening and 
straightening improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the 2021 Regional Plan’s 
phase year 2035. 
 
For more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 

W153 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
 Aviation Pollution and aviation crashes. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Affordable housing, bike lanes. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Move Gillespie Field Airport, waste of money and pollution. 
 

Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. Gillespie 
Air Center is in the jurisdiction of the City of El Cajon and subject to the city’s zoning and 
ordinances.  
 
In recognition of the lack of affordable housing, SANDAG is developing a Regional 
Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed 2021 Regional 
Plan. The proposed 2021 Regional Plan has a full network of transit stations throughout 
the San Diego region that are located where key mobility connections need to be made 
between residential, commercial, and employment centers, such as UTC and Old Town. 
SANDAG will work closely with local jurisdictions to determine design and services of 
Mobility Hubs based on the community’s needs.  

https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/flexible-fleets
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
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Additional questions and public comments:  
Why are we building two transit hubs? One in UTC and one in Old Town 
Makes no sense, Lindberg is an embarrassment. We need a WORLD airport ai Miramar MCAS You 
are playing politics with our transportation tax monies. 

W154 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Evacuation in an emergency will be impossible because Rte. 52 will be clogged (not enough 
lanes) when trying to get to other freeways. Likewise, the junction of 125 South and 94 West will 
also be clogged. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Add lanes to Rte. 52 where it junctions with Rte. 67 and continuing all the way to the I-5. Morning 
traffic is at a standstill on the 52 in East County heading West. Afternoon traffic is stop and go 
going East. Also, add lanes to the junction of the 125 South and 94 West. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Freeways from East County heading West need to have more lanes. 
 
Additional questions and public comments: 
Why is it that projects in East County are usually moved to the “back burner?” Why not give the 
same priority to all county residents? 

MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County 
to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix 
Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control 
guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes managed lanes network for SR52 and supporting 
managed lane connectors, included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs 
and Phasing. The Plan includes three phase years, 2025, 2035 and 2050. SR52 between I-
805 and Mast Blvd is proposed for 2035. SR67 includes safety and operational 
improvements such as shoulder widening, curve realignments, and technology 
improvements. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plans that includes both corridors which aims to create a 
comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, and equitable transportation solutions that are 
tailored to the needs of the corridor. 

W155 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Mapleview Ave and highway 67 stoplight.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Widening 67 at choke points in Ramona.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Bradley Ave bridge over 67 highway.  
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
Spend money on roadways which our gas tax is supposed to be spent on. Don’t allow the head of 
SANDAG to spend majority of budget(taxpayers) money on public transit. 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the plan 
phase year 2035. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing a Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, 
and equitable transportation solutions that are tailored to the needs of the corridor. For 
more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to Caltrans.  

W156 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
As an East County resident, I feel extending the public transportation will benefit our County 
Economy, especially the downtown areas (restaurants, retail) but we have seen an increase 
homeless and an increase in crime. My only fear is my opening up more transportation option 
the crime issue will continue to rise. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
I think transportation improvements are key to making a better San Diego. As people continue to 
move further away from downtown due to costs, many residents still work in the City area. 
Accessible transportation could provide a better work life for those working in the City.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Transportation Improvements and Land Use and Growth. 

The 2021 Regional Plan puts forth a 30 year vision for the region that considers the needs 
of all parts of San Diego County, including trips from east county to other parts of the 
region. As SANDAG implements the plans, projects, and programs envisioned, the 
agency will work closely with community members to address project-specific concerns 
and develop solutions tailored to the community. The Regional Plan includes strategies 
focused on transportation improvements and planning for land use and regional growth. 

W157 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Highway 67 is always a concern, I can’t see if it is included in the plan, but if it isn’t, it should be. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the plan 
phase year 2035. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing a Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
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Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
East County roads are pretty bad in general and need to be repaired. I would like to see more 
investment in fixing the roads and less in public transportation. I see so many empty busses and 
trolleys and spending major money on the transit system in San Diego doesn’t seem practical.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
REPAIRING ROADS. 

and equitable transportation solutions that are tailored to the needs of the corridor. For 
more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 

W158 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Homeless population increasing. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Community development, more housing, no gas tax for miles traveled. NOW. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Housing, Road repairs, Community enhancements. Bringing in more small, med and large 
businesses to our community.  
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
How could you push out some of the programs until 2035 to 2050. That is hard to fathom that 
this can be done when each project proposed has a need now and in the future. By the time 
those years come around, all the needs would have changed. 

The 2021 Regional Plan considers the needs of the San Diego region, including 
communities in east county. The plan includes investments in an affordable housing 
program, road repairs, and community enhancements, particularly in Mobility Hub areas. 
These are areas where multiple travel options come together. The Regional Plan is a 
long-term blueprint for the region and is updated every four years to account for new 
data and information, changes in population forecasts, new technology, and policies. 

W159 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Otay Lakes being allowed to be a share the road for cyclist.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Make a bike loop from Chula Vista along Otay Lakes Rd to Campo Rd (HWY 94) to Proctor Valley 
Rd to Chula Vista. It would be a safer and a well used two way bike lane and will attract active 
bikers an encourage more health in the community.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Widen Hwy 94 and Otay Lakes. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
How many people, mostly bicyclist have to die to make the simple change. 

While this segment of roadway is not included in the 500+ miles of SANDAG’s Regional 
Bikeway Network, the Otay Lakes Road bikeway is a Local Bike Project in the City of 
Chula Vista’s adopted Active Transportation Plan, available at:  
https://www.chulavistaca.gov/home/showpublisheddocument/20838/6373463757321300
00. 
 
More details on that effort, including staff contact information, can be found at: 
https://www.chulavistaca.gov/departments/engineering/active-transportation-plan. 
 
We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to agencies that oversee these facilities. 

W160 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
East County is not represented fairly at SANDAG. New SANDAG plan will not work! 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Defund and dissolve current SANDAG, and create a new regional entity that is capable, honest, 
and balanced. Invest in better road planning and housing approvals that prevent super dense 
neighborhoods. See project recommendations. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Defund and dissolve current SANDAG. For a new Regional entity - 1) water & electricity availability 
for growing population, 2) population management / control based on utilities available (water, 
electricity), 3) better road planning to avoid gridlock and out of touch green energy ideas that are 
not realistic - planning should not based on SANDAG or County staff recommendations, but 
heavy on citizens input, which is ignored most of the time. 4) Help solve the border crisis - help 
complete building the border wall and contribute to creative solutions to stemming illegal 

Thank you for your comments. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.chulavistaca.gov/home/showpublisheddocument/20838/637346375732130000
https://www.chulavistaca.gov/home/showpublisheddocument/20838/637346375732130000
https://www.chulavistaca.gov/departments/engineering/active-transportation-plan
https://sdforward.com/
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immigrant tide, child abuse at border, drug infusion into US at border, and COVID19 influx into 
U.S by immigrants who are spreading it. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
1) Start this organization over again from scratch. It is broken and dysfunctional. 2) Listen and act 
based mostly on citizen input (75%), and minimally on staff or insiders who are frequently out of 
touch (25%). 3) Include citizens at the table, with voting rights. 4) Create balanced representation 
and action of all opinions and viewpoints at the table. 5) Include fair representation of all areas - 
for example, East County and several other areas are not fairly represented at the current 
SANDAG table. 6) Do not follow the new green deal concept, which is extreme liberalism at its 
worst - it is not based on science and data, but is based on climate change existentialist threat 
assumptions and poor data modeling. San Diego is not Portland Oregon, or other cities - massive 
biking and mass transportation infrastructure will not work here! Do not try to force feed this to 
the people and waste our money and time. Create realistic plans and ideas that will work! 

W161 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Crime coming in on trolley.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Influence, fund or advocate for: 
 
Help restore and save historic East County buildings.  
Stop spoiling communities by increasing historic density based an a failed theory it will increase 
MTS ridership.  
 
Allocate local funds back to state for sole purpose to widen SR 52.  
Eliminate/redesign crime-ridden drug infested transit centers.  
Improve streetscape and landscaping.  
Eliminate funding waste to trolley in East county which has little demand. 
Leave local funds in cities to better decide their use. Such as Santee’s sun-rotten decrepit 
illuminated street name signs that were never maintained. Similarly decrepit signage in places 
like the Walker Preserve. 
Turn county property at old Edgemoor hospital site with historic oak trees into large picnic park.  
Restore dilapidated, historic Edgemoor barn. The ONLY historic building in Santee that has been 
ignored.  
Demolish El Cajon ugly jail floors. Shorten eyesore building.  
Declare Mary’s historic donut sign historic and allow to be rebuilt as monument sign in front of 
commercial strip center.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
52 freeway traffic debacle  
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
See above, there is a lot there. 

The 2021 Regional Plan re-envisions the transportation network which includes a system 
of managed lanes supported by technology improvements. Managed lanes operate very 
similar to the I-15 Express Lanes which prioritize use of transit, carpools, vanpools, and 
rideshare. The Plan includes three managed lanes on SR52. 
 
SANDAG and Caltrans are developing a Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan 
(CMCP) for the Coast, Canyons, and Trails corridor which includes SR52. The Coast, 
Canyons, and Trails CMCP aims to guide the development of an innovative 
transportation network, transforming the way people and goods move east and west 
through the central San Diego region. This CMCP evaluates all travel modes and 
transportation facilities in the Coast, Canyons, and Trails study area and tailors solutions 
for the travel needs of the corridor. Major transportation network improvements by 2050 
include additional Managed Lanes and ramp improvements along portions SR 52. By 
2050, active transportation projects include buildout of SR 52 Bikeway and several 
enhanced bike lanes through Santee, El Cajon, La Mesa, and unincorporated San Diego 
County. 
 
For more information regarding the Coast, Canyons, and Trails corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=610&fuseaction=p
rojects.detail. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. Land use authority includes parks and recreation, and 
historic preservation. 

W162 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Fire, medical, water supply.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
High speed internet throughout the county.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Fire protection and internet. 

The transportation system envisioned in the 2021 Regional Plan relies on a vast network 
of digital infrastructure to connect and manage the transportation system. For Complete 
Corridors, NextOS, Flexible Fleets, Transit Leap, and Mobility Hubs to succeed, a robust 
broadband and telecommunications network is essential. The Plan includes an 
investment in the backbone fiber infrastructure needed to support the transportation 
network however SANDAG is also developing a Regional Digital Equity Strategy & Action 
Plan to support the expansion of broadband county-wide. The Strategy & Action Plan will 
define strategies for expanding broadband and internet connectivity in the San Diego 
region to support quality of life, transportation, and equity. 
 
The San Vicente Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) will study ways to 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=610&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=610&fuseaction=projects.detail
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improve transportation safety, maintain rural community character, create greater trip 
reliability and efficiency, and provide emergency evacuation options in the event of fire 
or other natural disaster. 
 
For more information regarding the San Vicente, please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 

W163 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
The plan is not a set of strategies, but rather a set of aspirational statements, goals and principles 
that have few specific actions. And there is no recognition that to achieve the image of the future 
state will require changes in voluntary behavior by citizens, as well as participation by multiple 
industries. Specifically not mentioned is the main tool of government to enact such designs, i.e., 
regulation. Also, local government must operate within state and federal frameworks as well. So 
the city and county of San Diego can’t implement requirements, technologies and infrastructure 
unilaterally. The plan makes no mention of the coordination of these human and governmental 
elements. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
I don’t know what SANDAG’s budget is, so I don’t know what is possible. If the proposed $163 
billion was arrived at through analysis with more data than presented by the document, in terms 
of why the amount is what it is. The source of funds was not clear as to whether new taxes will be 
required; “new sources of funding” will be required. Without knowing the boundaries of the 
budget, I cannot offer opinions on what I’d like to see the money spent on. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
I didn’t see anything in the report (maybe I missed it) that talked about autonomous vehicles, the 
impact of higher remote working ratios, the conversion to electric mobility, the impact of delivery 
services that will remain post-pandemic, etc. All of these factors will contribute to less need for 
mobility in terms of frequency of travel by humans. Have these trends been considered?  
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
Is this publicly available version of the plan simply a “Cliff’s Notes” marketing version, meant to 
raise awareness and hopefully increase public support for taxes raised to pay for the projects? 

The 2021 Regional Plan is a long-range planning document and is required by federal law 
to provide a reasonably feasible funding strategy for the projects, policies, and programs 
of the plan. As described in Chapter 3 and Appendix B, additional work, including 
advanced planning, public involvement, pilot testing, and legislation will be necessary to 
implement elements of this plan. SANDAG updates the Regional Plan every four years 
with the latest in planning ideas and concepts.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan envisions a transportation system that will evolve as our mobility 
needs continue to change well into the future. Flexible Fleets, which include shared, 
electric, connected and eventually autonomous vehicles, work in concert with mass 
transit, providing on-demand solutions. SANDAG continues to monitor the development 
and deployment of autonomous vehicles as there is great uncertainty about when fleets 
of fully autonomous and connected vehicles capable of operating will be ubiquitous.  
 

W164 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Parking, Policing, Total Gov Reform. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Termination of Bloated city-county employees at the top. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W165 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Mapleview Ave and highway 67 stoplight.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Widening 67 at choke points in Ramona.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Bradley Ave bridge over 67 highway. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the plan 
phase year 2035. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing a Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan which aims to create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, 
and equitable transportation solutions that are tailored to the needs of the corridor. For 
more information regarding the San Vicente Corridor please visit: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=607&fuseaction=projects.detail
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Spend money on roadways which our gas tax is supposed to be spent on. Don’t allow the head of 
SANDAG to spend the majority of budget(taxpayers) money on public transit. 

W166 Gary Clasen  I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Additional carpool lanes asap. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Carpool lanes, electric vehicle chargers, NOT trains to Ramona or other distant areas, and NOT 
more empty busses with no one riding other than the driver as currently seen all over north 
county. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
Address what the public actually wants and not some politicians’ pipe dream. We DO NOT want 
to be like Los Angeles. 

The Managed Lanes concept is envisioned in the 2021 Regional Plan. They provide a 
system of managed lanes allowing the opportunity to dynamically manage the lanes 
based on real time conditions, time of day, and vehicle occupancy, to make all lanes 
more efficient and provide benefits to the system as a whole. 
 
SANDAG will explore ways to integrate EV charger location and availability data into the 
Next OS platform. 
 
We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W167 Gary Clasen  Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
NOT road user fees. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
A BIG NO! to Road User Fees (page 47 of The 2021 Regional Plan). I’m fine with Managed Lanes, 
people can choose to pay extra to use the faster lane or not (we’ll see if they actually end up 
being faster). But you will have a grassroots uprising if you try to start taxing us to drive on the 
roads! I am retired and have worked hard all my life. I am already over-taxed here in CA, but this 
is my home and I plan to continue living here. I don’t want to be forced to take public 
transportation. I am usually going several different places when I drive somewhere - various 
errands and shopping and hiking. So I am bringing things with me and then also carrying bags 
of groceries. I DO NOT support Road User Fees!!! 

Dramatic changes are necessary to address unprecedented challenges facing our region, 
and state. One component of these necessary changes are updates to how 
transportation systems are funded. The funding structure we grew up with, paying at the 
pump, will not carry us into the future as the state transitions to alternative fuel vehicles 
to address necessary climate change goals and alternate travel modes that still require 
funding support.  

W168 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Why is the forest service so dysfunctional? 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Invest more in hydrogen gas-powered vehicles. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Invest more in the fuel of the future hydrogen. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
Why is the transition to hydrogen fuel going so slowly? 

The Regional Plan supports investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses 
and their supporting infrastructure (e.g., EV charging stations and hydrogen fueling 
stations). These electric vehicle investments are one of the ways SANDAG is working to 
reduce regional GHG emissions and improve local air quality. Appendices A (Table A.17) 
and B show SANDAG’s proposed EV commitments. Innovation and advanced 
technologies will be critical to meeting regional GHG reduction goals in 2035 and 2050.  
 
The proposed zero emission vehicle incentive program will provide rebates for both plug-
in electric vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicles powered by hydrogen. SANDAG 
investments will also support the transition of transit and freight vehicles to zero 
emission including funding for hydrogen fuel cell electric buses and battery electric 
buses.  

W169 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Because of years of neglect and lack of forest/brush management, the landscape is littered with 
dead and dying trees, shrubs, grasses, etc. which are tinder dry and ready to create a difficult, if 
not impossible, to stop fire storm. Emergency evacuations from Ramona, San Diego Country 
Estates, Barona Mesa, and other areas are bottlenecked with only Highway 67 south (one lane in 
each direction for the most part) and Wildcat Canyon Road (one lane in each direction) available 
for egress. As was demonstrated during the last 2 huge fires, these routes do not allow for the 
evacuation of the area. Vehicles were lined up for hours stuck in line to get out. This deadly 
condition has been recognized for the last 25 years in official reports describing the situation, and 
the area’s population has continued to increase while the outdated roads have stayed the same.  
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Highway 67 must be widened to a minimum 4 lanes (2 in each direction) beginning immediately.  

SR67 includes safety and operational improvements such as shoulder widening, curve 
realignments, and technology improvements from Mapleview to Dye Road in the plan 
phase year 2035. These additional improvements could help address crashes and 
evacuation needs in the rural areas, evacuation in the event of wildfire or other disasters. 
Additionally, in conjunction with the Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans are actively 
preparing the San Vicente Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan, which is a more 
focused effort to identify projects and strategies that integrate transportation options, 
wildlife connectivity, and technology deployment to improve mobility and evacuations 
along the SR 67 corridor. 
Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic 
control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-
flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 

https://sdforward.com/
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Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
As above. Next priority--throw away the ‘SANDAG 2021’ Regional ‘Plan’ and research, with 
independent scientists, planners, engineers, etc. a realistic and beneficial plan that will actually 
help the region.  
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
A bus, trolley, or train carrying a few people does nothing to help the region, environment, or the 
earth. It has been blatant to anyone willing to do the research that electric vehicles when 
considering the environmental damage and costs their production, use, and scrapping causes, 
are more polluting and less practical than standard internal combustion-powered vehicles. Their 
range is limited, technology is still in its infancy, safety issues not resolved (for example, if the 
battery in an electric vehicle combusts, it is virtually impossible to extinguish short of dropping 
the vehicle into a swimming pool), not to mention the inane promise that by 2035 a state that 
can barely keep its lights on will allow only electric vehicles to be sold, relying on solar and wind 
power to produce the massive amounts of electricity necessary. There are so many problems 
with this so called ‘regional plan’ that it would make more sense to start over.  

levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions from all sectors and 
achieving state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. Implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, while also facilitating the 
development and implementation of local Climate Action Plans (CAPs) across our region, 
will help everyone—the State, SANDAG, cities, and other public agencies—achieve their 
climate goals.  

W170 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Hwy 67 from Mapleview to Scripps Poway Parkway. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
East county needs improvements to SR 52, Hwy 67, and the 94.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Widening SR 52, Hwy 67, and the 94. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes managed lanes network for SR52 and supporting 
managed lane connectors, included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs 
and Phasing. The Plan includes three phase years, 2025, 2035 and 2050. SR52 between I-
805 and Mast Blvd is proposed for 2035. SR67 includes safety and operational 
improvements such as shoulder widening, curve realignments, and technology 
improvements. SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plans that includes both corridors which aims to create a 
comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, and equitable transportation solutions that are 
tailored to the needs of the corridor. Three managed lanes are also proposed for SR94. 
SANDAG and Caltrans will be complete a Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan for 
SR94 to evaluate transportation solutions tailored to the community needs. 

W171 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
Fire safety. 
 
I do feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Promote the development of more and better jobs where people already live (i.e., around 
employment centers). 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Growing existing employment centers throughout the County. 

The 2021 Regional Plan considers the needs of east county and prioritizes investments in 
rural corridors and climate resilience programs to assist with fire safety concerns. The 
proposed land use pattern in the Regional Plan envisionsfuture jobs and housing to be 
concentrated in Mobility Hubs throughout the region. Many Mobility Hubs are 
employment centers and SANDAG envisions both job and housing growth in these areas 
to facilitate more mixed use development. 

W172 Gary Clasen  Safety concerns in East County:  
The intersections of freeway transitions, including to local roads; the need to assess job center 
creations/enhancements that support climate change policies that impact health. 
 
I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Reversal of some of the proposals that are pushed out to 2050 but are needed sooner. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Some that the plan projects for 2050 should be earlier - 125/8/67/52 corridors. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
Can SANDAG consider Mobility Hub developments that consider senior citizen facilities (current 
and future) like Lantern Crest in Santee and La Vida Real in Rancho San Diego? 

Thank you for your comment. Safety in and around regional Mobility Hubs including 
transit stops situated throughout these communities is of utmost importance. We are 
planning for complete corridor infrastructure that better protects people walking and 
biking from vehicular traffic.  
 
Mobility Hubs will be implemented in close coordination with local jurisdictions to align 
with the unique needs of each community. Many Mobility Hubs are employment centers 
or other popular destinations, and SANDAG would work with local jurisdictions to update 
plans and policies to allow for more housing in these locations where feasible. A map of 
all of the Mobility Hubs is included in Appendix A. Local jurisdictions maintain land use 
authority and are responsible for decisions regarding density, zoning, and housing 
policies. Regarding the highway improvements, State laws have changed from requiring 
congestion relief (usually solved in the short term by widening roadways) to reducing 
vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas emissions (usually solved by people living 
closer to destinations and using alternative modes of transportation such as walking, 
biking, carpooling and taking public transit). The Regional Plan reflects this shift. 
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W173 Gary Clasen  I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
Roads repaired.  
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Roads repaired and freeway updated. 
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
My big concern is the mileage tax it would mean with being charged .06$ a mile I wouldn’t be 
able to go anywhere. We already pay the highest gas tax in the USA. How many SANDAG people 
use mass transit to get to their meetings? 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

W174 Gary Clasen  I do not feel the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan meets the needs of my community. 
 
Investments I would like to see from SANDAG:  
The focus and area where cooperation with tribes seems to be most well developed is regional 
transportation planning. Appendix I page 7 does not include the Mesa Grande Band of Mission 
Indians; and page 19 does not include tribal corridor SR 78, the Band’s primary access to tribal 
housing and access to a very large portion of its undeveloped reservation and semi-developed 
fee lands. I would like to see more emphasis on working with individual tribes (rather than 
collectively through SCTCA) on economic development as well; and how San Diego County and 
other governments in the region can help remove barriers to non-gaming tribal development of 
tribal economies on their own lands. 
 
Projects that should be a priority for SANDAG:  
Many east county rural economic development projects are thwarted by SDG&E shutdowns 
during wind and heat events; what role can SANDAG play in responding to or working with 
SDG&E to mitigate these circumstances?  
 
Additional questions and public comments:  
In tandem with the above question, what role can SANDAG play in non-gaming tribes’ tribal 
energy development plans and concerns? 

The San Diego Forward 2021 Regional Plan is a comprehensive regional planning 
document. The regional plan is required by both state and federal legislation. The plan is 
intended to be applied to the entire San Diego region and might not have details for 
subregional areas. For information that is more specific to SR 78, Mesa Grande, and 
emergency preparedness, please the San Vicente Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor 
Plan at: https://sandag.mysocialpinpoint.com/sanvicente. 
 
The Mesa Grande Band of Diegueño Mission Indians are listed in the 11th row of Table I.1.  
 
As a Council of Governments (COG) SANDAG established a government-to-government 
framework with its counterpart - The Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association 
(SCTCA). At a policy level the SCTCA advises SANDAG on the Board and Policy Advisory 
Committees and Mesa Grande in the past has represented the SCTCA on the Borders 
Committee. However, at a technical level, all tribes, representing their nation can be a 
member of the Interagency Technical Working Group on Tribal Transportation Issues 
which serves as a forum for all tribes to discuss transportation and other planning issues 
with the public agencies who impact tribal communities. We encourage Mesa Grande to 
become a member again. That said, we appreciate your suggestions to do more one on 
one communication with individual tribes. SANDAG as a regional planning agency has a 
role facilitating the regional energy strategy and one of our collaborative strategies with 
the SCTCA is to explore how the tribes can contribute to the energy planning in the 
region - especially to benefit non-gaming tribes. We look forward to more discussions.  

W175 Gary Clasen  It is sad to see the needs of East County residents be put on the backburner. I believe that the 
Regional Plan should allocate equitable resources and programs to East County residents 
because they have paid their fair share through taxes and continually do not see the benefits 
within their communities.  
 

A critical component of reviewing the impacts of the 2021 Regional Plan is evaluating the 
effects on historically underserved and systemically marginalized groups. This evaluation 
is known as a social equity analysis and focuses on communities of color, residents with 
low incomes, and seniors. While the 2021 Regional Plan delivers improvements to the 
entire region, this review ensures that the benefits are shared by everyone, including our 

https://sandag.mysocialpinpoint.com/sanvicente
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East County has some of the largest amounts of low-income, refugee, immigrant, and rural 
community members in San Diego. It is disappointing, but not surprising, to see the needs of 
these communities continually dismissed. 
 
One area that I believe must be addressed before anything else is fire safety within East County 
San Diego. Wildfires will continue to get worse over the next several years and a lack of 
investment in infrastructure will quite literally cost lives. I hope to see SANDAG invest in 
increased lanes for rural communities to be able to safely evacuate when needed. East County is 
particularly prone to wildfires because of the heat and bush; it is crucial that San Diego invests is 
reliable, sustainable, and fire safe programs to prepare for the next several years. The problems 
with fire safety have been shown through recent fire scares and it will continue to worsen and 
cost people their livelihood and lives if it is not addressed immediately.  
 
Thank you for your work, I am sure this is an extremely difficult project! 

social equity focused populations, and that the burdens of the 2021 Regional Plan’s 
changes are not disproportionally shouldered by any social equity focus population.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a system of managed lanes including corridors that 
serve East County such as I-8, SR52, and SR94. Additionally, rural corridors such as 67 
include investments such as shoulder widening, curve realignment, and technology 
improvements to address safety and operational improvements to facilitate 
ingress/egress during peak travel and emergency evacuation conditions. MTS and NCTD 
work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles 
can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized 
transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County to get their 
wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also 
describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control guides, 
roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler 
information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 

W176 Gayle Martin  I feel we should use small electric buses, vans, vehicles, etc. that can easily handle handicapped, 
children and luggage that run frequently and everywhere to central areas that connect to larger 
buses/vans/vehicles that travel on dedicated lanes with only one or two stops on the way to large 
workplaces, airport, stadium, etc. This would use our current streets & highways. We should also 
ensure that everyone is given a computer, a cell phone, and a very low cost provider, in order to 
have access to the reservation system, which would include free automatic software/hardware 
upgrades and technical support. There must be train/bus/vans/vehicles from Escondido with 
several stops on the way to San Diego. Need to start NOW as bulk of funds are much later in 
availability. Fares must be low cost with free transfers. Maps of the transit network should be 
everywhere. 

The Transit network will provide frequent service along the County including fast and 
reliable NextGen Rapid services from Escondido to Central San Diego. To complement 
these transit services, Flexible Fleets will be available to provide quick and convenient 
connections to transit. Flexible Fleets can range from bikes and scooters to autonomous 
shuttles that provide on-demand service for all sorts of trips. These vehicles contain 
different features and amenities that cater to different mobility needs such as wheelchair 
accessibility, space for luggage/stroller, bike storage, and real-time arrival information. 
Flexible Fleet services will also provide options so that all people can benefit from the 
service like free or reduced fare options, call center, cash payment options, or travel 
kiosks around the County to help riders book a ride. SANDAG plans to start testing 
different Flexible Fleet applications and services models in 2022. 

W177 Gayle Martin  How is the system tracking how many miles you’ve used? 
What happens when the system makes an error and charges fees to the wrong person? 
What happens when the system network crashes? Or, is hacked? 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road 
usage charge, including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the 
fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG will rely on coordination with the 
other Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) in California along with the State 
department of Transportation to integrate the selection of technology, collection 
methods, and account management to ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 
There are various methods that are being explored to track how many miles are being 
driven, and your important concerns will be considered while coordinating with other 
agencies in the State to select the best possible system to administer the program.  

W178 Gener Abdon  I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will 
prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing 
projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that 
will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement. Therefore, in the RTP, I 
ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing document. 
 
 I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 
I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for 
the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency 
enhancements. The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the 
double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide 
express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
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morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the 
language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr service on popular 
transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for the 
Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP 
with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that 
project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated 
for a 2035 implementation rather than the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask 
that the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the support 
of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 
 
 I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-
income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 
ownership, and tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-
displacement study. 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear 
and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. It is unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations budgets. 
I call for the funding of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response 
strategy to provide safety particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. 
Currently, this is not included in the RTP.  

Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout 
Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

W179 George Ho Sunrise Movement 
San Diego 

For the final plan, I urge this Board to (1) maximize emissions reductions, (2) prioritize 
investments in the communities on the frontlines of environmental injustice and the climate 
crisis, and  
+Improve the Bus System 
+Create a Blue Line Express 
+Provide 24 Hour Service by 2025 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix 
H.  As suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees 
that this change will make it easier for the public to understand.   
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+Have a Purple Line Serve Central City Heights 
+Create Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP): Provide No-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old 
and under in order to ensure generations of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant 
mode shift. Connect youth to school, work, internships, and other early-career opportunities.  
+Electrify Bus Fleet by 2030 
+Identify Anti-Displacement strategies 
+Improve the transit Bathroom network 
+Create an Emergency Ready Transit System 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A 
includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue 
Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation 
Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and clarify next steps 
for express connectivity along the Blue Line.    
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.  
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently 
studying alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail 
Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built 
by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.   
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing 
incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, 
consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 
 
MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County 
to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix 
Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control 
guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 

W180 Glen Farrell self and family Please stop with additional plans and “Use fees.” This is in effect a regressive tax on middle and 
lower class working families, and instead of better using existing tax dollars like SB-1 funds, past 
experience proves it will be raided with little going to the actual infrastructure. SANDAG should 
not be voting on this, it should go to a vote before the people of the county and it should ideally 
require a supermajority to impose this tax. We are already looking at having to Leave CA because 
it is simply getting too expensive and rather than becoming more efficient, the solution is to 
impose new taxes (or fees) to make up for squandering the existing revenue. Please vote down 
any proposal that imposes new costs on taxpayers.  
 
Also any use fee should properly go to the counties where the driving occurred. It is not right that 
a family vacationing in the rest of the state or out of that pays San Diego County.  

Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, legislation and 
much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of this plan, 
including the road usage charge. At a minimum this plan is updated every four years 
with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. Further research will, and is currently, 
being conducted at the regional, state, and federal level on how to effectively implement 
these new funding options while safeguarding the public’s privacy.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. The study will also assess the potential impacts of user 
fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on 
transportation.  

W181 Glen Hopkins  Having read through the regional plan (marketing pitch) I submit that there are number of 
“flawed assumptions” coupled with significant “conformational bias” that need to be brought 
forward and addressed. There are risks when people passionate about a given topic are entrusted 
to develop a truly objective analysis taking in all facts and realities. In this case people that clearly 
believe mass transit is the only acceptable approach, and thus, come at it from that vantage 
point finding ways to sell that belief and force its implementation upon others. Contrast that 
with an open and objective analysis by non-partisans on the topic of: “What are the best (most 
economical, most convenient, most likely, most affordable, highest ROI) ways to move people 
around San Diego in the future?”.  
Recognizing that mass transportation is only economically feasible for mass population densities, 
the plan’s low population growth projections is in itself NOT going to create any materially worse 
problems than San Diego currently has which are significantly less than larger metro areas on 
the west coast. By the plan’s own admission, 60% of the population growth in 2050 will be from 
people 75 years and up. It is a known fact that people drive & travel significantly less as they leave 
the workforce and age. Additionally, the plan discusses the large number new job in the areas of 
“innovation” or knowledge workers without acknowledging the dynamics in this space which is 
large movement to completely remote work or hybrid workforces resulting in positive impacts 
on automobile congestion in the future. Furthermore, it is also a known fact that people 
shopping remotely for everything will only continue to grow in the coming decades further 
reducing congestion associated with cars. Net-net, it is highly questionable to state that there 
will be materially more cars on the road in 2050 than there is right now in 2021 requiring huge 
new investments in rail and bus. 

A key goal of the public involvement process is to hear from diverse stakeholders and 
residents to gain additional insights, better understand concerns, address them or adapt 
ideas. To reduce bias SANDAG uses an evaluation criteria process for evaluating project 
bundles (Appendix T) and an activity based model to assess the performance of the 
transportation system (Appendix S) 
 
The transit system envisioned in this Plan responds to updated growth projections and 
focuses on high-speed services that will connect jobs and offer service with similar travel 
times as autos. Previous plans focused on access but not necessarily speed of travel and 
equivalency with other options, thereby making these planned services much more 
desirable to the traveling public. 
 
Although population growth is forecasted to be slower between now and 2050 than it 
was forecasted to grow in previous decades, the population of the region is still 
forecasted to grow, adding population of all age groups to the region.  

W182 Glen Hopkins  In addition to the demographic trends mentioned above, the report absolutely ignores the 
impact of convenience, or the lack thereof, that comes with mass transit. For all people, time is 

The transportation system is designed to provide convenient travel choices for residents, 
employees, and visitors. Fast and frequent transit remains the most effective way to 
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precious! Based on San Diego’s predicted density there is little chance that mass transit will be 
more convenient for a very large majority of individuals living, working, or visiting San Diego. 
What the report also does NOT acknowledge is that the vast majority of people love cars, want 
cars and there is no factual information anywhere that says they are going to be willing to give 
them up. The plan also does not point out the aggressive plans in place to make cars more 
sustainable. There is though factual information that says when car and gas prices come down, 
higher numbers of lower economic echelons of society access them (cars) for all the obvious 
reasons. As such, if we really cared about equity, we would be talking about making cars (or ride 
sharing – Lyft & Uber) more affordable and practical for everyone in San Diego. 

move a lot of people and studies indicate that this will continue to be the case well into 
the future.  
Commuter rail operating along the region’s urban corridors, can serve longer-distance 
regional trips and providing a remedy for today’s congested corridors. Additionally, 
Flexible Fleets like e-bikes, shuttles, or autonomous ridesharing will be available to serve 
shorter trips or areas where traditional fixed transit may not work well. Analysis during 
development of the Plan found that over 90 percent of the county’s population is within 
a 10-minute Flexible Fleet ride to transit. Together, these multimodal services provide 
greater and more convenient choices than what is available today. SANDAG is planning 
to start testing and launching Flexible Fleet pilots in 2022. Pilots will be designed to 
provide affordable and convenient options based on community needs. 

W183 Glen Hopkins  And finally, in the body of the report there is no acknowledgement that MTS is currently 
“struggling” at best other than what can be found in the last auditors report buried in the 
appendix. Huge investments have been made over the last two decades, fare prices are highly 
subsidized, yet ridership, like virtually every other city in the country, has been declining over the 
years. Contrast this with the airline and automobile ecosystems that have not, and do not, 
require massive government subsidies. Cars and planes are an instructive example of free market 
capitalism at work – people want to drive their own cars (or take Uber), people want to selectively 
fly, and thus industries are willing to invest, and people are willing to pay.  
In summary, I find the SANDAG Regional Plan flawed on multiple accounts. The focus should be 
on more convenient and more efficient automobile infrastructure investments selectively 
augmented with other transportation means, not the reverse. 

While SANDAG is primarily concerned with ground transportation, both the airline and 
automobile transportation systems receive massive government subsidies annually. 
Transportation Network Company services like Uber and Lyft are being subsidized by 
venture capital.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals. The initial phase of this 
study will focus on calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what 
sources of existing revenue are funding different parts of the system, how different 
modes are being subsidized, and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  

W184 Gloria Van Grove  We DO NOT need a high speed railway down the coast. There is already a sufficient travel 
method via rail (Coaster & Trolley). We need a viable solution such as a trolley line along the I 15 
corridor. This freeway is congested much of the day between Mira Mesa and Rancho Bernardo. 
Please reconsider removing parking from businesses and apartment complexes until the 
infrastructure is in place. Even if one lived within walking distance of transit, it is unlikely that the 
destination is also (and vise versa). It is inconsiderate to the disabled, lower, and middle class to 
force us to hire a ride. I cannot get anywhere I want to go without a car. Please reconsider and 
listen to the residents of the county. That is what the city counsel and board of supervisors were 
elected to do. Don’t assume that you know best for us. 
And stop the ADUs from destroying suburban communities. More housing would be available if 
you at least enforced the current laws and enacted stricter laws concerning vacation rentals. 

The Coaster is the only commuter rail planned for the I-5 corridor. No additional rail lines 
are proposed. The I-15 Corridor is difficult to serve with rail because of the development 
patterns which resulted in widely spread out communities. This area is served by Rapid 
bus routes which will be expanded in the future with more services. All of our major 
capital projects go through additional planning that will assess the impacts to parking. In 
the event parking is removed a viable transportation option will be available. SANDAG 
does not have housing authority but makes recommendations that housing density be 
place near major transit nodes. 

W185 Greg Lefevre  Photo in your and says it all: your plan caters to a tiny minority, cyclists, young who bike for 
recreation. It ignores the majority, including seniors who rely on vehicles for transportation, 
shopping, commuting, medical and personal visitation. You pattern after the failed Encinitas 
model which has brought only injuries, congestion, hampered movement and dissatisfaction. 
Your solutions are based on <mile planning while the populations you pretend to serve are >mile 
communities. 

The 2021 Regional Plan aims to provide a system that improves access for all including 
seniors and those who bike, walk, drive or take transit. The Plan improves access for 
those who drive but also improves access to a quality public transportation system for all 
San Diego residents, especially for seniors and other disadvantaged populations.  

W186 Guadalupe Lopez El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Spanish 

Thank you for all the work you put into the plan (SANDAG). We are happy you are including the 
community in your planning. I like the transit center in El Cajon and look forward to it being built. 
The train will be very beneficial to residents in El Cajon. I also like the downtown transit center 
and happy there will be a train to the airport.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W187 Guadalupe Rosas NLRC I’m from Los Angeles but I attend Cal State San Marcos. I’m going into my 5th year there and 
something I have noticed about the city of San Marcos and its that skate boards are prohibited. 
With that I’m assuming so are scooters and rental bikes. I would like for that to change because I 
know SD has many of those scooters that anyone can use, would be very helpful for the students 
that attend CSUSM. I lived in the dorms and it was very challenging to be able to get groceries 
especially since I didn’t have a car. If I wanted to take an Uber it would be like $5 just to go to 
Ralphs which is down the street. If the scooters were available it would be so much helpful and 
affordable for the students that live around that general area. 

While the various cities in our region (e.g. San Marcos) can apply and enforce regulations 
on their roadways, the Regional Plan encourages access to transit and to future Mobility 
Hubs via a number of mobility options, including scooters and skateboards. SANDAG is 
committed to working with the local jurisdictions to ensure safe access to all 
transportation options and will be developing a Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic 
Plan upon adoption of the Regional Plan. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Marcos. 

https://sdforward.com/
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W188 Guy Johnson Voter SANDAG’s plans for the county will continue to isolate the communities they believe they are 
helping. Commute times from the east, north and south parts of the county will not improve. 
These times are not reasonable even where public transportation is available (trolley and bus 
services). SANDAG’s support of the states proposed road home program will further isolate these 
outlying communities. These additional taxes based on distances driven discriminates against 
those who can’t afford to live in the coastal communities. Creating additional governmental 
bureaucracies will only cost taxpayers more. Do your job improve the existing roads. At some 
point you need to realize somethings (bike lanes, bus and trolley lines) are not cost effective. At 
what cost to the taxpayers do you put the environment and you personal agendas? Represent 
the people and give us our independence, freedom and choices without Government 
interference. SANDAG has its own agenda not the citizens who pay your salaries. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a variety of transportation options serving communities 
across the region. In particular, the services envisioned as Flexible Fleets will offer 
convenient, on-demand transportation options that may be preferred to driving a 
personal vehicle for certain trips. The plan includes improvements to existing transit 
services and an expanded transit network to serve more communities. Maintenance of 
existing roads continues to be a priority of the plan’s Fix-It First policy area. In particular, 
many improvements are identified in the rural corridors of the region as described in 
Appendix A.  

W189 Hannah Doermann UCSD Environmental justice must be embedded in our mobility in San Diego. Therefore, I ask that the 
10 Big Moves to Transportation Justice be included in the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. 
I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will 
prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing 
projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that 
will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement. Therefore, in the RTP, I 
ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing document. 
I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 
I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for 
the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency 
enhancements. The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the 
double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide 
express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 
morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the 
language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr. service on popular 
transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for the 
Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP 
with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that 
project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated 
for a 2023 implementation rather than the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask 
that the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the support 
of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix 
H.  As suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees 
that this change will make it easier for the public to understand.   
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A 
includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue 
Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation 
Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and clarify next steps 
for express connectivity along the Blue Line.    
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.  
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently 
studying alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail 
Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built 
by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.   
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
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that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 

W190 Haoyu Jia UC San Diego Two questions regarding the transit leap projects: 
 
For the 2025 transit leap projects, I see a lot of comments about light versions of the Rapid. What 
does that entail exactly? Does it include 10 minute headways, bus lanes, or signal priority? Or 
would it be more like the Superloop (just larger bus shelters without much changes)? 
 
For the high speed commuter rail that’s being proposed, does SANDAG have any detailed plans 
for implementation? Namely, approximately how much tunneling or viaducts will be needed for 
commuter rail lines, what kind of rolling stock would be required, and would overhead 
electrification (i.e. Caltrain) be involved? I might have the math wrong, but it seems like y’all are 
budgeting for 250 million USD per km, which is much lower than what underground/elevated rail 
normally costs in the US, while the current study for Coaster improvements already estimates 
total cost of 4.2 billion USD. 

Light versions of Next Generation Rapids are only planned for the earliest years of the 
plan to get these routes in operation sooner. The routes will be fully upgraded by 2035. 
The light version of Rapids include the higher frequencies and span of service but will 
not include all of the same infrastructure as the full implementation Rapids.  
 
With regard to commuter rail, SANDAG uses Federal Transit Administration costing 
sheets which include the estimation for below ground, viaducts, culverts, and at-grade. It 
also includes the rolling stock. 

W191 Hayden Schill  I am a volunteer with San Diego 350.  
I believe every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors. I urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of 
the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive 
priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  

W192 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- I wish the Arabic translation would be available for the schedule so Arab 
immigrants can use transportation more, and also classes for us to know how to use the 
transportation because most of us are not capable of using them. We are afraid that we are 
going to make the right time and place. A free local train (shuttle) would be nice. 

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as schedules in Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily 
available as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley and shuttles. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. You can find more information on 
the Regional Fare Impact Study also in Appendix B. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

W193 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

The lecture was very useful and valuable with good information. Our children need this support 
to go to school (university) and do other things in faraway places from home. We wish the 
information was available in Arabic for the community of El Cajon. 

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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Plan. 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley and busses. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 
 
In Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology, Table U.2 captures the transit fare 
subsidies to riders throughout FY2026-FY2050. For more information on the Value 
Pricing and User Fee Implementation and the Regional Fare Impact Study, please see 
Appendices B and U. 

W194 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- It was a beautiful lecture and very useful for me. Now I have hope of 
changing many things in my life. We will be able to move easier and visit places with our family. I 
wish for everybody working on this project success and achievement. Now we need a class on 
how to move around. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W195 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- We wish from new plan to help us use the train (trolley). We need to get 
there faster. Arabic language is very important. We are afraid if we lose our way and don’t know 
how to get home. I hope all information will be in Arabic. Free or low prices are also very 
important. Classes will help us break the fear factor. 

SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning framework throughout the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. Through this framework, one of the Regional Plan’s 
near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will 
address regional accessibility gaps in communications infrastructure, technology, and 
digital literacy. We have been working with our Community-Based Organization partners 
(or CBOs) to ensure that language translations (such as in Arabic) and translated 
educational resources on transit are readily available as we advance with our next OS 
system and build upon improving our existing transportation systems. For more 
information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions, for more 
information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

W196 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- All the plans were very good and it is good to know. If we put good 
information about buses and trains (trolley) in Arabic we will use it and enjoy. I wish for a free bus 
or train (shuttle) in El Cajon for low-income people. 

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 
 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley and buses. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 

W197 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

Submitted in Arabic- Hi. How are you? This was very good, useful and amazing but I wish from 
you some things I hope become true. First, I want information about train (trolley) and public 
transportation in Arabic. Second, I wish a train (shuttle) or bus available. Third, a class on how to 
use transportation. Fourth, The problem of traffic lights in the morning because I have 2 children 
(one in elementary school and one in middle school). (She likes the idea of smart signals.)  

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 

https://sdforward.com/
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Additionally, our planning framework also includes implementing smart intersections in 
our complete corridors. Through technology and infrastructure improvements, one of 
the features of our complete corridors are smart intersections. These smart intersections 
will facilitate communication among users, improve traffic flow, situational awareness, 
signal operations, and intersection safety. For more information on complete corridors 
and smart intersection systems, please see Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing. 

W198 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

The idea of the plan is very good. I am happy there is such a project in El Cajon city. But we need 
some ideas in El Cajon the most important thing is first road map in Arabic (bus routes) and 
schedule of buses and trains (trolley). Second, we need a free bus (shuttle) that goes around El 
Cajon streets. Third, we need to make tickets for transportation free for Arabi students.  

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley and busses. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 
 
In Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology, Table U.2 captures the transit fare 
subsidies to riders throughout FY2026-FY2050. For more information on the Value 
Pricing and User Fee Implementation and the Regional Fare Impact Study, please see 
Appendices B and U. 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

W199 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

There is some lane striping that is fading. Please renew stripes in roads or make them darker 
before accidents happen. Please work on new projects (in Regional Plan) and make information 
available in Arabic. Also information on buses in Arabic, too. Also, the free bus (shuttle in El 
Cajon).  

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services, such as our buses. This study will ensure public 
stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be 
completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low 
incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 
 
Lastly, SANDAG will create a framework, called the Fix it First Strategy, which aims to 
repair our region’s existing roads (such as lane striping) and develop long-term 
maintenance of our transportation network. 
 
For more information on these three initiatives, see Appendix B: Implementation Actions. 
 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of El Cajon.  
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W200 Heba Hadaya El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Barrio Logan 
College Institute 
Parent Arabic 

The plan was great. We need more information in Arabic like bus lines, time, and more. 
Information also help to get training on how to use the train (trolley) and bus. Free or very low 
cost shuttle in El Cajon is really needed for senior and low-income.  

One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We have been working with our 
Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations 
(such as for Arabic) and translated educational resources on transit are readily available 
as we advance with our next OS system and build upon improving our existing 
transportation systems. For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: 
Implementation Actions, for more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action 
Plan. 
 
In addition to language accessibility, SANDAG will also conduct a near-term Regional 
Fare Impact Study for our transit services such as the trolley and busses. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 
 
In Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology, Table U.2 captures the transit fare 
subsidies to riders throughout FY2026-FY2050. For more information on the Value 
Pricing and User Fee Implementation and the Regional Fare Impact Study, please see 
Appendices B and U. 

W201 Ioana Tcholakova Interfaith Coalition 
for Earth Justice 

I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects 
included in the RTP will prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities 
identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing projects that will directly benefit EJ 
communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that will be implemented 
by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement. Therefore, 
in the RTP, I ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: 
Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing document. 
I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, 
and accessible through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially 
overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation 
Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of specific improvements to 
the bus system. 
I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, 
and capital for the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour 
service, and additional frequency enhancements. The information for the Blue 
Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the double/third tracking included in 
Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide express connectivity 
from the border to downtown San Diego. 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late 
night and early morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the 
RTP needs to be clarified; the language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 
should specifically call for 24 hr service on popular transit routes and present a 
clear implementation schedule. 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering, and 
capital for the Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central 
City Heights and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the 
alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP with a 2035 implementation. 
However, it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that project phasing 
prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order 
to ensure generations of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode 
shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated for a 2035 implementation rather than 
the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of 
California’s Innovative Clean Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
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bus fleet ten years before mandated by the California Air Resources Board. We 
cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask that the 
transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the 
support of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 
I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit 
corridors by anti-displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy 
that includes affordable/low-income housing and preservation of naturally 
occurring existing affordable housing, community ownership, and tenant 
protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-displacement 
study. 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with 
funding for a clear and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit 
stations. It is unclear if a bathroom network is included in the capital operations 
budgets. 
I call for the funding of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency 
response strategy to provide safety particularly to EJ communities during 
community-wide emergencies. Currently, this is not included in the RTP. 

people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout 
Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

W202 Irwin von 
Winckelmann 

Global Ohana I would like to see an improvement to the bike lanes that are not protected by parked cars or a 
barrier. Any and all bicycle lanes should be marked with reflective paint and also have that 
bicycle separation line marked using a rumble strip. When cyclists are not in the bicycle lane, 
automobiles regularly cross over into the bicycle lane. Providing the rumble strip will help 
separate the traffic lane from the bicycle lane. The rumble strip also works as an important 
reminder to drivers, that the bicycle lane is there and to stay to the left and in their own traffic 
lane. Let’s make it a habit for people to stay away from the bicycle lane by adding the rumble 
strip to all bicycle lanes that share traffic lanes with the automobile. 

SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create 
safe facilities for users of all ages and abilities. Multiple studies show that most people 
feel safer in protected bikeways, and when well designed, they are safer than any other 
type of bike facility. The focus of our efforts is on people who may be “interested but 
concerned” in riding a bike alone or with family. For those who do not feel comfortable 
riding in protected bikeways, the California Vehicle Code allows people to bike in the 
roadway with traffic. While protected bikeways are a great solution in many cases, we 
know they are not always the best solution. Every project goes through a detailed and 
context sensitive design process which results in decisions regarding the best facility, 
which may include protected bikeways, buffered bikeways, shared use paths, or shared 
streets with significant traffic calming elements. The Regional Plan also includes funding 
for upgrading existing bikeways that may not meet current best practices in 
maintenance or bikeway design. 

W203 Jacquelyn Clark NAACP San Diego, 
Chair 
Environmental & 
Climate Justice 
Committee 

Overcoming the fear of being hit by a vehicle is a top concern for many pedestrians and those 
who already take public transportation. Even with clearly marked bike lanes, drivers still cross 
over those lines all the time. In areas where there are no sidewalks, walking in the bike lane 
would seem like a safe bet, but is actually very scary and dangerous. There is no barrier between 
a bicyclist and a vehicle. There needs to be some kind of barrier. Consideration should be given to 
also places where riding a bicycle excludes motor vehicles. To have the full benefit of clean, fresh 
air from the reduction of pollutants being released in the air, having a safe place to ride bicycles 
is also a way to have improved outcomes of better health. 

SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create 
safe facilities for users of all ages and abilities. Multiple studies show that most people 
feel safer in protected bikeways, and when well designed, they are safer than any other 
type of bike facility. Every project goes through a detailed and context sensitive design 
process which results in decisions regarding the best facility, which may include 
protected bikeways, buffered bikeways, shared use paths, or shared streets with 
significant traffic calming elements which includes improvements for people walking or 
using transit. The Regional Vision also includes funding for upgrading existing bikeways 
that may not meet current best practices in maintenance or bikeway design. 
Additionally, as an early action out of the Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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new Regional Active Transportation Network in which projects will be reassessed and 
reprioritized based on data and community engagement. 

W204 Jacquelyn Clark NAACP San Diego, 
Chair 
Environmental & 
Climate Justice 
Committee 

For the emergency preparedness bringing awareness to communities about what bus lines and 
trolley lines are in the community would benefit the households by knowing in advance what is 
available close to where they reside. Maintaining the signals at trolley stops Lemon Grove in 
particular is important if traffic will be diverted to flow in a certain direction. It is terribly 
frightening at the Lemon Grove crossing because the lights never work. That is so unacceptable. 
Several trolley stations on The Orange Line need to be re-evaluated for safety and emergency 
preparedness. The current infrastructure does not seem like it would hold up if a widescale 
evacuation of the areas were necessary. 

MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County 
to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix 
Q: Transportation Security and Safety also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

W205 Jacquelyn Clark NAACP San Diego, 
Chair 
Environmental & 
Climate Justice 
Committee 

All I can say is that it took nearly 2 hours to get from Lemon Grove to Old Town Trolley, to get a 
bus to Ocean Beach. That’s like traveling by vehicle to Los Angeles on a good day.  

The Regional Plan includes a variety of new commuter rail services that will provide 
higher speed transit with reduced travel times. Additionally, existing transit is envisioned 
to be upgraded with grade separations that allow for faster travel times and more 
frequency throughout the day. 

W206 Jacquelyn Clark The San Diego 
Urban 
Collaborative 
Project 

Gain meaningful input from a broad range of individuals, organizations, agencies, and (The MTS 
has the opportunity to reach the broadest and pertinent individuals. Those who actually use 
public transportation have the most at stake. When the Public Safety Officers board the trolley to 
check for fares they announce themselves and give instructions to have fare and passes ready for 
instruction. Also, with the rollout of the new Pronto system public outreach is happening at 
different stations at different times. Perhaps there is an opportunity to utilize the same method 
to engage public involvement by going more consistently to those who are already on a transit 
system and who use it frequently. Occasional public transportation users experiences are 
different from regular, frequent user’s experiences. There is a difference between choosing public 
transportation as an option and it being your only option. Each experience matters, but the one 
who rides more often has more to gain or lose. Seeking input from both groups adds value 
however I am more partial to those who rely on public transportation to get to work, 
appointments, grocery shopping, school, etc... Offering something free, daily, weekly or monthly 
passes for participating is a sure way to get their attention and participation. I would definitely 
perk up and listen if I was offered a free pass. I do not purchase a monthly pass because I 
primarily telework. However I still like to get out and around San Diego. So each time I pay for a 
daily pass. I’d love to be given a daily pass to use for future travel. Those are the things frequent 
public transportation users appreciate. Something- Anything free and useful.) 

Meaningful input and public participation is key to the success of the Regional Plan. One 
of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This 
study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W207 Jaime Gonzales  We do not need transit at the NAVWAR facility, which would bring untenable scarifies to the life, 
cultural, and historical experience of San Diego citizens and visitors today and in the future (350 
ft buildings, density that matches Coronado, 70K added car trips a day). The tradeoffs do not 
justify the returns nor has the Navy provided even close to adequate mitigations to address the 
risks introduced by the proposals. Put transit downtown at the Santa Fe Station where it can be 
connected to other regional lines and serve as a hub for our vibrant downtown community.  

Development of the NAVWAR facility project is being led by the Navy. Please visit: 
https://navwar-revitalization.com/ for more information regarding the NAVWAR facility 
project. 

W208 james brannen  I do not envision going anywhere on a bicycle. I am deeply offended that your “plan” is being 
crammed down my throat. I am seriously considering moving to another state 

Thank you for your comment. 

W209 Janae Kenner N/A I would like to share my feedback on the proposal for a transportation tax for San Diego 
residence. 
 
No, no, no! Don’t do this to me. This tax will affect those of us who already can’t afford to live near 
our jobs and have to commute into more affluent areas for work. We commute because there 
aren’t many jobs where we live and we have to commute long distances because we aren’t paid 
enough to live in the area where jobs are located. People say that they need workers and that 
jobs aren’t being filled, I believe this tax will make it harder for people to get to work. 
 
I am a parent and in order provide my child with access to activities and opportunity, I drive him 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 

https://navwar-revitalization.com/
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to more affluent areas and it helps us. The education and instruction is better. If you have this 
new tax it will crush us. We can barely afford to have in these activities with our limited one 
income budget. 
 
If you pass this transportation tax it will affect his entire life prospects. We may not be able to 
continue taking him to these places in San Diego because we can’t afford to. He is the only 
representative of his ethnicity there. 
 
This tax will increase the gap between the haves and the have-nots. It will negatively impact the 
elderly and anyone who is on a fixed income. It will gravely affect the poor and middle-class 
families. It will create isolated islands based on where you live and severely reduce diversity and 
socialization between social classes. STOP this tax!!! 

visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

W210 Jane Illades  I call for an Environmental Justice RTP, including 24 hour service, Purple LIne alignment, More 
investment in the Blue Line Express, Electrified Bus Service by 2030, And Anti-Displacement that 
does’t gentrify commnunities 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.   
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently 
studying alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail 
Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built 
by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A 
includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue 
Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation 
Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and clarify next steps 
for express connectivity along the Blue Line. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues.  

W211 Janet Lettang self REMEMBER THE DISABLED WHEN YOU ARE CREATING THIS PLAN! 
 

The 2021 Regional Plan makes significant investments in paratransit programs as well as 
including ‘universal design’ in projects to ensure that transportation means access for all.  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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As it is now it is difficult for the disabled to get from place to place. Some of us have no other 
option than to drive our own cars (for us with a wheel chair lift to get to our appointments and 
essential outings.  
 
Please keep in mind the challenges of the disabled when you finalize your plan. 

SANDAG also has an advisory group, Social Services Transportation Advisory Council 
(SSTAC), who represent social service agencies, individuals, transportation providers, and 
the Consolidated Transportation Services Agency. The mission of SSTAC is to review, 
recommend, and promote the development and use of accessible transportation 
services within the San Diego region. 

W212 Janette Olivera  Even though this plan has good intentions, it is unfair to those of us that are lower income and 
simply cannot afford to travel less. It is extremely unfair to those that live further from jobs in the 
city of San Diego and have long commutes due to housing closer to work simply being 
unaffordable to an average American with an average income. Californians already pay 
outrageously high taxes and the government is not transparent or specific enough about how 
our collected taxes are invested in infrastructure or other programs. I oppose this plan!!  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those with long commutes, are paying more than their 
fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system.  

W213 Janice Valdivia  OCEANSIDE (KUSI) – SANDAG’s $160-billion plan to expand rail, bus and other transportation 
services relies heavily on getting more money from drivers by way of a road charge. 
 
The fee would charge drivers a set price for every mile traveled within the state. 
 
SANDAG has still not yet decided how to collect the road charges, which it anticipates collecting 
more than $34 billion through to 2050.  
 
 I find this to be rather counter-productive to SANDAG’s goal of ensuring equity in the 
transportation sector by charging those who drive THROUGHOUT the state of California to use 
the roads our high taxes (gas and local) are already paying for. This isn’t about any type of 
improvement in life, it’s about making those who can pay, pay more. Just WHO will be able to 
afford to drive anywhere? Take a road trip, don’t think so. Drive to see elderly family members---
let me check my bank account. This will cause more harm than good if you look at the whole 
picture. Just how much will it cost me to go to work every day? Who is going to drive to shop, 
dine out when charged to do so? Please re-think your plan. It’s harmful and unjust. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system.  
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all.  

W214 Jeanne Rawlings San Diego 
Commons 

Does SANDAG’s projected 2050 13% population increase account for the projected significant 
regional water supply decrease and potential water insufficiency to support that level of growth? 

The future population projections used in the Regional Growth Forecast are based on the 
vintage 2019 Department of Finance population projections release on January 10, 2020 
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and are not based on water availability in the region. The County Water Authority (CWA) 
uses SANDAG’s Regional Growth Forecast in their water planning efforts. 

W215 Jeannette Temple Atlantis Group 
Land Use Planning 

Love it!! We need to move beyond cars. Demand must happen before transit expands… We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W216 Jeff Bonine Mid-City CAN I am a volunteer with Mid-City CAN and an educator in City Heights for over 15 years.  
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under as well as our seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend 
Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and 
under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. Not only do programs like this 
create life long transit riders, no-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical 
care, internships, and other early-career opportunities. Something that is critical to our youth’s 
success. Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, 
and most recently Sacramento and Los Angeles. 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
Transit subsidies also are a component of the Plan and implementation of those 
subsidies would include consideration of low-income and youth populations. 

W217 Jeff Huston  Your plan sucks. Period. Stop taxing me  Thank you for your comment.  

W218 Jeffrey Joseph  Toll roads are offensive because motorists are already paying for roads. Plus it’s regressive and 
discriminates against motorists who are forced to live longer distances due to housing costs. 
Finally, what is SANDAG’s authority to impose user fees on the public? 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers.  

W219 Jeffrey Mihalik  I am a strong supporter of the plan. I am particularly happy that the plan increases bus 
frequencies to every 10 minutes on key routes - great idea! 
 
But I can’t find anything on trolley frequencies. We should aim for every 5 mins on the Blue line 
and every 10 mins on Green and Orange lines, minimum. 

The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final 2021 Regional Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the 
Social Equity Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. 

W220 Jeffrey Mihalik  I support the plan’s vision for a network of high-speed regional rail lines linking our county 
together. Please make sure these lines are fully electric, with overhead catenary, following the 
best practices for regional rail lines in countries like Germany and Switzerland. I would also 
encourage SANDAG to build the north-south (Oceanside-San Ysidro) line first, as this seems the 
highest potential ridership. Also make sure a one-seat ride from Oceanside to San Ysidro is 
possible. Having to change trains downtown would waste time. 

Vehicle type, detailed ridership, and more detailed station-by-station routing would be 
explored through advanced planning of regional rail lines. This regional scale approach 
presents the vision for a more connected and high speed network that better addresses 
future population, housing and employment growth. The commuter rail line between 
National City and Sorrento Mesa would be phased first with other connecting segments 
to follow based on funding availability. However, other alternatives would be studied 
during the specific analysis of that corridor which would follow the adoption of the 
Regional Plan. 

https://sdforward.com/
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W221 Jeffrey Mihalik  Please make sure this plan will increase blue line trolley frequency to every 5 minutes and orange 
and green line frequency to every 10 minutes. Also please make sure all bus routes come at least 
every 15 minutes. Increasing service is the easiest and cheapest way to make transit more useful. 

The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
of the proposed Final 2021 Regional Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the 
Social Equity Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. 

W222 Jeffrey Mihalik  I support SANDAG’s plan for a regional rail system. Please make sure it is fast and runs frequently, 
with man good connections. I would also make sure there is a one seat ride all the way from 
Oceanside to San Ysidro.  

SANDAG is working on a commuter rail plan that would get the vehicles up to 110 mph 
and trains coming every 10 minutes. The current plan does not include a route from 
Oceanside to San Ysidro, however, there will be opportunities for a seamless connection 
at several stations that would allow a passenger to make this trip. 

W223 Jennifer Avina  I am happy with the focus on transportation alternatives to cars. Please continue to work for 
easier public transit options to our beaches and airport. I also support increasing dedicated bike 
lanes at the expense of car access and parking. Thank you. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W224 Jennifer Dunaway  SANDAG already has enough taxpayer money. You do not need more of taxpayer hard earned 
money to spend as you see fit. Spend what you have and do what said you were going to do 
earlier. Two HOV lanes on I-5, one on 78; follow through with your plans.  

The TransNet measure approved by San Diego county voters in 2004 focused on 
congestion relief and included a set of transportation improvements, many of which 
have been completed. The remaining projects in the TransNet measure may not be 
constructed due to changes in regional needs, changes in state law, and technology 
advancements that would suggest a different transportation solution.  
 
The SANDAG Board of Directors may review the TransNet ordinance and discuss possible 
updates. This process is outside of the development the 2021 Regional Plan.  

W225 Jennifer Dunaway private citizen If you truly want comments, you need to put choices on a ballot for citizens to choose from. NO 
MILE TAX! Use our outrageous income taxes, increased gas taxes, and property and sales taxes to 
fund roadway improvements. We just increased gas taxes. California’s income tax is extremely 
high; use some of that for roadway and trolley improvements. Stop coming after taxpayers for yet 
more money. Stay out of our lives and our cars.  

Modern funding solutions, such as a road usage charge, provide an opportunity to 
achieve multiple goals, such as: generating revenue to maintain and improve our 
transportation system; reducing greenhouse gas emissions; optimizing performance of 
the transportation system; relieving congestion; improving mobility; improving equity by 
exploring opportunities to reduce the burden on lower income individuals; and 
promoting fairness. 

W226 Jennifer Saliwan  I have lived in San Diego County for almost 50 years. My family and I live in the southeastern part 
of the county. We live here because it’s more affordable. I am strongly opposed to the idea of a 
per mile tax. If you add a per mile tax to San Diego County residents, you will be unfairly 
burdening the less affluent people who live farther away from business centers. Look at a map 
and find the communities that are furthest away from downtown, Mission Valley, Mira Mesa, etc. 
Those are the communities that will pay the most and they can least afford it! Public 
transportation is not a viable option. It would take me two hours to get to work and it would 
involve more than 40 bus stops and 6 trolley stops. Not to mention that no one in my family feels 
safe on public transportation. 
 
Use the money you already have, stop wasting it on trolleys that no one uses, and widen our 
freeways in the south and east county. Give us a carpool lane on 8. Don’t keep ignoring us 
because we are poor and brown! 
 
Do you want the real solution to our traffic problems? Give businesses who utilize work-from-
home employees a tax incentive. We all saw the empty freeways and breathed the clean air in 
March 2020. Incentivize THAT! 

The 2021 Regional Plan re-envisions the transportation network which includes a system 
of managed lanes supported by technology improvements. Managed lanes operate very 
similar to the I-15 Express Lanes which prioritize use of transit, carpools, vanpools, and 
rideshare. The plan proposes 4 managed lanes on I-8 from I-5 to Greenfield Dr. Near-term 
and continuing actions in the plan include an updated and expanded Regional Telework 
Assistance Program and transportation demand management grant and incentive 
programs to expand the region’s low-carbon transportation options. 
 
Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 

https://sdforward.com/
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multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system.  

W227 Jerry Holden  Let’s focus on common sense the easiest thing for our community is to expand the 805 and the 5 
freeways so people that don’t have to sit in traffic. Fix the potholes on the streets to make biking 
safer I never bike at night because there’s so many potholes. Sadly we wasted 2 billion dollars on 
a trolley going to UTC that will get limited no use. We’ve shut down Friars Road now for over a 
month and I can’t get to PB in a timely manner. If your organization has all the time and money 
the wastes in such a plan I will not be voting for any tax increases for SANDAG in the future. 

The Regional Plan is a federally required document with updates every four years. The 
draft Regional Plan seeks to provide transportation options through highway 
improvements, enhancements to transit, complete corridors for all modes and much 
more. Regarding pavement, the draft Regional Plan includes a Fix-it-First infrastructure 
program to support pavement preservation and maintenance across the region in 
addition to Local Streets and Roads dollars which are allocated to the cities and County 
within the region. 

W228 Jim Curl Oceanside Bicycle 
and Pedestrian 
Committee. 

Please consider this a letter in support of the letter sent to SANDAG on 7/15/21 by Tom 
Lichterman, Chairman of the Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee about the 
completion of the Inland Rail Trail section that serves the Oceanside Community. My opinions are 
contained in that letter, but it might be helpful to consider that our committee (I am co-chair) 
has worked for nearly 15 years on this issue and to wait for completion of this section until 2035 - 
40 years after is was approved! Thank you for your consideration. 

We have reviewed and responded to the Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee 
via Tom Lichterman. I’d encourage your organization to be involved with the efforts of 
the North County CMCP if you are not already.  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 

W229 Joanna Gonzalez El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Spanish 

Please keep us posted as new projects come to El Cajon. We would like to be included in more 
conversations. This has been very helpful, and we always enjoy Carol Lewis’ information on the 
plan and how it was put together. Thank you for including us. Please be sure that there is money 
for street improvements. We need more crosswalks and bike lanes. 

The plan includes funding for local streets and road and active transportation projects 
that would include features like crosswalks and bike lanes in El Cajon. We appreciate 
your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com. 

W230 John Berry  Notes regarding the proposed Draft. 
 
1) Too much money goes to mass transit, bikes, scooters 

Thank you for your comment. 

W231 John Berry  2) Not enough emphasis on expanding and/or building new roadways. Thank you for your comment. 

W232 John Berry  3) This plan will penalize drivers. Thank you for your comment.  

W233 John Berry  4) Where is the equity for self employed service contractors? You can’t take a ladder on a bus or a 
scooter! 

The 2021 Regional Plan aims to provide a system that provides transportation choices 
and improves access for all including those who bike, walk, drive or take transit.  

W234 John Berry  5) The proposed “Grand Central Station” has been done it’s called 1 America Plaza The Central Mobility Hub will serve as a central gateway to the region with direct and 
convenient connections between every transit mode, the airport, the regional highway 
system while serving as a catalyst for transit oriented development.  

W235 John Berry  6) Let technology deal with GHG through efficiency and Electric Vehicles. The Regional Plan supports investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses 
and their supporting infrastructure (e.g., EV charging stations and hydrogen fueling 
stations). These electric vehicle investments are one of the ways SANDAG is working to 
reduce regional GHG emissions and improve local air quality. Appendices A (Table A.17) 
and B show SANDAG’s proposed EV commitments. Innovation and advanced 
technologies will be critical to meeting regional GHG reduction goals in 2035 and 2050.  

W236 John Dismukes Capstone Studios We live by Santa Fe Depot The trollies are very noisy can they reduce the beeping ? The Coaster 
train is terrible blowing horn and binging. 

Quiet zones have been installed at all downtown at-grade crossings. These quiet zones 
reduce train horn noise, but operators have the obligation to sound horns if there are 
people or cars on the tracks. There are federal safety requirements for horns and bells at 
stations. 

W237 John Eldon  The stack-and-pack infill Mobility Hub concept will destroy established residential 
neighborhoods in Encinitas, Solana Beach, and other coastal communities that are already 
bumping up against very real limits to population growth. 

Mobility Hubs will be implemented in close coordination with local jurisdictions to align 
with the unique needs of each community. Local jurisdictions maintain land use 
authority and are responsible for decisions regarding density, zoning, and housing 
policies. 

W238 John Eldon  For transit to work we do indeed need density at commercial, office, cultural, shopping, 
education, and employment destinations, because the Last Mile Problem is challenging. We do 
NOT need density at the source/origin end, because the First Mile Problem is trivial to solve with 
park&ride, bike&ride, kiss&ride (drop-off), etc. Don’t destroy established residential 
neighborhoods with dense infill. 

The 2021 Regional Plan envisions forecasted growth to be concentrated in Mobility Hubs 
throughout the region, which will be implemented in close coordination with local 
jurisdictions to align with the unique needs of each community. Many Mobility Hubs are 
employment centers or other popular destinations, and SANDAG would work with local 
jurisdictions to update plans and policies to allow for more housing in these locations 
where feasible. Local jurisdictions maintain land use authority and are responsible for 
decisions regarding density, zoning, and housing policies. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
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W239 John Escher  The vast majority (95%?) of San Diego County residents want to continue to use cars for 
transportation. Even if we spend billions of dollars on mass transit only a small percentage of the 
population will use it. 
What we need is cleaner air. Mass transit will only have a tiny impact on improving air quality 
over the next 40 years. If we can get people to want and buy electric cars and trucks we could 
see a very substantial improvement in air quality in the next 10 years. 
SANDAG and the State of California should either be building out a very extensive very high 
speed “charging station” system on state and federal road ways or by providing private 
enterprise substantial subsidies to build out a very complete charging station system. 

The 2021 Regional Plan supports investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and 
buses and their supporting infrastructure (e.g., EV charging stations and hydrogen 
fueling stations). These electric vehicle investments are one of the ways SANDAG is 
working to reduce regional GHG emissions and improve local air quality. Appendices A 
(Table A.17) and B show SANDAG’s proposed EV commitments. Innovation and advanced 
technologies will be critical to meeting regional GHG reduction goals in 2035. 

W240 John Wotzka Public speaker Information on up coming floating offshore wind projects in California at the Morro Bay 399 Area 
with 3-GW of power and a project in the Humboldt Call Area. A lease sail could be done by mid-
2022. 
Marine Log June 2021 pp. 26-27 Please allow me to send you comments by putting me on your 
list to do so. I attended public meeting for over 5-years before the pandemic closed us off at 401 
B Street and I have not been able to send you comments.  

The Port of San Diego would be the local lead agency for any Offshore Wind project. 
SANDAG will work with the Port of San Diego to discuss their efforts related to Offshore 
Wind projects and future transportation needs. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the Port of San Diego.  

W241 John Wotzka Public speaker, self, 
Regional 
Transportation 
Committee and 
research of energy 
issues. 

Offshore Wind development is picking up off California with floating off shore turbine units 
concepts and lease areas. Funding is there from the Biden Administration and ports will be need 
to receive components and provide facilities for maintenance. Planning and development will be 
need in the Bold New Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan. These offshore units will provide power 
for the High Speed Rail system in the future too. This will reduce GHGs and provide a cleaner 
atmosphere in the future for the California coastal areas. 

The Port of San Diego would be the local lead agency for the Offshore Wind project. 
SANDAG will work with the Port of San Diego to discuss the Offshore Wind project and 
other future transportation needs. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the Port of San Diego.  

W242 John Wotzka Public speaker, self, 
Regional 
Transportation 
Committee and 
research of energy 
issues. 

There is a good update on the Navy’s shipbuilding for the future in the Congressional Research 
Service reports. They envision a Navy force-level goal for a 2045 fleet of 382 to 446 manned ships 
and 143 to 242 large unmanned vessels. 
Ref: Marine Log July 2021 pp. 15-18. 

SANDAG works very closely with our military partners. Growth in their fleets and 
populations are included in our growth forecasts. We also work with our military partners 
on innovative transportation solutions for their commutes.  

W243 John Wotzka Public speaker, self, 
Regional 
Transportation 
Committee and 
research of energy 
issues. 

With the changing of transportation systems to depend on energy supply’s moving away from 
fossil fuels to solar, on-land wind turbines, floating offshore wind turbines on the West Coast, and 
low carbon renewable fuels, such as hydrogen and biofuels, elsewhere, we will have less health 
issues and a longer and heather life span. As for power plants for energy for the transportation 
system, we will depend more on renewables and energy storage systems and will also have 
renewable and sustainable resources such as renewable fuels and more efficient ships in the 
future that are being developed for the Import/Export fleets. IMO’s mandates for a greener 
shipping fleet are in place and coming to mandated levels. Ports will need upgrades to use 
renewables and move away from fossil fuels in their infrastructure, to become less carbon 
intensive. Offshore wind will play a roll here too, as the ports are on the coasts. High Speed Rail 
will reduce carbon emissions by using less air travel and reducing vehicles on the roads with 
renewable energy sources from offshore wind systems along the California Coast. Smart energy 
management grid systems and home systems will help home owners to use energy more wisely 
such as using EVs as a backup to reduce power companies needs to build more power plants 
and be the home owners will able to save money on their electric bills by selling energy to the 
power companies, equating to less carbon issues in the atmosphere by utility power plants.  

The Port of San Diego would be the local lead agency for the Offshore Wind project. 
SANDAG will work with the Port of San Diego to discuss the Offshore Wind project and 
other future transportation needs. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the Port of San Diego.  

W244 Jonathan George  It seems like a devious move to charge people more to drive on freeways due to a loss in gas tax; 
especially when one considers how much local political and government leaders pushed all 
electric vehicles as a means to protect the environment. Poor planning and future forecasting 
should not result in more taxes and a punishment to the public. You created this problem local 
civic leaders when you failed to plan correctly, you need to fix it without continually taxing the 
traveling public. We’ve been overtaxed in this state already!!!!  

The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all.  

W245 Jose Dennis 
Alabaso 

California Abilities 
Network 

I would like to know is there a brand new way to use Proposed Metrolink Services between 
Fullerton (North Orange County) and Escondido (North San Diego County)? For Example: The 
Metrolink route begins at Fullerton Transportation Center, and then continues in West Corona, 
North Main Street Corona, Dos Lagos Corona, Lake Elsinore, Murrieta/Temecula, and then ends at 
the Escondido Transit Center. Okay? 

SPRINTER service from Escondido to Oceanside will provide timed connections to 
COASTER service to San Diego, Metrolink service to Orange and Los Angeles County, and 
Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Service. Furthermore, the California high-speed rail system is 
slated to connect Los Angeles to San Diego via the Inland Empire with stations planed in 
Murrieta/Temecula and Escondido. 
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W246 Joseph Coppola N/A I will keep this short. We are SICK of constant tax increases. I can understand taxing electric 
vehicle owners but for persons using gasoline, we are already paying more gas taxes than any 
other state! Please use what other sources you have, state, federal, etc. BUT NO MORE GAS TAX! 

Thank you for your comment.  

W247 Joseph Nevins  The plan is lacking the necessary focus on converting drain vehicles to active travel for schools. 
There should be pedestrian and cycling pathways throughout neighborhoods surrounding 
schools connecting playgrounds to schools and subdivisions. There should be free transit for 
children and supervisors on the transit vehicles. There should be paid supervisors for walking and 
cycling ‘trains’ to and from schools. Vehicles should be required to have systems to capture tire 
micro particles. Transit agencies need to be consolidated into larger regional divisions within 
CALTRANS to unsure full cohesion of system design and implementation. 

Active travel to school is an important component of a transportation strategy. The plan 
includes funding for “Complete Streets in Mobility Hubs,” which will include active 
transportation improvements on local streets within the Hubs that will facilitate these 
kinds of connections. The intention is to make trips less than 3 miles more attractive for 
walking and biking. Local jurisdictions also have access to Safe Routes to Schools 
programs and funding which can assist with infrastructure, outreach, and other 
elements.  

W248 Josephine 
Thompson 

 I was just in Aspen, CO. There was free bus transit between Aspen and Snowmass. I was with my 
daughter who is the transit committee in Tucson where they will offer free bus transit in Tucson. 
There should be free bus transit in San Diego county. FREE TRANSIT. 

 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W249 Josephine 
Thompson 

 The buss transit in Aspen area run EVERY 15 MINUTES AND ARE RUNNING 7 DAYS A WEEK, 
EVERY DAY!!! BUS TRANSIT IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY EVERY ROUTE SHOULD RUN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
EVERY 15 MINUTES!  

The Regional Plan includes substantial frequency improvements on local bus and 
planned Rapid routes. Routes are planned to operate at 10 minute frequency across the 
system, allowing passengers to easily connect. 

W250 Josephine 
Thompson 

 THERE SHOULD ALWAYS BE A SECURITY OFFICER FOR EVERY BUS TO ENSURE CLEANLINESS, 
SAFETY, NO VULGAR LANGUAGE, NO THREATS TO ANYONE, AND EVERY RIDER IS SOBER. 

Buses currently receive daily maintenance. As part of COVID-19 safety protocols, buses 
are wiped and cleaned at the end of each run throughout the day. Additionally, all riders 
are required by federal mandate to wear a face covering or mask while on public transit. 
 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements. SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and 
representatives to ensure that this plan gets implemented. 

W251 Joshua Olmstead  1. I see social equity as equal in importance to climate change impacts as part of the 
transportation strategy. I’m happy to see the significant considerations being made there for 
social equity. In some regions, public transit is seen as superior to personal transit—I feel we 
must aspire to reach this to remove not only remove a negative stigma from public transit, but 
also the impact it creates for all who cannot afford or use private transit options. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W252 Joshua Olmstead  2. I would like to understand what considerations are being made regarding mobility and transit 
hubs to make them safe and comfortable for all users who may not have a workplace or home in 
that spot. How are comfort and productivity being considered for folks utilizing these liminal 
spaces being considered for both commuters and other transit users in equitable ways? I see a 
higher need to social services at these locations to support those that don’t have resources at 
home/work/school or wherever their origin or destination. 

Safety in and around regional Mobility Hubs including transit stops situated throughout 
these communities is of utmost importance. We are planning for complete corridor 
infrastructure that better protects people walking and biking from vehicular traffic. 
Additionally, transit or Flexible Fleet waiting areas throughout the region could be 
equipped with a variety of Mobility Hub amenities like complimentary Wi-Fi and mobile 
device charging ports to help keep people connected while they wait for their ride. Well-
lit stations that also offer amenities like clean public restrooms or secure parking for 
personal bikes and other micromobility devices contribute to comfort and convenience 
as well.  

W253 Joshua Olmstead  3. What considerations are being made for business districts to incorporate pedestrian malls and 
plazas to reduce vehicular traffic and promote active transportation in a way the prioritizes 
transit over private vehicles? For example applying the Bird Rock area roundabout concept with 
additional pedestrian space and bike lanes to an area like Park Blvd in University Heights. 

As each of these transportation projects moves forward there will be a great deal of 
planning, engineering, and design work ahead of the project’s construction. In the future 
there are opportunities for bike, pedestrian, and neighborhood safety projects like these 
you mentioned in conjunction with the 2021 Regional Plan’s transportation projects. The 
Current Community Planning Projects are a good example of next steps, and so too will 
be the inevitable future Station Access and Specific Plans for placemaking projects. More 
information can be found at: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=83&fuseaction=home.subclasshome. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=83&fuseaction=home.subclasshome
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W254 Joshua Olmstead  4. I see commuter rail as an essential element. Understanding the high cost and frequently 
slipping timelines of similar projects (ex. purple line in London and Los Angeles), what is being 
done to ensure this becomes reality affordably and well within the plan’s timeframe? 

Lessons learned on other commuter rail projects will be an important consideration 
during final design. All efforts will be made to maintain schedule and budget once the 
project enters into construction. 

W255 Joshua Olmstead  5. What considerations are being made with regard to generational transit preferences and 
adapting to future transit preferences? What about the rapid and constant evolution of 
technology and how it will impact our present plans? 

The 2021 Regional Plan accounts for advancements in technology that may impact the 
transportation system. Flexible Fleets leverage technology and adapt as user preferences 
or demands change. 

W256 Joshua Olmstead  6. I’d like to see more rapid progress on a rapid transit solution for folks living on the I-15 corridor 
in Riverside, especially rail service. Considering housing prices and the already significant 
number of commuters, it feels like this route could be important to reducing emissions as that 
commuting population booms. 

While there currently are no routes in the 2021 Regional Plan for the I-15 north of 
Escondido, the North County CMCP is looking into finer details to see if such a route 
would be feasible. Carpool and Vanpool options are still out there, please visit 
icommute’s website to learn more. 

W257 Joshua Olmstead  7. Given our unique terrain, often things close “as the crow flies” are not convenient for a 
pedestrian. How is this considered in planning routes now and in the future? For example the 
Green Line in Mission Valley is hardly accessible to people 1/4 mile away up in North Park or Linda 
Vista. Any plans for aerial tramways to connect steep hillsides to transit? I’m also concerned 
about urban barriers that separate/break communities, like transit within freeway corridors 
rather than through the core of the community where it is accessible. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a new mobility option - Flexible Fleets, that are designed 
specifically to allow people to obtain first and last mile access to transit when walking is 
not convenient. Micro-transit options such as shuttles, e-bikes, e-scooters are identified 
as part of Flexible Fleets and will be closely linked to transit. 

W258 Joyce McClenney  What I notice is that nothing is planned for upgrading either transportation or communication 
for my rural community; I can’t even read the maps because I do not have a strong enough 
internet connection (no cable here in nowhereland). We are moving out of the area for this 
reason. 

The Regional Plan primarily includes safety improvements to address crashes and 
evacuation needs in the rural areas, the event of wildfire or other disasters. However, in 
conjunction with the Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans are actively preparing the San 
Vicente Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan, which is a more focused effort to 
identify projects and strategies that integrate transportation options, wildlife 
connectivity, and technology deployment to improve mobility and evacuations along the 
SR 67 corridor. 
 
For these transportation technologies to work, broadband connectivity is essential. 
SANDAG is developing a Regional Digital Equity Strategy to develop a roadmap that will 
lead to an expansion of broadband services in the San Diego region. SANDAG recently 
initiated a project in partnership with Caltrans and the County of San Diego to expand 
fiber connectivity for high speed internet access along the SR 67 corridor. More 
information on our digital equity efforts can be found at www.sandag.org/digitalequity. 

W259 Julia Capper SDEA Please prioritize free transportation passes for youth. It is a hardship for students who use the 
bus to get to school every day. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W260 Jusitn Grant security guard Need to run the bus and trolley at least until 2am. The 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans (longer hours of service) for the 
trolley and buses up to twenty hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move 
into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 
24 hour service. 

W261 Karen Moyers  A “road user charge” that charges citizens per mile driven is an invasion of privacy and is 
probably unconstitutional. Government should not be allowed to track a citizen’s mileage or 
where they drive. If legislated, any type of technology added to a vehicle or a cellphone to track 
distance can only be voluntary, not mandatory. I for one will never allow government to put a 
tracking device on my vehicle. 

We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. There are several ways to implement the road usage charge that does not 
involve transformers or tracking devices in private vehicles. Significant additional work, 
including public involvement, pilot testing, legislation and much more will be necessary 
to inform implementation of elements of this plan, including the road usage charge. At a 
minimum this plan is updated every four years with the latest in planning ideas and 
concepts. Further research will, and is currently, being conducted at the regional, state, 
and federal level on how to effectively implement these new funding options while 
safeguarding the public’s privacy.  

W262 kate yavenditti law office I support the call by Mid-City CAN and their Youth Council for free fares for riders under the age 
of 24. Most youth in this category that ride transit are students or low income workers and 
people of color and use mass transit for these purposes. It is our responsibility as a community to 
support this population and we can afford it.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 

https://sandag.sharepoint.com/regionalvision/Regional%20Vision/10.0%20Regional%20Plan%20Document/2-Appendices/G-Public%20Involvement%20Plan/www.sandag.org/digitalequity
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staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under 

W263 Kathleen Amaya  There seems to be a mistake with the Coastal Rail Trail being marked through Rose Canyon 
rather than down Gilman and the UCSD campus. It is essential this is corrected with expediency 
as we must protect the pockets of wildlife that are still preserved. 

The City of San Diego’s project S00951 follows the Gilman Drive alignment and is on the 
Adopted Regional Bike Network included in this Regional Plan. It is included in the City’s 
CIP list to begin construction in 2022, please see webpage here for more details: 
https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951.  
 
It will be a vital connector to SANDAG’s recently upgraded Rose Canyon Bike Path and 
SANDAG’s newly constructed Rose Creek Bikeways to the south. Extending north, 
however, there remains a desperate need for safe, direct, all ages and abilities active 
transportation alternatives extending into currently underserved residential (University) 
and employment centers (UTC, Sorrento Valley) to improve alternatives in this major 
transportation corridor. The City of San Diego’s project on Gilman Drive is greater than 2 
miles away from the Coastal Rail Trail Rose - UTC - and Roselle segments. Together these 
segments represent 6.2 miles of contiguous regional bikeways connecting to the existing 
Sorrento Valley Coaster Station, as well as future Transit Leap services.  

W264 Kathy 
Vandenheuvel 

Greater Golden Hill 
Planning 
Committee 

Please prioritize the Pershing Bike Project. Our community has been waiting for this project for 
years and we recently lost another life in a bike accident along Pershing in July. Please 
implement this project today before more lives are lost. Thank you! 

Pershing Bikeway project has been advertised for construction and the bidding process 
has begun, a contract should be awarded this year and construction is expected to start 
in early 2022. 

W265 Katie Spencer Community 
member 

I live in City Heights near the 94 & 805 freeways. My community is very close to the bay front but 
we do not have access to any bike paths or safe routes to ride or connect with existing paths in 
the South Bay or along the bay front. We need improved access and connections for City 
Heights. Currently we are cut off by the limitations of freeway-only accessibility.  

The Chollas Creek Bikeways: North Fork - Bayshore Bikeway to University Bikeway and 
South Fork - Petway Park to Market Creek Plaza has been incorporated into the Regional 
Plan and will help facilitate the connections you’ve described. This project can be found 
in the updated data viewer and Appendix A’s tables and maps for quick reference in the 
forthcoming proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

W266 Keara Pina Center on Policy 
Initiatives 

As a member of the San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group, we fully support the 10 
Transit lifelines and request their inclusion in the 2021 Regional Plan (RP). They represent the 
priorities that residents at the frontlines of the climate crisis in Barrio Logan, City Heights, and 
National City have identified through a community-driven process. Though identified by 
residents in these three areas, the 10 lifelines reflect a vision to advance affordable and frequent 
transit solutions that will benefit all San Diegans. 
 
The RTP should include environmental justice-specific solutions to be completed by the year 
2025 with an additional focus on connecting low-income workers to jobs. This comment will 
highlight five of the ten Transit Lifelines that will benefit workers the most and transform 
people’s access to jobs in the region.  
 
Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP): Provide no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and 
younger. YOP will build generations of lifelong transit riders and connect youth to school, work, 
internships, and early career opportunities. While reference to transit subsidies is included in the 
plan, more explicit inclusion of no-cost transit for youth 24 and younger is needed.  
 
Bus Service every Ten Minutes: Make bus service reliable and affordable now - we can’t afford to 
wait. Buses are one of the most cost-effective ways to get workers where they need to go while 
cutting climate pollution. The RTP should include MTS as a collaborating agency in the RTP to 
ensure these immediate improvements are prioritized for 2025 implementation. 
 
Blue Line Express: Build a third track for a 24-hour Express Blue Line. The Blue Line already has 
the highest ridership and is the best-performing transit line in the region. This priority is not 
currently in the RTP, but is one of the most important improvements needed to better connect 
low-income communities in the South Bay to jobs throughout the region.  
 
24 Hour Service: Connect late-night and early-morning workers by 2025. Many workers are 
unable to use transit or are left stranded at the end of very late night or very early morning shift 
changes. By providing 24-hour service on popular transit routes, workers will be better and more 
efficiently connected to their destinations. The RTP should include explicit reference 24-hour 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions).  
 
The study will focus the project specifications and clarify next steps for express 
connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes 
increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 hours per day. As 
SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning efforts in the near 
future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation.  
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions –the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 

https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951
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service.  
 
Anti-displacement Strategies: Protect low-income communities of color living near transit 
corridors from gentrification with proactive strategies that include building affordable housing 
and maintaining access to existing low-cost housing while ensuring high health and safety 
standards. In addition, provide increased community ownership opportunities and tenant 
protections. A Region Wide Displacement Study is included in the RTP for near-term 
implementation. This study should be completed within the next 6 months with clear 
implementation goals for the recommendations in order to truly prevent displacement due the 
RTP implementation.  
 
We urge the SANDAG Board to support these and all of the 10 Transit Lifelines and ensure their 
inclusion in the 2021 RTP. 

communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

W267 Kerry Forrest Descanso 
Community 
Planning Group, 
County of San 
Diego 

When I look at the discussions and graphics it would appear that the county ends at Alpine. 
There has been no contact with communities in the East County region AKA Back County. All the 
focus is on the City areas of the County. We in the backcountry live here because housing is less 
expensive and we are willing to make the long commute to provide for our families, This proposal 
does not address the impacts to the residents and to our communities. VMT impacts would be 
extreme for us financially, there are no other options for our commute. Transit improvements are 
not projected for improvements in the 2035 projections which stop at El Cajon. We cannot Bike, 
Walk, Ride a horse to work. The internet is inadequate to work from home. The VMT Fees would 
be highly burdensome to those of us who commute to work. I would like to bring up the 
potential for a rural resident exclusion from the planned mileage tax. This tax will kill our 
backcountry way of life, we could no longer afford to live here and there is not a viable option 
being offered for transportations to commuters in rural areas of the county. 

Updates have been made in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan to better represent to 
east county areas of the San Diego region.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those with long commutes, are paying more than their 
fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system.  

W268 Kevin DelMastro UCSD It’s great you’re going BOLD! San Diego has such potential and needs forward thinkers going 
outside the box, like you. Thanks for prioritizing public transit, bike lanes, complete streets and 
communities, and mixed use spaces. I love our vibrant neighborhood feel all over our city! 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W269 Kevin Krause SKRE Our family has been fortunate to call coastal North SD County our home since the 90’s. We feel 
we need to focus on making non-auto transportation options safer and more efficient. Please 
keep adding separated bike and walk options close to the dense coastal areas west of the 5 
freeway. 

The Regional Plan includes investments in active transportation projects, complete 
street makeovers, Vision Zero programs, and transportation demand management 
programs to create safer environments for non-auto transportation and to encourage 
people to bike and walk for short trips. 

W270 Kevin Krause Segovia Krause 
Coastal RE 

We need a better system to get from A to B. 
Coaster & Sprinter are good. Buses do not work as well. 
We need more help for the last mile after getting off at the station. 
Also make the pavement on the freeways the low noise ones as in AZ etc. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes the development of a high speed transit system which 
includes first and last mile solutions via Flexible Fleets investments. 

W271 Kimberly Caldwell San Diego Unified Please allow funding for free youth bus passes for age 24 and under to attend work and/or 
school/college. Our youth’s education is very important.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W272 Kimberly Cooke  I read that today was the last day to put input into road fee tax. As it is there is ample methods 
for taxation, vehicle registration , - a portion of what is paid yearly goes towards Transportation 
improvement fee. Since this is not enough a tax is placed on each gallon of gas. This was 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 

https://sdforward.com/
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supposed to be a temporary tax now since you are going to remove the extra gas tax there is a 
plan to tax per mile usage? This isn’t acceptable for a person like myself, I only make 50K per 
year, my vehicle gets 23 miles to the gallon and due to the state charging over 1 dollar and 
twenty cents MORE per gallon than the national average. And now you want to charge me to use 
the road as well, I’m taxed per year to use the vehicle I’m taxed per gallon to fuel the vehicle now 
you wish to tax per mile to drive the vehicle. Please don’t do this. 

calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system. For example, drivers of fuel-powered vehicles in the state of Oregon receive a 
credit for fuel tax and remote emissions testing through their road usage charge 
program called OReGO.  

W273 Kip Lund Sunrise Please create a youth opportunity pass so that transportation can be free for all youth under 24 
years old. Not only will this help youth access education and jobs, but it also encourages youth to 
learn how to get around using public transit. I would like to also advocate for a better restroom 
system, so riders and the unhoused can have a place to use the restroom. Thank you. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Transit Fare Impact 
Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the 
options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of 
fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work 
is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-
year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W274 Kurt Haider San Diego County 
Bicycle Coalition; 
Oceanside Bike 
Walk Committee 

Oceanside should not have to wait 40 years to receive North County’s last portion of Inland Rail 
Trail. The other option for east west travel is Oceanside Blvd., which has a narrow bike lane 
accompanied by a large volume of truck traffic. 

The projects from the active transportation network were laid out and prioritized based 
on the analysis performed in Riding to 2050, SANDAG’s Adopted Regional Bike Plan. 
While the deadline year for build out is 2050, this just means it would be proposed to be 
completed by that time. Many projects will likely be completed earlier. This is especially 
true as new funding sources come available. Additionally, as an early action out of the 
Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Regional Active Transportation 
Network in which projects will be reassessed and reprioritized based on data and 
community engagement. 

W275 Kyle Paoletta  I’ve been considering moving to San Diego from Boston, but have been somewhat reluctant to 
out of fear that I’d have to rely on a car there because there’s no comprehensive public transit 
network. Imagine my delight to see the ambitious proposals laid out in this plan! I really hope the 
county makes the necessary investments to complete everything from the new commuter rail 
lines to the much improved bicycle infrastructure— being able to enjoy the climate and culture 
of Southern California without having to sacrifice too much of the density and walkability of a city 
like Boston would be a total dream. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W276 Kyle Weinberg San Diego 
Education 
Association 

I am the Vice President of the San Diego Education Association, proudly representing over 6000 
certificated educators in the San Diego Unified School District. 
 
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially the students in San Diego Unified School District, other young people ages 24 and 
under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare 
that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare 
Subsidies are allocated.  
 
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit 
riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego. No-cost 
transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-
career opportunities. And programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, 
Boston, San Francisco, and most recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

https://sdforward.com/
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I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

W277 Lanni Smith  By “making electric vehicle drivers pay their fair share” not only are you forcing gas vehicle 
drivers to pay twice as much to use the road (thanks corruptly passed gas tax) you’re also 
punishing consumers for having to abide by regulations legislated to delay climate change. You 
are punishing consumers who already live hand to mouth to use roads they can barely afford to 
have a vehicle to use, to “rent the roadway” which we’ve seen be a MASSIVE failure in the inland 
empire (91 express lanes Anaheim to Corona) reach fees of over $30 for less than 5 miles of road 
that STILL become gridlock traffic because you STILL have the same amount of commuters. This 
is a flawed plan and best and a poorly funded cash grab/way to keep poverty levels rising at best. 
Public transport is not as efficient as personal, and people do not like to choose to add hours 
onto their commute. They have to. Utilizing public transport is also a mark against a possible 
employee/employer relationship thus increasing unemployment rates since managers don’t view 
it as reliable way to be at work on time.  
This plan may be good for the county’s funding accounts, but it’s so at the expense of quality of 
life and affordability to live here which is already running more and more people out of the state 
instead of bringing them in. You’re not finding the “type of desired resident”. You’re running out 
the loyal families that have spent generations here.  

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system.  
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

W278 Laura 
Constantinides 

 We already pay an extra tax for fuel cost, housing, property taxes, and everything else. Now you 
want to gauge us for money because we may have 1 electric car? You will be forcing our hands to 
make us move out of California. It is way too costly to live here, and now your creating another 
fee? Tax the millionaires!!! The middle class backs are broken for paying the bulk of taxes; for 
everything!!! First to pay, and last to receive help from the government.  

The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all.  

W279 Lauren Edwards  How will you address the inequity of road use fees will impact those at lower income levels that 
have to live further away from jobs to afford housing will be paying more to get to work. 
Example, I cannot afford housing closer to Sorrento Valley, but will be paying more to drive due 
to miles driven taxes than someone who can afford to live closer. I also have no public transit 
routes that come close to the time it takes to drive. My car commute is ~1.5 hrs. round trip. A 
transit trip to work would be 4.5 hours round trip. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is a long-range planning document and is required by federal law 
to provide a reasonably feasible funding plan. Significant additional work, including 
public involvement, pilot testing, legislation and much more will be necessary to inform 
implementation of elements of this plan. At a minimum this plan is updated every four 
years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. There will be two additional 
regional plans developed prior to the 2030 planned timing of the roadway usage fee.  

W280 Leanne Best Nile Sisters 
Development 
Initiative 

Thank you for the great videos! This sounds wonderful. Please let me know how I can be of 
assistance. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W281 Leslie Stepanek resident I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  

W282 Leslie Stepanek resident I call for funding to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts: developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-

SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and will take 
several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets the goals of the 2021 

https://sdforward.com/
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income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 
ownership, and tenant protections. 

Regional Plan. The program will consider climate change and resilience, consistency with 
the transportation improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with 
other SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with the Social 
Equity Working Group and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing program 
promotes equity and addresses issues like gentrification and displacement.  

W283 Lilia Escalante EHC I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will 
prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing 
projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that 
will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement. Therefore, in the RTP, I 
ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing document. 
 
I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 
 
I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for 
the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency 
enhancements. The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the 
double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide 
express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. 
 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 
morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the 
language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr service on popular 
transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 
 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for the 
Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP 
with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that 
project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion.  
 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated 
for a 2035 implementation rather than the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask 
that the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the support 
of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 
 
I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-
income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 
ownership, and tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-
displacement study. 
 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear 
and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. It is unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations budgets. 
 
I call for the funding of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout 
Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
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strategy to provide safety particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. 
Currently, this is not included in the RTP. 

Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

W284 Lillian Cross N/A I also read an article in the local paper about the road user fee. Gas is going up again another 
$.50 a gallon and now SANDAG wants to charge a road, per mile, user fee to recoup the loss of 
the gasoline tax because Californians are moving to more fuel efficient vehicles like hybrids and 
all electric. How much more can we take? Businesses are going to suffer another recession 
because people are not going to drive to a store or restaurant. I drive less than 50 miles a month, 
and if a user fee is imposed, I’ll drive 50 miles in two months. No wonder people are complaining 
about California and the high cost of living here. This is nuts. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
While SANDAG does not influence State budget decisions, SANDAG staff will work with 
Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation 
strategies for a regional road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group are paying more than their fair share. 

W285 Lilly K  As a tax paying citizen, I definitely DO NOT support any version of road charges for non-
commercial drivers.  
1. In a county where the AVERAGE price of a home is now $800k, you’re not giving us much 
choice on how close we live to our jobs or hospitals or other destinations. You’re essentially 
taxing poorer people who need to travel for work, caretaking, or other necessities MORE because 
you created an environment where they’re forced to live further away from their destinations. 
UNACCEPTABLE. You’re complicit here. 

SANDAG recognizes the need for more affordable housing for people of middle to low 
incomes households that are near employment centers and a variety of transportation 
options. SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program that will 
consider climate change, climate resilience, and consistency with the transportation 
improvements and land use goals included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

W286 Lilly K  2. We already pay more than enough in taxes. This city and state has one of the highest tax rates 
in the nation. Where is your accountability for living within your budget? Where is your 
accountability to your constituents for not continuously taking more money? You fail at even 
providing annual reports for how much was collected, where it was spent, and what progress was 
made. Furthermore, you don’t even provide great services. Our roads are bad (even though 
you’ve been taking that gas tax), our water infrastructure is frighteningly bad, our power grid is 
highly susceptible, our schools are bad (D/F averages despite continuously increasing their 
funding), you’re talking about “defunding the police” (despite taking zero community votes 
about whether constituents actually support that), and I don’t have a high degree of confidence 
in our medical/ emergency response infrastructure either. No more money. You need to figure it 
out with what you have. There’s plenty available, including just enforcing basic quality standards 
for CALTRANS. FRAUD, WASTE, AND ABUSE. 
3. The state has said numerous times it has a multi million dollar surplus. To quote Don Draper, 
“That’s what the money’s for!!!”. Why are you planning to take more money when you’re not even 
spending the money you have?! Rude, and sheer mismanagement. 

SANDAG has never made any statement regarding defunding the police and is not 
covered in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The federal gas tax was the largest source of maintenance and operation funding for 
many decades. However, the federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that 
is when the minimum wage in California was $4.25 and the federal gas tax does not grow 
with inflation. Additionally, the revenue collected per vehicle, by the federal gas tax 
diminished as vehicle miles per gallon (MPG) improve, but the cost of road maintenance 
increased. Also, road degradation is a function tied to the weight of the vehicles and 
multiplied by the amount of vehicle traffic. The average weight of passenger vehicles has 
largely increased since the 1980s, while gas tax revenues have decreased. Resulting in 
less revenue, but greater road degradation.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
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revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is a federally required long-range planning document with 
horizon years of 2035 and 2050. It is a federal requirement to provide a reasonable and 
feasible funding plan. The road usage charge may be phased in as gasoline sales 
continue to be phased out through emerging technologies. 

W287 Lilly K  4. I have significant privacy issues with this and will take those to court if needed. The way this is 
envisioned, it’s far beyond your scope and you’re collecting too much personal information. Not 
to mention, you’re going to outsource part of the collection to private industry? No. I would 
prefer just another flat tax if it came down to it.  
5. What’s the enforcement mechanism? Seems like that will be a significant cost driver for the 
estimate. 
 
100% do not agree with this. I pay hundreds of dollars every year for registration, additional 
hundreds in extra California gas taxes, AND smog. Not to mention property taxes and the nearly 
9% sales tax you tack on to almost everything. You get enough. Go revisit your recent poor 
spending choices instead of exploiting your citizens. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
SANDAG will rely on coordination with other agencies in California and the State 
Department of Transportation to integrate the selection of technology, collection 
methods, and account management. California has strict data privacy laws to protect 
consumer privacy. In line with this, SANDAG remains committed to protecting personal 
privacy and it will be a strong consideration for SANDAG and other agencies around 
California when selecting technology and methods to administer the program.  

W288 Linda Alley  Where is there the promised Quiet Zones along the railway routing at the intersections? This 
affects the quality of life for thousands of people! 

That is one of the reasons why we want to build future rail that does not intersect with 
cars or pedestrians and is fully grade separated. For existing rail, SANDAG has worked 
with the transit agency and local cities to add Quiet Zones where most needed. 

W289 Lisa Sparaco  This comment is to urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that 
no-cost transit passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies 
are allocated. This will ensure that the RTP is equitable and inclusive of all communities and their 
needs. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W290 Lois Knowlton La Mesa First 
United Methodist 
Church 

I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will 
prioritize environmental justice communities by listing projects that will directly benefit those 
communities by 2025 and making all public communication easy to understand by the public. 
Therefore, in the RTP, I ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: 
Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing document. 
I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. 
The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the double/third tracking 
included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide express connectivity from 
the border to downtown San Diego. 
I call for a 240hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 
morning workers to their jobs. 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering and capital for the 
Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley. 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders...and be an accelerated part of the plan for a 2035 implementation rather 
than the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. 
I call for the funding to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-
income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix 
H.  As suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees 
that this change will make it easier for the public to understand.  
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A 
includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue 
Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation 
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ownership, and tenant protections. 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear 
and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. It is unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations budgets. 
I call for the funding of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response 
strategy to provide safety particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. 
Currently, this is not included in the RTP. 

Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and clarify next steps 
for express connectivity along the Blue Line.    
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.  
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently 
studying alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail 
Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built 
by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.   
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing 
incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, 
consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 
 
MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County 
to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix 
Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control 
guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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W291 Lourdes García 
Chepe 

Platicando Con Mi 
Gente 

SANDAG and MTS all together with the other organizations has to move on quickly, and no wait 
too many years in order to put more buses for all the communities that are minorities 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

W292 Lucas Karasch  Please connect the Coaster Commuter train system with the Mid-Coast Trolley system to allow 
for north county coastal residents to commute to their offices in UTC. I would use it daily.  

The Regional Plan includes a rail tunnel under UTC that bypasses the Miramar Hill and 
connects with the Mid-Coast trolley with an underground station to serve regional 
connections to key job centers. 

W293 Luis Montero-
Adams 

The San Diego 
LGBT Community 
Center 

On behalf of The San Diego LGBT Community Center, I am writing to urge the Board to amend 
Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and 
under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately impacted by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will provide a foundation 
for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
When The Center was choosing the location of both its Hillcrest Youth Center and South Bay 
Youth Center, accessibility via public transportation was critical, as we know that so many of our 
youth cannot count on dependable transportation from their households. When young people 
have access to no cost transit passes, they are better able to access school, work, medical care 
and resources otherwise not accessible. (I want to add an additional line about the need for 
public transit within the LGBTQ youth community but don’t know this talking point well enough. 
Should I reach out to Yey?) 
 
I urge the Board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W294 Luke Yarnall  I strongly support the overall goals and vision of the 2021 Draft Regional Plan. However, I am 
concerned that the proposed timeline for Active Transportation projects is too slow. These 
projects are much less expensive than other aspects of the plan and have disproportionate 
benefits for safety, congestion relief, and livability. Therefore, they should be prioritized as soon as 
possible. In particular, EAP projects scheduled for 2035 completion should be brought forward to 
2030 or earlier, and projects with a 2050 scheduled completion should also be implemented 
much earlier. Since these projects are both important and affordable, they should be prioritized. 
Thank you for your consideration. 

The EAP projects are slated for 2025 implementation ($200 million) and there are a host 
of other routes that will follow based on the corridor lists provided in Appendix A. 
Additionally, Complete Streets improvements (another Plan investment areas) will 
complement this anticipated Bike infrastructure. 

W295 Luke Yarnall  In Figure L.8: Modal Families, “roller blade” is misspelled “rollar blade”. Thank you for bringing this to our attention, the figure text has been updated. 

W296 Luna Prieto NLRC I like the regional plans’ ideas for improvement for future transportation. I like that focus will be 
given to trolley and sprinters. I feel like it is important to place waiting stations closer to the 
community and also to extend the travel routes. I live in lakeside and commute to San Marcos for 
school. Currently the bus, trolley, and sprinter routes and times are terrible for riders. It’s slow and 
there are many connecting stops because there isn’t a direct route. I also think we need basic 
needs met, like shelter on these waiting stops or simple improvements in the machines for ticket 
processing. I appreciate an effort to improve and protect the environment and pollution. I also 
see that equity is important for the plan but what are the plans to implement or target these 
efforts? 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights. 
 
SANDAG will also be conducting pilot programs for the implementation of Flexible Fleets 
and other micro-mobility options to help connect people in less dense regions into the 
greater transit network. Information regarding Flexible Fleets can be found in 
Appendices A and N.  

W297 lynn aliment private citizen As a native and life-long San Diegan, I absolutely do not support this plan. It’s a beautiful, 
comprehensive plan suitable for cities like Tokyo, New York, Paris, and London – which have the 
infrastructure base in place. You’re trying to shove a big square peg into a small round hole and 

SANDAG’s vision for a transformed regional transportation system is centered on the 
fundamental idea that increased personal mobility can help drive future economic 
prosperity regionwide, create opportunities for advancement for more people across our 
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that never works. I have more reasons than space allowed and am happy to talk with anyone at 
SANDAG if willing to call me at XXX-XXX-XXXX. My reasons include: 1) plan will cost at least double 
the $160B – just look at the bullet-train to nowhere for comparison. Remember, government 
doesn’t create income – government re-distributes everyone else’s revenue. Every dollar in taxes 
and fees is one less dollar for education, food, health care, and housing. 

region, and improve the overall quality of life for everyone. Appendix V contains a 
detailed list of revenue sources that are expected to fund the 2021 Regional Plan.  

W298 lynn aliment private citizen 2) Already pay highest gas taxes and fees in the country.  Nationwide states and regions are confronting the shortfalls of gas tax revenues to fund 
maintenance, operations, and construction of their transportation systems. The federal 
gas tax was the largest source of transportation funding for many decades. However, the 
federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that is when the minimum wage 
in California was $4.25. The federal gas tax does not grow with inflation and the 
purchasing power of that source has diminished over time. States and regions have 
implemented their own sales and gas tax measures to try and meet the needs of their 
transportation systems. However, the best tax measures tied to fossil fuel consumption 
will continue to erode in time as vehicle technologies change.  

W299 lynn aliment private citizen 3) There’s plenty of money – just stop syphoning it off for other “pet” projects like bike lanes. Time 
for bicyclists to start paying their share of the costs through annual licensing fees.  

The road usage charge is intended to replace the revenue losses from gas taxes in recent 
years due to more fuel efficient vehicle technology and electric vehicles. Gas taxes are 
implemented to fund the maintenance and operations of our current transportation 
system resulting from wear and tear from regular vehicle use, as well as unrealized costs 
of carbon emissions on the environment. Roadway wear and tear by bicycles is negligible 
and zero carbon emissions. Currently, gas taxes do not apply to cyclists and the proposed 
road usage charge would be expected to continue that practice.  

W300 lynn aliment private citizen 4) Promises made and not kept. Extended 0.5 cent sales tax and agreed to higher registration 
fees to pay for specific roadway projects and they are not being done. Finalizing Hwy 52 from 125 
to 163 (RTIP #21-03 / Map ID CAL 536) was “promised” by 2022. You now show 2035.  

CAL536, shown in the 2021 RTIP, is a project for Operational Improvements to SR 52 
which include a truck climbing lane, bike lane, and an auxiliary lane. This project is 
currently expected to open to traffic in September of 2024. The project shown in the 
Regional Plan in 2035 includes the addition of 3 managed lanes to SR 52. When TransNet 
was adopted the anticipated future land use pattern included significant development in 
East County. Those developments are no longer expected due to expanded land 
preservation, slower regional growth rates, and state regulations focusing development 
near existing infrastructure. Many of the TransNet projects that have not yet been built 
were designed to support the East County growth that has not happened and is no 
longer anticipated.  

W301 lynn aliment private citizen 5) You say this is needed for transportation greenhouse gases and future population growth. 
Greenhouse gas problem is already being solved with EVs. you show 480K EV’s by 2030. DMV 
shows 3M registered vehicles. Your EV projection equals 16% of vehicles – and by extrapolation 
and approximate 16% reduction in greenhouse gasses, with greater decreases each subsequent 
year. Population growth estimates range from 4M to 4.5M compared to current 3.3M. Growth is 
already off and will top out at 3.5M. Two reasons – first – we have too little water for all these 
people. Second –we have too many NIMBY’s that sufficient housing will never be built (and I want 
more housing). I’ve lived in Santee since ‘84. Fanita Ranch on the map in ‘84. 38 years later it is 
still tumbleweeds and rattlesnakes – and it always will be.  

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be 
achieved by reducing per capita VMT, not through the use of zero emission vehicles.
Population growth is forecasted to slow in coming decades as compared to previous 
forecasts, however the population will continue to grow in the future due to natural 
increase (more births than deaths) and not due to in-migration in the region. More 
information about the components of population change in the Regional Growth 
Forecast can be found in Appendix F.  

W302 lynn aliment private citizen 6) Mileage tax and FastTrack fees – government is a horrible steward of the taxpayer’s money. 
why would you think we will give you another dollar when the money we give is wasted or 
handed out for non-roadway projects. One example-expensive masonry sound walls built by 
over-priced union labor, when states like Texas and North Carolina use modular systems. Walls 
completed in a fraction of the time at a fraction of the coast – and are cheaper to repair when 
damaged. And their sound walls are more attractive than ours.  
7) highspeed inner city rail – are you kidding! Neighborhoods will never allow it.  

In order for a sound wall to be recommended for construction, it must meet criteria 
established by the Federal Highway Administration, which determine the level that 
future noise projection must approach or exceed to quality for noise abatement 
measures. Noise abatement measures must also reduce the future noise levels by a 
minimum of 5 decibels to be preliminarily recommended for construction in the project’s 
NADR. Learn more about the sound walls, visit the Build NCC “Sound Walls” tab at 
www.keepsandiegomoving.com. 

W303 lynn aliment private citizen 8) Light-rail – if you believe that the proposed improvements will be so well accepted, then they 
should be easily paid for by revenue bonds backed by ticket revenue.  

The funding strategy for the 2021 Regional Plan includes funding from a variety of 
sources, many of which may only be used to fund certain projects, programs, and 
operations. Additional revenue sources assumed for the plan are described in detail in 
Appendix V.  

W304 lynn aliment private citizen 8) I do not see where you project cost estimates factor in the millions in yearly subsides that 
taxpayers will have to pay to support these mass-transit lines for perpetuity.  

The Cost Estimation Methodology and Funding Strategies for the RTP were presented to 
the SANDAG Board of Directors on March 21, 2021, Item No. 8B. This report and 
presentation described the various funding assumptions developed for the draft 2021 

https://sandag.sharepoint.com/regionalvision/Regional%20Vision/10.0%20Regional%20Plan%20Document/2-Appendices/G-Public%20Involvement%20Plan/www.keepsandiegomoving.com
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Regional Plan. The entire Board meeting can be found at www.sandag.org. The 
methodology for estimating the costs for operating and maintaining transit services is 
included in Appendix U. 

W305 lynn aliment private citizen 9) concern is falling gas tax revenue from EVs – simple solution is a $250/yr. fee on EV (only EV) 
vehicle registration to replace lost gas tax (12,000mi divided by 25mpg times $0.50/gal tax). In 
closing, SANDAG has lost credibility from the 80% of the population that does not approve of this 
plan (other 20% being unions and environmentalists). A century and trillions of dollars spent on 
existing transportation infrastructure – infrastructure that will remain the core mode of 
transportation for the remainder of this century (or until cars can fly..). By taking actions today to 
build out the highway, road, and bridge network in San Diego will provide immediate reductions 
in greenhouse gasses and transportation – verses the 10+ years it will take to get any of the 
proposed initiatives up and running (remember that this is CA and nothing is done quickly).. 
Please call me, I would like to have a meaningful conversation on this subject. 

California leads the nation when it comes to driving more fuel-efficient and zero-
emission cars. That’s a good thing! However, because these cars consume less or no gas 
at all, pressure is growing to find a replacement for the gas and diesel excise taxes that 
fund so many of the state and local transportation programs which support new 
infrastructure, as well as maintenance and operations of the current transportation 
system. Multiple officials and agencies within the State of California have expressed a 
desire to consider different road charging options, and many studies continue regarding 
implementation strategies, the timing of the road charge phase-in and rate setting. 
SANDAG’s 2021 RP assumes the road usage charge will replace the gas tax revenue lost 
by the move to fuel efficient and zero emission vehicles. 
 
These and other revenues are planned for investments in a variety of transportation 
infrastructure types. Our 20th-century car culture, where driving alone dominates over 
public transit, carpooling, and other forms of shared rides, will not help us achieve our 
21st-century goals: reducing congestion and improving safety, meeting state and federal 
mandates for reducing GHG and air pollutants, making a more socially equitable region, 
and improving the overall quality of life for everyone 

W306 Lynn Sharpe 
Underwood 

Black Girls Do Bike SANDAG can do more to establish more of a cycling culture in our community and encourage 
cycling as a viable means of transportation:  
*Community Talks should cover bike lanes and safety 
*Community Talks should underscore not only road bikes, gravel bikes but ebikes (they are not 
just for old folks-different types should have different “rules”- I have a Strommer!) 
*Community talks should encourage day trips and over night camping trips 
*Community outreach should have a bike map and index in it. 
*SANDAG should call together Cycling groups...on a regular basis. 
 
Please tell Cindy Burke I said Hello!!! Thanks! 

SANDAG is actively working on developing an outreach program for all roadway users 
focused on the projects being constructed in the Regional Bike Early Action Program. 
We have received a $1.9 million competitive State Active Transportation grant to develop 
and implement and education and outreach program that is beginning soon. We’ll 
discuss your ideas as a team and reach out to continue a conversation as appropriate. 
Will also tell Cindy hello, it has been great to work with her on the biking and walking 
InfoBits! 

W307 Lynne Shaprio N/A This is a waste of bus transit riders time. We went to SANDAG to stop the MTS map blind 
destination insensitive engineer planners from imposing their spread sheet metric speed of 
vehicle trip 2018 Transit Optimization plan that harmed access to mid-city destinations including 
social service centers (Kroc Center, Social Security Administration offices, City Hall offices), and 
other key destinations for older adults, disabled people, women with children. You said you could 
do nothing. So you can have plans galore but if the MTS has unequitable access policies for route 
and schedule planning it is all for nothing. 

SANDAG is committed to implementing projects and programs that ensure equity and 
increase mobility options for all residents. Coordination between agency partners, 
including MTS, is and will continue to be a consistent part of our planning process. 
Planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, including 
existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A for the 
proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity Working 
Group agenda from August 5, 2021. Please continue to follow along in this process by 
visiting SDForward.com.  

W308 Magdalena Ruiz Bayside 
community center 

Me gustaria que el transporte sea mas economico para las familias de bajos recursos me parese 
una idea increible para la ciudadania y mi comunidad pero es muy importante arreglar las 
banquetas y calles porque es dificil para el acceso en patineta estan en muy mal estado. Tambien 
hay mucha contaminacion y basura en las calles y nesesitamos mas alumbrados en callejones y 
calles de nuestra comunidad de Linda Vista. 
*** 
I would like transportation to be more economical for low-income families. I think this is a great 
idea for the residents and the community, but it is very important to fix sidewalks and streets 
because they are difficult to access on a skateboard and they are in very bad shape. There is also 
a lot of pollution and trash on the streets, and we need better lighting in the alleys and streets of 
our Linda Vista community. 

La red del Plan Regional 2021 incluye mejoras operativas y tecnológicas en las arterias 
regionales, incluyendo infraestructura inteligente e intersecciones inteligentes. La Red 
Regional para Bicicletas adoptada apoya a la red de arterias regionales e incluye tanto 
mejoras en las calles como fuera de las calles para crear un espacio seguro y cómodo 
para las personas que viajan a pie, en bicicleta o usan alternativas de micromovilidad. 
 
Su comentario ha sido compartido con la ciudad de San Diego. 
*** 
The 2021 Regional Plan network includes operational and technological improvements 
for regional arterials, including smart infrastructure and smart intersections. The adopted 
Regional Bike Network supports the regional arterial network and includes both on- and 
off-street improvements to create a safe and comfortable space for people to walk, bike, 
and ride micromobility options. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

W309 Manuel Gonzalez Keiller leadership 
Academy 

No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit 
riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 

https://sandag.sharepoint.com/regionalvision/Regional%20Vision/10.0%20Regional%20Plan%20Document/2-Appendices/G-Public%20Involvement%20Plan/www.sandag.org
https://sdforward.com/
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No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other 
early-career opportunities.  

study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W310 Maria C National Latino 
Research Center 

Me gusta que los trabajores son muy amable ahora, ayudan a la jente y no son muy estrictos. Nos 
dejan a llevar el carrito del madado y se no compran el ticket, entienden. Espero que el plan 
tengamos personas que nos repectan y que se puedean comunicar con nosotros.  
*** 
I like that the workers are now really friendly. They help the people, and they are not very strict. 
They let us carry our carts, and if we can’t buy a ticket, they understand. I hope that plan has 
people that respect us and who can communicate with us. 

Gracias por su comentario. 
*** 
Thank you for your comment.  

W311 Maria Gonzalez Southern Caregiver 
Resource Center 

I urge that no-cost transit passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare 
subsidies are allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W312 Maria Libia Cabrera El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Spanish 

Thank you for coming to talk to us about transportation. And thank you to all the people who 
have been working on this plan for such a long time. We need more people to look out for the 
low-income families and to be sure that the plan includes everyone. I really like the plan. It 
should be affordable and accessible. Please be sure to include languages in the Plan. Also, we 
would like a free shuttle in El Cajon we could use to go shopping and to the trolley.  

Thank you for your comment. SANDAG is studying different opportunities for Flexible 
Fleets in the region and intends to begin launching on-demand Flexible Fleet services 
starting in 2022. Flexible Fleets will vary based on the community they serve and will be 
designed to provide affordable and convenient mobility choices so that everyone in the 
community can benefit. 

W313 Maria Navarro El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Spanish 

It is so wonderful that SANDAG is asking us what we think. Too often we are not asked our 
opinion and we are the ones who use transit. Thank you for including us. Transit should be for 
everyone including low-income families and those who need to go to their jobs. It will be nice to 
have more rapid buses that could take us to job centers up north. We also need more frequent 
buses that are on time. Thank you again for this Plan. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W314 Mariana Duenas Interfaith 
Community 
Services 

TRANSPORTATION ACCESS IS A NECESSITY, AND A RIGHT. Thank you for your comment. 

W315 Maribel Arias Comité 
organizador latino 
de city heights 

Necesitamos que apoyen a los jovenes estudiantes de hasta 24 años con pase gratis para que 
puedan ir a la escuela y trabajo. 
*** 
We need to support young students up to 24 years of age with free passes so they can go to 
school and work. 

Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio asegurará que las partes interesadas 
públicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. Se espera 
que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios 
para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y 
los jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 
jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
*** 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W316 Marina Ahn  Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A 
of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under 
receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit 
riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

https://sdforward.com/
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No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other 
early-career opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. Thank you.  

W317 Mark Grant N/A I just read through much of your document and it is indeed very bold, thorough, and ambitious. I 
do not agree with your big emphasis on transportation hubs and public transportation. Though 
this plan will attempt to change people’s behavior to make them give up their cars and get on 
public transportation, I know that Californians will always have the opposite desire. People only 
use public transportation until they have the means to purchase a car. It is noble to focus on 
underserved communities, but the vast majority of your funds should go towards expanding 
roads and freeways, with lesser funds towards the various other forms of transportation. Middle 
class families do not want to ride a city bus or train. They do not want to raise their kids in hubs of 
high-density housing. This plan, as I read it, is mainly for the “underserved,” the poor working 
class. It is, indeed, addressing a need that is out there. But it is my humble opinion that the 
middle class worker who drives a car is the backbone of San Diego. 

State laws have changed from requiring congestion relief (usually solved in the short 
term by widening roadways) to reducing vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas 
emissions (usually solved by people living closer to destinations and using alternative 
modes of transportation such as walking, biking, carpooling and taking public transit). 
The bold changes are necessary to address unprecedented challenges facing our region, 
and state.  

W318 Mark Larson Citizens for logical 
transportation. 

The trolley is a folly. It’s irrational to build big new railroad networks, that is 150 year old 
technology.  
 
Mass transit trolleys are very expensive, require lots of security guards, and are primarily a haven 
for the homeless and criminals. Private citizens do not like mass transit, and most people who 
can afford a private vehicle will always choose a private vehicle over sitting on a train with 
homeless people. The future is likely private individual automated electric cars, like a Chevrolet 
Volt car for everyone that is automated. Please wake up, drop that silly, expensive, irrational 
massive train idea and focus on building more roads for private electric vehicles.  

Fast and frequent mass transit is the most efficient and sustainable way to move large 
amounts of people – particularly in our urban corridors that are carrying the largest 
number of trips the longest distances. These corridors experience the greatest 
congestion which is why they have been slated for commuter rail that is much faster and 
more frequent than the rail service provided in the region today. Industry projections 
suggest that high capacity and higher speed rail will continue to be relevant into the 
future moving more people than any form of ground transit. In fact, a 2020 report by 
McKinsey & Company found that by 2050, rail would carry about 13 times as many people 
as vehicles that are shared.  
 
Flexible fleets, which include shared, electric, connected and eventually autonomous 
vehicles, work in concert with mass transit, providing demand responsive solutions best 
suited for short to medium distance trips that traditional fixed route transit does not 
serve well. However, there is great uncertainty about when fleets of fully autonomous 
and connected vehicles capable of operating as you’ve proposed will be ubiquitous. 
Widespread deployment is unlikely until 2035 or beyond, but more and more cities will 
have automated rideshare available in selected geofenced areas over time.  

W319 Martin Pagel  Multiple aerial gondola Skyway projects have been considered in the last few years (Balboa, 
airport, Coaster...), I was surprised that the regional plan does not mention Skyway. How would it 
fit in? Transit Leap? 

The Regional Plan does not include Skyway projects because several new projects 
(Commuter Rail, Next Generation Rapid routes, and Flexible Fleets) have been identified 
in the plan to serve those travel markets and destinations. 

W320 Marvin Hernandez-
Villareal 

El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Spanish 

I really like the Plan. We really need better, affordable housing for low-income families with some 
discounted rates for public transportation. I like the trolley, but it is too expensive to use. I also do 
not know how to use it. Our apartments are very old, and it is not safe to walk after dark in El 
Cajon. I would like more education for people in the plan and more housing around transit 
centers. Thank you for the Plan. I approve. 

SANDAG is actively working on developing an outreach program for all roadway users 
focused on the projects being constructed in the Regional Bike Early Action Program. 
We have received a $1.9 million competitive State Active Transportation grant to develop 
and implement and education and outreach program that is beginning soon. 
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
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housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
 
We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W321 Mary Oren  Faster, Fairer, Cleaner? I’m on board!!! Thank you for your responsible effort to gather data, 
important feedback and put the right people in place to make this happen, we are grateful to 
SANDAG and the dedicated team effort!!! Now make it happen, all of it, another minute lost will 
only cost more financially, environmentally, impact safety and quality of life etc. Do not let 
anything stop you now please !! We’ve had moments of awakenings with covid, we can adjust to 
new behaviors and end bad habits. Bigger roads and electric cars will not guarantee safety or 
dependable arrivals - transit all over will! More tracks, more electric trains, more bike safety, 
urban housing, vertical housing near transit, all of it is important. All anyone from San Diego has 
to do is get out of town and see how other communities had evolved starting over 100 years ago 
in Europe, our East Coast (NY, DC etc.) it’s easy to imagine in San Diego!! In addition we must 
commit to improving transmission, storage and charging stations for electric vehicles and 
housing. THIS is huge component, STORAGE is vital!! Community energy too!! Thank you again, 
let’s go!! 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W322 MaryKatherine 
Reeber 

Retired US State 
Dept 

You rightly note that the proportion of senior citizens in the area is going to increase. I am one of 
them who feels that with the understandable desire to reduce emissions and traffic congestions 
car owners are given second class citizenship in today’s planning. 
Please include adequate reasonably priced parking by your mass transit stations as well as in 
business districts. I can assure you that if you do not many increased emissions will be due to 
frustrated seniors frantically circling the blocks trying to find a place to park. 

The draft 2021 Regional Plan’s network of Mobility Hubs includes strategies such as 
priced parking in commercial areas in combination with the deployment of on-demand 
Flexible Fleets, including services for seniors. Parking pricing is one of many travel 
demand management strategies communities can implement while ensuring there is 
adequate curb space for both parking and loading/unloading of passengers and goods. 

W323 Matt Cantor  Population growth is flat in the country. That means that everyone wants to come to California. 
At what point does California say that there are enough people living here, live elsewhere? When 
the water dries up? When you can’t go anywhere or do anything because the population density 
is too great for any movement? The state is not in a housing crisis, it is in a population explosion 
crisis and the government needs to recognize that fact.  

Population growth for the region and state is still projected to grow, however at a slower 
rate than in past decades. In San Diego County the increase to the population is the 
result of more births than deaths (called natural increase) and not to in-migration to the 
region. Please see Appendix F for more information on the Regional Growth Forecast.  

W324 Matt Moody San Diego 
Education 
Association 

Please include a grant for free transit ridership for 24 and under. All three of my kids will be 
taking bus and trolley from Oak Park to University City over the next 8 years. Lots of my former 
students also took transit to UC from as far away as Chula Vista. Many students have parents who 
work two jobs and now that transportation funding is low in school districts, it’s been harder for 
students to make it to schools of choice. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W325 Matthew Lee  NO MILEAGE TAX. Mileage taxes are punitive to essential workers. San Diego’s housing is 
unaffordable and these people have no choice. Office workers who can telecommute are being 
told to commute by their employers. TAX the employers who are forcing employees to commute 
instead!!!  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
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roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers.  

W326 Maureen Phillips  Once again the rural unincorporated areas of the county are unrepresented in a transportation 
plan, except most notably in the recommendation/suggestion to inequitably implement user 
fees (VMT) to citizens, including Native Americans, seniors and others you recognize in the plan 
as historically marginalized, and have or have been afforded few, if any, options for transportation 
except the use of private vehicles.  
VMT, according to 2 land use commissioners recently ruling on a large scale energy 
development, “will limit building in small communities in east county” and with it the hope of 
economic improvement or creating more sustainable communities that serve as more than 
revenue or energy sources in the County’s overall Climate Action Plan.  
 
Rural Interstate 8 is not even recognized as a corridor, complete or otherwise, or the subject of 
improvements or actions. This despite the fact that it provides the most access to urban San 
Diego for private vehicles and commerce to and from Imperial county, Arizona tourists, and 
more, no mention on how VMT might be imposed on those travelers contributing to greenhouse 
emissions. For local citizens, Interstate 8 areas could become the source of Mobility Hub and 
transit leap innovative transportation resources (improving on the existing sources), such as 
microbuses, ridesharing, and more.  
 
Absence of broadband access in rural unincorporated areas is highlighted within the plan, and 
no more obvious than in Appendix G, the Public Involvement Program. Most of the 
communication and participation strategies involve the need to access information through 
broadband, which is essentially absent (and expensive) in rural areas, limiting people’s ability to 
learn and comment on plans and actions like this; those that directly affect our lives and quality 
of life. Its absence prevents working from home and educational opportunities. Aside from that, 
you cannot actually implement most of these recommendations without the availability of 
broadband or technology.  
 
I call upon you to find more equitable ways to communicate with, engage and invest in the rural 
unincorporated areas of the county. 

 
Social equity disparity analysis is required by both state and federal law via Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order 12898. During the process of evaluating the 
2021 Regional Plan, calculations were made to determine improvements in mobility by 
percent point difference, between a No-Build projection and the Build projection. 
SANDAG found marginal percentage point differences between each population, with 
slight advantages leaning in favor of low income, aging populations, and other 
disadvantaged populations. For more information regarding social equity, methodology, 
and state requirements see Appendix H. Interstate 8 is identified in the 2021 Regional 
Plan as a rural corridor and Appendix A describes the specific improvements anticipated 
for Interstate 8.  
 
SANDAG works closely with the County of San Diego and tribal nations to ensure 
transportation needs are met. SANDAG is currently preparing a Digital Equity Strategy to 
support advancement of access to broadband in areas with insufficient access. 

W327 Md jahangir hossen N/A We need bus transportation. The Regional Plan includes increases in service span (hours of service) and frequency 
throughout the region. Many routes will operate all day long at 10 minute intervals. 

W328 Meaghan Baril University of 
California, San 
Diego 

I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, 
and capital for the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour 
service, and additional frequency enhancements. The information for the Blue 
Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the double/third tracking included in 
Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide express connectivity 
from the border to downtown San Diego.  

The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes 
specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line 
Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation 
Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will 
focus the project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the 
Blue Line. 

W329 Meaghan Harrigan  I urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  

W330 Melodee Takasugi  This proposed gas tax would hurt the most vulnerable people of this county -- low income, 
seniors, and middle class. The tax will cause what little money we have to go into wasteful ideas. 
You are causing more of us to flee the state with your incessant tax raises. I fact, you should be 
closed off as you are doing nothing to improve life in San Diego county. 

Thank you for your comment. 
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W331 Michael Hampson Private citizen For all protected bicycle lanes. I highly recommend you stop adding rocks and/or cement inside 
the protected bicycle lane curbs, as a filler. If someone falls off a bicycle onto these rocks, this will 
harm the bicyclist. For the protected bicycle lanes, where you need add a filler in between the 
curbs of the new protected bicycle lane curbs, please use the rubber that is now found in many 
playgrounds. If you don’t understand what I mean, please have someone call me. I live in 
Hillcrest. 

SANDAG works in coordination with local jurisdictions in the design and construction of 
these bikeways. Ultimately, the material choices up to the local jurisdictions who accept 
and maintain the bikeways once construction is finished. We will bring up the potential 
for use of different material types with them, but it will ultimately be their decision what 
materials get installed.  

W332 Michael Ohnysty  Regarding the mileage user tax on page 38 and 42. This is unfair. There does need to be an offset 
to the all-electric plug-in car not paying the gas tax and the way to do that is to have just the all-
electric plug-in cars pay the new mileage tax. Having gas car drivers pay the new tax would be a 
double tax. If just the all-electric plug-in cars pay it and it is done right it will balance the funds 
and will be fair because the all-electric plug-in cars need to pay too as they also use the roads. 

The federal gas tax was the largest source of transportation funding for many decades. 
However, the federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that is when the 
minimum wage in California was $4.25 and the federal gas tax does not grow with 
inflation. Additionally, the revenue collected per vehicle, by the federal gas tax 
diminished as vehicle miles per gallon (MPG) improve, but the cost of road maintenance 
increased. Also, road degradation is a function tied to the weight of the vehicles and 
multiplied by the amount of vehicle traffic. The average weight of passenger vehicles has 
largely increased since the 1980s, while gas tax revenues have decreased. Resulting in 
less revenue, but greater road degradation.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is a federally required long-range planning document with 
horizon years of 2035 and 2050. It is a federal requirement to provide a reasonable and 
feasible funding plan. The road usage charge may be phased in as gasoline sales 
continue to be phased out through emerging technologies. 

W333 Michael Parker  I feel that the plan to charge a use fee for miles traveled would be very unfair to people who live 
outside the major community centers, rural areas do not allow for the movement like mentioned 
in the Plan, also if the COVID crisis showed the more people are packed together the faster 
something like COVID is transmitted. This plan is also racist in the aspect that a lot of minorities 
cannot afford to live in the major city areas, and are therefore forced to live and commute. The 
gas taxes increase but are not being used as was voted for . Someone needs to step up to the 
plate and hold the politicians accountable! 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as rural residents, are paying more than their fair share. 
There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure 
a fair system.  

W334 Michael Simons  Overall too board and too vague. Against any funding where based on mileage driven. Break plan 
up into bite size chunks with their own budget, where public can judge and approve 
continuation based on keeping to budget and timelines. 

Thank you for your comments. 

W335 Michael Verdu Encinitas Resident I live in Encinitas and am very active in local and regional politics. I also work in technology. I’m 
writing with feedback about the 2021 SANDAG Regional Plan. 
 
While I believe the new SANDAG vision was created with the best of intentions, the proposed 
multi-modal hub-and-spoke system is impractical, prohibitively expensive, and is fighting 
powerful headwinds like the decline in train/subway/bus ridership (pre-pandemic), the explosion 
of ride-sharing services, slowing regional population growth, and a likely permanent shift to 
working from home for a growing segment of the population. 
 
Even with improved train frequency and shorter trip times, a multi-modal system based on 
commuter rail will be at a severe disadvantage relative to the point-to-point service that will be 
provided by networked autonomous cars and buses. We run the risk of having empty trains 
running on our hugely expensive new rail system while neglecting the roads that will serve the 
centrally dispatched autonomous vehicles that are coming whether we like it or not. 

The 2021 Regional Plan provides a range of transportation options for different types of 
trips. This includes deployment of Flexible Fleet services that complement investments 
in transit and Mobility Hubs. Flexible Fleets range from bikes and scooters to 
autonomous shuttles and on demand rideshare, increasing the number of mobility 
choices for residents and visitors to use.  
 
Fast and frequent mass transit is the most efficient and sustainable way to move large 
amounts of people – particularly in our urban corridors that are carrying the largest 
number of trips the longest distances. These corridors experience the greatest 
congestion which is why they have been slated for commuter rail that is much faster and 
more frequent than the rail service provided in the region today. Industry projections 
suggest that high capacity and higher speed rail will continue to be relevant into the 
future moving more people than any form of ground transit. In fact, a 2020 report by 
McKinsey & Company found that by 2050, rail would carry about 13 times as many people 
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I’d also like to address the quote by Hasan Ikhrata comparing local resistance to this multi-modal 
plan to the opposition to BART in the Bay Area. BART was built in a different time (before ride-
sharing and a revolution in tele-commuting) to serve a city with vastly different geography (with 
jobs concentrated in a highly constrained urban area). Our solutions need to be forward-looking, 
not backward-looking. 
 
The alternative to spending tens of billions of dollars on a multi-modal system based on “Mobility 
Hubs” is to lean into the autonomous vehicle revolution. Let’s leverage the already gigantic 
investments in autonomous vehicle technology including sensors, software, networks, and 
batteries. Charging stations would be a good place to start, but there may be other ways we can 
accelerate the deployment of networked autonomous vehicles at scale. 
 
The faster we can roll out true autonomous vehicle technology, the more efficient our road 
systems will become. The logical end point for private ride sharing services like Uber and Lyft is 
the disappearance of private car ownership. Let’s accelerate that process rather than making a 
wrong turn into the past. 
 
Local leaders have called out the inefficient and broken public funding mechanisms for road 
infrastructure - and they’re right. But I think it would be cheaper and better to fix that problem 
rather than work around it with expensive and non-optimal multi-modal solutions. 
 
Finally, I want to address the idealistic vision for higher density housing springing up around the 
new train stations on the 200 miles of proposed commuter rail in the multi-modal transit plan. 
That’s not likely to happen. Encinitas and Solana Beach are targeted for the initial leg of the new 
system, but these cities have a history of fierce resistance to high density development, and 
that’s unlikely to change. Higher density will run into a buzz-saw of opposition in other North 
County cities and San Diego neighborhoods as well. 
 
Commuter rail is not the answer to our affordable housing crisis in the same way that it isn’t the 
answer to our transportation problems. We need other answers. 
 
I believe that you’re going to see sharp and sustained opposition to this plan and to the 1-cent tax 
and per-mile fees required to pay for it. I’m inclined to fight the plan as proposed. 
 
We can do better. 

as vehicles that are shared.  
 
Flexible Fleets, which include shared, electric, connected and eventually autonomous 
vehicles, work in concert with mass transit, providing demand responsive solutions best 
suited for short to medium distance trips that traditional fixed route transit does not 
serve well. However, there is great uncertainty about when fleets of fully autonomous 
and connected vehicles capable of operating as you’ve proposed will be ubiquitous. 
Widespread deployment is unlikely until 2035 or beyond, but more and more cities will 
have automated rideshare available in selected geofenced areas over time.  
 

W336 Michele 
Shoemaker 

 In the section called Transit Leap, there is no “Local Bus” connectors to the “Next Gen Rapid Bus 
Service” along Highway 56. There is zero bus service in Carmel Valley. This forces residents to 
drive everywhere. Families have 5 cars!!!! Help us not drive, please.  

Flexible Fleets will offer people a variety of on-demand shared vehicles. Flexible Fleet 
services may complement fixed-route services, even in more suburban communities. 
They offer additional convenience, as the on-demand nature of Flexible Fleet services 
allows people to book a ride almost anywhere and anytime. Proposed Clean 
Transportation policies will also ensure that Flexible Fleet vehicles transition to zero-
emission vehicles to further meet air quality mandates. In addition, the Regional Plan 
proposes investments in active transportation and Vision Zero policies to create a safer 
environment for biking. These strategies combined will make it easier to drive around 
without driving a car. 

W337 Michele 
Shoemaker 

 “Regional Bike Network” in Carmel Valley needs improving. The Hwy 56 Bike Path does not 
connect to Carmel Valley Road and then Del Mar Heights Road. There are 3 high schools, 2 
libraries, multiple parks, a middle school, and multiple shopping centers not connected to the 
bike path. I tried so hard to get this to happen before the land was developed but I was told it 
was too late. How did the planning department miss this obvious connection. We need planners 
that are thinking ahead!!!!!!! 

The bike network shown in the plan is the Adopted Regional Bike Network, which was 
adopted in 2010. As an early action out of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will develop a 
new Active Transportation Plan which will look at adding in a number of new 
connections like these. SANDAG prioritizes community engagement and will develop 
these connections in partnership with the community so that we can make sure the 
routes take people where they want to go.  

W338 Michele 
Shoemaker 

 “Climate Strategies” indicates 41% GHG emissions are from transportation. Why do we allow 
parents to drive their kids to school? We do not have school buses in Carmel Valley. Idling cars 
queue up at least twice daily. These emissions are not counted. Let’s get electric school buses! 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be 
achieved by reducing per capita VMT, not through the use of zero emission vehicles. 
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Also, parents waiting for their kids at places like sport practice and tutoring less as be their cars 
running. We are missing these emissions too.  

The Local jurisdictions and special districts such as School Districts, can and will identify 
GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 
2021 Regional Plan.  

W339 Michele 
Shoemaker 

 I support free transit passes for youth and students (all ages). One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W340 Michele 
Shoemaker 

 To encourage public transit, make it free for riders.  One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under 

W341 Michelle Kearney  Please amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for 
youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W342 Michelle Rodriguez san diego mesa 
college 

I am a many year bicycle commuter who lives in Clairemont. I teach full-time at San Diego Mesa 
College and serve as the chair of the Transportation subcommittee of their Environmental 
Sustainability Committee at the college. I support any improvements that can make cycling safer 
for commuters and students. Clairemont is a difficult place to ride because the main corridors, 
like Balboa and Genesee, include steep hills. This makes riding difficult (which is why I use an 
electric bicycle), but it also makes it scarier because cars speed down the hills at frightening 
speeds. I hope to be able to ride my bicycle to one of the 2 new trolley stops in Clairemont, but, 
so far, bicycling to them is still too unsafe. I hope more can be included in the plan to slow down 
these cars. 

The bike network shown in the plan is the Adopted Regional Bike Network, which was 
adopted in 2010. As an early action out of the Regional Plan, SANDAG will develop a new 
Active Transportation Plan. Although the original plan considered topography, we will 
take a fresh look in the new one. With the ever increasing popularity of e-bikes, we do 
feel it is important to build bike network in both flat and steep areas so provide as many 
network connections as possible. Additionally, the prioritization will include more 
recently completed and near-term transit projects to facilitate connections like those you 
mention. 

W343 Mike Bullock Retired Regarding Active Transportation, I support the following sections of the letter from the 
Oceanside Bike=Ped Committee: 
 
1.) The improved car-parking system for the Civic Center Car Parking Garage for both the City 
Employees and the general public that registers their car in the new system. 
2,) The Coast Highway Road Diet and Incentive Zone 
3.) The Inland Rail Trail 

Thank you, and noted, we have reviewed and responded to the Oceanside Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Committee via Tom Lichterman and appreciate your specific 
recommendations for projects here, too. 

W344 Mike Bullock Retired From the Oceanside Bike-Ped Committee letter, I strongly support the Bike Bridge over I-5 
Between Vista Way and Kelly Street. The shopping is a high-trip-count destination and the Active 
Transportation community deserves access. Also, coastal access should be improved for that 
community that lives east of I-5. 

We have reviewed and responded to the Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee 
via Tom Lichterman and appreciate your specific recommendations for projects here, 
too. 

W345 Mike Harp  I am against this plan as a tax payer. There is no universe where this kind of taxing and spending 
is acceptable.  
 
$168 Billion is oddly (get out the calculator) exactly $50,000 per person, adult and children. 
Really? I see projects enumerated, but to come up with $50k per person is telling of the 
methodology you used to see how much money you could extract from taxpayers. 
 
This is shameful. California already has the highest gas tax, San Diego has the highest electricity 
rates. Where are you going to get this money from? 

Dramatic changes are necessary to address unprecedented challenges facing our region, 
and state. One component of these necessary changes are updates to how 
transportation systems are funded. The funding structure we grew up with, paying at the 
pump, will not carry us into the future as the state transitions to alternative fuel vehicles 
to address necessary climate change goals and alternate travel modes that still require 
funding support.  

W346 Mike Harp  The Next Operating System costs are wildly underestimated. I help provide IT services to 
government. $32M to build? $63M to operate (over how long?) $19M for smart intersections? Do 
you know the Chesterfield intersection in Cardiff cost almost $7M to build with smart technology, 

The estimated costs for Next OS planning, development, system integration, and 
operations are included in Appendix A. In addition to planning, operations and 
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and you can barely turn left there. Of course you did, you planned it. How many of these are you 
going to build? 

maintenance costs, Appendix U includes technology and digital infrastructure 
investment costs. 

W347 Mike Harp  I am against fee-based (per-mile) pricing. Unless these are self-reporting (they won’t be), they are 
an invasion in privacy via government tracking (Privacy Act, 4th Amendment). 
 
We have a gas tax that has worked for transportation for since 1932 (federally). SANDAG has a 
sales tax. California has a SB1 tax, and the highest gas tax costs in the country.  
 
Gas taxes are paid at the source. I understand you cannot collect gas taxes for electric cars. 
However, you should charge electric cars taxes at the source (the electric meter), since there are 
separate electric meters for residential/commercial and car charging.  
 
Per-mile taxes turn all roads into toll roads. Of course, this is your goal to raise $168B.  
 
I traveled last week, on a Saturday morning, on an empty toll road in Orange County for 4 (four) 
miles. Do you know what my toll was? $8.82. I am sure your models are using this data to project 
your revenue. No one told me what the rate was. I just got billed for it. I think 10 years ago, it was 
$1.25. 
 
Per-mile pricing is money grab that will result in ever-increasing tolls (which is undefined, and 
there is an intent to make “congestion” pricing very expensive), on top of the highest gas taxes.  
 
This is shameful. 

Nationwide, states and regions are confronting the shortfalls of gas tax revenues to fund 
maintenance, operations, and construction of their transportation systems. The federal 
gas tax was the largest source of transportation funding for many decades. However, the 
federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that is when the minimum wage 
in California was $4.25. The federal gas tax does not grow with inflation and the 
purchasing power of that source has diminished over time. States and regions have 
implemented their own sales and gas tax measures to try and meet the needs of their 
transportation systems. However, the best tax measures tied to gas and diesel fuel 
consumption will continue to erode in time as vehicle technologies change.  
 
We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 
legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan, including the road usage charge. At a minimum this plan is updated every four 
years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. Further research will, and is 
currently, being conducted at the regional, state, and federal level on how to effectively 
implement these new funding options while safeguarding the public’s privacy.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  

W348 Mike Harp  I am against SANDAG takeover and taxation of “managed lanes”, roadway that has already been 
paid for.  
 
Converting roads into “managed lanes” for the sake of charging “variable tools” on top of the 
highest gas tax in the nation, and soon-to-be mileage taxes is too much. Rates would adjust 
based on congestion levels? Are you kidding me? Last week, I was on the 73 toll road, which was 
empty on a Saturday morning, for about four (4) miles. My bill? $8.82. What would it be when it 
was “congested”? But of course, you know this since this data is probably already in your models.  
 
This is a scheme to extract a maximum amount of money from working families and taxpayers, 
and a regressive tax for poor people. 

The 2021 Regional Plan maximizes our existing roads using technology to manage how 
lanes are used which reduces traffic congestion and delay. The proposed network of 
managed lanes also encourages carpooling, vanpooling and taking transit which creates 
more roadway capacity without adding additional lanes. This model is very similar to how 
the I-15 Express Lanes operate today. 
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  

W349 Mike Harp  The shortfall in the number of building permits, as asserted on page 18, is largely because of 
CEQA and state and local regulations that make housing more expensive.  
 
You acknowledge as much in Appendix B as it states you would support strategies “Minimum 
zoning near transit”, “Permit process streamlining”, “Fee-waiver program”. 
 
Are you advocating the waiver of CEQA and other regulations in the “transit hubs”?  
 
And if so, will you also advocate elsewhere for 14th amendment equal protection for all? “No state 
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 
United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due 
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” 

CEQA has been modified many times over the years by the state legislature to expedite 
judicial review and create exemptions for projects such as selected housing projects or 
housing near transit. The Mobility Hubs are areas near transit that align with these efforts 
from the state. SANDAG intends to coordinate with local jurisdictions to identify 
permitting and process improvements that increase density and streamline the 
production of housing in Mobility Hubs and transit priority areas. 
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W350 Mike Harp  The graph on Appendix B, page 31 shows a steep rise in the number / % of electric vehicles on the 
road. (40k-450k in 9 years).  
 
How, specifically, does SANDAG believe that the electrical grid and generation can handle this 
increase in the time frame? How can SANDAG create other than conceptual models without 
understanding this basic problem of scaling renewable energy? 
 
There are two logical outcomes. Either there is not enough electricity to go around, and people 
can’t charge their cars, OR electric base load relies further on “dirty” generation. Ironic that 
“electric cars” are really “coal” cars. People are already being told not to charge their cars 
overnight because there is not enough power (?!? when else would they do this to go to work). 
 
You are trying to sell a region-wide electric car/bus/truck vision. You need to say how we, as a 
region, will be able to cope with the increased generation demands. To just sell electric cars and 
charging stations without addressing supply is negligent. 

The graph on Appendix B, page 31 of the draft 2021 Regional Plan was derived from 
Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-48-18 that calls for 5 million zero-emission vehicles 
(ZEVs) on California roads by 2030. Based on population data, the region’s theoretical 
share of that would be about 450,000 ZEVs in 2030. The final Regional Plan will include 
an updated figure based on Governor Newsom’s Executive Order N-79-20 and the 
California Energy Commission’s Assembly Bill (AB) 2127 Electric Vehicle Charging 
Infrastructure Assessment, available at https://www.energy.ca.gov/programs-and-
topics/programs/electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure-assessment-ab-2127, which will 
require planning for even greater numbers of ZEVs and infrastructure. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan commits SANDAG to making investments to support the region’s 
transition to electric cars, trucks, and buses. As SANDAG develops vehicle and 
infrastructure programs, it will continue to coordinate with SDG&E as well as community 
choice energy (CCE) providers in the region on their programs to provide clean power 
and manage load. San Diego Community Power is committed to providing entirely clean 
and renewable electricity by 2035 or sooner and the state requires utilities including 
SDG&E to provide a minimum of 50% renewable power by 2030 leading up to the state’s 
carbon neutrality goal for 2045. 
 
In addition to regional scale load management that is led by the utility, CCEs, and larger 
power users, SANDAG’s EV programs will encourage the use of load management tools 
and integrated renewable energy at the project level. SANDAG’s current EV charger 
rebate program is CALeVIP San Diego County Incentive Project, with information 
available at https://calevip.org/incentive-project/san-diego-county. This and future 
charger programs will provide rebates for workplace chargers to enable a greater 
number of drivers to charge during the day when renewable energy is most available. 

W351 Mike Harp  Several of the main documents and attachments advocate “transit fare subsidies” as a way to 
increase failing ridership.  
 
How much “subsidies” can SANDAG do? As a random sample, your published report 
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_4602_25956.pdf) says SPRINTER 
realized only “13.9% in FY2018” “farebox recovery” of operating costs, and system-wide was 17.6% 
in FY2018.  
 
At service that are only 13% paid for, how much more subsidies are you selling the public on? 
How about making it free? 
 
The whole model is broken. Using your math, I could ride the Coaster and take other regional 
public transportation for a round trip to downtown for $13.00. at $13% recovery, that trip cost 
taxpayers $100! We could fly to Vegas and back for that.  
 
Yet this is the model you want to go forward with. I am strongly against your $168B plan since 
you have no cost management and recovery capabilities and are only relying on the taxpayer for 
funding. 

Thanks for your comments 

W352 Mike Harp  Page 7 states your model is generating 10X the revenue from gas taxes via Managed Lanes tolls? 
Really? What sort of model are you looking at? 
 
What is your plan for managed lanes? 10X gas tax? More? 
 
Also absurd (NCTD v-7), “From 2023 forward, the passenger farebox recovery rate is maintained at 
35%” when in 2018 it was 13%,”, with the promise of “subsidies”. This accounts for $22.7B in 
revenue that will never come in. You operate at a 87% loss. What kind of business or government 
entity would do that? Unless you are going the fact your own models don’t pencil out this on 
taxpayers. 

The $2.3 billion of revenue listed in the “City/County Gas Tax” category is just a small 
subset of all the programs that are funded by the gas tax. The Road Maintenance and 
Rehabilitation Account (RMRA) is also funded by the gas tax and is expected to bring in 
$19.6 billion in revenue. The managed lane revenue estimates are significant as the 
Managed Lane Network is expected to be built out. They are expected to be variably 
priced based on congestion, like the Managed Lanes on I-15 are today. The revenue 
expected to be collected from these future managed lanes are less than the revenues 
expected to be collected from gas taxes.  
 
In regard to farebox recovery ratios, the pre-COVID numbers were used. Fares are just 
one part of the revenues that transit receive to operate their services. The rest of the 
transit agency’s funds come from other sources: federal, state, and local. Like every other 

https://www.energy.ca.gov/programs-and-topics/programs/electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure-assessment-ab-2127
https://www.energy.ca.gov/programs-and-topics/programs/electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure-assessment-ab-2127
https://calevip.org/incentive-project/san-diego-county
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transportation service in the nation (highways, roads, air travel), without the subsidies 
from taxpayers they would not be able to survive. 

W353 Mike Harp  Converting General-Purpose Lanes to Managed Lanes --NO! you cannot convert vehicle lanes 
that have been paid for (in some cases I-5 are being built) to Toll roads. Managed lanes is just 
another word for toll roads. We pay the highest gas tax in the country. Why do you need to get 
toll revenue from non-toll roads we already paid for? 
 
Well, because this SANDAG plan asks for $50,000 per person in the county, $168 Billion. That is 
absurd.  
 
Managed lanes==tolls by your SANDAGs own plan. I went four (4) miles, on the 73 toll road in 
Orange County, last Saturday. The toll was $8.83, over $2/mile. SANDAG knows this and this is in 
their models. We will be paying highest gas tax, highest per mile tax, and highest managed lane 
tax (AND all lanes are managed lanes--they will be variable by signs made up by SANDAG at the 
time).  
 
This amounts to a regressive tax (for poorer people who have to drive, and cannot be shoved into 
SANDAG/SD/NCTD busses that operate a 87% loss). The ones SANDAG wants to help will be hurt 
the worst.  
 
This whole plan stinks of people that want to get to a $168B+ pool of money.  

The 2021 Regional Plan maximizes our existing roads using technology to manage how 
lanes are used which reduces traffic congestion and delay. The proposed network of 
managed lanes also encourages carpooling, vanpooling and taking transit which creates 
more roadway capacity without adding additional lanes. This model is very similar to how 
the I-15 Express Lanes operate today. 
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  

W354 Mike Harp  “Transit Leap would create a complete network of high-speed, high-capacity, high-frequency 
transit services that connect major residential areas with employment centers and attractions 
throughout the San Diego region.” 
 
Wow..this is wildly underestimated, undefined and why would the tax payers be expected to pay 
for this??. I am against this.  
 
OK, so reality is, $1.5 B won’t be enough for this. SANDAG’s plan says “would include new high-
speed services that cover longer distances with limited stops, and these services  
would be separated from vehicle traffic with bridges, tunnels, or dedicated lanes.”  
 
Do you know how much a tunnel costs?? In case the folks at SANDAG forgot, as stated here 
(https://www.delmartimes.net/news/story/2021-04-27/study-shows-best-route-for-train-tunnel) a 
simple tunnel through sand stone (using your own words) “Construction alone is expected to 
cost $3 billion or more”. Not to mention project, engineering, design and all that extra stuff 
SANDAG does. And for a service that has 13% cost recovery (customer pays $13 round trip ticket, 
tax payers pay $87=$100 ticket (lets go to Vegas!)) 
 
I’m wondering if you have some white-paper promising big things? 

The Regional Plan envisions a transportation system that provides sustainable mobility 
choices in the region. Fast and reliable transit remains the most efficient way to move 
the largest number of people – particularly in our urban corridors that are carrying the 
largest number of trips the longest distances. Industry projections suggest that high 
capacity and higher speed rail will continue to be relevant into the future moving more 
people than any form of ground transit. In fact, a 2020 report by McKinsey & Company 
found that by 2050, rail would carry about 13 times as many people as vehicles that are 
shared. Transit services will also be complemented by Flexible Fleets, which include 
shared, electric, and eventually autonomous vehicles. Flexible Fleets provide greater 
travel choices for connections to transit or areas where transit may not work well.  

W355 Mike Harp  This whole attachment should be deleted. It is a collection of unaffiliated attachments, data, 
whitepapers, covering a number of topic areas and 303 pages.  
 
Who is Ascent? WSP? Who paid them? What does this mean to Tax Payers? 
 
The research and attachments should be attached to each topical areas as references, or you 
should delete this appendix, as it appears to “hide” the real data, groups and organizations 
behind influencing this plan. 
 
These documents should be clearly embedded in each attachment of the plan. 

Appendix S includes documentation of SANDAG’s travel demand model and off-model 
greenhouse gas reduction calculators. These documents are required to demonstrate to 
the California Air Resources Board that the 2021 Regional Plan will meet the region’s 
greenhouse gas reduction target. 

W356 Mike Harp  “Leveraging Next OS technology offers the capability to provide discounts to certain 
populations.” - Page 47 
 
No, first of all, what do you mean “certain populations”? How would you protect privacy? Are you 
going to do this by income? Race and DNA makeup? If by Race, how much DNA does someone 

We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 
legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan, including the road usage charge. These efforts will assess equity impacts and 
test mitigation strategies. At a minimum this plan is updated every four years with the 
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need to have? 
 
This is very much big brother technology that we should be as tax payers scared about. It is very 
Orwellian when the government can charge you based on the % melanin in your skin, zip code or 
other characteristics to use the roadways, freeways and transportation system.  
 
But hey! SANDAG said the quiet part out loud. 

latest in planning ideas and concepts. Further research will, and is currently, being 
conducted at the regional, state, and federal level on how to effectively implement these 
new funding options while safeguarding the public’s privacy.  

W357 Monique Clifford Public School 
Teacher SDUSD 
and mother of San 
Diego youth 

I am a volunteer with Mid-City CAN.  
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors.  
We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery, 
while connecting youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-career 
opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W358 Mulugheta 
Habtemariam 

Concerned citizen Please no more taxes. We have been told that new taxes will fix our roads, traffic and 
environment still when I drive in San Diego I see the same road conditions our government 
promised those new taxes would fix. We can’t breath anymore, we have to have a different 
solution than just raising taxes. 

Nationwide states and regions are confronting the shortfalls of gas tax revenues to fund 
maintenance, operations, and construction of their transportation systems. The federal 
gas tax was the largest source of transportation funding for many decades. However, the 
federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that is when the minimum wage 
in California was $4.25. The federal gas tax does not grow with inflation and the 
purchasing power of that source has diminished over time. States and regions have 
implemented their own sales and gas tax measures to try and meet the needs of their 
transportation systems. However, the best tax measures tied to gas and diesel fuel 
consumption will continue to erode in time as vehicle technologies change.  

W359 Mylie Whipple The San Diego 
LGBT Youth Center 

I am a supporter of The San Diego LGBT Community Center and I am writing to urge the Board 
to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth 
ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
I believe that every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic 
mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will 
provide a foundation for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
When young people have access to no-cost transit passes, they are better able to access school, 
work, medical care, and resources otherwise not accessible.  
 
I urge the Board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W360 N/A  I already pay taxes to drive on the roadways, why should I have to pay more? Wasn’t there a 
bump up in gas tax just a few years ago? So, I’m going to be charged more to use the roads I’m 
already paying for? Really? Why don’t you find more efficient ways to spend the crazy high taxes 
I already pay? How much do you want to bleed from people. How far do you want to push folks? 
This will be one more reason why educated residents will decide to leave the state.  

The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all.  

W361 N/A  No freeway fees (use tax)!  Thank you for your comment.  

W362 N/A  Lower income households are often forced into suburban or rural areas due to the price of 
housing in urban centers. People living away from the urban centers have to travel farther to get 
to work and services. These people rely on their cars to get places and still have time to spend 
with their families. 
 

Every attempt has been made in the Regional Plan to provide viable high speed transit 
service in the region where it makes sense. High speed commuter rail is included in the 
Plan via Route 581 which will connect Downtown with El Cajon as fast or faster than 
driving.  
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My community opposes the strategy to “prioritize non-solo driving” unless the alternatives 
shorten travel time. Current transit in our County is too slow, so few people want to ride it. Let’s 
not waste more money on that failed strategy. If there is a way to make it take less than 30 
minutes to get from El Cajon to Downtown, that kind of speed, then I would support it. I 
definitely do not support making car travel slower to make transit competitive. 

W363 N/A  Regular traffic lanes should not be converted to managed lanes unless the managed lanes are 
going to be completely full. Otherwise it is just taking away traffic capacity that we already paid 
taxes to build. 

Experience and research have demonstrated that expanding roadways ultimately leads 
to more traffic and greenhouse gas emissions. For example, in the Houston area, a 26-
lane-$2.8 billion mega-freeway project was built to alleviate traffic congestion. Within a 
few years after construction was completed, congestion worsened and travel times 
increased 30% during the morning commute and 55% during the evening commute. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan maximizes our existing roads using technology to manage how 
lanes are used which reduces traffic congestion and delay. The proposed network of 
managed lanes also encourages carpooling, vanpooling and taking transit which creates 
more roadway capacity without adding additional lanes.  

W364 N/A  I am opposed to any subsidies that are not applied to everyone. The rich have plenty of money to 
pay additional fees, the poor get special prices, but middle class families suffer (They have to pay 
higher prices to cover the subsidies). This causes more people to drop into poverty. 

Thank you for your comment.  

W365 N/A  Please reduce the magnitude of the plan to reduce the cost. We already pay too much of our 
income to government taxes and fees. The middle class already struggle to make ends meet. 

Thank you for your comment.  

W366 N/A  Sorry, but you are all a bunch of idiots (the Emperor has no clothes) spending OUR money! 
Defund SANDAG NOW. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W367 N/A  Wow I read it once through but it’s really thick with info and deep. I have to read it again but it 
sounds convincing that there is a real relationship going on at the border and economically it 
vital to us as a country... like you have convinced me we need TJ (Mexico) for more than one 
reason....and We actually have a standing economic relationship with them; I didn’t realize either 
how it all tied into travel means 😮😮😮😮wow!!! That’s such a cool place to be!! Who would have 
known these things!!!! 😳😳😳 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W368 N/A El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

Our children want to go to college, but we only have one car in the family. Expenses are too great 
for college including purchasing a car. What means of transportation are available for them to 
access colleges and universities. I am happy that there will be trolley service to UCSD, USD and 
SDSU. Thank you. 

SDSU is accessible via the existing Green Line trolley, and UCSD will be accessible later 
this year when the Mid Coast Trolley Extension connects the Blue Line to University City. 
Additional future transit routes, highlighted by Corridor in Appendix A of the Plan, will 
increase transit access to colleges and universities in the San Diego Region. 
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B will be a Regional Fare Impact 
Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the 
options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of 
fare subsidies for people with low incomes, students, and youth. SANDAG also is 
currently working with the Social Equity Working Group to develop near-term solutions 
to address transit service improvements, amenities, and subsidized transit fares. 

W369 Nam Nguyen Hillcrest Indivisible The market will not provide the number of affordable housing needed for our region. Any inch 
given to developers to build density will be towards market-rate. Nor will the traditional avenues 
give an opportunity for communities to gain home-ownership and generational wealth.  
 
What needs to be done to definitively make housing around transit zones, hubs, and corridors 
possible is a new push for public-private housing. This housing should be a hybrid of the 
cooperative and community land trust, where the residents have self-determination - removing 
the possibility of eviction by never-present landlords.  
 
City land.  
Public-Private funded construction. 
Resident Cooperative/Building Trust pays the city down for a portion of the construction costs as 
well as ongoing property taxes.  
 
The San Diego housing market will never serve the needs of the lower half of earners. It is within 

SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and will take 
several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets the goals of the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. The program will consider climate change and resilience, 
consistency with the transportation improvements included in the Regional Plan, and 
alignment with other SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate 
with the Social Equity Working Group and other interested stakeholders to ensure the 
housing program promotes equity and addresses issues like gentrification and 
displacement. 
 
Land use decisions remain under the discretion of local jurisdictions, but SANDAG looks 
forward to working closely with jurisdictions to promote fair and equitable housing 
throughout the San Diego region.  
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the purview of the City, County, and SANDAG to put down the avenue for creating housing 
density and homeownership for more of its citizens. 

W370 Nam Nguyen Hillcrest Indivisible Every transit station at every level within the jurisdiction of SANDAG’s regional plan should 
incorporate renewable energy. From a major Mobility Hub that has Megawatt-capacity to back-
up the utilities grid, to a bus station that has a phone-charger hub, there should be renewable 
technologies integrated in. Solar panels, batteries, micro-wind turbines, and others can create a 
county-wide micro-grid that bolsters resilience to communities and the region.  
 
I would very much like to emphasize community and house-hold level engagement for how they 
can prepare and react to climate crises. If that means activating CERT to give seminars 
workshops, and a publicly-led distributed solar/battery program, then those are steps necessary 
to make sure no one gets left in the dark when the next wildfire threatens the grid. We know 
there will be more wildfires. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), as required 
by California Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) (SB 375), for the San Diego region. This SCS 
describes coordinated transportation and land use planning, and identifies Priorities for 
Adaptation Planning, which include prioritizing resilience and developing innovative 
solutions. Appendix B describes both Near-term and Continuing Actions for 2021 
Regional Plan implementation, integrating a resilient capital grants and innovative 
solutions program, the preparing a regional resilience framework, and serving as a 
resource for local agencies’ Climate Action Planning efforts and the general public on the 
impacts of climate change.  
 
Regarding a network of EV charging stations and other amenities for the Mobility Hub 
network, SANDAG plans to implement measures to reduce GHG emissions from 
development projects to address climate resilience and energy redundancy including 
consideration of distributed energy resources to provide zero emission redundant power. 
That way, SANDAG can ensure charging stations and other amenities are reliable, 
accessible, and cost effective. Additionally, SANDAG will explore integrated renewable 
energy options for EV chargers throughout at Mobility Hubs while also considering 
valuable microgrid options to address climate and energy resiliency for an array of 
Mobility Hub amenities that rely on electricity. 

W371 Nam Nguyen  To secure “complete corridors”, SANDAG should work with municipalities to produce 100% 
affordable public housing and commercial space along transit lines. Not only would these 
alleviate the housing crisis and increase transit use (thereby securing income for said transit 
lines), the diversity of people and culture will generate activity that draws middle/upper 
economic class residents and tourists.  
 
Please note that I have expressly stated affordable housing AND commercial space. Creating 
space for living and economic opportunities fulfills the full spectrum of habitation that, when 
combined with transit in close proximity, enables the current zeitgeist of the “15 Minute City”.  
 
SANDAG must see that public transit is a service like any other transportation corporation like 
FEDEX or UPS. The product is a service, and the service is to transport products. The product 
transported is people. If there are no people, there is no service. Likewise, if there is no customer 
to deliver products, there is no service. If major transit hubs become both homes and 
destinations for all San Diegans, then the transit will more likely be sustainable. If you build it, 
they will come, and they will come via public transit.  
 
It is my sincere demand that SANDAG works with every San Diego County municipality, with 
funds from the state and federal level, to push for wrapping the projected transit lines with 
Public Housing and Commercial and Cultural Projects. Blanket the region with thriving 
communities that will be the envy of the nation.  
 
Sincerely, 
Nam Nguyen  

SANDAG wholeheartedly agrees in the value of mixed use development along transit 
corridors including the provision of affordable housing and commercial space. 
Supportive land use combined with high quality transit service and an array of on-
demand Flexible Fleets can offer a ‘15-minute city’ experience in and around each of the 
regional Mobility Hub areas featured in the Plan. SANDAG will continue to work closely 
with local jurisdictions to concentrate future population and job growth within reach of 
transit while introducing a new housing incentive grant program that includes a focus 
on affordable housing. The Plan envisions a world class transportation system where 
anyone regardless of mode, age, income, or ability can travel safely and with ease to 
access work, school, shopping, recreation and services.  

W372 Nam Nguyen  I think that there should be capital investments in each of the bus stops in San Diego, if not the 
county.  
 
While some are tied into larger stations, most are a simple bench and signpost.  
 
I think that each bus stop - each and every single one - should have a greater minimum level of 
structure to alleviate the stresses on riders.  
 
Minimum level:  
 
- Bench (without any anti-homelessness measures, as they are inhumane) 

MTS and NCTD evaluate their bus stops for the potential to add amenities when budgets 
allow. When their budgets increase enough, they look to add features like you mention. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  
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- Signpost  
- Shade structure  
- Embedded Map with transit lines, fares, etc.  
- Waste Bins  
 
Increased level  
- Benches  
- Digital Signpost with ETAs of next buses  
- Shade structure with rooftop solar  
- Embedded batteries with USB Charging hubs, connected to utilities as a microgrid 
- Waste and Recycling bins  

W373 Nam Nguyen  If there are any plans by the Port of San Diego to redevelop Harbor Island, a ferry service from 
Downtown to Harbor Island would be nice. 

Ferry service is being considered by MTS and the cities of San Diego and Coronado. As 
their plans develop, SANDAG may include them in future Regional Plans. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the Port of San Diego.  

W374 Nam Nguyen  I really want smart stoplights. We are living in the 21st century, with the Internet-of-Things, we 
should not be waiting at stoplights on an empty intersection because the lights are still on 
timers.  

A regional Smart Intersection System (SIS) is in the proposed final Regional Plan to 
upgrade stoplights and improve overall traffic flow on major roads throughout the 
region. The SIS will implement advanced technologies that can adapt to traffic patterns 
in real-time and provide the optimal signal timing for all modes of transportation. 
Funding is proposed in the Plan for the implementation of the SIS.  

W375 Nam Nguyen  I would like to add additional support for a uniform regional method of payment for all transit 
systems. If I could purchase one card and upload funds (online) and go from bus to trolley to 
train, that would make trips convenient not just in terms of saving the headache of multiple 
forms of payment, but also facilitating ad hoc, impromptu, unplanned trips.  
 
Imagine that if someone uses the card and, if there was insufficient funds on the card, they 
would be billed for the balance that could be paid later. A resident could go on a casual trip on 
transit recreationally without the hassle of pre-planning too much. Break down the barriers to 
ridership.  

Next Operating System (Next OS) includes a system that would allow for a 
comprehensive fare payment system that would cover several modes. In the interim, 
MTS and NCTD just launched its Pronto Fare System which is a building block to a 
comprehensive fare payment system. 

W376 Nam Nguyen  As a manner of creating more corridors for transit, one could recreate the “Streetcar Suburbs” 
with smaller-sized electric buses.  
 
Instead of the common 45’ or larger bus that runs through cities and major thoroughfares, a 
smaller sized bus could transport persons through the single-family residential zones with stops 
at major commercial and civic centers. These minibuses could also smoothly navigate suburban 
streets.  
 
For example, for all of the major routes along major streets, smaller Suburb Buses (SuBuses) 
could pass through and act as connectors from the suburb streets of Mira Mesa to Mira Mesa 
Blvd. Then a person could realistically walk from their door to their Sorrento Valley office.  
 
To wit, Electric Streetcar “Buses” could be the last mile service necessary to integrate the suburbs 
of San Diego county into the greater Transit System. 

What is described is a good example of our proposed Flexible Fleet services. 
Micromobility can be provided via small buses, electric vehicles, scooters and bikes and 
e-bikes. These services can be utilized to provide on-demand travel within the 
community as described or provide first and last mile access to transit. SANDAG will be 
launching pilot programs in different communities for services similar to what is 
described. 

W377 Naomi Nussbaum Synergy Arts 
Foundation 

San Diego County is home to hundreds of artists, most of whom are struggling to make ends 
meet with the cost of living increasing constantly. Please consider providing affordable housing 
specifically for our community of artists. We are beginning to lose them to other parts of the 
country. A city without artists has no soul. 

SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and will take 
several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets the goals of the 2021 
Regional Plan. The program will consider climate change and resilience, consistency with 
the transportation improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with 
other SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with the Social 
Equity Working Group and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing program 
promotes equity and addresses issues like gentrification and displacement.  

W378 Naomi Nussbaum Synergy Arts 
Foundation 

Having lived in San Diego for close to 40 years and being very active in the arts community here, 
I am requesting you consider how powerful the arts are as an economic driver for our County. 
San Diego, in its geographic location, together with Tijuana (which boasts a very vibrant arts 
culture), should be an international cultural destination.  

The San Diego region benefits from a rich social and cultural exchange between the U.S. 
and Mexico, including a vibrant arts community and shared history. SANDAG supports all 
efforts to highlight arts and culture as a way to elevate quality of life in the region. For 
example, SANDAG has supported a recent bid to designate the San Diego-Tijuana 
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binational region as the 2024 World Design Capital, which recognizes cities for their 
effective use of design to drive economic, social, cultural, and environmental 
development. SANDAG supports the incorporation of design of all aspects to further 
emphasize the unique cultural character of the region, including the arts. Please 
continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W379 Natalie Rogel TrueCare I support the proposed “5 Big Moves” RTP and I want to see “flexible fleets” implemented in 
North County as quickly as possible, including Ramona. TrueCare has many patients coming 
from Ramona and has become a challenge with transportation.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to 
explore draft plan projects in your area. 

W380 Nathan Wheeler  We pay a federal gas tax, we pay a state gas tax, we have high vehicle registration fee’s, we have 
horrible free ways, rail that is expensive and not as user friendly, we are told to buy more EV’s for 
“climate” concerns, we have housing that people can’t afford, water and electricity rates 
climbing, and yet we are going to be taxed even more with a fee to drive on the roads? Isn’t that 
what my gas taxes are for? Where do we stop. CA is already one of the highest states for taxes 
and yet you want more? I wonder why people are leaving this state? 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system.  
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all.  

W381 Neil and Marjie 
Larson 

 Children and youths 24 and under in age should be able to ride the transit for free. Please make 
this a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W382 Nichole Rocero You Belong Here I am a resident and business owner in City Heights and have many concerns on the equity of a 
new transportation system. I applaud SANDAG and San Diego’s attempt to create a new 
transportation system. I do want to have a voice in the development of such an overhaul. As a 
small business I am greatly impacted by the ability to serve my community. Many of my patrons 
do not have access to transportation; bus rides can require multiple transfers that are not 
efficient for their time. Ridesharing is vastly overpriced post/during COVID, bikes are not always 
an option for the community I serve, as cost and space to store a bike is not always feasible. I 
would love to be able to serve my community/customers, but often there are many setbacks for 
them to access my resources. I would love to see a regional transportation plan that can consider 
subsidizing rideshare programs, bikes, and bus rides. I feel the city providing programs to those 
marginalized and underserved with a monthly transportation allowance will be a huge step to 
building accessible and equitable communities. Furthermore, I would love for the city to 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth.   
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. The Mobility Hubs are intended to be a place where 
goods and services and multimodal options come together to provide access to all. The 
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subsidize the cost of a bus ride from certain regions traveling to culture hubs. For example, for 
those who may reside in Paradise Hills will they have the opportunity to hop on a bus for free 
that will be taking them to areas such as Barrio Loga, North Park, East Village, free of charge. If 
we are forever charging a price and delivering inefficiency to access culture then we stay away, 
and staying away means we are divided and miss out connection and outside experiences.  
 
Furthermore, I live in a region of town overrun by vast amounts of auto shops, where staying in 
your community for all of your needs (i.e., grocery, lifestyle, arts & culture) cannot exist within a 2 
mile radius. I’m fearful that because of all of these businesses being zoned in this region, that we 
will again, be overlooked for opportunities such as parks and transportation hubs because the 
City has to build past and around these types of businesses. How will this new regional plan 
ensure that marginalized and underserved communities will have easy access to the essentials 
and all the city has to offer. How can we ensure that the development of a new transportation 
system, will also lead to the development of new placemaking that can help us enjoy and stay 
within our communities, limiting the need for long distance travel just to access a grocery store?  
 
These are some things I hope SANDAG will keep in mind. 

access for low income communities of color living near Mobility Hubs triples access.  
 

W383 Nichole Rocero You Belong Here I live in City Heights and a great amount of my neighbors and community do not have access to 
the beach. The oceans are a great way to build family togetherness, allow community to 
participate in culture and arts, have access to alternatives to air conditioning, and build 
awareness of environmental justice and being advocates for our coastlines and beaches. If we do 
not have access to it, then for many of us, it is not our problem nor our fight.  
 
I propose that SANDAG develop regularly scheduled shuttles dedicated to Beach Days for those 
in our community who do not have access to transportation nor the time to spare transferring 
from bus line to bus line just to get to the beach.  
 
With the climate rising, more people in underserved regions need a way to escape the heat! 
what better way than to spend a day at the beach!  
 
We make it much too hard and unaffordable to get to the beaches. This looks like segregated 
beaches and communities. We lack diversity and are unable to occupy spaces such as the beach 
because they were not built with us in mind.  
 
Please develop easier, affordable, and faster ways for our marginalized communities to access 
communities that were not built for us to occupy. 

The transit network that has been developed for the Regional Plan includes faster access 
to the beach. There are Rapid and Commuter Rail routes that will operate between Mid-
City and the proposed Central Mobility Hub. From that location you can seamlessly 
transfer to routes that will take you to Ocean Beach, Pacific Beach and La Jolla. 

W384 Nicole N/A We need more transportation (bus stop), shade and benches at the bus stop. MTS and NCTD currently provide shelters wherever it is physically feasible. As part of 
larger infrastructure projects like Next Generation Rapid, Trolley and Commuter Rail, all 
stations will have shelters. 

W385 Nytziagisel 
Gallegos 

Climate reality 
project 

I am urging u to pass no cost passes to our youth One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W386 Oscar Gittemeier San Diego Public 
Library 

I would love to see transportation linked to public institutions like public libraries. (Ex. Bike racks 
with charging ports for residents that need to plug in their e-bike) 

The 2021 Regional Plan envisions a network that provides various mobility options that 
connect travelers with residential, commercial, recreational, and employment centers. 

W387 Paige Ball  As a soon-to-be resident of San Diego, I am very excited by this plan, particularly the expanded 
transit network. I think it has the opportunity to do great good for the county by removing cars 
from the road and making it easy to get around without a vehicle. This has the potential to make 
San Diego a real top transit city in the country and I couldn’t be more thrilled! 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W388 Pamela Chambers  Defund SANDAG. Outrageous use of tax dollars. Thank you for your comment.  

W389 Pamela Vizcarra  While I would like more efficient public transportation I don’t agree with the way the money will 
be acquired which is more fees and taxes such as the road charge. There was a surplus in 2021. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
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Instead of spending it on a lottery to encourage people to vaccinate. Better use of that money 
was to implement it on fixing the roads and building public transportation. California has never 
been great at being frugal and responsible with money and I don’t believe that SANDAG will be 
any better than other governmental institutions. Like the high speed rail that is costing far more 
than it should have and is already way past its deadline, the regional plan will as well turn into a 
boondoggle that is the high speed rail. Please do not use my tax money for frivolous things less 
than 20% of the population uses. 

equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
SANDAG does not influence State budget decisions. While exploring implementation 
strategies for a regional road usage charge, SANDAG will work with Board Members, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop high level constructs of the program, 
such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is 
committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no 
particular group is paying more than their fair share.  

W390 Patricia Rollison  Environmental justice must be embedded in our mobility in San Diego. Therefore, I ask that the 
10 Big Moves to Transportation Justice be included in the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. 
I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will 
prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing 
projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that 
will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement. Therefore, in the RTP, I 
ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing document. 
 
 I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 
I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for 
the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency 
enhancements. The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the 
double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide 
express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 
morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the 
language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr. service on popular 
transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for the 
Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP 
with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that 
project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated 
for a 2023 implementation rather than the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask 
that the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the support 
of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 
 
 I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
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income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 
ownership, and tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-
displacement study. 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear 
and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. It is unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations 

supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout 
Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 

W391 Patrick Trepanier Private citizen Your 2021 Regional Plan is one of the reasons I am leaving California. 
 
Last year there was a net migration of Californians OUT of California. Why? Terrible governmental 
mismanagement at the state, local and regional level, absurdly high cost of real estate, utilities, 
transportation, taxation, rising crime, poor education...would you like me to keep going? 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is not a bold reimagining - it is more of the same “let’s raise taxes” 
thinking which will continue to drive up the cost of living in California and drive more 
Californians out of the state. 
 
Let me give two specific items of feedback: 
1. Your proposal to raise “user fees” for freeways is absurd. You note that transportation tax 
revenues are declining in some small way due to the rise in EVs. Sandag’s bold thinking? Raise 
taxes. Because it’s fair. Seriously? The average driver in San Diego buys a $20K new car and the 
average Tesla Model 3 is like $35K. The EV owner (I had a Chevy Bolt) paid more for their car and 
often bought EV because they wanted to help the environment. Now you’re going to punish 
those drivers? You told us to buy EVs, we paid a lot for them and now you’re saying “you need to 
pay your fair share????” Along the lines of bold thinking - a couple of years ago, Newsom’s genius 
idea for improving transportation was to raise the gas tax - making already California gas tax the 
most expensive in the nation. He could have looked to cut spending - especially in the 
ridiculously expensive and inefficient bullet train in the middle of the state. More transportation 
taxes from Californians is NOT BOLD THINKING. 
 
2. In section 3, there was some language about reimaging transportation in San Diego, regardless 
of “racial, or ethnic background.” (p.44). Race and ethnicity have absolutely nothing to do with 
how many cars are on the road and how effective, safe and efficient our transportation system is. 
Seriously, when an Asian driver or a White driver is exiting the 805 freeway to the 52 freeway, do 
you think that the cement, asphalt and lane lines care one iota about the race of the driver of the 
car???? This is not a “bold reimagining of transportation in San Diego,” this type of thinking 
completely distracts people who should be thinking about transportation with issues like race 
and ethnicity which have nothing to do with traffic flow and improving traffic efficiency and safe 
roads.  
 
3. Here is some real bold thinking: 

Thank you for your comments. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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a. Tell the insurance companies to take a hike and implement “pay at the pump insurance.” It is 
much more fair than the current system and then everyone is covered. You can come up with 
some reasonable insurance payment scheme for EVs based on miles driven. 
b. Give large employers tax incentives to continue to allow workers to “work from home” more 
days of the week to significantly reduce rush hour traffic. The pandemic should have taught us 
bold reimaging of transportation. 
c. Get totally creative with Sandag employees. Instead of coming up with yet another tax on 
California citizens, why don’t you give bonuses to Sandag employees who can be bold and 
reimaging transportation in San Diego by cutting costs???? I am 100% sure that there is plenty of 
waste within every government office in California (see bullet train above). Do more with less. 
instead of just “growing your budget,” look for ways to reduce your overall budget and spend 
money only where you can be more efficient. 
 
If you continue to tax Californians more and try and break everything down to race/ethnicity, 
more Californians will leave this state. And then you will have lower tax revenues, and your 
transportation problems will get even worse. 

W392 Patrick Williams  I am a teacher and can not afford to live near the school I work for, I therefore commute 25 miles 
each way in order to live. You are proposing a fee of up to 30 dollars per month for me to simply 
drive to and from work? We already pay exorbitant taxes for gas, income, and more. Stop taxing 
those that can’t afford it! 

Dramatic changes are necessary to address unprecedented challenges facing our region, 
and state. One component of these necessary changes are updates to how 
transportation systems are funded. The funding structure we grew up with, paying at the 
pump, will not carry us into the future as the state transitions to alternative fuel vehicles 
to address necessary climate change goals and alternate travel modes that still require 
funding support. As an alternative to traditional funding revenues through gas tax, road 
usage charges are becoming more commonplace across the country.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those with long commutes, are paying more than their 
fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system.  

W393 Paul Vachal SanDiego350 I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, 
and accessible through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially 
overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation 
Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of specific improvements to 
the bus system. 
I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, 
and capital for the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour 
service, and additional frequency enhancements. The information for the Blue 
Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the double/third tracking included in 
Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide express connectivity 
from the border to downtown San Diego. 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late 
night and early morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the 
RTP needs to be clarified; the language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The 
Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had 
frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track 
work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics 
on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express 
Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action 
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should specifically call for 24 hr service on popular transit routes and present a 
clear implementation schedule. 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering, and 
capital for the Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central 
City Heights and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the 
alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP with a 2035 implementation. 
However, it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that project phasing 
prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order 
to ensure generations of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode 
shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated for a 2035 implementation rather than 
the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of 
California’s Innovative Clean Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the 
bus fleet ten years before mandated by the California Air Resources Board. We 
cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask that the 
transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the 
support of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 
I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit 
corridors by anti-displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy 
that includes affordable/low-income housing and preservation of naturally 
occurring existing affordable housing, community ownership, and tenant 
protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-displacement 
study. 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with 
funding for a clear and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit 
stations. It is unclear if a bathroom network is included in the capital operations 
budgets. 
I call for the funding of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency 
response strategy to provide safety particularly to EJ communities during 
community-wide emergencies. Currently, this is not included in the RTP. 

(included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus 
the project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue 
Line. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the 
Trolley and bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies 
move into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be 
considered for 24-hour operation. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that include a station in City Heights 
along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El 
Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in 
the current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to 
Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from 
National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter 
Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is 
expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via 
downtown San Diego. One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a 
Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to 
weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 
While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with 
stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

W394 Peggy Foster Private Citizen This whole thing is so misguided and tragic for the residents of San Diego County. “The 2021 
Regional Plan is projected to cost $163 billion.” And that’s where it ends? I don’t think so. A 
massive public transit system is not workable for geographically spread out San Diego county. 
We are not San Francisco.  
Fix and improve our existing freeways. You have more than enough funds to do that. And 
enough with the damn bicycle lanes. No, I am NOT going to ride a bicycle from my home in 
Scripps Ranch to my sisters house in North Park. Get real!! 

Thank you for your comment. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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As far as a “miles driven tax”, NO WAY. Everyone is so concerned with fairness, a miles driven tax 
is UNFAIR. 
I cannot express how disgusted I am with SANDAG. Under the “guidance” of Mr. Ikhrata and the 
board, including Todd Gloria, SANDAG has become an enemy of the taxpaying citizens of San 
Diego.  

W395 Pete Reinagel Concerned citizen This is the second time I’ve written to express my concerns on the draft Regional Plan. This plan 
is almost solely focused on high speed transit and the costs are PROHIBITIVE! The taxes hikes to 
effect all this would drive even more residents from CA. 

Dramatic changes are necessary to address unprecedented challenges facing our region, 
and state. One component of these necessary changes are updates to how 
transportation systems are funded. The funding structure we grew up with, paying at the 
pump, will not carry us into the future as the state transitions to alternative fuel vehicles 
to address necessary climate change goals and alternate travel modes that still require 
funding support.  

W396 Pete Reinagel Concerned citizen What I don’t see in this plan is anything to improve the transportation safety for the tens of 
thousands that live in the unincorporated parts of the county.  
 SANDAG has been told for years that Ramona, Santa Ysabel, Julian, and other outlying 
communities rely on a few highways to our rural properties. Hwys 67 and 78 are not wide enough 
to handle emergency vehicles entering north county as residents flee during a major emergency. 
It’s well documented that these highways were gridlocked during the fires of 2003 & 2007. When 
planners realize these are agricultural areas that also have horse trailers that should also be 
considered in the evacuation routes design.  
 
 Your Factsheet states SANDAG wants to “take everyone’s needs into account” so prove that by (1) 
adding Hwy 67 & 78 widening to save lives when the next conflagration occurs and (2) 
acknowledging my input. Buses and trains are not a panacea for all transportation ills! Ramona 
and other rural communities highly value our open space and agricultural properties. That’s the 
reason we moved here from Mission Valley. We drive an electric vehicle to reduce our 
environmental impact. Please consider all SD residents not just those near the coast. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes safety improvements in the rural areas such as the SR 67 
communities to address crashes and evacuation needs in the event of wildfire or other 
disasters. However, SANDAG has recently been exploring opportunities to improve 
broadband internet connectivity and has begun a project in partnership with Caltrans 
and the County of San Diego to expand fiber connectivity for high speed internet access 
on the State Route 67 corridor to Ramona. 
 
SANDAG and Caltrans are also currently working on the San Vicente Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) to identify transportation projects to improve mobility 
along the SR 67 corridor.  
 
The CMCP study identifies ways to improve roadway safety, enhance the urban-rural 
transportation interface (with special consideration given to limiting impacts on 
surrounding environmental habitats and wildlife), engage with tribal nations, and create 
greater trip reliability and efficiency throughout the study area while supporting climate 
action initiatives. The suite of solutions will include active transportation, clean 
transportation, transit, resilience and environment, right- of- way and utilities, equity, and 
evacuation considerations.  

W397 Peter Fen Sunrise Movement City Heights needs an extension of the line to serve that community’s public transportation 
needs. 

Commuter Rail Line 582 is included in the Plan to serve north-south travel needs in 
Sorrento Mesa, National City, Kearny Mesa, and University Heights. The South Bay to 
Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is completing a more detailed 
ridership analysis of this route. The analysis is studying an alignment that would include 
stations in City Heights and at San Diego State University (west campus). 

W398 Peter Hoss  No mileage tax. I already pay a gas tax. Plenty of other states have great roads with less money. 
Do your job and cut useless jobs and projects to make up for your need for money. Quit wasting 
the money you already have on mass transit that no one wants to use. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W399 Philip Ellsworth  I am totally against this idea of having a road tax, totally dumb. First of all you don’t even have 
the infrastructure in place to give people the alternative to NOT drive their vehicles. Build it first , 
then they will come. Charging people who have to live further from their work is totally charging 
and punishing people because of their economic class , some people have to live in El Cajon , or 
lakeside where it’s affordable because they can not afford in the city of San Diego. This is a BAD 
plan without the proper infrastructure in place to give people a CHOICE of either driving or using 
public transportation. Right now it takes over an hour on the trolley to get to downtown San 
Diego from Chula Vista and longer from El Cajon. Your plan is all about busses when it should be 
a light rail system. The trolley doesn’t even go to the airport and if it does in the future I’m sure it 
will be riddled with NUMEROUS stops along the way creating a long commute. Look at the BRT 
low ridership you know why because it’s a bus system, it takes about 25 minutes to get to one 
side of Chula Vista to the trolley station by the I-5. Fix what we have, put infrastructure in place to 
give us a choice THEN and only then charge people for using the roadways. We are taxed way too 
much in this state, we have one of the highest gasoline prices in the country when we make 
gasoline in this state.  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
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charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

W400 Philip Petrie Interfaith Coalition 
for Earth Justice 

I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will 
prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing 
projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that 
will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement. Therefore, in the RTP, I 
ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing document. 
 
I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 
 
I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for 
the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency 
enhancements. The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the 
double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide 
express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego.  
 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early 
morning workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the 
language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr service on popular 
transit routes and present a clear implementation schedule. 
 
I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for the 
Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP 
with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in the document to demonstrate that 
project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 completion  
 
I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated 
for a 2035 implementation rather than the current delayed plan to implement in 2027. 
 
I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask 
that the 
transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the support of 
recently approved state and federal funding sources. 
 
I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-
income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 
ownership, and tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-
displacement 
study. 
 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear 
and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. It is unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations budgets. 
 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout 
Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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I call for the funding of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response 
strategy to provide safety particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. 
Currently, this is not included in the RTP. 

housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

W401 Pornthima 
DelMastro 

 Please prioritize reducing greenhouse gasses and fossil fuels in San Diego’s plan. We love taking 
public transit and biking and walking!  

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. 

W402 R Michael 
Wilkinson 

 The plan to put mileage monitors into cars and charge a per mile fee should be aborted. This is a 
massive invasion of privacy and will not be tolerated.  
California has the hither gas taxes in the nation already and a $76,000,000,000 surplus. Find your 
funding elsewhere! 

We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 
legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan, including the road usage charge. At a minimum this plan is updated every four 
years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. Further research will, and is 
currently, being conducted at the regional, state, and federal level on how to effectively 
implement these new funding options while safeguarding the public’s privacy.  

W403 R. Michael 
Wilkinson 

 California is already too highly taxed! The idea of mileage transponders in private citizen cars is a 
bridge too far even for crazy California! 

We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. There are several ways to implement the road usage charge that does not 
involve transformers or tracking devices in private vehicles. Significant additional work, 
including public involvement, pilot testing, legislation and much more will be necessary 
to inform implementation of elements of this plan, including the road usage charge. At a 
minimum this plan is updated every four years with the latest in planning ideas and 
concepts. Further research will, and is currently, being conducted at the regional, state, 
and federal level on how to effectively implement these new funding options while 
safeguarding the public’s privacy.  

W404 Rachael 
Cunningham 

Nile Sisters 
Development 
Initiative 

I would like the future plan to take into account our fellow San Diegans who do not have the 
same access to technology as some of us do. San Diego should focus on developing its 
bus/metro system before adding in other means of getting around. 

Transit Leap will offer people a network of high-capacity, highspeed, and high-frequency 
transit services that will incorporate new modes of transit while also providing improved 
existing services. Transit Leap includes Next Gen Rapid Bus Service, local bus, and 
Flexible Fleet services to complete the Transit Leap network. This bus network would 
offer faster and more reliable service with increased frequencies and longer service 
hours. 
 
Flexible Fleets can range from bikes and scooter to autonomous shuttles that provide 
on-demand service that are ADA compliant and provide options for users that may not 
have access to a smartphone or internet device to hail a ride. 

W405 Rael Gisqu El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

We need better streets in El Cajon. Many do not have sidewalks and there are many pedestrian 
and bicycle accidents every year. How do we improve the streets around our school but also are 
they included in the Plan. After the focus group. . . thank you for including so many bicycle lanes, 
smart signals, crosswalks and more in the Plan. 

Active travel to school is an important component of a transportation strategy. The plan 
includes funding for “Complete Streets in Mobility Hubs,” which will include active 
transportation improvements on local streets within the Hubs that will facilitate these 
kinds of connections. The intention is to make trips less than 3 miles more attractive for 
walking and biking. Local jurisdictions also have access to Safe Routes to Schools (Cajon 
Valley School District for example) programs and funding which can assist with 
infrastructure, outreach, and other elements. Please seek out opportunities to provide 
input and feedback to City of El Cajon traffic engineering and planning staff as well on 
more near-term projects at specific places in your community which may not be in the 
regional bike network in this plan but instead in your local Active Transportation Plan. 
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Your comment was forwarded to the City of El Cajon.  

W406 Rafael Hernandez National Latino 
Research Center 

I appreciate the emphasis on addressing regional transportation challenges including economic 
and social inequities, climate change, public health, and safety, as well as coordination with 
community-based organizations and tribal governments throughout the planning process. It is 
good to see that the plan includes working with community partners to develop affordable 
housing development incentives. The regional plan acknowledges issues that are unique to our 
U.S.-Mexico border region, as well as systemic racism, redlining, and the taking of tribal lands by 
settlers, but does not address the safety concerns affecting our communities from the presence 
of border patrol and law enforcement on public transportation. 
 
Technology innovation is an exciting part of the regional Plan, but equity in our regions is a must. 
It will be crucial to address the basic unmet needs in our marginalized communities like 
adequate shelter, functioning vending machines, and staff that speak the various languages of 
our communities in the transit stops and stations. While some communities will be gaining state 
of the art technology, we cannot allow other communities to continue to lack basic services, 
resources, and infrastructure. 
 
I support the 2021 Regional Plan’s mission to improve the transportation system in our region, 
and I want to emphasize the need to address issues of equity, especially for our historically 
marginalized and underserved communities. 

Transit station security and operations are a function of MTS and NCTD. MTS’s website 
states that they have been making changes to its security policies and practices, to 
ensure their operations are in line with best in practice policies. Recent measures include 
increased training for internal and contract security staff, updated use of force policy, 
conducting an outside audit, using more visible and customer friendly uniforms, and 
more. NCTD’s website states that they contract with the San Diego Sheriff’s Office and 
local law enforcement agencies to patrol and provide law enforcement and security 
services at our transit centers. Your comment was shared with the Director of Planning 
at MTS and Chief of Planning, Strategy & Innovation at NCTD. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
Public Safety Committee provides a forum for which regional public safety issues and 
concerns can be addressed. NCTD and MTS serve on the Public Safety Committee as 
advisory members. 
 
SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning framework throughout the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. As a near-term action, the proposed 2021 Regional 
Plan includes developing a Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will address 
regional accessibility gaps in communications infrastructure, technology, and digital 
literacy. We have been working with our Community-Based Organization partners (or 
CBOs) to ensure that language translations and educational resources on transit are 
available to all San Diegans as we advance with our next OS system. Additionally, both 
MTS and SANDAG are working to provide enhanced amenities at transit stops and 
stations including comfortable shelters, bathroom facilities, and improved wayfinding 
kiosks. 
 
We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W407 Ralph Nelson SDBC, SDCBC, 
Swami’s. 

I understand that the current plan for completion of the Inland Coastal Rail trail in Oceanside is 
not scheduled for completion until 2035! This is unacceptable! We continue to prioritize projects 
in support of motor vehicle use at the expense of adequate facilities for alternate transportation 
like bicycles. 

We are committed to complete this project and invite you to check out the project 
webpage at Keep San Diego Moving, sign up for updates at the link below if you have not 
already. 
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx 
 
I’d encourage you to be involved with the efforts of the North County CMCP too, again if 
you are not already doing so - 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=
projects.detail 

W408 Randy Walton Self Employed Thank you to the SANDAG staff and those board leaders who recognize that the status quo is 
unsustainable from a climate and congestion management perspective, and that any county 
that is expected to add 100K+ houses in the next decade deserves a comprehensive 
transportation system that moves people around without adding to the emission or the gridlock. 
We are a region known worldwide for innovations in science and technology, there is no reason 
our transportation systems can’t have that same reputation. If I had one specific request, it would 
be to make sure that North County receives equal attention and priority to any other part of the 
county when it comes to future projects.  

The 2021 Regional Plan includes extensive transportation improvements focused on 
North County communities. 

W409 Reva Kareem El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

How can we use the trolley and buses when we don’t speak English and there is no translation 
available for us? Will the Regional Plan include transit trainings and translation services and 
information for refugees and immigrants? This is the largest problem we all have. We don’t leave 
El Cajon because it is too scary to use the trolley when you don’t know what time and where to 
get off. Thank you for the Plan. I look forward to the new technology. 

One of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a 
Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in 
communications infrastructure, high-speed broadband internet access, technology, and 
digital literacy. We have been working with our Community-Based Organization partners 
(CBOs) to ensure that language translations and educational resources on transit are 
available to all San Diegans as we advance with our Next Operating System (Next OS). 
Additionally, the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) is increasing its programs in assisting 
newcomers learn the transit system. This is an area we would like to support in 
partnership with local jurisdictions and organizations who support newcomers.  
 

https://sdforward.com/
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
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For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions, 
Table B.1 on more information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan. For more 
information on our community-based outreach please see Appendix H: Social Equity: 
Engagement and Analysis. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San 
Diego Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

W410 Rhonda Delgadillo  Please do not tax us now on how many miles we drive!! It is ridiculous with the new ways you 
come up with. We can’t even afford to live here any more. You need to budget better instead of 
taxing. Do your jobs and budget!! 

Thank you for your comment.  

W411 Ricardo Flores LISC San Diego I would like to know how the SD Draft 2021 Regional Plan complies with AB 686 Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing and the goal to desegregate neighborhoods? What I see in your draft 
plan is only providing equity through access to transit to ensure that Low-Moderate-Income 
(LMI) residents can travel to jobs, hospitals, etc. 
 
Will you please add to this DRAFT policies -- like subdividing all single family land parcels 4 times 
-- for cities in the county to use to desegregate and comply with AB 686? 
 
I look forward to your response. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes Appendix K – Regional Housing Needs Assessment 
(RHNA), which discusses the 6th Cycle RHNA Plan and is in compliance with state law in 
furthering housing supply, infill development, jobs/housing relationship, equity, and 
affirmatively furthering fair housing.  
 
To promote equity and fair housing, the RHNA methodology includes an Equity 
Adjustment that assists in overcoming patterns of discrimination and segregation, 
transforming racially and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty into areas of 
opportunity by allocating a higher proportion of low-income housing units to 
jurisdictions with a lower share of low-income households, which tend to be jurisdictions 
with a high concentration of resource-rich areas. 

W412 Richard Brown  Grand Central Station costing 5 billion dollars is a sick joke. Sandag needs to be disbanded.  Thank you for your comment. 

W413 Richard Brown  Hasan Ikhrata and SANDAG need to be eliminated and disbanded.  Thank you for your comment. 

W414 Richard Irvine  Please do not attempt to inject “social equity” in your proceedings and stick to infrastructure! A Title VI Analysis is required by state and federal law to ensure that the distribution of 
the benefits and burdens of the infrastructure investment is fair. By examining the San 
Diego region through the context of social equity, we as an organization can deliver 
infrastructure projects that have the greatest impact increasing mobility, alleviating the 
most congestion, and maximizing usage of the transit system.  

W415 Richard Lund Sunrise SD For the final plan, I urge this Board to (1) maximize emissions reductions, (2) prioritize 
investments in the communities on the frontlines of environmental injustice and the climate 
crisis, create Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP); provide no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years 
old, have a Purple Line Serve Central City Heights, create a Blue Line Express, and improve the 
transit bathroom network. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Transit Fare Impact 
Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the 
options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of 
fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work 
is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-
year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently 
studying alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail 
Route 582. The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
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and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes 
specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line 
Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation 
Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will 
focus the project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the 
Blue Line.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 

W416 Richard Martindell Self We do not need a per mile road use fee as proposed in the plan. Drivers already pay for road 
repairs and maintenance through the excise tax on gasoline. This year’s state budget estimates 
this income for the state to be $6.6 Billion. If all that money is used to repair and maintain roads 
and highways rather than being diverted to other programs not related to roads and highways 
there is sufficient money to take care of our roads. Very simply, the more a person drives the 
more gas taxes that person pays just as the outrageous program being proposed. In addition, in 
order to implement a road use fee you would need to create a whole new administrative 
structure that would require funds raised by the usage fee to be used to pay for that overhead. 
Don’t burden us with another government program. 

The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all.  

W417 Richard Sheresh n/a What I take away from the plan is a huge amount of money being spent to achieve very little 
impact on transportation effectiveness. I and many others live in the suburbs. I live in Chula Vista. 
From my residence, I can walk almost anyplace as long as my 3 mile/hour pace can get me to a 
destination. If I did not have a vehicle, I can either walk or use Uber-like transportation, a car 
option that would add more carbon because the driver has to also go from their residence to my 
residence and return in addition to my own destination and return. The bus option does not exist 
unless there is no other option. That’s because buses do not go where I want to go. To ride a bike 
in Chula Vista, on the street, is a non-starter because of dangers from cars. It’s no contest for a 
3,000 pound card verses a 20 pound bike. And who rides bikes in the winter. This is not the 
Netherlands where the land is flat and bikes could actually be used safely. 

The Regional Plan includes travel choices that are appropriate for different settings. For 
example, Flexible Fleets will offer people a variety of on-demand shared vehicles. Flexible 
Fleet services provide an option for people who may not want to drive a personal 
automobile in suburban communities where fixed route buses may not make sense. 
Flexible Fleets offer additional convenience, as the on-demand nature allow people to 
book a ride directly to their destination when they need it. Proposed Clean 
Transportation policies will ensure that Flexible Fleet vehicles transition to zero-emission 
vehicles to help meet air quality mandates. The Regional Plan also proposes investments 
in active transportation and Vision Zero policies to create a safer environment for biking. 
These strategies combined will make it easier to get around without driving a car. And 
for people who continue to choose to drive a car, they will benefit from the traffic 
reduction in their communities that result from other people who choose to take the 
alternative transportation options once they are available.  

W418 Richard Sheresh n/a So what might work is to produce political policies that encourage a change in behavior. Such 
new laws proposed and enacted have been effective by urging and mandating changes needed. 
The record of CAL-EPA is a good example. They mandated vehicle changes that caused changes 
such as catalytic converters and better gas mileage resulting in the state, Los Angeles and San 
Diego almost eliminating smog and having much cleaner air. With the emphasis on electric 
vehicles, I can expect the automotive industry to come out with new approaches such as the 
Aptera and Ford electric truck and most car manufacturers will probably follow with hydrogen 
engines using renewable hydrogen. So using new laws, rebates, taxes and other 
encouragements should make an environment that makes changes that businesses and 
customers can support. Yes, the politicians are choosing winners and losers, but they always have 
done that. The tax giveaways to the fossil fuel industry is a good example. Will the public pay the 
bill? Of course, that will not change. But it won’t be on political actions that only benefit political 
supporters. 

Regarding electric vehicles, the transition to cleaner vehicles will only exceed through 
efforts by government at all levels and industry together. California has enacted several 
clean vehicle laws for passenger vehicles, buses and trucks that signal the auto industry 
to produce cleaner vehicles. The auto industry has made major commitments and 
investments to shift to all electric in the coming decade(s). The 2021 Regional Plan 
supports incentives and other investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses 
and their supporting infrastructure (e.g., EV charging stations and hydrogen fueling 
stations) as one of the ways SANDAG helps reduce regional GHG emissions and improve 
local air quality. Appendices A (Table A.17) and B show SANDAG’s proposed EV 
commitments. 

W419 Richard Sheresh n/a In driving in different parts of the county, I noticed that the freeway where 125/94 in La Mesa try 
to come together is a severe bottleneck almost anytime going either way. There is plenty of room 
to expand that section, but it was never done. It’s pretty obvious that expanding that area would 
reduce congestion, accidents, gas use, frustration, wasted time, etc. Now we see large buses on 

The 2021 Regional Plan envisions several improvements for the SR 125 and SR 94 
corridors. Projects identified in Appendix A intended to address this segment include 
improvements under the Complete Corridors and Transit Leap categories such as 
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the freeways that pick up people at few locations and take they to other specific locations mostly 
empty. You use the potential rider population to justify the use and costs, but can only hope at 
some time there will be enough riders to cover some part of the costs. 

interchange and connector projects, managed lane conversions, and Next Gen Rapid 
transit service. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W420 Richard Sheresh n/a As far as I can see, this plan is for San Diego city and not county even though it indicates this is 
county-wide. I feel I’ll be paying for something of little or no value to me or others, except making 
some good jobs while restricting parking or driving. 
Other than EV encouragement, I believe the use of rezoning near public transportation is a 
reasonable policy to accommodate those who can live in an area and make use of public 
transportation. But doing away with parking or restricting driving in some areas, I believe, will 
drive customers to shopping centers where parking will still be available. 

SANDAG is proposing various policies, such as parking management, to complement 
proposed capital investments and achieve traffic congestion relief and meet mandated 
air quality goals. Parking Management may include policies such as reducing or 
eliminating parking requirements for new developments within Mobility Hubs where 
various travel options are available. Although such policies may result in less parking, 
developers can choose to provide parking based on demand and factors such as transit 
availability.  

W421 Robert Means self This plan is terrible. It is a waste of money that will inconvenience the vast majority of people 
without providing benefits to them. Money would be better spent on improving roads and 
freeways. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W422 Robert Wright  I strongly oppose building a massive new rail system. Most neighborhoods are not located where 
residents could efficiently use it. The project will end up being up being an absurd fiasco like the 
bullet train. Spend the money maintaining and upgrading our roads and freeways. 

The proposed transit system is designed to connect the more dense areas of our region. 
Connecting population centers with employment centers with fast, reliable service has 
been proven to generate transit ridership. Funds will also be spent to ensure motorists 
have a safe and congestion-free road network. 

W423 Ronald Dibelka SunCoast 
Properties 

Your plan has ruined the end of 5th avenue near the hospital, very confusing and traffic 
restricting, especially with all the delivery trucks blocking access -  

Thank you for your comment. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego. 

W424 Roxana Cerna Nile Sisters 
Development 
Initiative 

I think this is a great idea for our regional community.  We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W425 Ryan Wooddy  The bike lanes are a complete nightmare. Unsafe at best and a disaster for the city. I’m actually 
fine with bike lanes but the way they’ve been installed provides for a bike lane an extremely wide 
concrete curb then parking with no room for a vehicle traffic. You get 2 full-size car and your 
white knuckling it, buses will now use both lanes to move down the roadway further blocking 
traffic This is also the huge trip hazard for the general population and creates an impossible area 
to traverse for a handicapped person. It gets worse at intersections. Not rounded corners but 
Sharp hard curbs and corners on the inside turns designed to force you to make wide turns into 
other lanes of traffic or Inflict maximum damage to your tires and wheels. And they already have 
and will continue to be hit. New bus stops force the bus to stop in a lane of traffic blocking the 
road opposed to pulling to the curb where it’s less likely to get hit (5th Ave @ Upas).The new bike 
lanes also create huge blind spots on the roadway and at intersections that are going to cause 
accidents as well as Bicycles and scooter injuries. Necessarily turn lanes and parking have been 
eliminated. All for the benefit of bike lanes that road bicyclist as well as scooters don’t seem to be 
using. It’s obvious the designers of the new bike lanes and roadways have no interest in the safe 
flow of traffic. I’m sorry I’m not more positive about this but the execution of the bike lanes on 
Fourth and Fifth Avenue leaves a lot to be desired. 

It appears these comments relate to the Fourth and Fifth Avenue Bikeways which are 
currently under construction and not yet open to public. We are committed to complete 
this project in a timely manner, but please note it is an active construction site and all 
roadway users should be extra vigilant in light of these temporary and variable 
conditions. We invite you to review the project webpage at Keep San Diego Moving and 
sign up for updates if you have not already, 
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/UptownSegment1_intro.as
px 

W426 Sage Rogalski The San Diego 
LGBT Community 
Center 

I am a supporter of The San Diego LGBT Community Center and I am writing to urge the Board 
to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth 
ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
I believe that every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic 
mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under, who have been disproportionately 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes are a key investment that will 
provide a foundation for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
When young people have access to no-cost transit passes, they are better able to access school, 
work, medical care, and resources otherwise not accessible.  
 
Thank you 
 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/UptownSegment1_intro.aspx
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/UptownSegment1_intro.aspx
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I urge the Board to take bold action to build a healthier, prosperous, and just future in San Diego. 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes as a priority. 

W427 Sama Alyas El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

We need more affordable housing for low-income families and shelters for the homeless. These 
should be near public transportation but with safe streets. The apartments in El Cajon are mostly 
very old and need updating. They are also not always close to transportation. We must use public 
transportation at night or in the early hours to access jobs that are in the north. We need more 
buses at night. Thank you for your help and for the Plan. 

SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program that will support 
the development and adoption of policies and process improvements to accelerate 
housing production for very low-income-, low-income-, and moderate-income housing 
while taking several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets the goals of 
the 2021 Regional Plan. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with the Social Equity 
Working Group and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing program 
promotes equity and addresses issues like gentrification and displacement. 
 
Most of California’s homeless population resides in major metropolitan areas; however, 
homelessness impacts communities of all sizes. Efforts to address homelessness are led 
by local jurisdictions in the region and SANDAG supports their efforts to seek funding 
sources from the State Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) to 
address homelessness, begin initiatives, or conduct pilot programs. For more 
information, please visit: https://hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/specific-policy-
areas/homelessness.shtml#. 

W428 SAMANTHA CRUZ SDEA/Teacher I am a High School Special Education teacher at San Diego Unified.  
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A 
of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under 
receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
Choose 2 talking points to include:  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit 
riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other 
early-career opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W429 Sarah Mahdi El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

There are too many homeless in El Cajon. It makes it frightening for us to use parks and transit. 
We often see them urinating on trees and fences because there are no restrooms. I was very 
nervous during COVID-19 and the spread of germs. What can we do to make our community 
safer? Please add safe, clean restrooms with more shelters.  

Buses currently receive daily maintenance. As part of COVID-19 safety protocols, buses 
are wiped and cleaned at the end of each run throughout the day. Additionally, all riders 
are required by federal mandate to wear a face covering or mask while on public transit. 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements. SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and 
representatives to ensure that this plan gets implemented. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations.  

W430 Sarah Vo Nile Sisters 
Development 
Initiative 

I’m concerned that communities that are not close to transit hubs will remain isolated. Currently 
it takes so long to reach your destination using public transit.  

The 2021 Regional Plan has redefined the transit network to include a ‘support system’ of 
regional Mobility Hubs and Flexible Fleets to expand the reach of transit to ensure major 
destinations are more accessible. Supportive land use combined with high quality transit 
service and an array of on-demand Flexible Fleets can offer a ‘15-minute city’ experience 
in and around each of the regional Mobility Hub coverage areas featured in the Plan. 
Additionally, Flexible Fleets may be deployed to help make connections to high 
frequency transit more seamless and convenient. Please reference Figure 2.4 (in Chapter 
2) of the Plan to see how many communities located beyond and in between regional 
Mobility Hub areas can benefit from a wide variety of Transit Leap and Flexible Fleet 
options in addition to complete streets improvements.  

https://hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/specific-policy-areas/homelessness.shtml%23
https://hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/specific-policy-areas/homelessness.shtml%23
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W431 Savahanna O’Toole SanDiego350 Environmental justice must be embedded in our mobility in San Diego. Therefore, 
I ask that the 10 Big Moves to Transportation Justice be included in the 2021 
Regional Transportation Plan. I call for an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the 
projects included in the RTP will prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by 
CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining 
immediate benefits via projects that will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and 
making all public communication easy to understand by the public in order to promote 
meaningful engagement. Therefore, 
in the RTP, I ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: 
Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing document. I call for an improvement in the bus 
system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible through increasing frequency on 
popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for more clarity in Appendix A: 
Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of specific improvements to 
the bus system. I call for increased funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, 
and capital for the additional Blue Line track that allows express, 24-hour service, and additional 
frequency enhancements. The information for the Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if 
the double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide 
express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 
on popular transit routes to connect late night and early morning workers to their job. Therefore, 
the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the language in both Appendix A and Chapter 2 
should specifically call for 24 hr service on popular transit routes and present a clear 
implementation schedule. I call for the funding of the planning, environmental review, 
engineering, and capital for the Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in Central 
City Heights and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment 
includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in 
the document to demonstrate that project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South 
Bay region, and a 2035 completion I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and 
under in order to ensure generations of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode 
shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated for a 2035 implementation rather than the current 
delayed plan to implement in 2027. I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the 
implementation of California’s Innovative Clean Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the 
bus fleet ten years before mandated by the California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to 
wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. Therefore, I ask that the transition to zero-emission buses be 
accelerated for a 2030 completion with the support of recently approved state and federal 
funding sources. I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit 
corridors by anti-displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes 
affordable/low-income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable 
housing, community ownership, and tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the 
status of the anti-displacement study. I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and 
providing MTS with funding for a clear and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit 
stations. It is unclear if a bathroom network is included in the capital operations budgets. I call 
for the funding of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response strategy to 
provide safety particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. Currently, 
this is not included in the RTP. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare 
subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to 
the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added 
to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout 
Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

W432 Scott Ankers N/A I feel that the regional plan emphasizes huge, transformational capitalization projects requiring 
significant money, resources and time/effort. Alternatively, I believe there is an opportunity to 
keep San Diego moving and reduce travel times without huge capital expenditure or time to 
fruition. I’ve previously heard and read in SANDAG comments that if we could just get 10% of cars 
off the road, traffic would be significantly reduced...and during this pandemic, I’ve personally 
experienced this benefit first-hand!!! Why doesn’t the broader term plan incentivize this 
continuation of less cars on the road by providing incentives to keep more cars off the road - for 
example, tax breaks to work from home, tax breaks for companies to support 1 work from home 
day a week, carpooling incentives, a stay at home day by license plate number, etc etc. Surely 
there are ways to incentivize less cars on the road combined with major construction projects. 
Additionally, a personal pain-point for me in San Diego County is the total lack of Permissive Left-
Turns. Whenever I drive throughout the country outside of San Diego, I enjoy the freedom to turn 
left at an intersection whenever there isn’t on-coming traffic. This greatly reduces travel time 
and, I presume, reduces traffic accidents at intersections where drivers cram to make turns in 
narrow time windows. I can imagine on my daily commute, I’d save 5 mins not having to wait at 
every protected left turn when there are no cars coming...it’s especially infuriating at 
intersections which there’s barely any traffic regularly... 5 mins a day would potentially save my 
over 24hrs in the car a year!!! Again, hopefully this would not require significant capital 
expenditure to update with current traffic signals, etc. Another small step that could have 
significant impact and improvement upon travel time to keep San Diego moving!!! 

The Regional Plan includes a host of solutions to reduce traffic congestion but with 
projected growth in population, housing, and jobs, incentives for telecommuting and 
carpooling are simply not enough to keep pace with or reduce congestion. However, the 
Regional Plan advances many services early on that provide real quality transit solutions 
for the region. In terms of the permissive left turns, while falling within the purview of the 
local cities, the Regional Plan does include near-term (2025) investments in smart 
intersections throughout the region to reduce unnecessary delay and save people time. 

W433 Sean Richards  Build sidewalks on the north and south facing slopes of Mission Valley to facilitate the 
north/south commute for bikes. Few will ride bikes down and out of MV on roads as a way to 
commute to work. 

As an early action out of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Active 
Transportation Plan. The plan will take a fresh look at the network and the options to 
make it safe and comfortable to use active transportation. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

W434 Sebastian Ladron 
de Guevara 

San Diego mts I when getting pronto card in mail? Please contact the Metropolitan Transit System at (619) 595-5636 or 
https://www.sdmts.com/fares-passes/pronto-fare-system to receive information about 
your Pronto card.  

W435 Simone Arias Mid-City Can We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are allocated.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W436 Stephen Lees  You can’t do this, you are not competent enough. You can’t even take care of the roads as it is. 
When you can balance the books and maintain the infrastructure, without lying (we haven’t 
forgotten the scandal from 2017- you have not got our trust) and restored credibility with existing 
projects, come back.  
I refuse to pay for you to lie and fail at my expense, again. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W437 Steve Dow self I strongly urge that this plan be updated to be much more aggressive with solar power 
development. Such solar systems can and should absolutely be viewed as part of a modern 
transportation network.  
A network of solar power / battery systems can disconnect from the grid when necessary and 

Reducing emissions from all sectors is critical for the state to meet its goal of “carbon 
neutrality” by 2045. Implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, while also facilitating the 
development and implementation of local Climate Action Plans (CAPs) across our region, 
will help everyone—the State, SANDAG, cities, and other public agencies—achieve their 

https://www.sdmts.com/fares-passes/pronto-fare-system
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provide a stand-alone back-up system in the event of grid failure similar to what occurred in 
Texas several months ago.  
I recommend that this plan include detailed plans for solar cell shade structures at nearly every 
sidewalk and/or right-of-way possible in the SANDAG region. If the infrastructure is developed 
appropriately, such a system will start providing an immediate payback to our region. Solar-
powered batteries can be strategically located (and made mobile as well) to charge electric 
vehicle stations (and/or buildings and communities). Systems could even be set in locations that 
might specifically benefit disadvantaged communities today.  
We need leaders who think BIG on this issue. Renewable energy can help solve many more 
problems than just climate change, but we need to think MUCH more aggressively than we have 
to date… and we need leaders who will champion this and act.  
The Rancho Bernardo Community Council sent a letter to Councilmember Mark Kersey in 2020 
(and the letter was forwarded in 2021 to Councilmember Marni von Wilpert) that recommends 
area near the Rancho Bernardo Community Park for a test case of such solar / battery systems 
described above. Background on the idea and likely benefits of it are included in attachments to 
that letter.  
PLEASE INCLUDE THIS AS PART OF THIS PLAN. 

climate goals. The Regional Plan does not include details on project designs, but 
SANDAG looks forward to partnering with local jurisdictions and others as it implements 
the Plan. Advancing renewable energy, including solar power, will be key to a carbon 
neutral future. 

W438 Steve Howie  I am strongly against the overall vision for San Diego’s transportation plan. I am not a proponent 
of public transportation, nor do I believe that it will be used by the majority of San Diegans. 
Taxing citizens to drive to try to stop people from driving cars is insane and does not have any 
place in San Diego. I have lived here all of my life. Please take your socialist “central planning” 
reimagined transportation plan somewhere else. The usage tax is a horrible idea and I pray that 
the voters will not succumb to this pie in the sky plan. How about you try fixing the roads - we 
don’t need 163 billion dollars to do that!  

Thank you for your comment. 

W439 Steve Sampiere  Hi, I’ve been a cyclist for over 50 years of which just under 40 of those years have been in San 
Diego County. I participate in all forms of cycling: Sport(fast) Cycling, Commuting (Solana Beach 
to Downtown), and ebike for shopping and errands. I rarely use a car any longer except for out of 
region trips. I’ve seen the development of bike lanes go horribly wrong. In an effort to make 
cycling “safe” protected bike lanes have done the opposite in my opinion. They “trap” the cyclist 
within a narrow and often poorly maintained path that creates a very unsafe method of travel for 
a cyclist and they are extremely expensive to build and once built have virtually no flexibility for 
change. In my opinion, a safer and more efficient (cost and movement) is non-protected 
bikelanes with a buffer such as the newly constructed southbound bike lane adjacent to Torrey 
Pines Reserve. All bike lanes should be constructed this way. This portion of the bike lane has the 
following positive attributes: 1. two lanes in same direction which allows slower and faster cyclist 
(and pedestrians) to easily and safely co-exist; 2. A buffer between the cycle and auto lanes;3. 
Given there is no curb between the cycle and auto lanes it provides additional safety by allowing 
a cyclist to travers outside of the cycle lane in the event of slower or stopped cyclists, pedestrians, 
and/or unsafe obstacles. In addition it is lower cost and easier/faster to build/maintain. I feel very 
safe on this particular path as compared to the recently built path on the Coast Highway in 
Cardiff/Encinitas. I now avoid that stretch of road as much as possible and when I do use it I 
generally stay in the sharrows as there is rampant misuse of the protect lane and it often has 
excessive sand and glass. When using the Sharrows I’m constantly close passed by autos 
exceeding the 35mph speed limit. When driving that stretch I’m often buzzed by autos vastly 
exceeding the 35mph speed limit. I’m happy to share my thoughts further should you like to 
meet. Thanks for listening. 

SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create 
safe facilities for users of all ages and abilities. Multiple studies show that most people 
feel safer in protected bikeways, and when well designed, they are safer than any other 
type of bike facility. The focus of our efforts is on people who may be “interested but 
concerned” in riding a bike alone or with family. For those who do not feel comfortable 
riding in protected bikeways, the California Vehicle Code allows people to bike in the 
roadway with traffic. While protected bikeways are a great solution in many cases, we 
know they are not always the best solution. Every project goes through a detailed and 
context sensitive design process which results in decisions regarding the best facility, 
which may include protected bikeways, buffered bikeways, shared use paths, or shared 
streets with significant traffic calming elements. The Regional Plan also includes funding 
for upgrading existing bikeways that may not meet current best practices in 
maintenance or bikeway design. 

W440 Steven Smith Unaffiliated with 
any organization. 

My wife and I are senior citizens living in Fallbrook. We do not use, have not used, and have no 
desire to use public transportation to travel anywhere within the County of San Diego. We 
believe what will serve our interests the best it to have well maintained roads and other 
infrastructure with sufficient capacity along with programs and technology that best facilitates 
using one’s personal vehicle to travel to different locations within San Diego County with the 
fewest delays possible. We would especially hope that funding is spent fairly to provide benefits 
to the overwhelming vast majority of San Diego County residents that prefer to drive their own 
vehicles to wherever they want to go. The I-15 and I-5 corridors along with Highways 76 and 78 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a managed lanes network proposed for 1-15, I-5, SR 76 
and supporting managed lane connectors, included in Appendix A. The Plan includes 4 
managed lanes on SR 76, 4 managed lanes on I-5, and 3 managed lanes on I-15 north of 
Valley Parkway. In addition, technology improvements are planned for all freeway 
corridors and supporting arterials. 
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are very important to North County residents and should absolutely get a fair and equitable 
share of any funding and project focus. 

W441 Steven Steppe EWMC San Diego In order for the plans to give the maximum benefits back to the communities entry level 
positions need to be offered to the communities in construction of all the projects. A project 
labor agreement that requires inclusion of lower income communities would bring money back 
into those communities. Writing in apprenticeship starting positions open to people from low 
income communities as a requirement would lift and support people while providing 
opportunities for advancement into the middle class. Not goals but requirements from every 
trade classification. They have been proven to work in other cities.  

In an effort to invest in our region’s underserved communities, one initiative SANDAG is 
currently working on is the development of a Community Benefits Agreement. In 
partnership with the San Diego County Building and Construction Trades Council, 
SANDAG received state funding through SB 1 to establish a 24-month pre-apprenticeship 
program to provide individuals throughout the San Diego region with resources and 
training for a career in construction. On July 23rd, 2021, SANDAG’s Board of Directors 
voted to start negotiations with the San Diego County Building and Construction Trades 
Council to begin developing this program. 

W442 Suki Glenn  I support the 10 Transit Lifelines be included in the Regional Plan. It is important to make sure all 
San Diegans have the opportunity to use affordable public transportation. 

Many of the 10 Transit Lifelines are projects/programs in the 2021 Regional Plan. Many 
will require interinstitutional collaboration with other agencies. Nevertheless, they are or 
will be noted in the final draft, Appendix G. SANDAG is diligently working towards 
addressing the needs of disadvantaged and underserved communities.  

W443 Sunny Soto Sunny street 
outreach 

For more marginalized communities and even age groups the access to a bike that can ride over 
big hills, as most of the city is, aren’t affordable. Ride shares add up quickly also and you MUST 
have a bank acct and know how to guide apps to do this. For scooters those same technology 
and bank rules apply plus I know I don’t have to touch on the safety of those scooters. The city 
hospitals see soooo many injuries and most people don’t have the healthcare or access to good 
health coverage. Public transportation takes a long time to get places which is hard for 
scheduling as well. 

The deployment of Flexible Fleets such as e-bikes, shuttles, or ridesharing is envisioned 
as part of the 2021 Regional Plan to provide convenient and affordable options in 
different communities. SANDAG is developing a Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic 
Plan to identify near-term opportunities for Flexible Fleet pilots that support mobility, 
equity, and sustainability goals. 
 
Ensuring there are options for all people to access Flexible Fleets is an important 
component of the 2021 Regional Plan. This includes designing services that enable all 
people to easily reserve a ride such as a call center, cash payment options, or trip 
planning kiosks in Mobility Hubs. As Flexible Fleet pilots are launched in the region, 
services will be designed to be inclusive and equitable for all. 

W444 Susan Durbin Samahah Health 
Clinic 

I worked at the Granger Clinic. One of the main complains of our patients is that there is no bus 
stop by or close to the clinic. 

While there are no proposed new fixed-transit routes that go to the Granger Clinic, 
Flexible Fleet solutions will be able to help provide that first and last mile connection 
from the nearby transit stations in the area. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to San Diego Metropolitan Transit System (MTS).  

W445 Susan Escoffier County Resident This 2021 Regional Plan will not work for the unincorporated communities of San Diego county. 
The burden of the costs will be placed upon the county residents who are least able to afford 
these TAXES! We live in the outer areas of the county because we cannot afford housing more 
centrally located, we are retired on fixed incomes, we are lower income earning employees, etc. 
You are touting equity in this plan when in fact it is causing greater disharmony and dissention 
and placing greater hardship on a significant portion of the San Diego county population. Please 
do your due diligence in intentionally studying ALL affected communities in your “Plan”.  

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 
make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system. 
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W446 Susan Oliver  I would like to be certain that SANDAG is working towards providing growth/changes that reflect 
what the citizens want; not want a small group of people think they should want. With that in 
mind, we should be looking at more roads and less building. At some point we need to admit 
that we can’t support any more people. We don’t have enough water or room. Please consider 
making changes to reduce growth!! 

The Regional Plan aligns with population growth projections for the San Diego region 
developed by the California Department of Finance. 

W447 Susan Wilding  How do you plan to charge people who do not live in CA and drive their personal vehicle in CA. 
Out of state truckers. AZ, NV, UT, CO, OR. And military people? 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road 
usage charge, including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the 
fee structure, and the distribution of revenues.  
 
SANDAG will coordinate with other Metropolitan Planning Organizations in California 
along with the State Department of Transportation to integrate the selection of 
technology, collection methods, and account management. As these implementation 
mechanisms are determined, SANDAG will develop strategies for out of State individuals 
and commerce that are using roads in the San Diego region.  

W448 Tamara Petersson  I commend SANDAG for scrapping the former plans and starting anew with the 2021 Regional 
Plan. The current plan is well thought-out and prepares San Diego for the next several years. 
There are so many positive possibilities! 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W449 Teresa Hernandez Ucsd I’m UCSD staff and my working hours are from 4:00a.m. at 12:30p.m., I want to know if the trolley 
schedule will be accessible so that we can use this transport? 
Teresa H. 

The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes 
specifics on these projects.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley 
and bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into 
more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.  

W450 Theodore Cheung  Hi thank you for all the hard work you all are doing, I was wondering if SANDAG is studying the 
feasibility of Aerial cable/gondola transit considering that land is developed on mesa tops and 
that there’s a lack of connections between mesas, especially between mesas around the Los 
Penasquitos Preserve in the North-South directions and in Sorrento Valley. 

Gondolas had been considered in past versions of the plan but were replaced with 
additional Next Generation Rapid routes. MTS and SANDAG still continue to keep an eye 
on this mode and may reconsider it in future plans. 

W451 Theodore Cheung  Additionally, considering the amount of tunnels to support the commuter rail projects, will 
SANDAG own a boring tunnel machine or will it be a contracted machine? 

Construction methods will be determined during final design of the projects. It is 
unknown at this time what time of tunnels will be constructed and what equipment will 
be needed. 

W452 Theodore Cheung  As for the commuter stations, will there be varying levels of commuter train service? Specifically, 
will there be center passing tracks in the stations that will allow express trains to bypass trains 
stationed at local serviced stations? This would allow more transit service flexibility for our region. 
Thanks! 
Ted 

Yes, passing tracks are envisioned as part of the commuter rail network. 

W453 Theresa Lane Sunrise Movement Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, 
especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A 
of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under 
receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. 
  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit 
riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other 
early-career opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

https://sdforward.com/
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I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in 
San Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. Thank you. 

W454 Thi Vo  We are urging SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost 
transit passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are 
allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.  

W455 Thomas 
Lichterman 

Oceanside Bicycle 
and Pedestrian 
Committee 

The following are initial general comments regarding the Active Transportation Project listings in 
Appendix A.11 - North County: 
1. For each Active Transportation project listed in the table, please provide a sufficient project 
description so that the reader can understand what the project is and what city(s) it is located in. 
2. For each Active Transportation project listed in the table, please provide the geographic 
project limits in terms a lay-person will understand, such as nearest major roadway intersection 
or major landmark. 
3. For each Active Transportation project listed in the table, please indicate which project phases 
(e.g., planning, preliminary engineering, final design, construction, etc.) is funded by the cost 
estimate shown. 
4. Please correct the paragraph below - other pages of the Regional Plan website state 
comments can be submitted through August 6, not July 30.  

1) As identified in Appendix L, these projects were approved by the SANDAG Board of 
Directors In 2010 with the development of a comprehensive regional bike network - 
Riding to 2050: The San Diego Regional Bike Plan. 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail and again 
these Coastal Rail Trail segments were identified as a priority project in 2013 via the Bike 
Early Action Program (EAP) 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=
projects.detail 
 
2) Please see full Network Explorer here 
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c
33e48bc15347  
or specifically the “Adopted Regional Bike Network” layer in the standalone webmap 
from that Explorer linked here 
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=11c84c1530084748a7
fa410920370218 
 
3) If the project is in the 2035 or 2050 Year Built networks then the cost estimate funds all 
project phases. For 2025 most of these projects are already well past the Planning phase 
as they are in the Early Action Program - please see webpage here for the latest project 
information: 
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/Introduction.aspx 
 
4) This item has been addressed. 

W456 Thomas 
Lichterman 

Oceanside Bicycle 
and Pedestrian 
Committee 

The following are initial questions submitted on behalf of the Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Committee to better understand Active Transportation project proposals in Appendix A.11, page 
A-35, of the 2021 Regional Plan, and thus be able to submit specific follow-up comments: 
Project AT003 - “Inland Rail Trail Phase 4” - Does this phase cover the entire segment within 
Oceanside? 
Project AT030 - “Coastal Rail Trail Broadway to Eaton” - Exactly what is this funding intended to 
cover? Would seem to be enough for a study but probably not design and construction. 
Project AT049 - “Inland Rail Trail Oceanside” - Is this funding the entire segment within 
Oceanside? How does this differ from project AT003? 
Project AT068 - “Camp Pendleton Trail” - Please provide the project limits of this proposed trail. 
Project AT073 - “Coastal Rail Trail Connections” - Where are these connectors? Are any in 
Oceanside? 
Project AT074 - “Coastal Rail Trail - Oceanside Segment 1 ALT” - What is this project and where is 
it located? What is it an alternative to? 
Project AT113 - “San Luis Rey River Trail” - What is this project? Is it an extension of the existing 
trail or a reconstruction of it? If an extension, what are the project limits? 
Project AT124 - “Vista Way Connector” - What is this project, and what are its limits? 

AT003 Inland Rail Trail Phase 4: No, this is the section currently in final design, mostly in 
the City of Vista. 
 
AT031 Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside – Broadway to Eaton: This is to connect the Class 1 on 
Broadway from Vista Way to S. Coast Hwy via Eaton. It was conceptualized as Class 3 or 
bike boulevard. The project cost is an estimate for completing all project phases for this 
segment using median cost estimates from SANDAG EAP projects. The project costs will 
need to be updated once this project is included in SANDAG’s RTIP or CIP. 
 
AT049 Inland Rail Trail Oceanside: This is intended to fund the entire segment within 
Oceanside. AT003 is the segment east of this. 
 
AT068 Camp Pendleton Trail: I-5 SB ramps at Basilone Rd (northernmost extent) along 
Old Pacific Highway to ~ 33.335888, -117.503584 (southernmost extent). 
 
AT073 Coastal Rail Trail Connections: There are two connectors, both in Carlsbad: One on 
State St. in Carlsbad from Oak to Carlsbad Blvd, and one on Avenida Encinas from 
Carlsbad Blvd to Embarcadero Ln. 
 
AT074 Coastal Rail Trail – Oceanside Segment 1 ALT: The project is in Oceanside from the 
San Luis Rey River Trail connection at N Pacific St (northernmost extent) continuing 
south and jogging along Tyson St where the southeasternmost extent terminates west of 
the RR ROW. This alignment is an alternative to the 2000 CRT Project Study Report and 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=11c84c1530084748a7fa410920370218
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=11c84c1530084748a7fa410920370218
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/Introduction.aspx
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2009 Regional Bike Plan. Note, the estimated costs will need to be updated once this 
project is included in SANDAG’s RTIP or CIP, and the alignment may change in the 
preliminary engineering phase. 
 
AT113 San Luis Rey River Trail: Proposed extension of the existing San Luis Rey River Trial 
starting at the current terminus just north of College Blvd. and ending at Old Hwy 395. 
 
AT124 Vista Way Connector: This project’s alignment follows E Vista Way and Vista Village 
Dr from SR76 (northernmost extent) to IRT Phase 4 (southernmost extent) 

W457 Tom Lichterman  The residents of Oceanside have been waiting for their segment of the Inland Rail Trail to be built 
since 1995, when the cities on the Sprinter corridor agreed in writing that the IRT was a priority. 
That’s 26 years ago! The draft Regional Plan now says that project won’t happen until 2035, 
another 16 years. That’s 40 years to complete a bike trail! We must do better than that. Please 
prioritize finishing the IRT in the next five years!  

We are committed to complete this project’s Phases and invite you to check out the 
project webpage at Keep San Diego Moving, sign up for updates at the link below if you 
have not already. 
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx  
And, we’d encourage you to be involved with the efforts of the North County CMCP if you 
are not already 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=
projects.detail 

W458 Toshihiko Ishihara SanDiego350 SANDAG RP (Regional Plan) must address the impacts of Climate Change as the highest priority 
along with the transportation transformation that the RTP envisions. We are seeing evidence 
such as big wild fires and severe droughts that indicate Climate Change is here and accelerating. 
According to the 2021 Draft RP, it will reduce per capita GHG emissions from transportation to 
20% below 2005 levels by 2035. However, the County of San Diego’s goal is to dramatically reduce 
the county’s GHG emissions to reach net-zero emissions by 2035. I cannot logically understand 
how the 20% reductions of the GHG emissions from transportation sector will take us to the 
county’s ambitious goal. Also, Appendix X shows that the GHGs from many sectors are mostly flat 
from 2035 through 2050, which is very concerning. All those projections lead to a conclusion that 
we will continue to generate GHGs at very high rates, which means that the current draft plan 
will not bring this region to compliance with the California state-wide goals listed in Chapter 1. 
Therefore, I hereby request SANDAG to clarify my above question and include specificities in the 
RP how it will conform to the ambitious GHG reduction goal. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be 
achieved by reducing per capita VMT, not through the use of zero emission vehicles. 
 
The GHG Inventory (Appendix X) analyzes emissions from all sources and the projections 
account for state and federal legislation currently in place, as well as strategies within the 
2021 Regional Plan. The Local jurisdictions can and will identify GHG reduction targets 
and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

W459 Tov Aod Oppressed 
Taxpayers 

SANDAG betrayed the taxpayers before when they were obligated to repair, maintain & construct 
more freeway & highway lanes for drivers. You only made carpool & bus lanes and trolleys & rail. 
We cannot trust you thieves, dictators & autocrats. You want to steal from us using the authority 
of government, but you are not subject to the will of the people. We will vote every Marxist SOB 
out of office & fire each one of you overpaid tyrants every chance we get. We do not want to be 
forced into mass transit to catch Covid or the next disease de jour. We don’t want to get mugged 
or killed by the criminals that prey upon riders. We can’t spend 2 1/2 hours to get somewhere that 
only requires a half hour drive. We can’t walk miles to & from bus stops to work or carry enough 
bags of groceries on a train. We refuse your oppressive gas taxes, tolls, and per mile charges! We 
already pay the highest gas taxes in the country, but it’s never enough to satisfy you. Your social 
engineering repulses us. You spend & waste billions of our tax dollars without being accountable 
or following the law. We want to disband SANDAG as formed, since the county supervisors 
should be following the transportation desires of their constituents ( and getting voted out of 
office if they don’t!). You unelected bureaucrats seek tax increases from us without any care that 
you are driving many to flee this Communist regime. We can’t afford to live here if you get your 
way, but you would force grandma into danger & poverty. You are truly heartless. Go to Hell! 

Transit Leap greatly increases transit speeds, frequency, and span of service providing a 
compelling alternative to driving. Flexible Fleets help address access to transit facilities 
and travelers’ final destinations. Complete Corridors with continue to provide mobility 
and access to all modes throughout the region.  
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. Oversight of public agencies is important 
and SANDAG welcomes public review of its work and processes. Federal and state 
agencies regularly review SANDAG and there are two ongoing local oversight processes 
with the Office of the Independent Performance Auditor and the Transnet Independent 
Taxpayers Oversight Committee.  
 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements.  

W460 Valentina Molteni  SANDAG’s plans for the SR-94 in the 2021 Regional Plan and all relevant planning processes 
ought to achieve the following: 
 
 - Honor the spirit of the SR-94 Complete Corridor community visioning process from 2015 
- Our priorities from the 2015 community-led visioning process remain -- Transit priority lanes, 
freeway cover park between 25th St & 22nd St, Centerline Bus Stations at 25th St for Rapid 235 & 

The 2021 Regional Plan advances several of these ideas including managed lanes along 
SR 94 from Interstate 5 to SR 125, transit leap service, and several active transportation 
enhancements. Please see Appendix A for more project details. As projects advance into 
implementation additional planning, public involvement, and design will be necessary. 
Please continue to follow along and participate at SDFoward.com.  

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://sdforward.com/
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225, bike path from City Heights (Home Ave) to Southeast San Diego (Market St), improved active 
transportation connectivity throughout corridor 
- Support for lane conversions from general purpose lanes into Managed Lanes or Transit Only 
Lanes 
- Build on the Bus On Shoulder Pilot results 
- Transit Only Lane connector between SR-94 & SR-15 
- Meaningful community engagement throughout upcoming SR-94 CMCP -- Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan 
- Center equity in the CMCP 
- Project should incorporate additional community needs identified through CMCP process 

W461 Victoria Lopez National Latino 
Research Center 

No me gusta que a veces los bases pasan tarde y llegamos tarde al trabajo. Nuestro sistema de 
transporte público no es confiable. Espero que este plan cambie esto. 
*** 
I don’t like that the buses arrive late and we arrive late to work. Our transportation system is 
unreliable. I hope this plan changes that. 

SANDAG está consciente de que se debe hacer algo ahora para tener un transporte 
público rápido, frecuente, confiable y accesible, particularmente en la rutas de mayor 
uso. Nuestro personal llevará este asunto ante el Comité de Transporte y la Mesa 
Directiva de SANDAG antes de la aprobación del Plan Regional 2021 para modificar el 
presupuesto de la agencia y tomar medidas ahora para invertir en un transporte público 
que beneficie a las comunidades de justicia ambiental. Esta acción trata de aumentar los 
servicios en las líneas del transporte público que tienen un servicio poco frecuente en las 
noches y madrugadas y/o crear subsidios para hacer que las tarifas sean gratis para los 
jóvenes usuarios. También se añadirá lenguaje aclarando aún más las mejoras 
propuestas para la red de autobuses, incluyendo mejoras en la frecuencia y en el alcance 
del servicio, al Anexo A del Plan Regional 2021 final propuest. 
*** 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

W462 Victoria Lopez National Latino 
Research Center 

Aveces hacen juntas asi en las escuelas, pero creo cuando pasa algo (que no esta bien) es cuando 
hacen algo asi como este plan. Tambien, aveces hay seguridad...pero las mismas personas no 
respetan.al peaton..por las prisas. Nuestras aceras deben ser más seguras. Aquí en Vista tenemos 
un lugar donde los estudiantes necesitan caminar a la escuela como RMMS y no hay aceras 
seguras para ellos. Necesitan caminar por donde conducen los autos, lo cual es muy peligroso. 
*** 
Sometimes they have school meetings in the schools, but only when something bad happens is 
when something is done, like this plan. Also, sometimes there is security, but those same people 
do not respect the pedestrians during the rush. Our sidewalks need to be safer. Here in Vista we 
have a place where the students need to walk to school, like RMMS (Rancho Minerva Middle 
School), and there is no safe sidewalks for them. They are forced to walk in the street with cars, 
which is very dangerous. 

El borrador del Plan Regional incluye un programa Visión Cero para hacer que el sistema 
de transporte sea seguro para todos los usuarios. Las acciones a corto plazo incluyen el 
desarrollo de un Plan de Acción Regional Visión Cero que incorpora una Política Regional 
de Seguridad y la creación continua de proyectos que enfatizan la seguridad de todos los 
usarios de la carretera para implementar la Visión Cero. Puede encontrar más detalles en 
el Anexo B. Proyectos regionales para bicicletas y peatones están en marcha a lo largo de 
la línea del Sprinter, en el Sendero Ferroviario del Interior, pero estos proyectos no 
mejorarán las condiciones en las áreas que ha identificado. El Distrito Escolar Unificado 
de Vista puede ayudar a mejorar las condiciones alrededor de la escuelas y usar guardias 
de seguridad en los cruces peatonales. Las banquetas locales son jurisdicción de la 
Ciudad de Vista. Por favor también considere participar en los esfuerzos del Plan Integral 
del Corredor Multimodal del Condado Norte. 
Su comentario ha sido compartido con las agencias gubermentales que supervisan estas 
instalaciones. 
*** 
The draft Regional Plan includes a Vison Zero program to make the transportation 
system safe for all users. Near-term actions include developing a Regional Vision Zero 
Action Plan, incorporating a Regional Safety Policy, and a continuing action to build 
projects with an emphasis on safety for all road users to implement Vision Zero. See 
Appendix B for more details.  
 
Regional bicycle and pedestrian projects are occurring along the Sprinter line, the Inland 
Rail Trail; however, they will not directly improve the areas you’ve identified. The Vista 
Unified School District can help improve the conditions around the schools and with the 
Crossing Guards. Local sidewalks are under the purview of the City of Vista. Please also 
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consider participating in the efforts of the North County Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plan. 
Please use the following links for more information: 
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx 
 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=
projects.detail 
 
Your comment was forwarded to agencies that oversee these facilities. 

W463 Vincent Colavin  Please amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for 
youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W464 Wanda Curtis  This plan does not address issues for taxpaying south bay residents. The trolley corridor, Eastlake 
via I-125 is no longer, now a bus to the border. Our college students cannot easily get to colleges 
(owners were told Trolley corridor via I-125 to I-8 Mission Valley trolley). I-125 became a toll road 
when it was originally free. How does this plan move our Chula Vista residents to college and 
work? It moves border crossers to downtown. I do not see a benefit from any of your last plans for 
my family and neighbors here in Eastlake. 

This plan includes several new Next Generation Rapid routes that will serve South County 
residents and provide them with access to Southwestern College, SDSU, and UCSD. The 
Next Generation Rapid fleet is the best option for ensuring that as many people as 
possible across South County and the region have access to employment centers.  

W465 Wanda Curtis  South bay plan should include removing the toll from I-125. Making North and East counties 
more accessible and useful for students (SDSU, Mesa, Grossmont) and workers.  

There is a plan to remove the toll from SR-125 once the toll road’s debt service has been 
paid off.  

W466 Wanda Curtis Tax paying home 
owners /self 

I do not agree with the priorities set forth for the south county/Chula Vista area. I am a native 
IB/CV resident and do not see the current plan benefitting us. The original plan that connected 
the eastern parts to the north directly benefitted residents. Students could take direct 
transportation (trolley lines) to SDSU and east. The current plan only supports border crossers not 
residents, students, families. You have changed plans so often (125 from free to fee, no trolley 
corridor to the east and north, etc.) I feel like residents are not being considered or listened to at 
all. The best option is to complete the ring of transportation east and north in the south bay. 
Contact me for more comments. 

The Regional Plan includes substantial new services throughout South County. While the 
border is emphasized with new services and facilities there are a number of new Next 
Generation Rapid routes, improvements to the existing trolley and bus lines. Many of the 
changes identified were the result of extensive data analysis and land use development. 

W467 Webb Lana N/A Please make student transit passes a priority. One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W468 Will Micklin Ewiiaapaayp Band 
of Kumeyaay 
Indians 

Why does the plan not include, or depict in any map, east San Diego County that is east of 
central Alpine? 

The proposed final Regional Plan will be updated to include a map of entire county. The 
Data Viewer on SDForward.com provides interactive maps that can zoom and pan across 
the region to explore eastern San Diego County and the rural corridors included in the 
draft plan. There are a number of full county maps throughout the technical appendices: 
Appendix I - Tribal Consultation; Appendix J - Megaregion; and Appendix A includes a 
Rural Corridors map showing the full county.  

W469 Yasmin Musse Nile Sisters 
Development 
Initiative 

good presentation We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W470 Yolanda Flores Bayside 
Community Center 

Yo en un futuro veo mas carros electricos en San Diego y consumiendo menos gasolina y menos 
contaminacion para nuestras generaciones futuras ojala todos tuvieramos mas conciensia de 
mantener nuetra comunidad mas limpia menos basura y menos contaminacion paraque 
nuestros hijos. 
*** 
I see more electric cars in San Diego’s future using less gas and producing less pollution for the 

Gracias por su comentario. El Plan Regional 2021 incluye inversiones en la infraestructura 
de transporte y en programas que incentivan el uso de vehículos eléctricos para reducir 
la contaminación en nuestra region. 
*** 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes investments in transportation infrastructure and electric 
vehicle incentive programs to reduce pollution in our region. 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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future generations. I wish we all were more conscientious and that we kept our community 
cleaner and produce less trash and pollution so our children. 

W471 Yolanda Rodríguez Mid-City Can Necesitamos pases gratis para nuestros estudiantes de la comunidad. 
*** 
We need free passes for the students of our community. 

Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio permitirá que las partes interesadas 
publicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. Se espera 
que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios 
para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y 
los jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 
jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
*** 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W472 Yuliya Pidcock  Please, consider replacing all abandoned street lights in Rancho Del Oro, Oceanside. It is not safe. Maintenance of transportation infrastructure is critical to a well-functioning and safe 
system. Maintenance of streetlights is generally the responsibility of the jurisdiction’s 
department of transportation or Public Works Department.  
 
Your comment was shared with a Principal Civil Engineer at the City of Oceanside.  

W473 Yvonne Elkin  I have been watching the development of the 5 Big Moves for, I think, almost 3 years. This is 
absolutely the direction San Diego needs to take. I understand the cost and time are daunting, 
but this is something Southern CA should have begun decades ago. Now we have no more time 
to delay. Please move forward with the 5 Big Moves. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. SANDAG is working on designating pilot 
programs and near-term projects to begin implementing some of the elements outlined 
in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

W474 Zachary Robertson The San Diego 
LGBT Community 
Center 

I am a part of the Youth Queer Leadership Committee, and not only will free transportation 
benefit me, but it will also help the people I support like underprivileged and queer youth who 
cannot afford a car or are to young to drive. Making transportation free would allow more 
students to go places without their parents having to spend gas money or take time off work to 
take the child there. Free transportation would allow them to get there safely. Also students are 
needing more jobs because of college as well as to help with family bills. With more students 
traveling makes for a more diverse community as well. In my personal experience someone from 
South Bay took the bus to their job in Mission Beach. They said they took it every time they 
worked. Many people depend on public transportation to get to work, and spending money for 
bus passes is a lot for them, and they would have to earn it back, and many jobs that are being 
offered to teens and young adults are minimum wage. So I encourage you make transportation 
free for youth and underprivileged young adults. Cars are scarce in the market as we speak and 
many youth can’t afford one either that is why public transportation is becoming more popular. 
Also since our economy was just hit with unforeseen causes many families are struggling to get 
the funds to even buy a bus pass, not including saving for a car. So I incline you, make public 
transportation free so that the future of this country can be a diligent as the collared workers 
before them. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

W475 Zenaida Lim  Waiting time is ok. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W476   You are out of your minds, wanting to charge people per mile to drive on the road network. 
Firstly, nobody is going to be honest with you; implementing the tax is going to cost more than 
the revenue it brings in. Second, we already pay some of the highest DMV registration fees in the 
country, which is supposed to cover the cost of the infrastructure, but has been so significantly 
mismanaged that you are running a deficit. Third, this plan will have a cascading effect on goods 
and services: a not insignificant amount of people use their vehicles for work and are reimbursed 
for their mileage. Adding a fee per mile would increase the cost of employment, which will inflate 
the product price of the business which is impacted. 
 
Your plan is incredibly dumb, and I honestly don’t know how you thought it would be a good 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. The study will also assess the potential impacts of user 
fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on 
transportation. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and 
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idea, other than getting aroused by bleeding the citizens dry to cover your money management 
shortcomings. This state is getting worse and worse by the second. 

community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, 
including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, 
and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully 
constructed program that will ensure that no particular group, such as those driving 
fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more than their fair share.  

W477   This plan is municipal robbery from innocent taxpayers who will never see any benefit. Leave well 
enough alone. Telecommunication, flex working hours, declining birth rates, rising home prices 
will all contribute to changing transportation needs. 
Also Amazon, US Mail, FedEx, and UPS should be restricted to deliveries every other day in all 
areas. Delivery vehicles should be all electric, carbon free emissions. 

The 2021 Regional Plan envisions a transportation system that will evolve as our mobility 
needs continue to change well into the future. One of the key strategies in the Regional 
Plan is to support the expansion of Flexible Fleets like on-demand rideshare, 
microtransit, and last mile delivery services to move people and goods more sustainably.  
 
These technology-enabled services are available on-demand and vary in size to cater to 
different trip purposes. Flexible Fleets also include last mile delivery services like those 
provided by electric bikes, autonomous shuttles, and drones to deliver packages to our 
homes, work, or Mobility Hubs. SANDAG intends to collaborate with local jurisdictions 
and the last mile delivery providers to plan and test delivery services that contribute to 
our mobility, equity, and sustainability goals. 

W478   Proposed Grand Central Station would be a huge waste of money. It would add a stop and 
increase time required to get to the airport. Money should be spent on freeway corridor trolley 
lines and branch bus lines. I use the trolley and bus every day. Getting to the airport is no 
problem. Travelers with light luggage can easily use trolley and bus to get to the airport. 
Travelers with a lot of luggage do not use public transit and will not use a Grand Central Station. 

The Central Mobility Hub will have fast, frequent, and convenient connections between 
existing and planned transit and the airport. The MTS Route 992 bus will continue to 
serve the airport from Downtown San Diego.  

W479   I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

W480   I see and agree with some of your ideas and plans but there is much that I don’t agree with. I 
think that the Hub Centers are to big and costly and will not work until you have enough 
population density to support & use it. 

Each regional Mobility Hub coverage area was identified based on a variety of factors 
including existing and projected population and job growth along with information on 
where and how people travel. Many existing trip destinations fall within areas that have 
been identified as a regional Mobility Hub, yet some of these communities lack 
convenient transit service or safe streets to walk, bike, or use other micromobility 
options. While not every regional Mobility Hub may feature a large transit station like the 
Central Mobility Hub, there may be opportunities to add mixed-use infill development 
near existing and proposed transit lines in locations that can accommodate growth. 
Funding Mobility Hubs is a truly collaborative effort between SANDAG, local jurisdictions, 
transit agencies, private developers and employers, and more. Given the large number of 
Mobility Hub stakeholders, innovative public-private partnerships can be forged to fund, 
design, and implement various aspects of Mobility Hubs including stations, complete 
corridors improvements, and other Mobility Hub amenities. 

W481   I disagree with your projections of both funding and population. In order to pay for your 
infrastructure you say we need higher population therefore increase density which justify 
residential high rise building. I will not live in a place like Miami with a wall of buildings blocking 
the coast. You can better use the tax revenue you are getting now to modify what we already 
have. instead of having to reinvent the wheel. i.e., I would probably use the trolley more today if 
there were a micro transit system to get me from my house to & from the station easily.  

SANDAG updates population and funding projections as it updates the Regional Plan 
every four years. The 2021 Regional Plan includes investments in Flexible Fleets that 
would offer services such as microtransit. 

W482   Sometimes I ride my bike places and sometimes I drive my car. I don’t like the removal of parking 
spaces happening now and supported by this plan. Please keep parking spots on the streets in 
front of retail and restaurant locations. Most importantly, do not plan to compel drivers to not 
drive by increasing costs to do so. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a variety of projects and programs to improve the 
transportation system for all modes of transportation in the San Diego region over 30 
years. This includes investments to improve roads and freeways as well as public transit 
and active transportation. Every bike project will go through a detailed planning and 
design process focused on providing the safest facility but also considering factors like 
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parking demand. Regarding your comment about costs to drive, gas tax revenues have 
been declining as vehicles become more fuel efficient and more electric vehicles are on 
the roads. A road usage charge would be a new funding mechanism to replace the gas 
tax. Road usage charges are being considered by transportation agencies across the 
country.  

W483   Please consider no cost transit passes for youth to receive priority when transit fares are 
allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19. 

W484   I don’t see any performance measures for average commute time, or for average trip times 
overall. Please include a performance measure for average commute time for ALL of the region’s 
population. 

For information regarding performance metrics, travel times, and other such data, please 
see Appendix H. 

W485   This comment is in reference to the proposed tax increases in order to fund these asinine new 
projects that only a handful of people will take advantage of. It is shameful for SANDAG to 
propose new mileage taxes on working class citizens, especially when we are coming out of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Why are hard working San Diegans being penalized for having a job and 
commuting to work? Working families and individuals are already struggling with an extremely 
high cost of living in San Diego, and most of us are barely making ends meet. We already pay the 
highest income tax, we have the highest sales tax, high property taxes, and we already pay $1.19 
per gallon for gas! ENOUGH! I have yet to see the road repairs that the revenue from gas taxes 
were allotted for. The only “improvement” I have seen is painting the freeway numbers on the 
road. Can we please have an audit to show exactly where those gas tax funds were diverted to? 
Clearly those funds are not being used for their intended purpose.  
I am a third generation San Diegan who can no longer afford to live in the city where I was born 
and raised. My parents, elderly grandmother, aunts, uncles, and cousins who are all born and 
raised San Diegans are being forced to leave our city due to no longer being able to afford to cost 
of living here. San Diego politicians and agencies don’t care about San Diegan’s, this is clearly 
evident with the audacity to impose new taxes and mileage tracking. It is a slap in the face to 
each and every working class San Diegan. NO NEW TAXES!!  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

W486   How will the new per-mileage tax effect Uber, Lyft, and food delivery drivers? Since these workers 
will be penalized for driving extra miles as the result of the new tax, individuals will likely stop 
working for these companies. Please consider how this tax will effect the individuals who work 
for these companies in order to support themselves.  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. This study will also assess the potential impacts on 
businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation to do business. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
Whether Uber, Lyft, and food delivery drivers would be subject to a road usage charge, 
and if so, how it may impact the drivers and users of those services, will be analyzed as 
part of this effort.  

W487   Why isn’t SANDAG focusing easily implementable projects in areas that WANT them? Why not 
prioritize throwing down bike lanes extravaganza in communities that wont fight them like in 
equity communities? Where is there not an “ease of implementation” weight (along with equity 
considerations, since obviously at times there are more challenges within equity communities) 

As an early action of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Active 
Transportation Plan. The plan will take a fresh look at the network and the options to 
make it safe and comfortable to use active transportation. SANDAG prioritizes 
community engagement and will develop these connections in partnership with the 
community so that we can make sure the routes take people where they want to go.  

W488   Do not go forth with the Mobility Hub at former Navy - SPAWAR building. It will be a failure since 
people will have to do out and backs to the airport, wasting time. Multi modal should be from 
Santa Fe station to the terminals. 

The Central Mobility Hub is being considered at the Navy’s Old Town Complex formerly 
known as SPAWAR as well as other locations as part of an ongoing environmental review. 
A fast, frequent, and convenient transit connection to the airport is a key component of 
the project.  

W489   Supports this plan and wants there to be more connection hubs near the schools so all the 
students are able to use public transport to get to their destinations. Parent has to leave for work 
early in the morning, and can’t drop their students off at school. Would like for there to be a 
more valuable and reliable way to get to schools. Uber is too much to pay when we receive 

The 2021 Regional Plan has redefined the transit network to include a ‘support system’ of 
regional Mobility Hubs and Flexible Fleets to expand the reach of transit and ensure 
major destinations like schools are more accessible. Funding for an array of Flexible Fleet 
options is included in the Plan to help make these services more affordable and 
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minimum wage, and even then, there is an element of safety that cannot be overlooked. Is 
willing to consider ride-sharing with public but as long as it’s affordable and safe.  

accessible. Additionally, the Plan demonstrates how 41% of low income residents will be 
within ½ mile of a commuter rail, light rail, or Next Gen Rapid stop by 2050. 

W490   I think it’s good for us who have no choice but to drive somewhere. I support this plan and all the 
proposals. I used to ride the bus a lot, but I found it complicated when the schedule was too far 
apart, and that meant that I had to keep in mind the fact that they might be late on their route, 
so I would have to leave my house far earlier than I would with my own car. Its own lane for the 
bus could help it keep on schedule and ease traffic.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. The 2021 Regional Plan includes increased 
service spans for the trolley and bus service up to twenty hours per day. As SANDAG and 
the transit agencies move into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some 
routes will be considered for 24 hours. 

W491   This would be good for all people in NC, especially if it can help ease the traffic on roads and 
highways. It would also be good to people who take the train to be able to reach their destination 
faster and closer to their actual goal.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W492   Why is Vision Zero apparently relegated to two measly paragraphs buried in appendix L? If this is 
really a bold new vision, Vision Zero should be a major tenet of that. People are dying because 
they don’t use or own earth and people killing two machines to get around. This is atrocious and 
public agencies cow to bigger priorities as if providing safe ways to get around is just a second 
thought because an aspirational “CMH” is sexier or god forbid people sit in traffic on the freeway. 
I am losing friends and community members to being hit by cars in bike lanes and crosswalks 
and I hear just the barest of lip service. Where are your “info bites” on this epidemic against 
healthy mobility? Of course people don’t go anywhere by foot or bike - someone might just run 
you over because the streets are designed for people to go fast and pay minimal attention. 
SANDAG has shown it can be a leader, but it is failing the most vulnerable (and cleanest) modes. 
I’m depressed when I decide to drive a mile to the store because I don’t feel safe walking or 
biking with my kid there. I am actively choosing to produce GHG and make the environment 
worse for others because I don’t want to die on the way there. SANDAG Exec Dir is “fearless” 
when it comes to demanding a world class public transit system, but he is decidedly less vocal 
about using his agency to elevate the plight of walkers and bikers. Bike advocates are dismissed 
for turning out and being vocal and having an outsized voice. We have to because this is literally 
life and death for us. Please hear us. (Sidenote: aside from safety, we need more secure bike 
parking that isn’t just tied to transit stations please! I want to patron businesses but when 
hooked to a lamppost, I am less likely to stay for long or go somewhere like the movies or long 
dinner where I can’t have eyes on my bike. 

This is the first time SANDAG has included Vision Zero in our Regional Transportation 
Plan. For all the reasons you pointed out, it’s entirely necessary and cannot wait any 
longer. SANDAG has a unique position in the region to help coordinate Vision Zero efforts 
happening at each individual local agency into a regional approach. The mention of 
Vision Zero here initiates that process but we clearly have much more to do. Additionally, 
as you mentioned, we at SANDAG include bike racks and secure parking in conjunction 
with our transportation projects but have also provided grant funding for the City of 
Oceanside to set up a secure bike parking area near their City Hall. We will continue to 
work with local agency jurisdictions though our Smart Growth and Active Transportation 
Grant programs to increase the number of secure parking areas for bikes and personal 
micromobility devices. Thank you for your comments. 

W493   Any plans to have a ferry that goes to Ensenada and other Baja ports? I see Seattle and Miami 
has ferries that take tourists to other countries. One reason why I can see some people wanting 
to use a ferry is to not have to wait in line driving back. 

SANDAG appreciates your support and feedback. The 2021 Regional Plan calls for 
continued collaboration with partners at the local, state, and federal levels in Mexico to 
plan and implement projects and programs to better facilitate crossborder mobility. 
SANDAG looks forward to exploring opportunities to enhance multimodal access 
between the San Diego region and Baja California via land and seaports in our ongoing 
collaboration with binational partners. Please continue to follow along in this process by 
visiting SDForward.com. 

W494   Please...let’s not get breathlessly caught up and over-perform in the trendy, political topics of 
“sustainability, social equity and climate change”. Be careful not to knee-jerk your approach in 
developing tactics and solutions to convey an appearance of “doing something” about these 
hyper-hot, media-driven issues...most of which are hyperboles, anecdotal, and unproven. Take a 
logical, pragmatic approach to our regional growth planning and leave the political crap out of 
the strategy please. 

Thank you for your comment. 

W495   In the general bicycle guidelines, you write: “There is increasing interest in applying sharrows in 
conjunction with bike lanes on steeper slope roadways. Bike lanes are placed on the uphill side of 
the roadway and sharrows are placed on the downhill side of the roadway to encourage fast 
moving bicyclists to position themselves away from parked cars.” This is excellent, many cities 
(e.g. Seattle) use this widely with much success. But this area (i.e. the challenges of San Diego’s 
unique topography) is still comparatively underdiscussed. I think there needs to be more focus 
on how to encourage biking when many routes are challenging due to topography (steep 
uphills), not just infrastructure (lack of bike lanes). This could mean constructing more bikeways 
that traverse easiest-way-up routes for steep roads, instituting frequent shuttle services for steep 
routes, etc. Painting bike lanes and building bikeways will not necessarily spur ridership if the 
routes are still inherently too challenging or too dangerous for many riders. 

The bike network shown in the plan is the Adopted Regional Bike Network, which was 
adopted in 2010. As an early action out of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will develop a 
new Active Transportation Plan. Although the original plan considered topography, we 
will take a fresh look in the new one. With the ever increasing popularity of e-bikes, we 
do feel it is important to build bike network in both flat and steep areas so provide as 
many network connections as possible.  
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W496   The airport connection should be extended Liberty Station/Point Loma/Ocean Beach/Mission 
Bay. This would make it a much more useful transit line than just an airport connection. I think 
people would also sacrifice some speed in public transit for a more extensive network. Turn every 
six lane street into four lanes and every four lane street into two lanes and add protected cycle 
tracks and bus lanes and wider sidewalks. A lot of San Diego streets are really wide and should be 
able to add this easily. 

The Central Mobility Hub will have fast, frequent, and convenient connections between 
existing and planned transit and the airport. The MTS Route 992 bus will continue to 
serve the airport from Downtown San Diego. 
 
Regarding the reduced travel lanes, the Active Transportation and Demand 
Management, complete streets, and Mobility Hubs included in the Plan will consider 
these types of improvements during the project development process. 

W497   There should be more short term spending instead of projects finishing by 2050. Bike and bus 
lanes can be done really quickly. 

Projects within the 2021 Regional Plan are phased for different beginning and 
completion dates based on a number of factors. The construction timeframe of different 
types of projects is one of those factors. There are many projects that can be completed 
quickly, such as bike and bus lanes, that are scheduled to be completed towards the 
beginning of the plan.  

W498  NLRC I don’t use public transport, but my son does. I do think there is room to have more bus stops, 
since they have taken many of them away over the last few years. I really use my own car more 
than not, but my son does need to rely on public transport. I’m in support of anything that 
decreases traffic, and adding multimodal lanes that have specific purposes.  

The 2021 Regional Plan includes substantial investment in public transportation that will 
make your son’s commute and others around the region significantly easier to navigate. 

W499  NLRC This plan sounds great, especially the part of flexible fleets resulting in better access to public 
transport and not having to walk to far away bus stops. I drive mostly everywhere, but I’ve had to 
give rides to people to their bus stop that was too far to walk. I support this plan fully.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W500   I think that the 2021 plan is a great start to creating a San Diego where you can easily get around 
by transit or cycling as opposed to driving. I’m very excited about the future of the region. 
Hopefully the cycling network can be expanded past what is recommended by SANDAG here. 

We are excited as well and have seen a lot of great projects implemented by our local 
agency partners directly on or connecting to the adopted regional bike network, as that 
is more competitive in the scoring, via Smart Growth and Active Transportation Grant 
Projects SANDAG administers. Still there are plenty of instances where local agencies are 
doing great work with their own local streets and roads projects to improve 
neighborhoods for all roadway users through bike and pedestrian countermeasures in 
conjunction with sewer replacement projects and the Streamview Drive project in the 
City of San Diego is a good example. 

W501   I will not use public transit until it is more efficient and cleaner. Right now to take the trolley 
downtown it can take 20-30 minutes not to mention dealing with the homeless and sanitary 
conditions on the trolley. I can drive my own vehicle downtown and be there in 10-15 minutes. 

The Transit Leap in the 2021 Regional Plan will make the public transit system faster and 
safer. Travel times for many riders will be much better than in the past. 

W502  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ East 
Co. Senior Service 
Providers 

Love that there will be a transit center located in El Cajon. It will make accessing transit 
(downtown) other than the other trolley stops. Thank you. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W503   On Pages 38 and 42 regarding the road user mileage tax. This is unfair. There does need to be a 
way to offset the all-electric plug-in car not paying the tax at gas pump. The answer is to apply a 
mileage tax on those cars only. Taxing all cars would be a double tax on cars using gas. Please if 
you are going to apply this tax, only apply it to the all-electric plug-in cars as that would be a fair 
offset to them not paying at the pump which they should be paying as they use the roads too! 
This will balance the funds if done properly. Thank you 

Nationwide states and regions are confronting the shortfalls of gas tax revenues to fund 
maintenance, operations, and construction of their transportation systems. The federal 
gas tax was the largest source of transportation funding for many decades. However, the 
federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that is when the minimum wage 
in California was $4.25. The federal gas tax does not grow with inflation and the 
purchasing power of that source has diminished over time. States and regions have 
implemented their own sales and gas tax measures to try and meet the needs of their 
transportation systems. However, the best tax measures tied to fossil fuel consumption 
will continue to erode in time as vehicle technologies change. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is a long-range planning document and includes reasonably 
feasible funding options. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot 
testing, legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of 
elements of this plan. At a minimum this plan is updated every four years with the latest 
in planning ideas and concepts.  

W504  El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 

When will the transit center be built? It is wonderful that it is coming to El Cajon and will provide 
lots of new jobs.  

The 2021 Regional Plan includes two new higher speed commuter rail lines that will 
connect the core of the El Cajon community to both Downtown San Diego and the 
Central Mobility Hub near the San Diego International Airport by 2050. However, some 
improvements to the existing light rail services connecting to El Cajon will take place by 
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2035, including increasing the miles of light rail track to support more frequent Trolley 
services (every 10 minutes during peak periods). Please refer to “Table A.7: Interstate 8” in 
Appendix A for more information.  

W505   Congestion pricing and/or pricing general travel (freeway) lanes is the most effective way to 
make the regional system function efficiently and then the proceeds can fund transit and active 
transportation. The world over has proven the effectiveness and NY is trying to get onboard. 
Don’t let the SD region waste years when the solution is so obvious. Be the big move that you 
purport to be.  

Thank you for your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

W506  El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

The ticket price for the trolley is too expensive. We need affordable tickets for low-income 
families to use the service. It is difficult to purchase tickets and they cost too much. Thank you for 
the Plan and I approve. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W507  El Cajon 
Collaborative 
Meeting 

This is exciting! I support the plan and excited to see what the future looks like.  We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W508  El Cajon 
Collaborative 
Meeting 

So exciting! Great presentation. Thank you for sharing such innovative ideas on moving people 
and goods from one place to another, safely, affordably, and fairly.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W509  El Cajon 
Collaborative 
Meeting 

Is SANDAG planning on widening and/or straightening Hwy 94 from El Cajon (Rancho San Diego) 
down to the border? This is one of the worst roads now. We have people speeding, crossing 
double yellow lines to pass (and this is with oncoming traffic), passing on curves, running stop 
signs/signal lights, etc. 

Project CC062 is a Complete Corridors: Rural project to improve SR 94 from the Jamul 
Reservation to Tecate Road, expected to be complete by 2050. The improvements are 
focused on safety and include shoulder widening and straightening the highway.  

W510  El Cajon 
Collaborative 
Meeting 

Great meeting with great information. I enjoyed the presentation and seeing the final product. 
We have been talking about this for a long time and happy to see the final product. It includes 
the 5 Big Moves and transit centers in each subregion. Great job! 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W511  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ East 
Co. Senior Service 
Providers 

Stations need to be cleaner and safe for people to use them. Thank you for such an inclusive plan 
that brings services to East County. 

Buses currently receive daily maintenance. As part of COVID-19 safety protocols, buses 
are wiped and cleaned at the end of each run throughout the day. Additionally, all riders 
are required by federal mandate to wear a face covering or mask while on public transit. 
 
SANDAG will continue to work partners, MTS and NCTD, to bring high quality, reliable, 
and clean transportation options.  

W512  El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 
Arabic 

I appreciate the new transit centers that will be in each of the subregions. We really need a 
transit center in El Cajon, but our trolley stations are in dark, industrial areas that are frequented 
by drug deals and homelessness. They are not safe. They are also dirty and have no restrooms. 
Thank you for a plan to make transit centers safe and to add restrooms. I will use it in the future.  

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements. SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and 
representatives to ensure that this plan gets implemented.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations.  

W513  El Cajon 
Collaborative/Barri
o Logan College 
Institute Parent 

There are too many trucks on the freeway that cut in front of traffic. Will there be a separate lane 
for them and how will SANDAG control traffic? I approve the Plan and look forward to 
improvements to our freeways to protect people. 

The shipping of goods fuels the regional economy. The flow of goods by truck, rail, air, 
and sea – throughout our region and across borders – generates a constant stream of 
raw materials, parts, and finished goods. They all keep us supplied with food, clothing, 
shelter, vital consumer goods, and discretionary items. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes a truck climbing lane on State Route 52. In addition, the 
2021 Plan includes strategies through Next OS to improve overall efficiency and 
accessibility for people and goods to move throughout the region. For example, the 
Harbor Drive 2.0 project will include technologies to manage the flow of passenger and 
commercial traffic on Harbor Drive between the Port of San Diego’s marine terminals. 
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W514  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ East 
Co. Senior Service 
Providers 

Seniors often need assistance getting into vehicles. Volunteer programs need to be equipped to 
handle these needs. Thank you. 

Seniors who need assistants may identify a personal care attendant that can ride for free. 
Please visit SDCommute.com for more information on this. 

W515  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Wonderful! It’s about time! Thank you for such an innovative plan that includes our underserved 
communities. I love the equity statement and hope to see SANDAG stick to it. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W516  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

If it is truly high speed with short travel times, I will use it. Both rapid buses, trolley and trains. We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W517  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Seniors need rides so making it easier to access public transit will get them using it. The 2021 Regional Plan aims to improve access to a quality public transportation system 
for all San Diego residents, especially for seniors and other disadvantaged populations. 
These improvements include transit fare subsidies for seniors and on demand Flexible 
Fleet services that are accessible to seniors. The 2021 Regional Plan projects a growth in 
senior access to parks and recreational facilities via walking, biking, and transit (see 
Appendix H for more information). In every metric senior access to transit, retail, medical 
facilities, and parks improves through 2025 and 2050.  

W518  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Great idea to increase funding for senior volunteer driver programs and community-based 
organization funding. Seniors need more options, and the needs are growing. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W519  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Most senior volunteer driving programs are limited to 1 ride per week. We need additional 
services so they can continue to shop and access doctor’s appointments. Thank you for the Plan. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W520  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Mobility choices for seniors need to have handicap access including volunteer drivers and CBO 
options.  

The 2021 Regional Plan aims to improve access to a quality public transportation system 
for all San Diego residents, especially for seniors and other disadvantaged populations. 
These improvements include transit fare subsidies for seniors and on demand Flexible 
Fleet services that are accessible to seniors. The 2021 Regional Plan projects a growth in 
senior access to parks and recreational facilities via walking, biking, and transit (see 
Appendix H for more information). In every metric senior access to transit, retail, medical 
facilities, and parks improves through 2025 and 2050.  

W521  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

The backcountry (rural East County) needs buses and transit options now!  The proposed 2021 Regional Plan includes investments in all parts of the San Diego 
region. These are described in Appendix A and include access to buses and Flexible Fleet 
services for East County. 

W522  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

I used the Sprint when I lived in Escondido to Oceanside for work. I appreciated the ease of using 
public transit. Creating additional opportunities for transit travel will continue to bring new 
riders.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W523  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Many of our newcomers do not drive highways so are limited to the City of El Cajon. By creating 
safe travel options and education for them in their native language will open their world up to 
many new San Diego locations including better jobs. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes two new higher speed commuter rail lines that will 
connect the core of the El Cajon community to both Downtown San Diego and the 
Central Mobility Hub near the San Diego International Airport by 2050. However, some 
improvements to the existing light rail services connecting to El Cajon will take place by 
2035, including increasing the miles of light rail track to support more frequent Trolley 
services (every 10 minutes during peak periods). Please refer to “Table A.7: Interstate 8” in 
Appendix A for more information. SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning 
framework throughout the implementation of the Regional Plan. Through this 
framework, one of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital 
Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in 
communications infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. Within digital equity, we 
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have been working with our Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to 
ensure that language translations and educational resources on transit are available to 
all San Diegans as we advance with our next OS system. For more information, I would 
like to refer you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions, Table B.1 on more information 
on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan. For more information on our community-
based outreach please see Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis. 

W524  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Newcomer students are often limited to colleges within their community because of travel 
challenges. The new trolley to UCSD and increasing options to other local colleges would make 
college choice more available to them. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W525  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Safety is always a concern. I had a bad experience traveling the trolley with my child. Obscenities 
were shouted by riders, and we didn’t feel safe. We need a method to alert security if there is a 
problem on a bus or trolley. Safety is a huge priority. Thank you. 

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements.  

W526  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Many transit stations do not feel safe because of location. Both of El Cajon’s stations are located 
in dark, industrial areas frequented by our unsheltered population.  

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements.  

W527  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Many people are now teleworking since the pandemic. Was the change in travel to work taken 
into consideration when developing this plan? Will freeways continue to see traffic reductions as 
more people work from home? I am glad that you are looking into the future of transportation as 
the needs change.  

The 2021 Regional Plan accounts for changing trends and technologies that may impact 
how we travel including telework, on-demand mobility services, and connected vehicle 
technologies. 

W528  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Technology is extremely important to trip planning when taking a trip by public transportation. 
Will my Uber be waiting or my shuttle? Will I make the connection to the next bus? What are 
real travel times? Thank you for taking these into consideration. 

Flexible Fleets use demand-responsive technology to provide on-demand services, real-
time arrival times, and optimize routing for the fastest route. With the Next Operating 
System (Next OS) proposed in the Regional Plan, real-time information from transit and 
Flexible Fleets will be integrated in the back-end. This data will be used to provide trip 
planning tools that provide accurate travel information and make planning, booking, and 
paying for a ride as seamless as possible. 

W529  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Wow--50 years is a long time! The 2021 Regional Plan is a long-range planning document and is required by federal law 
to provide a reasonably feasible funding strategy for the projects, policies, and programs 
of the plan. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 
legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan. At a minimum this plan is updated every four years with the latest in planning 
ideas and concepts.  

W530  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Coastal rail line super exposed to climate change. Please fix. SANDAG and NCTD are currently developing a resiliency plan for the LOSSAN rail corridor 
that will address the impacts of climate change such as sea level rise, floods, fires, 
earthquakes, landslides, and other catastrophic events. The regional plan identifies 
LOSSAN corridor double tracking, bridge replacements, and other state of good repair 
improvements. Each of these capital projects consider the risks of climate change and 
are designed to withstand these effects to keep the rail line in operation. 

W531  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

What happens when the grid collapses when you are in an “autonomous” car? At the time, the 
hope was that people would take trolley more, reducing wait time at traffic lights. We expected 
people to leave their cars for the trolley, but that did not happen. 

SANDAG plans for emerging mobility technologies, like autonomous cars, and various 
considerations to ensure they are implemented safely. The 2021 Regional Plan includes 
frequency and span of service improvements for the trolley to make it more convenient 
for many people. 

W532  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Wow! A transit center in El Cajon. This is going to be so great! We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to 
explore draft plan projects in your area.  

W533  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Any talk about financial assistance for public transportation bus/trolley passes to address equity 
needs for community members? We encourage free transportation for students and seniors. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
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staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

W534  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Wow! This is an amazing opportunity for El Cajon.  Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to explore draft plan 
projects in your area.  

W535  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Very cool! I support the Plan and all that it encompasses. We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W536  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Wow! This is incredible! Thank you for putting together such a complete plan! We encourage 
SANDAG to look at a shuttle option in El Cajon to move residents around the valley floor.  

SANDAG is developing a Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic Plan to identify near-
term opportunities for Flexible Fleets including opportunities in East County. SANDAG 
intends to launch pilots to test different applications in 2022.  

W537  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Yeah, El Cajon!!! We are finally getting noticed. Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to explore draft plan 
projects in your area.  

W538  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

Amazing! Equity in the Plan. Thank you so much. We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

W539  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ 
Community Health 
Working Group 

This is fantastic! Do we know how many jobs it will create and what kind of skills we will need for 
these jobs? Please bring us more updates as they come and encourage SANDAG to continue to 
look at East County for future projects. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to 
explore draft plan projects in your area. More information about the growth in overall 
jobs in the region can be found in Appendix F, according to the Regional Growth 
Forecast, we expect to see about 440,000 more jobs in the region by 2050.  

W540   A tax on how many miles someone drives, is a tax on the poor. White collar workers can afford to 
work from home or live close to their offices downtown, the people we rely on the most for 
society to function like hospital workers, food service workers, they have to drive long distances 
to work. Don’t punish people for commuting to work, the character of San Diego will start to 
suffer as a result. Also, the public transportation alternatives in San Diego are a joke. Everyone 
over at SANDAG should have to take the city bus for a year before making any public transit 
decisions.  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as low-income residents or residents with long commutes, 
are paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and 
rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair system.  

W541   Please don’t do the mileage tax. Maybe when EVs are more prevalent, or add it to car registration 
but not this. Also, make heavier trucks (like trash trucks) pay more! They tear up the roads! 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
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The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. The fee 
structure could be related to the weight of the vehicle or its impact on the roadways. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as drivers with fuel powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will 
be explored to ensure a fair system.  

W542   Adding another tax for driving on the roads is a horrible idea. This is punishing people for not 
being able to afford living by their place of employment. I am furious that this is being 
considered.  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as residents with long commutes, are paying more than 
their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system.  

W543   NO to Road User Charges. 
San Diegans and likewise Californians already pay a lot in taxes. 
This is too much and too overreaching. 
Taxing our miles driven also means tracking our behavior with the proposed Next OS. This is 
another step in the erosion of our civil liberties and freedom of movement. 
Yes, taxes should pay for San Diego roads but we do not NEED more taxes. Especially in the form 
of one that double dips and erodes our freedom. 
Please operate and maintain our roads within the taxes already gathered. 
Set budgets/policies that match those taxes. 
Do not “drive” up taxes now based on future speculation. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. The road usage charge provides an alternative to replace 
an old tax system that is no longer relevant.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. The 
mechanism to collect a future road usage charge has not yet been determined, but as 
the State of California transitions from the gas tax towards a road usage charge, SANDAG 
is anticipating leveraging the mechanism selected by the State. SANDAG is committed 
to privacy - we take it seriously and exercise that commitment with our current 
operations on both the I-15 managed lanes and the SR 125 toll road.  
 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving gas fueled vehicles, are paying more than 
their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system.  

W544   With costs of living so insanely high in this city, all that this proposition does is hurt the lower 
income people who can’t afford to live near their place of work. The people who are wealthy 

The 2021 Regional Plan envisions forecasted growth to be concentrated in Mobility Hubs 
throughout the region. Building more infill development near transit and jobs offers 
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enough to live downtown will be less impacted than those who commute 30/40 minutes in to 
work.  

options for people that are looking for more affordable housing and the ability to live 
without the expense of car ownership. 

W545   I disagree with the proposal to tax drivers based on mileage driven. This unfairly targets those 
who cannot afford to live close to work, those same people who have the most to lose by paying 
more taxes 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as low-income residents or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and 
rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair system.  

W546   I live up in Vista and work as a registered nurse in the ER all the way down in La Mesa. Not only 
do I have to drive down there to take care of patients in the busiest hospital in the city but you’re 
going to tax me on the mileage it takes me to get there?! That is not acceptable. What the hell is 
wrong with you people? King James would be proud for nickel and diming us peasants to death. 
You’re going to tax all us hard working nurses for driving to work to care for patients of this city? 
How greedy are you? It’s disgusting. This city is already so expensive for so many people who run 
this city (cops, teachers, paramedics, nurses, firefighters, etc.), it’s not right that you’re going to 
tax is while we drive the distance to our jobs.  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as low-income residents or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and 
rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair system. 

W547   Your idea to tax drivers per mile is absolutely abhorrent. A sure way to bring San Diego’s workers 
to ruin. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
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charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

W548   Proposing a mileage tax is nonsensical and would be another nail in the coffin in terms of 
motivation for my family to move out of this city due to even more ridiculous cost of living 
expenses. We already pay more for electricity in our sub-1000 square foot apartment (with NO 
AC) than any relative of mine who does not live in San Diego. Stop killing your citizens financially! 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

W549   It’s nice to know the out of touch career politicians on the SANDAG board have no issue passing 
a regressive tax that disproportionately affects the less wealthy who have to commute since 
home prices are insane in this city.  

Social equity disparity analysis is required by both state and federal law via Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order 12898. During the process of evaluating the 
2021 Regional Plan, calculations were made to determine improvements in mobility by 
percent point difference, between a No-Build projection and the Build projection. A 
percentage point difference was then compared between a disadvantaged population 
and its counterpart (in both Build and Non-Build scenarios) to determine whether the 
difference between each population was substantial enough to merit further evaluation. 
Anything above a 20-percentage-point difference would result in further analysis. 
SANDAG found marginal percentage point differences between each population, with 
slight advantages leaning in favor of low income, aging populations, and other 
disadvantaged populations. For more information regarding social equity, methodology, 
and state requirements see Appendix H. 

W550   Real bad inflation is harming us all financially. Quit steering us to public transportation. No more 
expenses, stop it! 

Thank you for your comment. 

W551   I fully support the use of a VMT based fee, as a way to supplement fuel taxes as ICE cars are 
phased out. However, those fees should be proportional to the damage caused, using something 
akin to the ((weight per axle)^4)*number of axles formula. If another formula more accurately 
estimates damage caused to the roadway by a certain vehicle, that’s just as well. 
 
Cargo e-bikes should be a major part of the future of delivery services in San Diego for many 
reasons, one of those reasons being the negligible damage they cause to the road surface 
compared to cargo trucks. If heavy trucks are made to pay their fair share of road damage, it’ll 
help incentivize lower-weight and more efficient modes. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving including degradation to the roadways, and better 
understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding different parts of the 
system and how different populations are impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. 
This foundational understanding will help SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road 
usage charge, including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the 
fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a 
carefully constructed program and developing a fee structure proportional to damage 
caused to the roadways is a component that will be explored.SANDAG will be exploring 
the regional use of cargo e-bikes through the upcoming San Diego and Imperial 
Counties Sustainable Freight Strategy, which will begin this winter.  
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W552   I strongly oppose the usage mile tax, Californians pay the highest taxes on vehicle registrations, 
gas , sales tax etc., you are punishing those that have to commute to work because they cannot 
afford to move closer to the communities they work in . This will affect a disproportionate 
amount of minorities, people in the service industry, hospital , emergency service workers etc. 
Absolutely asinine that an additional tax would even be entertained in the midst of a pandemic 
and a shaky economy. 

Social equity disparity analysis is required by both state and federal law via Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order 12898. During the process of evaluating the 
2021 Regional Plan, calculations were made to determine improvements in mobility by 
percent point difference, between a No-Build projection and the Build projection. A 
percentage point difference was then compared between a disadvantaged population 
and its counterpart (in both Build and Non-Build scenarios) to determine whether the 
difference between each population was substantial enough to merit further evaluation. 
Anything above a 20-percentage-point difference would result in further analysis. 
SANDAG found marginal percentage point differences between each population, with 
slight advantages leaning in favor of low income, aging populations, and other 
disadvantaged populations. For more information regarding social equity, methodology, 
and state requirements see Appendix H.  
 
SANDAG recognizes the need for more affordable housing for people of middle to low 
incomes households that are near employment centers and a variety of transportation 
options. SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and will 
take several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets housing needs and 
the goals of the 2021 Regional Plan. The housing program will consider climate change, 
climate resilience, and consistency with the transportation improvements and land use 
goals included in the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG will also coordinate with the Social 
Equity Working Group and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing program 
promotes equity and addresses issues like gentrification and displacement. 

W553   The new taxation system derived on a basis of miles driven is asinine. Lower-income individuals 
often cannot afford to work in proximity to their employees, or must report physically for service 
jobs, unlike higher wage earners who have the flexibility to work remote. This will unfairly 
discriminate against lower socioeconomic pillars of our community that have been ravaged 
enough, and unnecessarily so: there are plenty other ways to secure the requisite funding to 
maintain infrastructure and reduce traffic congestion without penalizing the poor. If you’re 
unable to fathom the ways in which this can be accomplished I reckon you’re unfit for the work 
for which you’ve been assigned. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

W554   F___ this tax by the mile bull____. Thank you for your comment. 

W555   A tax on mileage disproportionately affects people who can’t afford to live in the areas they work. 
Tax semis and amazon, who use/abuse our infrastructure 10x more than the average consumer. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
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visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

W556   Please improve public transportation options to increase access to the beach. Inland 
communities like mine have less opportunities to enjoy the beach as a public resource. As 
climate change continues to worsen, having options for free cooling recreational opportunities is 
critical to public health as well. 

The transit network that has been developed for the Regional Plan includes faster access 
to the beach. There are Rapid and Commuter Rail routes that will operate between Mid-
City and the proposed Central Mobility Hub. From that location you can seamlessly 
transfer to routes that will take you to Ocean Beach, Pacific Beach and La Jolla. 

W557   I like the various steps mentioned in the 5 Big moves, especially if it helps passengers get to their 
destinations a lot faster. I think the better option would be the multimodal roads for me because 
it could help ease traffic and prevent accidents and fines to those who fall under the right 
circumstances. It would also be better if these flexible fleets could serve the areas that the bus 
doesn’t simply because of street conditions or for the lack of sidewalks. A more frequent 
schedule could also help people by not having to wait so long for their routes, so they might be 
less inclined to get into dangerous situations in order to catch it. Therefore, I support this plan.  

Flexible Fleets provide sustainable and multi-modal options for traveling around the 
region. Since Fleets use technology to adapt to changing demands or needs, they serve 
as a great option in areas where traditional fixed transit may not work well. SANDAG is 
developing a Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic Plan to identify near-term 
opportunities for Flexible Fleet services in partnership with transit agencies. 

W558  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ East 
Co. Senior Service 
Providers 

This is exciting! Thank you so much! We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W559  El Cajon 
Collaborative/ East 
Co. Senior Service 
Providers 

Many senior volunteer programs are funded through SANDAG. Glad to see they will continue to 
support these programs with hopes to increase them in the future. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com. 

W560   Public transport sucks...takes me 30 minutes to an hour more time to go anywhere by MTS. So 
people don’t have much of a choice but to use their cars. Not all of us have the luxury of living 
close to work. Taxing the basic necessities in an over taxed city is not right. Also please evaluate 
the incomes of electric car owners and judge who will be unfairly impacted. 

SANDAG intends to use emerging technologies to provide a fast, safe, and reliable 
transportation system to the San Diego region. Personal vehicles will continue to be part 
of our transportation system, but we also intend to provide competitive transportation 
methods to the personal vehicle. By providing alternatives to the personal vehicle, we 
could actually alleviate highway congestion, make our roads and streets safer, and make 
our whole transportation system operate more efficiently. 
 
SANDAG recognizes the need for more affordable housing for people of middle to low 
incomes households that are near employment centers and a variety of transportation 
options. SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and will 
take several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets housing needs and 
the goals of the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, 
the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and 
electric vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by 
congestion to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine 
how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and 
how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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make it more fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system. 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all.  

W561   The SANDAG Transportation Regional Plan sounds very promising for the community, 
businesses, tourism, and the people that live in Southern California. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this 
process by visiting SDForward.com.  

 

https://sdforward.com/
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E1 Abby Bateman SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars.  
24 hour service is necessary to fill the service jobs in our economy. Please consider extended hours 
if nothing else. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions to achieve state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation. 

E2 Alejandro Martinez Outdoor Outreach As a member of Outdoor Outreach, a community organization addressing the inequities and 
disparities regarding access to outdoor spaces and within this addressing, as well, transportation 
justice, I can passionately say our communities need youth prioritized now. If their access to 
transportation is hindered by economic status, their opportunities infinitely diminish. Prioritize no-
cost youth free passes now. Our youth deserve better.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under 

E3 Alex Wong  Your 2021 Regional Plan features an impressive but expensive plan to link the region with $100 
billion+ of commuter rail to far flung suburban regions. This would be a very hard sell to voters.  
 
Instead, why not build just one fully-grade separated, frequent trolley line that serves dense, low-
income neighborhoods, for $10 billion or less? Designed correctly, this trolley line would attract 
massive ridership and be much more likely to be approved by taxpayers.  
 
This trolley line would go from Downtown through Balboa Park, on to North Heights, City heights, 
and all the way to La Mesa.  
 
As transit planner Jarrett Walker says, the best case for a rail project is an overcrowded bus line. Not 
only are lines 7 and 215 the busiest in the county, they run through some of the densest, largely low-
income, parts of San Diego. Already there are complaints that route 215 is even slower than the bus 
line it replaced. A trolley line in that corridor would be a welcome alternative. 
 
I am glad that your 2021 plan includes a rail corridor from downtown to La Mesa. But I strongly 
believe that this corridor should be served by Trolley, not commuter rail. This corridor is one of the 
most densely populated in San Diego. Residents there would certainly prefer several neighborhood 
trolley stations within walking distance rather than having to take the bus to one giant regional rail 

The mid-city trolley line (Purple Line) is included as the first major new rail project in the 
Plan. Additionally, grade separated rail is considered in the I-8 corridor as you mentioned 
but at higher speeds. Traditional trolley speeds are limited, especially when running with 
traffic as most of the trolley system does. Additionally, Rapid services are planned that 
can use dedicated roadway space to increase speeds and avoid congestion. The vast 
majority of these Rapids also are planned in near-term phases of the Plan. 
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station further away.  
 
Your plan stresses that you want mass transit to be at least as fast as car travel. El Cajon Blvd and 
University Ave are congested streets, and a fully-grade separated trolley running through that 
corridor would easily be much faster than car traffic. With full grade separation, trolleys could run 
very fast and frequent and make many stops in dense neighborhoods without interfering with 
traffic at all.  
 
I strongly believe that a Mid-City trolley line should be built first. If successful, it would convince 
taxpayers that other rail lines are needed. 

E4 Alexander Han Sunrise 
Movement 

I am a volunteer with the Sunrise Movement. Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality 
transportation and economic mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under and seniors.  
We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit riders 
are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-
career opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E5 Alicia Rodriguez El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
Hola mi nombre es Alicia Rodriguez, y yo estoy muy contenta con los proyectos en El Cajon City, 
gracias por dejamos saber los planes para nuestra cuidad, y gracias por los apoyos para las familias 
de Bajos recursos. A mi me gustaria que tambien tuvieran mas programas para nuestros ninos y 
tambien para que pudieran hacer also con los Homeless que hay en El Cajon, porque hay muchos 
por todos lados.  
Gracias por todo.  
*** 
Hello. My name is Alicia Rodriguez, and I am very happy with the projects in the City of El Cajon. 
Thank you for letting us know the plans for our city, and thank you for support programs for 
families with low economic resources. I also liked that it had more programs for our children, and 
also they could also do something about our homeless in EL Cajon, because there’s so many 
everywhere.  
Thank you for everything. 

Gracias por su comentario. Favor de continuar siguiendo el plan regional a: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 
*** 
Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow that 2021 Regional Plan at: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 

E6 Alysson Snow SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions to achieve state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E7 Amanda Essoh  Thank you for acknowledging the need for updates in the transportation plan for San Diego.  
 
As an admirer of the city and hopeful future resident, I find it greatly important to invest in 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), as required 
by California Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) (SB 375), for the San Diego region. This SCS 
describes coordinated transportation and land use planning, and identifies priorities for 

https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
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alternative transportation solutions that do not harm the environment and are inclusive to all 
citizens of San Diego. As current trends demonstrate, our dependence on fossil fuels has caused 
irreversible damage not only in California but on a worldwide scale.  
 
We now have the opportunity to prevent further destruction of our atmosphere, coastlines, and 
wildlife by investing in renewable sources of energy. This step is vital to ensure that the precious 
monuments of our civilization, which we have spent centuries building, can withstand the 
impending challenges of climate change.  
 
If we do not invest in the research and development of more efficient, sustainable, and inclusive 
transportation, we will pass down the increasingly destructive burdens of air pollution and global 
warming, just as our predecessors have done to us. In addition to this, increasing fuel prices have 
exacerbated preexisting economic inequities, which may soon render cars, buses, and airplanes a 
luxury for those who can afford it, despite being a necessity to most people in the United States. 
 
I urge you to hear our case against current means of transportation in the city of San Diego so that 
this great city can lead the way for the widespread change that is necessary to begin repairing 
anthropogenic damage to our environment. 

Adaptation Planning, which include prioritizing resilience and developing innovative 
solutions. Appendix B describes both Near-term and Continuing Actions for 2021 
Regional Plan implementation, integrating a resilient capital grants and innovative 
solutions program, preparing a regional resilience framework, and serving as a resource 
for local agencies’ Climate Action Planning efforts and the general public on the impacts 
of climate change. Additionally, the 5 Big Moves will enhance connectivity and result in 
people having more travel options and operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT.  

E8 Amy Huie SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E9 Amy Krajec   I am an Oceanside resident. I work in Healthcare. My office is home-based and I travel in my own 
car to hospitals, clinics, Dr. offices etc., for work. I have a large territory and can drive up to 1000 
miles per month just for work. I provide education to nurses and staff to allow them provide care to 
their patients. I think this fee is ridiculous and double dipping. We already increased taxes on gas to 
help pay for roads and infrastructure. We are already taxed to death and do not need further taxes.  
 
Also with healthcare, we have pushed care outside of offices, hospitals etc. and patients go home 
and have home health, wound care, physical therapy and other treatments at home. These 
healthcare providers have to use their own vehicles to care for these patients and now you want to 
add fees for them as well as myself to do our jobs which is caring for others. Usually we drive larger 
cars to hold all of the equipment we need to take to care of patients. Will those of us who do these 
types of jobs get some sort of rebate or reimbursement for the miles we travel to provide 
care/education? We shouldn’t get punished because we have to drive to facilities or patient’s 
homes to provide services.  
This fee will have a large impact on the outpatient Healthcare community. May find less employees 
who want to do these jobs due to being charged for driving, companies/insurance companies 
charging more for services due to having to pay higher wages to help offset the cost for employees.  
 
This fee is not a good idea and shouldn’t be put in place. Until all the money we already pay in taxes 
for roads and infrastructure gets used for these things, we should not be adding anymore. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share. 

E10 Ana Ierlick  Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially 
young people ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 
Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority 
when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
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Choose 2 talking points to include:  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit riders 
are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-
career opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 

E11 Andrea K. Hetheru Southeast 
Neighbors 
Together (SENT) 

A Mobility Hub in our community preferably located at our current Orange Line Trolley station. 
 
Youth pass given to youth to age 24. 
 
Fiber optics underground to ensure we are ready for the state of the art Transportation System that 
is in the design stage, (IOS system/smart phones) and to more appropriately address the digital 
divide in our “Redlined communities” 
 
Covering on our MTS bus stops (structures). 
 
Consider 24 hour service on the lines that are taking our residents to work. 
 
Focus on transitioning to an all electric buses in the first 2-3 years of implementation. 
 
Improve the frequency and reliability of our bus routes. 
 
Ensure all of our streets are designed with the “Complete Streets” designs. 
 
Increased maintenance of the trolleys and busses proportionate to the heavy usage in our areas 
(southeast area of the city of San Diego). 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan identifies three Mobility Hubs along the Orange 
Line Trolley in Lemon Grove, La Mesa, and El Cajon. You can visit SDForward.com/envision 
to see more details about proposed projects in your community.  
 
One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. For more information, please refer to 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions and the Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan. 
 
Bus shelters are provided wherever there is sufficient right of way to locate them. Any 
new infrastructure build would include shelters. Complete Streets designs are an 
important component of SANDAG’s planning today and will be included on projects in 
the future. As part of larger infrastructure projects like Next Generation Rapid, Trolley and 
Commuter Rail, all stations will have shelters.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.   
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan also proposes transit fare subsidies for youth, increased 
frequencies and spans of service on core bus routes, high frequencies and all-day service 
on new Rapid and Commuter Rail routes, investments in zero emission buses and 
charging/fueling infrastructure, and investments in complete streets and Vision Zero 
programs. 

E12 Andrea Smith  A Mobility Hub in our community preferably located at our current Orange Line Trolley station. 
 
Youth pass given to youth to age 24. 
 
Fiber optics underground to ensure we are ready for the state of the art Transportation System that 
is in the design stage, (IOS system/smart phones) and to more appropriately address the digital 
divide in our “Redlined communities” 
 
Covering on our MTS bus stops (structures). 
 
Consider 24 hour service on the lines that are taking our residents to work. 

Through this framework, one of the plan’s near-term Implementation Actions listed in 
Appendix B will be a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public 
stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be 
completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low 
incomes, students, and youth. SANDAG also is currently working with the Social Equity 
Working Group to develop near-term solutions to address transit service improvements, 
amenities, and subsidized transit fares. Another near-term action of the Regional Plan 
includes developing a Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional 
accessibility gaps in communications infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. 
 
For more information on the Regional Fare Impact Study and Digital Equity 

https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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Focus on transitioning to an all electric buses in the first 2-3 years of implementation. 
 
Improve the frequency and reliability of our bus routes. 
 
Ensure all of our streets are designed with the “Complete Streets” designs. 
 
Increased maintenance of the trolleys and busses proportionate to the heavy usage in our areas 
(southeast area of the city of San Diego). 

Strategy/Action Plan, please see Appendix B: Implementation Actions of the draft 2021 
Regional Plan. There, you will also find the plan’s near-term and continuing key actions 
and strategies which include complete streets and improving maintenance programs 
like the Fix It First program. 
 
There will also be multiple mobility hubs where the Orange Line will operate through 
(specifically Project TL15). Beginning in the El Cajon Mobility Hub, the Orange Line 
operates through the La Mesa, Lemon Grove, and Southeast San Diego Mobility Hubs to 
Downtown. For a visual representation, we would like to direct you to our interactive Data 
Viewer map on the SDForward website at:  
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c
33e48bc15347. 

E13 Andres Cazares N/A Good service. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

E14 Andrew Aguilar N/a Just saw this on NBC news. Hopefully you won’t reject this comment due to being a day after the 
comment period ends. Please do not impose a mileage tax. We do not need the government 
tracking and taxing our every move and penalizing those who need to commute farther due to 
quality of life and even affordability issues. 

We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 
legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan, including the road usage charge. At a minimum this plan is updated every four 
years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. Further research will, and is 
currently, being conducted at the regional, state, and federal level on how to effectively 
implement these new funding options while safeguarding the public’s privacy.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

E15 Andy Cardona SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E16 Angela Castro San Marcos 
Unified Sch. Dst. 

I support the proposed “5 big moves” RTP and want to see flexible fleets implemented in North 
County. 

Thank you for your support and feedback. SANDAG is in the process of developing a 
Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic Plan in partnership with the transit agencies to 
identify different opportunities for Flexible Fleets including in the North County. Pilots 

https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://sdforward.com/
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will be launched in 2022 to test different applications for Flexible Fleets. Please continue 
to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

E17 Anne Sheridan SanDiego350 I want to thank you for including climate and equity concerns in the Regional Transportation Plan 
draft. However, we need a plan that public transit system a meaningful alternative to cars. That 
means improving the frequency of service and speeding up the addition of new bus and trolley 
lines. I would also like to see no cost youth passes implemented sooner. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E18 Annie Hafer SanDiego350 I am so happy to hear about transportation updates happening. Thank you to the SANDAG staff for 
their strides in addressing climate and equity in this Regional Transportation Plan draft. 
 
I am someone who does not have a vehicle and relies on public transportation. That combined with 
the urgency of the climate crisis the need for these updates is not moving fast enough to give those 
reliant on transit the relief we need. 
 
I kindly ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and 
the hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
 
The planet and the people can’t wait. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

E19 Anthony Hamm SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E20 aPebbleInYourSho
e 

N/A I do not understand why SANDAG says we need to spend all this money “grade separating” the 
trolley when in fact it already gets priority at a traffic light. I’ve never seen it stopped for cars. Cars 
stop for the trolley. So SANDAG talks about this being about VMT and then goes and proposes 
spending billions to elevate the trolley out of the way of cars. How is this making sense except in a 
few cases at most ? Maybe this helps a few local bus routes but let’s be honest this sounds like 
mostly a benefit to cars (maybe pedestrians, but there has to be a cheaper way to address that) 

There are several circumstances where the Trolley must wait for traffic signals to proceed 
(e.g. downtown San Diego) which impacts operating speed and reliability. Moving rail off 
the street network enables for much faster running times and higher-speed trips which 
are competitive with driving. Grade separations also have safety benefits by removing 
conflict points between rail transit, vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists.  

E21 Araceli Hernandez El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
Solicitar mas limpieza en las paradas de autobus.  
Hay demasiados carros estacionados en las calles por meses en los mismo lugares, quiza una 

Su comentario ha sido compartido con MTS y la ciudad de El Cajon.  
*** 
Your comment was forwarded to MTS and the City of El Cajon.  

https://sdforward.com/
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revision mas constante.  
Renovacion de carretera Main St. algunas partes estan muy viejas.  
*** 
Clean the bus stops more often.  
There is too many cars parked in the streets for months in the same location, I want more 
consistent revision.  
Renovations for Main Street, some parts are very old. 

E22 Armin and Rhea 
Kuhlman 

 Please focus on equity and environmental justice in the Regional Plan projects. 
 
This is a great opportunity move forward to meet the needs for affordable, accessible transportation 
for jobs, healthcare and education in underserved communities. 
 
Please include an equity specific project list in the RTP Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs and Phasing document. 
 
A fast, reliable and affordable bus system with increased frequency is vital on popular lines and 
overcrowded areas. 
 
Improve the Blue Line track with express 24 hour service and additional frequency. 
 
The Purple Line needs planning and funding to connect central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley. 
 
Thank you for your attention to these environmental and transportation justice priorities in the RTP. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare subsidies 
for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to the bus 
network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to 
Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The South Bay to Sorrento 
Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that include a 
station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The east-west Commuter Rail 
route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU 
includes that station in the current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from 
National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be built by 2035 and is planned to be 
extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 2050. An 
additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the 
same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the 
Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.  

E23 Arysa Gonzalez 
Romero, M.S., RPA. 

Agua Caliente 
Band of Cahuilla 
Indians 

A records check of the Tribal Historic preservation office’s cultural registry revealed that this project 
is not located within the Tribe’s Traditional Use Area. Therefore, we defer to the other 
tribes in the area. This letter shall conclude our consultation efforts. 

Thank you for your comment.  

E24 Ashley Bridgewater SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E25 Ashley Jabro SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
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the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E26 Azalya N/A The public transportation here in national city has been very helpful in ensuring that we are able to 
make it to appointments on time. The bus stops are in convenient places and I am very satisfied. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E27 Balsam 
Hannawayya 

El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
) الذي �خت� وقت التنقل مقارنة  و�ي ي باالخص هو قطار النقل ال��ــــع (ال�ت وع مف�د ل�افة افراد المجتمع. ما اعجبيف ي الواقع، الم�ش

 �ف
  باستخدام الحافلة (الباص)

مستمر �شكل و ال��ــــع القطار استخدام من باالستفادة الجميع  �قوم ان اتميف    
وع هذا كذلك،  مدينة ا� ال�اهون مدينة بتح��ل قومس� الم�ش   

جما�ً  ا���   
*** 
Actually, the project is very useful for all people, what I especially liked is the high-speed train which 
reduces the time a lot to get to work or to any other place because, as we all know, transportation 
by bus takes a long time, and I hope that the largest number of people will benefit from this project 
and use it continuously. Also, this project will turn El Cajon area into a more beautiful city. 

SDForward.com وع عن ط��ق ز�ارة موقعنا   �شكر دعمكم و تفاعل�م معنا. ير�ب االستمرار بمتابعة تطورات الم�ش
*** 
We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E28 Barbara Ryan El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
I participated in the Collaborative Meeting and was very pleased to hear the SANDAG 
Transportation Plan. Good plan. Well represented. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E29 Barry Bernstein UCCA pres. As part of our new community plan I would like SANDAG to include in their optional plans to 
consider what has been titled the grand compromise. It is based on SAFETY IN U.C./Clairemont and 
La Jolla. Basically it is an emergency vehicle only bridge connecting North and South U.C. over the 
existing RR TRACKS at the Regents end points. It would serve and meet the City plans for safe 
bicycle and pedestrian modes, and provide access only to emergency vehicles serving the three 
above mentioned communities. No regular traffic....and would also provide an evacuation option 
that may not exist due to the congestion on Genesee, the only north/south artery on U.C. Thank you 
for giving this planning option your consideration. 

Your comment and the concept of an emergency only connection of Regents Road 
across Rose Canyon has been shared with San Diego County Office of Emergency 
Services. The County’s Operation Area Emergency Operations Plan was last updated 
September 2018. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego. 

E30 Benjamin Martinez SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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E31 Bill Sutton Catholic 
Charities/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
I am really excited about the plans that you presented regarding SANDAGs long-term vision for the 
community and San Diego county. It was well presented and included great details in a well 
throughout plan from this organization. Thank you for sharing with the members of East County 
Collaborative. It was well received and appreciated. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E32 Billy Abston  In reference to this story. No new taxes. 
Also, where in the heck do I leave a public comment? Seems buried. The sandag.org pages isn’t 
very mobile friendly. 
 
Grumble. Grumble. Grumble. Not very helpful web page. :( 
 
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/another-tax-for-san-diegans-sandag-considers-mileage-
tax-for-drivers/2685884/ 
-- 
Computer Science is the science of solving problems using computers, that we wouldn’t have if we 
didn’t have computers. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

E33 Brendan Bartnik SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on public transit the relief they need. 
In addition to this please move toward a 24 hour public transit system. This city deserves round the 
clock access to core transit lines. Perhaps once an hour or 90 minute intervals but the dead time 
between 12 and 5am makes for occasionally difficult planning for travelers. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  

E34 Breton Peace March and Ash Our business, March and Ash, a licensed cannabis retail outlet, is located in the City Heights 
community near the corner of Home and Fairmount, and close to the I-805 Freeway Home Avenue 
ramps. We began construction of this site in 2019 and opened in mid 2020.  
 
This project represented a significant investment for our company into a property that was formerly 
an auto repair shop. We are proud of the work we and our partners have concluded, and are 
especially proud that this is the location for our founders that is closest to where we were born and 
raised in El Cajon.  
 
Having partnered with our neighborhood businesses, we’ve taken concrete steps to improve the 
facilities, sidewalks, bust stops and open spaces that comprise our “block”. We understood the 
challenges and opportunities of revitalization when we pursued this project, and are committed to 
seeing truly localized revitalization occur.  
 
We know the travel patterns of our customers at our retail outlet and the surrounding businesses, 

While Home Avenue is not on the Adopted Regional Bike Network, the 2021 Regional 
Plan includes the nearby and parallel Chollas Creek Bikeways: North Fork - Bayshore 
Bikeway to University Bikeway and South Fork - Petway Park to Market Creek Plaza 
which will improve the connections described in this comment. The project alignment 
and details can specifically be found in the updated data viewer and Appendix A. The City 
of San Diego and Metropolitan Transit System are the implementing agencies for these 
improvements. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is in 
development and provides another opportunity to provide input on transportation 
solutions for this area. Establishing special districts is under the purview of the City of San 
Diego. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

https://sdforward.com/
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including the stacking of traffic at the freeway off and onramps and at the intersection of Home 
and Fairmount. Local neighborhood traffic utilizes longer direct freeway trips to and from the Mt. 
Hope community and the Gateway employment and shopping centers, as well as our business. 
Buses, Bicycles, vehicles, and pedestrians cannot go directly to Market Street.  
 
The Fairmount Park, Azalea Park and Hollywood Parks residents are cut off from the Gateway 
Centers jobs, visiting deceased loved ones at the Mt. Hope cemeteries, and the significant shopping 
areas between the I-805 and the SR-15 freeways.  
 
To do more we need the support of governmental authorities in pressing for structural changes 
that will further open up this area to the opportunity for further revitalization by eliminating 
congestion and creating the conditions for a City Heights business corridor that surrounds and can 
cross the 94, while improving the residential areas we serve.  
 
Our experience to date is that governmental authorities have looked at this area with too narrow of 
a focus. This area presents a great opportunity for smart community oriented revitalization on 
corridors (Home up Euclid) that are already predominantly occupied by locals ready and willing to 
make this happen.  
 
Our list of priority projects for our D9 /D4 are as follows: 
 
1. Extension of the Home Avenue Route to Market Street for Pedestrians, Bicycles, and Vehicles. The 
Home / Market connection would provide significant economic development stimulus to the Mt. 
Hope and City Heights areas. It would assist in congestion relief by providing an alternate to 
freeway traffic on the SR 94 - Martin Luther King Freeway. 
 
2. Completion of the Transportation markings along Home Avenue. Curbs are not marked for safety, 
to promote proper parking, traffic movement, and access for Buses and the Disabled. The Bicycle 
route is not fully painted and warning ramps for the visually impaired are not in place. Bulbing out 
at key intersections should be funded to increase pedestrian crossing safety. 
 
We believe that the business community along Fairmount and Home Avenues would be open to 
the establishment of a Business Improvement and Maintenance Area to assist in cooperative 
funding of some of these improvements.  
 
While some have pressed for the establishment of a business improvement district City wide to 
support marking the cannabis industry we firmly believe that our economics would be better 
rooted in this type of neighborhood oriented business district - if the opportunity presented itself to 
establish the same.  
 
We would appreciate assistance in establishing such special districts.  
 
As one of the more controversial businesses in the area when we entered, we have a hyper focus on 
what matters to our neighbors. This matters and we will be a willing partner. 

E35 Brett McIntosh N/A I highly oppose this “proposal” and I’m sure a lot of citizens feel this way as we are already one of 
the highest taxed states in this country. This new tax is not for the citizens of this state. This 
proposal shouldn’t have even been drafted because it is ludicrous. Vehicle registration is insanely 
high , gas prices are insanely high , income tax is insanely high , consumer taxes are high. We are 
literally taxed multiple times per dollar we earn and spend. This proposal is a no for me. I’ll be 
making sure this email address is publicly available for everyone to voice their opinions. Thank you. 

Thank you for your comment. 

E36 Brian Janey Allegro Piano 
Service, Inc. 

I have been following news with some interest in regards to a proposal before SANDAG to impose 
an additional tax on miles driven. I do hope you pass my concerns on or perhaps direct them to the 
appropriate place. 
 
I live in the rural unincorporated town of Fallbrook where applying an extra tax on miles driven 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
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would be a unfair burden. I run a service business that services many in the rural areas of north 
county and I may spend 2+ hours a day driving. Taking some kind of public transportation is not an 
option in my line of work. 
 
Imposing such a tax on those in rural communities to fund projects that clearly favor urban areas is 
just wrong. I have many clients that live in more affordable, rural outlying areas and bedroom 
communities that commute that no doubt would also find such additional taxation unsavory. 
 
SANDAG needs to focus on making main arteries of road travel more free flowing and ensure an 
even hand in the spending of funds collected in taxation that do not unfairly punish those in more 
rural areas. 

revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

E37 Brian Krohne SanDiego350 Please prioritize public transit over roads. Public transit is just less convenient than a car for lot of 
trips right now, but if you made it more convenient that driving, more people would take it. Plus 
this give more mobility to people who don’t have cars. 
Also - protected bike lines with physical barriers please. Painted lines are not protection. 

The 2021 Regional Plan seeks to offer fast, safe and reliable transportation options for the 
San Diego region that make public transit a competitive alternative to personal vehicles. 
Investments in roads also support efforts to create complete streets and offer dedicated 
space to transit and people biking and walking. 
 
SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create 
safe facilities for users of all ages and abilities. Every project goes through a detailed and 
context sensitive design process which results in decisions regarding the best facility, 
which may include protected bikeways, buffered bikeways, shared use paths, or shared 
streets with significant traffic calming elements. The Regional Plan also includes funding 
for upgrading existing bikeways that may not meet current best practices in 
maintenance or bikeway design. 

E38 Briana C. Wills Vista Hill - 
ADAPT/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
Hello! I was extremely excited to hear about all of the various transportation plans that will be 
happening in the future for East County, especially. I appreciate all of the hard word that is going to 
be put into making transportation more accessible and efficient. I loved hearing that more scooters, 
shared rides and transportation outlets are coming into East County because I feel that we don’t 
have enough of that here. I have lived here my whole life. I am also excited to hear about the new 
train and more frequent trolleys that will be coming to Downtown El Cajon. I would propose that 
there be more Park and Ride places in East County to cut down on car travel. I would also propose 
that some of the giant empty lots be used as community parking lots around central El Cajon. I also 
propose to put money and efforts into the local bus stops around El Cajon, and adding more 
scooter, bikes around the rural El Cajon areas and not just in the middle. I also feel like 
transportation costs for at risk persons should be low or none; those struggling with mental illness, 
single parents, low income individuals. Thank you! 

We appreciate your support and feedback regarding mobility improvements in El Cajon. 
El Cajon is on the of the areas identified as a Mobility Hub area in the proposed final 
Regional Plan. SANDAG looks forward to working with the City of El Cajon, community 
members, and other community stakeholders to identify mobility improvements such as 
the ones mentioned in your comments to better connect the local community to public 
transportation. The proposed final Regional Plan includes a Regional Transit Fare Impact 
Study as a near-term implementation action that will include an evaluation of fare 
subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. Please continue to 
follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

E39 Bruce Higgins N/A The aftermath of the COVID epidemic has left our region in a state of flux. Many things are 
uncertain, how will the reopening go? Will the hospitality industry be able to find sufficient workers 
to fully reopen? What is the state of the traditional office workers, particularly downtown? Is what 
we are seeing temporary, just an artifact of the reopening process or is it a permanent change in 
our relationship to work? How will all of this effect our transportation needs going forward? 
 
I would submit that SANDAG’s grand vision could be out of date given the changes that are 
happening now. It is too expensive, it has too many long-term consequences to take a chance on 
during a period with this much uncertainty. If the plan and its bond funding is submitted for 
approval this November, I believe it will go down to defeat by a large majority. I would strongly urge 
you to delay this plan until at least 2022. Gauge the effects of the changes, and how that impacts 
our transportation needs. It may be that changes will be required to the plan, admitting that and 
submitting a revised plan that accounts for those changes will gain back some of the credibility 
SANDAG lost in its previous “Bait and Switch” stunt on the last bond plan. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is a long-range planning document and is required by federal law 
to provide a reasonably feasible funding strategy for the projects, policies, and programs 
of the plan. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 
legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan. At a minimum this plan is updated every four years with the latest in planning 
ideas and concepts.  

https://sdforward.com/
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E40 Bryan Pate ElliptiGO, Inc. As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E41 Candelaria Rojas N/A Transportation publica. 
 
***TRANSLATION*** 
Public Transportation. 

Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

E42 Candy Garner Bayside 
Community 
Center 

**Comment Submitted via Bayside Community Center** 
 
Yes. I agree with the Plan of Zero Emissions, because the environment needs all the help we can 
offer. I feel safe when walking on the sidewalk or when crossing a street. We definitely need more 
bus routes if anyone wants the public to use more public transportation.  
 
The street quality. The streets are in poor condition with so many pot hole, one can’t miss them at 
all. Better maintenance is required. To improve our transportation system with the CMCP, more 
mini MTS busses to more locations are needed. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E43 Carlos Alessandrini FHCSD/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
Excited about a greener, connected and more reliable public transport system in SD. Thank you 
Carol! 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E44 Carole Morales  I live in East County and public transportation is not easy.  
 
Environmental justice must be embedded in our mobility in San Diego. Therefore, I ask that the 10 
Big Moves to Transportation Justice be included in the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. I call for 
an environmental justice centered RTP to ensure the projects included in the RTP will prioritize 
environmental justice (EJ) communities identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing projects that 
will directly benefit EJ communities, outlining immediate benefits via projects that will be 
implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and making all public communication easy to 
understand by the public in order to promote meaningful engagement.  
 
Therefore, in the RTP, I ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: 
Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing document. I call for an improvement in the bus 
system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible through increasing frequency on popular 
lines, especially overcrowded ones.  
 
Therefore, I call for more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that 
provides a list of specific improvements to the bus system. I call for increased funding for the 
planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for the additional Blue Line track that 
allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency enhancements. The information for the 
Blue Line needs to be clarified; it is unclear if the double/third tracking included in Appendix A 
refers to an additional track that will provide express connectivity from the border to downtown 
San Diego.  
 
I call for a 24-hour service by 2025 on popular transit routes to connect late night and early morning 
workers to their job. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified; the language in 
both Appendix A and Chapter 2 should specifically call for 24 hr. service on popular transit routes 
and present a clear implementation schedule. I call for the funding of the planning, environmental 
review, engineering, and capital for the Purple Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in 
Central City Heights and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment 
includes City Heights in the 2050 RTP with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in 
the document to demonstrate that project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South 
Bay region, and a 2035 completion I call for no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As 
suggested, this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed 
final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this 
change will make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is 
needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly 
utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional 
Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits 
environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services on transit lines 
that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare subsidies 
for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to the bus 
network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to 
Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 
minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the 
short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual 
Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in proposed final 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 
hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning 
efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. The 
South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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under in order to ensure generations of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode shift.  
 
Further, I ask that it be accelerated for a 2035 implementation rather than the current delayed plan 
to implement in 2027. I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of 
California’s Innovative Clean Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years 
before mandated by the California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce 
GHGs. Therefore, I ask that the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 
completion with the support of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 
 
I call for the funding of to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-
income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 
ownership, and tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-
displacement study. 
 
I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear 
and accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. It is unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations budgets. I call for the funding of the planning and 
implementation of a transit emergency response strategy to provide safety particularly to EJ 
communities during community-wide emergencies. Currently, this is not included in the RTP. 

along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s Innovative Clean 
Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 
and 2050 for zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of 
MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans 
are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of 
Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public 
emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant program requires all 
grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, 
including signaling, traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, 
land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler information services, use of mass transit, and 
airport uses. 

E45 Cecilia Villarreal 
Torres 

El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
Pues yo estory muy contenta y agredecida por tomar en cuenta a las personas que como yo no 
manejamos y asi con estos nuevos proyectos nos faciltan las cosas, y sobre todo a generar ingreses 
para la ciudad de El Cajon.  
Y también la facilidad de poder&nbsp; transportamos a otros lugares, muchas gracias.  
***  
Well, I and very happy and grateful to be counted amongst the persons, who like myself, do not 
drive. And with these new projects they provide us with things, and regarding everything, they 
provided more revenues for the City of El Cajon. 
And also, the ability to transport ones self to other places. Thank you. 

Gracias por su comentario. Favor de continuar siguiendo el plan regional a: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 
*** 
Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow that 2021 Regional Plan at: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 

E46 Charles Ross n/a RE: 2021 Regional Plan Insanity 
 
 I am opposed to the 2021 Regional Plan ideas regarding expanding public transit (homeless 
transportation for them to travel freely to homeless camps for drug use) and taxing vehicles by the 
mile (we already pay extreme gas and other taxes to build new roads all the time but don’t) to fund 
overpaid union contractors (prevailing wages). I will work with other groups, talk radio and 
community organizers to aggressively fight these idiotic ideas that really are giveaways to 
developers to build high-density projects around mass transit that no one wants, and virtually no 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes an expanded network of public transit to provide more 
transportation options to current and future residents of the region. Gas tax revenues 
have been declining as vehicles become more efficient and more electric vehicles are on 
the roads. The road usage charge would be a new funding mechanism to replace the gas 
tax. Building more infill development near transit offers options for people that are 
looking for more affordable housing and the ability to live without the expense of car 
ownership. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
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one uses. They hurt families like mine the most and promote the idea that California is not 
representative to its citizens needs. 

E47 Christina Capella SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
 We want an enhanced transit system that is more frequent, reliable, accessible and will lower 
Greenhouse Gas emissions. Prioritize the bold changes that our communities need for universal 
mobility and to reduce pollution and emission! 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E48 Chuck Mitchell N/A Why do we pay gas taxes? Your organization is out of control and unrealistic. There needs to be an 
independent audit of SANDAG to see where this money goes. Criminal. 

Thank you for your comment. 

E49 Cindy Gilchrist SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. I take the trolley every time 
it???s feasible; unfortunately there are many places I cannot go without adding in busses and/or 
significant wait times. I would love to be able to leave my car in the garage much more often than I 
can now. 
Please move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the hours of 
service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful alternative to 
cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E50 Cindy Jerromes SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E51 Cindy Page Crawford High 
School; Mid-City 
CAN 

I am a teacher at Crawford High School and a supporter of Mid-City CAN. Every San Diegan 
deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially young people 
ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan 
to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare 
Subsidies are allocated.  
 
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-
career opportunities. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
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I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

E52 Clif Williams LATHAM & 
WATKINS LLP 

Is the North University City area (Golden Triangle) considered a Major Employment Center in the 
2021 Regional Plan? I’m pretty sure it is, since it is part of the Sorrento Valley Employment Center 
which is the largest employment area in the County. But is there any place where the Community 
Plan areas are listed with their designation? Or somewhere where this is mentioned in an 
appendices to the Regional Plan. 

Responses to comments received during the public comment period for the draft 2021 
Regional Plan will be included in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan anticipated for 
release in late 2021. More information on the Employment Centers: Live/Work Data can 
be found at: 
https://www.sdforward.com/economy-jobs/data. 

E53 Dan Gallagher N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. We want an enhanced transit system that is more frequent, reliable, accessible 
and will lower Greenhouse Gas emissions. Please prioritize the bold changes that our communities 
need for universal mobility and to reduce pollution and emissions. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E54 Dan Summers Ramona State 
Routes 
Subcommittee 

I’m Chairman of the Ramona State Routes Subcommittee. We support the completion of the San 
Vicente Corridor which will serve well over 50,000 “back country” residents. The TransNet tax funds 
were supposed to improve SR 67 32 years ago, but the funding was transferred to the coast for 
trolleys and transit lines that have a 3% occupancy rate. We want to make our voices heard. 
Unfortunately, we were not aware of the July 7th meeting in which funding priorities were 
discussed. However, even though we missed the meeting, we still want to make comments on the 
topic. So I will advise my committee members to send their comments to your email address unless 
directed otherwise. 

When TransNet was adopted the anticipated future land use pattern included significant 
development in east county. Those developments are no longer expected due to 
expanded land preservation, slower regional growth rates, and state regulations focusing 
development near existing facilities. Many of the TransNet projects that have not yet 
been built were designed to support the East County growth that has not happened and 
is no longer anticipated.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes mostly safety improvements in the rural areas to address 
crashes and evacuation needs in the event of wildfire or other disasters. SANDAG has 
recently been exploring opportunities to improve broadband internet connectivity and 
has begun a project in partnership with Caltrans and the County of San Diego to expand 
fiber connectivity for high speed internet access on the State Route 67 corridor to 
Ramona. 
SANDAG and Caltrans also are currently working on the San Vicente Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan to identify transportation projects to improve mobility along 
the SR 67 corridor. Additionally, Caltrans is currently working on a draft environmental 
document for SR 67 which will explore multimodal transportation options to improve 
mobility and safety. We appreciate your participation in these efforts.  

E55 Danny Fuchs SanDiego350 Thank you SANDAG staff for creating this RTP. It is definitely supporting the direction we need to 
move in to reduce our climate impact. 
In addition to the plan you’ve already established, I would like to see extended/late hours for the 
Coaster (going back to north county) and trolley added, as well as, more train times added on the 
weekends. 
If I am flying back to San Diego at night during the week and I arrive after 7/8p, it’s almost 
impossible to take public transit back to north county and I, and many others, end up having to 
catch an Uber/taxi. 
Furthermore, since the Coaster only has 6 trains that run on Saturday to downtown San Diego, I 
usually end up driving down because the times don’t align with my schedule. 
Adding late night trains to north county and more Coaster times during the weekend I think would 
significantly reduce the amount of cars on the road and allow more people to take public 
transportation reducing our overall emissions. 
Thanks for listening and thank you for your hard work you all put into this plan. 

The Regional Plan includes both increased frequency of COASTER service and greater 
service throughout the day. The Central Mobility Hub will provide a quick and convenient 
transit connection to the airport so that catching the train for airport trips can be made 
much easier. The Regional Plan includes a significant capital investment in the LOSSAN 
rail corridor increasing capacity and speeds that lead to more frequent, reliable, and 
faster Amtrak and COASTER service including on nights and weekends. 

https://www.sdforward.com/economy-jobs/data
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E56 Danny G N/A I am unable to find on the website for public comment for the mileage tax. 
 
But as a resident of San Diego County I’d like to make the statement for public comment: 
 
Mileage tax for cars are you kidding me? I understand this may replace some of the gas tax due to 
electrical vehicle usage and try to encourage more public transportation usage. But many people 
have bought electric vehicles because gas has become unaffordable. Many people live 20 + miles 
from work. Secondly to enforce will be difficult. This tax will Target people who rely on cars for their 
livelihood. For public transportation people such as myself where I work would take 2 hours to get 
there plus I have to pick up kids at daycare. This would make a 45 minute car ride home possibly 3 
hours via public transportation.  
 
Solution: make the gas tax lower, then less people will then drive electric cars or Increase 
registration fees for cars. Making the fee equal for all and not just people who live closer to work or 
daily life. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

E57 Darrell Wenhardt  Why is there no plan for Rail up the 15 corridor? 
 
This plan ignores communities like Scripps Ranch, Poway and alike. 

Current data and modeled projections show that there is not enough demand to warrant 
the more costly rail for that section of the corridor. Busses and Flexible Fleets can better 
serve those areas. 

E58 Dave Robertson SDGNDA I hope SANDAG will amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth (ages 24 and under) receive priority when transit fare subsidies are allocated. 
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
Additionally, no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong 
transit riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and more equitable San Diego. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E59 David Harris SanDiego350 I commend the planning staff and leadership at SANDAG for proposing a visionary transit system 
with multiple modes to make commuting without a personal vehicle more efficient and 
convenient. However, I am concerned that the plan still builds highways first and schedules public 
transit projects too far out in the future. Instead we need an enhanced transit system that is more 
frequent, reliable, accessible and will lower Greenhouse Gas emissions. This needs to happen within 
the next 10 years, not thirty years. 
I recommend that SANDAG accelerate the timeline for all transit (trollies, buses, rail) and biking 
infrastructure improvements. In the interest of equity, the RTP should prioritize the Environmental 
Justice communities that need transit solutions the most. Environmental Justice communities 
cannot afford to wait; they need immediate improvements while the long-term infrastructure 
projects are being planned. 
Finally, I am in favor of locating the central mobility hub and airport people mover at the Navy site, 
as long as it does not substantially delay the timeline for development of the project. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
SANDAG is currently studying the potential impacts of developing the Central Mobility 
Hub in an Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR will analyze all aspects of the 
project, including two potential locations for the Central Mobility Hub including the 
Navy’s Old Town Campus, a Trolley extension alternative, a direct transit connection to 
the airport, and improvements to local roads and highway access. Learn more about the 
Central Mobility Hub at:  
sandag.mysocialpinpoint.com/CentralMobilityHub.  

E60 David Oddo  I would like to request a printed (color) copy of the following document: 
 
“Appendix H. Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis, San Diego Regional Plan 2021.” 

A SANDAG staff member will be in contact with you regarding how to obtain a printed 
copy of the requested documentation. Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and 
Analysis can be viewed/downloaded on our website at: 
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-h---social-
equity---engagement-and-analysis.pdf?sfvrsn=c944fd65_2. 
 

https://sandag.mysocialpinpoint.com/CentralMobilityHub
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-h---social-equity---engagement-and-analysis.pdf?sfvrsn=c944fd65_2
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-h---social-equity---engagement-and-analysis.pdf?sfvrsn=c944fd65_2
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The full draft 2021 Regional Plan, including all chapters and appendices, can be found at: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan-draft. 

E61 David Smith  As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. I would also like 
to see the transportation be affordable to those that depend on it, and are limited by cost. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E62 Dena Stark Family Health 
Centers of SD/El 
Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
It’s been interesting to watch the process of the development of the upcoming transportation 
plans. It has been a long time coming and long over due. As a resident and employee of El Cajon, I 
am eager to see and use the transportation in the future. The community and environment will 
benefit from the Regional Plan. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E63 Dennis N/A Please stop spending money on trolleys that go very slow, and do no go to the airport. 
Spend the money on roads, and maintaining weed removal from sidewalks and medians. 
Sorrento Valley Blvd. and Sorrento Valley Road need repaved. 

State laws have changed from requiring congestion relief (usually solved in the short 
term by widening roadways) to reducing vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas 
emissions (usually solved by people living closer to destinations and using alternative 
modes of transportation such as walking, biking, carpooling and taking public transit). 

E64 Destiny Garcia San Diego College 
of Continuing 
Education/El 
Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
I really appreciate everything you’re doing, as someone who works in education it is so important 
for me to stay up to date with the community and be informed of what changes to expect. I look 
forward to attending future meetings and working with you to possible provide further outreach to 
the community. It looks like a very comprehensive [plan] that will work for everyone. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E65 Diane Lopez 
Hughes 

 San Diego needs an environment justice centered RTP. 
 
 
We need funding to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-
displacement efforts developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-
income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community 
ownership, and tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-
displacement study. 
 
 
We need funding the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response strategy to 
provide safety particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. Currently, this 
is not included in the RTP. 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to share my concerns as a grandmother, retired nurse, and resident 
of San Diego. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific 
project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H.  As suggested, 
this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this change will 
make it easier for the public to understand.  
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
 
MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County 
to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix 
Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control 
guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 

E66 Diego Lynch SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 

https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan-draft
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E67 Donald L. Waggett 
Jr. 

 How can I obtain a paper copy of the regional draft plan? A SANDAG staff member will be in contact with you regarding how to obtain a printed 
copy of the requested documentation. The full draft 2021 Regional Plan (including all 
appendices and chapters) is available for view/download on our website at:  
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan-draft. 

E68 Edlinda Bailey SanDiego350 While I appreciate the SANDAG’s current regional transportation proposal, I want to share that I 
think it’s important to be even bolder in ensuring that our region prioritizes efficient, reliable and 
environmentally conscious plan. We have very diverse industries here and should have 
transportation meet the needs of the community with forward thinking while also prioritizing 
environmental issues. 
For example, while I see that north coastal is finally getting a trolley stop @ UCSD, an expansion of 
this should really be considered to Escondido & Oceanside. Even if cars are going to be electric in 
the future if reliable transportation is available then, people won’t fee the need to have vehicle 
ownership as important today. 
I ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The COASTER and SPRINTER will both be receiving much needed upgrades to operate 
more quickly and efficiently. 

E69 EJ SHIRING N/A I just heard SANDAG is proposing a per mile tax for residents to collect EVEN more fees from the 
most heavily taxed drivers in the country!!! ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR FRIGGIN MIND!!!! The state just 
raised gas taxes AGAIN July 1 and now you want even more money!!!! For those of us with gasoline 
powered vehicles we are already paying for every mile we drive with the TAX on GASOLINE!!!!!! start 
spending responsibility and stop driving people out of the state who cannot afford to live and work 
here as you TAX THEM TO DEATH!!! 

Thank you for your comment. 

E70 Elaine Dorsey SanDiego350 I am with San Diego 350. 
 
I applaud SANDAG’s leadership in transforming regional transit, but I am very concerned that the 
transit projects are so far in the future that they will not meet the urgent need to reduce GHG 
emissions soon enough to avert the worst effects of climate change. 
 
Additionally, we need 24hr service with frequency of every 10 min on bus and trolley to meet needs 
of riders on the most popular routes. 
 
Please address these issues in the RTP so that our public transit system can truly be a meaningful 
alternative to cars--highways should NOT continue to be the priority in the plan. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E71 Elizabeth Chopp SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for addressing climate and equity in this Regional 
Transportation Plan draft, there are still areas where improvement is necessary.  
One big issue I have also had with transit is that public transportation is OK if you are going 
downtown but not anywhere else. I live in the College and worked in downtown Chula Vista. 
Although it took me 25 minutes to drive, it would take 1 1/2 to 1 3/4 hours by transit. Better service, 
speed and frequency of transit is needed so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E72 Elizabeth Tate Mid-City CAN I am a volunteer with Mid-City CAN.  
 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 

https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan-draft
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Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially 
young people ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 
Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority 
when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. 
 
Choose 2 talking points to include: 
 
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit riders 
are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-
career opportunities.  
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.   

E73 Ellen Williams SD350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E74 Elneda Shannon Community 
Member/resident 

A mobility hub in our community (So. East San Diego) preferably located at our current Orange Line 
Trolley station. Youth passes given to youth under 24. 
 
Fiber optics underground to ensure we are ready for state of the art transportation system that is in 
the design stage, (iOS systems/smart phones) and to more appropriately address the digital divide 
in our “Redlined communities”. 
 
Covering our MTS bus stops. (Structures/bus shelters.) 
 
Consider 24 Hour service on the lines that are taking our residents to work. 
 
Focus on transforming to an all electric bus fleet in the first 2-3 years of implementation. Improve 
the frequency and reliability of our bus routes.  
 
Ensure all our streets are designed with the “Complete Streets” designs. 
 
Increased maintenance of the trolleys and buses proportionate to the heavy usage in our areas 
(Southeast area of the City of San Diego.) 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan identifies three Mobility Hubs along the Orange 
Line Trolley in Lemon Grove, La Mesa, and El Cajon. You can visit SDForward.com/envision 
to see more details about proposed projects in your community.  
 
One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. For more information, please refer to 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions and the Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan. 
 
Bus shelters are provided wherever there is sufficient right of way to locate them. Any 
new infrastructure build would include shelters. Complete Streets designs are an 
important component of SANDAG’s planning today and will be included on projects in 
the future. As part of larger infrastructure projects like Next Generation Rapid, Trolley and 
Commuter Rail, all stations will have shelters.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.   
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 

https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
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(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan also proposes transit fare subsidies for youth, increased 
frequencies and spans of service on core bus routes, high frequencies and all-day service 
on new Rapid and Commuter Rail routes, investments in zero emission buses and 
charging/fueling infrastructure, and investments in complete streets and Vision Zero 
programs. 

E75 Ester David Mid-City CAN I am a volunteer with Mid-City CAN. 
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially 
young people ages 24 and under and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 
Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under and seniors will 
receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. 
Choose 2 talking points to include: 
Transit-dependent youth and seniors have been disproportionately impacted by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. No-cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our 
region’s equitable economic recovery. 
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong 
transit riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San 
Diego. 
No-cost transit passes will connect youth and seniors to school, work, medical care, 
internships, and other early-career opportunities. 
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, 
and most recently Sacramento and Los Angeles. 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E76 Frances Motiwalla SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
Our planet can’t wait, and out people deserve better transportation services.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

 
The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E77 Frederic O’Hara SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
I’m asking that faster action be taken in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, 
and the hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a 
meaningful, positive, realistic alternative to cars for San Diegans. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E78 Gladys Swensrud N/A I want you to VOTE NO on the Track and Tax plan now proposed by SANDAG. Our various road taxes 
to date have already not been used for their intended purposes, so DO NOT approve this 

We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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ridiculously, new invasive tax as well. 
A few years back I refused to allow State Farm to lower my bill by letting them track my mileage by 
reporting it to them. Where, when and how far I choose to drive is my business, paid for by buying 
my own vehicle and by paying the vast array of 
road/highway/gas taxes and charges already levied upon us as Californians. Being able to move 
around our community is a freedom we have always enjoyed. This taxation invasion of our driving 
freedom is even more invasive because it uses a tracking device attached to my private property. 
As decades long San Diegans, we do not want to move, but the more ridiculous tax pressures 
placed upon us, the closer we come to make moving a necessity. 
Please vote NO on this new tax scheme! 

legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan, including the road usage charge. At a minimum this plan is updated every four 
years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. Further research will, and is 
currently, being conducted at the regional, state, and federal level on how to effectively 
implement these new funding options while safeguarding the public’s privacy.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  

E79 Gloriani Weiss SanDiego350 I am humbly asking on behalf of the citizens of San Diego who along with Comic Con Attendees, 
Baseball fans and residents of the post populated of communities are screaming PLEASE 
PRIORITIZE PUBLIC TRANSIT!! 
That includes making it more affordable, and accessible to all. 
***While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in 
this Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency 
of the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The Regional Plan prioritizes early implementation of increased frequency on existing 
transit lines and upgrading many routes to Next Generation Rapid routes which 
increased frequency and spans of service.  

E80 Grace van Thillo SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, EV transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E81 Halle Shilling  As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E82 Haneen Mohamed City Heights CDC Thank you all for taking the time to speak in depth with City Heights CDC staff on Monday about 
SANDAG’s plan for managed lane expansions and general purpose lane conversions throughout 
City Heights. The conversation was highly informative and will help us better frame our ongoing 
community engagement and dialogue efforts with Mid-City residents, including the City Heights 
Built Environment Team. 
The Built Environment Team is a City Heights based community group that works towards 
achieving an equitable, accessible, and dignified transportation experience. Since the release of the 
draft 2021 Regional Plan in May, City Heights CDC has worked to engage the Built Environment 
Team in the public involvement process through disseminating critical information surrounding 
the Regional Plan. This includes preparing residents for the public comment opportunities offered 
at SANDAG’s virtual public hearings and informational open houses, and through the Social Equity 
Working Group. Most importantly, City Heights CDC has utilized our monthly Built Environment 
Team meetings as an open forum for members to discuss the 2021 Regional Plan and continue 
refining their vision for transportation in the region. 

Thank you for your comment and for supporting your community in facilitating their 
involvement in the development of the 2021 Regional Plan. The letter will be included in 
the public comments and responses as part of Appendix G in the proposed final.  

https://sdforward.com/
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As an exciting product of these engagement efforts, the Built Environment Team has assembled a 
letter outlining their transportation priorities for the 2021 Regional Plan. 
If feasible, we would like to add the attached letter onto the agenda for tomorrow’s Regional Plan 
Social Equity Working Group meeting. We would also like to include this letter as part of public 
comment for the 2021 Regional Plan overall. If there are any specific avenues SANDAG would like us 
to share the letter through before the August 6th deadline, please let us know. 

E83 Hannah Samuels SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
Climate change is accelerating quickly and every day we are seeing new adverse effects. We need 
to start preparing now for what the future holds and do our best to try to lessen the damage we’ve 
already caused. The current plan to reduce emissions 40% by 2030 is not the assertive action that is 
needed. I urge San Diego to consider a bolder plan and to help lead the nation to a more 
sustainable future. 
 
Public transportation has the power to help so many people. However, the current transit system is 
unappealing to many. In order to encourage more community members to use the transit system, 
updates to the transit stops needs to be made to ensure equitable access to all. Benches, shade 
trees/elements, increased lighting, and ADA compliant bathrooms should all be considered and 
added. This will not only help increase ridership, but it will also ensure more equitable access to the 
transit system.  
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
MTS is working to provide shelters throughout the region. Bus shelters are provided 
wherever there is sufficient right of way to locate them. Any new infrastructure build 
would include shelters. Complete Streets designs are an important component of 
SANDAG’s planning today and will be included on projects in the future. As part of larger 
infrastructure projects like Next Generation Rapid, Trolley and Commuter Rail, all stations 
will have shelters. Additionally, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a 
commitment to building bathrooms at all new rail stations and developing a bathroom 
access plan to study the incorporation of bathrooms into existing stations. 

E84 Hayden Schill SanDiego350 First, I’d like to thank the SANDAG staff the climate progress in the Regional Transportation Plan 
draft. 
 
However, given the urgency of the climate crisis, I want to encourage the staff to accelerate the 
goals outlined in the draft. Specifically, I urge you to move up the timeline for GHG reduction goals 
and transit improvements goals.  
 
Finally, I want to support no-cost youth passes for individuals 24 years old and younger. There are a 
plethora of “pros” for instating this.  
 
Thank you again for prioritizing climate goals, and I hope you consider this opportunity to be even 
more bold in the face of such a large crisis. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E85 Heather M Fenwick SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E86 Holly Young SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
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We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E87 Hugh Moore SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E88 Ida Naughton N/A We are in a climate emergency and we need you move faster in meeting targets for emissions 
reduction, transit projects, and the hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public 
transit system can be a meaningful alternative to cars. This is an urgent matter and all of our 
futures are on the line. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E89 Ivan Cavallino SanDiego350 Please build public transit. I live in Tierrasanta, which is a wasteland in terms of access to the rest of 
the city. There is a singular bus line out of the suburb and I live several miles away from it. There is 
only freeway access in and out of Tierrasanta, making leaving the suburb without a car not just a 
long trip, but also dangerous as traffic coming on and off the freeway is often far faster than 
residential traffic.  
It is clear that expanding freeways has not solved the issue of commutes in San Diego. Every 
afternoon through the evening traffic around my suburb prohibits most movement in and out via 
car, and there are no alternatives to get in and out of San Diego. Even if Climate change and 
reducing vehicle emissions is not a priority, lessening the commute car trips can only make 
freeways more accessible and usable to those that still use cars. 

The Regional Plan includes substantial increases in public transit. Both existing services 
and new services. That being said, Tierrasanta is difficult to serve for just the reasons cite. 
It is very suburban, spread out, and has very high auto ownership. A new transit route will 
connect to Tierrasanta on the west side of I-15 and Clairemont Mesa Boulevard. 

E90 Jade L SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
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increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E91 James Long SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. I ride the Orange Line from Arnele to Civic Ctr. It takes 50 minutes. If you 
upgraded to include express trains with less stops, I can cut time to compete with car travel, 
because parking is a hassle downtown. If the express trains can reduce travel times, more people 
will give up cars and ride the train. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

E92 Jamie Mark  I am a resident of San Diego. I am writing in response to the proposed taxes and tax increases 
coming to San Diegans, including the State Mileage-Based Road User Fee, the Local Road User 
Charge, the Local Sales Tax Ballot Measure, and the MTS Sales Tax Ballot Measure. 
 
As someone who heavily relies on our roads for both livelihood and pleasure, I am emphatically 
against all four of these new taxes and any mandatory vehicular tracking technology. Not only does 
tracking private vehicles for tax purposes stifle freedoms, but the county (and state) have 
continually failed to live up to their promise to improve the roads with funding from other taxes, 
including the gasoline taxes, of which California has the highest in the nation. 
 
I am urging you to take these taxes and vehicular tracking technology off of the table, and to speak 
up for the right to move freely throughout San Diego County. 

The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all.  
 
Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, the 
effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation system 
to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric 
vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion 
to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine how 
existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and how 
different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG 
design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more 
fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG 
is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no 
group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system. 
 
We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. There are several ways to implement a road usage charge without the use 
of tracking devices in personal vehicles. Significant additional work, including public 
involvement, pilot testing, legislation and much more will be necessary to inform 
implementation of elements of this plan, including the road usage charge. At a minimum 
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this plan is updated every four years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. 
Further research will, and is currently, being conducted at the regional, state, and federal 
level on how to effectively implement these new funding options while safeguarding the 
public’s privacy.  

E93 Janet Castanos  I have worked over 40 years as an educator in San Diego. I strongly urge you to amend Appendix A 
of the 2021 regional 
 plan to allow no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under. This change will help create 
generations of lifelong transit riders who become a part of our long-term strategy to build a 
greener and equitable San Diego.  
Our youth must grow up viewing mass transit as a way of life. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E94 Jared Birrenkott  You guys and your tax proposals need to stop! We have had it, are fed up and willing to fight! Your 
not tracking my vehicle! I pay taxes when I get paid, taxed on gas, taxed on groceries, taxed when I 
buy a truck, taxed on my house, property tax, etc. I’m sure you see the point. We are sick of 
government overreach and constant taxes! 

Thank you for your comment. 

E95 Joan Raphael SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars.  
I have a 2 year old grandson who will inherit the Climate Change Crisis. We need to move faster 
than you are proposing! We also need 24 hour transit. When my adult son was a teenager, it was 
taking him two hours on the bus to reach school that was 20 minutes away by car. We need to stop 
putting freeways first! We need transit that is easy to reach, at times we need it. Please think more 
boldly than this current plan! 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E96 Joanne Gonzalez El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
Very thankful for all the information given to us. I learned so much I wasn’t aware of and I think the 
plan in progress for the El Cajon community is going to be great and very helpful for many of us. 
What I look forward to the most and hope we get is the free shuttle service, it will be a huge help to 
many. 

Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow that 2021 Regional Plan at: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 

E97 Joe LaCava District One, City 
of San Diego 

I am writing this letter to request changes related to the City’s Coastal Rail Trail Project included in 
the draft 2021 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  
SANDAG’s Draft 2021 RTP is a valued report for my constituents and the surrounding community. I 
value the hard work that has gone into the RTP and am excited to see what the future holds.  
The City’s approved Coastal Rail Trail Project route was selected through a multi-year public 
process and has been fully designed. The project is on the City’s CIP list to begin construction in 
2022. This project redesigned the originally proposed route through Rose Canyon and Roselle 
Canyon noting conflicts within the Multi-Habitat Planning Area (MHPA) to acquire Right-of-way. 
The original route was also rejected after extensive engineering analysis because of grading 
impacts, safety along the remote sections, potential conflicts with MCAS Miramar, and other 
reasons. However, the Draft 2021 RTP includes costs for segments of the Trail that continue to 
reflect the original route and not the current route.  
As a result, I request that the RTP’s Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs and Phasing 
reflect the City’s segment of the Coastal Rail Trail project as updated, including the following 
changes: 
• Page A-6, Project ID AT032, Active Transportation Category: Remove reference to Roselle Canyon 

Thank you for the update on the City of San Diego’s Coastal Rail Trail project S00951. 
Portions of that 1.63 mile project are identified as the Gilman Connector in our project list 
and will be updated to reflect the status in your CIP list. It is going to be a vital connector 
to SANDAG’s recently upgraded Rose Canyon Bike Path and our newly constructed Rose 
Creek Bikeways to the south. Extending north, however, there remains a desperate need 
for safe, direct, all ages and abilities active transportation alternatives extending into 
currently underserved residential (University) and employment centers (UTC, Sorrento 
Valley) to improve alternatives in this major transportation corridor. In order for SANDAG 
to stimulate the shift from personal motor vehicle use to people choosing to bike, a 
network of well-designed routes is essential. The City of San Diego’s project on Gilman 
Drive is greater than 2 miles away from, and represents just 25% of, the entire length of 
the projects you are requesting be removed. 
 
The Coastal Rail Trail segments you’ve identified for removal from the transportation 
network represent 6.2 miles of regional bikeways connecting to the existing Sorrento 
Valley Coaster Station, as well as future Transit Leap services. As you may know, these 

https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
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to state “Carmel Valley to Sorrento” 
• Page A-6, Project ID AT036, Active Transportation Category: Remove this segment through Roselle 
Canyon 
• Page A-6, Project ID AT037, Active Transportation Category: Remove this segment through UTC to 
Rose Canyon 
• Page A-31, Project ID AT023, Active Transportation Category: Remove this segment through Rose 
Canyon 
Making these changes should reflect the current Coastal Rail Trail project as connecting to the two 
Connecting Corridors of I-5 North County Coastal (I-5-NCC) and Coast, Canyons and Trails (CCT). 
Updating the Appendix as requested will eliminate $54 million in project costs.  
I ask for your full and fair consideration to continue these efforts by updating the 2021 Draft RTP as 
requested. 

projects and this alignment were first identified in the 2000 Coastal Rail Trail Project 
Study Report:  
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-
doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx.  
 
These projects were approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors In 2010 with the 
development of a comprehensive regional bike network - Riding to 2050: The San Diego 
Regional Bike Plan:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail.  
And again, these Coastal Rail Trail segments were identified as a priority project in 2013 
via the Bike Early Action Program (EAP):  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=
projects.detail. 
 
We will not be removing these projects from the Regional Plan. We respect and 
appreciate your notes of caution and conflict regarding the challenges of constructing 
Rail Trail projects like these particularly with the myriad stakeholders here. Our recently 
completed Inland Rail Trail, Coastal Rail Trail, and Bayshore Bikeway projects have proven 
to be extraordinarily complex for these reasons, and often encountered great opposition 
from concerned residents. All of the effort is worth it to serve the most vulnerable users of 
our transportation system with the healthiest modal options available however, and 
these bikeways are now universally appreciated elements of our transportation network 
and communities. We plan to deliver the 3 projects you’ve identified here with a 
commitment to achieve this same level of success and look forward to partnering with 
you to ensure that happens. 

E98 John Fischer III El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
The presentation was above average. There was somebody in the audience who wanted to only 
focus on Highway 67.  
I believe it would have been hood to have follow-up information, through an email with an 
attachment.  
If there was to much information to make a presentation within 1 hour, maybe give links before the 
meeting in email. 
 
Toastmasters teaches how to make presentations, which would improve the skills of the presenter. 
 
With rolling black-outs, there was no mention of how the Governor Newsom plans on being 100% 
electric cars by 2030. 

The transition to cleaner vehicles will only exceed through efforts by government at all 
levels and industry together. California has enacted several clean vehicle laws for 
passenger vehicles, buses and trucks that signal the auto industry to produce cleaner 
vehicles. The auto industry has made major commitments and investments to shift to all 
electric in the coming decade(s). For the San Diego region, the 2021 Regional Plan 
supports incentives and other investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses 
and their supporting infrastructure (e.g., EV charging stations and hydrogen fueling 
stations) as one of the ways SANDAG helps reduce regional greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions and improve local air quality. Appendices A (Table A.17) and B show SANDAG’s 
proposed EV commitments. 

E99 John Peters N/A I strongly oppose the new proposed “per mile tax”. I do not want any more tax dollars to go toward 
roads and highways. What happened to all the tax dollars from the “gas tax”? The public deserves 
to see a full account of those “gas tax” dollars and where they went. Proposing a new tax is out of 
the question. 

Nationwide states and regions are confronting the shortfalls of gas tax revenues to fund 
maintenance, operations, and construction of their transportation systems. The federal 
gas tax was the largest source of transportation funding for many decades. However, the 
federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that is when the minimum wage in 
California was $4.25. The federal gas tax does not grow with inflation and the purchasing 
power of that source has diminished over time. States and regions have implemented 
their own sales and gas tax measures to try and meet the needs of their transportation 
systems. However, the best tax measures tied to fossil fuel consumption will continue to 
erode in time as vehicle technologies change.  

E100 John Shaffer SanDiego350 I would like to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. Please consider soonest as 
Spring Valley and other unincorporated areas are in desperate need of public transportation. 
24-hour service and increased transit frequency: Make the transit system fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible by increasing passenger capacity, hours of service, and frequency on popular lines. This 
means 24-hour service and 10-minute frequency on many popular bus and trolley routes to connect 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
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people to jobs, school, and more. Improve transit amenities: Make immediate improvements to 
amenities at transit stops, including benches, shade from the elements, and bathrooms that are 
accessible according to ADA regulations. Improving transit amenities increases ridership and is 
crucial to providing our disabled community access to public transportation in an equitable way.  
As a member of a Planning Group, we hear from the public consistently the need for more public 
transit. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 

E101 John Stump  Thank you for providing the public and businesses with the opportunity to comment on the draft 
Regional Plan. I have been a resident, business owner/manager, and residential/commercial 
property owner in Southeast and Mid-City San Diego for more than 50 years. I have served as an 
elected redevelopment official, Bond oversight committee member, and Chaired many of the 
infrastructure oversight committees for major projects in these areas. I have served as Counsel to 
most of these areas Business Improvement Districts and many local businesses. 
 
My comments are prioritized by those that would address 1. Immediate Dangers to Human Life and 
Health and Real Property losses; 2. Short Term Environmental and & Climate Change infrastructure; 
and 3. Immediate improvement to Congestion Relief and Economic Development in council 
Districts 4 and 9. My families projects are as follows: 
 
1. IMMEDIATE DANGERS TO HUMAN LIFE AND HEALTH AND REAL PROPERTY LOSSES: The Auburn 
Creek tributary has been channelized, permeable flood plains replaced by impermeable concrete; 
and Auburn Creek road under crossings are undersized, creating storm water backups and 
flooding. The school route sidewalks, at Wightman Park , regularly overtop creating drowning 
dangers to children and floods the adjacent apartment housing causing mold infestations. The City 
of San Diego needs and has long had on its CIP projects list a redo of the undercrossing at 
University Avenue and needs to address the undersize nature of the four (4) downstream 
undercrossing that back up and cause flooding of streets and real property. Further, all adjacent 
street storm water drains directly in to Auburn Creek and thus, through the impaired Chollas Creek 
into San Diego Bay. Infiltration basins need to be constructed to improve and control storm water 
quality. CALTRANS dumps i-805 road wash directly into the creek at Home Avenue.  
 
2. SHORT TERM ENVIRONMENTAL AND & CLIMATE CHANGE INFRASTRUCTURE: Safe Pedestrian 
sidewalks, like those being installed along Market Street-between Euclid and 47th Street are 
requested for the North side of Home Avenue -between Fairmount and Euclid Avenue. Designation 
of much of the Mid-City’s and Southeasts business districts and adjacent residential areas as 
eligible for low powered alternate vehicles, like Golf Carts, as provided by the California Vehicle 
Code, would slow traffic and provide a safer cleaner alternative to gasoline vehicles. 
 
3. IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT TO CONGESTION RELIEF AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN 
COUNCIL D 4 AND D9: Please fund the long-awaited reconnection of Home Avenue and Market 
Street. Extension of the Home Avenue Route to Market Street for Pedestrians, Bicycles, and 
Vehicles. The Home / Market connection would provide significant economic development stimulus 
to the Mt. Hope and City Heights areas. It would assist in congestion relief by providing an alternate 
to freeway traffic on the SR 94 - Martin Luther King Freeway. 

SANDAG consider stormwater, or urban runoff during the project development process 
and partners with regional transportation infrastructure owners and operators to 
manage stormwater from roads and highways in the region. For more information on 
stormwater, please see Appendix R of the 2021 Regional Plan. In addition, the crossings 
referenced in the comment fall within the City of San Diego’s jurisdiction.  
 
While Home Avenue is not on the Adopted Regional Bike Network, the 2021 Regional 
Plan includes the nearby and parallel Chollas Creek Bikeways: North Fork - Bayshore 
Bikeway to University Bikeway and South Fork - Petway Park to Market Creek Plaza 
which will improve the connections described in this comment. The project alignment 
and details can specifically be found in the updated data viewer and Appendix A. The City 
of San Diego and Metropolitan Transit System are the implementing agencies for these 
improvements. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is in 
development and provides another opportunity to provide input on transportation 
solutions for this area. Establishing special districts is under the purview of the City of San 
Diego. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego. 

E102 John Wotzka N/A Don’t forget the Offshore Wind projects planned by the Biden Adm. The West Coast needs to find 
ports that will be able to build and launch components for the Offshore wind project coming in the 
future. 

The Port of San Diego would be the local lead agency for the Offshore Wind project. 
SANDAG will work with the Port of San Diego to discuss the Offshore Wind project and 
other future transportation needs. 
Your comment was forwarded to the Port of San Diego.  

E103 Johnny Tran N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

E104 Jon Salunga  I am a local educator in Southeast San Diego. My students deserve access to 
high-quality transportation and economic mobility. I urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 
2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive 
priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit riders 
are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
Please contribute to the efforts to make this return to the new school year DIFFERENT, in a good 
way, so our students know we are supporting them inside and outside the classroom to be their 
best. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E105 Jordan Krueger  As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E106 Jose Marie 
Zambrano 

N/A Very helpful. We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E107 Josephine 
Thompson  

 There must be free transit for YOUTH, especially! 
 
So many places have free transit for everyone and hopefully someday 
that is how it will be soon. At least give the YOUTH the break now for 
FREE TRANSIT. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E108 Joshua Piedra SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E109 Josie Caballero SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E110 Josie Hamada SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E111 Juan Estrada Molina Healthcare 
of California/El 
Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
Very good presentation and I’m very excited about all the new options that will help low income 
communities to move around in a better, safer and more effective way all over our beautiful cities. It 
is also rewarding to see that the new system will be more environment friendly and will help to 
reduce global warming in general. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E112 Judith Schlebecker SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and 
give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
 
California is experiencing the worst of climate change with the wildfires and water issues which will 
only get worse with time unless greenhouse gas emissions are decreased substantially. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E113 Justin Yurasek  Hello- 
 
I have a few ideas to help with commutes to and from north county and the main employment 
centers down south. I commuted to and from Vista to UTC for several years and had the following 
ideas. I no longer commute these days as I’ve changed jobs, but I cringe for those who still do. Right 
now, there are many bottlenecks that prevent traffic from flowing smoothly. 
 
1) Connect Cannon road from Vista to Carlsbad. 
2) Connect Citracado parkway from the 78 to the 15 and make sure it has 2-3 lanes in both 
directions. 
3) Provide express lanes from UTC La Jolla Village Drive down Miramar road all the way to I-15. 
Basically, allow people to connect from UTC to I-15 without getting stuck in all the lights on 
Miramar. 
4) Provide a main parkway type of surface street from the 56 to the 78. Right now many of the 
surface streets are two lane roads with lots of stop signs. A 2-3 lane road connecting all the way 
would alleviate traffic on the freeways. 
 
Some of the above are big efforts, however, I don’t see any other way around it. 

The Regional Plan includes improvements for arterial roadways, such as these, so that 
they can benefit from management approaches and technology enhancements to 
increase efficiency and reduce delays. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to agencies that oversee these facilities. 

https://sdforward.com/
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Let me know! 

E114 Justino and Angela 
Martinez 

 I write to you in opposition to the plan to Charge Per Mile or VMT of the 2021 Regional Plan! I’ve 
been watching your executive director since we briefly lived in Los Angeles. He’s untrustworthy and 
it baffled us why San Diego Board of Supervisors would hire Hasan with a pay increase. He’s been 
tying to implement LA/NY style transportation policies in our historically more fiscally conservative 
county. Now your co-chair Alejandra Sotelo-Solis has been quoted saying “We can’t we be more like 
New York” on KUSI & other sources. Enough!  
We expect that your “outreach events” will be mostly attended by lobbyists and will be a really 
uncomfortable & biased environment for any opposition. Lobbyists are organized and paid very 
well. These operatives are connected to many members within your organization. 
It’s time for a ‘No Confidence Vote’ for Hasan! (to start) 
 
We Love San Diego, 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

E115 Karen Anderson SD350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
Either we go BIG, or we fall far short of meeting future needs. Now is the time to do everything 
possible to mitigate the climate crisis. Please make the largest investments possible. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff is bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency 
budget and act now to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in 
the evenings and late nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus 
network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to 
Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E116 Karinna Gonzalez Hammond 
Climate Solutions 

Hammond Climate Solutions is a local, mission-based social enterprise working to stop the climate 
crisis and ensure a just, livable future. We are pleased to see SANDAG’s new direction and want to 
ensure that the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan is setting bold climate targets while remaining 
strong on family-sustaining jobs and environmental justice. This letter highlights recommendations 
that we feel are necessary in order to address the climate crisis, address inequities in our 
transportation infrastructure and ensure that equity is centered in every decision moving forward. 
Our first recommendation is to include no-cost Youth Opportunity Passes. Local community-based 
organizations in communities of concern, which understand how no-cost passes for youth would 
positively impact their community, have been advocating for this for over a decade. Studies show 
that youth transit riders have a higher probability of becoming adult transit riders. Our youth 
should be a priority group when allocating transit subsidies. We also recommend tailored subsidies 
for people in communities of concern. Transit subsidies colleaguing to community members who 
require them, whether that be through using targeted zip codes or census tracts, residents who are 
on SDG&E’s CARE or Ferrates or medical baseline customers. It is important to acknowledge that 
these communities have experienced historic under investment and moving forward should be 
prioritized first when determining the distribution of subsidies. While we are pleased to see 
SANDAG’s data evaluating access to basic needs and opportunities via transit, we believe the 
timeline for improving access to employment centers, higher education and medical centers needs 
to be significantly shortened. Our communities cannot afford to wait another 30 years for only a 
marginal increase in accessibility. We urge SANDAG direct immediate funding for infrastructure 
improvement to communities of concern and low income communities of color in order to 
drastically improve transit accessibility and ensure our transit systems are working for everyone. As 

SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning framework throughout the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. Through this framework, we recognize the urgent 
need for reduction of GHG emissions, especially in our most marginalized communities, 
as a key aspect in an equitable and sustainable future for the region. I would like to direct 
you to Attachment 3 of Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis, where you 
will find a list of transportation projects aimed to reduce pollution exposure in our 
region’s disadvantaged communities in accordance to AB805 and CalEnviroScreen 3.0. 
More detail on phasing and funding allocations to these projects can be found in 
Appendix B: Implementation Actions. 
 
Another one of the near-term Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B will be a 
Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to 
weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, students, and youth. SANDAG 
also is currently working with the Social Equity Working Group to develop near-term 
solutions to address transit service improvements, amenities, and subsidized transit fares. 
 
In Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology, Table U.2 captures the transit fare subsidies 
to riders throughout FY2026-FY2050. For more information on the Value Pricing and User 
Fee Implementation and the Regional Fare Impact Study, please see Appendices B and 
U. 
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the worst effects of climate change begin to emerge throughout the county and evacuation events 
as a result of wildfires and flooding are becoming more frequent, it is imperative that our transit 
system is emergency-ready. Our environmental justice communities are on the frontlines of these 
climate change emergencies and deserve adequate transportation to safe hubs in the case of an 
emergency or evacuation event. Lastly, we urge SANDAG to exceed state mandated targets for 
emission reduction as climate science says is necessary to prevent the worst effects of climate 
change. Our region should be a leader and exceeding state mandated targets by one percent is 
simply not enough in a climate emergency. We appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on 
such an important plan. 

MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County 
to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix 
Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control 
guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 
 
Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

E117 Kasey Clark SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing 
climate and equity in this Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan 
doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and 
give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for GHG emissions reduction, 
biking infrastructure projects, and the hours of service and frequency of 
transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful alternative 
to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E118 Katharine Harrison SanDiego350 I truly appreciate the shift SANDAG has taken toward public transit goals, but I think the GHG 
reduction goals are too low and the transit project timelines too slow for the speed and gravity of 
the current climate emergency. There is still too much emphasis on roads for private vehicles.  
Climate change is manifesting itself quickly all around us so our response needs to be big, bold, and 
fast. A way to cut car emissions, which are about half of the county’s total emissions, is with 
attractive, enhanced public transport that provides easy, efficient mobility for all of us. I taught 
many years at a small public high school on the campus of City College where students come from 
surrounding low-income neighborhoods. The school district provides free or discounted youth 
passes for MTS, depending on their family circumstances, and this has made a huge difference for 
our students, allowing them to flourish and take college classes early. I’ve seen the problems that 
occur when they can’t get those passes in a timely manner or the trolleys don’t run efficiently 
enough to help them juggle their time commitments to school, work, and family.  
The Regional Plan should include free transit passes for all school-age youth and young adults 
much sooner than 2027, to help them in every way possible join our vibrant economy and citizenry. 
Furthermore, no-cost passes will encourage significant participation in public transportation and 
shift expectations for how San Diegans use transit, allowing us to meet more accelerated targets for 
GHG reductions. We can do better than 40% by 2030 if we act quickly on public transit goals. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E119 Kathleen Roth N/A Reference: Project 644885 Coastal Rail Trail SDP  
As an avid road bike cyclist (non-E-bike) who rides over 5,000 miles per year including a weekly ride 
on Gilman Drive between the new Rose Canyon Bike Path (thank you!) and UCSD, I would like to 
offer the following comments on the Coastal Rail Trail project: 
 
1. The sidewalk continuation appears to be a good feature. 
2. Uphill/northbound cycle track between I-5 off ramp and Via Alicante is probably okay. 
3. There are too many crossing conflicts north of Via Alicante and entire length 
downhill/southbound to trap cyclists in bikeway with no escape route, especially considering typical 
relatively high speed of cyclists (20-30+ mph) on downhill portion. E-bike speeds uphill are a 
concern, too. 
4. If cycle track project goes ahead, please include sharrow and “Bikes May Use Full Lane” signs so 
motorists know cyclists riding in the travel lane are not doing anything illegal. 
5. The barriers themselves are crash hazards to cyclists and the restart of barriers after each 
driveway is especially dangerous. 
Thank you for allowing me to comment on the project. 

While the Gilman Drive alignment is on the Adopted Regional Bike Network included in 
this Regional Transportation Plan, the specific project you’re referring to is on the City’s 
CIP list to begin construction in 2022. Your comments might best be noted and 
addressed by the implementing agency - the City of San Diego, please see webpage here 
for contact information:  
https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951
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E120 Kathy Rudie N/A SANDAG’s road tax must be stopped. It would be double taxation and an invasion of our privacy. We 
(Californians) already pay high gas and DMV taxes to maintain our roads. How about taxing just the 
electric car owners? They do not pay the gas taxes at the pump and are using our roads. We do not 
need to be tracked by the government, we are already spied on enough.  
 
Are our all our current taxes (DMV and gas) actually going to maintain our roads? If they are not, 
maybe those loopholes need to be closed and get our money going to where it s intended. ( Same 
for the lottery money- but only going directly to our schools) 

The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. 
We know this is a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to 
having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system 
that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all.  
 
Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, the 
effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation system 
to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric 
vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion 
to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine how 
existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and how 
different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG 
design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more 
fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who 
will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG 
is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no 
group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural 
residents, or those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are 
multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system. 
 
We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. There are several ways to implement a road usage charge without the use 
of tracking devices in personal vehicles. Significant additional work, including public 
involvement, pilot testing, legislation and much more will be necessary to inform 
implementation of elements of this plan, including the road usage charge. At a minimum 
this plan is updated every four years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. 
Further research will, and is currently, being conducted at the regional, state, and federal 
level on how to effectively implement these new funding options while safeguarding the 
public’s privacy.  

E121 Kathy S N/A Need bathrooms. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 

E122 Katie Meyer SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their progress in addressing climate and equity in 
this Regional Transportation Plan draft and for drafting the boldest plan that SANDAG has ever 
proposed. However, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate 
crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
As a lifelong transit rider, 24-hour service and increased transit frequency are especially important 
to me. When I was in school, I would often spend 4-5 hours a day on busses and trollies to get to 
Grossmont and then work in Pacific Beach. When I had late classes or late meetings, not having 
frequent busses and trollies would mean I would add 30 minutes to an hour to my daily trip, often 
waiting by myself in the dark for the next bus or trolley. Many people in San Diego have similar 
experiences with transit making it especially unpractical for those with night classes and those that 
work nights. 
We must make the transit system fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible by increasing passenger 
capacity, hours of service, and frequency on popular lines. This means 24-hour service and 10-

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  
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minute frequency on many popular bus and trolley routes to connect people to jobs, school, and 
more. 

E123 Katie Trist A Better Life 
Together/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
You mentioned people under 24 getting free or cheaper rides I think is is a wasted resource. 
Colleges often have their own transportation and many people under 24 still live with parents 
instead, I think cheaper/free rides for people who use CalFresh or MediCal would be a much better 
way to use resources to provide free rides. 
 
It was a nice presentation.  
 
Also VA has lanes that can go either way and often it did not help with traffic. Has there been 
review of other cities that have HOV lanes in both directions? 

Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio asegurará que las partes interesadas 
públicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. Se espera 
que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios 
para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y 
los jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 
jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
*** 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This 
study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people 
with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff from 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide 
free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
The proposed managed lanes system includes reversible lane concepts to accommodate 
peak directional traffic on specific corridors. This concept is similar to the Interstate 15 Express 
Lanes which includes other policy (example: HOV 2+) and pricing requirements. The lanes are 
dynamically managed through the use of technology to provide faster travel times for transit 
and other priority access vehicles. More information on Complete Corridors can be found on 
SDForward.com. 

E124 Kelli Dumas N/A I am against the proposed “miles driven tax”! This tax will negatively affect the hard working 
families of San Diego County. 
 
Getting back to work post pandemic is already challenging enough for most families. These 
proposed taxes are not fair nor are they necessary. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and 
community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, 
including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, 
and the distribution of revenues.  

E125 Kelly A Lyndo SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars.  
In particular, it is critical accelerate GHG reduction goals: Meet the required greenhouse gas 
emission targets, and ensure measures get us to those goals using federal and state funds available 
to create high-quality union jobs. Climate change is accelerating, and we are currently seeing the 
results, which are especially devastating to environmental justice communities. We can???t wait 
any longer to take the actions needed, so our families and our children have a livable future. The 
emissions reduction goal in the plan of 40% by 2030 is inadequate in addressing the climate crisis. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

E126 Kelly Nytes  I urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth ages 24 and under and seniors 55 and older receive priority when Transit Fare 
Subsidies are allocated.  
 
Youth are often dependent on public transit to access school, enrichment opportunities such as 
museums, internships, and jobs. Economically challenged families are more likely to be able to take 
their children to medical or other appointments and to access opportunities in San Diego.  
 
 In addition, early positive experiences with public transit increases the likelihood that individuals 
will choose this environmentally friendly option as adults, reducing traffic congestion and 
emissions.  
 
Seniors, too, may become dependent on public transit if they lose the ability to drive safely or face 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
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financial challenges on fixed incomes. Having their fare covered would increase the freedom of 
seniors to be able to access shopping, medical offices, and cultural opportunities.  
 
Please amend Appendix A for youth and seniors, supporting their access to transportation while 
encouraging environmentally friendly options. 

E127 Kelsey Pickert Surf Rider 
Foundation 

Hi, I am with the San Diego Surfrider Foundation. I am writing because I wanted to thank the staff 
at SANDAG for their progress  
around transportation in this RTP. However, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the 
urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
 
Additionally, create and fund an anti-displacement strategy to protect vulnerable communities 
living near transit corridors by preserving existing affordable housing, encouraging community 
ownership, and protecting tenant rights as well as developing new affordable housing. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

E128 Kieanna Huerta N/A More transportation. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 
Regional Plan data viewer can be used to explore draft plan projects in your area.  

E129 Kim Heinle (on 
behalf of various 
commentors) 

Bayside 
Community 
Center 

**Comments from Bayside Community Center Senior Luncheon (July 9, 2021) with 3 
attendees/commentors. Comments submitted to SANDAG via Bayside Community Center** 
 
[Comments pertaining to South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan] 
Free Passes / Low cost day trips are needed. 
There should be lower costs for kids or free for children under 5 years old.  
The bus line was cut in out neighborhood (Linda Vista) and we would like it back! 
Low emission busses are a great idea. They’re better for the environment and better for people with 
respiratory problems. 
This project is good for people to reach their destinations.  
There should be more small busses to transport people to main streets for transferring.  
Where will the stops be along the project corridor? 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 
Specific transit stops along corridors will be defined in project level planning and analysis. 
 
We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E130 Kim Heinle (on 
behalf of various 
commentors) 

Bayside 
Community 
Center 

**Comments from Bayside Community Center Senior Lunch Program (July 27, 2021) with 21 
attendees/commentors. Comments submitted to SANDAG via Bayside Community Center** 
 
What they like about transportation: 5-minute regular bus frequency; connection and transfer to 
Downtown SD from Linda Vista; making Linda Vista walkable; direct bus to the airport 
 
What they dislike about transit/transportation: traffic congestion on the freeway; potholes; 
disobedient drivers 
 
What they suggest as improvements needed in the Draft Plan: 
-Rides for seniors who can’t drive 
- Build homeless shelters / Housing near transit stations 
- Add more bus lines. Give more attention to busses and less to trolleys 
- Ensure there are earlier bus times and more options for weekend riders 
- Add more share at bus stops. Its too hot! 
-Make an express bus route from Linda Vista directly to Downtown San Diego. 

SANDAG acknowledges that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially seniors and aging populations. Staff are bringing forward an 
item to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance 
of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest 
in transit that benefits environmental justice communities such as Linda Vista. This 
action seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the 
evenings and late nights. Additional information on increased frequencies and spans of 
service for the transit system has been added to Appendix A. 
 
SANDAG will also be conducting pilot programs for the implementation of Flexible Fleets 
and other micro-mobility options to help connect people connect to the transit network. 
Information regarding Flexible Fleets can be found in Appendix A and N. Addition 
materials can be found at: 
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-
sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2 
 
SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals 
of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing incentive program will 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2
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-Add a Linda Vista “mini-bus” community transport 
- Limit housing right on trolley lines (Its too loud). 

include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, consider climate change 
and resilience, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will 
coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested 
stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program promotes equity and addresses 
gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

E131 Kim Heinle (on 
behalf of various 
commentors) 

Bayside 
Community 
Center 

**Comments from Linda Vista Collaborative meeting (July 21, 2021) with 13 attendees/commentors. 
Comments submitted to SANDAG via Bayside Community Center** 
 
Regarding hours of operations, public transit must be operational throughout the night to 
accommodate workers, students at collage, SD’s growing workforce, etc. The duration of the 
services must be extended.  
 
I’m excited that these projects are happening. They’ll help our families connect to greater 
resources, including recreational activities. 
-This looks really cool. Regarding hubs, how many will there be? Regarding cost, will there be an 
added gas tax or how will this funded? Make sure this is properly designed. 
- Regarding incentives, encourage people to ride public transportation, like in the County of SD 
does w/ 100% reimbursement 
-Regarding hubs, let’s use the open space as a place to bring health resources to the people, things 
like farmers markets, farm stands w/ EBT access, COVID vaccines, health screenings, and public 
health measures. Collaborate as agencies. Bring the resources TO the community at these mobility 
hubs. Meet them where they’re at. 
- Connect SDMTS passes with public benefits. So if they qualify at a certain percentage of FPL, 
subsidize the ridership pass. 
- I’m excited that these projects are happening. They’ll help our families connect to greater 
resources, including recreational activities. 
- Make sure this is accessible for youth (Youth Opportunity Pass) so kids can move freely and 
parents don’t have to worry. Connect youth with places of recreation. 
- Invest more in bus lines. Slow down traffic and give it to the busses. Dedicated bus lanes are 
worthwhile investments. Invest in the speed of the bus to make it more attractive while 
disincentivizing private vehicle travel. 
- Concern re: hours of operation: public transit must be operational throughout the night to 
accommodate workers, students at college, SD’s growing workforce, etc. The duration of the 
services must be extended. 
- Re: purple line: Why are we designing 10-30-mile distance commutes instead of housing people 
where they work, go to school? We need to add density and to add it where people work. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, has been added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.   
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-
hour operation.   
 
Thank you for the comment. Each regional mobility hub coverage area was identified 
based on a variety of factors including existing and projected population and job growth 
along with information on where and how people travel. Funding mobility hubs is a truly 
collaborative effort between SANDAG, local jurisdictions, transit agencies, private 
developers and employers, and more. Given the large number of mobility hub 
stakeholders, innovative public-private partnerships can be forged to fund, design, and 
implement various aspects of mobility hubs including stations, complete corridors 
improvements, and other mobility hub amenities. 
 
The Mid-City Trolley Line (Purple Line) is included as the first major new rail project in the 
Plan and will serve the north-south travel needs in Sorrento Mesa, National City, Kearny 
Mesa, and University Heights. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plan is completing a more detailed ridership analysis of this route. The analysis is 
studying an alignment that would include stations in City Heights and at San Diego State 
University (west campus).  
 
Additionally, Rapid services are planned that can use dedicated roadway space to 
increase speeds and avoid congestion. The vast majority of these Rapids also are planned 
in near-term phases of the Plan.  

E132 Kim Heinle (on 
behalf of various 
commentors) 

Bayside 
Community 
Center 

**Comments from Bayside Community Center Senior Luncheon (July 9, 2021) with 4 
attendees/commentors. Comments submitted to SANDAG via Bayside Community Center** 
 
[Comments pertaining to South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan] 
All four answered in the affirmative (“good” or “agree”) to the four questions below: 
1) Do you agree with the plan of zero emission vehicles? Why? 
2) Do you feel safe when walking on the sidewalk or crossing the street? If not how can we improve 
it for you? 
3) Do you agree with creating more bus routes? Do you agree with creating rapid bus lanes? 
4) What do you think about the street quality in the city that you are living in? 
One of the seniors elaborated on Q#1, saying that zero emission vehicles are “good for health and 
the environment.” He and one other ... 
... senior also responded “Safe” to Q#2. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E133 Kimberlyn 
Caywood 

SanDiego350 I’d like to take the time to thank SANDAG for the progressive new actions it has taken to ensure 
that more San Diegans have access to public transportation. However, I would like to encourage 

SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals 
of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing incentive program will 
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you all to implement anti-displacement strategies to keep communities intact as much as possible. 
Prioritizing existing affordable housing, creating new affordable housing, and protecting the rights 
of tenants are all crucial in maintaining current communities. Additionally, creating a public 
transportation system that is available 24-hours is necessary as well. A bus at 10-minute increments 
makes public transportation just as fast and a convenient option as a car, and therefore would 
increase usage of it. 

include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, consider climate change 
and resiliency, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will 
coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested 
stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program promotes equity and addresses 
gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans (longer hours of service) for the 
trolley and buses up to twenty hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move 
into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 
24 hours. 

E134 Kip Lund Sunrise 
Movement 

Every San Diegan deserves access 
 to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially young people ages 24 and under 
and seniors. 
We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost 
 transit passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are 
allocated.  
  
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes 
 is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
 
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit riders 
 are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
 
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-
career 
 opportunities.  
 
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently 
 Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E135 Kristin MacLeod N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E136 Kyle Bright SanDiego350 SANDAG staff deserve every thanks for the work they do and for drafting a Regional Transportation 
Plan that bucks failed policies and reorients our county towards combating inequity and climate 
change. That being said, this plan still doesn’t meet the severity of the crisis we face and still leaves 
a viable future in San Diego out of reach for people like me. 
 
I live in eastern Oceanside and unfortunately can not drive. My home is about 20 minutes walk 
away from a Sprinter station and 7 minutes walk away from a Breeze Route 318 station that runs 

Thanks for your comments! 
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every hour. I know that this is better access to transit than most Oceansiders and San Diegans in 
general can count on, but that didn’t mean much for me this past year as an essential worker on 
night shift as I was forced by limited transit to spend nearly 1/3rd of my monthly income on 
rideshare services. And I’m not the only coworker and neighbor facing this dilemma. Transit does 
not run 24 hours a day or provide frequency of service that aligns with working two jobs, attending 
school, or childcare. 
 
So please reevaluate the RTP to move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, increase 
funding to transit projects, and expand the hours of service and frequency of transit. We can not 
miss this opportunity for change and aggressively building a better more livable county. Current 
and future San Diegans like me are counting on it. 

E137 Lanny M N/A What an absurd money grab. We already pay plenty of taxes to pay for under used public transit. 
Trolleys and busses that are nearly empty running to destinations that avoid housing areas. It’s just 
unconscionable that you plan to rob San Diegans again.  

Thank you for your comment. 

E138 Laura Cunningham SanDiego350 Immediate changes to halt the climate crisis should be the priority. An emphasis on good, frequent, 
cheap public transportation is imperative. Get away from individual cars!  
Making public transportation free for low income, disabled, seniors and students.  
More frequent public transportation between North County and San Diego.  
More options from train stations to major business and office areas.  
TRULY affordable housing near transportation centers, and centers near high density housing 
areas. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 
SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals 
of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing incentive program will 
include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, consider climate change 
and resiliency, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan, and alignment with other SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG 
will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested 
stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program promotes equity and addresses 
gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

E139 Laura Gonzalez N/A A mobility hub in our community (So. East San Diego) preferably located at our current Orange Line 
Trolley station. Youth passes given to youth under 24. 
 
Fiber optics underground to ensure we are ready for state of the art transportation system that is in 
the design stage, (iOS systems/smart phones) and to more appropriately address the digital divide 
in our “Redlined communities”. 
 
Covering our MTS bus stops. (Structures/bus shelters.) 
 
Consider 24 Hour service on the lines that are taking our residents to work. 
 
Focus on transforming to an all electric bus fleet in the first 2-3 years of implementation. Improve 
the frequency and reliability of our bus routes.  
 
Ensure all our streets are designed with the “Complete Streets” designs. 
 
Increased maintenance of the trolleys and buses proportionate to the heavy usage in our areas 
(Southeast area of the City of San Diego.) 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E140 Laurel Smith SESD As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E141 Leah Schaperow BikeSD Comments regarding RTP 
I moved to San Diego a few years ago and left my car behind, replacing it with an electric bike. 
San Diego is the perfect place to ride because of the wonderful weather year round. I have seen 

The bike network shown in the plan is the Adopted Regional Bike Network, which was 
adopted in 2010. As an early action out of the Regional Plan, SANDAG will develop a new 
Active Transportation Plan. Although the original plan considered topography, we will 
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positive changes in more protected infrastructure for bikes, but it hasn’t been enough and it has 
been too slow. I still hear in the news, from friends & family about deaths of people on bikes and 
pedestrians. I own a small business in Liberty Station which I commute to daily from Hillcrest by 
bike. My bike keeps me healthy and keeps my transportation costs low. I tried to take public 
transportation for my commute, but the public transportation to and from Liberty Station is sadly 
lacking. I support Vision Zero, and hope that more people will feel comfortable and safe choosing to 
ride a bike for transportation. Safety, physical health, and mental health must be the priority over 
getting somewhere faster.  
Everyday I continue to choose to ride my bike because of the benefits to myself and my society in 
the beautiful city of San Diego. 

take a fresh look in the new one. With the ever increasing popularity of e-bikes, we do 
feel it is important to build bike network in both flat and steep areas so provide as many 
network connections as possible. Additionally the prioritization will include more recently 
completed and near-term transit projects to facilitate connections like those you 
mention. 

E142 Leah Schaperow SD350 I ride my bike to commute to Liberty Station. I ride my bike to get groceries, wherever I go I ride my 
bike. I do not own a car and public transportation does not always go where I need to go when I 
need to be there. Please move faster to keep me safe on the road. 
While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create 
safe facilities for users of all ages and abilities. Every project goes through a detailed and 
context sensitive design process which results in decisions regarding the best facility, 
which may include protected bikeways, buffered bikeways, shared use paths, or shared 
streets with significant traffic calming elements. The Regional Plan also includes funding 
for upgrading existing bikeways that may not meet current best practices in 
maintenance or bikeway design. 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

E143 Leeya Appleby N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The 5 Big Moves will enhance connectivity and result in people having more travel 
options and operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT. Local jurisdictions can and will 
identify GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is 
included in the 2021 Regional Plan. Appendix B includes the near-term actions that 
SANDAG will work towards achieving these goals. Many of which are anticipated to begin 
work immediately after the Plan adoption. 

E144 Leslie Bridges  As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E145 linda redenbaugh SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
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the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars.  
I took the bus everywhere I needed to go. I spent most of my free time waiting for the bus. And if it 
didn’t go where I needed to go, I wouldn’t go. You try taking three buses to a colonoscopy and 
home again afterwards. There wasn’t even a bench to sit on. I had to sit on the curb in Kearney 
Mesa. 

levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E146 Linnea Dayton N/A As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse gas emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit 
for people of all ages connecting ALL of the San Diego region. I support timely rapid transportation 
for all San Diego County community members, so they can conveniently access jobs, businesses 
and community services. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E147 Lori Mendez San Diego 350, 
Sierra Club, The 
Climate Reality 
Project 

I am with San Diego 350, Sierra Club, and The Climate Reality Project. I drive a Nissan Leaf and 
power it with solar panels (during the sunlight hours). I am also an avid walker, hiker, cyclist, and 
outdoor enthusiast. 
 
  
 
I am writing because I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their progress around transportation 
in this RTP. 
 
  
 
As you know, we are in a race against time. Accordingly, this plan must move more quickly and 
efficiently to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they 
need. 
 
  
 
Accelerate GHG reduction goals: Meet the required greenhouse gas emission targets, and ensure 
measures get us to those goals using federal and state funds available to create high-quality union 
jobs. Climate change is accelerating, and we are currently seeing the results, which are especially 
devastating to environmental justice communities. We can’t wait any longer to take the actions 
needed, so our families and our children have a livable future. The emissions reduction goal in the 
plan of 40% by 2030 is inadequate in addressing the climate crisis. 
 
1. Accelerate transit improvements: Accelerate the timeline for all transit (trollies, buses, rail) and 
biking infrastructure improvements and prioritize the Environmental Justice communities that 
need transit solutions the most. Environmental Justice communities, who disproportionately suffer 
from the effects of climate change, cannot afford to wait; they need immediate improvements 
while the long-term infrastructure projects are being planned. This means no new roads and 
specifically accelerating the purple line and collaborating with MTS to improve the blue line that 
serves these communities. This also means transitioning transit to zero-emission vehicles. 
2. 24-hour service and increased transit frequency: Make the transit system fast, frequent, reliable, 
safe, and accessible by increasing passenger capacity, hours of service, and frequency on popular 
lines. This means 24-hour service and 10-minute frequency on many popular bus and trolley routes 
to connect people to jobs, school, and more. 
3.Improve transit amenities: Make immediate improvements to amenities at transit stops, including 
benches, shade from the elements, and bathrooms that are accessible according to ADA 
regulations. Improving transit amenities and ensuring safety of riders increases ridership and is 
crucial to providing our disabled community access to public transportation in an equitable way. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building 
bathrooms at all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the 
incorporation of bathrooms into existing stations. MTS is working to provide shelters 
throughout the region. Bus shelters are provided wherever there is sufficient right of way 
to locate them. Any new infrastructure build would include shelters. Complete Streets 
designs are an important component of SANDAG’s planning today and will be included 
on projects in the future. As part of larger infrastructure projects like Next Generation 
Rapid, Trolley and Commuter Rail, all stations will have shelters. One of the 
Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, 
expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
 
The transit network that has been developed for the Regional Plan includes faster access 
to the beach. There are Rapid and Commuter Rail routes that will operate between Mid-
City and the proposed Central Mobility Hub. From that location you can seamlessly 
transfer to routes that will take you to Ocean Beach, Pacific Beach and La Jolla. 
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4. No-cost passes: Provide no-cost transit passes to ALL beginning in 2023, not 2027. No-cost transit 
passes encourage significant participation in public transportation and help shift expectations for 
how San Diegans use transit. Additionally there will be less demand for roads and parking, more 
mobility for people, giving them more range to find employment, leading to more taxable income, 
Social justice: roads favor only those who can afford cars, but transit is equitable, increased 
ridership, leading to more and better transit, increased and cheaper commerce since freight 
delivery has less traffic, GHG reduction, fewer stressed drivers on the road, less road rage, fewer cars 
mean more safety for all other road users, less pollution means better health, less tax money spent 
on cars, cars, cars; supporting single-occupancy vehicles is shameful for resource efficiency. 
5. Equitable service: It shouldn’t take hours to get to the beach from City Heights! We can do MUCH 
better! Source: https://www.kpbs.org/news/2019/aug/26/city-heights-kids-take-two-hour-public-
transit-jou/ 
6. Anti-displacement strategies: Create and fund an anti-displacement strategy to protect 
vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by preserving existing affordable housing, 
encouraging community ownership, and protecting tenant rights as well as developing new 
affordable housing.  
Thank you for your consideration, and more importantly, SANDAG’s prompt, effective, efficient, and 
just action! 

 
Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

E148 Lorna Delos Santos Pilipino Workers 
Center 

North city area bus # 306 to and from fall brook needs an additional bus route for the public 
specially on busy days. Additionally a proper bus stop at many areas in this route is needed specially 
on hot summer time. To mention one in SR-76 highway corner mission near Daniels market. 
Submitted by Pilipino Workers Center members who are Caregivers. Priscilla Caringal, Ruby 
Archean, Nilda Chelonia, Rachel Aquino, Anita Sulangi, April Tellez, Arsenia Fabrigas, Susie Ratana, 
Cherilyn Apolinario, Carmela Hernandez, Lilia Thomson, and Corazon Canatuan. 

NCTD is looking closely at adding service to those areas that are in need, also looking into 
Flexible Fleet solutions that can bridge the gap in areas that need better service. The 
Regional Plan includes upgrades to Route 306 in 2029, having buses come every 15-
minutes. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD). 

E149 Lorna Delos Santos Samahan Health 
Clinic 

Temecula should be provided with San Diego Bus Breeze because there are many commuters 
there who want to get to Escondido to work. Temecula/Murrieta maybe part of Riverside county but 
most people work In San Diego area. A daily route would help. 
Submitted by Pilipino Workers Center members/Caregivers : Teresita Vale’s, Cecilia Bautista, 
Bernadette Chaffee, Beth Adonai, Pay Igaya, and Cecilia Jaro. 

While the Regional Plan does not currently include new fixed-route transit services north 
of Escondido on the I-15, there may be some new plans that come out of the North 
County Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) work currently being 
considered. Carpool and Vanpool options are provided at the iCommute website. 
 
Your comment was shared with the North County CMCP team.  

E150 Lorna Delos Santos Samahan Health 
Clinic 

San Marcos area has a few buses that goes to the next neighboring cities specially in West San 
Marcos Blvd. area. Bus stops are difficult to locate and would take more than 2 miles to get to the 
next one. 
Submitted by Pilipino Workers Center members/Caregivers : Beth Adonai, Joan Gastones, Elvira 
Corbilla, Nemia , and Elma Movila. 

NCTD is looking closely at adding service to those areas that are in need, also looking into 
Flexible Fleet solutions that can bridge the gap in areas that need better service.  
 
Your comment was forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD). 

E151 Lorna Delos Santos Samahan Health 
Clinic 

San Diego-La Jolla-Carlsbad-Encinitas-National City-Chula Vista. Is there a way an easy access to 
public transport that traverses in these areas anytime at work weeks? 
Submitted by Pilipino Workers Center members/Caregivers : Nenita Acson, Mercedita Habagat, 
Emelita Rigor, June Freeman, Cristina Caracalla, Melanie Patti, Beth Dunn, Nieva Javier, Ronalyn 
Antic, Richard Soria, Eliseo Bautista Jr., and Emma Cannamasco. 

The Regional Plan includes multiple new routes that provide connections between these 
locations. There is a new commuter rail route that will connect National City, Chula Vista, 
to La Jolla. Multiple new Next Generation Rapid routes that provide connections through 
the North County Coastal areas mentioned. All routes are planned to operate every 10 
minutes throughout the weekdays. 

E152 Lorna Delos Santos Samahan Health 
Clinic 

Need a clean public restroom at main terminal. 
Special curbside for bus to unload/load passengers. Audit the bus stop on Highland Ave and 8th St. 
Cover shade for bench. 
Avoid putting a bus stop too close to stop light. 
Well lit waiting area for night riders for their safety. 
Special app to show bus arrival. 
Can you color coded the bus? 
Install a hand sanitizer dispenser inside the bus. 
Some bus stayed longer at bus stop. Waiting for more riders. 

SANDAG is working with our transit operators on a bathroom analysis of where to put 
bathrooms. This will be completed in late 2021. All public transit has shade and seating 
where it can physically be accommodated. The Next OS system outlined in the plan will 
work toward developing an app with Next Bus information. The transit operators are in 
charge of the branding and coloring of the bus, sanitation on the bus, and scheduling. 

E153 Louise Potash SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E154 Lyle Pavuk SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E155 Lyn Pratt Morse High 
School; Mid-City 
CAN 

I am a volunteer with Mid-City CAN. 
 
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially 
young people ages 24 and under, people with disabilities, and seniors. We urge SANDAG to amend 
Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and 
under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated. 
 
 * Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.  
 
 * No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit 
riders are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego. 
 
 * No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other 
early-career opportunities. 
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E156 Mac Kevin Braza N/A I am a UC San Diego student and I usually use my bike, shuttle, and MTS bus to go to school. I will 
deeply support all Public Transportation projects! This will be very useful for somebody who does 
not have a car like me. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E157 Madge Torres SanDiego350 So many of us are unable to afford a car. We rely on Public Transit. Public Transit is inadequate in 
North County San Diego. Please reduce the cost so we who work for minimum wage, can afford to 
take transportation to and from work. 
While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
Please move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the hours of 
service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful alternative to 
cars. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 

https://sdforward.com/
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Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E158 Malik Thornton SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E159 Marcelo Ramirez N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E160 Margaret Gelb SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E161 Marguerite Kealey SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
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frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E162 Maria Gonzalez Southern 
Caregiver 
Resource 
Center/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
First of all, I want to say thank you for all those who are behind the scenes making some of the 
upcoming projects come to reality. Faster and more reliable transportation is a vital change San 
Diegans need. Bringing greater equity to our transportation system while better serving our lower 
income communities who rely on public transportation for their everyday needs. I am looking 
forward to the changes that will happen within the freeway system with more lanes designated 
specifically for buses. As a community outreach worker, a big number of the clients Southern 
Caregiver Resource Center do not have the financial capabilities of improving their caregiver 
situations which are more complicated by the lack of faster and reliable transportation between 
doctor’s appointments and making it to work on time. I am very excited to see and experience all 
the changes SANDAG has to offer our communities. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E163 Maria Libia Cabrea El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
Esta bien que haga el transporte gratis paralos jovenes. En la calle Main hacer para bicicletas, y en 
la calle Madison poner mas stop porque pasan los carros muy fuertes, y tabien hacer lineas para 
bicicletas y tambien hacer en las calle Broadway poner banquetas mas ampleas. And also, in front 
of the school Naracanca, poner topes porque pasan los carros muy fuertes y ahi pasas ninos.  
*** 
Its good that they do free transit for the youth. On Main Street put bike lanes, and on Madison 
Street put more stops because the faster go very fast, and make lanes, and also on Broadway put 
wider sidewalks and in front of the school Naranca put cones because the cars past by so fast and 
that’s where the children cross. 

Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio asegurará que las partes interesadas 
públicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. Se espera 
que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios 
para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y 
los jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 
jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
 
Su comentario ha sido compartido con la ciudad de El Cajon.  
*** 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to the City of El Cajon.  

E164 Maria Navarro El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
Todo el plan que nos dijeron tienen para la cuidad de El Cajon me parecio excelente. Crea eso traira 
mas trabajo a la cuidad y facilitara el uso de medios de transporte a toda la comunidad 
*** 
Everything they told us about the City of El Cajon, I think was excellent. I think that it will bring 
more work to the city, and will facilitate the use of modes of transportation for the whole 
community. 

Gracias por su comentario. Favor de continuar siguiendo el plan regional a: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan.  
*** 
Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow that 2021 Regional Plan at: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 

E165 Marisa Allen SD350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 

https://sdforward.com/
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
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frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E166 Mark N/A Thank you for all the work that went into this. But I must admit, I’m not a fan of all those managed 
lanes. That is just crazy! Whoever was developing that part of the proposal wasn’t thinking about all 
the regular people who have to get from point A to B every day - commuters. People in cars, who 
are most of the tax base here in San Diego, need flexibility. They depend on the government to 
provide basic services including access to transportation. What if you needed to bring a friend or a 
special solar cup to access the water easily and swiftly from your tap, unless you want to pay huge 
fees for every glass? Even if you try to implement this a little at a time I fear it will spark a 
considerable backlash. I like our elected leaders, but this would give plenty of ammunition for foes. 
Just don’t go there, please!! 
Many thanks, 
Mark 

The intent of the managed lanes is to create a flexible system that can be managed in 
real time. This is similar to how the I-15 corridor is currently managed in North County 
today. Solo drivers will have options to use the lanes but at a price and transit services 
can travel congestion free. The result is better optimization of the system that 
encourages higher occupancy travel but with real alternatives that are competitive with 
driving. 

E167 Mark and Cathy 
Steele 

 To say we have grave concerns regarding the proposed 2021 Regional Plan is an understatement. 
Establishing “incentives” to coerce the public to give up their right to use their vehicles is 
abhorrent; VMT fees, reduced parking, parking and curb pricing, diverting funding from the 
highway expansion and improvement programs to build multi billion dollar mass transit projects, 
etc. 
With your forecast in growth in commuting by mass transit from 3 percent to a very optimistic and 
very unlikely and measly 12.6 percent? This makes no sense whatsoever. We are already dealing 
with outrageously high gas taxes and roads that desperately need help. Trying to establish these 
goals will cause a voter revolt. 

Thank you for your comment.  

E168 Marquelia Villarreal El Cajon 
Collaborative  

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
Hola, soy Marquelia a mi me encanta la junta que tuvimos con munidan del la plan sobre todo por 
la informacion acerca del transporte publico lo que piesan aser en el futuro en El Cajon todos los 
proyecto a mi en lo personal me gustaria que nos sigan informando y que siga viendo juntas para 
saber lo que esta pasando perso tambien me gustaria que si pudiera en a ayudar a la comunidad 
me lo informara gusto ayudar.  
*** 
Hello. I’m Marquelia. I like loved the meeting we had with munidan about the Plan, for all the 
information about the public transportation and what they plan to do in the future in EL Cajon, all 
the projects to me personally, I liked that they continue informing and that they continue having 
meetings about everything that’s happening, but also I would like to help the community. I like to 
provide information to help. 

Gracias por su comentario. Favor de continuar siguiendo el plan regional a: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 
*** 
Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow that 2021 Regional Plan at: 
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan. 

E169 Mary Ann Horton  Thank you for providing this plan and seeking community input. 
 
I think the community will be extremely reluctant to sign a blank check for twelve figures. We need 
proof of what works, with a laser focus on how to most economically solve the problem. You can 
provide evidence using pilot projects and emulation. 
 
You suggest several different solutions, bikes, scooters, high speed trains, ride sharing, managed 
lanes, etc. The public is very skeptical of many of them, believing the bikes, scooters, and trains will 
be under-utilized. I share that skepticism. A typical driver needs the flexibility to make stops for 
errands, picking up kids, etc. They need to carry groceries and stay out of the rain. We’re already 
seeing that bikes are not a solution to transportation, they are a form of exercise and recreation. I’m 
pretty sure scooters are as well. 
 
Here’s what I suggest: for each of your several solutions, create a pilot project. Emulate the service 
with a low-cost, quick-to-create service that will move commuters. Run it for some period (6 
months or a year) and see if people will use it. Then you’ll have a solid case to build the real 
equivalent service. 
 
High speed trains can be emulated with rapid buses running the same routes and schedules at the 
projected fares. You might be able to address traffic issues by repainting lanes on existing roads to 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes funding for deploying a wide range of Flexible Fleet 
services, including microtransit and on-demand rideshare services, to provide greater 
mobility options. SANDAG will begin launching pilots in 2022 to test different 
opportunities and applications for Flexible Fleets in addition to infrastructure and 
technology improvements that support the success of these services. 

https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan
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create mini-managed lanes. 
 
Microtransit in automated electric shuttles can be emulated with gas-powered human-driven 
shuttles at the projected fare. You could also subsidize pooled Lyft/Uber rides if they book the rides 
using your app. You already have data on managed lanes (I-15) and bike lanes (downtown San 
Diego). 
 
I personally believe that microtransit combined with shared rides would be a low-cost high-
acceptance alternative to owning a car. It has to get you there in a competitive time with driving, at 
a fare low enough to compete with driving (56 cents/mile, per the IRS). The “Expanded trip options” 
graphic on page 29 illustrates this very nicely. This is also the type of service you can quickly and 
inexpensively emulate for a pilot. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Poway 
 
P.S. Before I retired, I commuted to SDG&E in Mission Valley. That’s impossible by current transit. 

E170 Mary Storm McGraw Hill I am writing to let you know my opposition to the Raised Buffer strip on Gilman. I am a 60-year-old “ 
recreational” cyclist that rides that route several times a week and puts in between 100 – 150 miles a 
week on my road bike. I have been cycling in San Diego for more than 25 years. 
 My issue with the raised barrier is that it is adding a crash hazard. Gilman is wide enough that I 
have never felt unsafe on either the North Bound or Southbound side from or to UCSD from the 
Bike path. I have commuted on that stretch on weekdays, as well as weekends. Once the curb is 
installed there is no way for cyclists to safely pass each other. Also, the bike lane becomes a 
collecting point for debris because it can no longer be swept away. Glass bottles find their way into 
bike lanes, and with that curb can’t find their way out. That’s a long stretch with a flat tire, and no 
place to pull off to fix..  
I would prefer to see just a painted barrier lane to give cyclists a bit more space.  
Is it possible for you to pull accident reports from the stretch of the Coast Highway in Cardiff where 
the barrier has been added and see if more or fewer accidents have been reported before 
proceeding ? The lane on the Coast Hwy is now a jumble of bikes, walkers, strollers and is so 
dangerous I prefer to take my chances with the cars. I know that wasn’t your intent, but if you were 
to go observe that lane at various times of the day you would see the outcome.  
I feel like there are many other better ways to use these funds.  
One thing that does need to be added is some sort of indication to motorists coming off 
Northbound 5 at Gilman to watch for cyclists crossing onto the bike path. Cars frequently blow past 
limit line, blocking the access to the entrance to the bike path. Or they plan on turning right on red 
and directly into our path. Their line of sight up the hill is blocked as we come out from under the 5, 
and we are moving fast due to the downhill. Perhaps make that a “no right on red”?  
Thanks for your time, I do appreciate what you are trying to do – make San Diego a first-class city 
for cycling ! 

While the Gilman Drive alignment is on the Adopted Regional Bike Network included in 
this Regional Plan, the specific project you’re referring to (or specific extents / 
intersections) is within the project limits of the City’s CIP project estimated to begin 
construction in 2022. Your comments might best be noted and addressed by the 
implementing department within the City of San Diego, please see webpage here 
specifically for the Project Manager’s contact information at: 
https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951. 

E171 Maureen Hartin Volunteers in 
Medicine/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
Reviewed the plan and think it will work well for the East region. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E172 Maya Enciso SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 

https://cipapp.sandiego.gov/CIPDetail.aspx?ID=S00951
https://sdforward.com/
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increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E173 Melodee Tuskagie Jamul First 
Methodist Food 
Pantry/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
You don’t detail plans for straightening roads. What roads are you talking about? Those of us in 
rural areas pay the taxes, but we don’t get the benefits. 
 
What are you doing to make our roads safer? Look at Camp Road in Rancho San Diego area: the 
lanes go away right where they are needed to be available - specifically between the intersection of 
Camp Rd/Jamacha Blvd and Avocado Ave. 
 
Also, we need passing lanes on Hwy 94 from Campo Rd down to Otay Lakes Rd. There are reports of 
multiple incidents of cars passing other vehicles using the right shoulder, crossing the double 
yellow line into oncoming traffic. 
 
Quit putting in bike lanes, especially where they are not needed or wanted. The back country roads 
are not meant for multiple bike riders - especially if they can’t follow the laws about riding in single 
formation - 4-5 bike across a well-travelled road is pure idiocy. 

Lane straightening improvements are included on the following corridors: 
State Route (SR) 76 from Rice Canyon Road to Pala Reservation and Harolds Road to 
Pauma Rancho. SR 94 from Jamul Reservation to Tecate Road, And SR 67 from 
Mapleview to Dye Road.  
SANDAG will continue to work with our partners to identify projects that improve safety 
along our region’s roadways.  

E174 Michael Petrivelli SanDiego350 Your proposed plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and give 
those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
I ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. Thank you. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E175 Michael Verdu Resident 
(Encinitas) 

Following up on my email from June 6 (below). I wanted to offer a constructive suggestion for how 
to move forward: 
 
Rather than ask for an up-or-down vote on funding the entire 2021 Regional Plan, why not 
unbundle the largest and most controversial part of the 2021 Regional Plan - the new commuter rail 
system and its stations - and ask the voters to fund that separately?  
 
There are a lot of projects needing funding that will likely get much broader community support, 
such as moving the railroad tracks off the bluff in Del Mar (to the degree that SANDAG contributes 
funding for that project), building and maintaining the Central Mobility Hub (providing connectivity 
from the existing rail infrastructure to the airport), improving roads and bridges, and building new 
trails. It would be great to increase Coaster and Sprinter frequency and improve bus service to 
existing train stations. Roll up all of these projects and put them on the ballot as “Phase I”, funded 
by a simple increase to the sales tax. Then make a separate ask of the voters for the commuter rail 
system and network of stations, as “Phase II”, which would also include the specifics of the per-mile 
fees (how they’re assessed and collected) as well as the additional increase in sales tax needed to 
fund the projects. 
 
By breaking up the vote and funding, you’ll increase the odds that many critical projects get the 
money they need sooner, while also getting a clean read on how your community feels about the 
big new vision for commuter rail and the future of regional transportation behavior. If San Diego 

Once the proposed final Regional Plan is adopted, implementing the components in the 
plan will require many phases that will likely result in going to the voters multiple times 
to fund different components of the plan. Regarding a road usage charge, SANDAG staff 
will initiate a study in the next year to work with Board Members, stakeholders, and 
community members to develop implementation strategies, including high level 
constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of 
revenues. Your comments will be considered as SANDAG considers how to bundle 
different projects and initiatives as we work towards implementing the plan.  
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wants to bet on commuter rail and a multi-modal hub-and-spoke system as the heart of the 
region’s transportation future, then great. And if not, then you don’t lose all the other good stuff if 
and when the voters reject that bigger vision. 
 
It would be tragic if the badly needed projects that had the potential to garner more community 
support were held hostage to the hugely ambitious commuter rail system. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Resident, Cardiff-by-the-Sea 

E176 Mike B  I just would like to ask why would anyone with any intelligence ask for more taxes based on how 
much you drive? 
 
The tax on 1 gallon of gas for the amount of vehicles on the road should be an ample amount to 
take care of business. The people in charge of the money obviously don’t know what they are doing 
already. Why would we give more money to be mismanaged? 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

E177 Milena LaBarbiera SanDiego350 I am a current resident of San Diego. While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in 
addressing climate and equity in this Regional Transportation Plan draft, we are asking that certain 
changes be made and that we accelerate this plan to more effectively meet the goals of achieving 
climate justice. 
 
As a young working professional living in San Diego, I rely on proper public transportation to get 
me to my job and to perform other tasks, such as grocery shopping. We ask that this plan includes 
24 hour service and more frequent service so that those who rely on public transportation, like 
myself, are able to get to their jobs quickly, safely, and without needed added stress. 
 
Additionally, we must accelerate this transportation plan because we must combat environmental 
injustices in our community. Communities of color are the hardest hit by the effects of climate 
change, and we all deserve to live in a clean, safe, and healthy environment. It is imperative that we 
take faster action against climate change to protect all people, especially the communities that are 
the most vulnerable.  
 
Thank you for reading my statement. I hope that my words, and those of the other people who have 
submitted comments, will resonate you, and you will take action to incorporate our asks. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity 
specific project list has been included in the draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. This list 
of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional 
Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this change will make it 
easier for the public to understand.  

E178 Molly Boyd N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E179 Monica Leyva Health Net, 
Covered CA/El 
Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
I am very excited to see the future plans coming to San Diego in the next few years. The current 
projects to help with technology and transportation look great. I approved of the great strategies 
they will implement to help the county. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E180 Myeshia Williams SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E181 N/A N/A If you are taxing cars for usage of road, you need to tax bicycles...they use roads and have lanes. Tax 
them too!!!! 

The road usage charge is intended to replace the revenue losses from gas taxes in recent 
years due to more fuel efficient vehicle technology and electric vehicles. Gas taxes are 
implemented to fund the maintenance and operations of our current transportation 
system resulting from wear and tear from regular vehicle use, as well as unrealized costs 
of carbon emissions on the environment. Roadway wear and tear by bicycles is negligible 
and zero carbon emissions. Currently, gas taxes do not apply to cyclists and the proposed 
road usage charge would be expected to continue that practice.  

E182 Nanci Kelly SanDiego350 I am submitting this comment on behalf of all the individuals who would like to utilize public transit 
in San Diego but require improved services and prioritization of the needs of the public, particularly 
young people. Many years ago I tried to take the bus to work (fortunately, OB still has good bus line 
access, at least to begin or end ones journey) in the Mission Valley area however a 15-minute drive 
became a 2-3 hour bus trip (each way!). This is untenable for people who have multiple life/schedule 
commitments. San Diego has made very little progress in the 50+ years I have lived here and now 
we have the additional knowledge of the need for public transit to meet the climate crisis. While I 
want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this Regional 
Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of the 
climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

E183 Naomi Raffel Crawford High 
School 

Our students deserve an equitable education. They have to be able to get to school for this 
education. I urge you to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for ages 24 and under receive priority when transit fare subsidies are allocated. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 

https://sdforward.com/
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for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E184 Nastassia Patin SD350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
Particularly in light of the recent tragic cyclist deaths, San Diego is long overdue for streets that are 
designed for people, not cars. Expanding freeways and encouraging single occupancy car travel 
directly conflict with the urgent need to expand and encourage alternative transit. Please treat the 
need for transit with the urgency it deserves when we consider the climate and safety goals of San 
Diego. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E185 Natalie Mladenov N/A I have watched the videos about the new 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. As a North County 
resident, I support this plan. In particular, there is a tremendous need to invest in safe ways for kids, 
families, everyone to use alternate transportation like bicycles and rapid transit systems, to get 
around, and especially in low income parts of San Diego where we have NOT yet invested with safe 
bike lanes and other measures. It is also important to me that we reduce greenhouse emissions for 
a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for people of all ages connecting ALL of San 
Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San Diego County community members who 
support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E186 Nicholas Norcross SD350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E187 Nicole Burgess BikeSD Comments regarding RTP 
For background, I am an active commuter and travel daily by bike. I am a board member of BikeSD 
and a participating member of QOL. I appreciate the time and opportunity to comment on the 2021 
RTP and the dialogue with staff on a regular basis. I applaud the new leadership that has brought 
new direction to the agency and the overall approach to transportation with more transit.  
These are my personal comments, however, I will often say we, which identifies the greater number 
of people that bike and the organizations that support a healthy active transportation network. I 
support the goal of Safety and am grateful that Vision Zero is part of the RTP framework. Safety 
must be the priority for every project that is initiated and implemented. I support an equitable plan 
that prioritizes transportation justice, therefore support the SD Transportation Equity Working 
Group Transit Line recommendations. I would like to include and stress an important 11th bullet 
point; the implementation of safe access to transit and ensuring the first and last mile to transit is 
part of the Mobility Hubs and RTP. With safe active transportation access to transit stations, 
research has shown that transit ridership can increase 7-12x.  
“It is often hard to advocate for something if you have no idea about it” This is how I feel with folks 
from disadvantaged communities, the general public, and even much of the SANDAG staff. As an 
active commuter that travels daily by bike, I have a full understanding of the benefits and joys of 
commuting by bike. I know the challenges and I know that San Diego has the potential to be an 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a number of investments in active transportation 
including the regional bike network, local bike projects through local streets and road 
funding as well as complete street investments in mobility hubs, mobility hub amenities 
(including secure bike parking and e-bike charging), e-bike incentive program, and 
Vision Zero programs. In addition, Appendix B describes implementation actions for the 
Regional Plan, which includes a Regional Active Transportation Plan (including updated 
Regional Bike Plan), Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans, Regional Vision Zero 
Action Plan (including Regional Safety Policy), updating SANDAG grant programs, quick 
build program for complete streets, and transportation demand management grants 
and incentives.  
 
In developing the mobility hubs, SANDAG ensured each military base is immediately 
adjacent to a mobility hub area. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes 
bathrooms at new rail stations and a bathroom access study as a near-term 
implementation action. The 2021 Regional Plan includes a tunnel for the tracks to be 
moved from the Del Mar Bluffs.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 

https://sdforward.com/
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amazing bike mecca where ridership exceeds all expectations. Unfortunately this RTP fails to 
capture the true value of bikes in such a beautiful city with perfect weather all year round. San 
Diego has large amounts of street space that can be reallocated to active commuters and we have 
a large amount of residents that are interested in commuting by bike, especially with the 
innovation of ebikes. This RTP fails to integrate bikes with transit and capture the true value and 
synergy of biking. It is unfortunate that this RTP is focused primarily on transit, EV’s and shuttles 
that will one day be autonomous. This RTP fails to have a vision for a large number of folks choosing 
to go by bike since it lacks an updated bike plan that captures the ridership needed to meet the 
City of San Diego’s Climate Action Plan. It is extremely important for SANDAG and the City of San 
Diego to 
update their bike plans so that we can maximize the opportunities and increase ridership. There 
needs to be grand vision for safe and secure bike parking throughout the region as this is an 
important component of supporting people who bike.  
It is hard to see what has been changed for active transportation from previous RTP’s. Funding has 
not changed, projects have not changed with the exception of the addition of the Chollas Creek 
Regional Park and bikeway. We appreciate this addition as we believe this is the most equitable 
active transportation project in the region and will drastically improve mobility and outdoor access 
for the communities that need it most. They deserve a separated and connected bikeway and the 7 
miles from La Mesa/Lemon Grove to Downtown would be an amazing asset to our region.  
I do oppose highway widening for any purpose and am not in favor of the new transit station to 
Camp Pendleton. I would like to see the ridership numbers and modeling for this station. I 
personally believe that a safe connected bikeway to this area would be far more beneficial for all. 
The military is a huge base of commuters in San Diego, approximately 30%, and I believe this plan 
fails to support this demographic of commuters. With a close partnership, the military can be the 
leaders of changing the way we move in San Diego. These are the men and women that can 
protect our homeland while staying physically fit and strong, to meet their goal of 
Military Readiness. Please discontinue using the word “Faster”. Speed kills and is not supporting 
Vision Zero.  
I do believe the strategies and programs will be a critical component to change cultural car centric 
habits in San Diego. I encourage a Healthy Commuter Incentive Program to provide incentives for 
residents to change the way they move. Charging for parking and congestion pricing will also be 
extremely effective in changing behaviors. Let’s start with 163 as it goes right through our beautiful 
Balboa Park. This corridor should have BRT with adjacent walking and biking trails. Charging for all 
curb space and keeping vehicles out of city centers will be critical for vibrant transit friendly 
communities.  
Mobility Hubs everywhere with connected bikeways for safe healthy access is so critical. These 
mobility hubs do not need to be grand; consider a basic stop with shade and seating provided by a 
structure that has solar power, lighting and electric bikes available as part of the transit system. If 
the station is well used then a bathroom would be recommended. Health and maintenance of our 
residents and roadways needs to be considered. When one person uses a bike in lieu of a vehicle 
(ICE or electric) the benefits are grand and it is unfortunate your modeling is not capturing the 
positive outcomes of active transportation.  
Improved health, very little air or noise pollution, streets stay in better condition, people have an 
opportunity to engage and be social, and our residents and city become safer, healthier, cleaner, 
and more resilient city. 
EV’s are Not the answer. Electrics Bikes Are! As far as Grand Central Station, it can help transform 
the Midway District, but it is a big expense that does not have a great ROI. I personally believe the 
station should be closer to the proposed Laurel location with a people mover connecting to the 
Airport and beyond to Liberty Station, military bases in PL, and the beach area. Above ground air 
trams, people movers, would be a great addition in San Diego. Tourists and residents would love it. 
Our scenery and viewpoints around the waterfront are amazing and we should be capitalizing on 
the beauty. An air tram to and around Balboa Park would be fantastic. I personally am not a fan of 
an underground subway however I would highly recommend the boring technique to be used for 
creating safe bikeways across/under our most difficult crossings at highways and waterways. This 
should be a primary use of underground technology.  
At this point I would not support a tax measure to fund this plan as it does not properly address the 

passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
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immediate climate crisis and needs of community members that are suffering the most. The 
current bike plan is only 3% of the total cost of the entire regional plan. With the low cost to fund 
and implement a complete connected bike network, these projects should be a priority and be 
implemented as soon as possible and should be completed by 2035.  
I support the Coastal Rail Trail and appreciate separated facilities away from the noise and pollution 
of vehicle traffic. When the tracks are moved from the Del Mar Bluffs and the tunnel is created 
under Miramar, we recommend that the old tracks be converted into a Rails to Trails project. These 
are by far, some of the best corridors to ride in the US.  
I appreciate that the new RTP is a better approach than previous RTP’s, however there will be much 
work to do to actually implement the needed infrastructure to change the car culture of San Diego. 
I do believe with a new bold bike vision and the prioritization for healthy active transportation, our 
city can achieve, and even exceed, the desired mode share goals of 18% by 2030. I would like to 
suggest that SANDAG evaluate the most difficult and dangerous areas to ride a bike. As I have 
experienced, most of the dangerous locations are around and through highway interchanges. 
Perhaps a new approach to our bike improvements is for SANDAG to address these hot spots 
specifically, working with Caltrans and Cities to make these areas safe 
to help connect our communities. As SANDAG focuses directly on these dangerous 
intersections with Caltrans, the City can support “quick build” protected bikeways that approach 
these areas. For example, rather than have SANDAG address the entire 2.5 mile corridor of Nimitz, I 
would prefer they focus on the most dangerous area near the I-8 and efficiently implement a grade 
separated facility for connecting at this hot spot, while allowing the City of SD to add flex posts and 
barriers along the rest of the corridor to provide the safer facility in a more reasonable timeframe. 
With a Vision Zero priority at SANDAG, money cities receive from SANDAG should be dedicated to 
complete streets using Vision Zero Strategic Solutions for Safety.  
The collaboration between cities, Caltrans and other agencies is extremely valuable to being 
successful and commend staff for working on all fronts to address the transportation issues in the 
region. We have amazing new leaders throughout San Diego County. For them to continue to be 
great leaders and ensure a holistic transportation system is created, these leaders need to 
experience all modes of transportation. The Board of Directors, Transportation Team and SANDAG 
staff should all be using the current transit system and bikeways to truly understand the benefits 
and challenges of each. If they only drive a car, they will only know how to advocate for such. 
SANDAG can help facilitate this and it is important that our leaders ride the 
Coaster, Sprinter, BRT, Blue Line and the bus to understand what we have and don’t have in San 
Diego. Leaders need to actively ride a bike to understand and feel why there is such a demand for 
separated and protected facilities. This is the best way for our leaders to be advocates for an 
inclusive and healthy transportation system.  
I truly appreciate the opportunity and continued dialogue for a safe, healthy, and efficient 
transportation plan for our region. The Climate Crisis is real and we have limited time. The best ROI 
is to prioritize people centric communities with bikeways connecting these people, businesses, and 
amenities in our City. Be inspired by Mayor Anne Hidalgo in Paris and watch how she has changed 
her city in the last two years. This is possible here in San Diego and we too can act quickly to be 
successful to get people out of their cars. San Diego is shining and people want to ride for 
transportation. It is time to provide the safe network for them to do so.  
May our commutes become the best part of our day. 

E188 Nicole Mu??oz-
Proulx 

SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
1. Accelerate GHG reduction goals: Meet the required greenhouse gas emission targets, and ensure 
measures get us to those goals using federal and state funds available to create high-quality union 
jobs. Climate change is accelerating, and we are currently seeing the results, which are especially 
devastating to environmental justice communities. We can???t wait any longer to take the actions 
needed, so our families and our children have a livable future. The emissions reduction goal in the 
plan of 40% by 2030 is inadequate in addressing the climate crisis. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
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E189 Nicole Mu??oz-
Proulx 

SanDiego350 2. Accelerate transit improvements: Accelerate the timeline for all transit (trollies, buses, rail) and 
biking infrastructure improvements and prioritize the Environmental Justice communities that 
need transit solutions the most. Environmental Justice communities, who disproportionately suffer 
from the effects of climate change, cannot afford to wait; they need immediate improvements 
while the long-term infrastructure projects are being planned. This means no new roads and 
specifically accelerating the purple line and collaborating with MTS to improve the blue line that 
serves these communities. This also means transitioning transit to zero-emission vehicles. 24-hour 
service and increased transit frequency: Make the transit system fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible by increasing passenger capacity, hours of service, and frequency on popular lines. This 
means 24-hour service and 10-minute frequency on many popular bus and trolley routes to connect 
people to jobs, school, and more. 
Improve transit amenities: Make immediate improvements to amenities at transit stops, including 
benches, shade from the elements, and bathrooms that are accessible according to ADA 
regulations. Improving transit amenities increases ridership and is crucial to providing our disabled 
community access to public transportation in an equitable way. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation. 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 through 2050 of $657 million for 
zero-emission buses and infrastructure, which is to support accelerate the 
implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit 
agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 

E190 Nicole Mu??oz-
Proulx 

SanDiego350 3. No-cost youth passes: Provide no-cost transit passes for youth 24 years old and younger 
beginning in 2023, not 2027. No-cost transit passes encourage significant participation in public 
transportation and help shift expectations for how San Diegans use transit. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E191 Nicole Mu??oz-
Proulx 

SanDiego350 4. Anti-displacement strategies: Create and fund an anti-displacement strategy to protect 
vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by preserving existing affordable housing, 
encouraging community ownership, and protecting tenant rights as well as developing new 
affordable housing. 

Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions –the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

E192 Pablo Corona HICAP/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
Great presentation! I found it very interesting because the new improvements focus on mobility for 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
https://sdforward.com/
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all ages and I really hope that this plan really helps reduce the affects of global warming. Thank you 
Carol! 

E193 Patricia Murrin N/A SANDAG members and staff, 
 
 
While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing 
 
climate and equity in this Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan 
 
doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and 
 
give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, 
 
transit projects, and the hours of service and frequency of transit so that 
 
our public transit system can be a meaningful alternative to cars. 
 
 
Patricia Murrin 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E194 Patricia Valiton N/A With so much attention to San Diego County’s future transportation, what is SANDAG doing right 
now to ensure the health and safety of current passengers? 
 
This PBS article (https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/public-transit-post-pandemic) describes 
improvements other cities are currently making to their public transportation protocols -- 
additional cleaning, better air circulation, increased distances between passengers. I understand 
that even with the new California COVID plans going into effect tomorrow, all public transportation 
will continue to require that passengers wear facial coverings (which in my very limited experience 
riding on San Diego busses lately is not universally applied or enforced). So what is SANDAG doing 
to ensure that current as well as future passengers are assured rides without health risks? 

Public transportation vehicles and facilities receive regular maintenance. As part of the 
COVID-19 protocols, vehicles are wiped and cleaned at the end of each run throughout 
the day. Additionally, all riders are required by federal mandate to wear a face covering or 
mask while on public transit. 

E195 Paula Holland N/A I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. Therefore, I call for 
more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of 
specific improvements to the bus system. 
 
I call for increased funding for electric bus/trolley system…. better for less green house gas 
emissions. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 

E196 Paula Jewell N/A I am a resident of Cardiff and I live just off the Birmingham Drive exit. I took a deep dive into 
Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan, and I wanted to share my questions and comments with you 
that I also submitted to the SD Forward website. I am very pro active transportation and love to use 
Class IV protected bike lanes and Class 1 multi‐use facilities and would like to see more of these in 
San Diego County. The multiple transportation projects near my home have piqued my interest in 
the transportation projects in San Diego. I have been following the projects in North County since I 

Yes, we have worked with our project partners at Caltrans to include the North Coast Bike 
Trail projects in our Final 2021 Regional Transportation Plan as part of the Adopted 
Regional Bike Network. Caltrans will be the implementing agency working along with 
the individual jurisdictions to complete their segments of North Coast Bike Trail as per 
the NCC PWP/TREP. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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will be using them much more than others. I have been enjoying the Coastal Rail Trail for local trips 
in Encinitas and I am really looking forward to the completion of the North Coast Bike Trail that will 
be a Class I multi‐use path between Birmingham Drive and Solana Beach. 
Below are my comments and questions that I also submitted to the SD Forward website: 
 
 
North Coast Bike Trail: 
It seems like the North Coast Bike Trail is a regional active transportation project that should be 
included in the 2021 Regional Plan. Why isn’t the North Coast Bike Trail included on the list of active 
transportation projects in the 2021 Regional Plan? 

E197 Paula Jewell N/A I‐5 Widening: 
I am a 4th generation Californian. I can remember my parents and relatives talking about freeway 
widening projects since I was a small child. They would always lament that the widening was not 
enough for future use. Why don’t the transportation planners account for future use, not just 2 
years after completion they would complain. We now know that widening freeways just induces 
demand to drive more and does not reduce congestion. I am not clear on whether the future 
SANDAG projects will widen the I‐5 in North County beyond the Phase 1 portion of the Coast 
Corridor Public Works Plan / Transportation & Resource Enhancement Program (NCC PWP/TREP). I 
don’t think the 2021 Regional Plan should include the widening of the I‐5 corridor. From multiple 
past projects, we know this will not reduce traffic congestion in the long run. Additional freeway 
size will just increase the noise we hear or air pollution my family breathes in. 
The 2021 Regional Plan should not include the widening of the I‐5 freeway. This project will not 
reduce traffic congestion in the long run. Is the Phase 2 portion of the I‐5 freeway widening 
proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan? If so, what projects are proposed? 
I‐5 Bike, Pedestrian and Safety Enhancements: 
If the Phase 2 portion of the I‐5 Widening is not proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan, will the other 
community enhancements still be proposed? SANDAG should not remove the pedestrian, bike and 
safety related community in the 2021 Regional Plan that were proposed in original EIR for the NCC 
PWP/TREP. Below are a few specific community enhancements in Encinitas that should be 
proposed. 
In the 2015 SANDAG Regional Plan, the Birmingham Drive bridge was scheduled for replacement in 
a future phase of I‐5 construction (estimated 2035 per the 2015 SANDAG Regional Plan). During this 
time, there were plans to widen the westbound sidewalk from 5 to 12 feet and add a new 12‐foot 
eastbound sidewalk. Roundabouts were also proposed at northbound and southbound 
intersections at Birmingham Drive. However, these are scheduled to be completed along with the 
replacement of the Birmingham Drive overpass replacement and future improvements. There were 
also plans for portions of the North Coast Bike Trail to become a Class 1 facility. 

We have worked with our project partners at Caltrans to include the North Coast Bike 
Trail projects in our Final 2021 Regional Transportation Plan as part of the Adopted 
Regional Bike Network. Caltrans will be the implementing agency working along with 
the individual jurisdictions to complete their segments of North Coast Bike Trail as per 
the North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan/ Transportation and Resource Enhancement 
Program 

E198 Paula Jewell N/A Are any improvements to the Birmingham Drive overpass or the other bike and pedestrian 
community enhancements that were proposed in the NCC PWP/TREP included in the 2021 
Regional Plan? Many of these projects will create safe off‐street paths that will complete the 
network for people on bikes and walking and should be included in future transportation planning. 

Yes, we have worked with our project partners at Caltrans to include the North Coast Bike 
Trail projects in our Final 2021 Regional Transportation Plan as part of the Adopted 
Regional Bike Network. Caltrans will be the implementing agency working along with 
the individual jurisdictions to complete their segments of North Coast Bike Trail as per 
the NCC PWP/TREP. 

E199 Paula Jewell N/A Coastal Rail Trail (CRT): According to Figure A.12 in Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan, there are 
small gaps in the CRT that are not scheduled for completion until 2050. The CRT will be a major 
bike and ped corridor that will greatly improve the quality of life and allow people to access the 
beach without using a car. 

Each city can prioritize improvements through their active transportation or sustainable 
mobility plans for segments like these and complete improvements there sooner. 
SANDAG is committing to make these smaller spot improvements by the 2050 phase 
year but there are a number of projects that we are working on sooner that constrain the 
amount of time and budget we can commit to projects throughout the region. As you 
may well know we recently completed a new segment of the Coastal Rail Trail in 
Encinitas and will be extending it further north in coming years. Please sign up for 
updates and learn more here:  
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/Introduction.aspx. 

E200 Paula Jewell N/A Small gaps in regional bike projects (AT073, AT074 and AT122) should be moved to the year built in 
2035 to accelerate safety and access for all users. Additionally, any advancement to complete the 
network of bike/ped projects should be prioritized in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

The bike network shown in the plan is the Adopted Regional Bike Network, which was 
adopted in 2010. As an early action out of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will develop a 
new Active Transportation Plan which will look at adding in a number of new 
connections like these. SANDAG prioritizes community engagement and will develop 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/Introduction.aspx
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these connections in partnership with the community so that we can make sure the 
routes take people where they want to go.  

E201 Paula Jewell  I will not have access to the internet on Tuesday June 15 and will be unable to attend the North 
County Coastal virtual Informational open house on zoom. Will the meeting be recorded? If so, 
where will this be located online? Will the other open houses be recorded and available online? 

All public hearings and informational open houses held during the public comment 
period were recorded and can be viewed in both English and Spanish at:  
www.sdforward.com/about-san-diego-forward/calendar. 

E202 Peggy Griffith N/A This proposal is going to punish those who can afford it least. People who cannot afford to live 
inside the city of San Diego already & have to commute from out of town will suffer the most. Folks 
who have more money & live nearby will never have to pay as much tax. This will be the tipping 
point for many young people to move from San Diego. The service industry will suffer even more, 
except those workers who come from Mexico. How fair is that? 
 
You say this tax will eventually replace the existing gas taxes. There is nothing more permanent 
than a temporary tax. Stop the current tax, then I’ll consider thinking about a possible new tax.  
 
We just passed a gas tax for $.12 a gallon a few months ago. For roads. What the heck happened to 
all that money? 
 
This is insane. I’ll be protesting more gas tax on the steps of your offices if this idea continues.  
  
-Overtaxed tax payer 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as rural residents, are paying more than their fair share. 
There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure 
a fair system. For example, drivers of fuel-powered vehicles in the state of Oregon receive 
a credit for fuel tax and remote emissions testing through their road usage charge 
program called OReGO.  

E203 Phil Birkhahn SanDiego350 ENHANCED BLUE LINE INSTEAD OF 3RD TRACK EXPRESS 
p. A-14, Projects TL13, TL57 p. A-15, Project TL12 
Phil Birkhahn, Member of SD350 Transportation Committee philbirkhahn@gmail.com 
 
We need a stronger Blue Line to serve its many passengers and get ready to work in partnership 
with the new Purple Line in 2035. Fortunately, the 2021 RTP Appendix A already shows $1.02 billion 
for Blue Line improvements, not counting $200 million for the San Ysidro Mobility Hub. 
Blue Line needs a clear path for evolution leading to faster service on a Blue Line Express (BLE). 
However, BLE did not get fresh analysis for the draft 2021 RP. What follows is a reconnaissance 
through the factors that need careful consideration before proceeding. 
I do not believe 3rd Track Express is the right approach other than to frame the issue. Trolleys on a 
3rd track could save time by enabling trolleys to bypass a station without slowing down or 
stopping. Other than that, it would be subject to the same conditions along the route that limit 
trolley speed today. Station skipping does not even need a 3rd track. Surfliner runs through the 
Encinitas station at 50 to 60 mph and the two LOSSAN tracks carry diverse traffic. 
3rd track is probably not a must for freight service either. The 2am to 4am window for freight 
should be compatible with 30- to 60-minute BLE frequency. Freight would run on the east track 
and BLE on the west. Both express service and freight on the Blue Line can run separately on the 
existing two tracks. Since 30-minute frequency on Blue Line starts at 11:30pm, the freight window 
might even be expanded. 
Through evolution, I believe Enhanced Blue Line can reduce travel time as much as 3rd Track 
Express. Instead, enhancements called “channelization” of the existing double tracks would enable 
full use of the 55-mph cruising speed and 3 mph/second acceleration of the S700 trolley cars. 
Elevated viaducts, i.e., long bridges, are one example. Track beds elevated on 5 to 10 feet of soil 
contained within vertical retaining walls on both sides is another. Even fencing has a role. 
The existing travel time of 34 minutes could be reduced about 8 minutes. I think 26-minute travel 
time qualifies as a better Blue Line Express than 3rd Track, which skips stations. Skipping could be a 
difficult public process that might be good to avoid. 
For now, everyone’s Blue Line choices are speculative, including mine seen here. We need a process 
like the Blue Line Express Service Analysis identified at a recent meeting of the SANDAG 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans (longer hours of service) for the 
trolley and buses up to twenty hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move 
into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 
24 hours. The Regional Plan also prioritizes early implementation of increased frequency 
on existing transit lines and upgrading many routes to Next Generation Rapid routes 
which increased frequency and spans of service. Also, SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line 
Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation 
Action (to be included in Appendix B). 
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Transportation Committee. Except on steroids with broad reach into alternative evolutionary paths. 
That process demands full sharing of information with the public, for example, several years of train 
movement records for the freight operation in the middle of the night. 
SANDAG and MTS must collaborate on upgrades to Blue Line. First step is a joint comprehensive 
technical report arriving at the best combination of vehicles, new construction and specific 
operating plan that would enhance service. Rigorous modeling of each train movement in 
proposed alternates is necessary to keep hopeful goals from becoming unrealistic and expensive 
expectations. 
Please answer the following questions, offer information, and comment where you like: 
1. Will SANDAG and MTS commit to a joint comprehensive report to the public in SANDAG’s Blue 
Line Express Service Analysis? 
2. Will the above report provide full and complete analysis to the public about alternative 
evolutionary paths for Blue Line? 
3. Will the above report recommend the best combination of vehicles, new construction, and 
specific operating plan? 
4. Will SANDAG research and provide a list of LRT systems that use bypass or run-through tracks to 
skip stations to reduce travel time? 
5. Will SANDAG support the above work with rigorous modeling of each train movement in 
proposed alternates that is necessary to keep hopeful goals from becoming unrealistic and 
expensive expectations? 

E204 Phil Birkhahn SanDiego350 BUILD THE WHOLE PURPLE LINE BY 2035 
p. A-12, Project TL02; p. A-14, Project TL03 
Phil Birkhahn & SD350 Transportation Committee, Bee Mittermiller, Chair philbirkhahn@gmail.com 
 
We need the whole Purple Line Fast Commuter Rail by 2035 instead of splitting it into two projects, 
which delays completion to 2050. Building just part of the line by 2035 will isolate it from half its 
commuter market, leading to low early ridership for 15 years that invites criticism of the project and 
its technology. The second part might get canceled. Luckily, it is a bargain at less than 20% of the 
total cost. 
The SANDAG proposal for Purple Line is fast service from Sorrento Mesa to the border in modern 
commuter trains like the Siemens Mireo or Desiro City powered by electricity. 
The social purpose of Purple Line is to connect Environmental & Economic Justice Communities 
south of I-8 to Tijuana, to job and education centers at I-8 and north to Sorrento Mesa. The technical 
transit purpose is to bring practical travel times to large numbers of inland and southerly 
commuters.  
The transit equity purpose is to provide north-south transit to inland San Diego for the first time. 
Coastal service (Blue Line and Coaster) and east-west service (Orange and Green Lines) has been in 
place for decades, while inland towns and neighborhoods have close to zero north-south 
connection by transit. Their travel demand is met by freeways alone. 
The global warming purpose is Purple Line’s ability to serve two to six times as many riders as 
trolley technology at three times the speed using 100% renewable energy. The trains have a single 
interior space and all amenities a passenger could want. It’s a powerful builder of transit mode-
share. 
Purple Line will likely have a dozen stations over its 30 miles: Sorrento Mesa, UTC, Kearny Mesa, 
Linda Vista, SDSU West, City Heights, Orange Line & Euclid, National City, Chula Vista Downtown, 
Palomar & 4th or Chula Vista East at I-805, Iris or Palm, and San Ysidro. 
It will provide 30-minute travel times from the border to Sorrento Mesa. South Bay commuters 
headed that far north will choose it instead of a trolley ride of an hour or more. Blue Line will 
primarily serve Downtown residents working in UTC and Sorrento, and South Bay residents working 
Downtown. 
Purple Line is divided into two projects at National City: 
National City to Sorrento Mesa TL02 p. A-12 $12.660 billion 2035 Completion 
National City to the Border TL03 p. A-14 $ 2.977 billion 2050 Completion 
The SANDAG proposal for Purple Line Commuter Rail is $15.637 billion for Sorrento Mesa to the 
border, about 30 miles. That is a lot of money but is less than the alternative of roughly $25 billion in 
new lanes needed to fix commuter-rush freeway congestion and keep traffic flowing at 60 mph 

A station at I-805 and Palomar is difficult to do. There are high frequency power lines 
overhead and a significant water line underground. The majority of the ridership for the 
purple line comes from the denser community areas which are mostly located west of I-
805. Station sites will be identified during the advanced phase of the project. At that 
point, communities will be engaged in the planning effort. SANDAG will pursue all 
available opportunities to expedite the full Purple Line. 
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until 2050.  
Most freeways would need two or three new lanes each way, which means taking a butcher knife to 
adjacent neighborhoods. That leaves permanent damage that never heals. Purple Line Fast 
Commuter Rail is 80 percent in deep tunnels. Purple Line is a great way to preserve and serve 
neighborhoods instead of destroying them. 
The ridership value of those last four stations, Chula Vista Downtown to San Ysidro, is about half the 
accessible travel market. They are a bargain at $2.977 billion, just 19% of the total cost of the Purple 
Line. 
That $3 billion should come from recapitalizing the Del Mar Tunnel. Tunnel funds should come from 
a new budget category under Capital Projects called Climate Change Adaptation and funded 
independently of any source of transit funds. 
Please answer the following questions, offer information, and comment where you like: 
1. Have you considered a station in Chula Vista East at I-805 & Palomar or similar site? If not please 
evaluate it. 
2. When will SANDAG have recommendations on station sites and when should communities start 
working on it. 
3. Will SANDAG undertake a special study to find a strategy leading to the whole Purple Line by 
2035. 

E205 Phil Birkhahn SanDiego350 ENHANCMENT PROGRAM LEADING TO A BLUE LINE EXPRESS 
p. A-14, Projects TL13, TL57 p. A-15, Project TL12 
 
I assume overcrowding reports are correct. MTS should post station ridership and entry-exit tables 
like those provided by BART so anyone can deduce the situation with a little work.  
Early Action to 2025 
A. Quickly establish a pilot program of bus service from 1 to 4am to complete 24-hour service. The 
pilot should be free to passengers to draw out the market and include some free rides to the 
station for passengers with problematic routes to the station. Use the pilot data to study an 
upgrade from bus to trolley in the Blue Line Express Service Analysis. 
B. Increase passenger capacity by adding a fourth S700US LRT car to Blue Line trains. This solves 
the immediate overcrowding problem but will be quickly outgrown unless train frequency 
eventually can be boosted to at least 12 per hour. If not, go to a Strategic Solution of changing to 
S700 full-length cars. Is there room to park longer trains at the rail yard south of Imperial? 
C. For now, accept the 25-mph travel speed of the existing Blue Line to Downtown. It already meets 
SANDAG’s 30-minute access criterion to a Tier 1 Job Center for passengers as far south as Iris station 
if they live nearby. Beyer and San Ysidro are just a few minutes more. 
For 2025 to 2030 Completion 
D. Go ahead with the 5 grade separations funded in the draft 2021 RP for 2035 completion but 
recognize that the effect at those locations will be to speed up car traffic, not the trolley. As such, 
the grade crossings should be funded by road funds not Transit Leap. 
E. The Transit Leap funds for the Blue Line already in the 2021 RP should instead be spent on five 
bilevel stations integrated into their adjacent rail overpass. The track will already be elevated 
because the grade separation abuts the station. Maybe 1 minute saved. 
F. The stations should be state-of-the-art, including bathrooms on both levels. The upper level 
would be restricted to passengers holding valid tickets to ride, as is done at the Grantville station. A 
fence between the tracks would keep people off, like in the SDSU station. 
ALTERNATIVE: Alstom’s Citadis Dualis, Metropolis, or X’Trapolis cars can have restrooms on board 
and have wide connections between cars creating a single interior space. Restrooms would not be 
needed at the upper boarding level of stations. 
G. Determine the potential for bilevel stations to enable skipping a station at higher speed found in 
Encinitas on LOSSAN. Bypass tracks may not be needed. Note that Surfliner trains go through 
Encinitas station and nearby crossings at 50 to 60 mph. 
Consider for 2050 Completion 
H. Elevate or otherwise isolate the trolley tracks from “H” Street to 12th & Imperial. This section is the 
slowest part of the Blue Line south of Downtown, 22 mph. Saves about 5 minutes, putting San 
Ysidro within 30 minutes of Downtown. 
The above measures would lower travel time to about 29 minutes from the current 34 minutes, no 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans (longer hours of service) for the 
trolley and buses up to twenty hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move 
into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 
24 hours.The Regional Plan also prioritizes early implementation of increased frequency 
on existing transit lines and upgrading many routes to Next Generation Rapid routes 
which increased frequency and spans of service. Also, SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line 
Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation 
Action (to be included in Appendix B). 
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stations would be skipped, and travel speed would be 29.4 mph. Isolating tracks on from San Ysidro 
to “H” Street could save 3 or 4 more minutes. 
Please answer the following questions, offer information, and comment where you like: 
1. Will SANDAG and MTS commit to a joint comprehensive report to the public in SANDAG’s Blue 
Line Express Service Analysis that includes a specific phased program leading to steady progress 
toward a Blue Line Express? 
2. Will SANDAG support the above work with rigorous modeling of each train movement in 
proposed alternates that is necessary to keep hopeful goals from becoming unrealistic and 
expensive expectations? 
3. Will SANDAG determine if the achievable travel time reduction is sufficient for Blue Line to be a 
strong partner for the Purple Line? 
4. Will SANDAG consider conversion to faster vehicles with more amenities like those offered by 
Alstrom? 

E206 Phil Birkhahn  SanDiego350 DEL MAR TUNNEL IS CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION NOT TRANSIT 
p. A-26, Project TL06 
Phil Birkhahn, Member of SD350 Transportation Committee philbirkhahn@gmail.com 
 
Del Mar Tunnel is an expensive, $3-billion project required for adaptation to sea-level rise caused by 
climate change. Sea level had held steady for two- or three-thousand years before erosion of the 
coastal bluffs was initiated by global warming. 
Goods movement and transit needs could have been met by double tracking the existing route. 
We need a new budget category called, “Climate Change Adaptation” to recognize reality, bring 
visibility to the cause of the spending, and seek special funding sources not related to goods 
movement or transit. 
Budget presentations in Appendix A and throughout the Regional Plan necessarily group projects 
leading to wide interpretive differences. Case in point is TRANSIT LEAP, $51.637 billion. This breaks 
down as follows: 
CATEGORY COST, billions COMMENT  
New Commuter Rail Routes $33.680 Mostly in deep tunnels 
Improve Existing Heavy Rail $6.949 LOSSAN: Freight, Surfliner, Coaster  
Climate Change Adaptation $2.630 Move tracks from Del Mar coastal bluffs 
Improve Existing Light Rail $3.088 Trolley and Sprinter  
New Tram Loop $1.175 Downtown-Hillcrest-North Park-Golden Hill  
Rapid Bus $2.717 35 New and Existing Route Improvements  
Airport People Mover $1.398 San Diego International Airport  
The real cost of Transit Leap will be lowered to $49.007 billion by properly moving Del Mar Tunnel to 
the new budget category of Climate Change Adaptation. 
Note that new commuter rail routes are only $33.680 billion, far lower than reported by news media. 
That is for the Purple Line from Sorrento Mesa to the border, the east-west line from Central 
Mobility Hub to Hillcrest to El Cajon, and the line from Downtown to Hillcrest to Linda Vista. 
Maps in the Regional Plan are not drawn to reflect distinctions between category of project, such as 
New Commuter Rail versus Existing Heavy Rail. And projects not in the Regional Plan at all are 
shown on some figures without differentiation, for example California High Speed Rail. 
Please answer the following questions, offer information, and comment where you like: 
1. Will SANDAG create a new budget category for Climate Change Adaptation and take such 
projects out of Transit Leap? 
2. Will the estimated cost of Transit Leap be $49.007 billion? 
3. Will the estimated cost of the three new Commuter Rail lines be $33.680 billion? 
4. Will SANDAG enhance existing maps and figures in the Regional Plan to highlight the above 
differences in project type and cost allocation? 
  

1) No. Moving projects out of the transit category could compromise the ability to 
successfully obtain grant funding.  
2) No, see #1.  
3) No.  
4) No. 

E207 Phil Birkhahn & 
Bee Mittermiller 

SanDiego350 CITY HEIGHTS ON PURPLE LINE FAST COMMUTER RAIL 
p. A-12, Project TL02; p. A-14, Project TL03; p. A-29, Project TL01 
SANDAG’s commuter rail network in its draft Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan Network 
Development Summary Report, released August 7, 2020, had a big surprise: City Heights was off the 

The revisions to the Purple Line were adopted in the SB2S CMCP. Unfortunately, the 
network modeling and EIR were developed prior to this change being included in the 
network. The Regional Plan mentions the change to the Purple Line in Appendix A, but 
the network maps and figures will not be updated.  
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Purple Line, North Park and University Heights were on. Purple Line has always included City 
Heights on its run to Kearny Mesa, UTC and Sorrento Mesa from Environmental & Economic Justice 
Communities south of I-8 to Tijuana. The other surprise was that North Park was not included in the 
east-west line from University Heights on its way to City Heights. 
By September I was working with San Diego Transportation Equity Group to get City Heights back 
on the Purple Line. Equity is prime, but my original objection to the change was its decreased 
capacity relative to large-scale traffic flows on I-15, I-805, SR-163 and I-5. It adds up to 700,000 cars 
per day through the zone between SR-52 and SR-94 
Moreover, the Purple Line route proposed by SANDAG merged with the other north-south route 
coming from Downtown to Hillcrest, Kearny Mesa, and Sorrento. I objected to that network design 
because eventually two north-south routes are needed from SR-52 to SR-94. North and south of 
that zone, just one route is needed to match the market. 
SANDAG’s configuration to the south is great, bringing routes together at National City to head 
south to the border. The SANDAG configuration to the north is problematic. Bringing them 
together at University Heights to continue north as one route to Mission Valley and points north 
deprived the area from I-8 to SR-52 of the additional route it needs. It gives up a large chunk of the 
potential market. 
I define need as offering congestion reduction on the four north-south freeways and having 
potential for high mode shift from cars to Fast Commuter Rail. Purple Line is an opportunity to 
provide travel time less than 30 minutes from the border to Sorrento Mesa. Even during the height 
of the commuter rush. No freeway will ever be able to do that. 
When we got SANDAG to commit to putting City Heights back on Purple Line, they proposed a 
good route through a station at SDSU West and then to Linda Vista, and Kearny Mesa. SDSU West 
may need an above ground site because an underground station would face poor subsurface 
conditions could have a cost impact. 
My last point is that North Park deserves a Fast Commuter Rail station. Luckily, SANDAG already 
plans and budgets for a tunnel from University Heights to City Heights. It will pass just half-a-mile 
north of North Park. Please modify that project by slightly diverting the tunnel to a North Park 
Station. I believe direct connection to City Heights, SDSU and points east will be better for North 
Park than direct connection to points south. 
Please answer the following questions, offer information, and comment where you like: 
1. For project TL02, will you delete “University” and add “City” in its description? 
2. Will the figures in the final RP be updated? 
3. Does SANDAG agree that the zone for heaviest north-south traffic stretches from SR-52 to 
SR-94? 
4. Has SANDAG estimated the cost and consequences of trying to solve traffic jams with enough 
added lanes to eliminate commuter-rush congestion and keep traffic moving at greater than 60 
mph until 2050? Should Caltrans perform such a project? 
5. Has SANDAG conferred with SDSU West about modifying their plans to include a fast commuter 
rail station? 
6. When will SANDAG model the rail operations to pin down travel time between each station pair 
and end-to end? 
7. Will SANDAG publish estimated ridership contributed by each station for 2035 and 2050? 
8. Will you add a Fast Commuter Rail connection at North Park using funds in already in Project 
TL01 for the tunnels and Project TL02 for the station? 

3) There are several “zones” in the region with significant traffic – SR 52 to SR 94 are high 
on the list of most congested but it is not the most congested.  
4) No, SANDAG has not done that analysis. The RP does not included additional freeway 
lanes that would warrant that analysis.  
5) SANDAG is working with SDSU on a potential station site. The exact location of that 
station will be developed during the advanced planning stage.  
6) SANDAG will conduct the analysis of travel time between stations during advanced 
planning. Modeling has been completed that results in a total travel time.  
7) SANDAG does not generally publish station ridership at the Regional Plan stage 
because the exact locations of stations has not been defined, just the area’s a station 
would be placed.  
8) No. 

E208 Priscilla Lane SanDiego350 I am close to a bus line but it takes a very long time to get where I’m going by bus. We should strive 
to make transit competitive with driving. While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides 
in addressing climate and equity in this Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move 
quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief 
they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, give priority to transit 
projects, and the hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a 
meaningful alternative to cars. This is essential especially for those who rely on transit as their only 
means to get around. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
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frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E209 Rachel Tisnado SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
According to the EPA our current era of global warming is directly attributed to the burning of fossil 
fuels. 14% of global greenhouse emissions comes primarily from fossil fuels burned for 
transportation. This means that there is a big opportunity for SANDAG to make an impact on our 
global crisis by making public transportation a priority. We can all feel the impacts of global 
warming already and to wait till 2050 to help will be too late.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E210 Rami Ibrahim Majdal Center, 
SD350 

Hi, my name is Rami with the Majdal Center, I am writing because I wanted to thank the staff at 
SANDAG for their progress around transportation in this RTP. However, this plan doesn’t move 
quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief 
they need. 
While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

E211 Rami Ibrahim Majdal Center, 
SD350 

Many community members in East County are walking communities with no access to 
transportation. Many walk in 100 degree heat, and vulnerable community members face health 
risks when merely engaging in movement. First, we need to Accelerate transit improvements: 
Accelerate the timeline for all transit (trollies, buses, rail) and biking infrastructure improvements 
and prioritize the Environmental Justice communities that need transit solutions the most. 
Environmental Justice communities, who disproportionately suffer from the effects of climate 
change, cannot afford to wait; they need immediate improvements while the long-term 
infrastructure projects are being planned. This means no new roads and specifically accelerating 
the purple line and collaborating with MTS to improve the blue line that serves these communities. 
This also means transitioning transit to zero-emission vehicles. 

The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. 
The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San 
Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. The Blue Line 
Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had 
frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track 
work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on 
these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility 
and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included in 
proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project 
specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 

E212 Rami Ibrahim Majdal Center, 
SD350 

As a UC San Diego student, I was frequently taking the bus home from work at odd times in the 
night. Waiting for over 25 minutes at a bus stop made me uncomfortable and made me feel unsafe. 
We need 24-hour service and increased transit frequency: Make the transit system fast, frequent, 
reliable, and accessible by increasing passenger capacity, hours of service, and frequency on 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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popular lines. This means 24-hour service and 10-minute frequency on many popular bus and 
trolley routes to connect people to jobs, school, and more. 

and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation. 
 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements. SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and 
representatives to ensure that this plan gets implemented.  

E213 Rami Ibrahim Majdal Center, 
SD350 

Many community members have accessibility needs that need to be met when taking public 
transportation. Public transportation must be accessible to ALL. Please Improve transit amenities: 
Make immediate improvements to amenities at transit stops, including benches, shade from the 
elements, and bathrooms that are accessible according to ADA regulations. Improving transit 
amenities increases ridership and is crucial to providing our disabled community access to public 
transportation in an equitable way. 

SANDAG agrees that amenities are important on public transportation. That is why all of 
the new services planned in the regional plan will include shade structures and benches. 
Bathrooms are being evaluated in a study to determine where they can be placed or 
upgraded to meet ADA requirements.  

E214 Rami Ibrahim Majdal Center, 
SD350 

Next, we need No-cost youth passes: Provide no-cost transit passes for youth 24 years old and 
younger beginning in 2023, not 2027. No-cost transit passes encourage significant participation in 
public transportation and help shift expectations for how San Diegans use transit. At UC San Diego, 
bus and transit passes were provided with our tuition. However, many students and youth are not 
enrolled or have the funds to be at a higher education institution. These youth need to be able to 
move freely, get a job, and enjoy public transit without barriers. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E215 Rami Ibrahim Majdal Center, 
SD350 

Lastly, we need Anti-displacement strategies: Create and fund an anti-displacement strategy to 
protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by preserving existing affordable 
housing, encouraging community ownership, and protecting tenant rights as well as developing 
new affordable housing. 
 
Thank you. I look forward to seeing these improvements implemented. 

Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions –the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in 
the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 
housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive 
program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

E216 Randall Thill  While I appreciate the amount of effort that has gone into this proposal, I think it will not work out 
very well for the county. By the time the high-speed rail is completed most cars will be self driving 
and/or there will be cars that you can summon to your home and take you anywhere in the county 
for a small fee. Also, with the advent of smart cruise control more cars will be able to drive on 
existing freeways with less gaps between cars, which will help eliminate traffic congestion. 

The Regional Plan envisions a transportation system that provides sustainable mobility 
choices in the region. Fast and reliable transit remains the most efficient way to move the 
largest number of people; traffic congestion on our urban corridors will be remedied by 
fast commuter rail services that serve longer distance regional trips. Transit services will 
also be complemented by Flexible Fleets, which include shared, electric, and eventually 
autonomous vehicles. Flexible Fleets provide greater travel choices for connections to 
transit or areas where transit may not work well.  
 
However, there is great uncertainty about when shared fleets of fully autonomous and 
connected vehicles will be capable of operating in the manner you’ve indicated. Though 
small, automated pilots have been launched in many parts of the country, including San 
Francisco, widespread deployment of truly autonomous services is not likely until much 
later. 

E217 Randall Thill  I think the prospects for increased ridership on trains will be similar to what we have seen with the 
Coaster and Sprinter programs, which is minimal usage. I think part of the reason for programs like 
the Sprinter was to decrease air pollution but if you notice, every time the Sprinter crosses an 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The 2021 Regional Plan will add tremendous 
capacity to the transportation system and offer people compelling alternatives to driving 
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intersection there are many cars sitting there idling until the Sprinter passes. Has anyone done an 
analysis as to whether this creates more or less air pollution? 

alone. Infrastructure improvements at congested crossings are considered when 
designing and improving such intersections. The model tool that is used to measure GHG 
emissions and delay for the 2021 Regional Plan does include delay times at rail crossings.  

E218 Ravi Gopinathan SanDiego350 First, I’d like to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft. 
However, we at San Diego 350 feel this plan still prioritizes private cars more than we need to be 
doing in order meet the urgency of the climate crisis through improving public transit. Instead of 
further freeway expansions, I support expanding our trolley network such as by building the purple 
line trolley from Chula Vista to Sorrento valley east of the existing blue line, and increasing density 
of housing along transit corridors. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, and improving the hours 
and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful alternative to cars. 
Lastly, I would like the agency to prioritize reducing car dependence, increasing walkability and 
housing construction nearby the Grand Central station planned to connect to the airport as well as 
to Escondido. 

SANDAG shares the goals cited in this comment. All of the projects developed in the 
Regional Plan are intended to provide multimodal options that will help to reduce 
greenhouse gases and vehicle miles traveled. 

E219 Rebecca Paule n/a Always using MTS bus going to Samahan Clinic, waiting time is fair enough. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

E220 Regina Agarma n/a To reduce health risk, what’s possibility of providing electric bus. Consider offering a free fare to 
seniors or 65 plus with low income and underserved communities. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 
2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  

E221 Richard Bentley N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E222 Rita Clement  I live in Chula Vista. Thank you to the SANDAG staff for researching and designing the Regional 
Transportation Plan. 
 No cost transit passes are an essential element to ensure the future success of the Regional 
Transportation Plan. People ages 24 and under 
are more likely to use transit to attend school, colleges and universities. They are the most likely to 
work in low paying jobs making $15 an hour or less. 
If transit has no cost for them, they will probably not buy a car which pollutes the atmosphere. If 
they are used to taking transit, they will continue to use transit 
after age 24. 
Please support no cost transit for people age 24 and younger. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E223 Rita Clement SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars.  
I encourage you to accelerate faster and more frequent buses to take us to the trolley stations. It 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
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took me 1 hour to go to the H ST trolley station from my home in Eastlake in Chula Vista. I used 
transit for 12 years. 

Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
In addition to increased bus frequency, as part of the 5 Big Moves SANDAG is working to 
implement Flexible Fleets that would offer additional mobility options for community 
members to get to and from transit stations. These mobility options would include 
electric scooters and bikes, rideshare, and microtransit shuttle systems.  

E224 Rob Fox  I’d like to know who the point of contact is regarding the proposed tax on miles driven by hard 
working San Diegans. I represent a group that is adamantly opposed to this proposal and would 
like to know who we can deliver petitions to and who the members of my group can contact so that 
they may make known their objections as well. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and 
community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, 
including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, 
and the distribution of revenues.  

E225 Robert Gonzalez  N/A If SANDAG tries to implement the mileage Tax, I will sue SANDAG and keep you in court for years, 
seek am injunction preventing you from collecting and ensure that all drivers in San Diego are 
protected. 
Stop trying to charge motorists for everything we already paid for, implement what we paid for, and 
go after all those bicyclist that haven’t paid for ANY of the roads or trails they use. 
It is unfair of you to try to charge only a motorist, yet Bicycles require special lane adaptations, 
maintenance and additional road upgrades that are not recovered. 
Your making improvements to roads to accommodate these individuals and charging motorists for 
those “improvements”, which take away lanes, increase traffic, pollution and make our roads more 
dangerous. 
Until you tax bicyclists, any additional taxes you impose on motorists are nothing more than 
taxation without merit. Our roads and maintenance were already included in existing taxes. 
This is yet another reason that SANDAG needs to be closed down. Your nothing more than a waste 
of tax payer dollars and overhead. All of your proposals for regional transit, transportation and 
infrastructure upgrades have built in addition taxes and costs that benefit SANDAG and your 
programs directly. 
Your employee benefits and costs are absurd and the overhead for SANDAG is unnecessary, given 
that your Director’s vision for San Diego is absurd, and San Diego needs to run him out of town just 
like they did in LA. 
You people are self-serving idiots. None of your proposals represent the ideas nor desires of the 
people of San Diego. I sincerely think that the Citizens of San Diego need to vote to close SANDAG 
down, just as the agency you replaced was closed down. 
Your never going to get anyone in San Diego to approve your tax increases. People already pay way 
too much for practically nothing. Your recognizing a cost savings that isn’t passed on to the tax 
payer for several of your programs, and using that savings for overhead purposes. In other areas, 
your way over budget, late on delivery and in some projects, your years away from even getting 
started. In most cases, you already spent the money, and now you want more. 
Your expanding the trolley to north county, but in the mean time, who is going to rise the trolley? 
More homeless? That’s going to go over well with people in North County, I am sure. You were 
supposed to buy newer updated Trolley cars, yet frequent breakdowns on these older cars are still 
allowed to continue. Homeless have invaded the trolley and it’s generally unsafe to ride at most 
hours. Even if you consider it safe, transit police are mentally unstable and incredibly aggressive. 
Now your replacing the compass car system, because the old system was constantly down or not 
working correctly. Another waste of tax payer dollars for a broken system that you and MTA are not 
capable of administering or operating. 
You “purchased” the toll road, and conditions on the road have become substantially worse, and it’s 
seldom traveled road anyway. It’s dangerous, unmonitored and the toll booths are constantly 
broken. Machine coin counters rip you off, and there is never anyone manning the booths. An 
incredible waste of tax payer money. You didn’t buy it, you don’t own anything. The tax payers own 

Thank you for your comments. 
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that road.  
SANDAG is property of the citizens of San Diego. Your administration clearly seems to dismiss and 
forget that. Your not actually a real agency, you were created from the old center city development 
corporation and your a waste of tax payer dollars. 
It’s unfortunate that more people don’t care or get involved. Nobody should have to write an email 
to an organization that’s just going to toss it in the trash. I have been to your closed door meetings 
and heard what you have said about the public and how you and the public safety committee really 
feel about public input. It’s just too bad that I didn’t have hidden video of such conversations at the 
time. 
We both know what you guys say about the public and what you will say about this email behind 
closed doors. Your Executive Directors office isn’t private and neither are his conversations. Maybe 
someday, those will get exposed and the public will learn the truth. You never know what people 
inside your organization are leaking. 

E226 Robert Luliucci N/A A mobility hub in our community (So. East San Diego) preferably located at our current Orange Line 
Trolley station. Youth passes given to youth under 24. 
 
Fiber optics underground to ensure we are ready for state of the art transportation system that is in 
the design stage, (iOS systems/smart phones) and to more appropriately address the digital divide 
in our “Redlined communities”. 
 
Covering our MTS bus stops. (Structures/bus shelters.) 
 
Consider 24 Hour service on the lines that are taking our residents to work. 
 
Focus on transforming to an all electric bus fleet in the first 2-3 years of implementation. Improve 
the frequency and reliability of our bus routes.  
 
Ensure all our streets are designed with the “Complete Streets” designs. 
 
Increased maintenance of the trolleys and buses proportionate to the heavy usage in our areas 
(Southeast area of the City of San Diego.) 

All of the elements identified in your comment are under consideration in the Regional 
Plan. Fare subsidies are included in the plan and as part of implementation strategies it 
will be determined who will receive those subsidies. Next OS includes fiber connections 
throughout the region. MTS is working to provide shelters throughout the region. Any 
new infrastructure build would include shelters. 24 hour service is also included on 
several routes in the plan. Electrification is required by the State and is included in the 
plan. Complete Streets designs are an important component of SANDAG’s planning 
today and will be included on projects int he future.  

E227 Roberto Velasco SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E228 Robin Edwards N/A To the SANDAG Transportation Committee: 
 
As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

E229 Roger Agarma n/a Pls add restroom in main bus stations. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 
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E230 Roger Moyers N/A Dear Sandag, 
 
I tried to submit this via your website but it would not accept it. So emailing: 
 
Your report is well-formatted and looks beautiful. Good thing it looks so great because from a 
reality point of view it smells like the landfill in Miramar. In simple words, it stinks. A waste of 
taxpayer money.  
 
Before deciding how to grab more of our hard-earned dollars and waste it on pie in the sky dreams 
of getting people to change their transportation habits you should examine what is working today 
and what has failed. Start first by looking at how MTS resources are used now. Huge sums of money 
were wasted putting express bus lines in along the I-15 corridor. So the very citizens whose tax 
dollars were used to build these unused bus lanes go zero value from this wasted money. Examine 
the most used bus lines in the MTS, they go from the US border to urban or industrial areas in the 
county. Yet your study wants to waste more money putting in bus lanes and more busses. Busses 
that nobody rides. I’d advise Sandag members to get out and ride the busses. Find out for 
yourselves that nobody, yes nobody, rides these things. 

Thank you for your comments 

E231 Roger Moyers N/A A better use of money would be to offer anyone that wants to use a bus an Uber or taxi ride to 
where they want to go. All that wasted gas/energy plus a bus driver’s salary to move around 1 
person is a total waste. Yet you use climate change as the driver in your decisions. Either you are 
lying or you are ignoring the data. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a variety of transit services based on trip demand 
between major origins and destinations. For areas of less demand, services like Uber or 
taxi could offer an on-demand accessible mobility option.  

E232 Roger Moyers N/A It is incredibly ironic how you throw out the word Smart in your beautiful document. When Smart is 
the farthest thing from what you will create. If the city can’t even own up to the fact that the MTS 
wastes billions of dollars every year how can you honestly say that you are capable of carrying out 
such lofty goals as Smart Infrastructure, Smart Corridors, Smart Borders or Smart Mobility. Get the 
data from MTS. Show us that you are going to use our money wisely and not throw it away trying to 
get people to change their transportation methods. It won’t happen. 

The term “Smart” refers to technology solutions that will allow transportation operators 
to manage roads and transportation services so they operate smoothly and serve people 
better. The 2021 Regional Plan proposes technology solutions that will reduce traffic 
congestion, make public transit faster and more frequent, and provide people with better 
tools for trip planning.  

E233 Roger Moyers N/A It appears your goal is to tax our citizens to death, drive up the cost of fuel and driving and expect 
these overtaxed, over charged individuals to toe the line you have put forth. California is already 
losing residents faster than any other state in the nation. Your new plan will continue this trend as 
you drive jobs and workers out of our state. Do you want to responsible for this continued downturn 
of great state. It’s continue government overreach with no oversight that is killing this state. Your 
refusal to examine the actual data from your the implementation of your past transportation plans. 
Get out ride the trolley, ride the busses, drive our freeways during high use times. Admit that you 
cannot change the habits of people with your plan to overtax, over charge them for their preferred 
methods of transportation. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving 
equity for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study 
will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, the 
effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation system 
to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric 
vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion 
to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine how 
existing revenues currently fund different parts of the transportation system and how 
different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG 
design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more 
fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. SANDAG staff 
will consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to 
develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including potential policies, 
fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a 
carefully constructed program that will ensure a fair system. Please continue to follow 
along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

E234 Roger Moyers N/A By the way, your statement that the seas are going to rise 2.5 feet by 2050 is so far off track. I will 
personally bet any one of you your annual salary that this prediction is so far from reality. If this 
were true then the seas should have already risen 3 inches. Of course they haven’t. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is founded on the best available science and data as of the date 
written.  

E235 Roger Moyers N/A While prior to Covid the trend was for young families to move to high-density cities, which has been 
the goal of transportation agencies in California, and eliminate suburbs. But that trend has been 
reversed with Covid as people realize that the ability to avoid a highly communicable disease is 

The 2021 Regional Plan was developed through a data driven planning process. The 
forecasted development pattern for the 2021 Regional Plan Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (SCS) is driven by regional goals for sustainability, mobility, housing affordability, 
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much more likely in suburbs. Unfortunately lawmakers in our state continue to see the suburbs as a 
racist divide that does not meet their mandated “equity” solution. Once again the SANDAG 
members ignore that data that shows that suburbs are the most racially diverse areas of our 
county. It just continues the mismatch between government bureaucracies and the reality of how 
people live their lives in our county. Instead, it uses misguided state mandates such as those 
mentioned in your document to drive our transportation solutions. Stand up and let these 
Sacramento state government people know that they don’t understand the San Diego population 
and that we will find solutions that actually help our citizens. Empty busses, empty trolleys, do 
nothing to help our community. 

and economic prosperity. The SCS land use pattern uses areas in the region known as 
Mobility Hubs to concentrate future development. Mobility Hubs are communities with a 
high concentration of people, destinations, and travel choices. The SCS land use pattern 
represents a continuing trend in the San Diego region to provide more housing and job 
opportunities in the existing urbanized areas of the region. 

E236 Roger Moyers N/A There are commercial companies that can and already do manage transportation so much more 
efficiently than any government entity will ever be able to. Why is this true, because they operate 
their businesses efficiently. Efficiency is the bane of solutions put forth by government agencies. In 
your own words in your own document, it’s all about equity. But how is it equitable when the 
solution overburdens certain parts of the county with high taxes yet punishes those very citizens 
with solutions that they won’t use. Trying to take solutions that work well in one area and foist them 
on other areas will never work. To make matters worse the attempt by your taxation policies to 
force people into further poverty so they become dependent on your proposals is not the role of 
government agencies. 
 
Get out your office, ride the busses, ride the trolleys. This plan does not meet the needs of the 
people of San Diego, it meets the needs of the politicians that occupy our state government. Be 
strong, stand up. We need solutions that work, not put more people in poverty and drive them out 
of our state. 

A critical component of reviewing the impacts of the 2021 Regional Plan is evaluating the 
effects on historically underserved and systemically marginalized groups. This evaluation 
is known as a social equity analysis and focuses on communities of color, residents with 
low incomes, and seniors. While the 2021 Regional Plan delivers improvements to the 
entire region, this review ensures that the benefits are shared by everyone and that the 
burdens of the 2021 Regional Plan’s changes are not disproportionally shouldered by any 
social equity focus population.  

E237 Roxana Morris SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E238 Ryan McCarty SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
Before I got my drivers license a few years ago, I relied entirely on public transit and got pretty good 
at navigating the routes. I would feel more encouraged to use it if there were more routes available 
but it be buses or trolley routes. I still use one of the trolley routes to get into downtown for easier 
parking at another station, yet a major bus terminal requires a parking permit since it is in Miramar 
College. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

E239 Ryan Okeefe N/A ABSOLUTELY NOT!!!! Thank you for your comment. 
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E240 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 How do you do? I have read the plan, and have a few thoughts. I was not able to find supporting 
appendices, so some of these questions may have been answered, and if so, I apologize. I will 
organize my comments by page number, from the downloadable version. I hope they will be of 
some value. 
 
Pg 6: 
“Transit Leap”: In getting people from where they live to where they want to go, work is doubtless 
the most significant destination. In my own area, there are a lot of people who must commute to 
Sorrento Valley & North County. There is no good way to do that by transit. What kind of data 
gathering has SANDAG done to identify and quantify the numbers, locations, and necessary timing 
to get 80% of those people to and from work in under an hour on a daily basis?  
Additionally, I would suggest that the following be regarded as primary destinations: the 
neighborhood ‘downtown’ area, the regional courthouses, the DMV offices, universities & colleges, 
hospitals, grocery stores, and retail areas. 

SANDAG developed the Regional Plan and the proposed transportation network based 
on a data-driven process— analyzing where people live and work, how they get around, 
what transportation infrastructure exists, what is needed to serve future growth, and 
more. This data included census data and cellphone based data. SANDAG did not build it 
on data alone: The Regional Plan reflects the views of real residents from around the 
region, the professional judgments of a number of planning professionals at the agency, 
and extensive knowledge of diverse communities across our region. Appendix T includes 
the detailed methodology for network development and performance of the plan related 
to improved access to basic needs (retail, parks, and medical), employment centers, and 
higher education. 

E241 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 19: 
“Sustainable Communities Strategy”: Accommodating the Regional Housing Needs Assessment 
Determination. While we are still in the throes of a pandemic, it will end. When it does end, there is 
likely to be a surge in homelessness, as people are evicted from rentals. It seems to me that 
SANDAG could prepare the cities and county for that surge by getting a cooperative group going 
that would pre-plan for emergency shelter for those who will need it, with the understanding that 
such shelter needs to have access to sanitary facilities, access to medical care, and assistance for 
ensuring that affected children remain in school, and that parents who require child care to work or 
look for new jobs can find that child care. Additional needed services need to be accessible on site. 

Indeed, it is hoped that the pandemic will end, and we know that the housing crisis will 
get worse. There are a number of federal, state, and local initiatives to support affordable 
housing and wraparound services. SANDAG’s role is to support the jurisdictions in the 
development of affordable housing throughout the region. We are in the process of 
administering a new state grant program to support access to affordable housing. 
 
For more details please review: Appendix K - The Regional Housing Needs Assessment 
Plan. 

E242 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 21: 
“Complete Corridors…give buses and other transit vehicles dedicated space on roadways that is 
uncongested by cars and trucks.” (Just visualize the old lady doing the happy dance! I’ve been 
wanting that for years.) 
“Safe and convenient places to park….” Yes. These could also be used as safe overnight parking for 
those who are forced to live in their cars. Jewish Family Services runs a similar program here in San 
Diego; their experience could be useful in expanding the concept. 
Not incidentally, consider safe and convenient places to park one’s bike! Very few places have bike 
racks that can be used to put a lock on while one is in a shop or at an appointment, most places 
aren’t happy having bikes wheeled into their premises, and yet finishing one’s business & 
discovering that one’s bike has been stolen doesn’t inspire confidence in the bike as a reliable 
mode of transport. 

Initially adopted in 2010, the Regional Bike Network includes regionally significant active 
transportation facilities implemented through multifaceted street retrofits including 
bikeway, walking, drainage, lighting, signal, transit, and landscaping improvements.  
 
Regarding bike parking, we work to include visible and convenient bike parking in every 
one of our active transportation and transit stations projects. That said, SANDAG-led 
active transportation projects are limited to the regional bike network (see paragraph 
above) or transit network. For local discussions with individual cities, we recommend 
working with city staff. We are happy to help connect you to the right people if we can, 
although we do not have control over the process of local jurisdictions. Not to say there 
haven’t been successes, for example, we at SANDAG have provided grant funding for the 
City of Oceanside to set up a secure bike parking area near their City Hall. We will 
continue to work with local agency jurisdictions though our Smart Growth and Active 
Transportation Grant programs to increase the number of secure parking areas for bikes 
and personal micromobility devices. Thank you for your comments. 

E243 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 24: 
“2050 Transit Network (map)” I see Downtown and San Ysidro Mobility Hubs…but none for East or 
North County. As you know, East County is not, generally, a high income area; functional transit 
would be a great boon, economically and otherwise. North County is developing a high-tech jobs 
base, which needs workers, and one only needs to think of the traffic on I5 or I805 during rush 
hour… 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes Mobility Hubs and Transit Leap services for East County 
and North County. These projects can be found in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing. Mobility Hubs are communities with a high concentration of 
people, destinations, and travel choices. They offer on-demand travel options and 
supporting infrastructure to enhance connections to high-quality Transit Leap services 
while helping people make short trips around the community on Flexible Fleets. 

E244 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 25: 
“Better Integration…” An anecdote for you: My niece had a 0800 doctor’s appointment in La Jolla; 
she lives in Lakeside. She called me in tears to beg a ride because there was no way she could get 
to the appointment by transit. It was literally not possible. 

SANDAG agrees that our region needs to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible 
transit. 
 
In addition to the transit projects proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will be 
conducting pilot programs for the implementation of Flexible Fleets and other micro-
mobility options to help connect people in less dense regions into the greater transit 
network. Information regarding Flexible Fleets can be found in Appendix A and N. 
Addition materials can be found at: 
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-
sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2. 

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2
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E245 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 26: 
“Safe Streets…wider walkways…” I’m sure you have engineers who can give you a measurement, but 
(roughly) if people can’t walk two abreast, they won’t walk. That’s bad for traffic, and for public 
health. 

SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create 
safe facilities for users of all ages and abilities, which includes recommended path widths 
for estimated users by mode. That said, our plan is a plan for the whole region, and our 
efforts are regional. For local discussions with individual cities regarding existing 
infrastructure, we recommend working with city staff. We are happy to help connect you 
to the right people if we can, although we do not have control over the process of local 
jurisdictions. 

E246 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 32: 
“San Diego Region in 2050” chart” Your chart shows 16% of new jobs outside of mobility hubs. The 
goal must be to have the increase in transit and the increase in housing, match the locations of the 
increase in jobs. If we don’t achieve that, we’re just replicating the current issues. If it isn’t possible 
to increase housing in an area, then transit options must be increased to connect the available 
housing with the locations of jobs. 

The proposed land use pattern of the 2021 Regional Plan focused jobs and housing 
primarily in existing communities and near transit. Land use authority is reserved to local 
jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities and the county are best positioned to 
effectively implement the objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan as those 
jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their communities and geographies. 
SANDAG will work closely with local jurisdictions to implement the land use pattern 
proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

E247 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 33: 
“Regionally, government agencies are considering how to better align housing policies with 
transportation initiatives.” Forgive me, but haven’t we seen this material before? We require 
developers to provide minimum parking spaces for their buildings. We can require them to work 
with transit authorities to plan for bike lanes, wider sidewalks, bus stops, and transit centers, while 
requiring the transit authorities to cooperate in planning for the construction of those things. 

The 6th Cycle Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) Plan sets a strategy for 
sustainability that focuses housing and job growth in urban areas where there is existing 
and planned transportation infrastructure, protects the environment and helps ensure 
the success of smart growth land use policies by preserving sensitive habitat and open 
space, and addresses the housing needs of all economic segments of the population. In 
the long term, housing located near transit and jobs should provide opportunities for 
residents to take more trips by bus or train and live closer to where they work, reducing 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and greenhouse gas emissions. 

E248 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 34: 
Figure 2.7: “Sea-Level Rise”… Put this on a detail map, and make it available on your website. People 
will understand what 2.5 feet by 2050 means better if they see the tide line coming over the street 
they live on. 

SANDAG has prepared a Regional Transportation Infrastructure Sea Level Rise 
Assessment and Adaptation Guidance in May 2020. This project analyzes potential sea 
level rise impacts to transportation facilities such as highways, bikeways, trails, and light 
and heavy rail that cross jurisdictional lines and includes maps that show the impact of 
sea level rise on the San Diego region. The Adaptation Guidance was recommended by 
the SANDAG Regional Planning Committee and accepted by the SANDAG Board of 
Directors as a regional resource. The document is available on SANDAG’s website at:  
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_510_28075.pdf. 

E249 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 35: 
“…local CAP implementation through regional initiatives, such as carbon sequestration.” How? And 
where? Every one of those plans I’ve seen calls for a specific geology, and I don’t recall seeing it in 
our region. We’ll have better chance at carbon sequestration by planting trees down the greenway 
of every street, and requiring all new construction to produce 50% of its anticipated power needs 
via on-site solar or wind. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a Nature-Based Climate Solutions Program that will 
promote natural infrastructure that uses or mimics natural processes to benefit people 
and wildlife. SANDAG will prioritize resilience and innovative solutions in transportation 
infrastructure, Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans, and consistent regional 
planning and implementation of the Sustainable Communities Strategy actions, 
emphasizing both nature-based and technological climate solutions. There are also 
further opportunities to expand upon ongoing efforts to assess the amount of carbon 
storage and sequestration potential of open space lands and the co-benefits from 
preserved open space, land management, and restoration activities. 

E250 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 41: 
“…mobility hubs to Tier 1 employment centers…” What is the definition of “Tier 1” employment? 

SANDAG defines “Tier 1 employment centers” as those communities with the highest 
densities of employment in the San Diego region. Three employment centers comprise 
the Tier 1 category – Sorrento Valley, Kearny Mesa, and Downtown San Diego. These are 
the communities with more than 75,000 employees. More information and analysis on 
these and other employment centers in the region is available at: 
www.sandag.org/employmentcenters. 

E251 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 47: 
“Road User Charges” Unless you want to try and institute a county-level gasoline tax, how are you 
planning to track and calculate this? I can hear the outraged screams now. Any sort of tracking is 
going to fuel paranoia over ‘government interference’. 

We understand there are concerns around the privacy and implementation of a road 
usage charge. Significant additional work, including public involvement, pilot testing, 
legislation and much more will be necessary to inform implementation of elements of 
this plan, including the road usage charge. At a minimum this plan is updated every four 
years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. Further research will, and is 
currently, being conducted at the regional, state, and federal level on how to effectively 
implement these new funding options while safeguarding the public’s privacy.  
 
SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_510_28075.pdf
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fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

E252 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 49: 
“Flexible Fleets will be primarily accessible through mobile apps ….” The issue I see here is that not 
everyone has a smartphone. This might be a place where the old pay-phone model could be useful: 
An access point into the system placed at bus stops or train stations, accepting debit cards or coins. 

Ensuring there are options for all people to access Flexible Fleets is an important 
component of the 2021 Regional Plan. This includes designing services that enable all 
people to easily reserve a ride such as a call center, cash payment options, or trip 
planning kiosks in mobility hubs. As Flexible Fleet pilots are launched in the region, 
services will be designed to be inclusive and equitable for all. 

E253 Sadie Sullivan-
Greiner 

 Pg 51: 
IRT Military Working Group: We’re retired Navy. Cut a deal with the Navy to run buses from each 
housing area to the bases & you’ll cut a lot of traffic. Move from there to other parts of the plan 

SANDAG is actively working with our partners, including the military, to plan and test 
new mobility services that improve transportation for commuters. This includes providing 
new transit and Flexible Fleets options such as e-bikes, shuttles, or ridesharing that can 
provide a convenient alternative to driving. SANDAG will continue to work closely with 
stakeholders to explore innovative solutions to improve mobility options. 

E254 Saed Hagi N/A When will they start developing the grand central station and where? What’s the expectancy time 
or projection of The Big Five moves to completed? Are we really having faster rail than the current 
trolley we use in the future? 

Preliminary environmental work is on the Central Mobility Hub is currently underway. 
Information about this project can be found on:  
https://sandag.mysocialpinpoint.com/centralmobilityhub.  
 
The Central Mobility Hub will be designed to accommodate both existing Bus, Trolley, 
COASTER trains, and Pacific Surfliner trains as well as new higher-speed commuter rail 
services envisioned in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

E255 Salvador Bernal SanDiego350 In a rich country, the rich take public transport. 
Prioritize public transport. 

The 2021 Regional Plan seeks to offer fast, safe and reliable transportation options for the 
San Diego region that make public transit a competitive alternative to personal vehicles. 

E256 Samar Alyas El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative** 
 
We are so thankful for these lovely projects up coming to our state. 
#1 As a parent for a high school student I would like this project to find a way to make it easy for 
high schoolers to get to the schools because they are away more than 3 miles.  
#2 We would like to support the idea to make it affordable to students who are less than 25 years so 
they could get to school ASAP. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E257 Sandra Buehner N/A Until you can lower the cost of housing in San Diego County, this gas tax per mile hits those who 
can least afford it. People who live in Tijuana and those who live in Temecula and each work in 
various locations throughout San Diego County. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is a long-range planning document and is required by federal law 
to provide a reasonably feasible funding plan. Significant additional work, including 
public involvement, pilot testing, legislation and much more will be necessary to inform 
implementation of elements of this plan. At a minimum, this plan is updated every four 
years with the latest in planning ideas and concepts. There will be two additional regional 
plans developed prior to the 2030 planned timing of the roadway usage fee.  

E258 Sandra Candler Cajon Valley 
Union School 
District/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
After viewing the Draft 2021 Regional Plan at the El Cajon Collaborative meeting on 7/6/21, I was 
amazed at how well thought out the plan seems to be. I appreciate the city listening to the 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

https://sandag.mysocialpinpoint.com/centralmobilityhub
https://sdforward.com/
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community and taking their comments in consideration of what is being prepared for the future. As 
a school district employee and working with the families that will really benefit from a centralized 
hub, it opens possibilities for opportunities in learning, training, and employment for needy and 
low-income families. It is exciting to see this work moving forward. 

E259 Sebastian Frias SanDiego350 First of all, I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for taking seriously our climate emergency and 
addressing it in this Regional Transportation Plan draft.  
However, I believe because of the urgency of the issue we must speed up some of those goals. We 
have an ecosystem and some members of our city who do not have all that time to linger without 
progress. 
I want to ask specifically that you reduce your Green House Gases output more than the proposed 
40%. There are estimates that put San Diego’s transportation at half of it’s emissions, that with the 
airport in Downtown and with the overwhelming majority of people driving to work makes some of 
the air in San Diego very unhealthy. I request that you up your reduction and speed up the process 
for this decrease. 
When I was in college, I got to travel to Madrid to study abroad. I did not have the means to buy a 
car, and to get to the university I had to take the metro and then a train. This college experience 
would have been slightly different had there not been such a good public transportation system, 
and a 20 euros monthly passes for people under 25 years of age. Talking to the international 
students in San Diego, many feel like their only alternative is to rent a car or use rideshare apps, 
both which dramatically increase their study abroad costs. Not only for that small portion of the 
population would it be important, but for our local students, the thousands of them like my sister 
who use the bus at Liberty Station to go to High School from Chula Vista. This and to increase the 
frequency and times for transportation would be a great benefit to our beautiful city of San Diego. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

E260 Sheri and Art 
Armendariz 

 Thank you for the wonderful emails and communication of goals. However, the huge website is 
time consuming for average citizens to search. A better search feature is needed from our mobile 
phones. 
 
There is no need for an expensive walkover/ bike over bridge in Encinitas, proposed to connect the 
Union Streets over I-5. 
 
There are two already within a mile. One at Encinitas Blvd. and one at Leucadia Blvd. 
 
Our small Union Street already has an apt. complex coming and the amount of traffic will be 
dangerous to bikes and pedestrians. 

We have worked with our project partners at Caltrans to include the North Coast Bike 
Trail projects in our Final 2021 Regional Transportation Plan as part of the Adopted 
Regional Bike Network. Caltrans will be the implementing agency working along with 
the individual jurisdictions to complete their segments of North Coast Bike Trail as per 
the NCC PWP/TREP, which includes the Union Street connection. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to Caltrans.  

E261 Sophia Waker SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
Making these changes will increase the amount of people on public transit systems! 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E262 Stacey Singh SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E263 Stephanie N/A Patients at Samahan Health center in Granger location were affected by the removal of the bus 
stop at Granger. The next bus stop is not until 1 mile down from the clinic. Patients at Samahan are 
mostly elderly and is not very convenient to have a bus stop so far away from their pcp’s office. 

MTS is responsible for the placement of local bus stops. We have forwarded your 
comment to them. 

E264 STEVEN GELB N/A Every day the news brings us more evidence of looming ecological collapse. 
 
This morning it is the deterioration of the Gulf Stream which will have devastating effects on 
civilization world wide as it progresses. SANDAG must revise the RTP to prioritize transit 
infrastructure now, rather than committing to road projects. 
 
I take transit as much as I can to avoid contributing to global warming in my car. But I’ve had to use 
my car when I’d prefer not to because the system is so limited and slow. For example, I had a 
weekly meeting that ended at 9:00pm in Rancho Penasquitos. The number 20 bus I would have 
taken to come home did not run that late, so I had to drive. 
 
Please create a quality transit system in San Diego as quickly as possible. 

The Regional Plan includes a variety of new transit options that will make transit a more 
optimal choice for many riders. 

E265 Steven Koch MTGL, Inc. - Senior 
Vice President 

My company provides a daily service needed for construction. Testing &Inspection services are 
included with the general contractors bid however we are a non-union firm which excludes us from 
working on most projects. Is there an effort for SANDAG to sponsor a Project Labor Agreement that 
would allow non-union firms to work with union signatory contractors for up and coming projects? 
MTGL testing labs is a certified DBE and Caltrans certified firm. 

On July 23, 2021, the SANDAG Board authorized SANDAG staff to begin negotiations with 
the San Diego County Construction Trades Council to execute a Community Benefits 
Agreement or Project Labor Agreement. However, California Labor Code Section 2500 (2) 
with regards to Project Labor Agreements, permits all qualified contractors and 
subcontractors to bid for and be awarded work on the project without regard of whether 
they are otherwise parties to collective bargaining agreements. Please note, that the 
Board has only authorized negotiations of a Project Labor Agreement and has not yet 
approved it. For more information regarding the Community Benefits Agreement and 
the Board of Directors, please see: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?fuseaction=meetings.calendar. 

E266 Susan delos. Santos N/A How do I avail of the bus schedule? The 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the trolley and bus service up 
to twenty hours per day. The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of 
services for all routes, including existing local service and future regional services, will be 
added to Appendix A for the Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social 
Equity Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. As SANDAG and the transit agencies 
move into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be 
considered for 24 hours. 

E267 Susan Duerksen SanDiego350 Thank you for doing better, but we are out of time. By still putting highways first, the draft Regional 
Transportation Plan doesn’t match the urgency of the climate crisis.  
We need reliable, accessible public transit now! That means 24-hour service and 10-minute 
frequency, at least on major bus and trolley routes.  
We have to get out of our cars. San Diego sorely needs decent public transit. Stop wasting time, 
please. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?fuseaction=meetings.calendar
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planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E268 Susan Pedersen N/A SANDAG officials , San Diegans are Not in favor Of this tax ! it’s is Not acceptable . 
 
If you persist in trying to add this to 
 
Over burdened tax payers . 
 
We will see if we can remove this board 
 
from our County . 
 
Time to Stop this unlawful burden to working People of San Diego .😡😡 

Thank you for your comments. 

E269 Susan Wilding N/A I would like to know what are the specific community plans for the Pacific Beach and Mission 
Beach communities. I see you have slated bus-lines every 10 minutes, and a Last Mile Delivery and 
Ride Hauling services. It appears that you have quite a number of vehicles on the road, and none of 
them as actual community members. Additionally, I would like to see what you have slated for 
housing and parking.  
 
Also, can you mail me a copy of your plan to read.  

The Regional Plan outlines the following projects in the Pacific Beach/Mission Beach 
areas. These proposed projects can be viewed in more detail using the data viewer on 
SDForward.com/envision. 
 
Pacific Beach Mobility Hub Complete Corridor Arterial improvements on Ingraham 
Street, Mission Boulevard, and Grand Avenue. On-street and off-street bike and 
pedestrian facilities from Pacific Beach to East Mission Bay. On-street bike and 
pedestrian facilities on from Mission Boulevard to Pacific Beach Drive. Rapid 292 – Pacific 
Beach to Kearny Mesa via Balboa Avenue to Grand Avenue. On-street bike facilities from 
Pacific Beach to Mission Beach via Cass Street. Next Gen Rapid service on Route 30 to the 
Balboa Station. 
 
Specific community plans and decisions regarding land use will remain under the 
authority of local jurisdictions and will require future collaboration with community 
members and the City of San Diego.  
 
A SANDAG staff member will be in contact with you regarding how to obtain a printed 
copy of the requested documentation. The full draft 2021 Regional Plan can be viewed on 
our website at:  
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan-draft.  

E270 susana arnold N/A As a North County resident, I support the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan. It is important to me 
that we reduce greenhouse emissions for a cleaner environment and provide clean rapid transit for 
people of all ages connecting ALL of San Diego. I support timely rapid transportation for all San 
Diego County community members who support San Diego’s business community. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

E271 Tarik Abdennabi SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
I also think that the growth of public transit is necessary for any legitimate city to grow as a city. 
Southern California is severely lacking in that department when compared any big city in the U.S.. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E272 Theresa Lane Sunrise 
Movement 

I’m a volunteer with the Sunrise Movement. 
 
Every San Diegan deserves access to high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially 
young people ages 24 and under and seniors.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 

https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/2021-regional-plan-draft
https://sdforward.com/
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We urge SANDAG to amend Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan to declare that no-cost transit 
passes for youth ages 24 and under receive priority when Transit Fare Subsidies are allocated.  
 
Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. No-
cost transit passes is a key investment necessary for our region’s equitable economic recovery.   
 
No-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under ensures generations of lifelong transit riders 
are part of our long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable San Diego.  
 
No-cost transit passes will connect youth to school, work, medical care, internships, and other early-
career opportunities.  
 
Programs like these exist with great success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most 
recently Sacramento and Los Angeles.  
 
I urge the board to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future in San 
Diego. Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority. 

staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

E273 Tiffany Maple N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
As a native San Diegan and East county resident, I’ve had to drive everywhere as public transit 
hasn’t been a relief or accessible option. That contributes to traffic and pollution as I would love the 
option of a better designed transit system. 
 
I ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. I so ask that you make it very affordable so low income communities can use it. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

E274 Tina Tran SanDiego350 Hello, I am with SanDiego350. First, I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their efforts in 
addressing climate and equity in this draft for the Regional Transportation plan. However, this plan 
doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on 
transit the relief they need.  
I want to ask you to move faster to accelerate greenhouse gas emission reduction goals. As a youth, 
I fear for my future on this planet because of climate change, and I live not far from those wildfires 
every year. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E275 Tom Abram SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. There are still many barriers to expand the amount of people taking public 
transit on a regular basis. We need to make it more convenient and affordable for all people to take 
benefit of transit. 
 
The climate crisis is already here and affecting us. We have to take a leadership position to reduce 
our own regional emissions and serve as a model for others. 

SANDAG recognizes the urgent need for reduction of GHG emissions, especially in our 
most marginalized communities, as a key aspect in an equitable and sustainable future 
for the region. Please see Attachment 3 of Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and 
Analysis, where you will find a list of transportation projects aimed to reduce pollution 
exposure in our region’s disadvantaged communities in accordance with AB805 and 
CalEnviroScreen 3.0. More detail on phasing and funding allocations to these projects can 
be found in Appendix B: Implementation Actions. 
 
Additionally, one of the near-term Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B will be a 
Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to 
weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, students, and youth. SANDAG 
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While managing the sustainability efforts at SDSU, I encouraged students, faculty, and staff to take 
transit. Even with an incredible transit station on campus, only a small portion of the community 
took transit to campus. Barriers included frequency and cost, especially for low income students. I’d 
encourage you to work with SDSU and other large campuses and organizations to develop 
universal transit passes. We also need programs to normalize and get people comfortable with 
transit. A lot of hesitancy was from people who never took transit in their lives. 
 
I encourage you to emphasize transit rather than single-occupancy vehicles to reduce our 
emissions and address equity issues here in San Diego. 

also is currently working with the Social Equity Working Group to develop near-term 
solutions to address transit service improvements, amenities, and subsidized transit fares. 
 
In Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology, Table U.2 captures the transit fare subsidies 
to riders throughout FY2026-FY2050. For more information on the Value Pricing and User 
Fee Implementation and the Regional Fare Impact Study, please see Appendices B and 
U. 
 
Lastly, another near-term action of the Regional Plan includes developing a Digital Equity 
Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional accessibility gaps in communications 
infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. Through this, SANDAG aims to provide 
accessible, educational resources on transit are readily available as we advance with our 
next OS system. More information on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan can also 
be found in Appendix B. 

E276 Tony Ramirez  I looked through your website and its very difficult; next to impossible, to locate where to leave 
input for the user tax being proposed. Today being the deadline, please note that I oppose the tax. 
 
We already pay high taxes on everything: gas, property, vehicle registration, sales, state income. etc. 
 
How about stop spending so much money on landscape? This area is arid; look at Nevada. 
 
And how about taxing bicyclist for these new bike lanes and restriping. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. While 
the design of the program has not yet been determined, initial assumptions included in 
the Regional Plan is that the regional road usage charge would be a user-fee for use of 
roads in San Diego County. So a San Diego County resident would not be charged a San 
Diego user fee for miles drive in other counties, and residents of other counties would be 
charged for miles driven in San Diego county. SANDAG will rely on coordination with 
other agencies in California along with the State Department of Transportation to 
integrate the selection of technology, collection methods, and account management to 
ensure a consistent experience for travelers. 

E277 Tore Hultgren  It appears that SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Transportation Plan suggests that public transit be 
expanded and that the driving and parking of cars should be made costly and difficult. Obviously, 
mass transit can significantly reduce traffic congestion and greenhouse gasses. It is particularly 
important to provide a public transportation option for commuters. Trams and buses should not 
only reach major employment areas but must be extended deep into residential areas with stations 
that provide free and sufficient car and bike parking to accommodate short distance driving from 
the homes of commuters.  
The cars will be with us now and in the future when they all become electric, powered by wind, 
solar, wave and nuclear electricity generation. Free parking will always be needed at local shopping 
areas, even at regional ones, because there is a limit to what you can carry by foot or bike. Also, 
parking will be needed at places like Costco and Home Depot where you often purchase heavy 
items. Likewise, the car will be needed to bring the surfboard and the picnic to the beach. My point 
is that free - or reasonably priced - parking, must still be provided, and there is no reason to punish 
the driver for trips that are difficult to make by public transit. Higher fees will not stop the drivers 
when they need the car. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has redefined the transit network to include a ‘support system’ of 
regional Mobility Hubs and Flexible Fleets to expand the reach of transit to ensure major 
destinations are more accessible. Supportive land use combined with high quality transit 
service and an array of on-demand Flexible Fleets can offer a ‘15-minute city’ experience 
in and around each of the regional mobility hub coverage areas featured in the Plan. 
Between now and 2050, it’s anticipated that the drive alone mode share will be 
significantly reduced. Cars will still play a part in the mobility ecosystem, yet effective 
parking and curb management strategies will be needed as multimodal options within 
communities increase. The key will be to make the right amount of parking available 
when it is needed and price it so that alternative commutes are encouraged and 
accessibility, equity, and economic development are promoted. Tiered pricing will need 
to be implemented; for example, free and lower priced parking in outlying, more 
suburban communities including ‘gateway’ (i.e., end-of-line Transit Leap stations) 
compared to market-rate pricing in our urban core and other denser communities.  

E278 Tore Hultgren Retired AICP 
Planner 

It appears that SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Transportation Plan suggests that public transit be 
expanded and that the driving and parking of cars should be made costly and difficult. Obviously, 
mass transit can significantly reduce traffic congestion and greenhouse gasses. It is particularly 
important to provide a public transportation option for commuters. Trams and buses should not 

The draft 2021 Regional Plan’s network of mobility hubs includes strategies such as priced 
parking in commercial areas in combination with the deployment of on-demand Flexible 
Fleets, including services for seniors. Parking pricing is one of many travel demand 
management strategies communities can implement while ensuring there is adequate 
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only reach major employment areas but must be extended deep into residential areas with stations 
that provide free and sufficient car and bike parking to accommodate short distance driving from 
the homes of commuters. 
 
The cars will be with us now and in the future when they all become electric, powered by wind, 
solar, wave and nuclear electricity generation. Free parking will always be needed at local shopping 
areas, even at regional ones, because there is a limit to what you can carry by foot or bike. Also, 
parking will be needed at places like Costco and Home Depot where you often purchase heavy 
items. Likewise, the car will be needed to bring the surfboard and the picnic to the beach. My point 
is that free - or reasonably priced - parking, must still be provided, and there is no reason to punish 
the driver for trips that are difficult to make by public transit. Higher fees will not stop the drivers 
when they need the car. 

curb space for both parking and loading/unloading of passengers and goods. SANDAG 
intends to use emerging technologies to provide a fast, safe, and reliable transportation 
system to the San Diego region. Personal vehicles will continue to be part of our 
transportation system, but we also intend to provide competitive transportation methods 
to the personal vehicle. By providing alternatives to the personal vehicle, we could 
actually alleviate highway congestion, make our roads and streets safer, and make our 
whole transportation system operate more efficiently.  

E279 Travis Jeremiah  As a member of our San Diego county community, I look forward to the promise and future we 
have ahead of us as a society. I understand that the Big 5 moves are a part of that, and that sounds 
amazing.  
 
However, how we fund that should be looked at more intensely. I do not believe that a mileage tax 
is the right thing to do.  
 
While a gas tax is going to become less effective as EV’s gain more market share, taxing every 
citizen on their travel is not the answer.  
 
Road trips to see family out of state, camping trips, and other recreational activities that require us 
to get to a location to start should not be taxed.  
 
Taking children to and from school, the jobs that cannot telecommute, and errands like grocery 
shopping should not cost money just to go do.  
 
I understand we need to create the funds to pay for these initiatives. But forcing citizens to pay a 
tax on their traveled distance in a vehicle is wrong. We created a society where travel is necessary 
for most of it. Taxing that necessity is advantageous and cruel, especially for those already in low 
income jobs, that require the commute to their jobs.  
 
I hope that as we look to our future, we do it in a way that lets us thrive together, and not punish is 
for our involvement in it. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true 
cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding 
different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by existing 
revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a 
road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources.  
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff 
will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the 
program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure 
that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more 
than their fair share.  

E280 Vaishnavi Kuppa SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E281 Valerie Chereskin N/A Climate change is a threat to the planet. While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides 
in addressing climate and equity in this Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move 
quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief 
they need. 
 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E282 Veronica Osuna n/a Bus need daily maintenance. Buses currently receive daily maintenance. As part of Covid protocols, buses are wiped 
and cleaned at the end of each run throughout the day. 

E283 Vicky James SanDiego350 I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their work in addressing climate and equity in this Regional 
Transportation Plan draft, but this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the URGENCY of the 
climate crisis, in my honest opinion. 
I BEG that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 
I live in Ramona, and public transportation up here is a JOKE!! I’m pretty sure if you added more 
frequent busses, you might get more commuters using public transportation vs. driving up and 
down the hill on a daily basis. 
I realize that Ramona isn’t a big priority, but it SHOULD be!! 
The number of cars going down the 67 to jobs in Poway, San Diego, El Cajon and beyond cause 
serious congestion EVERY weekday, but there are NO good options for those commuters. 
Adding routes, adding more busses, along with community meetings to get LOCAL input on the 
needs of those commuters, would go a long way toward decreasing the amount of emissions 
generated by the hundreds of cars that make that commute on a daily basis. 
Widening the 67 is just a stop-gap measure that makes it easier for those already commuting, but 
does nothing to help with the climate crisis we find ourselves facing right NOW!! 
I’ve lived in San Diego county since 1956, growing up in Poway and living in various parts of inland N 
county forever. I’ve seen 2 of the largest fires in the county firsthand, watched RB burn... BURN!! I 
was told to evacuate during that fire. Now I live in the Witch Creek area E of Ramona, an area that 
burned in both the 2003 and 2007 fires, and where the 2007 fire first started. Last summer the 
temperature at my house hit ??121, a temperature I’ve NEVER experienced in my lifetime, nor EVER 
thought I’d experience HERE, at my home!! 
Climate change is happening before my eyes, at a rate BEYOND what scientists predicted, and it’s 
not gonna get any better without BOLD action. But there ARE steps that can be taken to slow it 
down, if people and governments start working TOGETHER to reduce OUR impact!! 
We don’t have time to wait... 

The San Vicente Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) will study ways to 
improve transportation safety, provide emergency evacuation options, maintain rural 
community character, and create greater trip reliability and efficiency. 

E284 Violet Mooberry N/A While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need.  
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 
hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E285 Viona Deconinck SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
I’m from Belgium and I miss the sense of community which is created through the repeated use of 
public transport. Also the sense of freedom. Capitalism is the cause for the increased reliance on 
cars and we are seeing more and more how capitalism is not sustainable. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E286 Virginia C. Hire 
Damrauer, MLIS, 
MBA, MFA, EJD 

 I attended the online meeting tonight (Wednesday, 30 June) for Central San Diego residents to 
discuss and comment on the SANDAG draft 2021 Regional Plan. I truly appreciate the ability to 
provide my input as a citizen of San Diego. 
 
I was happy to hear one of the other citizens with the screen name “RightCow LeftCoast” ask about 
transit plans between San Diego and Imperial Valley as one of his multiple questions. I apologize, 
but I did not hear clearly what the reply was about that part of the transit plan. 
 
In support of a regional approach to affordable housing, please consider the creation of a new East-
West Transit comprehensive solution (a mix of Commuter Train, Commuter Bus, Trolley, Commuter 
Airplanes, anything, everything, etc.) from El Centro/Imperial Valley to Central San Diego. Please 
also include solutions for First, Second, and Third shift workers, and weekend workers (I work 2nd 
shift and some weekends).  
 
The rationale behind this request is that there are open jobs in San Diego and there is still plenty of 
affordable housing ($1300 or less per month) in farthest East County, El Centro, and Imperial Valley. 
The option of reliable transportation between Imperial Valley and San Diego County can quickly 
and significantly reduce existing homelessness, prevent emerging homelessness in the first place, 
reduce housing anxiety, and will relieve some of the pressure in the San Diego housing market 
while encouraging workers like me to fill open jobs.  
 
Thank you again for this opportunity to represent San Diego workers like myself, and to voice our 
concerns. 

SANDAG recognizes the need for more affordable housing for people of middle to low 
incomes households that are near employment centers and a variety of transportation 
options. SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and will 
take several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets housing needs and 
the goals of the 2021 Regional Plan. The housing program will consider climate change, 
climate resilience, and consistency with the transportation improvements and land use 
goals included in the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG will also coordinate with the Social 
Equity Working Group and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing program 
promotes equity and addresses issues like gentrification and displacement.  
 
SANDAG acknowledges that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item 
to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights.  

E287 Wendy Mihalic SanDiego350 I am a proponent of TOD but its hard to convince others of its benefit when our transit system is still 
so lacking - even in La Mesa which has five (underutilized) trolley stations! The vision in this RTP is 
much appreciated but falls short to meet the urgency of the climate crisis and give those reliant on 
transit the relief they need.  
Please move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the hours of 
service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful alternative to 
cars. We are facing a climate emergency. Our actions need to reflect that. 

The 2021 Regional Plan meets the region’s required greenhouse gas emission reduction 
target by 2035 through a combination of both land use and transportation strategies that 
allow for a meaningful alternative to cars for more trips. The Plan includes investments in 
both the existing public transit system to improve hours and frequencies of service as 
well as new Rapid bus, light rail, and commuter rail services. 

E288 William Wellhouse SanDiego350 Thank you for all of the work you have put in to this new transportation plan. I strongly support your 
efforts to address climate change and climate justice but I would ask that you move more quickly in 
these two areas: 
1) Accelerate the reduction in GHG emissions. We need to move quickly to reduce the worst 
impacts of climate change, many of which we have been witnessing all over the world in the past 
few months. 
2) Move forward the plan to offer youth opportunity passes. Before I retired I was a principal of a 
charter school in City Heights. Many of my students were low income and lived at a distance from 
the school. The school itself had to purchase bus passes for the students so they could attend. 
Providing low income students passes should be a high priority and offered as soon as possible. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

E289 Xi Li SanDiego350 While I want to thank the staff at SANDAG for their strides in addressing climate and equity in this 
Regional Transportation Plan draft, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of 
the climate crisis and give those reliant on transit the relief they need. 
We ask that you move faster in meeting targets for emissions reduction, transit projects, and the 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
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hours of service and frequency of transit so that our public transit system can be a meaningful 
alternative to cars. 

  
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

E290 Ynoi N/A Provide more secure and safe transportation for all. I took the trolley once and then the bus going 
to the airport. I noticed how filthy the trolley was at that time, the trash were all over. homeless 
people came in and out looking for food inside and even sitting in the handicapped reserved seats. 
You should provide security at all times and made sure that no eating and drinking should be 
allowed. Cleanliness and safety should always be the priority. 

Operational subsidies are included in the Regional Plan. Every trolley includes security 
cameras and roving transit security officers. The current policy does not allow for drinking 
or eating on transit services. 

E291 Zainab Salih Barrio Logan 
College 
Institute/El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
The plan looks very interesting and promising. I can see it will help the underserved communities in 
El Cajon. Providing public transportation can help them to go out and engage with other activities 
outside El Cajon. The plan to provide easy-to-use, easy-to-access public transportation will help 
them to come over this obstacle. Also, the goal indicating ways access for students and the 
workforce to reach their location in a timely manner; this is huge for our low-income families. 
Students usually pick the nearest university or even change to the community college because of 
transportation issues. I knew about the application on the phone; I would like to see if it will be 
provided in different languages. We need to communicate with the parent using their native 
language. Today parents are tomorrow seniors, and the Arabic language will be an essential aspect 
to avoid confusion and encourage utilizing this facility and the transportation. App, Maps, and 
messages communicated during the road are necessary to be provided in different languages.  
 
Training for families on using the transportation, routes, and app will bean essential step to start 
establishing the new norms. Starting with school students will plant a person in every household 
that has the ability and knowledge to advise and help riding the transportation. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. One of the Regional Plan’s near-term actions 
includes developing a Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will address regional 
accessibility gaps in communications infrastructure, technology, and digital literacy. We 
have been working with our Community-Based Organization partners (or CBOs) to 
ensure that language translations (such as for Arabic) and translated educational 
resources on transit are readily available as we advance with our next OS system and 
build upon improving our existing transportation systems. 
 
Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

E292  El Cajon 
Collaborative 

**Comment submitted to SANDAG via El Cajon Collaborative from presentation from El Cajon 
Collaborative on the Regional Plan on July 6, 2021** 
 
Enthused to see how transportation is addressing a transformation that is way overdue, that is all 
inclusive of its community members.  
 
I wanted to also hear what SANDAG is doing to address economic barriers the community is 
experiencing with accessing affordable public transport. Will you be offering equity focused 
supports such as financial assistance or reduced fares for community members to increase their 
ridership. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies 
for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot 
that may provide free fares for youth under age 19. 

 

https://sdforward.com/
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Appendix G Attachment 7C:  
Voicemail-Sourced Public Comments and Responses 
The table below contains all comments received via phone during the public comment period for the draft 2021 Regional Plan. 
Comments and corresponding responses are sorted by commentor name in alphabetical order. 

Table G7C: Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Voicemail Sourced 

Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Voicemail Sourced 

ID Commentor
Name Agency Comment Response 

V1 Glen Gillies N/A ***TRANSCRIPTION - VOICEMAIL*** 

I live in the north county of San Diego. I’m calling to leave some information and thoughts about this 
proposed mileage tax. I read on a local news website that feedback was being collected through the end of 
today. My two cents worth is that, If mileage is taxed I’m going to cut down the amount of mileage that I 
actually drive. I’m going to consolidate trips. I’m going to use less gasoline. And that doesn’t seem overall 
like a good way to support the local economy. I’m sure I’m not the only one who will have to rethink running 
to the store every other day and that kind of thing.  

I’m a full-time caregiver for my elderly mother. I’m technically unpaid, my small business closed during the 
pandemic, And I don’t feel like taxing.... and we know California and San Diego have high taxes everything….I 
don’t feel like adding a tax, psychologically a good way to go, for San Diego. I’m sure I’m not the only one like 
I said who will consolidate trips. think twice about going out. and will not actually spend more money on 
gasoline and so those taxes are collected.  

So those are my thoughts. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  

The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to 
develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level 
constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution 
of revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that 
will ensure that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are 
paying more than their fair share.  

V2 Lily Feingold N/A ***TRANSCRIPTION - VOICEMAIL*** 

I’m calling about this proposed mileage, taxation. I’m I thought it was a joke. I thought it was an urban 
legend and apparently this is real. So I would like to get more information about it, and I’m against it. And so, 
I’d like to hear what SANDAG is thinking with this kind of madness. So thanks, look forward to hearing from 
someone. Bye. 

Nationwide states and regions are confronting the shortfalls of gas tax revenues to 
fund maintenance, operations, and construction of their transportation systems. The 
federal gas tax was the largest source of transportation funding for many decades. 
However, the federal gas tax per gallon has not changed since 1993, that is when the 
minimum wage in California was $4.25. The federal gas tax does not grow with inflation 
and the purchasing power of that source has diminished over time. States and regions 
have implemented their own sales and gas tax measures to try and meet the needs of 
their transportation systems. However, the best tax measures tied to fossil fuel 
consumption will continue to erode in time as vehicle technologies change. 

V3 Rebecca Neary N/A ***TRANSCRIPTION - VOICEMAIL*** 

I live in Jamul. And I sent an email at public information at SANDAG.org, but I wanted to tell you about a 
person. I’m going to have him call you too, but he’ll be nervous. You are proposing with other government 
organizations, a potential gas Usage Tax, and people who are low-income like me, or my friend who makes 
about $20,000 a year, will be impacted by this.  

If we lived in town, I used to live in the city of San Diego and used to take buses everywhere. I had a car, but 
sometimes it’d sit for three or four days. I’d have to go start it, I wasn’t driving it enough, I didn’t want the 
battery to run down.  

My friend, he lives in El Cajon, and if he had one job for eight hours a day he could go on public transit. But 
as it turns out at 70 he’s still working, he goes to nursing homes. He put on entertainment which is 
psychologically very important. And then he goes from place to place; he’s working for about an hour to 4 
hours at a time. And he has to travel more than once a day, and sometimes up to North County and so forth. 

The San Diego Forward 2021 Regional Plan is a federally required long-range planning 
document with horizon years of 2035 and 2050. It is a requirement to provide a 
reasonable and feasible funding plan. The road usage charge may be phased in as 
gasoline sales continue to be phased out through emerging technologies.  

SANDAG intends to use emerging technologies to provide a fast, safe, and reliable 
transportation system to the San Diego region. Personal vehicles will continue to be 
part of our transportation system, but we also intend to provide competitive 
transportation methods to the personal vehicle. By providing alternatives to the 
personal vehicle, we could actually alleviate highway congestion, make our roads and 
streets safer, and make our whole transportation system operate more efficiently.  

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-
based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on 
calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of existing 
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He does carpool with his son, they go together, and they have a minivan, and its very good on mileage, but 
nevertheless its gonna take a big chunk out of what they make. He just can’t afford it, he just can’t. And 
neither of us can upgrade to even hybrid cars. We can’t afford it. And that’s what happened, there are people 
that care about the environment. I don’t drive everyday. My car is parked, still; because I’m retired. I drive 
about twice a week, only down to El Cajon, and I combine all my errands, get three or four errands in all at 
once.  
 
And if I do go to the beach areas, my friend and I go together, so we carpool. But this new gas cost will be 
too much. And it’s not the right thing to do right now, what you really want to do is give us strong incentives 
to get electric vehicles if we can.  
 
My number is ***-***-****  
 
I’ll also have him call for himself, but I’m really better at being a shrill nag. He’s a really nice man. So I did the 
shrill nagging, and I did also write you an email about my own situation.  
 
No, a gas usage tax, probably not a good idea. Trying to encourage people to have better mileage cars and 
electric cars, is a very good idea. But you have to help us, because we can’t afford them. It just seems like the 
only way we can do this.  
 
When I used to live in Boston, I could go everywhere, I never owned a car. Till like 30 and I moved out here. 
Owning a car, I still use public transit, but now in this rural area I cannot. And I outlined in my own email 
reasons a person in these rural areas cannot. 

revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are 
impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current 
transportation funding sources.  
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, 
visitors, and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to 
develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level 
constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution 
of revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that 
will ensure that no particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are 
paying more than their fair share.  
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Appendix G Attachment 7D:  
Public-Meeting-Sourced Public Comments and Responses 
SANDAG held six virtual open houses and two public hearings on the draft 2021 Regional Plan in June 2021 and July 2021. Comments provided during each meeting were recorded as public comments 
on the draft 2021 Regional Plan. Public comments were also recorded from the May 28, 2021, Board of Directors meeting when the draft 2021 Regional Plan was released for public review and at the 
SANDAG Social Equity Working Group meeting held on August 5, 2021. All ten of these meetings and links to available recordings are listed below: 

• May 28, 2021 – SANDAG Board of Directors Meeting (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/2cBPmgFM3vo, Español: youtu.be/V8yqXQSWVtw) 

• June 15, 2021 – North County Coastal Open House (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/PsmOMdZgFiQ, Español: youtu.be/O_bqQ916fe4) 

• June 16, 2021 – County Unincorporated Open House (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/zEaAR3R4m7E, Español: youtu.be/26Nx9W4THaQ) 

• June 22, 2021 – South County Open House (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/AAvXOnz0pbY, Español: youtu.be/wvr7VxrjFkg) 

• June 24, 2021 – East County Open House (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/vZgErteIF04, Español: youtu.be/TNb-Hh8SsIE) 

• June 28, 2021 – North County Inland Open House (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/zpBpmlwWDmU, Español: youtu.be/lPRnCFiaEZI) 

• June 30, 2021 – Central San Diego Open House (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/k9ugRtnMZps, Español: youtu.be/KzJjj7ZtqnM) 

• July 16, 2021 – SANDAG Transportation Committee Meeting (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/QcALGlXoBwI, Español: youtu.be/X8SNnkxWU58) 

• July 23, 2021 – SANDAG Board of Directors Meeting (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/v_iA8v7Xhzo, Español: youtu.be/MSu6G_I5X3M) 

• August 5, 2021 – SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan Social Equity Working Group Meeting (full video recordings: English: youtu.be/xo75XzN56mc, Español: youtu.be/7f4F-Dk57rk) 

The table below shows all comments received at the public meetings held during the public comment period for the draft 2021 Regional Plan and the corresponding responses, including responses 
provided by moderators during the meetings. Comments are separated by meeting then sorted by the commentor’s name, in alphabetical order. Comments provided by members of the Social Equity 
Working Group during the discussion on August 5, 2021, are summarized and responses are provided in Table G7D. In addition, meeting minutes from the August 5, 2021, Social Equity Working Group 
meeting are included at the end of this attachment. 

Table G7D: Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Public Meeting Sourced 

Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Public Meeting Sourced 

ID Commentor 
Name Agency Comment Response 

May 28, 2021 – SANDAG Board of Directors Meeting 

M1 Alicia Sanchez  Buenos días mi nombre es Alicia Sánchez vivo en National City y mi testmonio es sobre el Plan 
Regional de Transporte. Yo uso el transporte público para ir a mi trabajo y mi experiencia es que 
cuando salgo de mi casa por las mañanas tengo que caminar unas cuadras para tomar el autobús en 
ese momento siento que vuele el aire limpio pero cuando llegó a la parada del autobús ya no es lo 
mismo puesto que huele mucho a humo. Por eso quisiera pedir un cambio pronto no esperar muchos 
años para que cambien los autobuses de gas natural a que sean eléctricos ese cambio mejoraría el aire 
contaminado que tenemos en mi comunidad. Yo tengo mi esposo enfermo y sé que le hace mucho 
daño y vísperas de la contaminación. Por favor les pedimos un cambio lo mas pronto possible gracias. 
*** 
Good morning, my name is Alicia Sánchez and I live in National City. I would like to comment about 
the Regional Transportation Plan. I take public transportation to go to work. When I leave my house in 
the morning, I have to walk several blocks to take the bus and during my walk the air smells clean; but 
when I get to the bus stop it smells like smoke. That is why I would like to ask for a change soon, do 
not wait many years to change natural gas buses into electric buses. This change would improve air 

El Plan Regional 2021 propuesto apoya la electrificación de los autobuses del transporte 
público en la región y la regulación estatal de Transporte Público Limpio e Innovador. Los 
Anexos A y B incluyen el compromiso de SANDAG de invertir $657 millones de dólares 
hasta el 2050 en autobuses e infraestructura cero emisiones que apoyarán los Planes de 
Implementación de Autobuses Cero Emisiones (ZEB, por sus siglas en inglés) de MTS y 
NCTD. SANDAG propone una inversión de $325 millones de dólares entre el 2025-2035. 
Puede encontrar los Planes de Implementación de los ZEB de las agencias de transporte 
público en el sitio web de CARB: https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-
clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
*** 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 
to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 

https://youtu.be/2cBPmgFM3vo
https://youtu.be/V8yqXQSWVtw
https://youtu.be/PsmOMdZgFiQ
https://youtu.be/O_bqQ916fe4
https://youtu.be/zEaAR3R4m7E
https://youtu.be/26Nx9W4THaQ
https://youtu.be/AAvXOnz0pbY
https://youtu.be/wvr7VxrjFkg
https://youtu.be/vZgErteIF04
https://youtu.be/TNb-Hh8SsIE
https://youtu.be/zpBpmlwWDmU
https://youtu.be/lPRnCFiaEZI
https://youtu.be/k9ugRtnMZps
https://youtu.be/KzJjj7ZtqnM
https://youtu.be/QcALGlXoBwI
https://youtu.be/X8SNnkxWU58
https://youtu.be/v_iA8v7Xhzo
https://youtu.be/v_iA8v7Xhzo
https://youtu.be/MSu6G_I5X3M
https://youtu.be/xo75XzN56mc
https://youtu.be/7f4F-Dk57rk
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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quality in my community. My husband is sick, and I know that pollution is really bad for him. Please, we 
ask you to make changes as soon as possible. Thanks. 

infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 

M2 Ariana Federico Mid-City CAN I am the lead organizer at Mid-City CAN and also a transit rider of 26 years. I’m actually here to ask the 
board to support no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under in our region. We need the RTP 
to commit to implementing youth opportunity passes as early as 2022 or as soon as funding becomes 
available. We need the board to avoid any delayed implementation. We’ve already seen that similar 
programs that exist here in within California like Alameda County, San Francisco have provided this 
program, and we know that these programs work. We have young people here today to share the 
positive environmental and social outcomes of implementing YOP. Youth opportunity passes is an 
investment San Diego must implement if we want to really have true meaningful conversations about 
equity and the future of transit in San Diego overall. Please include the immediate implementation of 
youth opportunity passes in the 2050 Regional Transportation Plan. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B will be a Regional Fare Impact 
Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the 
options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare 
subsidies for people with low incomes, students, and youth. While that work is underway, 
staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that 
may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

M3 Ava Raymond Mid-City CAN I’m here with Mid-City CAN. I’m a student at High Tech High Mesa as well as a transit rider. I ask you to 
support no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under in our region. We need the RTP to 
commit to implementing youth-opportunity passes as early as 2022 or as soon as funding becomes 
available. We need to avoid a delayed implementation. I am asking you to support this because the 
youth living in your communities today need youth-opportunity passes to connect with school, work, 
internships, and other opportunities. From personal experience, I know how much these passes could 
benefit San Diego’s youth. Many of my peers rely on the city bus to get to school because our school 
has no school bus, and the fees for these services add up quickly. We know the youth-opportunity 
passes work because similar programs already existed with great success in Alameda County, Boston, 
San Francisco, and most recently Sacramento and Los Angeles. Please include the immediate 
implementation of youth-opportunity passes in the 2050 Regional Transportation Plan. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M4 Bee Mittermiller SanDiego350 I’m with SanDiego350. The release of the 2021 Draft RTP is a remarkable day in the history of SANDAG. 
The plan’s use of emerging technologies, data-driven planning, and community input has the 
potential to usher in decades of progress in combating climate change, achieving equity for our 
communities of concern, protecting the environment, and providing connected mobility options for all 
San Diegans. Staff has put together a thorough and comprehensive report. SANDAG leaders, thank 
you for your vision and leadership. We look forward to providing comments on aspects of the plan that 
will ensure its success. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M5 Bertha Rodriguez Climate Action 
Campaign 

I am with Climate Action Campaign, which is a member of the San Diego Green New Deal Alliance. We 
are encouraged by SANDAG’s new direction and thank the staff for their work on the draft. For the 
final plan, we urge support to maximize emission reductions and to center social equity. I ran a youth 
center in San Ysidro right in front of a bus strop, but few youth would use it and many of my youth 
would walk down from San Ysidro High School because the bus routes and stops were not accessible 
and many of them could not afford to use public transportation daily. That is why it is imperative that 
we have youth opportunity passes, no-cost transit passes for youth 24 years old and under in order for 
youth to be able to go to school, after-school programs and jobs. And please prioritize investments in 
the communities of front lines of environmental injustice and climate crisis. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific 
project list has been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As suggested, 
this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this change will 
make it easier for the public to understand.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M6 Brenda Garcia 
Mijan 

 I live in South Bay. As a woman I can tell you, as a woman who relies on public transit I can tell you that 
transportation is an issue of safety. It’s happened to me many times that while I’m waiting for the 
trolley or the bus, I am harassed by men and instead of getting a more frequent transit all I see is just 
more police presence in stations. Now we all know that that’s not the solution, and I know that for a 
fact because I have had a chance to live in other cities in the United States and also in Europe, in 
Mexico, and the reason I felt safer in those places was because of their public transportation system 
which didn’t make, which doesn’t make people wait for half an hour for a trolley. That being said, I 
share this experience because I think that the Regional Plans need to take into consideration safety 
and just as a final comment, the Regional Plan needs to ensure that we reduce VMT and our 
greenhouse emissions. 

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are taking steps to improve the safety on and near transit and 
are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For example, funding at 
MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety improvements. 
SANDAG will be working hard with the help of all of our passengers and representatives to 
ensure that this plan gets implemented. 
 
Additionally, SANDAG staff is bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and the Board of Directors to amend the agency budget and act now to 
increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights. Further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
https://sdforward.com/
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proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

M7 Brian Puller  I’m going to give a special thanks to staff for putting on such an effective and comprehensive 
presentation. We also would like to thank SANDAG and their continued outreach efforts to help ensure 
underserved communities are at the table at this important transportation junction. The decisions that 
are made at times, new transportation projects have physically divided communities or impacted 
access to community services resulting in social and economic costs. It is important, critical to 
understand the impact of transportation and other infrastructure investments on our most vulnerable 
communities in order to better plan for the future. For these reasons environmental justice principles 
and social equity goals are an important consideration in the Regional Plan. Transportation projects 
have a significant affect on the quality of life in our underserved communities. So again, thank you for 
being to responsive to our needs. 

We appreciate your support and feedback representing our environmental justice 
communities. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

M8 Carmela Munos Vista 
Community 
Clinic 

I work for the Vista community Clinic, one of the cities doing community outreach for SANDAG in 
North County, San Diego. I have been working for adults in youth of several years, especially 
underserved communities. Many of these residents rely on public transportation because they cannot 
afford a car. So many of these families are very excited about the 5 Big Moves, they believe this new 
plan is more fair and equitable for everyone. The new plan will benefit everyone not only drivers. Thank 
you SANDAG all the efforts in creating an innovative plan that will provide options for all residents in 
San Diego. Thank you also for translating important chapters of the Regional Plan, this will help non-
English speaking community members be more involved in the decision-making process. Looking 
forward for the public comment period. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M9 Carol Kim  We’re really excited to see this RTP that’s been proposed today. It’s got a lot of great things in it, and 
we’re definitely going to be digging into the details as we move forward. I’m really looking forward to 
seeing some of these really good quality, good paying jobs go to local workers here in San Diego and 
absolutely on board with all the comments from our partners at the Quality of Life Coalition, as well as 
the Equity Committee talking about accessibility and the importance of including environmental 
justice communities and really tackling our transmission - our emissions and being able to lower those 
along with VMTs. So again, thank you for the work that’s gone into this, and we look forward to 
continuing to partner with you. Oh, and I think Edwin G. is gonna be coming on, and you called on 
him. He was having issues with his technology. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M10 Carolina Goldwin Environmental 
Coalition 

I’m with the Environmental coalition and the San Diego Transportation Equity working group. We 
know that the transit system doesn’t work. It doesn’t connect people to jobs and we have the seventh 
worst ozone pollution in the nation. 41 percent of our greenhouse gas emissions are coming from 
transportation so we submitted a letter with all our comments. We have short-term solutions that 
need to be seen in our communities fairly soon so that we could transport us into the future as soon as 
possible. We ask that the bus system be transformed by 2025, 24/h service, the youth opportunity pass, 
anti-displacement strategies, bathroom network, emergency ready system. All by 2025 a best 
electrification full transition by 2030 and long-term solution addressing the blue line. The blue line is 
the backbone of our transit system it should be our biggest move. We need to ensure the blue line 
infrastructure is not defunded and left to age without major investments. 

The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity 
Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. Additionally, the transit agencies will 
continue to electrify their fleets in response to state mandates. SANDAG will conduct a 
Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (to be included in Appendix B). 

M11 Christopher Allen  I’m a San Diego native, proud Southwest Union carpenter and have helped build San Diego 
infrastructure for more than a decade. I have personally seen the relief in congestion and 
improvement of our communities by rapid transit, elevated rails, heavy rails, bike and walking 
pathways. We need to build forward-thinking infrastructure like this in America’s finest city and build 
it with a skilled and trained workforce as well. Investment to infrastructure should also go back to the 
community members that build these projects. I support this Regional Plan and let’s build community 
wealth together. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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M12 Craig Jones Alliance for 
Regional 
Solutions 

I’m a representative to the social equity working group for the Alliance for Regional Solutions. The 
alliance is a robust collaborative of over 75 human serving and community serving organizations we 
also have representation from the cities of North County and the City of San Diego. Our mission is to 
provide services and improve the lives of the disadvantaged and there are significant underserved 
communities in North County. This plan is dramatically important to help them. Speaking of social 
Equity I want to reference a couple of things in the plan- well my time is wrapping up- I want to refer 
everybody to chapter 2 figure 2.4. This is a map showing a coverage of flexible fleets into the regional 
transportation system. Everybody go look at this figure 2.4 it is dramatically important to achieving 
social equity. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

M13 Daniel Wisma Ironworkers 
Local 229 

I’m the organizer with Ironworkers Local 229. I’ve been born and raised in San Diego, and I believe this 
proposed Regional Transportation Plan would make such a positive impact within our community, 
including thousands of good paying jobs here in San Diego. We’re supportive of the changes being 
proposed in the 2021 RTP and hope that the board will be too. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M14 David Johnson San Diego 
Union Iron 
Workers out of 
Local 229 

I’m with the San Diego Union Iron Workers out of Local 229. We’re glad to see how much work has 
been put into this envisioning on how we can improve our transportation system in San Diego County. 
This is how we can provide the first-time safe, convenient, and realistic alternatives to driving. Will also 
improve local roads. It’s long overdue. San Diego workers everywhere and across all industries will 
benefit from those options, as well as benefit from the positive climate impact we’ll see through 
reduced carbon emissions. We’re looking forward to partnering with SANDAG and the community in 
transforming San Diego County for better. We would love to be a part of this transportation movement 
in San Diego. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M15 Delia Contreraz  Buenos Dias mi nombre is Delia Contreraz. Yo nací en Texas viví toda mi vida en México desde chiquita 
me llevaron regresé cuando tenía 32 años. En el 2004 sube la custodia de cuatro niños mis nietos y mis 
mi comentario es este mi experiencia es que cuando tuve esa experiencia de tener cuatro niños 
conmigo no no podía yo sostenerlos no conocían sistemas tenía y regresé muy joven Estados Unidos. 
Pero no conocía el sistema a esa edad cuando ya tenía yo cuatro nietos y mi experiencia es que en esta 
comunidad de City Heights es nosotros tenemos la línea morad. Y pase este no costo para los jóvenes 
porque yo supe lo que era no no sacar a mis nietos a ningún lado por no tener los recursos para 
llevarlos a ninguna parte. Ojalá que ustedes comprendan la necesidad que hay en mi comunidad y un 
minuto no es suficiente para contar una experiencia cuando hay niños con hambre con necesidad que 
no puede. 
*** 
Good morning, my name is Delia Contreras. I was born in Texas, but I was taken to Mexico when I was 
a little girl, and I came back when I was 32 years old. I assumed custody of my four grandchildren in 
2004. My comment is about my experience. When I had four children with me, I could not support 
them. I was not familiar with the system, and I came back to the United States when I was very young. 
But I did not know the system when I had my four grandchildren with me, and my experience is with 
the Purple Line that we have in City Heights. Even though children did not have to pay, I know what it 
means not taking my grandchildren anywhere because I did not have the resources to take them 
anywhere. I hope you understand the needs of my community. One minute is not enough to share our 
experience when children are hungry, and we have needs that we cannot satisfy. 

Gracias por expresar sus inquietudes. El Plan Regional 2021 fue desarrollado en 
coordinación y con la colaboración de organizaciones comunitarias (CBO, por sus siglas en 
inglés) que representan a las comunidades de justicia ambiental. SANDAG realizó una 
evaluación de las necesidades de la comunidad trabajando con sus aliados de las CBO 
para evaluar las necesidades y oportunidades de los proyectos del Plan Regional 2021 a 
través de un significativo y representativo proceso que promovió la participación de la 
comunidades históricamente desfavorecidas . El propósito de la evaluación de las 
necesidades fue analizar exhaustivamente los servicios de transporte existentes y evaluar 
oportunidades para nuevas soluciones de transporte que aborden las necesidades 
específicas y los diversos contextos de las comunidades de la región. Este trabajo se 
integró al Anexo H del Plan Regional 2021. 
*** 
Thank you for expressing your concerns. The 2021 Regional Plan was developed with 
coordination and collaboration with community based organizations representing 
environmental justice communities. SANDAG conducted a community based needs 
assessment working with the CBO partners to evaluate needs and opportunities for 2021 
Regional Plan projects in historically underserved communities through a meaningful and 
representative community engagement process. The needs assessment was intended to 
provide a comprehensive evaluation of existing transportation services and assess 
opportunities for new transportation solutions that address the unique needs and diverse 
backgrounds of communities within the region. This work was integrated into the 2021 
Regional Plan, Appendix H. 

M16 Elizabeth Lou  I am privileged to present to you today. I want to first thank SANDAG for being so inclusive in our 
community. I have seen great leadership in SANDAG including us, the refugees, the immigrants, and 
low-income here in San Diego, to understand the transportation system and services in this great city 
and county. So Nile Sisters is working with all refugees, immigrants here in San Diego, and we are also 
serving refugees from a different background in East County in El Cajon city with our wonderful 
partner Newcomers Support and Development, Mr. Tuama. I believe he’s here so I’m here to say. 

We appreciate your input and feedback in the Social Equity Working Group. Please 
continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

M17 Esperanza 
Gonzalez 

Environmental 
Health 
Coalition 

Mi nombre es Esperanza Gonzalez, residente de City Heights y promotora de la Coalición de Salud 
Ambiental HC. Muchos residentes en mi comunidad dependemos del servicio de transporte público el 
mismo servicio que no ha mejorado durante muchos años. Es neciciente, sólo para trasladar de un 
lugar a otro. Tenemos que esperar bastante tiempo así esté cerca donde te diriges. En la parada de los 
autobuses es muy comunidad mirar cara de angust y desesperación de coraje y potencia porque no 

SANDAG está consciente de que se debe hacer algo ahora para tener un transporte 
público rápido, frecuente, confiable y accesible, particularmente en la rutas de mayor uso. 
Nuestro personal llevará este asunto ante el Comité de Transporte y la Mesa Directiva de 
SANDAG antes de la aprobación del Plan Regional 2021 para modificar el presupuesto de 
la agencia y tomar medidas ahora para invertir en un transporte público que beneficie a 
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llega el bus porque nos gasto y sabemos que esperar bastante tiempo así esté cerca donde la parada 
de autobuses e impotencia porque no llega el gas porque se nos pasó y sabemos que va a tardar el 
próximo y estamos mirando y mirando el reloj. El tiempo que pierdes en las paradas del autobús en el 
tiempo valioso para estar con tu familia estar en casa ayudándoles a tus hijos hacer la tarea es por eso 
que existimos en el plan Regional de transporte pioriedades descentralizadas en comunidades como 
City Heights necicitamos mas frequencia, mas rutas y servecio 24 horas en todos las comunidades. San 
Deigo tiene las familias trabajadoras merece un servicio mejor con mucho mas frequencia para tener 
mas tiempo con la familia. [time expired] 
*** 
My name is Esperanza Gonzalez, I live in City Heights, and I am a promotora (an advocate) with the 
Environmental Health Coalition of CH. Many residents in my community depend on public 
transportation services, the same services that have not been improved in many years. We need to 
travel from one place to another. We have to wait a long time even if you are going nearby. The faces 
you see at the bus stop are of anguish, desperation, anger, and helplessness because the bus is not 
arriving, because of the cost, and because we know we have to wait a long time even if the bus stop is 
close by. Helplessness because when the bus does arrive, we miss it and we know that the next one is 
going to take a while and we look at our watches over and over again. The time we waste at the bus 
stops is valuable and could be used to be home with your family, helping your children with 
homework. That is why we ask the Regional Transportation Plan to decentralize their priorities in 
communities like City Heights. We need more frequency, more routes and service 24 hours in all our 
communities. Working families in San Diego deserve a better service, one that is much more frequent 
so we can spend more time with our families. [time expired] 

las comunidades de justicia ambiental. El objetivo de esta acción es aumentar los servicios 
en las rutas que tienen un servicio poco frecuente en las noches y madrugadas y/o crear 
subsidios para las tarifas de los jóvenes usuarios. También se modificará el Anexo A del 
Plan Regional 2021 final propuesto para aclarar aún más las mejoras propuestas para la 
red de autobuses, incluyendo mejoras en la frecuencia y el alcance del servicio. 
*** 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. One of the Implementation Actions 
listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public 
stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be 
completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low 
incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, 
MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide free 
fares for youth age 18 and under. Additionally, further clarification on planned 
improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

M18 Gary Hewitt  I am a resident of San Diego. It’s great work by SANDAG staff on what can really be a truly 
transformational plan. My question is what if we build all these great new projects and people just 
keep driving? Driving a car will continue to be a very attractive option, and people will need to be 
nudged into making the travel decisions which help make this plan work. So I think this plan can be 
supercharged with a very low cost program called TDM, or Transportation Demand Management, 
which reduces VMT by working with employers to reduce commute trips. The draft plan has a 
voluntary TDM program, and what I’m proposing today is instead having a mandatory TDM program, 
requiring employers with more than 50 employees to reduce trips to their work site by 20% over the 
first 5 years in the Regional Plan. So for some employers this would be providing incentives for 
carpooling and van pooling, flexible schedules, and allowing employees to work from home. For others 
who are not as flexible, it may be providing on-site bike parking or free transit passes for workers. For 
employees who can’t implement these programs or meet the goal… 

SANDAG has an existing TDM program, iCommute, which currently offers employers and 
commuters customized solutions for encouraging alternative transportation options. 
Some of these programs include offering incentives for carpool, vanpool, and transit; 
promoting shared mobility; promoting on-site amenities for commuters such as bike 
lockers and showers; and offering resources for developing telework/flexible work 
schedule programs. The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a Transportation Demand 
Management Ordinance that would require employers over a certain size to provide 
transportation benefits and amenities that encourage sustainable transportation choices. 
These types of TDM ordinances exist in other regions across the state. A near-term 
implementation action would be to complete a Transportation Demand Management 
Ordinance Policy Analysis. This policy analysis would detail the employers that the 
ordinance would apply to and mechanisms for implementation and enforcement. 

M19 Goyo Ortiz Casa Familiar I am the community development choreographer at Casa Familiar in San Ysidro. As a community 
agency we’re partnering with as a CBO with SANDAG for this endeavor and I would like to 
congratulate the SANDAG team for its comprehensive view of equitable regional transportation plan 
and I would like to ask members of the board to think about our working-class neighborhoods as you 
analyze this plan. Many of our residents depend on the public transportation not just through the 9 to 
5 work week but on a 24/7 schedule, living under polluted air from our regional traffic from the 
international border. And we would also like to think about the blue line as it’s been the backbone for 
our light rail transportation system for year and we would like for it to be given the priority it and it’s 
communities [time expired] 

The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity 
Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. Additionally, the transit agencies will 
continue to electrify their fleets in response to state mandates. SANDAG will conduct a 
Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (to be included in Appendix B). 

M20 Gretchen Newsom IBEW Local 
569 

I am speaking on behalf of over 3,500 members of the IBEW Local 569. Today marks an exciting 
chapter for transportation in San Diego County. This new 5 Big Moves Regional Transportation Plan 
represents a milestone opportunity for elected leaders to finally abandon obsolete practices to bring 
our region into the 21st century, prioritize environmental justice, reduce dangerous climate emissions 
and create high road jobs for our local workforce. The moment to shape a healthier future where all 
residents to access safe, affordable and convenient transportation. We will be working with out quality 
of life coalition partners to review the specifics in greater detail and will be providing feedback on this 
very comprehensive document. We wish to offer our sincere congratulations to SANDAG staff on this 
major accomplishment. We look forward to continued collaboration. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  
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M21 Jacob Mandel San Diego 
Bicycle 
Coalition 

I’m the advocacy manager for the San Diego Bicycle Coalition. We’re excited to enter the next phase of 
making our region’s transportation system more sustainable, equitable, and efficient. The Bicycle 
Coalition is encouraged by the level of detail in the plan, and we thank SANDAG staff for getting this 
done. As we work our way through the draft to provide specific feedback, we hope that SANDAG 
leadership and our elected representatives make the decisions necessary to get San Diegans onto 
bikes, buses, trains, and out of their cars. San Diego’s transportation system is long overdue for 
fundamental change and the Draft 2021 Regional Plan is just the beginning. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M22 Jennifer Olguin  Environmental 
Health 
Coalition 

I’m from San Ysidro. I’ve been involved with EHC since 2020. I live closer to a freeway than I do to a bus 
stop. We are closer to developing health issues than we are to public transportation. I urge you all to 
push for the blue line express and to improve the bus system now. As a teen I walked to places in the 
dark with my friends because public transportation was unreliable. I felt my heart racing because I was 
scared of what could happen. We risked our safety because it was faster to walk home than it was to 
take public transportation. Now I am older yet more terrified to use public transportation. I’m 
constantly on the look out for anything that could be a threat while I wait for that trolley or bus that 
often comes many minutes late. Life is precious and anything could happen within that time. 
Especially to young women waiting alone. The blue line express and buses must run faster and 
punctually to guarantee safety for everyone. We all deserve to experience comfort and knowing that 
we can use public transportation to get home quickly and safely. 

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are taking steps to improve the safety on and near transit and 
are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For example, funding at 
MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety improvements.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and track 
work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A includes specifics on 
these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility 
and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included 
in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the 
project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.     

M23 Jessie O’Sullivan Circulate San 
Diego 

I work with Circulate San Diego. Thanks for the presentation on the Regional Plan. At Circulate we’ll be 
doing an analysis of how this plan compares with the 2015 plan including phasing and projects and we 
will be sharing our conclusions with staff and board members. We appreciate the help from SANDAG 
staff for sharing this information with us, prepare this analysis. In our preliminary review we were 
pleased to see funding for vision zero and several bus projects committed to early phases of the plan. 
San Diego needs a Regional Plan that prioritizes transit and active transportation. Again we look 
forward to digging in and we’ll let you know what we think. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M24 Joe Hood Green New 
Deal Alliance 

I am with the Green New Deal Alliance. We are enthusiastic and support SANDAG’s plan. About half of 
San Diego greenhouse emissions come from transportation. To reach zero carbon, San Diego must 
drastically reduce emissions by shifting people out of their fossil fuel cars in to multiple, sustainable, 
and varied modes of transportation. We also urgently need high-density infill development. For the 
final plan, we urge you to maximize emissions reductions, prioritize investments communities on the 
frontlines of environmental injustice and the climate crisis. San Diego can’t meet its climate goals 
without implementing your plan. Thank you to the board and staff who are pushing for a 
transportation system that centers social equity, create good union jobs, and secures climate safe 
future for all. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

M25 Jorge Gonzalez EAC  I’m a regional community organizer with EAC and currently living in City Heights since 2012. I’m a San 
Diego, Tijuana border native fronterizo and have been living here most of my life. I’m a father of two 
and this topic is very important to me as I understand it will impact the quality of life for my kids and 
future generations and the RTP needs robust, holistic, and immediate investment centered in 
environmental justice communities. In order to alleviate heavy pollution that stand for multiple 
sources like buses and cars. If we want to transform the culture and take away the negative 
connotations of riding public transit we need community-based visionary strategies that stem from 
public transit riders experiences instead of financial gain formulas. As an organizer, I’ve heard many of 
the fares that discourage families to use public transit, even when living next to MTS trolley stations 
from the high cost of riding public transit to the connectivity that’s lacking. All those issues really 
create situations that normalizes two bedroom households in City Heights to have three or five cars. 
My parents for instance live in Chula Vista. [timer stopped] 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes investments to make public transit more convenient and 
affordable. One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare 
Impact Study.  This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on 
the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of 
fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is 
underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-
year pilot that may provide free fares for youth under age 19. 

M26 Jose Franco Garcia Environmental 
Health 
Coalition 

I am with Environmental Health Coalition, part of the Transportation Equity Working Group. Just 
wanted to echo a lot of things that many people have said today about the need to improve the transit 
system so that it is more accessible. Getting more people on transit allows for more safety, more you 
know people use it not just when they have to but because it is convenient and it allows you to get to 
the places that you need to go to. Also echoing what other folks have said about the importance of 
this RTP or what we should be looking to do moving forward is making sure that it is connecting 
people where they live to where they need to go, whether that’s work, whether that’s getting their 
families to places. All of that has been echoed, and I want to agree with all that, and lastly what I say is 

A better transit system is a fundamental component of this Regional Plan. Revenues to 
fund the transit projects don’t come in all at once but dollars that are available are applied 
to ensure that the best projects are initiated first and that those projects address social 
equity considerations. 
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that workers and people in San Diego have been waiting for decades for a better transit system. So 
hearing that some of these things are not going to happen for another decade is discouraging. We 
need these improvements to happen now and to get us moving in the right direction as soon as 
possible. Thank you for this time and please listen to the people who spoke today and talked about the 
importance of moving this forward soon. 

M27 Katherine Rhodes  Thank you for such a thorough report you have here. I put it all together, and there’s 4,175 pages to 
look through, but one of the comments I just wanted to make on Appendix A, the Transportation 
Projects, Programs and Phasing. I was wondering if you could add a column to the table for how much 
greenhouse gas emission reductions or additions that each project will actually provide and so if you 
could just add a column there so that way you know people could actually see it right next to how 
much it cost and how much it would reduce greenhouse gases. And then also I’m very much in favor 
of the free transit for youth. I think that if you get people young, and they’re used to the transit, they 
might actually use it in the future, might not ever actually buy a car so thank you so much. 

The overall impact on the transportation system on GHG emissions is shown in Appendix T 
in the various plan years (2025, 2035, and 2050). SANDAG’s modeling tools don’t allow for 
the calculation of contributions from individual projects and, even if possible, that type 
analysis would not appreciate the interrelationships amongst projects given the benefits 
of the system as a whole (rather than just a collection of individual projects). 

M28 Kelvin Barrios Laborers Local 
89 

I am the director of government affairs with Laborers Local 89 representing our business manager 
Valentine Macedo and our over 3,600 members in San Diego County. We would like to thank the work 
that the board and staff have put into bringing this new regional plan forward, but we do have some 
concerns on how exactly this will be funded and questions around what type of ballot measure the 
board may be already considering or outside efforts already in the works. We have concerns about 
talks being had around not including a taxpayer oversight committee or project list and stakeholders 
being left out of process. We do support the comments from our friends at CPI around an early action 
program, the Purple Line including City Heights, and the building of the Blue Line Express. We look 
forward to providing more detailed public comments in the future and staying engaged during this 
process. 

The Cost Estimation Methodology and Funding Strategies for the 2021 Regional Plan were 
presented to the SANDAG Board of Directors on March 12, 2021, Item No. 8B. This report 
and presentation described the various funding assumptions developed for the draft 2021 
Regional Plan. The entire Board meeting can be found at www.sandag.org. 
 
Appendix A includes specifics on projects such as track work and grade separations on the 
Blue Line, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and 
Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included 
in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the 
project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. 
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582.  

M29 Kim Heinle Bayside 
Community 
Center 

I am with Bayside Community Center located in Linda Vista. We are a contracted CBO with the Social 
Equity Working Group, and we’ve been a part of the Regional Plan for years, and we’re extremely 
grateful for the opportunity this morning to provide public comment and to weigh in on the plan. It’s 
been exciting to see how much more progressive the plan has become over the years and how much 
more digestible and understandable it is to our common public. We know that this is in large part 
thanks to the working group, the Social Equity Working Group, that’s helping to bridge this gap 
between regional planning and our community members who are directly impacted. Back in 2015, we 
got the Quick Reference Guide, and now we’re getting the guide and now we’re getting the plan 
translated into Spanish, and that’s a huge step forward, and we’re grateful for the SANDAG team, the 
board, my fellow CBOs, and of course our community members who are giving their time and input to 
help this Regional Plan in both an equitable and a sustainable direction. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M30 Kira Tina Center for 
Policy 
Initiatives and 
Transportation 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

I’m a researcher and policy advocate at the Center for policy initiatives and transportation equity 
working group. The Regional Transportation Plan is our region’s opportunity to create a vision for 
transportation that will work for everyone. That is why the Transportation Equity Working Group’s ten 
big moves to transportation justice must be included in the RTP. For the final plan we urge the Board 
to first include a blue line express with frequent trips and 24/hr service. Second, continue serving the 
purple line serving central city heights and ensuring RTP prioritizes investments in the communities 
on the front lines of environmental injustice by phasing projects earlier in the implementation 
timeline. By investing in projects like the blue and purple line we can transform communities by 
connecting working people to job centers and creating reliable systems for those who need it most. 
While also making public transit a realistic option for those who currently rely on driving. Also 
including these transit improvements early in the RTP implementation is paramount to helping low 
income families, youth, and low wage workers who rely on transit better address their needs and 
improve quality of life. 

The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity 
Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express 
Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (to 
be included in Appendix B). Also, transit subsidies are a component of the proposed Final 
Plan and implementation of those subsidies would include a consideration of low-income 
and youth populations. 

M31 Magdalena Serda  Buenos días a todos Yo vivo en Imperial Beach desde el 2001 pero en el 2004 mi hija Magdalena entró 
a la misa aquí entró a la Southwestern College y entonces todo se complicó porque ella tenía que 
hacer tres horas al día de transporte. Para el 2006 mi hija Entonces ahora Magdalena entró a la 
universidad estatal de San Diego y esto le significaba ella 3 o 4 horas diarias de transporte para poder 

SANDAG está de acuerdo con sus inquietudes y creemos que este Plan Regional 
transformará cómo nuestros residentes viajan, lo que permitirá liberarnos 
económicamente de las barreras del transporte. 
*** 
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solucionar esto si nuestras hijas nuestras hijas querían ir a una universidad y tener una carrera 
profesional en la mejor vida tuvimos que comprar un carro para cada una haciendo un impacto 
enorme para nuestra economía el derecho de Educación se ve limitado por economía y el mal 
transporte. Ojalá que estés tenga mejores soluciones este estos cambios. 
*** 
Good morning everyone. I have been living in Imperial Beach since 2001, but in 2004 my daughter 
Magdalena started classes at Southwestern College, and it was all very complicated because it took 
her three hours every day to travel in public transportation. In 2006 my daughter Magdalena 
transferred to San Diego State University and that meant spending 3 to 4 hours every day using public 
transportation. To solve this problem and because my daughters wanted to attend a university and 
obtain a professional degree, we had to buy each one a car which had a tremendous impact in our 
economy. The right to education is limited by the economy and poor transportation. I hope that there 
are better solutions and changes. 

SANDAG agrees with your concerns, and we believe that this Regional Plan will transform 
how our residents travel, allowing for economic freedom from transportation barriers. 

M32 Marco Gorjardo  Hola buenas tardes. Mi nombre es Marco Gorjardo, soy residente de North Park y soy nativo de San 
Diego y de Mexicali. Recientemente me integrado al equipo Regional de acción del EHC. Mi historia 
que voy a compartir es como joven usuario del sistema Público de camiones y se trata de crecimiento 
personal que yo tuve a través de las libertades que me dio este transporte público. Creo que es vital 
que le den prioridad en el plan Regional de transporte a los pases de autobús accesibles para jóvenes y 
para mejorar las rutas más eficientes dónde está la necesidad. Cuando yo descubrí como joven que 
podía depender de las rutas de camiones para salir de mi pueblo de Fallbrook y explorar 
independientemente el resto de San Diego [time expired] 
*** 
Hi, good afternoon. My name is Marco Gorjardo and I live in North Park. I am from San Diego and 
Mexicali. I recently joined the Regional Action team of the EHC. I want to share what it means to be a 
young user of the public bus system. It is about the personal growth I experienced due to the freedom 
that public transportation gave me. I think it is very important to include in the Regional 
Transportation Plan youth passes and to improve the routes to make them more efficient where they 
need to be. As a young man, when I discovered that I could depend on the bus routes to leave my 
town of Fallbrook and explore the rest of San Diego by myself [time expired] 

SANDAG sabe que se deben tomar medidas ahora para ofrecer un transporte público 
rápido, frecuente, confiable y accesible, particularmente en la rutas de mayor uso. Nuestro 
personal llevará este asunto ante el Comité de Transporte y la Mesa Directiva de SANDAG 
antes de la aprobación del Plan Regional 2021 para modificar el presupuesto de la agencia 
y tomar medidas ahora para invertir en un transporte público que beneficie a las 
comunidades de justicia ambiental. El objetivo de esta acción es aumentar los servicios en 
las líneas del transporte público que tienen un servicio poco frecuente en las noches y 
madrugadas y/o crear subsidios para las tarifas de los jóvenes usuarios. También se 
modificará el Anexo A del Plan Regional 2021 final propuesto para aclarar aún más las 
mejoras propuestas para la red de autobuses, incluyendo mejoras en la frecuencia y 
alcance del servicio.Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es 
un Estudio del Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio asegurará que las partes 
interesadas públicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. 
Se espera que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los 
subsidios para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los 
estudiantes y los jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está 
trabajando con las partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer 
tarifas gratis a los jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
*** 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned 
improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

M33 Margarita Moreno  Buenos días mi nombre es Margarita Moreno soy residente de Nacional City. El día de hoy estoy 
pidiendo que se mejore el sistema de transporte público. Una de las decisiones importantes para mí es 
el Plan Regional del Transporte y es que los autobuses de MTS tengan un precio más accesible para 
que la economía impacte tanto a nuestros bolsillos y también queremos pedir que sea más frecuente 
el servicio entre semana para los que van al trabajo. Otra de las cosas que me gustaría es que el 
transporte sea también los fines de semanas de igual forma ya que muchas familias es cuando salen 
con sus hijos y tenemos que esperar mucho tiempo para que podamos tomar el transporte. Queremos 

SANDAG está consciente de que se debe hacer algo ahora para tener un transporte 
público rápido, frecuente, confiable y accesible, particularmente en la rutas de mayor uso. 
Nuestro personal llevará este asunto ante el Comité de Transporte y la Mesa Directiva de 
SANDAG antes de la aprobación del Plan Regional 2021 para modificar el presupuesto de 
la agencia y tomar medidas ahora para invertir en un transporte público que beneficie a 
las comunidades de justicia ambiental. El objetivo de esta acción es aumentar los servicios 
en las rutas que tienen un servicio poco frecuente en las noches y madrugadas y/o ofrecer 
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que comen encuentra nuestras recomendaciones. Gracias por escucharnos. 
*** 
Good morning. My name is Margarita Moreno and I live in Nacional City. Today I am asking for 
improvements to the public transportation system. I think that one of the most important decisions of 
the Regional Transportation Plan is making the price of MTS more affordable since this would benefit 
our pockets. We also want to request a more frequent service during the week for those that travel to 
work. I would also like public transportation to be the same on the weekends because when many 
families go out with their children, they have to wait a long time to use public transportation. We want 
you to take our recommendations into account. Thank for your listening to us. 

subsidios para las tarifas de los jóvenes usuarios. También se modificará el Anexo A del 
Plan Regional 2021 final propuesto para aclarar aún más las mejoras propuestas para la 
red de autobuses, incluyendo mejoras en la frecuencia y el alcance del servicio. 
 
Una de las Acciones de Implementación enumeradas en el Anexo B es un Estudio del 
Impacto Regional de las Tarifas. Este estudio asegurará que las partes interesadas 
públicas tengan la oportunidad de expresar su opinión sobre las alternativas. Se espera 
que el estudio finalice en el año fiscal (FY) 2024 e incluirá una evalución de los subsidios 
para las tarifas de las personas de bajos ingresos, los adultos mayores, los estudiantes y los 
jóvenes. Mientras tanto, el personal de SANDAG, MTS y NCTD está trabajando con las 
partes interesadas en un programa piloto de un año que puede ofrecer tarifas gratis a los 
jóvenes menores de 19 años. 
*** 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned 
improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

M34 Maria Cortez City Heights 
Development 
Corporation 

I’m a resident here of City Heights, and I also work with the City Heights Development Corporation. 
Also volunteer with Mid-City CAN. I am proud to say that I am happy to hear about, amen, the Purple 
Line coming through City Heights. 44 years - no project should take that long. I hope I’m still alive to 
see this because I want this to happen sooner, if possible, than 2035. I am so happy for SANDAG and 
the staff here to take on the opportunity to see us to do with the Purple Line, and also Todd knows 
how long it’s been, and the pain and everything we’ve gone through here in City Heights. All of us 
deserve the same as everybody else, and also I am supporting the youth-opportunity bus passes for 24 
years and under. It’s a longtime going, but yes, our students deserve the same as everybody else, and 
this is for everybody in San Diego. 

Commuter Rail Line 582 (Purple Line) is included in the Plan to serve north-south travel 
needs in in Sorrento Mesa, National City, Kearny Mesa, and University Heights. The South 
Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is completing a more detailed 
ridership analysis of this route. The analysis is studying an alignment that would include 
stations in City Heights and at San Diego State University (west campus). Also, transit 
subsidies are a component of the proposed Final Plan and implementation of those 
subsidies would include a consideration of low-income and youth populations. 

M35 Marisa Garcia  I’ve been a resident here in Logan Heights my whole life. Although my neighborhood is abundant 
culture and close community, another thing we have in abundance here that is not so great is the 
pollution that we have to live in. It is a reality that we cannot escape because it comes from every 
angle, the port, the industry, the freeways, and all the vehicle traffic associated with them. On the 
clearest of days you can still see a faint haze of smog in our skies and it breaks my heart to know that 
many of us living here, especially the children growing up in this like I did, will inevitably suffer from 
breathing an other health problems. I’m aware that this issue cannot be fixed overnight but we can 
work every day to change the factors contributing to the problem. There are many bus routes that 
pass through our neighborhood and each one adds to the pollution we have. By electrifying our bus 
fleets, you can change the negative factor into a positive one and start reducing the pollution we face 
daily. I strongly encourage your support and electrifying our bus fleet by 2030 to help us gain a 
healthier community. Our lives are really at stake and we would really appreciate that. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 
to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  
 
Also, in 2020, SANDAG entered in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the 
San Diego Unified Port District, and the California Department of Transportation to work 
cooperatively on “improving accessibility, sustainability, and economic vitality” San Diego 
Portside communities, such as Barrio Logan. The MOU specifically calls for the reductions 
of greenhouse gases and other pollutants, without compromising the health of local 
community members. SANDAG will continue to work closely to improve the health and 
quality of life in Portside communities. 

M36 Mike Bullock  I want to thank you again for the redirection of SANDAG compared to the past, and I do support the 5 
Big Moves. Now as I heard that presentation, I am concerned about whether we will meet our 2030 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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climate stabilizing target and our other vehicle miles traveled reduction responsibilities. I didn’t hear 
hardly any comments about that. I did notice that Ray Major did talk about behavioral change from 
pricing, but that’s really all I heard and I think there needs to be information about how much we’re 
reducing vehicle miles traveled with these projects, and I just point out that earlier people were 
talking about one or two cents a mile. Ten cents a mile going 10 miles, that would be 43 miles a month 
and parking downtown can be worth $350 a month and at the county building it’s free. 

levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. The proposed 2021 
Regional Plan would provide travelers with more travel and mobility options in residential 
and employment centers that can lead to a reduction in vehicle miles travelled (VMT). 

M37 Mike Townsend Mid-City CAN I’m with Mid-City CAN, and I am a student and transit rider. I ask you to support no-cost transit passes 
for all youth ages 24 and under in our region. We need the RTP to commit to implementing youth-
opportunity passes as early as 2022 or as soon as funding becomes available. Avoid a delayed 
implementation. This is a crucial part of COVID-19 recovery and youth living in the San Diego 
community today need youth-opportunity passes to connect with school, work, internships, and other 
opportunities. As a student who often relied on public transportation to get to school, I understand 
first-hand the impact that transportation fees have on students. Similar programs exist with great 
success in Alameda County, Boston, San Francisco, and most recently Sacramento and Los Angeles. 
We know it works. Please include the immediate implementation of youth-opportunity passes in the 
2050 Regional Transportation Plan. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M38 Mohammed 
Tuama 

Newcomers 
Support and 
Development 

I am with the Newcomers Support and Development. I would like to say that I’m working with 
newcomers and most newcomers are coming from active transportation countries, active 
transportation systems, and their voice were included in this plan. I would like to thank Hasan, Coleen, 
and Jane Clough, and Nile Sisters for making sure that newcomers from various languages were 
included and were listened to when this plan was made. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M39 Naomi Sanchez  I’m a resident raised here in Barrio Logan, a medical assistant, a promoter for Barrio Logan with the 
environmental health coalition and entrepreneur. I believe everyone deserves the dignity of having a 
clean and safe way to get around. If we compare our bus stops to the ones in other places such as 
Point Loma and La Jolla there are noticeable differences. Bus stops over there have lighting, they are 
maintained to meet public cleaning list requirements and over there you even see people using the 
seating provided. Here people stand because they don’t want to sit in a dirty space and honestly who 
would. Environmental Justice communities are transit dependent. We use it the most and yet we get 
the least funding. Our community already lives right next to highways and industrial areas which 
produce high amounts of pollutions that we have to deal with. Please prioritize environmental justice 
communities in the Regional Transportation Plan. 

We currently have a process and methodology for the prioritization of projects located in 
Appendix A of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. However, we also understand the 
sensitive nature that environmental injustices present to historically underserved 
communities, and other vulnerable populations. It is for this reason SANDAG is currently 
allocating funding for an equity focused pilot and other initiative programs. 
 
Appendix H includes the social equity analysis for the 2021 Regional Plan. 

M40 Noah Harris Climate Action 
Campaign 

I am with Climate Action Campaign. Thanks to the staff for today’s presentation, we’re encouraged by 
SANDAG’s bold vision as outlined through the draft Plan. We urge you to prioritize investments in the 
communities on the front lines of environmental injustice and the climate crisis and as the plan is 
finalized to center the voices of transit dependent riders. Transportation accounts for almost half of 
emissions more than any other sector in the region. This draft Plan will achieve a 20% reduction by 
2035 which is a great start, but to achieve zero carbon as climate science says is necessary we urge you 
to exceed our state mandated emissions reduction targets. Next we want to make sure that the plan 
will help the city of San Diego Achieve its climate action plan mode share targets for biking walking 
and transit and we’d like to see specific mode shift projections for the city to be able to track progress 
our goals. Finally please make sure to include youth opportunity passes at no cost transit passes for 
youth 24 and under the plan. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The Local jurisdictions can and will identify 
GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 
2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG continues to work closely with all of it’s member agencies, 
including the City of San Diego, to help provide the best available data in support of their 
individual targets and goals. 
 
Regarding youth opportunity passes: One of the Implementation Actions listed in 
Appendix B will be a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public 
stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be 
completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low 
incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, 
MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide free 
fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M41 Phillip Petrie Interfaith 
Coalition for 
Earth Justice 

I am the acting coordinator of the interfaith coalition for earth justice. We are a coalition of San Diego 
Faith leaders concerned bout all aspects of eco-justice . Thank you very much for the time to speak 
this morning. I am really heartened by the national trend to put equity at the front of all policy 
decisions, but this must not be just talk. As a Christian, I believe God has a special concern for all the 
poor, for all those marginalized by society which is summed up in Jesus’ statement, the last shall be 
first and the first last. So I ask to keep the members of SANDAG, those here and those who are not 
here, to keep the needs of San Diego’s frontline community foremost in your minds when moving 
forward with our Regional Transportation Plan. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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M42 Rosina Lisagara  Soy bilingue pero ahora me voy a comentar en en espanol en apoyar la equidad social. Soy Rosina 
Lisagara residente por mas de 23 anos, activista, lider y embajadora de comunidades saludable, como 
Cichinista y Coronado y otras lugares en National City. Una communidad caminable y diversa con 
cultura, con conitos cruzas fronterizas que usara la transporte publico....[inaudible]...Pero que hay tanto 
disparidad para nuestra jente tanto trabajadora. Sigumos lo mismo problemas de salud, 
contaminacion, por anos a unos datos....[inaudible]... y CDC. Nececitamos rapido ..[inaudible]... y polices 
locales donde personas viven y trajaben.  
*** 
I am bilingual, but I would like to comment in Spanish to support social equity. My name is Rosina 
Lisagara, I have been a resident for more than 23 years and I am an activist, a leader, and an 
ambassador of healthy communities in “Cichinista”, Coronado and other areas of National City. A 
walkable and culturally diverse community, with border crossings and that uses public 
transportation…[inaudible]... but there is so much disparity for our working people. We have the same 
health issues, pollution for years and data [inaudible] and the CDC. We need quick…[inaudible]... and 
local policies where people live and work. 

Un componente esencial de la evaluación de los impactos del Plan Regional 2021 es 
analizar sus efectos para los grupos históricamente desfavorecidos y sistémicamente 
marginados. Esta evaluación se conoce como el análisis de equidad social y se enfoca en 
las comunidades de color, en los residentes de bajos ingresos y en los adultos mayores. 
Aunque el Plan Regional 2021 propone mejoras para toda la región, esta evaluación se 
asegura de que los beneficios sean compartidos por todos y de que la carga generada por 
los cambios que implemente el Plan Regional 2021 no afecten desproporcionadamente a 
ninguna de las poblaciones que son el enfoque de la equidad social. El Proyecto de Ley de 
la Asamblea 805 requiere que SANDAG identifique a las comunidades desfavorecidas 
descritas en la Sección 39711 del Código de Salud y Seguridad e incluye estrategias de 
transporte para reducir la exposición a la contaminación de estas comunidades. Una lista 
detallada de las estrategias de transporte, incluyendo los proyectos, las políticas y los 
programas que reducen la exposición a la contaminación de estas comunidades, aparece 
en el Anexo A del Plan Regional 2021 final propuesto. 
*** 
A critical component of reviewing the impacts of the 2021 Regional Plan is evaluating the 
effects on historically underserved and systemically marginalized groups. This evaluation 
is known as a social equity analysis and focuses on communities of color, residents with 
low incomes, and seniors. While the 2021 Regional Plan delivers improvements to the 
entire region, this review ensures that the benefits are shared by everyone and that the 
burdens of the 2021 Regional Plan’s changes are not disproportionally shouldered by any 
social equity focus population. Assembly Bill 805 requires that SANDAG identify 
disadvantaged communities as designated pursuant to Section 39711 of the Health and 
Safety Code and include transportation strategies to reduce pollution exposure in these 
communities. A detailed list of the transportation strategies, including projects, policies, 
and programs, that reduce pollution exposure in these communities is included in 
Appendix A, Attachment 2 of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

M43 Sean-Keoni Ellis UA Plumbers 
and 
Steamfitters 
Local 230 

I represent the members of UA Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 230. Thanks to all of you and the 
enormous amount of work that’s gone into developing a very promising Regional Transportation Plan. 
We think it’s past time San Diego has a transportation system that gives some practical, usable and 
cost-effective alternatives to driving and that’s what this RTP process. It will be a huge benefit to the 
workers and students making their daily commutes to school and workplaces. It will take cars off the 
highways, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions, while also decreasing traffic for the folks that 
need to still drive their cars. We are also pretty excited about the thousands of good paying jobs that 
will be created right here in San Diego County. Hopefully jobs that will go to the very San Diegans 
whose taxpayers are paying for these projects. We’re hoping to get an opportunity to partner with all 
of you in the building of the transportation system of the future for all of us here in San Diego. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M44 Stephanie 
Hernandez 

City Heights 
CDC 

I’m a twenty-six-years-old native San Diegan who was born and raised in southeast, a lower-income 
community located between the four major freeways in central San Diego. For 10 out of 12 school age 
years I rode the bus and spent approximately 2700 hours on the bus so I could get from southeast to 
Point Loma to attend school. My parents could not drive me since they worked 15 hour days. I tell you 
my story because unfortunately my experience is not uncommon. As a staff member at City Heights 
CDC I hear the same challenges that I went through growing up such as one-way two-hour bus and 
trolley rides. Therefore, I’m calling you today to say that we’re excited to have worked with SANDAG 
staff as part of the Social Equity Working Group and now that the 2021 Regional Plan gets us closer to 
creating an equitable transportation system. However, we must ensure that the plan prioritizes 
communities like the one I grew up and still live in. Invest in me and in the future generation of transit 
riders who are hungry for opportunity and are in need of a transformative transportation system. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth under age 19.   

M45 Sylvia Calzada  I am a resident of National City, a neighborhood to the port of San Diego who has used transportation 
throughout my lifetime. From a college student to a worker. Customers using the blue line trolley has 
increasingly grown in the last few years. The demand exceeds supply. Please upgrade the need of the 
clientele in the blue line, from more services including the 24-hour service for people who work and 
attend college during night shifts to health and safety measures. I have never forgotten the day I was 
assaulted in the parking lot of the trolley station coming from a night shift working at Hallmark. I cried 

We are deeply sorry to hear what happened to you at the transit station. 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are taking steps to improve the safety on and near transit and 
are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For example, funding at 
MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety improvements.  

https://sdforward.com/
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on my way home, feeling anger, ashamed and humiliated. It was a personal attack to my persona and 
it’s not acceptable. Please support these important elements in the Regional Transportation Plan. 

M46 Tom Lemon San Diego 
Building and 
Construction 
Trades Council 

I’m with the San Diego Building and Construction Trades Council representing 35,000 union 
construction workers that have built San Diego. A big shout out to Hasan and his amazing team for 
this plan, this Regional Transportation Plan. Equity comes with the opportunity to get good jobs and 
having transportation that provides folks and opportunity to go to construction sites early in the 
morning and come home late at night is an amazing vision. We’re looking forward to working with 
SANDAG on the future construction projects and creating opportunity for folks in impacted 
communities. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M47 Toshi Ishihara  I’m a transportation justice advocate from Rancho Penasquito. Today I want to share my personal story 
about bathroom while taking transit. I’m getting older and I need to go to the bathroom very often. My 
wife also needs access to a clean bathroom with basic hygiene necessities such as soap and water. 
When I retired three years ago, I decided to take transit to go meetings such as this like SANDAG and 
MTS board meetings or baseball games at PETCO Park. However, I found most of the tourist stations 
and transit hubs in San Diego don’t have any restrooms. So I had to drive around and find those 
restrooms available for the public. SANDAG is envisioning a world-class system of transportation. How 
can any true reward system of transportation can be complete without easily accessible, clean 
restrooms. Please make sure restrooms are included in your plan. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations.  

M48 Victor Diaz  I am a proud Southwest Union carpenter, born and raised in the beautiful city west of San Diego. San 
Diego needs infrastructure. Infrastructure built by skilled and trained workforce. A workforce that 
builds safety and productivity. I am in strong support of the regional plan. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

June 15, 2021 – North County Coastal Open House 

M49 Karl Aldinger  Hi, folks. I just wanted to give thanks to everybody that came out tonight to give the presentation. I 
think a lot of us are gonna take some time to read through the draft so it’s too early for me to weigh in 
on what I’ve seen in the draft so far, but we really appreciate all the efforts that staff at SANDAG have 
put together. We are looking forward to these big changes and the 5 Big Moves. We will be giving 
more comment in the future and thanks again for everyone for putting on this presentation tonight. 
We appreciate the attention that you’re giving to North County. It sometimes does feel a bit more 
rural and spread out, so we appreciate all the efforts there. Thank you. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M50 Miguel Aguirre   Hello, everybody. I didn’t realize I had my hand raised. I was listening while I was engaged in another 
activity, but it sounds great. I look forward to seeing the other presentations, and I would, I guess, take 
this opportunity. I really wasn’t prepared to speak, but take this opportunity to remind everybody that 
we are part of a binational region, and the economic considerations should be integrated into the 
planning of our region. When we look at our location in North America, of course we are a strategic 
Pacific Rim of the border with Mexico, and I think that really presents a lot of wonderful opportunities 
to highlight our region and to plan a competitive mobility plan that is attractive to visitors and to 
investors in our region. I would also like to take the opportunity to point out that the World Design 
Capital Organization is entertaining a San Diego-Tijuana World Design Capital 2024 bid that will 
highlight design as an element for planning our economy, our social structure, and our development. 
So there’s a lot of great things going on in our region, and I’m excited to be participating in the final 
draft of the Regional Transportation Plan. I look forward to participating and providing comments. 
Again, I wasn’t prepared to speak. I was going to listen, but I’m looking forward to hearing other 
people comment. Thank you very much. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

June 16, 2021 – County Unincorporated Open House 

M51 Ricky Williams  I’m with the County of San Diego. I want to say thank you to you all for all the hard work that went into 
the creation of this plan. As was shown on the slide, there is a lot of information in this, and it’s all 
excellent stuff. I have three questions I wanted to ask tonight. The first being within the RTP, we 
identified that there are roadway pricing and fees that are included in some of the future 
implementation. I wanted to ask a bit more of how these funds raised from these proposed user fees 
would be allocated amongst the jurisdictions and what types of projects the funds would be used for. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based 
fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and 
community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, 
including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and 
the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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program that will ensure that no particular group are disproportionately burdened and 
exploring mechanisms such as caps and rebates to ensure a fair system.  

M52 Ricky Williams  Second is I would like to hear a bit more about flexible fleets. I know there’s a variety of mobility 
options identified for flexible fleets, and I’m curious which options are envisioned for deployment in 
the unincorporated areas and along these rural corridors. 

The 2021 Regional Plan envisions the deployment of Flexible Fleet services to complement 
investments in transit, mobility hubs, and complete corridors. Flexible Fleets can range 
from bikes and scooters to autonomous shuttles, increasing the number of mobility 
choices for residents and visitors to use. In the unincorporated County, Flexible Fleets like 
shared, electric, and eventually autonomous shuttles would be available on-demand, 
ready to take you where you need to go. Today, services like on-demand rideshare, 
microtransit, and vanpool already provide a convenient travel option in areas where 
traditional fixed transit may not work well.  

M53 Ricky Williams  Finally, I’m curious to know what types of investments would be included along the complete 
corridors. I know you went over a lot of the safety investments, but in terms of technology 
improvements related to electric vehicles or other, what we would say, GHG-reducing activities are 
envisioned along these corridors. That is my comment. 

The complete corridors assumes technology improvements related to both arterials within 
cities and within the highway system. Within city roadways, Smart Intersection System 
enhancements are planned to make those corridors more efficient and to decrease delay. 
On the highway system, dynamic lane management is anticipated and invested in to 
ensure that all lanes can be managed effectively and prioritize emergency services and 
transit on those corridors. The Regional Plan also includes incentives for EV charging 
stations and EVs. 

June 22, 2021 – South County Open House 

M54 Carolina Martinez Environmental 
Health 
Coalition 

I’m with the Environmental Health Coalition and the San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group. 
We thank the staff for the presentation and all the work that has gone to make this happen, especially 
all the intention to collaborate with us to ensure the environmental justice communities have 
immediate solutions. I wanted to bring up two points. One of them is that the plan looks very exciting, 
and we support it. We support a vision to transform the transportation system in the region. We 
appreciate the naming and recognition that our transit system doesn’t work. So because it needs a 
huge makeover, it’s going to take a lot of time and years that have been missed, a lot of opportunities 
that have been missed. So our communities cannot continue to wait for solutions so we are asking 
that while the long-term solutions are important, like the Purple Line and we support strongly, that 
our communities especially in the South Bay, communities like City Heights need immediate 
solutions. They are hurting right now, and they’ve been hurting, and they cannot afford to continue to 
hurt. So how could the Regional Transportation Plan implement solutions like a bus system that 
provides connectivity immediately and so that they could then wait for the Purple Line? How could 
the youth opportunity pass happen immediately so our young ones could ride transit for free rather 
than waiting many more years before they could actually access the system? So what are the solutions 
that could be implemented right now so that they could connect to jobs now and not 10 years from 
now? So that is something we are asking and we are urging the Regional Transportation Plan to 
include. The last thing is that the Blue Line unfortunately as we see it in the Regional Transportation 
Plan doesn’t reflect an investment into the future. The Blue Line is the line that is most used by riders 
currently. It’s the backbone of our transit system. It connects us to the border. However, the Regional 
Transportation Plan does not demonstrate that it will be taken into the future into the next 30 years. 
How does the infrastructure improve so that the Blue Line actually creates more connectivity, because 
right now it is not meeting the needs of our communities? So we are asking that a consideration for 
Blue Line Express be included as part of the Regional Transportation Plan. 

 
The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity 
Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express 
Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (to 
be included in Appendix B). One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a 
Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to 
weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 
While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with 
stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

M55 Flavio Olivieri  I am a Chula Vista resident. My perspective is that the whole plan, it considers alleviating the transit 
situation for an existing employment and economic situation, and it is not really considering changes 
and evolution of the economy and labor centers. If you look at the trends in terms of new employment 
opportunities and the type of workforce that is required, we have to consider an economic 
development plan together with the transportation plan. So there is a very large investment tied to 
this transportation plan to serve a current employment structure. I mean, the whole plan continues to 
be fixed in the same static employment and economic structure. I don’t think it is looking into the 
future of how those changes would be, and instead of looking up into how to develop more 
distributed employment centers and economic development hubs, it is focused on, here and into 30 
years, into servicing existing employment and economic centers. I think there should be a more 

The 2021 Regional Plan considers existing employment centers, commercial development 
that is in progress, and telework policies that influence commute patterns. As SANDAG 
develops the next Regional Plan, it will consider new trends and policies that may 
influence employment centers and commute patterns. 
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strategic economic development component tied to this large investment and developing economic 
hubs more distributed throughout the county. 

M56 Martin M  Thank you for the presentation. The one thing that I am concerned of is that there seems to be three 
legs of this plan, but it seems like it is primarily driven by the need, desire to meet mandates for 
climate change mitigation. I think that a better solution for the people would exist if it wasn’t the 
primary focus. Now one of the things that I have concerns about as a scientist who studied climatology 
before it was called that is that the human-caused greenhouse gases that would be saved if indeed 
everything in weather and climate is by that one factor very insignificant, if anything at all. I believe 
that we are trying to fit the other two parts into something that has the mandates. I understand that 
the region has to meet state mandates, but I have concerns that those mandates aren’t feasible, and 
they aren’t in reality. The one thing that I do have to take umbrage with is when CO2 and greenhouse 
gases are called a health issue, and strictly speaking CO2 is not a pollutant, but I do know that we do 
need to have a better overall transit situation. I am supporting that, but I think it has to include 
everything, which includes the fact that people do need cars, people who visit the area and vacation 
here, and this is a very important part of the San Diego economy. They need their cars to travel, and 
they are not going to take buses and transit to the beaches and to the hotels. I think we need 
something that is more inclusive. I think it is just overall skewed toward meeting climate mandates, 
which I don’t believe are all valid. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The process for developing the transportation 
network considered many factors, including trips made by residents and visitors to the 
region. The transit system will be a compelling alternative to driving for many trips, while 
still allowing for a roadway system that supports people that need to drive.  

M57 Miguel Aguirre Grand Central 
West LLC 

I am a managing member of Grand Central West LLC. We own the McDonald’s Trolley Station, a 
private national gateway landmark located at the Port of Entry in San Ysidro. It is the heart of the San 
Ysidro Transit Center, also known as the San Ysidro ITC. Thank you for holding this South County Open 
House on SANDAG’s Regional Plan update. As a born-and-raised San Diegan border crosser, my public 
comments are aimed at calling our mobility dynamic what it is: a binational corridor. 
Socioeconomically speaking, we are not an island separated from Baja or even Los Angeles or 
Riverside counties. The back-and-forth traffic between the Californias is more than evident. What is 
not evident, however, is what future we are planning for as a binational region. Repeatedly referring to 
the San Ysidro ITC as the number two station in the region is misleading. Number two to what? A one-
day-in-the-future, maybe 20 years from now, $5 billion Central Hub Project? I’m not sure what this 
narrative is all about. Is San Ysidro today the highest volume station by far in our region or not? No 
disrespect is intended for the Central Hub Project. On the contrary, it is definitely needed; however, 
calling our national gateway, the world’s busiest border crossing, number two to something that 
doesn’t even exist leaves much cross-border vision to be desired. Recent documents report how 
California’s population has declined two years in a row for the first time in our history, how San Diego’s 
home prices surge with limited affordable housing in sight and how SANDAG’s previous 4.5 million 
population forecast by 2050 has been drastically reduced to 3.7 million. A recent San Diego regional 
EDC article on inclusive growth forecasts by the year 2028 we will have a shortage of 10,000 workers 
and how these challenges will make San Diego an unattractive place to live and do business. Big 
question: where will all the workers supporting our growing economy come from? SANDAG must 
tackle such issues strategically and that is a national need. The U.S. needs Mexico to be competitive 
with China and that is why we must address cross-border stigmas and focus on bridging disparities. It 
is time we have a reality check and call what we are planning for what it is: a dynamic binational 
region and corridor. North American leaders are seeking solutions which have been embedded in our 
own backyards all along. Thanks again for all your hard work and in sponsoring this public comment 
open house. 

Appendix J of the 2021 Regional Plan includes information on SANDAG’s approach to 
planning within the context of the California-Baja California binational megaregion and 
the importance of strategies that leverage binational and interregional partnerships to 
advance regional goals related to environmental, economic, and quality of life. Included in 
the Appendix A list of proposed projects is the San Ysidro Mobility Hub, which will 
facilitate and improve mobility for these critical crossborder and interregional flows. 
Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

M58 Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck 

BikeWalk 
Chula Vista 

Congrats to SANDAG staff on the launch of the Regional Plan Draft. My name is Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck. I grew up in the Castle Park neighborhood of Chula Vista. I am a member of BikeWalk Chula 
Vista and the San Diego Train Station Equity Working Group. This is a really big moment for our region, 
a critical milestone for planning what’s needed to improve the quality of life from a train station 
perspective, land-use perspective, air quality perspective. This is really important work and congrats 
again to the staff. I am most excited about the South Bay to Sorrento Purple Line Alignment. That 
project will connect our South Bay communities, South East, Mission Valley, Sorrento Valley. Looking 
forward to expanding the Rapid Network in the near term. As Carolina from the Environmental Health 
Coalition mentioned, it is important that we make those near-term investments to make sure that 
communities that are riding transit now can get to where they need to go and that we have late night/ 
24-hour service. That was ranked as the highest priority in the MTS’ elevate process so that’s 

The planned transit frequency improvements and spans of services for all routes, 
including existing local service and future regional services, will be added to Appendix A 
for the proposed Final Plan and can be currently viewed as part of the Social Equity 
Working Group agenda from August 5, 2021. SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express 
Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (to 
be included in Appendix B). 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  

https://sdforward.com/
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something that is going to be critical as well. The third track for the Blue Line is going to allow for 24-
hour service and greater frequencies and express service, and that is something that I support. 
Creating a dignified transit riding experience is super important, and that could be done through 
bathrooms. That’s one element of a complete transit system, having bathrooms so riders can ride with 
dignity. That is something that we need to see more of in the plan, I believe. The plan does call for 
some affordable fare subsidies like the Youth Opportunity Passes, so that’s something that I’m 
definitely excited to see. I was happy to hear about the Rapid Bus Network from Southwestern College 
to Western Chula Vista. That is definitely needed, and mobility of Southwestern College is going to be 
really key. Finally, happy to hear about the lane conversions. I want to express my support for those. 
We need to be more efficient with how we use all the freeway space that we go decades throughout 
decades. We can’t be adding more lanes to the freeway so looking at the conversions is going to be 
important. Thank you all for your time. Looking forward to working with SANDAG, community 
members on the next steps to get the plan approved but also make the necessary tweaks to it that 
advance equity for South Bay communities. 

This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth under age 19.   

M59 Rocina Lizarraga   I am a National City resident, and the reason that I wanted to speak today is to thank you to SANDAG 
for this opportunity to provide this input outlet for us as residents. I have been in National City for a 
long time, and also I have initiatives of public transportation. I primarily collect direct info from 
residents here in the area. The feedback portion of this Regional Transportation Plan does not reflect, 
in my opinion, a short-term benefit for this plan. There are a lot of necessities among our senior 
population. Our core residents, especially the seniors, are struggling everyday with mobility problems 
and a sense of safety. This struggle every day for people like the senior population that struggle 
everyday with mobility and physiological necessities because as we grow older we have more 
necessities. We want to see that included on the plan. I haven’t seen it. These people, specifically that 
target population, have struggles every day when they use public transit. Neither the presentation or 
that has been said, and also how the plan is going to be impacting this type of population. I wish to 
see more of those necessities reflected on the plan. It should be addressed and have its own period. 

The 2021 Regional Plan aims to improve access to a quality public transportation system 
for all San Diego residents, especially for seniors, historically underserved communities, 
other under-represented populations. Our social equity analysis projects significant 
improvements for senior access to high-quality transit service, parks, and recreational 
facilities. In every metric senior access to transit, retail, medical facilities, and parks 
improves through 2025 and 2050. More data and analysis is available in Appendix H of the 
2021 Regional Plan.  

June 24, 2021 – East County Open House 

M60 Councilmember 
Jack Shu 

City of La 
Mesa 

Thank you SANDAG staff to Larry, Alex, and Hope for having this workshop, and of course my colleague 
Mayor Vazquez. I’m very thankful that you’re having this workshop for East County and all that this 
plan may offer those of us in this county that’s really looking forward to a much better transportation 
system to relieve some of our congestion issues as well as help us meet our greenhouse gas reduction 
goals and reduce pollution in our communities. I have a quick question, and I’m only doing this of 
course seeing that we seem to have some time with not having other people asking questions. So 
Alex, when you presented the high-speed commuter rail system as well as the rapid bus systems, 
would it be possible for you to give me a quick example or maybe a time element as to what those 
services will do for those people commuting east-west or west-east with if those were put in place? So 
for example, if someone is traveling from El Cajon or even La Mesa going to downtown or some other 
part of the region, if we have those systems in place, what would do to their commute time compared 
to driving and probably driving and doing rush hour with congestion? What would be a comparison in 
terms of time and cost? 

With the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG plans to reduce the region’s greenhouse emissions 
while also providing travel options. For these envisioned Transit Leap services, we want to 
provide competitive travel options for folks traveling to downtown and throughout the 
region. The way to do that is by providing fast, reliable, and frequent service. In 
combination with Flexible Fleet services, new travel options should be more competitive 
than driving alone.  
 
Travel times definitely will be increased if we do nothing. In this plan, we’re going to, at a 
minimum, make sure that people are going faster than what they can do today while 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and reducing vehicle miles traveled. Appendix T has 
more detail about travel time in each of the corridors. 

M61 Don  What changes has Hasan Ikhrata done with SANDAG’s grant writing group to increase the number of 
federal grant dollars that come into San Diego to bring them up to par with what he was able to bring 
in in Los Angeles? 

Since Hasan Ikhrata came to SANDAG, a new Grants Division has been formed to 
centralize grant application efforts at the agency. This staff is focused on searching for and 
tracking all grant opportunities SANDAG is eligible for and then providing that 
information to staff at SANDAG and its member agencies so that we can all coordinate on 
application efforts in the region. Experts in drafting grant applications have been 
identified to assist staff in preparing application materials to ensure higher success rates 
on grant applications. In addition, a new “Pursue Funding” initiative was adopted by the 
SANDAG Board in June 2021 and staff have set performance measures to track progress 
on grant applications. 

M62 Don Wood  I want to thank SANDAG for doing a different sort of planning this round of the RTP. It’s, it’s refreshing 
to see SANDAG is changing its style a bit and is certainly more honest and forthcoming about the 
dollars involved, what the dollars can do. Hopefully SANDAG won’t fall back into its old habits of 
promising more and delivering less, given that the shabby track record has had the last round of RTP 

Thank you for your comments and support for the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG will 
continue to be transparent in this process through public and stakeholder engagement as 
we begin efforts to implement this plan. 
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so hopefully you will keep going straight ahead and start putting some more bones on this, on this 
frame you’re putting together. I think we need more details as we go, certainly details that will 
convince customers or users of SANDAG and MTS facilities that it is worth their vote to help fund the 
improvement that you envision. Thank you. 

M63 Savannah O’Toole SA-SEJ I am an SA-SEJ fellow, an organizer with SD350. Thank you for your time. I would just like to add a few 
things, a few comments on your for tonight. So we would like environmental justice to be embedded 
in San Diego so therefore we’re asking for 10 different changes to be included in the 2021 Regional 
Transportation Plan. We call for an environmental justice-centered RTP that will ensure the projects 
included in the RTP will prioritize environmental justice communities identified by the 
CalEnviroScreen, which is abbreviated CES which by listing projects that will directly benefit 
environmental justice communities by outlining immediate benefits via projects that will be 
implemented by 2025 and making all public communication easy to understand by the public in order 
to promote meaningful engagement. So therefore in the RTP we ask that the, that an equity-specific 
project list be included in an Appendix A for transportation projects, programs, and phasing 
document. I call for an improvement in the bus system now that is fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible through increasing frequency on popular lines, especially the overcrowded ones. So 
therefore I call for more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that 
provides a list of specific and provide improvements to this business system. I call for increased 
funding for the planning, environmental review, engineering, and capital for the additional Blue Line 
track that allows 24-hour service and additional frequency enhancements. The information for the 
Blue Line needs to be more clarified, needs to be clarified. It’s currently unclear if the double slash 
third track included in Appendix A refers to an additional track that will be provided express kind of 
with, that will provide express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. I call for a 24-hour 
service by 2025 on popular transit routes that to connect late night to early morning workers to their 
jobs. Therefore, the information in the RTP needs to be clarified. The language in both Appendix A and 
Chapter 2 should specifically call for the 24-hour service on popular transit routes and present a clear 
implementation schedule. I call for the funding, planning, environmental review, engineering, and 
capital for the Purple Line as a rail that connects environmental justice communities in central, central 
City Heights, and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. According to SANDAG staff, the alignment includes 
City Heights in the 2050 RTP with a 2035 implementation; however, it should be listed in the 
document to demonstrate that project phasing prioritizes central City Heights in the South Bay region 
and a 2035 completion. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific 
project list has been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As suggested, 
this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this change will 
make it easier for the public to understand. SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to 
provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. 
Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the 
Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency 
budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. 
This action seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the 
evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, 
further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency 
and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the 
nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade 
separations and track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix 
A includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue 
Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). 
The study will focus the project specifications and clarify next steps for express 
connectivity along the Blue Line. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased 
service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the 
transit agencies move into more detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes 
will be considered for 24-hour operation. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that include a station in City 
Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 
between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that 
station in the current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City 
to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south 
from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 2050. An additional route, 
Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the same alignment as 
the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub 
via downtown San Diego.  

M64 Savannah O’Toole SA-SEJ I call for a no-cost transit pass for all youth of 25 or 24 years old or under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders, encourage significant mode shift. Further, I ask that it be accelerated for a 
2035 implementation instead of the current delayed plan to be implemented in 2027. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth under age 19.  

M65 Savannah O’Toole SA-SEJ So and I call for an electrified bus fleet by 2030. Fund the implementation of California’s innovative 
clean transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet 10 years before mandated by the 
California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to wait 20 years to reduce our greenhouse gases, and 
therefore I ask the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the 
support of recently approved state and federal funding sources. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 
to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  

M66 Savannah O’Toole SA-SEJ I call for funding to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by anti-displacement 
efforts. Developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable and low-income housing 
and preservation of the naturally occurring and existing affordable housing community ownership and 
tenant protections. Therefore, I request an update on the status of the anti-displacement study. 

Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities 
and the county are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in the 
2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive 
Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement 
strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation 
improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, 
tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program 
promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues.  

M67 Savannah O’Toole SA-SEJ I call for the development of a bathroom access plan and providing MTS with funding for a clear and 
accessible bathroom network open at all major transportation stations. It’s unclear if a bathroom 
network is included in the capital operations budgets[...] 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 

M68 Savannah O’Toole SA-SEJ [...]and I lastly call for the funding in of the planning and implementation of a transit emergency 
response strategy to provide safety particularly to environmental justice communities during the 
community-wide emergencies, which currently is not included in the RTP. Thank you very much. 

MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County to 
get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q 
also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control guides, 
roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler 
information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses.  

June 28, 2021 – North County Inland Open House 

M69 Alex Wong  Of course you know though I live out of state right now you know my family is in Rancho Bernardo, 
and I’m super passionate about transportation in general and just about San Diego geography. So to 
be honest you know I like some things about the SD Forward Plan, you know the managed lanes to 
kind of tour lanes, but I’m not, I’m rather a skeptic you know. Personally I’m a bit of a skeptic on rail 
transit right but if you’re going to be building rail transit right but if you’re going to be building rail 
transit I believe you have to convince kind of fiscally conservative suburbanites like me right. We look 
at the ridership statistics pre-COVID, even the San Diego Trolley was only carrying 120,000 people a 
day, and I think it’s really important to improve existing capability, existing capacity on the San Diego 
Trolley and prove that it’s actually you know moving a pretty big proportion of the inner city 
population, and it’s actually taking cars off the road. So that’s why I’m just a bit wary of you know 
maybe building these commuter rail lines that go all the way into the suburbs because you know if I 
don’t really see a lot of people in inner city using it then I might be a bit skeptical of you know how 
many people are really going to use it if you extent it into the suburbs if it’s simple a some, somewhat 
faster version of the coaster. So that’s why I believe that’s the first rail line that you should build if you 
do build a rail line should be focused on the inner city like maybe a mid, a mid-city trolley that goes 
from downtown, connects to SDSU and kind of passes through Balboa Park, and a mid-city. I think it’s 
a very dense corridor and you know, it’s a lot of low-income people who could really benefit from it, 
and if you get that right, if you manage actually to attract a lot of riders right, build this high quality 
rail line, attract a lot of riders then I think suburbanites might be more convinced. I think this is the 
first step in actually building a more extensive rail system if, if that’s desirable and furthermore on the 
existing export, existing trolley system, I think it’s crucial if you want to, if you want to increase 
ridership to make sure that you have decreased frequencies, and I have heard that you are trying to 
decrease frequencies on the blue line to five minutes. Five minutes frequencies, and that is a very 
good first step because I believe frequency is the number one factor in driving up ridership. Now I 
would like to ask is the proposed kind of commuter rail lines, are they electric? Because you know I 
would hope that they’re electric to reduce these noise emissions. Yeah, that’s just my question. 

The first commuter rail line that is proposed to be implemented would operate between 
National City and Sorrento Valley serving the inner city communities of City Heights, Mid-
City and Southeast San Diego. This line has the highest ridership potential. The existing 
system would all move to 10 minute frequency all day. Select routes like the Blue Line 
would continue to operate at 7.5 minute headways. Going to a five minute headway is 
difficult downtown due to cross street traffic. The type of vehicles and propulsion will be 
determined during the advanced planning phase of the project. 

M70 Alex Wong  Once again I’d like to go over the real plan, and I kind of heard about the Purple Line right so I’ve 
heard about it before, but I don’t know if you’ve heard of this guy called Alone Levy, he’s a transit 
researcher, and he said that’s the - he has an article in the Voice of San Diego- he said that the Purple 
Line is not such a good idea. Why is because it goes through a free freeway median, and he’s saying 
that freeway medians are generally not very attractive because the stations are inaccessible, well 
generally don’t once you live near freeway medians. So for example, he will say that and also that’s the 
Purple Line is kind of circumferential. It doesn’t actually take people to the downtown core. I’ll take an 
example - 

As part of the Regional Plan development, a new Purple Line alignment was developed 
that travels through the heart of our most dense communities and employment centers. 
This line will offer important connections that are not focused in the freeway median. 

M71 Alex Wong  So I have looked at your plan, kind of looked at the transit leaps, and I do see what appears to be kind 
of a commuter rail corridor that kind of parallels I don’t know University or El Cajon; however, you 

The commuter rail route in the Regional Plan will go through a comprehensive 
alternatives analysis as part of advanced planning. During this time, a light rail alternative 
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know I previously mentioned that I believe that a mid a mid-city trolley would be fantastic because 
you know the busiest bus lines like the like the route the route 7 and the rapid 215, they pass through 
there. However, I strongly believe that this commuter rail corridor should instead be built as a trolley 
and why is that? Because if you build it as a commuter rail then I think stations will be further apart so 
so people will have to take the bus or take the or some ridesharing to get to the station right and it will 
be they will have to make more transfers. Yeah, so instead I think that maybe it would be better to 
have a trolley line with more stops in between and people can just walk to a neighborhood station and 
have a one-seat ride and walk and then walk to their destination. And also you know you might think 
that denser stop spacing, well maybe it would make it slower, but I’m I really believe that if you make it 
fully grade separated, you know elevated or underground, then it actually would be quite fast you 
know. I mean maybe at least 20 miles per hour in you know rush hour car traffic on roads like that 
probably only averages 12 miles per hour at best so that would easily be much faster than driving.  
 
[moderator response] 
 
Oh can I can I say can I say something here? Oh ok, yeah I do understand that but ok I think what I was 
meaning is that right on the map, I see a kind of commuter rail line that goes from I don’t know 
downtown to SDSU, but I believe that that perhaps would be better built as a trolley line. 

will be evaluated to determine which mode of service performs the best in the corridor. In 
the interim, Rapid service will improved in the corridor that will provide connections along 
Mid-City, City Heights and Downtown. 

M72 Alla Valedspino  I’m a resident of the City of Vista, and I have been riding the public transit in North County for over 10 
years; however, the loss of some bus lines near the Vista Civic Center has prevented me from being 
able to take transit and that’s a shame because I know I’m not the only one. Transportation access for 
clients is a vital necessity and the lack of accessible transportation to individuals from low 
socioeconomic backgrounds is a major social determinant of health. Therefore, I suggest that SANDAG 
partner with community health centers so that patients have better access to health care. Another 
thing that I would like to add is that if SANDAG, MTS, and CCD wish to see higher ridership, there has 
to be a stronger effort to advertise public transportation to those that regularly drive a car and also 
advertise like popular destinations. In addition, SANDAG and local governments need to consider the 
reality that building luxury housing near public transit will not increase ridership even though they 
advertise it as such; rather, it will decrease because these people can afford to have a car. If SANDAG 
wants to have more ridership, they need to have affordable housing built in your mobility hubs in 
public transit, which I know is something that you have mentioned today so that’s a very good thing to 
hear. Overall, I am in support of the 5 Big Moves, and I’m especially interested to see what those 
flexible fleets would look like here. The next OS sounds interesting as well, and I hope that through the 
app there is a way to review the system so that SANDAG has real-time feedback on their bus line 
routes and schedules. That way they can make adjustments if necessary. 

SANDAG partners extensively with Community Based Organizations to outreach to a 
variety of groups that utilize transit or have a role in getting people around the regions. In 
North County, SANDAG works with four different groups that cover Vista, San Marcos, 
Escondido, and Oceanside. With regard to affordable housing and mobility hubs, SANDAG 
will be working closely with jurisdictions across the region to ensure that a wide mix of 
housing types are providing close to transit. 

M73 Craig Jones  I’m just interested to hear more about the difference between connectors and managed lane 
connectors on the maps that have been shown. How are they different from each other? What do 
each of them connect or unconnect? Thank you. 
 
[moderator response] 
 
So I think so. So I know what managed lane connecters are, that you can go seamlessly from one set of 
managed lanes to another, and the regular connectors are points where modes come together? 
 
[moderator response] 
 
Got it. It’s, it’s another version of roadway improvement. Okay, I got it. 

Connectors are facilities that connect two intersecting freeways or highways. Managed 
Lane Connectors specifically connect Managed Lanes, and direct access ramps allow 
buses, carpools, vanpools, and motorcycles along with emergency vehicles and low-
emission vehicles with appropriate decals to access the Managed Lanes in the center of 
the freeway. You can find more information about the application of each facility type in 
Appendix A.  

M74 Craig Jones  I really appreciate this is a dialogue rather than a presentation so I think that’s incredibly valuable. I 
should mention I am a member of SANDAG’s Social Equity Working Group. I’m a representative to the 
body from the Alliance for Regional Solutions in North County, which represents the interests of 
underserved populations. So Alla’s comment is incredibly on point. We’re trying to look for as much 
equity as possible and with this I can’t overemphasize how important flexible fleets is as an element of 
this. It’s perhaps one of the least developed in detail in the proposed plan because it requires a level of 
local development and organization, implementation, but I encourage everybody to really support 
flexible fleets. It’s going to be incredibly important. Including providing equity and transportation, so 

Flexible Fleets will offer people a variety of on-demand shared vehicles. Flexible Fleet 
services may complement fixed-route services, even in more suburban communities. They 
offer additional convenience, as the on-demand nature of Flexible Fleet services allows 
people to book a ride almost anywhere and anytime. Proposed Clean Transportation 
policies will also ensure that Flexible Fleet vehicles transition to zero-emission vehicles to 
further meet air quality mandates. In addition, the Regional Plan proposes investments in 
active transportation and Vision Zero policies to create a safer environment for biking. 
These strategies combined will make it easier to drive around without driving a car. 
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much needed access for the underserved populations. One of the things that Alex Wong spoke about 
earlier, I agreed with what he said. He noted that those who are now skeptics of supporting this 
proposal might cite the relatively low ridership of the existing trolley, and I just wanted to observe that 
the reason for that is that we have a poor system right now, a poorly interconnected system. It doesn’t 
compete with the automobile. What’s promised with the 5 Big Moves is a coordinated integrated 
multimodal system that does compete with the automobile and that should make it work. I had a 
question. If there is time about the North County system of next rapid buses, if there’s time could we 
go back and look at that map showing those? I want to know if it looked like some of the rapid bus, 
next gen rapid bus routes, were not using Highway 78, but other routes that might be more 
curvilinear. So I just wanted to know more about the- 
 
[moderator response] 
 
I just want to observe it before I retired from Monday through Friday employment. I was one of those 
who drove the entire route from Oceanside to Escondido, and I really hope there’s a direct rapid bus 
route that makes that entire that entire connection that can compete with the automobile. 

 
The North County CMCP work is digging into the finer details of what is proposed in the 
Regional Plan and may propose additional Rapid Routes. 

M75 E Aenelle  I just wanted to first of all, I just came back from a short trip to Seattle, and I just wanted to tell you 
about my experience upon landing at the airport. I used a common application, Google Map, and they 
directed me to the most nice experience I had in public transportation in a while. I was directed to the 
light rail system, and I got on it. It took us right to downtown Seattle, but not only that. There were 
alternatives to the way to get there. You know, I could have it told me on how to walk how far to walk 
to the stop, if I wanted to switch to a bus, take a different route and so on and so forth. I had about 
three different ways of getting where I had to go so that was great and we need something like that. I 
live in North County, and I think the public transportation availability here is very limited. My sister had 
to go to four appointments, medical appointments, from Oceanside, and it was very difficult for her 
because she had some you know physical problems in getting around. So I think we need we need 
more variety and more ability to connect the multiple methods of getting around that’s already been 
mentioned. They need to be all coordinated so that you know, one can hop, skip, and jump. I’ve had to 
give up jury assignments down at the county because of the transportation issue. So it affects us and 
more ways than you think, not just work so. 

The draft 2021 Regional Plan includes, as part of the 5 Big moves, Complete Corridors 
where multiple modes are accommodated and NextOS that can both inform the traveling 
public of options and dynamically manage lanes for improved efficiency. Additionally, 
access to the airport is addressed through a whole suite of transportation solutions 
identified the “Central Mobilty Hub” corridor in Appendix A. 

M76 Kevin Delmastro  I really appreciate all this information. I’m really excited. Me and some neighbors here in Tierrasanta 
actually would love to just take a short trip over to Kearny Mesa and hop on either light rail or rapid 
bus or something. Get different places. I actually have a saxophone business, go downtown a lot for 
gigs so that would be great. Parking is limited in a lot of the popular areas so I think that’s a big plus 
for the public transit and integrating technology and all the big moves you guys are talking about is 
really great. So I don’t really have any questions. I just want to say bravo for trying to tackle this 
problem that San Diego has had for a while with limited transit. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to explore 
draft plan projects in your area.  

M77 Kori Jensen  I’m a member of the Oceanside City Council and first I’d like to thank you for holding these open 
houses on the Draft 2021 Regional Plan. I like, I’m sure other local elected officials view this plan as 
essential to our region’s future, and I appreciate the initiative displayed by board members and senior 
staff to plan and hold these open houses regarding a specific issue. It is apparent to all of us that San 
Diego County and indeed our entire state faces a dramatic shortage of housing for virtually all income 
levels. Now there will effort to address the need for housing for those at lower income levels, but I do 
want to note the similar need for affordable housing and accessible middle market housing in San 
Diego County. Many cities in the county including my own are moving fast to address that market 
need, if we hope to attract and retain good paying middle and upper income jobs. We need to make 
sure the workforce finds available homes appealing and that’s where we need SANDAG to be a partner 
with us by ensuring that transportation network of the near future supports the homes that will be 
built. The transit and road networks must be accessible to the new home communities that will come 
online in the next decade and beyond. I hope for the maximum possible communication between 
SANDAG and our local planning staff so that the transportation plan for the rest of the century 
matches San Diego’s 21st Century housing supply. 

SANDAG recognizes the need for more affordable housing for people of middle to low 
incomes households that are near employment centers and a variety of transportation 
options. SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program that will 
consider climate change, climate resilience, and consistency with the transportation 
improvements and land use goals included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

M78 Mario Ingrasci  I really want to see you guys build all this. I’m really enthusiastic. I’ve made comments before, I 
probably sound very pessimistic. I’m not pessimistic. I just want to make sure it works, but a couple 
little questions while you’re in North County there. Well this is North County but how much are you 

The Blue Line Trolley will be speed up through an extensive network of grade separations 
along the line and a third track that could help bypass specific stations. SANDAG will also 
be partnering with MTS to complete a study on a Blue Line express option that could 

https://sdforward.com/
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guys looking at possibly doing work on the existing trolleys to speed them up? Or on the Blue Line, 
there was a lot of talk about adding a third track so that you could have an express lane. Are any of 
those things still in the works or are they kind of like by the wayside? That’s my first question. 
 
[moderator response] 
 
 
Yeah because I was when you said the speed up time it gets to Old Town, I thought you were talking 
about probably using the Purple Line, not speeding up the Blue Line that much, but how about just 
speeding it up enough so that it’s faster? Because I know the trains can run pretty fast, much faster 
than they do. You know curves and safety, and I understand there’s a lot there, but when I when this 
when the trolley started it yeah well I won’t say definitely moved faster. It just seemed like it moved a 
lot faster and especially going through downtown right now the perception of how long it takes is 
really crazy. Let me ask a couple quick questions and - 
 
[moderator response] 
 
Well that’s true, but I’d like to see you get the mayor, and I can’t pronounce your boss’s name together 
in a room and so to get them to tell their engineers fix the traffic signals and the trolley downtown 
because if they wanted to, they could do it but either each one keeps blaming the other one. Every 
time when I talk to engineers ““oh it’s the city’s problem. Oh no it’s SANDAG’s problem. Oh no it’s MTS’ 
problem.”“ If you guys told your engineers to do it, they could fix it because those trolleys didn’t used 
to stop. When they when they opened up they stopped only at the trolling stations. Speaking of I-5 
and 78 and that connector, how about just making a regular connector there? When is that going to 
happen going from westbound to southbound? I’ll be quiet. 
 
[moderator response] 
 
I mean that’s been like that since I was a kid. 

provide another set of rails that would allow for a true express service and potential 24 
hour service. With regard to the downtown traffic signals, that is a component of Next OS 
and traffic signal progression will be evaluated on all of our corridors throughout the 
region. 

M79 Mario Ingrasci  How about Mission Valley here? Quick on. Well it could be specific, maybe I could talk to somebody 
offline off later, but I’m wondering about the most information I can get out of UCSD as far as what 
they’re doing with you guys and whatever is they think the best place for a train station is going east-
west along parallel to the existing station. For the I’m talking about the Purple Line through there.  
 
[moderator response] 
 
Not UCSD, SDSU. Mission Valley. In order to make that work, that Purple Line, well got a bunch of 
questions here together. You’ve got a rapid bus now running through down 15 and then goes up to 
Kearny Mesa. Now I don’t if the before the Purple Line comes through you want to have that going 
into the stadium or not. That’s would be nice, but I don’t think, I don’t even know if that’s what you’re 
talking about. Anyways, when you get the Purple Line in there there, I would like to see something 
worked out for with you guys and I would like to see on paper because I can’t get a, I know it’s up in 
the air, you can’t make them you know. It’s too early, but that project is being constructed now so the 
sooner you guys come to a corridor in there the better, and if you if this is going to be a high-speed 
train you want going north and south, not going east and west, and they’re talking about a station for 
the Purple Line being parallel to the existing green line, I guess that’s there now yeah and that doesn’t 
make a whole lot of sense. You’re gonna be coming down and then go back up again. You should have 
an elevated train that goes right through the valley up in the air so it doesn’t have to you know 
through even parallel to 15 would be better but in the middle of their project would be the best place 
for it. I know they don’t want to do that exactly, but do you guys have any kind of, how do you 
negotiate with them? 
 
[moderator response] 
 
I think you should publicize that more so we all know what you’re doing. SDSU won’t say anything. 
They say ““oh that’s in the works, we’ll do it”“ and then that’s all they want to talk about. 

SANDAG staff have worked closely with SDSU to ensure that a future transit station will be 
available when the Purple Line is in operation. SANDAG conducts reviews of all projects 
under development to ensure that when appropriate transit can be incorporated. The 2021 
Regional Plan Appendix A and data viewer can be used to explore other projects in your 
area. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.  

https://sdforward.com/
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M80 Mary Ann Horton  I have attempted to use rapid transit from Poway, I live in Poway, to downtown when I can make the 
schedule work. It’s a wonderful experience, and I would love to have been able to use it more. 
Unfortunately, it really hasn’t worked out for me. I live in Poway, I used to work for SDG&E before I 
retired in Mission Valley. Trying to make the schedules work on transit, it took two hours to get 
anywhere. The BRT won’t stop in Mission Valley, and you pretty much have to drive. So what I’m seeing 
from North County Inland, which to me means the I-15 Corridor, the solutions that we’ve been 
presented are the managed lanes and the BRT. And the managed lanes I love, but they require you to 
drive and so you’re putting out pollutants out there, and there’s still that big bottleneck at 163 and 15 in 
the evenings when you’re trying to merge that the managed lanes really aren’t helping. The BRT 
would be much more useful if it could actually get people there in a reasonable amount of time. Takes 
two hours to get anywhere and if you’re if you’re going outside of commute times, they don’t fun at all. 
So for example, if I wanted to go to a Padres game from Poway, I have to leave the Padres game by 
6:30 p.m. in order to get home, or I’m going to get stuck overnight. This the scheduling really 
drastically needs to improve in order to make it useful. What I would am hoping to see and I haven’t 
really seen much attention to this and maybe you can address it. I would love to see and may this is 
what you call flexible fleets. I would love to see an Uber-styled shared ride experience that you could 
use an app that would get you from point A to point B in a shared four-passenger, 10-passenger, 20-
passenger vehicle from point A to point B in half an hour, door-to-door at a at a priced approaching 
what you spend for a commute. Five bucks in each way or whatever. I think with your next OS the 
modeling ought to be able to support getting some kind of sharing going that would get people 
efficiently from point A to point B, reduce the traffic on the freeways by having four or ten people on 
there instead of one person and allow errands to all kinds of point-to-point places that the main lines 
aren’t going to support. I would love to see it if you would put more publicity and energy into that, and 
I would love to see more publicity and energy put into the I-15 corridor, north and south, to help 
people get there. 

Transit and Flexible Fleets will work together to provide the experience that you’ve 
identified in your comment. It may be that one shared vehicle is used for the full trip or 
the trip is broken into two pieces with transit providing a portion of the trip. Next OS will 
be utilized to help passenger make those types of decisions. This type of trip could be 
applied throughout the San Diego region. 

M81 Maz Hadaegh  I also live in or I live in the suburbs of San Diego, and I’m very supportive of the 5 Moves and my I I’m 
generally you know any basically I’m supportive of anything that helps to for all the reasons that you 
stated. I think the mass transit plan would be my preference. Anything that favors or prioritizes high-
speed rail, light rail, and etc. over you know lane expansion would be my preference, even if I 
personally don’t end up using it, I see great benefit to the region, although I will, I will personally use it 
as well. My question is about the funding and sorry if it sounds a little naïve but how far into this 2050 
plan have we already approved funding for and what remains to be approved and can you just 
comment a little bit about that process? Is it going to be done in phases? I imagine. And you know 
sort of what’s the next funding target and what can we as residents in the region to do push our 
elected officials to make sure this happens? Obviously this is a very refreshing change from previous 
years, looking at the big picture, looking taking a very long view approach to our region’s 
transportation. So thank you again for the presentation. I’ll wait for your answer. 

The Cost Estimation Methodology and Funding Strategies for the RTP were presented to 
the SANDAG Board of Directors on March 12, 2021, Item No. 8B. This report and 
presentation described the various funding assumptions developed for the draft 2021 
Regional Plan and the time phases proposed. The entire Board meeting can be found at 
www.sandag.org.  

M82 Maz Hadaegh  My question, I think you had a slide about where the densest work areas are, and it was a little hard to 
read for me, but I believe you were probably pointing to the UTC area and Sorrento Valley area, if I’m 
not mistaken. What is the plan for to connect those two regions? Because currently as far as I know 
there is not an efficient way to get between those two areas. It’s is there a light rail or any kind of rail or 
anything high speed planned? 
 
[moderator response]  
 
If you can leave your email address that would be really helpful. 

The regional plan includes a Transit Leap commuter rail line that will connect UTC to 
Sorrento Mesa. The COASTER service along the LOSSAN rail corridor will also have station 
connections at UTC. 

M83 Mike Bullock  Let me apologize because I do live close to the coast, and I had a conflict when you had your coastal 
meeting so here I am. I really support the 5 Big Moves. They, they really are big moves, and they’re 
exactly what we need, and I appreciate the change from the previous regional transportation plans, 
which I think were off track, and this one is, is doing an awful lot of things very well. I, I just want to 
state that now one thing I miss is the, the transit leap that you put out quite a few months ago and 
maybe a year ago, I don’t know. Included a, I believe it was probably a Sprinter line from Carlsbad 
Village to Vista Transit Center, and I thought that had a lot of potential, and I know you have to pick 
and choose, but I, I would love to see that that reconsidered, and I also think that it would be good to 
explain what the future might really look like in terms of managed lanes. That state has a draft plan 

As we refined our planning analysis, the Sprinter line was truncated to Oceanside Transit 
Center because it had the highest ridership potential and there are two Next Generation 
Rapid routes and the Coaster that serve the Carlsbad Transit station. This allows for a 
comprehensive system of transit. As indicated in the comment, it is our intent to use Road 
User Charge to fund the operation of the transit system. 
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out now, it’s a climate action plan, for transportation infrastructure called CAPTI, and it includes a 
road-use charge to replace the gas tax, and it is means based and we like to talk about equity. This 
really could produce equity. The gas tax is very inequitable. It definitely penalizes low-income drivers, 
but we do need full-cost pricing. I think that would go a long way towards explaining some of the 
misinformation that we’ve seen in the UTM about you know using funds from road use to fund some 
transit. You have to put that into context that we are heavily, heavily subsidizing driving, and that’s 
inequitable right there, and it should be means-based, and the state is saying that and that would 
mean all lanes you know as soon as we get out of our driveways and start driving we are on managed 
lanes and that could prevent congestion because there are algorithms. I’ve written some myself 
because I’m interested in this topics to eliminate congestion. As the lane occupancy approaches some 
percent of 100 full, you immediately start adjusting your price, and you present you prevent 
congestion and of course somebody gets a stroke and needs to go to the hospital, you realize 
congestion is unacceptable, and it is a failure government, and government should stop failing there. 
So anyway, those are some of my comments. 

M84 Mike Bullock  The reason I raised my hand is because of the discussion about greenhouse gas, and you’re right, that 
is my primary concern, and I think it needs to be everyone’s primary concern because of the time 
urgency, and I don’t hear that in the discussion that’s going on and especially when you are saying 
that it’s kind of hard to predict, and we’ll do other regional transportation plans, and you were talking 
about regional transportation plan in four years, and you’d know better, and you know I just want to 
point out that what happened, what is happening in the northwest, and there’s always things like this 
going on. Things that just are shocking you know. They’re breaking all-time temperature records by 
record amounts, by 11 degrees. Unheard of temperatures in cities like Spokane and Seattle and that is 
not the scariest thing that’s going on right now. The fact is there is a heat wave in the Russian 
permafrost which is going to be releasing methane gas and that is a feedback loop which could get so 
strong that it doesn’t really matter what we do, and I think the discussion here seems to be in in 
awareness that cars are the biggest problem and that we have to reduce driving, and I would say that 
the climate scientists are telling us that we need to reduce our emissions to 80 percent below what we 
emitted in 1990 by 2030. You know and the state mandates are 2035 and they’re only 40 percent down, 
and they need to be 80 percent 5 years sooner and so we have an emergency situation and I love all 
the rail, but that takes a lot of time. And I love the zoning improvements, but that’s going to take a lot 
of time and what could we do that would could be done in just several years, and you’ve heard me say 
this over and over again. It is pricing. We have really bad systems to charge people to use roads. We 
have really bad systems to charge people to use parking. We think it’s free parking, and it’s absolutely 
not free at all, and it’s not equitable. Craig Jones, my friend, always talks about equity, but I don’t hear 
him concerned that people are working downtown for the county, and they’re not driving and that 
and a parking space down there can earn $350 a month. That $350 a month should go to them, and 
then you have a lot more people that aren’t driving and that path to get the system that has been 
defined by the plaintiffs in that Climate Action Plan lawsuit, that system needs to be talked about and 
implemented. There has to be a path shown that will make that happen soon. We’re running out of 
time. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The 5 Big Moves will ensure connectivity and result in people having more travel options 
and operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT. Local jurisdictions can and will identify 
GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 
2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity 
for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study will 
calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, the 
effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation system 
to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric 
vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion 
to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine how 
existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and how 
different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG 
design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more 
fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who will 
pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is 
committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, 
such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or 
those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are multiple 
mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, 
is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is 
a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic 
dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system that is flexible, 
sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

M85 Patricia Borchman  I live in Escondido, and I was interested in hearing more about what you were talking about you were 
talking about you were responding to Toshi Ishikara’s comments regarding greenhouse gas emission 
reductions, and you were referring to SANDAG plans about open space preservation carbon 

Appendix AA of the 2021 Regional Plan outlines the Regional Habitat Conservation Vision 
for the region. The appendix provides a brief history of habitat conservation in the San 
Diego region; describes how SANDAG, through the Environmental Mitigation Program, 
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sequestration. So I’d like to know more about that because we are interested in pursuing an 
alternative to a project that’s proposed to be annexed to Escondido for the Harvest Hills project, and 
we’re trying to develop an alternative, and I think that this idea about the alternative to you know 
possibly you know pursue acquisition of open space to preserve sensitive habitat and wildlife corridors 
is you know is very consistent with the SANDAG strategy for open space preservation for the purpose 
of greenhouse gas reductions. So is there an appendix that I could go to find out more about the this 
plan? 

has contributed to habitat conservation and presents the goals and objectives of the 
Regional Habitat Conservation Vision in order to protect sensitive habitats and resources 
for future generations. 
 
As part of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will establish a Nature-Based Climate Solutions 
Program that will promote natural infrastructure that uses or mimics natural processes to 
benefit people and wildlife. SANDAG will prioritize resilience and innovative solutions in 
transportation infrastructure, Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans, and consistent 
regional planning and implementation of the Sustainable Communities Strategy actions, 
emphasizing both nature-based and technological climate solutions. There are also 
further opportunities to expand upon ongoing efforts to assess the amount of carbon 
storage and sequestration potential of open space lands and the co-benefits from 
preserved open space, land management, and restoration activities. 

M86 Toshi Ishishara  So I live in Rancho Penasquitos. Any first of all, I want to say thank you very much for setting up this 
like a community forum, and they give us opportunity to provide inputs on RP. So I would like to know 
that in principle, I really support the MV. I mean a vision behind RP. Hasan called it’s 5 Big Moves right 
so I like that and I also like you to know that I take transit as much as possible; however, pandemic 
kind of stopped me taking from taking training but so that I’m thinking about restarting, taking transit 
pretty soon I believe, but my question is about greenhouse gas emission reduction target. So 
according to Chapter 1, I don’t remember, may not be Chapter 1, but also Sunday Staff stated the RTP 
will reduce per capita greenhouse gas emissions from transportation sectors to 10 below 2005 levels 
by 2035. That’s right so 20 and as you know transportation sector actually accounts for 50 percent of - 
somebody came to my doorbell - 20, 50 right, so if we reduce 20 from 50 then we still end up with 40 
percent, and as you know population is increasing. So if you look at Appendix X, so that’s X, that 
estimate that - oh somebody came to my door so and then the person is yelling at me so I think I’m 
gonna stop now and I hope I can continue sometime later today. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The GHG Inventory (Appendix X) analyzes emissions from all sources and the projections 
account for state and federal legislation currently in place, as well as strategies within the 
2021 Regional Plan. The 5 Big Moves will result in people having more travel options and 
operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT, and the Local jurisdictions can and will 
identify GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is 
included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

M87 Toshi Ishishara  I’m calling and then everybody listening to this community forum, I’m sorry. What’s happened actually 
somebody tried to break into one of my neighbor’s house so that’s what happened. So anyway so I I’m 
gonna keep my comment in less than a minute so anyway. So my concern is the greenhouse gas 
emission target and what the ROT will bring, and I read Appendix X and the Appendix X shows 
basically the prediction of the greenhouse gas emissions in this region, and I think the estimate was 
done by UCSD, but if I look at the trend, so after 2035 basically it’s showing flat. There’s no reduction 
beyond 2035. Of course we expect the population to increase, right? So the per capita greenhouse 
emission will continue to decrease; however, because it’s fixing fixed at a certain level, and I see that 
level is still very high so that really concerns me. So how we are going to fight the climate change, and 
I thought Santa GRP would be the one of the weapon, biggest weapon for us to fight climate change 
in San Diego. So I would like to hear more about what SANDAG is trying to do, and if you can include 
some kind of specific specificity in the Regional Plan, how it will conform to the ambitious greenhouse 
reduction like a goal set by not only state of California but also like a San Diego County and the other I 
mean municipalities. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The GHG Inventory (Appendix X) analyzes emissions from all sources and the projections 
account for state and federal legislation currently in place, as well as strategies within the 
2021 Regional Plan. The 5 Big Moves will result in people having more travel options and 
operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT, and the local jurisdictions can and will 
identify GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is 
included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

M88 Toshi Ishishara  So I have one question and one comment. So my question is very simple. So some of my volunteers 
asked me about are we working on RTP or RP? Because I thought we were working on RTP by 
automotive so it became our business. 
 
[moderator response] 
 
Ok great, thank you. So then my comment is basically about this greenhouse gas reduction. So 
Chapter X, not the Chapter X. I’m sorry. Appendix X actually lists a whole bunch of sources of 
greenhouse emissions not only from like cars and light duty vehicles, electricity, natural gas, and solid 
waste, you name it. Everything there, and then I’m seeing basically reduction stop as I told you at 2035 
and just stay flat from the point on so that’s very concerning to me so I just want you to know that I’m- 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The GHG Inventory (Appendix X) analyzes emissions from all sources and the projections 
account for state and federal legislation currently in place, as well as strategies within the 
2021 Regional Plan. Local jurisdictions can and will identify GHG reduction targets and 
measures to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
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June 30, 2021 – Central San Diego Open House 

M89 Alex Wong  So yes, it’s Alex from Monday, and I just wanted to short a question first of all. Now the mid-coast 
trolley, when it opens in November what will the frequencies be? 
 
[moderator response] 
 
So I think that’s very good but and yeah but do you have any plans to increase the Green Line 
frequencies? Because it seems like with all the development happening in Mission Valley you know 
that might be a good place too. 
 
[moderator response] 
 
Oh well not the Orange Line in particular but rather I was thinking about this line through kind of mid-
city and yes Hillcrest, right. I see it on your map. It’s commuter rail, but I’m thinking that maybe it 
could be built as a trolley instead or even because I think it would be better if people could walk to 
their neighborhood stops instead of you know having to you know take a bus or a rideshare to a 
bigger station. And also I wonder if you’ve ever considered on any of these new lines that you’re going 
to build that maybe you build something like the Vancouver SkyTrain, the Montreal REM. You know 
something that’s fully automated. You know you can run them up to two minutes ,to two minutes per 
train at peak hour and then you know they could be very the operational cost could be very low 
because you know 17 percent of operational costs are from drivers. 

Our goal really is to get the entire transit system on at least 10 minute all day service. For 
the trolley and all the railroads, we plan to go to seven and a half minute frequency all day. 
So we do have extensive improvements in overall frequencies of our light rail system. 
 
Blue Line is the route that goes from the border at San Ysidro to Old Town today. 
Ultimately, when Mid Coast opens in November, it will go all the way up to University City, 
with a stop at UTC at the very end of the line. 
 
The Green Line travels through Mission Valley, connecting to El Cajon and Santee, and it 
comes all the way through the center of Mission Valley into Old Town and downtown San 
Diego. So it’s one of the connections that provides access through the center of San 
Diego. 
 
Our new line that will connect the Central Mobility Hub to the airport—that’s our new 
transit connection—we are planning on that operating at every two minute headways 
throughout the day. So that’s part of the capability that we’re looking at for our system. 
We’re not going to start out at two minutes on our bigger commuter rail service, but we’ll 
be evaluating technology throughout the advanced planning of these services to make 
sure that we’re using the most up-to-date and current technology. And if that includes 
automation, then certainly it will be included in our analysis.  
 
The regional plan is a big picture blueprint and further studies have to be on all of this. 
Regarding the purple line, we’re looking at that whole line right now. We think we know 
where the stations are going to go, but this is at a really high level that gets further refined 
later. We were calling it a commuter rail. Now, when we do the further study, I don’t want 
to say it would be a trolley, but that’s a possibility, or we may find out some other kind of 
automated system is available and could make that work. Those things happen further 
down in the planning, but that is to give you a sense that the level of planning we’re doing 
right now is very high level, very regional.  

M90 Deborah Jones  Hi, how are you? I don’t know how to turn on my camera but anyway. You know what I look like. In full 
disclosure I do work for SANDAG but just from a personal on a personal level, living in this area and 
also working in this area a couple of things that I’m wondering about as a citizen is whether ferry 
transportation is being considered for the plan. I’ve always thought it would be great to have some 
hovercraft ferries that go from downtown to the airport or from downtown over to Point Loma military 
base or from Chula Vista up to downtown or over to the airport just as a way to use our waterways as a 
transportation network and something maybe faster than what is currently used across to get to 
Coronado. 

We do have a couple ferry projects in the plan, and really the first pairing that I’m going to 
talk about is a connection from Chula Vista to our military bases near 8th Street. That’s a 
really strong commute, and then up to downtown San Diego. That probably has the 
highest level of potential ridership. The other one would be to connect Chula Vista to 
Coronado and then ultimately downtown San Diego, kind of creating a triangle. And we 
are in fact, looking at ferry levels of speed that are much higher than the existing ferry 
today. 
 
So those are the initial two that we have in the plan, but I’m sure that once we experience 
the value of those, we’ll be pursuing that as a bigger strategy in future plans.  

M91 Deborah Jones  And then I’m wondering if you can talk a little bit more about how sea level rise is being factored into 
these transportation projects knowing what our bleak future looks like. That’s something that we’re 
obviously needing to plan for so if we’re going to have tunnels, do we have anything that stops the sea 
level intrusion?  

For sea level rise, it’s all about how we engineer these projects. If anyone’s familiar with 
what we’re doing even today on the LOSSAN corridors, all about raising up the bridges so 
that we’re addressing sea level rise is exactly why we need, as Steven was bringing up, to 
get the tracks off the bluffs. That is very problematic. 
 
So it’s really about, as we build the new infrastructure, that we’re respecting sea level rise. 
The other aspect of climate change is making sure that we’ve got evacuation routes for 
the people in the rural areas. That’s a big part of when we talk about improvements on the 
rural roadways, getting the evacuation routes so the people can get out in the instance of 
a fire. 
 
The design and construction of new infrastructure will consider the best available science, 
tools, and technology.  
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M92 Deborah Jones  And then lastly because this is the topic du jour or certainly was for the year 2020, what impact 
telework or even the future of work and what industries will look like in the future. So where are we 
assuming, it is being assumed in the plan, that everybody’s going to be commuting into an office or 
will we be teleported, you know? What does what does Star Trek vision look like for work and has that 
been factored into congestion and the way we work? Thank you.  

Telework is one of the strategies that is helping us to achieve our GHG reduction targets in 
the Regional Plan and SCS. Our assumption for the 2021 Regional Plan is that telework will 
grow much more than we’ve anticipated in past plans, but we know that many 
occupations cannot be done from home. To understand the potential for telework in the 
region and inform the telework target setting process, SANDAG conducted an analysis 
of jobs that are conducive to telework and found that 39% of all occupations in the region 
are considered home workable. This is a bit higher than the national average at 34%. It’s 
important to keep in mind though that although a job could be done from home, it does 
not mean it will be. It’s at the employer’s discretion to determine who gets to telework, 
when and why.   
 
We also looked at the percent of jobs in our region that are considered essential. During 
the pandemic certain types of jobs were defined as essential and included jobs in grocery 
stores, healthcare, and transportation. In or region 64% of occupations were considered 
essential. SANDAG also randomly surveyed businesses and employees in the region. While 
2 in 5 businesses expect to incorporate remote working in their business model post-
pandemic, just 15% anticipate that half or more of their employees will work from home 
most of the week. 

M93 Haneen Mohamed  I am from City Heights CDC, and I just wanted to express that I think SANDAG did a great job with the 
Regional Plan, and we’re really excited for some of the upcoming projects. Especially what it means for 
environmental justice communities, especially for those of us in City Heights, and we really like just 
seeing some of the transportation equity goals that we’ve been advocating for, for decades in the City 
Heights region come into fruition. We’re really excited about the Purple Line serving City Heights. We 
think that’s really going to bolster connectivity and really just connect some of our residents to job 
centers. So I ultimately just wanted to really express my appreciation for the SANDAG staff and that we 
hope to continue on this track of equity and really prioritizing the wellbeing of our communities, the 
wellbeing of the environment, and the climate. 

I’ll just take this opportunity to mention to everyone here that SANDAG does have an 
Equity Working Group that is specifically assigned to advise on the Regional Plan and 
ensure that equity is at the forefront of this plan. That working group is chaired by City 
Councilmember Vivian Moreno. And within the next few days here, we are going to be 
having a discussion with the, the working group. And by the way, these are public 
meetings, so anyone here on the call is more than welcome to attend. The information 
about the meetings is posted, on our website, they’re all done virtually. So, you know, you 
can do this from the comfort of your home, or your office, and we’re really going to be 
talking about what is something, what’s an early action that we can take, when it comes 
to equity. We’re going to be asking our SANDAG board of directors to set aside some 
funding here in the next couple of months so that we can start to show what this Regional 
Plan could look like and pilot some of those ideas. So, thank you for your comments 
Haneen, and I know that City Heights CDC is really involved in the working group and 
appreciate all that participation. 
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The 
east-west Commuter Rail route 581 does include that station in the current proposed 
alignment.  

M94 Maria Cortez  I just want to know about the Purple Line because I would like for it to go underground. This way, we 
would be saving a lot of emissions and save a lot of time on traffic so from what I understood with the 
Purple Line it’s supposed to be going underground, coming through City Heights going from the 
border all the way to Sorrento Valley, and another one that I’m involved in is that the buses to the 
beach. We would love to have the buses go to the beach because a lot of our kids and the different 
underserved communities have never been to the beach, and it’s heartbreaking when you see that 
and hear that. I think it’s a great opportunity to have these kids going to the beach exploring other 
communities outside of our communities, and also I would like to see more buses running more 
frequent. Having 24-hour service if possible because there are a lot of people that go to work, and 
they’re out of luck when they go to work but getting back to the Purple Line. We need the Purple Line 
here in City Heights because we are one of the highest transit users in San Diego and to see it come 
through City Heights that would be a dream come true, and Todd knows all about that and everybody 
else. I’m Colleen, I want to say as always you have done a wonderful job and not only just you but 
everybody there at SANDAG. What a wonderful way to end the evening. So if I could have some 
answers maybe I guess on my questions that would be great. 

The purple line plans are that it would be fully great separated. 
 
Grade separation means that you’re either above on a bridge or below in a tunnel. It 
means that you’re not in traffic. Right now, the trolley stops at intersections, and that can 
cause it to slow down. 
 
And for the beaches, we have over 10 routes that now will provide direct access to the 
beach. And once the central mobility hub is in place, people coming from all over this 
region will have access to routes that take them directly to the beach. So, that’s a really 
great new story. 
 
For 24 hours service, we are evaluating, as I said earlier, increasing the spans of service 
across the system. And of course we are looking at, you know, we’ve heard time and time 
again that you’d like 24 hours on the blue line, so we’re absolutely looking at that. We’re 
trying to come up with a really good solution because right now we have the freight 
operating and that’s causing us a little angst. So we’re trying to figure it out, and I think 
we have a solution that we can come up with that will answer that request for 24 hours 
service. 
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The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The 
east-west Commuter Rail route 581 does include that station in the current proposed 
alignment. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the trolley and bus service up 
to twenty hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed 
planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24 hours.  

M95 Nastassia Patin  I’m a resident of Normal Heights in San Diego, and I, similar to Haneen, I just wanted to express my 
strong support and my gratitude for SANDAG’s work on this plan and some of the issues that it 
addresses with regard to environmental justice and just overall quality of life improvement in the San 
Diego region. And so some of the highlights for in this plan based on tonight’s presentation were the 
grade separated routes that you just talked about to get East County folks out to the beach, the light 
rail and the dedicated bus lanes linking job centers like Sorrento Valley to the South Bay, and these 
fully connected bike routes. I can’t wait to bike you know from Oceanside all the way down to 
downtown or even to the border one day so thank you so much for all your hard work on this, and I’m 
really excited to see it move forward. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com.  

M96 Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck 

City Heights 
CDC 

“Hey, Colleen. How’s it going? Thanks for hosting this. Good evening, Central San Diego, and my name 
is Randy Torres-Van Vleck, director of policy and planning at the City Heights CDC. I’m really excited 
for the opportunity that the 5 Big Moves creates to transform our regional transportation system in a 
way that improves quality of life. Congrats to staff on the release of the Regional Plan Draft, and I really 
appreciate that staff has a lot like a live dialogue here between the agency and the public. I think 
that’s really important so thanks for like taking our questions on the on the fly. That’s awesome. Again 
yeah there’s a lot to analyze in this 2,000-page document through both the San Diego Transportation 
Equity Working Group and the City Heights Built Environment team. We’ve been collectively analyzing 
the plan so here are just some of the takeaways and some of the things we like, some of the things we 
hope to see improvements on. So we’re very excited about the Purple Line Commuter Rail, also known 
as Maria’s Purple Line, that’s gonna connect South Bay, Southeast, City Heights, Mission Valley, 
Sorrento Valley. Really excited for that route. That’s going to be really critical improvement.  

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. The 2021 Regional Plan data viewer can be used to explore 
draft plan projects in your area.  

M97 Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck  

City Heights 
CDC  

Expanding the rapid network is going to be key and making those near-term investments to increase 
transit frequencies is going to be important and as part of those local investments in the transit 
system, we believe it’s important to look at 24-hour transit. Late night and 24-hour transit was ranked 
as the highest, most supported public improvement during MTS’ Elevate San Diego Outreach process. 
The third track for the Blue Line that’ll allow 24-hour service, greater frequencies, eliminate that 
conflict between freight and transit, and allow for express service is going to be important as well.  

SANDAG will be undertaking a Blue Line study in 2022 to refine how the travel time could 
be speed up. SANDAG is also working with our Community Based Organizations to 
increase service frequency on routes that would benefit our social equity communities.  

M98 Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck  

City Heights 
CDC  

We want to see enhancements maybe through the mobility up process that allow for dignified transit 
riding experience, specifically bathrooms because that’s something that we don’t really have a plan for 
here, and lastly I think we could do a lot better at. The youth-opportunity passes and free transit 
scenarios is going to be important.  

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B 
is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance 
to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include 
an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 
While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with 
stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

M99 Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck  

City Heights 
CDC  

That’s something that residents and mid-city have supported for a long time, and we’re supportive of 
converting general purpose lanes on freeways and to better uses. So we appreciate the planned calls 
for that. As you recall, Colleen, you know 2015 we helped secure that analysis for the 94 freeway but 
through that work residents identified concern, expressed concerns with adding more lanes that 
would increase vehicle miles traveled on the 94 and 805. So we want to we have some questions about 
those new managed lanes. Love to get more about that  

The intent of the managed lanes is to create a flexible system that can be managed in real 
time. This is similar to how the I-15 corridor is currently managed in North County today. 
Solo drivers will have options to use the lanes but at a price and transit services can travel 
congestion free. The result is better optimization of the system that encourages higher 
occupancy travel but with real alternatives that are competitive with driving. 

M100 Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck  

City Heights 
CDC  

and then equitable coastal access, as Maria pointed out, is something that’s important. The beach and 
coast should be enjoyed by everyone, not just those who can afford to live nearby at the coast or afford 
a car.  

The 2021 Regional Plan includes upgrades to existing transit service through the creation 
of Rapid Routes 10, 30, 103, 473, and 950 with service to many beaches along the coast. 
Further development of the Coastal Rail Trail and other active transportation routes will 
improve non-motorized access to the beaches as well.  

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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M101 Randy Torres-Van 
Vleck  

City Heights 
CDC  

And then finally we just have general questions about the phasing of the projects. You know that’s 
something that is very just like personal to City Heights residents as we’ve waited for decades for 
active transportation transit improvements. So what are we gonna do? The question is what are we 
gonna do differently in these next 15 years compared to what we’ve done these past 15 years to get 
projects, transformative ones, built more quickly? Yeah looking forward to these you know some of 
these answers and working with you all on getting the 5 Big Moves approved. Thank you.”  

Response provided during the public meeting: Ultimately it is the voters of the San Diego 
region that are going to decide if they want to buy this plan. And so at some point in the 
next year or two years, there will very likely be something on the ballot for consideration. 
So that’s the first thing I wanted to mention, and that would not be the only funding 
source. A new sales tax measure, for example, would allow us to leverage state and federal 
dollars. And for anyone who’s been following work that SANDAG’s been doing, on average 
for every dollar we raise in the San Diego region, we’re usually able to get two dollars and 
fifty cents in return from state and federal programs. So that’s a start. We also have laid 
out a number of other funding strategies, because it’s not just the sales tax measure that’s 
going to get us there. So I wanted I want to share that with you. The other thing with the 
team is working on right now is if you’ve had a chance to look at the two appendices U 
and V, that’s how we fund the plan. And some of the phasing plan is also in appendix A. 
We’re working to really align that and get more refinement on things. It’s really important 
to keep in mind, again, as I mentioned earlier, this is really a big picture blueprint. There’s 
a lot of additional work that needs to get done to really refine that phasing. But we’re at 
least going to lay out a more detailed phasing program as we develop the final.  

M102 RightCow 
LeftCoast 

San Diego 
Wikimedians 
User Group 

You do have it correct. RightCow LeftCoast. It’s my username on Wikipedia. I’m actually with the local 
Wikimedia Foundation affiliate, San Diego Wikimedians User Group. Again, thank you for the 
opportunity for letting me speak. I have a couple questions regarding the topic you have presented 
today. Actually four here. As you may know, the navy plans to shift 60 percent of the overall fleet to the 
Pacific, which will including basing ships and units here in San Diego as it is home to the two-third 
fleet. Has San Diego factored that population growth into its planning? 

We have been working very closely with the US Department of Defense, and we ask them 
to provide us information on their anticipated growth, and that goes into what we call our 
regional growth forecast. So to the extent that our friends at the Navy are able to provide 
us that information, we include that in our population projections and in our projections 
about job growth. The Navy is such an important partner here in the region, big part of our 
economic engine, and so we do work closely with them to make sure that we have the 
latest information from them.  

M103 RightCow 
LeftCoast  

San Diego 
Wikimedians 
User Group  

Then my next question. Many individuals who work within the County of San Diego commute from 
Riverside County and few from Imperial County. How has SANDAG worked with out neighboring 
counties to increase transit interoperability?  

When it comes to Imperial and Riverside, we do work with the neighboring counties to 
look at what’s happening with that cross border transportation. We do multiple surveys, 
and we’re always looking for ways to look at travel options there. I think probably the best 
way to do that is through the connections of our managed lanes. 
 
 For RCTC, the Riverside Transit Authority, we have worked closely with them. When we 
first started this plan, we drew connections and big circles around Orange County, 
Riverside County, the border, Imperial County, and further east towards as you’re heading 
into Arizona. We know that these are connections are really important, and San Diego isn’t 
landlocked. We are dealing a lot with our neighbors in each area. So the plan currently has 
a lot of connections in Escondido, and then there are plans in the future to extend our 
routes up to potentially Temecula to coordinate with RCTC. 
 
But in the plan is high speed rail, and high speed rail connects our Inland Empire along 
Riverside County, across the center of our region, and down into downtown San Diego. So, 
that’s really the route that we see as the fastest connection from those inland Empire 
areas over to our downtown San Diego area. 
 
Related to Orange County, we work with our neighbors to the north, and today we have 
we have the transit service Metrolink that stops at the Oceanside Transit Center. And we 
also have the Amtrak Pacific Surfliner that serves both Orange County, Los Angeles, and 
our region. So it’s something that we’re always looking at ways to align all the 
transportation between Orange County and our San Diego region, and also with Imperial 
county and Riverside. 
 
On LOSSAN too, part of what we’re looking at is creating an interconnected rail service. So 
the Metrolink trains could come all the way down and operate through the LOSSAN 
corridor, and then we can provide those direct connections. That is part of the state rail 
plan, that’s part of SANDAG’s plan, and that’s part of why we’re doing those improvements 
on the LOSSAN corridor.  
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M104 RightCow 
LeftCoast  

San Diego 
Wikimedians 
User Group  

Next, many of many persons commute to from our international neighbor to the south, Mexico. How 
has SANDAG worked with federal authorities to ease the commute to our coworkers who live in 
Mexico?  

SANDAG appreciates your support and feedback. The SANDAG Borders Committee was 
established in 2001 to bring together elected officials and representatives from all 
neighboring jurisdictions to address joint challenges related to regional planning and 
collaborate across jurisdictional and international boundaries to develop and implement 
strategies within the broader context of the megaregion. The Mexican government is 
represented through the Mexican Consulate as an advisory member of the Borders 
Committee as well as Board of Directors. The 2021 Regional Plan is designed to build on 
the close working relationships among partners throughout the California–Baja California 
binational megaregion, including those at all levels of government in Mexico. Efforts will 
include completing the Otay Mesa East–Mesa de Otay II Port of Entry project, 
implementing the Regional Border Management System (RBMS), and advancing the San 
Ysidro Mobility Hub project. These and other initiatives will help create the momentum 
needed to improve crossborder mobility. Appendix J includes more information on 
SANDAG’s approach to working with binational partners. Please continue to follow along 
in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

M105 RightCow 
LeftCoast  

San Diego 
Wikimedians 
User Group  

And lastly, though this might be outside the present presentation’s purview, do you have any 
information about real connectivity of San Diego to Baja California and Imperial County to include the 
historic Goat Canyon Rail Bridge in Carrizo Gorge. Thank you very much for taking the time to answer 
these questions.  

SANDAG is working with MTS and Caltrans to identify future freight opportunities on the 
Desert Line. For additional information on the Desert Line, please visit:  
https://www.sdmts.com/about-mts-meetings-and-agendas/sdae.  

M106 Stephen Tessier  So I think a quick and easy way to facilitate traffic or trolley movement through downtown would be to 
give it a signal priority. I lived in France for six years back in the 1990s and that’s just what they did. 
They just gave it automatic signal priority and there you go. Secondly, just a quick question regarding 
double tracking the line all the way down to well eventually ideally take the commuter rail all the way 
down to the border is the existing line extending it through Santa Fe Depot all the way down to the 
border is and then taking it off the bluffs you have to take it you know. That’s just a to anybody really 
looking at that situation, that’s just an a disaster waiting to happen and it’s not going to get cheaper 
by waiting to move it off the bluffs. I don’t I just wanted to to see what you guys I’m certain yeah I’m 
certain that’s on your plate. I just like to know if there’s anything specific that you guys have to speed 
that up. 

SANDAG recognizes addressing the bluffs as a priority. The Regional Plan identifies 
funding for bluff stabilization in the short term while also prioritizing funding to start work 
on a long term solution to realign the rail corridor into a tunnel in Del Mar by 2035. There is 
also a project to bypass Miramar Hill and realign the tracks in a tunnel with a new station 
at UTC by 2050. 
 
Regarding your idea to go all the way down to the border, we are working to take the Blue 
Line trolley and create a type of service that would be express.  

July 16, 2021 – SANDAG Transportation Committee Meeting 

M107 Maria Cortez  So I too also want to mention that we do need more bathrooms because a lot of times as has been 
said those of us that are younger need to use the restroom and can’t, we have to go somewhere else 
and when we get back we’ve either missed the bus or we’ve missed the trolley, and we have to wait 
again. And also families with younger kids, it’s you know painstaking to see them having to hold it and 
sometimes they can’t. And also I am in agreement also with Stephanie about the no expansions on the 
freeways because my god, we’re already bad enough as it is and so we need to be more, having more 
buses running on time and also more frequency. This way we will reduce the gas emissions and carb 
and also I too would like to see more information being used by the by the buses and the trolleys 
vocally because sometimes you miss what they, what’s been flashed or what’s been said. Sometimes 
they’re not saying it frequently enough, and I too would like to see that happen. And also I’ve noticed 
that the security guards there are much nicer now, and I just want to say thank you for you guys and 
MTS. I’m taking hold on that and I too would also like to thank SANDAG’s staff for everything that 
they’ve been doing. As I said earlier, it’s about time and my hat’s off to Hasan here who is who has 
shown incredible leadership. And also I would like to congratulate him for having to having to be with 
us for the next three years, and as you will see the community is also now starting to see and trust 
SANDAG more with the transparency. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan is not proposing any new highway expansions or addition of 
highway general purpose lanes but rather is focusing on a regional network of managed 
lanes to ensure that the Regional Plan meet state and federal greenhouse mandates, 
reduce traffic congestion, and address social equity. Proposing a managed lanes network 
that uses existing infrastructure by converting shoulders or general purpose lanes gives 
an opportunity to increase capacity on lanes that traditionally would not benefit from 
increased use of high occupancy vehicles or transit.  
 
Your comment has been forwarded to San Diego Metropolitan Transit System (MTS).  

M108 Michelle Krug  I have not had a chance yet to have someone go over the details of the Regional Plan yet. I will do that, 
but I do want to emphasize as much as possible to please bear in mind having as many audio sim 
signals. So when I’m at a trolley, because I’m blind, when I’m at a trolley station I love that we do have 
more information written you know on signage, but can you also keep in mind maybe having more 
audio saying when the troll- what trolley is arriving, but you know that’s in the public transportation 
and on the buses. And the other thing is pushing or emphasizing the 24-hour service which as 
someone who’s retired now but as a wastewater operator I worked rotating shifts, and it would be 

The transit operators work on the ADA announcements at stations. We will forward them 
your comment. SANDAG is undertaking a study to determine which routes would be 
eligible and able to be operated 24/7. This study should be done in late 2021. 
 
Your comment has been forwarded to North County Transit District (NCTD) and San Diego 
Metropolitan Transit Service (MTS).  

https://sdforward.com/
https://www.sdmts.com/about-mts-meetings-and-agendas/sdae
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great if we really were able to safely use transportation no matter what shift we were all working. 
Thank you very much for your work, and Hasan is just our angel. He has just brought hope in a way 
that I’ve never felt for decades since I’ve been here in 1979. 

M109 Rocina Lizarraga Olivewood 
Gardens 

I would like to appreciate all the comments from my colleagues that are joining in this movement of 
advocacy and activism and both being vocal in this Regional Plan. I’m Rocina Lizarraga, and I work for 
Olivewood Gardens in National City, and our city has been historically disinvested and been penalized 
despite the efforts of the local jurisdictions to provide most of the amenities. Our I just want to 
advocate for this time for the senior population. After revisiting all the graphic and reading and 
reading and inquiring about that, and I know there’s a great report in all the data that shows that our 
communities are in necessity. The assessments that we’ve been done after doing that we just I 
discovered myself that there’s very little amenities for people with that is aging. That we have a large 
population of seniors that they decide they deserve considerations of biological necessities and also 
disabilities not only physical but sensorial and also disabilities on necessities that they need when 
using transportation. Most likely they use public, private transportation because it’s more convenient 
but doesn’t align with this non-used cars and use public transportation gold that we have with this 
draft plan. I’m looking for Appendix Q, Appendix L, and there’s figure that says safety but it doesn’t it 
does not reflect what we wanted to see. I’m so purely support what member Jennifer Martinez is 
saying that there’s biological necessities that they have because they’re aging. So I would like to see 
more of that and I think the team on SANDAG is completely in that they will revise again and see if we 
can reflect this type of necessities for our our disabled population in all ages because it says all ages 
are included in this and considered in this draft plan. So I would like to see more of that, and I would 
like to see in the future the lengthy implementation of these programs. 

We would like to refer you to Appendix H: Social Equity Engagement and Analysis. There, 
you will find an increase to regionwide access to basic needs -- such as medical facilities, 
parks, and retail -- for seniors through 2050. According to Appendix H, transit access for 
seniors to medical facilities increases from 79.5% in 2016 to 84.5% by 2050. 
  
In Appendix B: Implementation Actions, you will find our curb management strategies, 
which will aim to best-use and manage all modes of transportation on our streets for 
everyone safely and efficiently. One of the key elements of curbside management are 
paratransit and accessible loading areas to serve our disabled populations. 
  
Also in Appendix B are our strategies to align with the goals of Vision Zero, a national 
policy aimed to protect especially those most vulnerable to fatalities (i.e low-income, those 
with disabilities, children) involving people walking, biking, and traffic collisions. One of 
SANDAG’s near-term actions towards Vision Zero includes developing and implementing 
a regional safety policy. 
  
For more details on these initiatives, please see Appendix B. 

M110 Scott Anglum  I’ll be very brief. Once again, the draft Regional Plan is revolutionary and hopefully, if anything, it’ll be 
expanded in its scope and depth. There is widespread support for the initiatives that are outlaid within 
them and once again please recognize that there is great public support, great public emphasis 
behind sustainable, regular and reliable transportation in the region so that car dependency is not the 
default in the area. All right, that is all. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

M111 Stephanie 
Hernandez 

City Heights 
CDC 

I am a program manager at City Heights CDC and also a member of the SANDAG Social Equity 
Working Group and San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group. I just really wanted to 
emphasize and recommend that Transportation Committee members read that transit, the 10 transit 
lifeline document that the San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group has shared with you all 
that really addresses our priorities for the Regional Plan, such as, as mentioned, bathroom access, 
transit frequency, Purple Line alignment in City Heights. But I also wanted to just mention that a lot of 
our residents that we’ve spoken to also want, we’ll be sharing a letter fairly soon, but a lot of many 
have addresses just making sure there’s an increased access to the bay, the beach area. A lot of youth 
cannot access the beach who live in City Heights, and it takes about two hours to get there so we 
really recommend that there is some type of mention of beach access in the Regional Plan again and 
also making sure that there is no freeway expansions. You know freeways definitely have divided 
communities like City Heights, and so we recommend that bus transit-only lanes are prioritized 
moving forward. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned 
improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582 
(Purple Line). The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown 
San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed 
alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to 
be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, 
and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the 
border to National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 
along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego. 
 
The Regional Plan outlines the following projects in the Pacific Beach/Mission Beach 
areas. These proposed projects can be viewed in more detail using the Dataviewer on 
SDForward.com/envision.  
Pacific Beach Mobility Hub. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sandag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=897af882e8c14b1e996c33e48bc15347
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Complete Corridor Arterial improvements on Ingraham Street, Mission Boulevard, and 
Grand Avenue. 
On-street and off-street bike and pedestrian facilities from Pacific Beach to East Mission 
Bay  
On-street bike and pedestrian facilities on from Mission Boulevard to Pacific Beach Drive  
Rapid 292 - Pacific Beach to Kearny Mesa via Balboa Avenue to Grand Avenue  
On-street bike facilities from Pacific Beach to Mission Beach via Cass Street  
Next Gen Rapid service on Route 30 to the Balboa Station  
 
Specific community plans and decisions regarding land use will remain under the 
authority of local jurisdictions and will require future collaboration with community 
members and the City of San Diego.  

M112 Toshi Ishihara SanDiego350 I’m a member of San Diego 350, and I’m also a member of San Diego Equity Transportation Working 
Group. So I’m a climate change and transportation equity advocate. So Hasan, his staff and also board 
members and also public, I really appreciate you putting together this draft Regional Plan. I like a part 
of it, but I think it is not challenging enough, means it is not challenging the reality we have today in 
terms of like greenhouse gas emissions and climate change. As you know, the world is burning, and 
our survival is at stake. And if I look at the Chapter 1, page 13, it says the Regional Plan will reduce net 
capital greenhouse gas emissions from cars and light duty trucks to 20 percent below 2005 levels by 
2035. Of course that exceeds the region’s mandate target of 19 percent, but if we look at the fact that 
more than 50 percent maybe around 50 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions in these regions are 
coming from transportation right and the 20 percent to 50 percent like a simple state maybe 10 
percent reduction, but it is not the case because we are talking about reduction of 20 percent below 
2005 level. So that means to me we are talking about target which can make only tiny dent to the 
entire and overall greenhouse gas emission from the transportation system in San Diego. So I like 
Regional Plan, but I would like to see SANDAG take some more like aggressive stance in order to fight 
greenhouse gas emissions and also fight climate change. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. The 5 Big Moves will enhance connectivity and result in 
people having more travel options and operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT.  
 
Senate Bill 375 also requires the 2021 Regional Plan include a Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (SCS) for the San Diego region. This SCS describes coordinated transportation 
and land use planning. When combined with the transportation network, the SCS exceeds 
the state’s target for reducing per capita GHG emissions set by the California Air 
Resources Board. 

July 23, 2021 – SANDAG Board of Directors Meeting 

M113 Ariana Mid-City CAN I’m calling in with Mid City CAN. I want to say thank you to SANDAG for working so hard in drafting the 
2021 Regional Plan. We are asking that they include youth opportunity passes, no-cost transit passes 
for youth for ages 24 and under. When it comes to the transit subsidies we are asking for them to be 
the priority group. In the pandemic we have seen that there is a need to develop lifelong transit riders. 
I think that YOP can definitely do this. When we are investing in young people we are ensuring that 
young people have the opportunity to access school, work, and other activities. I myself was a transit 
rider for many years. Because of this, I was able to get a lot opportunities I couldn’t get as a young 
person. Youth opportunity passes really addresses the need for sustainability. We are hearing from 
other speakers that there’s a lot going on that is impacting our world and we need more folks from all 
economic backgrounds to ride transit as a method to reduce emissions. And YOP is actually a key 
strategy to make sure that we increase ridership for all these folks. YOP is already a program that has 
been invested in in other cities in California so I hope that YOP is listed as a priority group.  

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M114 Bee Mittermiller SanDiego350 I’m from the San Diego 350 Organization, I’d like to congratulate SANDAG staff for putting together 
this incredibly detailed Regional Plan. It finally sets the goal of creating a public transportation system 
that has the potential to attract new riders who want a way to get around without the frustrations, 
headaches, and costs of congestion, car ownership, and parking. Shifting people to the use of public 
transportation, bicycles, and walking are the most effective ways to improve mobility and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. Improving this will also keep the riders who are already depending on the 
system. As everyone mentioned, we are living in a nightmare of the climate crisis. This cannot be 
denied any longer. San Diego can do its part to address this crisis by adopting the 2021 Regional Plan 
but we want SANDAG to prioritize all of the projects, big and small, that will reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions as fast as possible while also addressing equity. We appreciate the staff’s past and future 
outreach to all individuals and organizations who want the best planning for our region. As members 
of San Diego 350, we plan to remain engaged in the process and look forward to further discussions. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process 
by visiting SDForward.com. 

https://sdforward.com/
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M115 Belen Hernandez  Mid-City CAN  I am a policy advocate with Mid-City CAN. We are calling to request that you amend the 2021 Regional 
Plan to state that youth opportunity passes, no-cost transit for youth ages 24 and under, will receive 
priority when transit subsidies are allocated. When you invest in youth opportunity passes, you are 
truly investing in youth lives. Young riders depend on transit at a much higher rate than adults. In San 
Diego, young commuters ages 16 to 24 use public transit at a rate double that of adults 25 to 59. YOP is 
about equal access to opportunity. Transit-dependent youth ages 24 and under need no-cost transit to 
get to school, work, medical care, recreational sites, and life opportunities. The cost of a pass is a 
barrier for many families earning minimum wage. It is also an investment in sustainability. We need 
more people from all socioeconomic backgrounds to be riding transit as a method to reduce carbon 
emissions. YOP is a key strategy to increase ridership from all socioeconomic backgrounds and 
develop lifelong transit riders in our region. We need YOP to increase ridership and be sustainable. 
Lastly, it is also an investment in a proven program. San Francisco, Sacramento, Los Angeles, Santa 
Ana, Alameda, and more jurisdictions across California and outside of California have already 
implemented similar programs. SANDAG must take bold action and include YOP in our 30-year vision 
for transportation in the region. The program has proven to work for people and transit agencies. 
Please amend the 2021 Regional Plan to include youth opportunity passes, ages 24 and under, and 
funded as an early action pilot program. Also included the 10 transit lifeline projects brought forth to 
you in a letter from the San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group, which represents the 
priorities and needs of the communities we serve. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M116 Catherine Harrison  I live in San Diego, and I taught in city schools for over 32 years. I truly appreciate the shift SANDAG has 
taken to accomplish transit goals but I think the greenhouse gas reduction goals are too low and the 
project timelines are too slow for the speed and gravity of the current climate emergency. There is still 
too much emphasis on roads for private vehicles. Climate change is manifesting itself quickly all 
around us so our response needs to be big, bold, and fast. A way to cut car emissions, which are about 
half of the county’s total emissions, is with attractive and enhanced public transport that provides 
efficient and easy mobility for all of us. I’ve taught many years at a small public high school downtown 
on the campus of City College, where students come from surrounding low income neighborhoods. 
The school district provides free or discounted youth passes for MTS, depending on family 
circumstances, and this has made a huge difference for our students allowing them to flourish and 
take college classes early. I’ve seen the problems that occur when they can’t get those passes in a 
timely manner or when trolleys don’t run efficiently enough to help them juggle their time 
commitments to school, work, and family. The Regional Plan should include free transit passes for all 
school-age youth and young adults much sooner than 2027. To help them in every way possible, join 
our vibrant economy and citizenry. Furthermore, no-cost passes will encourage significant 
participation in public transportation and shift expectations for how San Diegans use transit, allowing 
us to meet more accelerated targets for greenhouse gas reductions. We can do better than forty 
percent by 2030 if we act quickly on public transit goals. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M117 Cheyenne Martinez  I request that you amend the draft 2021 Regional Plan to state that youth opportunity passes, no-cost 
transit passes for youth ages 24 and under, will receive priority. As a youth from National City and 
recent graduate from UCLA, I have firsthand experience understanding how no-cost transit promotes 
accessibility for youth to excel in school, jobs, and early career opportunities. In Los Angeles, I 
benefited greatly from no-cost transit as it allowed me to navigate the city and go to work in order to 
support myself in my undergraduate career. The low income youth of San Diego region deserve better 
mobility. With that, I ask to please amend the 2021 Regional Plan to include youth opportunity passes 
for all youth 24 and under and funded as an early action pilot program. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M118 Craig Jones  Alliance for 
Regional 
Solutions  

I’m a representative to the Social Equity Working Group from the Alliance for Regional Solutions, 
which represents communities with unmet need in North San Diego County. One of the points that 
Mr. Bullock, Mike, was making before when he ran out of time on your public comments was that the 
world is literally on fire here with climate change, and this is true. Let’s just look around and admit 
what’s happening here. We have a local, regional obligation to act as quickly as possible to counter 
and stop the production of greenhouse gases. The Regional Transportation Plan, the draft and the 
Regional Plan that has been proposed moving forward as quickly as possible will fulfill our moral 
obligation to do so. So I’m speaking in favor of the five big moves and the 10 items as well. Those who 
show some reluctance on supporting this plan are fearful about change and economic impact. If we 

Thank you for your support of the 2021 Regional Plan and the climate strategies contained 
in the Plan. 
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don’t address climate change, the economic impact to all of us is going to be horrendous. So we must 
move forward on this. 

M119 David Grub  Climate disruption is here now. Just look at the headlines. Floods, droughts, massive fires getting 
worse every year, people dying from extreme heat, and our agricultural industry having to scale down 
from lack of water. Anyone who is paying attention and taking it seriously knows what we need to do. 
We must reduce greenhouse gas emissions in every way we can before it is too late. What that means 
is as good as this plan is, it needs to be better. Don’t get me wrong, I have been looking at regional 
plans for twenty years, and this is the best plan I have ever seen for our region but I worry that it does 
not go far enough or fast enough spending money on highways when we all know that we need to 
drive less, is not the best thing we can do. We need to prioritize active transportation and transit, and 
put off expanding freeways. We must choose actions that get the most greenhouse gas reductions per 
dollar first. Transportation demand management and cutting subsidies to driving are fast and effective 
ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at low cost. Do them first. I’ll close with a quote from the 
past. “You don’t need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows”. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

M120 Denise Lopez  I will be going to UCSD this fall. I request that you amend the 2021 Regional Plan to include that youth 
opportunities passes will be used for youth 25 and under. As a youth dependent on transportation for 
my four years in high school, I have seen that we have struggled getting to school on time. This is very 
important to us. I will need the youth opportunity pass to attend UCSD which is very far away from me. 
There have been opportunities that I’ve had to turn down due to lack of transportation options. We are 
unable to travel safely at night because the buses stop running at 10 PM. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned 
improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

M121 Haney Hong San Diego 
County 
Taxpayers 
Association  

I am the President of the San Diego County Taxpayer’s Association. It’s good to see everybody again. 
You may recall that a couple months ago, Hasan invited me to moderate a panel of experts around 
different revenue streams and mechanisms to finance the future region’s transportation system.  
 
I’m here because I want to acknowledge first that there’s a lot of hard work that’s gone into the 
Regional Transportation Plan, and I think it’s important to say thanks to all of you as well as the staff 
under Hasan’s leadership for putting in all the time and effort to develop this draft.  
 
I also want to state that it’s really important that as we go through this draft and go through this 
discussion and achieve the public policy discussion that Hasan talks about the region needing to have, 
we need to understand what goes into the plan. What are the assumptions that are built into the 
plan? What were the methods that were used to develop the plan, as well as what are the sensitivities 
in terms of the finance, when assumptions change or rates are different than for instance, what might 
be assumed in the plan? So, I just want to share for the record that the San Diego Taxpayers 
Educational Foundation, the research arm of the Taxpayers Association, has a working group of folks 
here who’ve submitted a bunch of questions to staff. And it also has been submitted here for this 
meeting for the record, and I think that addressing those questions will help assure trust and assure 
understanding around the Regional Transportation Plan, the final draft. And I just want to say thanks 
in advance to the staff and Hasan for addressing the questions that we submitted. 

We have received the list of questions regarding revenue and cost estimates on the 2021 
Regional Plan and are responding to each concern raised. 

M122 Jim  I am from Encinitas. In the many years since World War II we have devoted a vast majority of our 
transportation dollars to cars, cars, and more cars. In the past, it made sense, but now we know about 
the many downsides of cars which are climate change and social inequity. While there are cars and 
more cars, let’s build a cleaner, healthier, more convenient, and more inclusive transportation system. 
We don’t have to start from scratch because there are many examples from around the world that we 

The 2021 Regional Plan seeks to offer fast, safe and reliable transportation options for the 
San Diego region that make public transit a competitive alternative to personal vehicles. 
Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

https://sdforward.com/
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can leverage. We don’t have time to waste. So let’s start right now aggressively and assertively as 
possible. 

M123 Karinna Gonzalez  Hammond 
Climate 
Solutions  

I live in Chula Vista, and I am with Hammond Climate Solutions. I want to thank the board and staff for 
your leadership in drafting this plan. I’m encouraged by SANDAG’s bold, new direction, and I want to 
ensure that the 2021 Regional Plan is as strong as possible for climate, jobs, and justice.  
 
As you all know, the climate crisis is rapidly accelerating, and we need bold action from SANDAG in 
order to ensure that the region is doing everything possible to reach zero carbon. I encourage the 
board to exceed emission targets put forward by the state, prioritize mode shifting away from gas-
powered vehicles, and provide much needed funding to the regions communities of concern, who 
have historically experienced underinvestment when it comes to transportation improvements. I grew 
up driving my dad to and from public transit and have seen firsthand how our transit system is not 
working in communities of concern. We need to invest in these communities who are on the front 
lines of environmental injustice and who suffer from disconnected public transit.  
 
Finally, I encourage the board to fully fund youth opportunity passes, something that community-
based organizations have been advocating for years because every San Diegan deserves access to 
high-quality transportation and economic mobility, especially our young people. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state 
goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of government. SANDAG 
looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners to 
reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific 
project list has been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As suggested, 
this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this change will 
make it easier for the public to understand.  
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M124 Katie Meyer  SanDiego350 I’m calling with San Diego 350. I’m calling because I both wanted to thank the staff at SANDAG for 
their progress around transportation in this Regional Transportation Plan. This is a huge step forward, 
and as a lifelong transit rider, I appreciate this progress. I also want to encourage you all to move 
further in this plan to meet our emissions targets and properly address our climate crisis. San Diego 
350 wholeheartedly supports incorporating the 10 transit lifelines into the plan, and I especially want to 
encourage you to accelerate the timeline for all transit projects. So that includes trolleys, buses, rail, 
and biking infrastructure. Environmental justice communities need transit solutions the most and 
need them right now, and they disproportionately suffer from the effects of climate change.  
 
We need to move these projects up as well as encourage you all to adopt 24-hour service and 10-
minute frequency on popular bus routes right now. I personally have been trying to take the bus late 
at night many times, and I know from experience how frustrating it is, and that is not serving the 
needs of the community or the needs of environmental justice communities. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned 
improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  

M125 Laura Walsh Surfrider 
Foundation 

I’m with the Surfrider Foundation. I just want to thank the board and staff for their leadership on the 
draft RTP. I represent the Surfriders and we talk about the value of the coast. I’d like to make a point 
that the beach and coastline affect all inlanders as the rising temperatures as the rising temperatures 
we are all currently experiencing continue. This just brings home the point that the climate crisis will 
impact people who are already disadvantaged. I live in Ocean Beach but my office is in Hillcrest and 
the temperature change is dramatic just driving to work. I appreciate that this plan is beginning to 
acknowledge this and hope that it leads to solutions that can solve these inequities. On behalf of 
Surfrider, we really hope that this plan will ultimately enable measures and funding to get people to 
visit the many beautiful beaches in our community. I echo the point of amending the RTP to include 
youth opportunity passes. I took the bus to all my internships as a college student and it really is a 
frustrating experience to make a name for yourself as a professional and always be late. Anything we 
can do to make this easier especially for people who are trying to make ends meet is really important. 

SANDAG recognizes the urgent need for reduction of GHG emissions, especially in our 
most marginalized communities, as a key aspect in an equitable and sustainable future 
for the region. I would like to direct you to Attachment2 in Appendix A: AB805 Pollution 
Reduction Strategy, where you will find a list of transportation projects aimed to reduce 
pollution exposure in our region’s disadvantaged communities in accordance to AB805 
and CalEnviroScreen 3.0. More detail on phasing and funding allocations to these projects 
can be also be found in Appendix B: Implementation Actions. 
 
One of the plan’s near-term Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B will be a 
Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to 
weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, students, and youth. 
 
For more information on the the Regional Fare Impact Study and anticipated transit fare 
subsidies, I would like to direct you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions and Appendix 
U, respectively. 

M126 Lori Saldana  I want to start by thanking you for including the Black Contractors Association under project labor 
agreements. It’s essential to address the long term and ongoing lack of equity for black citizens here in 
San Diego. We see the racial and economic injustice in our region where we have 5 percent of our 
community is black, yet 20 percent of our unsheltered population are black. This shows why we need 

SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program that will support 
the development and adoption of policies and process improvements to accelerate 
housing production for very low-income-, low-income-, and moderate-income housing 
while taking several factors into consideration to ensure the program meets the goals of 
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to have the executive order signed this year by President Biden to make sure that public contracts 
addressed as ongoing racial inequity. Related to that, an increasing number of riders on transit are 
unsheltered. We need to consider adding them as a community of concern. They’re disadvantaged, 
their health is often challenged, yet many of them are employed they are workers. They need transit to 
get to and from their jobs. Related to that, I would encourage looking providing safe parking near MTS 
stations. So that people who are working and lack a permanent home have a place to park that 
doesn’t kick them out and put them at risk. Regarding convenience, please coordinate events that are 
ongoing regarding being more competitive in transit. Please have extended hours especially for areas 
that have nighttime events so people who are not comfortable driving at night and want to partake in 
community events later in the evening have a later transit ride. I know that this is a MTS issue, but 
please take this into account. Making the ride safe and comfortable again goes back to addressing the 
needs of very diverse people including our unsheltered population. 

the 2021 Regional Plan. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with the Social Equity 
Working Group and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing program 
promotes equity and addresses issues like gentrification and displacement. 
 
Most of California’s unhoused population resides in major metropolitan areas; however, 
homelessness impacts communities of all sizes. Efforts to address homelessness are led by 
local jurisdictions in the region and SANDAG supports their efforts to seek funding sources 
from the State Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) to address 
homelessness, begin initiatives, or conduct pilot programs. For more information, please 
visit: https://hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/specific-policy-areas/homelessness.shtml#. 
  
SANDAG agrees that Safety in and around regional mobility hubs including transit stops 
situated throughout these communities is of utmost importance. Future improvements to 
create well-lit stations that also offer amenities like clean public restrooms or secure 
parking for personal bikes and other micromobility devices will contribute to comfort and 
convenience as well. 

M127 Mike Bullock   I’m from Oceanside. I’m a systems engineer. I have written a peer- reviewed report showing how cars 
and light duty trucks can achieve the first climate stabilization target, which is 80% below our 1990 
levels by 2030, very quick. I plan to write a detailed letter, but I just want to give a few short comments 
today.  
 
I support the 10 lifeline provisions as stated by the 350.org speaker, and I agree with the call for the 
youth opportunity passes, but I think we have to make this much bigger than that, part of an overall 
system as called for in the California Democratic party platform.  
 
I just want to quote what’s in that platform. Support the design and implementation of a single, 
environmentally sound technology system that will collect and distribute fees for the use of roads, 
parking, and transit that is both economically fair and convenient and protects user privacy and the 
interest of low income users. And certainly youth would be free, and a lot of other individuals would 
also be free. That would be means-based, of course.  
 
Now just broadly, in Chapter 1, you’ve got that big triangle there with the three challenges: congestion, 
and the best way to do that is with congestion pricing, road use charge will provide a platform for that; 
social equity, and you need a good road use charge, you need a fair car parking system if you want 
social equity; state and federal mandates has to be expanded. I’m sorry, there’s too many words at the 
bottom part of that triangle, but it should say state and federal mandates and climate science-based 
climate stabilization targets. And just to let you know what’s coming down, the mayor has asked CARB 
to come back and tell him what it would take to reach zero by 2035 instead of 2045. So things are 
changing very fast. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on 
meeting established goals like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity 
for different income levels and different populations. The first phase of the study will 
calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and operate a vehicle, the 
effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation system 
to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric 
vehicles, traffic accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion 
to the economy and to the quality of life of travelers. The study will determine how 
existing revenues currently funds different parts of the transportation system and how 
different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG 
design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more 
fair across the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, 
and businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will 
consult with its Board of Directors, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This includes policies such as who will 
pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. SANDAG is 
committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, 
such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or 
those with long commutes, are paying more than their fair share. There are multiple 
mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, 
is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is 
a challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic 
dialogues to work through the challenges and create a revenue system that is flexible, 
sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

M128 Noah Harris  Climate Action 
Campaign  

I am with Climate Action Campaign and a member of the San Diego Green New Deal Alliance calling 
to comment on SANDAG’s Draft 2021 Regional Plan. We thank the staff and board for their work and 
our very encouraged by SANDAG’s bold new direction to start the process of transforming the San 
Diego region’s transportation system, so it is more sustainable, equitable, and climate safe. The most 
up-to-date climate science says that we must slash emissions towards zero carbon as soon as possible 
to stop the worst impacts of the climate crisis, which, as we’ve seen this summer, are worsening each 
year. Extreme heat, wildfires, drought, flooding, and more: these have and will disproportionately 
impact historically underinvested communities of concern.  
 
As such, we urge you to first exceed state mandated emissions reduction targets by maximizing mode 
shift towards bike, walk, and transit. We must get people out of their fossil fuel cars and into more 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 
passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 
levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The SB 375 reduction target must be achieved 
by reducing per capita VMT. The 5 Big Moves will enhance connectivity and result in 
people having more travel options and operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT. Local 
jurisdictions can and will identify GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce 
emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

https://hcd.ca.gov/policy-research/specific-policy-areas/homelessness.shtml%23
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sustainable modes of travel. Aggressive mode shift should be pursued in partnership with the cities, 
particularly the city of San Diego, to achieve the Climate Action Plan’s ambitious mode shift targets. 

M129 Noah Harris Climate Action 
Campaign 

Second, investments should be prioritized in the communities on the front lines of the climate crisis 
and environmental justice: the communities with disconnected transit trips, dangerously polluted air, 
and lack of access to job centers. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific 
project list has been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. This list of 
projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional 
Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this change will make it 
easier for the public to understand.  

M130 Noah Harris Climate Action 
Campaign 

Finally, we are in strong support of youth opportunity passes, no cost transit passes for youth 24 and 
under. This is an essential investment in our youth, and it should be included in Appendix A and 
implemented in partnership with MTS and NCTD as soon as possible in the early earliest 
implementation of the plan. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. 
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

M131 Pamela 
Heatherington 

 I’ll start with thanking everyone for your leadership and getting us this draft regional plan. But I want 
to start with the premise that the environment is the foundation for all living things. We owe it to 
future generations to secure a regional funding source to protect and manage a comprehensive 
habitat system. Our substantial acreage has been permanently conserved, additional acres must be 
acquired, and the conserved lands must be maintained and monitored to ensure that sensitive local 
plants and wildlife do not become extinct. As a critical partner, we ask SANDAG to continue to foster 
the effort to secure a regional funding source. Without a sustainable environment, all else is lost. 

As outlined in Appendix AA - Regional Habitat Conservation Vision of the 2021 Regional 
Plan, SANDAG identifies that a regional funding source is needed to implement regional 
habitat conservation plans to protect species and their habitats from extinction into the 
future. The Regional Habitat Conservation Vision identifies specific goals to Protect, 
Connect and Respect species and their habitats within our region.  
 
A steady, secure regional funding source is needed to complete the land acquisitions as 
proposed and to provide for ongoing land management. Acquisition of land has primarily 
been through state and federal funding leveraging offset from land development. As the 
land use patterns shift in the region toward more compact, urban development focused 
around urban Mobility Hubs, less greenfield development will occur, resulting in less 
development offsets. Similar state and federal funding are diminishing as more areas in 
California and the nation follow San Diego and adopt these habitat conservation plans. 
This will place increasing pressure on the region to complete the acquisition and 
management of natural lands without a dedicated funding source. 
 
While several barriers have been identified in implementing the vision for regional habitat 
conservation, the role of SANDAG as the regional planning agency and its commitment in 
its development of a Sustainable Communities Strategy will provide new opportunities to 
fulfill the promises made during the adoption of the region’s various regional habitat 
conservation plans. 

M132 Rita Clement  SanDiego350 I’m with San Diego 350, which is a member of the San Diego Green New Deal Alliance. I’m speaking 
because I wanted to thank the staff at SANDAG for their progress around transportation and this 
Regional Transportation Plan.  
 
However, this plan doesn’t move quickly enough to meet the urgency of the climate crisis, and give 
those reliant on transit the relief they need. I traveled from my home in Chula Vista to Downtown San 
Diego for 12 years. I took two buses and then the H Street trolley. It took me an hour and a half to get 
there and two hours to come home. We need to accelerate the timeline for all transit: trolleys, buses, 
rail, and biking infrastructure improvements. And prioritize the environmental justice communities 
that need transit solutions the most. Environmental justice communities, who disproportionately 
suffer from the effects of climate change, cannot afford to wait. They need immediate improvements 
while the long-term infrastructure projects are being planned. This means no new roads and 
specifically accelerating the Purple Line and collaborating with MTS to improve the Blue Line that 
serves these communities. It also means transitioning to zero-emission vehicles. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), as required by 
California Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) (SB 375), for the San Diego region. This SCS 
describes coordinated transportation and land use planning, and identifies Priorities for 
Adaptation Planning, which include serving as a resource for local agencies’ Climate 
Action Planning efforts and the general public on the impacts of climate change. When 
combined with the transportation network, the SCS exceeds the state’s target for 
reducing per capita GHG emissions set by the California Air Resources Board. 
 
SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks 
to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and track 
work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A includes specifics on 
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these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility 
and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included 
in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the 
project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.    
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582.  The 
east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central 
Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed alignment. The first 
part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be built 
by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the 
border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to 
National City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with 
a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.   
 
The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 
to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 

M133 Shayla Ott  I’m a resident of North Park, San Diego. I wanted to thank you all for your effort drafting this plan and 
putting in the necessary steps to combat the climate crisis. I do want to ensure that the 2021 Regional 
Plan is as robust and comprehensive as possible for climate, jobs, and justice. As other folks have said 
today, the climate crisis is already here with what we are seeing with fires, flooding, storms, droughts, 
and record-breaking temperatures across the U.S. especially here in California. The worst impacts of 
the climate crisis already have and will continue to disproportionately impact low income 
communities and communities of color first and the longest. SANDAG must do its part to ensure that 
we reach zero-carbon as quickly as possible. And I recommend the following strategies, first exceed 
state-mandated emissions reductions; second, prioritize investments in bike, walk, and transit; and 
third, direct funding to historically underinvested communities of concern to bring about immediate 
transportation improvements in the neighborhoods on the front lines of environmental injustice. 
Please prioritize youth opportunity passes within the transit funding as an early action pilot program. 

Many of the items in this list are included in the Regional Plan. SANDAG staff are also 
working with our Community Based Organizations to develop pilot projects that could 
lead to early implementation.  

August 5, 2021 – SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan Social Equity Working Group Meeting 

Comments below are summaries compiled by SANDAG staff based on discussion from several CBOs during the meeting; full approved meeting minutes are attached at the end of this document 

M134 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 1. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - An Environmental Justice Centered RTP:  
Ensure the projects included in the 2021 Reprioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities as 
identified by CalEnviroScreen (CES) by listing the projects that will directly benefit EJ communities, 
outlining immediate benefits via projects that will be implemented by 2025 in EJ communities, and 
making all public communication easy to understand by the public in order to promote meaningful 
engagement. 
Status: We ask that an equity specific project list be included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing document.” 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific 
project list has been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As suggested, 
this list of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG agrees that this change will 
make it easier for the public to understand. 

M135 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 2. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Improve the Bus System Now (BCC, CF, NLRC, NSDI, VCC, EHC): 
Develop a bus system that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible by increasing frequency on popular 
lines, especially overcrowded ones. This should be done immediately as a way to introduce the public 
to a new transit era with short-term and long-term solutions. It should be done by providing MTS with 
the necessary financial support for implementation. EJ communities cannot afford to wait 10-20 years 
for solutions. We need immediate improvements while the big infrastructure projects are being 
planned. 
 
Status: We request more clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to 
the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of 
approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act now to invest in 
transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase 
services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, 
and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned 
improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service 
improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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provides a list of specific improvements to the bus system. Currently, the document only describes 
changes to bus frequency in planned key corridors. Bus improvements are one of the most affordable 
ways to immediately increase connectivity, reduce toxic air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHGs) 
emissions in the region.” 

M136 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 3. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Blue Line Express (CHCDC, EHC):  
Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and capital for the additional Blue Line track that 
allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency enhancements. Rail-grade separations 
should only move forward with the addition of a third track that eliminates conflict between the Blue 
Line and freight. The Blue Line is the backbone of our transit system. It has the highest ridership and is 
one of the best-performing transit lines in the San Diego region. However, it is overcrowded, has 
limited frequency, delayed connectivity, and no 24-hour service.  
 
Status: The information listed needs to be clarified. It is unclear if the double/third tracking included in 
Appendix A refers to an additional track that will provide express connectivity from the border to 
downtown San Diego.” 

The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently 
had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and 
track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes 
specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express 
Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action 
(included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the 
project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.  

M137 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 4. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - 24-Hour Service by 2025 (BCC, CHCDC, NSDI, OWG, EHC): 
Provide 24-hour service on popular transit routes to connect late-night and early morning workers to 
their jobs by 2025. Participants of the Elevate SD 2020community engagement efforts ranked this as 
their highest priority. 
 
Status: The information listed needs to be clarified. Appendix A includes local bus route enhanced 
frequencies to ten minutes in key corridors but does not state if that would result in24-hour service. 
Simultaneously, Chapter 2 includes all-day services from 20-22 hours per day for rail and rapids, but it 
excludes local bus routes and a clear implementation schedule.” 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and 
bus service up to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more 
detailed planning efforts in the near future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour 
operation.  

M138 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 5. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Purple Line Serves (CHCDC, SHC, EHC):  
Central City Heights: Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and capital for the Purple Line as 
a rail line that connects EJ communities in central City Heights and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. 
 
Status: According to the SANDAG staff, the alignment includes central City Heights in the2050 RTP 
with a 2035 implementation. However, it should be listed in the document, demonstrate that the 
project phasing prioritizes central City Heights and the South Bay region, and a 2035 project 
completion.” 

The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The 
east-west Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central 
Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the current proposed alignment. The first 
part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be built by 2035 and 
is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 
2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City 
on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to 
the Central Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.  

M139 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 6. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP)(CF, CVCDC, ECC, NLRC, UCP, 
VCC): Provide no-cost transit passes for all youth 24 years old and under in order to ensure generations 
of lifelong transit riders and encourage significant mode shift. Connect youth to school, work, 
internships, and other early-career opportunities. 
 
Status: We ask that it be accelerated for a 2023 implementation rather than the current delayed plan 
to implement in 2027.” 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth 18 and under. 

M140 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Lifeline 7. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Electrify Bus Fleet by 2030 (EHC, UCP, NLRC): 
Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean Transit rule to accelerate the electrification 
of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the California Air Resources Board. We cannot afford to 
wait 20 years to reduce GHGs. 
 
Status: We ask that the transition to zero-emission buses be accelerated for a 2030completion with 
the support of recently approved state and federal funding sources. In addition, all the rapid bus route 
expansions listed should be implemented with ZEBs. According to Appendix A, the plan includes $75 
million for zero-emission buses and infrastructure by 2025 and $250 million by 2035. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit 
buses and the state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include 
SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 
to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-emission buses and 
infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 

M141 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 8. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Identify Anti-Displacement strategies (CHCDC, NSDI, VCC): 
Fund anti-displacement efforts to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by 
developing an anti-displacement strategy that 
includes affordable/low-income housing and preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable 
housing, community ownership, and tenant protections.  

SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals of 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include 
development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, consider climate change and 
resiliency, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the Regional 
Plan, and alignment with other SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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Status: SANDAG staff has expressed interest in an anti-displacement study. We request an update on 
the status of the anti-displacement study. “ 

coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested 
stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program promotes equity and addresses 
gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

M142 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 9. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Bathroom network (CF, EHC): 
Develop a bathroom access plan and provide MTS with funding for a clean and accessible bathroom 
network open at all major transit stations. And a bathroom at the San Ysidro port of entry.  
 
Status: It is unclear if a bathroom network is included in the capital operations budgets. The2021 
Regional Plan states that “mobility needs to be widely accessible, affordable, easy to use, and tailored 
to a person’s individual needs. In short, mobility must be viewed as a basic human right”“. State-of-the-
art bathrooms are mobility and key to a successful transit system.” 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. 

M143 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Lifeline 10. - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting - Emergency Ready Transit System (EHC, NLRC): 
Fund the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response strategy to provide safety 
particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. EJ residents are more likely to 
live in proximity to hazardous land uses that frequently result in fires and neighborhood emergencies. 
Simultaneously, frontline communities are also most vulnerable in the face of climate disasters.  
Status: Not included in the RTP.” 

MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that 
transit vehicles can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s 
specialized transportation grant program requires all grantees to work with the County to 
get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q 
also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, traffic control guides, 
roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, traveler 
information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 

M144 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 1 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (BCC, CF, CHCDC, ECC, OWG, SHC, UCP):  
SE-WG request improvements to transit stop, which includes items such as benches, bus shelters, and 
bike racks. Shelters should also include lighting and protection from the elements such as sun and 
rain.” 

MTS and NCTD currently provide shelters wherever it is physically feasible. As part of larger 
infrastructure projects like Next Generation Rapid, Trolley and Commuter Rail, all stations 
will have shelters. 

M145 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 2 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (ARS, ECC, NLRC, OWG):  
The SE-WG requests a prioritization of flexible fleets. Communities outside of the urban center such as 
North County, South Bay, and East County, especially need access to flexible fleets. In less urbanized 
regions, and regions with higher vulnerable populations, flexible fleets can connect populations into 
the transit system. 

SANDAG will also be conducting pilot programs for the implementation of Flexible Fleets 
and other micro-mobility options to help connect people in less dense regions into the 
greater transit network. Information regarding Flexible Fleets can be found in Appendix A 
and N. Addition materials can be found at:  
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-
sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2. 

M146 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 3 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (ECC, OWG (2), UCP):  
SE-WG requests a prioritization of pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure be implemented into the 2021 
Regional Plan, with a focus on social equity communities. 

As an early action of the Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Active 
Transportation Plan. The plan will take a fresh look at the network and the options to 
make it safe and comfortable to use active transportation. SANDAG prioritizes community 
engagement and will develop these connections in partnership with the community so 
that we can make sure the routes take people where they want to go.  
 
As each of these transportation projects moves forward there will be a great deal of 
planning, engineering, and design work ahead of the project’s construction. In the future 
there are opportunities for bike, pedestrian, and neighborhood safety projects in 
conjunction with the RTP’s transportation projects. The Current Community Planning 
Projects are a good example and we strongly encourage you to be involved in the South 
Bay to Sorrento project. See more info here:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=83&fuseaction=home.subclasshome. 

M147 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 4 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (ARS, NLRC (3), BCC, VCC):  
SE-WG requests that the 2021 Regional Plan includes considerations for special transit connections. 
Specifically connections in North County to Orange County and Southern Riverside County, East to 
West Sprinter Connections, and Temecula to Border connection. “ 

Regional connections are provided in the plan connecting Orange County to San Diego at 
the Oceanside Transit station. The Sprinter line is also planned for upgrades. Additional 
regional connections will be assessed in the 2025 Regional Plan.  

M148 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 5 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting:  
All CBOs of the SE-WG, broadly expressed an interest in SANDAG pursuing pilot programs and fund for 
early implementation of the various strategies expressed in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

SANDAG is working directly with the CBO’s on transit pilots that could be adopted earlier 
then what this is identified in the plan. SANDAG will continue to seek opportunities to 
implement projects early as funding becomes available. 

M149 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 6 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (BCC, OWG, SHC):  
SE-WG request that free senior passes be included as part of the 2021 Regional Plan especially in our 
low income communities with disproportionately elderly populations such as Chula Vista, National 
City, and South East San Diego. “ 

One of the plan’s near-term Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B will be a 
Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to 
weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. 

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/5039-sdfrpvisionfivebigmovesonesheets-flexible-fleets-june2019_final.pdf?sfvrsn=79d3f865_2
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?subclassid=83&fuseaction=home.subclasshome
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In Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology, Table U.2 captures the transit fare subsidies 
to riders throughout FY2026-FY2050. For more information on the Value Pricing and User 
Fee Implementation and the Regional Fare Impact Study, please see Appendices B and U. 

M150 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 7 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (CHCDC, OWG, UCP):  
SE-WG requests that transit outreach and a transit education campaign be implemented into the 2021 
Regional Plan. Community members are unaware of how to utilize the transit systems of San Diego. “ 

SANDAG is actively working on developing an outreach program for all roadway users 
focused on the projects being constructed in the Regional Bike Early Action Program. We 
have received a $1.9 million competitive State Active Transportation grant to develop and 
implement and education and outreach program that is beginning soon. Additionally, 
staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to the 
Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency 
budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. 
Included in this pilot will be an education component, asking CBO partners to help get 
the word out on public transit benefits. 

M151 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 8 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (ECC, OWG, VCC):  
SE-WG request that transit security be implemented into the 2021 Regional Plan. Especially in El Cajon, 
National City and Vista. 

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and 
near transit and are working to make those improvements now and in the future. For 
example, funding at MTS for security is being diverted from fare enforcement to safety 
improvements.  

M152 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 9 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (BCC, CHCDC):  
SE-WG requests that access to the beach be implemented into the 2021 Regional Plan. Many 
community members from disenfranchised backgrounds lack access to the beach. Transit riders have 
prohibitively long rides to access the beach and other San Diego waterfronts. “ 

The transit network that has been developed for the Regional Plan includes faster access 
to the beach. There are Rapid and Commuter Rail routes that will operate between Mid-
City and the proposed Central Mobility Hub. From that location you can seamlessly 
transfer to routes that will take you to Ocean Beach, Pacific Beach and La Jolla. 

M153 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 10 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (ECC, NSDI, OWG):  
SE-WG Requests that multilingual language materials and signage be implemented into the 2021 
Regional Plan. The San Diego region currently has large Spanish-only and Arabic-only speaking 
residents. The language barriers these residents experience on a daily basis, is only further 
exacerbated by a lack of multilingual signage and informational materials. Furthermore, a lack of 
adequate language materials only further alienates these populations, excludes them from job 
markets, and excludes them from utilizing our transit systems. 

SANDAG will be applying a social equity planning framework throughout the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. Through this framework, one of the Regional Plan’s 
near-term actions includes developing a Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan that will 
address regional accessibility gaps in communications infrastructure, technology, and 
digital literacy. Within digital equity, we have been working with our Community-Based 
Organization partners (or CBOs) to ensure that language translations and educational 
resources on transit are available to all San Diegans as we advance with our next OS 
system. Additionally, one of the points our CBO Partners have emphasized in our outreach 
is addressing the accessibility of existing infrastructures like multilingual language 
materials and signage for our current transportation system, which will be a essential to 
our early-action plans. 
 
For more information, I would like to refer you to Appendix B: Implementation Actions, Table 
B.1 on the Digital Equity Strategy and Action Plan. For more information on our community-
based outreach please see Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis. 

M154 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 11 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (OWG, VCC):  
The transit fare of the San Diego regional are still prohibitively expensive for our low income riders. The 
SE-WG implores SANDAG to explore avenues to make transit more affordable and even free for certain 
areas or segments of the population. The SE-WG requests that these considerations be included in the 
2021 Regional Plan. Examples to consider include LA Metro with single fares of $1.75, LA Go (County 
Bus) with $14/30 day senior passes. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  
This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The 
study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for 
people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff 
from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth 18 and under.   

M155 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 12 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (UCP , CF, EHC, ECC):  
For decades, San Diego has implemented housing without consideration of the transportation needs 
of the residents that will inhabit those housing units, and without consideration of the greater impact 
to the transportation network as a whole. The SE-WG requests that SANDAG consider the 
implementation of housing near transit stations, especial in National City and El Cajon, and the 
implementation of Mobility Hubs in City Heights, Euclid &amp; Market, and San Ysidro. 

SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals of 
the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include 
development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, consider climate change and 
resilience, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the Regional 
Plan, and alignment with other SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will 
coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested 
stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program promotes equity and addresses 
gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

M156 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 

Addendum 13 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (UCP):  
High-speed fiber optic internet access has becomes more vital for our region, and an increasingly 
more integrated part of our transportation systems and infrastructure. Certain communities and 

The transportation system envisioned in the 2021 Regional Plan relies on a vast network of 
digital infrastructure to connect and manage the transportation system. For Complete 
Corridors, NextOS, Flexible Fleets, Transit Leap, and Mobility Hubs to succeed, a robust 
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Working 
Group 

populations have not benefited from this emerging technology and are a risk of being left behind. 
NextOS is a major component of the 2021 Regional Plan, and to deter inequity from emerging, the SE-
WG requests that SANDAG include language that describes a more equitable access to this emerging 
technology. The SE-WG acknowledges that fiber optic internet will be an integrated and inseparable 
part of public transportation and infrastructure; and the SE-WG requests that SANDAG amends the 
2021 Regional Plan to better address this inequity. 

broadband and telecommunications network is essential. The Plan includes an 
investment in the backbone fiber infrastructure needed to support the transportation 
network however SANDAG is also developing a Regional Digital Equity Strategy & Action 
Plan to support the expansion of broadband county-wide. The Strategy & Action Plan will 
define strategies for expanding broadband and internet connectivity in the San Diego 
region to support quality of life, transportation, and equity.  

M157 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 14 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (VCC): 
Communities in the North County are experiencing an elimination of transit routes without 
replacement. SE-WG requests that SANDAG give special consideration to deter the elimination of such 
routes.” 

Transit service planning changes are guided by SANDAG’s Policy 18 which outlines the 
requirements for service changes and transit agency and SANDAG responsibilities with 
regard to those service changes. These include steps to be taken with regard to, but not 
limited to, social equity analysis and outreach. More information can be found here:  
https://www.sandag.org/organization/about/pubs/policy_018.pdf. 

M158 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

Addendum 15 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (VCC): 
The presence of ICE and Border Patrol officers at transit is a deterrent to ridership and participation in 
our transit system. SE-WG implores SANDAG to work with its partners to eliminate the presence of 
such officers at transit centers and transit stations, and to include such language in the 2021 Regional 
Plan. 

Transit station security and operations are a function of MTS and NCTD. MTS’s website 
states that they have been making changes to its security policies and practices, to ensure 
their operations are in line with best in practice policies. Recent measures include 
increased training for internal and contract security staff, updated use of force policy, 
conducting an outside audit, using more visible and customer friendly uniforms, and 
more. Details can be found at https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/mts-
makes-significant-changes-use-force-policy and https://www.sdmts.com/inside-
mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-
safety. 
 
NCTD’s website states that they contract with the San Diego Sheriff’s Office and local law 
enforcement agencies to patrol and provide law enforcement and security services at our 
transit centers. Your comment was shared with Dennis Desmond 
(denis.desmond@sdmts.com) and Robert Calix (rcalix@nctd.org) from MTS and NCTD 
respectively.  
 
SANDAG’s Public Safety Committee provides a forum for which regional public safety 
issues and concerns can be addressed. NCTD and MTS serve on the Public Safety 
Committee as advisory members. Information regarding the Public Safety Committee can 
be found at:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?committeeid=66&fuseaction=committees.detail. 

M159 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 16 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (VCC): 
SE-WG requests that trash cans be included at all transit stops and transit stations, and that the 2021 
Regional Plan be amended to reflect this language. “ 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at 
all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of 
bathrooms into existing stations. Improving these facilities would also include trash cans 
at transit stops and transit stations to ensure cleanliness and safety. 

M160 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

“Addendum 17 - 08.05.21 SE-WG Meeting (VCC): 
SE-WG wants reassurance and accountability from SANDAG that it will follow through on the requests 
and recommendations made by the Social Equity working group, as described in Item 5 of the August 
5th, 2021 Social Equity working group meeting, entitled The Ten Transit Lifelines and all other 
subsequent language attached to the aforementioned Item 5 or Ten Transit Lifelines.” 

SANDAG has provided a response to each request and recommendation made by the 
Social Equity Working Group regarding the Ten Transit Lifelines and all other subsequent 
language attached to the Ten Transit Lifelines. SANDAG looks forward to continuing to 
partner with the Social Equity Working Group on implementation of the 2021 Regional 
Plan.  

M161 SANDAG Social 
Equity Working 
Group Members 

SANDAG 
Social Equity 
Working 
Group 

***10 Transit Lifelines - Closing Language*** 
EJ communities are at the frontlines of toxic air pollution and the nearing climate disaster. The RTP is 
the region’s biggest opportunity to dramatically address the course of climate change in the region. 
According to SANDAG, transportation represents 41% of the region’s GHG emissions and only 7% of 
low-income residents have access to fast and frequent transit. Simultaneously, San Diego has the 
seventh-worst ozone pollution in the U.S, and EJ communities are disproportionately impacted. 
Inadequate investment in the mass transit system harms our most vulnerable communities’ health 
and quality of life. 
The RTP should include assertive and prompt policy solutions by 2025 because the climate emergency is 
here. The RTP is a visionary document by nature, however, it must outline immediate benefits to improve 
the region’s economy, quality of life and sharply reduce air pollution and GHGs in EJ communities. 
Communities that suffer the brunt of environmental harm cannot wait any longer for prompt relief. 

SANDAG recognizes the urgent need for reduction of GHG emissions, especially in our 
most marginalized communities, as a key aspect in an equitable and sustainable future 
for the region. Attachment 2 of Appendix A includes a list of transportation projects aimed 
to reduce pollution exposure in our region’s disadvantaged communities in accordance to 
AB805 and CalEnviroScreen 3.0. 
 
SANDAG will be implementing a social equity planning framework throughout the 
entirety of the Regional Plan. For more information on how the plan will benefit our 
region’s most underserved communities, please refer to Appendix H to find comparative 
analyses of projected social equity performance measure outcomes (such as PM2.5 
emissions exposures) through Build vs. No-Build scenarios. 

 

https://www.sandag.org/organization/about/pubs/policy_018.pdf
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/mts-makes-significant-changes-use-force-policy
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/mts-makes-significant-changes-use-force-policy
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-safety
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-safety
https://www.sdmts.com/inside-mts/news-release/new-uniforms-mts-security-teams-aim-increase-trust-and-public-safety
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?committeeid=66&fuseaction=committees.detail


2021 Regional Plan Social Equity Working Group 

Item: 3 
September 23, 2021 Action: Approve 

August 5, 2021, Meeting Minutes 
Chair Vivian Moreno (SANDAG Board Alternate) called the meeting of the 2021 Regional Plan Social Equity 
Working Group to order at 10:01 a.m. 

1. Welcome and Introductions

Chair Moreno welcomed the Working Group members. 

2. Public Comments/Communications/Member Comments

Randy Torres-Van Vleck, City Heights Community Development Corporation, spoke about the Metropolitan 
Transit System (MTS) Trolley 40th Anniversary celebration held on Saturday, July 31, 2021, and 
acknowledged that it was a great event. Randy Torres-Van Vleck announced that MTS is changing their fare 
system from MTS Compass to PRONTO.   

Brian “Barry” Pollard, Urban Collaborative Project, spoke about the success of the MTS Trolley 40th 
Anniversary celebration. Brian Pollard acknowledged MTS for the outreach efforts with members of the 
public living in the San Diego region, free Trolley and bus ridership during the month of August, and to 
contact him or Randy Torres-Van Vleck for additional information on PRONTO cards.    

Robin Joy Maxson, Ramona Community Planning Group and member of the public, spoke about the Latino 
population of Ramona, a geographical area currently not being represented, and expressed wanting to join 
the Working Group.  

3. Approval of Meeting Minutes (Approve)

Action: Upon a motion by Brian “Barry” Pollard and a second by Carol Lewis  
(El Cajon Collaborative), the Working Group approved the minutes with corrections made from its 
July 22, 2021, meeting.  

The motion passed. 

Yes: Craig Jones (Alliance for Regional Solutions), Rose Ceballos (Bayside Community Clinic), Lisa Cuestas 
(Casa Familiar), Randy Torres-Van Vleck (City Heights Community Development Corporation), Brendaly 
Rodriguez (Chula Vista Community Collaborative), Carol Lewis, Konane Martinez (National Latino Research 
Center), Breanne Lash  
(Nile Sisters Development Initiative), Claire Groebner (Olivewood Gardens), Fe Seligman (Samahan Health 
Centers), Brian “Barry” Pollard, and Erica Leary (Vista Community Clinic).  

No: None. 

Abstain: None. 

Absent: None. 
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Mohammed Tuama, Nile Sisters Development Initiative, spoke about language barriers and inaccurate 
translation on public transit flyers and videos. And suggested SANDAG provide outreach efforts on how to 
ride public transit to the community in various languages. 

Rocina Lizarraga, Olivewood Gardens, spoke about the concerns affecting residents in community like limited 
transportation for senior citizens, unfinished bike lane connectivity, safety for bike riders and pedestrians, and 
the development of a bus system that is affordable, frequent, and reliable. Ms. Lizarraga also spoke in 
support of addressing the homelessness issue in National residents do not feel safe walking in their 
community. 

Fe Seligman, Samahan Health Centers, spoke about having a micro-level analysis on social benefits for low-
income community from proper infrastructure of purple line serving Central City Heights and South Bay to 
Sorrento Valley, fund the planning, environmental, engineering and improvements for proper bus stops. 

Brian “Barry” Pollard, Urban Collaborative Project, spoke in support of a transit hub at Euclid Avenue and 
Market Street, having a tremendous amount of need of a transportation center located in the area. The 
Orange Line Trolley needs numerous calming crossing improvements, installing electric buses to help 
eliminate pollution in community, emphasized how education is vital among all transportation groups and 
how community-driven process for all under-served communities is important. Increasing the marketing 
budget analysis was discussed.  

Erica Leary, Vista Community Clinic, spoke in support of developing a safe bus system that is sheltered for 
users - students and additional frequency enhancements, the 10 Transit Lifelines, provide YOP and savings in 
general, completing the managed lane on 78, and fund anti-displacement efforts to protect North County 
residents.    

Craig Lewis, spoke in support of comments made by Konane Martinez and Erica Leary on observations made 
relative to North County on an alternative travel time on the Sprinter, and fund the implementation of next 
generation rapid going east and west between Oceanside and Escondido (see reduction of travel to ½ hr.). 

Carmela Munoz, Vista Community Clinic, spoke in support of improving frequency of the Sprinter and 
accomplishing the rapid bus route expansions project before 2023, by providing an accelerated 
implementation to the North County Mall in Escondido.  

Randy Torres-Van Vleck, Community Development Corporation, spoke in support of all the regional priorities 
shared by the CBO communities and summarized a brief description of implementing an equitable, efficient, 
and affordable transit system, having equitable access to the beach, fund an anti-displacement strategy to 
protect vulnerable communities in the San Diego region.  

Carolina Martinez, Environment Health Coalition, San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group, provided 
a summary of the collective and collaboration on the 10 Transit Lifelines and spoke in support of Item 5. 
Congratulated the CBOs for participating in the San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group they 
represent.  

Ghina M. Yamout, Marrs Services Inc., member of the public, expressed interest in being an advocate on 
areas of green infrastructure, areas of low-income residents, improving water quality and asked SANDAG to 
incorporate green infrastructure for best transit in the Equity Plan.   

Maritza Garcia, member of the public, spoke in support of incorporating an electric bus fleet system to help 
reduce pollution that affects residents and incorporate transit lifelines. 

Jose Franco Garcia, Environmental Health Coalition, spoke in support of the 10 Transit Lifelines and provided 
a brief testimony of the community feedback in developing a bus system that is safe, reliable, and holistic to 
make a great transit plan for the San Diego region. SANDAG needs to develop an anti-displacement plan.  
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Allie Fen, Community Organizer, Environmental Health Coalition, spoke in support of funding for restroom 
access in public transit stations, and the 10 Transit Lifelines. 

Sally Smull, member of the public, spoke in support of the 10 Transit Lifelines, Trolley crossing issues, the 
desperate need for YOP, seven-day a week bus service, trees and benches needed in all public bus stops in 
the area. And thanked everyone for their time and energy in working on this important process. 

Nancy Cruz, member of the public, spoke in support of the 10 Transit Lifelines, transit initiatives that allow 
for investing in public transportation, improve commute times and environment in her community. 

Laura Benavidez, City Heights Community Organizer, Environmental Health Coalition, spoke in support of the 
10 Transit Lifelines and her experience as a community organizer, and the community-driven process with the 
SDTEWG. 

Esperanza Gonzalez, Community Organizer, Environmental Health Coalition, spoke in support of the 10 
Transit Lifelines and to prioritize funding to provide 24-hour bus service to working residents in the City 
Heights community. Mrs. Gonzalez depends on public transportation to move around the region.  

Jack Shu, Councilmember City of San Diego, thanked everyone for their comments, participation in 
advocating for equity, environmental justice, and to think big and encouraged to move forward with this 
plan.  

Maria Magdalena Cerda Baez, Border Environmental Justice Policy Advocate, Environmental Health Coalition, 
spoke in support of increasing transportation services in Imperial Beach for youth attending college and 
universities in the region. Maria Baez shared personal experiences her children endured while attending 
college from Imperial Beach. 

Nicole Burgess, Board Member of Walk San Diego, commended everyone in this group and spoke in support 
of equity and environmental justice, the YOP, providing 24-hour bus service, transit to integrate mini mobility 
hubs – bike shares for all San Diegans and add to the RTP.          

Karla Montevisa, member of the public, spoke in support of developing a bus system that is frequent and 
reliable for her community.   

Roddy Jerome, Community Member, Environmental Health Coalition, spoke in support of the 10 Transit 
Lifelines. 

Konane Martinez, National Latino Research Center, spoke about an official key aspect provided by the 
community making the County of San Diego and SANDAG accountable to the feedback received by the 
working groups and community by providing them with an update on changes. 

Action: Upon a motion by Lisa Cuestas and a second by Craig Jones, the Working Group recommended that 
the Board of Directors approve support of the 10 Transit Lifelines and all of the other recommendations from 
the Working Group to be integrated into in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

The motion passed. 

Yes: Craig Jones, Rose Ceballos, Lisa Cuestas, Randy Torres-Van Vleck, Brendaly Rodriguez, Carol Lewis, 
Konane Martinez, Breanne Lash, Claire Groebner, Fe Seligman, Brian “Barry” Pollard, and Erica Leary.  

No: None. 

Abstain: None.  

Absent: None. 
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6. Transit Equity Early Action Budget Amendment Update (Discussion)  

This item was postponed to a future meeting. 

7. Possible Topics for Next Meeting (Discussion/Possible Action) 

Chair Moreno asked the Working Group to discuss possible topics for the next meeting. 

Action: Discussion 

8. Upcoming Meetings (Information) 

The next Working Group meeting is scheduled for Thursday, September 23, 2021, at 10 a.m. 

9. Adjournment 

Chair Moreno adjourned the meeting at 11:54 a.m. 



Meeting Start Time: 10:01 a.m. 
Meeting End Time: 11:54 a.m. 
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Confirmed Attendance at SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan Social Equity 
Working Group Meeting 

August 5, 2021 

Organization Name Attended Comments 

SANDAG Board Alternate Councilmember Vivian Moreno, Chair Yes   

Alliance for Regional Solutions  
Craig Jones  Yes   

MaryLynn McCorkle, Alternate  No   

Bayside Community Clinic  
Kim Heinle  No   

Rose Ceballos, Alternate  Yes  

Casa Familiar  

Lisa Cuestas  Yes   

Monica Hernandez, Alternate  Yes  

Goyo Ortiz, Alternate  No  

Chula Vista Community 
Collaborative  

Brendaly Rodriguez  Yes   

Angela Tomlinson, Alternate  No  

City Heights CDC  
Randy Torres-Van Vleck  Yes   

Stephanie Hernandez, Alternate Yes  

El Cajon Collaborative  
Carol Lewis  Yes   

Dana Stevens, Alternate  No   

National Latino Research Center 

    

Ana Ardón, Alternate Yes   

Konane Martinez, Member Yes   

Nile Sisters Development Initiative  

Elizabeth Lou  No   

Breanne Lash, Alternate 

Mohammed Tuama 

Yes 

Yes 
  

Olivewood Gardens  

Claire Groebner  Yes   

Jen Nation, Alternate  No  

Rocina Lizarraga, Alternate  Yes  

Samahan Health Centers  
Fe Seligman Yes   

Lorna Delossantos, Alternate  Yes  

Urban Collaborative Project  Brian “Barry” Pollard  Yes  

Vista Community Clinic  
Erica Leary  Yes   

Carmela Muñoz, Alternate  Yes  

 

Other Attendees  
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Appendix G Attachment 7E:  
Letter-Sourced Public Comments and Responses 
The table below contains all comments on the draft 2021 Regional Plan provided to SANDAG in letters during the public comment period.  
Full copies of the letters received are included at the end of this attachment. 

The comments and responses are organized alphabetically by the commentor or commenting agency/organization. 

Table G7E: Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Letter Sourced 

Draft 2021 Regional Plan Responses to Comments – Letter Sourced 

ID Comment Response 
ACCE; ACLU SD/IC; CPI; City Heights CDC; CAC ; EHC; Logan Heights CDC; Mid-City CAN; MAS-PACE; Outdoor Outreach; Parent Voices San Diego; PANA; Planned Parenthood Action Fund of the Pacific 
Southwest; Youth Will; Viet Vote 

L1 We are excited for the future of transportation in our region. The 2021 Regional Plan includes visionary elements to 
building an efficient, accessible, and sustainable transportation system. Thank you for everyone’s effort on it. However, 
we bring to your attention that a key program is missing. We request that you amend the draft 2021 Regional Plan to 
include Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP), no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under.  
 
For 10 years, the Improving Transportation in City Heights Team (ITCH) has advocated to have no-cost transit passes for 
youth in San Diego. Mid-City CAN, the ITCH team, and the undersigned supporters request that you include YOP (ages 
24 & under) in the 2021 Regional Plan. YOP requires a spot among to priorities in our 30-year vision for transportation in 
the region.  
 
We ask the Board of Directors to take the following actions:  
 
1. Amend the 2021 Regional Plan to state that Youth Opportunity Passes, no-cost-transit passes for youth ages 24 and 
under, will be funded when transit subsidies are allocated.  
 
2. Amend the 2021 Regional Plan to state that transit subsidies will be allocated at the earliest implementation possible.  
 
3. Fund Youth Opportunity Passes (24 & under) as an early-action Transit Pilot Program this year. 
YOP (24 & under) is a necessary program, as illustrated by the following facts:  
 
1. Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. In San Diego County, 
there are approximately 86,000 young workers (ages 16-24) who work in the industries that were hard hit by the COVID-
19 epidemic.1 The industries include hospitality, food services, retail, oil and gas mining, transportation, employment 
services, travel, and leisure. 
 
2. YOP (24 & under) is a way to increase ridership and develop a transit-culture. Only 10,463 youth (ages 16-24) use public 
transit in San Diego, but these young commuters use public transit at a rate double that of their older counter parts 
(adults ages 25-59). YOP will further promote transit use among young San Diegans.  
 
3. YOP (24 & under) helps divert youth away from the school to prison pipeline. MTS officers decide who to check for fare 
evasion, YOP prevents the criminalization of youth of color due to their inability to afford a pass. Literature suggests that 
Black youth are arrested for fare evasion at a rate 5 times higher than their white peers and Latino/a/x youth are 
arrested at a rate 4 times higher than their white peers. 
 
4. YOP (24 & under) promotes the reductions of GHGs. A person who switches from a 20-mile round-trip commute by 
car to using existing public transit, can reduce his or her annual CO2 emissions by 4,800 pounds per year.5 Decreasing 
greenhouse gas emissions is a matter of equity. Residents in low-income, BIPoC communities are exposed to more 
pollution than their more affluent counterparts. For example, City Heights residents are exposed to twice the amount of 
diesel particulate matter from trucks & cars than La Jolla residents. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Transit Fare Impact Study. This study 
will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be 
completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, 
students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with 
stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
 
SANDAG looks forward to partnering with the “Improving Transportation in City Heights” team in 
implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, including Youth Opportunity Passes.  
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ID Comment Response 
 
5. YOP (24 & under) addresses climate justice. Mid-City CAN has conducted 250+ conversations with residents in 
Communities of Concern (CoC). Over 86% of residents noted that climate change directly impacted them. Extreme 
weather has become a barrier to work and school for CoC residents who already face significant barriers to education 
and employment. Residents who normally walk or bike to work must increasingly rely oncars or public transportation 
that is inaccessible due to cost or distance. YOP eliminates the cost barrier to transportation for youth ages 24 and 
under.  
 
6. YOP (24 & under) is a proven program. Similar programs exist in Alameda County, Los Angeles, Sacramento, San 
Francisco, and Santa Ana. Youth Opportunity Passes helps ensure youth from all background are connected to their 
schools, internships, medical care, and early-career opportunities. 

Andrew Puls 

L2 My wife and I have been Logan Heights residents for approximately five years. I am writing to express my support for the 
incorporation of a project which goal is to address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns 
aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights 
communities. Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 
Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan). 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has 
burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan 
Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the 
barriers that the I-5 created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable housing. All goals in line with 
the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air.  
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the construction allowed for 
transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood 
composed of nearly 90% Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, 
separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft 
Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call 
out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio 
Logan/Logan Heights are:  
  
The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8)  
 
Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, Project 
ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11)  
 
Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor 
Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A-12)  
 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in 
relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 
since it would help reach the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these reasons, our community is 
looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 

Caltrans District 11 has also expressed interest in exploring opportunities for freeway caps. In alignment with 
the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans in coordination with agency partners and local city governments. Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCPs) are data-driven plans to reduce congestion and generate transportation choices while 
preserving community character and creating opportunities for enhancement projects. Opportunities for 
freeway caps will be considered in the CMCPs.  
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AVAD Investments Inc. 

L3 1. Extension of the Home Avenue Route to Market Street for Pedestrians, Bicycles, and Vehicles. The Home/ Market 
connection would provide significant economic development stimulus to the Mt. Hope and City Heights areas. It would 
assist in congestion relief by providing an alternate to freeway traffic on the SR 94 - Martin Luther King Freeway. 

1. While Home Avenue is not on the Adopted Regional Bike Network, the 2021 Regional Plan includes the 
nearby and parallel Chollas Creek Bikeways: North Fork - Bayshore Bikeway to University Bikeway and South 
Fork - Petway Park to Market Creek Plaza which will improve the connections described in this comment. The 
project alignment and details can specifically be found in the updated data viewer and Appendix A.. 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

L4 2. Completion of the Transportation markings along Home Avenue . Curbs are not marked for safety, to promote proper 
parking, traffic movement, and access for Buses and the Disabled. The Bicycle route is not fully painted and warning 
ramps for the visually impaired are not in place. Bulbing out at key intersections should be funded to increase 
pedestrian crossing safety. 

2. Home Avenue is not in the Adopted Regional Bike Network. The City of San Diego and Metropolitan Transit 
System are the implementing agencies for these improvements. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan is in development and provides another opportunity to provide input on 
transportation solutions for this area. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

L5 I believe that the business community, along Fairmount and Home Avenues, would be open to establishment of a 
Business Improvement and Maintenance Area to assist in cooperative funding of some of these improvements. We 
would appreciate assistance in establishing such special districts. 

Establishing special districts is under the purview of the City of San Diego. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego. 

California Air Resources Board 

L6 As part of CARB’s SCS Policy Commitments evaluation, CARB staff will also need to consider whether and to what extent 
these actions advance the region’s land use vision. To support this analysis, CARB staff request that SANDAG provide 
information that summarizes differences between existing residential and commercial density and type assumptions in 
its Mobility Hub areas, compared to what is currently allowable in local land use plans for the corresponding 
geographies as part of its final SCS Submittal. 

SANDAG will provide requested information on residential and commercial density in Mobility Hubs as part of 
its final SCS Submittal to CARB.  

L7 CARB staff notes that the draft RTP/SCS plans for a regionwide road user charge to be operational and generating 
revenue in the region starting as soon as 2026. CARB staff recognizes both the importance of, and difficulty in, 
implementing this pricing strategy. While the draft RTP/SCS includes actions committed to support implementation of 
this strategy (e.g., partnering on pilots, pursuing legislation, and investing in studies), which we support, they appear to 
be similar to those being pursued by other regions around the state that are assuming operations starting no sooner 
than 2030. CARB staff requests further clarification from SANDAG on how it may be able to implement sooner than 
others around the state as part of its final SCS Submittal. 

In the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan, the road usage charge would begin in 2030 to align with efforts at 
the state and other regions.  

L8 The draft RTP/SCS identifies that $29 billion needs to come from new funding sources in order to implement the plan 
through 2035.3 Of those new funding sources, about $18 billion, or 25 percent of the plan’s total funding need through 
2035, is attributed to new pricing strategies including Ridehailing Company Service Fees, Future State Revenues for 
Transportation, Regional Road User Charge, and Future Federal Revenues for Transportation. CARB staff is concerned 
that other strategies that contribute to the SCS meeting its targets may be at risk if the region is not able to fully secure 
these new funding sources within the timeline assumed in the draft RTP/SCS. CARB’s evaluation will look at the extent 
to which the RTP/SCS strategies will be supported by existing revenue sources, as one measure of likely 
implementation. CARB requests that SANDAG identify whether and to what extent the high- impact strategies for 
achieving the GHG reduction targets in the plan are reliant on new revenue sources versus existing revenue sources as 
part of its final SCS Submittal. 

In Appendix V: Funding and Revenues, Table V.2 includes a summary of availability assumptions and risk 
assessment for each new revenue source. SANDAG will coordinate with CARB staff if additional information is 
required as part of its final SCS Submittal. 

L9 CARB staff reviewed Appendix A of the draft RTP/SCS and appreciate the detail provided on the region’s transportation 
project investments by corridor. CARB staff is encouraged to see that the draft RTP/SCS includes planned investments 
across modes within the region’s key corridors and that when investing in roadway projects, the region is prioritizing 
conversion of existing free-flow lanes into managed lanes with priority access for transit, carpool, and vanpool users, and 
fee access for single-occupant drivers. CARB staff observe that the plan also includes some managed lane projects 
whose scope includes adding new lanes. Specific to those projects, CARB staff requests that SANDAG provide further 
information that contextualizes the risk, if any, to the region’s ability to achieve, and maintain its 2020 and 2035 GHG 
targets when adding new lanes in those locations (e.g., clarifying whether and how those projects align with and 
facilitate the region’s preferred land use pattern, identifying whether other policies or mechanisms that will limit 
adverse passenger vehicle GHG/VMT emissions impacts are present in those locations) as part of its final Submittal. 

In its final SCS Submittal, SANDAG will provide additional information on the managed lane projects whose 
scope includes adding new lanes. All managed lane projects were identified as part of the Complete Corridors 
concept, which also includes technology-driven solutions to manage demand, support the deployment of 
RAPID  
bus and Flexible Fleet services, and align with the Mobility Hub areas. As this comment notes, the 2021 
Regional Plan proposes a conversion of general purpose lanes to managed lanes where possible to 
implement the managed lane system.  

California Coastal Commission 

L10 As an initial and overall comment, we want to applaud this document and the important direction it sets on multiple 
policy issues. Coastal Commission staff specifically appreciate the acknowledgement that bold changes to San Diego’s 

SANDAG looks forward to partnering with the Coastal Commission on implementation of the 2021 Regional 
Plan. 
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regional transportation network and compelling alternatives to driving alone are needed to meet greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emission targets. The Regional Plan will provide a key blueprint for reducing transportation air pollution and 
greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), minimizing vehicle miles traveled (VMT), improving multi-modal transportation, 
addressing the need for greater equity in transportation systems, and enhancing the resiliency of our transportation 
network in the face of climate change, particularly with respect to sea level rise and our coastal highways. We primarily 
want to offer ourselves as a partner in this important work to carry forward the Regional Plan. In this letter, Commission 
staff would like to offer a few broad comments on how the Regional Plan could be modified to strengthen its 
consistency with the California Coastal Act. 

L11 Overall, the policies of the California Coastal Act that guide our work at the Coastal Commission significantly overlap 
with the goals of SANDAG’s Regional Plan, including policies to protect marine and coastal land habitats, concentrate 
urban development, maximize public access and expand multi- modal transportation, reduce VMT, and improve coastal 
resiliency to sea level rise and other climate- change hazards. For example, Appendix B: Implementation Actions 
identifies eight 2035 goals drawn from the Regional Climate Action Planning Framework which generally align with the 
referenced Coastal Act policies: 
 
• “High density, transit-oriented housing” aligns with the Coastal Act policy of focusing development in or near existing 
developed areas (Coastal Act Section 30250). 
• “Conserve open space and agricultural lands” aligns with Coastal Act policies related to conservation of sensitive 
habitat, open space, and coastal agricultural lands (Coastal Act Sections 30230, 30231, 30233, 30241). 
• “100% of new buses are zero-emission,” “400,000+ electric cars on the road,” “Sustainable freight (transitioning to zero 
emissions where feasible),” and “Up to 100% renewable electricity” aligns with the Coastal Act requirement that new 
development minimize energy consumption and VMT and be consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution 
control district or the State Air Resources Board on each particular development (Coastal Act Section 30253). 
• “Walkable and bikeable communities” aligns with Coastal Act policies promoting the protection, addition, and 
enhancement of public access (Coastal Act Sections 30210, 30212.5, 30252). 
 
Appendix B additionally identifies strategies for the implementation of affordable housing, such as minimum zoning 
near transit, fee-waiver programs, and accessory dwelling units, which align with Coastal Act Sections 30213 (Lower Cost 
Overnight Accommodations) and 30013 (Environmental Justice). However, there are aspects of the Regional Plan that 
could be strengthened to be more consistent with the Coastal Act as described below. 

Thank you for this comment and acknowledgement of areas of consistency between the 2021 Regional Plan 
and California Coastal Act. 

L12 Consistent with Senate Bill (SB) 375, the California Air Resources Board (ARB) sets targets for reduction of GHG 
emissions from passenger vehicles for the target years 2020 and 2035, which Chapter 2, “Sustainable Communities 
Strategy,” notes the Regional Plan will accomplish. However, as noted in the Regional Plan, Executive Order B-30-15, and 
California Senate Bill 32 (Pavley, 2016), set a further statewide goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent 
below 1990 levels by 2030 and the Executive Order B-55-18 set a statewide goal of carbon neutrality by 2045. 
Recognizing the needs of all residents and visitors to the San Diego region, the Regional Plan rightfully includes 
improvements to all transportation modes, including roads and parking, but in order to meet or exceed the referenced 
GHG and climate goals, projects that improve public transit and active transportation to minimize VMT should be 
completed as quickly as possible, consistent with the Coastal Act (Section 30253). Additionally, active transportation 
projects that provide emission free transportation options and can be implemented relatively quickly should be 
prioritized, including completing segments of the California Coastal Trail and Coastal Rail Trail in the near-term (2025) 
rather than in future phases (2035 or 2050). Specifically, trail segments providing access to major employment centers 
that would relieve strain on coastal access corridors and that would help relieve congestion on Interstate 5, such as the 
segments connecting Carmel Valley to Roselle Canyon; Del Mar to Sorrento; and Roselle Canyon/UTC to Rose Canyon, 
should be prioritized for near-term construction. In general, Coastal Commission staff support greater proportions of 
investment in transit, active transportation, and environmental enhancement projects as compared to roadway 
improvements targeting single-occupant vehicles. 

The phasing of projects in the 2021 Regional Plan considers many factors including project readiness, 
connectivity, social equity, and anticipated revenues by implementation period. Projects proposed by 2025 
have secured funding and are programmed in the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP). As 
the 2021 Regional Plan is implemented and updated, phasing of projects may change as opportunities arise to 
advance projects into earlier phases of the plan. 

L13 Finally, the Coastal Act (Section 30250) encourages new residential, commercial, or industrial development, to be 
located within, contiguous with, or in close proximity to, existing developed areas. Accordingly, the Regional Plan should 
prioritize transportation investments which encourage jobs and housing to be concentrated in developed areas and 
avoid further encroachment into habitat, farmland, and open space recreational areas by moving them forward to 
earlier construction phases. 

Consistent with this comment, the 2021 Regional Plan proposes a land use pattern that complements the 
transportation investments of the plan and concentrates future growth and development in Mobility Hub 
areas.  

L14 Given that beaches and coastal resources are major destinations in the San Diego region, the Regional Plan should 
maximize access to the coast, including expanded investments in bicycle and pedestrian routes. The proposal to 
dedicate 55% of the anticipated $163 billion in funding over the next 30 years to capital improvements to the transit 
system will improve public access to and along the coast, and is supported by Commission staff, but projects that 

As SANDAG developed the proposed network for the 2021 Regional Plan, data on trip-making was used to 
understand the critical connections of the region. Connections to coastal areas are represented in these 
critical connections. Implementation of the regional bike network as well as complete streets in Mobility Hubs 
will support enhancements for active transportation in coastal communities.  
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specifically facilitate access to beaches and coastal areas from the inland portions of the region should be expedited, as 
well as options for enhancing connections to public transit, the California Coastal Trail (CCT), the Coastal Rail Trail, and 
other visitor-serving recreational opportunities. Implementation of the Regional Plan would make significant 
improvements to the regional bike network, most notably in terms of Class I corridors and in coastal communities that 
will enjoy enhanced coastal access as a result of these improvements. Coastal Commission staff support these 
improvements as well as further network and infrastructure enhancements for active transportation, such as widened 
sidewalks in areas without designated bike lanes, increased funding for bicycle parking and locker facilities, and bicycle-
specific signaling integration on local arterials and feeder streets. 

L15 Coastal Commission staff acknowledge and appreciate the inclusion of updated information regarding the 
completeness and deficiencies in the San Diego region’s portion of the California Coastal Trail in the 2021 Technical 
Addendum to Appendix W: California Coastal Trail. The addendum should also reference the recent work of the 
California Coastal Commission, California Department of Transportation, and Coastal Conservancy in developing an 
ArcGIS-based mapping tool that identifies all complete and incomplete segments of the Coastal Trail and classifies 
them according to trail type, identifies land ownership, and identifies features, such as individual stairways and 
pathways. The most recent update to the CCT mapping effort is outlined in the California Coastal Commission 
Memorandum Re: California Coastal Trail Mapping Project, April 2021. In light of these improvements to the available 
data and SANDAG’s identification of large portions of the CCT that are still in need of completion, a stronger emphasis 
on pedestrian and bicycle improvements necessary to complete the trail should be provided in Chapter 3 and a stronger 
and more specific funding commitment for the CCT should be provided in Appendix A: “Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing.” Specifically, a portion of the funding identified for “Local Streets and Roads” (9% of the 
Regional Plan expenditures) should be allocated to funding the completion of the CCT. 

In response to this comment, a reference to the California Coastal Trail mapping effort was added to the 2021 
Technical Addendum in Appendix W. SANDAG efforts in bike and pedestrian infrastructure implementation 
have most recently and intensely been focused on utility transportation for all-weather travel by bicycles, 
pedestrians, or other ped-assisted devices with strict adherence to local codes and ADA standards. Regarding 
the recommendation to allocate a percentage of the Local Streets and Roads funding for completion of the 
trail, this would require a Board action and approval for application to just a subset of jurisdictions with 
intersecting segments of the trail, while not applying to others. 
 
SANDAG designs, funds and builds All Ages and Abilities bikeway utility routes (like the New Segments 
identified in Appendix W) to develop a comprehensive regional bike network as approved by the SANDAG 
Board of Directors in 2010’s Riding to 2050: The San Diego Regional Bike Plan, and prioritized with funding in 
2013 by the Board of Directors via the SANDAG Bikeways Early Action Program (EAP). 
More information can be found at the following links: 
 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail. 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail. 

L16 Further, Commission staff encourage the integration of data related to weekend peak traffic in the planning phase of 
projects with potential impacts to congestion on major coastal access corridors used to access weekend recreation, 
such as Interstate 8, Interstate 5, and Pacific Coast Highway. 
Commission staff encourage SANDAG to implement enhanced transit alternatives where weekend coastal access will 
be significantly affected. 

SANDAG will consider data related to weekend peak traffic as it implements priority implementation action 
10: Advance a data science program to better understand travel behavior in the region, update travel demand 
modeling tools, and improve transparency and reporting on program effectiveness and project delivery. 

L17 Coastal Commission staff suggest that the Regional Plan include specific reference to Coastal Act Chapter 3 policies 
requiring the preservation of coastal resources, as well as specific language concerning the importance of protecting 
and restoring the region’s urban canyons, coastlines, beaches, and water resources. Transportation corridors within the 
San Diego region bisect or are located directly adjacent to sensitive marine resources including coastal bluffs, streams, 
lagoons, and the Pacific Ocean. Many of these coastal systems have already been impacted by historical transportation 
infrastructure development and additional impacts to these resources are restricted by Coastal Act policies. Except for 
certain specific instances, fill of a wetland or other coastal waters is prohibited (Section 30233), and the marine resources 
(Section 30230), water quality (Section 30231), and environmentally sensitive habitat areas (Section 30240) often 
associated with the coastal environment are also protected. 

SANDAG provides an analysis of projects’ impacts to coastal resources identified under the California Coastal 
Action in the Draft EIR analysis (Section 4.4 Biological Resources). SANDAG encourages the Coastal 
Commission to comment on that report. 

L18 The Regional Plan should include increased funding to adapt and/or relocate existing transportation infrastructure 
known to be vulnerable to climate change and sea level rise (e.g., Pacific Coast Highway and the rail corridor along Del 
Mar bluffs). New infrastructure proposed to be funded should be analyzed not only for vulnerability to H++ projections of 
SLR over the expected life of the proposed project, but also tidal and fluvial hydraulics as applied to the local area and in 
the context of storm surge, wave run-up, erosion, and other variables. Projects which reduce vulnerability to climate 
change and sea level rise (e.g., active transportation projects and relocation of the rail corridor from coastal bluffs) 
should be prioritized and expedited. 

Resilience of transportation infrastructure to climate impacts is a priority of the 2021 Regional Plan. As such, 
the relocation of the rails off of the Del Mar bluffs is a priority project with planning already underway. 
Appendix R includes additional information on current climate adaptation and resilience efforts underway 
and new programs that will reduce vulnerability to climate change and sea level rise. In response to this 
comment, language has been added related to increasing funding, prioritizing, and expediting projects to 
adapt and/or relocate existing climate vulnerable transportation infrastructure. 

L19 The Coastal Act was also recently amended to add Environmental Justice as a policy to be analyzed in our regulatory 
work, and to add a designated Environmental Justice commissioner on the Coastal Commission. Accordingly, although 
we applaud the Regional Plan’s focus on equity and recognize the need to generate revenue for implementation, 
Commission staff urge SANDAG to carefully analyze the equity implications of the Regional Pricing Strategy, including 
ensuring that dynamic tolling on managed lanes, parking and curb pricing, and road user charges do not regressively 
impact low-income community members who may not be able to afford to live in transit-oriented neighborhoods. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based fees and their 
capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse gas emissions reduction. The initial 
phase of this study will focus on calculating the true cost of driving, and better understanding what sources of 
existing revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different populations are impacted by 
existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help SANDAG to design a road usage 
charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding sources. SANDAG also will collaborate 
with state and federal agencies that are partnering to evaluate road charge programs in California. 

L20 Further, the Regional Plan should utilize access to coastal recreation as a metric with which to measure the efficacy of 
its Environmental Justice programs. This should be accomplished by comparing travel times to coastal resources (e.g., 
the nearest usable beach) in communities of concern to travel times in other nearby communities. Transit programs 

The performance measures and social equity analysis for the 2021 Regional Plan considered several access 
metrics, including access to parks, retail, medical facilities, employment centers, and higher education. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
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should be designed to reduce these travel times and close gaps between communities to achieve equitable coastal 
access across the San Diego region, consistent with Coastal Act Section 30252. 

SANDAG can consider access to coastal resources in the Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans and future 
updates of the Regional Plan. 

L21 Previous Regional Transportation Plans and the North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan / Transportation and Resource 
Enhancement Program (NCC PWP/TREP) have referenced the need for relocation of the rail corridor that passes along 
the Del Mar bluffs to an inland alignment. Erosion due to wave action currently threatens the toe of the Del Mar bluffs 
and the stability of the railroad tracks at the top of the bluffs. Given that this segment of the LOSSAN rail corridor is 
already experiencing periodic bluff failures, which will only be exacerbated as sea level rise continues, Coastal 
Commission staff support relocation of the rail corridor and completion of double tracking as quickly as possible. 
The Coastal Commission has authorized a series of improvements to existing shoreline protection devices in Del Mar to 
maintain continued rail operations, including the most recent Consistency Certification No. CC-0004-18 in February 2019 
and CC-0001-20 in August 2020; however, these projects are intended to serve as interim measures only. Although these 
types of repair and maintenance projects may be necessary in the short-term, they should not delay the planning efforts 
associated with a long-term solution, including identifying a preferred tunnel alignment and allocating funding to 
initiate environmental review of the rail corridor relocation project. If we continue to rely on reactive, hard-armoring 
measures to protect the rail corridor in place, we will lose our coastal beaches in the face of anticipated sea level rise at 
Del Mar and elsewhere. Therefore, Coastal Commission staff request that the Del Mar tunnel project be prioritized 
further by being moved to the five-year capital project list. This would allow double tracking to occur sooner, improving 
coastal access by sustainable modes of transportation while protecting the Del Mar bluffs, a vital visual and habitat 
resource for the San Diego region. 

The Del Mar tunnel is a top priority for SANDAG. Planning work is underway with preliminary engineering and 
environmental phase expected to begin as soon as 2022 if funding is secured. SANDAG reviewed the timelines 
of other similar tunnel projects throughout North America and the 12 to 15 year timeframe is consistent with 
industry best practices. The 2021 Regional Plan identifies funding to kick start the environmental, design, and 
right-of-way phases of the Del Mar Tunnel project by 2025 with construction funding in the 2035 phase. 

L22 The Coastal Commission has previously approved transportation projects and programs that balance roadway 
expansion with the provision of transportation alternatives including railway enhancements, bicycle corridors, and 
pedestrian accessways (e.g., the North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan/Transportation and Resource Enhancement 
Program). In actions throughout California, the Coastal Commission has found that projects supporting alternative 
modes of transportation, particularly enhanced rail service, are consistent with Coastal Act policies requiring maximum 
public access and a reduction in VMT (Coastal Act Sections 30210 and 30253). The Regional Plan proposes funding for 
high-frequency transit services that incorporate new transit modes and improve existing services. Commission staff 
supports the vision for vastly improved regional and inter-regional bus and rail corridors, which will offer alternatives to 
driving and alternatives to roadway expansion in environmentally sensitive areas. 
 
The California State Transportation Agency’s Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) (2015) emphasizes the 
objective of “Expand[ing] and improv[ing] transit service to increase ridership.” In 2020, the TIRCP allocated over $38 
million to capital improvements to the LOSSAN corridor, including new maintenance facilities that will allow for longer 
trains and more frequent and reliable service on the corridor. The Draft 2018 California State Rail Plan website states: 
“Californians collectively take billions of trips to millions of destinations each year, and the state needs quality modal 
choices among cars, transit, air travel, and active transportation to efficiently move people and freight to their 
destinations.” Coastal Commission staff support the expansion of San Diego’s commuter rail network and the double 
tracking of the LOSSAN corridor funded by the Regional Plan, in addition to other infrastructure improvements that 
encourage faster and more frequent intercity and intracity rail service such as those identified in the TIRCP. 

SANDAG looks forward to working with Coastal Commission and other state agencies to implement the rail 
network described in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L23 In previous comment letters, Coastal Commission staff have expressed support for the development of an intermodal 
transit station along the existing rail corridor to provide visitors with direct connections to Amtrak, COASTER, Trolley, 
bus services, and the southern terminus for the proposed high-speed train service. The acquisition of land for the 
Central Mobility Hub and the completion of the automated people mover airport connection in 2035 (Pages A-17 and A-
18, Appendix A) will significantly improve alternative access to the airport, thereby reducing the anticipated traffic 
impacts associated with redevelopment of Terminal 1 on North Harbor Drive, a major coastal accessway. Please note 
that Coastal Commission staff request to be included in future planning efforts related to the Central Mobility Hub, as 
well as the associated transportation infrastructure projects (e.g., automated people mover). 

SANDAG looks forward to Coastal Commission staff participation in future planning efforts related to the 
Central Mobility Hub and related connections. 

L24 Finally, the 2019 Draft Federal Regional Transportation Plan identified a trolley extension from Pacific Beach to the El 
Cajon Transit Center and a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach slated for completion by 2050 
(Table A.2, Appendix A). Neither of these projects is identified in the 2021 Draft Regional Plan. The popular beach 
community of Pacific Beach is already heavily impacted by parking and traffic congestion, which will be exacerbated in 
the future by redevelopment with increased density and the elimination of parking requirements by the City of San 
Diego for certain developments located near transit. Coastal Commission staff request the re-inclusion of these projects 
in the Regional Plan, as the transportation improvements identified for Pacific Beach in the 2021 Regional Plan leave 
large portions of the community without robust alternatives to single-occupant vehicle travel and increasingly strained 
access to parking, inconsistent with Sections 30212 and 30212.5 of the Coastal Act. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes two Rapid bus lines to serve Pacific Beach, offering connections from Pacific 
Beach to Kearny Mesa (Rapid 292) and from the new Balboa Trolley Station to Sorrento Mesa via Pacific Beach, 
La Jolla, and UTC (Rapid 30). These projects are proposed by 2025 and 2035 respectively, offering transit 
solutions to Pacific Beach on a quicker timeline. In addition, Pacific Beach is an identified Mobility Hub area 
where the 2021 Regional Plan proposes investments in Flexible Fleet services and complete street 
improvements. 
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L25 In general, Coastal Commission staff support improvements to transit alternatives that provide access to coastal areas 

and recreation. Significant gaps in the regional bus network improvements laid out in the Regional Plan exist in the 
coastal communities of Encinitas, Solana Beach, La Jolla, Pacific Beach, Mission Beach, and Ocean Beach, whereas other 
coastal communities are slated to enjoy more robust transit improvements. As such, Coastal Commission staff 
encourage SANDAG to analyze and prioritize transit improvements that improve coastal access in these communities, 
and particularly improvements that provide these communities with meaningful alternatives to single-occupant 
vehicles to access the nearby beaches and recreational areas. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes improvements to the local bus system and Rapid bus routes that service 
many of the coastal communities identified in this comment. In addition, Flexible Fleet services will provide 
on demand services to supplement the transit system and provide meaningful alternatives to single-occupant 
vehicles. 

California Department of Transportation, Office of State Planning, Equity and Engagement (OSPEE) 

L26 With development concentrated at the coastal region, has the scientists’ estimates of a 2.5 sea level rise been taken into 
account for development in this area? (pdf page 9) 

As described in Chapter 2, 5% of future housing growth is expected in coastal mobility hub areas. Best 
available science and data on sea level rise impacts and adaptation strategies will continue to be considered 
in development in coastal areas. Vulnerabilities are localized and there are development opportunities in 
coastal communities that are not at risk of sea level rise impacts. 

L27 There was a brief mention of the California Transportation Plan 2050 (CTP 2050) in the bulleted list on Page 14. As the 
State of California’s transportation roadmap, it might be pertinent to demonstrate with a few sentences as to how the 
2021 Regional Plan meets or aligns with the CTP 2050’s Recommendations on Page 6 of the Executive Summary of the 
CTP 2050 document. Here is language that could be potentially used: 
o Senate Bill 391 (SB 391, 2009) required the California Department of Transportation to prepare the California 
Transportation Plan (CTP), a statewide to reduce GHG emissions. This system laid out in the CTP 2050 showed 
reductions in GHG emissions to 1990 levels from current levels by 2020, and 80 percent below the 1990 levels by 2050 as 
described by AB 32 and Executive Order S-03- 
05. The CTP 2050 demonstrates how major metropolitan areas, rural areas, and state agencies can coordinate planning 
efforts to achieve critical statewide goals. SANDAG will work to align with the goals, policies, strategies, and 
recommendations laid out in the CTP 2050 where applicable. 

The 2021 Regional Plan aligns well with the recommendations from CTP 2050. SANDAG looks forward to 
coordinating with Caltrans on these recommendations. 

L28 Pages 14 and 15 feel a bit out of place and seems like it would be better places after the Table of Contents that is present 
in the “Forward” section, rather than being right before Chapter 2. The chapter list of Page 15 is essentially the same as 
the Table of Contents so keeping the nice graphics with the same overview/summary would be good, while having the 
actual TOC have subsections within the chapters listed, with their corresponding pages as well (5 Big Moves, etc). 

SANDAG will consider this suggested edit to Chapter 1 and the table of contents. 

L29 It may be beneficial to mention how these goals will contribute to California’s overall State goal of reducing GHGs, with 
a mention of AB 32’s goal of lowering statewide GHG emissions 80% below 1990 levels by 2050 as well as SB 32’s mid-
point goal of lowering statewide GHG emissions 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. Disregard if this was mentioned but 
overlooked by the reviewer. 

Chapter 2, under Climate Strategies, mentions how implementation of the 2021 Regional Plan supports local 
jurisdictions and state agencies in achieving their climate goals. 

L30 On Page 44: “The 2015 update of the regional plan was projected to cost $130 billion in 2020 dollars. The 2021 Regional 
Plan is projected to cost $163 billion. Why the higher cost? As we have detailed in Chapters 1 and 2, the 2021, the 
Regional Plan completely reimagines our transportation system—”. While the 2015 may also be assumed to have taken 
bold steps to reimagine the transportation system, it might be ideal to refer to the appropriate technical Appendix as to 
why a newer, updated approach is costing $33 billion more six years later. 

Chapter 3 includes references to technical appendices with details on the proposed projects, estimated costs, 
and revenues; these include: Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing; Appendix U: Cost 
Estimation Methodology; and Appendix V: Funding and Revenues. 

L31 Overall a very good and thorough plan, would just mention of alignment with the CTP 2050. Thank you for your support of the 2021 Regional Plan and suggestion to mention alignment with the CTP 
2050. 

Caltrans District 11 

L32 Transportation is the largest source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the San Diego region; in 2016, on-road light-
duty vehicles accounted for 41% of emissions. One strategy to reduce emissions is to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled 
(VMT). The Regional Housing Needs Allocation Plan informed development of the SCS land use pattern, and the region’s 
major employment centers and urban core mobility hubs are expected to take on the most housing and job growth in 
the region over the next 30 years. It is anticipated this development pattern will support VMT reduction from light- duty 
vehicles by balancing the ratio of jobs to housing land uses. Additionally, the 2021 Regional Plan proposes expansion of 
the regional transit network such that thirty- minute transit access from mobility hubs to Tier 1 employment centers 
increases from 13% to 28% for communities of color and increases from 16% to 33% for residents with low incomes by 
2050. This improvement will provide important access to economic opportunities to these communities while 
incentivizing mode shift. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com. 

L33 Caltrans supports SANDAG’s embrace of new and improved mobility management strategies such as developing a 
smart intersection system, a comprehensive system to manage cross-border trips, and real-time traffic management 
solutions (including dynamic truck parking) to manage many modes of transportation, including freight movement. 

Thank you for your support of the proposed investments in mobility management strategies. 

https://sdforward.com/
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L34 We encourage SANDAG to continue efforts on a recently funded grant to develop a Sustainable Freight Implementation 

Strategy. This work will help the region execute a road map for a more efficient, economically competitive, and 
sustainable freight transportation system, establish a framework to transition to a clean freight system, reduce pollution 
exposure to environmental justice communities, and help implement state sustainable freight efforts such as the 
California Sustainable Freight Action Plan, the California Freight Mobility Plan, Governor Gavin Newsom’s “Zero-
Emission by 2035” Executive Order (N-79-20), and Assembly Bill 617 (C. Garcia, 2017) Community Emission Reduction 
Program. 

SANDAG looks forward to coordinating with Caltrans and other partners on the Sustainable Freight 
Implementation Strategy. 

L35 Caltrans supports consideration and the development of new mechanisms for viable VMT mitigation options for 
highway capacity projects, such as exploring statewide and regional VMT mitigation bank concepts and evaluating 
feasibility and exploring potential expansion of an Advanced Mitigation Program to include GHG/VMT mitigation. 

SANDAG participates in the statewide SB 743 working group on these topics and looks forward to continuing 
to coordinate with Caltrans and other agencies on VMT mitigation options. 

L36 As the 2021 Regional Plan looks to develop performance measures, analyze, and address congestion, please consider 
presenting data about how travel, delay, and transit use will evolve with the implementation of the plan. 

SANDAG will consider these data as it implements Action 10 of the 2021 Regional Plan: Advance a data science 
program to better understand travel behavior and issues in the region, update travel demand modeling tools, 
and improve transparency and reporting on program effectiveness and project delivery. Appendix T of the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan will include forecasted travel time data for key corridors. 

L37 Caltrans is encouraged by the investments outlined in SANDAG’s Supporting Policies and Programs. These investments 
will support programs that complement the capital and operational investments of the transportation system, 
encourage sustainable growth and development, and implement innovative demand strategies. Please consider 
inclusion of a program for Highways to Boulevards Conversion or freeway cap/lid/decks to create new park space, 
housing, or community amenities to help restore and revitalize communities. Proposed locations will be discussed and 
determined in the future. 

In alignment with the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 will continue to develop 
Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans (CMCPs) in coordination with agency partners and local city 
governments. Opportunities for Highways to Boulevards Conversions or freeway caps will be considered in the 
CMCPs. 

L38 Please consider including in the listing of transportation projects, programs, and phasing the San Diego- Coronado 
Bridge Suicide Prevention Barrier Project. The Coronado Bridge has the highest concentration of death by suicide for a 
spot location on the state highway system. Without mention in the regional plan, the project may not be able to 
compete for state or federal funding. 

A discussion of the San Diego-Coronado Bridge Suicide Prevention Barrier Project will be added to Appendix 
Q Transportation Security and Safety in the proposed final Regional Plan.  

L39 Caltrans recognizes the rural areas of our region play a vital role in California’s economy. Rural communities are often 
also the gateway to the state’s preserved landscapes that are central to supporting California’s tourism industry. Yet, 
rural communities are already experiencing the impacts of a changing climate— from unprecedented storms to 
devastating wildfires. While transportation goals are inherently and fundamentally the same no matter the context— to 
provide safe access to destinations for people and goods - unique local and regional conditions require tailored 
solutions to advance these goals, and solutions may look different in varying local contexts. 
 
Please consider including additional examples of sustainable transportation solutions that could be applied in rural 
settings, understanding that these efforts will require collaboration with the local and Tribal governments that serve the 
locations, such as: 
 
1. Increasing transit service in a corridor through investments in bus service, vanpools, micro-transit or mobility on 
demand services, and park-and-ride facilities. 
 
2. Roadside land management activities related to wildfire. 
 
3. Addressing safety through the multidisciplinary Safe System Approach that employ tools for speed management, 
such as road diets, conversion of intersections to roundabouts, and signal coordination to slow speeds. 
 
4. Improving efforts on coordination for broadband access in transportation and growth, remote work/VMT reduction, 
economic development, and regional housing strategies. Broadband access remains a critical issue in rural 
communities and with many Tribal nations. 
 
5. Adding and improving connected facilities for walking and bicycling and for first/last-mile connections to local, 
interregional, and regional transit routes. Rural cores should support walking and biking on commercial corridors and 
main streets. 
 
6. Prioritizing connections to natural areas; Tribal communities may desire access to ceremonial sites outside of the rural 
core. 
 
7. Facilitating emergency evacuations through efficient traffic management strategies, such as the use of contra flow, 

Please see where these examples are included in the 2021 Regional Plan: These examples are included in 
Transit Leap and Flexible Fleet services. This example is included in the description of the Climate Adaptation 
and Resilience implementation actions in Appendix B. These examples are included in the description of 
Active Transportation and Demand Management and complete streets in mobility hubs. These examples 
related to broadband access have been added to the description of rural corridor improvements in Appendix 
A. The 2021 Regional Plan includes the adopted Regional Bike Network, which identifies the I-8 Bikeway along 
that rural corridor. Examples provided in this comment can be considered in County of San Diego-led active 
transportation projects and in a future Regional Active Transportation Plan. The Intraregional Tribal 
Transportation Strategy was used to inform many of the improvements identified for the rural corridors. These 
examples have been added to the description of rural corridor improvements in Appendix A. These examples 
are included in the Electric Vehicle programs proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
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use of two-way left turn lanes as through travel lanes, construction of full structural sections of shoulders and 
installation of transportation management systems (TMS) elements, such as closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras, 
changeable message signs (CMS), and traffic detection equipment. 
 
8. Deploying zero-emission vehicle charging or fueling infrastructure —including for battery electric, fuel cell (hydrogen) 
electric, and other zero-emission vehicle technologies. 

Center for Sustainable Energy 

L40 CSE supports SANDAG’s proposed Mobility Hubs concept to provide integrated transportation solutions. CSE 
recommends that SANDAG utilize these Mobility Hubs to showcase a variety of clean energy and transportation 
technologies. Specifically, Mobility Hubs could raise awareness of zero- emission transportation alternatives, including 
EVs and zero-emission buses. Additionally, the mere presence of visible public charging infrastructure can influence 
consumers’ willingness to pay for an EV by up to $5,000. CSE also recommends that additional clean energy 
technologies be integrated into the Mobility Hubs. For example, EV chargers could be coupled with solar panels and 
battery storage systems to provide greater utilization of clean electricity. To expand this concept even further, CSE 
encourages SANDAG to consider deploying microgrids in conjunction with Mobility Hubs. Microgrids can further 
integrate these technologies to provide additional emissions reductions, while also managing grid impacts and 
providing resiliency benefits during extreme weather events. Through islanding capabilities, microgrids would enable 
Mobility Hubs to continue to charge electric fleets during electric grid outages, further alleviating consumers’ concerns 
about all-electric transportation options. 

Thank you for your comment and support of the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG plans to explore integrated 
renewable energy options for EV chargers at Mobility Hubs and will explore microgrid options to address 
climate and energy resiliency for EV charging and other Mobility Hub amenities that rely on electricity. 

L41 CSE is pleased to participate in SANDAG’s Energy Working Group (EWG) and strongly supports the EWG’s role in 
coordinating regional climate action planning, particularly through the use of analytical tools such as the Regional 
Climate Action Planning Framework (ReCAP). CSE encourages SANDAG to continue this work by periodically sharing 
best practices on climate action planning. For example, CSE suggests that the release of the ReCAP Snapshots be 
accompanied by targeted policy recommendations for local jurisdictions. Additionally, the EWG is an effective venue for 
sharing best practices on local climate equity planning initiatives, such as the Climate Equity Index reports prepared by 
the Cities of San Diego and Chula Vista, and applying these “lessons learned” on a broader regional scale. CSE also 
recommends SANDAG engage its Regional Plan Social Equity Working Group (WG) to gather feedback and 
recommendations on how to operationalize equity throughout the agency, using the Regional Plan as a starting point. 
Lastly, CSE recommends that the EWG and the Social Equity WG seek to collaborate with emergency planning and land 
use officials from state, regional, and local agencies, who are often not involved in conventional climate action planning 
activities. This type of information-sharing and collaborative planning across agencies and departments will be critical 
to mitigate the impacts of extreme weather events including heatwaves, wildfires, and droughts, which are expected to 
continue to increase in frequency and severity. 

Through the Holistic Implementation of Adaptation and Transportation Resilience project, SANDAG is 
currently preparing an implementation tool, economic guidance document, and equity prioritization 
document to help local planners address climate risks and adaptation needs by holistically implementing 
projects that link mitigation, adaptation, and broader community benefits. Staff has received input from the 
Social Equity Working Group and will be incorporating it into the final deliverables. Furthermore, the 2021 
Regional Plan includes a Regional Resilience Framework, which could leverage creative partnerships to 
support regional resilience, such as creating “resilience hubs” for emergency/disaster response; partnering 
with emergency planning professionals on this effort would be imperative. 

L42 CSE supports the development of SANDAG’s proposed Next OS platform to incorporate transportation data and 
streamline individuals’ travel patterns. CSE offers a number of recommendations to integrate EVs into this platform and 
facilitate better understanding of travel behavior and associated emissions impacts.  
 
First, CSE recommends that SANDAG include data on EV infrastructure locations and availability in the Next OS 
platform. Lack of access to EV charging is often cited as one of the largest barriers preventing consumers from 
purchasing EVs. Even EV owners often experience difficulty finding a public EV charger given the number of EV service 
providers (EVSPs) with proprietary software applications. Additionally, CSE encourages SANDAG to consider integrating 
information regarding EV charger availability to prevent queues from developing at these sites. While some EVSPs have 
added waitlist functionalities into their software, there is no uniform approach to addressing this challenge. By 
integrating these factors into the Next OS platform, SANDAG can support current and prospective EV owners and 
further promote electrified transportation. 

SANDAG will explore ways to integrate EV charger location and availability data into the Next OS platform. 

L43 Second, CSE recommends incorporating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions data into the Next OS platform in order to 
provide individuals with information regarding the estimated emissions intensity of various transportation modes. For 
example, an individual could use the Next OS platform to choose between taking transit or requesting ride-hailing 
services, considering the emissions associated with each mode and making their decision based off of this information. 
Similarly, the platform could compare the emissions intensity of various options within a specified mode of travel. For 
example, an individual choosing to use ride-hailing services could assess the emissions impacts of single-occupancy 
vehicle trips versus pooled trips or the difference between rides in an EV versus in an internal combustion engine 
vehicle. This functionality could increase public awareness of emissions impacts and encourage greater utilization of 
clean transportation options. 

SANDAG will explore ways to integrate GHG emissions and/or sustainability data into the consumer-facing 
elements of the Next OS platform.  
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L44 Third, CSE recommends that the key analytical insights obtained through the Next OS platform be compiled and 

highlighted on public dashboards, either on the platform itself or on SANDAG’s website. By its nature, the Next OS 
platform will collect significant levels of data on individual travel patterns and preferences. Analyzing this data will yield 
key insights that can further inform regional planning and policymaking. Additionally, highlighting these insights 
through dashboards and visualizations, and thereby making this data accessible and understandable to the general 
public, will also enable individuals to better understand their transportation options and impacts. These dashboards 
should be made available in multiple languages and should be updated at regular intervals. 

SANDAG envisions the development of a data analytics module within Next OS that will allow for the analysis 
of travel data from various modal sources. Next OS will also provide the ability to share the data to 
transportation operators, planning staff, and decision makers via planned Next OS dashboards. SANDAG will 
also explore ways to provide data via a public facing dashboard.  

Chicano Park Museum 

L45 My name is Josephine S. Talamantez and my family have been Logan Heights residents since 1906 and the CPMCC have 
been in the area for 6 years. I am writing to express my support for the incorporation of a project which goal is to 
address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and 
transportation injustices in San Diego’ s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities. Specifically, we request the 
addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan)  
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has 
burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan 
Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the 
barriers that the 1-5 created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable housing. All goals in line with 
the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air.  
 
As mentioned, the construction of the 1-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the construction allowed for 
transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood 
composed of nearly 90% Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that 1-5 has created much insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, 
separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal - a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft 
Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call 
out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio 
Logan/Logan Heights are:  
 
The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-
8)Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, 
Project ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11)  
 
Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor 
Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A- 12)  
 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in 
relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 
since it would help reach the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these reasons, our community is 
looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 

Caltrans District 11 has also expressed interest in exploring opportunities for freeway caps. In alignment with 
the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans in coordination with agency partners and local city governments. Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCPs) are data-driven plans to reduce congestion and generate transportation choices while 
preserving community character and creating opportunities for enhancement projects. Opportunities for 
freeway caps will be considered in the CMCPs. 

Chollas Creek Coalition 

L46 Chollas Creek Coalition requests SANDAG include Chollas Creek Regional Park active transportation and recreational 
facilities in the 2021 update of the San Diego Forward Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  
 
Environmental Justice communities located along the Chollas Creek Watershed have been historically under-invested 
in and residents are predominantly lower-income people of color with higher-rates of health issues resulting from over-

The Chollas Creek Bikeway will be incorporated into the 2021 Regional Plan.  
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pollution and inequitable access to economic opportunity. These communities bisected by freeways do not have safe 
mobility connections for people to get around without a car.  
 
The future Chollas Creek Regional Park included in the 2021 draft of the City of San Diego’s Parks Master Plan has 
approximately 8 miles of parks, trails, recreational amenities, trees, bikeways and stormwater infrastructure 
improvements along the north and south forks of the Chollas Creek in need of planning and funding. This trail system 
once completed would connect City Heights, Southeast San Diego and the communities in between all the way to 
Barrio Logan and the employment centers along the San Diego Bay.  
 
SANDAG has a once in generation opportunity to make a meaningful investment in the many communities along the 
Chollas Creek by including the Chollas Creek Regional Park and associated bikeway projects in the RTP. These critical 
active transportation connections to improve community health, resiliency to climate change and link housing to jobs 
are many decades over-due. We urge SANDAG to invest in the project to advance equity, climate justice and a historic 
win for communities who have been ignored for far too long. 

City Heights Built Environment Team 

L47 Greater transit frequencies (7 min on peak, and 10 mins all day) in Transit Priority Areas; Collaborate with the Built 
Environment Team on a Pilot Program to identify and test high ridership routes in City Heights 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, 
especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the 
agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action 
seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will 
be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.   

L48 Late night and weekend service improvements with 24-hour service on major routes. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up 
to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning efforts in the near 
future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation.   

L49 Supporting the Purple Line alignment through central City Heights. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that 
include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 
581 between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the 
current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be 
built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 
2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the same 
alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via 
downtown San Diego.   

L50 Bikeways on major corridors with implementation of Early Action Projects in Mid-City by 2023. The bicycle network outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan were laid out and prioritized based on the analysis 
performed in Riding to 2050: San Diego Regional Bike Plan. While the horizon year for build out is 2050, this 
just means it would be proposed to be completed by that time. Many projects will likely be completed sooner, 
and some are already in construction. This is especially true as new funding sources come available. 
Additionally, as an early action out of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Regional 
Active Transportation Plan in which projects will be reassessed and reprioritized based on data and 
community engagement. The regional network compliments the much more extensive networks which local 
jurisdictions plan and construct on their own streets. There are also opportunities for the development of 
protected bike networks via “Complete Streets in Mobility Hubs” funding included in the Regional Plan. 

L51 Implementing traffic-calming measures including but not limited to: protected bike lanes, roundabouts, raised 
crossings to improve to ensure a safer biking experience. 

Traffic-calming measures such as those described in this comment are included in the proposed 2021 
Regional Plan through investments in the Regional Bike Network, Complete Streets in Mobility Hubs, and 
Vision Zero programs.  

L52 Planting more trees throughout City Heights to foster a healthier urban environment. The 2021 Regional Plan includes a nature-based climate solutions program that could be used to fund 
activities such as tree-planting. 

L53 Ensuring Youth Opportunity Passes for those aged 24 and under by 2023. One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed 
by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and 
youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a 
one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  
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L54 Oppose freeway expansions in City Heights that increase Vehicle Miles Traveled while supporting general purpose lane 

conversions that prioritize transit. 
Improvements to the freeway system are limited to Managed Lanes using existing infrastructure such as 
general purpose lane conversion and shoulders to facilitate additional transit and high occupancy vehicle 
travel. 

L55 Improve multimodal beach access for urban-core communities. The Regional Plan includes active transportation, transit, and flexible fleet services that connect communities 
to various beaches in the region. 

L56 Plan and implement Bus Rapid Transit Route 550 on 54th St. to be phased for 2025. Rapid Route 625 is planned for on 54th St. This project remains phased for 2028 in the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan, however SANDAG has begun advanced planning for this route. 

L57 Improve and exceed State of California standards for GHG reduction goals. The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. 
Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. SANDAG looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners 
to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L58 Maintain transparency with community members by sharing relevant data and progress updates surrounding project 
phasing, implementation, and funding. 

SANDAG will continue to be transparent and share data and progress updates as the Plan is implemented. 

City of Carlsbad 

L59 City staff have attended the series of workshops that SANDAG hosted during the public review period, and respectfully; 
starts this section with several questions related to; the process of the; Plan and the Draft EIR. By way of introduction, a 
jurisdiction’s General Plan, such as the city’s General Plan, identifies the expected population of the city and any lands 
outside of the city limits but within their Sphere of Influence where future growth is anticipated to occur. The city’s 
General Plan identifies the subject area adjacent to the McClellan-Palomar Airport for development under the 
designation for limited and light industrial use. 
 
For future land use planning, land use assumptions must reasonably proxy and be generally consistent with local 
planning standards and; programs; to; be considered; growth accommodating; rather than growth inducing. SANDAG 
has the; authority under Government; Code Section 65584 to; determine existing and projected housing needs, as well 
as the share of housing needs to be allocated to cities and counties, but it; is unclear; if SANDAG has jurisdiction to; 
allocate new housing growth to; areas in a manner not consistent with Government Code Section 65584. Attachment 1 
includes additional information on the applicable Government Code and standards. Therefore, and as indicated above, 
the build-out of properties within the Business Park and flight activity zone must be done in accordance; with the city’s 
General Plan Land Use Diagram, as amended, in accordance with city approval. 

Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) provides that a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) “use most 
recent planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors.” It also requires that the SCS 
“set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the transportation 
network and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from 
automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas emission 
reduction targets approved by the state board.” The SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects 
development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG emissions reduction target when integrated with 
the transportation investments, programs and policies in the Plan.  
The SCS land use pattern proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan focuses growth and development in the mobility 
hub areas. The allocation of housing units to subregional areas represents general areas projected for future 
growth in mobility hub areas, not specific parcels, for future housing development or housing unit type. A 
number of land uses at the parcel level, aggregated up, comprise these general areas. The exercise of land use 
authority is reserved to local jurisdictions. For Carlsbad, the SCS land use pattern forecasts 6,575 housing units 
from 2016 to 2050, which is within the total housing unit capacity of the City’s general plan as provided to 
SANDAG (6,992 housing units) and accommodates the City’s RHNA allocation of 3,873 housing units by 2035. 
The Series 14 Regional Growth Forecast Documentation and Sustainable Communities Strategy Land Use 
Pattern Subregional Allocation methodology is available at:  
https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-
scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about. 

L60 1. The SANDAG website states, “The SANDAG Sustainable Communities Strategy and Final EIR from its 2015 Regional 
Plan will remain valid and in compliance for purposes of state funding eligibility and other state and federal consistency 
purposes until the SANDAG Board of Directors adopts a new Regional Plan and EIR, provided those actions are 
completed by the end of December 2021.” SANDAG needs to clarify how the Draft EIR, Response to Comments and 
Adoption will be completed this year and what will occur if they are not completed by the end of this year. Additionally, 
please clarify when the Draft EIR will be available; it is difficult to completely assess the full impacts of this plan when 
the public review of the documents is piecemealed. 
 
a. SANDAG should clarify how public comments on the Plan are going to be addressed in the Draft EIR prior to its 
release. 
 
b. In the Draft EIR, SANDAG needs to clearly articulate the impacts to land use and if the Plan will cause a significant 
environmental impact due to a conflict with any land use plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding 
or mitigating an environmental effect. Appendix F: Regional Growth Forecast and Sustainable Communities Strategy 
Land Use Pattern appears to be inconsistent with the city’s General Plan and rezone program to accommodate the 
Regional Housing Needs Assessment, as well as the general plans of other jurisdictions such as the cities of Coronado, 
Del Mar and the County of San Diego. The Draft EIR should clarify how implementation of this Plan can occur if those 
changes are not made. 

1a. The Draft EIR analyzes the draft Regional Plan. Comments and responses received on the Draft Regional 
Plan will be provided in the Final Regional Plan and inform the Final EIR. 
 
1b. The Draft EIR includes the required land use analysis in Section 4.11. 

https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about
https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about
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L61 2. The city has three mobility hubs, associated with the Employment Centers Published supporting the SANDAG 

Regional Plan. 1 McClellan-Palomar Airport is the fifth largest employment center in the region, with Carlsbad State 
Beach and Carlsbad Village as “Tier 3 and Tier 4” employment centers. The city thanks SANDAG for providing data for 
analysis to determine impacts and provide for accurate comments on the Plan . Attachment 2 shows a summary of the 
Mobility Hubs and housing units assumed in the Series 14 Growth Forecast for the year 2050. In summary: 
a. The assumptions in the updated Series 14 Growth Forecast contain inconsistencies with the city’s General Plan. The 
Carlsbad Palomar Major Employment Mobility Hub does include increases in density beyond what the citywide 
numbers appear to show when they are looked at in more detail. 
i. There are three locations in which density is shown to be inconsistent with good planning principles, the city’s General 
Plan and the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan. The three most problematic areas (shown in Attachment 3) are: 
1. 736 units on parcels immediately adjacent to the McClellan -Palomar 
Airport runway. The location of the airport within this mobility hub was shared with SANDAG staff multiple times at 
workshops. This is inconsistent with the regulations provided by the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority and 
conflicts with standard planning principles for siting housing away from hazards. 
2. 2,755 units on existing developed resort properties and open space dedicated lands adjacent to Legoland. 
3. 65 units in a preserved open space area. 
 
ii. SANDAG should provide additional detail why units were assumed in these areas, what planning principles those 
decisions were based on, and how SANDAG expects this to be implemented. 
 
iii. Concentration of units in the mobility hubs alone appears to conflict with the direction received from the California 
Department of Housing and Community Development (“HCD”) to implement new Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 
(“AFFH”), which seeks to combat housing discrimination, eliminate racial bias, undo historic patterns of segregation, and 
lift barriers that restrict access in order to foster inclusive communities and achieve racial equity, fair housing choice 
and opportunity for all Californians. The allocations of land use provided by SANDAG seem to focus all the higher density 
housing into one area of the city. (This is one of the largest points of analysis that each jurisdiction in the region needs to 
respond to in order to receive a certified Housing Element.) 
 
2b. Additionally, looking at the detailed data provided by SANDAG, it is now clear why the citywide numbers only show 
moderate increases in population. Our analysis has shown that there is an assumed reduction of population by 2,310 
persons in the areas within the city but outside of the mobility hubs. This is likely due to assumed reductions in persons 
per household over time, but SANDAG should clarify the source and reasonableness of this assumption. If housing is not 
provided consistent with these areas, is it still reasonable to assume persons per household will be reduced in 2050? 
 
2c. Furthermore, this reduction in population is not limited to the City of Carlsbad . There is an approximately 85,000 
reduction in population assumed outside of mobility hubs regionwide . SANDAG needs to address if that is a reasonable 
assumption and if this will result in other impacts to public and private projects that will rely on this growth forecast, 
and the associated Activity Based Model (2+) to project future impacts to transportation, GHG, air quality and noise. 
 
2d. The forecast has decreased in future population based on current trends, but it is not clear if there is enough 
housing provided with reductions and increases in some jurisdictions. Will the reduced amount of housing that will be 
provided result in an increased exacerbation of the affordability crisis? 
 
2e. There is a lack of clarity about how the Plan would be implemented at the municipal level. SANDAG should develop 
an approach for engaging with municipalities to ensure local support for delivering the regional transportation network. 
Staff from local jurisdiction have the knowledge and ability to share where there are land use assumptions that conflict 
with planning and zoning laws. Our analysis focused on the City of Carlsbad, but if these types of assumptions are made 
regionwide, it presents flaws in the overall analysis. These flaws put the assumed reductions in vehicle miles traveled 
(“VMT”) and ability to implement the Regional Plan into question. 

2. – 2e. Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) provides that a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) “use 
most recent planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors.” It also requires that the 
SCS “set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the 
transportation network and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas 
emissions from automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas 
emission reduction targets approved by the state board.” The SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects 
development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG emissions reduction target when integrated with 
the transportation investments, programs and policies in the Plan. 
The SCS land use pattern proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan focuses growth and development in the mobility 
hub areas. The allocation of housing units to subregional areas represents general areas projected for future 
growth in mobility hub areas, not specific parcels, for future housing development or housing unit type. A 
number of land uses at the parcel level, aggregated up, comprise these general areas. The precise zoning at 
the parcel level is within local jurisdictions land use authority. For Carlsbad, the SCS land use pattern forecasts 
6,575 housing units from 2016 to 2050, which is within the total housing unit capacity of the City’s general plan 
as provided to SANDAG (6,992 housing units) and accommodates the City’s RHNA allocation of 3,873 housing 
units. The Series 14 Regional Growth Forecast Documentation and Sustainable Communities Strategy Land 
Use Pattern Subregional Allocation methodology is available at:  
https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-
scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about. 

L62 3. The area designated is controlled for use and activity density and intensity through its spatial association with the 
McClellan-Palomar Airport. The McClellan-Palomar Airport is defined by the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) as a 
commercial service airport that, in addition to private aircraft, has regularly scheduled commercial flights to Los Angeles 
International Airport (“LAX”). The McClellan-Palomar Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (“ALUCP”) is prepared 
according to FAA requirements and adopted by the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority acting as the Airport 
Land Use Commission for the County of San Diego. 
a. The ALUCP provides measures to minimize the public’s exposure to excessive noise and safety hazards within areas 
around the airport and identifies areas likely to be impacted by noise and flight activity created by aircraft operations at 

3a. – d. Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) provides that a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) “use 
most recent planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors.” It also requires that the 
SCS “set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the 
transportation network and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas 
emissions from automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas 
emission reduction targets approved by the state board.” The SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects 
development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG emissions reduction target when integrated with 
the transportation investments, programs and policies in the Plan.  

https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about
https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about
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the airport. These impacted 
areas include the Airport 11nfl uence Area (“AIA”), the Clear Zone and the Flight Activity Zone. 
b. Within the AIA, the ALUCP establishes six safety zones for the purpose of evaluating safety compatibility of 
new/future land use actions. The safety zone boundaries depict relative risk of aircraft accidents occurring near the 
airport and are derived from general aviation aircraft accident location data and data regarding the airport’s runway 
configuration and airport operational procedures. The ALUCP limits development intensities in these zones by imposing 
floor area and lot coverage maximums, by incorporating risk reduction measures in the design and construction of 
buildings, and/or by restricting certain uses altogether. For example, all residential and virtually all non-residential uses 
are considered incompatible land uses in some zones, while considered to be either compatible or conditionally 
compatible with the airport in other zones. Attachment 4 shows the McClellan-Palomar Airport, noise contours and 
SANDAG’s proposed housing units. 
c. If the proposed SANDAG land use assumptions are endorsed, an amendment to the city’s General Plan would be 
required to change the land use designation to Mixed-Use Commercial or residential land uses within the existing 
Business Park in order to effectuate the underlying assumptions of SANDAG staff. This is not a realistic 
assumption. Further, the protected airspace referenced in the AIA and the ALUCP must also be amended based on 
SANDAG’s regional planning assumptions. (The FAA establishes airspace protection zones in the airspace above and 
surrounding airports in order to protect aircraft from obstructions such as buildings, towers, etc. in navigable airs pace.) 
 
d. When a General Plan is adopted or amended, the allowable growth pattern of an area is identified and the expansion 
or updating of the various land uses as specified in the General Plan can occur throughout the planning horizon. 
Without such growth considerations, the expansion or intensification of existing land uses could be considered “growth 
inducing.” Unplanned and uncontrolled growth may have significant adverse impacts on the environment. CEQA 
requires a discussion of how a “project” could increase population, employment or housing growth in surrounding areas 
and the impacts resulting from this growth. The CEQA Guidelines indicate that a “project” would normally have a 
significant effect on the environment if it would induce substantial growth or a substantial concentration of population. 

The SCS land use pattern proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan focuses growth and development in the mobility 
hub areas. The allocation of housing units to subregional areas represents general areas projected for future 
growth in mobility hub areas, not precise parcel locations, for future housing development or housing unit 
type. A number of land uses at the parcel level, aggregated up, comprise these general areas. The precise 
zoning at the parcel level is within local jurisdictions land use authority. For Carlsbad, the SCS land use pattern 
forecasts 6,575 housing units from 2016 to 2050, which is within the total housing unit capacity of the City’s 
general plan as provided to SANDAG (6,992 housing units) and accommodates the City’s RHNA allocation of 
3,873 housing units. The Series 14 Regional Growth Forecast Documentation and Sustainable Communities 
Strategy Land Use Pattern Subregional Allocation methodology is available at: 
https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-
scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about. 

L63 4. At this point, it is not clear if SANDAG’s assumptions adequately contemplate the development patterns included in 
the Sustainable Communities Strategy (“SCS”)/Regional Transportation Plan (“RTP”), and Regional Air Quality Strategy 
(“RAQS”), local climate action planning business-as usual estimates, sub-regional traffic modeling, or the airspace 
assumptions of AIA and the ALUCP. 

4. As with each update of the Regional Plan, SANDAG prepares an updated Regional Growth Forecast and 
subregional allocation that may be a deviation from prior forecasts that have been used in local or subregional 
analyses. SANDAG is typically required to update the Regional Plan every four years in order to account for the 
changes in funding outlooks and planning assumptions and to align with state and federal methodologies 
and mandates. 

L64 5. The city seeks clarity on the Plan’s underlying assumptions made to justify the proposed extensive high-speed rail 
network considering the significant changes in travel behavior which have occurred throughout the region as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic and due to the advancements in disruptive technologies such as telecommuting, autonomous 
vehicles, microtransit, etc. 
a. Recent North County Transit District (“NCTD”) Coaster ridership data show riders are not returning to riding the 
Coaster in comparison to other modes of travel as shown in Attachment 5. 
b. This question is consistent with comments made by SANDAG’s panel expert Bob Poole . regarding the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on transit ridership and mega-transit project s. (See comments by Bob Poole during the March 12, 
2021 presentation to SANDAG starting at timestamp 1:30 p.m.: https:/ /y out u.be/ q-e6bNY5J 8 ?t=5410 ) 

5(a)(b) As part of the development of the transit services for the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG completed a 
comprehensive data analysis to understand the primary travel patterns anticipated to occur between today 
and 2050. This analysis is described in Appendix T. In addition, SANDAG incorporated the latest information on 
telecommute patterns as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Employment data for the region shows that only 
a portion of jobs are “telecommutable” and many individuals must travel to a work location. Additionally, 
SANDAG has been tracking traffic volumes and congestion is returning to pre-pandemic levels. This 
demonstrates the need for alternatives to driving. 

L65 6. The city seeks clarity on why an alternatives analysis was not conducted with consideration of other transit 
alternatives such as automated /shared vehicle technologies and personalized zero emissions transit programs that are 
capable of utilizing the existing regional freeway infrastructure in response to these recent developments explained in 
the above comment. 

6. SANDAG has been tracking AV deployment and found that AVs do not provide the capacity needed to 
reduce VMT on roadways. Current AVs are small passenger vehicles that carry up to four people at a time. On 
some of our larger transit routes, like the Blue Line Trolley, we have up to 60,000 boardings per day. The 
planned Purple Line passenger rail service identified in the 2021 Regional Plan is projected to have upwards of 
80,000 daily boardings. If these trips were made in single occupant AVs, it would result in significant 
congestion on our local roadways. Alongside the transit system, the 2021 Regional Plan proposes Flexible Fleet 
services, which include shared vehicle technologies that could be automated in the future. Flexible Fleets 
would be supported by the complete corridor investments in the existing freeway infrastructure.  

L66 7. The city seeks clarity on why the Plan does not incorporate policies to promote roundabouts over signalized 
intersections and include a budget line item under the Complete Corridors to fund the construction of roundabouts at 
new locations and to replace signalized intersections when found feasible. This clarification would support the Federal 
Highway Administration (“FHWA”)’s project for Accelerating Roundabout Implementation in the United States and the 
County of San Diego Air Pollution Control Board’ s support for implementing roundabouts to address GHG and reduce 
fatalities. 

7. Roundabouts, curb extensions, and similar traffic calming measures are included in the Mobility Hub 
complete streets investments as a means for slowing vehicular traffic in neighborhoods where a higher 
volume of multimodal travel to/from key destinations, particularly active transportation, is anticipated. 

https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about
https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/documents/SANDAG::series-14-regional-growth-forecast-and-scs-land-use-pattern-subregional-allocation-oct-2021-draft/about
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L67 8. The city seeks clarity on the project phasing proposed within the Plan. Specifically , the city is seeking to understand 

the timing of implementation of unfunded TransNet projects related to the new projects presented within the Regional 
Plan. To support this, the city is requesting that SANDAG input the information requested in Table 1 (Attachment 6). 

8. A comparison between the TransNet Program of Projects and the Draft 2021 Regional Plan was included in 
the July 7, 2021 ITOC Agenda Item #2 
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf). In addition to the report narrative, 
you will find in Attachment 1 the details regarding the original TransNet projects and how those are 
addressed in the Regional Plan corridor by corridor. 

L68 9. The city seeks specific data on the proposed 200 miles of rail service contemplated in the Plan. To support this, the 
city is requesting that SANDAG input the information requested in Table 3 (Attachment 7). Specific questions: 
a. Please provide more information about the scope of the high-speed rail alignments, potential vehicle technologies 
and their cost estimates. 
b. Will the Coaster keep the same rail alignment? 
c. What funding is programmed or planned for the Carlsbad Village railroad trench and the other projects along the 
current NCTD/Coaster Service right-of-way? 
d. Will some of the tracks be at grade with fencing and trains traveling at 110 miles per hour speeds? 

9(a)(b)(c)(d) Both the Batiquitos Lagoon Double Track and Carlsbad Village Trench projects are included in the 
2021 Regional Plan. These projects will complete LOSSAN double tracking within the City of Carlsbad in 
generally the same alignment. Some segments of the LOSSAN corridor will remain at grade with fencing. 

L69 Section 2 
In addition to the comments on process and the Draft EIR provided above, city staff remain concerned that there is not 
enough detail on the feasibility of implementation of this significant shift in transportation strategy. On specific content 
in the plans, we outline our recommendations and comments below: 
 
1. Paying for the Plan: 
The draft 2021 Regional Plan sets out an ambitious plan to build and operate a region-wide system of transportation 
projects, programs and other improvement s. This is a substantial role for SANDAG to play in supporting both the 
construction and operation of these projects, programs and other improvements. SANDAG should set annual revenue 
targets to directly fund everything and should approve any recommended sustainable revenue tools to help meet these 
targets. Many of the funding strategies will require legislative changes, or voter-approved taxation. SANDAG should 
clarify what will occur if the funding is not available, if opposition to projects stops them from construction, and if 
General Plans in the region are not modified to implement the Plan. 

There are over 30 sources of funding included in the projected revenues for the 2021 Regional Plan. While the 
assumptions used to develop these revenues are determined to be reasonable based on state and federal 
standards, the level of projected expenditures provides flexibility to account for any changes in the timing or 
availability of these funds over the next 30 years. SANDAG is typically required to update the Regional Plan 
every four years to account for the changes in funding outlooks, priorities, and planning assumptions.  

L70 2. Appendix D: Sustainable Community Strategy Documentation: 
Appendix D includes the Sustainable Communities Strategy, which outlines assumptions included in the Activity Based 
Model 2+ (“ABM 2+”), updated for this. This model will be necessary for use by publicly and privately initiated land use 
projects preparing documents for consistency with VMT/CEQA Guidelines and Traffic Impact Analysis (“TIA”) Evaluations. 
City staff respectfully request direction from SANDAG on how to conduct modeling with the service bureau and how to 
factor in these assumptions applied to ABM 2+. Specifically, the addition of pricing, parking costs for coastal 
communities, 10% teleworking and micromobility. SANDAG should provide direction on how this could be worked into 
General Plans that are updated every 5-20 years. 

2. SANDAG will work with local jurisdictions on how to conduct modeling with the service bureau and how to 
factor in assumptions related to pricing, parking, teleworking, and micromobility. 

L71 3. Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing: 
Trips to and from school sites result in a significant congestion, VMT generation, and peak hour delay throughout the 
region. Additional funding and projects should be recommended with a specific focus on improving safety and 
multimodal access in and around school sites along with programs to incentivize non-single occupancy vehicle trips to 
schools. 

3. Both the Appendix A “Mobility Hubs” and “Policies and Programs” section include investments that would 
benefit school sites and school access. Within the “Mobility Hub” investments, there are Complete Streets 
assumptions to make streets safer for people who walk and bike by investing in traffic calming and pedestrian 
improvements. Under “Policies and Programs” the Plan includes in Vision Zero programming that prioritizes 
safety through roadway design while working with cities to develop community engagement programs that 
identify local street safety issues and provide technical guidance to resolve those issues through investment, 
policies, and programs. 

L72 Table A.11: Given the proven success of the Carlsbad Connector microtransit pilot program, the city agrees with the 
Plan’s recommendations to provide similar on-demand microtransit systems throughout North County at all mobility 
hub sites and major transit centers. 

SANDAG looks forward to coordinating with Carlsbad and other North County jurisdictions on microtransit 
systems. 

L73 Table A.13: The segment of El Camino Real between Poinsettia Lane and Camino Vida Roble is proposed to be widened 
from two to three lanes to prime arterial standards. With the adoption of the city’s General Plan, the city has determined 
that the widening of this portion of El Camino Real is not feasible due to constrained right-of-way and would result in 
negative impacts to other travel modes. City staff recommend removal of this proposed project recommendation CB32 
{that is, a ‘do nothing’ scenario, or appraise and evaluate different mobility projects and/or alternative designs). 

Complete Corridors, such as those planned for I-5 via Project IT CC004, provide a variety of travel choices and 
use technology to manage how highways and major roads are used in real time. They provide a balance of 
dedicated, safe space for everyone, including freight vehicles and people who walk, bike, drive, ride transit, 
and use Flexible Fleets. This will not only improve traffic operations and efficient operations along this 
corridor, but it will help to provide additional access while assisting the region in meeting its greenhouse 
reduction mandates. 
More information on Flexible Fleets can be found here:  
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/flexible-fleets. 

L74 4. Active Transportation: 
The city appreciates the Regional Plan’s overall approach of providing a connected network of high-quality bicycle 
facilities throughout the region. Regional bikeways are recommended throughout the city including along Palomar 

SANDAG will work closely with the City as active transportation projects advance into project-level design to 
ensure the project meets the needs of the corridor. SANDAG appreciates suggestions for improving 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf
https://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/flexible-fleets
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Airport Road which will provide a key east-west connection and El Camino Real which will provide a new north-south 
bikeway connection through the city. Both roadways are proposed to include “on-street bikeways”. Due to the high 
traffic volumes and vehicle speeds experienced along most of both corridors, the city recommends considering “off-
street bikeways” or Class I facilities where feasible in order to stimulate the shift from personal motor vehicle use to 
people choosing to bike. 
It is extremely important that municipal transportation plans align with regional transportation plans to achieve 
regional goals for land use and transportation and to promote the region working together to build a cohesive regional 
transportation network. Considering there are currently no mechanisms in place to ensure municipalities coordinate 
local transportation plans with regional planning documents, the Plan should provide an approach on how SANDAG 
plans to engage with municipalities, especially in areas of potential disagreement or conflict (as aforementioned in this 
subsection and others). It is also recommended that the Plan provide additional direction regarding the application of 
protected bikeways in a variety of applicable contexts. While vertical measures such as soft hit posts may be appropriate 
in lower volume and lower speed roadways, arterial roadways with high traffic volumes and high speeds warrant much 
more substantial physical protection from vehicles. In addition, special consideration should be given at intersections 
and driveways which may be impacted due to the additional width and visibility impacts created by protected bikeways. 

coordination with municipalities and will consider these as it develops programs and policies to implement 
the Regional Plan. 

City of Coronado 

L75 First, and most notably, during the South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) 
engagement process, City staff expressed concern about the Orange Avenue Business District / village area being 
designated a Mobility Hub without meaningful engagement with City residents and the City Council. It is highly unlikely 
the City would agree to construction of a new mobility hub in the Orange Avenue corridor. Therefore, the City requests 
the mobility hub be removed from both the South Bay to Sorrento CMCP and the 2021 Regional Plan. 

Coronado is a major destination due to its location adjacent to one of the region’s top military bases. 
Additionally, people commuting to hospitality, retail, and dining jobs is a daily occurrence, and the 
community serves as one of the region’s top tourism destinations for visitors from both outside and within 
San Diego County. These trip inducing factors contribute to the area’s high propensity for regional mobility 
hub designation.  
  
Not all mobility hub areas are created equal, and they don’t all require construction of a major transit center. 
Coastal mobility hubs similar to others in the North County area are envisioned to rely upon some transit 
services supported by an array of on-demand Flexible Fleets to help people complete short trips in and 
around the hub without needing to rely on a car.  

L76 As stated in the City’s “Comments on the South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan” letter dated 
July 7, 2021, the City has about 23,639 residents (ACS 2019) and a compact, fully developed village area covering about 
two square miles surrounded by the San Diego Bay and the Pacific Ocean. The City is highly constrained and does not 
have additional development capacity or any buffer zones to establish a mobility hub in our village area. While the City 
is supportive of on-demand travel options, it is difficult to imagine where facilities for the “Flexible Fleets” and “Transit 
Leaps” might be sited, such as ride hailing zones, electric vehicle charging stations, micro-mobility parking areas, parcel 
delivery lockers, and sidewalk delivery bots. The description of mobility hubs also includes drone technology, which is a 
concern given the proximity to Naval Air Station North Island (NASNI). 

SANDAG staff will continue to coordinate with the City on planning for appropriate mobility hub services, 
amenities, and supporting technology for this community. 
 
The suite of Flexible Fleets and supporting Mobility Hub amenities as included in the 2021 Regional Plan can 
be tailored to meet the needs of people traveling to and within Coronado. These features would enhance 
connections to transit (including the ferry) or help shift shorter, drive alone trips to alternative modes. It’s vital 
to understand that a variety of personally owned micromobility devices such as electric-assist bikes, scooters, 
and other motorized rideables are included in this category of options. Such devices are becoming 
increasingly popular among youth and adults alike. Since Coronado attracts so many residents from other 
parts of the region in addition to out of towners, it will be important to consider the provision of amenities like 
secure micromobility storage for these personally owned devices at or very near popular destinations.  

L77 The designation of the City’s village as a mobility hub is also concerning as it relates to the future of housing allocations 
for Coronado. Presumably, given the State and SANDAG’s priority to increase housing density in transit rich areas, 
mobility hubs and related transportation investment may have a significant adverse impact in Coronado’s village area. 
The 2021 Regional Plan refers to mobility hubs as areas “to concentrate future development.” The City is concerned that 
the designation of the village area as a mobility hub will lead to continued increased regional housing needs allocations, 
which will negatively impact the City’s character, in addition to the challenge of space and regulatory limitations to 
accommodate more high-density housing. 

Coronado is a major destination due to its location adjacent to one of the region’s top military bases. 
Additionally, people commuting to hospitality, retail, and dining jobs is a daily occurrence, and the 
community serves as one of the region’s top tourism destinations for visitors from both outside and within 
San Diego County. These trip inducing factors contribute to the area’s high propensity for regional mobility 
hub designation. 
 
The 6th Cycle Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) Plan, adopted by the Board of Directors and 
approved by the California Department of Housing and Community Development, includes a methodology 
which allocates housing throughout the region near jobs and transit. Consistent with state law, the RHNA 
process occurs about every 8 years. During the next RHNA process, the Board of Directors will again consider 
a methodology for allocating housing throughout the region, which may be different from the 6th Cycle 
methodology. 

L78 In the event that the village area continues to be designated as a mobility hub, the City asks that the use of drone 
security be removed from the plan due to privacy and safety concerns, that the use of e-bikes or scooters be limited and 
orderly, and that new facilities not block or impede pedestrian movement. Finally, before any strategies are 
implemented within the village area, more public outreach and interagency collaboration will be required to inform 
Coronado residents of the plan. 

SANDAG will work closely with Coronado staff before any strategies are implemented within the village area. 
Drone technology is referenced in the plan as something the private sector is exploring for use as last-mile 
delivery. SANDAG intends to coordinate with local jurisdictions and the private sector on potential 
applications and policies to guide the use of drone technology. 
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L79 In addition to the City’s concern for a mobility hub in the village, the City finds that the 2021 Regional Plan presupposes 

that 2021-2029 RHNA is finalized although there is pending litigation related to the RHNA. To address this issue, the City 
asks that the following language be inserted as a footnote on p.33 of the 2021 Regional Plan, after the sentence: “The 
SANDAG Board of Directors adopted the RHNA Plan on July 10, 2020, with the final housing unit allocation” to read: 
 
In September 2020, the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon Grove and Solana Beach filed a Petition for Writ of 
Mandate in San Diego Superior Court challenging, among other things, the Board’s adoption of the RHNA Plan. 
SANDAG demurred to the cities’ Petition and the demurrer was sustained by the court in February 2021. The petitioning 
cities have appealed the ruling on the demurrer to their Writ Petition, and that appeal remains pending in the Fourth 
District Court of Appeal. 

This language has been added to the introductory pages of Appendix K, Regional Housing Needs Assessment 
Plan. 

L80 In addition, the City proposes to add the following paragraph to the end of p.14 of Appendix K: 
 
On September 24, 2020, the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon Grove and Solana Beach filed a Petition for Writ 
of Mandate in San Diego Superior Court, Case No. 37-2020-00033974-CU-MC-CTL, against SANDAG and SANDAG’s Board 
of Directors seeking an order requiring that SANDAG give those cities a fair hearing on their RHNA appeals and decide 
the cities’ appeals in a legal manner without bias and without the use of the weighted voting mechanism. Specifically, 
the petitioning cities asked the court to order: (1) that the final RHNA allocation approval by SANDAG be rescinded; (2) 
that SANDAG’s denial of the cities’ RHNA appeals be rescinded; (3) that the appeals be remanded to SANDAG for fair 
consideration; and (4) that SANDAG be prohibited from utilizing a weighted vote on the cities’ RHNA appeals. On 
February 5, 2021, SANDAG’s demurrer to the Petition for Writ of Mandate was sustained by the Superior Court. The 
petitioning cities have appealed the ruling on the demurrer to their Writ Petition. That appeal remains pending in the 
Fourth District Court of Appeal. So long as the litigation is pending, the Board’s adoption of the RHNA Plan cannot be 
considered final. 

Similar language acknowledging the pending litigation has been added to the introductory pages of 
Appendix K, Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan. 

L81 A new Rapid route is depicted from Downtown to NASNI. The City would be interested in extending this route further 
into the commercial village area. 

SANDAG, MTS, and the City can explore extension of the Rapid route from Downtown to NASNI for 
consideration in the next Regional Plan. 

L82 The description of the Transportation Demand Programs includes language that suggests that employers will be 
required to provide transportation benefits. The City does not support requiring local businesses to provide specific 
benefits and would not enforce this or any other mandatory regulatory actions. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a Transportation Demand Management Ordinance and a near-term 
implementation action would be to complete a Transportation Demand Management Ordinance Policy 
Analysis. This policy analysis would detail the employers that the ordinance would apply to and mechanisms 
for enforcement. 

L83 Appendix A identifies a new off-street bike path on Glorietta Boulevard. The City’s Active Transportation Master Plan 
does not identify such a future improvement, the Bayshore Bikeway Plan recommends no changes to this area, and 
there is already a bike lane on Glorietta Boulevard. Please update A.12 and A.13. 

These projects were approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors in 2010 with the development of a 
comprehensive regional bike network - Riding to 2050: The San Diego Regional Bike Plan and these Class I 
Bayshore Bikeway segments were identified again and prioritized in 2013 via the SANDAG Early Action 
Program (EAP). 
More information can be found at the following links: 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail. 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail. 

L84 In Appendix B one of the strategies to increase housing affordability is to minimize zoning near transit. Since most of 
the village area is near transit, the City would not implement strategies that adversely alters its community character 
through reduced zoning requirements or eliminated single family zoning. 

While this is a strategy to increase housing affordability and reduce vehicle-miles traveled, land use authority 
is reserved to local jurisdictions because they are best positioned to effectively implement the objectives 
outlined in the Regional Plan through understanding of the unique needs of their communities and 
geographies. 

L85 In the land use maps in Appendix F, there are some areas of Coronado shown as mixed use. Although there is some 
existing, non-conforming mixed-use development in the City, there are no areas in the City that are zoned for mixed 
use, and there are no plans to zone additional areas for new mixed-use. 

The SCS land use pattern assumes mixed use development to accommodate future growth and development 
in the mobility hub areas. Implementation of the land use pattern is to be refined through coordinated 
planning with the City as zoning authority is reserved to local jurisdictions. 

L86 The City generally supports improvements to the public transportation system, but encourages SANDAG to do so in a 
manner that does not compromise necessary road maintenance and improvement projects. 

SANDAG is committed to working collaboratively with stakeholders, peer agencies, and the City in the 
development, deployment, and operations of new regional transit services in order to identify and mitigate 
issues (including coordination with other projects within the same or similar boundaries). 

L87 The City also supports new waterborne transportation options, such as ferry routes, and encourages SANDAG to 
prioritize the financing and expansion of waterborne transportation options in its regional planning documents. 

SANDAG is working with MTS and the Cities of San Diego and Coronado on exploring grant opportunities to 
plan and fund ferry transportation for possible inclusion in the next Regional Plan.  

City of Oceanside, Planning Division 

L88 We applaud SANDAG for prioritizing public safety, solutions to traffic congestion, social equity, GHG emission reduction, 
and air quality. We recommend that SANDAG also acknowledge open space and natural habitat preservation as a key 
priority of the Regional Plan. The long-term sustainability of the San Diego region, along with the quality of life of its 

Both Chapter 2 and Appendix AA include information about open space and natural habitat preservation in 
the San Diego region.  

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
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residents, depends on the preservation of these resources. How will the San Diego region help to further the state’s “30 
by 30” goal, as outlined in Executive Order EO N-82-20? 

L89 We encourage SANDAG to consult with the scientific community on the most recent sea level rise projections for the 
region’s coastline. It is our understanding that NASA now projects sea level rise of less than one foot by 2050, based on 
roughly three inches of sea level rise over the past decade. While there are many factors that could contribute to 
significantly greater sea level rise over this period, we believe it important to base regional planning efforts on the most 
likely sea level rise scenario 

At this time, sea level rise guidance from the Ocean Protection Council is considered the best available 
science and projects 2 feet of sea level rise by 2050. As the science evolves, SANDAG will update its planning 
efforts to reflect the latest science and guidance for planning. 

L90 The modest goals for mobility mode shift over the planning period (reducing SOV commutes by 18% and increasing 
transit ridership by 10%) do not seem commensurate with the major changes the Five Big Moves would bring to the 
region. What are the main impediments to achieving more ambitious mobility mode shift goals? What strategies, if any, 
are available to overcome these impediments? 

The 2021 Regional Plan does not include mode shift goals, however, SANDAG’s activity based model (ABM2+) 
estimates the mode shift performance of the proposed plan. The ABM2+ is a state-of-the-art tool for analyzing 
the transportation network, land use pattern, and other policies of the Regional Plan, however, it is based on 
the information we know today. There are many emerging technologies and future behavior changes that 
could impact mode shift in the future. SANDAG will continue to use best available data and research on 
mobility to inform future updates of the ABM and estimated performance of the Regional Plan. The mode 
share estimates from ABM2+ are reported for the entire region. We expect in areas of denser land use and a 
greater confluence of mobility options to have a greater than average modal change. 

L91 The regional population forecast for this iteration of the regional plan shows substantially less population growth 
through 2050 than that projected in prior forecasts. Should this most recent growth forecast prove accurate, there will 
inevitably be less tax and user fee revenue to support the region’s transportation system. To what extent has lower 
population growth, and concomitant lower regional funding, been factored into the economic analysis of the Five Big 
Moves? 

The regional population forecast is intrinsically tied to several aspects of the Regional Plan and is updated 
based on the latest forecasts from the California Department of Finance for each update of the Regional Plan. 
Revenue estimates for gas tax, sales tax, and user fees account for this updated population forecast and 
related vehicle fuel consumption and vehicle miles traveled estimates from ABM2+. The funding strategy will 
continue to be updated and adjusted for each Regional Plan to reflect changing conditions. 

L92 It is noted that over the next three decades 60% of the region’s population growth will be among those who are 75 years 
old and older. How well do we understand the current and evolving mobility needs and preferences of this 
demographic, and how will transportation infrastructure and services be designed to accommodate these needs and 
preferences? How will the region’s elderly population benefit from active transportation improvements? How will the 
elderly access transit? What accommodations will need to be made to ensure that the elderly have equal access to the 
region’s mobility network? 

SANDAG has a long history of working closely with senior community members, social service providers, non-
profits and community-based organizations to develop and fund specialized transportation services geared 
specifically towards the needs of seniors. The Regional Plan network includes a variety of modes that work 
together seamlessly to provide all San Diego residents, regardless of age or ability, access to multiple travel 
choices. Flexible Fleets are an example of an option that is particularly well suited for the senior population. 
Flexible Fleet options like ridehail, rideshare, and microtransit, offer a range of mobility options and vehicles 
that can accommodate many types of trips and meet the needs of various users. They can make it easy for 
seniors to access medical appointments and other basic needs without relying on a car. Flexible Fleet vehicles 
and services are adaptable and can offer personalized accommodations, such as wheelchair lifts, door-to-door 
services, and other options for people with physical limitations. SANDAG has conducted outreach and will 
continue to engage with seniors to ensure their mobility needs are met. In addition, SANDAG is developing a 
Flexible Fleets Implementation Strategic Plan that will address potential barriers to accessing Flexible Fleets, 
options for people without smartphones or internet, educational opportunities about how to access Flexible 
Fleets, and more. 

L93 The Draft SCS establishes the overarching goal of a fast, fair, and clean mobility network. It will be important to devise 
and consistently apply appropriate metrics for evaluating how mobility improvements and services further this goal. 
 
• With regard to the relative speediness of new or enhanced mobility options, it would be worthwhile to consider how 
travel times associated with alternative modes compare with those associated with SOY automobile trips. 
• In addition to evaluating the fairness of a particular improvement or service in terms of access, cost, and functionality, 
it would be worthwhile to also consider the relative safety and comfort of mobility options as experienced by different 
user groups. 
• While air quality and GHG emissions are fundamental considerations in determining the cleanliness of the mobility 
network, so too are water quality, soil quality, hazardous materials, and solid waste management. 

Chapter 3 (Table 3.1) and Appendix E include information on the performance indicators for the 2021Regional 
Plan, which align with these suggested metrics. 

L94 While user fees are both an important revenue source and a potentially powerful means of encouraging more 
sustainable modes of transportation, it is important that such fees not create financial hardship for lower-income 
households. To avoid a regressive and inequitable user fee regime, subsidies should be provided to those with both 
limited financial means and limited mobility options. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based fees and their 
capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse gas emissions reduction. SANDAG 
staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation 
strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the 
fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on 
different San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses. SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully 
constructed program that will promote equity and ensure that no particular group is disproportionately 
burdened. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be explored to ensure a fair 
system 

L95 The efficient movement of goods into and through the San Diego region is essential to the health and stability of the 
regional economy. Assessment of the efficiency of goods movement should consider how delivery systems contribute to 

The 2021 Regional Plan Appendix Y includes the 2021 Freight Gateway Study Update, which highlights freight 
flows within and to/from our region. SANDAG will be initiating the “San Diego and Imperial Counties 
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overall VMT and how these systems can further evolve to minimize their environmental impacts, including their 
contributions to traffic congestion, air pollution and GHG emissions, roadway wear -and-tear, and noise 

Sustainable Freight Implementation Strategy” (Strategy) in early 2022 to identify regional strategies that 
transition the region to a more sustainable, efficient, equitable, and economically competitive freight 
transportation system. The projects and policies identified in this Strategy will be incorporated in future 
regional plans. 

L96 Preparation and implementation of the sub-regional Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans (CMCPs ) is identified as 
a priority in the Draft Regional Plan. Oceanside staff has been participating in task force meetings on the North County 
CMCP. In these meetings, we have noted that Caltrans facilities that extend through Oceanside often serve as barriers to 
active transportation and connectivity between neighborhoods. For example, SR 76 bifurcates neighborhoods in the San 
Luis Rey Valley, separating residents from commercial areas, recreational facilities, and other community assets. The 
absence of grade-separated crossings on SR 76 contributes to the highway’s impact as a physical and psychological 
barrier. The Planning Division recommends that improvements to SR 76, SR 78, and 1-5 incorporate new and upgraded 
pedestrian and bicycle facilities that enable safer and more convenient crossings of these roadways. 

The North County Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (North County CMCP) is a strategic blueprint for 
identifying and implementing multimodal projects and services within North County communities. The North 
County CMCP work is using the Regional Plan to integrate the needs and projects identified where they align 
with sub-regional and regional transportation needs to reinforce the integrated system approach to meeting 
the diverse demands of North County’s communities. 
 
While there are not specific line items listed for within the 76 corridor, under the complete corridor concept 
for rural corridors like SR 76, the vision is looking into other strategies using technology and roadway 
operational improvements that could increase access, efficiencies, and safety by considering widening 
shoulders to allow safe passing lanes and rapid access to first responders, the use of technology (speed 
control, dynamic lane configuration using reversible lanes) to address crashes and increase capacity during 
evacuation routes with the use of real-time driver information in the event of fire or other natural disasters. 
Earlier phases of the 2021 Regional plan for SR 76 include approximately $55 million proposed for the 
implementation of smart intersection technologies (2025 phase) and approximately $222 million for 
operational and technology improvements (2035 phase).  

L97 To a large extent, the success of mobility hubs will depend on the level of comfort and engagement they provide to 
those who travel through them. The design of mobility hubs should therefore emphasize safety, security, accessibility, 
visual quality, and a strong sense of place. Mobility hubs have the potential to serve as gathering spaces, cultural 
venues, and entertainment districts. Improvements and services within mobility hubs should contribute to, and not 
detract from, the character and appeal of these areas. 

SANDAG looks forward to working with the City of Oceanside, and all local jurisdictions, to implement 
improvements and services in mobility hub areas that meet the needs of the local community including 
strengthening a sense of place. Mobility hub success depends on featuring a mix of uses—everything from 
parks and plazas to dining and performance spaces—coupled with a variety of reliable and convenient ways to 
get there. 

L98 It is noted that the Draft Regional Plan considers air pollution exposure reduction strategies promulgated by AB 805 
and other state legislation and guidance. While most of these strategies rightly focus on underserved communities, it is 
important to note that as smart growth takes hold in the region and new housing is built in closer proximity to major 
roadways and transit facilities, residents across the socioeconomic spectrum could be exposed to excessive levels of air 
pollution. As we facilitate cleaner forms of transportation, we can also consider ways to enhance both indoor and 
outdoor air quality in highly urbanized areas through landscaping, ventilation systems, weather-stripping, etc. 

These suggestions will be considered as we develop and implement programs related to smart growth, 
mobility hubs, and housing. The proposed 2021 Regional Plan is a high-level analysis of policies, projects, and 
programs and does not address specific details of building development such as landscaping, ventilation and 
weather stripping.  

L99 State Route 76 is identified in the SCS as a “rural corridor.” While much of this highway extends through rural areas, 
most segments of SR 76 in Oceanside abut urbanized areas. Accommodating both pass-through and local trips, these 
segments of SR 76 could benefit from some of the same improvements and programming slated for other highways in 
the region. 

The complete corridor concept for rural corridors like SR 76 includes strategies using technology and roadway 
operational improvements that could increase access, efficiencies, and safety by considering widening 
shoulders to allow safe passing lanes and rapid access to first responders, the use of technology (speed 
control, dynamic lane configuration using reversible lanes) to address crashes and increase capacity during 
evacuation routes with the use of real-time driver information in the event of fire or other natural disasters. 
Earlier phases of the 2021 Regional plan for SR 76 include approximately $55 million proposed for the 
implementation of smart intersection technologies (2025 phase) and approximately $222 million for 
operational and technology improvements (2035 phase). 

L100 Consider Oceanside as a testing ground for the piloting of Next OS technologies, particularly those that serve lower -
income residents and those who reside in areas with limited transit options. 

SANDAG looks forward to partnering with the City of Oceanside to pilot Next OS technologies. 

L101 In partnership with the Orange County Transit Authority (OCTA) and NCTD, consider rapid bus service between southern 
Orange County and the Oceanside Transit Center 

The North County CMCP work is digging into the finer details of what is proposed in the Regional Plan and 
may propose additional Rapid Routes. 

L102 The SCS calls for implementation of “innovative demand and system management” programs. The City of Oceanside has 
recently adopted TOM standards for new non-residential development of certain types and scales. The City is also 
exploring possible incentives for TOM in existing non-residential development. Regional funding and/or technical 
support for TOM plans would be a powerful incentive for existing businesses to consider ways to promote alternative 
commuting options. 

SANDAG’s Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program currently offers jurisdictions and developers 
technical support and resources for implementing local demand/system management strategies. Most 
recently, SANDAG developed the Mobility Management Toolbox to help jurisdictions and developers evaluate 
the potential Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) benefits of mobility management measures, including TDM and 
Transportation System Management (TSM). In addition, SANDAGs TDM program works with over 200 
businesses throughout the region to offer customized solutions that promote alternative commuting options. 

L103 As other local jurisdictions have done, the City of Oceanside intends to reduce lanes and implement roundabouts within 
one of its major commercial corridors (Coast Highway). One of the biggest challenges to implementing “road diets” is 
maintaining adequate right-of-way for buses and ample curb space for flex fleet service. Regional guidance on road diet 
design that supports alternative mobility options, developed in partnership with regional transit and flex fleet providers, 
would be helpful. 

SANDAG is considering the development of regional guidelines for designing Mobility Hub and Complete 
Corridor improvements, which could include specifications for curb space into the design process. Curb 
Management is included as one of the key policies in the Regional Plan, and SANDAG intends to partner with 
local jurisdictions and other necessary stakeholders to pilot curb space projects as part of a near-term 
implementation strategy. Deploying curb space pilots will be conducted in alignment with the deployment of 
Flexible Fleets, and pilot results can help inform best practices to follow regionwide. 
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L104 The proliferation of warehousing and distribution facilities in the San Diego region has major implications for land use, 

economic development, and climate mitigation. These facilities tend to occupy large tracts of land while providing 
relatively few jobs per acre. Vehicle trips generated by these facilities can contribute significantly to VMT and associated 
GHG emissions. We encourage SANDAG to consider guidelines and incentives that promote innovation in the 
warehousing and distribution sector (e.g., more efficient land use, zero-emission vehicle fleets, etc.). 

SANDAG will be initiating the “San Diego and Imperial Counties Sustainable Freight Implementation 
Strategy” (Strategy) in early 2022 to identify regional strategies that transition the region to a more 
sustainable, efficient, equitable, and economically competitive freight transportation system. SANDAG will 
consider these suggestions when developing this Strategy and will work with our local partners on vetting the 
Strategy’s recommendations. The projects and policies identified in this Strategy will be incorporated in future 
regional plans. 

L105 Value pricing of public parking facilities is key to facilitating efficient use of these resources, generating revenue for local 
transportation improvements, encouraging alternative modes of transportation, and motivating efficient use of private 
parking facilities. While parking pricing is largely within the authority of local jurisdictions, SANDAG can support 
localities in navigating the technical and political challenges of implementing value pricing programs. 

Parking Management is one of the key policy areas included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan. As part of the 
Regional Plan, SANDAG has designated program funding towards working with local jurisdictions to 
implement parking management strategies such as parking pricing. In addition, SANDAG develops technical 
resources to provide jurisdictions with guidance on implementing parking policies, such as the 2014 Parking 
Management Toolbox. One of the Regional Plan implementation strategies includes updating the Toolbox to 
account for newer modes and more flexible curb space strategies. 

L106 Performance monitoring, as illustrated in Table 3.1, should include public health benchmarks, particularly those that 
provide insight on the public health impacts of air pollution, lack of access to healthy food, sedentary lifestyles, etc. 

SANDAG relies on partner agencies for tracking public health benchmarks, including the San Diego County 
Air Pollution Control District, San Diego Food Systems Alliance, and Health and Human Services Agency. 

L107 In Figure A. I, SR 76 and SR 78 are not identified as significant corridor geographies, while SR 56, SR 94, and SR 125 are 
identified as such. The Planning Division recommends that these two important regional roadways be identified in the 
same manner as other east-west highways in the region. 

All corridors identified in the 2021 Regional Plan are critical and considered significant to ensure that the 
Regional Plan vision meet state and federal air quality mandates, reduce traffic congestion, and address social 
equity. Figure A.1 reflects the focus areas of the five Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans (CMCP) that 
are currently under development, as well as the anticipated study areas for future corridor plans and the 
North Coast Corridor. SR 78 between I-5 and I-15 and the western portion of SR 76 are included in the North 
County CMCP and are shown in the orange area on Figure A.1. 

L108 As identified in Table A.11, the Inland Rail Trail (IRT) through Oceanside is not shown as being implemented until 2035. 
The IRT is a crucial component of the North County bicycle trails network, facilitating access to NCTD Sprinter rail and 
Breeze bus services, connecting cyclists to the Coastal Rail Trail, activating north south bikeways (e.g., El Camino Real, 
College Boulevard), and contributing to complete streets improvements within the Oceanside Blvd corridor. The 
Planning Division thus recommends that the Draft Regional Plan commit to implementation of this segment of the IRT 
by 2025. 

SANDAG is committed to completing the Inland Rail Trail. The Oceanside segment is identified as the final 
segment of the Inland Rail Trail to be completed, consistent with the Bike Early Action Program (EAP). 
SANDAG is actively pursuing opportunities to advance active transportation projects through grant funding, 
using Demand-Based Criteria to prioritize project implementation, and integrating bike projects into 
Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans. Recently, the Board of Directors accepted $12.057 million of Active 
Transportation Program Cycle 5 (ATP) grant funds for Inland Rail Trail Phase 4 (CIP No. 1223095). That funding 
will help SANDAG meet the very aggressive schedule to begin construction on this Phase by 2024.  
 
For more information visit:  
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx. 

L109 The Planning Division recommends that acquisition of land in mobility hub areas be identified as a higher priority, as 
property aggregation will be key to efficient redevelopment of many of these areas. 

Some land acquisition may be necessary to implement elements of the regional mobility hub concept if 
future transit station locations are being proposed. SANDAG will work closely with the City of Oceanside 
should this need be identified. However, we also recognize near-term opportunities to work with existing 
rights-of-way at transit stations to retrofit curbside space for active passenger and small goods delivery in 
addition to siting supporting amenities like wireless electric vehicle charging, interactive travel kiosks, 
improved shelters equipped with WiFi, and more. Additional land use redevelopment opportunities may be 
identified in partnership with the private sector to convert surface parking to mixed land uses that integrate 
shared mobility service accommodations, for example. 

L110 The extension of Melrose Drive and the interchange at Highway 78 and Rancho del Oro are not listed among the arterial 
improvements in Table A.13. Both of these improvements are listed in the City’s Circulation Element (CE). While the City 
is currently contemplating removal of the extension from Santa Fe Avenue to Spur Avenue from the CE, the 
unconstructed segment between North River Road and State Route 76 will remain 

Table A.13 consists of near-term arterial projects that are included the Regional Transportation Improvement 
Program (RTIP) and require Air Quality Conformity analysis. The projects mentioned here are either not 
currently listed in the RTIP or have not programmed funding to a capital project phase and therefore are not 
listed. 

L111 Implementation Action 9 calls for expansion of regional programs on low-carbon transportation options, roadway safety 
and maintenance, and nature-based climate solutions. While the Planning Division supports nature-based climate 
solutions where feasible, we note that certain stretches of the region’s coastline face imminent threat from coastal 
hazards and are not amenable to nature-based solutions. The Planning Division encourages SANDAG to support near-
term coastal adaptation measures that address urgent local conditions and buy time for the development and 
implementation of long-range adaptation strategies. 

The SANDAG Shoreline Preservation Working Group is a long-standing advisory group to the Regional 
Planning Committee on critical shoreline issues relevant to the region’s 70 miles of coastline, including the 
development of the 2021 Regional Plan. Paramount is continued support for the region’s ongoing and future 
beach nourishment efforts and other sea-level rise adaptation strategies. 

L112 In addition to the enumerated strategies to increase housing availability and affordability (p. 19), the Planning Division 
encourages SANDAG to consider gap financing for inclusionary housing projects that do not qualify for tax credit 
financing and/or other federal and state subsidies. In determining eligibility for gap financing, SANDAG should consider 
key sustainability metrics - e.g., proximity to transit, employment, and essential services, energy efficiency and 
renewable energy sourcing, pedestrian-oriented design, resilient building materials, etc. 

SANDAG is currently developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and will take several factors into 
consideration to ensure the program meets the goals of the 2021 Regional Plan. The program will consider 
climate change and resiliency and consistency with transportation improvements included in the 2021 
Regional Plan. Furthermore, SANDAG is developing a new grant program focused on accelerating housing 
production and have identified potential regional projects such as establishing a regional framework to 
potentially raise, administer, and allocate funding for affordable housing in the San Diego region. Additionally, 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/RegionalBikeProjects/inland_rail_trail_intro.aspx
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SANDAG will be evaluating Board Policy No. 33 to establish a criterion for funding that is consistent with the 
6th Cycle Regional Housing Needs Assessment, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan, and aligns with state 
planning priorities. 

L113 The Planning Division applauds SANDAG for recognizing that the relatively low resale value of certain electric vehicles 
presents an opportunity for lower-income households to enter the electric vehicle market. SANDAG can further support 
EV ownership in low-income and historically disadvantaged communities by coordinating with dealerships in the region 
on marketing and financing programs. 

SANDAG will be developing a regional zero emission vehicle (ZEV) incentive program to help low- and 
moderate-income households purchase electric vehicles. The program is to support the purchase and/or lease 
of over 100,000 ZEVs by 2035. As part of the program design and implementation, SANDAG plans to engage 
with car dealerships and/or car associations, as well as coordinate with other vehicle incentive program 
administrators to enable consistent messaging and information for residents, dealerships and other 
stakeholders. These incentives will be in addition to other financing and incentives available in the region. As 
part of the ZEV incentive program development, SANDAG also will explore opportunities to incentivize 
secondary market (used) vehicles. 

L114 The “Fix It First” implementation strategy is described as “bringing transit and road infrastructure back to optimal 
performance.” The Planning Division questions the notion that the region’s mobility infrastructure has ever 
demonstrated “optimal performance.” Perhaps a better catch-phrase here would be something akin to “Build Back 
Better,” as this speaks to more than just perpetuating the status quo. 

Thank you for your comment. 

L115 In its consideration of tools and strategies that provide for the effective operation and management of regional 
infrastructure as a coordinated system, SANDAG should work closely with local jurisdictions to identify, enhance, and 
integrate local data collection and traffic management programs into a regional whole. The City of Oceanside maintains 
a Traffic Management Center that, with adequate staffing, has the potential to provide real-time traffic data to support 
signal optimization and other efficiencies. 

SANDAG looks forward to coordinating with Oceanside on data collection and traffic management programs. 

L116 The Planning Division is concerned that the most recent iteration of the regional population forecast may significantly 
underestimate Oceanside’s capacity for additional population, housing, and employment. We understand that the 
statewide forecast prepared by the Department of Finance shows considerably less growth in the San Diego region over 
the next three decades than previously anticipated, and we acknowledge that population and housing growth in 
Oceanside has been declining over the past 20 years. Nevertheless, housing demand in Oceanside remains strong, and 
the City is still one of the most affordable housing markets in the San Diego region. Moreover, the local employment 
base continues to grow, particularly in the manufacturing, health care, and hospitality sectors. We believe Oceanside 
has the potential to accommodate significant growth through infill and redevelopment, and that the revitalization of 
the City’s urban corridors will draw new residents and employers. The City’s outdated General Plan has likely 
contributed to low growth projections over the past three forecast periods (2008, 2012, and 2016). The City is currently in 
the process of updating its General Plan, with the intent to incentivize infill and redevelopment through new zoning 
standards, a streamlined review process, CEQA clearance, and targeted infrastructure improvements. 

SANDAG looks forward to continuing to coordinate with the City of Oceanside to incorporate is latest 
planning assumptions into future updates of the Regional Plan. 

City of Oceanside, Traffic Engineering Division 

L117 SANDAG needs to clarify how the Draft EIR, Response to Comments and Adoption will be completed this year and what 
will occur if they are not completed by the end of this year. SANDAG should also clarify how comments on the plan are 
going to be addressed in the Draft EIR prior to its release. 

The Draft EIR analyzes the draft Regional Plan. Comments and responses received on the Draft Regional Plan 
will be provided in the Final Regional Plan and inform the Final EIR. SANDAG’s schedule calls for the Board of 
Directors to consider EIR certification and adoption of the Regional Plan by the end of the year. 

L118 Looking at the detailed data provided by SANDAG it is not clear why the citywide numbers only show moderate 
increases in population. See comments provided by the City’s Planning Division. 

As noted in comments from the City’s Planning Division, the regional population forecast prepared by the 
California Department of Finance shows less growth over the next 30 years than previously anticipated. 

L119 In Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing, it should be noted that Trips to and from school sites 
result in a significant congestion, VMT generation, and peak hour delay throughout the region. Additional funding and 
projects should be recommended with a specific focus on improving safety and multimodal access in and around 
school sites along with programs to incentivize non-single occupancy vehicle trips to schools. 

Both the Appendix A “Mobility Hubs” and “Policies and Programs” section include investments that would 
benefit school sites and school access. Within the “Mobility Hub” investments, there are Complete Streets 
assumptions to make streets safer for people who walk and bike by investing in traffic calming and pedestrian 
improvements. Under “Policies and Programs” the Plan includes in Vision Zero programming that prioritizes 
safety through roadway design while working with cities to develop community engagement programs that 
identify local street safety issues and provide technical guidance to resolve those issues through investment, 
policies, and programs. 

L120 Considering FHWA’s project for Accelerating Roundabout Implementation in the United States, and the County of San 
Diego Air Pollution Control Board’s support for implementing roundabouts to address GHG and reduce fatalities, the 
Plan should incorporate policies to promote roundabouts over signalized intersections and include a line item under the 
Complete Corridors to fund the construction of roundabouts at new locations and replace signalized intersections when 
found feasible. 

Roundabouts, curb extensions, and similar traffic calming measures are included in the Mobility Hub 
complete streets investments as a means for slowing vehicular traffic in neighborhoods where a higher 
volume of multimodal travel to/from key destinations, particularly active transportation, is anticipated. 

L121 Descriptions of the following projects are insufficient. In order to provide comments, the City requests that SANDAG 
provide more detailed project description, information and clarifications for the following projects: 
 

For the projects listed in this comment (1-4) the cost estimates are a planning-level determination for 
designing and building an All Ages and Abilities bikeway facility type either on-street, or off. These estimates 
are based on the most recently competed SANDAG bikeway projects in $2020 then applied consistently 
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1. AT030: Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside-Alta Loma Marsh Bridge 2035. 
The Regional Plan’s cost estimate is $4 million. The actual estimate prepared by the City is $9 million. Please clarify or 
correct. 
 
2. AT031: Coastal Rail Trail Broadway to Eaton 2035. 
The project cost is estimated at $1 million. The Regional Plan recommends trail extension to Eaton Street, with Eaton 
providing connection to the existing Coastal Trail segment on Coast Hwy. The City’s preferred routing is to extend this 
trail to the south end of Broadway, then obtain easement from the Buena Vista Audubon Society to continue the trail 
along the lagoon to connect to the Carlsbad section of the Coastal Rail Trail. We recommend the project description be 
amended accordingly. We also believe that a higher cost estimate needs to be included; $IM is not an accurate cost 
estimate for this project. 
 
3. AT049: Inland Rail Trail 2035. 
The project cost is estimated at $68M. It is difficult to evaluate the accuracy of this cost estimate without a preliminary 
engineering study of the potential alignments and the actual field conditions. It is likely the cost of this project will 
exceed $70M. 
 
4. AT074: Coastal Rail Trail-Oceanside Segment lALT 2050. 
The project cost is estimated at $6 million, with on-street routing from Neptune/Pacific to the NCTD station. It is difficult 
to assess this potential trail routing and the project’s impacts potentially creating a need for street widenings in that 
area. 

throughout the region and phase years, again according to typical project schedules for SANDAG-led 
bikeways. We appreciate that the City of Oceanside has developed some more specific cost estimates for 
certain project segments or has recommendations for a methodology to determine the costs of other project 
segments (which may have different alignments) as well. At this stage, the estimates we are providing are 
merely a first-step as any of these projects which are identified for inclusion in the Regional Transportation 
Improvement Program (RTIP) will receive a closer look and more specific coordination for budget estimation 
and the programming of appropriate funding to advance a project through the planning, design, and/or 
construction phases. 

L122 5. The City requests that the following two projects be added to the Regional Plan: 
 
A. A connection between the west and east side of 1-5 at the SR-78 interchange for bicycle and pedestrian traffic. Under 
existing conditions, there is no safe access for bicyclists and pedestrians across 1-5 in this area. 
B. Bike infrastructure improvements on SR-76, as repeatedly requested by Caltrans and the City of Oceanside. 

A. While this alignment is not in the Regional Bike Network, there are opportunities for the development of 
protected bike network via “Complete Streets in Mobility Hubs” funding, which is intended to fund retrofits to 
facilitate short trips of less than 3 miles in a safe and comfortable way to make it easier and more attractive to 
choose active transportation. This connection you’ve described falls within the Oceanside Mobility Hub. 
 
B. Parallel and in close proximity to this highway, the Regional Bike Network serves this corridor and 
destinations via the All Ages and Abilities existing facilities along the San Luis Rey River Trail which is 
proposed for extension as project AT113 specifically. 

L123 The recommendations made in this section are the results of a conceptual community workshop on what might be 
considered, and the following recommendations mentioned in this appendix as 
  
a result of this workshop shall by no means be construed as the City of Oceanside’s official request and/or 
recommendations: 
 
• Oceanside Boulevard reduced to two lanes with protected bikeways. 
• The Strand closed to vehicle traffic and available only for bikes and pedestrians. 

The Network Planning Workshop was considered an exploratory exercise and the summary memo includes 
the following language on page 9: “Disclaimer: The principles presented in this workshop are not intended to 
be fully developed policies, but rather inspiration for an integrated approach to safe and active mobility 
network solution. Similarly, the workshop outcomes included may not meet local practices and are not 
intended to be implemented networks, but rather conceptual prototypes to better understand the active 
transportation network process.” 

City of Poway 

L124 Regarding Scripps Poway Parkway, the City of Poway would like to see vehicle, bike, pedestrian and transit 
infrastructure improvements and connections to be added from the Highway 67 through Scripps Poway Parkway to the 
I-15 Freeway. I have spoken to several property and business owners within the South Poway Business Park (SPBP) 
including Geico and parking is a constant issue. There is currently no public transit route into the SPBP. Having public 
transit, bike, pedestrian and highway/road improvements/connections providing better more efficient access to the 
SPBP is essential for future employment growth in the area.  Many workers in the Poway area live in Ramona and East 
County and this is a vital connection for the City and the Region. SANDAG has also identified Scripps Poway as a Tier 3 
employment center in their draft Employment Center analysis. Construction is also underway to add thousands of more 
employees in the SPBP.  To be clear, we are recommending that Scripps Poway Parkway become a critical connection 
and a multimodal corridor (https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_4720_28341.pdf). 

The San Vicente Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) effort is currently underway. The CMCP will 
include a suite of solutions for consideration in future planning, implementation, and improvement activities 
along the corridor, including Highway 67 connections with Poway Road and Scripps Poway Road, respectively. 
The CMCP will include active transportation, clean transportation, transit, resilience and environment, right- 
of- way and utilities, equity, and evacuation considerations. The CMCP stakeholder working group includes 
representation from the City of Poway, which is intended to integrate jurisdictional priorities into the suite of 
solutions within the boundaries of the CMCP planning area.  
 
Your comment has been forwarded to San Diego Metropolitan Transit System (MTS). 

L125 Regarding the Hwy 67, please note that the City of Poway’s General Plan Transportation Element includes a multi-use 
path on the west side of SR-67 (reference p. 3 http://docs.poway.org/weblink/0/doc/50446/Electronic.aspx).  This multi-
use path would include a separated two-way bike path and a fenced DG equestrian trail. The multi-use path provides a 
critical and safe pathway for hikers, bikers, runners, walkers, children, and equestrians.  A multi-use path also creates a 
necessary loop between the City’s Iron Mountain trailhead and other destinations (e.g., Mt. Woodson, Lake Poway) 
which is also a goal within the Transportation Element.   We recommend the San Vicente corridor plan is consistent with 
the City’s plans. 

The San Vicente CMCP will consider all relevant and related plans and projects, in collaboration with City of 
Poway staff, to ensure there is cohesion and consistency between the CMCP and the communities within and 
adjacent to it, including active transportation considerations.  
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L126 State Route 67 is also designated as a scenic roadway by the Poway General Plan. As a part of the General Plan 

requirements, a 50-foot wide landscape open space easement is required from adjacent property owners from the 
ultimate right-of-way line along State Route 67 when development is proposed. This easement shall be landscaped and 
modified as needed to enhance the scenic quality of the area as discussed in the General Plan Transportation Element 
Policy B – Scenic Roadways.  Providing scenic roadway elements to the design will also help the corridor be more 
compatible with surrounding open space.  To contribute to the General Plan goals, we would suggest that the right-of-
way incorporate design elements consistent with a scenic roadway (e.g., naturalized decorative solid walls, native 
landscaped medians and shoulders, additional landscape areas and trees where feasible, earthen berms). 

The CMCP study identifies ways to improve roadway safety, enhance the urban-rural transportation interface 
(with special consideration given to limiting impacts on surrounding environmental habitats and wildlife), 
engage with tribal nations, and create greater trip reliability and efficiency throughout the study area while 
supporting climate action initiatives. The suite of solutions will include active transportation, clean 
transportation, transit, resilience and environment, right- of- way and utilities, equity, and evacuation 
considerations. The City of Poway is an integral member of the stakeholder working group and in the 
development of the CMCP.  

L127 As discussed, a multi-modal transportation system provides users transportation options and choices and thereby 
reduces traffic congestion and GHG emissions.  Regional multi-use paths have been a great asset to communities across 
the country.  Here in San Diego, the SR-56 Bike Path is separated from the highway and is often used by runners, 
walkers, and equestrians.  In contrast, it is uncommon to see bikers, walkers, and equestrians in a bike route adjacent to 
a highway (for instance, SR-76).  A multi-use path is also kid friendly because of the separation from the highway and 
kids are often seen on the SR-56 Bike Path and not commonly seen within bike routes adjacent to a Highway.  The 
multi-use path also accommodates a more rural aesthetic and is safer for users.  Multi-use paths have become a critical 
component to the transportation system and are treasured by the communities they are a part of.  The addition of the 
multi-use path along Hwy 67 is more consistent with the goals and policies of the 2050 RTP.  We recommend the San 
Vicente corridor plan provides a separated mixed-use path throughout the full length of the corridor. 

The San Vicente CMCP will consider all relevant and related plans and projects, in collaboration with City of 
Poway staff, to ensure there is cohesion and consistency between the CMCP and the communities within and 
adjacent to it, including active and multi-modal transportation considerations.  

L128 Lastly, during the workshop portion for the Draft 2021 Regional Plan, workshops were provide by area (North, East, 
Central, etc.).  Based on the mapped areas shown, Poway residents and community stakeholders were not represented 
as a part of any region and that outreach with appropriate comment period should be provided prior to moving forward 
with Draft.   I’d be happy to assist you with what an appropriate outreach should be. 

The virtual open house held on June 16, 2021 was titled County Unincorporated and included connections to 
adjacent cities, including Poway. In the future, we will be clearer about areas covered in each sub-regional 
workshop.  

City of San Diego 

L129 I am writing to express the City of San Diego’s support for SANDAG’s San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan (2021 
Regional Plan). The 2021 Regional Plan is a major step towards reducing vehicle miles traveled by single occupant 
vehicles and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the region by incorporating five transformational strategies which will 
be critical to enabling the City of San Diego to implement its Climate Action Plan. The City applauds SANDAG’s 
commitment to making infrastructure and technological investments in the mobility system with a greater emphasis 
on accessibility, transit, bicycling, and walking as well as innovative and bold strategies to manage demand on regional 
roadways prioritizing safety and aligning with the City’s commitments to Vision Zero. The City’s General Plan is 
consistent with the 2021 Regional Plan as both focus on development within vibrant mixed-use village centers served by 
high frequency transit. The City supports the 2021 Regional Plan’s intent to preserve open space from non-sustainable 
development. The City looks forward to closely working with SANDAG to implement the strategies described in the 2021 
Regional Plan. 

Thank you for your support of the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG looks forward to working closely with the City 
of San Diego to implement the strategies of the plan and achieve our shared goals. 

L130 The City supports the 2021 Regional Plan’s vision to improve the transportation network in the region especially the 
planning and implementation of a complete network of efficient, convenient, and reliable transit services that connect 
people from where they live to where they work or go to school. The development of a dynamic management system of 
traffic flow and transit services, facilities for bicycles, scooters, pedestrians, and flexible micro transit, offer an equitable 
approach to first and last-mile connections to transit, a vision zero strategy to address safety, and implementation of the 
City’s Climate Action Plan. 

SANDAG looks forward to collaborating with the City to implement the 2021 Regional Plan and support 
implementation of the City’s Climate Action Plan. 

L131 The City also supports the 2021 Regional Plan’s development of mobility hubs throughout the region. As part of our land 
use planning efforts, the City is providing policies to support the implementation of mobility hubs as vibrant centers of 
activity where future housing and employment growth are connected by transit. The San Ysidro and Central mobility 
hubs are critical transportation facilities and having a direct connection to the U.S.-Mexico Border and San Diego 
International Airport is a vital step towards having a transit system that meets the needs of residents and visitors. 

SANDAG sees the City as a key partner in developing mobility hubs, including the critical facilities at San 
Ysidro and the Central Mobility Hub. 

L132 The City shares the 2021 Regional Plan’s goal to provide better transit access and housing opportunities in employment 
centers. Over the past two years, the City has adopted updated Mission Valley and Kearny Mesa Community Plans to 
accommodate more housing and existing and future transit improvements in 
high employment centers. We are also in the process of updating our community plans for University and Mira Mesa 
(Sorrento Mesa) which include major high-tech and biotech employment centers. These plans focus additional housing 
opportunities along existing and planned transit lines needed to support continued economic prosperity. Downtown 
San Diego has experienced a high level of residential growth as well as a recent resurgence of employment growth. The 
success of future housing and job growth in these employment centers is predicated on the implementation of rail 

SANDAG agrees that the City’s work to update community plans have been critical to advancing goals of 
accommodating more housing near transit and employment centers. We look forward to working together 
on integrated land use and transportation solutions. 
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transit, managed lanes, and bicycle networks, and the technological improvements to our regional arterials. These 
investments into our infrastructure will also provide jobs for the region’s skilled labor force. 

L133 The City strongly supports efforts to increase mobility options including the development of high frequency transit in 
communities of concern with increased transit infrastructure and service needed to provide convenient access to job 
centers. The City recommends that SANDAG identify the planning and engineering of the commuter rail (purple line) 
between San Ysidro and Sorrento Valley, separation of existing light rail at-grade crossings, dedicated and/or flex lanes 
for Rapid Bus routes within the City, as well as double tracking the LOSSAN corridor as shovel ready projects for future 
state and federal funding. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes the recommendations in this comment. SANDAG will continue to pursue 
state and federal funding for these projects. 

L134 The San Ysidro and Barrio Logan communities are affected by truck emissions due to their proximity to the U.S.-Mexico 
border crossing and the Port of San Diego respectively. The 2021 Regional Plan addresses the needs for air, rail, and port 
goods movement and smarter border strategies to support trade and international commerce. The City supports San 
Diego Forward’s goals and policies to reduced air pollution which are needed to meet federal air quality conformity 
requirements and improve some of our most underserved, low-income communities. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes strategies to reduce pollution exposure in disadvantaged communities. This 
analysis is attached to Appendix A of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

L135 The City has a long history of planning together with SANDAG to creating a land use pattern and transportation 
network that facilitates greater mobility and increased connectivity between employment and housing. The City 
encourages SANDAG to continue funding the Smart Growth Implementation Program which provides needed grant 
funding for planning and capital projects that support the implementation of the Regional Plan. We have included 
additional recommendations attached to this letter for SANDAG’s consideration and look forward to partnering with 
SANDAG on its new Housing Incentive Program to achieve the goals of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan. 
We are committed and look forward to a continued partnership with SANDAG on the long-term implementation of the 
San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes expanded funding for planning and capital grant programs for member 
agencies. SANDAG looks forward to partnering with the City on the Housing Incentive Program and other 
efforts to implement the Regional Plan.  

L136 The City supports the planning and implementation of future rail projects identified in the 2021 Regional Plan. Appendix 
A, page A-15 on the note on the bottom of the page, please clarify if the purple commuter rail should be route 582 and 
not 581 as noted. Commuter rail route 581 as identified on page A-29, project TL-01 is Downtown to/from La Mesa 
projected to be in the 2050 transit network. 

Thank you for this comment, this correction has been made. 

L137 The future purple commuter rail connection would provide access for people throughout the communities within the 
southern and central portion of the City to employment centers in Kearny Mesa, University, and Sorrento Mesa. The City 
recommends considering alignment and station options that would serve the Mid-City communities and SDSU West at 
Mission Valley. We look forward to working with SANDAG in reviewing ridership information/forecasts based on different 
proposed alignments for the entire line including with and without stations serving the Mid-City communities and 
SDSU West. 

SANDAG will be engaging with City staff during the advanced planning phase of the Purple Line which will 
finalize station locations and more ridership analysis. 

L138 The City looks forward to working with SANDAG in evaluating options for grade separation of existing light rail at-grade 
crossings within the City. 

Evaluating options for grade separations will be done in coordination with the City. 

L139 The City recommends implementing near-term operational improvements such as the use of restriping for providing 
dedicated and/or flex lanes for Rapid Bus routes while planning for long- term capital improvements. We look forward 
to working with SANDAG in evaluating near-term and long-term options for dedicated and/or flex lanes for Bus Rapid 
routes. 

SANDAG looks forward to working with the City to evaluate and implement dedicated and/or flex lanes for 
Rapid Bus routes. Many of the Rapid routes will be fully built in 2035 and 2050 as described in the tables in 
Appendix A, while some of the Rapid routes will be expedited to open sooner in 2025 with a “light version” 
(Phase 1).  The light version of Rapid is meant to allow for a Rapid route to operate with minimal capital 
investment using existing bus stops. The full version of Rapid will build up the route’s amenities with 
improved shelters, bus guideways, and/or other transit priority measures. 

L140 The City recommends including the Via Las Cumbres/I-8 Interchange/Hotel Circle North & South/Fashion Valley Road 
project in the list of proposed projects in Appendix A. As a regionally significant project that provides freeway and active 
transportation connections to two light rail transit stations and the San Diego River Trail. This will support the recently 
adopted Mission Valley Community Plan which increasing housing opportunities near the existing light rail stations. 

Interchange improvements along the I-8 corridor will be explored as part of the I-8 Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan and during development of the I-8 Managed Lanes project. SANDAG will coordinate 
with the City on these efforts to ensure the needs of the Mission Valley community are met. 

L141 While the City supports increasing the amount of Transit Priority Areas (TPAs), the City requests that the existing TPAs 
be maintained in the 2021 Regional Plan. The TPAs are a critical part of the City planning process for future development 
to help meet out Climate Action Plan goals for the reduction of vehicle miles traveled. Maintaining future transit routes 
and the TPAs provides consistency in our land use and mobility planning efforts. 

The 2021 Regional Plan expands Transit Priority Areas (TPAs) and includes Mobility Hub areas that align with 
TPAs to facilitate future development that supports Climate Action Plan goals. 

City of Solana Beach 

L142 • Mobility Hubs – Page 19 of Chapter 2 of the Draft Plan, the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), describes planned 
“Mobility Hubs” as areas or communities in the region with “a high concentration of people, destinations, and travel 
choices” that “offer on-demand travel options and supporting infrastructure that enhance connections to high-quality 
Transit Leap services.” While the SCS seems to acknowledge that these Mobility Hubs can vary both in size and transit 

A map and descriptions of the five different Mobility Hub types has been added to the proposed final 2021 
Regional Plan. 
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availability and can “span one, two or a few miles based on community characteristics,” the SCS and the Draft Plan do 
not separately categorize or discuss these Mobility Hubs based on these unique characteristics despite having done so 
previously as well as in Appendix T (Network Development and Performance). Pages 15 through 18 of Appendix T of the 
Draft Plan – Network Development and Performance – contains a Propensity Analysis for both Transit Leap Services and 
Mobility Hubs. These analyses identified which transit routes were most likely to meet the needs of transit riders now 
and in the future and which communities were most suitable for Mobility Hubs. While it should be noted that Solana 
Beach ranked at the lower end of both (see Figures 12 and 14), these analyses resulted in the apparent establishment of 
five (5) distinctive types of Mobility Hubs – Coastal, Gateway, Major Employment Center, Suburban and Urban Core – 
with Solana Beach identified in Figure 15 as a Coastal Mobility Hub. However, the SCS contains no meaningful discussion 
of these distinctive and unique Mobility Hub areas referring to them only in Figure 2.5 of the SCS where projected future 
growth is illustrated. The dramatic difference in projected future growth for each of these distinct Mobility Hub Areas, 
with Coastal Mobility Hubs well below the other four Mobility Hub Areas in both the percentage of future housing and 
future jobs (5% and 2%, respectively), clearly demonstrates their uniqueness with respect to jobs, housing and access to 
high-quality transit and the extent to which each area should be relied upon (or not) to satisfy the region’s future 
growth. 
 
The adopted 2021 Regional Transportation Plan (Adopted Plan) and the SCS should contain a detailed discussion of the 
five (5) Mobility Hub Areas and a description of the unique characteristics and transit needs for each – both now and in 
the future. 

L143 Additionally, by virtue of the fact that the Solana Beach Train Station is within 2 ½ miles of the cities of Del Mar, 
Encinitas and San Diego and the County of San Diego, this regional Coastal Mobility Hub Area in the Adopted Plan 
should, for purposes of planning for future housing and job growth, extend into and cover the City of Del Mar and the 
Del Mar Fairgrounds and areas of the cites of Encinitas and San Diego and the County of San Diego immediately 
adjacent to Solana Beach. 

The coverage area of each regional Mobility Hub is based on a data-informed propensity analysis carried out 
in parallel with Transit Leap routing assessment. The analysis leveraged Census Block Group geographies to 
assess which areas were most conducive to hubs based on factors including current and forecasted 
population and jobs, proximity to major destinations, community of concern coverage, levels of short trip-
making, etc. 
  
While these regional Mobility Hub coverage areas have been used to model the impact Transit Leap and 
Flexible Fleet trips to/from these hubs have on reducing vehicle miles traveled, they do not restrict Flexible 
Fleets from serving neighborhoods that may be between or beyond hubs. Some Flexible Fleet services 
operating within regional hubs will also need to reach outlying destinations like the set of beach and 
shopping communities cited in this comment. There will be many opportunities for Flexible Fleets to connect 
to Transit Leap stops located along routes in between hubs. The same applies to improvements on Complete 
Corridor arterials (e.g., Lomas Santa Fe, Via de la Valle) connecting to and from hubs. 
  
As SANDAG collaborates with cities on Regional Plan project and policy implementation in the years to come, 
conceptual mobility hub boundaries will be refined while taking into consideration city corridor and land use 
planning goals and policies, similar to what has already begun as part of the Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCP) planning and design process. More detailed network-level analysis will be needed 
within each Mobility Hub to finalize detailed Transit Leap routing, Complete Corridor cross-sections, Flexible 
Fleet pilots, and supporting technologies. 

L144 Transit Leap Services – As noted above, the Propensity Analysis discussed in Appendix T for both Transit Leap Services 
and Mobility Hubs determined that Solana Beach and its Train Station were at the lower end in the region both in 
meeting the needs of transit riders now and in the future and for suitability as a Mobility Hub. While the City 
acknowledges that the presence of the Train Station in Solana Beach might make it reasonable to include as a potential 
future Mobility Hub in the Adopted Plan, during the recent Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocation 
process, the City also made it clear that, both now and in the near term, the Train Station does not currently provide 
adequate Coaster or Amtrak headways, nor does it provide meaningful connections to other transit services to be 
considered a Mobility Hub now. Indeed, despite the North County Transit District (NCTD) Board recently voting to 
increase Coaster service beginning in October 2021, such a designation is still largely aspirational. While, again, the City 
acknowledges that the Draft Plan and the Adopted Plan are just that – a plan for the future – Appendix A of the Draft 
Plan – Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing – appears to support this position. Table A.5 (Interstate 5 North 
Coastal Corridor) identifies one Transit Leap project (TL40) – Rapid 473 – for implementation in the year 2035. Similarly, 
Table A.9 (State Route 56) identifies one Transit Leap project (TL026) – Rapid 103 – for implementation in the year 2050. 
These 15 to 30-year forward-looking Transit Leap projects, while helpful for the future, do not appear to satisfy the near-
term objectives of a Coastal Mobility Hub. 
 
In order to justify the designation of the Solana Beach Train Station as a Coastal Mobility Hub, both now an in the future, 
more immediate Transit Leap service connections should be considered for inclusion in the Adopted Plan. 

Flexible Fleets are envisioned to not only provide connections to existing and future Transit Leap services but 
also supply seamless on-demand travel options to and from regional mobility hub areas in the near-term. 
Given NCTD’s interest in transitioning some BREEZE bus routes to a more on-demand service model, there 
will be opportunities to pilot a variety of pooled ride and micromobility options prior to longer-term Transit 
Leap investments. Rapid 473 is slated to be implemented as soon as 2029, and the 103 in 2040 (2029 and 2040 
are Air Quality Conformity phase years). 
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L145 Appendix B: Implementation Actions – Appendix B provides detail on commitments and key actions to implement 

elements and strategies of the Draft Plan. Key to this objective is the involvement of and coordination with each 
member agency as they are most knowledgeable of the needs of their respective communities. Indeed, Near-term 
Implementation Action No. 2 in Table B.1 identifies the need to partner with local governments to develop five initial 
Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans (CMCPs). Therefore, the City requests that the following minor edits to 
Appendix B (page 16) under “Land Use and Regional Growth” be included: 
 
“The 2021 Regional Plan vision for land use focuses on development and growth in Mobility Hub areas urbanized areas 
near jobs to preserve San Diego’s open space and support transportation investments by reducing vehicle miles 
traveled (VMT). Mobility Hubs are an opportunity to provide housing to address the Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment. Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions because they are best positioned to effectively 
implement the objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan through understanding of the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. Because land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions, SANDAG will leverage 
partnerships with cities and the county through the Smart Growth Incentive Program and other grants to provide funds 
for transportation-related improvements and planning efforts that support smart growth in Mobility Hubs to realize this 
their vision for their communities. SANDAG will continue its existing grant programs, partner with member agencies on 
state funding opportunities, and provide data and technical support to assist local jurisdictions with land use planning 
efforts in line with the 2021 Regional Plan.” 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes similar edits to Appendix B that acknowledge the importance 
of coordination with each member agency on land use and regional growth given that land use authority is 
reserved to local jurisdictions. 

L146 Regional Housing Needs Assessment – Following adoption of the Draft RHNA allocation by the SANDAG Board in 
September 2020, appeals of the allocation were filed by the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon Grove and Solana 
Beach. In order that these appeals are correctly noted for the record, there are two locations in the Draft Plan to which a 
clarifying footnote and additional language should be added to the Adopted Plan. Specifically, the City requests the 
following for the Adopted Plan: 
 
On page 33 of the Draft Plan, after the sentence: “The SANDAG Board of Directors adopted the RHNA Plan on July 10, 
2020, with the final housing unit allocation” the following footnote should be added: 
 
*In September 2020, the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon Grove and Solana Beach filed a Petition for Writ of 
Mandate in San Diego Superior Court challenging, among other things, the Board’s adoption of the RHNA Plan. 
SANDAG demurred to the cities’ Petition and the demurrer was sustained by the court in February 2021. The petitioning 
cities have appealed the ruling on the demurrer to their Writ Petition, and that appeal remains pending in the Fourth 
District Court of Appeal. 
 
On page 14 of Appendix K (Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan), the following paragraph should be added to the 
end of this page/section: 
 
On September 24, 2020, the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon Grove and Solana Beach filed a Petition for Writ 
of Mandate in San Diego Superior Court, Case No. 37-2020-00033974-CU-MC-CTL, against SANDAG and SANDAG’s Board 
of Directors seeking an order requiring that SANDAG give those cities a fair hearing on their RHNA appeals and decide 
the cities’ appeals in a legal manner without bias and without the use of the weighted voting mechanism. Specifically, 
the petitioning cities asked the court to order: (1) that the final RHNA allocation approval by SANDAG be rescinded; (2) 
that SANDAG’s denial of the cities’ RHNA appeals be rescinded; (3) that the appeals be remanded to SANDAG for fair 
consideration; and (4) that SANDAG be prohibited from utilizing a weighted vote on the cities’ RHNA appeals. On 
February 5, 2021, SANDAG’s demurrer to the Petition for Writ of Mandate was sustained by the Superior Court. The 
petitioning cities have appealed the ruling on the demurrer to their Writ Petition. That appeal remains pending in the 
Fourth District Court of Appeal. So long as the litigation is pending, the Board’s adoption of the RHNA Plan cannot be 
considered final. 

Similar language has been added to the introductory pages of Appendix K, Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment Plan. 

Cleveland National Forest Foundation/Save Our Forest and Ranchlands 

L147 Therefore, SOFAR and CNFF urge the SANDAG Board of Directors to include a Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative in 
the 2021 RTP update—an alternative focused on meeting both the housing needs and greenhouse gas (“GHG”) 
reduction goals for a qualified land use area that have been set collectively by the State of California, the City of San 
Diego, and SANDAG: 
• 40% reduction in GHG below 1990 levels by 2030 (California AB 32 and SB 32) 
• 80% reduction in GHG below 1990 levels by 2050 (Governors Schwarzenegger and Brown) 
• 25% reduction in per capita GHG from passenger cars and trucks relative to 2005 by 2035 (California SB 375; California 

The 2021 Regional Plan aligns with many of the elements of the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative while 
meeting all legal requirements of the Regional Plan. As the 2021 Regional Plan is implemented, SANDAG looks 
forward to continuing to advance efforts related to climate, housing, and transit. Section 6.5.5 of the Draft EIR 
presents reasons why the Climate, Housing, and Transit Alternative was not evaluated in detail in the EIR. The 
2021 Regional Plan proposes a land use scenario that accommodates the Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment and, when combined with the transportation system, allows the region to meet its SB 375 
greenhouse gas reduction target. Analysis of the 2021 Regional Plan’s consistency with other California 
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Air Resources Control Board1) 
• 14.3% reduction in total daily VMT per capita, and 16.8% reduction in total light-duty VMT per capita, relative to 2015-
2018 average by 2050 (California Air Resources Board)2 
• 50% transit, walk and bike mode share for commuters within ½ mile of a major transit stop in City of San Diego by 2035 
(Climate Action Plan, City of San Diego)3 
• 150% increase in transit mode share (SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Study)4 
• Adequately plan to meet the housing needs of everyone in the community (California)5 
• SB 743 VMT reduction goals 
Meeting these goals is not only reasonable, but also urgently required if we are going to solve some of the unrelenting 
challenges faced by residents of San Diego. Indeed, SANDAG’s prior RTP was found to be deficient for failing to discuss 
an alternative which could significantly reduce total vehicle miles traveled (“VMT”) (Cleveland National Forest 
Foundation v. San Diego Association of Governments. (17 Cal. App. 
5th 413, 435-437 (2017)). Heretofore, the San Diego region has met these challenges with clever words, not deeds. These 
goals are achievable only if land use and transportation are addressed together. 
These synergies are recognized in SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Strategy and the City of San Diego’s 
General Plan Housing Element which includes this goal: 
Ensure the provision of sufficient housing for all income groups to accommodate San Diego’s anticipated share of 
regional growth …in a manner consistent with the development pattern of the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), 
that will help meet regional GHG targets by improving transportation and land use coordination and jobs/housing 
balance, creating more transit-oriented, compact and walkable communities, providing more housing capacity for all 
income levels, and protecting resource areas.6 
The Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would pick up where SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Strategy left off in 2011. 

greenhouse gas reduction goals as well as an analysis of alternatives to the proposed 2021 Regional Plan are 
included in the Draft EIR for the Regional Plan. 

L148 Real estate developers and their allies are currently pressuring San Diego County to retain its unlawful and inaccurate 
thresholds for assessing VMT impacts under SB 743, claiming that mitigation for VMT impacts will make housing in 
more remote parts of the County unaffordable. But housing in these areas is already unaffordable when transportation 
costs—that is, costs of driving long distances from locations not served by transit—are taken into account. SANDAG can 
help facilitate a better approach through the RTP, one that encourages the County to plan for housing in areas where 
transportation costs are low rather than allowing developers to build in remote areas and then trying to “mitigate” for 
the resulting VMT. 
The answer to housing affordability is H+T affordability. It is building more housing in the H+T affordable light-colored 
areas and in expanding the supply of H+T affordable areas through increased transit service. 

The area’s indicated in the figure provided are well-aligned with the mobility hub areas identified in the 2021 
Regional Plan. While land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions, the 18 cities and the County, SANDAG 
will work closely with jurisdictions to incentivize building of housing in the mobility hub areas. In coordination 
with the development of the proposed 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will embark on developing a housing 
incentive program, which will support jurisdictions in the development and adoption of policies and process 
improvements to accelerate housing production. The program will also look for ways to leverage funding from 
the State of California to provide more housing in the region and meet the goals of the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L149 ...In the past, the housing allocations have been aspirational but not enforced. The State has signaled that it plans to be 
more aggressive about enforcement during this cycle. SANDAG can help the municipalities achieve their housing goals 
by shifting all transportation spending towards transit and non-motorized (walk and bike) infrastructure. These 
investments, which will facilitate getting people out of the cars, will also help the region increase density without large 
impacts on neighborhoods. 

SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program to meet the goals of the 2021 Regional Plan and 
assist local jurisdictions in achieving housing goals. SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include 
development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, and consider climate change and resiliency, availability 
of transit and active transportation, and consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and 
other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program promotes equity and addresses 
gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

L150 The recently-completed study concludes that the Miramar tunnel and rail line straightening would add a critical link to 
the LOSSAN rail corridor. See Exhibit #1 (Miramar Tunnel Feasibility Study).Critically, it finds that the feasibility criteria for 
the Miramar tunnel have been satisfied. Its specific findings include the following: 
1. The project would increase discretionary passengers by 1,300 to 1,700 per day, thereby reducing annual VMT 200 
million to 240 million miles and GHG by 70,000 to 84,000 tons. 
2. The project would provide competitive travel times, including a transit system average clock time that is 
approximately 3% faster than the automobile. 
3. The project would be cost competitive, with transit riders cost at $180/month versus automobile costs of $507/month. 
4. The project has no fatal engineering flaws. 
  
The study further acknowledges a prior federal study that found construction of the Miramar tunnel along with other 
corridor improvements would reduce travel time between San Diego and Los Angeles to two hours. In short, 
construction of the new tunnel, which would provide enhanced access to downtown and the airport, would be a key 
transportation improvement for the region and the state. As the study notes, the LOSSAN rail corridor– together with 
the I-5 freeway – is the second-most traveled route in North America. The Miramar tunnel must be considered a key 
component of the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative. 

The Miramar tunnel is identified in the 2021 Regional Plan to support improvements to the Coaster and new 
commuter rail service. 

L151 At the next level is a network of higher-speed, high frequency transit lines with separate rights of way and fewer stops. 
In many regions, a light rail service fills this niche, but in the San Diego region the Trolley has not filled this niche well. It 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes new commuter rail service and upgrades to existing light rail service, 
including grade separations and eliminating stops for express service. 
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operates too slowly and service is not frequent enough. 
Improvements are needed in both these dimensions. Achieving the required level of service in this higher-speed tier will 
require a rethinking of the system. As part of the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative, SANDAG should evaluate 
speeding up the existing lines through grade separations and eliminating stops, as well as creating new higher-speed 
lines. 

L152 Both the regional rail and higher-speed high-frequency tiers need to be well connected. The Climate, Housing, Transit 
Alternative must include an inter-modal terminal (Grand Central) connecting San Diego’s urban core, the Airport, the 
LOSSAN corridor, the Sprinter corridor, and the Trolley system. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a Central Mobility Hub to connect the urban core, the Airport, the LOSSAN 
corridor, Trolley system, and many bus routes. 

L153 The Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative must also include efficient connections with frequent local buses (which could 
possibly be automated in the future). To this end, SANDAG must grapple with the first mile/last mile issue as this reflects 
a failure in land use and the existing transit system. While higher income travelers may have a choice of Uber-type 
services to solve this problem, this should not be viewed as a remedy for the average traveler. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes an expanded network of Rapid buses and improvements to the local bus 
system to facilitate more frequent and longer spans of service. The proposed investments in Flexible Fleets 
will allow for more options to facilitate first mile/last mile connections to transit with solutions that can be 
customized for different communities (microtransit, ridesharing, bikeshare, etc.). 

L154 Finally, the goal of a functional transit system is to serve an area-complete bike and walkable land use because no trip 
begins or ends on a transit vehicle. Most transit trips begin and end with a walk trip. In regions with high transit use, 
there are generally about twice as many walk trips as transit trips. 
Investments in walk and bike infrastructure should be a top priority. Consistent with the City’s Climate Action Plan, the 
Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative must model a 50% transit, walk and bike mode share for residents in the central 
core. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a land use pattern that focuses growth in the mobility hubs to align with 
transportation investments and facilitate more bikable and walkable communities. SANDAG is working closely 
with the City of San Diego to ensure the 2021 Regional Plan complements the City’s efforts to achieve the 
mode share goals of its Climate Action Plan. 

L155 Building a real regional transit network will require all the region’s transportation investment dollars for the foreseeable 
future. The Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative must not include any freeway expansion. 
 
The billions of dollars spent on freeway expansion the past 20 years have A) failed to reduce congestion, B) caused a 
substantial increase in VMT and GHG emissions, and C) resulted in a severe housing shortage. The transportation 
models used to justify these freeway expansion projects have been wrong on all counts. These models - both in the San 
Diego region and in regions throughout the U.S. – forecast dire increases in travel time if freeways are not widened, and 
substantial increases in travel time even if they are widened. In fact, as shown in Figure 9 (see attached letter for 
figures), travel time has stayed remarkably constant in the U.S. for decades. 
Figure 9 shows the “average time spent driving a private vehicle in a typical day.” There was an increase during the 
1990s, a time when many women were joining the labor force, but since 2000 there has been little change. Time spent 
driving also is very similar across differently sized regions. There is evidence that people have a “travel time budget”. If 
travel speeds drop, they (on average) will adapt to travel a shorter distance. 
In contrast, if travel speeds increase, people (on average) will travel longer distances. This phenomenon is known as 
“induced travel”. In work for the California Air Resources Board (“CARB”), researchers at the University of California and 
the University of Southern California reviewed the literature on induced travel and concluded: 
Thus, the best estimate for the long-run effect of highway capacity on VMT is an elasticity close to 1.0, implying that in 
congested metropolitan areas, adding new capacity to the existing system of limited-access highways is unlikely to 
reduce congestion or associated GHG in the long-run. 
The SANDAG regional transportation model fails to account properly for induced travel although there now are newer 
algorithms that could address this deficiency. 
Senate Bill 743 establishes VMT as the appropriate metric for determining the impacts of transportation projects. This 
has made properly accounting for induced VMT critical in the regulatory process. The Office of Planning and Research’s 
(“OPR”) Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA recommends: 
Whenever employing a travel demand model to assess induced vehicle travel, any limitation or known lack of sensitivity 
in the analysis that might cause substantial errors in the VMT estimate (for example, model insensitivity to one of the 
components of induced VMT described above) should be disclosed and characterized, and a description should be 
provided on how it could influence the analysis results. A discussion of the potential error or bias should be carried into 
analyses that rely on the VMT analysis, such as greenhouse gas emissions, air quality, energy, and noise. 
The National Center for Sustainable Transportation at the University of California at Davis has produced an Induced 
Travel Calculator to help address the deficiencies in the models. Recently, Caltrans also has issued new draft guidance 
on accounting for induced travel. It recommends following the OPR recommendations: 
Caltrans recommends using the VMT analysis approaches recommended in OPR’s advisory when evaluating the 
transportation impacts of projects on the State Highway System (SHS). 
Neither expanding freeways nor not expanding freeways will have any effect on regional congestion or average travel 
times. However, expanding freeways will cause significant increases in VMT and GHG emissions, and will continue to 
starve the transit system of needed investments. 

Appendix D of the 2021 Regional Plan includes an induced demand analysis (as required by the California Air 
Resources Board) to be factored into estimated 2035 greenhouse gas emissions. This analysis utilized the 
Induced Demand Calculator referenced in the comment. 
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L156 Given that transit in the San Diego region has been and continues to be severely under-funded and under-built 

compared to roadway projects, as discussed above, the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative must exclude 
roadway/freeway funding and expansion. Heretofore, SANDAG’s planning has arbitrarily segmented freeway and transit 
projects. This artificial segmentation is not only irrational, it is fatal in achieving sustainable housing goals because 
transit, bike, and walk mobility and auto-based mobility serve contradictory land use purposes. SANDAG’s failure to 
historically recognize this fundamental truth is the Achilles heel of its planning and lies at the doorstep of the agency’s 
on-going inability to deliver a plan that truly unites our community on an ecologically sustainable foundation. 
It is abundantly clear that SANDAG’s past planning efforts have not only been deficient but have repeatedly failed to 
heed the ominous warnings from the courts, the public, and the planet itself. With California literally on fire due largely 
to climate change induced drought and high temperatures, SANDAG has failed the public by not aggressively pursuing 
a transportation scenario that would meet the State’s GHG and VMT reduction goals. The Climate, Housing, 
Transportation Alternative would help achieve targets set in legislation, the California Air Resources Board’s Climate 
Change Scoping Plan, and relevant Executive Orders. 
Similarly, with regard to the local housing crisis, it is inconceivable that SANDAG’s prior RTPs have not called for a 50% 
transit, bike, and walk mode share alternative necessary to activate infill housing, especially since the urban core is 
already zoned for such housing. Here too, the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would facilitate this infill housing and 
help the City of San Diego achieve the targets set forth in its Climate Action Plan. 
Additionally, the County’s continued business-as-usual approach to planning makes the need for SANDAG to 
strengthen guidance regarding future development in the region all the more pressing. In spite of all the talk of a new 
direction, the County recently unveiled a plan update for the forest community of Alpine which can only be described as 
a VMT and ecosystem catastrophe. This planning contradiction was noted in Shute Mihaly’s comment letter on the 
Alpine plan. The tectonic shift in regional transit mobility mentioned in the opening paragraph of this letter must 
become a reality soon to avoid irreversible damage to our wild lands and a missed opportunity for the region. 
Faced with these pressing social and environmental challenges, SANDAG’s new regional direction can be strengthened 
by following established judicial, executive, and local legislative guidelines designed to meet the housing and climate 
crises. The public urgently deserves to see what it would take for the region to build a world-class transit system and to 
develop reasonably priced infill housing. Common sense dictates that the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would 
necessarily begin with a complete, first phase transit, bike, and walk system with an inter-modal terminal connecting 
the Airport, the Central Core, the LOSSAN Corridor, the Sprinter corridor, and the Trolley system. It is important to note 
that the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would not only be the “environmentally superior alternative”, it would also 
be the socio-economic superior alternative because a true transit, bike and walk system reduces both the cost and 
shortage of housing and the cost of driving. 
In conclusion, in the face of a severe, entrenched housing crisis endangering the public welfare and the severe climate 
crisis endangering the planet, SANDAG owes the public nothing less than a transit alternative that immediately meets 
these life threatening challenges rather than artificially prolonging them. 

The 2021 Regional Plan aligns with many of the elements of the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative while 
meeting all legal requirements of the Regional Plan. As the 2021 Regional Plan is implemented, SANDAG looks 
forward to continuing to advance efforts related to climate, housing, and transit. Section 6.5.5 of the Draft EIR 
presents reasons why the Climate, Housing, and Transit Alternative was not evaluated in detail in the EIR. 

Climate Action Campaign 

L157 Transportation accounts for nearly half of the region’s emissions. To remain on track to achieve carbon neutrality, as 
climate science says is necessary, SANDAG must go further in exceeding CARB’s target. We believe a reduction from 
transportation by at least 30% by 2035 is achievable and needed to ensure a climate-safe Zero Carbon future, and urge 
SANDAG to map out the strategies needed to achieve that target. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. 
Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. SANDAG looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners 
to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L158 Page A-51 of Appendix A proposes “subsidies to reduce the fares paid by transit riders.” Appendix A should be amended 
to include an explicit commitment to Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP)—no-cost transit passes for youth 24 and under—
and should be implemented immediately following the adoption of the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG should also 
commit to overseeing YOP in partnership with MTS and NCTD, to ensure successful implementation by the local transit 
operating agencies. 
 
Community based organizations have been fighting for YOP for nearly a decade, as it is an essential investment in our 
region’s youth, providing access to education and early career opportunities, while fostering the next generation of 
sustainable transportation riders.3 
We urge you to make YOP a top priority in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed 
by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and 
youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a 
one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

L159 Attachment 6 of Appendix T (Network Development and Performance), includes the “Performance Measure Results 
Tables.” Page T6-6 includes mode share projections for the 2021 Regional Plan for the benchmark years 2025, 2035, and 
2050 for peak period work trips, all day work trips, and all trips.4 
 

SANDAG has provided the requested data to Climate Action Campaign. 
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We request this same set of projections, but specifically for Transit Priority Areas, to be able to compare Climate Action 
Plan’s mode shift targets with the mode shift that will be achieved through the buildout of the plan. 
 
For example, the City of San Diego’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) set ambitious targets for the percentage of commuters 
travelling by bike, walk, and transit in Transit Priority Areas (18% by bike, 7% by walk, and 25% by transit by 2035)5, and 
we want to ensure our regional transportation goals and local transportation targets are meaningfully aligned. 

L160 To maximize mode shift away from fossil fuel cars and towards bike, walk, and transit, Transit Leap timelines must be 
expedited, and prioritized in the early years of the plan over Managed Lanes and Managed Lane Connector, which will 
yield an increase in vehicle miles travelled. 
 
Investments in commuter rail, light rail, and bus rapid transit infrastructure should be prioritized in Communities of 
Concern, to increase access to sustainable mobility options and connections to the region’s job centers. The climate 
crisis and environmental injustice have and will impact Communities of Concern first and worst. Historically 
underinvested communities are exposed to the region’s most dangerously polluted air from cars and trucks, and are left 
with disconnected transit trips or long, expensive car commutes. As such, we support the inclusion of “Social Equity 
Early Action Transit Pilots” as a mechanism to streamline immediate investments in the communities on the frontlines 
of these crises. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, especially 
on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation Committee and to 
the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the agency budget and act 
now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action seeks to increase services 
on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for 
youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to the bus network, including 
frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional 
Plan.  

L161 Page A-26 of Appendix A states that the Del Mar tunnel will be complete by 2035. Currently, the 
1.6 mile stretch of LOSSAN tracks in Del Mar is located dangerously close to the edge of the bluffs, and several bluff 
failures within feet of the tracks have occurred over the past 2 years alone. 
 
With the bluffs eroding at approximately 6 inches per year, and the ever-intensifying threat of sea-level rise due to the 
climate crisis, these incredibly dangerous bluff failures will only increase in severity and frequency, putting lives seriously 
at risk. 
 
Moving the tracks off the bluffs is essential to securing a long-term solution for the LOSSAN corridor, while preventing 
increased air pollution from shipping trucks, and ensuring economic prosperity for the region. To secure a climate-safe 
transportation system, we urge you to make the Del Mar tunnel a top priority, and urge for completion as soon as 
possible, no later than 2025-2030. 

The Del Mar tunnel is a top priority for SANDAG. Planning work is underway with preliminary engineering and 
environmental phase expected to begin as soon as 2022 if funding is secured. SANDAG reviewed the timelines 
of other similar tunnel projects throughout North America and the 12 to 15 year timeframe is consistent with 
industry best practices. The 2021 Regional Plan identifies funding to kick start the environmental, design, and 
right-of-way phases of the Del Mar Tunnel project by 2025 with construction funding in the 2035 phase. 

Columbus Club of San Diego, Inc. 

L162 Thank you for providing the public and businesses with the opportunity to comment on the draft Regional Plan. Our 
banquet hall is located in the City Heights community adjacent to the Webster neighborhood and along the Auburn 
Creek tributary of the Chollas Creek. We have been in business at this location for more than 50 years.  
  
The list of priority projects for our District 9 and District 4 service area are as follows:  
  
1. Extension of the Home Avenue Route to Market Street for Pedestrians, Bicycles and Vehicles. The Home / Market 
connection would provide significant economic development stimulus to the Mt. Hope and City Heights areas. It would 
assist in congestion relief by providing an alternate to freeway traffic on the SR 94. The Home / Market connection was 
originally planned but delayed for racially motivated reasons. Decades ago the 94 Freeway was the Color Line barrier. 
The Home/ Market connection would reknit neighborhoods that were separated by the installation of the SR94 Martin 
Luther King Freeway. 

While Home Avenue is not on the Adopted Regional Bike Network, we have included the nearby and parallel 
Chollas Creek Bikeways: North Fork - Bayshore Bikeway to University Bikeway and South Fork - Petway Park 
to Market Creek Plaza in the Regional Plan which will help improve some of the connections you’ve described. 
The project alignment and details can specifically be found in the updated data viewer and Appendix A’s 
tables and maps for quick reference in the forthcoming Final Regional Transportation Plan that will be 
presented to the SANDAG Board of Directors for adoption this fall. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

L163 2. Completion of the Bus Stop & Pedestrian Sidewalk System on Home Avenue-East of Fairmount Avenue. Sidewalks are 
generally absent on the North side of Home Avenue, East of Fairmount Avenue. Pedestrians must walk in the street and 
are exposed to dangerous high-speed traffic. Curbs are not marked for safety and to assist the proper parking, traffic 
movements, and access for Buses and the Disabled. The Bicycle route is not painted and warning ramps for the visually 
impaired are often not in place. Please fund and work with adjacent property owners to install enhanced bus shelters 
and amenities, along Routes 13 and 965. Bulbing, out at key intersections, should be funded to increase pedestrian 
crossing safety. Please consider installation of pedestrian safety sidewalk and street lighting along Home Avenue and 
Fairmont. Installation of better lighting would enhance safety and could tie the neighborhoods together into a more 
friendly and effective neighborhood 

We encourage you to be involved with the in-progress CMCP for this area - the South Bay to Sorrento Corridor 
here:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=611&fuseaction=projects.detail.  
 
The City of San Diego and Metropolitan Transit System are collaborating on that effort too and are the 
implementing agencies for these improvements you’ve requested. That said, our plan is a plan for the whole 
region, and our efforts are regional. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego.  

L164 3. Undersized Auburn Creek under crossings. Please fund the correction of undersized flood water under crossings at 
Fairmont and Federal Boulevards. The under crossings are no longer the proper size to carry the flood condition flows 
along Auburn Creek; because the creek has been channelized and the permeable storm water area fully developed. The 

SANDAG consider stormwater, or urban runoff during the project development process and partners with 
regional transportation infrastructure owners and operators to manage stormwater from roads and highways 
in the region. For more information on stormwater, please see Appendix R of the 2021 Regional Plan. In 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=611&fuseaction=projects.detail
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storm water collection conduits from adjacent streets are galvanized corrugated tubing that is aging and conducts 
storm water directly into this listed impaired waterway and the Bay. 

addition, the crossings referenced in the comment above fall within the City of San Diego’s jurisdiction. This 
comment will be forwarded onto the City of San Diego’s Stormwater Department.  
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego. 

County of San Diego 

L165 Land use and transportation planning in the San Diego region is evolving to better address the most pressing issues of 
today, including climate change, quality of life, attainable housing, and social and economic inequities. The County has 
several planning efforts underway which prioritize addressing these issues, including the Regional Decarbonization 
Framework, the Climate Action Plan Update, the Electric Vehicle Roadmap, Office of Environmental and Climate Justice, 
and establishment of VMT thresholds. While independent of the Regional Plan, these efforts are aligned with the goals 
of the Regional Plan. County staff is interested in further understanding the regional growth modeling assumptions 
used within the Regional Plan and alignment with these County efforts. 

SANDAG looks forward to continuing coordination with the County on planning efforts that align with the 
2021 Regional plan, including the Regional Decarbonization Framework, Climate Action Plan Update, Electric 
Vehicle Roadmap, Office of Environmental and Climate Justice, and establishment of VMT thresholds. 

L166 The County represents more than 500,000 residents who live within 34 unincorporated communities throughout the 
region. County staff would like to better understand how the Regional Plan will address transportation options outside 
of proposed mobility hubs for those communities. The unincorporated community of Ramona, for example, has a 
population of 36,000 residents, which is a larger population than the incorporated communities of Imperial Beach, 
Lemon Grove, Coronado, Solana Beach, and Del Mar. 

While certain types of Flexible Fleets are envisioned to converge in more dense communities (e.g., 
micromobility, last-mile delivery), there are also Flexible Fleet services that operate outside of Mobility Hubs 
including unincorporated communities. These services may include on-demand rideshare, ridehail, carshare, 
and microtransit services. As an implementation action of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG is conducting a 
Flexible Fleets Implementation Strategic Plan to determine the appropriate use cases and geographic 
locations that are best appropriate for Flexible Fleet services including unincorporated communities of the 
County of San Diego. In addition, the 2021 Regional Plan includes investments in broadband connectivity that 
will facilitate improved access to online services and on-demand mobility services. 

L167 Less than 1% of the unincorporated area is within the proposed mobility hubs, which is where transit and on-demand 
travel infrastructure investment will be focused. The unincorporated north and east county communities represent a 
significant population with higher-than-average VMT in the region. Investment in public transit and other 
transportation options will make it easier for people to drive less, which results in decreased GHG emissions. However, 
investment outside of mobility hubs appears to be limited, which would make it difficult for unincorporated residents to 
use new transit service. 

Investments in the 2021 Regional Plan for unincorporated communities include improvements to local bus 
service (increased frequencies and span of service) and Flexible Fleet services. Additional detail on the 
improvements to local bus service has been added to Appendix A. In addition, the investments in the mobility 
hubs also serve residents of the unincorporated area as many residents live near a mobility hub and will be 
able to access the transit system within a reasonable amount of time on a Flexible Fleet service, then be able 
to make use of the Rapid bus, light rail, or commuter rail systems. 

L168 To promote greater equity, County staff see opportunities to expand the proposed mobility hubs to include adjacent 
unincorporated communities. When we overlay the proposed mobility hubs with the County’s VMT efficient areas (using 
both the unincorporated and regional averages), North County Metro, Lakeside, and Spring Valley (Attachment B) are 
adjacent to what appear to be proposed mobility hubs. These unincorporated communities would benefit from 
additional access and investment associated with inclusion in adjacent mobility hubs, as these communities have few 
existing alternative options to driving. 

The coverage area of each regional Mobility Hub represents a general area defined through a propensity 
analysis (detailed in Appendix T). The mobility hubs of the 2021 Regional Plan depict a framework that will be 
used to guide future collaborative planning efforts between SANDAG and local jurisdictions. In reviewing the 
County’s suggestions, SANDAG agrees that the areas identified are appropriate to consider in future mobility 
hub planning. The areas identified also align with Transit Priority Areas. In the proposed final 2021 Regional 
Plan, mobility hub maps also reflect Transit Priority Areas to be more inclusive of these areas.  

L169 County staff is also interested in understanding how Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocations would be 
assigned. For the current 6th RHNA cycle, which covers 2021 - 2029, SANDAG allocated 6,700 units for the 
unincorporated area, with a total housing forecast in the Regional Plan of 7,419 units through 2050 for the 
unincorporated area. This forecast projects the County’s RHNA allocation of 6,700 units being met by 2029, with an 
additional growth of 719 units by 2035, and projects no further growth in the unincorporated area through 2050. Based 
on this forecast, it appears that beyond 2035, all future housing needs in the region from RHNA cycles would be 
allocated to and met by growth in incorporated cities. 

The 2021 Regional Plan accommodates the regional housing need determined by the Department of Housing 
and Community Development for the 6th Cycle RHNA. That determination specifically identified additional 
need resulting from a low vacancy rate, overcrowding, and housing unit demolitions in the region. The 
remaining housing projected through 2050 is based on the January 2020 vintage of the Department of 
Finance population projections. As described in Appendix F, additional assumptions used in developing the 
forecasted housing units include a gradual increase in the region’s vacancy rate to 4% by 2040, identification 
of vacation rentals as unoccupiable units, and a decline in household size as the population ages. 
 
While land use authority is reserved to the local jurisdictions, land use patterns will directly impact GHG 
emissions from the transportation sector. “Specifically, where and how the State population grows will have 
implications on distances traveled and tailpipe emissions; as well as on secondary emissions from the 
transportation sector, including emissions from vehicle manufacturing and distribution, fuel refining and 
distribution, demand for new infrastructure (including roads, transit, and active transportation infrastructure), 
demand for maintenance and upkeep of existing infrastructure. Conversion of natural and working lands 
further affects missions, with the attendant impacts to food security, watershed health, and ecosystems. Less 
dense development also demands higher energy and water use” (2017 Scoping Plan, California Air Resources 
Board, p. 77). 
 
Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) requires that the SCS “set forth a forecasted development pattern 
for the region, which, when integrated with the transportation network and other transportation measures 
and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there 
is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas emission reduction targets approved by the state board.” The 
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SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG 
emissions reduction target when integrated with the transportation investments, programs and policies in 
the Plan. 
The Regional Plan and its SCS are iterative planning documents that are typically updated every four years to 
account for new data, analysis, policy, and experience. 

L170 In order to fulfill the goals of the Regional Plan in providing access to affordable, reliable, and safe mobility options for 
everyone in the region, County staff would like to work with SANDAG to ensure consideration is given to future 
investments and incentives within the unincorporated area that would result in expanded options for transit and active 
transportation, and to encourage shorter and fewer automobile trips, including locations of mobility hubs, transit leap, 
flexible fleets, and complete corridors. 

SANDAG looks forward to coordinating with the County on many areas of implementation for the Regional 
Plan including the Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic Plan, Active Transportation Plan, Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plans, and advanced transit planning. All of these efforts provide opportunities for 
refinement of the Regional Plan concepts at a local level. 

L171 County staff would like to continue coordinating with SANDAG to further identify Regional Plan investments in 
infrastructure, technology, and communication improvements for roads identified in both the County’s Mobility 
Element and unincorporated roads included in the RAS and how these investments will further connect the 
unincorporated area to proposed mobility hubs, flexible fleets, or transit leaps. In addition to providing efficient 
movement of people and goods, these investments would increase the efficiency of evacuation routes, relay important 
information on evacuation conditions to first responders, and assist in getting residents safely away from hazardous 
conditions, all important components of resiliency planning. 

The 2021 Regional Plan puts in place a regional framework for a reimagined transportation system. The plans 
and studies identified as implementation actions of the Regional Plan will provide opportunities for SANDAG 
to work closely with the County on these suggestions for applying the 5 Big Move concepts to the 
unincorporated areas and improving mobility options and safety. 

L172 County staff appreciates the difficulty in forecasting funding and revenue sources for a regional transportation network. 
The Regional Plan identifies use of TransNet funds as part of the implementation, but it is not clear whether projects 
that have previously been planned, programmed, or awarded as part of the previous plan using TransNet would retain 
that funding allocation, or if there would be a reallocation of these funds as part of the Regional Plan. It is also unclear if 
there would be any changes to the current allocation or use of funds that local agencies receive directly for local road 
system improvements. The unincorporated area relies on TransNet funding to build, improve, and maintain 
transportation facilities that enhance roadway safety and support smart growth development, including road 
infrastructure to support increased transit options. Loss or reallocation of this funding could affect these projects and 
limit the County’s ability to provide transportation services in support of our goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

A comparison between the TransNet Program of Projects and the Draft 2021 Regional Plan was included in 
the July 7, 2021 ITOC Agenda Item #2 
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf). In addition to the report narrative, 
you will find in Attachment 1 the details regarding the original TransNet projects and how those are 
addressed in the Regional Plan corridor by corridor. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan maintains the current allocation of TransNet Local Street and Road funds for local 
jurisdictions. 

L173 The Regional Plan indicates that user fees would help build a transportation system that provides travelers with 
alternatives to driving. County staff would like to further discuss how the proposed road user charges would be 
developed, implemented, and applied to ensure that this funding strategy will not disproportionately burden 
unincorporated communities, which often have longer commutes and less access to alternative transportation options 
due to lack of regional planning for transit services to these communities. Revenues generated should also be allocated 
to support additional transportation and mobility options in unincorporated communities, while vehicle use by those 
with access to alternate modes of transportation should be disincentivized since their communities are receiving 
significant investments in public transit. 
 
County staff looks forward to learning more about how future funding and investment would be applied to ensure that 
both the benefits and the costs of the Regional Plan are equitably distributed across the region. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on meeting established goals 
like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity for different income levels and different 
populations. The first phase of the study will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and 
operate a vehicle, the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric vehicles, traffic 
accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion to the economy and to the quality 
of life of travelers. The study will determine how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the 
transportation system and how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more fair across 
the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will consult with its Board of Directors, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This 
includes policies such as who will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, such as 
those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, is being 
considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is a challenge and we respect 
the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and 
create a revenue system that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

L174 The Regional Plan provides SANDAG with an opportunity to guide future investments in a way that meets smart growth 
objectives and reduces GHG emissions, but also guides future allocation of resources to achieve equitable outcomes. 
Several of the unincorporated communities, such as Lakeside, Spring Valley, and Ramona, have larger populations than 
some of the incorporated 
cities that are prioritized in the Regional Plan. In review of the proposed plan expenditures, a majority of the capital 
investments (55% of RTP funding) appear to go toward mobility hubs, complete corridors, and Next OS investments that 

The Regional Plan considers the current and future needs of the whole region, including unincorporated 
communities. The reimagined transportation system offers benefits that extend through the region as 
residents and visitors travel outside their communities for work, recreation, school, entertainment, and 
accessing basic needs. The investments in Next OS, Flexible Fleets, Mobility Hubs, and programs are 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf
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are primarily outside of unincorporated communities. It is unclear what proportion of investment would go toward 
addressing mobility challenges within unincorporated communities and infrastructure investment that would provide 
linkages between the unincorporated areas and the proposed mobility hubs, transit leap, flexible fleets, and complete 
corridors. County staff is committed to working with SANDAG to further identify opportunities to equitably distribute 
the mobility benefits of the 5 Big Moves and further reduce GHG emissions regionwide 

presented as regional investments and SANDAG intends to work collaboratively with each jurisdiction to 
implement the Regional Plan and customize mobility solutions for the unique needs of each community. 

David Alvarez, on behalf of ReConnect Logan Community Leaders 

L175 On behalf of the residents and community leaders of Barrio Logan and Logan Heights, we submit these letters of 
support for the creation of a priority not currently identified in the 2021 Draft Regional Plan. It is imperative that you 
incorporate a project to address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns aggravated by 
greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities.  
 
Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft 
Plan).  
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has 
burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan 
Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the 
barriers that the I-5 created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable housing. All goals in line with 
the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air.  
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the construction allowed for 
transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood 
composed of nearly 90% Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, 
separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft 
Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call 
out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio 
Logan/Logan Heights are:  
 
The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8)  
 
Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, Project 
ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11)  
 
Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor 
Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A-12)  
 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in 
relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 
since it would help reach the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these reasons, our community is 
looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan.  

Caltrans District 11 has also expressed interest in exploring opportunities for freeway caps. In alignment with 
the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans in coordination with agency partners and local city governments. Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCPs) are data-driven plans to reduce congestion and generate transportation choices while 
preserving community character and creating opportunities for enhancement projects. Opportunities for 
freeway caps will be considered in the CMCPs.  

Douglas A. & Christine L. Evans 

L176 We oppose “Road User Charges” as a funding source that would be incremental/ additional to the 
existing fuel fees and taxes for the transportation infrastructure as outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan 
Transportation. We request that you oppose implementation of such Road User Charges if they are in 
addition to the existing fuel fees and taxes. Road User Charges for all vehicles - Internal Combustion Engine (ICE), 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on meeting established goals 
like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity for different income levels and different 
populations. The first phase of the study will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and 
operate a vehicle, the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
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Electric Vehicles (EVs), 
Hydrogen, Hybrid, etc. -- is acceptable only if the State, County and City fuel fees ($0.389/gallon) and 
taxes (California -- $0.612/gallon) 1l are eliminated. If those fees and taxes are eliminated, then 
implementing a Road User Charge of $0.27 /mile, which would generate the equivalent revenue as the 
current fuel fees and taxes would be reasonable (calculation assumptions -- average fleet fuel economy of 37.5 
miles/gallon2l and miles driven per year of 12,5243)) . If the fuel fees and taxes are not eliminated, then Road User 
Charges should be implemented for ICE vehicles. Such charges could be added to the non-ICE vehicle’s license fee - 
EVs, Hydrogen, Hybrid, etc. 
Use the fuel fees and taxes (federal and state of $1.191)) as intended by the voters instead of diverting 
gas fee and tax revenues into other projects. From the Los Angeles Daily News4l, “The gross misspending, waste and 
diversion of gas tax revenues into projects having nothing to do with roads or highways. Caltrans admits that as it tries 
to focus available funding on core system assets, it is simultaneously increasing our investment in bicycle and 
pedestrian transportation. Gov. Newsom signed an executive order in 2019 that redirected gas tax money to fund railway 
systems and other non-road projects. Although SB 1 raised taxes with the promise that the money would be used to 
repair crumbling roads and bridges, about 30 percent of the revenue raised by the tax hike is designated for other 
transportation priorities, including public transit, bike lanes and walk paths.” From the Fresco Bee5l, another disturbing 
example of diverting funds from their intended purpose, Gov. Gavin Newsom issued executive order N-19-19, which 
obligates the state transportation agency to leverage transportation spending on projects such as strategically directing 
discretionary transportation investments in support of housing production near available jobs and in 
accordance with the state ‘s smart growth principles. Stop diverting funds from their intended purpose. 
If projects for transportation in addition to roads and / or other non-transportation projects are needed, then put such 
projects on the ballot for a vote by the citizens of San Diego County I California to approve or reject a tax for such needs. 
Do not use the “bait and switch” tactic on the citizens of San Diego County. Use fees and taxes for their intended 
purpose - PERIOD! 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. We look forward to hearing your opposition to the Road 
User Charges as outlined in the SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan. 

system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric vehicles, traffic 
accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion to the economy and to the quality 
of life of travelers. The study will determine how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the 
transportation system and how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more fair across 
the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will consult with its Board of Directors, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This 
includes policies such as who will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, such as 
those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, is being 
considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is a challenge and we respect 
the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and 
create a revenue system that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all.  

Environmental Health Coalition 

L177 A. ZE drayage trucks are commercially available now and also comparable in costs today along with increasingly positive 
total cost of ownership (TCO) in years ahead.  
 
1. In section 4.1 (page Y-165), it states that “Port of SD: ZE vans and trucks may be suited to accommodate demand for 
goods movement in the area while reducing air quality and noise impacts, given the volume of local truck trips and 
improvements in ZE technologies….”. Data indicates that these local trips, as well as much longer drayage trips, are 
already feasible today with ZE drayage trucks.  
  
2. Per the Port of San Diego study (November 2020)1, ZE drayage trucks with a range of over 100 miles are commercially 
available today. The Port study explains that:  
a. Five different ZE drayage trucks are expected to be commercially available by the end of 2020, while another seven 
should become available by 2022/2023. Each has a range of over 100 miles, which is enough to complete the average 
drayage  
truck duty cycle of less than 100 miles on a single charge;  
b. The range of existing electric Class 8 trucks cap out at around a 150-mile range on a single charge;  
c. ZE drayage trucks requiring more than 150 miles will be available soon; and,  
d. Truck ranges are expected to increase as manufacturers develop longer- range batteries with the Tesla semi planned 
to exceed 500 miles near the 2023 timeframe.  
  
3. ZE drayage trucks are comparable in costs today along with increasingly positive total cost of ownership (TCO) in 
years ahead.  
a. A Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (March 2021)2 study concludes that a Class 8 electric truck operated 300 
miles per day when compared to a diesel truck offers a roughly 3-year payback and net present savings of about 
$200,000 over a 15-year lifetime.”  
b. The 2035 Report 2.0: Plummeting Costs and Dramatic Improvements In Batteries Can Accelerate Our Clean 
Transportation Future from UC Berkeley’s Goldman School of Public Policy (April 2021)3 explains that the TCO for heavy 
duty electric vehicle starts out as positive compared to diesel and gets substantially better through 2035.  

SANDAG will continue to support flexibility for funding and incentives to promote private and public sector 
adoption of zero-emission truck technologies. SANDAG will also share information on ZE commercial vehicle 
availability to private sector companies and industry organizations in the region through the Freight 
Stakeholders Working Group. 
 
SANDAG will be assessing existing medium-/heavy-duty ZE fleets and infrastructure, identifying barriers, and 
developing near and long term strategies for transitioning to these fleets through the recently awarded 
California Energy Commission Blueprints for Medium- and Heavy-Duty Zero-Emission Vehicle Infrastructure 
grant.  

L178 B. ZE drayage trucks (not near-zero) trucks are needed to reach air quality and climate goals.  
  

SANDAG’s support of private sector education will assist operators in making appropriate choices as they 
determine the best way for their respective businesses to adapt to new policy and regulation and mitigate the 
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1. EJ communities and Climate Action Plans require ZE (not near zero) trucks. However, the SANDAG report encourages 
and/or assumes near zero. On page Y-29, it states “…..In addition to the international gateway forecast, develop a freight 
forecast to 2050 for three specific urban areas of the Gateway Region that addresses emerging freight trends, such as 
the transition to zero/near-zero-emission freight vehicles…”.  
2. The Luskin Report (2019)4 specifically warns against meeting any short-term uptick in drayage truck turnover with 
natural gas trucks. The report explains that if investments focus on natural gas trucks as the primary replacement, more 
natural gas fueling stations will be needed. Given goals to transition to zero-emission trucks, these investments will 
inevitably be stranded or the ZE transition will be delayed unnecessarily.  

effects of emissions on our climate. In addition, the “zero/near-zero emission” policies found within Appendix 
Y reflect statewide goals, strategies, and actions identified in the California Sustainable Freight Action Plan 
and California Freight Mobility Plan 2020. 
 
SANDAG acknowledges that more work needs to be done in this area and that various climate action plans 
developed for the region, along with federal and state agency initiatives, are being incorporated as SANDAG’s 
comprehensive strategies for addressing climate change in this and future regional plans. 
 
SANDAG continues to partner with the California Air Resources Board, the City of San Diego, the City of 
National City, the Port of San Diego, and other agencies to support the implementation of their specific 
climate action plans. 

L179 C. Misclassification of truck drivers needs to be explained in report.  
  
1. Misclassification of truck drivers in California needs to be explained in the SANDAG report. On page Y-24, it states “…A 
large portion of truck operators in the freight industry are independent contractors who own their own vehicles and 
work for larger corporations.  
As policies start to implement regulations that discourage the continued use of heavy-duty diesel trucks and enforce 
the use of zero-emission vehicles, independent truck owners will be left with outdated vehicles they can no longer use, 
leading to potential unemployment for these operators…”.  
  
2. The drayage, package delivery, and other short-haul segments of the trucking industry are home to ongoing and 
egregious worker exploitation.5  
  
3. Trucking companies, brokers, and other contracting entities often illegally misclassify drivers as independent 
contractors (when they are employees by law) to avoid paying wages, benefits, equipment costs, taxes, and regulatory 
compliance costs. 6  
  
4. Misclassified drivers operate 70 to 90% of California’s drayage trucks, making misclassification the drayage segment’s 
dominant business model. 7  

Litigation is ongoing related to the trucking industry and California Assembly Bill 5 (AB 5). Appendix Y now 
contains the following updated passage: 
 
“In 2019, AB 5 was passed to regulate the use of independent contractors in a variety of activities that also 
included trucking. In January 2020, San Diego U.S. District Court Judge Roger Benitez issued a preliminary 
injunction blocking the enforcement of AB 5 against California trucking companies that contract with owner–
operator truckers. The initial lawsuit was filed by the California Trucking Association (CTA) and two owner-
operators seeking to prevent the application of AB 5 to the trucking industry. In late April 2021, in a ruling from 
a three-judge panel of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the panel reversed the granting of CTA’s preliminary 
injunction. Following the Ninth Circuit’s denial of CTA’s petition for rehearing in June, CTA filed a petition for a 
writ of certiorari with the United States Supreme Court on August 9, 2021. At this time, the deadline for the 
State of California’s response is October 12, 2021.” 

L180 D. The Freight Gateway Study should address potential impacts of climate change on goods movement.  
  
1. The Gateway Study did not address potential impacts of climate change on 2050 freight projections. Impacts are 
difficult to predict, but it would be reasonable to develop scenarios that do not assume simple linear growth in freight 
volumes, due to disruptions in supply chains, extreme weather events, sea level rise, and potential changes in key 
industries in the San Diego region such as agriculture, construction, and tourism. As overarching policy directions, the 
San Diego region must plan for producing critically important goods closer to home, and reducing our dependence on 
goods movement as an economic driver.  

The IHS Markit Transearch data used to develop the freight forecasts for the Freight Gateway Study Update 
include economic considerations resulting from climate change and other possible disruptions. Section 3.1 of 
the study has been revised to reflect this. SANDAG recognizes the importance of resilience through 
disruptions and will incorporate this into future goods movement planning efforts. 

L181 E. Additional Comments on Goods Movement Planning and the Freight Gateway Study.  
1. Appendix Y correctly notes the importance of equity for workers in the freight industry, but mentions the potential 
impact of automation only in passing, on page Y-5. SANDAG needs to address the challenges of automation more fully. 
Who makes the decisions to automate unloading, loading, or movement of freight? What opportunities are there for 
workers and the public to participate in these decisions? What policies are in place, or needed, to support workers 
whose jobs may be at risk as a result of a shift to automation? Until these questions are answered fully, SANDAG’s goods 
movement planning will be failing these workers.  
  
2. Marine Highway M-5 is mentioned briefly on page Y-8 as a potential new source of trade. Short sea shipping may be a 
good option for reducing GHG and truck traffic. At the same time, Portside residents need to know how this mode shift 
would impact air quality in their communities. Will additional ships be coming to San Diego’s cargo terminals if the 
project is approved? Will these ships be shorepowered? Goods movement planning requires that local impacts be 
identified and addressed.  
  
3. Urban warehouses for e-bike deliveries are mentioned as an innovative delivery option on page Y-26. It is important to 
be clear that if trucks will also be accessing these facilities, they do not belong in residential areas. Residents of Barrio 
Logan and west National City have struggled for decades to eliminate incompatible land uses such as warehouses from 
their communities.  
  
4. Regarding infrastructure needs for truck freight hauling, the report, in Section 2.1.2.1. Gaps in Existing Road 

SANDAG understands that this topic is evolving and will continue to work with stakeholders, monitor the 
adoption and readiness of technologies, and engage with the community as automation technologies 
mature. SANDAG will stay cognizant of policy decisions to avoid unintended consequences and influence 
outcomes.  
 
In January 2021, SANDAG provided a letter of support for an application submitted by the Port of San Diego 
and other west coast ports for the MARAD America’s Marine Highway – West Coast M-5 Coastal Connector. 
SANDAG will stay engaged with the Port of San Diego, assist as needed with policy decisions, communicate, 
and collaborate with stakeholders and community leaders to identify and monitor local impacts.  
 
SANDAG will collaborate with the City of San Diego and the City of National City in the configuration of truck 
routes in portside communities considering potential innovations like urban warehouses. 
 
SANDAG continues to support progress toward an adequate electric vehicle charging infrastructure for both 
freight and passenger vehicles in collaboration with public agency and private industry stakeholders. This 
support includes planning through the Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans (CMCPs) that include 
federally designated zero-emission vehicle corridors and commensurate charging infrastructure as well as the 
development of a Blueprint for Medium-/Heavy-Duty (MD/HD) ZEV Infrastructure. A SANDAG board resolution 
was passed to work collaboratively to establish the framework and agreement for a joint electric vehicle 
charging incentive program with the California Energy Commission, County Air Pollution Control District, and 
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Infrastructure, correctly notes the lack of dedicated truck parking, staging, and queuing facilities. Another essential 
piece of freight infrastructure planning: EV charging facilities for MD/HD trucks. Charging facilities must be planned and 
installed in readiness for the transition to ZEV trucks that is mandated in California.  
  
5. Regarding outbound cargo, Figure 3.14 on page Y-129: Gravel is the largest outbound cargo, by tonnage, at 3,505 tons. 
This is a category of commodity that also includes aggregate. Sand is also a large outbound commodity, at 1,086 tons. It 
appears unnecessary to develop new imports of sand, gravel, and aggregate into the region, and unlikely to produce 
reductions of emissions from trucks.  

Center for Sustainable Energy as part of the Regional Vehicle Charging Program partnership program. 
SANDAG will continue to coordinate with Caltrans in their efforts to plan the deployment of potential 
medium- and heavy-duty truck charging infrastructure in conjunction with parking identified through the 
California State Truck Parking Study that is currently underway.  
 
SANDAG builds public transportation and active transportation projects and thus has an interest in the status 
of aggregate commodities that are available in the region. SANDAG, however, does not control regional 
private sector markets and will be subject to the same economically-driven market dynamics as other 
aggregate consumers. SANDAG continues to support maritime and highway vehicle conversion to zero 
emission power to further reductions in air pollutants and GHGs from these industries. 

Friends of Rose Canyon 1 

L182 Our overall comment is that the 2021 Draft Regional Plan states that it proposes a bold new vision. However, it is based 
on a massive expansion of our highways. This includes widening many of our highways to add Managed Lanes and 
adding huge, elevated concrete “Managed Lane Connectors” (MLCs) where highways intersect. These MLCs will require 
even further highway widening to add lanes where traffic would enter and exit the connectors. In some cases these 
MLCs connect highways at very different elevations or with multiple other on and off ramps and bridges in the same 
location. Judging from just the area we focus on, these added MLs and MLCs will have huge direct and indirect 
environmental impacts on sensitive habitat, MSCP lands, Marian Bear Park, Rose Canyon Open Space Park, MCAS 
Miramar, and the Rose Creek and Carroll Canyon Creek/Sorrento Valley/Penasquitos Lagoon watersheds. 
Furthermore, just in the area we focus on, these MLs and MLCs will cost many hundreds of millions of dollars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan places emphasis on maximizing the use of existing facilities to add corridor capacity to 
ease congestion while also trying to achieve meeting state and federal greenhouse gas and air quality targets. 
The proposed managed lanes network uses existing infrastructure by repurposing shoulders and general 
purpose lanes to offer priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools and low-emission vehicles with appropriate 
decals. The system of managed lanes and supporting connectors support Transit Leap and high occupancy 
vehicles to create a seamless systemwide network that will provide people with transportation options, 
reducing the need to add new highways or general purpose lanes.  
 
Decisions on where to construct proposed manage lanes connectors including defining and designing site 
specific elevation profiles and or structural/physical footprint construction components will be examined 
through more detailed operational and technical studies. These efforts are generally undertaken during the 
project development and environmental clearance phase which is generally carried out with public input and 
following the California Environmental Quality Act guidelines to evaluate proposed project impacts and 
identify necessary mitigation measures. 

L183 How sure is SANDAG of those calculations? What is the course correction if we start adding all this highway capacity 
and the benefits are not there? Do the RTP models rest on the assumption that the projected benefits require that all 
the highway MLs and all the MLCs be added to achieve the projected benefits? What if we get half way into building 
this out and find that adding all this highway capacity is not bringing the benefits anticipated? 

SANDAG is required to analyze induced demand impacts of the Regional Plan, which are documented in 
Appendix D. The activity-based model and other analyses used to inform the plan have been reviewed 
through SANDAG’s peer review process and documented in the technical methodology submitted to the 
California Air Resources Board, also included in Appendix D. Where possible, the Regional Plan proposes 
repurposing of general purpose lanes or shoulders to create managed lanes. The managed lane system is 
important for supporting the transit network and Flexible Fleets envisioned in the Regional Plan. The Regional 
Plan is updated every four years, providing opportunities to reflect changes in the network 

L184 Based on what we see proposed for just the area we focus on, we see major direct and Indirect Impacts on MSCP lands, 
open space, habitat, native plant and animal species, wildlife corridors, creeks, and watersheds. Adding Managed Lanes 
and Managed Lane Connectors means bulldozing land and building extensive new concrete surfaces and retaining 
walls and drainage ditches, expanding direct impacts and edge effects on habitat and wildlife, increasing storm water 
run-off, noise and light impacts, invasive species, habitat loss, loss of wildlife connectivity and wildlife corridors, 
increased erosion, trash, and air and water pollution. “Mitigating” these impacts through projects done in distant 
mitigation banks does nothing to reduce the impacts in the areas where these impacts occur. 
 
While SANDAG staff have stated in meetings with the QOL coalition that they are not widening outside the highway 
ROWs, that does not mean there won’t be major highway widening and environmental impacts. In some cases, 
CALTRANS has sufficient ROW to widen by multiple lanes. And widening even within the ROW extends the damaging 
impacts and pushes the edge effects closer to and into sensitive habitat. 

For direct and indirect impacts related to biological resources in the area within and extending out from the  
I-805/SR 52/I-5 triangle, that includes the Rose Creek watershed (Rose Canyon, MCAS Miramar, San Clemente 
Canyon and Marian Bear Park, and Rose Creek extending south to Mission Bay), and the Carrol Canyon, 
Sorrento Valley, and Penasquitos Lagoon watersheds please refer to Section 4.4 Biological Resources of the 
EIR.  
 
Measures have been identified in the EIR to implement design, minimization and avoidance measures for 
sensitive vegetation communities that provide habitat for special-status species during construction and 
operational maintenance.  

L185 Meanwhile, the Purple Line (Commuter Rail 582) from Sorrento Mesa to the Border (a true transit project) will not be 
completed until 2050. In concept, we strongly support this project, assuming it is largely underground through the 
environmentally sensitive areas we focus on. But despite the importance of this transit project, we know little beyond 
the vaguest description of its route. Where might it be underground? Where might it be at grade or above grade? Why 
is it not being completed until 2050 while the RTP prioritizes adding so many highway MLs and MLCs? 

The Purple Line is broken down into two phases of the 2021 Regional Plan. The first phase is planned for by 
2035 and will operate between National City and Sorrento Valley. It is conceptually planned right now to be 
fully grade separated and operate either in tunnels or on aerial structures. At the Regional Plan level, we have 
not determined the exact location of the tunnels or structures. By 2050, the Purple Line would be extended 
between National City and the San Ysidro Border. Next Generation Rapid routes are planned along the 
Managed Lanes on Interstate 805 in the early years of the plan in order to build ridership while the Purple Line 
is being designed and constructed. 

L186 On April 15, 2021, the Sierra Club sent the attached letter to SANDAG Director Hasan Ikhrata, Director of Regional 
Planning Coleen Clementson, Senior Transportation Planner Jennifer Williamson, and several SANDAG BOD members. 
At a subsequent meeting with the Quality of Life Coalition’s Transportation Committee, Coleen Clementson stated 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes no additional freeway widening along Interstate 805 between SR-52 and 
Sorrento Valley Road. The Direct Access Ramp at I-805 has been removed from the 2021 Regional Plan. There 
are no park and rides or Rapid stations planned for the Southwest Corner of Nobel/I-805. A bus route would 
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vehemently, “We agree with you.” We therefore assume and would like confirmation, that the following is not in and will 
not be added to the RTP for the I-805 North from just south of SR-52 to Carroll Canyon Road: 
-Any additional freeway widening beyond what has currently been built (one Carpool/ HOV lane in each direction was 
completed in 2016) 
-Widening of the I-805 bridge over Rose Canyon 
-Direct Access Ramps (DARs) at Nobel Drive 
-A Park & Ride at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805 
-A bus station at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805 

still access Nobel Drive through operational improvements, but the location of any stops could occur on street 
or on the north side of Nobel Drive. 

L187 Project ID CC114 is called I-805 (Nobel Drive) - it should be deleted from the RTP 
Rationale: I-805 North should locate access to and from the Managed Lanes at La Jolla Village Drive, not Nobel Drive. La 
Jolla Village Drive has extensive high density employment and high density housing located between the LJVD/I-805 
intersection and Genesee Avenue. At Genesee there are two trolley stations surrounded by existing and planned high 
density employment and housing. La Jolla Village Drive is the route BRT lines should use to enter and exit the I-805 MLs. 
Nobel Drive is a poor location for a BRT route to enter or exit I-805 MLs. The location is far from significant employment 
or housing density. Furthermore, no parking lot or bus station should be located at Nobel/805. The I-805 commute is 
south to north in the morning, so parking lots near the I-805 should be located in communities well to the south where 
commuters come from in the morning. The land at the Nobel/ I-805 intersection should be protected from any further 
impacts. Most of it is MSCP, and there are vernal pools and numerous documented sensitive species. That area should 
have no further disturbance. 

The Direct Access Ramp at Nobel/I-805 has been removed from the 2021 Regional Plan. There are a number of 
constraints that limit the ability of the Rapid bus to access La Jolla Village Drive via the Managed Lanes. The 
current plan is to use existing ramps or operational improvements that would give the bus some level of 
priority to enter the existing ramps. More planning will need to occur as this project moves forward. 

L188 The RTP should reduce the amount of highway expansion and the number of MLCs in this area. SR-52 should not be 
widened and the MLCs between these highways should be eliminated. 
 
The following projects would cause major environmental damage to MSCP lands and to the area’s critical and already 
highly constrained wildlife corridors. 
This area illustrates our concern about the RTP as a whole. The RTP proposes a massive expansion of highway capacity 
in the name of creating “Complete Corridors” that will, in theory, carry BRT lines and carpools. While it is true that some 
existing general purpose lanes will be converted to “Managed Lanes”, the RTP proposes an expansion of all the 
highways in this area to add MLs plus multiple MLCs between these highways that will further degrade the habitat and 
wildlife corridors. 
 
CC085: 2035 - MLC I-805 (SR 52) West to North and South to East CCT - $149 mil 
This MLC will cause major environmental damage to an area with important wildlife corridors that connect MCAS 
Miramar, San Clemente Canyon (and Marian Bear Park) and Rose Canyon. These wildlife corridors are identified in the 
MSCP and in the MCAS Miramar Natural Resource Management Plans. The wildlife corridor between MCAS Miramar and 
San Clemente Canyon is already highly constrained at the I-805/52 intersection. In addition, the elevation change 
between the I-805 and SR-52 is significant. A further environmental impact will occur due to adding two MLs to SR-52 
east of I-805 and one ML to SR-52 west of I-805. 
 
CC086: MLC I-805 (SR52) North to West and East to South ($126 mil): More environmental impacts in this same area. 
 
CC003 - (by 2035) - I-5 (Pacific Highway to SR 52) 8F to 6F+4 ML ($353 mil) (adding 1 lane in each direction to I-5) 
 
CC004 by 2035 I-5 (SR 52 to I-805) 8F to 6F + 4ML (adding one lane in each direction) ($190 mil) CC028 by 2050 MLC I-5 
(SR 52) South to East and West to North ($202 mil) 
CC065 by 2050 Complete Corridor: ML SR 52 (I-5 - I-805) 4F to 4F + 3 ML ($214 mil) 
This massive widening of SR 52, with additional width needed to build the Managed Lane Connectors between I-5/52 
and SR 52/ I-805 (MLCs in all directions) will have huge negative impacts on the adjacent MSCP lands in San Clemente 
Canyon and Marian Bear Park and on Rose Canyon and on the wildlife corridors between 
 
CC066 by 2050 I-5 (SR 52) MLC - North to East and West to South ($202 mil) 

For direct and indirect impacts related to biological resources please refer to Section 4.4 Biological Resources 
of the EIR. Measures have been identified in the EIR to implement design, minimization and avoidance 
measures for sensitive vegetation communities that provide habitat for special-status species during 
construction and operational maintenance. 

Friends of Rose Canyon 2 

L189 The City of San Diego’s chosen alignment for the Coastal Rail chosen between Gilman/La Jolla Colony Drive and 
Sorrento Valley Coaster Station should be added to the RTP and the old alignment should be deleted (Rose Canyon, 
“UTC” (along Judicial Drive), Roselle Canyon and Roselle St to the Sorrento Valley Coaster station). This old alignment 
was thoroughly studied and rejected due to multiple major problems. 

SANDAG has worked with project partners at Caltrans to include the North Coast Bike Trail projects in the 
2021 Regional Plan as part of the Adopted Regional Bike Network, this includes the completed segments 
referenced here. 
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The Draft RTP contains inconsistent and out-of-date labeling of a portion of the City of San Diego’s Coastal Rail Trail. The 
City is the Lead Agency for the Coastal Rail Trail in the City, and it has selected the alignment and completed final 
design of the alignment along Gilman Drive to UCSD. 
 
The City has deleted from its Bike Master Plan the old Rose Canyon, “UTC”, and Roselle Canyon alignment. The City 
studied that route for years and rejected it for multiple reasons. 
The RTP therefore needs to: 
• cut three planned CRT segments and trim one CRT segment 
• relabel the CRT route in the RTP to coincide with the approved Gilman Drive CRT segment, adding the UC San Diego 
CRT segment plus the I-5 Bicycle Corridor. 
• Amend Appendix A and Appendix L in the SANDAG RTP to be consistent with this change. 
 
The RTP should make the following changes summarized in the following tables (see attached letter for full tables 
presented by commentor): 
 
CRT route as presented in the SANDAG RTP: 
1. AT032 (CRT - Carmel Valley to Sorrento to Roselle Canyon) - Change Carmel Valley to Roselle via Sorrento by removing 
Sorrento to Roselle. Carmel Valley to Sorrento Remains 
2. AT036 (CRT - Roselle Canyon) - Cut 
3. AT037 (CRT - UTC to Rose Canyon) - Cut 
4. AT023 (CRT - Rose Canyon) - Cut 
 
The RTP needs to add the CRT route the City of San Diego has chosen for the segment from Sorrento Valley Coaster 
Station to the Gilman Drive/La Jolla Colony intersection 
1. CRT – I-5 Bicycle Corridor (Sorrento Valley to Voigt and Gilman): Already completed by Caltrans 
2. CRT - UC San Diego (Voigt/Gilman Dr. to Gilman/La Jolla Village Dr.): UC San Diego is adding major bike infrastructure 
improvements through the campus on this route 
3. CRT - Gilman (Gilman Dr./La Jolla Village Dr. to Gilman Dr. and I-5/Rose Creek Bike Path and La Jolla Colony Dr.): 
Protected bike lanes fully designed by City. Partial construction funding in SD City 2022 CIP budget. 

Portions of the City of San Diego’s 1.63 mile Coastal Rail Trail project S00951 are already identified as the 
Gilman Connector in the project list in Appendix A. This will be a connector to SANDAG’s recently upgraded 
Rose Canyon Bike Path and newly constructed Rose Creek Bikeways to the south. Extending north, however, 
there remains a need for safe, direct, all ages and abilities active transportation alternatives extending into 
currently underserved residential (University) and employment centers (UTC, Sorrento Valley) to improve 
alternatives in this major transportation corridor. In order for SANDAG to stimulate the shift from personal 
motor vehicle use to people choosing to bike, a network of well-designed routes is essential. The City of San 
Diego’s project on Gilman Drive is greater than 2 miles away from, and represents just 25% of, the entire 
length of the projects requested to be removed. 
 
These projects and this alignment were first identified in the 2000 Coastal Rail Trail Project Study Report:  
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-
doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx.  
 
These projects were approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors In 2010 with the development of a 
comprehensive regional bike network - Riding to 2050: The San Diego Regional Bike Plan:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail.  
 
Again, these Coastal Rail Trail segments were identified as a priority project in 2013 via the Bike Early Action 
Program (EAP):  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail. 
 
SANDAG plans to deliver all bikeway projects proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan, and looks forward to 
partnering with Friends of Rose Canyon and the City of San Diego to ensure the success of these projects. 

L190 The savings for the three old, out-of-date segments to be cut is $53 million (Rose Canyon, UTC (Judicial Drive) and 
Roselle Canyon, plus any savings from trimming the route AT032 by cutting Sorrento to Roselle, a segment made 
unnecessary by the I-5 bike path from the Sorrento Valley Coaster Station to UCSD. Two of the three segments in the 
City’s chosen CRT route are either complete or funded, so it can be anticipated that almost all of the $53 million in the 
RTP can be freed up for active transportation projects that address equity, for example, in Chollas Creek, South Bay, or 
the Midway Corridor. 

The Chollas Creek Bikeways: North Fork - Bayshore Bikeway to University Bikeway and South Fork - Petway 
Park to Market Creek Plaza has been incorporated into the 2021 Regional Plan and will help facilitate all ages 
and abilities active transportation connections in another watershed and transportation corridor like Rose 
Canyon. Please see the South Bay to Sorrento, and Central Mobility Hub tables in Appendix A (and online data 
viewer) for specific bikeway alignments and project details for these other two corridor areas.  

L191 The CRT route has City and Community support: 
• The SANDAG RTP routes do not exist in the City of San Diego Bike Master Plan. They were explicitly deleted by the San 
Diego City Council in December 2013. 
• The approved CRT Project route in San Diego has been selected, with the final Gilman Dr. link ready for construction 
and on the CIP list for 2020-2021. 
• The approved CRT route was developed and selected by a City of San Diego Public Working Group in 2013-2014. 
• The approved CRT route is supported by the Community Planning Groups: the UCPG in 2013 and 2021, and the La Jolla 
Planning Association in 2021. 
• The approved CRT route has been supported by the City of San Diego in 2013, 2016 and budgeted in 2021. 
 
The City’s approved CRT route enhances important existing connections: 
• With the Rose Creek bikeway open, it is a connecting link to UC San Diego from the south. 
• With the existing I-5 Bicycle Corridor, it is a connecting link to UC San Diego from Sorrento and the Coaster. 
• The completed UC San Diego Gilman Bridge over I-5 provides comfortable and safe bicycle links to the east UC San 
Diego Campus, industry along Eastgate Mail, and the commercial center at UTC. 

SANDAG agrees that the infrastructure improvements listed here are all critically needed. 

Gatzke Dillon & Ballance LLP 1 

L192 This firm represents Lakeview 1, LLC, Lakeview 2, LLC and Moller Lakes Investment, LLC (collectively, Lakeview), owners 
of the approved Otay Ranch Resort Village Project (Resort Village).1 On behalf of Lakeview, we have reviewed SANDAG’s 
Draft 2021 Regional Plan (Draft Plan) and provide the comments that follow below. 
 

Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) provides that a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) “use most 
recent planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors.” It also requires that the SCS 
“set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the transportation 
network and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Transnet-doc/Coastal_Rail_Trail_Project_Study_Report_reduced.sflb.ashx
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=353&fuseaction=projects.detail
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=34&subclassid=122&projectid=497&fuseaction=projects.detail
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As relevant background, the Resort Village is part of the Otay Ranch General Development Plan/ Subregional Plan 
approved by the County of San Diego and City of Chula Vista in 1993. Otay Ranch, portions of which have been built out, 
is a complete community approved for 24,000 homes; commercial/retail uses; other non-residential uses; schools and 
public services; parks, recreation facilities, open space and a protected biological preserve; and complementary 
amenities designed to be developed over a 30- to 50-year period. Consistent with the land use parameters established 
in 1993 for Otay Ranch, the County of San Diego Board of Supervisors, in November 2020, approved the Resort Village for 
1,938 residential units, a resort, and other complementary uses (such as parks and trails, a public safety site, an 
elementary school, and resident-serving commercial). As a general matter, development of the approved Otay Ranch 
planned community—of which the Resort Village is a part—has been accounted for in regional plans and projections 
since 1993. 
 
As discussed below, it appears that SANDAG’s Draft Plan has omitted from its design assumptions the Resort Village 
and its approved uses, resulting in a disconnect between the Draft Plan and the legal status of the Resort Village as a 
fully-entitled project. 
 
We understand that the Draft Plan strives to transform the way San Diegans move through and about the region in an 
effort to address safety, traffic congestion, social inequities, air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The Draft 
Plan includes an updated Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), which sets forth a “forecasted development pattern” 
that is designed to: (i) achieve per capita GHG reduction targets set for the region by the California Air Resources 
Board (CARB), (ii) accommodate the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), and (iii) utilize the “most recent 
planning assumptions.” (Draft Plan, p. 19). SANDAG reports that its SCS will exceed CARB’s 2035 reduction target for the 
region by one percent; i.e., a 19 percent reduction is required and the SCS, if implemented, will realize a 20 percent 
reduction. 
We provide the following comments on the Draft Plan, including its SCS: 
 
1. Government Code section 65800, subdivision (b)(2)(B) requires SANDAG “to use the most recent planning 
assumptions considering local general plans and other factors” (italics added). In this regard, Figures F.7, F.8 and F.9 in 
Appendix F of the Draft Plan are in error and must be corrected to ensure SANDAG’s compliance with this statutory 
requirement for its SCS. Specifically, the referenced figures show approved and entitled development located within 
Otay Ranch—including the Resort Village—as “Vacant” on the SCS’ land use pattern maps for 2025, 2035 and 2050. This 
is obviously incorrect. The “Vacant” appellation is inconsistent with the County’s approval of its General Plan in 2011, the 
Otay Ranch General Development Plan/Subregional Plan in 1993, and the Resort Village in 2020. As such, it results in 
development forecasts that are incorrect and incapable of supporting the Draft Plan’s findings and objectives. 
Therefore, we respectfully request that SANDAG modify the referenced figures to reflect the land use densities long- 
approved by the County and long-recognized by its General Plan for this portion of unincorporated South County. 

automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas emission 
reduction targets approved by the state board.” The SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects 
development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG emissions reduction target when integrated with 
the transportation investments, programs and policies in the Plan. The Regional Plan forecasts development 
through 2050 consistent with projections from the California Department of Finance but does not represent 
buildout of jurisdictions’ General Plans. The Otay Ranch Resort Village Project had not been approved by the 
Board of Supervisors at the time the SCS Land Use Pattern was developed, and it was not projected for future 
development in the SCS. The Regional Plan and its SCS are iterative planning documents that are typically 
updated every four years to account for new data, analysis, policy, and experience. 

L193 2. The Draft Plan’s forecasted development pattern will not accommodate the RHNA. Specifically, the Draft Plan—in 
Table F.3 of Appendix F—projects the construction of just 7,419 dwelling units in unincorporated County areas over the 
next roughly 30 years (through 2050). This number does not accurately represent the amount of approved, planned and 
reasonably anticipated growth in the unincorporated areas. For example, in the 6th RHNA Cycle, which covers the 2021 
through 2029 planning period (and thus does not align with the 2035 horizon year of the SCS modeling), SANDAG 
assigned 6,700 dwelling units to the unincorporated areas.2 Therefore, it appears the Draft Plan assumes that a mere 
719 additional units will need to be built in unincorporated areas between 2030 and 2050, an assumption that is at odds 
with reasonable approximations of future RHNA cycles and existing market supply-and-demand evaluations for the San 
Diego region. The Draft Plan’s assumption of 7,419 units also is approximately 1/8th of the County’s General Plan build-
out capacity of approximately 65,000 dwelling units. Thus, we respectfully request that SANDAG reevaluate the 
reasonableness of its forecasted development pattern by way of housing growth assumptions. It is critical to ensure that 
all modeling inputs are informed and reasoned, such that the SCS quantification analysis is defensible. 

The 2021 Regional Plan accommodates the regional housing need determined by the Department of Housing 
and Community Development for the 6th Cycle RHNA. Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) requires that 
the SCS “set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the 
transportation network and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas 
emissions from automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas 
emission reduction targets approved by the state board.” The SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects 
development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG emissions reduction target when integrated with 
the transportation investments, programs and policies in the Plan. 
The Regional Plan and its SCS are iterative planning documents that are typically updated every four years to 
account for new data, analysis, policy, and experience. 

L194 3. It is unclear to what extent the SCS and its supporting quantification framework account for the home-to-work, 
interregional commute reality present in San Diego. We know that the San Diego region’s failure to provide sufficient in-
County housing opportunities has resulted in the exportation of some San Diego workers who now must commute into 
the region from more affordable housing opportunities in Riverside County or Mexico.3 The spirit of Senate Bill (SB) 375, 
which created the statutory framework for SANDAG’s SCS, will not be met unless and until we grapple with how land 
use choices made in the San Diego region affect San Diego workers. The Draft Plan must clarify SANDAG’s strategies for 
reducing interregional commuting. Such strategies must ensure a sufficient quantity of in-County housing 
opportunities exists; otherwise, home-to-work, interregional commuting will continue to be a major problem. 

As described in Appendix F, the Regional Growth Forecast has accounted for the need to increase the 
quantity of in-County housing opportunities. Appendix F includes the following language: “First, the forecast 
assumes the region’s vacancy rate would increase to 4% by 2040. The 4% vacancy rate assumption 
acknowledges that the region’s vacancy rate in 2018 was estimated to be less than 2% and that both state and 
local housing policy has recently focused on accelerating housing production. Second, the forecast assumes 
that the Series 14 Regional Growth Forecast accounts for vacation rentals and second homes, which are 
“unoccupiable,” meaning that they are not available for year-round residence. The result of this assumption is 
that more housing units would need to be developed to counteract the housing units no longer available to 
residents for long-term occupancy. Third, data for all the counties in the U.S. show that as the population ages, 
household size declines, and the Series 14 Regional Growth Forecast assumes that due to the aging 
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population in the region, a similar pattern will be observed. This is achieved by converging to household 
formation rates from the 2010 decennial census by 2035, which are held at that level through the end of the 
forecast.” 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes investments in a housing program to coordinate with local jurisdictions, 
developers, and other stakeholders to accelerate affordable housing production near jobs and transit. 

Gatzke Dillon & Ballance LLP 2 

L195 As relevant background, Village 14 and Planning Areas 16 and 19 are part of the Otay Ranch General Development 
Plan/Subregional Plan approved by the County of San Diego and City of Chula Vista in 1993. Otay Ranch, portions of 
which have been built out, is a complete community approved for 24,000 homes; commercial/retail uses; other non-
residential uses; schools and public services; parks, recreation facilities, open space and a protected biological preserve; 
and complementary amenities designed to be developed over a 30- to 50-year period. Consistent with the land use 
parameters established in 1993 for Otay Ranch, the County of San Diego Board of Supervisors, in June 2019, approved 
the Specific Plan and Tentative Map for the Adara community for up to 1,119 residential units and other complementary 
uses (such as parks and trails, a public safety site, an elementary school, and resident-serving commercial). As a general 
matter, development of the approved Otay Ranch planned community—of which Village 14 and Planning Areas 16 and 
19 is a part—has been accounted for in regional plans and projections since 1993. 
 
As discussed below, however, it appears that SANDAG’s Draft Plan has omitted from its design assumptions the Adara 
community and its approved uses, resulting in a disconnect between the Draft Plan and the legal status of Adara as a 
fully-entitled project located within Otay Ranch. 
 
We understand that the Draft Plan strives to transform the way San Diegans move through and about the region in an 
effort to address safety, traffic congestion, social inequities, air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The Draft 
Plan includes an updated Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), which sets forth a “forecasted development pattern” 
that is designed to: (i) achieve per capita GHG reduction targets set for the region by the California Air Resources Board 
(CARB), (ii) accommodate the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), and (iii) utilize the “most recent planning 
assumptions.” (Draft Plan, p. 19). SANDAG reports that its SCS 
will exceed CARB’s 2035 reduction target for the region by one percent; i.e., a 19 percent reduction is required and the 
SCS, if implemented, will realize a 20 percent reduction. 
 
We provide the following comments on the Draft Plan, including its SCS: 
 
1. Government Code section 65800, subdivision (b)(2)(B) requires SANDAG “to use the most recent planning 
assumptions considering local general plans and other factors” (italics added). In this regard, Figures F.7, F.8 and F.9 in 
Appendix F of the Draft Plan are in error and must be corrected to ensure SANDAG’s compliance with this statutory 
requirement for its SCS. Specifically, the referenced figures show approved and entitled development located within 
Otay Ranch—including Village 14 and Planning Areas 16 and 19—as “Vacant” on the SCS’ land use pattern maps for 2025, 
2035 and 2050. This is obviously incorrect.1 The “Vacant” appellation is inconsistent with the County’s approval of its 
General Plan in 2011, the Otay Ranch General Development Plan/Subregional Plan in 1993, and the Adara Specific Plan 
and Tentative Map in 2019. As such, it results in development forecasts that are incorrect and incapable of supporting 
the Draft Plan’s findings and objectives. Therefore, we respectfully request that SANDAG modify the referenced figures 
to reflect the land use densities long-approved by the County and long- recognized by its General Plan for this portion of 
unincorporated South County. 

Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) provides that a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) “use most 
recent planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors.” It also requires that the SCS 
“set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the transportation 
network and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from 
automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas emission 
reduction targets approved by the state board.” The SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects 
development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG emissions reduction target when integrated with 
the transportation investments, programs and policies in the Plan. The Regional Plan forecasts development 
through 2050 consistent with projections from the California Department of Finance but does not represent 
buildout of jurisdictions’ General Plans. The Otay Ranch Village 14 and Planning Areas 16 and 19 had not been 
approved by the Board of Supervisors at the time the SCS Land Use Pattern was developed, and it was not 
projected for future development in the SCS. The Regional Plan and its SCS are iterative planning documents 
that are typically updated every four years to account for new data, analysis, policy, and experience. 

L196 2. The Draft Plan’s forecasted development pattern will not accommodate the RHNA. Specifically, the Draft Plan—in 
Table F.3 of Appendix F—projects the construction of just 7,419 dwelling units in unincorporated County areas over the 
next roughly 30 years (through 2050). This number does not accurately represent the amount of approved, planned and 
reasonably anticipated growth in the unincorporated areas. For example, in the 6th RHNA Cycle, which covers the 2021 
through 2029 planning period (and thus does not align with the 2035 horizon year of the SCS modeling), SANDAG 
assigned 6,700 dwelling units to the unincorporated areas.2 Therefore, it appears the Draft Plan assumes that a mere 
719 additional units will need to be built in unincorporated areas between 2030 and 2050, an assumption that is at odds 
with reasonable approximations of future RHNA cycles and existing market supply-and-demand evaluations for the San 
Diego region. The Draft Plan’s assumption of 7,419 units also is approximately 1/8th of the County’s General Plan build-
out capacity of approximately 65,000 dwelling units. Thus, we respectfully request that SANDAG reevaluate the 
reasonableness of its forecasted development pattern 

The 2021 Regional Plan accommodates the regional housing need determined by the Department of Housing 
and Community Development for the 6th Cycle RHNA. Government Code section 65080(b)(2)(B) requires that 
the SCS “set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the 
transportation network and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas 
emissions from automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas 
emission reduction targets approved by the state board.” The SCS included in the 2021 Regional Plan projects 
development that would achieve the state-mandated GHG emissions reduction target when integrated with 
the transportation investments, programs and policies in the Plan. 
The Regional Plan and its SCS are iterative planning documents that are typically updated every four years to 
account for new data, analysis, policy, and experience. 
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by way of housing growth assumptions. It is critical to ensure that all modeling inputs are informed and reasoned, such 
that the SCS quantification analysis is defensible. 

L197 3. It is unclear to what extent the SCS and its supporting quantification framework account for the home-to-work, 
interregional commute reality present in San Diego. We know that the San Diego region’s failure to provide sufficient in-
County housing opportunities has resulted in the exportation of some San Diego workers who now must commute into 
the region from more affordable housing opportunities in Riverside County or Mexico.3 The spirit of Senate Bill (SB) 375, 
which created the statutory framework for SANDAG’s SCS, will not be met unless and until we grapple with how land 
use choices made in the San Diego region affect San Diego workers. The Draft Plan must clarify SANDAG’s strategies for 
reducing interregional commuting. Such strategies must ensure a sufficient quantity of in-County housing 
opportunities exists; otherwise, home-to-work, interregional commuting will continue to be a major problem. 

As described in Appendix F, the Regional Growth Forecast has accounted for the need to increase the 
quantity of in-County housing opportunities. Appendix F includes the following language: “First, the forecast 
assumes the region’s vacancy rate would increase to 4% by 2040. The 4% vacancy rate assumption 
acknowledges that the region’s vacancy rate in 2018 was estimated to be less than 2% and that both state and 
local housing policy has recently focused on accelerating housing production. Second, the forecast assumes 
that the Series 14 Regional Growth Forecast accounts for vacation rentals and second homes, which are 
“unoccupiable,” meaning that they are not available for year-round residence. The result of this assumption is 
that more housing units would need to be developed to counteract the housing units no longer available to 
residents for long-term occupancy. Third, data for all the counties in the U.S. show that as the population ages, 
household size declines, and the Series 14 Regional Growth Forecast assumes that due to the aging 
population in the region, a similar pattern will be observed. This is achieved by converging to household 
formation rates from the 2010 decennial census by 2035, which are held at that level through the end of the 
forecast.” 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes investments in a housing program to coordinate with local jurisdictions, 
developers, and other stakeholders to accelerate affordable housing production near jobs and transit. 

Good Neighbor Project San Diego 

L198 My family has lived in Barrio Logan/Logan Heights for over 100 years I’m a retired school teacher and founder and Exec 
Dir of the Good Neighbor Project SD my home and office is located at 2215 Logan Ave. I am writing to express my 
support for the incorporation of a project which goal is to address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health 
concerns aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan 
Heights communities. Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in 
SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan)  
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has 
burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know Re-Connect Logan 
Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the 
barriers that the I-5 created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable housing. All goals in line with 
the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air.  
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the construction allowed for 
transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood 
composed of nearly 90% Mexican Americans and while we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in our 
National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, 
separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft 
Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, it is appropriate to identify and call out Re- Connect 
Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio Logan/Logan Heights 
are:  
 
The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8)  
 
Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, Project 
ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11)  
 
Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor 
Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A-12)  
 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, Re-Connect Logan Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in 

Caltrans District 11 has also expressed interest in exploring opportunities for freeway caps. In alignment with 
the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans in coordination with agency partners and local city governments. Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCPs) are data-driven plans to reduce congestion and generate transportation choices while 
preserving community character and creating opportunities for enhancement projects. Opportunities for 
freeway caps will be considered in the CMCPs.  
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relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 
since it would help reach the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these reasons, our community is 
looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 

Harvey Levine 

L199 I need to preface my comments by expressing my admiration for the product that SANDAG has produced and for the 
investment that has been made in developing a potentially ideal transit-based solution to the environmental and 
density challenges with which we are faced in this remarkable county. The professionalism and quality exhibited in the 
published works are of the highest rank and served me well in my quest to understand the goals of the RTP and the 
methods to achieve them. It is indeed a visionary expression of a world-class system for a future population. I recognize 
the seriousness of the challenges and I fear for the future of the planet. I applaud the bold and creative efforts to meet 
these challenges head on, to work to meet state and federal mandates, and to qualify for state and federal funding and 
subsidies where available. 

Thank you for reviewing the draft Regional Plan and for your compliments on this report. 

L200 In my consulting practice I have often been engaged to perform due diligence on business cases for major programs 
and for proposals for new business initiatives. As I became deeply interested in the 2021 RTP, I couldn’t help seeing 
items that sounded alarms and triggered reality checks. As I have seen all too often, the search for the ideal has 
surpassed the practicalities of what is reasonable and achievable. I also am concerned that the sponsors may have 
based their assumptions on a best case or “wished for” values rather than a most likely set of scenarios. This plan begs 
for a responsible investigation and evaluation of the RTP by members of the SANDAG board who will carry the 
responsibility for this investment in the future. There is actually more at risk than an investment. The county appears to 
be committed to facilitate and mandate a radical change in the culture and behavior of a vast populace whose lifelong 
belief is that having a personal vehicle to go anywhere, at any time, is an inalienable right. The board is not voting for a 
transportation plan. It is voting to mandate a change to the very foundation of our lifestyle. They better get it right. We 
need to do something that will work. 

Starting in 2019, the Board discussed the development of the Regional Vision for the draft 2021 Regional Plan. 
The Board will be asked to take action to adopt the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan in December 2021.  
 
For more information regarding the Board of Directors meeting, and staff reports pertaining the Regional 
Plan, please visit: 
https://sdforward.com/about-san-diego-forward/staff-reports. 
Please note that both federal and state transportation planning law require RTPs to be revenue-constrained 
and capable of implementation, and the 2021 Regional Plan has been prepared consistent with these 
requirements. 
Appendix M of the 2021 Regional Plan describes the progress SANDAG has made on actions from the 2015 
Regional Plan and 2019 Federal Regional Transportation Plan. 

L201 Actually, there are two huge hurdles. One is the nature of people to resist paradigm shifts. Cultures cannot be 
mandated. They exist by will of the people. The 2021 Regional Plan makes assumptions of colossal culture change that 
cannot be reasonably presumed. This is a fact of life that governs what can be accomplished, no matter how “good” it is 
for the people and for the planet. For example we need only look to our current COVID-19 crisis. The only way out of the 
pandemic is via vaccination. The science is certain. The data is monumentally supportive. Yet, a major portion of the 
population refuses to do what is good for them and for the nation. Has this artifact of human nature been given 
adequate consideration in the plan? 
 
The second hurdle, which has led to the demise of even the most seemingly foolproof plans, is the failure to consider the 
potential downside of the business case. In every plan there is a range of possible outcomes. We can look at the case 
through three lenses; the optimistic, the most likely, and the 
pessimistic. Where things fall apart is when exuberant support for the “optimistic” case causes the sponsor to downplay 
the “most likely” and to ignore the “pessimistic, and the associated risks.” 
The pessimistic case fully considers risks. It creates alternate models representing the potential downside. The downside 
can happen. Even the most infallible plans have collapsed, leading to total failure of the venture, because of the 
reluctance to use assumptions that consider potential events and conditions that are not of the sponsor’s liking. 
 
Here in San Diego, even in SANDAG, we have a history of inflated assumptions. We have seen it in the forecast of 
pension funding and in the projection of tax revenues. We have also seen it in the estimates of transit ridership. What 
assurances can you give the public that the 2021 Regional Plan is not based on inflated assumptions of income, 
ridership, or even the level of acceptance of change by the public? 
 
Where are the models that represent a lesser level of expectations and what that would mean to accomplishment of the 
goals? I see a presentation of the ideal. Where is the picture of the realistic? 

The 2021 Regional Plan addresses transportation and mobility challenges we face: safety and traffic 
congestion, social inequities, and complies with state and federal requirements to reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions and air pollution, among other requirements. A compliant Regional Plan is needed for the 
San Diego region to receive federal and state funding for transportation projects, programs, and services and 
housing programs. 
 
Appendix S documents the transportation demand modeling tools and off-model calculators used to analyze 
performance of the Regional Plan. Appendix F describes the Regional Growth Forecast and Sustainable 
Communities Strategy Land Use Pattern, including projected population, housing, and job growth. 

L202 Director Ikhrata boldly declares that it is the plan’s intention to pressure the public to change its wasteful use of 
personal motorized vehicles as a response to environmental concerns of growing proportions, as well as to meet various 
government mandates. He talks about incentives. But when queried about how the change in behavioral culture will 
come about, he repeatedly brings up “pricing”. He says “it will work if we price it right.” Of course “pricing” is a code word 
for “fees.” Using a euphemism cannot disguise what it is. 

Thank you for your comment. SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of 
usage-based fees and their capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction. The initial phase of this study will focus on calculating the true cost of driving, and better 
understanding what sources of existing revenue are funding different parts of the system and how different 
populations are impacted by existing revenue mechanisms. This foundational understanding will help 
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Invoking new fees, to use what has been considered to be something already covered by our taxes and DMV fees, is not 
an incentive. It is a penalty. The plan openly sets out to punish the public for doing what has been considered one of its 
most appreciated freedoms – the ability to get places, in the comfort and convenience of our own vehicles, on a 
timetable of our own choosing. SANDAG would have us give up this sacrosanct right and has set about to force the 
changes upon a recalcitrant public. 
 
The pricing scheme is so devious that it not only imposes fees and taxes (a penalty, not an incentive) to force people to 
stop doing what is considered an inalienable right, but then directs the funds it collects away from what is wanted by 
the public (highway improvements). What kind of incentive sets out to punish rather than reward? 
 
Let us not forget or ignore the penalties already inflicted on the driving public and the failures of previously imposed 
taxes to deliver what was expected or were diverted to other initiatives. For example I submit my motorcycle 
registration fee of $233, which would cost me $13 in NY. Or the income from the ½ percent TransNet sales tax that was 
grossly underestimated and is slated to be diverted from the highway projects it was supposed to support. 

SANDAG to design a road usage charge program that is more fair than current transportation funding 
sources. 
 
The study will also assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge, 
including high level constructs of the program, such as who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of 
revenues. SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no 
particular group, such as those driving fuel-powered vehicles, are paying more than their fair share. 

L203 Now, looking at some of the initiatives in the RTP, there are data that belies the expected results. Director Ikhrata was 
asked if he could provide an example of where MANAGED LANES was implemented. Oddly I-15 was used as an example. 
However, the design calls for Managed Lanes for I-5 and CA-78/56/52 without adding new lanes (except for repurposing 
shoulders), whereas the I-15 project created four additional lanes for HOV or toll-payer use. Unless all of the lanes are 
contiguous (which they are not) and narrow bridges are widened, the periodic merging of lanes would create new 
bottlenecks and backups. So would any breakdowns, public safety vehicles, or emergencies that would impact the 
travel lanes in the absence of shoulders. Is this really safe or practical? How would traffic control (police radar and traffic 
stops) operate? What happens in a medical emergency or when a vehicle has a mechanical problem, a flat tire, or runs 
out of gas or battery power? How is congestion reduction alleviated when a lane is isolated for busses? This model of 
managed lanes is more like a game of whack-a mole. I am apprehensive of drivers’ attention being diverted from the 
road by a system of signs and signals directing them to a particular managed lane that changes with traffic conditions. 
 
How effective would the Managed Lanes concept be if it doesn’t involve increased reliable capacity? SANDAG projects 
an increase in use of mass transit (at peak commuting times) from about 3% to 11.2% (in 2035). Will this be enough to 
sufficiently impact the carbon reduction goal? SANDAG is also projecting a population growth of 15.2% by 2035. It would 
seem that the movement of commuters to transit will not be enough to offset the growing demand for roadways. How 
do we significantly reduce congestion (a key goal) without increasing capacity? Do we gain enough to justify the cost 
and inconvenience of construction and repurposing plus the imposition of user fees? 

The Managed Lanes concept is envisioned in the 2021 Regional Plan. They provide a system of managed lanes 
allowing the opportunity to dynamically manage the lanes based on real time conditions, time of day, and 
vehicle occupancy, to make all lanes more efficient and provide benefits to the system as a whole. 
 
Public safety impacts of the proposed Project are discussed in section 4.16 of the Draft Environmental Impact 
Report, specifically impact TRA-3, which analyzes any increases in hazards due to design features. 

L204 On the other hand, there are other conditions that might represent a reduction of emissions-producing vehicles. Among 
the important forecast values that we must consider for the RTP is the impact of electric vehicles. All manufacturers are 
making massive investments and commitments to have a majority of their output be EVs, within a decade. 
Governments are equally committed to replacing petroleum-fueled vehicles by 2035. Are we likely to gain more in the 
real goal of reduced greenhouse gases through the mandated and incentivized move to EVs? 
 
When the shift to EVs is added to the impacts of more workers not having to drive to an office every day, potentially 
offsetting the population growth, the expense and “pricing” of the full managed lanes solution may not be warranted. 
Not if the justification is the reduction in the production of GHG. As an aside, we have to learn not to justify massive, 
expensive projects because there is government funding earmarked for such programs. Yes, I am thinking of California 
High-Speed Rail. These programs always end up growing extensively beyond the original (misrepresented) scope and 
cost, causing the agencies that thought that they were getting a free lunch to bleed real cash. 

Thank you for your comment. The 2021 Regional Plan commits SANDAG to making investments to support 
the region’s transition to electric cars, trucks, and buses. To achieve GHG reduction targets, the 2021 Regional 
Plan relies on both the transition to electric vehicles and managed lanes. 

L205 Let’s get back to the “incentives” to get drivers to shun their cars. The “right” pricing essentially means making it painful 
to pay the VMT (vehicle miles traveled) fees. What I am hearing now is a charge of two cents per mile for the state plus 
two cents per mile for the county. So a highway trip from Rancho Bernardo to downtown and back would cost about 
two dollars. That is enough to make people angry, but not enough for them to use other means for travel. If they don’t 
meet the HOV criteria, it’s either pay additional fees or be limited to what are designed to be slower lanes. In the latter 
case, how does that help relieve congestion? It just pushes lower income drivers to use the most congested lanes. How 
does that support the stated “equality” goals? 
 
The “right” pricing – that is; fees that will cause drivers to shun the controlled highways – may eventually lead to drivers 
eliminating such trips altogether. That may help the goal of easing congestion. But there will be offsetting penalties if 
the cancelled trips lead to people not shopping, eating out, or going to entertainment venues. This, in turn, will reduce 
income from sales taxes as well as impact the bottom line of these businesses (more tax losses). Has this been factored 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on meeting established goals 
like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity for different income levels and different 
populations. The first phase of the study will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and 
operate a vehicle, the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric vehicles, traffic 
accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion to the economy and to the quality 
of life of travelers. The study will determine how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the 
transportation system and how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more fair across 
the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
As usage-based fees are further studied, SANDAG will complete an Interstate 15 Operational Study to build 
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into the equation? 
When combined with other initiatives, such as reducing or completely eliminating parking in many areas, both business 
and residential, the campaign against car owners becomes draconian. The thinking is that if people are using MASS 
TRANSIT and local connection options there will no longer be a need to own a personal vehicle. So whether you’re going 
out to the mountains to go hiking, or over to Costco to load up on groceries and a 30-roll package of toilet paper, can 
you say that you really don’t need a car? 
 
Sure! Hey guys! Let’s grab our beach chairs and umbrellas, the cooler, our cornhole game and a couple of surf boards 
and take the bus over to Cardiff State Beach (from Green Valley in Poway). And we’ll stop off for dinner in Rancho Santa 
Fe on the way home, toting all our stuff. Currently, there is no reasonable mass transit to support that (according to MTS 
trip planner). The software did come up with a solution that would take four hours just to get to the beach, using four 
busses and the Sprinter (plus some walking) and told me to start 90 minutes earlier than I had specified. Is better 
coverage in the works? 
Would the group be able to make the trip in one day? Could they manage with all their gear? 
 
So let’s stop dreaming about a world without cars. Can we be practical and come up with ideas and real incentives to 
cut down on VMT? 
 
Furthermore, as an “incentive” to dump your car or truck, the plan calls for charging for parking spot use and even to 
pull over to the curb. Yes, it’s in the plan – see page 40 “Parking and curb pricing.” Pricing is the term that is used for 
“fees.” 
 
With the estimate of only 11.2% of commuters using mass transit (and less for the general public) what we need is more 
parking. We shouldn’t need to drive around looking for parking spots or hang out at the curb with the motor running. If 
you want to change behavior, do it with rewards, not with penalties. 
While there are some interesting ideas in this plan, I predict that the overall result will be to nickel and dime car owners 
in multiple ways without actually achieving the results that are expected. 

upon the success of the managed lanes currently operating in the region. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will consult with its Board of Directors, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This 
includes policies such as who will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, such as 
those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, is being 
considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is a challenge and we respect 
the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and 
create a revenue system that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

L206 The concept of MOBILITY HUBS is interesting. Providing flexible transit in selected concentration areas would be 
sensible and likely take care of some of the “last mile” issues that hinder the practicality of using mass transit. Here 
again, there are disconnects between wishful thinking and practical outcomes. The mobility hubs may be considered to 
be frequent destinations for the public. But what do people do on the other end (their origination point) when it’s not in 
a mobility hub area. I reside about 1 ½ miles from the eastern edge of the Rancho Bernardo mobility hub (92128). About 
half of my family travel is to points within that hub. But how do I get to that hub without a car? (I do use my e-bike for 
some of this, but not if I am shopping or if I have to cross hazardous intersections, such as the I-15 ramps.) 
The expectation that businesses will all of a sudden relocate to properties within a mobility hub is speculative, at the 
most. Where is the evidence? Furthermore, if the new model is for these businesses to not have parking then the people 
will choose to take their business elsewhere. In the end, SANDAG may achieve their goal to reduce VMT. The public will 
do their shopping on-line. They’ll enjoy their own cooking at home. And the biggest accomplishment will be a local 
business decline and more tax losses. The roads will be wall to wall with gas-guzzling Amazon vans. 

The regional network of Mobility Hub areas overlaps with communities that already feature higher 
concentrations of people, places, and trip-making. As SANDAG partners with cities, transit agencies, and 
additional entities to deploy Flexible Fleet solutions these services will not only help people travel within a 
hub but also to places beyond and between hubs. Please refer to Figure 2.4 in the plan which illustrates how 
Flexible Fleets expand coverage to neighborhoods beyond the mobility hub areas. In areas outside of mobility 
hubs, Flexible Fleets such as shared, electric, and eventually autonomous shuttles would be available on-
demand, ready to take you where you need to go. Today, services like on-demand rideshare, microtransit, and 
vanpool already provide a convenient travel option in areas where traditional fixed transit may not work well.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan does not assume existing businesses would relocate to mobility hub areas. Rather, 
these are areas where future growth can be focused to accommodate projected population, housing, and job 
growth in the San Diego region. Since our region is approximately 90% built out, the plan assumes some 
growth in populations and jobs can occur in the mobility hub areas. However, there’s no expectation for 
sudden re-location as the plan’s transformational transportation system has been designed to better connect 
where jobs are already situated. Some infill can occur in employment centers such as what’s happening in 
communities like Kearny Mesa. 

L207 Bringing usable, frequent mass transit services to San Diego is something that we can all appreciate. But assuming that 
the car culture will significantly change because of the transit improvements is pie in the sky. No amount of 
disincentives will remove the need for highways and parking. 
From a personal perspective (I live in 92128), I see little that serves my needs or interests. This area and adjacent Poway 
and places east are hardly served (except for a snippet of the RB mobility hub). The proposed Rapid bus is the same as 
now, except with improved frequency. But the transit stations are not easily accessible except by car. With all the plans 
for commuter rail and light rail, the I-15 corridor is ignored. That is; except for the ghost of the California High-Speed Rail, 
which surprisingly shows up on Figure 2.3 – the Transit Leap map. I suspect that most of San Diego will have fallen into 
the Pacific before this foolhardy venture reaches any place where people live, let alone stretching south of I-10. 
Placing it on the Transit Leap map doesn’t help to generate any confidence in the rest of the plan. 

Thank you for your comments and your interest in mobility in our region. We encourage you to stay engaged 
by visiting SDForward.com. Public engagement will continue until the Board is asked to adopt the 2021 
Regional Plan in December 2021. 
 
Regarding the I-15 corridor, the I-15 Corridor is difficult to serve with rail because of the development patterns 
which resulted in widely spread out communities. This area is served by Rapid bus routes which will be 
expanded in the future with more services. 

L208 In regard to this Bakersfield/Fresno/Merced rail, I hear horrifying stories of issues with acquiring land rights. Have the 
experiences from that venture been factored into the land acquisition needs for transit and mobility hubs? If land 

The implementation of the proposed 2021 Regional Plan will be a truly collaborative effort between SANDAG, 
local jurisdictions, transit agencies, private developers, and employers. While land acquisition may be 
considered for certain projects, land use decisions are reserved to local jurisdictions. Innovative public-private 
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acquisition is an issue in the sparsely populated SR-99 corridor, have we honestly considered the challenges in coastal 
San Diego? Is this a deal killer? 

partnerships can be forged to fund, design, and implement various aspects of mobility hubs including 
stations, complete corridors improvements, and other mobility hub amenities. 

L209 Back to my personal travel habits and needs. I recently purchased an e-bike and use it almost daily. I take it to the tennis 
courts on week days – just less than a mile and with no major intersections. I love the ride and am happy to not use my 
gas engine vehicles for such short trips. But the e-bike is not practical for most errands and my primary use is for 
exercise and recreation. There are several areas where I cannot ride because of poorly maintained bike lanes or 
unmarked bike lanes in high-traffic streets and intersections. The nearest formal bike trail (I-56) is about a ten mile ride 
over a treacherous, unmaintained bike lane on Carmel Mountain Road in Rancho Penasquitos. The money available for 
biking would be better spent on improving these impediments than in uprooting city streets to make us look like 
Holland. Also, I would not be able to use the e-bike with mass transit because the bike is too heavy to put on the bike 
carriers. (Does anyone ever use these? I never see a bus with a bike. I also never see a bus with more than two 
passengers.) 

As an early action out of the Regional Plan, SANDAG will be developing a new Active Transportation Plan. The 
plan will take a fresh look at the network and the options to make it safe and comfortable to use active 
transportation. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to the City of San Diego. 

L210 I have not addressed the practicality of the proposed high-speed coastal rail or other light rail 
expansions due to lack of details. Shouldn’t we be looking at a set of alternatives, rather than a single plan? On the 
LOSSAN corridor segment, I’d like to see figures for a solution based on upgrading the Coaster system, rather than 
assuming that a new high-speed system is needed to meet our goals. The benefits of a high-speed train tend to be 
grossly overstated when one considers that the actual rail time is just a small portion of the overall door-to-door trip 
time. Doubling the speed of a locomotive may equate to a 5% to10% improvement in trip time. Increasing distances 
between stations makes the use of high-speed rail less convenient and may add additional time to last-mile segments. 
Frequency (less waiting time) may contribute more to shortening trips than high speed. It is good to see this in the plan. 

The Regional Plan identifies investments in the LOSSAN corridor to improve capacity, speeds, safety, 
frequency, and significantly reduce travel time primarily due to higher-speed realignments with the Del Mar 
Tunnel and Miramar/UTC Tunnel. In 2020, SANDAG began work on a Regional Rail Alternatives Alignment 
Study (https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Lossan-PDFs/SAN-LOSSAN-DMB-
FactSheet_LongTermAlignment_11-10-2020.sflb.ashx) that identifies incremental higher-speed upgrades to 
the LOSSAN corridor to meet the goals in the Regional Plan. 

L211 On a final note, I am compelled to comment on some disturbing issues relative to the relationships and behavior 
between the agency (SANDAG), the SANDAG Board of Directors, and the public. There is no way that we can accept the 
response by Director Ikhrata to criticism voiced by board member Rodriguez (Oceanside), at the 5/21/21 SANDAG 
presentation. Obviously dismissing the board member’s right to question the RTP, Ikhrata interrupted to say “We are 
the experts.” It is this attitude that highlights the importance of the Board exercising its responsibility to provide 
oversight and leadership for this important agency. 
 
We must further question the intent of Director Ikhrata to influence the recent Supervisor election, and hence the 
selection of board members by making a political contribution to a likely supportive candidate in opposition to a 
candidate that voiced resistance to the developing RTP. How these two incidents can go unchallenged is beyond belief. 
Where is the oversight? 
As I began to follow the RTP, the early news headlines consistently noted the sense that the Board was heavily leaning 
toward support for the emerging RTP. It appeared to represent a desire to take strong action to deal with the very real 
concerns regarding global warming and to address how re-envisioned transportation models can contribute to a viable 
solution. 
 
Politically, it seemed sound to jump on the band wagon. However, as the details of the RTP were meted out to the 
public, there has been virtually unanimous rejection of the Plan. The public is saying that they do not favor the RTP and 
cannot see it as something that will produce the stated goals. One comment: “This is NUTS!” The board needs to listen. 
 
As a concerned voter in San Diego County, it is my expectation that our representatives on the SANDAG Board of 
Governors will ask the type of questions that I highlighted here and to make certain that the RTP is based on honest 
assessments and assumptions. Due diligence requires that proposals consider a range of outcomes, based on an open-
minded assessment of risks and variables. Common sense requires that we fully consider human factors and culture. 
Transparency should come with honest language that does not sugar-coat the burdens to be placed on the public to 
gain compliance. 
 
I ask the SANDAG Board of Directors to provide intelligent oversight of SANDAG and the RTP, and to recognize the voice 
of the people in questioning the rationale and achievability of the proposal. 

Thank you for your comment.  

L212 High-speed Rail: Going from 60 MPH to 120 MPH will not deliver a great time savings if distances between stops are 
greater and time from station to destination is increased. The easiest and most economical way to make train-based 
travel faster is actually to have stops closer to the “last-mile” and to up the frequency so that travelers don’t have to 
spend the projected time gained waiting for the next train. Commuter rail, with short distances will not gain much from 
doubling the top speed. Electrification will help acceleration times and reduce GHG emissions. Can we modify what we 
already have and still achieve our goal -- faster and cheaper? Urban/suburban rail should run every four minutes in peak 
travel times and every eight minute at other times. At the least a ten minute interval would free travelers from needing 

Thank you for your comments and your interest in mobility in our region. We encourage you to stay engaged 
by visiting SDForward.com. Public engagement will continue until the Board is asked to adopt the 2021 
Regional Plan in December 2021. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan proposes increased frequencies, longer spans of service, grade separations, and 
express service on the existing transit system in addition to an expanded transit network with new higher 
speed commuter rail in the highest demand corridors. 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Lossan-PDFs/SAN-LOSSAN-DMB-FactSheet_LongTermAlignment_11-10-2020.sflb.ashx
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/Lossan-PDFs/SAN-LOSSAN-DMB-FactSheet_LongTermAlignment_11-10-2020.sflb.ashx
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to use timetables. Stations should be closely spaced and easily accessible by walkers and bikers as well as personal 
vehicles. Adequate parking will be needed. Express trains can be added to accommodate longer distance riders. 

L213 Managed Lanes: The biggest cause of highway congestion is the intermittent loss of a traffic lane. You can see that every 
day in places like I-15 northbound as it approaches the Bernardo Center Dr. and Rancho Bernardo Rd. interchanges. In 
this very short distance, the main highway loses one lane (due to narrow overpasses) and the traffic will back up at times 
of heavy use. Other causes of backups are vehicle breakdowns, police activity, and accidents. There MUST be space for 
vehicles to pull to the side of the road without losing a traffic lane. 
 
The maximum capacity of any highway is determined by the capacity at its most constricted point. The plan calls for 
increasing capacity on limited access highways, such as SR-56, by utilizing shoulders. SR-56 would increase from four 
lanes to seven lanes. However, the inner shoulders are only four to eight feet and they do not continue at the six 
locations where the highway goes over a bridge. It seems that this would require adding lanes on the existing divider 
and building six new bridges at the overpasses to accommodate the three additional traffic lanes. Without this, the 
bottlenecks would nullify any gains from the added lanes. 

Managed lanes are meant to be flexible based on the needs of the corridor at different times of the day by 
using real-time data through the Next Operating System (Next OS). In the event of a breakdown or accident 
lane designations can shift to accommodate emergency vehicles while managing traffic flow. 
 
SANDAG and Caltrans are currently preparing several Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans which aim to 
create a comprehensive set of safe, sustainable, and equitable transportation solutions that are tailored to the 
needs of the corridor. The design and operation of the managed lanes network will be further assessed 
through these Plans and other detailed engineering studies. 

L214 Rapid Bus Plazas: These will have to be considerably upgraded if Rapid Bus is to be a principal component of a four-fold 
increase in mass transit patronage. As I look at the plaza closest to my residence, Rancho Bernardo, I see some major 
issues. Parking would have to be significantly increased, since the planned Flexible Fleets in Mobility Hubs will not reach 
all users. Plazas would likely need to be enlarged. Where will we find the land for this? 
 
Also, at Rancho Bernardo, the transit plaza is not accessible from the east side of I-15. Walkers or bikers cannot readily 
get to the plaza. This can be remedied by building a pedestrian/biker structure from the east side of the I-15 bus ramp, 
over the northbound lanes of I-15 to adjacent Iberia Pl. This would provide easy access to the downtown business area of 
RB and several residential neighborhoods that do not have that access now. For me, the walk or ride would be 1.2 miles, 
rather than 2.6 mi via dangerous route and 3.0 miles via safer route. 

Flexible Fleet services can extend beyond Mobility Hubs to get travelers to and from their origin, destination, 
and fixed transit stations. SANDAG will work closely with local jurisdictions and transit agencies to design 
transit stations and stops to meet the needs of the surrounding community. We encourage you to stay 
engaged by visiting SDForward.com. Public engagement will continue until the Board is asked to adopt the 
2021 Regional Plan in December 2021. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to agencies that oversee these facilities. 

L215 Biking: I have recently joined the population that is using bicycles for short trips, as well as recreation. Mine is an e-bike 
and I can easily do round trips of up to 30 miles, even with the hills in my area. What I can’t do is to make these trips in 
safety. The city and SANDAG are hyping their support for biking to alleviate some of the pollution and congestion 
caused by motor vehicles. But they can’t even maintain the bike paths that we already have. Also, to use bikes for 
commuting (SANDAG is counting on at least a tripling of biking to work) we need well marked bike lanes and paths that 
are contiguous. Many of the areas are interrupted by stretches of missing or unmaintained bike lanes. We need more 
consistent riding paths and much improved driver education and awareness. The recent efforts to use green paint for 
bike lanes and to add a buffer between the bike lane and car lane need to be expanded as rapidly as possible. Adding a 
well-marked bike lane at left turns would be a welcome safety addition. I have seen this only at one place, the 
intersection of Carmel Mountain Rd. and Rancho Carmel Dr (next to Costco). 
 
With 12 deaths to bikers in seven months, more has to be done promote safety. Countless injuries are awaiting bikers 
that are forced to ride on unmaintained bike lanes, opening up municipalities to large law suites. 

The 2021 Regional Plan aims to create safe and well-connected routes for bicyclists and pedestrians. The 
intention of the network in this Regional Plan is a framework which facilitates trips associated with regional 
purposes designed to enhance neighborhood connections to schools, employment centers, and other 
everyday destinations. The regional network will not include details regarding the types of bicycle and 
pedestrian facilities for specific projects are not yet determined and will require future planning and 
coordination with local jurisdictions, community members, and other stakeholders. 

L216 Reducing Carbon: The RTP aims to reduce GHG emissions, primarily by penalizing travel with cars and trucks. However, 
as I interpret the plan, the methodology is aimed at generating new income from road usage fees. The plan bemoans 
the loss of gas tax income from drivers of EVs. Instead of providing incentives for driving EVs, the plan requires that EV 
owners pay a fee to cover the gas tax losses and then, adding insult to injury, earmarks that revenue for mass transit. 
 
Would it not make more sense to offer payments to gas and diesel car and truck owners to turn in their cars and get 
them off the road? Couple this with rebates to exchange their petrol cars for EVs. 
 
California registration rates are backwards. The fees should be based on weight and gas mileage, not property value. A 
Chevy Tahoe produces more wear and GHG than a Porsche 911. But the Porsche owner pays way more for registration. 
The owner of a BMW K1600 motorcycle pays more than for a Ford Fiesta. The latter weighs more than three times as 
much and uses twice the gas, but pays less for the registration. EV owners, with vehicles that are emission free and have 
less aggressive tires should get a break. 
 
This may be extreme, but if you really want to cut GHG you can go to fuel rationing. There is a direct relationship 
between the fuel burned and the amount of emissions. But this would not work in the face of a model which is 
designed to generate usage fees, rather than cut emissions. It would also cut revenue from gas taxes. This may be an 
underlying factor in a model that is designed to generate income from fuel burners while the goal is to reduce the use 
of fuel. It is more likely to build the fee income than to achieve the stated goal. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The 
SB 375 reduction target is achieved by a number of strategies, including reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The GHG Inventory (Appendix X) analyzes emissions from all sources and the projections account for state and 
federal legislation currently in place, as well as strategies within the 2021 Regional Plan. The 5 Big Moves will 
result in people having more travel options and operating solutions, reducing per capita VMT, and the local 
jurisdictions can identify GHG reduction targets and measures to reduce emissions beyond what is included 
in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
The Regional Plan supports investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses and their supporting 
infrastructure (e.g., EV charging stations and hydrogen fueling stations). These electric vehicle investments 
are one of the ways SANDAG is working to reduce regional GHG emissions and improve local air quality. 
Appendices A (Table A.17) and B show SANDAG’s proposed EV commitments such as regional electric vehicle 
and charging infrastructure incentive programs. Innovation and advanced technologies will be critical to 
meeting regional GHG reduction goals in 2035. 

https://sdforward.com/
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Jacumba Community Sponsor Group 

L217 On page 10, the plan states that in 2019, greater than 90 percent of CA-MEX trade was moved by truck across the 
international border. A great fact to know, but where does your regional plan address and mitigate for the smoggy 
trucks registered in Mexico that are hauling those goods? Will the plan only regulate the emissions of vehicles 
registered in San Diego County (or California) while out-state and out-of-country (Mexican) vehicles get a “free pass?” 

In California, regulation of vehicle emissions is managed by California Air Resources Board (CARB). CARB 
conducts inspections of heavy-duty trucks traveling in California including those registered out of state and 
from foreign countries. At border ports of entry CARB inspects heavy-duty trucks for excessive smoke, and 
engine certification label compliance. SANDAG partners with CARB and the San Diego Air Pollution Control 
District on air quality conformity (see appendix C) and emission reduction strategies across the region. 
 
In addition, SANDAG is committed to the following actions: 

• Pursue programs and projects to further policies focused on electrification of fleets, and Executive 
Order N-79-20 related to sales of zero-emission personal and medium/heavy-duty vehicles.  

• Plan for goods movement strategies that reduce border congestion that exacerbates emissions 
resulting from vehicle delay.  

• Continue coordination on strategies identified in the 2021 California-Baja California Border Master 
Plan. 

L218 On page 12, the plan states: “from 2016 to 2050, nearly 60 percent of population growth will be among those who are 75 
years and older.” Will this aging population (60 percent who are projected to be people of color), feel physically safe 
while using public transit (buses, trams, trolleys) during evening/night time? Will they all have smart phones and be 
able to navigate a smart phone application that gives them a choice of transportation modality based on a variety 
factors including CO2 emissions? 

SANDAG has a long history of working closely with senior community members, social service providers, non-
profits and community-based organizations to develop and fund specialized transportation services geared 
specifically towards the needs of seniors. The Regional Plan network includes a variety of modes that work 
together seamlessly to provide all San Diego residents, regardless of age or ability, access to multiple travel 
choices. Flexible Fleets are an example of an option that is particularly well suited for the senior population. 
Flexible Fleets options like ridehail, rideshare, and microtransit, offer a range of mobility options and vehicles 
that can accommodate many types of trips and meet the needs of various users. They can make it easy for 
seniors to access medical appointments and other basic needs without relying on a car. Flexible Fleet vehicles 
and services are adaptable in nature and can offer personalized accommodations, such as wheelchair lifts, 
door-to-door services, and other options for people with physical limitations. SANDAG has conducted 
outreach and will continue to engage with seniors to ensure their mobility needs are met. In addition, 
SANDAG is developing a Flexible Fleets Implementation Strategic Plan that will address potential barriers to 
accessing Flexible Fleets, ensuring options for people without smartphones or internet, providing education 
about how to access Flexible Fleets, and more. 
 
SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and near transit and are 
working to make those improvements now and in the future. For example, MTS has reprioritized security 
funding from fare enforcement to safety improvements.  

L219 On page 15, the plan states that if the 2021 plan was implemented, “By 2050, this could result in 13 percent of commuters 
using transit (up from 3 percent today) and that there would be a substantial decline in commuters driving alone to 
work (from 80 percent today to 62 percent in 2050). Those figures do not reflect any significant behavioral changes 
regarding transportation choices given that this plan would greatly expand mass transit frequency and routes. In 2021, 
many city busses are carrying just two to three passengers while trolleys carry more passengers depending on their 
routes. How realistic are the 2021 plan’s predicted increases? Were urban residents asked about factors that would 
actually make them leave their cars and use mass transit instead? Was the current trend of working remotely from 
home factored into these calculations? What if the public perceives that it is not in their best interests to share a bus or 
a trolley with a group of strangers who may or may not be healthy? What happens when the next pandemic impacts 
our region and mass transit shuts down for public safety reasons? Clearly more studies on the current trends in mass 
transit usage must be analyzed before the predictions contained in this plan can be validated. Also, additional studies 
on post-COVID mass transit usage figures are critical. Analysists should avoid using the data from any month when all 
mass transit ridership fares have been waived, as they will skew the data. (This will happen in September 2021.) 

The performance of the 2021 Regional Plan is based on the best available data at this time. It will be important 
to continue to monitor trends and impacts to travel behavior as the Regional Plan is implemented and 
updated in the future. Priority Implementation Action 10 is to advance a data science program to better 
understand travel behavior in the region, update travel demand modeling tools, and improve transparency 
and reporting on program effectiveness and project delivery. 

L220 On page 25, the 2021 plan calls for providing a variety of transit riders with reduced fares (seniors, low-income, students, 
youth and the disabled). This is fiscally untenable. What is the actual cost per passenger mile on a bus, trolley, or light 
rail? Appendix A predicts that in 2020 dollars, transit fare subsides in 2035 will be $982 million dollars and in 2050, 
subsides will be $4 BILLION dollars which means that the answer to the previous question about the cost per passenger 
mile must be too high to print!!! This plan cannot seriously contemplate spending $4 billion dollars to possibly achieve a 
13 percent increase in mass transit ridership. 

Yes, the Regional Plan envisions a public transportation system that is cheaper to ride than in the past. By 
offering these lower fares, more residents, especially those in disadvantaged communities, will be able to 
afford transportation freedom. SANDAG has prioritized equity in San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan 
(2021 Regional Plan) more than ever before. Promising a system that is faster, fairer, and cleaner, the planning 
efforts intend to uplift people who have been historically faced with social injustice. 

L221 The 2021 plan which seeks to “reimagine” regional transportation strategies appears to be a huge and costly wish list of 
programs and government regulations directed primarily at changing residents’ driving behavior at a tremendous loss 
of personal freedoms. It envisions spending millions of dollars to create an expanded bike network with corridors by 

Build out of the Regional Bike Network along with investments in complete streets and Vision Zero programs 
are components of the 2021 Regional Plan that advance goals related to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 
improving safety for all users, and advancing public health. 
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2050. Again, where is the data that shows that kind of expenditure will get more people out of their cars and onto 
bicycles? A recent case in point: the removal of 400 parking spaces along the business district on 30th Street in the 
North Park area so that bike lanes, that are rarely used to commuting to and from work, could be installed. Not only are 
the merchants upset about the loss of customer parking and business, but delivery trucks are now blocking bikes lanes 
to make their deliveries and handicapped parking has become confusing for those who need it. The 2021 plan will 
greatly expand on that unpopular and costly transportation strategy. 

L222 Under this plan, transportation in and around mobility hubs or areas of concentrated development (cities) would be 
highly regulated with curb management regulations/fees based on the time of day parking rates, and ride-hailing 
opportunities. Ride-hailing at mobility hubs is described as offering people on-demand vehicles for short and long-
distance trips, possibly subscription-based services which would “allow people to reserve a vehicle that best serves the 
needs of their trip.” So, it is okay to rent/drive a vehicle but just not to personally own a vehicle? 

Flexible Fleets are shared, electric, mobility services that provide greater options for making trips around the 
region. Different vehicles allow you to pick the service that best meets your needs and provide an option for 
people to rent a vehicle or share a ride as that can be more convenient and affordable than owning a personal 
vehicle. 

L223 On page 32, the plan states: “In the San Diego region, almost half of all trips are three miles or less, and most everyday 
trips are made within neighborhoods using local streets.” Where is the data to back up this statement? This page also 
states: “On average, one person is killed or seriously injured in traffic violence everyday in the region.” Everyone 
understands the safety risks that they take when they drive a car and they believe those risks to be acceptable. Again, 
no driving statistics are referenced, and of course, the plan does not provide data on the numbers of people who are 
mugged walking down the region’s streets or at trolley stations, etc. 

The SANDAG travel demand model is the data source for the region’s daily trip making estimates. Person 
trips, travel behavior characteristics, and related decisions are based on empirical data collection efforts 
conducted by SANDAG, Caltrans, and the federal government. Out of more than 13 million daily trips 
completed by residents, more than 6 million of those trips are 3 miles or less. 

L224 Everyone agrees that climate change is real. On page 34, several climate strategies are listed. The blue pie chart at the 
top of the page lists “collecting rainwater” as one viable climate mitigation strategy. Why doesn’t this 2021 plan identify 
more impactful strategies such as building new reservoirs/expanding existing ones or building additional desalinization 
plants? It should be noted, that even if the 2021 plan is implemented, it will not stop the sea levels from rising. 

The Venn Diagram on page 34 of the 2021 Regional Plan, is illustrative in nature, offering graphics to 
accompany the definitions for mitigation, adaptation, and resilience. The local jurisdictions and other public 
agencies, including water authorities, can and will identify climate strategies beyond what is included in the 
2021 Regional Plan. New transportation infrastructure projects will be engineered to integrate adaptation 
strategies that consider the best available science, tools, and technology to make them, and the region’s 
transportation network, more resilient to the impacts of climate change, such as sea level rise. 

L225 This plan would require employers and developers to provide transportation benefits and on-site amenities to 
encourage people to use sustainable transportation choices. Does the County want even more businesses to flee 
California for a friendlier business climate? Employers can figure out how to use flexible work schedules and tele-work 
options to attract and sustain their workforce without unnecessary government intervention/regulation. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes a Transportation Demand Management Ordinance that would require 
employers over a certain size to provide transportation benefits and amenities that encourage sustainable 
transportation choices. These types of TDM ordinances exist in other regions across the state. A near-term 
implementation action would be to complete a Transportation Demand Management Ordinance Policy 
Analysis. This policy analysis would detail the employers that the ordinance would apply to and mechanisms 
for implementation and enforcement. 

L226 Of course, of the 2021 plan’s proposed transportation management “strategies” come at a huge cost ($163 billion dollars). 
The plan identifies $90 billion dollars that will come from local funding sources: sales taxes, impact fees, fuel taxes, roads 
tolls, increased passenger fares, general funds, housing revenue, ride-hailing fees, value pricing, and road user charges 
also called vehicle miles travelled (VMT). Road usage fees or VMT, which have yet to be implemented through 
legislation, are needed to offset the reduction in gasoline taxes as more electric vehicles (EV) use our roadways. Under 
this plan, VMT fees would come on top of the existing federal, state, and local gasoline taxes, and they would unfairly 
penalize the drivers of gas-powered vehicles, who frequently are the low-income residents who live in the rural areas of 
the County. (VMT would not be collected on out-of-state vehicles.) Under the 2021 plan, fees of all kinds would be raised, 
including variable road tolls based on the time of day (congestion), fees for solo drivers using carpool lanes, and fees for 
ride-sharing services like Uber. The fees and regulations imposed by this plan will disproportionately impact low-income 
residents, while the plan claims to promotes social equity. They are the ones who will not be able to afford to park/drive 
their own private vehicles while transportation choices of more affluent residents will not be affected. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on meeting established goals 
like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity for different income levels and different 
populations. The first phase of the study will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and 
operate a vehicle, the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric vehicles, traffic 
accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion to the economy and to the quality 
of life of travelers. The study will determine how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the 
transportation system and how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more fair across 
the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will consult with its Board of Directors, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This 
includes policies such as who will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, such as 
those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, is being 
considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is a challenge and we respect 
the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and 
create a revenue system that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

L227 Figure 3.3 on page 50 shows the 2021 Regional Plan Expenditures with an estimated total of $163 billion in 2020 dollars. 
There needs to be a similar pie chart within the 2021 plan that shows how much money will be spent on each 

As noted in the comment, this information is available in Appendices A and U of the 2021 Regional Plan. 
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transportation category: Transit Leap (mass transit), mobility hubs, complete corridors, bicycle network, highway 
improvements etc. Although there may be appendices that lists all the funding for a specific category, it is unlikely that 
most people will wade through all of them to find that important information. 

L228 On page 53 of the 2021 Regional plan is a list of a priority implementation actions. Number 1 on the list is “Apply the 
Social Equity Planning Framework”. Number 10 on the list is: “Advance a data science program to better understand 
travel behavior in the region.” These priorities should be reversed. You can’t apply a framework until you have solid, valid, 
and recent (post COVID) data! 

Each of the 10 priority implementation actions have both near-term and continuing actions. Implementing 
the 2021 Regional Plan will require coordination across all 10 priorities. 

James Brown, Bread & Salt and Public Architecture 

L229 I have been a Logan Heights business owner for over 12 years. I am writing to express my support for the incorporation 
of a project which goal is to address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns aggravated by 
greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities. 
Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional 
Plan (Draft Plan)  
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has 
burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan 
Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the 
barriers that the 1-5 created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable housing. All goals in line with 
the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air.  
 
As mentioned, the construction of the 1-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the construction allowed for 
transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood 
composed of nearly 90% Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that 1-5 has created much insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, 
separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal - a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft 
Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call 
out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio 
Logan/Logan Heights are: 
The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8)  
 
Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, Project 
ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11)  
 
Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor 
Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A-12)  
 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in 
relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 
since it would help reach the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these reasons, our community is 
looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 

Caltrans District 11 has also expressed interest in exploring opportunities for freeway caps. In alignment with 
the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans in coordination with agency partners and local city governments. Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCPs) are data-driven plans to reduce congestion and generate transportation choices while 
preserving community character and creating opportunities for enhancement projects. Opportunities for 
freeway caps will be considered in the CMCPs.  

Martha Zapata 

L230 I have been a Logan Heights resident for 34 years. I am writing to express my support for the incorporation of a project 
which goal is to address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns aggravated by greenhouse gas 
emissions, and transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities.  
 
Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional 

Caltrans District 11 has also expressed interest in exploring opportunities for freeway caps. In alignment with 
the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans in coordination with agency partners and local city governments. Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCPs) are data-driven plans to reduce congestion and generate transportation choices while 
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Plan (Draft Plan)  
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has 
burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan 
Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the 
barriers that the I-5 created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable housing. All goals in line with 
the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air.  
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the construction allowed for 
transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood 
composed of nearly 90% Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, 
separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft 
Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call 
out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio 
Logan/Logan Heights are: 
The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8)  
 
Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, Project 
ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11)  
 
Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor 
Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A-12)  
 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in 
relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 
since it would help reach the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these reasons, our community is 
looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 

preserving community character and creating opportunities for enhancement projects. Opportunities for 
freeway caps will be considered in the CMCPs.  

North County Transit District 

L231 Regional Capital Project Prioritization and Implementation 
1. NCTD seeks clarity on the status of specific projects that were included in the constrained TransNet funding plan but 
are at risk due to lack of funding. NCTD is seeking information on how much of the estimated $160 billion proposed plan 
estimate is allocated to complete these unfunded TransNet projects on a project-level basis. NCTD is seeking more 
detailed information that expands upon the corridor-level information included in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, 
Programs, and Phasing of the Plan. 
2. NCTD seeks clarity on the project phasing proposed within the Plan. Specifically, NCTD is seeking to understand the 
timing of implementation of unfunded TransNet projects related to new projects presented within the Plan. To support 
this, NCTD is requesting that SANDAG input the information requested in Table 1 (Attachment B). 
3. NCTD seeks clarity on the assumptions related to the completion of major capital projects, including the assumed 
percentage level of federal and state match funding required to implement the projects envisioned in the Plan. To 
support this, NCTD is requesting that SANDAG input the information requested in Table 1 (Attachment B). 
4. NCTD seeks specific data on the proposed 200 miles of rail service contemplated in the 2021 Draft Regional Plan. To 
support this, NCTD is requesting that SANDAG input the information requested in Table 3 (Attachment D) 

1-2. A comparison between the TransNet Program of Projects and the Draft 2021 Regional Plan was 
included in the July 7, 2021, ITOC Agenda Item #2 
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf). In addition to the report 
narrative, you will find in Attachment 1 the details regarding the original TransNet projects and how 
those are addressed in the Regional Plan corridor by corridor. 
 
3. The Regional Plan relies on a host of revenue sources with various matching requirements and funding 
eligibility constraints. Once projects reach the programming stage, specific funds are identified from 
specific sources in order to include those projects into the Regional Transportation Improvement 
Program (RTIP). With regard to TransNet projects, there are projects that remain on the TransNet extension 
list of projects that are being reimagined in the draft 2021 Regional Plan as part of a regionwide system. A 
report on these projects was brought to the SANDAG ITOC on July 7, 2021, which explains what TransNet 
projects have been completed, what projects remain, and the approach to provide multimodal solutions in 
these remaining corridors as part of an integrated systems approach. This report is available here: 
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf. 
 
4. Both the Batiquitos Lagoon Double Track and Carlsbad Village Trench projects are included in the 2021 
Regional Plan. These projects will complete LOSSAN double tracking within the City of Carlsbad in generally 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_5886_29414.pdf
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the same alignment. Some segments of the LOSSAN corridor and will likely include fencing will remain at 
grade with fencing. 

L232 Operational and Financial Assumptions 
1. NCTD seeks specific data on the proposed dedicated source of funding to be used to provide reduced or free fares 
within the region. NCTD believes that it is important that SANDAG identify a source that is not sales tax based to 
mitigate impacts to service levels during economic downturns. The source of funding should also match increases in 
operating costs. 
2. NCTD seeks specific data on the proposed level of funding that is proposed to be dedicated to transit operations, 
preventative maintenance, and state of good repair maintenance and replacements, respectively. 
3. NCTD seeks specific data on the assumed transit service frequencies throughout the duration of the plan, and 
specifically as it relates to local transit bus operations. To support this, NCTD is requesting that SANDAG input the 
information requested in Table 2 (Attachment C). 
4. NCTD seeks specific data on plans and funding that will be allocated to support road, technology, and other 
infrastructure improvements to advance faster, frequent, and more reliable transit service. 

1. Fare subsidies may be attached to sales tax measures but could be paid for by other sources as they 
become available. 
 
2. Systemwide Operations Costs are shown in Appendix A in Table A.16. 
 
3. Additional data on transit frequencies and span of service has been added to Appendix A as Attachment 2. 
 
4. Local streets and roads funding can be found in Appendix A in Table A.18. Next OS operating funds which 
will support transit optimization and other features to prioritize transit is shown in Table A.15. 

L233 Customer Research Questions 
1. NCTD seeks clarity on the transit customer research conducted as part of the Central Mobility Hub planning process, 
either as part of the Draft 2021 Regional Plan development process or the Central Mobility Hub Comprehensive 
Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) process. NCTD is specifically seeking information on transit user experience impacts 
related to the relocation of transit service from Old Town Station to the proposed Central Mobility Hub. 
2. NCTD seeks clarity on the transit customer research conducted as part of the Sorrento Mesa spur planning process, 
either as part of the Draft 2021 Regional Plan development process, SD-LOSSAN Rail Corridor Realignment Study 
process, or South Bay to Sorrento CMCP. NCTD is specifically seeking information on transit user access and user 
experience impacts related to the relocation of transit service from the existing Sorrento Valley COASTER Station to a 
proposed Sorrento Mesa location. 

1. The Central Mobility Hub (CMH) and Connections CMCP included planning level concepts for a transit 
center at the Navy’s Old Town Campus and the Intermodal Transportation Center site adjacent to 
Washington Street and Pacific Highway. These concepts incorporate local and regional busses, Trolley, 
COASTER, future Transit Leap services, Amtrak, and a direct transit connection to San Diego 
International Airport with connections to active transportation, Flexible Fleets, and pick-up/drop-off 
facilities. The concepts looked to minimize walk distances and provide easy transfer opportunities for 
transit users. The CMH is envisioned to also include transit serving amenities such as retail and dining 
establishments, ticketing facilities, and public restrooms. Additional locations and refinements of the 
initial concepts included in the CMCP will be examined in the CMH environmental process. 
 
2. SANDAG did not conduct transit customer research specifically related to Sorrento Mesa. A detailed 
data analysis was conducted on how to optimize our primary connections to Tier One employment 
centers, including Sorrento Mesa. The spur line is designed to provide a direct connection to the heart of 
the employment center while still allowing for freight and Amtrak to operate on the main line.  It is 
envisioned that customer access and user experience will be enhanced by having a station that is 
located within walking distance of many of our region’s largest employers. 

Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee 

L234 Our Committee has reviewed the draft 2021 Regional Plan and wishes to submit several comments for SANDAG 
consideration. First, as a general statement, the Committee appreciates the Plan’s significant shift in how people move 
about in the region, as proposed through the “Five Big Moves” and interrelated projects and programs. We concur with 
SANDAG’s conclusion that the imperative of responding to the climate crisis requires such a significant shift from 
previous Regional Transportation Plans. We also strongly agree with the statement on page 1 of Appendix L: Active 
Transportation, that: Active Transportation is a key element interwoven through the 5 Big Moves; it connects people to 
all kinds of destinations and defines the infrastructure needs to make the system work for everyone. With this 
statement in mind, we have specific input regarding several of the key Active Transportation projects which affect 
Oceanside, as listed in Appendix A, Page A-35, as follows: 
AT031 – Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside – Broadway to Eaton– This project appears to be off-street from Vista Way/Broadway 
to Broadway/Eaton (using the railroad right-of-way), then on-street on Eaton to Hwy 101. The existing portions of the 
Coastal Rail Trail north and south of Cassidy Street in this area are sub-standard (see photo) – the usable width of the 
trail in this section is only about 7 feet wide and does not provide sufficient space for cyclists to pass walkers safely 
without nearly coming to a stop. In addition, in preliminary City discussions with the Buena Vista Audubon Society, the 
possibility exists that the Society might allow development of the trail through their property south of the end of 
Broadway Street, connecting to the improved trail on Coast Highway. This would provide a safer and traffic-free 
connection rather than putting trail users directly on Eaton and Coast Highway. For these reasons, the City of 
Oceanside, with Committee support, submitted a Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant request in 
February 2021, seeking funding for a “Coastal Rail Trail Morse-Vista Way Improvement Study”. Please see our attached 
January 27, 2021 letter on same. We await word on the outcome of this grant request. Accordingly, we recommend that 
SANDAG include the potential for widening the trail in this area and connecting it through the Audubon Society 
property as part of Project AT031 and revise the budget accordingly 
 

We appreciate the input from Oceanside’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee members. The bike network 
shown in the plan is the Adopted Regional Bike Network, which was adopted in 2010. As an early action out of 
the Regional Plan, SANDAG will develop a new Active Transportation Plan which will look at adding in a 
number of new connections like these you have mentioned. Even sooner, I’d encourage your organization to 
be involved with the efforts of the North County CMCP if you are not already:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail  
 
SANDAG prioritizes community engagement and will develop these connections in partnership with the 
community so that we can make sure the routes take people where they want to go. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&subclassid=83&projectid=609&fuseaction=projects.detail
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AT049 – Inland Rail Trail Oceanside – This project is intended to cover the entire Inland Rail Trail segment within 
Oceanside, from Melrose to west of I-5. The Committee strongly supports this project – completion of the Inland Rail 
Trail and the Coastal Rail Trail within Oceanside are the two top-priority projects in Oceanside’s adopted Bicycle Master 
Plan. The Committee’s concern about this project is SANDAG’s listed “Year Built” of 2035. Completion of the Inland Rail 
Trail has been an adopted goal of the north county communities it travels through since 1995, through a Memorandum 
of Understanding (copy attached). In that MOU, the corridor agencies adopted the following vision 25 years ago: NCTD 
and the sponsor agencies desire to create a multi-modal transportation facility which will help these communities 
achieve a higher quality of life by promoting alternative transportation opportunities, reducing automobile trips, 
improving air quality, reducing congestion, providing recreational opportunities, and increasing access to desired North 
County destinations. This trail has also been identified as a priority project in the SANDAG Ride to 2050 Plan and is key in 
promoting bike commuting in the region. The only nearby alternative to completing this trail in Oceanside is to ride on 
Oceanside Blvd., which is very challenging if not outright unsafe for cyclists given its narrow bike lane widths, complete 
disappearance of the bike lane at major intersections, high traffic speeds, and heavy truck volume. Simply put, the 
citizens of Oceanside should not have to wait 40 years for their portion of the IRT to be completed, when the 
communities across North County made it clear in 1995 that completion of this trail was a priority. This delay is not fair to 
Oceanside on a general basis and is further exacerbated by equity considerations – Oceanside is home to a significant 
minority population (52% composition) whereas other North County coastal cities have majority white populations 
ranging from 74% to 90%. 
The proposed SANDAG Regional Plan includes a significant “Focus on Equity”, including the statement, In developing 
and implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG has a responsibility to listen to the communities we serve, prioritize 
equitable solutions in the transportation system, and analyze the burdens and benefits of this system for historically 
underserved communities2. While Escondido and San Marcos had all or portions of their IRT constructed by 2008, and 
Vista’s segments are completed, in design, or under construction now, the Oceanside segment is not even in 
preliminary planning at this time. Given the frequent mention throughout the Regional Plan of the importance of bike 
trail improvements to the overall success of the Plan, and the Focus on Equity, we implore SANDAG to move up the 
completion of this segment of the IRT commensurate with its importance to the Adopted Regional Bike Network. We 
believe that this project could be completed in roughly five years if it was prioritized, as follows: -18 months for 
alignment definition and design  
-18 months for any necessary permitting, approvals, and right-of-way acquisition  
-24 months for construction 
 
AT074 – Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside Segment 1 ALT – According to the materials provided by SANDAG staff, this 
segment of the Coastal Rail Trail at the northern connection with the San Luis Rey River Trail would become just an on-
street bike lane on Pacific Street, from just west of the railroad tracks underpass to west of the Oceanside Transit Center. 
This alternative does not appear to take advantage of the currently-built off-street segment adjacent to the tracks from 
under I-5 to Neptune Way (see photo). Why not incorporate that portion as part of this segment before returning to on-
street status? 
 
AT113 – San Luis Rey River Trail Extension – This project proposes to extend the east end of the San Luis Rey River Trail 
from where it returns to surface streets at Andrew Jackson Street near Polk Street, all the way out to Old Hwy 395, 
mostly adjacent to the river. It should be noted that the proposed alignment does not make use of the already-
constructed segment from Tyler Street to Via Manos at Hwy 76. In addition, there may also be City easements along the 
farmland adjacent to Highway 76, leading from Via Manos to the next neighborhood to the east. There, another already-
constructed trail segment circumnavigates the residential neighborhood, coming out right across the street from 
Mission Vista High School on Melrose. All of these segments, if linked together, offer the opportunity to create a 
significant trail extension in the near future at very little cost. We urge SANDAG to consult with long-term Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Committee members who have extensive historical background on trails in this area. 
 
Additional Proposed Project#1 - SANDAG should consider an improved connection between the Vista Way shopping 
area east of I-5 and the Oceanside communities west of I-5. Currently, due to the topography of the alternative 
East/West routes, the freeway is a significant barrier to this community having access to the large shopping area on 
Vista Way east of I-5. Riding from the shopping center, west to the coast, requires riding up a very steep hill at the back 
of the shopping center and another one on Cassidy Street. They are both difficult climbs, especially with groceries. Such 
a project would likely entail a bridge overpass of I-5, in the vicinity of Kelly Street. Travelling East, once the Active 
Transportation user is past I-5, the optimum route would probably follow the least-elevation-change path, which would 
entail a turn to the south. We found that there is a similar bridge in Cupertino, over I-280, on Mary Avenue, that cost only 
$8 million, approximately 13 years ago. 
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Additional Proposed Project #2 - SANDAG should consider the Oceanside Coast Highway Corridor Study Road Diet and 
Incentive Zone, as approved by Oceanside in August 2019 between Harbor Drive and Morse, to be an Active 
Transportation Project. The project would convert this portion of the road, which is now mostly avoided by the Active 
Transportation Community, to be one that is safe and desirable. This “complete street” transformation would provide 
more room on the road for all roadway users, fewer signalized intersections, and reduced speeds. It would maintain 
good traffic flow, by having round-abouts at most arterials and a turning lane for streets and driveways between 
arterials. It would have a desirable mixed-use, smart-growth ambiance, with designated bike lanes, wider sidewalks, 
community-oriented commercial developments, upscale housing, and shade trees. This project is on the historical 
Route 101. The street is two blocks East of the Oceanside Transit Center, where new developments are planned. The City 
Library, a Community Center, and City Hall are on this street, just blocks from the Transit Center. The Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Committee has been urging Oceanside to expand its Climate Action Plan (CAP) by giving its City employees 
a car-parking system that encourages use of alternative modes to driving alone. This complete street project would help 
City employees get to work without driving. 

Peace Resource Center of San Diego 

L235 The PRC Board of Directors agrees that all San Diegans should have access to safe high-quality transportation and 
economic mobility. After consultation with our partner organizations and members, we submit the following 
recommendations to improve mass transportation to 
meet the needs of all our residents in the region. These recommendations also support our critical task of reducing 
carbon emissions. 
 
PRC Recommendations for amendments and changes to Appendix A of the 2021 Regional Plan: 
 
A. Prioritize funding to institute no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under when Transit Fare Subsidies are 
allocated.  
 
Many of our members have children dependent on mass transit.  No-cost transit passes for all youth encourages a 
culture of lifelong transit riders independent of cars. As part of a long-term strategy to build a greener and equitable 
San Diego, invest in youth no-cost transit passes. This and subsidies for elder travel will also stimulate the region’s 
equitable economic recovery. This works in other cities, and it is time San Diego MTS offers youth passes to connect our 
youth to our region. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed 
by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and 
youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a 
one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 

L236 B. The proposed RTP will only achieve a 20% reduction in GHGs by 2035. San Diego needs a climate plan which exceeds 
this, and strives for 30% reduction. The overall system must live up to the promise to give a public transportation 
alternative that is as fast or faster, and less expensive, than private automobiles. There is concern that the proposed RTP 
will fall short of this promise. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. The 
SB 375 reduction target must be achieved by reducing per capita VMT. 
 
The 5 Big Moves will enhance connectivity and result in people having more travel options and operating 
solutions, reducing per capita VMT. Local jurisdictions can and will identify GHG reduction targets and 
measures to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L237 The lack of transit coverage of the “last mile traveled” is a large problem for both riders and our Climate. This is 
especially an issue for transit-dependent seniors who shop by bus in East County. Aggressive implementation of 
“flexible fleets” at the neighborhood/community level is vital, especially to achieve transportation equity. In addition, 
buses need more space for bags to ensure that transit riders can shop & ride! Why aren’t shelves also put above the 
seats, allowing for more storage area of shopping bags, etc. 

The deployment of Flexible Fleets such as e-bikes, shuttles, or ridesharing is envisioned as part of the 2021 
Regional Plan to provide convenient and affordable options in different communities. SANDAG is developing 
a Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic Plan to identify near-term opportunities for Flexible Fleet pilots that 
support mobility, equity, and sustainability goals. 

L238 C. Ensure public safety of all passengers through community oversight of security training and reduce aggressive 
policing at transit stops. 
 
Ensure appropriate training of transit security - whether private or in partnership with local law enforcement. The 
training must include restorative practices as practiced by the county law enforcement, de-escalation tactics and bias-
recognition studies. Members of the PRC Board have witnessed unacceptable targeting by transit security of young 
people, young women, people without housing, young men of color, and other residents. These interactions too often 
result in fines and/or arrests. They are terrifying for all who watch these aggressive tactics. Involve community groups in 
oversight of transit security training. 
 
Remove the practice of the infamous Lemon Stops from transit security practices. The Lemon Drop is when a team of 
local law enforcement from different agencies sweep through transit stops, using intimidation and illegal detention of 
people for questioning based on bias.  

SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD believe that more can be done to improve the safety on and near transit and are 
working to make those improvements now and in the future. For example, funding at MTS for security is 
being diverted from fare enforcement to safety improvements.  
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In addition, the Green Line frequently ends trips at Gillespie Field without warning. MTS claims this is due to schedule 
needs, if the trolley is running later than expected. Too often, women are told to leave the trolley at Gillespie, a deserted 
un-patrolled transit stop in El Cajon. This can result in dangerous encounters, especially in the evening. Plans should 
include longer trips during rush hour and later, to stop this practice of leaving people on a platform with no services or 
security. 

L239 D. The PRC supports the Recommendations from the Transportation Equity Working Group: 
 
1. An Environmental Justice Centered RTP 
 
2. Improve the Bus System Now: Develop a bus system that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible by increasing 
frequency on popular lines, especially overcrowded ones. 
More clarity in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing that provides a list of specific improvements 
to the bus system. Bus improvements are one of the most affordable ways to immediately increase connectivity, reduce 
toxic air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHGs) emissions in the region.  
 
At the same time, SANDAG must stop approving freeway expansions and also charge for “full cost of parking”. Too often, 
parking is subsidized by either private or public entities, a perk for car owners who don’t have to pay the full price of 
parking. 
History has shown that dependence on individual cars only leads to continued congestion. Solutions to congestion must 
be through public transit (rails, bus) and transit-housing hubs so that people who need transit can get to it easily. Focus 
on transit, affordable housing near transit centers. 
We must reduce VMT to have a decided impact/reduction on climate gas emissions. 
 
3. Blue Line Express: Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and capital for the additional Blue Line track that 
allows express, 24-hour service, and additional frequency enhancements. Rail-grade separations should only move 
forward with the addition of a third track that eliminates conflict between the Blue Line and freight. 
The information listed needs to be clarified. It is unclear if the double/third tracking included in Appendix A refers to an 
additional track that will provide express connectivity from the border to downtown San Diego. 
 
4. 24-Hour Service by 2025: Provide 24-hour service on popular transit routes to connect late night and early morning 
workers to their jobs by 2025. Participants of the Elevate SD 2020 community engagement efforts ranked this as their 
highest priority. 
The information listed needs to be clarified. Appendix A includes local bus route 
enhanced frequencies to ten minutes in key corridors but does not state if that would result in 24-hour service. 
Simultaneously, Chapter 2 includes all-day services from 20-22 hours per day for rail and rapids, but it excludes local bus 
routes and a clear implementation schedule. 
 
5. Purple Line Serves Central City Heights: Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and capital for the Purple 
Line as a rail line that connects EJ communities in central City Heights and South Bay to Sorrento Valley. 
 
7. Electrify Bus Fleet by 2030: Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean 
Transit rule to accelerate the electrification of the bus fleet ten years before mandated by the California Air Resources 
Board. 
 
8. Identify Anti-Displacement strategies: Fund anti-displacement efforts to protect vulnerable communities living near 
transit corridors by developing an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-income housing and 
preservation of naturally occurring existing affordable housing, community ownership, and tenant protections. 
 
9. Bathroom network much needed!!! Develop a bathroom access plan and provide MTS with funding for a clean and 
accessible bathroom network open at all major transit stations. State-of-the-art bathrooms are mobility and key to a 
successful transit system. 
 
10. Emergency Ready Transit System: Fund the planning and implementation of a transit emergency response strategy 
to provide safety particularly to EJ communities during community-wide emergencies. EJ residents are more likely to 
live in proximity to hazardous land uses that frequently result in fires and neighborhood emergencies. Simultaneously, 
frontline communities are also most vulnerable in the face of climate disasters. 

1. The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific project list has 
been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As suggested, this list of projects with phasing will 
be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG 
agrees that this change will make it easier for the public to understand.  
 
2. SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, 
especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the 
agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action 
seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or 
provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to the bus 
network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The 2021 Regional Plan is not proposing any new highway expansions or 
addition of highway general purpose lanes but rather is focusing on a regional network of managed lanes that 
uses existing infrastructure by converting shoulders or general purpose lanes. In regard to parking 
management, SANDAG is looking into various parking and curb management strategies to encourage 
alternative modes of travel, including parking/curb pricing and reduced parking requirements.  
 
3. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies 
increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will 
conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation 
Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project 
specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.  
 
4. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 
20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning efforts in the near 
future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation.  
 
5. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that 
include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 
between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the 
current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be 
built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 
2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the same 
alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via 
downtown San Diego.  
 
7. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the 
state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of 
$75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for 
zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission 
Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
8. Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities and the county are 
best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan as those 
jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a 
Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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The PRC joins with our partners to urge you to take bold action to build a greener, healthier, prosperous, and just future 
in San Diego.  
 
Please amend the Plan to include Youth Opportunity passes as a priority.  
 
Thank you, and please feel free to contact us to discuss any of the recommendations outlined above. 

SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, 
consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its 
Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing 
incentive program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues.  
 
9. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at all new rail stations 
and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of bathrooms into existing stations.  
 
10. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles 
can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant 
program requires all grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, 
traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 
 
One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed 
by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and 
youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a 
one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

Philip R. Kern 

L240 The 2021 Regional Plan is a significant departure from previous approaches in several regards, principally that it would 
be exorbitantly expensive to the region at a cost $163B should it be implemented. By way of illustration, every one of the 
3.3M residents of San Diego County in 2016 could be provided with a $49,000 electric vehicle for less cost than 
implementing the proposed Regional Plan, without even allowing for tax incentives. 

This line of thinking is shortsighted. While the distribution of electric vehicles (if possible) would generate 
short-term benefits, it would not address long term transportation needs. The Regional Plan invests in lasting 
transportation projects that will serve existing populations and the generations that will follow. 

L241 Also by way of comparison, the entire Transnet program will generate $15B through the 40 year life of the program from 
2008-2048, less than 10% of the cost of the proposed 2021 Regional Plan. 

The Regional Plan relies on over 30 sources of revenues, not just TransNet. 

L242 The funding model for the 2021 Regional Plan is also a departure from previous efforts. Where in the past a 
transportation charges returned a defined benefit (i.e. improved roadway maintenance or the privilege of driving in a 
less congested Managed Lane), no such pretense is offered with this cost model. Per mile VMT “user fees” (which could 
be considered by many as taxes or penalties on autos) charged to use a private vehicle on a public roadway are mostly 
diverted to transit improvements, operations, maintenance, subsidies, and other programs rather than returned to the 
user in the form of a benefit. Many will view area roadways as bought and paid for with their and their parent’s tax 
dollars, not as a government-owned resource carrying a toll to be charged back to motorists. Given that the gas tax will 
not only remain, but most likely escalate, and be piled on to other fees and taxes, including VMT costs passed through 
by companies transporting daily goods, the situation does not promote equity or provide affordability to San Diego’s 
working families. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on meeting established goals 
like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity for different income levels and different 
populations. The first phase of the study will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and 
operate a vehicle, the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric vehicles, traffic 
accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion to the economy and to the quality 
of life of travelers. The study will determine how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the 
transportation system and how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more fair across 
the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will consult with its Board of Directors, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This 
includes policies such as who will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, such as 
those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state 
governments, is being considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is a 
challenge and we respect the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic dialogues to work 
through the challenges and create a revenue system that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all. 

L243 The track record of SANDAG and its partners (principally Caltrans, MTS and NCTD) in delivering major transportation 
programs for the San Diego region within budget and on schedule has not been stellar, particularly when transparency 
on the real costs of the programs is factored into the equation. MTS’ Mission Valley East Trolley Extension (or “Green 
Line”) was pushing 50% over the original budget ($361M vs. $506M) and even that did not approach inclusion of all the 

The Mid-Coast Trolley project is being delivered on time and within budget. More details of the project can be 
found here:  
https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Mid-coast/midcoast-intro.aspx 

https://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Mid-coast/midcoast-intro.aspx
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costs required for the expansion of the system. Although delivery methods, and consequently cost and risk 
management, appear to have improved with the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension, no easily accessible “dashboard” 
or other record of construction Contract Change Orders could be found on SANDAG’s website for the project. 

L244 Several other major programs that were supposed to be included in the original Transnet authorization (extensions of 
State Route 76 and State Route 52, for example) were delayed over a decade with the commensurate increases in cost 
of the programs, traffic congestion, delays and emissions. The same pattern of deferring promised capital projects 
(particularly roadways) ad infinitum appears to be repeated in the 2021 Regional Plan. Assuming adoption of the 
Regional Plan by 2025 it appears highly unlikely given previous efforts that environmental, design and construction for 
any of the major transportation programs will be completed and ready for revenue service by 2035. Very few, if any, 
major local highway or transit projects in the region have gone from inception to ribbon cutting in a decade. The Mid 
Coast Trolley extension will end up taking over twenty years from inception to revenue operations. Accountability in this 
area is a serious issue. 

This Regional Plan has been developed to prioritize different goals from previous efforts in order to provide a 
faster, fairer, and cleaner transportation system. The Managed Lanes system envisioned will help provide 
access to alternative modes, not facilitate boundless solo vehicle travel. 

L245 The single most costly element of the 2021 Regional Plan is the proposed “high speed rail” (HSR) network. Aligning local 
high speed rail (HSR) facilities underground is not a panacea for avoiding environmental, right of way, utility, acquisition, 
and relocation costs related to development of a high speed transit network, nor will relying on tunneling technologies 
that are yet to be developed (and which may ultimately be proprietary) substantially reduce the risk or cost, or 
automatically render an economically infeasible transportation system more feasible once it goes underground. 
Tunneled alignments carry a whole new set of risks and costs, all of which come in to play when you elect to use the 
earth as a structure supporting your transportation system or the infrastructure above it. Fire and life safety, geologic 
conditions, surficial settlement, faulting/seismicity, HVAC needs, groundwater, subsurface environmental conditions, 
and other factors all have the ability to exponentially increase the cost and risk of below grade facilities, as well as kill 
the project outright. Proposing an underground (and under water) alignment parallel to the eastern shore of San Diego 
Bay under unstable Bay Mud, with the specter of future sea level rise and across a fault zone would range from ill-
advised to sheer lunacy. 
Elon Musk’s The Boring Company (TBC) estimates current tunnel costs can range from 
$100M to $1B per mile. Their ultimate goal is to reduce costs to 10% of the low-end figure, or $10M per mile, to be truly 
feasible on a large scale and today they are not even close to approaching that figure. TBC recently complete a 1.7 mile 
“bare” tunnel (no vehicles, track or infrastructure) in the sandy soils under the Las Vegas Convention Center at a cost of 
$52.5M, or over $30M per mile. 
The cost of a fully functioning surface high speed rail system including track, systems, vehicles, stations and support 
facilities can be expected to be at least $200M per mile in 
  
2020 dollars, not allowing for more expensive tunneled alignments. The best data points are recently constructed and 
nearly completed projects, including Mission Valley East and Mid-Coast Trolley extensions. Published per mile costs for 
several recent programs in the western U.S. are shown in the table below, confirming the roughly $200M per mile plus 
escalation is the going rate for a high speed, grade separated, electrified surface rail system in an urban setting. 

The costs for the Commuter Rail include not only tunnel construction costs, but track and guideway 
construction, professional services, environmental, mitigation, right-of-way, and a 30% contingency on top of 
everything. 

L246 A major factor in the selection of underground alignments will be the availability of expertise and resources with the 
San Diego region to prosecute a large-scale tunneling program. With the exception of a very short section of “real” 
tunnel (as opposed to a “cut and cover’ installation) on MTS’ Green Line, regional design and construction 
experience/expertise on passenger-carrying tunnels is essentially non-existent. 
Importing consultants and contractors is always an option, but never a good one as it does little for local hiring and 
talent development, or the ability to favorably negotiate contracts on behalf of the region when there is only one game 
in town (or worse yet, coming in from out of town). Decades of experience have been developed in the region 
developing the LRT system, this needs to be leveraged in a local High Speed Rail program. 

To the extent possible, local expertise will be used, however, national and international expertise may be 
needed for the planning and engineering. SANDAG is committed to using local labor as much as possible 

L247 Another question mark in the development of the Regional Plan is that the proposed high speed rail alignments 
generally parallel existing transportation corridors (whether 
  
you are talking freeways or LRT) but propose entirely new alignments. This is the worst of both worlds. It is far less 
expensive to increase capacity by (re)constructing new facilities within existing transportation corridors than by 
pioneering new alignments. New alignments require connecting infrastructure to be reconstructed and have the 
potential to introduce new environmental impacts (and mitigation) to areas not previously exposed to transportation 
activities, which also factors into the environmental justice arena. The entire San Diego Trolley system could be 
reconstructed as a high(er) speed rail system for a fraction of the cost of a new underground HSR system with the bonus 
that the same vehicles could be used regionally to phase out the diesel powered DMUs used on the Sprinter. Trolleys 
can run at 55 mph, how fast do you want to go? On modern transit systems travel time is dictated more by the number 
of stops rather than the top speed of the vehicles. 

All services included in the Regional Plan include operations and maintenance assumptions, including the 
cost to purchase transit vehicles. 
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Also, to be fair and transparent to the region, the costs for the local HSR and other systems need to account for all costs 
attributable to the development of the system, rather than the classic “just get program past the point of no return, 
then they will have to pay for it” approach. In addition to trackways, systems, vehicles, modifications to the existing 
system and other capital costs, the program needs to account for such esoteric items as new maintenance shop space, 
technicians, and training as well as specialized equipment required to operate and maintain the new rail vehicles. 
Adding yet another type of transit vehicle requiring its own maintenance infrastructure to the regional fleet would be 
violating the first rule of fleet management: maximize commonality. 
The “per-mile costs” outlined above should also serve as a yardstick to determine the financial feasibility of the system at 
a glance, i.e. if you cannot deliver a transportation network by 2050 for less than $500M per mile ($200M per mile 
escalated 30 years at 3%), you need to seriously consider other alternatives. At costs exceeding $500M per mile the 2021 
Regional Plan proposal does not pass the “sniff test” on the high speed rail issue. The planners need to go back to the 
drawing board on this element to provide better alternatives. 

Quality of Life Coalition 

L248 To secure a healthy, safe, and equitable future, SANDAG must embrace an outcomes-driven RTP and identify priority 
outcomes aligned with those values. Below are seven key outcomes the Quality of Life Coalition urges SANDAG to 
prioritize in the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan: 
 
1. Improve public health in disadvantaged communities and prioritize transportation and environmental justice by: 
 
• Reducing transportation related pollution levels in disadvantaged communities. 
 
➢ AB 805 requires SANDAG to identify which communities to prioritize in their efforts to reduce pollution levels in this 
RTP. 
 
➢ SANDAG must use CalEnviroScreen 3.0 to identify these communities; we recommend defining disadvantaged 
communities as those in the top 30% of census tracts countywide, but also acknowledge that there are historically 
underinvested communities in San Diego County that are not adequately represented on this tool. 
 
➢ Any new transportation vision that successfully reduces pollution levels in disadvantaged communities must include 
significant reduction in Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and rapid electrification of the bus fleet. 

The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific project list has 
been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. To make this information more accessible, this list 
of projects with phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. The AB 805 
analysis included communities ranking in the top 25% of CalEnviroScreen 3.0 scores and an additional analysis 
for the top 50% scoring census tracts with the understanding that there are communities in the region with 
varying levels of vulnerability. The 2021 Regional Plan significantly reduces per capita VMT, however, total VMT 
increases through the life of the plan at a slower rate than population growth. Electric vehicle programs in the 
plan include investment in zero emission buses and associated charging/fueling infrastructure. 

L249 • Providing infrastructure that: 
➢ Encourages increased physical activity from active transportation 
 
➢ Reduces the risk of traffic related fatalities and injuries for all modes 
 
 
• Analyzing health outcomes that are affected by the regional transportation system in each alternative, such as asthma, 
cardiovascular and pulmonary disease, lung cancer, type 2 diabetes, physical activity and obesity rates, by demographic 
group. 

Response: The 2021 Regional Plan includes investments in the Regional Bike Network, complete streets in 
mobility hubs, and a Vision Zero program to fund grants and technical resources for local jurisdictions to 
pursue Vision Zero. 
 
Section 4.3 of the Draft EIR addresses the impacts of the 2021 Regional Plan on Air Quality. The EIR analyzes 
the exposure of sensitive receptors to toxic air contaminants (TACs) and the health risks of both cancer and 
noncancer hazards. 

L250 2. Align with and exceed cities’ CAP transportation mode shift targets. 
 
• SANDAG’s plan needs to support those local plans in order for our cities to be able to hit their targets and support 
transportation alternatives to driving, such as mass transit. 
• Further, AB 805 – the new state law to reform SANDAG – requires that SANDAG align the RTP with local climate action 
plans. 

The 2021 Regional Plan (Appendices A and B) contains Supporting Policies and Programs to support local 
climate action planning. Over one billion dollars is envisioned to go towards programs to support climate 
action planning, provide climate adaption and resilience, and promote electric vehicles and infrastructure (see 
Table A.17 of the Appendix A). The GHG Section 4.8 of the Draft EIR documents how the 2021 Regional Plan is 
consistent with local climate action plans and identifies specific investments as mitigation, including a new 
Climate Action Plan grant program. 

L251 3. Achieve a 30% or more per capita GHG reduction from transportation by 2035. 
 
• SB 375 requires a minimum of 19% reduction by 2035; however, SANDAG Executive Director Hasan Ikhrata has 
identified a 30% target as feasible, and SANDAG should pursue the maximum feasible reduction to adequately address 
the threat of climate change. 
• VMT reduction and mode shift through land use, housing, and transportation planning decisions must play a 
significant role in GHG reduction. 
• As evidenced by Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-55-18 to Achieve Carbon Neutrality by 2045, and SB 32 and EO S-
3-05, which set statewide emissions reductions targets at 40% below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80% below 1990 levels by 

The 2021 Regional Plan exceeds the SB 375 target of 19% reductions of per capita GHG by 2035 and the Board 
of Directors Resolution goal of a 30% reduction of GHG emissions from all on-road transportation by 2035. 
Please see Section 4.8 of the Draft EIR for analysis and discussion of the Plan’s effect on GHG emissions. 
Section 4.4 of the Draft EIR analyzes the 2021 Regional Plan’s consistency with state climate goals. It also 
includes Mitigation Measure GHG-5c, which calls for SANDAG to implement a nature-based climate solutions 
program to increase rates of carbon sequestration.  
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2050, the State of California continues to move towards decarbonization. SANDAG should align with these statewide 
goals in the next RTP. 
• When vegetation is destroyed for transportation facilities the resulting loss of carbon sequestration and storage 
capability should be counted as a loss in future GHG reduction tabulations. 

L252 4. Create a rate structure that increases ridership and expands access to mobility. 
 
• The regional transportation system must include Youth Opportunity Passes, which are no-cost transit passes for 
students and youth 24 years old and under. 
• It must also include strategically-priced fares that maximize transit usage in all income brackets to increase use of 
public transit, improve public health, lower greenhouse gas emissions, and enhance social equity. 
• Finally, it must be easier for seniors, people with disabilities, and Medicare users to obtain the discounted passes they 
are entitled to by making them available online and at more in-person sites. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study. This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed 
by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and 
youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a 
one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.  

L253 5. Ensure that public transit is safe, comfortable, convenient and competitive with automobile travel. 
 
• Public transit must be competitive with driving in terms of time, cost, predictability, and convenience. 
• Prioritize urban core and transit-dependent communities, who are frequently low-income communities of color. 
• Provide 24-hour service and immediate improvements to bus service, including amenities such as restrooms at transit 
stations. 
• Ensure safe and comfortable bike and pedestrian first and last mile access to transit through funded, comprehensive, 
low-stress bikeway networks connected to mobility hubs, as well as adequate accommodation for bicycles on transit. 
• Prioritize new rail transit that connects underserved communities with job centers such as the blue line express and a 
purple line alignment through City Heights while evaluating the impacts on communities that are being displaced and 
gentrified. 
• Prioritize relocation of public transit corridors that are vulnerable to erosion and sea level rise, rather than armoring in 
place. 
• Ensure rural communities have access to quality, convenient, sustainable travel options that offer alternatives to fossil-
fuel vehicles. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposes an expanded public transit network including commuter rail, light rail, Rapid 
bus, and local bus services. The network was developed to be a comfortable, convenient option to the 
automobile. The Regional Plan includes funding for amenities such as restrooms at new rail stations and a 
study to improve bathroom access for existing transit stations. Funding for complete streets in mobility hubs 
supports safe access for people biking and walking to transit. The commuter rail service connects the highest 
demand trip areas between residents and employment centers. The purple line alignment through City 
Heights is being studied in the South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan currently 
underway. Funding for the relocation of rail on the Del Mar Bluffs to a tunnel is prioritized in the 2021 Regional 
Plan. The Plan includes investments in Flexible Fleets, expansion of broadband, investment in zero emission 
vehicles, and improvements on rural corridors. These benefit rural communities with improved access to 
mobility options via technology, increased safety on hazardous roads particularly during emergency 
situations, and advanced deployment of zero emission vehicles. 

L254 6. Ensure transportation projects are creating high-quality careers in construction in our region through a Project Labor 
Agreement. 
 
• Major cities including Seattle and Los Angeles have employed project labor agreements to promote their commitment 
to labor stability, joint 
labor-management apprenticeship and a diverse, local workforce. 
• Encourage construction employment and training opportunities in ways calculated to mitigate the harms caused by 
geographically concentrated poverty and unemployment in economically disadvantaged areas and among 
disadvantaged workers. 
• Adopt a Community Workforce Policy that is implemented through a Project Labor Agreement with the Building 
Trades to create career pathways for a skilled and trained workforce for residents of our local communities. 

Chapter 1 of the Regional Plan notes that AB 805 requires use of a skilled and trained workforce. In addition, 
on July 23, 2021, the SANDAG Board of Directors authorized staff to begin negotiations with the San Diego 
County Building and Construction Trades Council to execute a Community Benefits Agreement.  

L255 7. Preserve Biodiversity, Natural Habitat, and Open Space 
 
• Ensure transportation projects protect the integrity and contribute to successful implementation of existing and 
planned multiple species conservation plans (MSCPs) including avoiding sensitive habitat areas within the City of San 
Diego’s 
Multi-Habitats Planning Area and County of San Diego’s Pre-Approved Mitigation Area and consistency with MSCPs 
rules. 
• Ensure transportation projects preserve natural habitat and other ecologically sensitive lands not covered by regional 
MSCPs including: urban canyons, waterways, waterbodies, ecological linkages, and ecologically important greenfields. 
• Direct transportation projects away from remote or rural natural lands and into existing developed communities and 
urban areas. 
• Ensure habitat mitigation land related to transportation projects is protected and managed for that ecological benefit. 

The proposed land use pattern of the 2021 Regional Plan concentrates growth and development primarily in 
the mobility hub areas, which allows for preservation of open space and natural habitat in the San Diego 
region. Environmental mitigation funding for transportation projects is accounted for in the cost estimates of 
the Regional Plan. Section 4.4 of the Draft EIR discusses the impacts of the 2021 Regional Plan on biological 
resources, including the regional habitat conservation plans such as the MSCP. Mitigation has been identified 
to avoid and reduce biological resources’ impact on the future construction of transportation and land use 
projects.  

Quality of Life Coalition: Friends of Rose Canyon 

L256 Several duplicate comments were submitted by Friends of Rose Canyon via the Quality of Life Coalition letter. All comments from the Friends of Rose Canyon included in the Quality of Life Coalition letter were also 
received directly from the Friends of Rose Canyon. Comments and responses are provided under “Friends of 
Rose Canyon.” 
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Quality of Life Coalition: Karl A. 

L257 “The 2021 Regional Plan reduces per capita GHG emissions from cars and light duty trucks to 20% below 2005 levels by 
2035, exceeding the region’s state mandated target of 19%. The 2021 Regional Plan also meets federal air quality 
conformity requirements” - This means our 29 year plan is barely ambitious enough to meet our insufficient state 
mandate. SANDAG should independently acknowledge the need to act on climate instead of stating from the outset 
that they are mandated to do so, and therefore meet the bare minimum with no margin for error. Less than 2% change 
annually is in the realm of noise in measurement. We need more bold commitment to change. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. 
Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. SANDAG looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners 
to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L258 Projected emissions from GHG of Natural Gas use doesn’t assume a reduction in use by 2050 but instead assumes 
unabated use. Appreciate that it’s pessimistic and not optimistic, but these numbers will be very inaccurate, given 
changes in building code for 2022. (Table X.16) 
Wanted to visualize the numbers from table X.3 better. Note that methane gas is the second highest contributor after 
2025, and it becomes 20% of the emissions by 2050, with no expectations of abatement. 

The methodology used to calculate GHG emissions from Natural Gas in Appendix X: 2016 Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions Inventory and Projections for the San Diego Region is based on the best available data, including 
building standards through the 2019 Edition of California Title 24. Without a CEC California Energy Demand 
Forecast beyond 2030, more conservative building codes were assumed so as to not overestimate reductions. 
Future changes in building standards and related forecasts will be incorporated into future emissions 
inventories and related natural gas calculations. 

Quality of Life Coalition: San Diego County Bicycle Coalition 

L259 Several duplicate comments were submitted by the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition via the Quality of Life Coalition 
letter.  

All comments from the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition included in the Quality of Life Coalition letter were 
also received directly from the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition. Comments and responses are provided 
under “San Diego County Bicycle Coalition.” 

Quality of Life Coalition: Sierra Club of San Diego 

L260 The ever-increasing urgency to prevent a climate catastrophe demands fast action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
One of the most significant ways to do that is to quickly reduce driving. In light of this, projects that fail to reduce 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) must be deferred until the vehicle fleet has mostly been replaced by zero-emission vehicles. 
Otherwise well-intentioned projects like HOV to HOV connectors will actually increase VMT by reducing travel times, 
encouraging more people to drive and pay whatever fees are required to use the HOV lanes. Vehicles powered only by 
internal combustion engines must be banned from any form of managed lanes. 

The 2021 Regional Plan proposed managed lanes network uses existing infrastructure by repurposing 
shoulders and general purpose lanes to offer priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools and low-emission 
vehicles with appropriate decals to achieve meeting state and federal greenhouse gas and air quality targets. 
The Regional Plan also supports investments in the electrification of cars, trucks and buses and their 
supporting infrastructure. Appendices A (Table A.17) and B address SANDAG’s proposed EV commitments. For 
light duty vehicles, SANDAG plans to invest $45 million by 2025 and a total of $270 million by 2050 for EV 
charging station incentives.  

L261 There is no need to expand freeways when it is clear that driving must be reduced. Managed lanes must replace existing 
general purpose lanes. Adding lanes for any reason is unacceptable while driving is the largest source of GHG emissions. 

The 2021 Regional Plan places emphasis on maximizing the use of existing facilities to add corridor capacity to 
ease congestion while also trying to achieve meeting state and federal greenhouse gas and air quality targets. 
The proposed managed lanes network uses existing infrastructure by repurposing shoulders and general 
purpose lanes to offer priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools and low-emission vehicles with appropriate 
decals. The system of managed lanes and supporting connectors support Transit Leap and high occupancy 
vehicles to create a seamless systemwide network that will provide people with transportation options, 
reducing the need to add new highways or general purpose lanes. 

L262 Realignment of the LOSSAN segment through the University Community to a tunnel between Rose Canyon and 
Sorrento Valley would improve rail efficiency and travel times by avoiding Miramar Hill and would improve connections 
to other public transportation with a station at University Town Center. Realignment of the LOSSAN segment through 
Del Mar to a tunnel under Del Mar Heights between Sorrento Valley and the Del Mar Fairgrounds would also improve 
rail efficiency and travel times, improve public access to the coast, and accommodate managed retreat from eroding 
bluffs by avoiding the unsustainable current alignment on the delicate bluffs of Del Mar. 
 
Sierra Club generally supports realignment of the two segments of the LOSSAN rail corridor to the extent that the new 
alignments and tunnels are located and constructed in a manner that fully minimizes impacts and maximizes 
preservation and restoration of natural habitat, open space, and wildlife corridors in Los Penasquitos and San Dieguito 
lagoons, Carroll Canyon, Crest Canyon, Rose Canyon, and Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve Extension. 

Thank you for your support of these improvements to the LOSSAN rail corridor. 

L263 Protect & restore Los Penasquitos & San Dieguito lagoons 
 
· Realigned track across or near Los Penasquitos Lagoon should be located as close as possible to old Sorrento Valley 
Road and I-5 and, if located in the Lagoon, should be on an elevated bridge across the entire Lagoon to protect and 
maintain lagoon hydrology. An existing hill portion of Carmel Valley Road between Caminito Pointe Del Mar and 
Portofino Drive should be lowered as necessary to accomplish these goals. 
 
· The Project should not impede tidal flow in Los Penasquitos or San Dieguito lagoons. 

The 2021 Regional Plan includes major investments in the LOSSAN rail corridor. The San Dieguito Double 
Track and Special Events Platform project replaces a single track wooden trestle bridge with a new double 
track concrete bridge within existing NCTD right-of-way increasing tidal flow to wetlands. The Del Mar Tunnel 
project would include double tracking through the Los Penasquitos Lagoon in an alignment to be 
determined. Double tracking across that Los Penasquitos lagoon would be designed to increase tidal flow. 
The Del Mar Tunnel would undergo environmental review and permitting from the appropriate federal and 
state regulatory agencies. 
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· The Project should include maintenance of open Los Penasquitos and San Dieguito lagoon channels to the ocean. 

L264 Remove old track infrastructure & restore lagoons & native habitats 
 
· Old track infrastructure should be fully removed and restored to wetlands, coastal bluff scrub, coastal sage scrub, and 
other location-appropriate native habitats and vegetation. Removal of old track infrastructure includes removal of all 
Del Mar bluff stabilization structures to allow for natural bluff erosion, removal of all berms and bridges across Los 
Penasquitos Lagoon, and removal of all tracks, berms, trenches, and retaining walls in Carroll and Rose Canyons[1] and 
in Sorrento Valley. 
 
· Fill soils in the berm across Los Penasquitos Lagoon may have originated from the Del Mar bluffs and should be 
returned and incorporated into restoration of the old track cut on the Del Mar bluffs if soils are appropriate. 
 
Protect and restore wildlife corridors 
 
· Realigned track should be below grade in a tunnel or covered trench capped with native vegetation to protect wildlife 
movement in and between the Crest Canyon Preserve and San Dieguito Lagoon. 
 
· Realigned track above Carmel Valley Creek and Carmel Valley Road should not restrict deer and other wildlife 
movement in and between Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve, Los Penasquitos Lagoon, and Carmel Valley (under I-5). 
 
· Realigned track should emerge in Sorrento valley from the tunnel under the University Community elevated on a 
bridge over Carroll Canyon Creek. 
  
· Old track infrastructure should be removed and berms and slopes should be recontoured and planted with native 
vegetation to restore a wildlife connection between MCAS Miramar and Carroll Canyon and Sorrento Valley. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is a high-level, programmatic document. Specific details regarding impacts and 
mitigation are not known at this time but will be covered when these future projects go through project level 
environmental review.  

L265 Establish a Del Mar bluffs park 
 
The old LOSSAN right-of-way on the Del Mar bluffs should include a linear park with a public walkway and connections 
to the beach. However, park and beach access infrastructure should not interfere with natural bluff erosion and 
managed retreat. 

SANDAG recognizes a need to improve connectivity to the coastal resources in Del Mar. SANDAG, NCTD, and 
the City of Del Mar have partnered together to jointly conduct a planning study to identify coastal access 
connections along the Del Mar Bluffs. In the long term, NCTD is the owner of the railroad right-of-way and 
they will determine what to do with the space once the tracks are realigned in a tunnel. 

L266 Protect existing preserves and open space 
 
Tunnel vents should not be located in Crest Canyon Preserve, Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve Extension, or any 
University Community open space. 
 
Control invasive non-native plants 
 
The Project should bar deliberate planting of invasive non-native plants and provide for long-term control of any 
colonizing invasive non-native plants. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is a high-level, programmatic document. Specific details regarding impacts and 
mitigation are not known at this time but will be covered when these future projects go through project level 
environmental review.  

L267 Retain and improve pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure 
 
The Project should retain and improve pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure and connections including between 
Sorrento Valley Road and Carmel Valley Road, the San Dieguito River Park Coast to Crest Trail, and between the Coast to 
Crest Trail and Crest Canyon. 

The currently underway Coastal Connection Pedestrian Access Study is an opportunity to begin facilitating 
improved connections in this vicinity. Longer term, the Coastal Rail Trail Del Mar project (AT028) will be 
coordinated to create a significant corridor-level improvement for people walking, biking, or using other 
micromobility modes. 

L268 Many of the Active Transportation projects listed are from the Early Action Plan that they adopted in 2013 and were 
supposed to be completed within 10 years. There was $200 million allocated for these bikeways, most of which are yet to 
be fully built. I’d like to understand if this is new funding and the timing of when these projects that are already in the 
works are supposed to open. It seems a bit like double dipping and now the build date is 2025 at the earliest but some 
say 2035, which is unacceptable 

The commitment by the SANDAG Board of Directors for the Early Action Program was a programmatic high-
level budgeted dollar amount and was always intended to be supplemented, for example as a “match” for 
additional grant funding to fully complete this list of projects. Funding additionally comes from different 
sources and financing mechanisms, including the commercial paper bonding approved by the SANDAG 
Board of Directors in 2020. Of note, there is a near-term goal to increase the percent of TransNet funding 
committed to the Bicycle Pedestrian, and Neighborhood Safety (BPNS) portion of local funds, this is a 
consistent source for the EAP projects. The commitment to funding the EAP projects has been steadfast, and 
the 2021 Regional Plan reflects the latest estimates. The cost estimates were initially a planning-level 
determination for designing and building a specific number of projects with unit costs for infrastructure 
elements according to bikeway facility type. Construction costs (see Caltrans Cost Index) and specific bikeway 
facility types have been further refined in the planning, design, or construction phases for these specific 
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projects and are highly variable, with many changes made since 2012 as the projects were refined through 
those phases.  
The date EAP bikeways will be Open to Public is specific to each project. There is significant mileage which is 
in the “No Build” phase, and the majority of EAP projects are estimated for opening within the 2025 phase. 
Additionally, the remaining EAP projects will be built sooner than 2035 but are simply aggregated into that 
2035 “Phase Year” for the Appendix, consistent with other modes and presentation as a network for the table 
and maps. 

L269 I only see mention of the San Ysidro and Central Mobility Hub specifically. Is Table A.14 in reference to those or amenities 
for mobility hubs for all of the other new lines? We need a commitment to ensure transit accessibility for those on foot 
and bikes. 

Table A.14 summarizes investments in Mobility Hub amenities and Flexible Fleet travel options across all 31 
regional Mobility Hub areas as depicted on the map in Chapter 2, Figure 2.4. Given that planning has already 
commenced for Central Mobility Hub and San Ysidro communities, Transit Leap investment costs have been 
included as project-specific line items in Tables A.1 and A.2. 

L270 Where is the habitat funding? We need a strong commitment to a regional funding source for habitat. To assist the region to meet its habitat conservation goals, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan has 
identified $2,087 million for an enhanced habitat conservation, management, and monitoring program. These 
funds are complemented with a $565 million Nature-Based Climate Solutions Program that will promote both 
habitat conservation and restoration and carbon sequestration (See Climate Adaptation and Resilience 
programs). In addition, future mitigation of the transportation projects included in the 2021 Regional Plan will 
result in an additional $300-$500 million of land acquisition and restoration for habitat mitigation 
(incorporated in project costs presented in Appendix A). 

L271 The Regional Plan must include a strong commitment to provide adequate funding for the Habitat Conservation Plans. To assist the region to meet its habitat conservation goals, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan has 
identified $2,087 million for an enhanced habitat conservation, management, and monitoring program. These 
funds are complemented with a $565 million Nature-Based Climate Solutions Program that will promote both 
habitat conservation and restoration and carbon sequestration (See Climate Adaptation and Resilience 
programs). In addition, future mitigation of the transportation projects included in the 2021 Regional Plan will 
result in an additional $300-$500 million of land acquisition and restoration for habitat mitigation 
(incorporated in project costs presented in Appendix A). 

Quality of Life Coalition: Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association 

L272 Page 9. The brief description of this region’s natural resources, biodiversity, cultural history and other unique assets 
should be expanded and include a short description of the relationship of the regional transportation planning and 
multiple species conservation planning and permitting. This could be simply done by adding a short summary from 
Appendix AA. 

Chapter 2 has been revised with this discussion. 

L273 In the early 2000’s, SANDAG and the state/federal wildlife agencies entered into unique agreements linking regional 
conservation commitments with expedited transportation project permitting (and mitigation). How does this plan 
continue and support those agreements and commitments? 

Implementation of the proposed Plan would comply with the provisions of all approved local, regional, state, 
and federal regulations, policies, ordinances, and finalized conservation plans (HCP/NCCP, specifically the 
MSCP and MHCP and their respective subregional plans). In addition, the role of SANDAG as the regional 
planning agency and its commitment in its development of a Sustainable Communities Strategy will provide 
new opportunities to fulfill the promises made during the adoption of the region’s various regional habitat 
conservation plans. 
 
SANDAG, through its innovative EMP, has provided a successful stopgap measure to partially fill the regional 
funding needs over the last 15 years. However, the larger acquisitions under the EMP have been completed, 
and the EMP does not have the capacity to assist the region with all the necessary funding for management. 
SANDAG will need mitigation for impacts from future transportation projects outlined in the 2021 Regional 
Plan. This mitigation will allow those projects to move forward and will also help the region preserve wildlife 
species and their habitats; however, it does not replace the need for regional funding of the acquisition, 
management, and monitoring of lands as identified in the regional habitat conservation programs. 

L274 Page 13. Provide more description regarding how the anticipated increases in peak period transit use from 3% (2020) to 
13% (2050) will result in a reduction in solo commuter vehicle use from 80% (2020) to 62% (2050); what are the expected 
contributions from other mode shifts required to achieve this goal? Add a summary table (or cross reference an existing 
table) that shows all mode shifts (carpool/rideshare, active transit, etc.) for 2025, 2035 and 2050. In addition, the plan’s 
performance metrics must include tracking of the (housing) density and transportation infrastructure improvements in 
smart growth areas as well as what actual/calculated GHG reductions are occurring compared to what was projected. 
Also briefly introduce and describe the plan’s adaptive management approach for triggering and implementing 
measures to correct failings in meeting the plan’s goals. 

Detailed mode shift performance data is documented in Appendix T. Tracking of the share of new housing 
units in smart growth areas is included in the list of Performance Indicators for the 2021 Regional Plan (Table 
3.1). Priority Implementation Action #10 is to advance a data science program to better understand travel 
behavior in the region, update travel demand modeling tools, and improve transparency and reporting on 
program effectiveness and project delivery. SANDAG will be implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, monitoring 
performance, and updating the plan every four years to incorporate the latest data, policies, and incorporate 
corrective measures. 

L275 Page 13. The plan states that it is expected to exceed the current vehicle-based per capita GHG emissions requirement 
for 2035, but as annotated in the list of state GHG emission reduction legislation/executive orders on Page 14, aggressive 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. 
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overall GHG emission reduction targets have been established for 2030, 2040 and 2050. Provide explanation of how the 
plan will continue to contribute to reducing vehicle per capita (and overall) GHG emissions to complement the overall 
GHG emission reduction goals after the 2035 target date. [As noted in our comment on Appendix D (Page D-4), the 
plan’s post-2035 contribution to reducing GHG emissions remains flat after 2035, implying that the current measures 
will not contribute substantially to those higher GHG emission reduction targets. 

Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. SANDAG looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners 
to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. As described in Chapter 2, 
implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, while also facilitating the development and implementation of local 
climate action plans across the region will help the State, SANDAG, cities, and other public agencies achieve 
their climate goals. 

L276 Page 23. The plan states that, to the extent feasible, it will stay within rights-of-way to minimize impacts and would 
produce other environmental benefits (water quality, air quality, reduced flooding, etc.). How does the infrastructure 
system that is proposed in the 5 Big Moves compare to the transportation infrastructure system that was anticipated in 
2004 when the original RTP and MSCP agreements were established? 

While a majority of TransNet extension ordinance projects have been started or built, there are projects that 
remain on the TransNet extension list of projects that are being reimagined in the 2021 Regional Plan as part 
of a regionwide system. These are detailed in a report to the TransNet Independent Taxpayer Oversight 
Committee on July 7, 2021:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?meetingID=5886&fuseaction=meetings.detail.  

L277 More specifically, because SANDAG agreed to mitigate (and has mitigated?) for expected upland and wetland habitat 
impacts in advance of projects impacts – based on a previous set of projects/infrastructure, will the new infrastructure 
have new impacts that are beyond or not mitigated by the previous agreements? For example, adding many 
connectors among the freeways and expanding some state routes could directly and indirectly impact habitat and 
wildlife corridors in excess of what was anticipated in the initial agreements. If so, how will the plan ensure no net losses 
of habitat acres, functions and values (including to movement corridors)? 

Near-term Action 3a is to update TransNet ordinance and associated Board policies to reflect projects and 
priorities included in the 2021 Regional Plan. The TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program will be 
evaluated as this action is implemented and these questions will be considered in that process. In response to 
this comment, a study related to EMP has been added under action 9a. 
  
For direct and indirect impacts related to biological resources for projects within the 2021 Regional Plan, refer 
to Section 4.4 Biological Resources of the EIR.  

L278 Page 25. The plan has the potential to produce and encourage environmental benefits (climate change mitigation, air 
and water quality improvements) as summarized in this section. Include more discussion about the plan’s 
commitments to meet or improve upon the longstanding habitat and conservation agreements (e.g., NCCP/HCP 
permits), avoid new/unpermitted impacts to habitat/species, and mitigate for any significant unavoidable impacts. 

Chapter 2 has been revised with this discussion. In addition, Appendix AA also includes discussion of 
environmental benefits of SANDAG’s Nature-Based Climate Solutions Program that will promote natural 
infrastructure that uses or mimics natural processes to benefit people and wildlife. SANDAG will prioritize 
resilience and innovative solutions in transportation infrastructure, Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans, 
and consistent regional planning and implementation of the Sustainable Communities Strategy actions, 
emphasizing both nature-based and technological climate solutions. There are also further opportunities to 
expand upon ongoing efforts to assess the amount of carbon storage and sequestration potential of open 
space lands and the co-benefits from preserved open space, land management, and restoration activities. 

L279 Page 27. To assist the public’s understanding of the essence of the plan, add several figures to show the relationships 
(by time period) among transportation infrastructure, mobility hubs, and smart growth/increased housing density 
areas). More specifically, provide a set of diagrams to illustrate – at the system/regionwide perspective - which projects 
are to be completed by 2025, 2035, and 2050 and which mobility hub/ Smart Growth areas they serve. Because Smart 
Growth areas are expected to increase their housing densities, the plan must provide justifications and demonstrable 
commitments (e.g., policies, funding, incentives) that support the presumptions that the cities and county will make 
those density increases in step with the basic transportation improvements (transit leap, active transportation, mobility 
hubs, complete corridors). 

Appendix A includes detailed maps for transportation projects planned for during each phase of the 2021 
Regional Plan. Appendix F includes figures demonstrating areas for future growth. In addition, SANDAG has 
made this information available in its online data viewer:  
www.sdforward.com/envision. 

L280 Previously, SANDAG produced a short list/explanation of its incentives for smart growth 
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1187_5188.pdf), but it is unclear how effective those 
incentives have been. How does the plan improve on those incentives? 

Information on effectiveness of the smart growth incentive program is available online:  
https://keepsandiegomoving.com/SmartGrowth/smartgrowth-intro.aspx.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan includes action 8b to update evaluation criteria and provisions of SANDAG grant 
programs. 

L281 Page 31. Goods movement comprises a relatively small part of the region’s GHG emissions (Appendix X), but its 
associated on-road use by heavy trucks and allied freight rail access/rail car storage – especially through/near 
disadvantaged communities and the Port District terminals – creates significant impacts to local transportation, air 
quality and quality of life. The RTP/SCSs transportation infrastructure system improvements must be fully integrated 
with the Port’s implementation of its proposed maritime operations strategy and additional actions to relocate (to the 
extent feasible) truck parking and freight rail car storage away from the coastal area. 

SANDAG collaborated with the Port of San Diego (Port) on the strategies identified in the 2021 Regional Plan 
and will continue to partner with the Port on implementing these projects. SANDAG is also working with 
partner agencies and local communities to ensure that projects identified in the Assembly Bill 617 Portside 
Environmental Justice Neighborhoods Community Emission Reduction Plan and the Port’s Maritime Clean Air 
Strategy are implemented. SANDAG also recently signed a memorandum of understanding with the Port and 
Caltrans to coordinate closely on implementing projects near the Port’s Working Waterfront that improve 
accessibility, sustainability, economic vitality, and community health. 

L282 Pages 32-33. The essence of the plan’s sustainable communities strategy is expressed in the introduction to the region’s 
growth and development: “The 2021 Regional Plan envisions a regional pattern of growth and development that reflects 
smart growth, transit-oriented development, preserving natural resources, and building communities that are resilient 
to the consequences of climate change and other environmental changes. Ensuring social equity and the availability of 
housing that is affordable for everyone are also top priorities.” Those goals will only be achieved when the cities and 
county, which constitute SANDAG, fully acknowledge the necessity to amend their general plans to accommodate and 
implement the identified changes. 
 
The forecasted concentration of jobs and housing (and population) in the urban areas that are necessary to implement 

While land use authority is reserved for local jurisdictions, SANDAG will work closely with local jurisdictions to 
implement the land use pattern proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan. Near-term and continuing actions listed 
under Priority Implementation Action 8 related to land use include: 8b) update evaluation criteria and 
provisions of SANDAG grant programs to encourage planning and capital projects that allow for high-density 
and mixed-use development within Mobility areas and/or transit priority areas; 8c) launch a regional housing 
incentive grant program to fund local plan updates in Mobility Hub areas that can lead to more housing in 
transit-rich areas with infrastructure, services, and jobs; and 8h) utilize the intergovernmental review process 
to evaluate consistency of development projects with the Sustainable Communities Strategy. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?meetingID=5886&fuseaction=meetings.detail
http://www.sdforward.com/envision
https://keepsandiegomoving.com/SmartGrowth/smartgrowth-intro.aspx
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the plan would create a more efficient, livable region that supports the proposed transportation system. It would also 
alleviate pressure for development in the unincorporated county, reduce impacts on the natural landscape, and lessen 
the risks from wildfire to people and structures. 
 
If the plan is approved, then how are the cities and county proposing to commit to implement those changes? What 
ramifications are there to the plan – and for a jurisdiction’s ability to benefit from the transportation system 
improvements – if a jurisdiction does not make those needed general plan changes? 

L283 Pages 34-35. The global threat from continued GHG emissions and unique threats, conditions, and opportunities to 
reduce GHGs within our region are recognized in this plan. The GHG inventory and calculation of anticipated reductions 
by sector illustrate how the plan would be able to meet and exceed the region’s SB 375 GHG emission reduction target 
for 2035. As noted in preceding comments, achieving that goal requires significant cooperation from each of SANDAGs 
member jurisdictions through changes to their general plans (especially land use/zoning) as well as how their Climate 
Action Plans support and augment the RTP/SCS. 
 
While this plan demonstrates that is could meet/exceed the mandated GHG emission reduction target for 2035, the 
projected emissions out to 2050 in Appendix X suggest that the region will be far from “carbon neutrality by 2045.” That 
is not a region-by-region requirement, but it is critical that this plan incorporate goals and policies - and at least propose 
possible actions/projects – that would put the region on a more aggressive GHG emission reductions pathway post-
2035. 

Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. SANDAG looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners 
to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. As described in Chapter 2, 
implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, while also facilitating the development and implementation of local 
climate action plans across the region will help the State, SANDAG, cities, and other public agencies achieve 
their climate goals. 

L284 Decisions pertaining to which and when to initiate projects should balance the basic GHG emission reduction priority 
and their effectiveness in promoting the more broad actions (i.e., specific local jurisdiction actions) to optimize system 
buildout. However, as noted on Page 14 of the plan, SANDAG has a specific requirement to identify disadvantaged 
communities, include strategies to reduce pollution exposure in those communities, and use of a skilled and trained 
workforce (via the RTP/SCS). So, the “balancing” decision must have a larger frame of reference than just GHG emission 
reductions. 

Thank you for your comment. 

L285 Page 44. The plan should clarify that the region’ projected population growth will result in continued – albeit slowing - 
total VMT, but implementing the plan will result in a significant net reduction in VMT/capita that is consistent with the 
requirements of SB 375. 

Information on estimated VMT performance of the 2021 Regional Plan is included in Appendix T. 

L286 Page 45. As described, there are real constraints on the allowable uses (types of project investments) and timing (when 
available) of the known and reasonably anticipated funding sources. Our prior comments (e.g., Pages 19, 27, 32-33) raised 
concerns about how the RTP/SCS will ensure concurrent and effective linking of the growth in the mobility hubs (smart 
growth areas) with the transportation infrastructure. This is particularly of concern because growth in the mobility hub 
areas may occur – based on local jurisdictions’ requirements and needs - even if the transportation infrastructure and 
operational improvements are not able to be funded concurrently. How will the RTP/SCS ensure (and measure/monitor) 
that the housing/jobs/transportation linkage will occur as needed? 

Priority Implementation Action #10 is to advance a data science program to better understand travel behavior 
in the region, update travel demand modeling tools, and improve transparency and reporting on program 
effectiveness and project delivery. SANDAG will be implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, monitoring 
performance, and updating the plan every four years to incorporate the latest data, policies, and incorporate 
corrective measures. 

L287 Pages 45-47. The projected costs to implement the revised transportation infrastructure and operations, combined with 
SCS strategies, will require SANDAG to evaluate and adopt new revenue funding sources. The plan does not provide 
sufficient descriptions of how SANDAG will evaluate the effectiveness of implementing the identified potential new 
revenue sources. For example, charges for Managed Lane use and a general Road User Fee potentially overlap costs for 
drivers; paying the premium for managed lane access may induce more VMT as well as be cost-prohibitive to lower 
income populations; there is no discussion about how local jurisdictions could/should adopt parking cost strategies to 
both promote transit (reduce vehicle use) and increase revenues that can be then incorporated into their local funding 
share. 

Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on meeting established goals 
like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity for different income levels and different 
populations. The first phase of the study will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and 
operate a vehicle, the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric vehicles, traffic 
accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion to the economy and to the quality 
of life of travelers. The study will determine how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the 
transportation system and how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more fair across 
the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will consult with its Board of Directors, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This 
includes policies such as who will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, such as 
those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, is being 
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considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is a challenge and we respect 
the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and 
create a revenue system that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, fair to all. 

L288 Page 50. Successfully implementing the regional plan will require cooperation with and incentives for participation by 
the member jurisdictions and cooperating agencies that comprise SANDAG. The plan needs to provide more 
description of how SANDAG’s current incentives programs 
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1187_5188.pdf) will be augmented and prioritized to 
ensure that the necessary infrastructure and operational investments correspond to the projected growth (e.g., location 
of new housing and jobs) 

Appendix B describes the actions SANDAG will take to update and initiate new incentive programs for 
member agencies. These are detailed under Priority Implementation Action number 8. 

L289 Page 53. The plan proposes a reasonable list of priority implementation actions. One item that is not discussed in the 
plan but is referenced in Item 9 is to expand nature-based climate solutions. As recommended in our prior comment on 
Page 9 of the plan, it should provide more description about the regional environment, which would then establish the 
context for “nature-based solutions.” Though the assessment/analysis of what those solutions are and how they advance 
the goals of the RTP/SCS will be part of the subsequent CEQA EIR, this document needs to better describe (at a general 
level) what this action involves. 

Nature-based climate solutions are described with more detail in Appendix B. More detail on the natural 
environment and nature-based solutions has been added to Chapter 2. 

L290 Pages 54-55. Monitoring must address both implementation and performance. The proposed performance indicators 
align with the regional plan’s goals and would collate/integrate relevant existing measurement/data and reporting 
sources. But the corresponding implementation monitoring needs to be better described and some additional 
monitoring considered. As noted in our comment on Pages 13, 27 and 32-33, the plan does not effectively illustrate how 
the key components are expected to integrate. Specifically, the plan needs to monitor and report (and provide simple 
illustrative mapping) how the actual growth in housing/jobs within the mobility hubs/smart growth areas and the 
associated transportation infrastructure/operational improvements are in alignment and how they are advancing 
compared to their anticipated advancement per this plan. This type of implementation tracking and reporting is 
essential and it does not appear to be covered by the proposed performance indicators in Table 3.1. 

These comments will be considered as SANDAG implements Priority Implementation Action #10 to advance a 
data science program to better understand travel behavior in the region, update travel demand modeling 
tools, and improve transparency and reporting on program effectiveness and project delivery. 

L291 General Comment. This appendix is essentially a matrix of SB 375, AB 805 and other legislative/legal requirements and a 
compilation of past documents that were used to prepare specific components of the RTP. Providing a conformance 
matrix of those requirements and what is in the RTP does not explain how the RTP comprises a sustainable 
communities strategy. At a minimum, this appendix should provide a short (a page or two) summary of how the plan 
integrates critical elements or summarize sections from Chapter 2 in the main body of the RTP/SCS where an 
explanation of that integration (the basic strategy) is provided. 

Chapter 2 of the 2021 Regional Plan is the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS). Appendix D is SCS 
Documentation and Related Information. 

L292 Page D-4. While the state does not set a 2050 target for GHG emissions reduction and the MPOs are not required to 
produce an official GHG reduction target for 2050, the projected regional reduction of 20.3% from the 2005 baseline is 
alarming. That is only 0.3% below the 2035 regional reduction, which implies that all of the anticipated new GHG 
reductions within the region “max out” their effectiveness by 2035. One can assume that between now and 2035 there 
will be additional regulations and technologies that will force/enable the region to improve upon that projected 2050 
reduction. In that vein, this document should include more extensive discussion about how and what future iterations 
of the RTP/SCS will commit to doing to continue to identify relevant GHG reduction options for the region. 
Presenting this number and then not providing further discussion about how SANDAG will be addressing what appears 
to be a “stalled” GHG reduction effort post-2035 is neither sufficient nor acceptable. 
The relevance of this concern is clearly illustrated by the data provided in Appendix F (Figure 1) regarding the projected 
population growth, which is estimated to be 437,000 between 2016 and 2050 –about a 13% increase. Even if the region 
added only roughly 100,000 people from 2035-2050, absent a more aggressive RTP/SCS that is initiated well before 2035, 
the region would be totally incapable of attaining the state’s “target reduction” of 80% below baseline by 2050 or the 
more recently cited statewide goal of net zero by 2040. The RTP/SCS should, at the least, provide a discussion about how 
future versions of the document will be addressing post-2035 GHG emission reductions. 
 
Page D-20. The legend for this figure should be revised to “Existing and Proposed/Potential San Diego Region Habitat 
Conservation Lands.” 

SANDAG is required to update the Regional Plan every four years to incorporate the latest data, policies, 
population projections, and technology assumptions. SANDAG will consider additional strategies to reduce 
GHG emissions in future iterations of the Regional Plan. 
 
The legend for this map has been updated. 

L293 This appendix provides only a minimal level of information and it is unclear when the appropriate level of detail 
necessary to implement the performance monitoring will be developed and made available. The types of issues subject 
to monitoring (e.g., Health and Environment; Energy and Water; Housing; Quality of Life; and Transportation Planning) 
address issues relevant to SB 375 and other mandates, and the Indicators and Sources of Information seem reasonable. 
But the appendix does not provide any discussion or examples of how the indicators will be used. For example, which 
components of “Air Quality” are to be used, what are the relevant standards, etc. When a general indicator is to be used 

A performance monitoring report using the indicators from Appendix E is developed halfway between each 4-
year regional plan cycle. The report is shared with the SANDAG Board of Directors to provide a high-level 
status update on critical areas across the region. This information helps inform the Board of Directors in their 
development of regional goals for the subsequent regional plan. The indicators use available observed data 
which also informs how each indicator is calculated. 
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(e.g., Percentage of households with housing costs greater than 35% of income), what is the RTP/SCS intending to do 
with that number? 

L294 For all Indicators, one presumes that there is a threshold or trigger point (for when the plan is failing to meet an 
objective) at which the plan would be required to begin to initiate actions in response to reaching the trigger/threshold. 
Or conversely, if the threshold indicates that the plan has successfully achieved a goal, what if any additional effort is 
required? 

There are no targets or thresholds associated with the indicators in the performance monitoring report. The 
indicators serve to inform the planning process and decision makers on trends and changes for the region. 

L295 The RTP/SCS performance monitoring plan will likely have to be periodically updated to reflect new requirements (e.g., 
air quality standards may change), new technologies may allow for improvements to the current indicators, and 
conditions may warrant changes in the types of issues relevant to the plan and/or the identified indicators may need to 
be revised or replaced. Regardless of that reality, the public, stakeholders and jurisdictions/agencies that will be 
reporting, evaluating and relying on the performance monitoring to determine how the RTP/SCS is functioning must be 
provided a more complete description of the performance monitoring plan. 

The Regional Plan performance indicators are reviewed for changes with each regional plan. Updates to the 
indicators are often from changes in policy direction and data sources. Past Regional Plan Performance 
Monitoring Reports, which include detailed methodology, are available at:  
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&projectid=309&fuseaction=projects.detail. 
 
Air quality conformity, which addresses federal Clean Air Act requirements, is covered in Appendix C. 

L296 Pages F-10-12 (Tables F.1-3). While there appears to be a similarity in the relative growth in population, jobs and housing 
among the jurisdictions, the Unincorporated County’s projected population growth (0.9%), jobs growth (23.2%) and 
housing growth (4.3%) seem to be noticeably different. In particular, there is a very high projected growth in jobs 
compared to population and housing. How does that seeming disparity in jobs growth with population and housing 
growth (which has implications for transportation to housing) impact transportation planning? Are there other 
jurisdictions for which the “disparity” in projected population, jobs and housing pose challenges to the RTP/SCS’s 5 Big 
Moves approach? 

Forecasted job growth in the region is a result of the size and age/race/ethnicity/sex composition of the 
projected population as well as higher projected labor force participation rates in the future. Population, 
housing unit, and job data were all incorporated into the development and implementation of the 5 Big 
Moves.  
Job and housing growth are both concentrated in the Mobility Hubs in order to ensure that current and 
future residents will be able to access future jobs in the area. 

L297 Page F-15 (Figure F-5) – Five areas that appear to support significant jobs but are outside of mobility hubs are Camp 
Pendleton, MCAS Miramar, Pt. Loma and North Island (military employment) and East Otay Mesa. How are SANDAG and 
the military services planning to address this? 

Military job growth is concentrated on current sites of military employment because of the unique 
characteristics of military jobs. This job growth will be outside of Mobility Hubs unlike other private 
employment in the region. Additionally, during the development of the Mobility Hubs, staff ensured that each 
military installation is located near a Mobility Hub so that military personnel have access to transit and other 
amenities offered on Mobility Hubs. 

L298 Page AA-1. The introductory paragraph – or a new second paragraph - should include a brief description of the 
relationship of SANDAGs existing TransNet program, the regional Multiple Species/Multiple Habitat Conservation 
programs and regional funding for habitat conservation and preserve management. Any significant differences in the 
proposed RTP/SCS from previous versions should be discussed later in this appendix. 

The text includes a discussion of the history of regional funding for habitat conservation, the role that 
SANDAG has played in the past, and the potential future role SANDAG could play as part of the 
implementation of the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L299 Page AA-3. Figure AA.1. Recommend the map title be revised to “Existing and Proposed/Potential San Diego Region 
Habitat Conservation Lands” and change the legend to conform. 

The title and legend has been updated. 

L300 Page AA-6. The Regional Habitat Conservation Vision presumably applies across all of the lands within the SANDAG 
member agencies. Because the local jurisdiction and agencies have their own General Plans/Open Space Element, 
Climate Action Plans, and other planning processes that would have direct effects on a regional vision, please provide 
more discussion regarding how this vision is expected to be integrated into the local jurisdictions’ and agencies’ plans. 
Such as, will SANDAG add staff to coordinate this effort, what new policies and projects would this require, will 
additional funding be identified and provided, etc. 

The 2021 Regional Plan indicates that the region must come together to take on implementation of the 
completion of the regional habitat conservation plans that were started in the 1990s. SANDAG has served as a 
forum for these discussions in the past and can be again. Implementation of the Vision would be made after 
adoption of the 2021 Regional Plan. 

L301 Page AA-6. The Regional Funding section should add more information. We recommend adding more to the 
introduction of this issue. Begin the section with a new introduction: “A functioning and adequately funded set of 
regional habitat preserves is essential to this region’s overall capability to address climate change. The benefits from 
habitat preserves range from meeting regulatory requirements associated with future development and ongoing 
operations and maintenance by the local jurisdictions; improving/enhancing the long-term potential for 
rare/threatened species and their habitats to adapt to climate change; providing for movement by species and 
vegetation communities as a response to climate change; and serving as a carbon sink. While these conserved and 
managed lands are part of the “baseline” condition relative to GHG emissions, they are valuable because natural areas 
remove CO2 and eliminate development potential.” Also, revise the last part of this paragraph to state: “A regional 
funding source was proposed as part of a ballot measure (that failed) in 2016 to help offset the preserve implementation 
costs to local jurisdictions. Without a new regional funding source, securing crucial land acquisitions and long-term 
management and monitoring, which are essential to the success of these plans to protect species and their habitats 
from extinction, falls into question. In 2011, the estimated unfunded regional cost to ensure implementation of the 
regional habitat conservation plans was $3.0 billion. SANDAG will work with the member agencies to develop and 
promote the establishment of the regional funding source that complements the infrastructure and operations 
components of the 5 Big Moves.” 

The text in Appendix AA has been updated to reflect the sentiment of the recommendation.  
 
To assist the region to meet its habitat conservation goals, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan has 
identified $2,087 million for an enhanced habitat conservation, management, and monitoring program. These 
funds are complemented with a $565 million Nature-Based Climate Solutions Program that will promote both 
habitat conservation and restoration and carbon sequestration (See Climate Adaptation and Resilience 
programs). In addition, future mitigation of the transportation projects included in the 2021 Regional Plan will 
result in an additional $300-$500 million of land acquisition and restoration for habitat mitigation 
(incorporated in project costs presented in Appendix A). SANDAG is committed to working with its regional 
partners to identify funding to fulfill this commitment. 

L302 Page AA-6. Recommend revising the sentence “Connect habitat areas through wildlife corridors and linkages and 
connect people to local species and San Diego’s natural habitats.” to “Connect habitat areas through wildlife corridors 

The text in Appendix AA has been updated to reflect the sentiment of these recommendations. 

https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=12&projectid=309&fuseaction=projects.detail
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and linkages, and enhance peoples’ access, where appropriate, to natural habitat areas.” 
 
Page AA-7. Recommend adding a sentence to the end of the paragraph: “It is essential that the remaining habitat 
conservation plans be completed, which will then establish the necessary core habitat areas and key connections across 
the region.” 
 
Page AA-8. Recommend revising the following sentence “In addition to acquiring more properties to connect wildlife, in 
the following years, San Diego’s North County will complete their MSCP, which will prioritize acquisitions that establish 
critical connections for high-risk species that reside in North County communities.” To state “In addition to acquiring 
more properties to connect wildlife, in the following years, when the North and East County MSCPs are completed, they 
will prioritize acquisitions that establish critical connections for high-risk species that reside in North/East County as well 
as connections to preserve lands in Orange and Riverside counties.” 
 
Page AA-10. The paragraph that describes regional funding should reference - or reiterate 
- our recommended new statement (Page AA-6) regarding SANDAG’s commitment to work with its member agencies 
to develop and establish a new regional funding source for habitat conservation. 

San Diego County Bicycle Coalition 

L303 Several projects that were in the Early Action Plan appear in Appendix A. How do the projects in the EAP differ than the 
projects here? 

In September 2013, the SANDAG Board of Directors approved $200 million in local transportation funding, 
intended to be leveraged for and supplemented with grant funding, to implement the Regional Bike Plan 
EAP. Since that time, SANDAG has been working on public outreach, environmental review, design, and 
construction to complete the EAP projects and in this process has more specifically defined the EAP projects 
which are now capital improvement projects. 

L304 In general, the dollar amount spent on managed lanes rather than mode-shift is concerning. More funding and 
increased timelines for active transportation & transit leap projects should be prioritized. 

A better transit system is a fundamental component of this Regional Plan. Revenues to fund the transit 
projects don’t come in all at once but dollars that are available are applied to ensure that the best transit 
projects are initiated first and that those projects address social equity considerations. The investments in 
Managed Lanes will support high speed transit service to ensure time competitive trips as compared to the 
auto. 

L305 Page A-14, Section TL58 
How does the San Diego - Coronado Military Ferry connect to the Central Mobility Hub?  

The airport transit connector is envisioned to have a station at the East Basin near Harbor Island that would 
provide a connection to a new ferry terminal that would serve Naval Air Station North Island. 

L306 Page A-42, Table A.13 
In general, the Arterials section neglects to mention active transportation and public transportation facilities along 
arterial corridors. If SANDAG wants to get San Diegans out of their cars, then arterial streets need to prioritize 
pedestrians, bicycles, and public transportation over cars. 

The arterials portion of Appendix A are projects from the various cities through the RTIP programming 
process (using Local Streets and Roads funding). The inclusion of complete streets and active transportation 
elements would be outlined in each of those projects’ descriptions by “TIP ID” in the RTIP. 

L307 Page A-42, Project CB04B  
This intersection’s bike lanes are in need of protection and better visibility for drivers. NCTD Bus 309 stops at this 
intersection as well, is SANDAG planning on providing any infrastructure improvements for bus and pedestrian 
connectivity? 
 
Page A-42, Project CB22  
SANDAG should prioritize building safe active transportation infrastructure to and from the Carlsbad Poinsettia Station 
along this corridor. Sidewalks and bike lanes heading north disappear at the station, and this project makes it appear 
that SANDAG isn’t planning on including those elements. SANDAG should not widen Avenida Encinas from Palomar 
Airport Road to Embarcadero Lane. Instead, SANDAG should keep the current configuration and build wide sidewalks 
and protected bicycle facilities. 
 
Page A-42, Project CB31  
The bike lane along this segment of El Camino Real is often subject to vehicle intrusion. SANDAG should add protection 
to the bicycle facility here to keep cyclists safe. 
 
Page A-42, Project CHV69  
SANDAG must include in this project upgrades the existing bicycle connection to the North Island Credit Union 
Amphitheatre. The currently existing Class II lanes on Heritage Road are often subject to vehicle intrusion. 
 
Page A-42, Project CNTY14A  

The 2021 Regional Plan aims to create safe and well-connected routes for bicyclists and pedestrians. The 
intention of the network in this Regional Plan is a framework which facilitates trips associated with regional 
purposes designed to enhance neighborhood connections to schools, employment centers, and other 
everyday destinations. The regional network will not include details regarding the types of bicycle and 
pedestrian facilities for specific projects are not yet determined and will require future planning and 
coordination with local jurisdictions, community members, and stakeholders such as your organization. 
SANDAG looks forward to working with you on these project details in the future. 
 
The misspelling pointed out in project O22 on page A-43 has been updated in our documentation. 
 
Your comment was forwarded to agencies that oversee these facilities. 
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SANDAG must build Class IV protected bike lanes in addition to pedestrian safety improvements along this corridor to 
improve connectivity to the Sprinter and NCTD Busses 305 & 332. 
 
Page A-43, Project CNTY21 
Additional pedestrian safety measures are needed for the Overpass at SR-67, including bulb-outs and more visible 
crosswalks. 
 
Page A-43, Project CNTY34 
SANDAG must be specific about what bike facilities are planned for the Dye Road Extension in Ramona. 
 
Page A-43, Project CNTY98  
The current condition of Otay Lakes Road has Class III bike facilities. What facilities are planned for this project? 
 
Page A-43, Project ESC04  
SANDAG has forgotten to include what happens to the currently-existing Class II buffered bike lanes with this project. 
Bicycle lanes should be included in the bridge design over Escondido Creek. 
 
Page A-43, Project ESC08 
SANDAG should include safe bicycle facilities in this project. 
 
Page A-43, Project ESC24  
What intersection improvements are planned? How will SANDAG maintain or upgrade the existing bicycle facilities? In 
addition, Mission Road is misidentified. The street becomes Mission Avenue after it crosses I-15. 
 
Page A-43, Project NC01 
SANDAG should include safe bicycle facilities in both Phase II and Phase III of this project. 
 
Page A-43, Project O22  
The street Avenida de la Plata is misspelled here. SANDAG should add protected bicycle facilities along this corridor. 
 
Page A-44, Project SD34  
SANDAG has forgotten to include what happens to the currently-existing Class III sharrows with this project. Bicycle 
lanes and sidewalks should be included in the design to connect to future planned bus service at Via de la Valle. 
 
Page A-44, Project SD70  
What bridge is SANDAG planning on replacing? These bridges are extremely busy and bicycle facilities should be 
protected Class IV, not Class II. 
 
Page A-44, Project SM19 
The six-lane arterial street from Craven to Grand Avenue must include safe, protected bicycle infrastructure to provide a 
complete network. The intersection of Craven Road and Discovery Street should be redesigned to close the slip lane and 
provide safe crossing for cyclists and pedestrians.  
 
Page A-44, Project SM24  
SANDAG should add protected bicycle lanes along this project, and include a safer pedestrian crossing under SR-78. 
 
Page A-44, Project SM31  
The proposed widening of Discovery Street from Via Vera Cruz to Craven Road must include safe, protected bicycle 
facilities and pedestrian infrastructure. 
 
Page A-44, Project SM32 
This project must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and pedestrian infrastructure to provide network connectivity. 
 
Page A-44, Project SM42  
This project must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and pedestrian infrastructure to provide network connectivity 
to CSU San Marcos. 
 
Page A-45, Project SM48  
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This project’s bike path should not meander, but provide clear connectivity along the route to promote bicycle 
commuting. 
 
Page A-45, Project SM69  
The intersection of Twin Oaks Valley Road and Barham Drive in San Marcos is currently hostile to pedestrian and bicycle 
traffic, with slip-lanes and disappearing bicycle lanes. What plans are in place to increase use of active transportation at 
this intersection? 
 
Page A-45, Project CB212  
What classification of bicycle facilities are being planned for College Boulevard Reach A? 
 
Page A-45, Page CNTY35  
What classification of bicycle facilities are being planned for the Ramona Street Extension? SANDAG should also 
consider re-striping and adding more signage to Ramona Street’s currently-existing lanes. 
 
Page A-45, Project SD190  
What bicycle facilities will SANDAG include in the Palm Avenue Bridge project? 

L308 Page A-54, Table A.17  
Support for increased funding for GO by BIKE, and an e-bike incentive program. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com.  

L309 Page A-54, Table A.18  
What is the cost breakdown of the local bike program? 

These costs are either a per-mile by-facility-type estimate or, percentage of a local jurisdiction’s CIP budget. 

L310 Page A-55, Table A.19  
SANDAG should consider incentivizing alternative cargo delivery vehicles for local delivery services under this table. For 
example, incentivize the usage of cargo e-bikes for parcel delivery in dense, urban neighborhoods. 

Flexible Fleets include a variety of mobility services that provide sustainable alternative for moving people and 
goods. Last mile delivery services like cargo bikes, autonomous shuttles, and drones are part of the Flexible 
Fleets strategy and are envisioned to be concentrated within mobility hubs throughout the region. SANDAG is 
developing a Flexible Fleet Implementation Strategic Plan that will identify near-term opportunities for 
Flexible Fleets including last mile delivery. SANDAG will also be initiating a “San Diego and Imperial Counties 
Sustainable Freight Implementation Strategy” (Strategy) this winter that will identify regional opportunities 
for sustainable freight projects and policies, and increasing the use of cargo bikes and their supporting 
infrastructure will be explored as one of these strategies. The next Regional Plan will incorporate 
recommendations from this Strategy and future last mile delivery pilots.  

L311 Page A-68, Figure A.11  
Segments of the Bayshore Bikeway that are already completed seem to be missing from this map. 

SANDAG staff will review the final maps specifically to ensure that all portions of the Bayshore Bikeway which 
have been built to their final proposed condition are included appropriately.  

L312 Page B-4, Section 3(b)  
Support updating the evaluation and monitoring procedures of projects using TransNet local streets and roads funds, 
including prioritization of safety for vulnerable road users in the development of complete streets. The procedures 
should include a mechanism for the public to comment. 
 
Page B-4, Section 3(c)  
Support the development of a Regional Active Transportation Plan, including updating the San Diego Regional Bike 
Plan to reflect need for safe bicycle infrastructure county-wide. 
 
Page B-4, Section 3(d)  
Support the development of a Regional Vision Zero Action Plan, including a Regional Safety Policy. This regional safety 
policy should establish clear procedures that allow for the collection of accurate crash data, and the usage of that data 
to make changes to dangerous designs. 
 
Page B-7, Section 7(a)  
Support the implementation of the 2021 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (ETIP) & building bike early 
action program projects 
 
Page B-7, Section 7(d)  
Support building projects with an emphasis on safety for all road users to implement Vision Zero 
 
Page B-7, Section 8(b)  
Support for updating evaluation criteria and provisions of SANDAG grant programs to improve social equity, advance 
roadway design with an emphasis on safety for vulnerable road users, implement climate action plans, and others listed. 

We appreciate your support and feedback on the implementation actions outlined in Appendix B. Please 
continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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Page B-8, Section 8(e)  
Support for incentivizing implementation of complete streets projects that complement regional investments within 
Mobility Hubs, along Complete Corridors, and supporting Flexible Fleets. We absolutely support a formalized Quick 
Build implementation program that develops complete streets solutions. 
 
Page B-9. Section 9(g)  
Support for transportation demand management grant and incentive programs, including e-bike, carpool, and vanpool 
incentives 
 
Page B-10, Section 10(a)(b)(c)(d)(e)  
Support for policies outlined under this heading 

L313 Page D-8, Table D.3  
This table lists micromobility costs as $0 for access/egress to transit. Does this mean SANDAG is planning on subsidizing 
micromobility rides as a last mile solution? 

Yes, SANDAG has modeled micromobility with no cost when it is used to access/egress transit. The 
implementation of this would be through Flexible Fleet partnerships. 

L314 Page D-8, Table D.3  
What model is SANDAG using to determine that 36% of privately owned bikes will be e-bikes by 2035? 

SANDAG estimated future use of e-bikes based on market trends and impact of future incentives for e-bike 
purchases. 

L315 Page E-2, Section: Housing  
Support the addition of using Housing as a Performance Indicator. 
 
Page E-2, Section: Quality of Life  
Support the addition of using unemployment, social equity, telework, and homelessness as a Performance Indicator. 
 
Page E-3, Section: Transportation Planning  
Support the addition of using Bike Lane Miles and Annual Transit Ridership as a Performance Indicator. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com.  

L316 Page G-50, Section 3.0  
Support the inclusion of SANDAG’s Commitment to Equity Statement 
 
Page G-50, Section 3.1  
Support for Social Equity and Environmental Justice Considerations 
 
Pages G-51 & G-52, Sections: 3.2 - 3.5  
Support for working in partnership with Tribes, Mexico, Military, and other stakeholder agencies 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com.  

L317 Page G-53, Section 4.0 - Table 1: Public Workshops  
Rather than increasing the amount of public workshops by an arbitrary number (10%), SANDAG staff should use data to 
calculate public engagement by geographic region throughout the county, and use that data to determine low 
engagement rates where more public workshops are needed. 

Community input is critical to creating a plan that represents the varied values, needs, and interests of the 
San Diego region’s residents and businesses. SANDAG is committed to conducting effective public outreach 
as part of the 2021 Regional Plan as well as all of our planning and constructions activities and agrees that 
data should continue to inform our planning as well as outreach and communications activities.  

L318 Page G-53, Section 4.0 - Table 1: Pre-document consultation 
Add: “Gather an additional” to “5,000 individual remarks” so context is more clear 

We appreciate your feedback and suggestions.  

L319 Page G-53, Section 4.0 - Table 1: Opportunities for engagement 
Rather than “increasing variety of platforms for public engagement by 15%”, the goal should be to re-evaluate the 
effectiveness of current platforms being used during a certain time period and then determine if another platform 
could be more effective. In addition, special topic/targeted workshops should be made available in as many languages 
as possible and include dedicated outreach to stakeholder groups who have not participated in or have been historically 
excluded from the public engagement process prior to the 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 

A key objective of SANDAG’s outreach effort is to engage with people in historically underserved communities 
throughout the planning process. SANDAG is currently identifying the potential effectiveness of new 
communications platforms, including new social media platforms. Additionally, we routinely evaluate the 
effectiveness of outreach to traditional media platforms, such as print, radio, and TV outlets, to determine if 
outreach should be expanded to more effectively reach diverse audiences throughout the region. Public 
facing materials may be translated into multiple languages upon request. Spanish language interpretation is 
made available at public meetings, and interpretation in additional languages is available upon request. 

L320 Page G-57, Appendix A.1 
In order to reach a younger audience, “San Diego County Media Outlets” should be expanded to include student 
publications at the region’s school systems and colleges/universities. In addition, many young people engage with social 
media accounts for local news information, so SANDAG should research where they could make an impact through 
social media channels besides their own. 

SANDAG strives to engage people of all ages in public outreach throughout the planning process. This 
feedback will be incorporated into Appendix G. 

L321 Page H-15, Section: Existing Conditions in Disadvantaged Communities in the Region 
SANDAG notes that 5.7% of households in the region have “zero vehicles available” but hasn’t defined what a vehicle is 
outside of being “dependent on transit services.” How does SANDAG define “transit services?” If a person didn’t own a 

A vehicle, in this case, is considered to be an automobile. 

https://sdforward.com/
https://sdforward.com/
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car, but used a personal bike, skateboard, or rented a micro-mobility solution to travel, would that person be considered 
as “not having access to a vehicle”? 

L322 Page H-33, Section: Defining Performance Measures for Social Equity Analysis  
Support using percentage of population within 0.25 miles of a Bike Facility as a social equity performance measure. 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com.  

L323 Page H-55, Section: Access to Basic Needs 
Why were biking and walking metrics only included for parks and retail sections, but not for access to employment or 
education centers? 

The purpose of these access measures is to gauge network performance to concentrated, high-demand 
employment centers (see Figure T.5) and higher education centers that are regionwide destinations. Transit 
was used to cover the regionwide travel shed with walking and flexible fleets as the means to access transit.  

L324 Page H-58, Table H.11 
The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While theoretically true that a 
bicycle could use the existing network to access parks, our current street network is dangerous for cyclists due to the 
lack of safe infrastructure and most parks are not considered accessible by regional bicycle advocates. How was “Access” 
by bike defined and used in these calculations? Did safety, comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in defining 
“access” by bicycle? 
 
Page H-60, Table H.12  
This table has the same issue with Table H.11. The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch 
with reality. While theoretically true that a bicycle could use the existing network to access retail spaces, our current 
street network is dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe infrastructure and most retail/commercial areas are not 
considered bicycle-friendly by regional bicycle advocates. 

Access is based strictly on location/proximity of residents to various amenities (parks, retail, employment, etc.). 

L325 Page K-29, Section 5: Objectives and Factors  
Support the promotion of shared-use mobility, including bike sharing 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com.  

L326 How does SANDAG plan to promote use of active transportation by allowing bicycles on transit? By working with our partners at NCTD, MTS, and Caltrans/LOSSAN. 

L327 How does SANDAG plan on expanding the bicycle locker program? SANDAG is adding new electronic bike lockers at all the Mid-Coast stations in Fall 2021. Two of those stations 
(Nobel & University Towne Center) will have group bike parking facilities to accommodate up to 40 bikes each. 
We will continue to monitor daily usage and reallocate resources accordingly. Additionally, SANDAG will study 
existing transit stations to determine if bike lockers could be beneficial in the future. 

L328 SANDAG should consider adding bicycle cars on trains to accommodate bicycles on trains. Thank you for the suggestion. 

L329 Page L-6, Section: Complete Streets in Mobility Hubs 
What does “enhanced bike and micromobility parking” mean? 

Secure Parking Areas, primarily. 

L330 Page L-7, Section: Vision Zero 
What are the details of SANDAG’s plan to collect and analyze crash data for bicycle traffic? 

We will continue to use the statewide resources provided by CHP via SWITRS. Additionally, SANDAG’s ARJIS 
staff works with public safety data and discussions are ongoing with local jurisdictions regarding the prospect 
of supplementing that statewide-maintained data with any additional collision reporting at the local 
jurisdiction level which may not be included in the FARS/SWITRS databases. 

L331 Page L-7, Section: Riding into the Future 
What is the timeline for SANDAG developing a new, comprehensive Regional Active Transportation Plan as a near-term 
action from the 2021 Regional Plan? 

Near-term actions are commitments to be implemented prior to the next Regional Plan (2025). 

L332 Page L-10, Section: Significance of Reduced Speed Limits 
What is SANDAG’s plan to reduce speed limits in San Diego County? 

SANDAG submitted a letter of support for Assembly Bill (AB) 43 and will continue to support the 
recommendations from the AB 2363 Zero Traffic Fatalities Task Force. 

L333 Page L-16, Section: Principles by Layer: General  
Add: Limit bicycle interaction with mixed traffic wherever possible 

SANDAG follows national and international best practices in bikeway design to create safe facilities for users 
of all ages and abilities. Multiple studies show that most people feel safer in protected bikeways, and when 
well designed, they are safer than any other type of bike facility. The focus of our efforts is on people who may 
be “interested but concerned” in riding a bike alone or with family. For those who do not feel comfortable 
riding in protected bikeways, the California Vehicle Code allows people to bike in the roadway with traffic. 
While protected bikeways are a great solution in many cases, we know they are not always the best solution. 
Every project goes through a detailed and context sensitive design process which results in decisions 
regarding the best facility, which may include protected bikeways, buffered bikeways, shared use paths, or 
shared streets with significant traffic calming elements. The Regional Plan also includes funding for 
upgrading existing bikeways that may not meet current best practices in maintenance or bikeway design. 

L334 Page L-16, Section: Principles by Layer: General 
All Transit Leap nodes should be served by bicycle routes. 

Bikeways are fundamental component of the Mobility Hubs and the active transportation networks will be 
developed in conjunction with these projects. 

https://sdforward.com/
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L335 Page L-22, Table L.1 

SANDAG should ensure that Bicycle Facility Selection Plan tool is used consistently throughout the region, and that any 
arterial/TransNet funds follow this tool. 

SANDAG intends to make the Bicycle Facility Selection Plan tool available to local jurisdictions and a 
recommended approach. 

L336 Page M-8, Near-term Action #4 
Support for the promotion of vehicle miles traveled reduction through Regional Complete Streets Policy 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com. 

L337 Page M-9, Near-term Action #5  
This action item should be amended in two ways: 1) SANDAG should include pursuing data-sharing agreements with 
mobility companies operating in the San Diego region, and 2) SANDAG should begin procuring more bicycle and 
pedestrian counters, and identify places where they are needed 

1) SANDAG is actively developing data sharing agreements to be executed with shared mobility providers 
operating in the San Diego region. Beginning first with micromobility providers, this data will assist SANDAG 
with honing our planning and modeling capabilities as we demonstrate how Flexible Fleets contribute to the 
reduction of vehicle miles traveled and enhanced personal mobility. 
 
2) SANDAG maintains 10 automated bike counters and 2 pedestrian counters on 8 regional bike network 
corridors. SANDAG will be purchasing more counters in order to re-install at these same locations in 
conjunction with our bikeway projects in order to have longitudinal data on these upgraded bikeways. 
SANDAG also convenes a bi-monthly meeting of local agency staff that are currently, or will be, maintaining 
bike and pedestrian counters to ensure technical assistance and knowledge sharing is facilitated at the 
regional level. 

L338 Page M-16, Near-term Action #11  
Support for the development of a regional military base access plan and implementation program. Most of San Diego’s 
military installations are uniquely positioned within urban contexts and SANDAG should incentivize active 
transportation and public transportation usage to/from these sites.  
 
Page M-17, Near-term Action #12  
Support for the development of a Regional Mobility Hub Strategy 
 
Page M-25, Continuing Action #11 
Support for continuing to seek funding for transportation investments that provide a variety of choices, reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, and promote healthy lifestyles through more active transportation. 
 
Page M-26, Continuing Action #12 
Support for capital and planning grants to local jurisdictions to support smart growth, biking, and walking, and seek 
additional funds to leverage existing grant programs. 
 
Page M-27, Continuing Action #14  
Support for implementation of state-of-the-art technologies and Transportation Demand and Systems Management 
Programs to provide more mobility choices and allow the transportation system to function more efficiently. SANDAG 
should prioritize bike education services, upgrading and expanding bike lockers and bike parking throughout the 
region, and increase funding for Shared Streets grants. 
 
Page M-30, Continuing Action #18 
Support for opportunities to expand shared mobility services near Smart Growth Opportunity Areas. SANDAG should 
consider how expanded mobility services interact with the surrounding communities and provide safe infrastructure for 
those services. 
 
Page M-31, Continuing Action #20 
Support for identifying transportation solutions to improve connectivity to the San Diego International Airport. These 
solutions should include building safe long-term bike parking and provide connectivity to existing bikeways in the 
community 
 
Page M-33, Continuing Action #22 
Support for continuing to apply social equity and environmental justice considerations in the implementation of 
SANDAG projects and programs. 
 
Page M-33, Continuing Action #23 
Support for collaboration with key partners and stakeholders, including representatives from low-income and minority 
communities, and actively involve the public in the planning process. SANDAG should create guidelines for conducting 
outreach and collaboration, and gather data to improve performance. SANDAG should also continue to provide ongoing 

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting 
SDForward.com. 

https://sdforward.com/
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outreach across many languages to ensure communities that were traditionally underrepresented have a voice in the 
process. 

L339 Page P-1, Section: Year-Round Tourism  
San Diego has a thriving tourism industry that unfortunately relies on tourists renting cars to visit popular tourist 
destinations. This appendix does not present any strategies to mitigate VMT from car rental services, nor does it lay out 
any strategies to provide alternative transportation access to any of San Diego’s major tourist attractions that rely on 
vehicle access. Tourist destinations are not only places to visit, but many of them are major employment centers that 
could benefit from efficient transportation connections.  
 
Page P-1, Section: Year-Round Tourism  
SANDAG should also consider other services that tourists use in San Diego County and how they interact with the 
Regional Plan. This includes hotels, the airport, the cruise ship terminal, and alternative tourist mobility solutions such as 
the Old Town Trolley, GoCar City Tours, hotel and airport shuttles, etc. 
 
Page P-1, Section: Year-Round Tourism  
San Diego is a world-class bike tourism destination. The 2021 Regional Plan should reflect the need for facilities to 
accommodate bicycle tourism. 
 
Page P-3, Section: Special Events 
SANDAG should consider adding pop-up safe bicycle parking to special events to incentivize San Diegans to ride their 
bicycles to special events. 
 
Page P-4, Section: Next Steps  
SANDAG should study traffic patterns of major tourist destinations and devise strategies to reduce VMT and incentivize 
public/active transit usage. 

The Regional Plan Appendix P highlights transit routes that provide access to major tourist destinations. The 
Regional Plan addresses connecting rural destinations with complete corridors to improve multimodal 
connectivity. In addition, the Central Mobility Hub and the San Ysidro Mobility Hub are noted since they will 
provide critical transit and flexible fleets connections and amenities for residents and visitors. The ideas 
mentioned in your comments to promote alternative tourist mobility solutions present an opportunity for 
collaboration with the tourism authority, visitors bureau, local chambers of commerce, and stakeholders such 
as your organization to seek future grant funding to develop a regional travel and tourism strategy.  
 

L340 Page S-21, Section: Active Transportation Network Input 
The five classification types described in this section don’t seem to match anywhere else in the SANDAG RTP, and 
should be rethought to better fit the language throughout the document. For example, this appendix references bike 
boulevards as Class IV facility, but Appendix L-25 describes a bicycle boulevard as “most similar to the Class 3 facility.” If 
SANDAG is going to change classification types for modelling purposes exclusively, this appendix should specify that. In 
addition, the Active Transportation Network Input should take into account the surrounding infrastructure (speed limits, 
driveways, and other bikeway intrusions) to determine the comfortability of riders using the facility. 

There was a misclassification of “cycle tracks” which are Class IV bikeways as per the CVC. We will make this 
edit. 

L341 Page T-25, Table T.9 
The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While theoretically true that a 
bicycle could use the existing network to access parks or retail within 15 minutes, our current street network is 
dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe infrastructure and most parks and retail spaces are not considered 
accessible by regional bicycle advocates. How was “Access” by bike defined and used in these calculations? Did safety, 
comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in defining “access” by bicycle? 

The data presented in this table are modeled results from SANDAG’s Activity Based Model (ABM). This model 
can take into account several factors such as travel distance, speed, and network availability but it cannot 
account for perceptions of safety, comfort. or availability of bike parking. Access is the ability to traverse the 
transportation network to the specified destination within the designated timeframe. The ABM is updated 
regularly with the latest available data and best practices to represent regional travel; please see Appendix S: 
Travel Demand Modeling Tools for more information. 

L342 Page T-27, Table T.10 
The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While theoretically true that a 
bicycle could use the existing network to access parks or retail within 15 minutes, our current street network is 
dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe infrastructure and most parks and retail spaces are not considered 
accessible by regional bicycle advocates. How was “Access” by bike defined and used in these calculations? Did safety, 
comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in defining “access” by bicycle? 

The data presented in this table are modeled results from SANDAG’s Activity Based Model (ABM). This model 
can take into account several factors such as travel distance, speed, and network availability but it cannot 
account for perceptions of safety, comfort. or availability of bike parking. Access is the ability to traverse the 
transportation network to the specified destination within the designated timeframe. The ABM is updated 
regularly with the latest available data and best practices to represent regional travel; please see Appendix S: 
Travel Demand Modeling Tools for more information. 

San Diego County Regional Airport Authority 

L343 The Draft 2021 Regional Plan’s Appendix BB (page BB-1) states that “routes included in the 2011 AMAP continue to be 
identified in the 2021 Regional Plan.” However, the following appear to be programmed into the Draft Plan: 
San Diego International Airport 
- Heavy Rail Grade Separation (Whitherby St. to Laurel St.) 
- I-5 Direct Access Ramps 
 
McClellan-Palomar Airport 
- Palomar Airport Road Widening (I-5 to Hidden Valley Rd.) 
- Additional Airport Access at Owens Ave. 

All of the routes identified in the 2011 AMAP are reflected in the same version or have been updated.  
 
H St Trolley to Cross Border Facility  
Commuter Rail 582 Central Mobility Hub to US Border Commuter Rail 583 National City to US Border LRT 510 
Blue Line Rapid 640 San Ysidro to Central Mobility Hub  
San Diego International Airport / ITC to Cross Border Facility  
 
Commuter Rail 582 Central Mobility Hub to US Border Mobility Hub.TL48 Rapid 640 San Ysidro to Central Mob 
Escondido to Cross Border Facility via I-15  
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- Modification of Future Route 445 
 
Gillespie Field 
- Gillespie Field Trolley Station Relocation 
- New Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Station 
- Marshall Avenue Intersection Improvements 
- BRT Routes (90, 870, & 890) Modifications 
 
Cross Border Xpress 
- SR 905/Britannia Interchange Capacity Increase 
- Britannia Road Widening 
- Siempre Viva Road Widening 
- Local Bus Route (661) Modifications 
 
As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan clarify whether these AMAP-identified priorities will 
be implemented or have been substituted with alternative implementation options. 

 
Rapid 235 transfer to Commuter Rail 582  
Escondido to San Diego International Airport/ITC via I-15  
Rapid 235 Escondido to Downtown San Diego Rapid Express 280 Escondido to Downtown San Diego 
Transfer to Airport Express  
McClellan Palomar Airport to San Diego International Airport via I-5Commuter Rail 398 (Coaster) Oceanside 
transfer at Central Mobility Hub APM  
 
McClellan Palomar Airport to Poinsettia Coaster Station 
 
Rapid 440 Carlsbad to Escondido via Palomar Airport Road 
Cross Border Facility to Otay Mesa & Iris Ave Trolley  
Rapid 638 Iris Trolley to Otay Mesa Rapid 950 Otay Mesa POE to Imperial Beach via 905 Commuter Rail 582 
Central Mobility Hub to US Border Commuter Rail 583 National City to US Border  
El Cajon Gillespie Field Trolley to UTC  
Rapid 870 El Cajon to UTC via Santee El Cajon Gillespie Field Trolley to Sorrento Mesa Rapid 890 El Cajon to 
Sorrento Mesa via Santee  

L344 Another recommendation in the Airport Transit Plan is the transition of MTS Bus Route 992, which is currently the main 
transit connection to the Airport, to a Rapid Bus service. It also suggested that combining the new Rapid 992 with other 
Rapid bus routes, such as the 215 along the El Cajon Boulevard corridor and 235 along the Interstate 15 corridor, could 
improve airport transit ridership by better linking to major regional destinations and by increasing single-seat access to 
the San Diego International Airport. 
 
As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan assess the potential ridership benefits from 
upgrading MTS Bus Route 992 to a Rapid service and extending other existing and planned Rapid routes to serve the 
SAN terminal areas. 

SANDAG will take this recommendation under consideration. 

L345 Figure 2.4 (Page 27) in the Draft Plan identifies regional mobility hub areas that could accommodate this increased 
demand for jobs, housing, shopping, and recreation, while being served by expanded transit networks. In the Airport 
Authority’s initial review, it appears that many of these hub areas are in close proximity to airports. 
 
As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan ensure that new incompatible land uses are not 
introduced near airports, as outlined in each ALUCP. The Draft Plan’s Environmental Impact Report should also formally 
assess any land use conflicts with the applicable ALUCPs. Important factors include: 
- Limiting new noise-sensitive development within an airport’s noise contours and ensuring that any new noise-
sensitive development includes sound insulation limiting the number of people in areas subject to the highest risk of 
aircraft accidents 
- Assuring aircraft safety and preserving airport operations by limiting the height of new structures and objects 

The land use pattern proposed in the 2021 Regional Plan focuses growth and development in the mobility hub 
areas. The allocation of housing units to subregional areas represents general areas projected for future 
growth and not precise locations for future housing development or housing unit type. The exercise of land 
use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions. 

L346 Page 21 in Appendix Y states that “when combined with the rate at which trucks produce emissions per day, 
neighborhoods in close proximity to the airport are put at a higher [air quality] risk” without citing any environmental 
impact study to substantiate this conclusion. 
 
The Airport Authority has ensured that current and future emissions from the San Diego International Airport’s activities 
are included in the most recent 2020 State Implementation Plan (2020 SIP) for attaining air quality standards in the San 
Diego region under the federal Clean Air Act. The 2020 SIP determined that SAN’s emissions can be accommodated 
without causing the region to experience additional exceedances of criteria pollutant standards. 

We have clarified the narrative in Appendix Y and cited CalEnviroScreen 3.0 for community pollution exposure 
and vulnerability data. 

L347 Figure 2.10 in Appendix Y is an outdated map of SAN, which doesn’t properly reflect the airport property boundaries and 
onsite aeronautical uses. 

We have replaced the outdated map with the Regional Location Map included in the San Diego International 
Airport Airfield Improvements and Terminal 1 Replacement Project Draft Environmental Assessment, released 
in June 2021. 

L348 Page 78 in Appendix Y includes statements that air cargo operations are constrained due to limited airport space for 
expansion. 
 
As identified in its 2013 Northside Improvements Environmental Assessment, the Airport Authority is proposing a new 
SAN Northside Cargo Development project. The project would include a consolidated as expanded apron to 
accommodate additional cargo aircraft parking. 
 
Additionally, the Airport Authority opened a new 93,000-square-foot Airline Support Building on North Harbor Drive this 

We have incorporated this updated information into Appendix Y. 
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year, which will allow for more efficient processing of bulky cargo items shipped in the bellies of passenger jets. 
Approximately 15% of SAN’s freight volumes are transported as “belly cargo.” 

L349 Page 78 in Appendix Y relies on the outdated 2009 Destination Lindbergh Study to estimate SAN’s air cargo capacity 
and identify cargo operational deficiencies. 
 
The FAA approved the most recent SAN aviation activity forecast in June 2019, which is publicly available at <a 
href=“http://www.san.org/plan”>www.san.org/plan</a>. The forecast anticipates that the number of cargo aircraft 
operations (i.e. takeoffs or landings) will increase by nearly 71% by 2050, even with the Airport’s single-runway 
configuration. 

We have incorporated this updated information in Appendix Y. 

L350 On page 20 in Appendix C, the Draft Plan states that its model relies on airport passenger survey data from 2008 to 
estimate airport-related travel patterns and demands on local and regional transportation facilities. The Airport 
Authority notes that ground access characteristics have changed dramatically over the last decade, especially with the 
introduction of rideshare companies. The Airport Authority also noticed that the modeling appears to be based on SAN 
aviation activity forecasts that were developed in 2013 (Figure S.18 in Appendix S). As previously stated, the FAA 
approved the most recent aviation activity forecast in June 2019, which is publicly available at www.san.org/plan. The 
new “constrained demand scenario” forecast estimates that SAN will serve approximately 20.3 million enplaned 
passengers in 2050. 

SANDAG appreciates you bringing to our attention new data that we can incorporate for future airport 
operations. We will incorporate the new aviation activity forecast in a post-Regional Plan version release of the 
activity-based model. 
  
While the current airport model was updated to include new ground access modes such as TNC usage, we 
will also be incorporating new survey data for the airport during the Central Mobility Hub study including 
calibration to the latest ground counts.  

San Diego County Taxpayers Association 

L351 What assumptions (i.e. debts service and length of projects) are going into estimating costs in YOE dollars?  The Cost Estimation Methodology and Funding Strategies for the RTP were presented to the SANDAG Board 
of Directors on March 21, 2021, Item No. 8B. This report and presentation described the various funding 
assumptions developed for the draft 2021 Regional Plan. The entire Board meeting can be found at 
www.sandag.org.  

L352 All existing TransNet funding has been claimed by currently running projects. How is the $15 billion in TransNet funding 
estimated? Is the $15 billion based on the assumption that San Diego voters will approve of a new extension to the 
program in 2024? How much of the $15 billion relies on the assumption that there will be TransNet revenue between 
2048 and 2050? 

How is the $15 billion in TransNet funding estimated? - See Appendix V for methodology. The $15 billion is in 
YOE dollars. 
 
Is the $15 billion based on the assumption that San Diego voters will approve of a new extension to the 
program in 2024? – Yes. 
 
How much of the $15 billion relies on the assumption that there will be TransNet revenue between 2048 and 
2050? - There is an estimate of $1.5 billion for 2049 and 2050 in YOE dollars. 

L353 Is the Quarterly TransNet Forecast a reliable source for estimating revenue from the Transportation Development Act 
(TDA) even though there have been observed “small differences” in TransNet and TDA growth rate? Is TDA growing 
faster than TransNet, or is it the other way around? 

From FY 2002 to FY 2020, on average TransNet growth has been just 0.2 percentage point higher than TDA. 
Therefore, SANDAG considers TransNet as a reliable source to estimate future TDA revenue in the long-term.  

L354 Has the growth of General Fund/Miscellaneous Local Road Funds been linear historically? Are you assuming that they 
will continue to be linear (why or why not)? If the 5-year average growth in these funds is 2.7, how did you derive a 3% 
growth during the period of the 2021 RTP implementation. Is this a weighted average or an average of averages across 
jurisdictions? 

The 5-year average is 2.7%, however, the 10-year average is 6.6% in the initial review of these funds. With 
additional information related to one more year of data, it revealed that the 10-year average was 3.6%. 
SANDAG believed it would be best to be conservative with these funds and assume an average of 3% growth 
that is consistent through 2048. This growth rate is linear as it should encompass the extreme highs and lows 
that accompanies this particular fund source. 

L355 How much of the value capture estimate (2.7 billion) relies on the estimated value of Central Mobility Hub Enhanced 
Infrastructure Financing as opposed to existing agreements and programs? 

59% 

L356 What is the Managed Lanes Feasibility Tool mentioned in Appendix V? What model or data did SANDAG use to estimate 
the $22 billion from FasTrak revenue? 

The Managed Lanes Feasibility Tool is an interactive dashboard model developed by SANDAG’s consultant, 
HNTB, that can be used to forecast managed lane performance and revenues. It has been used by agencies 
around the country to inform implementation of Managed Lane projects, phasing, and the development of 
associated operational policies. When outputs from the tool are compared to data from Managed Lanes once 
they are built, it has been found to be very accurate. This tool was used to estimate the FasTrak revenues 
included in the Regional Plan. The methodology uses revealed preference data from existing operating 
managed lanes across the country that were specifically selected to be representative based on conditions 
found to be similar to facilities in the San Diego region. The model analyzes existing traffic and proposed lane 
configuration for the San Diego facilities that are included in the Managed Lane network to assign traffic 
volumes. It assumes a baseline volume must be reached before drivers will be willing to pay for the Managed 
Lanes. Usage of the Managed Lanes is predicted based on the overall level of demand above the baseline 
volume, available capacity in the Managed Lane, and remaining capacity in the general purpose lanes. It 

www.sandag.org
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includes assumptions around high occupancy vehicle and clean air vehicle policies and discounts, traffic 
levels, growth rates, cost assumptions, lane capacity, toll rates and inflation.  

L357 How did SANDAG achieve a passenger farebox recovery rate of 35%, and what is the basis of SANDAG’s assumption that 
the recovery rate will be linear? Is the assumption that operating costs would be linear and that farebox recovery would 
follow the same linear growth? With proposed free fares, how will the estimated revenue be achieved? 

Farebox recovery ratio is calculated by dividing the system’s total fare revenue by its total operating expenses. 
Fare revenue is calculated by taking the ridership numbers that are generated through the Activity Based 
Model and multiplying them by the average fare. Operating costs grow by a Consumer Price Index of three 
percent annually. Each mode of transit has its own calculator for operating cost. Fare revenue does not grow 
at a linear rate. Ridership on routes changes based on new routes that come online, changes to land uses, and 
changes in the overall network. Free fares will be calculated with a subsidy given back to the operators to 
cover operating costs. Farebox recovery ratio should not change as a result but the amount of revenue 
subsidy will change. 

L358 What will be the source of funding for reduced or free fares? Is it sales tax based? Fare subsidies may be attached to sales tax measures but could be paid for by other sources as they become 
available. 

L359 What source of revenue is each project listed in Appendix A tied to? If a source of revenue runs low, are there alternative 
ways to fund the projects associated with that source of revenue? 

The project costs shown in Appendix A are related to the revenues explained and tabulated in Appendix V. 
Other than the revenues associated with the 2025 phased projects and programs, revenues sources are 
estimates based on future projections, coupled with historical information. If some of those future revenues 
don’t materialize for any reason, it is not unreasonable to anticipate other (currently unknown sources) may 
take their place. A good recent example is funding received from Senate Bill 1 (SB 1) that was not previously 
anticipated and contributed to real dollars available to the region for transportation projects. However, if any 
future dollars do not materialize, and are not backfilled from other sources, future plans would need to be 
updated. These types of updates can easily be captured incrementally, given that the Regional Plan is 
updated every four years. 

L360 What is the timeline for the development of each of the projects in Appendix A? Are delays in these timelines 
considered in the cost estimates? 

The project development timeline for the projects listed in Appendix A varies but generally follows a 6 to 14 
year window, depending on the project. These windows are inclusive of the planning/environmental/design 
and construction phases estimated for each project. For example, highway projects are estimated to be 
completed within 6 years once dollars are programmed and Rapid transit projects are assumed to have an 8 
year completion window. These estimates are based on recently completed projects in the region.  

L361 Have there been or will there be changes in the 2021 RTP to account for the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic? Is 
SANDAG assuming that the effects of the pandemic on people’s lifestyles and the economy will be short term? How do 
SANDAG’s assumptions about the pandemic impact the RTP? 

SANDAG has been considering the impacts of the pandemic on transportation. This includes tracking traffic 
levels on major corridors in the region and conducting surveys of commuters and employers across the region 
to understand how the pandemic might change travel behavior in the future. As a result of this research, the 
2021 Regional Plan assumes a much higher rate of telework. However only 39% of all occupations in the region 
are considered home workable. Also, the majority of employers in the region that expect to offer telework, 
reported that they will offer it on a part time basis to a portion of their employees after the pandemic. 
Therefor viable commute options will continue to be needed for the many commuters who have to travel to 
their job site.  
 
Also, a common misperception is that teleworkers don’t drive much. Data from our own regional household 
travel survey as well as data from the national household travel survey demonstrates that teleworkers actually 
make more discretionary trips for shopping, leisure, and social purposes. This is why we are seeing traffic 
volumes at or above pre-pandemic levels on our major corridors despite the fact that we have more people 
teleworking. To reduce car traffic in the future, more viable alternatives to driving are needed. The 2021 
Regional Plan proposes a variety of convenient travel options, including faster transit service and flexible fleet 
services, for all types of trips.  

L362 Are there technological assumptions as well in the RTP? Is the plan based on all current technology, or are there plans 
that are based on expected future technology? If some plans are dependent on future technology, how are you making 
sure that people will feel comfortable with using the new technology? 

The 2021 Regional Plan accounts for advancements in technology and potential impacts to the transportation 
system. For example, the Flexible Fleets of today will evolve to be connected and autonomous. Industry 
projections vary but widespread deployment of shared, autonomous services is unlikely until 2035 or later. The 
2021 Regional Plan lays out a strong backbone transportation network that will evolve and adapt as new 
technologies and demands change. As new and emerging technologies or Flexible Fleets become available, 
SANDAG will study, design, and test services to ensure they provide equitable, sustainable and inclusive 
options so all can benefit from the service. 

L363 Have there been changes related to the 2021 RTP already? If so, is there any feedback from users? Please provide a 
detailed response. 

Comments received on the 2021 Regional Plan and responses to each are documented in Appendix G of the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. This appendix also notes when comments on the draft 2021 Regional Plan 
resulted in changes to the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
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L364 What assumptions are made in the Transit Leap Capital Cost Estimate? Based on observed figures in the SF Bay Area, it 

seems that, for commuter rail alone, every mile requires $1billion. How does $55 billion for all Transit Leap capital costs 
break down into its modes? Answer to question 9 would probably address this if sufficiently detailed. 

Estimating costs for Transit Leap considered development options for new commuter rail, light rail/Trolley, 
and Rapid improvements to existing transit services. Costs were developed using the Federal Transit 
Administration Capital Cost Database, which is intended for developing order-of-magnitude cost estimates 
for conceptual transit projects. The cost models are automatically adjusted to account for differences in 
regional cost levels between locations. The unit costs generated from the Capital Cost Database were 
compared with known actual project costs for the San Diego region, and they were adjusted as necessary. 
Capital transit projects include cost estimates for construction (both station and segment per mile), right-of-
way acquisition, and other non-construction “soft” costs such as environmental review, planning, and design. 
The transit capital costs also include the costs of vehicles through the 30-year timeline of the 2021 Regional 
Plan. 

L365 Since $27.7 billion of the total estimated revenue will depend on the Regional Road User Charge, It seems that SANDAG 
is confident that the fee will be implemented in 2026. Why does SANDAG think that this fee would be popular among 
San Diego voters? Is the $27.7 billion based on the assumption that every kind of vehicle will be charged? If the fee is 
not approved by voters, is there a source of revenue that would replace it? 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan has been updated to reflect 2030 as the start of implementation for the 
road usage charge to better align with the timing that the State and other regions are expecting to transition 
to a road usage charge.  
 
Next year, SANDAG will study usage-based fees and the effect the fees will have on meeting established goals 
like greenhouse gas emissions reduction and improving equity for different income levels and different 
populations. The first phase of the study will calculate the true cost of driving a vehicle – the cost to own and 
operate a vehicle, the effect on road wear and tear, the cost of increasing capacity of the transportation 
system to meet demand, local and global pollution caused by both fuel powered and electric vehicles, traffic 
accidents, traffic congestion, and the cost of delays caused by congestion to the economy and to the quality 
of life of travelers. The study will determine how existing revenues currently funds different parts of the 
transportation system and how different populations are impacted. This foundational understanding will help 
SANDAG design a road usage charge program that encapsulates multiple factors to make it more fair across 
the community than the current transportation funding sources. 
 
The study will assess the potential impacts of user fees on San Diego residents, visitors, and businesses, 
particularly those relying heavily on transportation. SANDAG staff will consult with its Board of Directors, 
stakeholders, and community members to develop implementation strategies for a road usage charge. This 
includes policies such as who will pay what and how much, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. 
SANDAG is committed to developing a carefully constructed program that will ensure that no group, such as 
those driving fuel-powered vehicles, low-income individuals, rural residents, or those with long commutes, are 
paying more than their fair share. There are multiple mechanisms, such as caps and rebates, that will be 
explored to ensure a fair system. 
 
The road usage charge, which is being studied by both the federal and state governments, is being 
considered to replace an old tax system that is no longer relevant. We know this is a challenge and we respect 
the concerns raised. We are committed to having authentic dialogues to work through the challenges and 
create a revenue system that is flexible, sustainable, equitable, and fair to all. The intensive outreach and 
public participation process of the study will help design a system that appeals to San Diego voters. Many of 
the sources of revenue in the Regional Plan are uncertain, they are estimates that are developed with the best 
information we have available today. Some of these sources may not come to fruition, however there will also 
likely be new revenue sources available for transportation projects in the next 30 years that we cannot predict 
today.  
 
The revenue assumptions from the road usage charge in the Regional plan are based on an assumption that 
the fee would apply to resident trips, airport trips (SAN & CBX), visitor trips, and cross-border trips. Trips that 
were not included are freight, non-freight commercial, and trips that come into or through the County. Which 
types of trips are subject to a road usage charge will be refined in future plans as additional work is done 
towards implementation.  

L366 The total estimated revenue is about $30 billion more than the total estimated expenditure (in YOE dollars) for the 2021 
RTP. Where would the extra revenue go? 

There are over 30 sources of funding included in the projected revenues for the 2021 Regional Plan. While the 
assumptions used to develop these revenues are determined to be reasonable based on state and federal 
standards, the level of projected expenditures provides flexibility to account for any changes in the timing or 
availability of these funds over the next 30 years. 

L367 What is the assumption for increase in construction costs? What is the assumption for inflation? Do the construction 
cost estimates take into account both an increase in construction costs and inflation in the conversion to $2020? 

Increases in both construction and operating costs are tied to the inflation rate for the Plan which is an 
escalation rate of 1.93 percent annually applied (starting in 2021) from the 10-year moving average Engineering 
News Record (ENR) Los Angeles Construction Cost Index (CCI). 
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L368 Who participated in the peer review of your models and assumptions? The SANDAG Activity-Based Model 2+ (ABM2+) Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) included: 

 
Brian Gardner (Federal Highway Administration) 
Caroline Rodier (University of California, Davis) 
Joel Freedman (RSG) 
Sherry Ryan (San Diego State University) 
Wu Sun (San Diego Association of Governments) 
Bayarmaa Aleksandr (Southern California Association of Governments) - 2020 
Hsi-Hwa Hu (Southern California Association of Governments) - 2019 
Bruce Griesenbeck (Sacramento Area Council of Governments) 
Erik Ruehr (VRPA Technologies) 
Guy Rousseau (Atlanta Regional Commission) 
Joe Castiglione (San Francisco County Transportation Authority) 
Lisa Zorn (Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 
Maren Outwater (RSG) 
Nagendra Dhaker (RSG) 
Nesamani Kalandiyur (California Air Resources Board) 
Tom Rossi (Cambridge Systematics) 
Vladimir Livshits (Maricopa Association of Governments) 
 
The TAC panel meet in May 2019 and March 2020 regarding the ABM2+ model used in the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
For the population and jobs forecast we conducted three external Peer Review meetings as follows: 
March 2017 
 
Attendees 
 
Lynn Reaser, PhD, CBE Chief Economist; Point Loma Nazarene University 
 
Jeff Tayman, PhD Guest Lecturer, Demography and Economics, UCSD 
 
John Weeks, PhD Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Geography 
 
Erik Bruvold President, National University System Institute for Policy Research 
 
Dowell Myers, PhD Professor, Director, Population Dynamics Research Group 
 
Joe Salvo, PhD Director, Population Division, New York City Department of City Planning 
 
Ryan Ratcliff, PhD Associate Professor of Economics 
 
Stanley K Smith, PhD Professor of Economics; Research Demographer 
 
Steve Levy Center for the Continuing Study of the California Economy 
 
Ethan Sharygin, PhD Principal Demographer, California Department of Finance 
 
John Husing, PhD Primary Analyst, Economics and Politics, Inc. 
 
Ira Hirschman, Ph.D. Principal, Economic Services – U.S. Advisory Services 
 
February 2018 
 
Gary London- London-Moeder Advisors 
 
Frank Wen- Southern California Association of Governments 
 
Ryan Ratcliff- University of San Diego 
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Nathan Moeder- London-Moeder Advisors 
 
Ethan Sharygin- CA DOF 
 
April 2021 
 
Kirby Brady - City of San Diego 
 
Jeff Tayman - UCSD 
Gary London - London-Moeder Advisors 

L369 What is the time period when State Transit Assistance funding is expected to grow at 3% per year versus 5% per year? Is 
SANDAG’s goal to encourage use of public transportation being considered in making assumptions about the growth 
rate of STA revenue? 

STA funds are assumed to grow at a constant rate of 3% per year until 2035. The assumption then changes in 
2036 to 5% annually to align with the possible increase in Diesel tax and further legislation similar to SB1. STA 
is determined from Diesel tax and does not rely heavily on increase in public transit. 

L370 Does the State Highway Operations Protection Program only last for 10 years? When did it start, and, if it only lasts a 
decade, how will it be able support the 2021 RTP projects throughout their lifetimes? 

The State Highway Operations and Protection Program (SHOPP) is an ongoing four year program funded by 
the state, with projects selected from the state’s 10-year plan. This program was created by California Code 
14526 in 1977 and is adopted every two years along with the State Transportation Improvement Program 
(STIP). The program is expected to continue unless there is a change to California State Law. 

L371 How much of the Cap-and-Trade Revenue is, separately, from the Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program, Affordable 
Housing and Sustainable Communities program, and Carbon Transit Operations program? Given that the Transit and 
Intercity Rail Capital Program and AHSC are competitive programs, how are revenues from these programs estimated 
through 2050? Is there a source that shows prior success in receiving the competitive funds? 

The 2020 base year amounts are as follows: TIRCP $31.28M, AHSC $19.4M, and LCTOP $5.15M. For TIRCP, the 
region received approximately $31.278M/year on average from 2015-2020. This estimate assumes a 2% increase 
every year and a 10% increase every ten years starting in 2030. For AHSC, the region received approximately 
$19M/year on average for the first three competitive cycles and assumes a 10% increase every ten years 
starting in 2030. LCTOP received is approximately $5M/year since the first 2015 cycle estimated to increase 5% 
per year and is continuously appropriated from auction proceeds of Green House Gas Reduction (GGRF) 
funding and distributed based on the STA formula. 

L372 What percentage of total revenues are assumed to come from competitive funding sources? Competitive Fund sources are assumed to make up approximately 13% of the total plan revenue. Recent 
transportation legislation has seen a shift towards more competitive programs, so that amount could increase 
in the future, however SANDAG continues to compete well for funding both at a state and federal level due to 
our international border and major port status. 

L373 Why are Motorist Aid Services mentioned twice as a source of revenue (once as state and once as local revenue)? Are 
they referring to different sources of revenue? 

One program is state funded from the Freeway Service Patrol and SB1 funds and the Local program is funded 
from a $1 annual fee on vehicle registrations. 

L374 SANDAG assumes that the State FASTLANE will receive 20% of the state share of TCEP. In 2020, the revenue reflected 
19% of the shares. How much does 1% represent in funding money? Also, what is the basis for the different growth rate 
estimates? 

State FASTLANE assumes a 20% share of the state’s 40% share of SB1 TCEP target which is $300M/year. 40% of 
the $300M/year is $120M and 20% of that is $24M/year in 2018. In 2019, $24.5M is assumed and 2020 assumes 
$25M/year after applying the 2%/year estimated growth rate. 1% of the $25M estimate for 2020 represents 
$250K. State FASTLANE growth estimates assume a combination of new revenues from SB1, state and federal 
funds, as well as the state’s historic commitment to fund border projects, which is the reason for the different 
growth rate assumptions. 

L375 How much of the $2.8 billion in revenue estimate from State Managed Federal Programs come from each of the 
programs? What is the basis for the assumption that there would be additional revenue from Federal Highway 
Administration discretionary funds, and how much of the $2.8 billion depends on it? What is the basis for each of the 
estimated growth rates? 

The programs included are the Highway Bridge Program and the Highway Safety Improvement Program. The 
State is assumed to use its portion of federal funds to supplement the funding for these discretionary 
programs. The funding is projected to be 74% for Bridge and 26% for Safety programs. 
 
As these programs are funded from federal formula funds, the growth rates were assumed to be the same as 
CMAQ/RSTP and other federal highway formula funds 

L376 What is the short-term growth rate of the Solutions for Congested Corridors program that funds the Road Maintenance 
and Rehabilitation Account? 

There is no short-term growth rate for this fund source because it is an off-the-top, set amount per SB1 
legislation.  

L377 How much of the revenue from the Federal Transit Administration Formula programs go to Sections 5307, 5337, 5339, 
and 5310 each? What is the basis for the change in the growth rate of this revenue from 2% per year to 10% per six years? 

As part of the FTA revenues, the calculation includes 5307, 5337 and 5339 only. The average split is 65% of 5307, 
30% of 5337 and 5% of 5339. Based on past history of previous federal legislation the average annual increase 
of funding is 2% per year. The revenue assumptions include a 10% increase to account for new federal 
legislation which historically increases revenues substantially.  

L378 What is the basis for the assumption that the growth rate of CMAQ and regional STP revenue will change from 5% 
annually to 10% per six years in 2030? 

As new federal acts are approved, we assume a 10 % increase in funding to maintain buying power. 

L379 What is the growth rate of the Federal Highway Administration Discretionary revenue before 2030? What is the basis? 
What is the basis of the growth rate estimation beyond 2030? What years are the estimates based on? 

The estimates are based on the averages of actual grants received over the period of the grant programs (2011 
- 2020). Due to the elimination of federal earmarks, there is an assumption the funding will double due to 
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growth in the discretionary program funding. The growth rate assumes 5% in 2020 and remains flat until 
2030. Starting in 2030, we assume a 10% increase every 6 years with the approval of new federal transportation 
legislation.  

L380 How was the $294 million in Grant Anticipation calculated? The Grant Anticipation Notes are calculated from Mid-coast financial model that reflects actual issuance of 
GANs that occurred in 2018.  

L381 The San Diego Taxpayer Association submitted 6 tables with their comment letter requesting various revenue and cost 
estimate data and analysis. To view these tables, please see the full letter attached to this appendix. 

The requested data would require additional transportation model runs and analysis that are beyond the 
scope of the Regional Plan. 

L382 Are Ridehailing Company Service Fees anticipated to be on the 2024 ballot? Do ride hailing companies, separately, have 
to pay for the Road User Charge? What is the basis of the assumption that Ridehailing Company Service Fees would be 
popular among voters? 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the potential of usage-based fees and their 
capabilities in addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse gas emissions reduction. This study 
will also assess the potential impacts on businesses, particularly those relying heavily on transportation to do 
business. SANDAG staff will work with Board Members, stakeholders, and community members to develop 
implementation strategies for a road usage charge, including high level constructs of the program, such as 
who will pay, the fee structure, and the distribution of revenues. Whether Uber, Lyft, and food delivery drivers 
would be subject to a road usage charge, and if so, how it may impact the drivers and users of those services 
will be analyzed as part of this effort.  

L383 Have other states been successful so far in transitioning to a Road User Charge? A variety of states, in addition to California, are in various phases of piloting and deploying a transition to a 
Road Usage Charge, including Utah, Texas, and a Kansas/Minnesota joint effort. The state of Oregon is the 
furthest along, with their program called OReGO. Volunteer participants pay 1.8 cents for each mile they drive, 
and that money goes directly into the State Highway Fund. Starting in 2019, the Legislature authorized ODOT 
to allow unlimited OReGO participants. Drivers of fuel-powered vehicles can receive a credit for fuel tax and 
remote emissions testing, and drivers of electric vehicles are eligible for reduced registration fees. 

L384 How is the growth rate of Regional Road User Charge revenue 2.7% until 2050 when the assumption is that more people 
will use transit, as opposed to personal vehicles, with the success of the 2021 RTP? 

The road usage charge revenue assumptions were updated between the draft and final plan. The vehicle 
miles travelled (VMT) assumptions for the region show a decrease annually between 2040 and 2050. The per 
mile fee in 2020$ for the Regional Road Usage Charge also decreases between 2030 (first year of 
implementation) of .033 cents per mile to .028 cents per mile in 2050.  

L385 Which projects would be eliminated if Federal and State discretionary grants were not received? The plan relies on a host of revenues from federal, state, and local sources. Without all three of these sources 
comingled together, SANDAG would lose the ability to build a multitude of projects and would dampen the 
ability to maximize local dollars to garner additional funds. Additionally, given that the Plan includes a 30-year 
planning period, it is possible that some sources could be swapped for others as state and federal priorities 
change. 

L386 What projects would be impacted if the New Sales Tax and MTS Local Revenues measures do not pass? The absence of new sales tax would impact all types of projects in the Regional Plan. Additionally, the lack of a 
sales tax measure for MTS would minimize the amount of both transit infrastructure and transit operations in 
the MTS service area. 

L387 How do the Federal Transit Administration and CMAQ estimated growth rates reflect revenue from recent years? Federal Transit Administration (FTA) revenues increase by 2% on an annual basis which is consistent with 
historical increases. The Regional Plan assumes a new Federal Transportation Legislation Bill every 6 years 
which reflect past practices. With new legislation, it is assumed that revenues will have a one-time increase of 
10% which has historically been the case. 
 
Actual apportionment for federal highway formula funds during the years of the FAST Act would have 
averaged a 5% increase per year, consistent with the plan estimated growth rates, except for a decrease in 
CMAQ funds as a result of reaching the end of the maintenance period for carbon monoxide attainment in 
2018. That resulted in a decrease to our CMAQ apportionment in FFY 18/19, bringing the average to 4%. 
SANDAG does not foresee another decrease to CMAQ during the period of this plan so expects to see a 
continuation of the 5% increase per year. 

L388 What is the impact of reduced VMT on revenues from fuel taxes and tolls. Is this accounted for? SANDAG’s 2021 RP assumes the road usage charge will replace the gas tax revenue lost by the move to fuel 
efficient and zero emission vehicles.  
 
For example, if a regional agency estimated receiving $1 million in 2020 from the gas tax, then in 2030, they 
could have estimated receiving $500,000 from the gas tax, and $500,000 from a road usage charge.  

L389 Current Transportation Development Act (TDA) funds are currently used to support existing transportation services and 
state of good repair capital projects. Are the $7.6 billion TDA revenues in Appendix V existing TDA revenues or new 
sources of TDA revenues? 

The TDA established two funding sources: 1) Local Transportation Fund (LTF) and 2) State Transit Assistance 
(STA). The $7.6B in TDA revenues shown in Appendix V is based on these two existing fund sources.  
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L390 Where can we find the “2021 Regional Plan Transit Operations Costing” Excel workbook mentioned in Appendix U? Costing files are located in our SD Forward Data page at:  

https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/. 

San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group (SDTEWG) 

L391 1. A Regional Plan that Prioritizes environmental justice:  
Demonstrate environmental justice (EJ) communities are a priority by identifying projects that will improve their access 
to public transportation by 2025. These primarily low-income communities of color face the most pollution in the San 
Diego region and rely most on transit. The projects should include the development of a Safe Routes To Transit strategy 
and an early action project Mobility Hub at Euclid Transit Center.  
 
Recommendation:  
Include an equity specific project list as part of Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing document 
that provides all details including the expected project completion year.  
Response: Pull from 10 transit lifelines  
 
2. Youth opportunity Passes (YOP):  
Provide no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under to build generations of lifelong transit riders and connect 
youth to school, work, internships, and early career opportunities. 
 
Recommendation:  
Amend the Plan to explicitly state that transit fare subsidies will be allocated to fund no-cost transit for youth ages 24 
and under. The plan currently lacks a commitment to no-cost passes for this age group. 
 
3. Bus service every 10 minutes:  
 
Make bus service reliable and affordable now– we can’t afford to wait. Buses are one of the most cost-effective ways to 
get us where we need to go while cutting climate pollution. We need immediate solutions while big infrastructure 
projects are being built.  
 
Recommendation:  
Projects TL63, TL64, and TL65 on page A-52 of Appendix A, should include cost and bus frequency improvement details 
to demonstrate they will be prioritized, particularly those planned to be completed 2025. Simultaneously, only one of all 
the Transit Leap projects within the South Bay to Sorrento Corridor has a 2025 year implementation. The Transit Leap 
rapids listed on page A-12 through A-14 that will service environmental justice communities should be prioritized for a 
2025 completion. Finally, MTS should be included as an agency to collaborate as part of the partnerships listed on page 
B-3 of Appendix B and near-term actions for the implementation of bus frequency enhancements.  
 
4. Blue Line express:  
Build a 24-hour Express Blue Line. The Blue Line already has the highest ridership and is one of the best-performing 
transit lines in the region. However, it is overcrowded, has limited frequency, delayed connections, and no 24-hour 
service.  
 
Recommendation:  
The RP needs to outline clear construction of an additional track that can provide express 24- hour service. Currently, 
the project details fail to demonstrate that a third track will be implemented. According to project description TL13 on 
page A-14, a Blue Line (San Ysidro to UTC, Double/Third tracking and Grade Separations at Taylor/Ash) are planned for a 
2050 implementation.  
 
5. 24-hour service:  
By 2025, provide 24-hour service on popular transit routes to connect workers to their destinations. Participants in San 
Diego’s MTS community engagement efforts ranked this as their highest priority.  
 
Recommendation:  
Project ID TL63, TL64 and TL65 should include bus frequency increase to 24 hours. As well as all the Transit Leap projects 
within the South Bay to Sorrento that will service environmental justice communities.  
 
6. The Purple Line:  

1. The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific project list has 
been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H. As suggested, this list of projects with phasing will 
be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion and SANDAG 
agrees that this change will make it easier for the public to understand.  
 
2. This study will ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to 
be completed by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, 
students, and youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with 
stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth age 18 and under. 
 
3. SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, 
especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the 
agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action 
seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late nights, and/or 
provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on planned improvements to the bus 
network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will be added to Appendix A in the 
proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.  
 
4. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies 
increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. Grade separations and track work will help to improve the 
reliability on the Blue Line. Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will 
conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation 
Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project 
specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.  
 
5. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up to 
20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning efforts in the near 
future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation.  
 
6. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that 
include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582. The east-west Commuter Rail route 581 
between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the 
current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be 
built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 
2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the same 
alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via 
downtown San Diego. One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact 
Study.  
 
7. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the 
state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of 
$75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for 
zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission 
Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans. 
 
8. Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities and the county are 
best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan as those 
jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a 
Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 

https://sdforwarddata-sandag.hub.arcgis.com/
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and construction work for the Purple Line as a rail line that connects 
environmental justice communities in central City Heights and the South Bay to Sorrento.  
Recommendation: 
The detailed ridership analysis of the Purple Commuter Rail alignment listed on page A-15 is promising and points to a 
purple line that will include stations in City Heights. The RP should include project phasing that prioritizes the 
development of stations in central City Heights and the South Bay region with a 2035 project completion. 
 
7. An all-electric bus fleet by 2030:  
Accelerate the electrification of buses, because our communities cannot afford to wait 20 years to breathe cleaner air 
and reduce climate pollution.  
 
Recommendation:  
The transition to zero-emission buses, including rapid routes, should be accelerated for a 2030 completion with the 
support of recently approved state and federal funding sources. Page A-53 outlines program investments for Zero-
Emission Buses and Infrastructure. The funding should be redistributed to prioritize the program’s implementation to 
meet the 2030 completion goal.  
 
8. Anti-displacement strategies:  
Protect low-income communities of color living near transit corridors from gentrification with proactive strategies that 
include building affordable housing while preserving naturally occurring affordable housing, community ownership, 
and tenant protections. We need comprehensive solutions!  
 
Recommendation:  
We commend SANDAG for including a Regionwide Displacement Study for near-term implementation. The study is 
listed on page B-3 of Appendix B and should be completed before the adoption of the RP in order to truly inform and 
prevent displacement due to the plan’s implementation.  
 
9. Restroom access:  
Create a plan to make restrooms available to the public and provide MTS with funding for a clean and accessible 
restroom network with access at all major transit stations.  
 
Recommendations:  
Include restroom access as an item in the capital operations budgets. The 2021 Regional Plan states that “mobility needs 
to be widely accessible, affordable, easy to use, and tailored to a person’s individual needs. In short, mobility must be 
viewed as a basic human right”. State-of- the-art bathrooms are mobility and key to a successful transit system.  
 
10. Emergency-ready transit system:  
Provide transit for environmental justice communities to evacuate during emergencies. EJ communities are more 
vulnerable to climate disasters and more likely to live near industries, military operations and other dangerous activities 
that may have accidents that cause fires, leak toxins, and other crises.  
 
Recommendations:  
Include a study and implementation strategies to establish an emergency-ready transit as part of the near-term action 
in Appendix B within the Social Equity Planning Framework section. 

SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, 
consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its 
Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing 
incentive program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues.  
 
9. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at all new rail stations 
and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of bathrooms into existing stations.  
 
10. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles 
can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant 
program requires all grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, 
traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses. 

L392 Finally, the SDTEWG strongly recommends that SANDAG develop an equity pricing program, a Next OS equity plan, and 
policies that safeguard the privacy of Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC). The SDTEWG supports the efforts to 
implement a regional pricing strategy and the Next OS as long as they are implemented with an equity framework, 
which is not reflected in the Draft RP. All regional pricing strategies must include mechanisms to protect low-income 
families who cannot afford to pay to be able to drive. All Next OS infrastructure should give development priority to 
environmental justice communities. And, policies must be in place to ensure data collected does not target BIPOC or 
use the information to over-police our communities. 

SANDAG will launch a study in the next year to further study the pricing strategies and their capabilities in 
addressing various goals, including equity and greenhouse gas emissions reduction. SANDAG advances 
planning on technology initiatives such as Flexible Fleet pilots, Next OS, Mobility Hubs, equity will continue to 
be a priority for SANDAG.  

San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group (SDTEWG) - Supporting Organizations 

L393 The RP should include EJ specific solutions to be completed by the year 2025. The climate emergency is here and 
frontline communities cannot continue to wait for relief. The RP is a visionary document by nature, however, it must 
outline immediate benefits to improve the region’s economy, quality of life and sharply reduce air pollution and GHGs in 
most climate-impacted communities.  

1. The 2021 Regional Plan has been developed with equity at the forefront. An equity specific project list has 
been included in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan Appendix H.  As suggested, this list of projects with 
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10 Transit Lifelines Summarized Descriptions 
 
1. A Regional Plan that Centers Environmental Justice:  
Prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities by identifying projects that will improve their access to public 
transportation by 2025, which should include the development of a Safe Routes To Transit strategy and an early action 
project Mobility Hub at Euclid Transit Center.  
 
2. Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP):  
Provide no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under to build generations of lifelong transit riders and connect 
youth to school, work, internships, and early career opportunities.  
 
3. Bus Service every Ten Minutes:  
Make bus service reliable and affordable now - we can’t afford to wait. Buses are one of the most cost- effective ways to 
get us where we need to go while cutting climate pollution.  
 
4. Blue Line Express:  
Build a third track for a 24-hour Express Blue Line. The Blue Line already has the highest ridership and is one of the 
best-performing transit lines in the region.  
 
5. 24 Hour Service:  
Connect late-night and early-morning workers by 2025. Provide 24-hour service on popular transit routes to connect 
workers to their destinations.  
 
6. The Purple Line:  
Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and construction work for the Purple Line as a rail line that connects 
environmental justice communities in central City Heights and the South Bay to Sorrento Valley.  
 
7. An All-electric Bus Fleet:  
Accelerate the electrification of buses, because our communities cannot afford to wait 20 years to breathe cleaner air 
and reduce climate pollution.  
 
8. Anti-displacement Strategies:  
Protect low-income communities of color living near transit corridors from gentrification with proactive strategies that 
include building affordable housing while preserving naturally occurring affordable housing, community ownership, 
and tenant protections. We need comprehensive solutions!  
 
9. Restroom Access:  
Create a plan to make restrooms available to the public and provide MTS with funding for a clean and accessible 
restroom network with access at all popular transit stations.  
 
10. Emergency-ready Transit System:  
Provide transit for environmental justice communities to evacuate during emergencies. EJ communities are more 
vulnerable to climate disasters and more likely to live near industries, military operations and other dangerous activities 
that may have accidents that cause fires, leak toxins, and other crises.  
 
We urge the SANDAG Board to support the 10 Transit Lifelines and ensure their inclusion in the 2021 RP.  

phasing will be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Thank you for the suggestion 
and SANDAG agrees that this change will make it easier for the public to understand. 
 
2. One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed 
by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and 
youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on 
a one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.   
   
3. SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, 
especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the 
agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action 
seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will 
be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
   
4. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had 
frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and track work will help to 
improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the short 
term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus 
the project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line. 
     
5. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes increased service spans for the Trolley and bus service up 
to 20 hours per day. As SANDAG and the transit agencies move into more detailed planning efforts in the near 
future, some routes will be considered for 24-hour operation. 
   
6. The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that 
include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 
581 between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the 
current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be 
built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 
2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the same 
alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via 
downtown San Diego.    
 
7. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the 
state’s Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of 
$75 million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for 
zero-emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission 
Bus (ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  
 
8. Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities and the county are 
best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan as those 
jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a 
Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, 
consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its 
Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing 
incentive program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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9. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at all new rail stations 
and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of bathrooms into existing stations.  
 
10. MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles 
can be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant 
program requires all grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, 
traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses.  

SanDiego350 Transportation Committee 

L394 1: Reduce GHG emissions from cars and light trucks to fight the Climate Crisis.  
 
We ask you to meet bolder GHG emission reduction targets. Climate change is accelerating and its effects are 
devastating environmental justice communities. For our families and children to have a livable future we cannot wait 
any longer to respond.  
 
Transportation accounts for half of the GHG emissions in the San Diego region. The targeted 20% reduction per capita of 
GHG emissions from cars and light trucks below 2005 levels by 2035 will have only a small impact on the GHG emissions 
from transportation, even if we successfully reach that goal. The emissions reduction goal must be at least 50% by 2030. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. 
Reducing GHG emissions to achieve state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. SANDAG looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners 
to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan.  

L395 To rapidly reduce GHG emissions, we ask you to accelerate the timeline for development and improvement of transit 
(trolleys, trains, and buses) and active transportation (biking and walking). Also, the plan must include effective 
strategies to encourage a rapid shift away from cars to public transit and from fossil fuel burning vehicles to zero-
emission vehicles. Managed lanes on freeways should be implemented to enable buses to run faster and on-time and so 
that they are a more attractive means of transportation than cars. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is focused on creating more mobility options to all people in the San Diego region 
through a fast, reliable and fair public transportation system and micromobility options including e-bikes and 
scooters, rideshare, and microtransit shuttles. The Regional Plan also proposes a network of managed lanes 
using existing infrastructure that provide priority access to people using transit, carpooling, or vanpooling.  

L396 2. By 2023 or sooner, implement no-cost youth transit passes for those 24 and younger.  
 
This would advance social justice by helping youth, who often lack resources, to travel to education, employment, and 
services. This would immediately improve transit ridership numbers and contribute to transit being seen as a viable 
alternative to car travel.  
 
Youth passes are an investment in the success of transit, as youth who are accustomed to using transit become adults 
who will choose buses and trains over cars. 

One of the Implementation Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  This study will 
ensure public stakeholders get the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed 
by FY2024, will include an evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and 
youth. While that work is underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on 
a one-year pilot that may provide free fares for youth under age 19.   

L397 3: Improve the transit system now to make it more frequent, reliable, accessible, affordable and fast.  
 
The 2021 Regional Plan must prioritize improvements in public transit. We need a real alternative now in order to begin 
the transition away from cars without delay. The current transit system needs to improve by increasing passenger 
capacity, frequency and service hours on popular lines to make it more convenient, reliable, accessible, and fast. This 
means 24 hour service and 10 minute frequency on many popular bus routes currently in service. This should be done 
immediately to introduce the public to a new transit era by providing MTS and NCTD with the necessary financial 
support. 

SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible transit, 
especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG Transportation 
Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to amend the 
agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. This action 
seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will 
be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan.   

L398 3: Prioritize the needs of Disadvantaged, Environmental Justice Communities.  
 
Disadvantaged, Environmental Justice Communities, which disproportionately suffer from the effects of climate 
change, cannot afford to wait; they need immediate improvements while long-term infrastructure projects are 
developed. This means not building new roads, accelerating the Purple Line, and collaborating with MTS and NCTD to 
make improvements to the Blue Line and Sprinter and add Bus Rapid Transit routes to serve those communities.  
 
We ask for the completion of the Purple Line via City Heights all the way to the border by 2035 instead of stopping in 
National City per the draft Regional Plan. That is because half of the Purple Line ridership will come from Chula Vista, 
Imperial Beach, and Tijuana. We also ask for enhancement to the Blue Line to reduce travel time from the border and 
South Bay region to downtown to provide faster access to the jobs in the downtown area.  
 

The Blue Line Trolley is one of the most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had 
frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and track work will help to 
improve the reliability on the Blue Line.  Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the short 
term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term 
Implementation Action (included in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus 
the project specifications and clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.   
 
Additionally, the South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying 
alternatives that include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582.  The east-west 
Commuter Rail route 581 between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via 
SDSU includes that station in the current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to 
Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula 
Vista, and to the border by 2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National 
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Road improvements such as grade separations at railroad crossings should be included in the plan to reduce traffic 
gridlock, congestion, and idling that cause air pollution and health problems. 

City on the same alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central 
Mobility Hub via downtown San Diego.    
 
The proposed 2021 Regional Plan includes grade separations for the Orange, Green, and Blue Line Trolley in 
several locations.  

L399 4: Transition to a Zero Emission Bus Fleet by 2030  
 
Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean Transit rule. Our communities of concern suffer with high 
levels of toxic pollution and cannot wait 20 years to reduce toxic and greenhouse gas emissions. Investment in zero 
emission buses now will improve residents’ health and help people thrive in San Diego County. These actions taken now 
will save money in the long term. The scale of our ambitions must reflect the magnitude of the challenge. SANDAG 
must invest heavily in infrastructure to continue and accelerate that transition. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan supports the electrification of the region’s transit buses and the state’s 
Innovative Clean Transit regulation. Appendices A and B include SANDAG’s proposed commitment of $75 
million through 2025, $250 million between 2026 to 2035, and $332 million between 2036 and 2050 for zero-
emission buses and infrastructure to accelerate the implementation of MTS’ and NCTD’s Zero Emission Bus 
(ZEB) Rollout Plans. Transit agency ZEB Rollout Plans are on the CARB website here:  
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans.  

L400 5: Identify Anti-Displacement strategies:  
 
Develop an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-income housing and preservation of existing 
affordable housing, community ownership, and tenant protections as part of the comprehensive solutions for any 
possible impacts of new transit infrastructures. We ask SANDAG to provide an update on the status of the anti-
displacement study. 

Land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities and the county are 
best positioned to effectively implement the objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan as those 
jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a 
Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. 
SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, 
consider climate change and resilience, consistency with the transportation improvements included in the 
Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its 
Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other interested stakeholders to ensure the housing 
incentive program promotes equity and addresses gentrification, displacement, and other issues.  

L401 6: Develop an Emergency Ready Transit System:  
 
There is a need for Environmental Justice Community residents to have an escape route from a community-wide 
emergency situation such as occurred recently in a ship fire at the Port. We ask for planning and implementation of a 
transit emergency response strategy that is fully funded. Communities of concern are most vulnerable to climate 
disasters. 

MTS and NCTD work closely with the County Office of Emergency Services to ensure that transit vehicles can 
be used in the case of any public emergency. Additionally, SANDAG’s specialized transportation grant 
program requires all grantees to work with the County to get their wheelchair accessible vehicles registered 
to assist in emergencies. Appendix Q also describes emergency evacuation strategies, including signaling, 
traffic control guides, roadblocks and barricades, electronic signage, land expansion, contra-flow lanes, 
traveler information services, use of mass transit, and airport uses.  

L402 7: World Class Transit System with Amenities  
 
We ask for a truly world class transit system that all members of our society and visitors, regardless of their age and 
physical condition, can use without hesitation. This requires amenities including clean bathrooms at major transit 
stations and hubs, electronic information on trolley, train, and bus schedules, routes, and transfer information, seats and 
sun shelters at all stations and stops, safety provisions for all transit users including persons with disabilities. These 
amenities would provide comfort and dignity to all transit riders. 

The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment to building bathrooms at all new rail stations 
and developing a bathroom access plan to study the incorporation of bathrooms into existing stations. MTS is 
working to provide shelters throughout the region. Bus shelters are provided wherever there is sufficient right 
of way to locate them. Any new infrastructure build would include shelters. Complete Streets designs are an 
important component of SANDAG’s planning today and will be included on projects in the future. As part of 
larger infrastructure projects like Next Generation Rapid, Trolley and Commuter Rail, all stations will have 
shelters. A goal of the Next Operating System (Next OS) is to provide real time transportation updates about 
transit schedules and transfer information at travel kiosks and phone applications for travelers to better plan 
their trips.  

Sierra Club San Diego 

L403 All aspects of the RTP are important, although consistent and reliable funding of the plan requirements are essential to 
achieving the RTP goals. The very backbone of RTP realization is early environmental mitigation, planned, funded and 
ready to be implemented within San Diego County. The same careful planning should include provisions for 
maintenance of the Multi Species Conservation Program (MSCP) and conserving Multiple Habitat Planning Areas 
(MHPA). Not only are these lands invaluable in their own right for the preservation of plant and animal species, they are 
essential to any Climate Action Plan due to their ability to sequester carbon. 

The conservation of native species and their habitat is a key component of SANDAG’s Sustainable 
Communities Strategy. The land use pattern of the 2021 Regional Plan envisions greater compact 
development in areas served by high frequency, efficient transit. The result is less urban sprawl and less 
impacts to native habitat and species. Appendix AA Regional Habitat Conservation Vision of the Regional Plan 
describes the region’s efforts to develop and implement a system of open space for conservation of San 
Diego’s unique biodiversity. Additional information has also been added to Chapter 2 of the 2021 Regional 
Plan.  

L404 This initiative for early environmental mitigation is expected to expedite the implementation of transportation projects 
and reduce the costs associated with mitigation or permit delays. 
To be absolutely clear, Sierra Club endorses the earliest possible environmental conservation, mitigation, or remediation. 
Any delays associated with Capital projects should not reflect on the mitigation capabilities of the environmental 
community or SANDAG. 
 
In the introductory section of the RTP numerous potential funding sources are provided. On the subject of funding, we 
are reminded of the fragility of transportation appropriations at the state and regional level. Gasoline sales tax revenue 
offers a lesson on the ephemeral nature of voter approved gasoline sales tax revenue increases. In this instance, cars and 
light trucks have simultaneously improved in miles per gallon along with the advent of increased electric vehicles (EVs) 

Regional habitat conservation plans have been established by some of the local jurisdictions within the 
region. Participating jurisdictions that adopted a habitat conservation plan were provided the authority to 
impact (“take”) endangered species if they implemented the conservation provisions in their Plan. One of 
those provisions was to establish a regional funding source for habitat conservation. SANDAG does not have 
“take” authority, but has assisted the region by leveraging its funding to acquire critical habitat for the 
mitigation of regional transportation projects, providing stop gap funding for regional management and 
monitoring, and inclusion of regional funding into the 2016 Proposition A. 

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/innovative-clean-transit/ict-rollout-plans
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both of which have contributed to a substantial reduction in gasoline sales tax revenue. This eye-opening shortfall at the 
state level reflects a local focus when evaluating ballot box funding. The San Diego region failed to fund the proposed 
2016 Proposition A Transnet sales tax increase of one quarter cent, although vigorously supported by SANDAG and 
numerous environmental organizations. At that point SANDAG was left with the barest of funding options. 
 
This stark demonstration of the unreliability of voter support for tax increases should not be lost on SANDAG Board 
members. Reliance on temporary budget sources are unstable and insufficient if they are based on assumption of bond 
debt refinancing, stock market appreciation, population increases, or property or sales tax increases. Funding must be 
secured with initial and sustainable investments for a minimum of the first 10-years of the RTP approved environmental 
mitigation projects. Without such funded safety measures the RTP is confronted with speculative-by-nature “Revenue 
Assumptions”. The below italicized and bolded statements are taken directly from the RTP supporting documents. 
 
Appendix V: Funding and Revenues Assumptions 
The assumptions made for each major revenue source included in the Plan’s financial analysis are provided below. All 
revenues have been escalated to the year that dollars are expended, and they are based on the escalation factor 
appropriate for that specific revenue source. Additional details for each fund source also are included in Technical 
Appendix 1. 
 
By its very definition, the conjecture surrounding proposed long-term financing and funding is apparent in the 
fundamental terms Assumptions and Escalation, which indicate the uncertainty regarding this 29- year duration RTP. 
The SANDAG Board members must do everything possible to remove the associated uncertainty and doubts of reliable 
and assured revenue. This initiative for early environmental mitigation is the keystone to the RTP realization and must 
be securely funded upon SANDAG Board approval and initiation of the RTP 2050 Transportation Plan. 
 
“Without a regional funding source, the implementation—and ultimately, the success—of these plans to protect species 
and their habitats from extinction falls into question.” Regional funding:AA-6 

L405 The environmental community has repeatedly advised SANDAG staff and Board members that this SANDAG statement 
is clearly factual, warranted, and long predicted. It would behoove senior staff, 
  
under direction of the Board of Directors, to lobby for state and federal environmental grant funding or appropriations. 
The current, unprecedented state budget surplus is too great an opportunity to ignore in light of the devastating 
consequences of doing nothing for lack of funding and planning. 
 
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1236_5646.pdf 
$2.59 billion is the sum of potential grants from the year 2018 titled Transportation Funding in the San Diego Region. 
While this budget would be stunning news in the environmental community, this grant funding is only available for 
SANDAG’s CAPITAL projects. This would include new construction, expansion, renovation, or replacement projects for an 
existing facility, however there would be no mitigation funding for the environmental impacts of the new infrastructure 
or associated construction. It appears staff went to a great effort in meticulous searches to locate these CAPITAL grants. 
We request that staff accomplish the same depth of research for environmental mitigation and remediation grants. The 
rhetoric of “early environmental mitigation” will be far more convincing when SANDAG becomes a proactive source of 
grant funding information for San Diego’s NGOs. The equity chasm between Capital projects and the mitigation funding 
to initiate projects is breathtaking and unacceptable. 
 
“The estimated unfunded regional cost to implement the regional habitat conservation plans was $3.0 billion.” 

On January 28, 2011 the SANDAG’s Quality of Life Subcommittee discussed regional funding need for various 
infrastructure; habitat conservation was one of those discussed. The estimated funding need was $3,083 
million in 2010$. https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_2872_12391.pdf. 
 
To assist the region to meet its habitat conservation goals, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan has 
identified $2,087 million for an enhanced habitat conservation, management, and monitoring program. These 
funds are complemented with a $565 million Nature-Based Climate Solutions Program that will promote both 
habitat conservation and restoration and carbon sequestration (See Climate Adaptation and Resilience 
programs). In addition, future mitigation of the transportation projects included in the 2021 Regional Plan will 
result in an additional $300-$500 million of land acquisition and restoration for habitat mitigation 
(incorporated in project costs presented in Appendix A). 

L406 SANDAG Board members please compare this TransNet EMP land grant program to the CAPITAL projects multibillion 
dollar budget. To say the environmental community is “challenged” speaks to this massive funding and equity disparity. 
Please consider that in 2011 the deficit was $3 billion. In 2021 the equivalent dollar shortfall is $3.62 billion. 
 
“Allocation of $4 million is done annually by the SANDAG Board of Directors pursuant to a two-year work plan. A portion 
of this funding is allocated and distributed through a competitive TransNet EMP Land Management Grant Program to 
maintain the integrity of existing regional habitat preserves through enhanced land management.” 
 
While the environmental community is grateful, $4 million a year will require 75-years to catch up to 2011 environmental 
standards and funding deficit, to say nothing of funding the present Regional Habitat Conservation Vision: 
 

Through SANDAG’s Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP), $4 million dollars has been allocated annually 
to assist the region with land management and biological monitoring. The funding has established nine 
cycles of land management grants, the development of the management strategic plan, regional monitoring 
and the establishment of the San Diego Management and Monitoring Program (SDMMP).  

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_2872_12391.pdf
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A steady, secure regional funding source is needed to complete the land acquisitions as proposed and to provide for 
ongoing land management. San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan AA-10 

L407 Simply stated, SANDAG’s PROTECT, RESPECT and CONNECT current environmental theme will largely remain a slogan 
until funding becomes a serious SANDAG Board of Directors priority. As San Diego’s premier and leading planning 
organization, the environmental community is mystified by the seeming lack of Board direction for the required 
environmental reviews and mitigation for CAPITAL projects. 
 
When developing the Regional Habitat Conservation Vision, several barriers were identified that have slowed efforts to 
fully address regional habitat conservation within the region, including a lack of ongoing secure regional funding, a lack 
of institutional knowledge and public awareness, and waning political focus on habitat conservation. 
 
Similarly, the focus on habitat conservation as a major public policy issued (SIC) has waned since the 1990s. Public policy 
focuses on imminent issues. Over the years, environmental public policy has shifted towards stormwater issues and 
climate adaption as the top-of mind issues. Ironically, habitat conservation contributes towards resolving each of these 
issues. In some respects, regional habitat conservation is a victim of its own success; being perceived as an issue that 
has been resolved by the region without an understanding of the current gaps. 
 
As we evaluate potential funding for existing conserved lands, MSCP Preapproved Mitigation Areas (PAMA), defined 
reserves, preserve and managed properties, it becomes abundantly clear that there are no planned funding objectives 
of substance for the San Diego Region’s natural lands. Natural lands protection is currently limited to $4 million. This 
defect is delineated in the void of conservation funding in Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology of 18 different 
forecast costs budget totaling $163,536,000,000. In this unprecedented budget no funds are planned for maintaining 
MSCP conservation lands and the required mitigation for Capital projects. https://sdforward.com/docs/default-
source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-aa---regional-habitat-conservation- vision.pdf?sfvrsn=bb44fd65_2 AA-4 

To assist the region to meet its habitat conservation goals, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan has 
identified $2,087 million for an enhanced habitat conservation, management, and monitoring program. These 
funds are complemented with a $565 million Nature-Based Climate Solutions Program that will promote both 
habitat conservation and restoration and carbon sequestration (See Climate Adaptation and Resilience 
programs). In addition, future mitigation of the transportation projects included in the 2021 Regional Plan will 
result in an additional $300-$500 million of land acquisition and restoration for habitat mitigation 
(incorporated in project costs presented in Appendix A). In total, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
identified $3 billion for habitat conservation efforts.  
 
SANDAG is committed to working with its regional partners to identify funding to fulfill this commitment. 

L408 The TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) also established the San Diego Management and Monitoring 
Program (SDMMP) to provide a coordinated, scientific approach to management and biological monitoring of 
conserved lands in San Diego County. Appendix AA, addressing The Regional Habitat Conservation Vision contradicts 
the illusion of effective planning by the $3.0 billion funding deficiency from 2011 to date. Essentially, the natural lands 
preservation budget is bereft of new funding sources, relying exclusively on the existing $4,000,000 per year of the 
original TransNET sales tax funding. 

As described above, the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan identifies $3 billion for habitat conservation efforts. 
SANDAG is committed to working with its regional partners to identify funding to fulfill this commitment. 

L409 Without a regional funding source, the implementation—and ultimately, the success—of these plans to protect species 
and their habitats from extinction falls into question. In 2011, the estimated unfunded regional cost to implement the 
regional habitat conservation plans was $3.0 billion. This SANDAG RTP statement could not be more timely or 
appropriate for discussions and decisions to cure the unfunded regional cost. Hesitation to address funding 
requirements accomplishes nothing. Sierra Club can only speculate on the huge shortfall confronting SANDAG and the 
San Diego region environment the RTP claims to safeguard. The 2011 deficit in today’s dollar value would be $3.62 billion 
and climbing. 
 
The bottom line of this Sierra Club communication, is that the RTP plan does not address the on-the- ground reality of 
SANDAG acting as though the agency did not bear planning responsibility for the huge, and growing, natural land 
MSCP conservation and preservation costs. Instead, regardless of environmental mitigation first claims, SANDAG has 
devoted their economic resources solely to CAPITAL projects, disregarding the costs of maintaining already preserved 
and reserved MSCP lands and mitigating the carbon associated with these capital projects. 

As of September 2021, SANDAG has provided $161 million towards acquisition of lands for capital project 
mitigation,  
$55 million for regional land management and monitoring, and $16.6 million of Land Management grant 
funds. 

L410 With a $196 billion California budget passed, it is inappropriate that the entirety of San Diego’s MSCP conserved and 
MHPA protected lands are hobbled with a $4 million spending limit. SANDAG must exert the same efforts researching 
state and federal environmental protection grants or state appropriations as it demonstrates with the vastly more 
expensive CAPITAL project grants. 

Thank you very much for your comment. 

Teresa Montero 

L411 I have been a Logan Heights resident (OR BUSINESS OR NON PROFIT) for 10 years. I live 1 blocks from Interstate 5 
writing to express my support for the incorporation of a project which goal is to address social and economic inequity, 
rising levels of health concerns aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation injustices in San Diego’s 
Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities. Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project 
as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan)  
 

Caltrans District 11 has also expressed interest in exploring opportunities for freeway caps. In alignment with 
the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG and Caltrans District 11 are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans in coordination with agency partners and local city governments. Comprehensive Multimodal 
Corridor Plans (CMCPs) are data-driven plans to reduce congestion and generate transportation choices while 
preserving community character and creating opportunities for enhancement projects. Opportunities for 
freeway caps will be considered in the CMCPs. 
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Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has 
burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan 
Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the 
barriers that the 1-5 created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable housing. All goals in line with 
the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air.  
 
As mentioned, the construction of the 1-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the construction allowed for 
transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood 
composed of nearly 90% Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that 1-5 has created much insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, 
separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal - a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft 
Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call 
out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio 
Logan/Logan Heights are: 
The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8)  
 
Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, Project 
ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11)  
 
Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor 
Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A-12)  
 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in 
relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 
since it would help reach the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these reasons, our community is 
looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 

University Professional and Technical Employees - CWA 9119, Local 9 UCSD 

L412 While the Regional Plan is the boldest that SANDAG has proposed in decades, it is still highway first, which perpetuates 
a state of structural immobility, and will take too long to create necessary changes for public transit to be an alternative 
to cars and address our climate crisis. As transportation accounts for 41% of greenhouse gas emissions in San Diego, we 
have the opportunity to greatly reduce GHG emissions and create a more socially equitable region, by improving our 
transit system. 
Therefore, I urge you on behalf of the SDTEWG to support these proposed changes: 
1. Meet the required greenhouse gas emission targets, and ensure measures actually get us to those goals, by using the 
federal and state funds available to create high quality union jobs. Climate change is accelerating and we are currently 
seeing the results, which is especially devastating to frontline communities, so the emissions reduction goal of 40% by 
2030 is inadequate to meet the climate crisis. 
2. Accelerate the timeline for all transit (trollies, buses, rail) and biking infrastructure improvements and prioritize the 
Environmental Justice communities that need transit solutions the most. Environmental Justice communities cannot 
afford to wait; they need immediate improvements while the long-term infrastructure projects are being planned. This 
means no new roads but rather accelerating the purple line and collaborating with MTS to make improvements to the 
blue line, both of which serve these communities. 
3. Develop a transit system that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible by increasing passenger capacity and frequency 
on popular lines. This should be done immediately to introduce the public to a new transit era by providing MTS and 
NCTD with the necessary financial support for implementation. 
4. Create and fund an anti-displacement strategy to protect vulnerable communities living near transit corridors by 
developing new affordable housing, preserving existing affordable housing, encouraging community ownership. 
5. Make immediate improvements to current amenities surrounding transit stops with dedicated funding. Amenities 

The 2021 Regional Plan is required to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from passenger vehicles and 
light-duty trucks by 19% per capita by 2035 compared to 2005 levels, as mandated by Senate Bill (SB) 375. 
Reducing GHG emissions and achieving state goals related to carbon neutrality requires actions at all levels of 
government. SANDAG looks to support and encourage local jurisdictions, state agencies, and other partners 
to reduce emissions beyond what is included in the 2021 Regional Plan. The Blue Line Trolley is one of the 
most successful light rail lines in the nation. It recently had frequencies increased to 7.5 minutes 
from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.  Grade separations and track work will help to improve the reliability on the Blue 
Line.  Appendix A includes specifics on these projects, but in the short term SANDAG will conduct a Blue Line 
Express Feasibility and Conceptual Engineering Study as a Near-Term Implementation Action (included 
in proposed final Appendix B: Implementation Actions). The study will focus the project specifications and 
clarify next steps for express connectivity along the Blue Line.  
 
The South Bay to Sorrento Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan is currently studying alternatives that 
include a station in City Heights along the Commuter Rail Route 582.  The east-west Commuter Rail route 
581 between El Cajon and Downtown San Diego/Central Mobility Hub via SDSU includes that station in the 
current proposed alignment. The first part of Route 582, from National City to Sorrento Mesa, is expected to be 
built by 2035 and is planned to be extended south from National City, to Chula Vista, and to the border by 
2050. An additional route, Commuter Rail 583, traveling from the border to National City on the same 
alignment as the 582, is expected to be built by 2050 along with a branch to the Central Mobility Hub via 
downtown San Diego.   SANDAG agrees that action is needed now to provide fast, frequent, reliable, and 
accessible transit, especially on highly utilized routes. Staff are bringing forward an item to the SANDAG 
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include benches, shade from the elements, and bathrooms which should all be accessible according to ADA regulations. 
6. Begin no-cost transit passes for youth 24 years old and younger in 2023, not 2027. No-cost transit passes encourage 
significant participation in public transportation and help shift expectations for how San Diegans use transit. 

Transportation Committee and to the Board of Directors in advance of approval of the 2021 Regional Plan to 
amend the agency budget and act now to invest in transit that benefits environmental justice communities. 
This action seeks to increase services on transit lines that have infrequent service in the evenings and late 
nights, and/or provide fare subsidies for youth riders. Additionally, further clarification on 
planned improvements to the bus network, including frequency and span-of-service improvements, will 
be added to Appendix A in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. Land use authority is reserved to local 
jurisdictions – the cities and the county. The cities and the county are best positioned to effectively implement 
the objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan as those jurisdictions understand the unique needs of their 
communities and geographies. SANDAG is developing a Regional Housing Incentive Program and it will meet 
the goals of the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG’s housing incentive program will include 
development of a regional anti-displacement strategy, consider climate change and resilience, consistency 
with the transportation improvements included in the Regional Plan, and alignment with SANDAG grant 
programs. Additionally, SANDAG will coordinate with its Social Equity Working Group, tribal nations, and other 
interested stakeholders to ensure the housing incentive program promotes equity and addresses 
gentrification, displacement, and other issues. The proposed final 2021 Regional Plan includes a commitment 
to building bathrooms at all new rail stations and developing a bathroom access plan to study the 
incorporation of bathrooms into existing stations. MTS is working to provide shelters throughout the region. 
Bus shelters are provided wherever there is sufficient right of way to locate them. Any new infrastructure 
build would include shelters. Complete Streets designs are an important component of SANDAG’s planning 
today and will be included on projects in the future. As part of larger infrastructure projects like Next 
Generation Rapid, Trolley and Commuter Rail, all stations will have shelters. One of the Implementation 
Actions listed in Appendix B is a Regional Fare Impact Study.  This study will ensure public stakeholders get 
the chance to weigh in on the options. The study, expected to be completed by FY2024, will include an 
evaluation of fare subsidies for people with low incomes, seniors, students, and youth. While that work is 
underway, staff from SANDAG, MTS, and NCTD are working with stakeholders on a one-year pilot that may 
provide free fares for youth age 18 and under.   

Urban League of San Diego County; LISC San Diego; People's Association of Justice Advocates; National Black Contractors Association 

L413 We are very concerned that the plan does not address both AB 686 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing and 
Sustainable Communities Strategy as interpreted by the California Air Resource Board (CARB) “to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions from driving, which can also foster healthier and more equitable and sustainable communities.” 

The 2021 Regional Plan, including its Sustainable Communities Strategy and the Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment (RHNA) Plan, meets state-required greenhouse gas emission reductions while also improving 
social equity. 

L414 SANDAG through the 2021 Regional Plan has an opportunity under AB 686 and the CARB 2018 Progress Report to begin 
the process of ending the current legal apartheid that exists in our communities and ensure that California meets its 
greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets for 2030 and beyond with how communities are “planned, funded, and 
built.” We strongly urge SANDAG to use their role as the Metropolitan Planning Organization and with the 2021 Regional 
Plan to comply with AB 686 and Sustainable Communities Strategy to encourage and assist cities like the City San 
Diego to begin desegregating their neighborhoods and provide meaningful opportunities for all residents and families 
while lowering car emissions and climate change. 

As described in Appendix K – Regional Housing Needs Assessment, State law (Government Code Section 
65584(d) and 65584.04(e)) requires the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) Plan to further five 
objectives related to (1) housing supply, (2) infill development, (3) jobs/housing relationship, (4) equity, and (5) 
affirmatively furthering fair housing, and requires that 12 factors be considered in the development of the 
methodology to allocate housing units. 
To promote equity and fair housing, as well as to meaningfully address patterns of segregation, the RHNA 
methodology allocates more housing units within each income category to jurisdictions with a percentage of 
households in that same category that is lower than the regional percentage. The Equity Adjustment in the 
methodology assists in overcoming patterns of discrimination and transforming racially and ethnically 
concentrated areas of poverty into areas of opportunity by allocating a higher proportion of low-income 
housing units to jurisdictions with a lower share of low-income households, which tend to be jurisdictions 
with a high concentration of resource-rich areas. 

L415 Finally, we strongly urge SANDAG to create an Office of Equity that will ensure that proposals like the Regional Plan and 
are advancing equity and reducing barriers to inequality, structural racism while enhancing opportunity. 

SANDAG has an Office of Diversity and Equity and the social equity analysis for the 2021 Regional Plan is 
included in Appendix H. 

Webster Community Council 

L416 We see development of our region occurring as planned, as an impediment to our traditional lifestyle and as such, 
desire a more gentle approach to the conversion a sprawled California city to a high-density commuter city. The use of 
transportation agency owned parking lot lots next to noisy, government-owned, transit center facilities such as trolley 
lines is objectionable as is the obvious feeling that our automobiles are being taken away from us. Yes we believe in 
growth, but it must be phased to include our life styles. We request a plan that will be prepare our community to receive 
proposed changes occurring in the near future. 

SANDAG will collaborate with community members, including the Webster Community, as the 2021 Regional 
Plan is implemented to ensure transportation solutions meet the needs of each unique community.  

L417 Our voice is changing! We have a sophisticated community council who now has experienced the flawed logic of, “oh 
you are not ready,” for changes that are inclusive in the new modal plans. We ask for a mobility center/hub located 

The Southeastern San Diego Mobility Hub area includes all three Transit Leap service types - commuter rail, 
light rail, and Next Gen Rapid – anchored by a station near the community’s existing transit center and 
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within our existing fledgling transportation center near the intersection of Euclid Avenue and Market Street. This 
together with communication and information system infrastructure requires fiber optic cable readiness equal to that 
of other San Diego communities. We ask for assurance that the community will be ready for the state of the art 
transportation system that is in the design stage at this time. At the very least we ask for an inventory of our existing 
transportation facilities to demonstrate how far we have been left behind. We want all of our streets to be designed with 
“Complete Streets” designs enabling all modes of transportation, including unshared bicycle paths where appropriate. 
We ask for coverings for all of our MTS bus stops. 

commercial core. Also included in the regional mobility hub concept is the upgrade of streets to be safer for 
the use of micromobility, transit, and other alternative modes. Investments in supporting technologies related 
to transit and an array of mobility hub amenities is also included for this hub such as electric vehicle charging 
for Flexible Fleets, safe passenger loading areas, and upgraded transit waiting experience inclusive of real-
time travel information, comfortable waiting areas, WIFI, and device charging options. All of these 
improvements will ensure the community is both physically and digitally connected to available travel 
options. 

County of San Diego (Attachments) 

L418 County staff would be interested to better understand and discuss further with SANDAG the potential for Regional Plan 
strategies to be used as part of a potential regional mitigation strategy related to Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). 

SANDAG looks forward to coordinating with the County on opportunities for Regional Plan strategies to be 
used as part of a potential regional mitigation strategy related to VMT.  

L419 When would funding be expected to be implemented related to Transit Leap/Flexible Fleet Connections to Mobility Hub 
areas, as this is a potential opportunity to reduce VMT for residents living in the unincorporated area? 

SANDAG has already begun on efforts to implement many elements of the 2021 Regional Plan with funding 
that is currently available. Appendix B describes the near-term and continuing actions to implement the 
Regional Plan.  

L420 The County has developed an Electric Vehicle (EV) Roadmap and is committed to assisting with the deployment of 
regionwide EV infrastructure to reduce GHG emissions in the transportation sector. Could SANDAG provide additional 
details on the future development, application, and implementation of the proposed Road User Fees and other 
proposed road usage revenues? Will consideration be given to exemptions for use of clean mobility strategies? 

The funding strategy for the 2021 Regional Plan assumes that the road usage charge would be applied to both 
gas-powered and zero-emission vehicles, however, the details of implementation of the road usage charge 
will be further explored in a pricing implementation strategy that SANDAG will begin developing in 2022.  

L421 County staff would like to discuss with SANDAG staff the Regional Plan strategies, including funding for Major Transit 
(for purposes of CEQA, defined as a rail transit station, ferry terminal served by bus or rail, and a bus stop with two or 
more lines that provide transit service at 15 minute intervals or better during peak commute periods) in areas of the 
unincorporated area that are identified as "VMT efficient" in the SANDAG VMT Map. 

SANDAG looks forward to discussing major transit stops and associated CEQA implications with County staff.  

L422 There is significant investment in development and infrastructure in the Otay Mesa area, and Otay Mesa is identified as 
a "Mobility Hub" area in the RTP. County staff would like to better understand what funding has been identified for this 
"Mobility Hub" area. 

Appendix A identifies funding for Mobility Hub amenities at a regional level and does not define specific 
investment on a per hub basis. Appendix A includes specific investments for the Central Mobility Hub and San 
Ysidro Mobility Hub as those are specific transit station projects with Mobility Hub infrastructure.   

L423 County staff would like to discuss with SANDAG the potential for "Major Transit" services along the 1-15 corridor, such as 
the potential for buses on shoulders. 

Appendix D (Figures D.10 and D.11) show the 2035 and 2050 Transit Priority Areas, which cover a ½ mile buffer 
from major transit stops. There are major transit stops included in the I-15 corridor associated with the Rapid 
bus service in that corridor.   

L424 Complete Corridors, such as the SR-67 and 1-15 Corridors, are envisioned to act as the backbone of the regional 
transportation system. In addition to providing for safe and comfortable spaces to get around for all modes of 
transportation, road improvements such as intersection widening are important for the safe and reliable movement of 
all road users. County staff would like to discuss further identification and investment within complete corridors that 
provide linkages to the unincorporated area. These improvements could assist in providing routes for the County's 
eastern and northern rural regions that could be essential in the event of accidents or fire evacuation. For example, 
County staff would like to discuss with SANDAG the option of including safety improvements along the SR-67 Corridor 
on Wildcat Canyon Road, as this road is a relief route to SR-67. Additionally, road improvements on Old Hwy 395 and 
Pala Temecula Road in the north county may merit further conversation, as both of these roads serve as alternate routes 
to 1-15 during peak traffic hours. 

The 2021 Regional Plan identifies technology and operational improvements to SR-67 to improve safety. 
During corridor-level and project-level planning, SANDAG will coordinate with the County on the specifics of 
these improvements. 

L425 County staff would like to further discuss improvements of low flow crossings that are necessary to limit area flooding as 
well as the safe passage of motorists. 

The 2021 Regional Plan acknowledges the need to address environmental effects, such as flooding, 
that currently occur and could be exacerbated by climate change. The details of these improvements will be 
defined during corridor-level and project-level planning.  

L426 County staff would like to work with SANDAG to identify evacuation routes at a regional level, and the possibility of 
creating a separate section within the Regional Plan that would identify improvements of these routes and potential 
funding that could be part of the 2021 Regional Plan. 

Appendix A details the funding for rural corridors and how these improvements would support regional 
evacuation routes. 

L427 County staff would like to discuss with SANDAG how Smart Infrastructure and Connected Vehicles will address the legal 
and financial challenges with sharing traffic signal data with private entities and the liability of the potential misuse of 
signal timing data. 

Appendix B details implementation actions for the Regional Plan, including Priority Implementation Action 6 
to advance the Next OS by preparing technical and planning studies and initiating pilot opportunities. Near-
term actions would establish policies for data sharing and cross-agency procedural guidelines. SANDAG will 
be working closely with the County on these actions. 

L428 County staff would like to better understand the impact of Electric Vehicle Infrastructure on County of San Diego public 
right of way. 

SANDAG will continue to collaborate with the County of San Diego on electric vehicle infrastructure. The 2021 
Regional Plan does not address details on electric vehicle infrastructure in County of San Diego public right of 
way. 
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L429 Stormwater Management & Regional Needs Assessment; suggested edits in Appendix R, page R-2:  

 
"The County of San Diego has initiated an update of the 2010 Needs Assessment's 40- year water quality cost estimate 
using more recent water quality planning documents and strategies for achieving regulatory compliance and water 
quality objectives throughout the region. Since 2010, the Copermittees have worked to formulate Water Quality 
Improvement Plans (WQIPs) for the region's watersheds, including strategies, planned projects, and schedules to 
address their respective water quality objectives and compliance needs.   The update to the Needs Assessment is 
intended to assist the County in planning and decision making and will draw upon the most recent WQIPs, with a focus 
on unincorporated areas to develop updated cost information." 

Thank you for these suggested edits. These are incorporated in the proposed final 2021 Regional Plan 
Appendix R. 

L430 Figure AA.1 shows the conserved habitat lands in the San Diego region (light green) and displays the areas included in 
the four subregional habitat conservation plans (subfigure).  
 
The Pre-Approved Mitigation Area (PAMA) of the South County Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) and 
draft PAMA of the draft North County MSCP are labeled as "Proposed Conserved Habitat Lands" (dark green). This label 
may be misinterpreted by readers. While the MSCP Preserves will be assembled within the PAMA, not all PAMA 
designated lands will be conserved or are being actively pursued for conservation at this time.  
 
The draft Focused Conservation Area (FCA) of the draft East County MSCP was not included in the "Proposed Conserved 
Habitat Lands" (dark green). This area is equivalent to the draft North County MSCP's draft PAMA and should be 
included in this figure.  
 
The Rancho Guejito property located north of San Pasqual Valley Road will not be included in future iterations of the 
draft North County MSCP Permit Area. The portions of this property identified within the draft North County MSCP 
should be changed from dark green to white to reflect this change.  
 
In the subfigure, both the draft North County MSCP and Multiple Habitat Conservation Plan (MHCP) are identified by 
the number "4." The MHCP area should be identified by the number "1" to correspond with the provided key. 

Thank you for these suggested edits to Figure AA-1. The figure has been updated accordingly. 

L431 Although the draft 2021 Regional Plan mentions the importance of protecting habitat corridors and wildlife linkages 
through land acquisition, it does not appear to include the construction of safe passageways to connect wildlife to 
preserved lands bisected by existing and future regional transit corridors. It is recommended that SANDAG work with 
the San Diego Monitoring and Management Program (SDMMP) and community partners to identify the areas along 
regional transit corridors that would benefit from wildlife crossings and that these improvements be included in future 
regional projects. 

Thank you for this recommendation, Appendix AA has been updated to reflect this suggestion. 

L432 For proposed projects that occur adjacent to Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) County-managed lands, DPR 
staff would like to coordinate with SANDAG staff to ensure wildlife connectivity is maintained from adjacent lands to 
preserved County lands, including wildlife-only crossings. 

SANDAG looks forward to coordinating with DPR staff to ensure wildlife connectivity is maintained for those 
proposed projects adjacent DPR County-managed lands. 

L433 For proposed projects that occur adjacent to or near existing or potential future trail connections, DPR staff would like 
to coordinate with SANDAG staff on trail connectivity throughout the County and incorporate safe multi-use crossings 
such as bridges or overpasses for recreational use. 

SANDAG looks forward to coordinating with DPR staff on trail connectivity for those proposed projects that 
occur adjacent to or near existing or potential future trail connections. 

L434 DPR staff request SANDAG staff coordinate in developing SANDAG's 5 Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans as 
mentioned in Appendix B: Implementation near DPR facilities:  
 
Central Mobility Hub and Connections, Coast, Canyons, and Trails - State Route 52, North County - SPRINTER/Palomar 
Airport Road/State Route 78/State Route 76, San Vicente - State Route 67, South Bay to Sorrento - Purple Line/Interstate 
805/Blue Line/Interstate 5 South. 
Study additional seven corridors to inform the next Regional Continuing Actions.  
 
Pursue funding opportunities for projects, programs, and services identified in completed CMCPs. 

SANDAG looks forward to the County’s participation in developing the Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor 
Plans. 

L435 County Staff would like to discuss with SANDAG the possibility of including trails and trail systems within the 
unincorporated area as part of the 2021 Regional Plan and to consider California Coastal Trail connections to DPR 
facilities. 

As an implementation action of the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG will prepare a Regional Active Transportation 
Plan and will coordinate with the County of San Diego on the inclusion of trail systems. 

L436 As the owner and operator for eight airports in the region, County Airports continues efforts to safely operate its 
facilities, ensure future land uses are compatible with aircraft operations, and protect the health and safety of people 
and property within the vicinity of an airport. The County's airports serve as transportation hubs, emergency service 
facilities and economic engines in their communities. McClellan-Palomar Airport is the only commercial airport in North 

SANDAG looks forward to continuing coordination on the region’s airport facilities with the County. “Appendix 
BB: Regional Aviation Strategic Plan (RASP) and San Diego Airport Multimodal Accessibility” in the 2021 
Regional Plan discusses our regional airport facilities and includes the RASP Implementation Plan. 
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County and has over 145,000 annual aircraft operations. It is also a Customs and Border Protection Port of Entry. In East 
County, Gillespie Field is the 44th busiest airport in the nation with 240,000 annual operations. Both of these airports 
support thousands of jobs and generate hundreds of millions of dollars in economic activity. The County looks forward 
to the integration of these airports into the regional transportation system. 

L437 The San Diego County Regional Airport Authority adopted Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans for the eight airports, 
which included land use compatibility policies related to airspace, noise, safety and overflight. Those policies have been 
adopted by the County of San Diego through its General Plan and Zoning Code. After evaluating the forecasted 
increases in housing and jobs around the Mobility Hubs, there are several land use assumptions related to safety and 
noise around Fallbrook Airpark, Jacumba Airport, Gillespie Field and McClellan Palomar Airport that County staff would 
like to better understand. For example, there are forecasted incompatible housing increases within the Runway 
Protection Zones at Gillespie Field. These inconsistencies could result in the assumed intensities and densities increases 
being unachievable. 

The land use pattern proposed in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan focuses growth and development in the 
mobility hub areas. The allocation of housing units to subregional areas represents general areas projected for 
future growth and not precise locations for future housing development or housing unit type. The exercise of 
land use authority is reserved to local jurisdictions. 

L438 The Regional Plan will focus future investment, development, and growth in centralized areas referred to as "mobility 
hubs." There are locations in the unincorporated area that the County has forecasted for future growth, which included 
already designated Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) sites, and are located within close proximity to a 
proposed mobility hub. The County would like to work with SANDAG to consider the expansion of proposed mobility 
hubs to include additional unincorporated north and east county communities. As indicated in Figure 1, these proposed 
expansions include areas in North County Metro, Lakeside, and Spring Valley. Additional details for these three mobility 
hub expansions are provided below.  
 
The North County Metro community is located between the proposed Vista and San Marcos mobility hubs. Expansion of 
the San Marcos mobility hub could include the Buena Creek Sprinter Station and additional housing units, including 
multiple RHNA sites.  
 
Lakeside has multiple areas that are identified as efficient areas compared to the regional vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 
average. These areas are located immediately adjacent to the proposed El Cajon mobility hub. Expansion of the El Cajon 
mobility hub could include these VMT efficient areas as well as potentially including additional growth areas in Lakeside 
along the 1-8 corridor.  
 
Spring Valley is located east of the proposed Lemon Grove mobility hub and south of the proposed La Mesa mobility 
hub. This community has existing transit access along Jamacha Boulevard and is in close proximity to the MTS Trolley 
stations in Lemon Grove. Expansion of this mobility hub could include the Spring Valley areas near SR-125 and along 
Jamacha Boulevard. 

SANDAG appreciates these suggestions from the County of San Diego and agrees that these are areas 
adjacent to the mobility hubs identified in the draft 2021 Regional Plan that should be considered as part of 
the identified mobility hub areas. 

 





 
 

 

 
 

Chair Catherine Blakespear and Board of Directors  
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 

RE: Include Youth Opportunity Passes in the 2021 Regional Plan and Early Actions 

Dear Chair Blakespear and SANDAG Board of Directors: 

We are excited for the future of transportation in our region. The 2021 Regional Plan includes 
visionary elements to building an efficient, accessible, and sustainable transportation system. 
Thank you for everyone’s effort on it. However, we bring to your attention that a key program is 
missing. We request that you amend the draft 2021 Regional Plan to include Youth Opportunity 
Passes (YOP), no-cost transit passes for youth ages 24 and under. 

For 10 years, the Improving Transportation in City Heights Team (ITCH) has advocated to have 
no-cost transit passes for youth in San Diego. Mid-City CAN, the ITCH team, and the 
undersigned supporters request that you include YOP (ages 24 & under) in the 2021 Regional 
Plan. YOP requires a spot among to priorities in our 30-year vision for transportation in the 
region. 

We ask the Board of Directors to take the following actions:  

1. Amend the 2021 Regional Plan to state that Youth Opportunity Passes, no-cost-transit 
passes for youth ages 24 and under, will be funded when transit subsidies are allocated.  

2. Amend the 2021 Regional Plan to state that transit subsidies will be allocated at the 
earliest implementation possible. 

3. Fund Youth Opportunity Passes (24 & under) as an early-action Transit Pilot Program this 
year. 



YOP (24 & under) is a necessary program, as illustrated by the following facts: 

1. Transit-dependent youth have been disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 
pandemic. In San Diego County, there are approximately 86,000 young workers (ages 
16-24) who work in the industries that were hard hit by the COVID-19 epidemic.  The 1

industries include hospitality, food services, retail, oil and gas mining, transportation, 
employment services, travel, and leisure.   2

2. YOP (24 & under) is a way to increase ridership and develop a transit-culture. Only 
10,463 youth (ages 16-24) use public transit in San Diego, but these young commuters 
use public transit at a rate double that of their older counter parts (adults ages 25-59).  3

YOP will further promote transit use among young San Diegans. 
3. YOP (24 & under) helps divert youth away from the school to prison pipeline. MTS 

officers decide who to check for fare evasion, YOP prevents the criminalization of youth 
of color due to their inability to afford a pass. Literature suggests that Black youth are 
arrested for fare evasion at a rate 5 times higher than their white peers and Latino/a/x 
youth are arrested at a rate 4 times higher than their white peers.  4

4. YOP (24 & under) promotes the reductions of GHGs. A person who switches from a 
20-mile round-trip commute by car to using existing public transit, can reduce his or her 
annual CO2 emissions by 4,800 pounds per year.  Decreasing greenhouse gas emissions 5

is a matter of equity. Residents in low-income, BIPoC communities are exposed to more 
pollution than their more affluent counterparts. For example, City Heights residents are 
exposed to twice the amount of diesel particulate matter from trucks & cars than La Jolla 
residents.  6

5. YOP (24 & under) addresses climate justice. Mid-City CAN has conducted 250+ 
conversations with residents in Communities of Concern (CoC). Over 86% of residents 
noted that climate change directly impacted them. Extreme weather has become a barrier 
to work and school for CoC residents who already face significant barriers to education 
and employment. Residents who normally walk or bike to work must increasingly rely on 

 The places a COVID-19 recession will likely hit hardest”: Mark Muro, Robert Maxim, Jacob Whiton. March 17, 2020. https://1

www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2020/03/17/the-places-a-covid-19-recession-will-likely-hit-hardest/; “ECONOMY IN 
CRISIS: APRIL JOBS REPORTS LIKELY TO REVEAL RECORD SD JOB LOSSES”: Nate Kelly. May 12, 2020. https://
www.sandiegobusiness.org/blog/tag/covid-19-unemployment/; “Who are the workers already impacted by the COVID-19 
recession?”: Alan Berube and  Nicole Bateman. April 3, 2020. https://www.brookings.edu/research/who-are-the-workers-already-
impacted-by-the-covid-19-recession/  

 MCC analysis of 2019 IPUMS CPS USA data. IPUMS CPS USA: Sarah Flood, Miriam King, Renae Rodgers, Steven Ruggles 2

and J. Robert Warren. Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, Current Population Survey: Version 7.0 [dataset]. Minneapolis, 
MN: IPUMS, 2020. https://doi.org/10.18128/D030.V7.0 

 MCC Analysis of 2019 IPUMS CPS USA Data [IPUMS CPS USA: Sarah Flood, Miriam King, Renae Rodgers, Steven Ruggles 3

and J. Robert Warren. Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, Current Population Survey: Version 7.0 [dataset]. Minneapolis, 
MN: IPUMS, 2020. https://doi.org/10.18128/D030.V7.0]

 Economic inequality is directly correlated with public safety concerns like robbery and homicides (“Inequality and Violent 4

Crime,” Fajnzylber et. Al, April 2002, Journal of Law and Economics). Connecting low-income youth to economic opportunity is 
an investment in public safety.  

 American Public Transportation Association, “Public Transportation Reduces Greenhouse Gases and Conserves Energy,” 5

“Public Transportation Saves Energy and Helps Our Environment.

 Major sources of diesel particulate matter include trucks, cars and buses; Source: https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/6

calenviroscreen-30)



cars or public transportation that is inaccessible due to cost or distance. YOP eliminates 
the cost barrier to transportation for youth ages 24 and under. 

6. YOP (24 & under) is a proven program. Similar programs exist in Alameda County, 
Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Francisco, and Santa Ana. Youth Opportunity Passes helps 
ensure youth from all background are connected to their schools, internships, medical 
care, and early-career opportunities.  

Amend the 2021 Regional Plan to include Youth Opportunity Passes (24 & under). Upon your 
commitment to include no-cost transit for youth ages 24 and under in the Plan, a study may be 
conducted to begin its implementation. But the community needs a commitment from you 
TODAY. It’s been 10 years of advocacy. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

ACCE 
ACLU of San Diego and Imperial Counties 
Center on Policy Initiatives 
City Heights Community Development Corporation 
Climate Action Campaign 
Environmental Health Coalition 
Logan Heights CDC 
Mid-City CAN 
Muslim American Society-Public Affairs and Civic Engagement (MAS-PACE) 
Outdoor Outreach 
Parent Voices San Diego 
Partnership for the Advancement of New Americans (PANA) 
Planned Parenthood Action Fund of the Pacific Southwest 
Youth Will 
Viet Vote 

CC:  
MTS Board of Directors  
NCTD Board of Directors  
Hasan Ikhrata, Executive Director – SANDAG  
Sharon Cooney, Chief Executive Officer – MTS  
Matthew O. Tucker, Executive Director – NCTD  



 

August 5, 2021 
 
Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
SANDAG, Executive Director  
401 B St, Suite 800  
San Diego, CA 92101  
 
Re:  Support Incorporating Reconnect Logan, 5 Freeway Lid Project in the San Diego 
Association of Governments’ (SANDAG) 2021 Regional Plan  
 
Dear Mr. Ikhrata,  
 
My name is Andrew Puls and my wife and I have been Logan Heights residents for 
approximately five years. I am writing to express my support for the incorporation of a project 
which goal is to address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns 
aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio 
Logan and Logan Heights communities. Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway 
Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan) 
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in 
the 1950’s and has burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of 
Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our 
community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the barriers that the I-5 
created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable 
housing. All goals in line with the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and 
goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility options, and allowing for healthier air. 
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the 
construction allowed for transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been 
subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to 
mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood composed of nearly 90% 
Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much insecurity by 
facilitating gang turfs, separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access 
to neighborhood schools. It is time for our community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights 
communities in the Draft Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, 
and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project 
on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio Logan/Logan Heights are: 



● The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: 
ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8) 

● Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the 
community of Barrio Logan, Project ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11) 

● Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor 
Drive Multimodal Corridor Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San 
Diego (p. A-12) 

 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also 
pursuant to Appendix H in relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction 
of pollution exposure in disadvantaged communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to 
the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 since it would help reach the 
overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these 
reasons, our community is looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority 
project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 
 
If you have any questions, you may contact me at andypuls@gmail.com.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
Andrew Puls 

2054 Julian Ave. 

San Diego, CA 92113 
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August 6, 2021

Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
Executive Director  
San Diego Association of Governments  
401 B Street, Suite 800  
San Diego, California 92101 
hasan.ikhrata@sandag.org 

Dear Mr. Ikhrata:

California Air Resources Board (CARB) staff appreciate the opportunity to review and engage 
with the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) staff on the draft Regional 
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) known as “2021 Regional 
Plan.” This work is more important than ever as CARB’s first Senate Bill (SB) 150 report1

evaluating progress meeting SB 375 goals showed that California is not on track to meet the 
greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions expected under SB 375 for 2020 and that vehicle miles 
traveled (VMT) are increasing. To achieve the State’s climate mandates, California needs 
significant and immediate changes to how we plan, fund, and build our communities and 
transportation systems. SANDAG has demonstrated important leadership, creativity, and 
innovation in developing its draft RTP/SCS, and we appreciate your ongoing efforts to work 
with CARB and other State agencies. 

The SCS plays a critical role in supporting the State’s climate efforts, and local objectives to 
create an economically vibrant region that responds to the needs of its diverse communities 
and provides better access to jobs and cleaner air for its residents. We appreciate SANDAG’s 
work to innovate beyond its previous RTP/SCS plan in considering how to better connect the 
region with a reimagined transportation system and incentivize growth in strategic areas, as 
well as its approach to increase public engagement in the plan development process.

In reviewing the draft RTP/SCS, CARB staff looked to identify whether additional information 
would be needed to conduct our final SCS GHG evaluation under SB 375. As discussed with 
SANDAG staff in meetings this spring and summer, for all third-round RTP/SCSs, like 
SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Plan, CARB will focus on assessing whether GHG reductions are 
reasonably supported by the plan. CARB staff will conduct its final evaluation, as outlined in 
the Final Sustainable Communities Strategy Program and Evaluation Guidelines 
(SCS Evaluation Guidelines). 2

1 CARB’s 2018 Progress Report: California’s Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act.
2 CARB’s 2019 Final Sustainable Communities Strategy Program and Evaluation Guidelines.

mailto:hasan.ikhrata@sandag.org
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2019-11/Final SCS Program and Evaluation Guidelines Report.pdf
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/tracking-progress
http://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2019-11/Final SCS Program and Evaluation Guidelines Report.pdf
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CARB staff have identified areas where we would need additional information to complete 
our evaluation. We request that you include the information below as part of your SCS 
Submittal to CARB.

SCS Strategies to Reduce GHG Emissions

CARB staff request that SANDAG provide further clarification regarding the following 
highlighted draft strategies to support CARB’s assessment of whether the strategies are 
likely to be implemented as assumed, and therefore, reasonable for inclusion and credit:

· Land Use Pattern That Considers Jobs-Housing Balance, Mixing of Uses, Transit-
Oriented Development and Housing Needs as Part of The Mobility Hub 
Framework: SANDAG’s efforts to plan for and identify ways to incentivize future 
housing development in transit-rich areas with services and jobs, are vital to 
helping further State goals for climate, housing, and VMT reduction. CARB staff 
were able to identify actions in the draft RTP/SCS intended to support local 
jurisdictions in implementing the SCS land use pattern. As part of CARB’s SCS 
Policy Commitments evaluation, CARB staff will also need to consider whether and 
to what extent these actions advance the region’s land use vision. To support this 
analysis, CARB staff request that SANDAG provide information that summarizes 
differences between existing residential and commercial density and type 
assumptions in its Mobility Hub areas, compared to what is currently allowable in 
local land use plans for the corresponding geographies as part of its final SCS 
Submittal.

· Road User Charge Pricing Strategy: CARB staff notes that the draft RTP/SCS plans 
for a regionwide road user charge to be operational and generating revenue in the 
region starting as soon as 2026. CARB staff recognizes both the importance of, and 
difficulty in, implementing this pricing strategy. While the draft RTP/SCS includes 
actions committed to support implementation of this strategy (e.g., partnering on 
pilots, pursuing legislation, and investing in studies), which we support, they 
appear to be similar to those being pursued by other regions around the state that 
are assuming operations starting no sooner than 2030. CARB staff requests further 
clarification from SANDAG on how it may be able to implement sooner than others 
around the state as part of its final SCS Submittal.

Strategy Funding and Revenues

The draft RTP/SCS identifies that $29 billion needs to come from new funding sources in 
order to implement the plan through 2035.3 Of those new funding sources, about $18 billion, 
or 25 percent of the plan’s total funding need through 2035, is attributed to new pricing 
strategies including Ridehailing Company Service Fees, Future State Revenues for 
Transportation, Regional Road User Charge, and Future Federal Revenues for Transportation. 
CARB staff is concerned that other strategies that contribute to the SCS meeting its targets

3 See, SANDAG Draft 2021 Regional Plan (May 2021) Appendix V: Funding and Revenues, at page V-25.
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may be at risk if the region is not able to fully secure these new funding sources within the 
timeline assumed in the draft RTP/SCS. CARB’s evaluation will look at the extent to which the 
RTP/SCS strategies will be supported by existing revenue sources, as one measure of likely 
implementation. CARB requests that SANDAG identify whether and to what extent the high-
impact strategies for achieving the GHG reduction targets in the plan are reliant on new 
revenue sources versus existing revenue sources as part of its final SCS Submittal.

Managed Lanes and Complementary Strategies

CARB staff reviewed Appendix A of the draft RTP/SCS and appreciate the detail provided on 
the region’s transportation project investments by corridor. CARB staff is encouraged to see 
that the draft RTP/SCS includes planned investments across modes within the region’s key 
corridors and that when investing in roadway projects, the region is prioritizing conversion of 
existing free-flow lanes into managed lanes with priority access for transit, carpool, and 
vanpool users, and fee access for single-occupant drivers. CARB staff observe that the plan 
also includes some managed lane projects whose scope includes adding new lanes. Specific 
to those projects, CARB staff requests that SANDAG provide further information that 
contextualizes the risk, if any, to the region’s ability to achieve, and maintain its 2020 and 
2035 GHG targets when adding new lanes in those locations (e.g., clarifying whether and 
how those projects align with and facilitate the region’s preferred land use pattern, 
identifying whether other policies or mechanisms that will limit adverse passenger vehicle 
GHG/VMT emissions impacts are present in those locations) as part of its final Submittal.

CARB staff looks forward to continuing our collaboration with SANDAG staff and are 
committed to working together on potential approaches to address these requests. If you 
have any questions, please contact me at Lezlie.Kimura@arb.ca.gov.

Sincerely,

Lezlie Kimura Szeto, Manager

Sustainable Communities Planning and Policy Section

Sustainable Transportation and Communities Division

cc: Elisa Arias, Director of Integrated Transportation Planning
Elisa.Arias@sandag.org 

Phil Trom, AICP, Principal Regional Planner
Phil.Trom@sandag.org 

Bill Higgins, Executive Director, CALCOG
bhiggins@calclog.org 

Jennifer Hargrove, CalCOG
jennifer@calcog.org 

mailto:Lezlie.Kimura@arb.ca.gov
mailto:Elisa.Arias@sandag.org
mailto:Phil.Trom@sandag.org
mailto:bhiggins@calclog.org
mailto:jennifer@calcog.org
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August 6, 2021 

San Diego Association of Governments Board of Directors 

401 B Street, Suite 800 

San Diego, California 92101 

 

RE:  San Diego Forward – Draft 2021 Regional Plan Coastal Commission Staff Comments 

 

To the Honorable Board: 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comments on the Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

(Regional Plan).  The Coastal Commission is an independent state agency that regulates development 

along California’s coastline to protect natural coastal resources and to maximize coastal access and 

recreation for all. We have a long history of partnership with Caltrans, SANDAG, and other state, 

regional, and local agencies on transportation issues along California’s coastline, often also in 

partnership with local county or city governments. Through these partnerships we are striving to 

provide a safe and resilient transportation network along California’s coastline that also protects and 

enhances coastal natural resources and public access. 

 

As an initial and overall comment, we want to applaud this document and the important direction it 

sets on multiple policy issues. Coastal Commission staff specifically appreciate the acknowledgement 

that bold changes to San Diego’s regional transportation network and compelling alternatives to 

driving alone are needed to meet greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets.  The Regional Plan will 

provide a key blueprint for reducing transportation air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions 

(GHGs), minimizing vehicle miles traveled (VMT), improving multi-modal transportation, addressing 

the need for greater equity in transportation systems, and enhancing the resiliency of our transportation 

network in the face of climate change, particularly with respect to sea level rise and our coastal 

highways. We primarily want to offer ourselves as a partner in this important work to carry forward the 

Regional Plan. In this letter, Commission staff would like to offer a few broad comments on how the 

Regional Plan could be modified to strengthen its consistency with the California Coastal Act. 

 

Consistency of the Regional Plan with the California Coastal Act 

Overall, the policies of the California Coastal Act that guide our work at the Coastal Commission 

significantly overlap with the goals of SANDAG’s Regional Plan, including policies to protect marine 

and coastal land habitats, concentrate urban development, maximize public access and expand multi-

modal transportation, reduce VMT, and improve coastal resiliency to sea level rise and other climate-

change hazards. For example, Appendix B: Implementation Actions identifies eight 2035 goals drawn 

from the Regional Climate Action Planning Framework which generally align with the referenced 

Coastal Act policies:  

 

• “High density, transit-oriented housing” aligns with the Coastal Act policy of focusing 

development in or near existing developed areas (Coastal Act Section 30250). 

• “Conserve open space and agricultural lands” aligns with Coastal Act policies related to 

conservation of sensitive habitat, open space, and coastal agricultural lands (Coastal Act 

Sections 30230, 30231, 30233, 30241). 
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• "100% of new buses are zero-emission,” “400,000+ electric cars on the road,” “Sustainable 

freight (transitioning to zero emissions where feasible),” and “Up to 100% renewable 

electricity” aligns with the Coastal Act requirement that new development minimize energy 

consumption and VMT and be consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control 

district or the State Air Resources Board on each particular development (Coastal Act Section 

30253). 

• “Walkable and bikeable communities” aligns with Coastal Act policies promoting the 

protection, addition, and enhancement of public access (Coastal Act Sections 30210, 30212.5, 

30252). 

 

Appendix B additionally identifies strategies for the implementation of affordable housing, such as 

minimum zoning near transit, fee-waiver programs, and accessory dwelling units, which align with 

Coastal Act Sections 30213 (Lower Cost Overnight Accommodations) and 30013 (Environmental 

Justice). However, there are aspects of the Regional Plan that could be strengthened to be more 

consistent with the Coastal Act as described below. 
 

Implementation and Prioritization  

Consistent with Senate Bill (SB) 375, the California Air Resources Board (ARB) sets targets for 

reduction of GHG emissions from passenger vehicles for the target years 2020 and 2035, which 

Chapter 2, “Sustainable Communities Strategy,” notes the Regional Plan will accomplish. However, as 

noted in the Regional Plan, Executive Order B-30-15, and California Senate Bill 32 (Pavley, 2016), set 

a further statewide goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 

2030 and the Executive Order B-55-18 set a statewide goal of carbon neutrality by 2045. Recognizing 

the needs of all residents and visitors to the San Diego region, the Regional Plan rightfully includes 

improvements to all transportation modes, including roads and parking, but in order to meet or exceed 

the referenced GHG and climate goals, projects that improve public transit and active transportation to 

minimize VMT should be completed as quickly as possible, consistent with the Coastal Act (Section 

30253). Additionally, active transportation projects that provide emission free transportation options 

and can be implemented relatively quickly should be prioritized, including completing segments of the 

California Coastal Trail and Coastal Rail Trail in the near-term (2025) rather than in future phases 

(2035 or 2050). Specifically, trail segments providing access to major employment centers that would 

relieve strain on coastal access corridors and that would help relieve congestion on Interstate 5, such as 

the segments connecting Carmel Valley to Roselle Canyon; Del Mar to Sorrento; and Roselle 

Canyon/UTC to Rose Canyon, should be prioritized for near-term construction.  In general, Coastal 

Commission staff support greater proportions of investment in transit, active transportation, and 

environmental enhancement projects as compared to roadway improvements targeting single-occupant 

vehicles. 

 

Finally, the Coastal Act (Section 30250) encourages new residential, commercial, or industrial 

development, to be located within, contiguous with, or in close proximity to, existing developed areas. 

Accordingly, the Regional Plan should prioritize transportation investments which encourage jobs and 

housing to be concentrated in developed areas and avoid further encroachment into habitat, farmland, 

and open space recreational areas by moving them forward to earlier construction phases.  

 

Public Access and Recreation – Emphasize and Fund the California Coastal Trail 

A pillar of the Coastal Act is the protection and provision of public access to and along the coast. 

Coastal Act Sections 30210 and 30212 require that maximum opportunities for public access and 
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recreation be provided in new development, consistent with public safety, private property rights, and 

natural resource protection. Additionally, Section 30252 dictates that new development should 

maintain and enhance public access through such actions as facilitating transit service, providing non-

automobile options, and providing adequate parking.  

 

Given that beaches and coastal resources are major destinations in the San Diego region, the Regional 

Plan should maximize access to the coast, including expanded investments in bicycle and pedestrian 

routes. The proposal to dedicate 55% of the anticipated $163 billion in funding over the next 30 years 

to capital improvements to the transit system will improve public access to and along the coast, and is 

supported by Commission staff, but projects that specifically facilitate access to beaches and coastal 

areas from the inland portions of the region should be expedited, as well as options for enhancing 

connections to public transit, the California Coastal Trail (CCT), the Coastal Rail Trail, and other 

visitor-serving recreational opportunities. Implementation of the Regional Plan would make significant 

improvements to the regional bike network, most notably in terms of Class I corridors and in coastal 

communities that will enjoy enhanced coastal access as a result of these improvements. Coastal 

Commission staff support these improvements as well as further network and infrastructure 

enhancements for active transportation, such as widened sidewalks in areas without designated bike 

lanes, increased funding for bicycle parking and locker facilities, and bicycle-specific signaling 

integration on local arterials and feeder streets. 

 

Coastal Commission staff acknowledge and appreciate the inclusion of updated information regarding 

the completeness and deficiencies in the San Diego region’s portion of the California Coastal Trail in 

the 2021 Technical Addendum to Appendix W: California Coastal Trail. The addendum should also 

reference the recent work of the California Coastal Commission, California Department of 

Transportation, and Coastal Conservancy in developing an ArcGIS-based mapping tool that identifies 

all complete and incomplete segments of the Coastal Trail and classifies them according to trail type, 

identifies land ownership, and identifies features, such as individual stairways and pathways. The most 

recent update to the CCT mapping effort is outlined in the California Coastal Commission 

Memorandum Re: California Coastal Trail Mapping Project, April 2021. In light of these 

improvements to the available data and SANDAG’s identification of large portions of the CCT that are 

still in need of completion, a stronger emphasis on pedestrian and bicycle improvements necessary to 

complete the trail should be provided in Chapter 3 and a stronger and more specific funding 

commitment for the CCT should be provided in Appendix A: “Transportation Projects, Programs, and 

Phasing.” Specifically, a portion of the funding identified for “Local Streets and Roads” (9% of the 

Regional Plan expenditures) should be allocated to funding the completion of the CCT.  

 

Further, Commission staff encourage the integration of data related to weekend peak traffic in the 

planning phase of projects with potential impacts to congestion on major coastal access corridors used 

to access weekend recreation, such as Interstate 8, Interstate 5, and Pacific Coast Highway. 

Commission staff encourage SANDAG to implement enhanced transit alternatives where weekend 

coastal access will be significantly affected. 

 

Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas and Marine Resources 

Coastal Commission staff suggest that the Regional Plan include specific reference to Coastal Act 

Chapter 3 policies requiring the preservation of coastal resources, as well as specific language 

concerning the importance of protecting and restoring the region’s urban canyons, coastlines, beaches, 

and water resources. Transportation corridors within the San Diego region bisect or are located directly 

https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2021/5/W6d/W6d-5-2021-report.pdf
https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2021/5/W6d/W6d-5-2021-report.pdf
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adjacent to sensitive marine resources including coastal bluffs, streams, lagoons, and the Pacific 

Ocean. Many of these coastal systems have already been impacted by historical transportation 

infrastructure development and additional impacts to these resources are restricted by Coastal Act 

policies. Except for certain specific instances, fill of a wetland or other coastal waters is prohibited 

(Section 30233), and the marine resources (Section 30230), water quality (Section 30231), and 

environmentally sensitive habitat areas (Section 30240) often associated with the coastal environment 

are also protected.  

 

Planning for Climate Change and Sea Level Rise  

In addition to requiring new development to minimize VMT, Coastal Act Section 30253 requires that 

new development minimize risks to life and property from hazards and assure stability and structural 

integrity without the use of a shoreline protective device. Understanding the potential impacts of 

climate change and sea level rise (SLR) is of critical importance when beginning long-range planning 

efforts and evaluating projects that may be at risk from coastal hazards. Given the proximity of key 

regional infrastructure to the coast, it is imperative that transportation and land use plans carefully 

anticipate the effects of SLR and associated hazards. Ensuring that new coastal infrastructure is 

designed to adapt to the effects of SLR throughout the expected life of the infrastructure is a principal 

concern of the Coastal Commission, as clarified through the Commission’s Sea Level Rise Policy 

Guidance, which was most recently updated in November 2018, and through recent local government 

vulnerability assessments and planning efforts related to climate change. In recognition of the 

importance of this subject, many state directives, guidance documents, and regional planning 

documents have called for SLR to be included in planning processes.  

 

• Safeguarding California (2018), the state’s climate adaptation strategy, recognizes that 

“Climate change impacts from SLR to storm surge and coastal erosion are imminent threats to 

highways, roads, bridge supports, airports at or near sea level, seaports, and some transit system 

and rail lines” (page 118) and calls for vulnerability assessments and adaptation planning at 

various scales.  

 

• The State Ocean Protection Council (OPC) stated in its 2018 Sea Level Rise Guidance 

document that “California has an immediate opportunity to make smart, informed, and risk-

based decisions that prepare our coastal and inland communities for change while ingraining 

sustainability, longevity, and resiliency into our planning, permitting, investment, development, 

transportation, and recreational decisions.” The document provides guidance and guiding 

principles for SLR planning work. Although the Regional Plan references the potential for 2.5 

ft of SLR by 2050 and 6.6 ft of SLR by 2100, OPC’s guidance recommends, and Commission 

staff agrees, that the H++ scenario should be considered for projects with a lifespan beyond 

2050 that have a low tolerance for risk, such as major infrastructure investments, and that could 

result in threats to public health and safety, natural resources and critical infrastructure, should 

extreme sea-level rise occur. By 2100, the H++ scenario is 10.2 ft of SLR. 

 

• The California Transportation Plan 2050 calls for sea level rise adaptation planning, notably 

stating that: “As our population grows to nearly 45 million by 2050, providing high-quality 

infrastructure also means adapting assets to accommodate changing demand, and leveling the 

playing field for active transportation, rail, transit, and shared modes. Our infrastructure must 

also be resilient to the impacts of earthquakes, extreme temperatures, fires, sea level rise, and 

pandemics” (page 79). It includes a recommendation: “The CTP 2050 calls for expanded 

https://www.coastal.ca.gov/climate/slrguidance.html
https://www.coastal.ca.gov/climate/slrguidance.html
http://resources.ca.gov/docs/climate/safeguarding/update2018/safeguarding-california-plan-2018-update.pdf
http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/pdf/agenda_items/20180314/Item3_Exhibit-A_OPC_SLR_Guidance-rd3.pdf
https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/transportation-planning/documents/ctp-2050-v3-a11y.pdf
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funding for implementing state, local, and regional climate mitigation and adaptation plans, 

such as the Caltrans District Vulnerability Assessments; increasing multi-jurisdictional 

collaboration on resiliency and adaptation efforts; creating a statewide transportation risk 

management plan; and increasing access to data, technical tools, and information sharing to 

make communities stronger and more resilient to future disruptions” (page 112). 

 

• The 2018 California State Rail Plan calls for similar implementation efforts, noting that 

“Coastal rail corridors are commonly the first, or second, line of development adjacent to the 

sea, particularly in central and southern California. If reactive, emergency-based hard-armoring 

measures are constructed to protect corridors in place, beach loss may result. Thoughtful, long-

term adaptation planning for sea-level rise is necessary to identify alternatives, including 

relocation of corridors where opportunities to do so exist, that would protect transportation 

corridors as well as California’s popular beaches and other coastal resources” (page 224). The 

Plan highlights segments of rail in San Diego, including along the Del Mar bluffs, which are at 

risk from sea level rise. 

 

• Finally, Caltrans highlighted the importance of planning for sea level rise in its 2017 Regional 

Transportation Plan Guidelines for Metropolitan Planning Organizations.  

 

The Regional Plan should include increased funding to adapt and/or relocate existing transportation 

infrastructure known to be vulnerable to climate change and sea level rise (e.g., Pacific Coast Highway 

and the rail corridor along Del Mar bluffs). New infrastructure proposed to be funded should be 

analyzed not only for vulnerability to H++ projections of SLR over the expected life of the proposed 

project, but also tidal and fluvial hydraulics as applied to the local area and in the context of storm 

surge, wave run-up, erosion, and other variables. Projects which reduce vulnerability to climate change 

and sea level rise (e.g., active transportation projects and relocation of the rail corridor from coastal 

bluffs) should be prioritized and expedited.   

 

Environmental Justice and Social Equity 

The Coastal Act was also recently amended to add Environmental Justice as a policy to be analyzed in 

our regulatory work, and to add a designated Environmental Justice commissioner on the Coastal 

Commission. Accordingly, although we applaud the Regional Plan’s focus on equity and recognize the 

need to generate revenue for implementation, Commission staff urge SANDAG to carefully analyze 

the equity implications of the Regional Pricing Strategy, including ensuring that dynamic tolling on 

managed lanes, parking and curb pricing, and road user charges do not regressively impact low-income 

community members who may not be able to afford to live in transit-oriented neighborhoods.  

 

Further, the Regional Plan should utilize access to coastal recreation as a metric with which to measure 

the efficacy of its Environmental Justice programs. This should be accomplished by comparing travel 

times to coastal resources (e.g., the nearest usable beach) in communities of concern to travel times in 

other nearby communities. Transit programs should be designed to reduce these travel times and close 

gaps between communities to achieve equitable coastal access across the San Diego region, consistent 

with Coastal Act Section 30252. 

 

Railroad Corridor at Del Mar Bluffs  

Previous Regional Transportation Plans and the North Coast Corridor Public Works Plan / 

Transportation and Resource Enhancement Program (NCC PWP/TREP) have referenced the need for 

https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/rail-mass-transportation/documents/rail-plan/00-toc-and-introcsrpfinal.pdf
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/regional-planning/federal-state-planning-program/2017-rtp-guidelines-for-mpos
https://dot.ca.gov/programs/transportation-planning/regional-planning/federal-state-planning-program/2017-rtp-guidelines-for-mpos
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relocation of the rail corridor that passes along the Del Mar bluffs to an inland alignment. Erosion due 

to wave action currently threatens the toe of the Del Mar bluffs and the stability of the railroad tracks 

at the top of the bluffs. Given that this segment of the LOSSAN rail corridor is already experiencing 

periodic bluff failures, which will only be exacerbated as sea level rise continues, Coastal Commission 

staff support relocation of the rail corridor and completion of double tracking as quickly as possible. 

The Coastal Commission has authorized a series of improvements to existing shoreline protection 

devices in Del Mar to maintain continued rail operations, including the most recent Consistency 

Certification No. CC-0004-18 in February 2019 and CC-0001-20 in August 2020; however, these 

projects are intended to serve as interim measures only. Although these types of repair and 

maintenance projects may be necessary in the short-term, they should not delay the planning efforts 

associated with a long-term solution, including identifying a preferred tunnel alignment and allocating 

funding to initiate environmental review of the rail corridor relocation project. If we continue to rely 

on reactive, hard-armoring measures to protect the rail corridor in place, we will lose our coastal 

beaches in the face of anticipated sea level rise at Del Mar and elsewhere. Therefore, Coastal 

Commission staff request that the Del Mar tunnel project be prioritized further by being moved to the 

five-year capital project list. This would allow double tracking to occur sooner, improving coastal 

access by sustainable modes of transportation while protecting the Del Mar bluffs, a vital visual and 

habitat resource for the San Diego region. 

 

Enhanced Rail Service and the California State Rail Plan 

The Coastal Commission has previously approved transportation projects and programs that balance 

roadway expansion with the provision of transportation alternatives including railway enhancements, 

bicycle corridors, and pedestrian accessways (e.g., the North Coast Corridor Public Works 

Plan/Transportation and Resource Enhancement Program). In actions throughout California, the 

Coastal Commission has found that projects supporting alternative modes of transportation, 

particularly enhanced rail service, are consistent with Coastal Act policies requiring maximum public 

access and a reduction in VMT (Coastal Act Sections 30210 and 30253). The Regional Plan proposes 

funding for high-frequency transit services that incorporate new transit modes and improve existing 

services. Commission staff supports the vision for vastly improved regional and inter-regional bus and 

rail corridors, which will offer alternatives to driving and alternatives to roadway expansion in 

environmentally sensitive areas.  

 

The California State Transportation Agency’s Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program (TIRCP) 

(2015) emphasizes the objective of “Expand[ing] and improv[ing] transit service to increase ridership.” 

In 2020, the TIRCP allocated over $38 million to capital improvements to the LOSSAN corridor, 

including new maintenance facilities that will allow for longer trains and more frequent and reliable 

service on the corridor. The Draft 2018 California State Rail Plan website states: “Californians 

collectively take billions of trips to millions of destinations each year, and the state needs quality 

modal choices among cars, transit, air travel, and active transportation to efficiently move people and 

freight to their destinations.” Coastal Commission staff support the expansion of San Diego’s 

commuter rail network and the double tracking of the LOSSAN corridor funded by the Regional Plan, 

in addition to other infrastructure improvements that encourage faster and more frequent intercity and 

intracity rail service such as those identified in the TIRCP.  

 

Central Mobility Hub 

In previous comment letters, Coastal Commission staff have expressed support for the development of 

an intermodal transit station along the existing rail corridor to provide visitors with direct connections 
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to Amtrak, COASTER, Trolley, bus services, and the southern terminus for the proposed high-speed 

train service. The acquisition of land for the Central Mobility Hub and the completion of the automated 

people mover airport connection in 2035 (Pages A-17 and A-18, Appendix A) will significantly 

improve alternative access to the airport, thereby reducing the anticipated traffic impacts associated 

with redevelopment of Terminal 1 on North Harbor Drive, a major coastal accessway.  Please note that 

Coastal Commission staff request to be included in future planning efforts related to the Central 

Mobility Hub, as well as the associated transportation infrastructure projects (e.g., automated people 

mover).  

 

Pacific Beach Trolley Extension and Streetcar 

Finally, the 2019 Draft Federal Regional Transportation Plan identified a trolley extension from Pacific 

Beach to the El Cajon Transit Center and a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach 

slated for completion by 2050 (Table A.2, Appendix A). Neither of these projects is identified in the 

2021 Draft Regional Plan. The popular beach community of Pacific Beach is already heavily impacted 

by parking and traffic congestion, which will be exacerbated in the future by redevelopment with 

increased density and the elimination of parking requirements by the City of San Diego for certain 

developments located near transit. Coastal Commission staff request the re-inclusion of these projects 

in the Regional Plan, as the transportation improvements identified for Pacific Beach in the 2021 

Regional Plan leave large portions of the community without robust alternatives to single-occupant 

vehicle travel and increasingly strained access to parking, inconsistent with Sections 30212 and 

30212.5 of the Coastal Act. 

 

In general, Coastal Commission staff support improvements to transit alternatives that provide access 

to coastal areas and recreation. Significant gaps in the regional bus network improvements laid out in 

the Regional Plan exist in the coastal communities of Encinitas, Solana Beach, La Jolla, Pacific Beach, 

Mission Beach, and Ocean Beach, whereas other coastal communities are slated to enjoy more robust 

transit improvements. As such, Coastal Commission staff encourage SANDAG to analyze and 

prioritize transit improvements that improve coastal access in these communities, and particularly 

improvements that provide these communities with meaningful alternatives to single-occupant vehicles 

to access the nearby beaches and recreational areas. 

 

Thank you again for the commitment to a bold new transportation vision for the 2021 Draft Regional 

Plan and for your ongoing work on other elements of San Diego Forward. We look forward to future 

collaboration and improvements to the transportation system in the San Diego region. If you have 

questions or ideas for collaboration, please do not hesitate to contact me at the Coastal Commission’s 

San Diego Coast District office.  

 

Sincerely, 

Trevor Hill 

Transportation Program Analyst 

 

cc: Tami Grove, Statewide Development and Transportation Program Manager, CCC 

Karl Schwing, District Director, San Diego Coast District, CCC 

Diana Lily, District Manager, San Diego Coast District, CCC  

Deborah Lee, District Manager, San Diego Coast District, CCC  

Kanani Leslie, Coastal Program Manager, San Diego Coast District, CCC 

Shannon Fiala, Coastal Program Manager, Southern California, CCC 
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Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comments on the 2021 Regional 

Plan/ Sustainable Communities Strategy.  OSPEE would like to offer the following comments 

for your consideration: 

 

“A Bold New Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan”: 

• With development concentrated at the coastal region, has the scientists' estimates of a 2.5 

sea level rise been taken into account for development in this area? (pdf page 9) 

• There was a brief mention of the California Transportation Plan 2050 (CTP 2050) in the 

bulleted list on Page 14. As the State of California’s transportation roadmap, it might be 

pertinent to demonstrate with a few sentences as to how the 2021 Regional Plan meets or 

aligns with the CTP 2050’s Recommendations on Page 6 of the Executive Summary of 

the CTP 2050 document. Here is language that could be potentially used: 

o Senate Bill 391 (SB 391, 2009) required the California Department of 

Transportation to prepare the California Transportation Plan (CTP), a statewide to 

reduce GHG emissions. This system laid out in the CTP 2050 showed reductions 

in GHG emissions to 1990 levels from current levels by 2020, and 80 percent 

below the 1990 levels by 2050 as described by AB 32 and Executive Order S-03-

05. The CTP 2050 demonstrates how major metropolitan areas, rural areas, and 

state agencies can coordinate planning efforts to achieve critical statewide goals. 

SANDAG will work to align with the goals, policies, strategies, and 

recommendations laid out in the CTP 2050 where applicable. 

• Pages 14 and 15 feel a bit out of place and seems like it would be better places after the 

Table of Contents that is present in the “Forward” section, rather than being right before 

Chapter 2. The chapter list of Page 15 is essentially the same as the Table of Contents so 

keeping the nice graphics with the same overview/summary would be good, while having 

the actual TOC have subsections within the chapters listed, with their corresponding 

pages as well (5 Big Moves, etc).  

 

 

Sustainable Communities Strategy: 

 

• It may be beneficial to mention how these goals will contribute to California’s overall State goal 

of reducing GHGs, with a mention of AB 32’s goal of lowering statewide GHG emissions 80% 

To: Tessa Lero 

Caltrans - District 8 

Date: 
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“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system 
 to enhance California’s economy and livability” 

 

below 1990 levels by 2050 as well as SB 32’s mid-point goal of lowering statewide GHG 

emissions 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. Disregard if this was mentioned but overlooked by 

the reviewer. 

 

General Comments: 

 

• On Page 44: "The 2015 update of the regional plan was projected to cost $130 billion in 2020 

dollars. The 2021 Regional Plan is projected to cost $163 billion. Why the higher cost? As we 

have detailed in Chapters 1 and 2, the 2021, the Regional Plan completely reimagines our 

transportation system—". While the 2015 may also be assumed to have taken bold steps to 

reimagine the transportation system, it might be ideal to refer to the appropriate technical 

Appendix as to why a newer, updated approach is costing $33 billion more six years later.  

• Overall a very good and thorough plan, would just mention of alignment with the CTP 2050.  
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August 6, 2021 
 
 
Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
Executive Director 
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92191 
 
Dear Mr. Ikhrata:   
 
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) appreciates the opportunity to 
review the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) San Diego Forward: The 
2021 Regional Plan including its Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) and air quality 
conformity analysis.   
 
The 2021 Regional Plan presents a data-driven, bold vision that will redefine how 
people and goods move around the San Diego region.  Caltrans, as the owner and 
operator of the State Highway System, will work in coordination with SANDAG to 
deliver a world class transportation network that serves all people and respects the 
environment.  It is our seamless partnership that continues to make the region 
competitive for federal and state funding. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan will help our region and our state achieve shared goals to 
provide mobility choices that advance equity and reduce pollution, boost our 
economy, and make our transportation system accessible for all.  SANDAG and 
Caltrans are currently developing Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans that with 
input from the public, will further identify and evaluate projects and strategies within 
transportation corridors defined in the 2021 Regional Plan.  Additional refinements to 
individual corridor project scopes, costs and schedules will be made as these projects 
are studied under CEQA and NEPA, including any legislative changes needed for the 
implementation of those projects. 
 
To receive federal transportation funds, SANDAG is required by federal and state law 
to develop a comprehensive, 20+ year vision of a balanced, multimodal 
transportation system.  A regional plan must be updated at least every four years and 
allows the region to confirm the transportation plan’s validity and consistency with 
current and forecasted transportation and land use conditions and trends. 

http://www.dot.ca.gov/
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Caltrans has reviewed the 2021 Regional Plan and found that it has fulfilled all the 
requirements of the Caltrans 2017 Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines for 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations pursuant to California Government Code Section 
14522.  Caltrans offers the following comments: 
 
Climate Action and the Multimodal Network topics 
Transportation is the largest source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the San 
Diego region; in 2016, on-road light-duty vehicles accounted for 41% of emissions. One 
strategy to reduce emissions is to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT).  The Regional 
Housing Needs Allocation Plan informed development of the SCS land use pattern, 
and the region’s major employment centers and urban core mobility hubs are 
expected to take on the most housing and job growth in the region over the next 30 
years. It is anticipated this development pattern will support VMT reduction from light-
duty vehicles by balancing the ratio of jobs to housing land uses. Additionally, the 2021 
Regional Plan proposes expansion of the regional transit network such that thirty-
minute transit access from mobility hubs to Tier 1 employment centers increases from 
13% to 28% for communities of color and increases from 16% to 33% for residents with 
low incomes by 2050. This improvement will provide important access to economic 
opportunities to these communities while incentivizing mode shift. 
 
Caltrans supports SANDAG’s embrace of new and improved mobility management 
strategies such as developing a smart intersection system, a comprehensive system to 
manage cross-border trips, and real-time traffic management solutions (including 
dynamic truck parking) to manage many modes of transportation, including freight 
movement. 
 
We encourage SANDAG to continue efforts on a recently funded grant to develop a 
Sustainable Freight Implementation Strategy. This work will help the region execute a 
road map for a more efficient, economically competitive, and sustainable freight 
transportation system, establish a framework to transition to a clean freight system, 
reduce pollution exposure to environmental justice communities, and help implement 
state sustainable freight efforts such as the California Sustainable Freight Action Plan, 
the California Freight Mobility Plan, Governor Gavin Newsom's "Zero-Emission by 2035" 
Executive Order (N-79-20), and Assembly Bill 617 (C. Garcia, 2017) Community Emission 
Reduction Program. 
 
Caltrans supports consideration and the development of new mechanisms for viable 
VMT mitigation options for highway capacity projects, such as exploring statewide and 
regional VMT mitigation bank concepts and evaluating feasibility and exploring 
potential expansion of an Advanced Mitigation Program to include GHG/VMT 
mitigation. 
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As the 2021 Regional Plan looks to develop performance measures, analyze, and 
address congestion, please consider presenting data about how travel, delay, and 
transit use will evolve with the implementation of the plan.    
 
Equity and Livability topics 
Caltrans is encouraged by the investments outlined in SANDAG’s Supporting Policies 
and Programs.  These investments will support programs that complement the capital 
and operational investments of the transportation system, encourage sustainable 
growth and development, and implement innovative demand strategies.  Please 
consider inclusion of a program for Highways to Boulevards Conversion or freeway 
cap/lid/decks to create new park space, housing, or community amenities to help 
restore and revitalize communities.  Proposed locations will be discussed and 
determined in the future. 
 
Please consider including in the listing of transportation projects, programs, and 
phasing the San Diego- Coronado Bridge Suicide Prevention Barrier Project.  The 
Coronado Bridge has the highest concentration of death by suicide for a spot location 
on the state highway system.  Without mention in the regional plan, the project may 
not be able to compete for state or federal funding. 
 
The 2021 Regional Plan illustrates that in addition to Major Corridors, there are several 
rural corridors primarily in the eastern two-thirds of the region that provide access and 
connectivity for rural towns and lands to the interstate system.  These roadways are to 
be improved with a focus on safety through shoulder widening, curve straightening, 
and technology features, such as active transportation and demand management 
and smart intersections. 
 
Caltrans recognizes the rural areas of our region play a vital role in California’s 
economy.  Rural communities are often also the gateway to the state’s preserved 
landscapes that are central to supporting California’s tourism industry. Yet, rural 
communities are already experiencing the impacts of a changing climate— from 
unprecedented storms to devastating wildfires.  While transportation goals are 
inherently and fundamentally the same no matter the context— to provide safe 
access to destinations for people and goods - unique local and regional conditions 
require tailored solutions to advance these goals, and solutions may look different in 
varying local contexts.  
 
Please consider including additional examples of sustainable transportation solutions 
that could be applied in rural settings, understanding that these efforts will require 
collaboration with the local and Tribal governments that serve the locations, such as: 
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• Increasing transit service in a corridor through investments in bus service, 
vanpools, micro-transit or mobility on demand services, and park-and-ride 
facilities. 

• Roadside land management activities related to wildfire. 
• Addressing safety through the multidisciplinary Safe System Approach that 

employ tools for speed management, such as road diets, conversion of 
intersections to roundabouts, and signal coordination to slow speeds. 

• Improving efforts on coordination for broadband access in transportation and 
growth, remote work/VMT reduction, economic development, and regional 
housing strategies. Broadband access remains a critical issue in rural 
communities and with many Tribal nations. 

• Adding and improving connected facilities for walking and bicycling and for 
first/last-mile connections to local, interregional, and regional transit routes.  
Rural cores should support walking and biking on commercial corridors and 
main streets. 

• Prioritizing connections to natural areas; Tribal communities may desire access to 
ceremonial sites outside of the rural core. 

• Facilitating emergency evacuations through efficient traffic management 
strategies, such as the use of contra flow, use of two-way left turn lanes as 
through travel lanes, construction of full structural sections of shoulders and 
installation of transportation management systems (TMS) elements, such as 
closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras, changeable message signs (CMS), 
and traffic detection equipment. 

• Deploying zero-emission vehicle charging or fueling infrastructure —including for 
battery electric, fuel cell (hydrogen) electric, and other zero-emission vehicle 
technologies. 

 
Caltrans thanks SANDAG for its leadership and the vision laid out in 2021 Regional Plan. 
We look forward to working side-by-side in making the San Diego region a place for 
residents, visitors, and businesses to thrive.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
ANN M. FOX 
Deputy District Director 
Planning and Local Assistance 
 
c:  Brenda Caruso, Acting Branch Chief, Office of Regional Coordination, Caltrans Headquarters 
 Gilbert Valencia, Assoc. Trans. Planner, Office of Regional Coordination, Caltrans Headquarters 
 Seth Cutter, Senior Transportation Planner, Caltrans District 11 
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SANDAG  
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Comments of the Center for Sustainable Energy® regarding SANDAG’s Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

The Center for Sustainable Energy® (CSE; www.energycenter.org) is pleased to provide comments 
regarding SANDAG’s Draft 2021 Regional Plan. CSE commends SANDAG’s efforts in developing a 
comprehensive and holistic vision for the future of transportation in the San Diego region. CSE 
encourages SANDAG to adopt the Regional Plan and continue collaborating with regional entities to 
implement clean technology programs that encourage electrification, prioritize equity, and enhance 
climate action planning.

CSE is a 25-year-old national nonprofit with a single word mission: Decarbonize. We provide program 
administration, technical assistance, and policy advisement services to a diverse set of stakeholders 
across the clean energy and transportation sector. As a nonprofit without members or donors, CSE 
serves as a trusted resource helping government agencies implement successful technology programs 
that use funds in the best interest of consumers, ratepayers, and the general public.  

CSE provides these comments based on our experience designing, implementing, and evaluating 
statewide electric vehicle (EV) and EV infrastructure incentive programs across multiple jurisdictions. In 
the San Diego region, CSE is pleased to work with SANDAG on the administration of numerous 
programs, including the San Diego County Incentive Project under the California Electric Vehicle 
Infrastructure Project (CALeVIP).  

In response to the Draft 2021 Regional Plan, CSE offers the following recommendations: 
 Leverage the Mobility Hubs concept to showcase clean energy and transportation technologies; 
 Continue to support regional coordination through SANDAG’s Energy Working Group and 

Regional Plan Social Equity Working Group by sharing best practices regarding climate 
action planning, operationalizing equity, and emergency planning; and 

 Ensure that the Next OS platform includes data on EV infrastructure availability and 
transportation emissions impacts and compiles platform insights onto public-facing dashboards. 

CSE’s recommendations are discussed in detail below. 
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Leverage the Mobility Hubs concept to showcase clean energy and transportation technologies 
 
CSE supports SANDAG’s proposed Mobility Hubs concept to provide integrated transportation 
solutions. CSE recommends that SANDAG utilize these Mobility Hubs to showcase a variety of clean 
energy and transportation technologies. Specifically, Mobility Hubs could raise awareness  of zero-
emission transportation alternatives, including EVs and zero-emission buses. Additionally, the mere 
presence of visible public charging infrastructure can influence consumers’ willingness to pay for an 
EV by up to $5,000.1 CSE also recommends that additional clean energy technologies be integrated 
into the Mobility Hubs. For example, EV chargers could be coupled with solar panels and battery 
storage systems to provide greater utilization of clean electricity. To expand this concept even 
further, CSE encourages SANDAG to consider deploying microgrids in conjunction with Mobility 
Hubs. Microgrids can further integrate these technologies to provide additional emissions 
reductions, while also managing grid impacts and providing resiliency benefits during extreme 
weather events. Through islanding capabilities, microgrids would enable Mobility Hubs to continue 
to charge electric fleets during electric grid outages, further alleviating consumers’ concerns about 
all-electric transportation options. 
 
Continue to support regional coordination through SANDAG’s Energy Working Group and Regional 
Plan Social Equity Working Group by sharing best practices regarding climate action planning, 
operationalizing equity, and emergency planning 
 
CSE is pleased to participate in SANDAG’s Energy Working Group (EWG) and strongly supports the 
EWG’s role in coordinating regional climate action planning, particularly through the use of 
analytical tools such as the Regional Climate Action Planning Framework (ReCAP).2 CSE encourages 
SANDAG to continue this work by periodically sharing best practices on climate action planning. For 
example, CSE suggests that the release of the ReCAP Snapshots be accompanied by targeted policy 
recommendations for local jurisdictions. Additionally, the EWG is an effective venue for sharing best 
practices on local climate equity planning initiatives, such as the Climate Equity Index reports 
prepared by the Cities of San Diego3 and Chula Vista,4 and applying these “lessons learned” on a 
broader regional scale. CSE also recommends SANDAG engage its Regional Plan Social Equity 
Working Group (WG) to gather feedback and recommendations on how to operationalize equity 
throughout the agency, using the Regional Plan as a starting point. Lastly, CSE recommends that the 
EWG and the Social Equity WG seek to collaborate with emergency planning and land use officials 
from state, regional, and local agencies, who are often not involved in conventional climate action 
planning activities. This type of information-sharing and collaborative planning across agencies and 
departments will be critical to mitigate the impacts of extreme weather events including heat 

 
1Jensen, F.A, Cherchi, E., and Mabit, S.L., On the Stability of Preferences and Attitudes before and after 
Experiencing an Electric Vehicle.  
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.trd.2013.07.006 
2 SANDAG. Climate Action. 
https://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=17&subclassid=46&projectid=565&fuseaction=projects.detail  
3 City of San Diego. San Diego’s Climate Equity Index Report.  
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/2019_climate_equity_index_report.pdf  
4 City of Chula Vista. Draft Chula Vista Climate Equity Framework. 
https://www.chulavistaca.gov/home/showpublisheddocument?id=22124  
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waves, wildfires, and droughts, which are expected to continue to increase in frequency and 
severity. 
 
Ensure that the Next OS platform includes data on EV infrastructure availability and 
transportation emissions impacts and compiles platform insights onto public-facing dashboards 
 
CSE supports the development of SANDAG’s proposed Next OS platform to incorporate transportation 
data and streamline individuals’ travel patterns. CSE offers a number of recommendations to integrate 
EVs into this platform and facilitate better understanding of travel behavior and associated emissions 
impacts. 
 
First, CSE recommends that SANDAG include data on EV infrastructure locations and availability in the 
Next OS platform. Lack of access to EV charging is often cited as one of the largest barriers preventing 
consumers from purchasing EVs. Even EV owners often experience difficulty finding a public EV charger 
given the number of EV service providers (EVSPs) with proprietary software applications. Additionally, 
CSE encourages SANDAG to consider integrating information regarding EV charger availability to prevent 
queues from developing at these sites. While some EVSPs have added waitlist functionalities into their 
software,5 there is no uniform approach to addressing this challenge. By integrating these factors into 
the Next OS platform, SANDAG can support current and prospective EV owners and further promote 
electrified transportation. 
 
Second, CSE recommends incorporating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions data into the Next OS platform 
in order to provide individuals with information regarding the estimated emissions intensity of various 
transportation modes. For example, an individual could use the Next OS platform to choose between 
taking transit or requesting ride-hailing services, considering the emissions associated with each mode 
and making their decision based off of this information. Similarly, the platform could compare the 
emissions intensity of various options within a specified mode of travel. For example, an individual 
choosing to use ride-hailing services could assess the emissions impacts of single-occupancy vehicle trips 
versus pooled trips or the difference between rides in an EV versus in an internal combustion engine 
vehicle. This functionality could increase public awareness of emissions impacts and encourage greater 
utilization of clean transportation options.   
 
Third, CSE recommends that the key analytical insights obtained through the Next OS platform be 
compiled and highlighted on public dashboards, either on the platform itself or on SANDAG’s website. 
By its nature, the Next OS platform will collect significant levels of data on individual travel patterns and 
preferences. Analyzing this data will yield key insights that can further inform regional planning and 
policymaking. Additionally, highlighting these insights through dashboards and visualizations, and 
thereby making this data accessible and understandable to the general public, will also enable 
individuals to better understand their transportation options and impacts. These dashboards should be 
made available in multiple languages and should be updated at regular intervals.    
 
/// 
 

 
5 ChargePoint. Waitlist. 
https://www.chargepoint.com/products/waitlist/  
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Conclusion 
 
CSE appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments in support of SANDAG’s Draft 2021 
Regional Plan. We look forward to continued collaboration with SANDAG and other stakeholders in 
advancing clean transportation and emission reduction goals within the San Diego region. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Raghav Murali 
Senior Director of Policy and General Counsel  
Center for Sustainable Energy®  
3980 Sherman St., Suite 170 
San Diego, CA 92110 
Tel: (858) 935-4826 
raghav.murali@energycenter.org  
 
Kinshuk Chatterjee 
Transportation Policy Analyst 
Center for Sustainable Energy® 
3980 Sherman St., Suite 170 
San Diego, CA  92110 
Tel: (858) 244-1177 
kinshuk.chatterjee@energycenter.org  
 
 
 







  

 

July 21, 2021 

 

Supervisor Nora Vargas,  

Chair, Transportation Committee 

SANDAG  

401 B Street, Suite 800 

San Diego, CA 92101 

 

Dear Transportation Committee Chair Nora E. Vargas, 

Chollas Creek Coalition requests SANDAG include Chollas Creek Regional Park active transportation and recreational 

facilities in the 2021 update of the San Diego Forward Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).  

Environmental Justice communities located along the Chollas Creek Watershed have been historically under-invested 

in and residents are predominantly lower-income people of color with higher-rates of health issues resulting from over-

pollution and inequitable access to economic opportunity. These communities bisected by freeways do not have safe 

mobility connections for people to get around without a car. 

The future Chollas Creek Regional Park included in the 2021 draft of the City of San Diego’s Parks Master Plan has 

approximately 8 miles of parks, trails, recreational amenities, trees, bikeways and stormwater infrastructure 

improvements along the north and south forks of the Chollas Creek in need of planning and funding. This trail system 

once completed would connect City Heights, Southeast San Diego and the communities in between all the way to 

Barrio Logan and the employment centers along the San Diego Bay. 

SANDAG has a once in generation opportunity to make a meaningful investment in the many communities along the 

Chollas Creek by including the Chollas Creek Regional Park and associated bikeway projects in the RTP. These critical 

active transportation connections to improve community health, resiliency to climate change and link housing to jobs 

are many decades over-due. We urge SANDAG to invest in the project to advance equity, climate justice and a historic 

win for communities who have been ignored for far too long. 

 

Regards, 

Chollas Creek Coalition 

 

cc: Hasan Ikhrata, Executive Director, SANDAG, hasan.ikhrata@sandag.org 

     Coleen Clementson, Director of Regional Planning, coleen.clementson@sandag.org  

mailto:hasan.ikhrata@sandag.org
mailto:coleen.clementson@sandag.org


 

August 4th 2021 

Dear SANDAG Board & Staff,  

We appreciate your efforts to facilitate opportunities for community engagement through the 2021 

Regional Plan by hosting open house forums, public hearings, and online public comment. The City 

Heights Built Environment Team is a community group who wants to see a dignified, equitable, efficient 

and affordable transportation system in our region.  

These are the top priorities our group has identified and would like to see implemented in the 2021 

Regional Plan:  

• Greater transit frequencies (7 min on peak, and 10 mins all day) in Transit Priority Areas; 

Collaborate with the Built Environment Team on a Pilot Program to identify and test high 

ridership routes in City Heights 

• Late night and weekend service improvements with 24-hour service on major routes  

• Supporting the Purple Line alignment through central City Heights  

• Bikeways on major corridors with implementation of Early Action Projects in Mid-City by 2023  

• Implementing traffic-calming measures including but not limited to: protected bike lanes, 

roundabouts, raised crossings to improve to ensure a safer biking experience   

• Planting more trees throughout City Heights to foster a healthier urban environment 

• Ensuring Youth Opportunity Passes for those aged 24 and under by 2023   

• Oppose freeway expansions in City Heights that increase Vehicle Miles Traveled while supporting 

general purpose lane conversions that prioritize transit 

• Improve multimodal beach access for urban-core communities 

• Plan and implement Bus Rapid Transit Route 550 on 54th St. to be phased for 2025 

• Improve and exceed State of California standards for GHG reduction goals  

• Maintain transparency with community members by sharing relevant data and progress updates 

surrounding project phasing, implementation, and funding 

We believe these priorities will help build a dignified, equitable, and affordable transportation system in 

our region.   

Sincerely,  

Maria Cortez  

Vincent Rivera  

Jair Cortes  

Esperanza Gonzales  

Roddy Jerome 

Marco Montiel 

Edwin Lohr  

Bernadette Winter-Villaluz 

Erik Winter-Villaluz 

Cynthia Nguyen 

Guillermina Rice 

Vianney Ruvalcaba 

Anastasia Brewster 

Haneen Mohamed  

Stephanie Hernandez 

Randy Torres-Van Vleck



(city of

Carlsbad 
Sept. 30, 2021 

San Diego Association of Governments 

401 B street, Suite 800 

San Diego, CA 92101 

Via: SDForward@sandag.org 

RE: City of Carlsbad Comments on Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

To whom it may concern, 

This letter serves to inform SAN DAG that the City does not wish to remove project CB32 from 

the Regional Arterials Project list. 

Please disregard the comment regarding project CB32 from the attached letter sent to SAN DAG 

on Aug. 6, 2021. 

Thank you for bringing this to our attention, and please contact me if you have any other 

questions regarding the 2021 Regional Plan comment letter. 

Best Regards, 

Tom Frank, PE 

Transportation Director/City Engineer 

Attachment A: Letter to SAN DAG dated Aug. 6, 2021 

cc: Scott Chadwick, City Manager 

Celia Brewer, City Attorney 

Geoff Patnoe, Assistant City Manager 

Ron Kemp, Assistant City Attorney 

Robby Contreras, Assistant City Attorney 

Gary Barberib, Deputy City Manager, Community Services 

Paz Gomez, Deputy City Manager, Public works 

Mike Strong, Assistant Director, Community Development 

Public Works Branch - Transportation Department 

1635 Faraday Avenue I Carlsbad, CA 92008 I 760-602-2766
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Attachment 1: Government Code 65020 (S.B. 375) Summary 
 

City of Carlsbad Comment Letter    August 6, 2021 

Government Code section (“GOV §”) 65080, also referred to as California Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) 
(“SB 375”), is one area of law that provides SANDAG with guidance to which a regional transportation plan 
must be developed.  

Among other things, the regional transportation plan that is developed “shall be an internally consistent 
document” (GOV § 65080 (b)) and shall  include a “sustainable communities strategy prepared by each 
metropolitan planning organizations as follows” (GOV § 65080 (b)(2)(B)): 

Each metropolitan planning organization shall prepare a sustainable communities strategy, subject 

to  the  requirements of Part 450 of Title 23 of, and Part 93 of Title 40 of,  the Code of Federal 

Regulations, including the requirement to utilize the most recent planning assumptions considering 

local general plans and other factors.   The sustainable communities strategy shall (i) identify the 

general location of uses, residential densities, and building intensities within the region, (ii) identify 

areas within the region sufficient to house all the population of the region, including all economic 

segments of the population, over the course of the planning period of the regional transportation 

plan taking  into account net migration  into the region, population growth, household formation 

and employment growth,  (iii)  identify areas within  the  region  sufficient  to house an eight‐year 

projection of the regional housing need for the region pursuant to Section 65584,  (iv)  identify a 

transportation network to service the transportation needs of the region, (v) gather and consider 

the best practically available scientific information regarding resource areas and farmland in the 

region as defined in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 65080.01 , (vi) consider the state housing 

goals specified in Sections 65580 and 65581, (vii) set forth a forecasted development pattern for 

the  region, which, when  integrated with  the  transportation network, and other  transportation 

measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles and light trucks 

to achieve,  if  there  is a  feasible way  to do  so,  the  greenhouse  gas  emission  reduction  targets 

approved by the state board, and (viii) allow the regional transportation plan to comply with Section 

176 of the federal Clean Air Act ( 42 U.S.C. Sec. 7506 ).  

The 2021 draft Regional Transportation Plan  includes a  Sustainable Communities  Strategy  (“SCS”), as 
required by SB 375 for the San Diego region (herein after called “draft Regional Plan”). The draft Regional 
Plan indicates that “SB 375 requires the SCS to include a pattern for forecasted growth and development 
that accomplishes the following: 1) When combined with the transportation network, the SCS will achieve 
the regional GHG emission–reduction  targets; 2). The SCS accommodates the Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment  (“RHNA”) Determination;  and  3)  The  SCS  utilizes  the most  recent  planning  assumptions. 
(Reference p. 19 of the 2021 Regional Plan.) 

Predicting the effect of transportation plans or projects on land uses and land use planning is critical to 
developing  context  sensitive  solutions  for  transportation  projects.  Therefore,  utilization  of  the most 
recent planning assumptions  is not only necessary but  is required as specifically stated therein GOV § 
65080.  If  inconsistencies  are  found  in  the  land  use  assumptions  or  adverse  impacts  are  anticipated, 
SANDAG should be actively engaged in the development of measures to address these issues. 

The SANDAG Board of Directors approved the final RHNA plan with the final housing unit allocation on 
July  10,  2020, which was  based  on  the most  recent  land  use  planning  assumptions  and  an  adopted 
methodology to allocate housing  in accordance with GOV §§ 65584.04(d and m). The City of Carlsbad 
received a total RHNA allocation of 3,873 units as a result of RHNA plan adoption. The adopted April 6, 
2021 city’s Housing Element accommodates its housing needs through current zoning and other programs 
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as needed to meet the city’s RHNA obligation at all income levels. The land use inputs derived from this 
local  planning  document  constitutes  the most  recent  land  use  assumptions.  On  July  13,  2021  the 
Department  of  Housing  and  Community  Development  found  “the  adopted  housing  element  is  in 
substantial compliance with State Housing Element Law (Article 10.6 of the Gov. Code).  

The most recent planning assumptions are critical for the development of the draft Regional Plan as the 
document must  comply with other  specific  state and  federal mandates  including a SCS per California 
Senate Bill 375, which achieves GHG emissions reduction targets set by the California Air Resources Board 
and compliance with federal civil rights (Title VI) requirements, environmental justice considerations, air 
quality conformity, and public participation. To monitor compliance and attainment of state reduction 
goals in GHG, GOV § 65080 (b)(2)) requires that:  

(H)  Prior to adopting a sustainable communities strategy, the metropolitan planning organization 

shall  quantify  the  reduction  in  greenhouse  gas  emissions  projected  to  be  achieved  by  the 

sustainable communities strategy and set forth the difference, if any, between the amount of that 

reduction and the target for the region established by the state board. 

(J)(i)  Prior to starting the public participation process adopted pursuant to subparagraph (F), the 

metropolitan planning organization shall submit a description to the state board of the technical 

methodology  it  intends  to use  to  estimate  the greenhouse gas  emissions  from  its  sustainable 

communities strategy and, if appropriate, its alternative planning strategy. 

There is inevitably some uncertainty regarding the use of projected future conditions. However, what is 
certain  is  that  the project will not operate under  the  conditions  that  exist  today.  There will be new 
residential and employment growth in the intervening years between now and the proposed build‐out of 
the draft Regional Plan. Nonetheless, projections utilized should represent the best available information 
assembled by the local agencies with jurisdiction and expertise. Judgments about land use assumptions 
utilized in the draft Regional Plan should be based on and supported by facts, adopted plans, and “most 
recent planning assumptions,” rather than speculation and personal opinions. The land use assumptions 
for “uses, residential densities, and building intensities within the region” (as required by GOV § 65080 
(b)(2)(B)(i)) should also be the same, as that provided to the state board (as required per GOV §§ 65080 
(b)(2)(H and J) in estimating and analyzing GHG from the SCS and the effect on growth and whether the 
effects of that growth would be significant in the context of the region’s plans, natural setting, and growth 
patterns. Ultimately,  the SCS must demonstrate whether SANDAG can meet  the per capita passenger 
vehicle‐related GHG emissions targets for 2035 set by the California Air Resources Board (“CARB”).  

SB 375 directs CARB to accept or reject the determination of SANDAG that  its SCS submitted to CARB 
would, if implemented, achieve the region’s GHG emissions reduction targets. CARB’s technical evaluation 
of SANDAG’s draft Regional Plan would be based on all the evidence provided, including the models, the 
data inputs and assumptions, the SCS strategies, and the performance indicators.  

The  transportation and planning assumptions are also extremely  important as  it  is relied on  for other 
master planning exercises. The Regional Air Quality Strategy (“RAQS”) relies on information from CARB 
and SANDAG for information regarding projected growth in the cities and San Diego County. This in turn 
is utilized  to address other state requirements,  including  the San Diego portion of the California State 
Implementation Plan (“SIP”) and promulgating their own rules and regulations regarding air quality in the 
region or to address federal requirements. 
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The analysis of land use impacts for transportation projects is guided by FHWA Technical Advisory T 6640.8 
and the CEQA Guidelines.  

Under  the  FHWA  Technical  Advisory  T  6640.8  (G)(1),  Guidance  for  Preparing  and  Processing 
Environmental, states:  

This discussion [of land use] should identify the current development trends and the State and/or 

local government plans and policies on land use and growth in the area which will be impacted by 

the proposed project. These plans and policies are normally reflected in the area's comprehensive 

development  plan,  and  include  land  use,  transportation,  public  facilities,  housing,  community 

services, and other areas.  

The land use discussion should assess the consistency of the alternatives with the comprehensive 

development plans adopted for the area and (if applicable) other plans used in the development 

of  the  transportation  plan  required  by  Section  [23  U.S.  Code  §]  134.  The  secondary  social, 

economic,  and  environmental  impacts  of  any  substantial,  foreseeable,  induced  development 

should  be  presented  for  each  alternative,  including  adverse  effects  on  existing  communities. 

Where possible, the distinction between planned and unplanned growth should be identified. 

There  is  also  a  requirement  to  analyze  the  land  use  planning  inconsistencies  per  CEQA Guidelines  § 
15126.2(a), which specifies that an EIR for a proposed project include: 

The Significant Environmental Effects of the Proposed Project. An EIR shall identify and focus on 

the significant effects of the proposed project on the environment. In assessing the  impact of a 

proposed project on the environment, the  lead agency should normally  limit  its examination to 

changes in the existing physical conditions in the affected area as they exist at the time the notice 

of  preparation  is  published,  or  where  no  notice  of  preparation  is  published,  at  the  time 

environmental analysis is commenced. Direct and indirect significant effects of the project on the 

environment shall be clearly identified and described, giving due consideration to both the short‐

term  and  long‐term  effects.  The  discussion  should  include  relevant  specifics  of  the  area,  the 

resources  involved, physical changes, alterations to ecological systems, and changes  induced  in 

population  distribution,  population  concentration,  the  human  use  of  the  land  (including 

commercial  and  residential development), health and  safety  problems  caused  by  the  physical 

changes, and other aspects of the resource base such as water, historical resources, scenic quality, 

and public services. The EIR shall also analyze any significant environmental effects the project 

might cause or risk exacerbating by bringing development and people into the area affected. For 

example,  the  EIR  should  evaluate  any  potentially  significant  direct,  indirect,  or  cumulative 

environmental impacts of locating development in areas susceptible to hazardous conditions (e.g., 

floodplains, coastlines, wildfire risk areas), including both short‐term and long‐term conditions, as 

identified  in authoritative hazard maps,  risk assessments or  in  land use plans addressing  such 

hazards areas. 

Since the new land use assumptions are being utilized, as described by this letter, the EIR that is prepared 
shall also analyze any significant environmental effects the project might cause by bringing development 
and people into the area affected. The following are the basic steps in analyzing land use impacts as part 
of the community impact assessment process:  
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1. Inventory the existing land use patterns (including undeveloped land), development trends, and 
transportation systems. The inventory of existing land uses should include the following land use 
types: residential, commercial, industrial, recreational, institutional, public services, community 
services, emergency services, transportation, utilities, agriculture, and undeveloped land in the 
study area. The study area should include the surrounding community that is generally 
associated with the project area within which community impacts could occur. The inventory 
should also address development trends and identify recent developments in the study area to 
include the development’s name, size, status (planned, built, under construction), and the 
jurisdiction in which it is located. A map showing the location of existing and planned land uses 
in the area should also be prepared. 

2. Determine whether the project is consistent with local and regional policies that govern land use 
and development. For the consistency analysis, the policies and programs considered in the 
analysis should include: transportation plans and programs (MTPs/RTPs and MTIPs/RTIPs), 
regional growth plans, local General Plans that establish land use and growth management 
policies for the study area, and any specific or pipeline development proposals. This analysis 
should also include a discussion of consistency with the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, 
California Coastal Act of 1976, the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (16 USC 1271) and the 
California Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Pub. Res. Code § 5093.50 et seq.). After preparing a 
preliminary list of relevant plans to be considered in the analysis, the SANDAG planner should 
meet with the staff of the various agencies to review the list to determine if it is complete and 
revise the list as necessary. 

3. Assess the changes that would occur in land uses and growth with and without the project.  
4. The draft Regional plan and each project alternative should be considered separately since the 

results may be different.  
5. Develop measures to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate potential adverse effects.  

The resulting environmental analysis should identify the current development trends and the State and/or 
local government plans and policies on  land use and growth  in the area which will be  impacted by the 
proposed project. These plans and policies are normally reflected  in  local General Plans. If found to be 
consistent, then the findings  in the EIR should be documented  in the report and no further analysis or 
action is necessary. When found not to be inconsistent with a policy or program, then consideration must 
be given to modifying the draft Reginal Plan alternative to make it consistent, or measures to address the 
inconsistency must be developed. SANDAG should be actively engaged in the development of measures 
to  address  these  issues  and  be  prepared  to  assess  the  consistency  of  the  draft  Regional  Plan  and 
alternatives with the comprehensive development plans adopted for the area and (if applicable) other 
plans used in the development of the transportation plan required by Section 23 U.S. Code § 134. For any 
new  land use growth assumptions, the secondary social, economic, and environmental  impacts of any 
substantial, foreseeable, induced development should be presented for the draft Regional Plan and each 
alternative,  including adverse effects on existing  communities. The  results  should be  shared with  the 
public during the public  involvement process, e.g., at community meetings, etc. Public  input should be 
considered  by  SANDAG  and  if  necessary,  the  findings  of  the  analysis  should  be  revised  to  reflect 
information gained through the public involvement process.  
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Attachment 5

PLEASE NOTE: PRELIMINARY RIDERSHIP DATA ‐ UNAUDITED AND SUBJECT TO ADJUSTMENTS

Month

FY21 FY20 Variance %

July 10,263        149,515 (139,252) (93.1%)
Aug 9,412 133,482 (124,070) (92.9%)
Sept 10,020 114,233 (104,213) (91.2%)
Oct 10,968 111,045 (100,077) (90.1%)
Nov 9,232 94,551 (85,319) (90.2%)
Dec 7,519 83,951 (76,432) (91.0%)
Jan 6,848 98,791 (91,943) (93.1%)
Feb 7,866 91,845 (83,979) (91.4%)
Mar 11,203 46,510 (35,307) (75.9%)
Apr 15,184 5,244 9,940 189.5%
May 19,214 6,207 13,007 209.6%
June** 44,978 8,734 36,244 415.0% **Not final as of July 19, 2021
YTD Total 162,707 0 (781,401)

FY Total 162,707 944,108

Month

FY21 FY20 Variance %

July 10,263        131,218      (120,955) (92.2%)
Aug 9,412 112,100 (102,688) (91.6%)
Sept 10,020 92,159 (82,139) (89.1%)
Oct 10,968 105,601 (94,633) (89.6%)
Nov 9,232 80,912 (71,680) (88.6%)
Dec 7,519 75,534 (68,015) (90.0%)
Jan 6,848 89,920 (83,072) (92.4%)
Feb 7,866 84,613 (76,747) (90.7%)
Mar 11,203 44,368 (33,165) (74.7%)
Apr 15,184 5,244 9,940 189.5%
May 17,221 6,207 11,014 177.4%
June** 35,192 8,734 26,458 302.9% **Not final as of July 19, 2021
YTD Total 150,928 0 (685,682)

FY Total 150,928 836,610

Month

FY21 FY20 Variance %

July -              9,415          (9,415) (100.0%)
Aug -              14,348 (14,348) (100.0%)
Sept -              8,449 (8,449) (100.0%)
Oct -              3,247 (3,247) (100.0%)
Nov -              8,385 (8,385) (100.0%)
Dec -              4,387 (4,387) (100.0%)
Jan -              3,218 (3,218) (100.0%)
Feb -              5,181 (5,181) (100.0%)
Mar -              665 (665) (100.0%)
Apr -              0 0
May 1,387          0 1,387
June** 5,881          0 5,881 **Not final as of July 19, 2021
YTD Total 7,268 0 (50,027)

FY Total 7,268 57,295

Month

FY21 FY20 Variance %

July -              8,882          (8,882) (100.0%)
Aug -              7,034 (7,034) (100.0%)
Sept -              13,625 (13,625) (100.0%)
Oct -              2,197 (2,197) (100.0%)
Nov -              5,254 (5,254) (100.0%)
Dec -              4,030 (4,030) (100.0%)
Jan -              5,653 (5,653) (100.0%)
Feb -              2,051 (2,051) (100.0%)
Mar -              1,477 (1,477) (100.0%)
Apr -              0 0
May 606             0 606
June** 3,905          0 3,905 **Not final as of July 19, 2021
YTD Total 4,511 0 (45,692)

FY Total 4,511 50,203

COASTER - TOTAL RIDERSHIP

COASTER - WEEKDAY

COASTER - SATURDAY

COASTER - SUNDAY
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Nikki  Zanchetta

From: David De Vries <DDeVries@poway.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 5, 2021 10:34 AM
To: SDFORWARD
Cc: Bob Manis
Subject: 2021 Regional Plan Comments - City of Poway

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of SANDAG. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
are expecting the content. 

Thank you for allowing us to submit comments on the Draft 2021 Regional Plan.   
 
Regarding Scripps Poway Parkway, the City of Poway would like to see vehicle, bike, pedestrian and transit infrastructure 
improvements and connections to be added from the Highway 67 through Scripps Poway Parkway to the I-15 Freeway. I 
have spoken to several property and business owners within the South Poway Business Park (SPBP) including Geico and 
parking is a constant issue. There is currently no public transit route into the SPBP. Having public transit, bike, pedestrian 
and highway/road improvements/connections providing better more efficient access to the SPBP is essential for future 
employment growth in the area.  Many workers in the Poway area live in Ramona and East County and this is a vital 
connection for the City and the Region. SANDAG has also identified Scripps Poway as a Tier 3 employment center in their 
draft Employment Center analysis. Construction is also underway to add thousands of more employees in the SPBP.  To 
be clear, we are recommending that Scripps Poway Parkway become a critical connection and a multimodal corridor 
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_4720_28341.pdf). 
 
Regarding the Hwy 67, please note that the City of Poway’s General Plan Transportation Element includes a multi-use 
path on the west side of SR-67 (reference p. 3 http://docs.poway.org/weblink/0/doc/50446/Electronic.aspx).  This multi-
use path would include a separated two-way bike path and a fenced DG equestrian trail. The multi-use path provides a 
critical and safe pathway for hikers, bikers, runners, walkers, children, and equestrians.  A multi-use path also creates a 
necessary loop between the City’s Iron Mountain trailhead and other destinations (e.g., Mt. Woodson, Lake Poway) 
which is also a goal within the Transportation Element.   We recommend the San Vicente corridor plan is consistent with 
the City’s plans. 
 
State Route 67 is also designated as a scenic roadway by the Poway General Plan. As a part of the General Plan 
requirements, a 50-foot wide landscape open space easement is required from adjacent property owners from the 
ultimate right-of-way line along State Route 67 when development is proposed. This easement shall be landscaped and 
modified as needed to enhance the scenic quality of the area as discussed in the General Plan Transportation Element 
Policy B – Scenic Roadways.  Providing scenic roadway elements to the design will also help the corridor be more 
compatible with surrounding open space.  To contribute to the General Plan goals, we would suggest that the right-of-
way incorporate design elements consistent with a scenic roadway (e.g., naturalized decorative solid walls, native 
landscaped medians and shoulders, additional landscape areas and trees where feasible, earthen berms). 
 
As a part of the San Diego Forward Plan and the 5 Big Moves Plan, SANDAG established the SR-67 corridor as a 
Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) calling for a multimodal road along the SR-67 
(https://www.sdforward.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/agenda-june-5-
2020.pdf?sfvrsn=891afe65_4) .  As stated on p. 6-2 of the 2050 RTP, “Our region has consistently supported a 
multimodal approach to transportation that looks at the overall system and improvements that benefit all modes, rather 
than prioritizing one over the other. This approach gives all of the transportation system users choices traveling within 
and through the region.” Further, “A well designed and thoughtfully integrated multimodal transportation system will 
give people choices, allowing them to select the transportation mode that is best suited for a particular trip. In an area 
as large and diverse as the San Diego region, this approach is necessary to make the best use of our limited 
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transportation resources.” As discussed, a multi-modal transportation system provides users transportation options and 
choices and thereby reduces traffic congestion and ghg emissions.  Regional multi-use paths have been a great asset to 
communities across the country.  Here in San Diego, the SR-56 Bike Path is separated from the highway and is often used 
by runners, walkers, and equestrians.  In contrast, it is uncommon to see bikers, walkers, and equestrians in a bike route 
adjacent to a highway (for instance, SR-76).  A multi-use path is also kid friendly because of the separation from the 
highway and kids are often seen on the SR-56 Bike Path and not commonly seen within bike routes adjacent to a 
Highway.  The multi-use path also accommodates a more rural aesthetic and is safer for users.  Multi-use paths have 
become a critical component to the transportation system and are treasured by the communities they are a part of.  The 
addition of the multi-use path along Hwy 67 is more consistent with the goals and policies of the 2050 RTP.  We 
recommend the San Vicente corridor plan provides a separated mixed-use path throughout the full length of the 
corridor. 
 
Lastly, during the workshop portion for the Draft 2021 Regional Plan, workshops were provide by area (North, East, 
Central, etc.).  Based on the mapped areas shown, Poway residents and community stakeholders were not represented 
as a part of any region and that outreach with appropriate comment period should be provided prior to moving forward 
with Draft.   I'd be happy to assist you with what an appropriate outreach should be.   
 
Thank you for considering our comments.  Please feel free to reach out to me with any questions.   
 
Thank you, 
 
David De Vries, AICP 
City Planner 
Development Services 
City of Poway | 13325 Civic Center Drive | Poway, CA 92064 
Phone (858) 668-4604|Fax (858) 668-1211  
ddevries@poway.org 
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August 6, 2021 

Coleen Clementson 
Director of Regional Planning  
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Ms. Clementson, 

Subject: San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan 

I am writing to express the City of San Diego’s support for SANDAG’s San Diego Forward: The 2021 
Regional Plan (2021 Regional Plan). The 2021 Regional Plan is a major step towards reducing vehicle miles 
traveled by single occupant vehicles and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the region by incorporating 
five transformational strategies which will be critical to enabling the City of San Diego to implement its 
Climate Action Plan. The City applauds SANDAG’s commitment to making infrastructure and technological 
investments in the mobility system with a greater emphasis on accessibility, transit, bicycling, and walking 
as well as innovative and bold strategies to manage demand on regional roadways prioritizing safety and 
aligning with the City’s commitments to Vision Zero. The City’s General Plan is consistent with the 2021 
Regional Plan as both focus on development within vibrant mixed-use village centers served by high 
frequency transit. The City supports the 2021 Regional Plan's intent to preserve open space from 
non-sustainable development. The City looks forward to closely working with SANDAG to implement 
the strategies described in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

The City supports the 2021 Regional Plan’s vision to improve the transportation network in the region 
especially the planning and implementation of a complete network of efficient, convenient, and reliable 
transit services that connect people from where they live to where they work or go to school. The 
development of a dynamic management system of traffic flow and transit services, facilities for bicycles, 
scooters, pedestrians, and flexible micro transit, offer an equitable approach to first and last-mile 
connections to transit, a vision zero strategy to address safety, and implementation of the City’s Climate 
Action Plan.  

The City also supports the 2021 Regional Plan’s development of mobility hubs throughout the region. As 
part of our land use planning efforts, the City is providing policies to support the implementation of 
mobility hubs as vibrant centers of activity where future housing and employment growth are connected 
by transit. The San Ysidro and Central mobility hubs are critical transportation facilities and having a direct 
connection to the U.S.-Mexico Border and San Diego International Airport is a vital step towards having a 
transit system that meets the needs of residents and visitors.  

The City shares the 2021 Regional Plan’s goal to provide better transit access and housing opportunities 
in employment centers. Over the past two years, the City has adopted updated Mission Valley and Kearny 
Mesa Community Plans to accommodate more housing and existing and future transit improvements in 
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high employment centers. We are also in the process of updating our community plans for University and 
Mira Mesa (Sorrento Mesa) which include major high-tech and biotech employment centers. These plans 
focus additional housing opportunities along existing and planned transit lines needed to support 
continued economic prosperity. Downtown San Diego has experienced a high level of residential growth 
as well as a recent resurgence of employment growth. The success of future housing and job growth in 
these employment centers is predicated on the implementation of rail transit, managed lanes, and bicycle 
networks, and the technological improvements to our regional arterials. These investments into our 
infrastructure will also provide jobs for the region’s skilled labor force.  

The City strongly supports efforts to increase mobility options including the development of high 
frequency transit in communities of concern with increased transit infrastructure and service needed to 
provide convenient access to job centers. The City recommends that SANDAG identify the planning and 
engineering of the commuter rail (purple line) between San Ysidro and Sorrento Valley, separation of 
existing light rail at-grade crossings, dedicated and/or flex lanes for Rapid Bus routes within the City, as 
well as double tracking the LOSSAN corridor as shovel ready projects for future state and federal funding.  

The San Ysidro and Barrio Logan communities are affected by truck emissions due to their proximity to 
the U.S.-Mexico border crossing and the Port of San Diego respectively. The 2021 Regional Plan addresses 
the needs for air, rail, and port goods movement and smarter border strategies to support trade and 
international commerce. The City supports San Diego Forward’s goals and policies to reduced air pollution 
which are needed to meet federal air quality conformity requirements and improve some of our most 
underserved, low-income communities.  

The City has a long history of planning together with SANDAG to creating a land use pattern and 
transportation network that facilitates greater mobility and increased connectivity between employment 
and housing. The City encourages SANDAG to continue funding the Smart Growth Implementation 
Program which provides needed grant funding for planning and capital projects that support the 
implementation of the Regional Plan. We have included additional recommendations attached to this 
letter for SANDAG’s consideration and look forward to partnering with SANDAG on its new Housing 
Incentive Program to achieve the goals of the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan. We are 
committed and look forward to a continued partnership with SANDAG on the long-term implementation 
of the San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan. 

Sincerely, 

 

Mike Hansen 
Director, Planning Department 
 
MH/tg 
 
Attachment: City of San Diego’s Specific Recommendations  
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cc: Brittney Bailey, Senior Policy Advisor, Mayor’s Office 
Randy Wilde, Senior Policy Advisor, Mayor’s Office 

 Adrian Granda, Director of Governmental Affairs 
Dion Akers, Regional Governmental Affairs Manager  
Alyssa Muto, Director, Mobility Department / Interim Director, Sustainability Department 

 Tom Tomlinson, Assistant Director, Planning Department 
 Heidi Vonblum, Deputy Director, Planning Department 
 Seth Litchney, Program Manager, Planning Department 
 Tait Galloway, Program Manager, Planning Department 
 Maureen Gardner, Senior Mobility Engineer, Mobility Department 
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City of San Diego’s Specific Recommendations to the San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan 

 

• The City supports the planning and implementation of future rail projects identified in the 2021 
Regional Plan. Appendix A, page A-15 on the note on the bottom of the page, please clarify if the 
purple commuter rail should be route 582 and not 581 as noted. Commuter rail route 581 as 
identified on page A-29, project TL-01 is Downtown to/from La Mesa projected to be in the 2050 
transit network. 

• The future purple commuter rail connection would provide access for people throughout the 
communities within the southern and central portion of the City to employment centers in Kearny 
Mesa, University, and Sorrento Mesa. The City recommends considering alignment and station 
options that would serve the Mid-City communities and SDSU West at Mission Valley. We look 
forward to working with SANDAG in reviewing ridership information/forecasts based on different 
proposed alignments for the entire line including with and without stations serving the Mid-City 
communities and SDSU West. 

• The City looks forward to working with SANDAG in evaluating options for grade separation of 
existing light rail at-grade crossings within the City. 

• The City recommends implementing near-term operational improvements such as the use of 
restriping for providing dedicated and/or flex lanes for Rapid Bus routes while planning for long-
term capital improvements. We look forward to working with SANDAG in evaluating near-term 
and long-term options for dedicated and/or flex lanes for Bus Rapid routes. 

• The City recommends including the Via Las Cumbres/I-8 Interchange/Hotel Circle North & 
South/Fashion Valley Road project in the list of proposed projects in Appendix A. As a regionally 
significant project that provides freeway and active transportation connections to two light rail 
transit stations and the San Diego River Trail. This will support the recently adopted Mission Valley 
Community Plan which increasing housing opportunities near the existing light rail stations. 

• While the City supports increasing the amount of Transit Priority Areas (TPAs), the City requests 
that the existing TPAs be maintained in the 2021 Regional Plan. The TPAs are a critical part of the 
City planning process for future development to help meet out Climate Action Plan goals for the 
reduction of vehicle miles traveled. Maintaining future transit routes and the TPAs provides 
consistency in our land use and mobility planning efforts.  
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August 5, 2021 
 
 
 

Attn: 2021 Regional Plan           Via Email:  SDForward@sandag.org 
SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego CA, 92101 
 
SUBJECT: DRAFT 2021 REGIONAL PLAN 
 
The City of Solana Beach appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the San 
Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) Draft 2021 Regional Plan (Draft Plan). It 
is clear that much time and effort went into this important document. Submitted for your 
consideration are the following comments: 
 

• Mobility Hubs – Page 19 of Chapter 2 of the Draft Plan, the Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (SCS), describes planned “Mobility Hubs” as areas or 
communities in the region with “a high concentration of people, destinations, and 
travel choices” that “offer on-demand travel options and supporting infrastructure 
that enhance connections to high-quality Transit Leap services.” While the SCS 
seems to acknowledge that these Mobility Hubs can vary both in size and transit 
availability and can “span one, two or a few miles based on community 
characteristics,” the SCS and the Draft Plan do not separately categorize or 
discuss these Mobility Hubs based on these unique characteristics despite having 
done so previously as well as in Appendix T (Network Development and 
Performance). Pages 15 through 18 of Appendix T of the Draft Plan – Network 
Development and Performance – contains a Propensity Analysis for both Transit 
Leap Services and Mobility Hubs. These analyses identified which transit routes 
were most likely to meet the needs of transit riders now and in the future and which 
communities were most suitable for Mobility Hubs. While it should be noted that 
Solana Beach ranked at the lower end of both (see Figures 12 and 14), these 
analyses resulted in the apparent establishment of five (5) distinctive types of 
Mobility Hubs – Coastal, Gateway, Major Employment Center, Suburban and 
Urban Core – with Solana Beach identified in Figure 15 as a Coastal Mobility Hub. 
However, the SCS contains no meaningful discussion of these distinctive and 
unique Mobility Hub areas referring to them only in Figure 2.5 of the SCS where 
projected future growth is illustrated. The dramatic difference in projected future 
growth for each of these distinct Mobility Hub Areas, with Coastal Mobility Hubs 
well below the other four Mobility Hub Areas in both the percentage of future 
housing and future jobs (5% and 2%, respectively), clearly demonstrates their 

mailto:SDForward@sandag.org
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uniqueness with respect to jobs, housing and access to high-quality transit and the 
extent to which each area should be relied upon (or not) to satisfy the region’s 
future growth. 
 
The adopted 2021 Regional Transportation Plan (Adopted Plan) and the SCS 
should contain a detailed discussion of the five (5) Mobility Hub Areas and a 
description of the unique characteristics and transit needs for each – both now and 
in the future. 
 
Additionally, by virtue of the fact that the Solana Beach Train Station is within 2 ½ 
miles of the cities of Del Mar, Encinitas and San Diego and the County of San 
Diego, this regional Coastal Mobility Hub Area in the Adopted Plan should, for 
purposes of planning for future housing and job growth, extend into and cover the 
City of Del Mar and the Del Mar Fairgrounds and areas of the cites of Encinitas 
and San Diego and the County of San Diego immediately adjacent to Solana 
Beach. 
 

• Transit Leap Services – As noted above, the Propensity Analysis discussed in 
Appendix T for both Transit Leap Services and Mobility Hubs determined that 
Solana Beach and its Train Station were at the lower end in the region both in 
meeting the needs of transit riders now and in the future and for suitability as a 
Mobility Hub. While the City acknowledges that the presence of the Train Station 
in Solana Beach might make it reasonable to include as a potential future Mobility 
Hub in the Adopted Plan, during the recent Regional Housing Needs Assessment 
(RHNA) allocation process, the City also made it clear that, both now and in the 
near term, the Train Station does not currently provide adequate Coaster or Amtrak 
headways, nor does it provide meaningful connections to other transit services to 
be considered a Mobility Hub now. Indeed, despite the North County Transit 
District (NCTD) Board recently voting to increase Coaster service beginning in 
October 2021, such a designation is still largely aspirational. While, again, the City 
acknowledges that the Draft Plan and the Adopted Plan are just that – a plan for 
the future – Appendix A of the Draft Plan – Transportation Projects, Programs, and 
Phasing – appears to support this position. Table A.5 (Interstate 5 North Coastal 
Corridor) identifies one Transit Leap project (TL40) – Rapid 473 – for 
implementation in the year 2035. Similarly, Table A.9 (State Route 56) identifies 
one Transit Leap project (TL026) – Rapid 103 – for implementation in the year 
2050. These 15 to 30-year forward-looking Transit Leap projects, while helpful for 
the future, do not appear to satisfy the near-term objectives of a Coastal Mobility 
Hub. 
 
In order to justify the designation of the Solana Beach Train Station as a Coastal 
Mobility Hub, both now an in the future, more immediate Transit Leap service 
connections should be considered for inclusion in the Adopted Plan. 
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Appendix B: Implementation Actions – Appendix B provides detail on 
commitments and key actions to implement elements and strategies of the Draft 
Plan. Key to this objective is the involvement of and coordination with each 
member agency as they are most knowledgeable of the needs of their respective 
communities. Indeed, Near-term Implementation Action No. 2 in Table B.1 
identifies the need to partner with local governments to develop five initial 
Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans (CMCPs). Therefore, the City requests 
that the following minor edits to Appendix B (page 16) under “Land Use and 
Regional Growth” be included: 

“The 2021 Regional Plan vision for land use focuses on development and growth 
in Mobility Hub areas urbanized areas near jobs to preserve San Diego’s open 
space and support transportation investments by reducing vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT). Mobility Hubs are the an opportunity to provide housing to address the 
Regional Housing Needs Assessment. Land use authority is reserved to local 
jurisdictions because they are best positioned to effectively implement the 
objectives outlined in the 2021 Regional Plan through understanding of the unique 
needs of their communities and geographies. Because land use authority is 
reserved to local jurisdictions, SANDAG will leverage partnerships with cities and 
the county through the Smart Growth Incentive Program and other grants to 
provide funds for transportation-related improvements and planning efforts that 
support smart growth in Mobility Hubs to realize this their vision for their 
communities. SANDAG will continue its existing grant programs, partner with 
member agencies on state funding opportunities, and provide data and technical 
support to assist local jurisdictions with land use planning efforts in line with the 
2021 Regional Plan.” 

• Regional Housing Needs Assessment – Following adoption of the Draft RHNA 
allocation by the SANDAG Board in September 2020, appeals of the allocation 
were filed by the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon Grove and Solana 
Beach. In order that these appeals are correctly noted for the record, there are two 
locations in the Draft Plan to which a clarifying footnote and additional language 
should be added to the Adopted Plan. Specifically, the City requests the following 
for the Adopted Plan: 
 

o On page 33 of the Draft Plan, after the sentence: “The SANDAG Board of 
Directors adopted the RHNA Plan on July 10, 2020, with the final housing 
unit allocation” the following footnote should be added: 

  
* In September 2020, the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon Grove 
and Solana Beach filed a Petition for Writ of Mandate in San Diego Superior 
Court challenging, among other things, the Board’s adoption of the RHNA 
Plan. SANDAG demurred to the cities’ Petition and the demurrer was 
sustained by the court in February 2021. The petitioning cities have 
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appealed the ruling on the demurrer to their Writ Petition, and that appeal 
remains pending in the Fourth District Court of Appeal. 

 
o On page 14 of Appendix K (Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan), 

the following paragraph should be added to the end of this page/section: 
  

On September 24, 2020, the cities of Coronado, Imperial Beach, Lemon 
Grove and Solana Beach filed a Petition for Writ of Mandate in San Diego 
Superior Court, Case No. 37-2020-00033974-CU-MC-CTL, against 
SANDAG and SANDAG’s Board of Directors seeking an order requiring that 
SANDAG give those cities a fair hearing on their RHNA appeals and decide 
the cities’ appeals in a legal manner without bias and without the use of the 
weighted voting mechanism.  Specifically, the petitioning cities asked the 
court to order: (1) that the final RHNA allocation approval by SANDAG be 
rescinded; (2) that SANDAG’s denial of the cities’ RHNA appeals be 
rescinded; (3) that the appeals be remanded to SANDAG for fair 
consideration; and (4) that SANDAG be prohibited from utilizing a weighted 
vote on the cities’ RHNA appeals.  On February 5, 2021, SANDAG’s 
demurrer to the Petition for Writ of Mandate was sustained by the Superior 
Court.  The petitioning cities have appealed the ruling on the demurrer to 
their Writ Petition.  That appeal remains pending in the Fourth District Court 
of Appeal.  So long as the litigation is pending, the Board’s adoption of the 
RHNA Plan cannot be considered final. 

 
Once again, the City of Solana Beach greatly appreciates the opportunity to review and 
comment on the Draft Plan. We also apricate SANDAG’s consideration of our comments 
and requested changes for inclusion in the Adopted Plan as noted above. 
 
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact Community 
Development Director Joseph Lim at jlim@cosb.org or 858-720-2434 or me at 
gwade@cosb.org or 858-720-2444. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Gregory Wade 
City Manager 
 
 
C: Lesa Heebner, City of Solana Beach Mayor and SANDAG Board Member 
 David Zito, City of Solana Beach Council Member and SANDAG Board Alternate 
 Joseph Lim, City of Solan Beach Community Development Director 

mailto:jlim@cosb.org
mailto:gwade@cosb.org
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May 26, 2021 
 
Via E-mail 
SANDAG Board of Directors  
401 B Street  
San Diego, CA 92101 
clerk@sandag.org 
 
RE: Transportation Network Scenarios for the 2021 RTP 

Save Our Forest and Ranchlands (“SOFAR”) and the Cleveland National Forest Foundation (“CNFF”), two 

organizations dedicated to progressive land use planning and the protection of vital natural resources, 

are submitting comments for the draft transportation network scenarios for the 2021 Regional 

Transportation Plan Update. We recognize that SANDAG, under its new leadership and with new board 

members, has undergone a tectonic shift towards building a regional transit system to serve the 

urbanized western section of San Diego County. The focus of this letter is centered on the required first 

step towards building a 21st Century regional mobility system, i.e., a first phase area- complete transit, 

bike, walk system in the urban core that is competitive with the auto. 

Therefore, SOFAR and CNFF urge the SANDAG Board of Directors to include a Climate, Housing, Transit 

Alternative in the 2021 RTP update—an alternative focused on meeting both the housing needs and 

greenhouse gas (“GHG”) reduction goals for a qualified land use area that have been set collectively by 

the State of California, the City of San Diego, and SANDAG: 

 40% reduction in GHG below 1990 levels by 2030 (California AB 32 and SB 32) 

 80% reduction in GHG below 1990 levels by 2050 (Governors Schwarzenegger and Brown) 

 25% reduction in per capita GHG from passenger cars and trucks relative to 2005 by 2035 

(California SB 375; California Air Resources Control Board1) 

 14.3% reduction in total daily VMT per capita, and 16.8% reduction in total light-duty VMT per 

capita, relative to 2015-2018 average by 2050 (California Air Resources Board)2 

 50% transit, walk and bike mode share for commuters within ½ mile of a major transit stop in 

City of San Diego by 2035 (Climate Action Plan, City of San Diego)3 

 150% increase in transit mode share (SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Study)4 

 
1https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/carb-2017-scoping-plan-identified-vmt-reductions-and-
relationship-state-climate 
2https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2019-01/2017_sp_vmt_reductions_jan19.pdf 
3 https://www.climateactioncampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/CAP-Report-Card-2nd-Edition.pdf 

mailto:clerk@sandag.org
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/carb-2017-scoping-plan-identified-vmt-reductions-and-relationship-state-climate
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/carb-2017-scoping-plan-identified-vmt-reductions-and-relationship-state-climate
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2019-01/2017_sp_vmt_reductions_jan19.pdf
https://www.climateactioncampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/CAP-Report-Card-2nd-Edition.pdf
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 Adequately plan to meet the housing needs of everyone in the community (California)5 

 SB 743 VMT reduction goals 

Meeting these goals is not only reasonable, but also urgently required if we are going to solve some of 

the unrelenting challenges faced by residents of San Diego. Indeed, SANDAG’s prior RTP was found to be 

deficient for failing to discuss an alternative which could significantly reduce total vehicle miles traveled 

(“VMT”) (Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Association of Governments. (17 Cal.App. 

5th 413, 435-437 (2017)). Heretofore, the San Diego region has met these challenges with clever words, 

not deeds. These goals are achievable only if land use and transportation are addressed together.  

These synergies are recognized in SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Strategy and the City of San Diego’s 

General Plan Housing Element which includes this goal: 

Ensure the provision of sufficient housing for all income groups to accommodate San 

Diego’s anticipated share of regional growth …in a manner consistent with the 

development pattern of the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), that will help meet 

regional GHG targets by improving transportation and land use coordination and 

jobs/housing balance, creating more transit-oriented, compact and walkable 

communities, providing more housing capacity for all income levels, and protecting 

resource areas.6 

The Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would pick up where SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit 
Strategy left off in 2011. 
 

Housing + Transportation Affordability (H+T) 
There is a huge amount of attention on housing affordability but too little focus on housing and 

transportation (“H+T”) affordability. Outlying housing may be cheaper in the short run than housing in 

the region’s core because of supply and demand – but any savings often are eaten up by increased 

transportation costs. Dispersed housing requires more cars per household and more VMTand GHG 

emissions per household. 

The Center for Neighborhood Technologies has modeled H+T costs relative to income for the entire U.S. 

with support of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Figure 1 shows the H+T 

affordability results for the San Diego region for households with the regional typical household income 

of $64,309. 

 
42050 RTP/SCS Appendix U.17 Urban Transit Strategy, San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) and 
Parsons Brinckerhoff, October 2011. 
5http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/index.shtml 
6https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/legacy//planning/genplan/heu/pdf/housingelementfull.pdf 

http://www.hcd.ca.gov/community-development/housing-element/index.shtml
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/legacy/planning/genplan/heu/pdf/housingelementfull.pdf
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Figure 1: H+T Costs as a Percent of Income7 

 

Figure 1 shows that, on average, transportation costs are about two-thirds as large as housing costs. 

However, transportation costs vary greatly across the region. Figure 2 maps H+T affordability. 

Figure 2: H+T Costs as a Percent of Income8 

 

 
7 Center for Neighborhood Technologies. https://htaindex.cnt.org/fact-sheets/?focus=cbsa&gid=42 
8 Center for Neighborhood Technologies. https://htaindex.cnt.org/ 

https://htaindex.cnt.org/fact-sheets/?focus=cbsa&gid=42
https://htaindex.cnt.org/
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As shown in Figure 2, when both housing and transportation costs are considered,the most affordable 

areas are in the light-colored areas primarily in the region’s core and along major transit corridors. The 

housing affordability problem cannot be solved by building new housing in the darker-colored areas 

because high transportation costs make those areas inherently unaffordable. The areas in the more 

remote locations in San Diego County (i.e., even further from the City center) are not shown in order to 

make the map more readable, but these areas also tend to be more unaffordable when taking into 

account H+T.9 

Real estate developers and their allies are currently pressuring San Diego County to retain its unlawful 

and inaccurate thresholds for assessing VMT impacts under SB 743, claiming that mitigation for VMT 

impacts will make housing in more remote parts of the County unaffordable. But housing in these areas 

is already unaffordable when transportation costs—that is, costs of driving long distances from locations 

not served by transit—are taken into account. SANDAG can help facilitate a better approach through the 

RTP, one that encourages the County to plan for housing in areas where transportation costs are low 

rather than allowing developers to build in remote areas and then trying to “mitigate” for the resulting 

VMT. 

The answer to housing affordability is H+T affordability. It is building more housing in the H+T 

affordable light-colored areas and in expanding the supply of H+T affordable areas through increased 

transit service. 

  

 
9Transportation costs—both in absolute terms and as a percentage of income—are even higher in many North 
County and East County communities (for example, transportation costs alone range from 25% of income in Alpine 
and Fallbrook to 27% of income in Borrego Springs and 28% of income in Julian and Pala).See 
https://htaindex.cnt.org/fact-sheets/.  

https://htaindex.cnt.org/fact-sheets/
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As shown in Figure 3, the San Diego region currently scores extremely low on location efficient 

neighborhoods which are defined as “compact, close to jobs and services, with a variety of 

transportation choices.” 

Figure 3: Location Efficiency Metrics for the San Diego Region10 

 

 

Increasing this score will require more housing and jobs in areas served by transit today. It will also 

require a significant expansion of transit infrastructure and a substantial increase in service. The State of 

California, SANDAG and the County’s municipalities are working towards increasing the supply of 

housing in location efficient neighborhoods, but more can and should be done. 

The Regional Housing Needs Allocation (“RHNA”) Determination, provided by the California Department 

of Housing and Community Development (“HCD”) in July 2018, requires the San Diego region to plan for 

171,685 housing units in the 6th Housing Element Cycle (2021‐2029). This 6th Element Cycle gives 

significant weight to transit availability. As shown in Figure 4, the 6th Element Cycle makes a substantial 

shift relative to the previous 5th Element Cycle away from the unincorporated areas and into the cities 

served by transit including San Diego, Escondido, La Mesa, and National City. 

 
10 Center for Neighborhood Technologies. https://htaindex.cnt.org/fact-sheets/?focus=cbsa&gid=42 
 

https://htaindex.cnt.org/fact-sheets/?focus=cbsa&gid=42
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Figure 4: RHNA Allocations 2020-2029 and 2010-201911 

 

TheCity of San Diego’s share of the total has risen from 54% of the total in the previous cycle to 63% in 

the new cycle. The City has ample capacity for this housing. It has identified capacity to construct 

164,142 housing units or 56,241 more than required.12 A large percentage of this capacity is in transit 

corridors. 

These are positive changes. However, in the past, the housing allocations have been aspirational but not 

enforced. The State has signaled that it plans to be more aggressive about enforcement during this 

cycle. SANDAG can help the municipalities achieve their housing goals by shifting all transportation 

spending towards transit and non-motorized (walk and bike) infrastructure. These investments, which 

will facilitate getting people out of the cars, will also help the region increase density without large 

impacts on neighborhoods. 

In addition to personal savings on car ownership (e.g., acquisition, registration, and insurance) and costs 

associated with driving (e.g., gasoline, replacement parts, and repairs), municipalities are beginning to 

recognize that neighborhoods served by transit require fewer parking spaces. Last year, the City of San 

Diego passed a parking reform package that eliminated parking requirements for sites located within 

 
11 Center for Neighborhood Technologies. https://htaindex.cnt.org/ 
12 City of San Diego General Plan Housing Element 2021-2029 (March 2020 Draft), p. HE-38. 
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https://htaindex.cnt.org/
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1/2-mile of a transit stop. This is a tremendously important reform for housing affordability because 

construction of parking can cost as much as $90,000 per space in structures.13 

Building a RealRegional Transit System - the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative 
SANDAG’s Executive Director Hasan Ikhata said: 

I don’t buy the debate that transit doesn’t work. Transit doesn’t work now because it’s not 

designed to work. You know, if you come from the border to downtown and it takes you, you 

know… it’s about 20 some miles… it takes you an hour in transit, that’s not real transit, as far as 

I’m concerned.14 

The San Diego region’s transit system performs much more poorly than its west coast peers. As shown in 

Figure 5, a much smaller share of the region’s workers commute by transit than other west coast 

regions. 

Figure 5: Transit Work Mode Share in Four West Coast Regions 

 
Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey 

  

 
13https://timesofsandiego.com/politics/2019/03/04/san-diego-city-council-votes-to-repeal-minimum-parking-
requirements-for-new-housing/ 
14San Diego Tribune, February 27, 2019. https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/opinion/commentary/sd-utbg-
sandag-ikhrata-transit-interview-20190227-story.html 
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Those who do commute by transit in the San Diego region suffer an enormous travel time penalty 

relative to the other large regions in California (Figure 6). 

Figure 6: Ratio of Average Transit Commute Time to Average Auto Commute Time 

 
Source: California Household Travel Survey 

Improving the regional transit system is not a new idea in the San Diego region; there just has not been 

enough follow through. Almost a decade ago, SANDAG prepared the Urban Area Transit 

Strategy(“UATS”) as part of its 2011 RTP to connect regional housing needs with transit infrastructure:  

The overarching goal of the UATS was to create a world-class transit system for the San 

Diego region in 2050, with the aim of significantly increasing the attractiveness of 

transit, walking, and biking in the most urbanized areas of the region. 

The vision called for a network of fast, flexible, reliable, safe, and convenient transit 

services that connect our homes to the region’s major employment centers and 

destinations. Achievement of this vision would make transit a more appealing option for 

many trips, reducing the impact of vehicular travel on the environment and on public 

health. Other key goals included: 

 Making transit more time-competitive with automobile travel; 

 Maximizing the role of transit within the broader transportation system; and 

 Reducing vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas emissions in the region. 

(p. TA 7-5)15 

 

 
15 SANDAG. Urban Area Transit Study. 
http://www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=368&fuseaction=projects.detail 
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The UATS showed a high potential for transit ridership in the region’s urban core (Figure 7). 

Figure 7: SANDAG Urban Area Transit Study Figure TA 7.8 
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For transit to become time-competitive with the automobile, the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative 

will require much more than a few isolated projects. It will require comprehensive investments at each 

of the four levels shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 8: Complete Transit System 

 

At the top level, improving rail service in the Los Angeles to San Diego (“LOSSAN”) corridor is a top 

priority. To this end, an important study by Caltrans and CNFF has just been completed regarding the 

potential transit ridership on the LOSSAN rail corridor between San Diego and Los Angeles. This study 

arose as a result of litigation filed by CNFF challenging the planned expansion of the I-5 freeway 

between La Jolla and Oceanside as inconsistent with California’s GHG emission targets. CNFF and 

Caltrans reached a settlement that focused on the potential to improve rail service on the LOSSAN 

corridor. In particular, the parties agreed to study the feasibility of constructing a double-track rail 

tunnel through Miramar Hill to facilitate transit on the corridor. The parties believed that the Miramar 

tunnel could reduce travel times and provide improved connections to local transit services in the 

University Town Center (UTC) area.  

The recently-completed study concludes that the Miramar tunnel and rail line straightening would add a 

critical link to the LOSSAN rail corridor. See Exhibit #1 (Miramar Tunnel Feasibility Study).Critically, it 

finds that the feasibility criteria for the Miramar tunnel have been satisfied. Its specific findings include 

the following: 

1. The project would increase discretionary passengers by 1,300 to 1,700 per day, thereby 

reducing annual VMT 200 million to 240 million miles and GHG by 70,000 to 84,000 tons.  

2. The project would provide competitive travel times, including a transit system average clock 

time that is approximately 3% faster than the automobile. 

3. The project would be cost competitive, with transit riders cost at $180/month versus 

automobile costs of $507/month.  

4. The project has no fatal engineering flaws.  

Highest speed commuter/intercity rail

Higher-speed high-frequency transit with separate 
right-of-way and fewer stops

Local transit (bus or streetcar) and shared mobility

Walkable compact land use
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The study further acknowledges a prior federal study that found construction of the Miramar tunnel 

along with other corridor improvements would reduce travel time between San Diego and Los Angeles 

to two hours. In short, construction of the new tunnel, which would provide enhanced access to 

downtown and the airport, would be a key transportation improvement for the region and the state. As 

the study notes, the LOSSAN rail corridor– together with the I-5 freeway – is the second-most traveled 

route in North America. The Miramar tunnel must be considered a key component of the Climate, 

Housing, Transit Alternative.  

At the next level is a network of higher-speed, high frequency transit lines with separate rights of way 

and fewer stops. In many regions, a light rail service fills this niche, but in the San Diego region the 

Trolley has not filled this niche well. It operates too slowly and service is not frequent enough. 

Improvements are needed in both these dimensions. Achieving the required level of service in this 

higher-speed tier will require a rethinking of the system. As part of the Climate, Housing, Transit 

Alternative, SANDAG should evaluate speeding up the existing lines through grade separations and 

eliminating stops, as well as creating new higher-speed lines. 

Express buses on managed lanes currently do not serve this higher-speed niche well because they 

connect freeway interchanges instead of land uses. A typical trip using these express buses will be 

unattractive because it also will involve connecting bus service on one or more circuitous routes. Express 

buses and managed lanes can work well for some park-and-ride travelers traveling to major destinations 

but cannot serve a significant portion of the region’s population well.  

Both the regional rail and higher-speed high-frequency tiers need to be well connected. The Climate, 

Housing, Transit Alternative must include an inter-modal terminal (Grand Central) connecting San 

Diego’s urban core, the Airport, the LOSSAN corridor, the Sprinter corridor, and the Trolley system.  

The Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative must also include efficient connections with frequent local 

buses (which could possibly be automated in the future).To this end, SANDAG must grapple with the 

first mile/last mile issue as this reflects a failure in land use and the existing transit system. While higher 

income travelers may havea choice of Uber-type services to solve this problem, this should not be 

viewed as a remedy for the average traveler. 

Finally, the goal of a functional transit system is to serve an area-complete bike and walkable land use 

because no trip begins or ends on a transit vehicle. Most transit trips begin and end with a walk trip. In 

regions with high transit use, there are generally about twice as many walk trips as transit trips. 

Investments in walk and bike infrastructure should be a top priority. Consistent with the City’s Climate 

Action Plan, the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative must model a 50% transit, walk and bike mode 

share for residents in the central core. 

Stop Expanding Freeways 
Building a real regional transit network will require all the region’s transportation investment dollars for 

the foreseeable future. The Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative must not include any freeway 

expansion. 

The billions of dollars spent on freeway expansion the past 20 years have A) failed to reduce congestion, 

B) caused a substantial increase in VMT and GHG emissions, and C) resulted in a severe housing 

shortage. The transportation models used to justify these freeway expansion projects have been wrong 
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on all counts. These models - both in the San Diego region and in regions throughout the U.S. – forecast 

dire increases in travel time if freeways are not widened, and substantial increases in travel time even if 

they are widened. In fact, as shown in Figure 9, travel time has stayed remarkably constant in the U.S. 

for decades. 

Figure 9: Average Time Driving (minutes per day) 1990-2017 by MSA Population (NHTS) 

 
Source: National Household Travel Survey. 

Figure 9 shows the “average time spent driving a private vehicle in a typical day.” There was an increase 

during the 1990s, a time when many women were joining the labor force, but since 2000 there has been 

little change. Time spent driving also is very similar across differently sized regions. There is evidence 

that people have a “travel time budget”. If travel speeds drop, they (on average) will adapt to travel a 

shorter distance.  

In contrast, if travel speeds increase, people (on average) will travel longer distances. This phenomenon 

is known as “induced travel”. In work for the California Air Resources Board (“CARB”), researchers at the 

University of California and the University of Southern California reviewed the literature on induced 

travel and concluded: 

Thus, the best estimate for the long-run effect of highway capacity on VMT is an 

elasticity close to 1.0, implying that in congested metropolitan areas, adding new 
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capacity to the existing system of limited-access highways is unlikely to reduce 

congestion or associated GHG in the long-run. 16 

The SANDAG regional transportation model fails to account properly for induced travel although there 

now are newer algorithms that could address this deficiency.17 

Senate Bill 743 establishes VMT as the appropriate metric for determining the impacts of transportation 

projects. This has made properly accounting for induced VMT critical in the regulatory process. The 

Office of Planning and Research’s (“OPR”) Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in 

CEQA recommends: 

Whenever employing a travel demand model to assess induced vehicle travel, any 

limitation or known lack of sensitivity in the analysis that might cause substantial errors 

in the VMT estimate (for example, model insensitivity to one of the components of 

induced VMT described above) should be disclosed and characterized, and a description 

should be provided on how it could influence the analysis results. A discussion of the 

potential error or bias should be carried into analyses that rely on the VMT analysis, such 

as greenhouse gas emissions, air quality, energy, and noise.18 

The National Center for Sustainable Transportation at the University of California at Davis has produced 

an Induced Travel Calculator19 to help address the deficiencies in the models. Recently, Caltrans also has 

issued new draft guidance on accounting for induced travel. It recommends following the OPR 

recommendations: 

Caltrans recommends using the VMT analysis approaches recommended in OPR’s 

advisory when evaluating the transportation impacts of projects on the State Highway 

System (SHS).20 

Neither expanding freeways nor not expanding freeways will have any effect on regional congestion or 

average travel times. However, expanding freeways will cause significant increases in VMT and GHG 

emissions, and will continue to starve the transit system of needed investments. 

 

  

 
16 Handy, Susan and Marlon G. Boarnet. “Impact of Highway Capacity and Induced Travel on Passenger Vehicle Use 
and Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Policy Brief” prepared for California Air Resources Board, September 30, 2014. 
17Marshall (2018). Forecasting the impossible: The status quo of estimating traffic flows with static traffic 

assignment and the future of dynamic traffic assignment. Research in Transportation Business & Management. 29, 

85-92 (2018) 
18 California Office of Planning and Research. Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA, p. 
29, December 2018. http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20190122-743_Technical_Advisory.pdf 
19https://ncst.ucdavis.edu/research-product/induced-travel-calculator 
20 Caltrans. Draft Transportation Analysis Framework: Induced Travel Analysis, March 2020. https://dot.ca.gov/-
/media/dot-media/programs/transportation-planning/documents/sb-743/2020-04-13-taf-a11y.pdf 

http://opr.ca.gov/docs/20190122-743_Technical_Advisory.pdf
https://ncst.ucdavis.edu/research-product/induced-travel-calculator
https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/transportation-planning/documents/sb-743/2020-04-13-taf-a11y.pdf
https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/transportation-planning/documents/sb-743/2020-04-13-taf-a11y.pdf
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A Completely New Direction is Needed 
Given that transit in the San Diego region has been and continues to be severely under-funded and 

under-built compared to roadway projects, as discussed above, the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative 

must exclude roadway/freeway funding and expansion. Heretofore, SANDAG’s planning has arbitrarily 

segmented freeway and transit projects. This artificial segmentation is not only irrational, it is fatal in 

achieving sustainable housing goals because transit, bike, and walk mobility and auto-based mobility 

serve contradictory land use purposes. SANDAG’s failure to historically recognize this fundamental 

truth is the Achilles heel of its planning and lies at the doorstep of the agency’s on-going inability to 

deliver a plan that truly unites our community on an ecologically sustainable foundation.  

It is abundantly clear that SANDAG’s past planning efforts have not only beendeficient buthave 

repeatedly failed to heed the ominous warnings from the courts, the public, and the planet 

itself. With California literally on fire due largely to climate change induced drought and high 

temperatures, SANDAG has failed the public by not aggressively pursuing a transportation 

scenario that would meet the State’s GHG and VMT reduction goals.21  The Climate, Housing, 

Transportation Alternative would help achieve targets set in legislation, the California Air 

Resources Board’s Climate Change Scoping Plan, and relevant Executive Orders. 

Similarly, with regard to the local housing crisis, it is inconceivable that SANDAG’s prior RTPs 

have not called for a 50% transit, bike, and walk mode share alternative necessary to activate 

infill housing, especially since the urban core is already zoned for such housing. Here too, the 

Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would facilitate this infill housing and help the City of San 

Diego achieve the targets set forth in its Climate Action Plan. 

Additionally, the County’s continued business-as-usual approach to planning makes the need for 

SANDAG to strengthen guidance regarding future development in the region all the more 

pressing. In spite of all the talk of a new direction, the County recently unveiled a plan update 

for the forest community of Alpine which can only be described as a VMT and ecosystem 

catastrophe. This planning contradiction was noted in Shute Mihaly’s comment letter on the 

Alpine plan22. The tectonic shift in regional transit mobility mentioned in the opening paragraph 

of this letter must become a reality soon to avoid irreversible damage to our wild lands and a 

missed opportunity for the region. 

Faced with these pressing social and environmental challenges, SANDAG’s new regional direction can be 

strengthened by following established judicial, executive, and local legislative guidelines designed to 

meet the housing and climate crises. The public urgently deserves to see what it would take for the 

region to build a world-class transit system and to develop reasonably priced infill housing. Common 

sense dictates that the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would necessarily begin with a complete, 

first phase transit, bike, and walk system with an inter-modal terminal connecting the Airport, the 

Central Core, the LOSSAN Corridor, the Sprinter corridor, and the Trolley system. It is important to note 

that the Climate, Housing, Transit Alternative would not only be the “environmentally superior 

alternative”, it would also be the socio-economic superior alternative because a true transit, bike and 

walk system reduces both the cost and shortage of housing and the cost of driving. 

 
21 https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/climate-change-make-wildfires-spread-factor/story?id=56937704 
22 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nt6sc7weFGbHCNIHsNOiMFCiQKjcCVfP/view 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/climate-change-make-wildfires-spread-factor/story?id=56937704
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nt6sc7weFGbHCNIHsNOiMFCiQKjcCVfP/view
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In conclusion, in the face of a severe, entrenched housing crisis endangering the public welfare 

and the severe climate crisis endangering the planet, SANDAG owes the public nothing less than 

a transit alternative that immediately meets these life threatening challenges rather than 

artificially prolonging them. 

Duncan McFetridge  

 

Director, CNFF 

President, SOFAR 

 

Exhibit #1: Miramar Tunnel Feasibility Study 



August 2, 2021

SANDAG
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101

RE: Climate Action Campaign Comments, SANDAG’s Draft 2021 Regional Plan

Climate Action Campaign is a climate and environmental nonprofit organization based in San
Diego and Orange County with a simple mission: stop the climate crisis through effective policy
action.

We thank SANDAG staff and Board for their work on the draft 2021 Regional Plan, and are
encouraged by the agency’s bold new direction to start the process of transforming the San
Diego region’s transportation system so it is more sustainable and equitable.

Please see below for our comments to strengthen the draft plan to secure a transportation
future that is climate-safe and climate-just:

Putting the Region on the Path to Zero Carbon

The most up to date climate science, including the landmark 2018 UN IPCC Special Report on
Global Warming, says that we must eliminate greenhouse gas emissions by mid-century to
stave off the most devastating impacts of the climate crisis, such as wildfires, extreme heat,
drought, flooding, and more.1

California’s strongest climate goal, Executive Order B-55-18, calls for carbon neutrality as soon
as possible, and no later than 2045.2 Meanwhile, CARB’s mandated emissions reduction target
for SANDAG, per SB 375, is a 19% reduction of per capita greenhouse gas emissions from cars
and light duty trucks below 2005 levels by 2035. Page 13 of Chapter 1 states that the 2021
Regional Plan will achieve a 20% reduction, exceeding the MPO’s state mandate.

Transportation accounts for nearly half of the region’s emissions. To remain on track to achieve
carbon neutrality, as climate science says is necessary, SANDAG must go further in exceeding
CARB’s target. We believe a reduction from transportation by at least 30% by 2035 is
achievable and needed to ensure a climate-safe Zero Carbon future, and urge SANDAG to map
out the strategies needed to achieve that target.

2https://www.ca.gov/archive/gov39/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/9.10.18-Executive-Order.pdf
1https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/



Youth Opportunity Passes: No-Cost Transit for Youth 24 and Under

Page A-51 of Appendix A proposes “subsidies to reduce the fares paid by transit riders.”
Appendix A should be amended to include an explicit commitment to Youth Opportunity Passes
(YOP)—no-cost transit passes for youth 24 and under—and should be implemented
immediately following the adoption of the 2021 Regional Plan. SANDAG should also commit to
overseeing YOP in partnership with MTS and NCTD, to ensure successful implementation by
the local transit operating agencies.

Community based organizations have been fighting for YOP for nearly a decade, as it is an
essential investment in our region’s youth, providing access to education and early career
opportunities, while fostering the next generation of sustainable transportation riders.3

We urge you to make YOP a top priority in the 2021 Regional Plan.

Mode Shift Projections in Transit Priority Areas

Attachment 6 of Appendix T (Network Development and Performance), includes the
“Performance Measure Results Tables.” Page T6-6 includes mode share projections for the
2021 Regional Plan for the benchmark years 2025, 2035, and 2050 for peak period work trips,
all day work trips, and all trips.4

We request this same set of projections, but specifically for Transit Priority Areas, to be able to
compare Climate Action Plan’s mode shift targets with the mode shift that will be achieved
through the buildout of the plan.

For example, the City of San Diego’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) set ambitious targets for the
percentage of commuters travelling by bike, walk, and transit in Transit Priority Areas (18% by
bike, 7% by walk, and 25% by transit by 2035)5, and we want to ensure our regional
transportation goals and local transportation targets are meaningfully aligned.

Expedite Transit Leap Timelines, Prioritizing Investments in Communities of Concern

To maximize mode shift away from fossil fuel cars and towards bike, walk, and transit, Transit
Leap timelines must be expedited, and prioritized in the early years of the plan over Managed
Lanes and Managed Lane Connector, which will yield an increase in vehicle miles travelled.

Investments in commuter rail, light rail, and bus rapid transit infrastructure should be prioritized
in Communities of Concern, to increase access to sustainable mobility options and connections
to the region's job centers. The climate crisis and environmental injustice have and will impact
Communities of Concern first and worst. Historically underinvested communities are exposed to

5https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/final_july_2016_cap.pdf

4https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-t---network-development-and-per
formance.pdf?sfvrsn=6243fd65_2

3https://www.midcitycan.org/aboutyop



the region’s most dangerously polluted air from cars and trucks, and are left with disconnected
transit trips or long, expensive car commutes. As such, we support the inclusion of “Social
Equity Early Action Transit Pilots” as a mechanism to streamline immediate investments in the
communities on the frontlines of these crises.

Expedite Completion of the Del Mar Tunnel

Page A-26 of Appendix A states that the Del Mar tunnel will be complete by 2035. Currently, the
1.6 mile stretch of LOSSAN tracks in Del Mar is located dangerously close to the edge of the
bluffs, and several bluff failures within feet of the tracks have occurred over the past 2 years
alone.

With the bluffs eroding at approximately 6 inches per year, and the ever-intensifying threat of
sea-level rise due to the climate crisis, these incredibly dangerous bluff failures will only
increase in severity and frequency, putting lives seriously at risk.

Moving the tracks off the bluffs is essential to securing a long-term solution for the LOSSAN
corridor, while preventing increased air pollution from shipping trucks, and ensuring economic
prosperity for the region. To secure a climate-safe transportation system, we urge you to make
the Del Mar tunnel a top priority, and urge for completion as soon as possible, no later than
2025-2030.

Conclusion

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on this critically important document. The
2021 Regional Plan is a key opportunity for climate action, justice and equity for Communities of
Concern, and good union jobs. We look forward to continued engagement with SANDAG on the
plan this year.

Sincerely,

Noah Harris
Policy Advocate
Climate Action Campaign























 

 
 
 
August 5, 2021 
 
Board of Directors 
SANDAG, Executive Director  
401 B St, Suite 800  
San Diego, CA 92101  
 
Re:  Support incorporating Reconnect Logan, 5 Freeway Lid Project in the San Diego 
Association of Governments’ (SANDAG) 2021 Regional Plan  
 
Honorable SANDAG Board,  
 
On behalf of the residents and community leaders of Barrio Logan and Logan Heights, we 
submit these letters of support for the creation of a priority not currently identified in the 2021 
Draft Regional Plan. It is imperative that you incorporate a project to address social and 
economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and 
transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities. 
Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project in SANDAG’s 
2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan). 
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in 
the 1950’s and has burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of 
Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our 
community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the barriers that the I-5 
created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable 
housing. All goals in line with the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and 
goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility options, and allowing for healthier air. 
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the 
construction allowed for transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been 
subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to 
mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood composed of nearly 90% 
Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much insecurity by 
facilitating gang turfs, separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access 
to neighborhood schools. It is time for our community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights 
communities in the Draft Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs,  



 
 
and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project 
on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio Logan/Logan Heights are: 

● The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: 
ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8) 

● Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the 
community of Barrio Logan, Project ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11) 

● Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor 
Drive Multimodal Corridor Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San 
Diego (p. A-12) 

 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also 
pursuant to Appendix H in relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction 
of pollution exposure in disadvantaged communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to 
the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 since it would help reach the 
overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these 
reasons, our community is looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority 
project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 
 
If you have any questions, you may contact me at 619-887-7292.  
 
Sincerely,  

 

DAVID ALVAREZ 

on behalf of ReConnect Logan Community Leaders 

 

 
 
cc: Hasan Ikhrata 







 
 
 
 
 
 
August 3, 2021 

 
 
Keri Robinson 
Senior Planner  
SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800  
San Diego, CA 92101 

 
Re: EHC Comments on SANDAG’S Appendix Y: Goods Movement Planning and 
Draft 2021San Diego and Imperial Counties Freight Gateway Study Update 

 
 
Dear Ms. Robinson: 

 
EHC’s initial comments on SANDAG’s Appendix Y: Goods Movement Planning and 
Draft 2021 San Diego and Imperial Counties Freight Gateway Study Update are 
summarized below and subsequently detailed in this letter for your consideration: 
 
High-Level Comments/Recommendations: 
 

• ZE drayage trucks (100 mile + range) are commercially available now and also 
comparable in costs today along with increasingly positive total cost of ownership 
(TCO) in years ahead. 

• Zero emission drayage trucks should be the focus of regional efforts vs. near zero 
emission technology.  

• Misclassification of workers needs to be explained and addressed in the SANDAG report.  
• The Gateway Study should address potential impacts of climate change on 2050 freight 

projections. 
• Policies should be included to support workers whose jobs may be at risk as a result of a shift to  

automation. 
• Short sea shipping (e.g., marine highway) needs further analysis to know how this mode shift 

would impact air quality in Portside communities. 
• Heavy duty charging facilities must be planned and installed in readiness for the transition to 

ZEV trucks that is mandated in California and the earlier goals established in the Community 
Emission Reduction Plan and the upcoming Maritime Clean Air Strategy. 

• Regarding outbound cargo, it appears unnecessary to develop new imports of sand, gravel, and 
aggregate into the region. 

 
 

 
 



Detailed Comments/Recommendations: 
 

A. ZE drayage trucks are commercially available now and also comparable in costs  
today along with increasingly positive total cost of ownership (TCO) in years ahead. 

 
1. In section 4.1 (page Y-165), it states that “Port of SD: ZE vans and trucks may be suited to 

accommodate demand for goods movement in the area while reducing air quality and noise  
impacts, given the volume of local truck trips and improvements in ZE technologies….”.   
Data indicates that these local trips, as well as much longer drayage trips, are already feasible 
today with ZE drayage trucks. 

 
2. Per the Port of San Diego study (November 2020)1, ZE drayage trucks with a range of over  

100 miles are commercially available today. The Port study explains that: 
a. Five different ZE drayage trucks are expected to be commercially available by the 

end of 2020, while another seven should become available by 2022/2023. Each has 
a range of over 100 miles, which is enough to complete the average drayage 
truck duty cycle of less than 100 miles on a single charge; 

b. The range of existing electric Class 8 trucks cap out at around a 150-mile range 
on a single charge;  

c. ZE drayage trucks requiring more than 150 miles will be available soon; and, 
d. Truck ranges are expected to increase as manufacturers develop longer-

range batteries with the Tesla semi planned to exceed 500 miles near the 
2023 timeframe. 

 
3. ZE drayage trucks are comparable in costs today along with increasingly positive 

total cost of ownership (TCO) in years ahead.  
a. A Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (March 2021)2 study 

concludes that a Class 8 electric truck operated 300 miles per day when 
compared to a diesel truck offers a roughly 3-year payback and net 
present savings of about $200,000 over a 15-year lifetime." 

b. The 2035 Report 2.0: Plummeting Costs and Dramatic Improvements In 
Batteries Can Accelerate Our Clean Transportation Future from UC 
Berkeley’s Goldman School of Public Policy (April 2021)3 explains that 
the TCO for heavy duty electric vehicle starts out as positive compared to 
diesel and gets substantially better through 2035. 

 
B. ZE drayage trucks (not near-zero) trucks are needed to reach air quality and climate goals. 

 
1. EJ communities and Climate Action Plans require ZE (not near zero) trucks.  However, the 

SANDAG report encourages and/or assumes near zero.  On page Y-29, it states  “…..In 
addition to the international gateway forecast, develop a freight forecast to 2050 for three 
specific urban areas of the Gateway Region that addresses emerging freight trends, such as the 
transition to zero/near-zero-emission freight vehicles…”. 

                                                      
1 https://pantheonstorage.blob.core.windows.net/ceqa/MCCW_Vol_1_Final_SEIR.pdf 
2 https://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/updated_5_final_ehdv_report_033121.pdf 
3 https://2035report.com/transportation/ 

https://2035report.com/transportation/
https://2035report.com/transportation/
https://pantheonstorage.blob.core.windows.net/ceqa/MCCW_Vol_1_Final_SEIR.pdf
https://eta-publications.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/updated_5_final_ehdv_report_033121.pdf
https://2035report.com/transportation/


 
2. The Luskin Report (2019)4 specifically warns against meeting any short-term uptick in  

drayage truck turnover with natural gas trucks. The report explains that if investments focus 
on natural gas trucks as the primary replacement, more natural gas fueling stations will be 
needed. Given goals to transition to zero-emission trucks, these investments will inevitably be 
stranded or the ZE transition will be delayed unnecessarily. 

 
C. Misclassification of truck drivers needs to be explained in report.  

 
1. Misclassification of truck drivers in California needs to be explained in the SANDAG report. 
      On page Y-24, it states “…A large portion of truck operators in the freight industry are 

independent contractors who own their own vehicles and work for larger corporations. 
As policies start to implement regulations that discourage the continued use of heavy-duty 
diesel trucks and enforce the use of zero-emission vehicles, independent truck owners will 
be left with outdated vehicles they can no longer use, leading to potential unemployment 
for these operators…”.   
 

2. The drayage, package delivery, and other short-haul segments of the 
trucking industry are home to ongoing and egregious worker exploitation.5   
 

3. Trucking companies, brokers, and other contracting entities often illegally misclassify 
drivers as independent contractors (when they are employees by law) to avoid paying  
wages, benefits, equipment costs, taxes, and regulatory compliance costs. 6 
 

4. Misclassified drivers operate 70 to 90% of California’s drayage trucks, making  
misclassification the drayage segment’s dominant business model. 7 

 

D. The Freight Gateway Study should address potential impacts of climate change on goods 
movement. 

 
1. The Gateway Study did not address potential impacts of climate change on 2050 freight 

projections. Impacts are difficult to predict, but it would be reasonable to develop scenarios that 
do not assume simple linear growth in freight volumes, due to disruptions in supply chains, 
extreme weather events, sea level rise, and potential changes in key industries in the San Diego 
region such as agriculture, construction, and tourism.  As overarching policy directions, the San 
Diego region must plan for producing critically important goods closer to home, and reducing 
our dependence on goods movement as an economic driver. 
 

E. Additional Comments on Goods Movement Planning and the Freight Gateway Study. 
 
                                                      
4 https://innovation.luskin.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Zero_Emission_Drayage_Trucks.pdf 
5 USA Today, Rigged: Forced into debt. Worked past exhaustion. Left with nothing. 2017. Available at 
https://www.usatoday.com/pages/interactives/news/rigged-forced-into-debt-worked-past-exhaustion-left-with-nothing/    
6 Viscelli, The Big Rig: Trucking and the Decline of the American Dream, 2016.   
7 Bensman, Misclassification: Workers in the Borderland, 2014, available at 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2383396. 
 

https://www.usatoday.com/pages/interactives/news/rigged-forced-into-debt-worked-past-exhaustion-left-with-nothing/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2383396


1. Appendix Y correctly notes the importance of equity for workers in the freight industry, but 
mentions the potential impact of automation only in passing, on page Y-5. SANDAG needs 
to address the challenges of automation more fully. Who makes the decisions to automate 
unloading, loading, or movement of freight? What opportunities are there for workers and the 
public to participate in these decisions? What policies are in place, or needed, to support 
workers whose jobs may be at risk as a result of a shift to automation?  Until these questions 
are answered fully, SANDAG’s goods movement planning will be failing these workers.   
 

2. Marine Highway M-5 is mentioned briefly on page Y-8 as a potential new source of trade.  
Short sea shipping may be a good option for reducing GHG and truck traffic. At the same 
time, Portside residents need to know how this mode shift would impact air quality in their 
communities. Will additional ships be coming to San Diego’s cargo terminals if the project is 
approved? Will these ships be shorepowered? Goods movement planning requires that local 
impacts be identified and addressed.  

 
3. Urban warehouses for e-bike deliveries are mentioned as an innovative delivery option on 

page Y-26. It is important to be clear that if trucks will also be accessing these facilities, they 
do not belong in residential areas. Residents of Barrio Logan and west National City have 
struggled for decades to eliminate incompatible land uses such as warehouses from their 
communities.  

 
4. Regarding infrastructure needs for truck freight hauling, the report, in Section 2.1.2.1. Gaps 

in Existing Road Infrastructure, correctly notes the lack of dedicated truck parking, staging, 
and queuing facilities. Another essential piece of freight infrastructure planning: EV charging 
facilities for MD/HD trucks.  Charging facilities must be planned and installed in readiness 
for the transition to ZEV trucks that is mandated in California.  

 
5. Regarding outbound cargo, Figure 3.14 on page Y-129: Gravel is the largest outbound cargo, 

by tonnage, at 3,505 tons. This is a category of commodity that also includes aggregate. Sand 
is also a large outbound commodity, at 1,086 tons.  It appears unnecessary to develop new 
imports of sand, gravel, and aggregate into the region, and unlikely to produce reductions of 
emissions from trucks. 

 
Thank you for your time and consideration. Please contact Danny Serrano, Campaign 
Director at dannys@environmentalhealth.org for any additional information. 

 
Sincerely, 

 

 
Diane Takvorian                                                       Danny Serrano 
Executive Director                                                   Campaign  Director 
 

 

 
 

 
 

mailto:dannys@environmentalhealth.org


Joy Williams 
 
Joy Williams 
Retired Research Director 
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Friends of Rose Canyon 
Deborah Knight, Executive Director 
rosecanyon@san.rr.com, 858-525-1489 
 
Comments on the Draft 2021 Regional Plan - 8/4/2021 
 
Our comments are focused on the geographic area that we are most familiar with: the area 
within and extending out from the I-805 / SR-52 / I-5 triangle. This includes the Rose Creek 
watershed (Rose Canyon, MCAS Miramar, San Clemente Canyon and Marian Bear Park, and 
Rose Creek extending south to Mission Bay) and the Carrol Canyon, Sorrento Valley, and 
Penasquitos Lagoon watershed. However, many of the concerns, issues and questions we raise 
in relation to this area apply to the entire RTP.  
 
Our overall comment is that the 2021 Draft Regional Plan states that it proposes a bold new 
vision. However, it is based on a massive expansion of our highways. This includes widening 
many of our highways to add Managed Lanes and adding huge, elevated concrete “Managed 
Lane Connectors” ( MLCs) where highways intersect. These MLCs will require even further 
highway widening to add lanes where traffic would enter and exit the connectors. In some 
cases these MLCs connect highways at very different elevations or with multiple other on and 
off ramps and bridges in the same location.  Judging from just the area we focus on, these 
added MLs and MLCs will have huge direct and indirect environmental impacts on sensitive 
habitat, MSCP lands, Marian Bear Park, Rose Canyon Open Space Park, MCAS Miramar, and the 
Rose Creek and Carroll Canyon Creek/Sorrento Valley/Penasquitos Lagoon watersheds. 
Furthermore, just in the area we focus on, these MLs and MLCs will cost many hundreds of 
millions of dollars. 
 
We ask: How much induced demand will adding all this highway capacity cause? How sure is 
SANDAG of their calculations? Will this plan really reduce GHG emissions, and by how much? 
How sure is SANDAG of those calculations? What is the course correction if we start adding all 
this highway capacity and the benefits are not there? Do the RTP models rest on the 
assumption that the projected benefits require that all the highway MLs and all the MLCs be 
added to achieve the projected benefits? What if we get half way into building this out and find 
that adding all this highway capacity is not bringing the benefits anticipated? 
 
Based on what we see proposed for just the area we focus on, we see major direct and Indirect 
Impacts on MSCP lands, open space, habitat, native plant and animal species, wildlife corridors, 
creeks, and watersheds. Adding Managed Lanes and Managed Lane Connectors means 
bulldozing land and building extensive new concrete surfaces and retaining walls and drainage 
ditches, expanding direct impacts and edge effects on habitat and wildlife, increasing storm 
water run-off, noise and light impacts, invasive species, habitat loss, loss of wildlife connectivity 
and wildlife corridors, increased erosion, trash, and air and water pollution. “Mitigating” these 
impacts through projects done in distant mitigation banks does nothing to reduce the impacts 
in the areas where these impacts occur. 
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While SANDAG staff have stated in meetings with the QOL coalition that they are not widening 
outside the highway ROWs, that does not mean there won’t be major highway widening and 
environmental impacts. In some cases, CALTRANS has sufficient ROW to widen by multiple 
lanes. And widening even within the ROW extends the damaging impacts and pushes the edge 
effects closer to and into sensitive habitat.  
 
Meanwhile, the Purple Line (Commuter Rail 582) from Sorrento Mesa to the Border (a true 
transit project) will not be completed until 2050. In concept, we strongly support this project, 
assuming it is largely underground through the environmentally sensitive areas we focus on. 
But despite the importance of this transit project, we know little beyond the vaguest 
description of its route. Where might it be underground? Where might it be at grade or above 
grade? Why is it not being completed until 2050 while the RTP prioritizes adding so many 
highway MLs and MLCs? 
 

I-805 North Project 
On April 15, 2021, the Sierra Club sent the attached letter to SANDAG Director Hasan Ikhrata, 
Director of Regional Planning Coleen Clementson, Senior Transportation Planner Jennifer 
Williamson, and several SANDAG BOD members. At a subsequent meeting with the Quality of 
Life Coalition’s Transportation Committee, Coleen Clementson stated vehemently, “We agree 
with you.”  We therefore assume and would like confirmation, that the following is not in and 
will not be added to the RTP for the I-805 North from just south of SR-52 to Carroll Canyon 
Road: 
        -Any additional freeway widening beyond what has currently been built 

  (one Carpool/ HOV lane in each direction was completed in 2016) 
      -Widening of the I-805 bridge over Rose Canyon 
      -Direct Access Ramps (DARs) at Nobel Drive 
      -A Park & Ride at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805 
      -A bus station at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805 

 
Project ID CC114 is called I-805 (Nobel Drive) - it should be deleted from the RTP 
Rationale: I-805 North should locate access to and from the Managed Lanes at La Jolla Village 
Drive, not Nobel Drive. La Jolla Village Drive has extensive high density employment and high 
density housing located between the LJVD/I-805 intersection and Genesee Avenue. At Genesee 
there are two trolley stations surrounded by existing and planned high density employment and 
housing.  La Jolla Village Drive is the route BRT lines should use to enter and exit the I-805 MLs. 
Nobel Drive is a poor location for a BRT route to enter or exit I-805 MLs. The location is far from 
significant employment or housing density. Furthermore, no parking lot or bus station should 
be located at Nobel/805. The I-805 commute is south to north in the morning, so parking lots 
near the I-805 should be located in communities well to the south where commuters come 
from in the morning. The land at the Nobel/ I-805 intersection should be protected from any 
further impacts. Most of it is MSCP, and there are vernal pools and numerous documented 
sensitive species. That area should have no further disturbance.   
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The area within and near the SR-52, I-805, I-5 

 
The RTP should reduce the amount of highway expansion and the number of MLCs in this 
area. SR-52 should not be widened and the MLCs between these highways should be 
eliminated. 
 
The following projects would cause major environmental damage to MSCP lands and to the 
area’s critical and already highly constrained wildlife corridors. 
This area illustrates our concern about the RTP as a whole. The RTP proposes a massive 
expansion of highway capacity in the name of creating “Complete Corridors” that will, in 
theory, carry BRT lines and carpools. While it is true that some existing general purpose lanes 
will be converted to “Managed Lanes”, the RTP proposes an expansion of all the highways in 
this area to add MLs plus multiple MLCs between these highways that will further degrade the 
habitat and wildlife corridors. 
 
CC085: 2035 - MLC I-805 (SR 52) West to North and South to East CCT - $149 mil 
This MLC will cause major environmental damage to an area with important wildlife corridors 
that connect MCAS Miramar, San Clemente Canyon (and Marian Bear Park) and Rose Canyon. 
These wildlife corridors are identified in the MSCP and in the MCAS Miramar Natural Resource 
Management Plans. The wildlife corridor between MCAS Miramar and San Clemente Canyon is 
already highly constrained at the I-805/52 intersection. In addition, the elevation change 
between the I-805 and SR-52 is significant. A further environmental impact will occur due to 
adding two MLs to SR-52 east of I-805 and one ML to SR-52 west of I-805.  
 
CC086: MLC I-805 (SR52) North to West and East to South ($126 mil): More environmental 
impacts in this same area. 
 
CC003 - (by 2035) - I-5 (Pacific Highway to SR 52) 8F to 6F+4 ML ($353 mil) (adding 1 lane in 
each direction to I-5)  
 
CC004 by 2035 I-5 (SR 52 to I-805) 8F to 6F + 4ML (adding one lane in each direction) ($190 mil) 
 
CC028 by 2050 MLC I-5 (SR 52) South to East and West to North  ($202 mil) 
 
CC065 by 2050 Complete Corridor: ML SR 52 (I-5 - I-805) 4F to 4F + 3 ML ($214 mil) 
This massive widening of SR 52, with additional width needed to build the Managed Lane 
Connectors between I-5/52 and SR 52/ I-805 (MLCs in all directions) will have huge negative 
impacts on the adjacent MSCP lands in San Clemente Canyon and Marian Bear Park and on 
Rose Canyon and on the wildlife corridors between  
 
CC066 by 2050 I-5 (SR 52) MLC - North to East and West to South ($202 mil) 
 



 

 

 
April 15, 2021 - via email 
Re: Sierra Club San Diego Chapter opposition to potential projects on the I-805 North    
 
Dear Chair Blakespear,  
Since 1948 Sierra Club San Diego has earned a leadership role in the conservation of our County’s 
natural resources. Presently, with more than 40,000 members and supporters, the San Diego Chapter is 
continuously addressing planning by all regional agencies. Particular attention is focused on the 
avoidance of impacts to the biological diversity which is so crucial to our quality of life. Sierra Club 
requests consultation and a place at the table whenever SANDAG is considering any of the following 
proposals.  
 
Sierra Club strongly opposes the following proposed projects for the I-805 North, from just south 
of SR-52 to Carroll Canyon Road: 
             -Any additional freeway widening beyond what has currently been built 

  (one Carpool/ HOV lane in each direction was completed in 2016) 
      -Widening of the I-805 bridge over Rose Canyon 
      -Direct Access Ramps (DARs) at Nobel Drive 
      -A Park & Ride at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805 
      -A bus station at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805 

 
We oppose the inclusion of any of these projects in the 2021 Regional Plan. 

- These projects (or any projects with a similar footprint) would: 
- Destroy and degrade native habitat in Rose Canyon that is part of the last remaining greenbelt 

and wildlife corridor connecting habitat west of I-805 with habitat on MCAS Miramar. The 
important wildlife corridor in Rose Canyon under the existing I-805 bridge is recognized in both 
the MSCP and the MCAS Miramar Natural Resources Management Plan.  

1. Destroy and degrade core MSCP habitat. 
2. Destroy and degrade habitat with numerous sensitive plant and animal species, including:  

•  Vernal pools  
•  Rare Quercus Dumosa (Nuttall’s scrub oak)  
• MHPA habitat with documented California Gnatcatchers as well as numerous other 

sensitive species 

  
Thank you Chair Blakespear for your attention to our request for inclusion in the process.  Retaining San 
Diego’s reputation as a world renowned “biological hotspot” is a goal we must all strive for. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dave Grubb,  
Chair, Transportation Committee, Sierra Club San Diego Chapter 
George Courser,  
Chair, Conservation Committee, Sierra Club San Diego Chapter 
 
 

8304 Claremont Mesa Blvd., Ste 101 • San Diego, CA. 9211 
TEL: 858-569-6005 http://sandiegosierraclub.org 
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Friends of Rose Canyon 

PO Box 221051, San Diego, CA 92192-1051 

858-597-0220 í rosecanyon@san.rr.com 

www.rosecanyon.org 

August 6, 2021 

Submitted via email: SDForward@sandag.org 
Comments on the Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

Active Transportation Projects: 

The City of San Diego’s chosen alignment for the Coastal Rail chosen between Gilman/La Jolla 
Colony Drive and Sorrento Valley Coaster Station should be added to the RTP and the old 
alignment should be deleted (Rose Canyon, “UTC” (along Judicial Drive), Roselle Canyon and 
Roselle St to the Sorrento Valley Coaster station). This old alignment was thoroughly studied 
and rejected due to multiple major problems. 

The Draft RTP contains inconsistent and out-of-date labeling of a portion of the City of San 
Diego’s Coastal Rail Trail. The City is the Lead Agency for the Coastal Rail Trail in the City, and it 
has selected the alignment and completed final design of the alignment along Gilman Drive to  
UCSD.  
 
 The City has deleted from its Bike Master Plan the old Rose Canyon, “UTC”, and Roselle Canyon 
alignment. The City studied that route for years and rejected it for multiple reasons. 

The RTP therefore needs to: 

• cut three planned CRT segments and trim one CRT segment 
• relabel the CRT route in the RTP to coincide with the approved Gilman Drive CRT 

segment, adding the UC San Diego CRT segment plus the I-5 Bicycle Corridor. 
• Amend Appendix A and Appendix L in the SANDAG RTP to be consistent with this 

change. 

 

The RTP should make the following changes summarized in the following tables: 
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CRT route as presented in the SANDAG RTP 

SANDAG 
 Project 
ID 

Name/Description SANDAG 
2020 
Cost 

The RTP should make 
the following change 

RTP Page reference 

     
AT032 CRT - Carmel Valley 

to Sorrento to 
Roselle Canyon 

      $20M Change Carmel Valley to 
Roselle via Sorrento by 
removing Sorrento to 
Roselle.  Carmel Valley 
to Sorrento remains. 

Appendix A 
Table 1 
p. A-6 

AT036 CRT - Roselle 
Canyon 

      $12M Cut Appendix A 
Table 1 
p. A-6 

AT037 CRT - UTC to Rose 
Canyon 

      $11M Cut Appendix A 
Table 1 
p. A-6 

AT023 CRT - Rose Canyon       $31M Cut Appendix A 
Table 1 
p. A-8 

     
 

The RTP needs to add the CRT route the City of San Diego has chosen for the segment from 
Sorrento Valley Coaster Station to the Gilman Drive/La Jolla Colony intersection 

Segment Start End Notes 
    
CRT – I-5 Bicycle 
Corridor 

Sorrento 
Valley 

Voigt and Gilman Already completed by 
Caltrans 

CRT - UC San Diego Voigt and 
Gilman Dr. 

Gilman and La Jolla 
Village Dr. 

UC San Diego is adding 
major bike infrastructure 
improvements through the 
campus on this route 

CRT - Gilman Gilman Dr. 
and La Jolla 
Village Dr. 

Gilman Dr. and I-5 / 
Rose Creek Bike Path 
and La Jolla Colony Dr. 

Protected bike lanes fully 
designed by City. Partial 
construction funding in SD 
City 2022 CIP budget. 
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Reallocation of funds and equity 

 The savings for the three old, out-of-date segments to be cut is $53 million (Rose 
Canyon, UTC (Judicial Drive) and Roselle Canyon, plus any savings from trimming the route 
AT032 by cutting Sorrento to Roselle, a segment made unnecessary by the I-5 bike path from 
the Sorrento Valley Coaster Station to UCSD.  Two of the three segments in the City’s chosen 
CRT route are either complete or funded, so it can be anticipated that almost all of the $53 
million in the RTP can be freed up for active transportation projects that address equity, for 
example, in Chollas Creek, South Bay, or the Midway Corridor.   

Community and City of San Diego support and action for the CRT alignment up Gilman: 

 The CRT route has City and Community support: 

• The SANDAG RTP routes do not exist in the City of San Diego Bike Master Plan.  
They were explicitly deleted by the San Diego City Council in December 2013. 

• The approved CRT Project route in San Diego has been selected, with the final 
Gilman Dr. link ready for construction and on the CIP list for 2020-2021. 

• The approved CRT route was developed and selected by a City of San Diego 
Public Working Group in 2013-2014. 

• The approved CRT route is supported by the Community Planning Groups:  the 
UCPG in 2013 and 2021, and the La Jolla Planning Association in 2021. 

• The approved CRT route has been supported by the City of San Diego in 2013, 
2016 and budgeted in 2021. 

The City’s approved CRT route enhances important existing connections: 

• With the Rose Creek bikeway open, it is a connecting link to UC San Diego from 
the south. 

• With the existing I-5 Bicycle Corridor, it is a connecting link to UC San Diego from 
Sorrento and the Coaster. 

• The completed UC San Diego Gilman Bridge over I-5 provides comfortable and 
safe bicycle links to the east UC San Diego Campus, industry along Eastgate Mail, 
and the commercial center at UTC. 



 

 

Gatzke Dillon & Ballance LLP 
L A W Y E R S  

2762 Gateway Road 

Carlsbad, California 92009 
760.431.9501 

760.431.9512 
gdandb.com 

T 
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August 3, 2021 By E-Mail 

 

 

Honorable Catherine Blakespear, Board Chair  

and Board of Directors 

San Diego Association of Governments 

401 B Street, Suite 800 

San Diego, CA 92101 

SDForward@sandag.org  

 

Re: Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

 

Dear Chairperson Blakespear and SANDAG Board of Directors: 

 

This firm represents Lakeview 1, LLC, Lakeview 2, LLC and Moller Lakes Investment, LLC 

(collectively, Lakeview), owners of the approved Otay Ranch Resort Village Project (Resort 

Village).1 On behalf of Lakeview, we have reviewed SANDAG’s Draft 2021 Regional Plan (Draft 

Plan) and provide the comments that follow below.    

 

As relevant background, the Resort Village is part of the Otay Ranch General Development Plan/ 

Subregional Plan approved by the County of San Diego and City of Chula Vista in 1993. Otay 

Ranch, portions of which have been built out, is a complete community approved for 24,000 homes; 

commercial/retail uses; other non-residential uses; schools and public services; parks, recreation 

facilities, open space and a protected biological preserve; and complementary amenities designed 

to be developed over a 30- to 50-year period. Consistent with the land use parameters established 

in 1993 for Otay Ranch, the County of San Diego Board of Supervisors, in November 2020, 

approved the Resort Village for 1,938 residential units, a resort, and other complementary uses 

(such as parks and trails, a public safety site, an elementary school, and resident-serving 

commercial). As a general matter, development of the approved Otay Ranch planned 

community—of which the Resort Village is a part—has been accounted for in regional plans and 

projections since 1993.  

 

As discussed below, it appears that SANDAG’s Draft Plan has omitted from its design assumptions 

the Resort Village and its approved uses, resulting in a disconnect between the Draft Plan and the 

legal status of the Resort Village as a fully-entitled project. 

 

We understand that the Draft Plan strives to transform the way San Diegans move through and 

about the region in an effort to address safety, traffic congestion, social inequities, air pollution 

and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The Draft Plan includes an updated Sustainable 

Communities Strategy (SCS), which sets forth a “forecasted development pattern” that is designed 

to: (i) achieve per capita GHG reduction targets set for the region by the California Air Resources 

 
1  The Resort Village also is referred to as Village 13. 
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Board (CARB), (ii) accommodate the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), and (iii) 

utilize the “most recent planning assumptions.” (Draft Plan, p. 19). SANDAG reports that its SCS 

will exceed CARB’s 2035 reduction target for the region by one percent; i.e., a 19 percent 

reduction is required and the SCS, if implemented, will realize a 20 percent reduction.  

 

We provide the following comments on the Draft Plan, including its SCS:  

 

1. Government Code section 65800, subdivision (b)(2)(B) requires SANDAG “to use the 

most recent planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors” 

(italics added). In this regard, Figures F.7, F.8 and F.9 in Appendix F of the Draft Plan are 

in error and must be corrected to ensure SANDAG’s compliance with this statutory 

requirement for its SCS.  Specifically, the referenced figures show approved and entitled 

development located within Otay Ranch—including the Resort Village—as “Vacant” on 

the SCS’ land use pattern maps for 2025, 2035 and 2050. This is obviously incorrect. The 

“Vacant” appellation is inconsistent with the County’s approval of its General Plan in 2011, 

the Otay Ranch General Development Plan/Subregional Plan in 1993, and the Resort 

Village in 2020. As such, it results in development forecasts that are incorrect and 

incapable of supporting the Draft Plan’s findings and objectives. Therefore, we respectfully 

request that SANDAG modify the referenced figures to reflect the land use densities long-

approved by the County and long-recognized by its General Plan for this portion of 

unincorporated South County.      

 

2. The Draft Plan’s forecasted development pattern will not accommodate the RHNA. 

Specifically, the Draft Plan—in Table F.3 of Appendix F—projects the construction of just 

7,419 dwelling units in unincorporated County areas over the next roughly 30 years 

(through 2050). This number does not accurately represent the amount of approved, 

planned and reasonably anticipated growth in the unincorporated areas. For example, in 

the 6th RHNA Cycle, which covers the 2021 through 2029 planning period (and thus does 

not align with the 2035 horizon year of the SCS modeling), SANDAG assigned 6,700 

dwelling units to the unincorporated areas.2 Therefore, it appears the Draft Plan assumes 

that a mere 719 additional units will need to be built in unincorporated areas between 2030 

and 2050, an assumption that is at odds with reasonable approximations of future RHNA 

cycles and  existing market supply-and-demand evaluations for the San Diego region. The 

Draft Plan’s assumption of 7,419 units also is approximately 1/8th of the County’s General 

Plan build-out capacity of approximately 65,000 dwelling units. Thus, we respectfully 

request that SANDAG reevaluate the reasonableness of its forecasted development pattern 

by way of housing growth assumptions. It is critical to ensure that all modeling inputs are 

informed and reasoned, such that the SCS quantification analysis is defensible. 

 

 
2  SANDAG, 6th Cycle Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan (July 10, 2020), Table 1.1, 

available at https://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_189_27782.pdf.   

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_189_27782.pdf
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3. It is unclear to what extent the SCS and its supporting quantification framework account 

for the home-to-work, interregional commute reality present in San Diego. We know that 

the San Diego region’s failure to provide sufficient in-County housing opportunities has 

resulted in the exportation of some San Diego workers who now must commute into the 

region from more affordable housing opportunities in Riverside County or Mexico.3 The 

spirit of Senate Bill (SB) 375, which created the statutory framework for SANDAG’s SCS, 

will not be met unless and until we grapple with how land use choices made in the San 

Diego region affect San Diego workers. The Draft Plan must clarify SANDAG’s strategies 

for reducing interregional commuting. Such strategies must ensure a sufficient quantity of 

in-County housing opportunities exists; otherwise, home-to-work, interregional 

commuting will continue to be a major problem.  

 

In closing, we recognize that the transformation of San Diego’s transportation patterns, long in the 

making, has been a “slow-and-steady wins the race” undertaking by SANDAG. We appreciate the 

opportunity to review and provide input on this Draft Plan, and are committed to advancing 

practical and effective strategies for the reduction of vehicle miles traveled and GHG emissions 

while developing much needed housing opportunities for the region. Thank you for your 

consideration of these comments.     

 

Sincerely,  

 
David P. Hubbard 

of 

Gatzke Dillon & Ballance LLP 

 

DPH/rlf 

  

cc: Nick Lee 

 Eric Johnston 

 Chuck Miller    
 

 

 

 

 
3  See, e.g., Fehr & Peers, Whitepaper on Inter-Regional Commute Trends Between Riverside 

and San Diego County (February 12, 2020), available at https://sdchamber.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/02/Regional-Commute-Trend-White-Paper-2-12-2020-FINAL.pdf.  

https://sdchamber.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Regional-Commute-Trend-White-Paper-2-12-2020-FINAL.pdf
https://sdchamber.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Regional-Commute-Trend-White-Paper-2-12-2020-FINAL.pdf
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August 5, 2021 By E-Mail 
 
 
Honorable Catherine Blakespear, Board Chair  
and Board of Directors 
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
SDForward@sandag.org  

 
Re: Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

 
Dear Chairperson Blakespear and SANDAG Board of Directors: 
 
This firm represents GDCI Proctor Valley, L.P., owner of the approved, but not yet constructed 
Adara community located in Otay Ranch’s Village 14 and Planning Areas 16 and 19. On behalf 
of GDCI, we have reviewed SANDAG’s Draft 2021 Regional Plan and provide the following 
comments thereon.   
 
As relevant background, Village 14 and Planning Areas 16 and 19 are part of the Otay Ranch 
General Development Plan/Subregional Plan approved by the County of San Diego and City of 
Chula Vista in 1993. Otay Ranch, portions of which have been built out, is a complete community 
approved for 24,000 homes; commercial/retail uses; other non-residential uses; schools and public 
services; parks, recreation facilities, open space and a protected biological preserve; and 
complementary amenities designed to be developed over a 30- to 50-year period. Consistent with 
the land use parameters established in 1993 for Otay Ranch, the County of San Diego Board of 
Supervisors, in June 2019, approved the Specific Plan and Tentative Map for the Adara community 
for up to 1,119 residential units and other complementary uses (such as parks and trails, a public 
safety site, an elementary school, and resident-serving commercial). As a general matter, 
development of the approved Otay Ranch planned community—of which Village 14 and Planning 
Areas 16 and 19 is a part—has been accounted for in regional plans and projections since 1993.  
 
As discussed below, however, it appears that SANDAG’s Draft Plan has omitted from its design 
assumptions the Adara community and its approved uses, resulting in a disconnect between the 
Draft Plan and the legal status of Adara as a fully-entitled project located within Otay Ranch.  
 
We understand that the Draft Plan strives to transform the way San Diegans move through and 
about the region in an effort to address safety, traffic congestion, social inequities, air pollution 
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The Draft Plan includes an updated Sustainable 
Communities Strategy (SCS), which sets forth a “forecasted development pattern” that is designed 
to: (i) achieve per capita GHG reduction targets set for the region by the California Air Resources 
Board (CARB), (ii) accommodate the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), and (iii) 
utilize the “most recent planning assumptions.” (Draft Plan, p. 19). SANDAG reports that its SCS 
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will exceed CARB’s 2035 reduction target for the region by one percent; i.e., a 19 percent 
reduction is required and the SCS, if implemented, will realize a 20 percent reduction.  
 
We provide the following comments on the Draft Plan, including its SCS:  

 
1. Government Code section 65800, subdivision (b)(2)(B) requires SANDAG “to use the 

most recent planning assumptions considering local general plans and other factors” 
(italics added). In this regard, Figures F.7, F.8 and F.9 in Appendix F of the Draft Plan are 
in error and must be corrected to ensure SANDAG’s compliance with this statutory 
requirement for its SCS.  Specifically, the referenced figures show approved and entitled 
development located within Otay Ranch—including Village 14 and Planning Areas 16 and 
19—as “Vacant” on the SCS’ land use pattern maps for 2025, 2035 and 2050. This is 
obviously incorrect.1 The “Vacant” appellation is inconsistent with the County’s approval 
of its General Plan in 2011, the Otay Ranch General Development Plan/Subregional Plan 
in 1993, and the Adara Specific Plan and Tentative Map in 2019. As such, it results in 
development forecasts that are incorrect and incapable of supporting the Draft Plan’s 
findings and objectives. Therefore, we respectfully request that SANDAG modify the 
referenced figures to reflect the land use densities long-approved by the County and long-
recognized by its General Plan for this portion of unincorporated South County.      
 

2. The Draft Plan’s forecasted development pattern will not accommodate the RHNA. 
Specifically, the Draft Plan—in Table F.3 of Appendix F—projects the construction of just 
7,419 dwelling units in unincorporated County areas over the next roughly 30 years 
(through 2050). This number does not accurately represent the amount of approved, 
planned and reasonably anticipated growth in the unincorporated areas. For example, in 
the 6th RHNA Cycle, which covers the 2021 through 2029 planning period (and thus does 
not align with the 2035 horizon year of the SCS modeling), SANDAG assigned 6,700 
dwelling units to the unincorporated areas.2 Therefore, it appears the Draft Plan assumes 
that a mere 719 additional units will need to be built in unincorporated areas between 2030 
and 2050, an assumption that is at odds with reasonable approximations of future RHNA 
cycles and  existing market supply-and-demand evaluations for the San Diego region. The 
Draft Plan’s assumption of 7,419 units also is approximately 1/8th of the County’s General 
Plan build-out capacity of approximately 65,000 dwelling units. Thus, we respectfully 
request that SANDAG reevaluate the reasonableness of its forecasted development pattern 

 
1  As noted in our August 3, 2021 comment letter submitted on behalf of Lakeview 1, LLC, 
Lakeview 2, LLC and Moller Lakes Investment, LLC, the very same mislabeling error has 
occurred in the Draft Plan’s referenced figures with respect to Otay Ranch’s Village 13.  
2  SANDAG, 6th Cycle Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan (July 10, 2020), Table 1.1, 
available at https://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_189_27782.pdf.   
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by way of housing growth assumptions. It is critical to ensure that all modeling inputs are 
informed and reasoned, such that the SCS quantification analysis is defensible. 
 

3. It is unclear to what extent the SCS and its supporting quantification framework account 
for the home-to-work, interregional commute reality present in San Diego. We know that 
the San Diego region’s failure to provide sufficient in-County housing opportunities has 
resulted in the exportation of some San Diego workers who now must commute into the 
region from more affordable housing opportunities in Riverside County or Mexico.3 The 
spirit of Senate Bill (SB) 375, which created the statutory framework for SANDAG’s SCS, 
will not be met unless and until we grapple with how land use choices made in the San 
Diego region affect San Diego workers. The Draft Plan must clarify SANDAG’s strategies 
for reducing interregional commuting. Such strategies must ensure a sufficient quantity of 
in-County housing opportunities exists; otherwise, home-to-work, interregional 
commuting will continue to be a major problem.  

 
In closing, we recognize that the transformation of San Diego’s transportation patterns, long in the 
making, has been a “slow-and-steady wins the race” undertaking by SANDAG. We also appreciate 
the opportunity to review and provide input on this Draft Plan, and are committed to advancing 
practical and effective strategies for the reduction of vehicle miles traveled and GHG emissions 
while developing much needed housing opportunities for the region. In the spirit of continued 
engagement, we formally request a meeting with the SANDAG staff members principally 
responsible for preparation of the Draft Plan in order to further discuss our comments herein. I can 
be reached at 760-431-9501 or dhubbard@gdandb.com for purposes of scheduling the requested 
meeting. Thank you for your consideration of these comments.     
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
David P. Hubbard 
of 
Gatzke Dillon & Ballance LLP 

 
DPH/rlf 
  
 
cc: Elizabeth Jackson, President, Jackson Pendo Development Company 

 
3  See, e.g., Fehr & Peers, Whitepaper on Inter-Regional Commute Trends Between Riverside 
and San Diego County (February 12, 2020), available at https://sdchamber.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/02/Regional-Commute-Trend-White-Paper-2-12-2020-FINAL.pdf.  
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 Rob Cameron, Jackson Pendo Development Company 
 Dave Waters, GDCI Communities 
 Dennis Moser, Moser Ventures 
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August 5, 2021 
 
Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
SANDAG, Executive Director  
401 B St, Suite 800  
San Diego, CA 92101  
 
Re:  Support incorporating Reconnect Logan, 5 Freeway Lid Project in the 
San Diego Association of Governments’ (SANDAG) 2021 Regional Plan  
 
Dear Mr. Ikhrata,  
 
My name is John Alvarado and my family has lived in Barrio Logan/Logan 
Heights for over 100 years I’m a retired school teacher and founder and Exec Dir 
of the Good Neighbor Project SD my home and office is located at 2215 Logan 
Ave. I am writing to express my support for the incorporation of a project which 
goal is to address social and economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns 
aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and transportation injustices in San 
Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities. Specifically, we request 
the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in 
SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan) 
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly 
displaced hundreds in the 1950’s and has burdened those who remained. 
Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of Draft Plan, we know Re-Connect 
Logan Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our community. A freeway lid 
can help our community by dismantling the barriers that the I-5 created by 
bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of 
affordable housing. All goals in line with the Draft Plan of creating efficient 
movement of people and goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility 
options, and allowing for healthier air. 
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, 
and while the construction allowed for transportation advancements, since the 
1950’s our community has been subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and 
systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to mention a few. We continue 



“Changing Our World One Neighbor at A Time” 

to be a working-class neighborhood composed of nearly 90% Mexican 
Americans and while we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much 
insecurity by facilitating gang turfs, separating families from places of worship, 
and limiting children’s access to neighborhood schools. It is time for our 
community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio 
Logan/Logan Heights communities in the Draft Plan as identified in Appendix A: 
Transportation Projects, Programs, it is appropriate to identify and call out Re-
Connect Logan Freeway Lid as a project on this list. A few of the multiple 
projects that will impact Barrio Logan/Logan Heights are: 

● The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 
Complete Corridor: ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8) 

● Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate 
cargo in the community of Barrio Logan, Project ID GM06 Goods 
Movement: Roadways (p. A-11) 

● Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: 
Roadways Harbor Drive Multimodal Corridor Improvements that will 
facilitate Trucks for the Port of San Diego (p. A-12) 

 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, Re-Connect Logan 
Freeway Lid is also pursuant to Appendix H in relation to California Assembly Bill 
805 which requires the reduction of pollution exposure in disadvantaged 
communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to the Sustainable 
Communities Strategy per California SB 375 since it would help reach the overall 
goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing 
for accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. 
For all these reasons, our community is looking forward to the addition of a 
Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft 
Regional Plan. 
 
If you have any questions, you may contact me at. 
 
John Alvarado  
2215 Logan Ave. 
San Diego Ca. 92113 
Email: john@gnpsd.org 
 
Thank you for your consideration, 
John Alvarado Exec. Dir  
Good Neighbor Project SD 
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Critique & Comments on 2021 Regional Transportation Plan - [Levine 7/28/21] 

I have conducted an in-depth review of the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan and wish to share my 

observations with the SANDAG Board of Directors and other interested SANDAG personnel. I have had 

an active interest in local governance, following a career in business management. I have elected to 

evaluate the RTP using business evaluation skills learned in over six decades in project, portfolio, and 

business management. 

This document is in four parts, following this introduction. There is a general presentation of views and 

concerns. This is followed by a discussion of individual aspects of the RTP. Section three addresses 

options and impediments. The ending section is a profile of the author. 

I need to preface my comments by expressing my admiration for the product that SANDAG has 

produced and for the investment that has been made in developing a potentially ideal transit-based 

solution to the environmental and density challenges with which we are faced in this remarkable 

county. The professionalism and quality exhibited in the published works are of the highest rank and 

served me well in my quest to understand the goals of the RTP and the methods to achieve them. It is 

indeed a visionary expression of a world-class system for a future population. I recognize the seriousness 

of the challenges and I fear for the future of the planet. I applaud the bold and creative efforts to meet 

these challenges head on, to work to meet state and federal mandates, and to qualify for state and 

federal funding and subsidies where available. 

Nevertheless, I have to take issue with several assumptions and conclusions, as well as expressing my 

dismay at the massive investment of time, money and intellectual expertise for something that should 

have been questioned much earlier in the process. 

In my consulting practice I have often been engaged to perform due diligence on business cases for 

major programs and for proposals for new business initiatives. As I became deeply interested in the 

2021 RTP, I couldn’t help seeing items that sounded alarms and triggered reality checks. As I have seen 

all too often, the search for the ideal has surpassed the practicalities of what is reasonable and 

achievable. I also am concerned that the sponsors may have based their assumptions on a best case or 

“wished for” values rather than a most likely set of scenarios. This plan begs for a responsible 

investigation and evaluation of the RTP by members of the SANDAG board who will carry the 

responsibility for this investment in the future. There is actually more at risk than an investment. The 

county appears to be committed to facilitate and mandate a radical change in the culture and behavior 

of a vast populace whose lifelong belief is that having a personal vehicle to go anywhere, at any time, is 

an inalienable right. The board is not voting for a transportation plan. It is voting to mandate a change to 

the very foundation of our lifestyle. They better get it right. We need to do something that will work. 

OVERVIEW 

The 2021 Regional Plan, as presented in “San Diego Forward”, depicts an environmental utopian 

paradise. It assumes a coordinated collection of paradigm shifts that support a vision of the ideal sizable 

urban/suburban metropolis where the government has considered and provided for the mobility of the 
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populace in the future. A future that requires a major reduction in greenhouse gasses and acceptance of 

increased housing density. It assumes that the public will readily give up their personal motor vehicles 

for the common good. SANDAG presents a perfected model that may work on paper. However, there is 

a huge hurdle to achieving that perfection. 

Actually, there are two huge hurdles. One is the nature of people to resist paradigm shifts. Cultures 

cannot be mandated. They exist by will of the people. The 2021 Regional Plan makes assumptions of 

colossal culture change that cannot be reasonably presumed. This is a fact of life that governs what can 

be accomplished, no matter how “good” it is for the people and for the planet. For example we need 

only look to our current COVID-19 crisis. The only way out of the pandemic is via vaccination. The 

science is certain. The data is monumentally supportive. Yet, a major portion of the population refuses 

to do what is good for them and for the nation. Has this artifact of human nature been given adequate 

consideration in the plan? 

The second hurdle, which has led to the demise of even the most seemingly foolproof plans, is the 

failure to consider the potential downside of the business case. In every plan there is a range of possible 

outcomes. We can look at the case through three lenses; the optimistic, the most likely, and the 

pessimistic. Where things fall apart is when exuberant support for the “optimistic” case causes the 

sponsor to downplay the “most likely” and to ignore the “pessimistic, and the associated risks.” 

The pessimistic case fully considers risks. It creates alternate models representing the potential 

downside. The downside can happen. Even the most infallible plans have collapsed, leading to total 

failure of the venture, because of the reluctance to use assumptions that consider potential events and 

conditions that are not of the sponsor’s liking. 

Here in San Diego, even in SANDAG, we have a history of inflated assumptions. We have seen it in the 

forecast of pension funding and in the projection of tax revenues. We have also seen it in the estimates 

of transit ridership. What assurances can you give the public that the 2021 Regional Plan is not based on 

inflated assumptions of income, ridership, or even the level of acceptance of change by the public?  

Where are the models that represent a lesser level of expectations and what that would mean to 

accomplishment of the goals?  I see a presentation of the ideal. Where is the picture of the realistic? 

DISCUSSION 

I have watched and read a number of SANDAG presentations and publications. It started with the 

August 14, 2020 SANDAG presentation of the blueprint for the 2021 RTP. I watched the entire four-hour 

session and then skimmed through the 619 pages of attachments – educating myself in the details of the 

proposal. More recently, I have downloaded and examined the May 2021 draft of San Diego Forward: 

the 2021 regional plan (for public review), as well as Appendix B. And I have watched the full videos of 

the May 21, 2021 presentation to the SANDAG Board of Directors and the June 28, 2021 North County 

Inland Road Show. I have also held some discussions with board members or their designated staff 

members working on the SANDAG proposals. 
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Sifting through the mounds of data and assumptions, I find numerous areas where the expectations 

cannot be justified or validated. But before getting into the details, we cannot ignore the human factors 

in the plan. As much as we might want to focus on the data, it is human behavior that will be the biggest 

factor in whether this paradigm shift in transportation habits can be accomplished. 

Director Ikhrata boldly declares that it is the plan’s intention to pressure the public to change its 

wasteful use of personal motorized vehicles as a response to environmental concerns of growing 

proportions, as well as to meet various government mandates. He talks about incentives. But when 

queried about how the change in behavioral culture will come about, he repeatedly brings up “pricing”. 

He says “it will work if we price it right.” Of course “pricing” is a code word for “fees.” Using a 

euphemism cannot disguise what it is.  

Invoking new fees, to use what has been considered to be something already covered by our taxes and 

DMV fees, is not an incentive. It is a penalty. The plan openly sets out to punish the public for doing 

what has been considered one of its most appreciated freedoms – the ability to get places, in the 

comfort and convenience of our own vehicles, on a timetable of our own choosing. SANDAG would have 

us give up this sacrosanct right and has set about to force the changes upon a recalcitrant public. 

The pricing scheme is so devious that it not only imposes fees and taxes (a penalty, not an incentive) to 

force people to stop doing what is considered an inalienable right, but then directs the funds it collects 

away from what is wanted by the public (highway improvements). What kind of incentive sets out to 

punish rather than reward? 

Let us not forget or ignore the penalties already inflicted on the driving public and the failures of 

previously imposed taxes to deliver what was expected or were diverted to other initiatives. For 

example I submit my motorcycle registration fee of $233, which would cost me $13 in NY. Or the income 

from the ½ percent TransNet sales tax that was grossly underestimated and is slated to be diverted from 

the highway projects it was supposed to support. 

Now, looking at some of the initiatives in the RTP, there are data that belies the expected results. 

Director Ikhrata was asked if he could provide an example of where MANAGED LANES was 

implemented. Oddly I-15 was used as an example. However, the design calls for Managed Lanes for I-5 

and CA-78/56/52 without adding new lanes (except for repurposing shoulders), whereas the I-15 project 

created four additional lanes for HOV or toll-payer use. Unless all of the lanes are contiguous (which 

they are not) and narrow bridges are widened, the periodic merging of lanes would create new 

bottlenecks and backups. So would any breakdowns, public safety vehicles, or emergencies that would 

impact the travel lanes in the absence of shoulders. Is this really safe or practical? How would traffic 

control (police radar and traffic stops) operate? What happens in a medical emergency or when a 

vehicle has a mechanical problem, a flat tire, or runs out of gas or battery power? How is congestion 

reduction alleviated when a lane is isolated for busses? This model of managed lanes is more like a game 

of whack-a mole. I am apprehensive of drivers’ attention being diverted from the road by a system of 

signs and signals directing them to a particular managed lane that changes with traffic conditions.  
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How effective would the Managed Lanes concept be if it doesn’t involve increased reliable capacity? 

SANDAG projects an increase in use of mass transit (at peak commuting times) from about 3% to 11.2% 

(in 2035). Will this be enough to sufficiently impact the carbon reduction goal? SANDAG is also 

projecting a population growth of 15.2% by 2035. It would seem that the movement of commuters to 

transit will not be enough to offset the growing demand for roadways. How do we significantly reduce 

congestion (a key goal) without increasing capacity? Do we gain enough to justify the cost and 

inconvenience of construction and repurposing plus the imposition of user fees?  

On the other hand, there are other conditions that might represent a reduction of emissions-producing 

vehicles. Among the important forecast values that we must consider for the RTP is the impact of 

electric vehicles. All manufacturers are making massive investments and commitments to have a 

majority of their output be EVs, within a decade. Governments are equally committed to replacing 

petroleum-fueled vehicles by 2035. Are we likely to gain more in the real goal of reduced greenhouse 

gases through the mandated and incentivized move to EVs?  

When the shift to EVs is added to the impacts of more workers not having to drive to an office every 

day, potentially offsetting the population growth, the expense and “pricing” of the full managed lanes 

solution may not be warranted. Not if the justification is the reduction in the production of GHG. As an 

aside, we have to learn not to justify massive, expensive projects because there is government funding 

earmarked for such programs. Yes, I am thinking of California High-Speed Rail. These programs always 

end up growing extensively beyond the original (misrepresented) scope and cost, causing the agencies 

that thought that they were getting a free lunch to bleed real cash.  

Let’s get back to the “incentives” to get drivers to shun their cars. The “right” pricing essentially means 

making it painful to pay the VMT (vehicle miles traveled) fees. What I am hearing now is a charge of two 

cents per mile for the state plus two cents per mile for the county. So a highway trip from Rancho 

Bernardo to downtown and back would cost about two dollars. That is enough to make people angry, 

but not enough for them to use other means for travel. If they don’t meet the HOV criteria, it’s either 

pay additional fees or be limited to what are designed to be slower lanes. In the latter case, how does 

that help relieve congestion? It just pushes lower income drivers to use the most congested lanes. How 

does that support the stated “equality” goals? 

The “right” pricing – that is; fees that will cause drivers to shun the controlled highways – may 

eventually lead to drivers eliminating such trips altogether. That may help the goal of easing congestion. 

But there will be offsetting penalties if the cancelled trips lead to people not shopping, eating out, or 

going to entertainment venues. This, in turn, will reduce income from sales taxes as well as impact the 

bottom line of these businesses (more tax losses). Has this been factored into the equation? 

When combined with other initiatives, such as reducing or completely eliminating parking in many 

areas, both business and residential, the campaign against car owners becomes draconian. The thinking 

is that if people are using MASS TRANSIT and local connection options there will no longer be a need to 

own a personal vehicle. So whether you’re going out to the mountains to go hiking, or over to Costco to 

load up on groceries and a 30-roll package of toilet paper, can you say that you really don’t need a car? 
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Sure! Hey guys! Let’s grab our beach chairs and umbrellas, the cooler, our cornhole game and a couple 

of surf boards and take the bus over to Cardiff State Beach (from Green Valley in Poway). And we’ll stop 

off for dinner in Rancho Santa Fe on the way home, toting all our stuff. Currently, there is no reasonable 

mass transit to support that (according to MTS trip planner). The software did come up with a solution 

that would take four hours just to get to the beach, using four busses and the Sprinter (plus some 

walking) and told me to start 90 minutes earlier than I had specified. Is better coverage in the works? 

Would the group be able to make the trip in one day? Could they manage with all their gear?  

So let’s stop dreaming about a world without cars. Can we be practical and come up with ideas and real 

incentives to cut down on VMT? 

Furthermore, as an “incentive” to dump your car or truck, the plan calls for charging for parking spot use 

and even to pull over to the curb. Yes, it’s in the plan – see page 40 “Parking and curb pricing.” Pricing is 

the term that is used for “fees.” 

With the estimate of only 11.2% of commuters using mass transit (and less for the general public) what 

we need is more parking. We shouldn’t need to drive around looking for parking spots or hang out at the 

curb with the motor running. If you want to change behavior, do it with rewards, not with penalties. 

While there are some interesting ideas in this plan, I predict that the overall result will be to nickel and 

dime car owners in multiple ways without actually achieving the results that are expected.  

The concept of MOBILITY HUBS is interesting. Providing flexible transit in selected concentration areas 

would be sensible and likely take care of some of the “last mile” issues that hinder the practicality of 

using mass transit. Here again, there are disconnects between wishful thinking and practical outcomes. 

The mobility hubs may be considered to be frequent destinations for the public. But what do people do 

on the other end (their origination point) when it’s not in a mobility hub area. I reside about 1 ½ miles 

from the eastern edge of the Rancho Bernardo mobility hub (92128). About half of my family travel is to 

points within that hub. But how do I get to that hub without a car? (I do use my e-bike for some of this, 

but not if I am shopping or if I have to cross hazardous intersections, such as the I-15 ramps.) 

The expectation that businesses will all of a sudden relocate to properties within a mobility hub is 

speculative, at the most. Where is the evidence? Furthermore, if the new model is for these businesses 

to not have parking then the people will choose to take their business elsewhere. In the end, SANDAG 

may achieve their goal to reduce VMT. The public will do their shopping on-line. They’ll enjoy their own 

cooking at home. And the biggest accomplishment will be a local business decline and more tax losses. 

The roads will be wall to wall with gas-guzzling Amazon vans. 

Bringing usable, frequent mass transit services to San Diego is something that we can all appreciate. But 

assuming that the car culture will significantly change because of the transit improvements is pie in the 

sky. No amount of disincentives will remove the need for highways and parking. 

From a personal perspective (I live in 92128), I see little that serves my needs or interests. This area and 

adjacent Poway and places east are hardly served (except for a snippet of the RB mobility hub). The 

proposed Rapid bus is the same as now, except with improved frequency. But the transit stations are 
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not easily accessible except by car. With all the plans for commuter rail and light rail, the I-15 corridor is 

ignored. That is; except for the ghost of the California High-Speed Rail, which surprisingly shows up on 

Figure 2.3 – the Transit Leap map. I suspect that most of San Diego will have fallen into the Pacific 

before this foolhardy venture reaches any place where people live, let alone stretching south of I-10. 

Placing it on the Transit Leap map doesn’t help to generate any confidence in the rest of the plan. 

In regard to this Bakersfield/Fresno/Merced rail, I hear horrifying stories of issues with acquiring land 

rights. Have the experiences from that venture been factored into the land acquisition needs for transit 

and mobility hubs? If land acquisition is an issue in the sparsely populated SR-99 corridor, have we 

honestly considered the challenges in coastal San Diego? Is this a deal killer? 

Back to my personal travel habits and needs. I recently purchased an e-bike and use it almost daily. I 

take it to the tennis courts on week days – just less than a mile and with no major intersections. I love 

the ride and am happy to not use my gas engine vehicles for such short trips. But the e-bike is not 

practical for most errands and my primary use is for exercise and recreation. There are several areas 

where I cannot ride because of poorly maintained bike lanes or unmarked bike lanes in high-traffic 

streets and intersections. The nearest formal bike trail (I-56) is about a ten mile ride over a treacherous, 

unmaintained bike lane on Carmel Mountain Road in Rancho Penasquitos. The money available for 

biking would be better spent on improving these impediments than in uprooting city streets to make us 

look like Holland. Also, I would not be able to use the e-bike with mass transit because the bike is too 

heavy to put on the bike carriers. (Does anyone ever use these? I never see a bus with a bike. I also 

never see a bus with more than two passengers.) 

I have not addressed the practicality of the proposed high-speed coastal rail or other light rail 

expansions due to lack of details. Shouldn’t we be looking at a set of alternatives, rather than a single 

plan? On the LOSSAN corridor segment, I’d like to see figures for a solution based on upgrading the 

Coaster system, rather than assuming that a new high-speed system is needed to meet our goals. The 

benefits of a high-speed train tend to be grossly overstated when one considers that the actual rail time 

is just a small portion of the overall door-to-door trip time. Doubling the speed of a locomotive may 

equate to a 5% to10% improvement in trip time. Increasing distances between stations makes the use of 

high-speed rail less convenient and may add additional time to last-mile segments. Frequency (less 

waiting time) may contribute more to shortening trips than high speed. It is good to see this in the plan.  

On a final note, I am compelled to comment on some disturbing issues relative to the relationships and 

behavior between the agency (SANDAG), the SANDAG Board of Directors, and the public. There is no 

way that we can accept the response by Director Ikhrata to criticism voiced by board member Rodriguez 

(Oceanside), at the 5/21/21 SANDAG presentation. Obviously dismissing the board member’s right to 

question the RTP, Ikhrata interrupted to say “We are the experts.” It is this attitude that highlights the 

importance of the Board exercising its responsibility to provide oversight and leadership for this 

important agency.  

We must further question the intent of Director Ikhrata to influence the recent Supervisor election, and 

hence the selection of board members by making a political contribution to a likely supportive candidate 
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in opposition to a candidate that voiced resistance to the developing RTP. How these two incidents can 

go unchallenged is beyond belief. Where is the oversight?  

As I began to follow the RTP, the early news headlines consistently noted the sense that the Board was 

heavily leaning toward support for the emerging RTP. It appeared to represent a desire to take strong 

action to deal with the very real concerns regarding global warming and to address how re-envisioned 

transportation models can contribute to a viable solution.  

Politically, it seemed sound to jump on the band wagon. However, as the details of the RTP were meted 

out to the public, there has been virtually unanimous rejection of the Plan. The public is saying that they 

do not favor the RTP and cannot see it as something that will produce the stated goals. One comment: 

“This is NUTS!” The board needs to listen.  

As a concerned voter in San Diego County, it is my expectation that our representatives on the SANDAG 

Board of Governors will ask the type of questions that I highlighted here and to make certain that the 

RTP is based on honest assessments and assumptions. Due diligence requires that proposals consider a 

range of outcomes, based on an open-minded assessment of risks and variables. Common sense 

requires that we fully consider human factors and culture. Transparency should come with honest 

language that does not sugar-coat the burdens to be placed on the public to gain compliance.  

I ask the SANDAG Board of Directors to provide intelligent oversight of SANDAG and the RTP, and to 

recognize the voice of the people in questioning the rationale and achievability of the proposal. 

OPTIONS AND IMPEDIMENTS TO CONSIDER 

Are there options available to address the goals of the 2021 RTP in more practical ways, with attention 

to getting the best bang for the buck, while satisfying the wider stakeholder base?  

What options should be explored to bring reality closer and the probability of success greater?  

What options are available to reward those who go the extra mile to support sensible initiatives, rather 

to penalize those who may not have the option to comply with these suggested draconian measures? 

High-speed Rail: Going from 60 MPH to 120 MPH will not deliver a great time savings if distances 

between stops are greater and time from station to destination is increased. The easiest and most 

economical way to make train-based travel faster is actually to have stops closer to the “last-mile” and 

to up the frequency so that travelers don’t have to spend the projected time gained waiting for the next 

train. Commuter rail, with short distances will not gain much from doubling the top speed. Electrification 

will help acceleration times and reduce GHG emissions. Can we modify what we already have and still 

achieve our goal -- faster and cheaper? Urban/suburban rail should run every four minutes in peak 

travel times and every eight minute at other times. At the least a ten minute interval would free 

travelers from needing to use timetables. Stations should be closely spaced and easily accessible by 

walkers and bikers as well as personal vehicles. Adequate parking will be needed. Express trains can be 

added to accommodate longer distance riders. 
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Managed Lanes:  The biggest cause of highway congestion is the intermittent loss of a traffic lane. You 

can see that every day in places like I-15 northbound as it approaches the Bernardo Center Dr. and 

Rancho Bernardo Rd. interchanges. In this very short distance, the main highway loses one lane (due to 

narrow overpasses) and the traffic will back up at times of heavy use. Other causes of backups are 

vehicle breakdowns, police activity, and accidents. There MUST be space for vehicles to pull to the side 

of the road without losing a traffic lane. 

The maximum capacity of any highway is determined by the capacity at its most constricted point. The 

plan calls for increasing capacity on limited access highways, such as SR-56, by utilizing shoulders. SR-56 

would increase from four lanes to seven lanes. However, the inner shoulders are only four to eight feet 

and they do not continue at the six locations where the highway goes over a bridge. It seems that this 

would require adding lanes on the existing divider and building six new bridges at the overpasses to 

accommodate the three additional traffic lanes. Without this, the bottlenecks would nullify any gains 

from the added lanes. 

Rapid Bus Plazas: These will have to be considerably upgraded if Rapid Bus is to be a principal 

component of a four-fold increase in mass transit patronage. As I look at the plaza closest to my 

residence, Rancho Bernardo, I see some major issues. Parking would have to be significantly increased, 

since the planned Flexible Fleets in Mobility Hubs will not reach all users. Plazas would likely need to be 

enlarged. Where will we find the land for this?  

Also, at Rancho Bernardo, the transit plaza is not accessible from the east side of I-15. Walkers or bikers 

cannot readily get to the plaza. This can be remedied by building a pedestrian/biker structure from the 

east side of the I-15 bus ramp, over the northbound lanes of I-15 to adjacent Iberia Pl. This would 

provide easy access to the downtown business area of RB and several residential neighborhoods that do 

not have that access now. For me, the walk or ride would be 1.2 miles, rather than 2.6 mi via dangerous 

route and 3.0 miles via safer route. 

Biking: I have recently joined the population that is using bicycles for short trips, as well as recreation. 

Mine is an e-bike and I can easily do round trips of up to 30 miles, even with the hills in my area. What I 

can’t do is to make these trips in safety. The city and SANDAG are hyping their support for biking to 

alleviate some of the pollution and congestion caused by motor vehicles. But they can’t even maintain 

the bike paths that we already have. Also, to use bikes for commuting (SANDAG is counting on at least a 

tripling of biking to work) we need well marked bike lanes and paths that are contiguous. Many of the 

areas are interrupted by stretches of missing or unmaintained bike lanes. We need more consistent 

riding paths and much improved driver education and awareness. The recent efforts to use green paint 

for bike lanes and to add a buffer between the bike lane and car lane need to be expanded as rapidly as 

possible. Adding a well-marked bike lane at left turns would be a welcome safety addition. I have seen 

this only at one place, the intersection of Carmel Mountain Rd. and Rancho Carmel Dr (next to Costco). 

With 12 deaths to bikers in seven months, more has to be done promote safety. Countless injuries are 

awaiting bikers that are forced to ride on unmaintained bike lanes, opening up municipalities to large 

law suites. 
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Reducing Carbon: The RTP aims to reduce GHG emissions, primarily by penalizing travel with cars and 

trucks. However, as I interpret the plan, the methodology is aimed at generating new income from road 

usage fees. The plan bemoans the loss of gas tax income from drivers of EVs. Instead of providing 

incentives for driving EVs, the plan requires that EV owners pay a fee to cover the gas tax losses and 

then, adding insult to injury, earmarks that revenue for mass transit.  

Would in not make more sense to offer payments to gas and diesel car and truck owners to turn in their 

cars and get them off the road? Couple this with rebates to exchange their petrol cars for EVs.  

California registration rates are backwards. The fees should be based on weight and gas mileage, not 

property value. A Chevy Tahoe produces more wear and GHG than a Porsche 911. But the Porsche 

owner pays way more for registration. The owner of a BMW K1600 motorcycle pays more than for a 

Ford Fiesta. The latter weighs more than three times as much and uses twice the gas, but pays less for 

the registration. EV owners, with vehicles that are emission free and have less aggressive tires should 

get a break. 

This may be extreme, but if you really want to cut GHG you can go to fuel rationing. There is a direct 

relationship between the fuel burned and the amount of emissions.  But this would not work in the face 

of a model which is designed to generate usage fees, rather than cut emissions. It would also cut 

revenue from gas taxes. This may be an underlying factor in a model that is designed to generate 

income from fuel burners while the goal is to reduce the use of fuel. It is more likely to build the fee 

income than to achieve the stated goal. 

AUTHOR PROFILE 

I am a mostly retired homeowner in Rancho Bernardo, and spend part of my time as an opinion 

columnist for the SDUT Community Press, writing under the “Just Sayin” by-line in papers serving the 

RB, 4S Ranch and Poway communities. 

I am active in the community as a volunteer with political, cultural, homeowner and public service 

organizations, mostly at the board level. These organizations have included the RB Branch Library 

(hosting concerts), the Poway Symphony Orchestra, the RB Community Foundation, the SDUT 

Community Press, and the RB Democratic Club.  

My career of over six decades focused on project, program and portfolio management, including 

strategic planning and business development evaluation. As part of this I was frequently engaged to 

review corporate-level business cases for potential new business ventures. I have published three books 

and over 300 papers on project and portfolio management and was a pioneer in the emergence of 

project portfolio management over the past two decades. I served as President and Chair of the Project 

Management Institute and am a PMI Fellow. As an odd coincidence, long before I became interested in 

local governance, I was engaged by a San Diego businessman (who I did not know at the time) to 

conduct seminars in Washington, D.C., demonstrating how traditional project management techniques 

could be effectively applied in government.  
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This commentary has been prepared by:  
Harvey A. Levine 
12391 Fairway Pointe Row 
San Diego, CA 92128 (Rancho Bernardo) 
(858) 485-0602 
halevine18@earthlink.net  
 

Thank you for your time and consideration, and for your dedication to our community.   
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Jacumba Community Sponsor Group 

To: Rami Talleh (via rami.talleh@sdcounty.ca.gov) 

San Diego County Department of Planning and Development Services (PDS) 

 

Subject: Comments on the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG’s) Draft 2021 

Regional Plan  

 

August 6, 2021 

 

Dear Mr. Talleh, 

 

On July 16, 2021, community planning/sponsor groups were asked to provide their 

comments on the draft May 2021 San Diego Forward-The 2021 Regional Plan and its thirty-one 

lengthy and detailed appendices. Although this was an exceptionally limited review period, the 

Jacumba Sponsor Group has the following comments. 

This draft plan identifies interdependent transformative strategies designed to address 

the greatest transportation and mobility challenges that the region faces: safety and traffic 

congestion; social inequities; and state and federal requirements to reduce greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions and air pollution—and they are noble goals. However, it makes many 

unsubstantiated assumptions based on inadequate data from which it then draws conclusions.  

On page 10, the plan states that in 2019, greater than 90 percent of CA-MEX trade was 

moved by truck across the international border. A great fact to know, but where does your 

regional plan address and mitigate for the smoggy trucks registered in Mexico that are hauling 

those goods? Will the plan only regulate the emissions of vehicles registered in San Diego County 

(or California) while out-state and out-of-country (Mexican) vehicles get a “free pass?”  

On page 12, the plan states: “from 2016 to 2050, nearly 60 percent of population growth 

will be among those who are 75 years and older.” Will this aging population (60 percent who are 

projected to be people of color), feel physically safe while using public transit (buses, trams, 

trolleys) during evening/night time? Will they all have smart phones and be able to navigate a 

smart phone application that gives them a choice of transportation modality based on a variety 

factors including CO2 emissions?   

On page 15, the plan states that if the 2021 plan was implemented, “By 2050, this could 

result in 13 percent of commuters using transit (up from 3 percent today) and that there would 

be a substantial decline in commuters driving alone to work (from 80 percent today to 62 percent 

in 2050). Those figures do not reflect any significant behavioral changes regarding transportation 

choices given that this plan would greatly expand mass transit frequency and routes. In 2021, 

many city busses are carrying just two to three passengers while trolleys carry more passengers 

depending on their routes. How realistic are the 2021 plan’s predicted increases? Were urban 

mailto:rami.talleh@sdcounty.ca.gov
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residents asked about factors that would actually make them leave their cars and use mass transit 

instead? Was the current trend of working remotely from home factored into these calculations? 

What if the public perceives that it is not in their best interests to share a bus or a trolley with a 

group of strangers who may or may not be healthy? What happens when the next pandemic 

impacts our region and mass transit shuts down for public safety reasons? Clearly more studies 

on the current trends in mass transit usage must be analyzed before the predictions contained 

in this plan can be validated. Also, additional studies on post-COVID mass transit usage figures 

are critical. Analysists should avoid using the data from any month when all mass transit ridership 

fares have been waived, as they will skew the data. (This will happen in September 2021.) 

On page 25, the 2021 plan calls for providing a variety of transit riders with reduced fares 

(seniors, low-income, students, youth and the disabled). This is fiscally untenable. What is the 

actual cost per passenger mile on a bus, trolley, or light rail? Appendix A predicts that in 2020 

dollars, transit fare subsides in 2035 will be $982 million dollars and in 2050, subsides will be 

$4 BILLION dollars which means that the answer to the previous question about the cost per 

passenger mile must be too high to print!!! This plan cannot seriously contemplate spending $4 

billion dollars to possibly achieve a 13 percent increase in mass transit ridership.  

The 2021 plan which seeks to “reimagine” regional transportation strategies appears to 

be a huge and costly wish list of programs and government regulations directed primarily at 

changing residents’ driving behavior at a tremendous loss of personal freedoms. It envisions 

spending millions of dollars to create an expanded bike network with corridors by 2050. Again, 

where is the data that shows that kind of expenditure will get more people out of their cars and 

onto bicycles? A recent case in point: the removal of 400 parking spaces along the business 

district on 30th Street in the North Park area so that bike lanes, that are rarely used to commuting 

to and from work, could be installed. Not only are the merchants upset about the loss of customer 

parking and business, but delivery trucks are now blocking bikes lanes to make their deliveries 

and handicapped parking has become confusing for those who need it. The 2021 plan will greatly 

expand on that unpopular and costly transportation strategy.   

Under this plan, transportation in and around mobility hubs or areas of concentrated 

development (cities) would be highly regulated with curb management regulations/fees based 

on the time of day parking rates, and ride-hailing opportunities. Ride-hailing at mobility hubs is 

described as offering people on-demand vehicles for short and long-distance trips, possibly 

subscription-based services which would “allow people to reserve a vehicle that best serves the 

needs of their trip.” So, it is okay to rent/drive a vehicle but just not to personally own a vehicle?    

 On page 32, the plan states: “In the San Diego region, almost half of all trips are three 

miles or less, and most everyday trips are made within neighborhoods using local streets.” Where 

is the data to back up this statement? This page also states: “On average, one person is killed or 

seriously injured in traffic violence everyday in the region.” Everyone understands the safety risks 

that they take when they drive a car and they believe those risks to be acceptable. Again, no 
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driving statistics are referenced, and of course, the plan does not provide data on the numbers 

of people who are mugged walking down the region’s streets or at trolley stations, etc. 

 Everyone agrees that climate change is real. On page 34, several climate strategies are 

listed. The blue pie chart at the top of the page lists “collecting rainwater” as one viable climate 

mitigation strategy. Why doesn’t this 2021 plan identify more impactful strategies such as 

building new reservoirs/expanding exisiting ones or building additional desalinization plants? It 

should be noted, that even if the 2021 plan is implemented, it will not stop the sea levels from 

rising. 

 This plan would require employers and developers to provide transportation benefits and 

on-site amenities to encourage people to use sustainable transportation choices. Does the 

County want even more businesses to flee California for a friendlier business climate? Employers 

can figure out how to use flexible work schedules and tele-work options to attract and sustain 

their workforce without unnecessary government intervention/regulation.     

Of course, of the 2021 plan’s proposed transportation management “strategies” come at 

a huge cost ($163 billion dollars). The plan identifies $90 billion dollars that will come from local 

funding sources: sales taxes, impact fees, fuel taxes, roads tolls, increased passenger fares, 

general funds, housing revenue, ride-hailing fees, value pricing, and road user charges also called 

vehicle miles travelled (VMT). Road usage fees or VMT, which have yet to be implemented 

through legislation, are needed to offset the reduction in gasoline taxes as more electric vehicles 

(EV) use our roadways. Under this plan, VMT fees would come on top of the exisiting federal, 

state, and local gasoline taxes, and they would unfairly penalize the drivers of gas-powered 

vehicles, who frequently are the low-income residents who live in the rural areas of the County. 

(VMT would not be collected on out-of-state vehicles.) Under the 2021 plan, fees of all kinds 

would be raised, including variable road tolls based on the time of day (congestion), fees for solo 

drivers using carpool lanes, and fees for ride-sharing services like Uber. The fees and regulations 

imposed by this plan will disproportionately impact low-income residents, while the plan claims 

to promotes social equity. They are the ones who will not be able to afford to park/drive their 

own private vehicles while transportation choices of more affluent residents will not be affected. 

Figure 3.3 on page 50 shows the 2021 Regional Plan Expenditures with an estimated total 

of $163 billion in 2020 dollars. There needs to be a similar pie chart within the 2021 plan that 

shows how much money will be spent on each transportation category: Transit Leap (mass 

transit), mobility hubs, complete corridors, bicycle network, highway improvements etc. 

Although there may be appendices that liss all the funding for a specific category, it is unlikely 

that most people will wade through all of them to find that important information. 

On page 53 of the 2021 Regional plan is a list of a priority implementation actions. Number 

1 on the list is “Apply the Social Equity Planning Framework”. Number 10 on the list is: “Advance 

a data science program to better understand travel behavior in the region.” These priorities 

should be reversed. You can’t apply a framework until you have solid, valid, and recent (post 

COVID) data! 
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This very expensive “Lamborghini” transportation plan with its “woke” statements about 

social equity and its claims to “strengthen a sense of place,” is a direct assault on the personal 

transportation choices of San Diego County residents. County leaders must choose a less 

expensive “Toyota” plan that will not transform “America’s Finest City” into a third-rate economy 

where only the wealthy residents can still afford to drive a car.  

 

Cherry Diefenbach 
Chair, Jacumba Community Sponsor Group  
619-743-5224 
 

CC: Supervisor Joel Anderson  







 

August 6, 2021 
 
Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
SANDAG, Executive Director  
401 B St, Suite 800  
San Diego, CA 92101  
 
Re:  Support incorporating Reconnect Logan, 5 Freeway Lid Project in the San Diego 
Association of Governments’ (SANDAG) 2021 Regional Plan  
 
Dear Mr. Ikhrata,  
 
My name is Martha Zapata and I have been a Logan Heights resident for 34 years. I am writing 
to express my support for the incorporation of a project which goal is to address social and 
economic inequity, rising levels of health concerns aggravated by greenhouse gas emissions, and 
transportation injustices in San Diego’s Barrio Logan and Logan Heights communities. 
Specifically, we request the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority project as identified in 
SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan (Draft Plan) 
 
Our once united community was devastated by Interstate 5 which forcibly displaced hundreds in 
the 1950’s and has burdened those who remained. Pursuant to Chapter 1: Equity Focus (p. 11) of 
Draft Plan, we know ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid will transform and reconnect our 
community. A freeway lid can help our community by dismantling the barriers that the I-5 
created by bringing the community together, addressing health concerns by capturing GHG 
emissions, creating non-existing green spaces, and allowing for development of affordable 
housing. All goals in line with the Draft Plan of creating efficient movement of people and 
goods, providing affordable, reliable, and safety mobility options, and allowing for healthier air. 
 
As mentioned, the construction of the I-5 forced many families to be displaced, and while the 
construction allowed for transportation advancements, since the 1950’s our community has been 
subject to inequality, misrepresentation, and systemic injustices in transportation and racism, to 
mention a few. We continue to be a working-class neighborhood composed of nearly 90% 
Mexican Americans, and while our we are proud of our heritage and activism deeply rooted in 
our National Landmark of Chicano Park, the reality is that I-5 has created much insecurity by 
facilitating gang turfs, separating families from places of worship, and limiting children’s access 
to neighborhood schools. It is time for our community to heal – a freeway lid is the answer.  
 
Given the significant investment and planning of projects in the Barrio Logan/Logan Heights 
communities in the Draft Plan as identified in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, 
and Phasing, it is appropriate to identify and call out ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid as a project 
on this list. A few of the multiple projects that will impact Barrio Logan/Logan Heights are: 



● The creation of Managed Lanes on Interstate 5, Project ID CC002 Complete Corridor: 
ML/Goods Movement (p. A-8) 

● Additional cargo due to the Harbor Drive 2.0 proposal that will facilitate cargo in the 
community of Barrio Logan, Project ID GM06 Goods Movement: Roadways (p. A-11) 

● Harbor Drive Corridor, project ID GM05 2050 Goods Movement: Roadways Harbor 
Drive Multimodal Corridor Improvements that will facilitate Trucks for the Port of San 
Diego (p. A-12) 

 
Besides being in line with the 2021 Draft Regional Plan, ReConnect Logan Freeway Lid is also 
pursuant to Appendix H in relation to California Assembly Bill 805 which requires the reduction 
of pollution exposure in disadvantaged communities. Furthermore, our project is also pursuant to 
the Sustainable Communities Strategy per California SB 375 since it would help reach the 
overall goal of reducing GHG emissions of 15% (p. 18 of Draft Plan), as well as allowing for 
accommodation to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment Determination. For all these 
reasons, our community is looking forward to the addition of a Freeway Lid as a priority 
project as identified in SANDAG’s 2021 Draft Regional Plan. 
 
If you have any questions, you may contact me at m.zapata35@gmail.com 
  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Martha Zapata 
1817 Julian Avenue 
San Diego CA 92113  

 

 
 
 



June 21, 2021 

Ms. Catherine Blakespear 
Chair 
SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Mr. Hasan Ikhrata 
Executive Director 
SANDAG 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Re: North County Transit District Feedback and Questions on the Draft 2021 
Regional Plan 

Dear Chair Blakespear and Mr. Ikhrata: 

On behalf of the North County Transit District’s (NCTD) Board of Directors 
(Board), I commend San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) staff for 
advancing the Draft 2021 Regional Plan (Plan). The Plan proposes to push the 
region forward by enhancing our transportation network through the integration of 
roads, transit, land use, and technology via the 5 Big Moves. 

Given the importance of updating the Plan, I requested NCTD staff review the 
Plan and prepare recommendations and clarification on behalf of the NCTD 
Board to submit to SANDAG during the public review period. As you are aware, 
the region has significant funding needs to complete current TransNet projects 
that have been promised, but are unfunded, along with the need to support our 
future through continued investments in our transportation system that meet or 
exceed statewide environmental, mobility, social equity, and economic goals.  

NCTD understands the importance of the Plan as it relates to the development 
and prioritization of projects for inclusion in a potential future ballot initiative. 
NCTD acknowledges that the needs of transit and other modes of transportation 
are vast and that no single initiative will address all the needs. It is within this 
context that NCTD staff has compiled feedback and requests for clarification to 
better understand details of the Plan as it relates to NCTD’s needs and the 
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regional transportation system so that the NCTD Board can adopt and submit its 
recommended priorities to SANDAG. 
 
NCTD staff is requesting that SANDAG provide a response to the feedback and 
questions posed by July 8, 2021 to support potential discussions at the July and 
September meetings of the NCTD Board of Directors, to which SANDAG staff will 
be invited to participate. 
 
On behalf of the NCTD Board, I thank you and SANDAG staff for your willingness 
to provide responses to the feedback and questions. Feel free to contact me or 
NCTD’s Executive Director, Matthew Tucker, if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Tony Kranz 
NCTD Board Chair 
 
Attachment A: NCTD Feedback and Questions Regarding the Draft 2021  

 Regional Plan  
Attachment B: Project Data Request 
Attachment C: Transit Service Levels Data Request 
Attachment D: Detail of Proposed Rail Lines 
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Attachment A 
 

NCTD Feedback and Questions Regarding the Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
 

NCTD recognizes the significant amount of data analysis, modeling, and 
planning that has contributed to the 5 Big Moves and the 2021 Draft Regional 
Plan (Plan). Based upon the information published on May 28, 2021, NCTD has 
summarized a series of points below for recommendation, discussion, and 
clarification.  
 
Questions and Clarifications  
 
Regional Capital Project Prioritization and Implementation  
 

1. NCTD seeks clarity on the status of specific projects that were included in 
the constrained TransNet funding plan but are at risk due to lack of 
funding. NCTD is seeking information on how much of the estimated $160 
billion proposed plan estimate is allocated to complete these unfunded 
TransNet projects on a project-level basis. NCTD is seeking more detailed 
information that expands upon the corridor-level information included in 
Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing of the Plan. 

2. NCTD seeks clarity on the project phasing proposed within the Plan. 
Specifically, NCTD is seeking to understand the timing of implementation 
of unfunded TransNet projects related to new projects presented within 
the Plan. To support this, NCTD is requesting that SANDAG input the 
information requested in Table 1 (Attachment B). 

3. NCTD seeks clarity on the assumptions related to the completion of major 
capital projects, including the assumed percentage level of federal and 
state match funding required to implement the projects envisioned in the 
Plan. To support this, NCTD is requesting that SANDAG input the 
information requested in Table 1 (Attachment B). 

4. NCTD seeks specific data on the proposed 200 miles of rail service 
contemplated in the 2021 Draft Regional Plan. To support this, NCTD is 
requesting that SANDAG input the information requested in Table 3 
(Attachment D)   

 
Operational and Financial Assumptions 
 

1. NCTD seeks specific data on the proposed dedicated source of funding to 
be used to provide reduced or free fares within the region. NCTD believes 
that it is important that SANDAG identify a source that is not sales tax 
based to mitigate impacts to service levels during economic downturns. 
The source of funding should also match increases in operating costs. 
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2. NCTD seeks specific data on the proposed level of funding that is 
proposed to be dedicated to transit operations, preventative maintenance, 
and state of good repair maintenance and replacements, respectively. 

3. NCTD seeks specific data on the assumed transit service frequencies 
throughout the duration of the plan, and specifically as it relates to local 
transit bus operations. To support this, NCTD is requesting that SANDAG 
input the information requested in Table 2 (Attachment C).  

4. NCTD seeks specific data on plans and funding that will be allocated to 
support road, technology, and other infrastructure improvements to 
advance faster, frequent, and more reliable transit service.  

 
Customer Research Questions 
 

1. NCTD seeks clarity on the transit customer research conducted as part of 
the Central Mobility Hub planning process, either as part of the Draft 2021 
Regional Plan development process or the Central Mobility Hub 
Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plan (CMCP) process. NCTD is 
specifically seeking information on transit user experience impacts related 
to the relocation of transit service from Old Town Station to the proposed 
Central Mobility Hub.  

2. NCTD seeks clarity on the transit customer research conducted as part of 
the Sorrento Mesa spur planning process, either as part of the Draft 2021 
Regional Plan development process, SD-LOSSAN Rail Corridor 
Realignment Study process, or South Bay to Sorrento CMCP. NCTD is 
specifically seeking information on transit user access and user 
experience impacts related to the relocation of transit service from the 
existing Sorrento Valley COASTER Station to a proposed Sorrento Mesa 
location. 

 
 



 

ATTACHMENT B – Project Data Request 
 
Table 1: Project Information Request 

Project 
Estimated 

Total Project 
Cost 

Current 
Planned Year of 

Construction 

Draft RTP 
Assumed Year 
of Construction 

Assumed 
Federal/State 

Matching Funding (%) 
San Dieguito Lagoon Double Track 
and Platform  

    

Batiquitos Lagoon Double Track and 
Bridge Replacement 

    

Eastbrook to Shell Double Track     
Carlsbad Village Trench     
La Costa to Swami Double Track     
San Onofre Bridge Replacements     
Rose Canyon Bridge Replacements     
 



ATTACHMENT C – Transit Service Levels Data Request 
 
 
Table 2: Anticipated Transit Frequencies (in Minutes) Information Request 

Mode of Service 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050 
Local BREEZE Bus        
Local MTS Bus        
Rapid Bus        
SPRINTER        
Trolley        
COASTER        
 
 

 



ATTACHMENT D – Detail of Proposed Rail Lines 
 
 
Table 3: Detail of Proposed Rail Lines 

 
Rail Mode (CR, 

LR, HSR, 
Hybrid) 

Directional 
Miles 

% of Directional 
Miles Grade 

Separated/Tunnel 

Number 
of 

Stations 

Average 
Distance 
Between 
Stations 

Average 
Speed 

Operated 

Interoperable 
with 

COASTER 
equipment 

(Y/N) 
New Rail Line        
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July 15, 2021 
 
SANDAG 
401 B Street 
Suite 800 
San Diego, CA   92101 
 
SUBJECT: 2021 Regional Plan Comments (sent via email and U.S. Postal Service) 
 
Dear SANDAG Regional Plan Staff, 
 
The Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee is a citizen’s advisory committee whose role 
is to advise the City on programs and projects which improve bicycling and walking in the 
community. The Committee’s membership includes over 75 Oceanside residents who are 
concerned about bicycling and walking infrastructure and opportunities. Our goals are to 
promote bicycling and walking in the community for health, recreation, and transportation, to 
promote bicycle and pedestrian safety, and to improve bicycling and pedestrian facilities. 
 
Our Committee has reviewed the draft 2021 Regional Plan and wishes to submit several 
comments for SANDAG consideration. First, as a general statement, the Committee 
appreciates the Plan’s significant shift in how people move about in the region, as proposed 
through the “Five Big Moves” and interrelated projects and programs. We concur with 
SANDAG’s conclusion that the imperative of responding to the climate crisis requires such a 
significant shift from previous Regional Transportation Plans. We also strongly agree with the 
statement on page 1 of Appendix L: Active Transportation, that: 
 

Active Transportation is a key element interwoven through the 5 Big Moves; it 
connects people to all kinds of destinations and defines the infrastructure needs 
to make the system work for everyone. 

 
With this statement in mind, we have specific input regarding several of the key Active 
Transportation projects which affect Oceanside, as listed in Appendix A, Page A-35, as follows: 
 
AT031 – Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside – Broadway to Eaton 
– This project appears to be off-street from Vista 
Way/Broadway to Broadway/Eaton (using the railroad 
right-of-way), then on-street on Eaton to Hwy 101. The 
existing portions of the Coastal Rail Trail north and south 
of Cassidy Street in this area are sub-standard (see photo) 
– the usable width of the trail in this section is only about 
7 feet wide and does not provide sufficient space for 
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cyclists to pass walkers safely without nearly coming to a stop. In addition, in preliminary City 
discussions with the Buena Vista Audubon Society, the possibility exists that the Society might 
allow development of the trail through their property south of the end of Broadway Street, 
connecting to the improved trail on Coast Highway. This would provide a safer and traffic-free 
connection rather than putting trail users directly on Eaton and Coast Highway. For these 
reasons, the City of Oceanside, with Committee support, submitted a Caltrans Sustainable 
Transportation Planning Grant request in February 2021, seeking funding for a “Coastal Rail 
Trail Morse-Vista Way Improvement Study”.  Please see our attached January 27, 2021 letter 
on same. We await word on the outcome of this grant request. Accordingly, we recommend 
that SANDAG include the potential for widening the trail in this area and connecting it through 
the Audubon Society property as part of Project AT031 and revise the budget accordingly.  
 
AT049 – Inland Rail Trail Oceanside – This project is intended to cover the entire Inland Rail 
Trail segment within Oceanside, from Melrose to west of I-5. The Committee strongly supports 
this project – completion of the Inland Rail Trail and the Coastal Rail Trail within Oceanside are 
the two top-priority projects in Oceanside’s adopted Bicycle Master Plan.  
 
The Committee’s concern about this project is SANDAG’s listed “Year Built” of 2035. 
Completion of the Inland Rail Trail has been an adopted goal of the north county communities 
it travels through since 1995, through a Memorandum of Understanding (copy attached). In 
that MOU, the corridor agencies adopted the following vision 25 years ago: 
 

NCTD and the sponsor agencies desire to create a multi-modal transportation 
facility which will help these communities achieve a higher quality of life by 
promoting alternative transportation opportunities, reducing automobile trips, 
improving air quality, reducing congestion, providing recreational opportunities, 
and increasing access to desired North County destinations.  

 
This trail has also been identified as a priority project in the SANDAG Ride to 2050 Plan and is 
key in promoting bike commuting in the region. The only nearby alternative to completing this 
trail in Oceanside is to ride on Oceanside Blvd., which is very challenging if not outright unsafe 
for cyclists given its narrow bike lane widths, complete disappearance of the bike lane at major 
intersections, high traffic speeds, and heavy truck volume. 
 
Simply put, the citizens of Oceanside should not have to wait 40 years for their portion of the 
IRT to be completed, when the communities across North County made it clear in 1995 that 
completion of this trail was a priority. This delay is not fair to Oceanside on a general basis and 
is further exacerbated by equity considerations – Oceanside is home to a significant minority 
population (52% composition) whereas other North County coastal cities have majority white 
populations ranging from 74% to 90%1.  

 
1 Per City of Oceanside’s FY2020-21 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant for an Inland Rail Trail – 
Oceanside Alignment Analysis and Conceptual Design Study 
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The proposed SANDAG Regional Plan includes a significant “Focus on Equity”, including the 
statement,  
 

In developing and implementing the 2021 Regional Plan, SANDAG has a 
responsibility to listen to the communities we serve, prioritize equitable solutions 
in the transportation system, and analyze the burdens and benefits of this system 
for historically underserved communities2. 

 
While Escondido and San Marcos had all or portions of their IRT constructed by 2008, and 
Vista’s segments are completed, in design, or under construction now, the Oceanside segment 
is not even in preliminary planning at this time. Given the frequent mention throughout the 
Regional Plan of the importance of bike trail improvements to the overall success of the Plan, 
and the Focus on Equity, we implore SANDAG to move up the completion of this segment of 
the IRT commensurate with its importance to the Adopted Regional Bike Network.  We believe 
that this project could be completed in roughly five years if it was prioritized, as follows: 

 18 months for alignment definition and design 
 18 months for any necessary permitting, approvals, and right-of-way acquisition 
 24 months for construction 

 
AT074 – Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside Segment 1 ALT – According to the materials provided by 
SANDAG staff, this segment of the 
Coastal Rail Trail at the northern 
connection with the San Luis Rey River 
Trail would become just an on-street 
bike lane on Pacific Street, from just 
west of the railroad tracks underpass to 
west of the Oceanside Transit Center. 
This alternative does not appear to take 
advantage of the currently-built off-
street segment adjacent to the tracks 
from under I-5 to Neptune Way (see 
photo). Why not incorporate that 
portion as part of this segment before 
returning to on-street status?  
 
AT113 – San Luis Rey River Trail Extension – This project proposes to extend the east end of 
the San Luis Rey River Trail from where it returns to surface streets at Andrew Jackson Street 
near Polk Street, all the way out to Old Hwy 395, mostly adjacent to the river. It should be 
noted that the proposed alignment does not make use of the already-constructed segment 
from Tyler Street to Via Manos at Hwy 76. In addition, there may also be City easements along 
the farmland adjacent to Highway 76, leading from Via Manos to the next neighborhood to the 

 
2 Draft 2021 Regional Plan, Page 11. 

Existing Trail from Neptune Way looking north. 
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east. There, another already-constructed trail segment circumnavigates the residential 
neighborhood, coming out right across the street from Mission Vista High School on Melrose. 
All of these segments, if linked together, offer the opportunity to create a significant trail 
extension in the near future at very little cost. We urge SANDAG to consult with long-term 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee members who have extensive historical background on 
trails in this area. 
 
 

 

 
Additional Proposed Project #1 - SANDAG should consider an improved connection between 
the Vista Way shopping area east of I-5 and the Oceanside communities west of I-5.  Currently, 
due to the topography of the alternative East/West routes, the freeway is a significant barrier 
to this community having access to the large shopping area on Vista Way east of I-5. Riding 
from the shopping center, west to the coast, requires riding up a very steep hill at the back of 
the shopping center and another one on Cassidy Street. They are both difficult climbs, 
especially with groceries. Such a project would likely entail a bridge overpass of I-5, in the 
vicinity of Kelly Street. Travelling East, once the Active Transportation user is past I-5, the 
optimum route would probably follow the least-elevation-change path, which would entail a 

Existing trail segments and opportunities to extend the San Luis Rey River Trail: 
Red – Existing constructed trails 
Blue – Potential City Easements 
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turn to the south. We found that there is a similar bridge in Cupertino, over I-280, on Mary 
Avenue, that cost only $8 million, approximately 13 years ago.      
 

  

 
Additional Proposed Project #2 - SANDAG should consider the Oceanside Coast 
Highway Corridor Study Road Diet and Incentive Zone, as approved by Oceanside in 
August 2019 between Harbor Drive and Morse, to be an Active Transportation Project. 
The project would convert this portion of the road, which is now mostly avoided by the 
Active Transportation Community, to be one that is safe and desirable.  
 
This “complete street” transformation would provide more room on the road for all roadway 
users, fewer signalized intersections, and reduced speeds. It would maintain good traffic flow, 
by having round-abouts at most arterials and a turning lane for streets and driveways between 
arterials. It would have a desirable mixed-use, smart-growth ambiance, with designated bike 
lanes, wider sidewalks, community-oriented commercial developments, upscale housing, and 
shade trees. This project is on the historical Route 101. The street is two blocks East of the 
Oceanside Transit Center, where new developments are planned. The City Library, a 
Community Center, and City Hall are on this street, just blocks from the Transit Center. The 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee has been urging Oceanside to expand its Climate Action 

Oceanside neighborhoods near the I-5 and Hwy 78 interchange. Kelly Street routing, highlighted 
in blue, is a conceptual routing. Major shopping center is near the east end of Kelly, though no 
physical connection exists. 
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Plan (CAP) by giving its City employees a car-parking system that encourages use of alternative 
modes to driving alone. This complete street project would help City employees get to work 
without driving.   
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2021 Regional Plan. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Tom Lichterman 
Chairman, Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee 
 
 
cc:   Oceanside Mayor, City Council and City Manager 
 Howard LaGrange, Active Transportation and Micro-mobility Coordinator 
 Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee Members 
 
ATTACHMENTS (2) 
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January 27, 2021 
 
Ms. Barbara Valentine 
Caltrans District 11 
4050 Taylor Street 
Mail Station 240 
San Diego, CA 92110 
 
RE: Requested Funding for a Coastal Rail Trail Morse-Vista Way Improvement Study 
 
Dear Ms. Valentine: 
 
The Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee’s purpose is to promote bicycling and walking 
in the community for health, recreation, and transportation, to promote bicycle and pedestrian 
safety, and to improve bicycling and pedestrian facilities.   
 
The Committee is pleased to provide a letter of support for the City of Oceanside’s application 
for funding in response to the Senate Bill 1 Caltrans Sustainable Transportation Planning Grant 
program.  With this requested funding, Oceanside will prepare a Project Study Report to evaluate  
options for increasing the capacity of the current narrow Coastal Rail Trail segment between 
Morse and Vista Way that was constructed with SANDAG funds in 2002.  This trail was the first 
segment of the Coastal Rail Trail constructed in the county. The existing width of 7 ft of asphalt 
with 6” concrete curbs/borders on each side is far below current standards, insufficient to 
accommodate a mix of cycling and walking trail users. The photos below illustrate how narrow 
the trail is in this area, with two people walking side-by-side effectively taking up the entire trail. 
The narrow width will also present issues as other portions are constructed to modern standards. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The City additionally needs to evaluate the best options for connecting the trail from Vista Way 
to the Oceanside/Carlsbad Coastal Trail on Coast Hwy.  Assuming the City will be successful in 
obtaining funding to bridge Loma Alta Creek, increasing the capacity and connectivity of the 
southern portion of the trail will be critical. The Coastal Rail Trail has been identified as a 
priority project in the SANDAG Ride to 2050 Regional Bicycle Network and is key in promoting 
bike commuting in the region.  
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A successful Coastal Rail Trail Morse-Vista Way Improvement Study Report will: 
 Evaluate options to widen the existing trail to meet current SANDAG design standards, 

from Morse Street to Vista Way. 
 Determine the additional right-of-way that would be required. 
 Identify and study options to extend the trail from its current terminous at Broadway 

Street and Vista Way, to a connection with the Oceanside/Carlsbad Coastal Trail on 
Coast Hwy. The Buena Vista Audubon Society has indicated an interest in supporting 
extension of the existing trail south along Broadway street and through the open area to 
the south, to meet up with the current trail on Coast Highway. 

 Determine if any environmental issues exist. 
 Provide an order-of-magnitude estimated cost of the project. 

 
The Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee urges Caltrans to approve this important grant 
application request so that the region can continue to make progress toward a completed county-
wide Coastal Rail Trail. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Tom Lichterman  
Chairman, City of Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee 
 
 
cc: City of Oceanside Council Members and City Manager 
 Howard LaGrange, Oceanside Active Transportation and Micromobility Coordinator 
 Oceanside Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee Membership 
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MEMORANDUM 

To:  SANDAG Management and Staff (SDForward@SANDAG.org) 

From:  Philip R. Kern, PE 

Subject:  Comments on Draft 2021 Regional Plan 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2021 Regional Plan. I would like to 
forward a few global comments on the challenges facing us as a region and the general 
approach to the regional program. 

The 2021 Regional Plan is a significant departure from previous approaches in several 
regards, principally that it would be exorbitantly expensive to the region at a cost $163B 
should it be implemented. By way of illustration, every one of the 3.3M residents of San 
Diego County in 2016 could be provided with a $49,000 electric vehicle for less cost 
than implementing the proposed Regional Plan, without even allowing for tax incentives. 
Also by way of comparison, the entire Transnet program will generate $15B through the 
40 year life of the program from 2008-2048, less than 10% of the cost of the proposed 
2021 Regional Plan. 

The funding model for the 2021 Regional Plan is also a departure from previous efforts. 
Where in the past a transportation charges returned a defined benefit (i.e. improved 
roadway maintenance or the privilege of driving in a less congested Managed Lane), no 
such pretense is offered with this cost model. Per mile VMT “user fees” (which could be 
considered by many as taxes or penalties on autos) charged to use a private vehicle on 
a public roadway are mostly diverted to transit improvements, operations, maintenance, 
subsidies, and other programs rather than returned to the user in the form of a benefit. 
Many will view area roadways as bought and paid for with their and their parent’s tax 
dollars, not as a government-owned resource carrying a toll to be charged back to 
motorists. Given that the gas tax will not only remain, but most likely escalate, and be 
piled on to other fees and taxes, including VMT costs passed through by companies 
transporting daily goods, the situation does not promote equity or provide affordability to 
San Diego’s working families. 

The track record of SANDAG and its partners (principally Caltrans, MTS and NCTD) in 
delivering major transportation programs for the San Diego region within budget and on 
schedule has not been stellar, particularly when transparency on the real costs of the 
programs is factored into the equation. MTS’ Mission Valley East Trolley Extension (or 
“Green Line”) was pushing 50% over the original budget ($361M vs. $506M) and even 
that did not approach inclusion of all the costs required for the expansion of the system. 
Although delivery methods, and consequently cost and risk management, appear to 
have improved with the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension, no easily accessible “dashboard” 
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or other record of construction Contract Change Orders could be found on SANDAG’s 
website for the project. 

Several other major programs that were supposed to be included in the original 
Transnet authorization (extensions of State Route 76 and State Route 52, for example) 
were delayed over a decade with the commensurate increases in cost of the programs, 
traffic congestion, delays and emissions. The same pattern of deferring promised capital 
projects (particularly roadways) ad infinitum appears to be repeated in the 2021 
Regional Plan. Assuming adoption of the Regional Plan by 2025 it appears highly 
unlikely given previous efforts that environmental, design and construction for any of the 
major transportation programs will be completed and ready for revenue service by 2035. 
Very few, if any, major local highway or transit projects in the region have gone from 
inception to ribbon cutting in a decade. The Mid Coast Trolley extension will end up 
taking over twenty years from inception to revenue operations. Accountability in this 
area is a serious issue. 

The single most costly element of the 2021 Regional Plan is the proposed “high speed 
rail” (HSR) network. Aligning local high speed rail (HSR) facilities underground is not a 
panacea for avoiding environmental, right of way, utility, acquisition, and relocation 
costs related to development of a high speed transit network, nor will relying on 
tunneling technologies that are yet to be developed (and which may ultimately be 
proprietary) substantially reduce the risk or cost, or automatically render an 
economically infeasible transportation system more feasible once it goes underground. 

Tunneled alignments carry a whole new set of risks and costs, all of which come in to 
play when you elect to use the earth as a structure supporting your transportation 
system or the infrastructure above it. Fire and life safety, geologic conditions, surficial 
settlement, faulting/seismicity, HVAC needs, groundwater, subsurface environmental 
conditions, and other factors all have the ability to exponentially increase the cost and 
risk of below grade facilities, as well as kill the project outright. Proposing an 
underground (and under water) alignment parallel to the eastern shore of San Diego 
Bay under unstable Bay Mud, with the specter of future sea level rise and across a fault 
zone would range from ill-advised to sheer lunacy. 

Elon Musk’s The Boring Company (TBC) estimates current tunnel costs can range from 
$100M to $1B per mile. Their ultimate goal is to reduce costs to 10% of the low-end 
figure, or $10M per mile, to be truly feasible on a large scale and today they are not 
even close to approaching that figure. TBC recently complete a 1.7 mile “bare” tunnel 
(no vehicles, track or infrastructure) in the sandy soils under the Las Vegas Convention 
Center at a cost of $52.5M, or over $30M per mile. 

The cost of a fully functioning surface high speed rail system including track, systems, 
vehicles, stations and support facilities can be expected to be at least $200M per mile in 
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2020 dollars, not allowing for more expensive tunneled alignments. The best data points 
are recently constructed and nearly completed projects, including Mission Valley East 
and Mid-Coast Trolley extensions. Published per mile costs for several recent programs 
in the western U.S. are shown in the table below, confirming the roughly $200M per mile 
plus escalation is the going rate for a high speed, grade separated, electrified surface 
rail system in an urban setting. 

Project Name Total 
Length 

Total 
Cost 

Per 
Mile 

Comments 

Sonoma-Marin Area Rail 
Transit (SMART) 

45 mi. $585M $13M Existing alignment and 
ROW, DMU vehicles 

Mission Valley East 
Trolley Extension 

5.8 mi. $506M $87M Constructed cost (2005), 
new alignment,  

CA High Speed Rail 
(Projected System) 

520 mi. $100B $192M Surface, grade separated, 
latest estimate 

CA High Speed Rail 
(Current Construction) 

119 mi. $18.3B $154M Surface, grade separated, 
mostly flat rural terrain 

Mid-Coast Trolley 
Extension 

11 mi. $2.17B $197M Surface, grade separated, 
constructed 

Las Vegas High Speed 
Rail (Brightline) 

170 mi. $8B $47M Surface, flat rural terrain 

Las Vegas Convention 
Center Tunnel 

1.7 mi. $52.5M $31M No infrastructure or 
vehicles 

2021 Regional Plan-
Commuter Rail 581A/B 

15.7 mi. $9.77B $622M Proposed tunneled 
alignment (2050) 

2021 Regional Plan-
Commuter Rail 582 

19.3 mi. $12.66B $657M Proposed tunneled 
alignment (2035) 

2021 Regional Plan-
Commuter Rail 583 

5.4 mi. $7.58B $1.41B Proposed tunneled 
alignment (2050) 

 

A major factor in the selection of underground alignments will be the availability of 
expertise and resources with the San Diego region to prosecute a large-scale tunneling 
program. With the exception of a very short section of “real” tunnel (as opposed to a “cut 
and cover’ installation) on MTS’ Green Line, regional design and construction 
experience/expertise on passenger-carrying tunnels is essentially non-existent. 
Importing consultants and contractors is always an option, but never a good one as it 
does little for local hiring and talent development, or the ability to favorably negotiate 
contracts on behalf of the region when there is only one game in town (or worse yet, 
coming in from out of town). Decades of experience have been developed in the region 
developing the LRT system, this needs to be leveraged in a local High Speed Rail 
program. 

Another question mark in the development of the Regional Plan is that the proposed 
high speed rail alignments generally parallel existing transportation corridors (whether 
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you are talking freeways or LRT) but propose entirely new alignments. This is the worst 
of both worlds. It is far less expensive to increase capacity by (re)constructing new 
facilities within existing transportation corridors than by pioneering new alignments. New 
alignments require connecting infrastructure to be reconstructed and have the potential 
to introduce new environmental impacts (and mitigation) to areas not previously 
exposed to transportation activities, which also factors into the environmental justice 
arena. The entire San Diego Trolley system could be reconstructed as a high(er) speed 
rail system for a fraction of the cost of a new underground HSR system with the bonus 
that the same vehicles could be used regionally to phase out the diesel powered DMUs 
used on the Sprinter. Trolleys can run at 55 mph, how fast do you want to go? On 
modern transit systems travel time is dictated more by the number of stops rather than 
the top speed of the vehicles. 

Also, to be fair and transparent to the region, the costs for the local HSR and other 
systems need to account for all costs attributable to the development of the system, 
rather than the classic “just get program past the point of no return, then they will have 
to pay for it” approach. In addition to trackways, systems, vehicles, modifications to the 
existing system and other capital costs, the program needs to account for such esoteric 
items as new maintenance shop space, technicians, and training as well as specialized 
equipment required to operate and maintain the new rail vehicles. Adding yet another 
type of transit vehicle requiring its own maintenance infrastructure to the regional fleet 
would be violating the first rule of fleet management: maximize commonality. 

The “per-mile costs” outlined above should also serve as a yardstick to determine the 
financial feasibility of the system at a glance, i.e. if you cannot deliver a transportation 
network by 2050 for less than $500M per mile ($200M per mile escalated 30 years at 
3%), you need to seriously consider other alternatives. At costs exceeding $500M per 
mile the 2021 Regional Plan proposal does not pass the “sniff test” on the high speed 
rail issue. The planners need to go back to the drawing board on this element to provide 
better alternatives. 

In closing, the magnitude of the expenditures proposed under the 2021 Regional Plan 
demands independent, professional capital cost accountability, representation and 
reporting to the public. ITOCs composed of well-intentioned laypersons with little or no 
authority and “third party independent reviews” conducted by consultants with a vested 
interest in continuing the program provide little comfort or accountability to the taxpayers 
and transportation users of the region who are footing the bill.  



 February 10, 2021 

 
SANDAG Board of Directors 
401 B Street 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
RE: Priorities for the 2021 Regional Transportation Plan  
 
Dear Chair Blakespear and SANDAG Board Members: 
 
The authors of this letter represent thousands of families, residents, and workers throughout 
the region advocating for an equitable, safe, and healthy transportation system for all 
communities in our San Diego region. 
 
We are writing in support of seven outcomes we would like to see accomplished in the 2021 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). As we have noted in prior communications, it is imperative 
to transform transportation across San Diego County from the ground up, in a manner that 
goes above and beyond state targets in climate, social justice, and economic justice and gives 
all in our region the clean and healthy environment they deserve while ensuring high-quality 
jobs and a world-class transportation network. 
 

 



 

Below we have attached seven outcomes the RTP should achieve to support a safe and healthy 
future for all communities in our San Diego region. We urge the Board to hold these priority 
outcomes as the measures of success against which any draft RTP should be evaluated. 
 
We look forward to working in partnership with SANDAG staff and the Board of Directors to 
ensure that the new vision for our regional transportation system supports a just, prosperous, 
and sustainable future for all. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Andy Hanshaw, Executive Director, San Diego County Bicycle Coalition  
Justin Hammond, Co-Founder and Chief Energy Advisor, Hammond Climate Solutions 
Tara Hammond, Manager, San Diego Climate Hub 
Bridgette Browning, President, UNITE HERE Local 30  
Pamela Heatherington, Director, Environmental Center San Diego  
Matt O’Malley, Executive Director and Managing Attorney, San Diego Coastkeeper 
Ron Forster, Escondido Neighbors United  
Jeremy Abrams, Business Manager, IBEW 569 
Diane Nygaard, President of the Board, Preserve Calavera  
David Grubb, Transportation Chair, Sierra Club San Diego  
Mike McCoy, President, Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association 
Diana Ross, Executive Director, Mid-City CAN 
Bee Mittermiller, Transportation Committee Chair, SanDiego350  
Andrew Meyer, Conservation Director, San Diego Audubon  
Deborah Knight, Executive Director, Friends of Rose Canyon  
Kyle Heiskala, Interim Executive Director, BikeSD 
Laura Walsh, Policy Coordinator, Surfrider San Diego County  
Randy Torres-Van Vleck, Director of Policy and Planning, City Heights Community Development 
Corporation  
Noah Harris, Policy Advocate, Climate Action Campaign  
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Key Outcomes for SANDAG’s RTP 
 
To secure a healthy, safe, and equitable future, SANDAG must embrace an outcomes-driven 
RTP and identify priority outcomes aligned with those values. Below are seven key outcomes 
the Quality of Life Coalition urges SANDAG to prioritize in the 2021 Regional Transportation 
Plan: 
 

1. Improve public health in disadvantaged communities and prioritize transportation and 
environmental justice by: 

 
● Reducing transportation related pollution levels in disadvantaged communities. 
 
➢ AB 805 requires SANDAG to identify which communities to prioritize in their 

efforts to reduce pollution levels in this RTP. 
 

➢ SANDAG must use CalEnviroScreen 3.0 to identify these communities; we 
recommend defining disadvantaged communities as those in the top 30% of 
census tracts countywide, but also acknowledge that there are historically 
underinvested communities in San Diego County that are not adequately 
represented on this tool. 
 

➢ Any new transportation vision that successfully reduces pollution levels in 
disadvantaged communities must include significant reduction in Vehicle Miles 
Traveled (VMT) and rapid electrification of the bus fleet.  

 
● Providing infrastructure that: 

 
➢ Encourages increased physical activity from active transportation 

 
➢ Reduces the risk of traffic related fatalities and injuries for all modes 

 
● Analyzing health outcomes that are affected by the regional transportation system 

in each alternative, such as asthma, cardiovascular and pulmonary disease, lung 
cancer, type 2 diabetes, physical activity and obesity rates, by demographic group. 

 
2. Align with and exceed cities’ CAP transportation mode shift targets. 

 
● SANDAG’s plan needs to support those local plans in order for our cities to be able to 

hit their targets and support transportation alternatives to driving, such as mass 
transit. 

 
● Further, AB 805 – the new state law to reform SANDAG – requires that SANDAG 

align the RTP with local climate action plans. 
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3. Achieve a 30% or more per capita GHG reduction from transportation by 2035. 

 
● SB 375 requires a minimum of 19% reduction by 2035; however, SANDAG Executive 

Director Hasan Ikhrata has identified a 30% target as feasible, and SANDAG should 
pursue the maximum feasible reduction to adequately address the threat of climate 
change. 

 
● VMT reduction and mode shift through land use, housing, and transportation 

planning decisions must play a significant role in GHG reduction. 
 

● As evidenced by Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-55-18 to Achieve Carbon 
Neutrality by 2045, and SB 32 and EO S-3-05, which set statewide emissions 
reductions targets at 40% below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80% below 1990 levels by 
2050, the State of California continues to move towards decarbonization. SANDAG 
should align with these statewide goals in the next RTP. 

 
● When vegetation is destroyed for transportation facilities the resulting loss of 

carbon sequestration and storage capability should be counted as a loss in future 
GHG reduction tabulations. 

 
4. Create a rate structure that increases ridership and expands access to mobility. 

 
● The regional transportation system must include Youth Opportunity Passes, which 

are no-cost transit passes for students and youth 24 years old and under. 
 
● It must also include strategically-priced fares that maximize transit usage in all 

income brackets to increase use of public transit, improve public health, lower 
greenhouse gas emissions, and enhance social equity. 

 

● Finally, it must be easier for seniors, people with disabilities, and Medicare users to 
obtain the discounted passes they are entitled to by making them available online 
and at more in-person sites. 

 
5. Ensure that public transit is safe, comfortable, convenient and competitive with 

automobile travel. 
 

● Public transit must be competitive with driving in terms of time, cost, predictability, 
and convenience. 

 
● Prioritize urban core and transit-dependent communities, who are frequently 

low-income communities of color. 
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● Provide 24-hour service and immediate improvements to bus service, including 
amenities such as restrooms at transit stations. 

 
● Ensure safe and comfortable bike and pedestrian first and last mile access to transit 

through funded, comprehensive, low-stress bikeway networks connected to mobility 
hubs, as well as adequate accommodation for bicycles on transit. 
 

● Prioritize new rail transit that connects underserved communities with job centers 
such as the blue line express and a purple line alignment through City Heights while 
evaluating the impacts on communities that are being displaced and gentrified.  

 
● Prioritize relocation of public transit corridors that are vulnerable to erosion and sea 

level rise, rather than armoring in place. 
 

● Ensure rural communities have access to quality, convenient, sustainable travel 
options that offer alternatives to fossil-fuel vehicles. 

 
6. Ensure transportation projects are creating high-quality careers in construction in our 

region through a Project Labor Agreement. 
 

● Major cities including Seattle and Los Angeles have employed project labor 
agreements to promote their commitment to labor stability, joint 
labor-management apprenticeship and a diverse, local workforce. 

 
● Encourage construction employment and training opportunities in ways calculated 

to mitigate the harms caused by geographically concentrated poverty and 
unemployment in economically disadvantaged areas and among disadvantaged 
workers. 

 

● Adopt a Community Workforce Policy that is implemented through a Project Labor 
Agreement with the Building Trades to create career pathways for a skilled and 
trained workforce for residents of our local communities. 
 

7. Preserve Biodiversity, Natural Habitat, and Open Space 
  

● Ensure transportation projects protect the integrity and contribute to successful 
implementation of existing and planned multiple species conservation plans (MSCPs) 
including avoiding sensitive habitat areas within the City of San Diego’s 
Multi-Habitats Planning Area and County of San Diego’s Pre-Approved Mitigation 
Area and consistency with MSCPs rules. 
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● Ensure transportation projects preserve natural habitat and other ecologically 
sensitive lands not covered by regional MSCPs including: urban canyons, waterways, 
waterbodies, ecological linkages, and ecologically important greenfields. 
 

● Direct transportation projects away from remote or rural natural lands and into 
existing developed communities and urban areas. 
 

● Ensure habitat mitigation land related to transportation projects is protected and 
managed for that ecological benefit. 
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Quality of Life Coalition Comments on the Draft Regional Plan

Friends of Rose Canyon

Deborah Knight, Executive Director rosecanyon@san.rr.com, 858-525-1489

Comments on the Draft 2021 Regional Plan - 8/4/2021

Our comments are focused on the geographic area that we are most familiar with: the area

within and extending out from the I-805 / SR-52 / I-5 triangle. This includes the Rose Creek

watershed (Rose Canyon, MCAS Miramar, San Clemente Canyon and Marian Bear Park, and Rose

Creek extending south to Mission Bay) and the Carrol Canyon, Sorrento Valley, and Penasquitos

Lagoon watershed. However, many of the concerns, issues and questions we raise in relation to

this area apply to the entire RTP.

Our overall comment is that the 2021 Draft Regional Plan states that it proposes a bold new

vision. However, it is based on a massive expansion of our highways. This includes widening

many of our highways to add Managed Lanes and adding huge, elevated concrete “Managed

Lane Connectors” ( MLCs) where highways intersect. These MLCs will require even further

highway widening to add lanes where traffic would enter and exit the connectors. In some cases

these MLCs connect highways at very different elevations or with multiple other on and off

ramps and bridges in the same location. Judging from just the area we focus on, these added

MLs and MLCs will have huge direct and indirect environmental impacts on sensitive habitat,

MSCP lands, Marian Bear Park, Rose Canyon Open Space Park, MCAS Miramar, and the Rose

Creek and Carroll Canyon Creek/Sorrento Valley/Penasquitos Lagoon watersheds. Furthermore,

just in the area we focus on, these MLs and MLCs will cost many hundreds of millions of dollars.

We ask: How much induced demand will adding all this highway capacity cause? How sure is

SANDAG of their calculations? Will this plan really reduce GHG emissions, and by how much?

How sure is SANDAG of those calculations? What is the course correction if we start adding all

this highway capacity and the benefits are not there? Do the RTP models rest on the

assumption that the projected benefits require that all the highway MLs and all the MLCs be

added to achieve the projected benefits? What if we get half way into building this out and find

that adding all this highway capacity is not bringing the benefits anticipated?

Based on what we see proposed for just the area we focus on, we see major direct and Indirect

Impacts on MSCP lands, open space, habitat, native plant and animal species, wildlife corridors,

creeks, and watersheds. Adding Managed Lanes and Managed Lane Connectors means

bulldozing land and building extensive new concrete surfaces and retaining walls and drainage

ditches, expanding direct impacts and edge effects on habitat and wildlife, increasing storm

water run-off, noise and light impacts, invasive species, habitat loss, loss of wildlife connectivity

and wildlife corridors, increased erosion, trash, and air and water pollution. “Mitigating” these



impacts through projects done in distant mitigation banks does nothing to reduce the impacts

in the areas where these impacts occur.

1

While SANDAG staff have stated in meetings with the QOL coalition that they are not widening

outside the highway ROWs, that does not mean there won’t be major highway widening and

environmental impacts. In some cases, CALTRANS has sufficient ROW to widen by multiple

lanes. And widening even within the ROW extends the damaging impacts and pushes the edge

effects closer to and into sensitive habitat.

Meanwhile, the Purple Line (Commuter Rail 582) from Sorrento Mesa to the Border (a true

transit project) will not be completed until 2050. In concept, we strongly support this project,

assuming it is largely underground through the environmentally sensitive areas we focus on. But

despite the importance of this transit project, we know little beyond the vaguest description of

its route. Where might it be underground? Where might it be at grade or above grade? Why is it

not being completed until 2050 while the RTP prioritizes adding so many highway MLs and

MLCs?

I-805 North Project

On April 15, 2021, the Sierra Club sent the attached letter to SANDAG Director Hasan Ikhrata,

Director of Regional Planning Coleen Clementson, Senior Transportation Planner Jennifer

Williamson, and several SANDAG BOD members. At a subsequent meeting with the Quality of

Life Coalition’s Transportation Committee, Coleen Clementson stated vehemently, “We agree

with you.” We therefore assume and would like confirmation, that the following is not in and

will not be added to the RTP for the I-805 North from just south of SR-52 to Carroll Canyon

Road:

-Any additional freeway widening beyond what has currently been built (one Carpool/ HOV lane

in each direction was completed in 2016)

-Widening of the I-805 bridge over Rose Canyon -Direct Access Ramps (DARs) at Nobel Drive

-A Park & Ride at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805 -A bus station at the southwest corner of

Nobel/I-805

Project ID CC114 is called I-805 (Nobel Drive) - it should be deleted from the RTP

Rationale: I-805 North should locate access to and from the Managed Lanes at La Jolla Village

Drive, not Nobel Drive. La Jolla Village Drive has extensive high density employment and high

density housing located between the LJVD/I-805 intersection and Genesee Avenue. At Genesee

there are two trolley stations surrounded by existing and planned high density employment and



housing. La Jolla Village Drive is the route BRT lines should use to enter and exit the I-805 MLs.

Nobel Drive is a poor location for a BRT route to enter or exit I-805 MLs. The location is far from

significant employment or housing density. Furthermore, no parking lot or bus station should be

located at Nobel/805. The I-805 commute is south to north in the morning, so parking lots near

the I-805 should be located in communities well to the south where commuters come from in

the morning. The land at the Nobel/ I-805 intersection should be protected from any further

impacts. Most of it is MSCP, and there are vernal pools and numerous documented sensitive

species. That area should have no further disturbance.

2

The area within and near the SR-52, I-805, I-5

The RTP should reduce the amount of highway expansion and the number of MLCs in this

area. SR-52 should not be widened and the MLCs between these highways should be

eliminated.

The following projects would cause major environmental damage to MSCP lands and to the

area’s critical and already highly constrained wildlife corridors.

This area illustrates our concern about the RTP as a whole. The RTP proposes a massive

expansion of highway capacity in the name of creating “Complete Corridors” that will, in theory,

carry BRT lines and carpools. While it is true that some existing general purpose lanes will be

converted to “Managed Lanes”, the RTP proposes an expansion of all the highways in this area

to add MLs plus multiple MLCs between these highways that will further degrade the habitat

and wildlife corridors.

CC085: 2035 - MLC I-805 (SR 52) West to North and South to East CCT - $149 mil

This MLC will cause major environmental damage to an area with important wildlife corridors

that connect MCAS Miramar, San Clemente Canyon (and Marian Bear Park) and Rose Canyon.

These wildlife corridors are identified in the MSCP and in the MCAS Miramar Natural Resource

Management Plans. The wildlife corridor between MCAS Miramar and San Clemente Canyon is

already highly constrained at the I-805/52 intersection. In addition, the elevation change

between the I-805 and SR-52 is significant. A further environmental impact will occur due to

adding two MLs to SR-52 east of I-805 and one ML to SR-52 west of I-805.

CC086: MLC I-805 (SR52) North to West and East to South ($126 mil): More environmental

impacts in this same area.

CC003 - (by 2035) - I-5 (Pacific Highway to SR 52) 8F to 6F+4 ML ($353 mil) (adding 1 lane in

each direction to I-5)



CC004 by 2035 I-5 (SR 52 to I-805) 8F to 6F + 4ML (adding one lane in each direction) ($190 mil)

CC028 by 2050 MLC I-5 (SR 52) South to East and West to North ($202 mil)

CC065 by 2050 Complete Corridor: ML SR 52 (I-5 - I-805) 4F to 4F + 3 ML ($214 mil)

This massive widening of SR 52, with additional width needed to build the Managed Lane

Connectors between I-5/52 and SR 52/ I-805 (MLCs in all directions) will have huge negative

impacts on the adjacent MSCP lands in San Clemente Canyon and Marian Bear Park and on Rose

Canyon and on the wildlife corridors between

CC066 by 2050 I-5 (SR 52) MLC - North to East and West to South ($202 mil)

3

April 15, 2021 - via email
Re: Sierra Club San Diego Chapter opposition to potential projects on the I-805 North

Dear Chair Blakespear,
Since 1948 Sierra Club San Diego has earned a leadership role in the conservation of our
County’s natural resources. Presently, with more than 40,000 members and supporters, the San
Diego Chapter is continuously addressing planning by all regional agencies. Particular attention
is focused on the avoidance of impacts to the biological diversity which is so crucial to our
quality of life. Sierra Club requests consultation and a place at the table whenever SANDAG is
considering any of the following proposals.

Sierra Club strongly opposes the following proposed projects for the I-805 North, from just
south of SR-52 to Carroll Canyon Road:

-Any additional freeway widening beyond what has currently been built
(one Carpool/ HOV lane in each direction was completed in 2016)

-Widening of the I-805 bridge over Rose Canyon
-Direct Access Ramps (DARs) at Nobel Drive
-A Park & Ride at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805
-A bus station at the southwest corner of Nobel/I-805

We oppose the inclusion of any of these projects in the 2021 Regional Plan.
- These projects (or any projects with a similar footprint) would:
- Destroy and degrade native habitat in Rose Canyon that is part of the last remaining
greenbelt and wildlife corridor connecting habitat west of I-805 with habitat on MCAS
Miramar. The important wildlife corridor in Rose Canyon under the existing I-805 bridge
is recognized in both the MSCP and the MCAS Miramar Natural Resources Management
Plan.

1. Destroy and degrade core MSCP habitat.



2. Destroy and degrade habitat with numerous sensitive plant and animal species,

including:

· Vernal pools

· Rare Quercus Dumosa (Nuttall’s scrub oak)

· MHPA habitat with documented California Gnatcatchers as well as numerous

other sensitive species

Thank you Chair Blakespear for your attention to our request for inclusion in the process.
Retaining San Diego’s reputation as a world renowned “biological hotspot” is a goal we must all
strive for.

Sincerely,

Dave Grubb,
Chair, Transportation Committee, Sierra Club San Diego Chapter
George Courser,
Chair, Conservation Committee, Sierra Club San Diego Chapter

Put General Comments not tied to a specific section here:

The Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association (SWIA) is extremely invested in seeing that SANDAGs

newest version/update of its Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS)

is the most effective and feasible approach for this region.  The plan must present land use and

transportation strategies to achieve the Air Resources Board’s SB 375 San Diego Region greenhouse gas

(GHG) emission reduction targets, improve the transportation system, facilitate efficient land use and

housing, and address long-standing inequities related to those issues.  Our coastal wetlands are

particularly vulnerable to climate change and associated sea level rise, both of which are primarily

affected by continued high GHG emissions.

Overall, we believe the draft RTP/SCS – the 5 Big Moves – represents a fundamental and necessary break

from past approaches.  The basic strategy to focus on improvements to the infrastructure that give real

incentive for reducing sprawl and vehicle use (mobility hubs, transit leap, complete corridors – assisted

by flexible fleets),  integrated via the Next Operating System, appears to be both forward-looking and

pragmatic.

We are submitting these comments and recommendations that we believe are necessary to ensure the

RTP/SCS is an appropriate and feasible strategy to achieve its required objectives. [SWIA ]



Chapter 1: A Bold New Vision for the 2021 Regional Plan
We like it!

“The 2021 Regional Plan reduces per capita GHG emissions from cars and light
duty trucks to 20% below 2005 levels by 2035, exceeding the region’s state
mandated target of 19%. The 2021 Regional Plan also meets federal air quality
conformity requirements” - This means our 29 year plan is barely ambitious enough to meet our
insufficient state mandate.  SANDAG should independently acknowledge the need to act on climate
instead of stating from the outset that they are mandated to do so, and therefore meet the bare
minimum with no margin for error.  Less than 2% change annually is in the realm of noise in
measurement.  We need more bold commitment to change.(Karl A. channeling CM J. Shu)

Page 9.  The brief description of this region’s natural resources, biodiversity, cultural history
and other unique assets should be expanded and include a short description of the
relationship of the regional transportation planning and multiple species conservation
planning and permitting.  This could be simply done by adding a short summary from
Appendix AA .

In the early 2000’s, SANDAG and the state/federal wildlife agencies entered into unique
agreements linking regional conservation commitments with expedited transportation
project permitting (and mitigation).  How does this plan continue and support those
agreements and commitments?

Page 13.  Provide more description regarding how the anticipated increases in peak period
transit use from 3% (2020) to 13% (2050) will result in a reduction in solo commuter vehicle
use from 80% (2020) to 62% (2050); what are the expected contributions from other mode
shifts required to achieve this goal? Add a summary table (or cross reference an existing
table) that shows all mode shifts (carpool/rideshare, active transit, etc.) for 2025, 2035 and
2050.  In addition, the plan’s performance metrics must include tracking of the (housing)
density and transportation infrastructure improvements in smart growth areas as well as
what actual/calculated GHG reductions are occurring compared to what was projected.
Also briefly introduce and describe the plan’s adaptive management approach for triggering
and implementing measures to correct failings in meeting the plan’s goals.

Page 13. The plan states that it is expected to exceed the current vehicle-based per capita
GHG emissions requirement for 2035, but as annotated in the list of state GHG emission
reduction legislation/executive orders on Page 14, aggressive overall GHG emission
reduction targets have been established for 2030, 2040 and 2050. Provide explanation of
how the plan will continue to contribute to reducing vehicle per capita (and overall) GHG
emissions to complement the overall GHG emission reduction goals after the 2035 target
date. [As noted in our comment on Appendix D (Page D-4), the plan’s post-2035
contribution to reducing GHG emissions remains flat after 2035, implying that the current
measures will not contribute substantially to those higher GHG emission reduction targets.]
[SWIA]

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/regionalplandocument-draft-ch1-may2021.pdf?sfvrsn=cc4bfd65_2


Chapter 2: Sustainable Communities Strategy – A Framework for the Future

Page 23. The plan states that, to the extent feasible, it will stay within rights-of-way to
minimize impacts and would produce other environmental benefits (water quality, air quality,
reduced flooding, etc.). How does the infrastructure system that is proposed in the 5 Big
Moves compare to the transportation infrastructure system that was anticipated in 2004
when the original RTP and MSCP agreements were established? More specifically,
because SANDAG agreed to mitigate (and has mitigated?) for expected upland and wetland
habitat impacts in advance of projects impacts – based on a previous set of
projects/infrastructure, will the new infrastructure have new impacts that are beyond or not
mitigated by the previous agreements?  For example, adding many connectors among the
freeways and expanding some state routes could directly and indirectly impact habitat and
wildlife corridors in excess of what was anticipated in the initial agreements.  If so, how will
the plan ensure no net losses of habitat acres, functions and values (including to movement
corridors)?

Page 25. The plan has the potential to produce and encourage environmental benefits
(climate change mitigation, air and water quality improvements) as summarized in this
section.  Include more discussion about the plan’s commitments to meet or improve upon
the longstanding habitat and conservation agreements (e.g., NCCP/HCP permits), avoid
new/unpermitted impacts to habitat/species, and mitigate for any significant unavoidable
impacts.

Page 27.  To assist the public’s understanding of the essence of the plan, add several
figures to show the relationships (by time period) among transportation infrastructure,
mobility hubs, and smart growth/increased housing density areas). More specifically,
provide a set of diagrams to illustrate – at the system/regionwide perspective - which
projects are to be completed by 2025, 2035, and 2050 and which mobility hub/ Smart
Growth areas they serve.  Because Smart Growth areas are expected to increase their
housing densities, the plan must provide justifications and demonstrable commitments (e.g.,
policies, funding, incentives) that support the presumptions that the cities and county will
make those density increases in step with the basic transportation improvements (transit
leap, active transportation, mobility hubs, complete corridors).

Previously, SANDAG produced a short list/explanation of its incentives for smart growth
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1187_5188.pdf), but it is
unclear how effective those incentives have been. How does the plan improve on those
incentives?

Page 31.  Goods movement comprises a relatively small part of the region’s GHG
emissions (Appendix X), but its associated on-road use by heavy trucks and allied freight
rail access/rail car storage – especially through/near disadvantaged communities and the
Port District terminals – creates significant impacts to local transportation, air quality and
quality of life.  The RTP/SCSs transportation infrastructure system improvements must be
fully integrated with the Port’s implementation of its proposed maritime operations strategy
and additional actions to relocate (to the extent feasible) truck parking and freight rail car
storage away from the coastal area.

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/regionalplandocument-draft-ch2-may2021.pdf?sfvrsn=d34bfd65_2
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1187_5188.pdf_


Pages 32-33.  The essence of the plan’s sustainable communities strategy is expressed in
the introduction to the region’s growth and development: “The 2021 Regional Plan envisions
a regional pattern of growth and development that reflects smart growth, transit-oriented
development, preserving natural resources, and building communities that are resilient to
the consequences of climate change and other environmental changes. Ensuring social
equity and the availability of housing that is affordable for everyone are also top priorities.”
Those goals will only be achieved when the cities and county, which constitute SANDAG,
fully acknowledge the necessity to amend their general plans to accommodate and
implement the identified changes.

The forecasted concentration of jobs and housing (and population) in the urban areas that
are necessary to implement the plan would create a more efficient, livable region that
supports the proposed transportation system.  It would also alleviate pressure for
development in the unincorporated county, reduce impacts on the natural landscape, and
lessen the risks from wildfire to people and structures.

If the plan is approved, then how are the cities and county proposing to commit to
implement those changes?  What ramifications are there to the plan – and for a
jurisdiction’s ability to benefit from the transportation system improvements – if a jurisdiction
does not make those needed general plan changes?

Pages 34-35. The global threat from continued GHG emissions and unique threats,
conditions, and opportunities to reduce GHGs within our region are recognized in this plan.
The GHG inventory and calculation of anticipated reductions by sector illustrate how the
plan would be able to meet and exceed the region’s SB 375 GHG emission reduction target
for 2035. As noted in preceding comments, achieving that goal requires significant
cooperation from each of SANDAGs member jurisdictions through changes to their general
plans (especially land use/zoning) as well as how their Climate Action Plans support and
augment the RTP/SCS.

While this plan demonstrates that is could meet/exceed the mandated GHG emission
reduction target for 2035, the projected emissions out to 2050 in Appendix X suggest that
the region will be far from “carbon neutrality by 2045.” That is not a region-by-region
requirement, but it is critical that this plan incorporate goals and policies - and at least
propose possible actions/projects – that would put the region on a more aggressive GHG
emission reductions pathway post-2035.

Decisions pertaining to which and when to initiate projects should balance the basic GHG
emission reduction priority and their effectiveness in promoting the more broad actions (i.e.,
specific local jurisdiction actions) to optimize system buildout.  However, as noted on Page
14 of the plan, SANDAG has a specific requirement to identify disadvantaged communities,
include strategies to reduce pollution exposure in those communities, and use of a skilled
and trained workforce (via the RTP/SCS).  So, the “balancing” decision must have a larger
frame of reference than just GHG emission reductions. [SWIA]



Chapter 3: Paying for the Regional Plan, Forming Partnerships and Taking Action, and
Monitoring How the Plan Performs

Page 44.  The plan should clarify that the region’ projected population growth will result in
continued – albeit slowing - total VMT, but implementing the plan will result in a significant
net reduction in VMT/capita that is consistent with the requirements of SB 375.

Page 45.  As described, there are real constraints on the allowable uses (types of project
investments) and timing (when available) of the known and reasonably anticipated funding
sources.  Our prior comments (e.g., Pages 19, 27, 32-33) raised concerns about how the
RTP/SCS will ensure concurrent and effective linking of the growth in the mobility hubs
(smart growth areas) with the transportation infrastructure. This is particularly of concern
because growth in the mobility hub areas may occur – based on local jurisdictions’
requirements and needs - even if the transportation infrastructure and operational
improvements are not able to be funded concurrently. How will the RTP/SCS ensure (and
measure/monitor) that the housing/jobs/transportation linkage will occur as needed?

Pages 45-47.  The projected costs to implement the revised transportation infrastructure
and operations, combined with SCS strategies, will require SANDAG to evaluate and adopt
new revenue funding sources.  The plan does not provide sufficient descriptions of how
SANDAG will evaluate the effectiveness of implementing the identified potential new
revenue sources.  For example, charges for Managed Lane use and a general Road User
Fee potentially overlap costs for drivers; paying the premium for managed lane access may
induce more VMT as well as be cost-prohibitive to lower income populations; there is no
discussion about how local jurisdictions could/should adopt parking cost strategies to both
promote transit (reduce vehicle use) and increase revenues that can be then incorporated
into their local funding share.

Page 50.  Successfully implementing the regional plan will require cooperation with and
incentives for participation by the member jurisdictions and cooperating agencies that
comprise SANDAG.  The plan needs to provide more description of how SANDAG’s current
incentives programs
(https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1187_5188.pdf) will be
augmented and prioritized to ensure that the necessary infrastructure and operational
investments correspond to the projected growth (e.g., location of new housing and jobs).

Page 53. The plan proposes a reasonable list of priority implementation actions.  One item
that is not discussed in the plan but is referenced in Item 9 is to expand nature-based
climate solutions.  As recommended in our prior comment on Page 9 of the plan, it should
provide more description about the regional environment, which would then establish the
context for “nature-based solutions.”  Though the assessment/analysis of what those
solutions are and how they advance the goals of the RTP/SCS will be part of the
subsequent CEQA EIR, this document needs to better describe (at a general level) what
this action involves.

Pages 54-55.  Monitoring must address both implementation and performance.  The
proposed performance indicators align with the regional plan’s goals and would
collate/integrate relevant existing measurement/data and reporting sources.  But the
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corresponding implementation monitoring needs to be better described and some additional
monitoring considered.  As noted in our comment on Pages 13, 27 and 32-33, the plan does
not effectively illustrate how the key components are expected to integrate.  Specifically, the
plan needs to monitor and report (and provide simple illustrative mapping) how the actual
growth in housing/jobs within the mobility hubs/smart growth areas and the associated
transportation infrastructure/operational improvements are in alignment and how they are
advancing compared to their anticipated advancement per this plan.  This type of
implementation tracking and reporting is essential and it does not appear to be covered by
the proposed performance indicators in Table 3.1. [SWIA]

Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, and Phasing

(Sierra Club) The ever-increasing urgency to prevent a climate catastrophe demands fast
action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. One of the most significant ways to do that is
to quickly reduce driving. In light of this, projects that fail to reduce vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) must be deferred until the vehicle fleet has mostly been replaced by zero-emission
vehicles. Otherwise well-intentioned projects like HOV to HOV connectors will actually
increase VMT by reducing travel times, encouraging more people to drive and pay whatever
fees are required to use the HOV lanes. Vehicles powered only by internal combustion
engines must be banned from any form of managed lanes.

There is no need to expand freeways when it is clear that driving must be reduced.
Managed lanes must replace existing general purpose lanes. Adding lanes for any reason is
unacceptable while driving is the largest source of GHG emissions.

Table A.5: Interstate 5 North Coast Corridor

Item TL06

(Sierra Club)

Realignment of the LOSSAN segment through the University Community to a tunnel between Rose
Canyon and Sorrento Valley would improve rail efficiency and travel times by avoiding Miramar Hill
and would improve connections to other public transportation with a station at University Town
Center. Realignment of the LOSSAN segment through Del Mar to a tunnel under Del Mar Heights
between Sorrento Valley and the Del Mar Fairgrounds would also improve rail efficiency and travel
times, improve public access to the coast, and accommodate managed retreat from eroding bluffs by
avoiding the unsustainable current alignment on the delicate bluffs of Del Mar.

Sierra Club generally supports realignment of the two segments of the LOSSAN rail corridor to the
extent that the new alignments and tunnels are located and constructed in a manner that fully
minimizes impacts and maximizes preservation and restoration of natural habitat, open space, and
wildlife corridors in Los Penasquitos and San Dieguito lagoons, Carroll Canyon, Crest Canyon, Rose
Canyon, and Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve Extension.

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-a---transportation-projects-programs-and-phasing5715966e63506b1e9dedff0000f4af15.pdf?sfvrsn=ba44fd65_4


The following are a number of Sierra Club recommendationss on how Caltrans and SANDAG should
accomplish these goals through selection of locations for the realigned LOSSAN segments and
measures to fully minimize and mitigate project impacts.

Protect & restore Los Penasquitos & San Dieguito lagoons

· Realigned track across or near Los Penasquitos Lagoon should be located as close as
possible to old Sorrento Valley Road and I-5 and, if located in the Lagoon, should be on an
elevated bridge across the entire Lagoon to protect and maintain lagoon hydrology. An
existing hill portion of Carmel Valley Road between Caminito Pointe Del Mar and Portofino
Drive should be lowered as necessary to accomplish these goals.

· The Project should not impede tidal flow in Los Penasquitos or San Dieguito lagoons.

· The Project should include maintenance of open Los Penasquitos and San Dieguito
lagoon channels to the ocean.

Remove old track infrastructure & restore lagoons & native habitats

· Old track infrastructure should be fully removed and restored to wetlands, coastal bluff
scrub, coastal sage scrub, and other location-appropriate native habitats and vegetation.
Removal of old track infrastructure includes removal of all Del Mar bluff stabilization
structures to allow for natural bluff erosion, removal of all berms and bridges across Los
Penasquitos Lagoon, and removal of all tracks, berms, trenches, and retaining walls in
Carroll and Rose Canyons[1] and in Sorrento Valley.

· Fill soils in the berm across Los Penasquitos Lagoon may have originated from the Del
Mar bluffs and should be returned and incorporated into restoration of the old track cut on
the Del Mar bluffs if soils are appropriate.

Protect and restore wildlife corridors

· Realigned track should be below grade in a tunnel or covered trench capped with native
vegetation to protect wildlife movement in and between the Crest Canyon Preserve and San
Dieguito Lagoon.

· Realigned track above Carmel Valley Creek and Carmel Valley Road should not restrict
deer and other wildlife movement in and between Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve, Los
Penasquitos Lagoon, and Carmel Valley (under I-5).

· Realigned track should emerge in Sorrento valley from the tunnel under the University
Community elevated on a bridge over Carroll Canyon Creek.



· Old track infrastructure should be removed and berms and slopes should be
recontoured and planted with native vegetation to restore a wildlife connection between
MCAS Miramar and Carroll Canyon and Sorrento Valley.

Establish a Del Mar bluffs park

The old LOSSAN right-of-way on the Del Mar bluffs should include a linear park with a public
walkway and connections to the beach. However, park and beach access infrastructure should not
interfere with natural bluff erosion and managed retreat.

Protect existing preserves and open space

Tunnel vents should not be located in Crest Canyon Preserve, Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve
Extension, or any University Community open space.

Control invasive non-native plants

The Project should bar deliberate planting of invasive non-native plants and provide for long-term
control of any colonizing invasive non-native plants.

Retain and improve pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure

The Project should retain and improve pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure and connections
including between Sorrento Valley Road and Carmel Valley Road, the San Dieguito River Park Coast
to Crest Trail, and between the Coast to Crest Trail and Crest Canyon.

[1] Old track infrastructure could be retained in either Carroll Canyon or Rose Canyon if needed to
maintain a rail connection to Miramar Marine Corps Air Station Miramar.

-
- (Katie) Many of the Active Transportation projects listed are from the Early Action

Plan that they adopted in 2013 and were supposed to be completed within 10 years.
There was $200 million allocated for these bikeways, most of which are yet to be
fully built. I’d like to understand if this is new funding and the timing of when these
projects that are already in the works are supposed to open. It seems a bit like
double dipping and now the build date is 2025 at the earliest but some say 2035,
which is unacceptable (Jacob -- you may be able to help with the open dates since
you just did a review!)

- (Katie) I only see mention of the San Ysidro and Central Mobility Hub specifically. Is
Table A.14 in reference to those or amenities for mobility hubs for all of the other new
lines? We need a commitment to ensure transit accessibility for those on foot and
bikes.



BICYCLE COALITION:

A

General General
Several projects that were in the Early Action Plan appear in Appendix A.
How do the projects in the EAP differ from the projects here?

General General

In general, the dollar amount spent on managed lanes rather than
mode-shift is concerning. More funding and increased timelines for active
transportation & transit leap projects should be prioritized.

A-14 TL58
How does the San Diego - Coronado Military Ferry connect to the Central
Mobility Hub?

A-42
Table
A.13

In general, the Arterials section neglects to mention active transportation
and public transportation facilities along arterial corridors. If SANDAG
wants to get San Diegans out of their cars, then arterial streets need to
prioritize pedestrians, bicycles, and public transportation over cars.

A-42 CB04B

This intersection's bike lanes are in need of protection and better visibility
for drivers. NCTD Bus 309 stops at this intersection as well, is SANDAG
planning on providing any infrastructure improvements for bus and
pedestrian connectivity?

A-42 CB22

SANDAG should prioritize building safe active transportation infrastructure
to and from the Carlsbad Poinsettia Station along this corridor. Sidewalks
and bike lanes heading north disappear at the station, and this project
makes it appear that SANDAG isn't planning on including those elements.
SANDAG should not widen Avenida Encinas from Palomar Airport Road to
Embarcadero Lane. Instead, SANDAG should keep the current
configuration and build wide sidewalks and protected bicycle facilities.

A-42 CB31

The bike lane along this segment of El Camino Real is often subject to
vehicle intrusion. SANDAG should add protection to the bicycle facility
here to keep cyclists safe.

A-42 CHV69

SANDAG must include in this project upgrades the existing bicycle
connection to the North Island Credit Union Amphitheatre. The currently
existing Class II lanes on Heritage Road are often subject to vehicle
intrusion.

A-42
CNTY14
A

SANDAG must build Class IV protected bike lanes in addition to pedestrian
safety improvements along this corridor to improve connectivity to the
Sprinter and NCTD Busses 305 & 332.

A-43 CNTY21
Additional pedestrian safety measures are needed for the Overpass at
SR-67, including bulb-outs and more visible crosswalks.

A-43 CNTY34
SANDAG must be specific about what bike facilities are planned for the
Dye Road Extension in Ramona.

A-43 CNTY98
The current condition of Otay Lakes Road has Class III bike facilities. What
facilities are planned for this project?

A-43 ESC04

SANDAG has forgotten to include what happens to the currently-existing
Class II buffered bike lanes with this project. Bicycle lanes should be
included in the bridge design over Escondido Creek.



A-43 ESC08 SANDAG should include safe bicycle facilities in this project.

A-43 ESC24

What intersection improvements are planned? How will SANDAG maintain
or upgrade the existing bicycle facilities? In addition, Mission Road is
misidentified. The street becomes Mission Avenue after it crosses I-15.

A-43 NC01
SANDAG should include safe bicycle facilities in both Phase II and Phase
III of this project.

A-43 O22
The street Avenida de la Plata is misspelled here. SANDAG should add
protected bicycle facilities along this corridor.

A-44 SD34

SANDAG has forgotten to include what happens to the currently-existing
Class III sharrows with this project. Bicycle lanes and sidewalks should be
included in the design to connect to future planned bus service at Via de la
Valle.

A-44 SD70

What bridge is SANDAG planning on replacing? These bridges are
extremely busy and bicycle facilities should be protected Class IV, not
Class II.

A-44 SM19

The six-lane arterial street from Craven to Grand Avenue must include
safe, protected bicycle infrastructure to provide a complete network. The
intersection of Craven Road and Discovery Street should be redesigned to
close the slip lane and provide safe crossing for cyclists and pedestrians.

A-44 SM24
SANDAG should add protected bicycle lanes along this project, and
include a safer pedestrian crossing under SR-78.

A-44 SM31

The proposed widening of Discovery Street from Via Vera Cruz to Craven
Road must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and pedestrian
infrastructure.

A-44 SM32
This project must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and pedestrian
infrastructure to provide network connectivity.

A-44 SM42
This project must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and pedestrian
infrastructure to provide network connectivity to CSU San Marcos.

A-45 SM48
This project's bike path should not meander, but provide clear connectivity
along the route to promote bicycle commuting.

A-45 SM69

The intersection of Twin Oaks Valley Road and Barham Drive in San
Marcos is currently hostile to pedestrian and bicycle traffic, with slip-lanes
and disappearing bicycle lanes. What plans are in place to increase use of
active transportation at this intersection?

A-45 CB212
What classification of bicycle facilities are being planned for College
Boulevard Reach A?

A-45 CNTY35

What classification of bicycle facilities are being planned for the Ramona
Street Extension? SANDAG should also consider re-striping and adding
more signage to Ramona Street's currently-existing lanes.

A-45 SD190
What bicycle facilities will SANDAG include in the Palm Avenue Bridge
project?

A-54 Table Support for increased funding for GO by BIKE, and an e-bike incentive



A.17 program.

A-54
Table
A.18 What is the cost breakdown of the local bike program?

A-55
Table
A.19

SANDAG should consider incentivising alternative cargo delivery vehicles
for local delivery services under this table. For example, incentivise the
usage of cargo e-bikes for parcel delivery in dense, urban neighborhoods.

A-68
Figure
A.11

Segments of the Bayshore Bikeway that are already completed seem to be
missing from this map.

Appendix B: Implementation Actions

BICYCLE COALITION:

B

B-4 3 (b)

Support updating the evaluation and monitoring procedures of projects
using TransNet local streets and roads funds, including prioritization of
safety for vulnerable road users in the development of complete streets.
The procedures should include a mechanism for the public to comment.

B-4 3 (c)

Support the development of a Regional Active Transportation Plan,
including updating the San Diego Regional Bike Plan to reflect need for
safe bicycle infrastructure county-wide.

B-4 3 (d)

Support the development of a Regional Vision Zero Action Plan, including
a Regional Safety Policy. This regional safety policy should establish clear
procedures that allow for the collection of accurate crash data, and the
usage of that data to make changes to dangerous designs.

B-7 7 (a)
Support the implementation of the 2021 Regional Transportation
Improvement Program (ETIP) & building bike early action program projects

B-7 7 (d)
Support building projects with an emphasis on safety for all road users to
implement Vision Zero

B-7 8 (b)

Support for updating evaluation criteria and provisions of SANDAG grant
programs to improve social equity, advance roadway design with an
emphasis on safety for vulnerable road users, implement climate action
plans, and others listed.

B-8 8 (e)

Support for incentivizing the implementation of complete streets projects
that complement regional investments within Mobility Hubs, along
Complete Corridors, and supporting Flexible Fleets. We absolutely support
a formalized Quick Build implementation program that develops complete
streets solutions.

B-9 9 (g)
Support for transportation demand management grant and incentive
programs, including e-bike, carpool, and vanpool incentives

B-10

10
(a)(b)(c)(
d)(e) Support for policies outlined under this heading
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Appendix C: Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity

Appendix D: Sustainable Communities Strategy Documentation and Related Information

BICYCLE COALITION:

D D-8 Table D.3

This table lists micromobility costs as $0 for access/egress to transit. Does
this mean SANDAG is planning on subsidizing micromobility rides as a last
mile solution?

D-8 Table D.3
What model is SANDAG using to determine that 36% of privately owned
bikes will be e-bikes by 2035?

General Comment.  This appendix is essentially a matrix of SB 375, AB 805 and other
legislative/legal requirements and a compilation of past documents that were used to
prepare specific components of the RTP.  Providing a conformance matrix of those
requirements and what is in the RTP does not explain how the RTP comprises a
sustainable communities strategy.  At a minimum, this appendix should provide a short (a
page or two) summary of how the plan integrates critical elements or summarize sections
from Chapter 2 in the main body of the RTP/SCS where an explanation of that integration
(the basic strategy) is provided.

Page D-4.  While the state does not set a 2050 target for GHG emissions reduction and the
MPOs are not required to produce an official GHG reduction target for 2050, the projected
regional reduction of 20.3% from the 2005 baseline is alarming.  That is only 0.3% below
the 2035 regional reduction, which implies that all of the anticipated new GHG reductions
within the region “max out” their effectiveness by 2035.  One can assume that between now
and 2035 there will be additional regulations and technologies that will force/enable the
region to improve upon that projected 2050 reduction. In that vein, this document should
include more extensive discussion about how and what future iterations of the RTP/SCS will
commit to doing to continue to identify relevant GHG reduction options for the region.
Presenting this number and then not providing further discussion about how SANDAG will
be addressing what appears to be a “stalled” GHG reduction effort post-2035 is neither
sufficient nor acceptable.

The relevance of this concern is clearly illustrated by the data provided in Appendix F
(Figure 1) regarding the projected population growth, which is estimated to be 437,000
between 2016 and 2050 –about a 13% increase.  Even if the region added only roughly
100,000 people from 2035-2050, absent a more aggressive RTP/SCS that is initiated well
before 2035, the region would be totally incapable of attaining the state’s “target reduction”
of 80% below baseline by 2050 or the more recently cited statewide goal of net zero by
2040. The RTP/SCS should, at the least, provide a discussion about how future versions of
the document will be addressing post-2035 GHG emission reductions.

Page D-20.  The legend for this figure should be revised to “Existing and Proposed/Potential
San Diego Region Habitat Conservation Lands.” [SWIA]
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Appendix E: Performance Monitoring

BICYCLE COALITION:

E

E-2 Housing Support the addition of using Housing as a Performance Indicator.

E-2
Quality of
Life

Support the addition of using unemployment, social equity, telework, and
homelessness as a Performance Indicator.

E-3

Transport
ation
Planning

Support the addition of using Bike Lane Miles and Annual Transit Ridership
as a Performance Indicator.

This appendix provides only a minimal level of information and it is unclear when the
appropriate level of detail necessary to implement the performance monitoring will be
developed and made available.  The types of issues subject to monitoring (e.g., Health and
Environment; Energy and Water; Housing; Quality of Life; and Transportation Planning)
address issues relevant to SB 375 and other mandates, and the Indicators and Sources of
Information seem reasonable.  But the appendix does not provide any discussion or
examples of how the indicators will be used.  For example, which components of “Air
Quality” are to be used, what are the relevant standards, etc.  When a general indicator is to
be used (e.g., Percentage of households with housing costs greater than 35% of income),
what is the RTP/SCS intending to do with that number?

For all Indicators, one presumes that there is a threshold or trigger point (for when the plan
is failing to meet an objective) at which the plan would be required to begin to initiate
actions in response to reaching the trigger/threshold. Or conversely, if the threshold
indicates that the plan has successfully achieved a goal, what if any additional effort is
required?

The RTP/SCS performance monitoring plan will likely have to be periodically updated to
reflect new requirements (e.g., air quality standards may change), new technologies may
allow for improvements to the current indicators, and conditions may warrant changes in the
types of issues relevant to the plan and/or the identified indicators may need to be revised
or replaced.  Regardless of that reality, the public, stakeholders and jurisdictions/agencies
that will be reporting, evaluating and relying on the performance monitoring to determine
how the RTP/SCS is functioning must be provided a more complete description of the
performance monitoring plan. [SWIA]

Appendix F: Regional Growth Forecast and Sustainable Communities Strategy Land
Use Pattern
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Pages F-10-12 (Tables F.1-3).  While there appears to be a similarity in the relative growth
in population, jobs and housing among the jurisdictions, the Unincorporated County’s
projected population growth (0.9%), jobs growth (23.2%) and housing growth (4.3%) seem
to be noticeably different.  In particular, there is a very high projected growth in jobs
compared to population and housing.  How does that seeming disparity in jobs growth with
population and housing growth (which has implications for transportation to housing) impact
transportation planning?   Are there other jurisdictions for which the “disparity” in projected
population, jobs and housing pose challenges to the RTP/SCS’s 5 Big Moves approach?

Page F-15 (Figure F-5) – Five areas that appear to support significant jobs but are outside
of mobility hubs are Camp Pendleton, MCAS Miramar, Pt. Loma and North Island (military
employment) and East Otay Mesa.  How are SANDAG and the military services planning to
address this? [SWIA]

Appendix G: Public Involvement Plan

BICYCLE COALITION:

G

G-50 3.0 Support the inclusion of SANDAG's Commitment to Equity Statement

G-50 3.1 Support for Social Equity and Environmental Justice Considerations

G-51 &
G-52 3.2 - 3.5

Support for working in partnership with Tribes, Mexico, Military, and other
stakeholder agencies

G-53

4.0,
Table 1,
Public
Worksho
ps

Rather than increasing the amount of public workshops by an arbitrary
number (10%), SANDAG staff should use data to calculate public
engagement by geographic region throughout the county, and use that
data to determine low engagement rates where more public workshops are
needed.

G-53

4.0,
Table 1,
Pre-docu
ment
consultati
on

Add: "Gather an additional" to "5,000 individual remarks" so context is
more clear

G-53

4.0,
Table 1,
Opportun
ities for
engagem
ent

Rather than "increasing variety of platforms for public engagement by
15%", the goal should be to re-evaluate the effectiveness of current
platforms being used during a certain time period and then determine if
another platform could be more effective. In addition, special topic/targeted
workshops should be made available in as many languages as possible
and include dedicated outreach to stakeholder groups who have not
participated in or have been historically excluded from the public
engagement process prior to the 2021 Draft Regional Plan.

G-57
Appendix
A.1

In order to reach a younger audience, "San Diego County Media Outlets"
should be expanded to include student publications at the region's school
systems and colleges/universities. In addition, many young people engage
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with social media accounts for local news information, so SANDAG should
research where they could make an impact through social media channels
besides their own.

Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis

BICYCLE COALITION:

H

H-15

Existing
Condition
s in
Disadvan
taged
Commun
ities in
the
Region

SANDAG notes that 5.7% of households in the region have "zero vehicles
available" but hasn't defined what a vehicle is outside of being "dependent
on transit services." How does SANDAG define "transit services?" If a
person didn't own a car, but used a personal bike, skateboard, or rented a
micro-mobility solution to travel, would that person be considered as "not
having access to a vehicle"?

H-33

Defining
Performa
nce
Measure
s for
Social
Equity
Analysis

Support using percentage of population within 0.25 miles of a Bike Facility
as a social equity performance measure.

H-55

Access
to Basic
Needs

Why were biking and walking metrics only included for parks and retail
sections, but not for access to employment or education centers?

H-58
Table
H.11

The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch
with reality. While theoretically true that a bicycle could use the existing
network to access parks, our current street network is dangerous for
cyclists due to the lack of safe infrastructure and most parks are not
considered accessible by regional bicycle advocates. How was "Access"
by bike defined and used in these calculations? Did safety, comfort, bike
parking, and ridership play a part in defining "access" by bicycle?

H-60
Table
H.12

This table has the same issue with Table H.11. The bicycle statistics laid
out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While
theoretically true that a bicycle could use the existing network to access
retail spaces, our current street network is dangerous for cyclists due to the
lack of safe infrastructure and most retail/commercial areas are not
considered bicycle-friendly by regional bicycle advocates.

Appendix I: Tribal Consultation Process for San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan –
Communication, Cooperation, and Coordination
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Appendix J: Megaregion and Borders Planning and Collaboration

Appendix K: Regional Housing Needs Assessment Plan

BICYCLE COALITION:

K
K-29

5:
Objective
s and
Factors Support the promotion of shared-use mobility, including bike sharing

Appendix L: Active Transportation

BICYCLE COALITION:

L

General General
How does SANDAG plan to promote use of active transportation by
allowing bicycles on transit?

General General How does SANDAG plan on expanding the bicycle locker program?

General General
SANDAG should consider adding bicycle cars on trains to accommodate
bicycles on trains.

L-6

Complet
e Streets
in
Mobility
Hubs What does "enhanced bike and micromobility parking" mean?

L-7
Vision
Zero

What are the details of SANDAG's plan to collect and analyze crash data
for bicycle traffic?

L-7

Riding
into the
Future

What is the timeline for SANDAG developing a new, comprehensive
Regional Active Transportation Plan as a near-term action from the 2021
Regional Plan?

L-10

Significa
nce of
Reduced
Speed
Limits What is SANDAG's plan to reduce speed limits in San Diego County?

L-15

Principle
s by
Layer:
General Add: Limit bicycle interaction with mixed traffic wherever possible

L-15

Principle
s by
Layer: All Transit Leap nodes should be served by bicycle routes.

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-j---megaregion-and-borders-planning-and-collaboration.pdf?sfvrsn=c544fd65_2
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General

L-22 Table L.1

SANDAG should ensure that Bicycle Facility Selection Plan tool is used
consistently throughout the region, and that any arterial/TransNet funds
follow this tool.

Appendix M: Progress on Near-Term and Continuing Actions

BICYCLE COALITION:

M

M-8

Near-ter
m Action
#4

Support for the promotion of vehicle miles traveled reduction through
Regional Complete Streets Policy

M-9

Near-ter
m Action
#5

This action item should be amended in two ways: 1) SANDAG should
include pursuing data-sharing agreements with mobility companies
operating in the San Diego region, and 2) SANDAG should begin procuring
more bicycle and pedestrian counters, and identify places where they are
needed

M-16

Near-ter
m Action
#11

Support for the development of a regional military base access plan and
implementation program. Most of San Diego's military installations are
uniquely positioned within urban contexts and SANDAG should incentivize
active transportation and public transportation usage to/from these sites.

M-17

Near-ter
m Action
#12 Support for the development of a Regional Mobility Hub Strategy

M-25

Continuin
g Action
#11

Support for continuing to seek funding for transportation investments that
provide a variety of choices, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
promote healthy lifestyles through more active transportation.

M-26

Continuin
g Action
#12

Support for capital and planning grants to local jurisdictions to support
smart growth, biking, and walking, and seek additional funds to leverage
existing grant programs.

M-27

Continuin
g Action
#14

Support for implementation of state-of-the-art technologies and
Transportation Demand and Systems Management Programs to provide
more mobility choices and allow the transportation system to function more
efficiently. SANDAG should prioritize bike education services, upgrading
and expanding bike lockers and bike parking throughout the region, and
increase funding for Shared Streets grants.

M-30

Continuin
g Action
#18

Support for opportunities to expand shared mobility services near Smart
Growth Opportunity Areas. SANDAG should consider how expanded
mobility services interact with the surrounding communities and provide
safe infrastructure for those services.

M-31

Continuin
g Action
#20

Support for identifying transportation solutions to improve connectivity to
the San Diego International Airport. These solutions should include
building safe long-term bike parking and provide connectivity to existing

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-m---progress-on-near-term-and-continuing-actions.pdf?sfvrsn=fa44fd65_2


bikeways in the community

M-33

Continuin
g Action
#22

Support for continuing to apply social equity and environmental justice
considerations in the implementation of SANDAG projects and programs.

M-33

Continuin
g Action
#23

Support for collaboration with key partners and stakeholders, including
representatives from low-income and minority communities, and actively
involve the public in the planning process. SANDAG should create
guidelines for conducting outreach and collaboration, and gather data to
improve performance. SANDAG should also continue to provide ongoing
outreach across many languages to ensure communities that were
traditionally underrepresented have a voice in the process.

Appendix N: SANDAG Federal Congestion Management Process

Appendix O: Federal System Performance Report

Appendix P: Travel and Tourism

BICYCLE COALITION:

P

P-1

Year-Rou
nd
Tourism

San Diego has a thriving tourism industry that unfortunately relies on
tourists renting cars to visit popular tourist destinations. This appendix
does not present any strategies to mitigate VMT from car rental services,
nor does it lay out any strategies to provide alternative transportation
access to any of San Diego's major tourist attractions that rely on vehicle
access. Tourist destinations are not only places to visit, but many of them
are major employment centers that could benefit from efficient
transportation connections.

P-1

Year-Rou
nd
Tourism

SANDAG should also consider other services that tourists use in San
Diego County and how they interact with the Regional Plan. This includes
hotels, the airport, the cruise ship terminal, and alternative tourist mobility
solutions such as the Old Town Trolley, GoCar City Tours, hotel and airport
shuttles, etc.

P-1

Year-Rou
nd
Tourism

San Diego is a world-class bike tourism destination. The 2021 Regional
Plan should reflect the need for facilities to accommodate bicycle tourism.

P-3
Special
Events

SANDAG should consider adding pop-up safe bicycle parking to special
events to incentivize San Diegans to ride their bicycles to special events.

P-4
Next
Steps

SANDAG should study traffic patterns of major tourist destinations and
devise strategies to reduce VMT and incentivize public/active transit
usage.

Appendix Q: Transportation Security and Safety
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Appendix R: Stormwater and Resilience

Appendix S: Travel Demand Modeling Tools

BICYCLE COALITION:

S

S-21

Active
Transport
ation
Network
Input

The five classification types described in this section don't seem to match
anywhere else in the SANDAG RTP, and should be rethought to better fit
the language throughout the document. For example, this appendix
references bike boulevards as Class IV facility, but Appendix L-25
describes a bicycle boulevard as "most similar to the Class 3 facility." If
SANDAG is going to change classification types for modelling purposes
exclusively, this appendix should specify that. In addition, the Active
Transportation Network Input should take into account the surrounding
infrastructure (speed limits, driveways, and other bikeway intrusions) to
determine the comfortability of riders using the facility.

Appendix T: Network Development and Performance

BICYCLE COALITION:

T
T-25 Table T.9

The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch
with reality. While theoretically true that a bicycle could use the existing
network to access parks or retail within 15 minutes, our current street
network is dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe infrastructure and
most parks and retail spaces are not considered accessible by regional
bicycle advocates. How was "Access" by bike defined and used in these
calculations? Did safety, comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in
defining "access" by bicycle?

T-27
Table
T.10

The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch
with reality. While theoretically true that a bicycle could use the existing
network to access parks or retail within 15 minutes, our current street
network is dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe infrastructure and
most parks and retail spaces are not considered accessible by regional
bicycle advocates. How was "Access" by bike defined and used in these
calculations? Did safety, comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in
defining "access" by bicycle?

Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology

Appendix V: Funding and Revenues

Appendix W: California Coastal Trail Technical Memoranda and 2021 Technical Addendum
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Appendix X: 2016 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory and Projections for the San Diego
Region
Projected emissions from GHG of Natural Gas use doesn’t assume a reduction in use by
2050 but instead assumes unabated use.  Appreciate that it’s pessimistic and not optimistic,
but these numbers will be very inaccurate, given changes in building code for 2022. (Table
X.16) (Karl A.)

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-x---2016-greenhouse-gas-emissions-inventory-and-projections-for-the-san-diego-region.pdf?sfvrsn=8444fd65_2
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Wanted to visualize the numbers from table X.3 better. Note that methane gas is the
second highest contributor after 2025, and it becomes 20% of the emissions by 2050, with
no expectations of abatement. (Karl A)

Appendix Y: Goods Movement Planning and draft 2021 San Diego and Imperial Counties
Freight Gateway Study Update

Appendix Z: California State Wildlife Action Plan

Appendix AA: Regional Habitat Conservation Vision
Where is the habitat funding? We need a strong commitment to a regional funding source
for habitat.

Page AA-1.  The introductory paragraph – or a new second paragraph - should include a
brief description of the relationship of SANDAGs existing TransNet program, the regional
Multiple Species/Multiple Habitat Conservation programs and regional funding for habitat
conservation and preserve management.  Any significant differences in the proposed
RTP/SCS from previous versions should be discussed later in this appendix.

Page AA-3.  Figure AA.1.   Recommend the map title be revised to “Existing and
Proposed/Potential San Diego Region Habitat Conservation Lands” and change the legend
to conform.

Page AA-6.  The Regional Habitat Conservation Vision presumably applies across all of the
lands within the SANDAG member agencies.  Because the local jurisdiction and agencies
have their own General Plans/Open Space Element, Climate Action Plans, and other

https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-y---goods-movement-planning.pdf?sfvrsn=8544fd65_2
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planning processes that would have direct effects on a regional vision, please provide more
discussion regarding how this vision is expected to be integrated into the local jurisdictions’
and agencies’ plans.  Such as, will SANDAG add staff to coordinate this effort, what new
policies and projects would this require, will additional funding be identified and provided,
etc.

Page AA-6.  The Regional Funding section should add more information.  We recommend
adding more to the introduction of this issue.  Begin the section with a new introduction:  “A
functioning and adequately funded set of regional habitat preserves is essential to this
region’s overall capability to address climate change. The benefits from habitat preserves
range from meeting regulatory requirements associated with future development and
ongoing operations and maintenance by the local jurisdictions; improving/enhancing the
long-term potential for rare/threatened species and their habitats to adapt to climate
change; providing for movement by species and vegetation communities as a response to
climate change; and serving as a carbon sink.  While these conserved and managed lands
are part of the “baseline” condition relative to GHG emissions, they are valuable because
natural areas remove CO2 and eliminate development potential.”  Also, revise the last part
of this paragraph to state:  “A regional funding source was proposed as part of a ballot
measure (that failed) in 2016 to help offset the preserve implementation costs to local
jurisdictions. Without a new regional funding source, securing crucial land acquisitions and
long-term management and monitoring, which are essential to the success of these plans to
protect species and their habitats from extinction, falls into question. In 2011, the estimated
unfunded regional cost to ensure implementation of the regional habitat conservation plans
was $3.0 billion.  SANDAG will work with the member agencies to develop and promote the
establishment of the regional funding source that complements the infrastructure and
operations components of the 5 Big Moves.”

(Sierra Club) The Regional Plan must include a strong commitment to provide adequate
funding for the Habitat Conservation Plans.

Page AA-6. Recommend revising the sentence “Connect habitat areas through wildlife
corridors and linkages and connect people to local species and San Diego’s natural
habitats.” to “Connect habitat areas through wildlife corridors and linkages, and enhance
peoples’ access, where appropriate, to natural habitat areas.”

Page AA-7.  Recommend adding a sentence to the end of the paragraph: “It is essential
that the remaining habitat conservation plans be completed, which will then establish the
necessary core habitat areas and key connections across the region.”

Page AA-8.  Recommend revising the following sentence “In addition to acquiring more
properties to connect wildlife, in the following years, San Diego’s North County will complete
their MSCP, which will prioritize acquisitions that establish critical connections for high-risk
species that reside in North County communities.” To state “In addition to acquiring more
properties to connect wildlife, in the following years, when the North and East County
MSCPs are completed, they will prioritize acquisitions that establish critical connections for
high-risk species that reside in North/East County as well as connections to preserve lands
in Orange and Riverside counties.”



Page AA-10.  The paragraph that describes regional funding should reference - or reiterate
- our recommended new statement (Page AA-6) regarding SANDAG’s commitment to work
with its member agencies to develop and establish a new regional funding source for habitat
conservation.

Please incorporate these comments into the revised RTP/SCS and include the in the
project’s public record.  Our contact for these comments is Bill Tippets
(billtippets@gmail.com).[SWIA]

Appendix BB: Regional Aviation Strategic Plan and San Diego Airport Multimodal
Accessibility Plan

Appendix CC: The 2020 Coordinated Plan

Appendix DD: 2021 Regional ITS Architecture Update Technical Memorandum/Primer

2021 Regional Plan Glossary
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Appendix Page Section Comment

A

General General Several projects that were in the Early Action Plan appear in Appendix A. How do the projects in the EAP differ than the projects here?

General General
In general, the dollar amount spent on managed lanes rather than mode-shift is concerning. More funding and increased timelines for 
active transportation & transit leap projects should be prioritized.

A-14 TL58 How does the San Diego - Coronado Military Ferry connect to the Central Mobility Hub?

A-42 Table A.13

In general, the Arterials section neglects to mention active transportation and public transportation facilities along arterial corridors. If 
SANDAG wants to get San Diegans out of their cars, then arterial streets need to prioritize pedestrians, bicycles, and public transportation 
over cars. 

A-42 CB04B
This intersection's bike lanes are in need of protection and better visibility for drivers. NCTD Bus 309 stops at this intersection as well, is 
SANDAG planning on providing any infrastructure improvements for bus and pedestrian connectivity?

A-42 CB22

SANDAG should prioritize building safe active transportation infrastructure to and from the Carlsbad Poinsettia Station along this corridor. 
Sidewalks and bike lanes heading north disappear at the station, and this project makes it appear that SANDAG isn't planning on including 
those elements. SANDAG should not widen Avenida Encinas from Palomar Airport Road to Embarcadero Lane. Instead, SANDAG should 
keep the current configuration and build wide sidewalks and protected bicycle facilities.

A-42 CB31
The bike lane along this segment of El Camino Real is often subject to vehicle intrusion. SANDAG should add protection to the bicycle 
facility here to keep cyclists safe.

A-42 CHV69
SANDAG must include in this project upgrades the existing bicycle connection to the North Island Credit Union Amphitheatre. The 
currently existing Class II lanes on Heritage Road are often subject to vehicle intrusion.

A-42 CNTY14A
SANDAG must build Class IV protected bike lanes in addition to pedestrian safety improvements along this corridor to improve connectivity 
to the Sprinter and NCTD Busses 305 & 332.

A-43 CNTY21 Additional pedestrian safety measures are needed for the Overpass at SR-67, including bulb-outs and more visible crosswalks.
A-43 CNTY34 SANDAG must be specific about what bike facilities are planned for the Dye Road Extension in Ramona.
A-43 CNTY98 The current condition of Otay Lakes Road has Class III bike facilities. What facilities are planned for this project?

A-43 ESC04
SANDAG has forgotten to include what happens to the currently-existing Class II buffered bike lanes with this project. Bicycle lanes should 
be included in the bridge design over Escondido Creek.

A-43 ESC08 SANDAG should include safe bicycle facilities in this project.

A-43 ESC24
What intersection improvements are planned? How will SANDAG maintain or upgrade the existing bicycle facilities? In addition, Mission 
Road is misidentified. The street becomes Mission Avenue after it crosses I-15.

A-43 NC01 SANDAG should include safe bicycle facilities in both Phase II and Phase III of this project.
A-43 O22 The street Avenida de la Plata is misspelled here. SANDAG should add protected bicycle facilities along this corridor.

A-44 SD34
SANDAG has forgotten to include what happens to the currently-existing Class III sharrows with this project. Bicycle lanes and sidewalks 
should be included in the design to connect to future planned bus service at Via de la Valle.

A-44 SD70
What bridge is SANDAG planning on replacing? These bridges are extremely busy and bicycle facilities should be protected Class IV, not 
Class II.

A-44 SM19

The six-lane arterial street from Craven to Grand Avenue must include safe, protected bicycle infrastructure to provide a complete network. 
The intersection of Craven Road and Discovery Street should be redesigned to close the slip lane and provide safe crossing for cyclists 
and pedestrians. 

A-44 SM24 SANDAG should add protected bicycle lanes along this project, and include a safer pedestrian crossing under SR-78.

A-44 SM31
The proposed widening of Discovery Street from Via Vera Cruz to Craven Road must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and 
pedestrian infrastructure.

A-44 SM32 This project must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and pedestrian infrastructure to provide network connectivity.

A-44 SM42
This project must include safe, protected bicycle facilities and pedestrian infrastructure to provide network connectivity to CSU San 
Marcos.

A-45 SM48 This project's bike path should not meander, but provide clear connectivity along the route to promote bicycle commuting.



A

A-45 SM69
The intersection of Twin Oaks Valley Road and Barham Drive in San Marcos is currently hostile to pedestrian and bicycle traffic, with slip-
lanes and disappearing bicycle lanes. What plans are in place to increase use of active transportation at this intersection?

A-45 CB212 What classification of bicycle facilities are being planned for College Boulevard Reach A?

A-45 CNTY35
What classification of bicycle facilities are being planned for the Ramona Street Extension? SANDAG should also consider re-striping and 
adding more signage to Ramona Street's currently-existing lanes.

A-45 SD190 What bicycle facilities will SANDAG include in the Palm Avenue Bridge project?
A-54 Table A.17 Support for increased funding for GO by BIKE, and an e-bike incentive program.
A-54 Table A.18 What is the cost breakdown of the local bike program?

A-55 Table A.19
SANDAG should consider incentivising alternative cargo delivery vehicles for local delivery services under this table. For example, 
incentivise the usage of cargo e-bikes for parcel delivery in dense, urban neighborhoods.

A-68 Figure A.11 Segments of the Bayshore Bikeway that are already completed seem to be missing from this map.

B

B-4 3 (b)

Support updating the evaluation and monitoring procedures of projects using TransNet local streets and roads funds, including 
prioritization of safety for vulnerable road users in the development of complete streets. The procedures should include a mechanism for 
the public to comment.

B-4 3 (c)
Support the development of a Regional Active Transportation Plan, including updating the San Diego Regional Bike Plan to reflect need for 
safe bicycle infrastructure county-wide.

B-4 3 (d)

Support the development of a Regional Vision Zero Action Plan, including a Regional Safety Policy. This regional safety policy should 
establish clear procedures that allow for the collection of accurate crash data, and the usage of that data to make changes to dangerous 
designs.

B-7 7 (a)
Support the implementation of the 2021 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (ETIP) & building bike early action program 
projects

B-7 7 (d) Support building projects with an emphasis on safety for all road users to implement Vision Zero

B-7 8 (b)
Support for updating evaluation criteria and provisions of SANDAG grant programs to improve social equity, advance roadway design with 
an emphasis on safety for vulnerable road users, implement climate action plans, and others listed.

B-8 8 (e)

Support for incentivizing implementation of complete streets projects that complement regional investments within Mobility Hubs, along 
Complete Corridors, and supporting Flexible Fleets. We absolutely support a formalized Quick Build implementation program that develops 
complete streets solutions.

B-9 9 (g) Support for transportation demand management grant and incentive programs, including e-bike, carpool, and vanpool incentives
B-10 10 (a)(b)(c)(d)(e) Support for policies outlined under this heading

D D-8 Table D.3
This table lists micromobility costs as $0 for access/egress to transit. Does this mean SANDAG is planning on subsidizing micromobility 
rides as a last mile solution?

D-8 Table D.3 What model is SANDAG using to determine that 36% of privately owned bikes will be e-bikes by 2035?

E

E-2 Housing Support the addition of using Housing as a Performance Indicator.
E-2 Quality of Life Support the addition of using unemployment, social equity, telework, and homelessness as a Performance Indicator.

E-3
Transportation 
Planning Support the addition of using Bike Lane Miles and Annual Transit Ridership as a Performance Indicator.

G

G-50 3.0 Support the inclusion of SANDAG's Commitment to Equity Statement
G-50 3.1 Support for Social Equity and Environmental Justice Considerations
G-51 & G-52 3.2 - 3.5 Support for working in partnership with Tribes, Mexico, Military, and other stakeholder agencies

G-53
4.0, Table 1, 
Public Workshops

Rather than increasing the amount of public workshops by an arbitrary number (10%), SANDAG staff should use data to calculate public 
engagement by geographic region throughout the county, and use that data to determine low engagement rates where more public 
workshops are needed.



G G-53

4.0, Table 1, Pre-
document 
consultation Add: "Gather an additional" to "5,000 individual remarks" so context is more clear

G-53

4.0, Table 1, 
Opportunities for 
engagement

Rather than "increasing variety of platforms for public engagement by 15%", the goal should be to re-evaluate the effectiveness of current 
platforms being used during a certain time period and then determine if another platform could be more effective. In addition, special 
topic/targeted workshops should be made available in as many languages as possible and include dedicated outreach to stakeholder 
groups who have not participated in or have been historically excluded from the public engagement process prior to the 2021 Draft 
Regional Plan.

G-57 Appendix A.1

In order to reach a younger audience, "San Diego County Media Outlets" should be expanded to include student publications at the 
region's school systems and colleges/universities. In addition, many young people engage with social media accounts for local news 
information, so SANDAG should research where they could make an impact through social media channels besides their own.

H

H-15

Existing 
Conditions in 
Disadvantaged 
Communities in 
the Region

SANDAG notes that 5.7% of households in the region have "zero vehicles available" but hasn't defined what a vehicle is outside of being 
"dependent on transit services." How does SANDAG define "transit services?" If a person didn't own a car, but used a personal bike, 
skateboard, or rented a micro-mobility solution to travel, would that person be considered as "not having access to a vehicle"? 

H-33

Defining 
Performance 
Measures for 
Social Equity 
Analysis Support using percentage of population within 0.25 miles of a Bike Facility as a social equity performance measure. 

H-55
Access to Basic 
Needs Why were biking and walking metrics only included for parks and retail sections, but not for access to employment or education centers?

H-58 Table H.11

The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While theoretically true that a bicycle could use the 
existing network to access parks, our current street network is dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe infrastructure and most parks 
are not  considered accessible by regional bicycle advocates. How was "Access" by bike defined and used in these calculations? Did 
safety, comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in defining "access" by bicycle? 

H-60 Table H.12

This table has the same issue with Table H.11. The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While 
theoretically true that a bicycle could use the existing network to access retail spaces, our current street network is dangerous for cyclists 
due to the lack of safe infrastructure and most retail/commercial areas are not considered bicycle-friendly by regional bicycle advocates.

K K-29
5: Objectives and 
Factors Support the promotion of shared-use mobility, including bike sharing

L

General General How does SANDAG plan to promote use of active transportation by allowing bicycles on transit?
General General How does SANDAG plan on expanding the bicycle locker program?
General General SANDAG should consider adding bicycle cars on trains to accommodate bicycles on trains. 

L-6
Complete Streets 
in Mobility Hubs What does "enhanced bike and micromobility parking" mean?

L-7 Vision Zero What are the details of SANDAG's plan to collect and analyze crash data for bicycle traffic?

L-7 Riding into the Future
What is the timeline for SANDAG developing a new, comprehensive Regional Active Transportation Plan as a near-term action from the 
2021 Regional Plan?

L-10

Significance of 
Reduced Speed 
Limits What is SANDAG's plan to reduce speed limits in San Diego County?

L-15
Principles by 
Layer: General Add: Limit bicycle interaction with mixed traffic wherever possible

L-15
Principles by 
Layer: General All Transit Leap nodes should be served by bicycle routes.



L

L-22 Table L.1
SANDAG should ensure that Bicycle Facility Selection Plan tool is used consistently throughout the region, and that any arterial/TransNet 
funds follow this tool.

M

M-8
Near-term Action 
#4 Support for the promotion of vehicle miles traveled reduction through Regional Complete Streets Policy

M-9
Near-term Action 
#5

This action item should be amended in two ways: 1) SANDAG should include pursuing data-sharing agreements with mobility companies 
operating in the San Diego region, and 2) SANDAG should begin procuring more bicycle and pedestrian counters, and identify places 
where they are needed

M-16
Near-term Action 
#11

Support for the development of a regional military base access plan and implementation program. Most of San Diego's military installations 
are uniquely positioned within urban contexts and SANDAG should incentivize active transportation and public transportation usage 
to/from these sites. 

M-17
Near-term Action 
#12 Support for the development of a Regional Mobility Hub Strategy

M-25
Continuing Action 
#11

Support for continuing to seek funding for transportation investments that provide a variety of choices, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 
and promote healthy lifestyles through more active transportation.

M-26
Continuing Action 
#12

Support for capital and planning grants to local jurisdictions to support smart growth, biking, and walking, and seek additional funds to 
leverage existing grant programs.

M-27
Continuing Action 
#14

Support for implementation of state-of-the-art technologies and Transportation Demand and Systems Management Programs to provide 
more mobility choices and allow the transportation system to function more efficiently. SANDAG should prioritize bike education services, 
upgrading and expanding bike lockers and bike parking throughout the region, and increase funding for Shared Streets grants.

M-30
Continuing Action 
#18

Support for opportunities to expand shared mobility services near Smart Growth Opportunity Areas. SANDAG should consider how 
expanded mobility services interact with the surrounding communities and provide safe infrastructure for those services.

M-31
Continuing Action 
#20

Support for identifying transportation solutions to improve connectivity to the San Diego International Airport. These solutions should 
include building safe long-term bike parking and provide connectivity to existing bikeways in the community

M-33
Continuing Action 
#22

Support for continuing to apply social equity and environmental justice considerations in the implementation of SANDAG projects and 
programs.

M-33
Continuing Action 
#23

Support for collaboration with key partners and stakeholders, including representatives from low-income and minority communities, and 
actively involve the public in the planning process. SANDAG should create guidelines for conducting outreach and collaboration, and 
gather data to improve performance. SANDAG should also continue to provide ongoing outreach across many languages to ensure 
communities that were traditionally underrepresented have a voice in the process.

P

P-1
Year-Round 
Tourism

San Diego has a thriving tourism industry that unfortunately relies on tourists renting cars to visit popular tourist destinations. This 
appendix does not present any strategies to mitigate VMT from car rental services, nor does it lay out any strategies to provide alternative 
transportation access to any of San Diego's major tourist attractions that rely on vehicle access. Tourist destinations are not only places to 
visit, but many of them are major employment centers that could benefit from efficient transportation connections. 

P-1
Year-Round 
Tourism

SANDAG should also consider other services that tourists use in San Diego County and how they interact with the Regional Plan. This 
includes hotels, the airport, the cruise ship terminal, and alternative tourist mobility solutions such as the Old Town Trolley, GoCar City 
Tours, hotel and airport shuttles, etc.

P-1
Year-Round 
Tourism

San Diego is a world-class bike tourism destination. The 2021 Regional Plan should reflect the need for facilities to accommodate bicycle 
tourism.

P-3 Special Events
SANDAG should consider adding pop-up safe bicycle parking to special events to incentivize San Diegans to ride their bicycles to special 
events.

P-4 Next Steps
SANDAG should study traffic patterns of major tourist destinations and devise strategies to reduce VMT and incentivize public/active 
transit usage.

S

S-21

Active 
Transportation 
Network Input

The five classification types described in this section don't seem to match anywhere else in the SANDAG RTP, and should be rethought to 
better fit the language throughout the document. For example, this appendix references bike boulevards as Class IV facility, but Appendix 
L-25 describes a bicycle boulevard as "most similar to the Class 3 facility." If SANDAG is going to change classification types for modelling 
purposes exclusively, this appendix should specify that. In addition, the Active Transportation Network Input should take into account the 
surrounding infrastructure (speed limits, driveways, and other bikeway intrusions) to determine the comfortability of riders using the facility.



T T-25 Table T.9

The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While theoretically true that a bicycle could use the 
existing network to access parks or retail within 15 minutes, our current street network is dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe 
infrastructure and most parks and retail spaces are not considered accessible by regional bicycle advocates. How was "Access" by bike 
defined and used in these calculations? Did safety, comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in defining "access" by bicycle? 

T-27 Table T.10

The bicycle statistics laid out in this table are inaccurate and out-of-touch with reality. While theoretically true that a bicycle could use the 
existing network to access parks or retail within 15 minutes, our current street network is dangerous for cyclists due to the lack of safe 
infrastructure and most parks and retail spaces are not considered accessible by regional bicycle advocates. How was "Access" by bike 
defined and used in these calculations? Did safety, comfort, bike parking, and ridership play a part in defining "access" by bicycle? 



 

August 4, 2021 
 
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101. 
Attn: Coleen Clementson 
 
RE:  Airport Authority Comments on Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
 
Ms. Clementson: 
 
On behalf of the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (Airport Authority), I 
am submitting this comment letter in response to the Draft 2021 Regional Plan 
(Draft Plan) released by the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) for 
public review on May 28, 2021.  The Airport Authority acknowledges SANDAG’s hard 
work over the last 3 years in developing a new vision for the region’s surface 
transportation system and appreciates the opportunity to provide productive 
feedback on it. 
 
Created in 2003, the Airport Authority is responsible for operating San Diego 
International Airport (SAN) and planning for the region’s long-term air 
transportation needs.  SAN is the only major commercial airport in the region, 
connecting San Diego to over 70 domestic and international markets and generating 
over $12 billion annually in local economic benefit.  In addition, the Airport 
Authority acts as the Airport Land Use Commission in the County of San Diego, 
pursuant to the California State Aeronautics Act, to help ensure compatibility 
between all 16 airports in the region and future land use development in the 
surrounding areas. 
 
As SANDAG further refines the 2021 Regional Plan, and completes its environmental 
review under the California Environmental Quality Act, the Airport Authority 
requests that the following items be considered:  
 
1. Aligning Air & Surface Transportation Planning 

In 2011, the Airport Authority and SANDAG led the development of a Regional 
Aviation Strategic Plan (RASP) and Airport Multimodal Accessibility Plan (AMAP), 
respectively, to ensure a seamless and efficient connection between the region’s 
air and surface transportation infrastructure.  The Draft 2021 Regional Plan’s 
Appendix BB (page BB-1) states that “routes included in the 2011 AMAP 
continue to be identified in the 2021 Regional Plan.”  However, the following 
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ground access improvements, which were prioritized in the 2011 AMAP, do not 
appear to be programmed into the Draft Plan: 
  

San Diego International Airport 
- Heavy Rail Grade Separation (Whitherby St. to Laurel St.) 
- I-5 Direct Access Ramps 

 
McClellan-Palomar Airport 
- Palomar Airport Road Widening (I-5 to Hidden Valley Rd.) 
- Additional Airport Access at Owens Ave. 
- Modification of Future Route 445 

 
Gillespie Field 
- Gillespie Field Trolley Station Relocation 
- New Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Station  
- Marshall Avenue Intersection Improvements 
- BRT Routes (90, 870, & 890) Modifications  

 
Cross Border Xpress 
- SR 905/Britannia Interchange Capacity Increase 
- Britannia Road Widening 
- Siempre Viva Road Widening 
- Local Bus Route (661) Modifications  

 
As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan clarify 
whether these AMAP-identified priorities will be implemented or have been 
substituted with alternative implementation options. 

 
2. Connecting Regional Transit Network to SAN 

The Airport Authority has been working closely with SANDAG and other public 
agency partners to identify opportunities to better connect SAN to the regional 
transit network.  As noted in the Draft 2021 Regional Plan, one of the concepts is 
a fixed-rail transit connection, such as an Automated People Mover (APM), 
between a Central Mobility Hub at the Old Town Campus and the SAN terminal 
area.  This airport transit connection is anticipated in the Draft Plan to be built in 
2035.  The Airport Authority looks forward to continuing its collaboration with 
SANDAG to further refine the APM’s alignment and station location concepts. 
 
The 2016 Airport Transit Plan, which was developed in partnership between the 
Airport Authority, Metropolitan Transit System (MTS), and SANDAG, identified 
more near-term opportunities for increasing ridership on public transit to and 
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from SAN.  As recommended in the Airport Transit Plan, the Airport Authority 
will be launching a new all-electric shuttle service to Old Town Transit Center this 
fall, in conjunction with the start of the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension operations 
and increased Coaster service frequency.   
 
Another recommendation in the Airport Transit Plan is the transition of MTS Bus 
Route 992, which is currently the main transit connection to the Airport, to a 
Rapid Bus service.  It also suggested that combining the new Rapid 992 with 
other Rapid bus routes, such as the 215 along the El Cajon Boulevard corridor 
and 235 along the Interstate 15 corridor, could improve airport transit ridership 
by better linking to major regional destinations and by increasing single-seat 
access to the San Diego International Airport.   
 
As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan assess the 
potential ridership benefits from upgrading MTS Bus Route 992 to a Rapid 
service and extending other existing and planned Rapid routes to serve the SAN 
terminal areas. 

 
3. Considering Airport Compatibility in New Development Siting  

All 16 public-use and military airports in the San Diego region now have an 
adopted Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP), which provides guidance 
on appropriate land uses surrounding them to protect the health and safety of 
people and property within their vicinity.  The Draft 2021 Regional Plan states in 
Chapter 1 (Page 12) that 3.7 million people will be living in the San Diego region 
by 2050 (13% greater than 2016 levels), creating a need for 440,000 more jobs 
and 274,000 more homes.  Figure 2.4 (Page 27) in the Draft Plan identifies 
regional mobility hub areas that could accommodate this increased demand for 
jobs, housing, shopping, and recreation, while being served by expanded transit 
networks.  In the Airport Authority’s initial review, it appears that many of these 
hub areas are in close proximity to airports. 
 
As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan ensure that 
new incompatible land uses are not introduced near airports, as outlined in each 
ALUCP.  The Draft Plan’s Environmental Impact Report should also formally 
assess any land use conflicts with the applicable ALUCPs.  Important factors 
include: 
 

- Limiting new noise-sensitive development within an airport’s noise 
contours and ensuring that any new noise-sensitive development 
includes sound insulation 
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- Prohibiting certain sensitive land uses within an airport’s safety zones and 
limiting the number of people in areas subject to the highest risk of 
aircraft accidents  

- Assuring aircraft safety and preserving airport operations by limiting the 
height of new structures and objects 
 

4. Clarifying SAN Air Cargo Information 
The Draft 2021 Regional Plan acknowledges the importance of air cargo in 
moving goods into and out of the region.  Specifically, Appendix Y of the Draft 
Plan discusses freight movement between the region’s highways and arterials, 
rail corridors, land ports of entry, maritime port, and the San Diego International 
Airport.  The Airport Authority has identified the following inaccuracies in the 
presented narrative and data: 
 

- Page 21 in Appendix Y states that “when combined with the rate at which 
trucks produce emissions per day, neighborhoods in close proximity to 
the airport are put at a higher [air quality] risk” without citing any 
environmental impact study to substantiate this conclusion. 

 
The Airport Authority has ensured that current and future emissions from 
the San Diego International Airport’s activities are included in the most 
recent 2020 State Implementation Plan (2020 SIP) for attaining air quality 
standards in the San Diego region under the federal Clean Air Act.  The 
2020 SIP determined that SAN’s emissions can be accommodated 
without causing the region to experience additional exceedances of 
criteria pollutant standards. 

 
- Figure 2.10 in Appendix Y is an outdated map of SAN, which doesn’t 

properly reflect the airport property boundaries and onsite aeronautical 
uses.   

 
- Page 78 in Appendix Y incorrectly states that Capital International Cargo 

operates at SAN. 
 

- Page 78 in Appendix Y includes statements that air cargo operations are 
constrained due to limited airport space for expansion. 

 
As identified in its 2013 Northside Improvements Environmental 
Assessment, the Airport Authority is proposing a new SAN Northside 
Cargo Development project.  The project would include a consolidated 
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warehouse to fully accommodate onsite cargo sorting and staging, as well 
as expanded apron to accommodate additional cargo aircraft parking.  
 
Additionally, the Airport Authority opened a new 93,000-square-foot 
Airline Support Building on North Harbor Drive this year, which will allow 
for more efficient processing of bulky cargo items shipped in the bellies 
of passenger jets.  Approximately 15% of SAN’s freight volumes are 
transported as “belly cargo.” 
 

- Page 78 in Appendix Y relies on the outdated 2009 Destination Lindbergh 
Study to estimate SAN’s air cargo capacity and identify cargo operational 
deficiencies. 

 
The FAA approved the most recent SAN aviation activity forecast in June 
2019, which is publicly available at www.san.org/plan.  The forecast 
anticipates that the number of cargo aircraft operations (i.e. takeoffs or 
landings) will increase by nearly 71% by 2050, even with the Airport’s 
single-runway configuration.   

 
As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan be updated 
to incorporate the more accurate information presented above. 

 
5. Updating Airport Ground Access Modeling Assumptions 

Similar to other regional transportation plans, the Draft 2021 Regional Plan relies 
on an integrated forecasting model to determine future population, housing, and 
employment growth.  This information is then applied to an activity-based model 
to simulate detailed transportation behaviors, such as where, when, and how 
people travel on a daily basis.   
 
On page 20 in Appendix C, the Draft Plan states that its model relies on airport 
passenger survey data from 2008 to estimate airport-related travel patterns and 
demands on local and regional transportation facilities.  The Airport Authority 
notes that ground access characteristics have changed dramatically over the last 
decade, especially with the introduction of rideshare companies.  The Airport 
Authority also noticed that the modeling appears to be based on SAN aviation 
activity forecasts that were developed in 2013 (Figure S.18 in Appendix S).  As 
previously stated, the FAA approved the most recent aviation activity forecast in 
June 2019, which is publicly available at www.san.org/plan.  The new 
“constrained demand scenario” forecast estimates that SAN will serve 
approximately 20.3 million enplaned passengers in 2050. 
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As such, the Airport Authority requests that the 2021 Regional Plan’s modeling 
be updated to be based on more accurate modal assumptions for airport users 
and the more recent SAN aviation activity forecast. 

 
Again, the Airport Authority appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback on the 
Draft 2021 Regional Plan.  Please feel free to contact me at breed@san.org, if you 
have any questions or need additional information. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
  
 
 
Brendan Reed 
Director of Airport Planning & Environmental Affairs 
 
cc: Dennis Probst, Airport Authority, Vice President - Development 

Ted Anasis, Airport Authority, Airport Planning Manager 
Ralph Redman, Airport Authority, Airport Planning Manager 
Michelle Brega, Airport Authority, Senior Director of External Relations 
Matt Harris, Airport Authority, Director of Government Relations 

 
 



Questions Regarding the 2021 RTP- Revenue and Cost Estimates 

 

1. What assumptions (i.e. debts service and length of projects) are going into estimating 

costs in YOE dollars?  

2. All existing TransNet funding has been claimed by currently running projects. How is the 

$15 billion in TransNet funding estimated? Is the $15 billion based on the assumption 

that San Diego voters will approve of a new extension to the program in 2024? How 

much of the $15 billion relies on the assumption that there will be TransNet revenue 

between 2048 and 2050? 

3. Is the Quarterly TransNet Forecast a reliable source for estimating revenue from the 

Transportation Development Act (TDA) even though there have been observed “small 

differences” in TransNet and TDA growth rate? Is TDA growing faster than TransNet, or 

is it the other way around? 

4. Has the growth of General Fund/Miscellaneous Local Road Funds been linear 

historically? Are you assuming that they will continue to be linear (why or why not)? If the 

5-year average growth in these funds is 2.7, how did you derive a 3% growth during the 

period of the 2021 RTP implementation. Is this a weighted average or an average of 

averages across jurisdictions? 

5. How much of the value capture estimate (2.7 billion) relies on the estimated value of 

Central Mobility Hub Enhanced Infrastructure Financing as opposed to existing 

agreements and programs? 

6. What is the Managed Lanes Feasibility Tool mentioned in Appendix V? What model or 

data did SANDAG use to estimate the $22 billion from FasTrak revenue? 

7. How did SANDAG achieve a passenger farebox recovery rate of 35%, and what is the 

basis of SANDAG’s assumption that the recovery rate will be linear? Is the assumption 

that operating costs would be linear and that farebox recovery would follow the same 

linear growth? With proposed free fares, how will the estimated revenue be achieved?  

8. What will be the source of funding for reduced or free fares? Is it sales tax based?  

9. What source of revenue is each project listed in Appendix A tied to? If a source of 

revenue runs low, are there alternative ways to fund the projects associated with 

that source of revenue? 

10. What is the timeline for the development of each of the projects in Appendix A? 

Are delays in these timelines considered in the cost estimates?  

11. Have there been or will there be changes in the 2021 RTP to account for the impacts of 

the Covid-19 pandemic? Is SANDAG assuming that the effects of the pandemic on 

people’s lifestyles and the economy will be short term? How do SANDAG’s assumptions 

about the pandemic impact the RTP? 

12. Are there technological assumptions as well in the RTP? Is the plan based on all current 

technology, or are there plans that are based on expected future technology? If some 

plans are dependent on future technology, how are you making sure that people will feel 

comfortable with using the new technology?  

13. Have there been changes related to the 2021 RTP already? If so, is there any feedback 

from users? Please provide a detailed response.  



14. What assumptions are made in the Transit Leap Capital Cost Estimate? Based on 

observed figures in the SF Bay Area, it seems that, for commuter rail alone, every mile 

requires $1billion. How does $55 billion for all Transit Leap capital costs break down into 

its modes?  Answer to question 9 would probably address this if sufficiently detailed. . 

15. Since $27.7 billion of the total estimated revenue will depend on the Regional Road User 

Charge, It seems that SANDAG is confident that the fee will be implemented in 2026. 

Why does SANDAG think that this fee would be popular among San Diego voters? Is the 

$27.7 billion based on the assumption that every kind of vehicle will be charged? If the 

fee is not approved by voters, is there a source of revenue that would replace it?  

16. The total estimated revenue is about $30 billion more than the total estimated 

expenditure (in YOE dollars) for the 2021 RTP. Where would the extra revenue go?  

17. What is the assumption for increase in construction costs?  What is the assumption for 

inflation?  Do the construction cost estimates take into account both an increase in 

construction costs and inflation in the conversion to $2020? 

18. Who participated in the peer review of your models and assumptions?   

19. What is the time period when State Transit Assistance funding is expected to grow at 3% 

per year versus 5% per year? Is SANDAG’s goal to encourage use of public 

transportation being considered in making assumptions about the growth rate of STA 

revenue?  

20. Does the State Highway Operations Protection Program only last for 10 years? When 

did it start, and, if it only lasts a decade, how will it be able support the 2021 RTP 

projects throughout their lifetimes? 

21. How much of the Cap-and-Trade Revenue is, separately, from the Transit and Intercity 

Rail Capital Program, Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program, and 

Carbon Transit Operations program? Given that the Transit and Intercity Rail Capital 

Program and AHSC are competitive programs, how are revenues from these programs 

estimated through 2050? Is there a source that shows prior success in receiving the 

competitive funds? 

22. What percentage of total revenues are assumed to come from competitive funding 

sources? 

23.  Why are Motorist Aid Services mentioned twice as a source of revenue (once as state 

and once as local revenue)? Are they referring to different sources of revenue?  

24. SANDAG assumes that the State FASTLANE will receive 20% of the state share of 

TCEP. In 2020, the revenue reflected 19% of the shares. How much does 1% represent 

in funding money? Also, what is the basis for the different growth rate estimates? 

25. How much of the $2.8 billion in revenue estimate from State Managed Federal Programs 

come from each of the programs? What is the basis for the assumption that there would 

be additional revenue from Federal Highway Administration discretionary funds, and how 

much of the $2.8 billion depends on it? What is the basis for each of the estimated 

growth rates?  

26. What is the short-term growth rate of the Solutions for Congested Corridors program that 

funds the Road Maintenance and Rehabilitation Account? 



27. How much of the revenue from the Federal Transit Administration Formula programs go 

to Sections 5307, 5337, 5339, and 5310 each? What is the basis for the change in the 

growth rate of this revenue from 2% per year to 10% per six years?  

28. What is the basis for the assumption that the growth rate of CMAQ and regional STP 

revenue will change from 5% annually to 10% per six years in 2030? 

29. What is the growth rate of the Federal Highway Administration Discretionary revenue 

before 2030? What is the basis? What is the basis of the growth rate estimation beyond 

2030? What years are the estimates based on? 

30. How was the $294 million in Grant Anticipation calculated? 

31. Are Ridehailing Company Service Fees anticipated to be on the 2024 ballot? Do ride 

hailing companies, separately, have to pay for the Road User Charge? What is the basis 

of the assumption that Ridehailing Company Service Fees would be popular among 

voters?  

32. Have other states been successful so far in transitioning to a Road User Charge?  

33. How is the growth rate of Regional Road User Charge revenue 2.7% until 2050 when 

the assumption is that more people will use transit, as opposed to personal vehicles, 

with the success of the 2021 RTP?  

34. Which projects would be eliminated if Federal and State discretionary grants were not 

received? 

35. What projects would be impacted if the New Sales Tax and MTS Local Revenues 

measures do not pass? 

36. How do the Federal Transit Administration and CMAQ estimated growth rates reflect 

revenue from recent years?  

37. What is the impact of reduced VMT on revenues from fuel taxes and tolls. Is this 

accounted for? 

38. Current Transportation Development Act (TDA) funds are currently used to support 

existing transportation services and state of good repair capital projects. Are the $7.6 

billion TDA revenues in Appendix V existing TDA revenues or new sources of TDA 

revenues? 

39. Where can we find the “2021 Regional Plan Transit Operations Costing” Excel workbook 

mentioned in Appendix U? 
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Local Revenue Estimates 

 

Source of 
Revenue: 
Local 

Growth 
Rate 
(Short 
Term and 
Long 
Term)  

Support for 
and 
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behind 
Growth Rate 
Estimate  
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assumption 
that there will 
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the growth 
rate through 
2050? If so, 
why is the 
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increasing/ 
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not, why not? 
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and Data 
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Support 
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Data 
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Why? 

Reliability - 
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standard 
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State Revenue Estimates 

 

Source 
of 
Revenue
: State 

Growth 
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(Short 
Term and 
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Revenue 
Estimate 

What 
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Data 
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and 
Why? 
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y - 
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revenue? 
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ive to 
ambitious
, where 
does this 
revenue 
estimate 
stand? 

Sensitivity 
- If you 
change 
rate by 
±0.1%, 
what 
change 
happens 
through 
2025 

Sensitivity 
- If you 
change 
rate by 
±0.1%, 
what 
change 
happens 
between 
2025- 
2035? 

Sensitivity 
- If you 
change 
rate by 
±0.1%, 
what 
change 
happens 
between 
2035-
2050? 

Future Local 
Revenues 

           

Future MTS 
Local 
Revenues 

           

Ridehailing 
Company 
Service 
Fees 

           

Future State 
Revenues 
for 
Transportati
on 

           

Regional 
Road User 
Charge 

           

State            



Housing 
Revenue for 
Transportati
on 
Infrastructur
e 

Future 
Federal 
Revenues 
for 
Transportati
on 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Costs and Revenue by Project 

 

Project Timeline 
of 
Developm
ent (i.e. 
Assumed 
Start and 
Finish of 
Constructi
on) 

Support 
for the 
Timeline 
Proposed 
and 
Possible 
Flaws in 
Timeline 
Estimate  

Operatio
ns Cost 
Estimate 
and 
Basis of 
Estimate 
(i.e. how 
is time of 
EIS 
consider
ed) 

One-
Time 
Capital 
Cost 
and 
Basis 
of 
Estima
te 

Mainte
nance 
Cost 
and 
Basis 
of 
Estimat
e 

Capital 
Replace
ment 
Cost 
and 
Basis of 
Estimat
e 

Total 
Project 
Cost 

Source(s
) of 
Revenue 
and what 
percenta
ge of the 
revenue 
it would 
use 

Alternati
ve 
Source 
of 
Revenue 
(in Case 
Revenue 
is 
Unavaila
ble) 

Project 
Cash 
Flow vs 
Spend 
Rate (i.e. 
pay-as-
you-go 
or 
borrow) 

Sensitiviti
es - cost 
difference 
(savings 
or 
increase) 
for each 
year 
earlier 
approval 

Sensitiviti
es - cost 
difference 
(savings 
or 
increase) 
for each 
year 
delayed 

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

 

 

 

 



Details Requested by NCTD 

 
Project Information Request  

Project Estimated Total Project 
Cost 

Current Planned Year of 
Construction 

Draft RTP Assumed 
Year of Construction 

Assumed Federal/State 
Matching Funding (%) 

San Dieguito Lagoon 

Double Track and 

Platform  

    

Batiquitos Lagoon 

Double Track and 

Bridge Replacement 

    

Eastbrook to Shell 

Double Track 
    

Carlsbad Village Trench      

La Costa to Swami 

Double Track  
    

San Onofre Bridge 

Replacements  
    

Rose Canyon Bridge 

Replacements 
    

 

 

 
 



Anticipated Transit Frequencies (in Minutes) Information Request  

Mode of Service 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050 

Local BREEZE 
Bus 

      

Local MTS Bus       

Rapid Bus       

SPRINTER       

Trolley       

COASTER       

 

 

Detail of Proposed Rail Lines  

 Rail Mode 
(CR, LR, 
HSR, Hybrid) 

Directional 
Miles 

% of 
Directional 
Miles Grade 
Separated/Tu
nnel 

Number of 
Stations 

Average 
Distance 
Between 
Stations 

Average 
Speed 
Operated  

Interoperable 
with 
COASTER 
equipment 
(Y/N) 

New Rail Line        

        

        

        

        

        

 



 
 

 
August 6, 2021 
 
SANDAG Board of Directors  
401 B Street  
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
RE: Recommendations on how to include San Diego’s 10 Transit Lifelines in the Regional Plan 
 
Respected Chair Blakespear and Board Members,  
 
The San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group (SDTEWG) and ally organizations support the 10 
Transit Lifelines and request their inclusion in the 2021 Regional Plan (RP). They represent the 
priorities that residents at the frontlines of the climate crisis in Barrio Logan, City Heights, and 
National City have identified through a community-driven process. Though identified by South Bay 
residents, the 10 lifelines reflect a vision to advance affordable and frequent transit solutions that 
will benefit all San Diegans. 
 
The San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group was established in 2018 by community-based 
organizations in an effort to elevate transportation and environmental justice opportunities in Mid-
City and South Bay for years to come. The core organizations are the Center on Policy Initiatives 
(CPI), City Heights Community Development (CH CDC), Environmental Health Coalition (EHC), Mid-
City CAN (MCC), and San Diego 350 (SD350).  Supporting organizations include Casa Familiar (CF) 
and the Urban Collaborative Project (UCP). The SDTEWG core organizations took a closer look at the 
Draft Regional Plan and would like to offer recommendations on how to best reflect inclusion of the 
10 Transit Lifelines in the RP. 
 
The 10 Transit Lifelines & Recommendations  
  
1. A Regional Plan that Prioritizes environmental justice:  

Demonstrate environmental justice (EJ) communities are a priority by identifying projects that 
will improve their access to public transportation by 2025. These primarily low-income 
communities of color face the most pollution in the San Diego region and rely most on transit. 
The projects should include the development of a Safe Routes To Transit strategy and an early 
action project Mobility Hub at Euclid Transit Center. 
      
Recommendation:  
Include an equity specific project list as part of Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Programs, 
and Phasing document that provides all details including the expected project completion year. 
 

2. Youth opportunity Passes (YOP):  
Provide no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under to build generations of lifelong 
transit riders and connect youth to school, work, internships, and early career opportunities. 
 



Recommendation: 
Amend the Plan to explicitly state that transit fare subsidies will be allocated to fund no-cost 
transit for youth ages 24 and under. The plan currently lacks a commitment to no-cost passes 
for this age group. 
 

3. Bus service every 10 minutes: 
Make bus service reliable and affordable now – we can’t afford to wait. Buses are one of the 
most cost-effective ways to get us where we need to go while cutting climate pollution. We need 
immediate solutions while big infrastructure projects are being built. 
 
Recommendation:  
Projects TL63, TL64, and TL65 on page A-52 of Appendix A, should include cost and bus frequency 
improvement details to demonstrate they will be prioritized, particularly those planned to be 
completed 2025. Simultaneously, only one of all the Transit Leap projects within the South Bay to 
Sorrento Corridor has a 2025 year implementation. The Transit Leap rapids listed on page A-12 
through A-14 that will service environmental justice communities should be prioritized for a 
2025 completion. Finally, MTS should be included as an agency to collaborate as part of the 
partnerships listed on page B-3 of Appendix B and near-term actions for the implementation of 
bus frequency enhancements.  

 
4. Blue Line express: 

Build a 24-hour Express Blue Line. The Blue Line already has the highest ridership and is one of 
the best-performing transit lines in the region. However, it is overcrowded, has limited 
frequency, delayed connections, and no 24-hour service. 
 
Recommendation: 
The RP needs to outline clear construction of an additional track that can provide express 24-
hour service. Currently, the project details fail to demonstrate that a third track will be 
implemented. According to project description TL13 on page A-14, a Blue Line (San Ysidro to UTC, 
Double/Third tracking and Grade Separations at Taylor/Ash) are planned for a 2050 
implementation.  

  
5. 24-hour service: 

By 2025, provide 24-hour service on popular transit routes to connect workers to their 
destinations. Participants in San Diego’s MTS community engagement efforts ranked this as 
their highest priority.  
 
Recommendation: 
Project ID TL63, TL64 and TL65 should include bus frequency increase to 24 hours. As well as all 
the Transit Leap projects within the South Bay to Sorrento that will service environmental 
justice communities.   

 
6. The Purple Line: 

Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and construction work for the Purple Line as a 
rail line that connects environmental justice communities in central City Heights and the South 
Bay to Sorrento. 

 
Recommendation:  



The detailed ridership analysis of the Purple Commuter Rail alignment listed on page A-15 is 
promising and points to a purple line that will include stations in City Heights. The RP should 
include project phasing that prioritizes the development of stations in central City Heights and 
the South Bay region with a 2035 project completion.  

 
7. An all-electric bus fleet by 2030:  

Accelerate the electrification of buses, because our communities cannot afford to wait 20 years 
to breathe cleaner air and reduce climate pollution. 
 
Recommendation: 
The transition to zero-emission buses, including rapid routes, should be accelerated for a 2030 
completion with the support of recently approved state and federal funding sources. Page A-53 
outlines program investments for Zero-Emission Buses and Infrastructure. The funding should 
be redistributed to prioritize the program’s implementation to meet the 2030 completion goal.  

 
8. Anti-displacement strategies: 

Protect low-income communities of color living near transit corridors from gentrification with 
proactive strategies that include building affordable housing while preserving naturally 
occurring affordable housing, community ownership, and tenant protections. We need 
comprehensive solutions! 
 
Recommendation:  
We commend SANDAG for including a Regionwide Displacement Study for near-term 
implementation. The study is listed on page B-3 of Appendix B and should be completed before 
the adoption of the RP in order to truly inform and prevent displacement due to the plan’s 
implementation.  

 
9. Restroom access: 

Create a plan to make restrooms available to the public and provide MTS with funding for a clean and 
accessible restroom network with access at all major transit stations. 

 
Recommendations: 
Include restroom access as an item in the capital operations budgets. The 2021 Regional Plan 
states that “mobility needs to be widely accessible, affordable, easy to use, and tailored to a 
person’s individual needs. In short, mobility must be viewed as a basic human right". State-of-
the-art bathrooms are mobility and key to a successful transit system.  
 

10. Emergency-ready transit system:  
Provide transit for environmental justice communities to evacuate during emergencies. EJ communities 
are more vulnerable to climate disasters and more likely to live near industries, military operations and 
other dangerous activities that may have accidents that cause fires, leak toxins, and other crises. 
 

Recommendations: 
Include a study and implementation strategies to establish an emergency-ready transit as part of the 
near-term action in Appendix B within the Social Equity Planning Framework section. 

 
Finally, the SDTEWG strongly recommends that SANDAG develop an equity pricing program, a Next 
OS equity plan, and policies that safeguard the privacy of Black, Indigenous, People of Color (BIPOC). 
The SDTEWG supports the efforts to implement a regional pricing strategy and the Next OS as long 



as they are implemented with an equity framework, which is not reflected in the Draft RP. All 
regional pricing strategies must include mechanisms to protect low-income families who cannot 
afford to pay to be able to drive. All Next OS infrastructure should give development priority to 
environmental justice communities. And, policies must be in place to ensure data collected does not 
target BIPOC or use the information to over-police our communities. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group (SDTEWG) 
 
Center on Policy Initiatives Keara Piña 
City Heights Community Development Corporation, Randy Torres-Van Vleck      
Environmental Health Coalition, Laura Benavidez & Carolina Martinez 
Mid-City CAN, Diana Ross 
SanDiego350, Toshihiko Ishihara & Steven Gelb 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Honorable Members of SANDAG Board of Directors 
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, California 92101 
Sent via Email: clerk@sandag.org 
 
RE: Include the 10 Transit Lifelines in the 2021 Regional Plan  
 
Chair Blakespear and Honorable Members of the SANDAG Board of Directors: 
 
The San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group and ally organizations support the 10 Transit lifelines 
and request their inclusion in the 2021 Regional Plan (RP). They represent the priorities that residents at the 
frontlines of the climate crisis in Barrio Logan, City Heights, and National City have identified through a 
community-driven process. Though identified by South Bay residents, the 10 lifelines reflect a vision to 
advance affordable and frequent transit solutions that will benefit all San Diegans. 
 
Environmental Justice (EJ) communities are at the frontlines of toxic air pollution and the nearing climate 
disaster. The RP is the region’s biggest opportunity to dramatically address the course of climate change in 
the region. According to Appendix X of the SANDAG 2021 Draft Regional Plan, “passenger car and light-duty 
vehicles emissions category is the largest contributor of GHG emissions in the San Diego region, accounting 
for 41% of total GHG emissions.” In addition, “only 7% of our region’s low-income residents have access to 
fast and frequent transit”1. According to the American Lung Association, San Diego has the seventh - worst 

                                                                  
1 SANDAG, Data Driven Process, https://sdforward.com/mobility-planning/data-driven-planning Accessed July 27, 2021. 

https://sdforward.com/mobility-planning/data-driven-planning


 

 

  

 

ozone pollution in the U.S,2 and EJ communities are disproportionately impacted. Inadequate investment in 
the mass transit system harms our most vulnerable communities’ health and quality of life. 
 
The RP should include EJ specific solutions to be completed by the year 2025. The climate emergency is here 
and frontline communities cannot continue to wait for relief. The RP is a visionary document by nature, 
however, it must outline immediate benefits to improve the region’s economy, quality of life and sharply 
reduce air pollution and GHGs in most climate-impacted communities.  
 
10 Transit Lifelines Summarized Descriptions 
 
1. A Regional Plan that Centers Environmental Justice:  

Prioritize environmental justice (EJ) communities by identifying projects that will improve their access 
to public transportation by 2025, which should include the development of a Safe Routes To Transit 
strategy and an early action project Mobility Hub at Euclid Transit Center. 

2. Youth Opportunity Passes (YOP):  
Provide no-cost transit passes for all youth ages 24 and under to build generations of lifelong transit 
riders and connect youth to school, work, internships, and early career opportunities. 

3. Bus Service every Ten Minutes:  

Make bus service reliable and affordable now - we can’t afford to wait. Buses are one of the most cost-
effective ways to get us where we need to go while cutting climate pollution.  

4. Blue Line Express:  

Build a third track for a 24-hour Express Blue Line. The Blue Line already has the highest ridership and 
is one of the best-performing transit lines in the region. 

5. 24 Hour Service:  

Connect late-night and early-morning workers by 2025. Provide 24-hour service on popular transit 
routes to connect workers to their destinations. 

6. The Purple Line: 
Fund the planning, environmental, engineering, and construction work for the Purple Line as a rail line 
that connects environmental justice communities in central City Heights and the South Bay to Sorrento 
Valley. 

7. An All-electric Bus Fleet:  
Accelerate the electrification of buses, because our communities cannot afford to wait 20 years to 
breathe cleaner air and reduce climate pollution. 

8. Anti-displacement Strategies: 
Protect low-income communities of color living near transit corridors from gentrification with proactive 
strategies that include building affordable housing while preserving naturally occurring affordable 
housing, community ownership, and tenant protections. We need comprehensive solutions! 

9. Restroom Access:  
Create a plan to make restrooms available to the public and provide MTS with funding for a clean and 
accessible restroom network with access at all popular transit stations. 

10. Emergency-ready Transit System:  
Provide transit for environmental justice communities to evacuate during emergencies. EJ communities 
are more vulnerable to climate disasters and more likely to live near industries, military operations and 
other dangerous activities that may have accidents that cause fires, leak toxins, and other crises. 

 
We urge the SANDAG Board to support the 10 Transit Lifelines and ensure their inclusion in the 2021 RP.  

                                                                  
2 American Lung Association, https://www.lung.org/research/sota/city-rankings/most-polluted-cities, Accessed July 29, 2021 

https://www.lung.org/research/sota/city-rankings/most-polluted-cities


 

 

  

 

 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

The San Diego Transportation Equity Working Group (SDTEWG): 
 
Center on Policy Initiatives, Researcher & Policy Advocate, Keara Piña 
City Heights Community Development Corporation, Director of Policy & Planning, Randy Torres-Van Vleck      
Environmental Health Coalition, Community Organizer, Laura Benavidez & Climate Justice Campaign Director, Carolina Martinez  

Mid-City CAN, Executive Director, Diana Ross 
SanDiego350, Transportation Committee, Toshihiko Ishihara, Phil Birkhahn & Steven Gelb 

 
Supporting Organizations:  
Bayside Community Center, Director of Programs and Operations, Rose M Ceballos 
Casa Familiar, President & CEO, Lisa Cuestas  
Clean Earth 4 Kids, Founder and Educational Director, Suzanne Hume 
Climate Action Campaign, Transportation Policy Advocate, Noah Harris 
Coastal Environmental Rights Foundation, Program Director, Sara Kent  
DSA San Diego Ecosocialist Working Group, Member, Kyle Knoebel 
Environmental Center of San Diego, Board of Directors, Pamela Heatherington 
Escondido Neighbors United, Board Member, Laura Hunter  
First Unitarian Universalist Church of SD, Social Justice Executive Team & Lead Minister, Reverend Kathleen Owens 

Hammond Climate Solutions, Founder, Tara Hammond 
Interfaith Worker Justice San Diego, Executive Director, Cheri Metier 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 569, Business Manager, Jeremy Abrams 
Muslim American Society, National Executive Director, Ismahan Abdullahi 
Planned Parenthood, Director of Public Affairs, Neal Ortiguerra 
Sierra Club San Diego, Transportation Chair, David Grubb  
Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association, President, Mike McCoy 
Sunrise Movement, Hub Coordinator, Alexander Han 
The Climate Reality Project San Diego Chapter, Chair, Cherry Robinson Psy. D 
The Urban Collaborative Project, Executive Director, Brian Pollard 
Transcen DANCE Youth Arts Project, Co-Founder & Artistic/Executive Director, Cat Corral 
University Professional and Technical Employees CWA Local 9, Vice President, Brooke Donner 
Youth Will, Youth Organizer, Safia Haidari 
 
 



Members of SANDAG Board of Directors
401 B St.
San Diego, CA 92101

Re: 2021 Regional Plan

Respected Chair Blakespear and Board Members,

SanDiego350 is an inclusive, mostly volunteer organization building a movement to
prevent the worst impacts of climate change and climate injustice. We strive to create a
future that supports a livable planet and just society through education and outreach,
public policy advocacy, and mobilizing people to take action.

Previous regional transportation plans, including the 2015 plan, mistakenly prioritized
freeway expansion over public transit, which resulted in increased air pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions and the inability for those without cars to get where they
need to go.  Public transportation is a critical lifeline for many, especially the residents of
environmental justice and low-income communities and people of color, to get to work,
school, and services.

Only 7% of low-income residents have access to fast and frequent transit. Frontline
communities have disproportionately experienced harm from transportation and land
use policies, so solutions to restore equity to these groups should be prioritized,
incentivized, and subsidized in SANDAG’s climate strategy. Additional coordination with
equity-based planning efforts will further support integrated and collaborative solutions.
The infrastructure that links our network of homes, businesses, parks, and schools,
must allow community members to meet their needs without driving.

The SANDAG Board has the power and responsibility to implement the bold vision that
our communities need for universal mobility, and to reduce pollution and emissions.
Therefore, SanDiego350 requests that the SANDAG Board ensures the 2021 Regional
Plan recognizes and addresses, as described below, the climate challenges our region
is facing and the needs of historically marginalized segments of our society.



1: Reduce GHG emissions from cars and light trucks to fight the Climate Crisis
We ask you to meet bolder GHG emission reduction targets. Climate change is
accelerating and its effects are devastating environmental justice communities.  For our
families and children to have a liveable future we cannot wait any longer to respond.
Transportation accounts for half of the GHG emissions in the San Diego region. The
targeted 20% reduction per capita of GHG emissions from cars and light trucks below
2005 levels by 2035 will have only a small impact on the GHG emissions from
transportation, even if we successfully reach that goal. The emissions reduction goal
must be at least 50% by 2030.

To rapidly reduce GHG emissions, we ask you to accelerate the timeline for
development and improvement of transit (trolleys, trains, and buses) and active
transportation (biking and walking).  Also, the plan must include effective strategies to
encourage a rapid shift away from cars to public transit and from fossil fuel burning
vehicles to zero-emission vehicles.  Managed lanes on freeways should be
implemented to enable buses to run faster and on-time and so that they are a more
attractive means of transportation than cars.

2. By 2023 or sooner, implement no-cost youth transit passes for those 24 and
younger.

This would advance social justice by helping youth, who often lack resources, to travel
to education, employment, and services.  This would immediately improve transit
ridership numbers and contribute to transit being seen as a viable alternative to car
travel.

Youth passes are an investment in the success of transit, as youth who are accustomed
to using transit become adults who will choose buses and trains over cars.

3: Improve the transit system now to make it more frequent, reliable, accessible,
affordable and fast.

The 2021 Regional Plan must prioritize improvements in public transit.  We need a real
alternative now in order to begin the transition away from cars without delay.  The
current transit system needs to improve by increasing passenger capacity, frequency
and service hours on popular lines to make it more convenient, reliable, accessible, and
fast.  This means 24 hour service and 10 minute frequency on many popular bus routes
currently in service.  This should be done immediately to introduce the public to a new
transit era by providing MTS and NCTD with the necessary financial support.



3: Prioritize the needs of Disadvantaged, Environmental Justice Communities.

Disadvantaged, Environmental Justice Communities, which disproportionately suffer
from the effects of climate change, cannot afford to wait; they need immediate
improvements while long-term infrastructure projects are developed. This means not
building new roads, accelerating the Purple Line, and collaborating with MTS and NCTD
to make improvements to the Blue Line and Sprinter and add Bus Rapid Transit routes
to serve those communities.

We ask for the completion of the Purple Line via City Heights all the way to the border
by 2035 instead of stopping in National City per the draft Regional Plan. That is
because half of the Purple Line ridership will come from Chula Vista, Imperial Beach,
and Tijuana.  We also ask for enhancement to the Blue Line to reduce travel time from
the border and South Bay region to downtown to provide faster access to the jobs in the
downtown area.

Road improvements such as grade separations at railroad crossings should be included
in the plan to reduce traffic gridlock, congestion, and idling that cause air pollution and
health problems.

4: Transition to a Zero Emission Bus Fleet by 2030

Fund the implementation of California’s Innovative Clean Transit rule.  Our communities
of concern suffer with high levels of toxic pollution and cannot wait 20 years to reduce
toxic and greenhouse gas emissions.  Investment in zero emission buses now will
improve residents’ health and help people thrive in San Diego County.  These actions
taken now will save money in the long term. The scale of our ambitions must reflect the
magnitude of the challenge. SANDAG must invest heavily in infrastructure to continue
and accelerate that transition.

5: Identify Anti-Displacement strategies:

Develop an anti-displacement strategy that includes affordable/low-income housing and
preservation of existing affordable housing, community ownership, and tenant
protections as part of the comprehensive solutions for any possible impacts of new
transit infrastructures. We ask SANDAG to provide an update on the status of the
anti-displacement study.



6: Develop an Emergency Ready Transit System:

There is a need for Environmental Justice Community residents to have an escape
route from a community - wide emergency situation such as occurred recently in a ship
fire at the Port.  We ask for planning and implementation of a transit emergency
response strategy that is fully funded. Communities of concern are most vulnerable to
climate disasters.

7: World Class Transit System with Amenities

We ask for a truly world class transit system that all members of our society and visitors,
regardless of their age and physical condition, can use without hesitation.  This requires
amenities including clean bathrooms at major transit stations and hubs, electronic
information on trolley, train, and bus schedules, routes, and transfer information, seats
and sun shelters at all stations and stops, safety provisions for all transit users including
persons with disabilities.  These amenities would provide comfort and dignity to all
transit riders.

We urge the SANDAG Board to align the final 2021 Regional Plan with these
recommendations.

Sincerely,

SanDiego350 Transportation Committee
Bee Mittermiller, Chair
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2 August 2021 
 
Keith Greer 
San Diego Association of Governments  
Via electronic distribution  
 keith.greer@sandag.org SDForward@sandag.org 
clerk@sandag.org 
pio@sandag.org  
tessa.lero@sandag.org  
hasan.ikhrata@sandag.org  
401 B Street, Suite 800 
San Diego, California 92101 
 
RE: Comments on the 2021 Regional Plan Sierra Club San Diego Chapter 
 
Dear Mr. Greer: 
 
Sierra Club San Diego has been a consistent voice for conservation and sustainable planning in the San 
Diego region for more than 70-years. Sierra Club is pleased to provide comments regarding the SANDAG 
2050 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). The scope and breadth of the RTP is immense and beyond 
mere descriptors of bold, aggressive. and futuristic. The concepts, scale and anticipated budget of the 
RTP are unprecedented, possibly in the entire state of California. The takeaway from this letter is this: 
SANDAG must work to procure the same aggressive funding for environmental protection and 
mitigation that was devoted to capital projects. 
 
Sierra Club San Diego supports the goals and conceptual components of the RTP with a cautionary 
approach.  There are concerns with the inherent capabilities of the Sustainable Communities Strategy 
(SCS) should the plans be revenue starved, bled, or never funded. These essential strategies are the 
underpinnings of future RTP project success, designed as guides for the San Diego region towards a 
more sustainable future by integrating land use, housing, and transportation planning to create 
communities that are conducive to being sustainable, walkable, transit-oriented, and compact.  
 
The requirements of Senate Bill 375 codify the essential features of the RTP to protect and sustain our 
region’s vital social, environmental, and economic resources, while making significant reductions in 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) generation from autos and small trucks. All aspects of the RTP are important, 
although consistent and reliable funding of the plan requirements are essential to achieving the RTP 
goals. The very backbone of RTP realization is early environmental mitigation, planned, funded and 
ready to be implemented within San Diego County. The same careful planning should include provisions 
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for maintenance of the Multi Species Conservation Program (MSCP) and conserving Multiple Habitat 
Planning Areas (MHPA). Not only are these lands invaluable in their own right for the preservation of 
plant and animal species, they are essential to any Climate Action Plan due to their ability to sequester 
carbon. 
 
This initiative for early environmental mitigation is expected to expedite the implementation of 
transportation projects and reduce the costs associated with mitigation or permit delays. 
To be absolutely clear, Sierra Club endorses the earliest possible environmental conservation, 
mitigation, or remediation.  Any delays associated with Capital projects should not reflect on the 
mitigation capabilities of the environmental community or SANDAG.   
 
In the introductory section of the RTP numerous potential funding sources are provided. On the subject 
of funding, we are reminded of the fragility of transportation appropriations at the state and regional 
level. Gasoline sales tax revenue offers a lesson on the ephemeral nature of voter approved gasoline 
sales tax revenue increases. In this instance, cars and light trucks have simultaneously improved in miles 
per gallon along with the advent of increased electric vehicles (EVs) both of which have contributed to a 
substantial reduction in gasoline sales tax revenue. This eye-opening shortfall at the state level reflects a 
local focus when evaluating ballot box funding. The San Diego region failed to fund the proposed 2016 
Proposition A Transnet sales tax increase of one quarter cent, although vigorously supported by 
SANDAG and numerous environmental organizations. At that point SANDAG was left with the barest of 
funding options.  
 
This stark demonstration of the unreliability of voter support for tax increases should not be lost on 
SANDAG Board members. Reliance on temporary budget sources are unstable and insufficient if they are 
based on assumption of bond debt refinancing, stock market appreciation, population increases, or 
property or sales tax increases. Funding must be secured with initial and sustainable investments for a 
minimum of the first 10-years of the RTP approved environmental mitigation projects. Without such 
funded safety measures the RTP is confronted with speculative-by-nature “Revenue Assumptions”. The 
below italicized and bolded statements are taken directly from the RTP supporting documents. 
 
Appendix V: Funding and Revenues Assumptions  
The assumptions made for each major revenue source included in the Plan’s financial analysis are 
provided below. All revenues have been escalated to the year that dollars are expended, and they are 
based on the escalation factor appropriate for that specific revenue source. Additional details for each 
fund source also are included in Technical Appendix 1.            
 
By its very definition, the conjecture surrounding proposed long-term financing and funding is apparent 
in the fundamental terms Assumptions and Escalation, which indicate the uncertainty regarding this 29-
year duration RTP. The SANDAG Board members must do everything possible to remove the associated 
uncertainty and doubts of reliable and assured revenue. This initiative for early environmental 
mitigation is the keystone to the RTP realization and must be securely funded upon SANDAG Board 
approval and initiation of the RTP 2050 Transportation Plan. 
 
“Without a regional funding source, the implementation—and ultimately, the success—of these plans 
to protect species and their habitats from extinction falls into question.” Regional funding:AA-6 
 
The environmental community has repeatedly advised SANDAG staff and Board members that this 
SANDAG statement is clearly factual, warranted, and long predicted. It would behoove senior staff, 
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under direction of the Board of Directors, to lobby for state and federal environmental grant funding or 
appropriations. The current, unprecedented state budget surplus is too great an opportunity to ignore in 
light of the devastating consequences of doing nothing for lack of funding and planning.      
 
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1236_5646.pdf 
$2.59 billion is the sum of potential grants from the year 2018 titled Transportation Funding in the San 
Diego Region. While this budget would be stunning news in the environmental community, this grant 
funding is only available for SANDAG’s CAPITAL projects. This would include new construction, 
expansion, renovation, or replacement projects for an existing facility, however there would be no 
mitigation funding for the environmental impacts of the new infrastructure or associated construction. 
It appears staff went to a great effort in meticulous searches to locate these CAPITAL grants. We request 
that staff accomplish the same depth of research for environmental mitigation and remediation grants. 
The rhetoric of “early environmental mitigation” will be far more convincing when SANDAG becomes a 
proactive source of grant funding information for San Diego’s NGOs.  The equity chasm between Capital 
projects and the mitigation funding to initiate projects is breathtaking and unacceptable. 
 
“The estimated unfunded regional cost to implement the regional habitat conservation plans was $3.0 
billion.” 
 
SANDAG Board members please compare this TransNet EMP land grant program to the CAPITAL projects 
multibillion dollar budget. To say the environmental community is “challenged” speaks to this massive 
funding and equity disparity. Please consider that in 2011 the deficit was $3 billion. In 2021 the 
equivalent dollar shortfall is $3.62 billion.  
 
“Allocation of $4 million is done annually by the SANDAG Board of Directors pursuant to a two-year 
work plan. A portion of this funding is allocated and distributed through a competitive TransNet EMP 
Land Management Grant Program to maintain the integrity of existing regional habitat preserves 
through enhanced land management.” 
 
While the environmental community is grateful, $4 million a year will require 75-years to catch up to 
2011 environmental standards and funding deficit, to say nothing of funding the present Regional 
Habitat Conservation Vision:  
 
A steady, secure regional funding source is needed to complete the land acquisitions as proposed and 
to provide for ongoing land management. San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional Plan AA-10 
 
Simply stated, SANDAG’s PROTECT, RESPECT and CONNECT current environmental theme will largely 
remain a slogan until funding becomes a serious SANDAG Board of Directors priority. As San Diego’s 
premier and leading planning organization, the environmental community is mystified by the seeming 
lack of Board direction for the required environmental reviews and mitigation for CAPITAL projects.    
 
When developing the Regional Habitat Conservation Vision, several barriers were identified that have 
slowed efforts to fully address regional habitat conservation within the region, including a lack of 
ongoing secure regional funding, a lack of institutional knowledge and public awareness, and waning 
political focus on habitat conservation. 
 
Similarly, the focus on habitat conservation as a major public policy issued (SIC) has waned since the 
1990s. Public policy focuses on imminent issues. Over the years, environmental public policy has 
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shifted towards stormwater issues and climate adaption as the top-of mind issues. Ironically, habitat 
conservation contributes towards resolving each of these issues. In some respects, regional habitat 
conservation is a victim of its own success; being perceived as an issue that has been resolved by the 
region without an understanding of the current gaps. 
 
As we evaluate potential funding for existing conserved lands, MSCP Preapproved Mitigation Areas 
(PAMA), defined reserves, preserve and managed properties, it becomes abundantly clear that there are 
no planned funding objectives of substance for the San Diego Region’s natural lands. Natural lands 
protection is currently limited to $4 million. This defect is delineated in the void of conservation funding 
in Appendix U: Cost Estimation Methodology of 18 different forecast costs budget totaling 
$163,536,000,000. In this unprecedented budget no funds are planned for maintaining MSCP 
conservation lands and the required mitigation for Capital projects.  
https://sdforward.com/docs/default-source/2021-regional-plan/appendix-aa---regional-habitat-conservation-
vision.pdf?sfvrsn=bb44fd65_2 AA-4 

 
The TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) also established the San Diego Management 
and Monitoring Program (SDMMP) to provide a coordinated, scientific approach to management and 
biological monitoring of conserved lands in San Diego County. Appendix AA, addressing The Regional 
Habitat Conservation Vision contradicts the illusion of effective planning by the $3.0 billion funding 
deficiency from 2011 to date. Essentially, the natural lands preservation budget is bereft of new funding 
sources, relying exclusively on the existing $4,000,000 per year of the original TransNET sales tax 
funding.  
 
Without a regional funding source, the implementation—and ultimately, the success—of these plans 
to protect species and their habitats from extinction falls into question. In 2011, the estimated 
unfunded regional cost to implement the regional habitat conservation plans was $3.0 billion. This 
SANDAG RTP statement could not be more timely or appropriate for discussions and decisions to cure 
the unfunded regional cost. Hesitation to address funding requirements accomplishes nothing. Sierra 
Club can only speculate on the huge shortfall confronting SANDAG and the San Diego region 
environment the RTP claims to safeguard. The 2011 deficit in today’s dollar value would be $3.62 billion 
and climbing.  
 
The bottom line of this Sierra Club communication, is that the RTP plan does not address the on-the-
ground reality of SANDAG acting as though the agency did not bear planning responsibility for the huge, 
and growing, natural land MSCP conservation and preservation costs. Instead, regardless of 
environmental mitigation first claims, SANDAG has devoted their economic resources solely to CAPITAL 
projects, disregarding the costs of maintaining already preserved and reserved MSCP lands and 
mitigating the carbon associated with these capital projects.  
 
With a $196 billion California budget passed, it is inappropriate that the entirety of San Diego’s MSCP 
conserved and MHPA protected lands are hobbled with a $4 million spending limit. SANDAG must exert 
the same efforts researching state and federal environmental protection grants or state appropriations 
as it demonstrates with the vastly more expensive CAPITAL project grants.  
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Most sincerely, 
 
George Courser, Chair, 
Conservation Committee 
Sierra Club San Diego  
 
Peter Andersen, Vice Chair 
Conservation Committee 
Sierra Club San Diego  
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July 28, 2021  

SANDAG Board of Directors   
401 B Street   
San Diego, CA 92101  

RE: 10 Transit Lifelines  

Respected Chair Blakespear and Board Members: 
 
As President of UPTE-CWA 9119 UCSD Local 9 (representing UCSD Hospital Professionals, 
Researchers, and Technical Employees), I am writing in support of the San Diego Transportation 
Equity Working Group’s (SDTEWG) proposed changes to the 2021 Regional Plan. While the Regional 
Plan is the boldest that SANDAG has proposed in decades, it is still highway first, which perpetuates 
a state of structural immobility, and will take too long to create necessary changes for public transit to 
be an alternative to cars and address our climate crisis. As transportation accounts for 41% of 
greenhouse gas emissions in San Diego, we have the opportunity to greatly reduce GHG emissions 
and create a more socially equitable region, by improving our transit system. 

Therefore, I urge you on behalf of the SDTEWG to support these proposed changes: 

1. Meet the required greenhouse gas emission targets, and ensure measures 
actually get us to those goals, by using the federal and state funds available to 
create high quality union jobs. Climate change is accelerating and we are 
currently seeing the results, which is especially devastating to frontline 
communities, so the emissions reduction goal of 40% by 2030 is inadequate to 
meet the climate crisis. 

2. Accelerate the timeline for all transit (trollies, buses, rail) and biking 
infrastructure improvements and prioritize the Environmental Justice 
communities that need transit solutions the most. Environmental Justice 
communities cannot afford to wait; they need immediate improvements while the 
long-term infrastructure projects are being planned. This means no new roads 
but rather accelerating the purple line and collaborating with MTS to make 
improvements to the blue line, both of which serve these communities. 

3. Develop a transit system that is fast, frequent, reliable, and accessible by 
increasing passenger capacity and frequency on popular lines. This should be 
done immediately to introduce the public to a new transit era by providing MTS 
and NCTD with the necessary financial support for implementation. 

4. Create and fund an anti-displacement strategy to protect vulnerable 
communities living near transit corridors by developing new affordable housing, 
preserving existing affordable housing, encouraging community ownership. 

5. Make immediate improvements to current amenities surrounding transit stops 
with dedicated funding. Amenities include benches, shade from the elements, 
and bathrooms which should all be accessible according to ADA regulations. 

6. Begin no-cost transit passes for youth 24 years old and younger in 2023, not 
2027. No-cost transit passes encourage significant participation in public 
transportation and help shift expectations for how San Diegans use transit. 

Please incorporate the SDTEWG proposed changes into the 2021 Regional Plan. 

Sincerely,  

 

Sarah Martin, President, UPTE-CWA 9119, Local 9 UCSD 
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June 28, 2021 

 

Chair Catherine Blakespear 

Executive Director Hasan Ikhrata 

San Diego Association of Governments 

401 B Street, Suite 800 

San Diego, California 92101 

 

Dear Chair Blakespear and Executive Director Ikhrata: 

 

We are writing in regards to the current draft of the San Diego Forward: The 2021 Regional 

Plan. We are very concerned that the plan does not address both AB 686 Affirmatively 

Furthering Fair Housing and Sustainable Communities Strategy as interpreted by the California 

Air Resource Board (CARB) “to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from driving, which can also 

foster healthier and more equitable and sustainable communities.” 

 

In 2018, the California Legislature passed  AB 686 (Author: Assembly-member Miguel 

Santiago; Co-Author: Assembly-member Todd Gloria) - Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 

(AFFH) which requires public agencies to administer their programs and activities relating to 

housing and community development in a manner of "taking meaningful actions ... that 

overcome patterns of segregation and foster inclusive communities" and "address significant 

disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity."  

 

In 2018, California Air Resources Board released their Progress Report analyzing the progress 

made under SB 375 - Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008. The report 

stated that, “California will not achieve the necessary greenhouse gas emissions reductions to 

meet mandates for 2030 and beyond without significant changes to how communities and 

transportation systems are planned, funded, and built.” The report further identified the need to 

“increase homes in high-opportunity areas for low-income households.” 

 

LISC San Diego and a coalition of nonprofits has requested that the City of San Diego allow all 

5000 – 7000 square foot parcels of land to be subdivided into 4 individual land parcels for sale or 

rent in high-wealth, low-crime neighborhoods and concentrated areas of affluence. This would 

satisfy AB 686 - AFFH to take “aggressive” actions that “overcome...contributing factors [to fair 

housing problems, and thus] meet the ‘meaningful impact’ requirement in statute” (HCD AFFH 

Guidance Memo, p. 52).  

 

Our coalition of nonprofits will soon be launching a first-time homebuyer grant program targeted 

at BIPOC families. We have commitments from charitable foundations totaling $2.5 million to 

http://www.sdforward.com/about-san-diego-forward/developing-the-2021-regional-plan
http://www.sdforward.com/about-san-diego-forward/developing-the-2021-regional-plan
http://ww2.arb.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2018-11/Final2018Report_SB150_112618_02_Report.pdf
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support this program. Our goal is to build for-sale homes in high wealth, low crime 

neighborhoods and concentrated areas of affluence that are accessible to households making 80% 

AMI. The single greatest barrier we face is restrictive single-family zoning that makes it 

impossible to construct smaller, more affordable homes in these neighborhoods.  

 

SANDAG through the 2021 Regional Plan has an opportunity under AB 686 and the CARB 

2018 Progress Report to begin the process of ending the current legal apartheid that exists in our 

communities and ensure that California meets its greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets for 

2030 and beyond with how communities are “planned, funded, and built.” We strongly urge 

SANDAG to use their role as the Metropolitan Planning Organization and with the 2021 

Regional Plan to comply with AB 686 and Sustainable Communities Strategy to encourage and 

assist cities like the City San Diego to begin desegregating their neighborhoods and provide 

meaningful opportunities for all residents and families while lowering car emissions and climate 

change. 

 

Finally, we strongly urge SANDAG to create an Office of Equity that will ensure that proposals 

like the Regional Plan and are advancing equity and reducing barriers to inequality, structural 

racism while enhancing opportunity. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Ricardo Flores 

Executive Director 

LISC San Diego 

 

Al Abdallah 

Chief Operating Officer 

Urban League of San Diego County 

 

Shane Harris 

President & Founder 

People's Association of Justice Advocates 

 

Abdur-Rahim Hameed 

National President/ CEO   

National Black Contractors Association 

 

 

Cc:  SANDAG Board of Directors 

       Diane Takvorian, California Air Resource Board member 

       Hon. Nathan Fletcher, California Air Resource Board member   

 

https://www.lisc.org/san-diego/impact/redlining-san-diego/
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August 6, 2021   
    
San Diego Association of Governments 
401 B Street Suite 800 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT, 2022 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
  
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
I write to you on behalf of the eight hundred homes in the Webster Community; all of 
us vote and we are interested in the future of our community as regards to the 2022 
Regional Transportation Plan. Our demand for goods and services delivered to the 
urban section of a sprawled city are unique. We are an aged community with traditional 
values commensurate with our gentry.  
 
We see development of our region occurring as planned, as an impediment to our 
traditional lifestyle and as such, desire a more gentle approach to the conversion a 
sprawled California city to a high-density commuter city.  The use of transportation 
agency owned parking lot lots next to noisy, government-owned, transit center facilities 
such as trolley lines is objectionable as is the obvious feeling that our automobiles are 
being taken away from us. Yes we believe in growth, but it must be phased to include 
our life styles. We request a plan that will be prepare our community to receive 
proposed changes occurring in the near future.  
 
Our voice is changing! We have a sophisticated community council who now has 
experienced the flawed logic of, “oh you are not ready,” for changes that are inclusive 
in the new modal plans.  We ask for a mobility center/hub located within our existing 
fledgling transportation center near the intersection of Euclid Avenue and Market 
Street.  This together with communication and information system infrastructure 
requires fiber optic cable readiness equal to that of other San Diego communities.  We 
ask for assurance that the community will be ready for the state of the art 
transportation system that is in the design stage at this time. At the very least we ask 
for an inventory of our existing transportation facilities to demonstrate how far we 
have been left behind. We want all of our streets to be designed with “Complete 
Streets” designs enabling all modes of transportation, including unshared bicycle paths 
where appropriate. We ask for coverings for all of our MTS bus stops. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed plan.  
 
Please call with any questions, or if I may provide additional information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Stephen Lamprides 
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Draft 2021 Regional Plan Public 
Comment Period Noticing Summary: 
May 28 to August 6, 2021 

Outreach and Noticing: 17,778,874 Total Impressions 
• Websites: 1,865,171
• Social Media: 1,258,515
• Email: 47,123
• Radio: 4,503,800
• Newspaper Notices: 10,104,156

Virtual Events: 1,811 Attendees 
• 2 Public Hearings: 522 Attendees

o July 16, 2021: SANDAG Transportation Committee
o July 23, 2021: SANDAG Board of Directors

• 6 Subregional Open Houses: 329 Attendees
o June 15, 2021: North County Coastal Subregional Open House
o June 16, 2021: County Unincorporated Subregional Open House
o June 22, 2021: South County Subregional Open House
o June 24, 2021: East County Subregional Open House
o June 28, 2021: North County Inland Subregional Open House
o June 30, 2021: Central San Diego Subregional Open House

• 7 Public Meetings: 960 Attendees
o May 28, 2021: SANDAG Board of Directors
o June 16, 2021: SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan Working Group Forum
o June 18, 2021: SANDAG Transportation Committee
o June 25, 2021: SANDAG Board of Directors
o June 30, 2021: Interagency Technical Working Group on Tribal Transportation Issues
o July 7, 2021: SANDAG TransNet Independent Taxpayer Oversight Committee
o August 5, 2021: SANDAG 2021 Regional Plan Social Equity Working Group

• 23 Community Presentations

Public Comments Received: 1,452 
• Website-Sourced Public Comments and Responses: 561
• Email-Sourced Public Comments and Responses: 292
• Voicemail-Sourced Public Comments and Responses: 3
• Public Meeting-Sourced Public Comments and Responses: 161
• Letter-Sourced Public Comments and Responses: 435 (49 letters received)
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